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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SHELTER

NEEDS YOUiNTEERS

The Domestic Violence Shelter is looking for people

to volunteer. They need people to play with the

children, work with the Phone-a-thon, and to help

look up phone numbers in the phone book. This

*My be a great opportunity for students who need to

jdo volunteer work for a class. For more information

contact the Domestic Violence Shelter at 343-0703

•or The Leadership Center at 395-3877.

1
i ATTENTION OFF TAMPIIS

STUDENTS

If you rent an apartment or house, and run into

problems with your landlord or roommaties, the

Office of the Dean of Students is available to assist

.you. We can provide legal referrals, interpret leases

-and management policies, and conduct roommate
-mediation. Stop by room 209 in the University

Union or call 395-31 19 to schedule an appointment.

CAMPUS POLICE
ft SELF DEFENSE

Lj University police in conjunction with the

intramurals office will sponsor Self-Defense classes

this semester on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 7-

SPM in Hanover Hall. The series, which began

September 19, consists of six individual sessions

JWiith each new session starting on the following

tys: October 10, November 2 and November 28.

e instructor, a First Degree Black Belt of Bushin

Karate, Judo and Aikido, teaches the basics of

self-protection. (Students may sign up at any

Jntramural Computer Cluster.)

HURRICANE WATPH

If you have to be evacuated from your home
during Hurricane Hugo • the New Hanover Humane
Society will take in your pets. It is suggested that

you bring your pet carrier with you ifyou have one.

\ Call 3169for details.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ID CARD

Planning to travel abroad durig the 1989-90

•School year? Then you may want to think about
purchasing an International Student ID Card

For $10, this ID card provides ou with the

following benefits: domestic and international travel

discounts by air, rail, bus, and ferry; discounts on
accommodations and shopping; reduced or free

admission to museums, theaters, and cinemas; basic

accident/sickness insurance package; and a 24-hour
toll free Travel Assistance Hot Line. Interested

students may stop by the Parking and ID Center or
call 395-3537.

INDOOR SOCCER AVAILABLE FOR
FALL

Indoor soccer will be available for students in

Hanover Hall for both the fall and spring semesters.

Sign ups can be made in the Vax computer in the

1 Library or contact Lee Dudley in the Intramural

Office located in Hanover Hall.

STUDY ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES

Thinking about spendng a semester or summer
abroad in England, Sweden, France, Egypt,
Australia, Mexico or Brazil? The Office of the Dean
of Students has information on study abroad
programs available in these and other countries

Stop by Room 209, University union for this free

information and assistance.

Ufcm >n roMiNG

LivWELL '89, the fifth annuyal UNCW health

promotion/wellness event, will be held on the north

lawn of the university union Wednesday, Sept. 27,

from 10AM to 2PM (Rain date is Wed, Oct 4).

More than a health fair, LivWELL '89 will examine

the effects of lifestyle and health habits on well-

being. Faculty members are asked to support this

event. Students who attend and participate will

receive validation tickets to be turned into faculty

members for class credit (if needed). There will be a

<tf charge for a limited number ofpeople, some 25

to 30 for cholesterol checks. (LivWELL will

attempt to offer cholesterol checks at

other times during the year.)

Elections Hit An All Time High This Fall ~-»*.

HV MAI WnilVEN
NEWSEDnVK

An estimated 430 UNCW
students showed up at the polls on

Tuesday, September 19, for the

SGA fall elections. According to

Jim Humphries, student body
president, the huge success of the

elections is attributed to the

publicity of the event

During the summer, SGA
mailed thousands of newsletters

containing information regarding

positions and committee openings

available in the fall. This action

as well as the wide publicity of

the event prompted many people

to become involved.

This semester, seven
positions for representative-at-

large were open to the entire

student body, and three positions

were open for freshmen class

officers.

Of the nineteen students who
ran for representative at large, E.

Lee Barnhill, Shawn Mullins, The '89 Fall Elections had a higher turn

compared to last fall.

Willi* Umihlla

out

Denny Best, Jennifer Summy,
Anthony Spencer, Jennifer Betras,

and Vernon Johnson were elected

into office.

Smith M. Long and Richard
G. S tilwell won presidency and
vice-presidency, respectively, of
the new freshman class. David A.
Rose is one of the two freshmen
Senators elected to office. The tie

between Douglas Smith and Jeff

Holeman for the other seat will be
resolved in an election which will

be held next Wednesday.

Senator Lee Barnhill, who is

also currently chairman of the
Budget and Planning Commute,
comments, " I would like to get

SGA focused more on the students

and the current issues as well as

maintain viable budget plans."

The Senate is presently

working on a program to establish

a means by which UNCW
students may obtain legal advice

through a lawyer service. One
means of access which has been
proposed is for students to dial a

1-800- number to get information

on legal issues.

Another important function of
the Senate is to maintain
beneficial relations with the
community. This semester SGA
has been involved with planning a
back to school dance and
sponsoring the Livwell Fair.

"I would like to get
SGA focused more
on the students and
the current issues as
well as maintain
viable budget plans."

Humphries is highly
optimistic about the changing
future of the student government.
"We are trying to look out for the

concerns of the students and make
SGA as effective as possible."

.TRACKING CHART
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Toplin To CreateTV Series
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How To Prepare

For Hurricane

Hugo's Arrival

BY TASHA BOONE
MANAGING EDITOR

Hurricane Hugo is headed this way. Although it may hit

sometime this weekend according to news broadcasts, preparations are
under way atUNCW for Hugo's possbik arrival.

One important preparation step is taking care of the dorms. "The
residence halls and Randall Library have been boarded," explained
Chief Billy Dawson yesterday. Pamphlets were sent out to faculty,

staff and students. The pamphlet lists nine hurricane safety tips,

which are listed below.

1. University officials closely monitor tropical
depressions, tropical storms, and hurricanes. Detailed
tracking Is begun at the first announcimtnt of a
hurricane watch.

2. Classes and other university etints will b i
cancelled by the chancellor when appropriate. The
public will be Informed through radio and television
when this decision Is made.

3. Residence holts at UNCW wilt withstand hurricane
force winds. We encourage resident students to stay on
campus and not attempt to drive home. We discourage
parents from driving to Wilmington to pick up their
sons and daughters.

4. Trash Collesum Is available for sheltering non-
residential students, faculty, and staff who are forced to
evacute beaches and low areas.

5. During the emergency, food will be token to
resident students In their halls or In the collesum.

4. Medical services will continue to be available on
campus during the emergency on a 24-hour basis.

7. Many buildings, Including food services, and all
residence halls except the apartments, have generators
for emergency lighting.

t. Throughout the emergency, supervision will be
maintained by the Offices of Residence Life and Dean of
Students.

9. Public safety personnel, maintenance workers and
their supervisors will continue to be on duty around the
clock during these storms. Campus officials are In
constant contact with local, county and state emergency
headquarters.

"People do not need to call to ask if the University is closed,"
says Mind Cunningham, director of University Relations. "We are
open unless otherwise stated." However, in the evident that the
University does close, Cummingham says, "It will be announced as
soon as the Chancellor decides."

"The dorms are designed to withstand hurricane winds," says
Cunningham. She also assures everyone that food provisions have
been made. ARA is slocking up on food that can be prepared without
electricity to deliver in the residence halls.

Cunningham encourages everyone on behalf of the university to
stay put. "Instead of trying to outrun the storm, it would be safer for
students to stay here."

BY KAREN PATE
STAFF WRITER

Dr. Bob Toplin, professor of history at

UNCW has been awarded a grant of $91,000
from the National Endowment for the

Humanities.

The grant will be used to develop a series

entitled "The American Frontier", which will

consist of seven hour-long television programs
to be aired nationally on the Public Broadcasting

System about the westward expansion in

America.

He seeks to educate the American public on
the realities of the west, as opposed to the

mythical representations presented by the

entertainment industry. He credits the fasination

of the west to television, film, and the writing of

authors such as Louis L'Amour, in depicting a

period of "great adventure and mystery."

"The American frontier and westward
expansion have long been popular subjects with

movie and television audiences," Toplin said.

"From THE GREAT TRAIN ROBBERY to

HIGH NOON; from DAVY CROCKETT to

LONESOME DOVE, viewers have shown a keen

interest in the frontier past But films dealing

with the frontier have been only loosely based on
fact, and much of what the public remembers

from these productions relates to myth and
legend, not to the reality of the frontier
experience." wmm

The travel west was exciting because there
were no hierarchies or classes; anyone with merit
and ability could get ahead, said Toplin.

But the spirit of the west lives on, as Toplin
cited John F. Kennedy's "New Frontier" which,
he said, "indicates our fluid society and
exploration of space."

Toplin poses questions that will be the focus
of the series, for example: what images are we
passing on and what is the real story of the
American west?

Among the wide range of topics to be
examined is the impact of the Trans-Mississippi
West on our democratic heritage, national
character, and present problems of criminal
violence.

"People may think it had an influence on
present day crime, resulting in the love affair

with the gun, but some western environments
were not violent," said Toplin.

The question of whether our expansion was a

distinctly American experience is another area

tee Toplin page 3.

Donate Cans To Reincanation

BY SANDY PORTER
STAFF WRITER

Have you noticed the big blue boxes next to

the drink machines in all the classroom
buildings?

Some of you may have even read what is on
the boxes. And still others may have gone as far

as using the blue boxes for the environmental
purpose they serve. These boxes evolved from
an environmental studies project by student Paul

Knox called Operation Reincanation.

Because recycling aluminum requires only 5%
as much energy as producing it from raw
materials, and each can recycled saves the energy
equivalent of that can half filled with gasoline,

Knox felt that a recycling project should be
composed on the campus of UNCW. So began
Operation Reincanation.

The Earth Guild along with the Physical
Pland and Residence Life have planned to

continue the program. Student representative

Paula Ackermann is in charge of placing the
boxes in their present and future locations.

Ackermann also visits each box sometime during
the week to empty the cans that have been
collected.

"The University has been very receptive to
the program. Student involvement is still

increasing," she says. "Fifty pounds of
aluminum were collected the first two weeks and
forty-five pounds the third week."

Ms. Ackermann hopes to supply several blue

boxes to the residence halls on campus.

Operation reincanation is in full swing at

UNCW. With such a success on campus, the

Wilmington community is looking into starting

its own recycling program.

A suggestion has been made to provide a

service where trucks will visit homes to pick up
recyclable cans. Even picking aluminum cans up
after Fraternity or Sorority parties has been
recommended.

Until a community wide project is started,

faculty and off campus students can contact Box
2670S to receive a list, compiled by the Cape
Fear Group of the Sierra Club, of where to take

your recyclables.

Ackermann wishes the entire student body to

look the blue boxes near the drink machines and

donate your cans. "You can help cut the need for

imported resources, reduce energy consumption,

water and air pollution, and save landfill space."

M*. i __
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THE OFF CAMPUS CONNECTION: Responsibility & Behavior

Welcome to the first edition

of the Off Campus
Connection! This column was
developed through the Office of

the Dean of Students and the

Seahawk as a serrvice for

UNCW's commuter students to

better inform you of the issues and

concerns involved in off campus

living.

We at the Office of the Dean

of Students want you to know that

we do recognize that the commuter

student's experience at UNCW is

different in many ways from that

of students living in the campus
residence halls and apartments.

Since commuter students make up

the majority of UNCW students

(70%), we believe it necessary that

services and programs are provided

for any special needs and concerns.

If you live off campus, then

you are a member of two

communities—that ofUNCW and

that of Wilmington. The main

focus of this week's column

concerns UNCW students'

responsibilities as members of the

Wilmington community.

The Office of the Dean of

Students has received numerous

phone calls from community
residents regarding student

behavior at neighborhood parties.

The complaints vary from
disruptive yelling and cursing late

at night, to beer cans being
thrown in homeowners' yards and

trampled bushes and flowers.

The question most often asked

of us by community residents is

"Can't you control your students'

behavior?!" It is assuredly the

most difficult question to answer.

As mentioned before, off

campus students live in two
communities—UNCW and
Wilmington. Because some
partying behavior is perceived as

wild and unruly by concerned

community residents, this

perception becomes a reflection of

the University as a whole. This is

surely not the perception you, the

off campus student, want the
community to have.

So what is the answer? The
answer to better community
relations is communication and

behaving in a responsible manner.

In communicating with your

neighbors you may find that

elderly individuals, couples with

small children and professionals

also reside in your neighborhood.

Introduce yourself to them.

Let them know then you plan to

have a party, and ask them to let

you know if the music becomes
too loud. Be responible b y
making you friends (and yourself)

accountable for undisciplined

behavior. Make sure there are

enough trash cans for people to

pitch their empty cans and bottles.

If you see a group of folks

doing something in your

neighbor's yard thai u.cy shouiu.. t

be doing STOP THEM! After all,

you want to continue to provide

parties and have fun without
complaints from neighbors and/or

police interruptions.

The following are some
helpful hints on being a good
neighbor. These tips were
borrowed from Rutgers
University's "Under One Roof"
Program:

1. Take the time to meet
your neighbors.

2. Be conscious of the noise

coming from your home or

apartment at all times.

3. Be sure to inform your
neighbors if you plan to have
more than a few visitors.

4. Offer your assistance to

your neighbors when you see that

they are in need of help.

5. Contribute to your
neighbor's right to clean, safe

environment through an attempt

to do away with careless and
inconsiderate behavior.

Over the summer Chancellor
Wagoner endorsed a "Statement on
Comminity Responsibility"
which reads:

A large part of the collegiate

experience involves the
development of a sense of
community—of learning to live

and work with a vanety of other

people.

While you're at the Univerity

of North Carolina at Wilmington,

you will share the life of two
communities—that of the campus
and of the city.

We encourage you to exercise

your responsibility in respecting

the rights of yor neighbors. You
will find that by communicating

with your neighbor, you will

resolve any difficulties or conflicts

that may occur. We believe that

respect and communication are the

kays to peaceful coexistence
among neighbors.

The campus and the city each

has its own set of complexities,

but both are part of the rich

experience you have when you
live and work here.

It is our hope that these words

will help you take reponsibility

for and grow in your sense of

community.

Remember: Having good
neighbors means being a good
neighbor, and being a good
neighbor means partying
responsibly.

The Off Campus Connection

will be a bi-weekly production

from the Office of the Dean of

Students. The column is intended

to inform off-campus students of

available programs and events

geared especially towards them.

An Introduction

To Your Rights And RemponaibOitUm
in Renting An Apartment Or He :ll!W

nor)

This booklet Is available to all students through*
the Dean of Students Office. If any student v">"

needs additional information about off campus^**'
housing, call 395-3119 u,,0j

I. -H>.

Ifyou can find aMacintosh in this room,

we mightput one inpurs free

isi*

sell

mr

In what will surely be the easiest test of your intellect this term, Apple invites you

to try winning a free Apple' Macintosh* Plus personal computer merely by finding it in

this drawing.

Well even give you a hint: It's not the table, the lamp, or the chair.

Now you're on your own.

To register, look for contest details where Macintosh computers are sold on your

campus. Oh, all right, we'll give you a hint for that, too: Look at the bottom of this ad.

But do it really, really fast. Because only one Macintosh is being given away on this

campus, and it's going to happen soon.

Soon, as in right away Pronto. Quick-like.

But hey, you can take a hint.

i
Somebody!* going towin a free Macintosh.

Enter September llth-September 29th

UNCW Bookstore

C IWAppdOimpukT Ini Appk.- ikAppkkiKd and Mxinuish jfra-xNiTciJirjdi-maik'.cif AppfcOmipuli-i Irk lluMrjiion l~ l**)\lmCnnTOin
Ovi-nm ix-rpcwm pkuv Onh lulkimr MuJrniv tjtuln jmj m ill on- clinihk- n > »in
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Topili COM'd. . .

American experience is toother
Toplio it interested in, as well as
the relationships between natives
and settlers. Also, how have our

mythic images of the frontier

shaped our thinking about
ourselves, our history, and our
culture?

For further insight into the

western experience, some of the
guests appearing in the series will

be the descendants ofearly western
settler*. "I'm interested in the
analysis of film in history and we

• plan to look at this medium-
carefully,- he said.

This process is not new to
Toplin, as he created three

dramatic programs dealing with
slavery in America for PBS in the

early eighties.

A prior NEH grant of
$20,000 was awarded to Toplin in

1988 for planning "The American
Frontier." Upon completion of
the next stage of work, Toplin,

along with his partner in the
project, Steve Schecter (a producer

in Los Angeles), will submit
their proposal to the National
Endowment for the Humanities for

full production of the series.

To ensure that the series
will reflect the latest research on
frontier history, Toplin has
chosen ten experts from
universities across the United
States. These experts will
contribute to planning for the

programs and the development of

the scripts. Dr. Toplin estimates

that the documentaries are about

three yean away from completion.

A

Students Not Returning Milk

Crates Could Be Prosecuted
DURHAM, NC-Unauthorized

possession of the colorful plastic

milk crates used by dairies to

transport milk will be against the

law in North Carolina, effective

Jan. 1. 1990.
Carolina/Virginia Dairy

Products Association, representing

processors in the two states, today

announced a public awareness
campaign designed to inform
North Carolina college students of

the new, tougher law.

Posters encouraging students

to return cases to local dairies or

grocery stores will be distributed

soon to college and university

residence halls across the state.

Effective Jan. 1, 1990, North
Carolina statute (GS 14-72.4)

makes the unauthorized possession

of milk cases a misdemeanor
punishable by a $300 fine and/or

imprisonment.

Nearly a million milk cases

were borrowed, stolen or
misappropriated in North Carolina

andVirginia dairies during the past

year at a cost of $2 million to the

industry, and eventually the

consumer.

Often used as furniture, file

boxes or storage bins, the crates

are lost to a public attitude that

they are free for the taking.

"Nothing could be further from

the truth," according to
Carolina/Virginia Dairy Products

Association President Phillip

Holder of Pet Inc. in Charlotte.

"These cues are a major expense

to dairies, and the magnitutde of

the loss is hurting every dairy in

the country."

According to a national survey,

there are $230 milion worth of
crates missing across the country.

There have been no national,
uniform solutions to the problem.

Prior to this new legislation,

milk case theft in the state was a
misdemeanor under general theft

statutes. With passage of the

tougher legislation, North

Carolina joins the ranks of a

number of other states, combining
concentrated enforcement efforts

and publicity campaigns to try to

recover crates and control losses.

The law applies only to milk

crates bearing the name of the

owner, not plastic crates purchased

in department stores or elsewhere;

however, defacing or removing the

identification mark is also illegal.

Cases should be returned to a

local dairy or neighborhood
grocery store, said Holder. No
questions will be asked through
Dec. 31. 1989.

Volunteers help clean up beach.

UpcomingBeachSweep
'89 Needs Volunteers

Oakley Named N.C. Living Treasure

Ago YOAJ twoooht
• PVJ68X0 g.\CO y/AS -PON*!

Sid Oakley, a Creedmoor potter, has been
selected by the UNCW Institute for Human Potential

as the 1989 Living Treasure of North Carolina

The third individual to receive this recognition,

Oakley is the owner of Cedar Creek Gallery which

contains works from some 250 craftspersons and
artists.

Duke University Art Museum and the N.C.
Museum of History are among those that collect

Oakley's fine arts and crafts. The Smithsonian

Museum's gift catalog also showcases his work.

[Oakley Is] the third Individual to

receive this recognition ...

At 6:00 p.m. on Friday, September 22, Oakley

will be awarded a bronze medal in the Hawk's Nest

in the University Union. The medal,which will be

given to him at the banquet, was a product of the

work of art professor Stephen LeQuire and artist

Oakley received the Associate in Arts Degree in

19S8 from Campbell College and later continued

with his education at UNC-Chapel Hill. After

obtaining a bachelor's degree in 1960, he later

returned to get a master of science degree in art and
recreation adminstration at UNC-Chapel Hill.

Oakley has also studied painting with Eric

Fischl, April Gornek and Roy Lichtenstein at the

Long Island University. Until 197S, Oakley was
employed as the activities director for the Alcoholic

Rehabilitaion Center in Burner, N.C. for IS years.

On Thursday, Sept. 21 Oakley will in Kenan
Hall meeting with students from Professor LeQuire's

ceramics classes. Between 3-4 p.m. he will be in

the Quiet Lounge of the University Union.

The following day, he will be in the Quiet

Lounge from 1 1 am. until 12:00 p.m.

Although the banquet is by invitation only,

students are invited to join our own "living treasure"

during his visits to the Quiet Lounge.

BY HOI.1.V PPtrir

STAFF WRITER

Last year Beach Sweep, an
attempt by local volunteers to rid

North Carolina's coast of trash, was
a big success. Volunteers
uncovered many odd and alarming
objects. The oddest object picked
up was a bowling ball from Brazil.

The most common articles found
were 570 disposable lighters, 279
diapers, and 1200 plastic bags.

That's just a few figures from the

137,000 total items found.

This year the cleanup is going to

be state wide and has been renamed
The Big Sweep. Volunteers are not
just going to clean North Carolina's

beaches, but lakes, rivers, and
reservoirs.

Saturday, September 30th from
9:00 a.m till 1:00 p.m., volunteers

from all over North Carolina as

well as many of UNCW's Greek
organizations, the Biology club,

and Campus Awareness will go to

their assigned posts to begin
collection. All volunteers are given

trash bags, pencils, and data cards to

tally up their findings.

Andy Wood, who headed the

Beach Sweep project last year, is

excited about the expansion of the

program. His job is to organize all

activities from Onslow County to

Brunswick County. "So many
school groups, as well as the

community have volunteered,"
Wood said enthusiastically.

The Big Sweep is coordinated by
UNC Sea Grant, Division of
Coastal Management, Division of
Parks and Recreation, N.C.
Aquariums, N.C. 4-H Program,
WRAL-TV, Wildlife Resources
Commission, Keep North Carolina
Clean and Beautiful, and Keep
America Beautiful/Carteret County.
It's not too late to volunteer. Just
call the Big Sweep hotline at 1-

800-275SWEEP to register.

iiiMiiima FUND RAI SER txnanmacm
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1700 IN ONLY 10 DATS—
Student groups, fraternities, and sororities

needed for marketing project. On campus. For

details and a FREE GIFT group officers call

1-600-950-6472 ext. 30.msmmmsmmmmmmm

INFORMATION WANTED:
On August 7,1989, Raymond Welch

was fatally injured on the UNCW
campus.

If you have any information

please call

251- 0120.

All calls will be held in strict

confidence.
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THE SEAHAWK

The Seahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any Unsigned letters will not be published. The

Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit letters for the purpose of space or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd., Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The

Seahawk.
The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 pm. Monday for Thursdays paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

the Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division.
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Managing Editor

MAI NGUYEN
News Editor
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Sports Editor
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Copy Editor
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Entertainment Editor
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Manager
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Editorials

It Takes Motivation
As more non- traditional students fill the halls of

UNCW, a major oversight becomes apparent. Where can

these people leave their children? This question arises from

many members of the staff and faculty as well. Why is

there no campus child-care?

There are no straight answers. There was a problem

when the issue was raised several years ago with the

Chancellor refusing to support it. Last year however, he

agreed to back child care if a real need was shown. It

would seem that if students are forced to quit school, and if

employees miss work because they need to watch the kids,

to say nothing of professors being forced to bring their

children into the classrooms, that, in itself, shows a need.

How to fund these programs, and where to house them

are two problems that have also held back progress in the

area. A comittee headed by Maggie Parrish and Aida

Toplin has just been formed to research the issue. (A

committee from last year failed to elicit sufficient response.)

Where to house the programs is a question that

committee members are struggling to handle. The solution

of using trailers was quickly put aside by the Chancellor's

office. There is little space in class buildings, although

arrangements could possibly be made in Education. Even if

the Education department can not supply space, there is

plenty of undeveloped property on the campus. It would be

worthwhile to build a facility if there is to be a real

commitment.
The information available to the group is manifold.

Several schools in North Carolina have already
implemented child care programs. The programs are set up
to coincide with various curricular fields. The School of
Education at UNCW would be a logical choice to head
things up here. Unfortunately, past attempts to get a
commitment from the Education department have fallen

short. There has however, been agreement on the issue of
supplying students to work at the centers. This is a start.

So we are left with a big question. If the administration,

however reluctant, is willing to make the concessions
necessary, what is the problem? The problem is a lack of
participant support. The same people who are whining
about not having campus child care are finding excuses not

to be involved in the meetings. Not that some people aren't

getting involved. Some are. . .but these are a minority.

Nothing comes without an effort. If non-trads and faculty

are not willing to work for their goal, they will certainly not

achieve it.

Oops I

The headline in the Sept. 14 Seahawk should have read Sidbury Pleads
Guilty to Shooting.

Another headline on the front page should have read Suspect Seized.

We regret any mistakes and the inconveniences they may cause

Congratulating Rush Councilors

The girls attended Panhellenic

Formal Rush 1989 during the

week of September 10 thru the

14th. It was a long week of

attending various parties and

meeting new friends.

Thursday night, the girls

received their bids from each

sorority and on behalf of the

Alpha Phi sorority, I couldn't be

more excited than to see our new

sister-pledges when they opened

the envelopes which invited them

to join "Alpha Phi!"

As a Rush Counselor this

year, I was fortunate to meet many

wonderful girls and 1 would like to

extend my congrats to everyone.

In addition, if anyone should

receive a standing ovation, Lanita

Hanson deserves it! She is the

Greek Advisor and truly a superb

person. I would like to commend

her for a job well done, or should I

say beyond what anyone has ever

done. So when you see her,

please give her a pat on the back,

she truly deserves it!

a group, we worked hard
counseling, giving out
invitations, and helping Lanita run

things smoothly throughout the

week.
I am proud to say •

although the girls stated above are

not my Alpha Phi sisters, that we
became a close-knit family of

friends.

Though our close-knit family,

I believe that we proved that

sisterhood can only be understood

by experiencing friendship
between sorority women, not only

within our own chapter, but also

outside of our chapter. I want to

say thanks again, I'll miss you and

good luck to you and your chapter.

As Fraternity Educator of the

Eta Xi Chapter of Alpha Phi, I,

Vicky Freeman would like to

extend my congratulations to our

new Alpha Phi sister-pledges.

Good luck to all,

Vicky Freeman

Fraternity Educator

Eta Xi Chapter -Alpha Phi

Attack of the Parking Sharks
The thick black sea,

rippled and glimmering
from the August sun, was

alive with sharks. Both

small and large, they

cruised the water, looking

for an unsuspecting victim.

Sounds like Hemingway huh?

One might picture some crusty old

sea salt peering over the side of

his boat and stroking his sailor

beard as the fish swim by.

Actually, this is what one

might witness in the parking lots

of UNCW after every class

change.

Every day I see fins cutting

and slashing, trying to rest

between the white lines.

Sometimes, the battle to park gets

vicious and profanities fly through

the air like winged fish.

It's a food chain out there and

the weak or faint of heart better

ride bicycles

I've found that music helps

me deal with the problem. I just

slap the theme song from the

movie "Jaws" into my cassette

player, gnash my teeth, and wait

for a space. Lately, I've been

watching others go through the

same dilemma and have come to

the conclusion there is more than

one way to cut up bait

People with different
personalities park differently and

by learning alternatives one can

gain quite an edge.

One good way to grab a

parking space is the "Wait and

Speculate" method. As the name
suggests, in order to perform this

correctly one must wait by the

door of the building and speculate

as to what type of car the leaving

students might drive.

Sometimes, you might get

lucky and know the person, but

often as not, you have to make an

educated guess. A good parker can

spot a Chevy keychain at thirty

paces and recognize a Volvo man

by litde more than his walk.

Some of the eight year

students can distinguish car type

by the way the students leave the

building. (Eight years of college

ought to teach something.)

I really feel sorry for the

person who tries to be nice and
kind to fellow parkers. Often

these are freshmen or non-
traditional students who don't yet

understand how rough it can get.

These people are dubbed "waiters",

which is ironic because the only
tip they get is a sneer as their

place is engulfed by some Great

White.

The most abusive of the

parkers are those who receive the

most attention. They are the

sharks, the always moving,

always hungry, scavengers of the

parking lot sea. To combat them,

you can't blink, nod off or letvlur

guard down in any way lest you
will perish in the depths of
tardiness.

» i
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Only once have I seen tie

sharks falter and only once hwe
they given way. I recall a nbh-

traditional student last year wfto

was quietly waiting for a place. {A

middle-aged attractive woman, she

began to make her turn when} a

finned maniac barked tires Md

made for the space.

I saw fire seep into the eyes

of the woman and heard 41 e

crushing of metal. "Mom*** I

yelled "What are you doing?!" !

"A minnow's got to do whatja

minnow's got to do," she repliel.

Chalk one up for the baitfish. "

J

• »
«*»

A Strong Love Endures All Things

Kurt Lindstrom and his

parents, Jean and George
Lindstrom, have left Wilmington,

and with this departure the crisis

phase of the tragedy that befell

Kurt on April 15 at Twinwood has

drawn to a close.

From the moment of the shot

to the moment of the conviction

of Sidbury and Stallings, the

family has been dealing with the

issue of Kurt's survival,

reorganizing their lives to

incorporate the reality of Kurt's

quadraplegia and dealing with the

trial of those responsible.

All of us who haave been

associated with the family have

been impressed by their strength,

compassion and amazing lack of

bitterness. Their pain and anguish

was present but so, also, was a

real strength that never yielded to

vindictiveness or self-pity.

The Lindstrom's have been my
teachers. I went to them and was

privileged to get to know Kurt's

parents particularly well. I sought

to be supportive and they told me
that I was. But I know that I

gained as much from the way they

have coped with this tragedy, and
perhaps more than I was able to

give them.

But now the next, and equally

as tough, str.ge of the journey
begins. The plans are for Kurt to

be home October 5. Then begins

the unending process of fashioning

a new and very different sort of life

for Kurt
One set of Kurt's plans and

dreams for the future have been
destroyed and he and those who
love him are challenged to create a

new and very different sort of

existence out of this tragedy.

This is when loving gets

tough for it must endure, not for

months, but for years. The life of

all who are involved, Kurt, his

parents, his brothers and his

girlfriend, all will be different than

they thought.

That love will endure and they

will sustain one another, I have no
doubt. But it will not be easy as

it has not been easy to this point.

Most of us who have been

interested and concerned will get

back to our basically normal lives.

The Lindstrom's will be moving

into new and unknown territory as

they shape their lives together.

Rebuilding their house, round the

The security that they carfy
with them into this new phase Qf
their life lies in the depth and
strength of the love that they

discovered in these 5 months of

crisis.

clock nursing, living on and with
a ventilator, finding meaning and
goals all place tough demands on
energy and the capacity to love.

Were we able to keep sharing

their life, I am sure that we would
learn more from them. We would
learn that love can endure all

things and grow. That is a piece
of knowledge that we all want and
the Lindstrom's have. It is for us
an idea, for them an experienced

reality.

I have been blessed by getting

to know them. I am sorry to see

them leave. And I am thankful for

the way they showed me that

"love ne.er fails."

LETTER FROM THE
EDITOR:

Some Words About Higher Learning I

RY PHILLIP LOlIflHMN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

It's funny, the things you
hear. For instance, in one of my
classes the other day I overheard a

student cursing the professor for

all he was worth.

It seems that the young man
had done rather poorly on a pop
quiz. The test consisted of five

questions which, by process of
simple mathematics, were valutd

at twenty points each. My fellow

student could not understand the

reasoning for counting off so

much on a single question.

He cursed and he cussed and
he said some just plain ugly

words, but he never once
implicated himself as being at

fault. It seems to have never

occurred to him that if he had read

the material assigned, then the test

would have been quite easy.

The unfortunate side of this

tale is that the student in my class

was not an isolated case.

So often I find people'
wanting to blame others for their

own inadequacies. Students are

even angry when they finish

school and don't immediately go

out and find a job. Then they

blame professors for not teaching

them enough about the real world.

"What did Cervantes have to

do with business and finance?"
they might ask. "How does
Spanish 102 help me to become a
better writer?" ask others. These
queries may sound logical, but

there is a flaw in the reasoning.

People seem to have forgotten

the reason for higher learning in

today's instant gratification

society. Graduates were once
proud to have completed college

with a mind full of varied and
wonderful knowledge.

It was a privilege to leave the

school able to speak a foreign

He cursed and he cussed, and he said some
just plain ugly words, but he never once
implicated himself as being at fault.. .

.

Universities are not simple
training grounds. Unlike dog
obedience school, college is

designed to give a full education,

not just to teach you to sit and
stay. There is more to life than a

career. The need exists to expand
our minds. This is, or should be,

the reason we are here.

language, or quote Shakespeare. I

find it tad that so many students

now think these achievements are

little more than course fillers.

Perhaps I am too much the

traditionalist. You are probably

saying, "God, this guy sounds like

somebody's grandfather," but I am
close to your age. . . maybe older

than some, but certainly younler
than others. I am just sorry to fee
that so many folks have forgoden
the meaning of higher learning*

It is unfair to yourself and] to

the professors to expect nothing
more than a high paying job fijbm

the college experience. *

It's not like you aren't gettjng

the knowledge you will need.
When I graduate, I will be trained

for the field I hope to go into. SSo

will you. But when I leave I will

go out happy to know that

Tennessee Williams was Uie
writer, not the country folk simier.

I will smile when someone
erroneously tells me that the Ijad
ends when the big wooden ho)rse

rolls into Troy. -*

I appreciate this knowledge
and the privilege of having it.

You should too.

There are people who want to

know these things, but cannot get
into a college to learn them. Take
advantage of what you have. If

you're not careful, you just might
learn something.

Seahawk Crime Line 395-6669

$ REWARDS PAID FOR CRIMINAL INFORMATION AND THE CALLER REMAINS ANONYMOUSI
UNCW DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 3954184
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F" L /^ 3 M IB A
GARFIELD® by Jim Davis

GOOP MORNIN&,
60V6 ANP GIRLS

GOOP
AAORNING,
UNCLE ROV.'

I LOVE V00
JOST THE
WAV V00
ARE/

1U.
* «OOP /MORNING. P0V5 ANP GIRL5.'

i
^ LCNl VOU J057 THE WAV V00 ARE!

GOLLV. I FEEL GOOP WAV.'
ANP PO WU KNOW WHV?

1 HAVE 50 MANV V
JL FRIENP5 LIKE VOU'/~-
m » B J i» . iii m*

mm

WHV, HERE C0ML5 MR.0LOE JEAN6,
THE MAILMAN. MORNING, MR.
BLUE JEANS. ANV MAIL FOR ME?

VOP, ONCLE ROV, HERE'S A BACK
TAX* NOTICE ANP A COPV Of
LEATHER ANP BIKE MAGAZINE

ANP HERE'S A LETTER FROM
VOUR EXWIFE'5 LAWVER..

FOR RENT
»•• i Twinwood furnished apartment suitable for 3-4 students. Call - Cascade #ealty-395-03 10

tim ROOMMATE WANTED
-•- WM, professional, seeks considerate non-smoking male housemate, professional or grad/student, liberal,

'--. no drugs, no pets to share 2 bedroom, 2 bath house in Wilmington's Historic District. Business keeps

feftS owner out of town 90% of the time, so housemate has a great deal of privacy. Central heater, dishwasher

I
"
' furnished. $285 per month, deposit, apportioned utilities. Call 1(919) 763-3170 or 1(919) 833-3170

S92 before 10 p.m. and leave message (name, date and phone).

HELP WANTED
Professor Stanley seeking responsible, dependable student with own car for occasional afternoon childcare -

\ Call 799-0368.

HELP WANTED
Seahawk Newspaper needs financial manager. Preferably accounting major with some experience.

Knowledge of spreadsheet programs necessary. Great job to fill resume. Monthly salary.

COIN LAUNDRY AND CAFE

Adjoining Coastal Dry Cleaners

' MARKET PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER 763-48 1

3

Corner of South Kerr and Market Street

' .'J. 1

.
1

.,3BsEd3C3h"K*555*

/ Buy one wash, get

one free
Expires 10/11/89

Now featuring Colombo
Frozen Yogurt

LOWAT FROZEN YOGURT

SEAHAWK SHUTTLE
SCHEDULE INFORMATION
:00 Hewlett & Graham
:03 Galloway & Belk

:06 University Union

:09 Hanover Hall

:12 Ken. Hall & Cafeteria

:15 Randall Library

:20 Soc/Beh. & Cameron

:23 New Cafeteria

:25 Schwartz Hall

:28 Apt. Parking Lot

30

33

36
39

42

45

50

53

55

58

BESTBUNS IN TOWN
fSchlotzsKVs)

Sandwiches Soups Salads

(across from Auto Spa)

Ve at Schlotzsky's would like to welcome all

UNCV students back to school,

and to show our support we will give students

50# off any small sandwich

and ?5i off with any regular size sandwich.

So on your way to class or to the mall, stop in

and taste our sandwiches on baked fresh daily

sourdough or wheat buns.

0PEH 1iam-8pm
Monday-Saturday

Super soups,
salads and
domestic beer

(SchlolzsKyyi
Sandwich** Soups • Salads

toot

HO COUPON NECESSARY JUST BRING STUDENT IB

ATTENTION ALL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

Every student organization MUST re-register at the beginning of the Fall semester EVERY year

in the Student Activities Office in the University Union Room 202. Deadline was
September 11.

You must submit reviewed/revised constitution each Fall-(Deadline will be October 13.)

Several of you have failed to re-register and very few of you have submitted your constitution to

date.

Those of you who have not re-registered will lose the following provileges provided by the

University Union effective Friday, September 22.

Mailbox in the Student Activities Office will be emptied and

new mail will be returned to sender.

UU-214 will not honor your reservation or allow you to mak
new room reservation, hang banners, use tables.

Funded groups: There will be a motion presented to SGA on Monday to

freeze funds

Use of copy key and copy center requests

Fundrais irtg/solici tation

UseofUNCWname

A list of registered organizations will be posted in the Student Activities Office,

University Union 202.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Rolling Stones:Satisfaction At Last

JOHN GEOFFRION
Entertainment Writer

It seemed almost like old

times. Had someone predicted last

year that the Rolling Stones

would be hitting the road in

support of an excellent new album

that person would have been

thought crazy. But that's exactly

what happened as the Steel Wheels

tour rolled into Carter-Finley

Stadium last Saturday night.

With the arguments between

Mick Jagger and Keith Richards

put aside, the Stones played for a

solid two hours and 20 minutes.

The show began with an

explosion of light and sound and

ended in exactly the same fashion.

After a brief drum sample

from "Continental Drift", a tune

off the new album, the stadium

went from total darkness to an

explosion of red light, fireworks,

and dry-ice smoke as the band

roared into "Start Me Up."

The entire crowd jumped to

its feet, never sitting down for the

rest of the show as Jagger led the

band into "Bitch" and "Sad, Sad,

Sad" also from the new album.

Jagger took control of the

stage early and didn't slow down
for the entire show. Richards and

Ron Wood joined in the fun as

they pounded their guitars and
moved around the gigantic stage.

Charlie Watts was very

seldom seen from the three large

television screens but definitely

was heard on the drums. The
only member of the band not

joining in the fun was bassist Bill

Wyman who didn't move for

almost the entire show.

The only time the concert

appeared to slow down was when
the band broke into "Undercover of

the Night" and "Harlem Night."

Both songs are from recent
disappointing albums and didn't

compare with their classics or

some of the songs off Steel

Wheels.

The band didn't stay down

very long as they roared into such

classics as "Paint It Black,"

"Gimme Shelter," and the new
"Rock and a Hard Place."

The visual highlights of the

show came from two 55-foot

inflatable women during "Honky
Tonk Woman" and the laser- light

show packed into "2,000 Light

Years From Home."
The electricity in the stadium

came to a peak as Richards started

into "Satisfaction" and the

following encore of "Jumpin' Jack

Flash." Thinking the concert was
at an end the crowd was again

surprised when they were treated to

a full fireworks display as the

Stones left stage.

The band put on an enormous

light and special effects show that

combined with the more than two
hours of live music left the sell-

out crowd thoroughly satisfied.

We all knew we had seen "The

Greatest Rock and Roll Band of all

Time."

WLOZ:
Commercial Free

Alternative Music

Spike Bensonhurst:

Don't Mess With Mother Nature

I knew it wast going to be a

good week.

I'm lying on the couch the

other day when the weather guy

starts talking about the Hornet's

mascot Hugo just destroyed Puerto

Rico.

After a few minutes I found

that it wasn't the Hornet's mascot

but rather a large hurricane pissed

off and heading this way. Not
what I wanted to hear.

OK, so what is wrong with

you people
11

I'm walking around

campus all week and all I hear is

people talking about hurricane

parties. Hurricane parties? You
gotta be pulling my chain!

Any of you ever hear about

the 110 people killed i n

Galveston, Texas a few years

back? You know what these brain

surgeons were doing before they

were killed?

Well if hurricane party was
your first guess you win, come by

the Seahawk and pick up the

following prizes: 1) A year's

supply of Turtle Wax. 2) A life

preserver. 3) Rice-a-Roni, the

San Francisco treat.

If you didn't guess hurricane

party come by and pick up your

consolation prizes. 1) A poke in

the eye with a sharp stick. 2) A
manual on how to chase parked

cars. And last, but not least 3)

20 points on your I.Q. because if

that hurricane hits anywhere near

here you are going to need them.

Maybe I'm missing
something on this one, but to me
the thought of getting drunk

during a period of my life when I

might need all my powers of

reasoning doesn't sound like a

good idea.

Or wait. Maybe I'm missing

an angle on all of this. What an

idea! Disaster parties!

This will be great, no matter

how bad you trash your place you

don't have to worry about cleaning

up. The next day just let the

National Guard rummage through

the remains of your house. Let

them clean it up. Thats what they

get paid for any way!

Heck, if the President declares

the area a disaster you might make
enough off of federal aid and the

insurance to have another blowout

when tornado season rolls around.

Why maybe even enough to have

a real wing ding when California

finally drops off into the sea.

Come on folks, there have to

be ways to have fun that don't

involve getting slammed when a

monster of nature is rambling this

way. If you really feel the need to

have a hurricane party go to

Charlotte or Raleigh or Nebraska

maybe, anywhere but here at the

coast.

Spike's words of Wisdom this

week are: HIGH GROUND.

JAY FLOWERS
Entertainment Writer

To many Wilmingtonians,
radio in these parts has become
somewhat of a joke; something so

boring and predictable that the

average listener had just as soon

hear their favorite tape. Well,

never fear WLOZ is back for

another school year to chase away
the Debbie Gibson Blues along

with all the other teen pop idols.

It is refreshing when a good

idea can come by popular demand
into reality. This is exactly what

WLOZ is, a radio station filled

with music the listeners want to

hear. And even though the station

has been around for some time,

many students, both on and off

campus, still don't know about it.

This lack of knowledge may be in

part due to the fact that WLOZ
comes across cable lines instead of

F.M. airwaves. Through an

unfortunate turn of events, the

radio station's F.M. License was
voluntarily turned in at the request

of the administration about ten

years ago due to alledged FCC
rules violations.

Times have changed and

WLOZ is now playing great

commercial free music.
Commercial free radio means that

during a raging party you don't

have to hear about "Surf City's

summer end close out" or "Jiffy

Lube's dig for a rotary job". DJ.
Mark Roper states "anything you

hear on WLOZ, you probably
won't hear anywhere else-We re

Wilmington's only alternative."

The station steers its play list

away from top 40 music that has

infested the local dial to the point

of turning off listerners (who turn

off many stations). If you are one

of these people, check out one of

WLOZ's many speciality shows:

classical, jazz, reggae, and metal.

They are even working on having

a rap program in the future.

The campus metal heads are

always tuned in to see what tunes

Mark "The Reaping" Roper will

spin on Wednesday nights from 9-

12pm on "The Heavv Met/

Homicide".
The Homicide, WLOZ's most

popular show is a creation of

Mark's that he developed 3 years

ago as a freshman. A forerunner

to his show "Metal from Hell"

was a good show, but had almost

no input from the fans. Mark in a

recent interview said that his show
is and should be up to the
listeners, "I'm just a fan of metal

music like you, and I want to play

what you want to hear."

He said that his current play

list includes: Testament,
Wrathchild, Exodus, Wargasm,
Slayer, Mucky Pup and Hades.
Many of these albums have also

appeared as free giveaways of

which only a very few students

take advantage. Mark stated that

classic metal like Kiss, Judas

Priest, and Iron Maiden still had a

place on his show, but he enjoyed

giving the newcomers a chance for

some airplay and fan feed back.

The Homicide has also

produced many memorable
interviews. Bobby Blitz of

Overkill and Rich Spielberg of
Warghasm were two major
interviews that the Homicide
presented. Mark Roper is also

working on a continuing series on

the the rising stars Testament and

Wrathchild (Tune in for details and

club dates.. .Wilmington?!)

In closing out the interview

Mark was faced with the question

of Heavy Metal and its negative

conotations in the mainstream.

He, in most tactful form, stated,

"most artists seem to try and relate

a message-either good or bad- to

their audience. It is now the

audience's turn to receive whatever

message they choose to from the

band".

For more information about

WLOZ, how it hook it up, or

what itme your favorite show will

be on call general manager Les

Welter at 395-3086. To make a

request to the "Heavy Metal
Homicide'' or any other show call

the request line at 395-3636, or in

the words of "The Reaping Roper"

give him a call at "395-DO-DO".

E. Allen fray
rTTTTTTTT

Sea Of Love: Starring Al

Pacino, Ellen Barkin. John
Goodman.

Rating: 9 out of a possible

10.

Don't let the title "Sea of

Love" fool you about the true

nature of this fast paced,

intelligent thriller. For some
reason the title and the song of the

same name conjured up pictures in

my mind of frilly chiffon dresses

and 1950s proms. Instead the

viewer is treated to an intelligent

who-done-it with one of the best

film actors around. Al Pacino.

The story revolves around

Frank Keller (Pacino) a lonely

alcoholic New York cop who tries

to find comfort in a bottle of
Johnny Walker since his wife left

him for one of his fellow officers.

When a series of men are killed in

a similar fashion Keller finds out

they all found their dates through a

personals magazine. Hoping this

is the connection between the

victims Keller and his p.atner Det.

Sherman (Goodman) put in an ad

hoping to entice the killer to

respond

The movie really becomes
interesting when all the
respondents show up for their

dates and you try to figure out

which one is the killer. This is

one of the more intriguing parts of

the film as one by one the

suspects have their fingerprints

checked from their wine glasses.

Enter Helen Cruger (Barken)

a woman who believes in animal

attraction, love at first sight, and

that she isn't interested in Det.

Keller. Well, not at first anyway.

Is she the one? Or is she the

victim of circumstance?

In trying to find a movie to

compare the suspence, and
unpredictability of "Sea Of Love"

I found myself thinking of "Jagged

Edge". Not so much for

similarities of plot, but of the

overall feeling of suspence and

being drawn into caring for the

characters through their
believability.

The acting, directing, plot, and

suspence are all first rate, as well

as every other aspect of this

excellent film. Make time to see

"Sea Of Love" you will not regret

it.

Do The Right Thing: Spike

Lee, Danny Aiello, Giancarlo

Esposito, Ossie Davis, Ruby Dee,

Robin Harris.

Rating: 81/2 out of a possible

10.

It's the hottest day of the

summer in lower class Bedford-

Stuyvesant, Brooklyn and
Mookies got to get over to Sal's

Famous Pizzeria to deliver a slice

to the neighborhood. Sal and his

sons have been running their

pizzeria in this neighborhood for

25 years. Sals proud that most of

the kids in the neighborhood have

grown up on his pizza, and he

likes most of the people even

though his son Vito doesn't.

Mother-Sister sits on her

stoop and gives Da Mayor trouble

about hanging around, but Da
Mayor just smiles and tells her

one day she will be nice to him,

well at least civil. All the while

Smiley wanders around trying to

tell people about Martin Luther

King Jr. and Malcolm X, as

Buggin Out just tries to get Sal to

hang some pictures of some
brothers on the wall.

Then theres Radio Raheem
who walks around carrying a huge

boom box declaring you got to

fight the power, and explaining

the relationship between love and

hate.

All this may sound a little

confusing but it's not. Spike Lee

writes, directs, and stars as

Mookie in this look at racism,

fatherhood, respect for elders,

stereotypes, and a multitude of

other topics that as Da Mayor says

we should "Always Do The Right

Thing".

There are many memorable
performances from Ossie Davis as

Da Mayor, Ruby Dee as Mother-

Sister (Davis and Dee are real life

husband and wife), Giancarlo

Esposito as Buggin Out, and
especially Robin Harris as Sweet

Dick Willie who at one point in a

discussion about Mike Tyson says

that if Tyson dreamed about
beating him up "he had better

wake up and apologize".

This is a very funny movie
that gives insight into how racism

is involved in our every day life.

It offers no solutions and no

heroes, just a look at a problem

we all need to better understand.

When Harry Met Sally: Billy

Crystal, Meg Ryan, Carrie Fisher,

Bruno Kirby.

Rating: 8 out of a possible 10.

This is the latest film from
director Rob Reiner who brought

us The Princess Bride, The Sure

Thing, and Spinal Tap as well as

this cute, corny love story.

The movie begins with Harry

(Crystal) getting a ride to New
York with Sally (Ryan) after both

of them graduate from college.

On the way Harry explains his

cynical view of the world, and also

how men and women can never be

friends because of the constant

sexual tension.

The movie keeps up with

Harry and Sally as they run into

each other over the years as they

go through failed relationships,

marriages, and eventually as they

become friends. While their

friendship grows they introduce

their friends Jess (Kirby) and
Marie (Fisher) to each other only

for Jess and Marie to fall in love.

Are Harry and Sally ready to fall

in love?

This is a very funny movie
that I reccomend highly as a

movie to take a date to with my
only complaint. It's very

predictable, but who said that

being predictable is necessarily

bad? Billy Crystal is great as the

cynical Harry, and Meg Ryan is

equally great as Sally.

If you enjoyed any of Rob
Reiner's other films you will

probably enjoy this one too. It's

got the same kind of intelligent

dialogue, interesting characters,

and happy ending you have come
to expect

Guitarist Plays Kenan
(Wilmington, N.C) Larry

Almeida will present a classical

guitar and voice recital o n

Saturday, October 7, at 8:00 PM
in Kenan Auditorium on the

UNCW Campus Admission is

$5.00, UNCW students with valid

ID free.

Larry Almeida has performed

throughout the U.S. and in

Canada. His solo playing has

drawn these comments from
reviewers:

"... captivating, graceful,

charming intimacy.." WINDSOR
ONTARIO STAR.

"His program envinced an
earnest care for new music, a

sound command of technique. .he

played with meticulous care."

NEW YORK TIMES.
An active ensemble recitalist,

he has performed with the
Winston--Salem Symphony,

members of the Clarion Quintet
and Razoumovsky Quartet and has

premiered chamber music at the

Eastern Music Festival.

Mr. Almeida has studied in

Master Classes with Leo Brouwer,
Jose Tomas and Oscar Ghiglia and
has studied privately with Micahel
Lorimer and Aaron Shearer. In

concert, he frequently accompanies

himself in performances of music
for guitar and voice.

He is also active i n
performing and commissioning
new works for the guitar. He
holds a B.M. in performance from
San Francisco State University.
He has served as a guitar faculty

member at the San Francisco

Conservatory of Music, and is

currently a member of the guitar

faculty at the North Carolina
School of the Arts in Winston-
Salem.

UIHHTS GOING

ON . . SEPT. 21-27

Thursday 21:

Front St. News:

Majosha

(Progressive), $3

Cover

Blockade Runner}

Comedy Zone- Scott

Shaw, $5

Mad Monk: Mary on

the Dash, $3 ladies

and members, $4

all others

Harborside in

Southport: Mark
Graham & Rupert

Bryan (Acoustic)

Friday, 22

Holiday Inn at

Wrightsville Beach:

Eclipse (Rock) 9-

1

$1

Shell Island: Jim
Christ Trio (Jazz)

9:30. No cover

Front St. News:

Psalms (Jazz), $5

Mad Monk: Chairman
of the Board, $7

members, $6 all

others

Guiseppis: Valence

Saturday, 23
Holiday Inn at

Wrightsville Beach:

Spiral (Jazz) 2 -6PM
No cover

Shell Island: Jim

Christ Trio (Jazz)

No cover.

Mad Monk: Drivin n"

Cryin, $6 members
$7 others

Front. St. News:

Psalms (Jazz), $5
Cover

Guiseppis: Valence

Sunday, 24
Shell Island: Jack

Olsen (Piano), 5:30-

10.

Monday, 25
Orton's: Live Music

$3 Cover

Tuesday, 26
Mad Monk: Southern
Culture on the Skids

$3 Cover

Wednesday, 27
Shell Island: Julia

Walker (Piano),

530- 10PM

FOR MORE INFO
CALL:
MAD MONK: 395-
O20O

ORTON'S: 763-
5955

IKINGFISHS: 762-
4ft91
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Renttwo videos

forth*

bucks

Bring the coupons below with you when you

come to Videomax and save yourself a little doe!

Rent a video for three bucks and get one free

plus all the benefits of a Videomax Superstore membership:

Free membership* Nintendo rentals

Up to 100 copies ofthe latest releases T Open everyday until midnight

Over 10,000 videos to choose from Videoplayers for rent

33 categories to choose from T Convenient night deposit

*$3 handling charge ifyou don't have a major credit card.

Marketplace Mall, 127 South College Road Wilmington, NC t 395-6465

Everyday: 9am -Midnight

*
Rent one, get one (reel

Not validforNintendogames

Offer valid through October31, 1989.

Rent one, get one free!
Not validfor Nintendogames

Offer valid through October 31, 1989.
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Blood Drive Draws Healthy Crowd

RY PHILLIP l.Olir.HLIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The scene was reminiscent of a

MASH episode. People were laid

in cots with tubes running from

their arms. Nurses walked among
the beds, administering to the

patients. Other individuals lined

up to fill out forms, or get tested.

Still others sat with bandaged
arms, eating crackers and drinking

sodas.

The scene described above took

place when the Red Cross Blood
Mobile rolled onto the UNCW
campus. Linda Alford, the nurse

in charge of the drive, said

Wednesday's stop was only part of

iheir weekly run. "We run every

single day of the week," she said.

We visit any business, high

school, or college that will have
us. Our only requirement is that

we are able to take in fifty or more
pints of blood."

Alford goes on to explain,

"giving blood is a community
responsibility. Blood collected in

each community is kept there. If

people don't give, there will be a

short supply in their area."

According to some regular

donors, there is no really big deal

to giving blood. "It doesn't really

hurt," said Dr. Roger Lowery, a

professor of political science.

"Besides, it's an easy way to do a

lot of good." To hesitant first-

timers Dr. Lowery offers this

advice. "Give it a try, it's not bad
at all."

Maria Vaughn is another

regular donor. Giving blood has

become pretty commonplace.
"I've gotten pretty used to it,

besides, if I don't need all of mine,

somebody else might."

Most of the other patrons were

also veterans of the needle and

plasma bag. Victoria Uhl was one

of the few who had only given

once before. Asked how she felt,

Uhl responded, "I am still a little

nervous. The first time I got

really dizzy."

Some donors got dizzy

Wednesday, but most appeared
calm. "The big thing is when
people feel hot after giving

blood," stated Alford. "The blood

pressure drops and the body thinks

it is trying to cool itself. To do
this, the body must produce sweat

so it gets hotter. Nobody has

fainted yet The biggest problem

is when they come in nervous.

Then their blood pressure is

already lowered."

AIDS has been a deterent for

many would be blood donors, but

there is really no risk to the donor.

Each individual gets a new needle,

and the old ones are thrown away.

The area is kept extremely clean,

so no blood is pooled on the floor

or tables.

The risk to recipients of

donated blood is also very low.

Blood is sent to Charlotte for

screening. Any positive samples

are discarded, and the person who
gave it is notified by registered

mail. "We don't tell anyone they

have AIDS," said Alford. "We
notify them that their blood has

tested positive. They can then go

to their own doctor for a checkup

and any treatment"

Nurse Alford concluded the

interview with an invitation to

join the others on the cots. After

serious consideration, this reporter

felt the pressing need to return to

the office. Maybe next time.

Hornets Bring Action To Trask

BY KEITH BARNHAM
STAfF WRITER

The Charlotte Hornets
basketball team is coming to

Trask Coliseum on October 20.

Why is the team that led the

NBA in attendance playing an

exhibition game in an arena that

only seats 6,000?

The reason the Hornets and its

opponent, the New Jersey Nets are

coming to UNCW is that owner
George Shinn and team president

Carl Scheer wanted the entire two-

state Caroltnas region to have an

opportunity to see the team in

action, according to UNC-
Wilmington Sports Information

Director Joe Browning.

In addition to the game in

Wilmington, games are also

planned in Chapel Hill, Rocky
Mount and Rock Hill, SC.

The same promoter who
organized an ACC-A11 Star game
and the recent Cinderella concert,

Neill McGeachy of Sugar Creek

Enterprises, is responsible for the

Hornets first game in eastern
North Carolina.

A spokesperson for the

Charlotte Hornets said the

Wilmington area was chosen for

one of the eight preseason games
this season because the region had

a large support base for the team

but was generally unable to get

tickets to any basketball games
played in the new Charlotte

Coliseum.

Although the Charlotte arena

seats over 23,000, it rarely has

any available seats after the

20,000 season ticket holders and

local fans snap up any tickets to

Charlotte Hornets games, whether

the opponent is the NBA
champion Detroit Pistons or the

lowly Miami Heat
Wilmington area fans

evidently share Charlotte's
enthusiasm for the Hornets,

beginning their second year in the

league. On September 1, the first

day of tickets sales, the University

Union and area sporting goods

stores reported brisk sales to the

late October event, even though

no money had been spent on
advertising the game.

Grand Opening
LOX-STOCK
&BAGELS

D E L I • C A F E

Wilmington's Original Bagel Store Has Arrived!

Featuring Homemade On Premise Bagels & Cream Cheese
Choose from 12 different flavors

We proudly serve Boars Head Provision Cold Cuts on all our
sandwiches and carry a large variety of freshly prepared salads.

Desserts include Sugar Creek Yogurt and Greene's Ice Cream

"We Look Forward to Catering For You!"
Let us cater your next meeting or party. Call in

your order for prompt service.

Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner specials.

We Look Forward to Welcoming You!

Monday - Saturday 6 AM-8PM
Sunday till 3 PM

332 South College Road University Center-next to Walmart
392-0002

Lindstrom Scholarship Will Benefit Out

of State Undergraduate Students

BYMIOfflTFRPTTrP
STAFF WRITER

Kurt Lindstrom, the student

paralyzed by a random gun shot

during an outdoor party last April,

has founded a new scholarship.

Funds are being raised by
Kurt Lindstrom's family and
friends.

The $500 scholarship's

prerequisites have not been

officially determined, but

Lindstrom requested that the

recipient be an undergraduate

student with a grade point average

of 3.0 or better, a Marine Biology

major who it not required to to

show financial need and who is

involved in community service,

and an out of state student

Funds have mainly come
from Kurt's home state, New
Jersey. Fundraising is directed

toward the Greek Council and
other University service

organizations.

Kurt's friends and family are

trying to raise $10,000 by April

1990 for the scholarship fund
Any group or individual

interested in furthering their effort

should contact Denise Paliwoda at

256-5844. Students interested in

obtaining the scholarship should

contact the Financial Aid Office

for more information.

U1VCW campus-wide
lieaitli promotion event

•******•**
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1989

10:00 u.in.-2:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY UNION GROUNDS
(raindatc, OCTOBER *, 1989)

Cholesterol Checks, Computer Nutritional Assessments,

Fitness Checks, Blood Pressure, % Body Fat, Lung Capacity,

Healthy Food Samples, Artbrcnks, Relaxation,

Stress Reduction, Massage, Hearing Screenings, Drug Abuse

Prevention, Healthy Relationships, Aids Education,

Contraceptive Information, Sickle Cell Screening.

DRAWINGS FOR HEALTHY PRIZES
PEDALrrSIIEUS-IIUVrEK MOl'XTAIX dike

DOSE.MAAS SI'OltTI.VG UOOIIS-MO.OO til IT CEIITIFICATE
KAA1U JArAXES E HOUSE OF STEAKS - IHXXEK FOR TITO

AFTEKA'OOX OF SAILING- A1IOAHD "STUAPOIXT" <*-0 FRIENDS)
CREST FITXESS CL17D-THREE MOXTH .MEMBERSHIP

LIFETIME SPORTS- CAHinOl' HATPACK
HOT WAX SI'KI SHOP-T-SHIRTS
swr.xsi:x-s-r.oi'i»MirrsAi.Ai>s

COLLEGE ICOAII EI.VE.MAS- .MOVIE TICKETS

KM MOW IMOKMAIIO.V ( All 395-3G83
MUCH, MUCH MORE!!!!!!!!

S|HMI*..ilV.I U\

Sunk mi iKhIUi mihI ffrtlmr 1 ratvr/iMBw ul ItevM PrmmAm
III VISION IH Ml DIM AII'AIKS

Hi. r«(v*r*H> of \nrtli « umliiiii i«l \Vllmiit|(loii

read the Seahawk !

r

(Eyecare Professional) has

ACUVUE
The first

disposable

contact lens!

I ACUVUE* is the first conuict Ions you never luyytn clean

E
DR
OOINS

DR. MICHAEL E. COINS
DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY

)0)0 Rtnd.ll Dn«
C*rolmj Pl.ce Office Part

Wilmington. NC 16403

ivy l

CALL TODAY
ABOUT FREE
TV0 VEEK
TRIAL

392-0270
VISTAKON. INC a <|o(iiiicii*<|ufiiia-ii company

BUY ONE.
GET ONE
FREE

Boy any sab.

King or Regular siz«

ana get same size,

equal or lesser value
FREE.

Little King
D«ll fi Pizza

n

i

t

i

f
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

3 LOCATIONS: |

- N«w Wdrrrart Center
|

Independence Mall
Canterbury Center >

i Offer expires 9/30/89

Student
Leadership
Conference

"Shape the Future"

September 30, 1969

9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

University Union

•The Student Leadership Conference is an exciting

opportunity to improve your leadership skills and
strengthen your organization.

-In addition to the large selection of workshops on
leadership and motivational keynote speakers, there

will be time to network with other student leaders

and university faculty and staff.

-This conference was planned by student leaders who
understand what today's student organizations need.

-Registration is $5 if paid before September 27th.

After the 27th, the fee is $7. This fee includes

breakfast, lunch, and handouts.

**The Leadership Center**
University Union 2 1

2

395-3677
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Thousands of Students Battle Police and Guard in Virginia

Trucsands Of Students Battle

Police, National Guard

A Party Weekend For The
Racially Wary: "Not Too Keen On
Black Students'

by Dacia Domes and Amy
• Hudson

(CPS)--In what was either a

u student party run amok or a re-

l escalation of campus racial

: tensions, thousands of students

battled with police officers and

National Guardsmen during four

day of rioting at Virginia Beach,

Va., Sept 1-4

Primed by three years of
burgeoning racial tensions on
campuses nationwide and the

August murder of a black teen by
white assailants in New York,

many of the rioting students-most

ofwhom were black-attributed the

violence to white racism.

"The shooting in New York
might of had something to do
with this," suggested Norfolk
State University (NSU) student

and weekend veteran Willy
Lindsey. "Basically all racial

incidents over the past two
months...have been building up."

The students were visiting the

mostly white beach resort for the

annual Greekfest, a four-day

celebration marking the end of

summer.

When they got there,

however, they complained that

, many hotels required payment in

' advance, that, to get into their

paid-for hotel rooms, students had
to wear identifying armbands, and
that they weren't allowed to bring

guests from neighboring hotels to

their rooms.

"Student's as a whole just

wanted to come down and enjoy

the beach and be treated with
respect," said George Timmons,
student government president at

NSU. "It was almost as if we
were in jail or military camp."

The students, already made
wary by the New York murder and

the militarist atmosophere at

Virginia Beach, then heard rumors

the Ku Klux Klan would make an

appearance. "It was public

information in this area that the

KKK and skinheads were coming
with the intent to help with law

and order," said Gerald Tyler,

NSU's director of university
relations.

"I saw a lot of Confederate
flags," reported Chaz Blanks, a

junior at Morgan State University.

As if to underscore how many
of the students battling the police

felt the confrontation was racial,

some chanted "Fight The Power!",

a call taken from "Do The Right

Thing," a current movie about

how a series of petty incidents led

to a riot in a black New York
neighborhood.

Greekfest began in 198S as a

relatively small beach party for

members of predominantly black

sororities and fraternities at

southeastern Virginia campuses

and Howard University. Last year,

many non-students attended, and

the number swelled to 40,000.

Minor damage was reported.

Confrontations broke out late

Saturday night, Sept. 2, after

students, left with little to do,

apparently went on a rampage
through the main thoroughfare

With growing anxiety about

the expanding celebration, city

officials beefed up police patrols

and announced the state police and

National Guard had been asked to

help.

An even larger crowd-
estimates were as high as 100,000

people-jammed the area this year.

looting more than 100 stores.

On Sunday, Sept. 3, after a

day of melee, Mayor Meyera

Oberndorf called in the National

Guard, claiming "We will not

tolerate lawlessness from

anybody."

Police arrested at least 260

people-half of them locals-and

issued hundreds of summonses.

Students charged city officials

unfairly singled them out because

they are black.

"Virginia is not too keen on

black students," said Sunni Acoli-

Squir, president of the
Interfraternity Conference at

Howard University.

"I've been to Daytona Beach
and it's a lot worse there," student

Blanks said. "In Daytona Beach,

(the cops) don't do that. The
police just got out of hand."

Virginia Beach officials also

contributed to revelers' lack of

things to do by shutting shut

down many of the facilities

students had used for dances during

past Greekfests, students said.

They added that the Greekfest

activities held at nearby Norfolk

State and Hampton universities

went off without a hitch.

Milford Grain, a N S U
student, said he'll try to form a

"coalition" of students from
different campuses to voice the

campus view of the riot and to

meet with Virginia Beach
officials.

Grain predicted many students

would return to the area next year,

if only because officials have said

they don't want them. Grain

hoped the meetings could help

avoid a repeat of this year's

disturbances.

Are College

Students
Uneducated?

(CPS)- College professors

think their students are not very

well educated.

Three-fourths of the 5,000

college teachers queried last spring

by the Camnegie Foundation for

the Advancement of Teaching said

their undergraduate students are

"seriously underprepared in the

basic skills," preliminary data

reveal.

Complete results of the

survey, which the Washington,

D.C. -based Carnegie group
conducts every five years, will be

released in November.

Professors at two-year schools

complained most frequently, with

84 percent saying students lack

basic skills. Sixty-five percent at

liberal arts colleges said their

pupils don't know enough.

Two-thirds of those surveyed

thought colleges spend "too much
time and money teaching students

what they should have learned in

high school."

The data, says Carnegie

President Ernest Boyer, prove "the

nation's public schools are

disturbingly deficient."

To boost sagging language

skills, Boyer proposed that all

freshmen be required to take an

expository writing class.

Beauty Su pply Beauty Emporium
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

(next to Sam's Wholesale)

356 S. College Road
395-0542

EXTRA
LOW PRICES

• Hair Brushes

• Hair Ornaments

• Skin Care Items

• Electrical Appliances

LaMAUR

VITAE

HAIR SPRAY

$1 89

15 oz., resists humidity to

hold hair longer.

LaMAUR

APPLE PECTIN

SHAMPOO

A Shampoo Concentrate

1/2 liter. Reg. or Moist

L.AMAUI'

REVLON

NAIL POLISH

IT'S HOT WILD. .

.

SPIRITED
SPUNKY STUFF!

• Instantly freezes hair in

place with extra firm

holding power
• Sculpt, shape, lift and

spike

FANTASIA
SPRITZ SPRAY

$2"

TRESemmt.

Hair
Spray

4 formulas

to choose from

$1 69

$ .99

CURLING IRON
U

I

¥

• Choice of Barrels

• Heats in 30 seconds

$299
EA.

QUEENE HELENE

STYLING GEL

$ 1
69

UNICURE
HAIR & SKIN

CONDITIONER

10%
DISCOUNT TO ALL

UNCUJ STUDENTS

(MUST SHOW ID)

Discount does not apply

to sale items.

32 oz. Beautician's

HAND CARE
LOTION

$2 35

AUSSIE

MEGA SHAMPOO
ar—r* 32 oz. size

$3 89

6 oz. tube only $ .99

"Everything for your hair and skin at discount prices 99
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SEAHAWK SPORTS
VolleyballWarriors Dominate Go 2 for 2
BulldogsAre

Tamed
BY PATRICK FOWl.FR
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Wham, Blam, Crunch and as the saying goes
that's all she wrote. The women's volleyball team
bounced back with a vengence and took out last

week's lost to Coastal Carolina on the hapless

Bulldogs of Atlantic Christian.

The Hawks used misdirection sets, and
rocketing spikes and their league leading serve (3.9)

and dig averages (22.8) to easily dispense the

Bulldogs 15-3, 15-8, and 15-2. Although the team
consists of 7 underclassmen (five freshman), the

team appeared to pick-up where their predecessors

left off only a year before.

Sophmore Julie Shouse, who played sparingly

last year, ran the team like a drill sergeant. She was
precise in her orders and deadly on her passes to the

flying spikers in the corners. "Julie has very much
improved from last year and is setting the offensive

very well," said Coach Kathy McDaniel.
While Shouse was controlling the game tempo,

Junior Heather Kimble and Yvonne Holan were
providing the highlight film. Kimble, a southpaw,
(which makes her difficult to defend) uses all her

muscular 5" 7 frame to pounds offerings by Shouse
hard and away from her opponent.

Holan, the other slamming terror, fortitude

relies on her quick speed and jumping ability. She
oftens reaches the ball first and slams it before the

defensive block can be set up. "I was glad to play

well and the sets from Julie were great. I hope we
can consistently play this aggressively and well

together. We had a lot of mental mistakes last

game," said Holan.

In game one the Seahawks jumped out ahead
rattling off the first 7 points of the contest before

the Bulldogs got on the scoreboard. The team used
quick sets and a power serving game to capture

game one 15-3 in only 13 minutes. Game two the

Hawks and the Bulldogs trade off side-outs for 4
turns before the home drew first blood on Kimble's

serving.

The score stayed closed for awhile at 2-2,3-2, 4-

3, and 5-3 before the Hawks blew the game open

with Kimble's and Hannah Helton's serving. The
final score of the game. 15-8, is misleading because

the Hawks subs got a little anxious to end the game
and created some errors. These inexperience errors

.ailflwd. the Bulldogs to climb back in the contest.

Pkilo by Kann Goudam

UNCW Volleyball player Heather Kimble digs for a ball

during the Seahawk match against Atlantic Christian

Bulldogs. Kimble played an instrumental role in the Hawks
15-3,15-8, 15-2, victory.

It the phrase Hey, Hay, Good-bye means
anything to you then you know how the outcome of

game 3 went for the Hiwks. The Hawks' game plan

of misdirection slam shoots and power serving

proved too much for tl.^ frustrated AC team. The

Hawks cleared their benched and rolled resoundly

Last week CAA Player- of the - Week Hannah Holan
serves one of her many hard sinking jump serves.

Holan serves and leadership on the squad helped the

team to a victory over Adantic Christan. Holan leads

over their weaker opponent 15-2.

The Seahawks will have to keep up their level

of play they showed tonight as they hit the road to

take on East Carolina on September 26th.

Water Polo Team Enters Final Season
BY SONYA SMITH
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

The UNCW water polo team has bee
practicing for the 1989 season since September 4th

This will be the last water polo season at UNCV
and the team hopes to equal or surpass last year'

strong record of 9-6.

The decision to end this sport at UNCW wa.

based mainly on the fact that water polo is not ii

the CAA conference or offers a scholarship to it:

players. Team members are disappointed about th(

termination of the sport but are optimistic about the

upcoming season.

Players Ben Nigra and Harold Lampasso sai<

"A lot of people are upset because it is the las

season, but we are going to try and make it the best

one."

The first match will be in the North Carolina

Invitational held here at Trask natatorium. Coach
Marc Ellington said the goals for the first match
were "To play well and give everyone a chance to

play."

The team is only missing one starter from last

season and has picked up several talented new
members. Freshman F.J. Cullen, who came from a

strong Chicago high school program, is according

to Ellington "the best freshman player on the team."

The teams hold practices two times everyday in

an effort to sharpen their skills and have a chance of
beating the power teams of the pool waves. The
Seahawks will probably be seeded fourth this season

but would like to finish third. A second finsh
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would be outstanding. The will have to tangle with
the Spiders of Richmond and the Generals of
Washington and Lee this fall to reach their goals.

Coach Ellington had the final say remarking

"The kids are working hard and seem to be fired up.
Hopefully hard work will pay off and we'll begin to
play as a team so that by the end of the season we
will have a rewarding season."

Cougers Are
Caged

BY TAMMY rftNNEI.l.V

SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

An enthusiatic crowd attended the first home
women's volleyball match Tuesday night in

Hanover Gym. The Hawks went up against the

Charleston Cougars. This was the first meeting
between the two teams since 1981. Though both

teams are coming off sucessful '88 seasons, most
spectators felt that the Hawks would have no trouble

defeating the Cougers.

The first two games were no struggle at all for

the Hawks. They immediately worked into a 8-2

lead in the first game. A Hannah Helton's jump
serve clenched the game at 15-12. The team
dominated even more decisively in game two and
cruised to a 15-2 win.

Suprisingly, after having little trouble with the

Cougers in the early going the home team struggled

in the third game. "We started to slack off because

we were winning so easily," said Hannah Helton.

The Hawks lost game three 15-8 but worked their

way back in the fourth.

"In the fourth game I think we got scared and

started to play better," she said. After a spike by
Yvonne Holan that knotted the game at 4-4, the

Cougers went on a 9-1 run and took a commanding
13-5 lead. The stubborn Hawks would not fold and
battle back to rede the score at 14 and 15 all.

Following a service ace by Diane Lynn, Helton put
the game on ice with a booming spike to wrap up a

3-1 Hawk victory.

Coach Kathy McDaniel believes this match
will set the standard for the team this season. "We're
young and we will have to work, but I think we
will still win a lot of games. We'll have to struggle

a little to do so," said McDaniel. She was very
happy with the win, as was the team.

Helton commented "This was an important win
for us this year because we have so many young
players. One thing we definitely have is desire. We
all want to win.

Runners Open
Season
_ FROM STAFF REPORTS
The men s and women's cross country team

opened the 1989 season in fine fashion, with a

second and third place finishes in the Seahawk
Ivitational held Saturday on Brooks Field.

Both teams enjoyed their best ever team
showings. " I am very excited about the team. They
all competed very well under adverse weather
condidons," said head cross-country coach Bill

Carson. (88 and 94 degrees humidity)

The Seahawks were led by junior Shawn
Brinton, who finished fifth overall in the men's race

and freshman Laurie Simpon.who paced the women
with a 20th place finished. "The best indicator of a
strong cross-country team is the time between your

number one runner and your fifth runner (five

runners score points for a team). Both the men and
women's were around a 70 second split. That's

really good split for our first meet," said Carson.

Newcomers to the Seahawk program have
strengthen and add depth to our teams. They will all

continue to improve as the season progresses.

Coach Carson was very impresed with the efforts of

freshman Keith Goreki and Garry Butts for the men
and Laurie Simpson, Andrea Wood, and Karen
Matthewson for the women's squad.

The men's team finished in second place with

69 point behind ACC power N.C. State 30. The
team with lowest points wins the meet. The
Seahawks beat out twelve other teams in their fust

outing of the season. The Seahawks finished 5th,

8th, 10th, 22nd, and 24th respectively. The Hawks'
top finshers were Shawn Briton (26:34.7), Keith

Goreski (26:45.5), Garry Butts (26:54), Jered Haag
(27:46.2), and Larry Jackson (27:S1.4).

, The women's squad finished third overall out of
12 teams. The Hawks captured 18, 22nd, 24th, and

26, 36th places. The top five finishers for the

Seahawks were Laurie Simpson (20:00.8), Andrea
Wood (20:14.8), Karen Mattewson (20:23.9), Amy
Jackson (20:33.9) and Beth Holt (21:12.2).

Hawks Hurting,Break Even Over WeekendBY PATRICK gfiffLffl
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Seahawks went from easy street to hard

rock hill in two weekend matches last week. The
Hawks easily manhandled an Atlantic Christian

squad 7-0, in which the green machine used
continually pressure and good one-touch passing to

captured it's first win of the season.

"We played more liked we wanted to and
creative numerous scoring opportunies," said Coach
Jackie Blackmore. The Hawks dominated their

opponent from the start, scoring just 4:23 into the

match on a booming 15 ft. shot by Chris Parks.

Ronald Smith was credited with the assist. All-

CAA player last year, Chris George, finally opened

his scoring arsenel by netting an unassisted goal

almost ten minutes after Parks (14:21).

Then big midfielder Dean Mamell (Deno)
would get into the act next by connecting on his

first goal of the season at the 19:38 mark. He was

too unassisted. The Hawks kept their opponents on

defense the entire game. Adrian Pearson finished

out the scoring in the first half by netting a

Seahawk goal on an assist by Alan Sibivonic. The

half ended with a commanding 4-0 lead. However,
more fireworks were to come.

The second half pick-up where the first half left

off, with the Hawks controlling the tempo. The
aggresive and hungry Hawk offense pelting the

Christian defense for more and more scoring
opportunies. The team finally cashed in on a
penalty kicked by Mike Gerics. Nine minutes later

Dean Marnell captured his second goal of the day.

Deno used a misdirection ploy on the indirect kick
to fool the Christian's goalie. The result was a 6-0
Hawk lead.

"Dean has always been steady for us,." said

Blackmore. Presently, Mamell leads the Hawks in

points with 6. He has two goals and an assist

following Saturday's game with UNC-Charolotte.
Adrian Pearson also recorded his second goal of the

year when he tapped in Scotty Lefteris shot for the

final 7-0 tally.

However, there were one scary incident that no
one likes to see. An Adantic Christian player
suffered a brutal neck injury when his head hif the

ground. He apparently lost his balance in a midair

fight for the ball. Play was stopped for 20 minutes
while an ambulance was summoned to carry the

player off the filed. "It always a sad when a player

suffers that type of injury. It really unfortunate that

the young man got hurt," said Blackmore.
In the second game, the Hawks traveled to

UNC-Charolotte for a twilight contest. The Hawks
took on a strong 49er squad that coach Blackmore
expressed earlier "There's not a weakness on the field

for them." The 49ers used strong crisp passing and
speed on the corners to pound the Hawks tor tour
goals .

Jimmy Mc Manus scored the lone goal for the
Hawks toward the end of regulation (81:56). Dean
Marnell was credit with the assist. The Hawks
offensive did have their chances firing ten shots on
goal but were outmatched by their opponents who
bombarded goalie John Pinter with 17 shots.

The main concern of coach Blackmore is not in

the Hawks play but in their injuries. This has been
one of the hardest hit years of the soccer program.
So far five players have either sat out or played hurt
for the team. Presently missing from the Hawks
lineup are: Paul Cairney (thigh bruise), Jeff Johnson
(concussion), Damon Arne (hyperextended knee),
Peter Clay (ankle sprain), and David Allen (twisted
knee).

"I never had so many injuries before in a
season. The subs have played extremely well under
the circumstances but 111 be happy when everyone
back in health," lamented Blackmore.

The loss to the 49ers dropped the Seahawks to
1-4 overall and 0-2 in the the CAA conference. The
green machine hits the road to do battle die Naval
Academy and American University on their home
turf. The Hawks are trying to capture their first

CAA win after losses to James Madison and George
Mason.

Navy, the defending CAA champs, poseses a
swamping attacking defense and well disciplined
front line that dominates opponents quickly. "Navy
has a better team than last year and they won the
tide," said Blackmore. The American Eagles won't
be an easy ride either. The Eagles are much
improved from last season and will be another tough
challenge for the Seahawks.

The Seahawks will return home again against
Coastal Carolina on September 27th.
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Festival to Be Held

The Friends of David Walker, Inc., a non-profit

organization dedicated to the establishment of a
multi-cultural arts center, named for the famed 19th

century author who was a native Wilmingtonian, is

proud to present THE SECOND ANNUAL DAVID
WALKER DAY FAMILY FESTIVAL '89!

THE SECOND ANNUAL DAVID WAKER
DAY FAMILY FESTIVAL '89!

will take place on Saturday, September 30,

1989, at The Robert Strange Park near The Martin
Luther King, Jr. Center, at 4015 South Eighth
Street, Wilmington, North Carolina, from 10 a.m
until 10 p.m.

For more details or vendor information, call

(919) 763-3935, (919) 392-2594, or (919) 791-7410.

Campus Judicial Board
Openings

The application process has been re-opened for

the Campus Judicial Board. Anyone interested needs
to pick up an application in the SGA office or call

392-9123.

Leadership Conference Postponed

The Student Leadership Conference scheduled
for Saturday, September 30th has been postponed
until Saturday, January 27th. For more information,

contact Cathy Birmingham or stop by The
Leadership Center, UU Room 212, ext. 3877.

Sex Survey Fraud Information

The University of North Carolina at
Wilmington has become aware that an individual

has recently been calling people in the community
asking them to answer personal questions about sex
for a survey. He is mis-representing himself as a
UNCW student conducting a survey for a class

THIS IS FALSE. UNCW is NOT conducting any
such survey into this topic. Should anyone be called

about this, do not believe the caller and do not
cooperate.

The caller refuses to give his name or identify

the class for which he is supposedly doing the

survey. The survey begins with general questions

then proceeds to become more intimate and
embarrasing. UNCW IS NOT
CONDUCTING SUCH A SURVEY.

Want to Get Involved

and Travel

Have you been bitten by the travel bug? Can
you see North Carolina for pennies a day? Are you
interested in getting involved in the Student
Activities Office Travel Committee? If so, we're

looking for a few dedicated volunteers interested in

planning and coordinating travel programs at home,
across country and abroad for the UNCW
community. Interested students should pick up a

committee information sheet and application in the

Student Activities Office before September 29. Any
questions, please call 395-3827.

Come to the Club Football

UNCW Club Football meets Duke this

Saturday at 2 p.m. on Brooks Field. Free food and
drinks-Donations for Kurt Lindstrom will be
accepted at the Pepsi Booth.

Auditions for

Curse of the Starving Class

UNCW THEATRE AUDITION for Sam
Shepard's CURSE OF THE STARVING ri.ASS
Roles for seven men and two women. Audition
dates: Monday October 9 at 7:30 p.m. and Tuesday
October 10th at 8:00 p.m. in the S.R.O. Theatre.

Scripts available at Creative Arts Office-KE-107

Conference Postnoned

The Student Leadership Conference
scheduled for Saturday, September 30th

has been postponed until Saturday
January 27th. For more information,
contact Cathy Birmingham in the
Leadership Center.

Reader's Poll

The Seahawk is considering a name
change. We need your input. Do you
like the name? The Seahawk has been a

constant since the days of Wilmington
College. Can we break tradition? We
want your comments.

Student Government Association Is Complete
BY KAREN GPUPARZI

SJAFF WRITER

Attention students! The
UNCW 1989-90 Student
Government Association is off and

running, following elections and'

inductions of new officers.

With an big voter turn

out this election, the overall

officers are as follows: Jim
Humphries as Student Body
President, Kenneth Lemon as

SGA Vice-President, Kirki Moore
as SGA Treasurer, Tryphenia
Cummings as Secretary, Lisa
Royal as Attorney General, and
Charles Mauney as Chief Justice.

Also included are

numberable other positions such
as individual class officers and
representatives. Two special

senators have also been approved:

Benjamin Sperling and Susan
Hurst. The Freshman Class

required a run-off Wednesday,
September 27 as there was a close

race for freshman Class Senator.

Jeff Holeman is the final winner
in that runoff. Petitions were also

gathered by aspiring students for

three available senate seats. Each
petition filed required ISO student

signatures. Wednesday,
September 27 was the deadline for

petitions.

SGA is made up of three

separate branches: the executive,

the legislative, and the judicial,

with each class president

appointing two positions. One
position is legislative and one is

judiciary. Senior Class President,

Robert Suppenfie, appointed Chris

Frick to the Judiciary Board to act

as a member of various
committees. Alternate is John
Dean IV. All three are Chi Phi

Fraternity brothers. Junior Class

President Timothy Elwell,
appointed Mike Morgan. Both are

also Chi Phi Fraternity brothers.

These appointments were made
just prior to this fall's elections.

Kirki Moore, who has

been SGA Treasurer since April

1989, seemed very optimistic as

she spoke about working with the

SGA.

"The senate will choose
five goals to be accomplished
prior to May 1990 that will

benefit both the SGA and the
entire UNCW student body."

Cathy Birmingham is the
liaison between the SGA and the

UNCW faculty and will be
coordinating goal setting. Several
Chancellors' Committees have
also been appointed for
completion of these goals. SGA
hopes to come to a decision as to

what these five goals will be
during their next meeting.

SGA elections are held
biannually, with a spring election

and a fall election, with a total

number of 39 officers making up
its body.

Ken Lemon speaks to new legislators.
Photo by Karen GoulUrll

UNCW Students Lend A Helping Hand

Students enjoy Health Fair
Pholo by Phillip Lou|hlln

LivWel Sponsors Health Fair

BY SANDY PORTFR
STAFF WRITER

Students and faculty alike stopped for free drinks and health tips
from the tables at UNCW's fifth annual LivWELL Health Fair held
yesterday on the Student Union lawn.

"We want students to know we are a resource on campus that
can make their lives healthier and happier," says Deborah Haywood,
Director of the LivWELL center and coordinator of this and the past
five year's health fairs.

LivWELL/Alternatives! and the Student Health and Wellness
Center coordinated Health Fair this year. They invited many non-
profit organizations from the community and some campus
organizations that deal with good health and nutrition.

Booths were set up for cholesterol checks, computer nutritional

assessments, fitness checks, percent of body fat, lung capacity,
healthy food samples, relaxation and stress reduction, drug abuse
prevention, contraceptive information, and sickle cell screening.

"We tried to get the booths to get the students involved in the
activities instead of just handing out pamphlets," Haywood said.
"For example the R.O.T.C. was out there working out and not
many people could keep up with their stamina. There were all kinds
of crazy things to get involved in."

Students who went to every booth and participated got a ticket.
Turning in all your tickets meant that your name went in a lottery.

Over twenty prizes were given away ranging from bikes to movie
tickets.

Becky Long from the YWCA says the reason many of the
community groups get involved is " [trying] to encourage people to
come come try the variety of fitness activities Wilmington offers."

LIVWELL THANKS YOU ALL!!!
LivWELL '89 was a huge success, thanks to so many

individuals who gave of their time, energy and commitment to
wellness!

Deborah Haywood, Coordinator

Office of Health Promotion/LivELL
Special thanks to:

Fantastic volunteers

Student Government Association

Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity

Sigma Pi Zeta Sorority

Faculty and class support

Student Development Center

UNCW School Of Nursing

Health and Physical Education Dept
Campus Ministry

Career Planning and Placement

Leadership Center

Campus Awareness

WLOZ
Numerous Community Agencies

BY HOLLY PRICF
STAFF WRITER

UNCW braced itself for the

worst last Thursday as Hurricane

Hugo's 125 mph winds boiled in

the Atlantic 350 miles from
Charleston, SC.

Students quickly departed the

campus to reach the safety of their

parents and homes. Boards went
up on campus and across town;
tape criss-crossed windows
everywhere. Bikes were brought

inside, valuables were stored away,

and every computer unplugged.
The residence halls were the only

signs of life Thursday night as the

winds grew even stronger.

Fortunately, the night came
and went without incident (except

for the downed pine tree in front of

the Student Union). And as the

saying goes, "with every good
fortune comes misfortune for

someone else." This cliche held

true especially in the case of

Hurricane Hugo.

Wilmington was luckily

spared the immense destruction

that Hugo promised. Instead

Hugo pressed his fury on

Wilmington's sister city of

Charleston.

Although Hugo did not reach
our city, the devastation he caused
elsewhere did have impact on
UNCW.

When it was learned that

Charleston, Myrtle Beach and
Charlotte were declared disaster
areas, several on campus
organizations took immediate
action.

The Alpha Xi Delta sorority

decided to set up a hurricane relief

station in Trask coliseum's lobby.
The sorority has advertised on four

local radio stations, not only to

inform the students, but the
community as well.

The station has been open
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. since
Tuesday of last week, and will be
open until 5 p.m. today.
Spokesperson for Alpha Xi Delta
Ashley Carter says "the station

will take anything that would help
the hurricane victims like clothes,

food, water, blankets, and
candles."

If anyone wishes to donate
money, Carter would like you to

take your donation to the
Salvation Army on Second
Avenue. Alpha Xi Delta would
also like to encourage other

fraternities and sororities to donate

at least one article from each
nember.

The Campus Awareness
Drganization has also provided a

:ollection site at the entrance of
•he Student Union. This
organization which was formed to

raise the consciousness levels of

the students, has done just that. A
member and student representative

from the organization, Denny
Best, set the collection site and
has worked it since Tuesday.

"I heard of several collection

points around town on the radio

and that's basically where I got the

idea. I thought it would be a lot

easier for the students to donate
items if a collection point was on
campus," said Best.

The collection site is

receiving moderate donations and
will remain open through Friday.

All donations will be distributed

to hurricane victims by the local

Red Cross.

UNCW students who had
collected personal supplies for the

post-hurricane destruction have
been happy to let them help
someone else.

-r- "«
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE FOLLOWING FOR WINNING

VALUABLE LIVWELL PRIZES
prizes can be picked up in the

LivWELLlAlternatives Center, Union 104

•Tracie Monk-bicycle from Pedalpushers

•Tami Landers-afternoon of sailing aboard STJLLPOINT
•Heather Mulligan-3 month membership at the Crest Fitness Club
•Jennifer Benacci-3 month membership to the Crest Fitness Club
•Chris Giordano-3 month membership to the Crest Fitness Club
•Laura Hudson-$50.00 gift certificate at Boseman's Sporting Goods
•Ryan Boera-T-Shirt from Hot Wax Surf Shop
•Dianna Banks-T-shirt from Hot Wax Surf Shop
•Patricia Swinson-Tshirt from Hot Wax Surf Shop
•Sylvia Turner-daypack from Lifetime Sports

•Maria Alston, Earl Sadler, Kenny Manning-movie tickets for two to College Road Cinem
•Andrea Tuttle, Michelle Ingram-Swensen's Gourmet salads

•Eric Shapiro-Dinner for two at Kanki Japanese House of Steaks

>
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WLOZ Plans To Offer More Alternative Music ,Expand Format In Future^
RV AMY PFTROCEILI

STAFF WRITER

WLOZ is offered as

"Wilmington's alternative" and is

located on the second floor of the

Student Union. However, the
station is still unknown to many
students. The reason for this lies

heavily with the fact that WLOZ
can only be received through cable

lines rather than FM airwaves. To
find out how to obtain this luxury

listening, contact Vision Cable or

stop by WLOZ.
For those who don't already

have the reception, this move could

change the audio aspect of your life.

"There is no word to

describe everything we play," said

music director Danny Ling.

As music director, his job

is to make sure they have all the

new recoids. This involves calling

record companies and asking about

new releases. "I try to look for

music that is different and
interesting," he states.

The music played b y
WLOZ is considered college top 40,

rather than the commercial top 40

that is drilled into your head by

stations who are playing the same
songs several times per day.
According to Danny, their records

come from all over the world,

therefore presenting us with a more

controversial and creative choice of

listening.

Another factor contributing

to the station's low profile is their

lack of a sales staff. "We are

always looking for peole who want

some experience," explains program

director Aimee Lanier. "Students ar

welcomed to gain experience in

sales promotion and news. Lack of

a sales staff leaves WLOZ without

sponsors that they would like to

have. Right now the station airs

strictly public service messages.

Helpful reminders that seatbelts

will save a life and drugs will kill,

can always be heard.

In addition to the positions

available, disk jockeys are also

needed. With the growth of

departments at WLOZ, a DJ
training program is offered.

Anyone wishing to become a DJ

"There is no word
to describe
everything w e

play."

should call the station and be

scheduled to attend five to six

training sessions in which station

policies are presented. After hours

of practice, the prospective DJ is

given an air check, whick is a mini

show, which simulates a real show.

If all goes smoothly, the DJ will

recieve a scheduled show. New

DJ's will start in the afternoons

while experienced DJ's have night

shows. Although DJ's are not paid

or given credit, the job is a good
experience that is attractive on a

resume.
"Some people do it to

overcome shyness," says Danny,

"while others just enjoy being able

to hear the music they don't always

get to hear."

When asked why he likes

working for WLOZ, Eric Mattheis

replied, "I have access to all

different kinds of albums. It is an

indirect way of expanding my record

collection."

Other areas of growth and

development include staff training

for management. Station manager,

Les Welter hopes to establish a

structure so that the station's image

and format is more likely to survive

when this staff is gone. Aimee
comments," if the station is

structured, its more professional --

unlike a lot of other college

stations."

By next semester, Les

hopes to have developed a public

affairs show.

"Music is our primary

thing," he states, "but we want to

get more involved with campus

activities. We would like to help

student organizations promote
themselves." He goes on to

explain that WLOZ's trend is going

to lean more toward a large variety

of things. There will be more

specialty shows and hopefully the

future will hold some room for

radio drama by Sam Shepard.
Radio drama, which used to be of

great importance before television,

has come back in the last ten years.

Before this goes into effect,

however, approval is needed from

the playwrite.

Though all of these plans

are currently in motion, the

station's major objective right now

is regaining their FCC license.'

Because of violations ofFCC rules,

approximately ten years ago.

WLOZ was asked by administration

to turn in their license. No records

were kept as to why this

unfortunate incident occurred.

Regaining the FCC license is a
long process that takes about 18-24

months, however; when WLOZ
goes FM, they hope for a 100 watt

antennae allowing them to

broadcast from river to beach.

Eric Mattheis feels
confident that "Most people will

ind a DJ to match their personality

and taste in music." DJ's
personalities are reflected in their

shows, as they have opportunity to

draw from a vast music library that

many radio stations wouldn't even
touch.

Diversity, songs that are

creative, real, and different- these

characteristics are music to anyone's

ears.

71*0 Wrightsville

Avenue

(1/4 mile past

the Wrightsville

Beach Harris
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Hurricane HugoThreatensThe Wilmington Coastline • • • •

Creating Havoc In His Pathway

The North Carolina Coast Narrowly Avoids Disaster, But South Carolina

I Bears The Brunt Of The Killer Storm As Far Inland As Columbia And Florence

I* What was the worst storm this century In South Carolina, Hugo left the Palmetto State with well over a billion dollars in damage and around thirty deaths.
rtatca By Phillip Lnufhtta
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THE SEAHAWK

The Seahawk welcomes Lttttrt to the

Editor These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The

Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

teller or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd.. Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The

Seahawk.
The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 pm Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed
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Editorials

Plagued By Apathy
UNCW is plagued by student apathy. Because of this

epidemic, students and staff face no smoking regulations, an
on-campus drinking ban, low community esteem, and other
maladies.

If the student population of this campus pulled together to

fight what we feel to be infringements on our rights, the
odds would be in our favor to succeed. Equally, if we
organize to effect changes in present policy, our chances are

far better than if one or two individuals bear the cross for

everyone, while the majority sits at their desks complaining
and doing little else.

Let's look at the complaints listed above. The smoking
ban is nice for people who don't smoke. It must also be
agreed that there is a time and a place to smoke a cigarette.

No one who doesn't smoke (and this includes the entire
Seahawk staff) wants to sit in a classroom with watery eyes
and turning lungs. Still, a person's choice to enjoy a
cigarette should not condemn him to smoking outside in the
rain, or to sneak around in the restrooms like a Jr. High
delinquent.

The smoking ban was passed without a hint to students,
much less an opportunity to vote on it, yet smokers accepted
the new rule meekly, dropping their heads and grumbling
under their breath. No one even raised a voluble outcry.

The drinking ban went over almost as quietly. There are
arguably good points about disallowing alcohol on the
campus. Most students are under 21 anyway. Why the
fuss? Why indeed! Those folks who are of age have to

leave the campus to drink. How are they going to return. . .

designated drivers? Honestly, how many people can drive a
car load of friends to a party or a bar and not drink a single

drop of alcohol? Not many. .

.

Once again no one cared or dared to raise a cry of foul.

We're not talking about a single voice, but a united scream.
That's what it takes.

If anyone doubts that students pulling together can make a
difference, they should look at some other campuses.
Students at City University of New York took over
administration buildings at sixteen of the eighteen campuses.
Their protest was against a tuition hike and over 5,000
students gathered to rally outside the governor's office. The
rally was successful.

Students in Ohio and Detroit occupied buildings to protest

a shortage of minority study groups and to call for more
minority teachers. The colleges acquiesced after a thirteen

day sit-in.

The evidence is there. There is no doubt that a united
student body can accomplish anything they want. We are
not calling for anyone to storm Hinton James or Alderman
hall. There is not necessarily a need to march in the streets.

(Not now anyway) Still, we as students cannot sit by idly
and whine about changes that need to be made. Our college
education is designed to prepare us to be the leaders of our
generation. We are supposedly learning to make our own
decisions. Then why do we accept these things we do not
like with such meekness? Why don't we give voice to our
opinions? Speak out! Take control of your lives and make
yourselves heard!

The accident mentioned in the advertisement last week did

not occur on campus, nor did it involve a student of
UNCW.

Teaching: ForPeople Who Thought TheyLikedKids
"Why a teacher?" they asked

through clenched teeth.

1 didn't have an answer.

"Well, if I don't do well I can

always coach," I told my fuming

grandparents, the couple on which

my college tuition and
independence rested. This teacher

idea didn't quite compare to their

idea of my future. But I was
determined to do it, if only for

spite.

And so away I went.

Unbelievable as it may seem,

somewhere along the rocky road of

Instructors, Essay Papers and

Midterms, I must have learned

something. And believe it or not,

I was acutally allowed to help in a

real classroom setting.

"I will be magnificent," I

thought as I lay in bed waiting for

my first day.

I would storm the public

school system, casting out insight

like parade candy and raising the

National 1Q by hundreds.

Students would wait
overnight to listen to my
philosophies and their eager,

m

young hearts would skip beats as

I instructed."

As I counted the book
royalties from my future teaching
novel, the alarm clock started a

day that would be nothing less

than a rude awakening.

"I would storm the
public school
system, casting out
insight like parade
candy and raising
the national IQ by
hundreds."

"No!" You cannot go to the
bathroom!" the teacher bellowed as

I stepped into her classroom. As I

quickly explained what I was there

for I glanced around the room
at whom she was yelling. I was
shocked.

"I can't believe this," I told

Mrs. Ignatousky, the reigning czar

and instructor of the thirty three

delinquents I had witnessed.

"This is the best class I

have," she boasted, which caused
me to question her from the

beginning.

But I would make it better.

Through hard work, sweat and
intestinal stamina, I would whip
these would-be criminals into
shape. Three weeks later, as I

dragged my weary body from that

four walled prison, I realized quite

a bit about the teaching process.

The first lesson I discovered
in my learning was that students

in High School, do not, under any
circumstances, care about the

work, life, or thoughts of William
Shakespeare. The man holds no
significance to their being.

The second big lesson I

learned was to never open the floor

completely for a discussion. I

never really understood how a

class, when asked to discuss their

thoughts on D. H. Lawrence,
could end up talking about how
Jimmy blackened the principal's

eye and Large Marge from down
the hall was pregnant.

It still remains a mystery. L
, J

Through those three weeks*}
learned quite a bit about th$

students of today. I guess thf
biggest lesson I learned was
probably the one 1 deserved the

most, In school, I was a smart*-

aleck. I was reprimanded often but

never fully cured. Years later, as 1

asked a student to use the worjl

'metaphor' in a sentence, the shoe
was on the other foot and I gcjt

what I deserved.

The wise guy replied in
-
?

casual voice. "I met a for as I waj
driving down the road."

Embarrassed, I cursed sofriy

to myself and tried to get him
back.

"Use 'similie' in a sentence."!

"That's easy, he smirked!.
"Today, the class will go to a
'simile' at three thirty". ,'

My, they sure learn fast these

days!

M
/I

Service: An Important Quality of GoodU*ndarshfo
"As for the best leaders, the

people do not notice their

existence. The next best; the

people honor and praise. The
next, the peoplefear; and the next,

the people hate When the best

leader's work is done the people
say: "We did it ourselves"!

Sutra 17, The Teh Ching
(About 600 B.C.)

Many of us dream of
becoming leaders in some
organization or as an officer of a

business or corporation. The
prevailing model of leadership

seems to be the one centered

around the use of power inherent

in the position which function

from the top down.

It is often seen as "power
over" other people, other
committees, other organizations.

Authority resides more in the

position than in the person.

There is another leadership

style that I want to see held up
more as a viable option for true

effectiveness. It is the style

referred to in the above quotation.

Robert Greenleaf, in his book The
Servant as Leader, filled out the

concept by telling a story of Leo

from Herman Hesse's Joumey to

the Easj.

This is the story of a band of

men on on amythical journey.

The cenual figure of the story is

Leo who accompanies the party as

the servant who does their menial

chores, but who also sustains

them with his spirit and his song.

He is a person of extraordinary

presence. All goes well until Leo
disappears. Then the group falls

into disarray and the journey is

abandoned. They cannot make it

without the servant Leo.

The narrator, one of the party,

after some years of wondering
finds Leo and is taken into the

Order that has sponsored the

journey. There he discovers that

Leo, whom he has known first as

servant, was in fact the titular head
of the Order, its guiding spirit, a

great and noble leader.

Greenleaf believes a new
moral principle is emerging which
holds that the only authority
deserving one's allegiance is that

which is freely and knowingly
granted by the led to the leader in

response to, and in proportion to

the clearly evident servant stature

of the leader. The servant leader is

servant first and leader secdnd.
The leader-first and the servant-

first are two extreme type with all

kinds of shadings in between.

The difference manifests

itself in the care taken by the

servant-first to make sure that

other peoples highest priority

needs are being served.

"The best test, and difficult to

administer, is: do those served

grow as person; do they, while

being served, become healthy,

wiser, freer, more autonomous,
more likely themselves to become
servants? And what is the effect

on the least privileged in society;

will he benefit, or at least, will he

not be further deprived?"

I believe there is a servant

element in every great leader arid

that we would do well to take this

servant leadership approach lo

heart as we seek to make our wdy
in the variety of organizations In

which we will be involved wijh

all the leadership opportunities

mat exist therein.

The authority of the position

is less important than the powpr
orientation of the person in that

position. Those who genuinely

care for the well being of«
persons with whom they work oi
whom they manage will accrue t»

themselves a trust a sense of
integrity that will do more t3

generate a sense of well-being (anJ
profit, where that is a major goalj

than any other factor. J
In your university yearj

youwill have ample opportunity

to seek positions of leadership. J
hope you will worry less abo©
your skills and begin by trustir$

your desire to meet a need or servj

a particular group. -

Trust me, your leadership rolg

and personal influence will grofl)

rapidly.

Editor.

The tenure system was
designed to ensure a professor's

freedom. This is a good intention,

however some tenured professors

take advantage of the job security

tenure provides.

Sometimes, professors who
have tenure cannot be reviewed by

their department chairmen by an

in-class observation. How can we
ensure our education will be worth

what we put in to it? The teacher

evaluations seem to have little or

no effect.

Tenure is awarded with high

stress on publications, grants and

research. Education is also a high

ranking factor. Where does the

professor's teaching ability come
in? Low on the list.

Most of the best instructors I

have had during my three years

here have not been full professors.

Maybe they're all working hard to

become tenured, perhaps priorities

are out of order.

Tenure means higher pay,
respect, opportunity for
advancement. I know I want my
tuition and taxes to fund teacher's

salaries who will give me the

most education for my money.
Perhaps tenured professors

should be subject to review. This

could open doors to personality

conflicts being more important
than performance.

Right now, the only available

solution is to complain to the

department Chairmen, and most
importantly that they listen.

Name Withheld

Editor's note:

The advertisement mentioned in

the following letter was called in

by Raymond Welch's father. The
information contained therein was

thought to be accurate and no
check was made. Since the

accident occurred so long ago, The
Seahawk did not feel a need to

research the information. If we
had, we would have found that the

accident happened on Racine

Drive, across the street from
campus.

Editor:

On September 21, 1989, your
newspaper featured an
advertisement soliciting
information. The ad read as

follows:

Information Wanted: On
August 7, 1989 Raymond Welch
was fatally injured on the UNCW
Campus. If you have any
information, please call 251-

0120.

This advertisement was in

error. Mr. Welch was not injured

on the campus of UNCW. Mr.
Welch was injured on August 7,

1989 at 450 Racine Drive
(Campus Edge Apartments),
where he lived. This accident was
investigated by the Wilmington
Police Department and the driver

of the vehicle was charged with

Misdemeanor Death by Motor
Vehicle.

As you can see, this accident

did not occur on the University's

Campus, but in the City of
Wilmington.

Billy W.Dawson
Chief of Police

Dear Editor,

I write this letter with two
objectives in mind; first, to inform
the students of what SGA is doing
and second, to disappoint all

students including incoming
freshmen and graduating seniors.

I attended a Student Senate
meeting with the notion that I

could persuade these people to fund
the 1990 Fledgling Not only was I

surprised by the lack of
organization within this group, I

was appalled by the gross tardiness

of most senators. To further my
disgust, one of Ken Lemon's
opening statements included the

following; "We have no new
business. We have no old business.
We have no business in progress.
We have done nothing...'' I am
pleased to announce, however, that

in this week's meeting, the senators

discussed having five objectives for

the following week's meeting that

will not only benefit SGA, but the
entire student body.

As for what objectives the

SGA may have that will benefit the

entire student body, I have a mild
suggestion. Since 1950, it has been
a tradition at this university lo have
a yearbook. Only once, in 1988,
was this tradition not upheld. This
book was not produced because it

would have proven to have been an
embarrassment to the university.

m
However, each year the Fledglilg
has received less money and his
reduced in size dramatically sinle

1968. This also seems to |e
somewhat of an embarrassme|t.
Yet, it was suggested by Ki
Summey and others to reduce
overall size of the 1990 book
have a paperback cover. This oj

seems to deepen the problem.'

university the size of UNC
should have an anni
approximately 225 pages. The H
Fledgling only contains 120 pa.

If a 1990 Fledgling is produced

could prove to be even smai
without the support of SGA.

After three meetings
hundreds of conversations lal

SGA still has yet to fund
Fledgling . Without student supp

not a single organization on
campus or in any other could ex,
to survive. The Fledgling is]

different. To those students *
wish to have an annual or at If

the opportunity to purchase 011

ask you to speak to members of]

Senate or the Student Governi
Association. Without studelts,
there would be no Fledglil g.

Finally, I did find hope in thlse
words by Ted Kennedy, "The vflrk

goes on. The cause endures, fhe
hope still lives. And, the dr#m
shall never die."

Jennifer Young

Managing Editor

ElcdgJing 1989

J
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HERE WE ARE OOTSIPE MV MOO...

HEV.'WHAT ARE. VOO POING?/
HELP.' 0INKV THE CLOWNS
STEALING MV HUBCAPS.'

NEW ALPHA PHI'S

"WELCOME NEW ALPHA PHIS"
THE ALPHA PHI SISTERS WOULD LIKE TO EXTEND THEIR CONGRATULATIONS TO THE,
FOLLOWING GIRLS: Tricia Batchelor, Lisa Branch, Courtney Bustle, Lyn Carney, Lisa Clemmons,
Holly Condon, Connie Craft, Connie Dellinger, Kim Dewey, Robin Dorough, Cindy Edwards, Dawn
Edwards, Lisa Flowers, Angie Gonier, Christina Hager, Beth Howard, Wendy Huebner, Leigh Jackson,

Sandra Jackson, Robin Jenkins, Cathy Jones, Christi Klein, Robin Lee, Kris Leggett, Jenny Malatesta,

Amy Minnix, Ashley Newton, Wendy Olson, Melinda Pernell, Debbie Slavin, Kippy Ungerleider, and
Stephanie Watson.

HELP WANTED

Travel Sales-South Spring Break Package Tours to Jamaica & Magarita Islands. Earn free travel

& extra cash. Great sales experience and flexible hours. Call 1-800-426-7710.

TYPIST AVAILABLE

Typing. Let me do yours for you. Ten years experience. Fast, quality work. $1.50 a page. Call 395-

6007 or 392-0460 and ask for Donna. Office located on College Dr.

LOST

Lost: 1985 Topsail Class Ring from Topsail High School. REWARD-Contact Bill Davis-270-3227 or

270-9231.

THE AMATEURS
V

V

I

Fk/PAY **£ SATURDAY
Z^[ i. 30 SEPT. A
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4 Market Street X
763-1240 <?

mm
Beauty Supply

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
(next to Sam's Wholesale)

356 S. College Road
395-0542

Beauty Emporium

32 oz. Beautician's

HAND CARE
LOTION

$235

TRESemmt.

Hair
Spray

4 formulas

to choose from

69

EXTRA
LOW PRICES

• Hair Brushes

• Hair Ornaments

• Skin Care Items

• Electrical Appliances

LaMAUR

VITA E

HAIR SPRAY

$1 89

15 oi., resists humidity to

hold hair longer

AUSSIE

MEGA SHAMPOO

m

32 oz. size

$3 89

6 oz. tub* only $ .99

IT'S HOT WILD. .

.

SPIRITED
SPUNKY STUFF!

• Instantly freezes hair In

place with extra firm

holding power

• Sculpt, ahapa, lift and

spike

FANTASIA
SPRITZ SPRAY

99$2

10%
DISCOUNT TO ALL

UNCUJ STUDENTS

(MUST SHOW ID)

Discount does not apply

to sale items.

LaMAUR

APPLE PECTIN

SHAMPOO

AShampoo Concentrate
1/2 liter. Reg. or Moist

$299

CURLING IRON

• Choice of Barrels

• Heats in 30 seconds

$299
EA.

REVLON

NAIL POLISH

$ .99

UNICURE
HAIR & SKIN

CONDITIONER

iwwea.

V
\
\

Hoi.

\ -

QUEENE HELENE

STYLING GEL

$1 69

STYLING

"Everything for your hair and skin at discount prices
99

mmm MMHHMkaWMatta^fcMM - - - - — - - ...
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ENTERTAINMENT
Spike

BensonhurstrWhy? Why? Why?
This week we are going to

spend some time examining some
of those things (for lack of a better

word) that arise from time to time

in life that leave you asking
"Why". These are not important

questions, but ones that 1 felt

needed to be asked. If you feel

you have the anwser to any of
these perplexities please come by
the Seahiwk and share with us

some of your infinite wisdom.

First of all why do companies
use computer generated voices to

try to sell you things? Wouldn't
it be cheaper to use humans?
Why do people ask you where you
left your keys when you tell them
you lost them? If you knew
where you left them they wouldn't

be lost. Why do people with 12

items try to talk the cashier into

letting them by in the 10 items or

less lane at the grocery?

Why does the cashier that you
have bought beer from a million

times continue to card you even
when they know you by name?
Do they suppose that you have
regressed in age? Why do people

take a drink of your drink then ask

you? What are they going to do?

Spit it back if you do mind? Why

don't professors see through the

big-time brown nosers that make
everybody in the class sick?

Why do you only drop the

soap in the shower when you want

to keep your hair dry? Why do
some people slow down at a

yellow light? Why do teenage

girls insist that they listen to Bon
Jovi because they really like his

music? Why don't people realize

that they have left there turn

signal on for miles? Why do
people pull out in front of you

only to turn 300 yards down the

road?

Why can't adults open child

proof lids on aspirin? Why do all

heavy metal singers have tattoos

and ride motorcycles in their

videos? Why do groups do
remakes of old songs when their

version isn't as good as the

original? Why do body builders

that have only been lifting for a

year and are already so huge that

they look like they're going to

explode say that they are "Natural"

and it's other lifters that use

steroids?

Why is there a need for
Craftmatic adjustable beds. Ronco
glass cutters, or Ginsu knives?

Do we really need these products?

Why do state troopers wear those

Cool Hand Luke mirrored
sunglasses, and call you "boy"

even after they read your name on
your license? Why don't the

police have anything better to do
than break up parties every
weekend? Aren't there enough
people being killed or robbed to

keep them busy?

Why are there always two
people looking when you trip and

almost fall? Why did George
Bush choose Dan Quayle as his

running mate? Did Quayle win a

mean game of one potato, two
potato? Didn't anybody else warn

the job? Why did somebody
invent liquid soap? Why do
politicians interupt T.V. shows
when that drives everyone crazy'

1

Why do former college athletes

tell all about the recruiting
violations at their school aftei

they are already in the pros?

Why does anyone trust Don
King? Why does Donald Trump
put his name on everything he

buys? Is he afraid everyone is

going to forget he has more
money than most third world

countries? Why do people insist

Make up your own caption

that cats are better pets than dogs?
Or why do people give cats
names? Like there really going to

come when you call them.

Why do advertisers put on
Massengil medicated douche
commercials during NFL football

games? Why do professors give
lectures everyday then take the

whole test from the text book?
Why do people complain about

how stupid "Geraldo" is, but still

watch it everyday? Why do people

buy those black velvet paintings

of Elvis?

And finally why do
columnists write about things that

bother them every time they are in

a bad mood? I just want to know
"WHY".

C^>
The Wake, a band of

diverse musical influences will

bring it's aggressive style pop
music to Front Street News on
September 28th for one night.

The Band is made up of Ann Kirch

on keyboards, Bill Kirch on
guitar, Chris Pittman on bass and

lead vocals, and Paul Andrews on

drums.

The Wake is a critically

acclaimed band and very popular in

Charlotte and in the rest of North

Carolina. Very talented. Very

good. Don't miss The Wake.

Pools Paradise Runs Oct4th-8th
BY CAROLF MF.HIF
ENTERTAJSMEST WRITER

The UNCW Department of

Creative Arts Department of

Drama presents the University

Theatre's season opener Pools

Eaiadiifi by Phillip King, Oct. 4-8

at SRO Theatre.

The three act play is a

critically acclaimed British farce

set in the Hall of Vicarage in

Merton-cum-Middlewick, a small

English village, several years after

World War II. It takes place on a

Saturday night and Sunday
morning as the characters try to

win $1 million betting on a

football pool. One character has

the winning ticket but no one
knows who.

Steve Boardman portrays
Willie Briggs. Boardman, who
was born in England, said Willie

reminds him of his dad. He has

been acting for ten years. "I was a

class clown. I like to perform and

realized I could make something of

it".

Boardman hopes his career in

Drama is "a slow learning process

that takes me to the top". He
added he hopes to make something

of himself to help others. He has

been in two previous UNCW
productions, Happy Haven and

The Dinners .

Carole Bryant plays Miss
Sillon. "basically a battleax in a

permanent crabby mood," says

Bryant. She is interested in

pursuing all aspects of a career in

Drama. Bryant, a senior, has been

acting seven years. She has been
in one previous UNCW
production. Mornings At Seven .

Lauren Coccia is Ida. Coccia

said, "Ida is bouncy and hyper.

My friends say I'm the same."

She is interested in teaching drama
and working in local theatre in the

future. Coccia, a junior, has been

acting since the fourth grade. This

is her first UNCW production.

Arona Sterling is the

glamorous Penelope Toop. She
said she likes her character and

feels comfortable playing her.

She has been in several other

productions, including a made for

TV movie.

Steve Vernon portrays the shy

Reverend Arthur Humphrey. He
says he can relate to the character

stuck in an unfamiliar situation.

He hopes to pursue acting or

teaching Drama. Vernon has been

acting for six years and has been

in The Foreigner. Noises Off. JJi£

Dining Room, and many other

UNCW productions.

Doug Werdon says "My
character, Reverend Lionel Toop,

is so straight-laced it makes me
sick." Werdon, who has never

done farce, has written plays and

returns to acting in this play.

Werdon hopes to continue writing

and become a teacher.

Also featured in the play is

Dan Wargo as the Bishop of Lax.

Senior Ann-Marie Gearhart was
"black mailed into stage manager."

Dr. Terry Theodore, professor of

Drama, is director.

All the actors agree that that

the characters interlock with no

one standing out. They also agree

Pools Paradise should be a

popular play. "If the audience

comes looking for a good time,

for a play without depth or

meaning, they'll have a good
time," Boardman said. Coccia

said, "It's a lot of fun and could be

popular among students because

it's so funny and light." "The
characters are catchy, active and

exciting. The play is really fun

and the audience can't help but

enjoy it," Bryant commented.

Theodore who has done heavier

works such as Tobacco Road. The

Lark and Zoo Story, this time

decided to do a farce. The actors

agree comedy and farce is fun but

hard work. "Farce is the hardest

form of drama, disciplined and
precise. There is no chance for

mistakes," said Theodore.

Pools Paradise runs Oct 4-7 at

8:00 p.m., Occt 8 at 2;30 PM in

SRO Theatre at Kenan Hall.

General admission tickets are

available for $4.00, students are

free with their UNCW ID.

£. Allen Ray
mum
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Black Rain: Michael Douglas,

Andy Garcia, Kate Capshaw.

Rating: 7 1/2 out of a

possible 10.

Due to the coming attractions,

and the fact that most of Michael

Douglas's films are excellent
(Romancing The Stone, Fatal

Attraction etc..) I figured "Black

Rain" would follow suit. I was
wrong.

Don't misunderstand me "Black

Rain" is not a bad film, it's just

not that great either. Michael
Douglas plays one of the most

unlikable cops in recent movie
history, Nick, a cop who lies and

steals, but justifies it all because

his regular pay doesn't cover his

bills. What a shame.

Nick's partner Charlie (Garcia)

is a young cop who believes in

his partner without knowing the

truth. One day at lunch Nick and

Charlie witness the murder of two

Japanese mafia members by Sato,

a renegade Japanese hit man.

After capturing Sato the two

are assigned to deliver him to the

Japanese authorities only to turn

him over to fake policeman (hey,

the writing on the release form
was in Japanese, how was he

supposed to know it was an

insurance form?).

Instead of letting the local

police handle the investigation

Nick insists that they stick around

to help the Japanese. What
follows is so predictable that it is

almost annoying.

Nick is the cowboy American

cop with his dark sunglasses,

toothpick, and dark overcoat. He
also uses so many cliches when
speaking that I was suprised that

Sylvester Stallone didn't write his

dialogue.

Charlie on the other hand is

funny, warm, and a very likable

character that meets the same end

as all funny, warm sidekicks in

most movies. Then of course

there is Joyce (Capshaw) the

beautiful American who helps

Nick when he is in trouble (Why
she helps him is beyond me).

"Black Rain" for all of it's

faults is still worth seeing. The

ending is good and leaves you
satisfied, but doesn't deliver what

it could have.

Sex, Lies, and Videotapes:
James Spader, Andie MacDowell,
Peter Gallager, Laura San
Giacoma.

Rating: 8 out of a possible

10.

First of all this movie isn't for

everyone. It moves a little slow,

there are no special effects, not

even one car chase, and nobody
gets killed. Doesn't sound like

your type of movie? Read no
farther.

It does on the other hand have
excellent performances by all the

actors and actresses. The plot and

dialogue are all very original and

unique to this movie. It is very

refreshing to leave a movie
without trying to remembering
what actor said the same line in

another movie, or of what movie
it reminded you.

The story of "Sex, Lies, and

Videotapes" revolves around the

personal relationships between
Ann (MacDowell), her husband
John (Gallager), Ann's sister

Cynthia (San Giacoma), and

John's old college friend Graham
(Spader).

When Graham arrives in town

with only his car, clothes, and his

video camera to spend some time

with his old buddy John and his

wife Ann, John doesn't realize

how Graham has changed

James Spader won the best

actor award at the Cannes film

festival for his portrayel of
Graham, a loner who has an

unusual way of becoming sexually

aroused. Peter Gallager is

contemptible as John who
classifies as the two lowest forms

of life a liar and a lawyer.

Andie MacDowell is very
believable as a lonely housewife

who married for all the wrong
reasons, and Laura San Giacoma
turns in an erotically charged
performance that leaves everyone

sweating (especially John).

"Sex, Lies, and Videotapes" is

an offbeat look at personal
relations that borrows nothing
from other films. It's funny at

times, sad at others, and very

interesting throughout.

Harpist To

Play Kenan
The Wilmington Symphony

Orchestra will open its 1989-90
season Tuesday, October 3, with a

concert featuring harpist, John
Senior. A graduate of the Juilliard

School, Senior's performance
credits include appearances as

soloist with The New York
Philharmonic, awards from the

American Harp Society and
international competition, and a

solo album for Crest Records.
Under the direction o f

conductor, Dr. Steven Errante, the

symphony will perform "The Peer

Gynt Suite:, Norwegian composer
Edvard Grieg's most celeberated

work.

The four musical portraits in

the suite-"Morning", "Ase's
Death", "Anitra's Dance", and "In

the Hall of the Mountain King"-

were composed as incidental music

to Henrik Ibsen's play about a

Norwegian folk character. Also
included on the evening's program
are Dvorak's "Slavonic Dances"
and von Weber's "Overture to

Oberon".

Concert time is 8:00 p.m. in

Kenan Auditorium on the campus
of UNCW. General admission is

$8, students and senior citizens

$5. UNCW students admitted free

with LD. For further information

call the symphony office at 791-

9262.

S.C.O.T.S
SkidatMonk

BY E. ALLEN BAY
Enterlammtnt Edker ^m

Southern Culture on The Skids

stopped by the Mad Monk
Tuesday night and treated the
small crowd in attendence to a hill

billy, bluesy, mariachi-ish, down
and dirty swamp rock that only
lacked a crowd worthy of such a

set.

The S.C.O.T.S. are guided by
lead guitarist and vocalist Rick
Miller, a thin, tall man with a

goatee, and a voice that makes you
thirsty for a cold beer and hungry
for a basket of buffalo wings.

Miller's guitar work was
incredible as the S.C.O.T.S.
moved through instrumentals and

such memorable tunes as
"Nashville Toupee", "Roadside
Wreck", and "Fried
Chicken&Gasoline". The latter is

an ode to all those truckers popped
up on amphetamines and greasy
fried chicken.

The rest of the band is as

diverse as they come. From the

S'o drummer that played standing

up, to the sexy 6'0 female bass

player.

One Charlotte critic summed
up the appeal of the S.C.O.T.S.
"Imagine Leadbelly dropping acid

then jamming with Creedence
Clearwater Revival." The next

time the S.C.O.T.S. come to

Wilmington I hope they come on
a weekend so they get the large

crowd they deserve. I'm not

saying the crowd was small, but
Rick Miller dedicated the first

song of the set to me, I was the

only one in the bar at the time.

LUhats Going

On. . .Sept.26-Oct.5

Thursday, 28

Mad Monk: The
Usuals, $3 Ladies,

$4 Men
Front St. News: The
Wake

Friday, 29
Kenan Aiid:

Saxophone Concert

Free w/ID. 6PM
Front St. News: The
Amateurs

Mad Monk: The Point

$4 members, $5

others

Holiday Inn

Wrightsville Beach:

Valence

Saturday, 30

Mad Monk: Clearlight

Trubute to Pink

Floyd, $5 members
$6 others

Front St. News: The
Amateurs

David Walker Festival,

6th and Market:

Psalms, Mickey Mills

& Steel, Larry Price,

Maggie Pate, the

UNCW Jazz Fusion

Band; starts at 12

noon. Free

Tuesday, 3
Kenan Aud:

Wilmington

Symphony Orchestra

free w/ID
Mad Monk: Channel

Cats

Thursday, 5
Mad Monk: Little

Saints

For More Info:

Mad Monk: 395-
0280

Eve's: 392-9414
Front St. News:
763-1240

Ortons: 763-
5955

Campus Paperback Bestsellers

1 The Cardinal ot the Kremlin, by Tom Clancy IBerkley SS95I
The rescue ot an American secrel agent

2. Yukon Hoi, by Bill Watlerson ifndrews & McMeei $6 95 }

The latest Calvin and Hoboes cartoons

3 Wildlife Preserves, by Gary Larson lAndrews & MrMeel
tS 95 1 Latest collection ot fat Side cartoons

4. The Mummy, by Anne Rice (Ballantme, $1 1 95

1

Ramses and Cleopatra come lo lite m Edwardian England

5. Leva In the Time ot Cholera, by Gabriel Garcia Marque;
( Penguin $8 95 1 A love story Ot astonishing power

* Zoya, by Danielle Steel iDeH S5 95 I
A women s irip

spanning the Russian Revolution lo modem day New York

7. The Silence ot the Lambs, by Thomas Harris |SI Martin s
Press $5 95 I

Hunting down a serial killer on the loose

(. The Dark Tower The Gunsllnger. by Stephen King
INAL Signet. $* 95 1 Young man sets out to conquer evil force

• The Dance ot Angst, by Harriet GoWhor Lemer |Perennial.
$8 95 1

Guide tor improving women s personal relationships

10. Trevayne, by Robert Ludkim
I
Bantam S595|

The probing ot a hidden government within the Government

Hew G Recommended

Breathing Lessons by Anne Tyler (Berkley. t5 50

1

An ordinary married couple discovers how eitraordtnarv their irves
really are ^^
Bingo, by Rita Mae Brown (Bantam. $4 95

1

Outrageous poignant and surprising story of passion nvalrv and
small - town lun

One Size Doesn't Fit All. by John Madden (Jove, t* 50

1

America s favorite sports commentator at his very best

uaocumx orwamKUMwran Awjocunm or colukh trow
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Renttwo videos

forthr

bucks

Bring the coupons below with you when yoi

come to VHIeomax and save yourself a little doe!

Rent a video for three bucks and get one free

phis al the benefits of a Vldeomax Superstore membership:

Free membership* T Nintendo rentals

Up to 100 copies ofthe latest releases T Open everyday until midnight

Over 10,000 videos to choose from Videoplayers for rent

33 categories to choose from Convenient night deposit

*$3 handling charge ifyou don 't have a major credit card.

Marketplace Mall, 127 South College Road y Wilmington, NC 395-6465

Everyday: 9am -Midnight

£s '-

Rent one, get one free!
Not validforNintendogames

Offer valid through October 31, 1989.

Rent one, get one free!
Not validfor Nintendogames

Offer valid through October 31, 1989.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Spike Harpist To

Bensonhurst:Why? Why? Why? Play Kenan
This week we are going to

spend some time examining some
of those things (for lack of a better

word) that arise from time to time

in life that leave you asking
"Why". These are not important

questions, but ones that I felt

needed to be asked. If you feel

you have the anwser to any of

these perplexities please come by

the Seahawk and share with us

some of your infinite wisdom.

First of all why do companies
use computer generated voices to

try to sell you things? Wouldn't

it be cheaper to use humans?
W'hy do people ask you where you

left your keys when you tell them
you lost them? If you knew
where you left them they wouldn't

be lost. Why do people with 12

items try to talk the cashier into

letting them by in the 10 items or

less lane at the grocery?

Why does the cashier that you
have bought beer from a million

times continue to card you even

when they know you by name?
Do they suppose that you have
regressed in age? Why do people

take a drink of your drink then ask

you? What are they going to do?

Spit it back if you do mind? Why

don't professors see through the

big-time brown nosers that make
everybody in the class sick?

Why do you only drop the

soap in the shower when you want

to keep your hair dry? Why do
some people slow down at a

yellow light? Why do teenage

girls insist that they listen to Bon
Jovi because they really like his

music? Why don't people realize

that they have left there turn

signal on for miles? Why do
people pull out in front of you
only to turn 300 yards down the

road?

Why can't adults open child

proof lids on aspirin? Why do all

heavy metal singers have tattoos

and ride motorcycles in their

videos? Why do groups do
remakes of old songs when their

version isn't as good as the

original? Why do body builders

that have only been lifting for a

year and are already so huge that

they look like they're going to

explode say that they are "Natural"

and it's other lifters that use

steroids?

Why is there a need for
Craftmatic adjustable beds, Ronco
glass cutters, or Ginsu knives?

Do we really need these products?

Why do state troopers wear those

Cool Hand Luke mirrored
sunglasses, and call you "boy"

even after they read your name on
your license? Why don't the

police have anything better to do
than break up parties every
weekend? Aren't there enough
people being killed or robbed to

keep them busy?

Why are there always two
people looking when you trip and

almost fall? Why did George
Bush choose Dan Quayle as his

running mate? Did Quayle win a

mean game of one potato, two
potato? Didn't anybody else want

the job? Why did somebody
invent liquid soap? Why do
politicians interupt T.V. shows
when that drives everyone crazy'.'

Why do former college athletes

tell all about the recruiting
violations at their school aftei

they are already in the pros?

Why does anyone trust Don
King? Why does Donald Trump
put his name on everything he

buys? Is he afraid everyone is

going to forget he has more
money than most third world

countries? Why do people insist

-

Make up your own caption

that cats are better pets than dogs?
Or why do people give cats
names? Like there really going to

come when you call them.

Why do advertisers put on
Massengil medicated douche
commercials during NFL football

games? Why do professors give

lectures everyday then take the

whole test from the text book?
Why do people complain about

how stupid "Geraldo" is, but still

watch it everyday? Why do people

buy those black velvet paintings

of Elvis?

And finally why do
columnists write about things that

bother them every time they are in

a bad mood? I just want to know
"WHY".

Cte
The Wake, a band of

diverse musical influences will

bring it's aggressive style pop
music to Front Street News on
September 28th for one night.

The Band is made up of Ann Kirch

on keyboards, Bill Kirch on
guitar, Chris Pittman on bass and

lead vocals, and Paul Andrews on

drums.

The Wake is a critically

acclaimed band and very popular in

Charlotte and in the rest of North

Carolina. Very talented. Very

good. Don't miss The Wake.

Pools Paradise Runs Oct4th-8th
BY CAROL F. MF.HLF.
ENTERTAINMENT WRITER

The UNCW Department of

Creative Arts Department of

Drama presents the University

Theatre's season opener Pools

Eaiadisfi by Phillip King, Oct. 4-8

at SRO Theatre.

The three act play is a

critically acclaimed British farce

set in the Hall of Vicarage in

Merton-cum-Middlewick, a small

English village, several years after

World War II. It takes place on a

Saturday night and Sunday
morning as the characters try to

win $1 million betting on a

football pool. One character has

the winning ticket but no one
knows who.

Steve Boardman portrays
Willie Briggs. Boardman, who
was born in England, said Willie

reminds him of his dad. He has

been acting for ten years. "I was a

class clown. I like to perform and

realized I could make something of

Boardman hopes his career in

Drama is "a slow learning process

that takes me to the top". He
added he hopes to make something

of himself to help others. He has

been in two previous UNCW
productions, Happy Haven and

The Dinners.

Carole Bryant plays Miss
Sillon, "basically a battleax in a

permanent crabby mood," says

Bryant. She is interested in

pursuing all aspects of a career in

Drama. Bryant, a senior, has been

acting seven years. She has been

in one previous UNCW
production. Mornings At Seven .

Lauren Coccia is Ida. Coccia

said, "Ida is bouncy and hyper.

My friends say I'm the same."

She is interested in teaching drama
and working in local theatre in the

future. Coccia, a junior, has been

acting since the fourth grade. This

is her first UNCW production.

Arona Sterling is the

glamorous Penelope Toop. She
said she likes her character and
feels comfortable playing her.

She has been in several other

productions, including a made for

TV movie.

Steve Vernon portrays the shy

Reverend Arthur Humphrey. He
says he can relate to the character

stuck in an unfamiliar situation.

He hopes to pursue acting or

teaching Drama. Vernon has been

acting for six years and has been

in The Foreigner . Noises Off. Uk
Dining Room, and many other

UNCW productions.

Doug Werdon says "My
character, Reverend Lionel Toop,

is so straight-laced it makes me
sick." Werdon, who has never

done farce, has written plays and

returns to acting in this play.

Werdon hopes to continue writing

and become a teacher.

Also featured in the play is

Dan Wargo as the Bishop of Lax.

Senior Ann-Marie Gearhart was

"black mailed into stage manager."

Dr. Terry Theodore, professor of

Drama, is director.

All the actors agree that that

the characters interlock with no

one standing out. They also agree

Pools Paradise should be a

popular play. "If the audience
comes looking for a good time,

for a play without depth or

meaning, they'll have a good
time," Boardman said. Coccia
said, "It's a lot of fun and could be

popular among students because
it's so funny and light." "The
characters are catchy, active and
exciting. The play is really fun
and the audience can't help but

enjoy it," Bryant commented.

Theodore who has done heavier

works such as Tobacco Road. The

Laik and Zoo Storv. this time

decided to do a farce. The actors

agree comedy and farce is fun but

hard work. "Farce is the hardest

form of drama, disciplined and
precise. There is no chance for

mistakes," said Theodore.

Pools Paradise runs Oct 4-7 at

8:00 p.m., Occt 8 at 2,30 PM in

SRO Theatre at Kenan Hall.

General admission tickets are

available for $4.00, students are

free with their UNCW ID.

Black Rain: Michael Douglas,

Andy Garcia, Kate Capshaw.

Rating: 7 1/2 out of a

possible 10.

Due to the coming attractions,

and the fact that most of Michael

Douglas's films are excellent

(Romancing The Stone, Fatal

Attraction etc...) I figured "Black

Rain" would follow suit. I was
wrong.

Don't misunderstand me "Black

Rain" is not a bad film, it's just

not that great either. Michael
Douglas plays one of the most

unlikable cops in recent movie
history, Nick, a cop who lies and

steals, but justifies it all because

his regular pay doesn't cover his

bills. What a shame.

Nick's partner Charlie (Garcia)

is a young cop who believes in

his partner without knowing the

truth. One day at lunch Nick and

Charlie witness the murder of two

Japanese mafia members by Sato,

a renegade Japanese hit man.

After capturing Sato the two

are assigned to deliver him to the

Japanese authorities only to turn

him over to fake policeman (hey,

the writing on the release form
was in Japanese, how was he

supposed to know it was an

insurance form?).

Instead of letting the local

police handle the investigation

Nick insists that they stick around

to help the Japanese. What
follows is so predictable that it is

almost annoying.

Nick is the cowboy American

cop with his dark sunglasses,

toothpick, and dark overcoat. He
also uses so many cliches when
speaking that I was suprised that

Sylvester Stallone didn't write his

dialogue.

Charlie on the other hand is

funny, warm, and a very likable

character that meets the same end

as all funny, warm sidekicks in

most movies. Then of course

there is Joyce (Capshaw) the

beautiful American who helps

Nick when he is in trouble (Why
she helps him is beyond me).

"Black Rain" for all of it's

faults is still worth seeing. The
ending is good and leaves you
satisfied, but doesn't deliver what

it could have.

Sex, Lies, and Videotapes:

James Spader, Andie MacDowell,

Peter Gallager, Laura San
Giacoma.

Rating: 8 out of a possible

10.

First of all this movie isn't for

everyone. It moves a little slow,

there are no special effects, not

even one car chase, and nobody
gets killed. Doesn't sound like

your type of movie? Read no
farther.

It does on the other hand have

excellent performances by all the

actors and actresses. The plot and

dialogue are all very original and

unique to this movie. It is very

refreshing to leave a movie
without trying to remembering
what actor said the same line in

another movie, or of what movie

it reminded you.

The story of "Sex, Lies, and

Videotapes" revolves around the

personal relationships between
Ann (MacDowell), her husband
John (Gallager), Ann's sister

Cynthia (San Giacoma), and
John's old college friend Graham
(Spader).

When Graham arrives in town
with only his car, clothes, and his

video camera to spend some time

with his old buddy John and his

wife Ann, John doesn't realize

how Graham has changed.

James Spader won the best

actor award at the Cannes film

festival for his portrayel of
Graham, a loner who has an

unusual way of becoming sexually

aroused. Peter Gallager is

contemptible as John who
classifies as the two lowest forms
of life a liar and a lawyer.

Andie MacDowell is very
believable as a lonely housewife
who married for all the wrong
reasons, and Laura San Giacoma
turns in an erotically charged
performance that leaves everyone

sweating (especially John).

"Sex, Lies, and Videotapes" is

an offbeat look at personal
relations that borrows nothing
from other films. It's funny at

times, sad at others, and very

interesting throughout.

The Wilmington Symphony
Orchestra will open its 1989-90

season Tuesday, October 3, with a

concert featuring harpist, John
Senior. A graduate of the Juilliard

School, Senior's performance
credits include appearances as

soloist with The New York
Philharmonic, awards from the

American Harp Society and
international competition, and a

solo album for Crest Records.

Under the direction o f

conductor, Dr. Steven Errante, the

symphony will perform "The Peer

Gynt Suite:, Norwegian composer

Edvard Grieg's most celeberated

work.

The four musical portraits in

the suite-"Morning", "Ase's
Death", "Anitra's Dance", and "In

the Hall of the Mountain King"-

were composed as incidental music

to Henrik Ibsen's play about a

Norwegian folk character. Also
included on the evening's program

are Dvorak's "Slavonic Dances"

and von Weber's "Overture to

Oberon".

Concert time is 8:00 p.m. in

Kenan Auditorium on the campus
of UNCW. General admission is

$8, students and senior citizens

$5. UNCW students admitted free

with ID. For further information

call the symphony office at 791-

9262.

S.C.O.T.S
SkidatMonk

BY E. ALLEN RAY
Enlerlainmem E&or jp

Southern Culture on The Skids

stopped by the Mad Monk
Tuesday night and treated the

small crowd in attendence to a hill

billy, bluesy, mariachi-ish, down
and dirty swamp rock that only
lacked a crowd worthy of such a

set.

The S.C.O.T.S. are guided by

lead guitarist and vocalist Rick
Miller, a thin, tall man with a

goatee, and a voice that makes you
thirsty for a cold beer and hungry
for a basket of buffalo wings.

Miller's guitar work was
incredible as the S.C.O.T.S.
moved through instrumentals and
such memorable tunes a s

"Nashville Toupee", "Roadside
Wreck", and "Fried
Chicken&Gasoline". The latter is

an ode to all those truckers popped
up on amphetamines and greasy
fried chicken.

The rest of the band is as

diverse as they come. From the

5'o drummer that played standing

up, to the sexy 6'0 female bass

player.

One Charlotte critic summed
up the appeal of the S.C.O.T.S.
"Imagine Leadbelly dropping acid

then jamming with Creedence
Clearwater Revival." The next
time the S.C.O.T.S. come to

Wilmington I hope they come on
a weekend so they get the large

crowd they deserve. I'm not
saying the crowd was small, but
Rick Miller dedicated the first

song of the set to me, I was the

only one in the bar at the time.

Kllhats Going

On. . .Sept.2&-Oct.5

Thursday, 28
Mad Monk: The

Usuals, $3 Ladies,

$4 Men
Front St. News: The
Wake

Friday, 29
Kenan Aud:

Saxophone Concert

Free w/ID. 6PM
Front St. News: The

Amateurs
Mad Monk: The Point

$4 members, $5
others

Holiday Inn

Wrightsville Beach:

Valence

Saturday, 30

Mad Monk: Clearlight

Trubute to Pink

Floyd, $5 members
$6 others

Front St. News: The

Amateurs
David Walker Festival,

6th and Market:

Psalms, Mickey Mills

& Steel, Larry Price,

Maggie Pate, the

UNCW Jazz Fusion

Band; starts at 1

2

noon. Free

Tuesday, 3
Kenan Aud:

Wilmington

Symphony Orchestra

free w/ID
Mad Monk: Channel

Cats

Thursday, 5
Mad Monk: Little

Saints

For More Info:

Mad Monk: 39 5-

0280
Eve's: 392-9414
Front St. News:
763-1240

Ortons: 763-
5955

Campus Paperback Bestsellers

1 The Cardinal ol tht Kremlin, by Tom Clancy IBerkley $5 95
|

The rescue ot an American secret agent

2. Yukon Hoi. by Bill Wallerson (Andrews a McMeei $6 95

1

The latest Calvin and Hobbes cartoons

3 Wlldlitt Preserves, by Gary Larson (Andrews & McMeei
$5 95 1 Latest collection ol Far Side cartoons

4. The Mummy, by Anne Rice (Ballantine. $1 1 95

1

Ramses and Cleopatra come to lite in Edwardian England

5. Love In the Time ot Cholera, by Gabriel Garcia Marquei
(Penguin $8 95 1 A love story ot astonishing power

6. Zoya, by Danielle Steel iDeii J5 95 1 A women s We
spanning the Russian RewXunon to modem day New York

7. The Silence ol the Lambs, by Thomas Hams (SI Martin s
Press $5 95 1 Hunting down a serial killer on the loose

•. The Dora Tower The Gunsllnger by Stephen King
INAL Signet. 14 95 I

Young man sets out to conquei evil lorce

9 The Dance o» Anger, by Harriet Goidhor Lerner iPerennialM 95
1
Guide tor improving women s personal relationships

10. Treveyne. by Robed Ludlum (Bantam (5 95

1

The probing ol a hidden government within the Government

NewG Recommended

Breathing Leeaons by Anne Tyler (Berkley $5 50

1

An ordinary married couple discovers how extraordinary then lives

Bingo, by Rita Mae Brown (Bantam $4 95
|

Outrageous poignant ano surprising story ol passion rivalry and
smalltown lun 7-—«

One Sue Doeen t Fit All. by John Madden (Jove S4S0I
America s tavonte sports commentator at his very best
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Renttwo videos

for thr

bucks

Bring the coupons below Willi you when you

come to vldeomax and save yourself a little doe!

Rent a video for three bucks and get one free

phis all the benefits of a V

Free membership* T
Up to 100 copies ofthe latest releases T

Over 10,000 videos to choose from

33 categories to choose from

Superstore membership:

Nintendo rentals

T Open everyday until midnight

Videoplayers for rent

T Convenient night deposit

*$3 handling charge ifyou don't have a major credit card.

&

Marketplace Mall, 127 South College Road Wilmington, NC 395-6465

Everyday: 9am -Midnight

Rent one, get one free!
Not validforNintendogames

Offer valid through October 31, 1989.

Rent one, get one free!
Not validforNintendogames

Offer valid through October 31 , 1989.
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Need UJe Say More?

SURF SHOPo

Surf Report 256-4353

WNRV

JfPUSEOF
STEMS

Welcomes Back UNCW Students With

Our Back to School Specials

$ 99 Hibachi

Chicken

Lunch

Includes: soup, salad, fried

Japanese rice, Hibachi-style

vegetables, tender chicken

and mushrooms, cooked

Hibachi-style at your table

and your choice of iced tea

or hot tea.

$0 9 9

8
Hibachi

Chicken

Dinner

Includes: soup, salad, fried

Japanese rice, Hibachi-style

vegetables, Zen-Sai shrimp

appetizer vegetables, tender

chicken and mushrooms

cooked Hibachi-style at your

table and your choice of iced

tea or hot tea.

UNCUJ STUDENT ID MUST BE SHOWN TO RECEIUE SPECIALS.

302 S. COLLEGE RD. - 392-5775

Reservations Accepted

Expires October 31

Not valid on Holidays or with other coupons or specials.

JOIN THE UNCUJ

rarer? nmmm
IF YOU PLAY FLUTE, CLARINET,
TENOR OR BARITONE SAX,
TRUMPET, TROMBONE,
FRENCH HORN, BARITONE

HORN, OR TUBA,

WE WANT YOU! !

REHEARSALS-

WEDNESDAYS, 4-6 PM
KENAN HALL, ROOM K 114

BENEFITS:

FREE ADMISSION TO UNfW
BASKETBALL GAMES

yOU 6fT TO PMY. . LOOM, t

tm
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Conference Begins at Stanford as Debate Grows Over Volunteer

(CPS)-- An impressive
•collection of scholars and
politicians gathered on a nearly

deserted Stanford University
campus Sept. 8-9 to "air and
thrash out" ideas for drafting

students to become part of
President Bush's "thousand points

of light."

The conference unfolded as

Congress prepared to debate

creating a "national service corps,

in which young people would
serve as volunteers in the armed
forces, hospitals, schools or other

public institutions in exchange for

-college aid or help buying a

•house."

The corps promises to be one

-of the most important student

issues before Congress this fall.

I Nine U.S. senators and 1

1

^representatives have introduced

^"national service" bills since then-

£candidate George Bush spoke of

"volunteer service as "a thousand
•points of light" at the Republican

-convention in 1988.

Some of the highly
•controversial bills required
•students to volunteer in order to

•get financial aid.

Z While such ideas have been

debated in Congress at least since

the 1930s, one proposal-a $330
million plan co-sponsored by Sen.

Edward Kennedy (D-Mass) -stands

a good chance of becoming law in

1990, some observers say.

"We're really hopeful that it

will be enacted this session," said

Kennedy legislative aide Shirley

Sagawa. "It's got very broad

support Conservatives like (Sen.

Sam) Nunn are for it and liberals

like Kennedy are for it."

Student and anti-draft groups

in particular have criticized the

idea, saying it smacks o f

involuntary servitude, could be

unfair to poor students and doesn't

recognize how often students

volunteer already.

"We support voluntarism

wholeheartedly, but not in the

manipulative and coercive way of

this (national service)," said Janet

Lieberman of the U.S. student

Association, a Washington, D.C.,

group that represents student

government presidents.

"Some people have the

perception that students are

complacent," added Jane Robinson

Ward of the Campus Outreach

Opportunity League (COOL), a

group that places students from

550 campuses in various volunteer

and community projects, "but that

isn't true."

The idea's proponents,
however, disagree.

"The proposal is based on the

premise that our young people

must move beyond the decade of

'me first' attitudes of the Reagan
era and the lingering after-effects

of Vietnam, which led many to

ask what their country could do for

them," said Rep. Dave McCurdy
(D-Okla.), co-sponsor of the

Nunn-McCurdy plan that would
require students to volunteer to get

college aid, at the Stanford

conference.

The two-day conference was

staged by the Hoover Institution, a

conservative think tank that

produced a number of Reagan
administration officials, to "air and

thrash out issues," said

Williamson Evers, who chaired

the forum.

Yet students, who ultimately

will be the ones affected by any

law, were not included in the

airing out The forum was closed

to the public, and held on an

unpopulated campus where classes

hadn't even begun.

Participants included former

Rep. Pete McCloskey, (R-Calif.),

Lutheran theologian Richard John

Neuhas, political scientist

Benjamin Barber, Cato Institute

senior fellow and former Reagn
adviser Doug Bandow, McCurdy
and conservative economist
Milton Friedman.

"By putting a GI Bill-type

grant in place of student loan

programs, youth service widens

access to higher education,"

asserted Northwestern University

Prof. Charles C. Moskom one of

the conference participants.

Not all the participants liked

the idea.

Friedman, who teaches at the

University of Chicago, attacked it

as "utterly unnecessary" and

having an "uncanny resemblance"

to the Adolf Hitler youth corps.

"Strictly voluntary programs,

like the Red Cross or Boy Scouts,

are splendid, but these national

service proposals aren't voluntary

as far as the people paying for it,"

Friedman said in a statement

released to the press.

Lieberman, who was not at

the conference, agreed. "You

shouldn't have to bribe people to

volunteer. It's an oxymoron."

Many students, however,
don't seem as alarmed by the

prospect of serving in a national

service corps.

"The bottom line is that it

provides money for students to go
to college," said Idaho State

University senior Anir Baul.

"There is some criticism that it

will creat elitism, but we already

have that because poor students

can't afford school. Education is

the great leveler."

"This would help more than

one person," said Ball State

University student Mike Allen.

"It would give students money for

school and some work experience.

At the same time, they would be

helping someone."

The Kennedy national service

bill -which the senator describes as

a compromise that "includes the

best features of all the bills" and

that has a "price tag within

realistic constraints" -would give

volunteers academic credit,

stipends, job training, tuition aid

and help in buying first homes.

Many at COOL, though, are

afraid the bill might force students

who need financial aid to
volunteer, Robinson Ward said

At first glance the bill looks

like a good avenue to college,

Lieberman said. The problem is

that it manipulates low-income .'

students who need aid

"Low-income people benefit "

the most when they go straight

from high school to college

because their retention is greater. •.

The last thing we want to do is

pull them away from school," she
|

said.
m
H

The most dangerous thing
.

about a national service bill which .

pays for college students who
volunteer, Lieverman maintained,

is that it will draw money away

from already "under-funded"

programs like the Pell Grant

program.

As a result, the people who
need aid the most probably
wouldn't get it.

"A single mother going to

college certainly isn't going to

have time to volunteer in order to

get some financial aid," she said.

Financial Aid May Become Next Casualty in War on Drugs
(CPS)-- Following up

"President George Bush's Sept. 5

'declaration of a "war on drugs,"

rwilliam Bennett, Bush's "drug

'.czar," threatened to cut off

.'.financial aid to students who go to

"colleges that don't have "tough"

anti-drug policies.

• Concerns about students'

-privacy as well as a sheer shortage

-of campus manpower, however,

"led some observers to believe a

'big national crackdown on student

'drug users probably won't happen

tin the near future.

• Colleges already have to have

Tanti-drug programs in place.

TBennett said he wants them
2stiffenend.

J Bennett defined "tough" as a

-program like that in Anne Arundel

^County, Maryland, where schools

expel any students caught selling

-drugs. Students caught
•consuming the stuff are suspended,

"and then turned over to the police.

Bennett, head of the U.S.
Department of Education during

the Reagan administration and

now director of the National Drug

Control Policy Office, said the

goal of the program was to

prevent straight students from

slipping "down a slippery slope of

drug use" and, for others, "to get

them to stop."

To get federal college loans

and grants, students already have

to sign a statement that they don't

or won't use illicit drugs.

Their school officials,

moreover, already are required have

anti-drug "programs" in place.

However, the Education
Dept, which oversees most federal

college programs, has few formal

rules for what constitutes an

acceptable "anti-drug program."

The definition of a n

accpetable program was so loose

when Bennett rushed the
requirement into law in 1987 that

f!

Ron Bucknam, then the Education

Dept.'s drug prevention director,

quipped that "a school's (anti-drug)

program could consist of a college

dean standing on the campus quad

at midnight shouting 'Don't Do

Drugs!' if that's what the college

wants."

In April, an anonymous
"speechwriter" further confused the

definition of just how the federal

government wanted colleges to

enforce anti-drug rules by inserting

in a scheduled speech by current

Education Sec. Lauro Cavazos a

proposal to have students

surreptitiously inform the

government if their classmates

were using drugs.

Cavazos quickly backed off

the proposal before delivering the

speech, but not before the prepared

text had been released to the press.

Making Bennett's Sept. 5

proposal to expel certain students

work would also pose legal

problems for campuses, some
observers said. Would students

accused of selling drugs o n

campus be expelled even before

they go to trial in the years after

being arrested? Would a student

who used marijuana suffer the

same penalty as one who sold

crack?

North Dakota State
University (NDSU), for one.

already has "rules to prohibit drugs

and alcohol on campus," said

Nona Wood of NDSU's student

affairs office. Wood added

"penalties depend on the severity"

of the offense, and may range "all

the way from warning t o

expulsion."

"We've kicked students out of

school for drug use," said Joan

Newman, legal counsel for the

five-campus Montana University

System. "However, they wouldn't

be expelled from school before

(getting) due process."

American Civil Liberties

Union Director Ira Glasser called

Bennett's ideas "counterproductive

and cynical" proposals that

"attempt to fool the public into

believing that prohibition can

work, when all the evidence shows

that it cannot."

No one, moreover, foresaw

major campus efforts to track

down drug-using students,

regardless of the proposed new
financial aid requirement.

Few campuses, in fact, have

the manpower to conduct a

crackdown.

"if we have problems with

drugs, we go outside to the city

police or sheriff. The campus here

just doesn't have enough (police

officers)" to monitor student drug

use closely, reported Charles

Goen, director of university police

at McNeese State University in

Louisiana.

I READ THE SEAHAWK

^ Donations
Retracted

(CPS)-An entrepeneur has

asked for his $15 million donation

to the University of Utah back

after officials there refused to

; rename its medical college and
- hospital after him.

- What would have been the

- single largest gift ever given in

Z Utah wasn't enough to convince

2 students, faculty, alumni and
Z others to add James Sorenson's

Z moniker to the generic University

Z of Utah School of Medicine and

Z University of Utah Hospital.

; "People felt that all the
-. contributions that helped build the

- school would take a back seat,

"

- explained Mike Mattson, the

university's vice president for

development "The protest within

the university and the community

Z'. was overwhelming."

; "I do not want the siege to

J continue on my account,"

;
Sorenson said in retracting the gift

the first week of September.

Sorenson, who Mattson called

• the wealthiest person in Utah,

- negotiated the donation-which

• came in the form of 250,000
"

shares of Abbot Laboratories

Z stock-with the university for

Z years before announcing it last

I May.
5 In retracting it four months

T; later, Sorenson blasted UU for its

;;;
failure to honor proposals it

:• conceived when it undertook a

•' prolonged campaign to recruit the

*! largest philanthropic gift in the

•! history of the state."

Other colleges have managed
- to keep donations, despite
- controversies.

Z University of North Dakota

I officals decided to keep a $5

I million gift from Nevada casino

I owner Ralph Engelstad even after

it became known Engelstad had

thrown two "Hitler birthday
• parties" complete with Nazi

; memorabilia.

In 1987, Minnesota's
• Augsburg College kept a

$500,000 donation but dropped

plans to name a building after

donor Elroy Stock who, officials

later discovered, for several years

• had been sending hate mail to

I people involved in racially mixed

> marriages.

COIN LAUNDRY AND CAFE

Adjoining Coastal Dry Cleaners

MARKET PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER 763-48 1

3

Corner of South Kerr and Market Street

Buy one wash, get

one free
Expires 10/1 1/89

Now featuring Colombo
Frozen Yogurt

When there's No Room
For Imperfection. . .

The Crest fitness Club

SEAHAWK SHUTTLE
SCHEDULE INFORMATION
00 Hewlett & Graham
03 Galloway & Belk

06 University Union

09 Hanover Hall

12 Ken. Hall & Cafeteria

15 Randall Library

20 Soc/Beh. & Cameron
23 New Cafeteria

23 Schwartz Hall

28 Apt. Parking Lot

30

33

36
39

42

45

50

53

55

58

Just Cuts

Just-a-Cut:
84.9(0

Quantum
Perm:

839.3(0
(Expires 10/12/89)

1311 S. College
Road

Tues.-Fri. 9-6

Sat. 9-4

Walk-ins Only

r ~i
BOY ONE.
GET ONE
FREE

Boy any sab.
King or Regular size

and get same size.

equal or lesser value
FREE.

Little King
Dell ft Ptara

I 3 LOCATIONS:
| New Walrrrart Center

I

Independence Moll

Canterbury Center

Offer expires 9/30/89

ft

I
00

Iw
ft

I

Nautilus Physical Profiles Aerobics

Aerobic Memberships Freeweights

38 N. luiina, Up i ghtsv i I I e Beach, 250-5758
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SEAHAWK SPORTS
Brooks asks CAA to investigate UNCW program

i

BY CHRIS WRIGHT
SPORTS EDITOR

Alledged misconduct and improper recruiting

techniques within the men's basketball program
have forced UNCW officials to file a report to the

commisioner of the Colonial Athletic Association

seeking a resolution.

UNCW Athletic Director Bill Brooks said
Wednesday that, contrary to reports published in the

Wilmington Morning Star-News, the program was
not under any type of National Collegiate Athletic

Association investigation.

"It's simply not true," Brooks said. "We reported

the allegations to our conference commisioner. At
this time, I have not spoken to, or heard from, or

had any contact whatsoever with the NCAA. The
allegations were self-reported, meaning we
voluntarily told the CAA what was going on, and

they are handling it from there."

"I received a letter concerning the matter and have

looked into the matter," Brooks said. "My office,

along with the basketball staff got together and

following the investigation, we reported it to the

CAA."
Brooks said that CAA Commisioner Tom

Yeager will conduct an investigation, and depending

on the outcome, appropriate action will be taken.

"I followed the NCAA guideline on such

matters," Brooks said. "The first step is to contact

the league, and we have complied with that."

The allegations involve junior Ken Aldrich, a

transfer from Jacksonville University.

Although Aldrich will be forced to sit out a year

he is on scholarship Brooks said.

He neither denied nor confirmed that Aldrich was

the prime suspect in the investigaion, however,

stating only that an investigation was being

processed.

This is the second investigation into the

basketball program, Brooks said.

On Aug. 9, the NCAA cleared UNCW from any

wrongdoing stemming from an on-campust visit by

two recruits who visited the school in early March.

"That was classified as a secondary offense by the

NCAA," Brooks said. "What happened was that (the

two recruits) went outdoors and played some

basketball, and the NCAA prohibits schools from

Hawks shutout, fail to capture CAA win
BY PATRICK FOWLER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Hawks are hustling. The Hawks are

passing. The Hawks aren't scoring. The men's

soccer team return home from their rough home trip

without the single item they desired, a win.

The Hawks battled the Middies of Navy to a

scoreless tie in overtime and dropped a equally

physical contest to American 1-0. "We need to

finish our opportunities when we have them," said

coach Jackie Blackmore. The green machine is still

racked with injuries problems. This has majorly

slowed down the offensive power of the team.

"A lot of new people are suddenly forced into

the action because our our injuries. It just takes

some time to get use to one another," said

Blackmore.

Navy, who won the CAA conference last year,

plays a hard contact game and uses their excellent

passing attack to sft their opponents net ablaze.

The Hawks' defense stuffed the Middies' attack by

clogging up their passing lanes and cut off the

angles to the goal. The fullback trio of Marc Rose,

Sean Wallace, and Greg Diamond play extremely

well for the Hawks, but the MVP had to be goalie

John Pinter.

The junior goal keeper from Bowie, Maryland,

stopped 14 shots and recorded eight saves. This year

he has continued to be steady for the Hawks posting

a 1.82 goal average over seven games. "John was

spectacular this weekend. The Navy game was his

best outing this season. He was the difference for us

in both contests." said a pleased Blackmore. The
Hawks had their chances to score in overtime but

the bouncing ball had other ideas.

Chris Parks, a plus for the Hawks this year,

experience a home team bounce when he attempted

to shift feet for a shot. The ball got away from him
and the threat was nullified. Chris George also had

the chance to break the deadlock, but his blast found

the pole and kareened harmlessly away.

fnolo try Karen Goudarzi
An undentitied Hawk player tries to gain control of the ball yesterday against Coastal Carolina. The Hawks were
shutout for the third time in a row and the sixth time this year. The team is still slowed by injuries.2 injuries.

"Soccer is a funny game because you can get

the right bounce and it goes in. You can also get

the wrong bounce and all your work is wasted," said

Blackmore. After their hard fought tie with Navy,

the Hawks had talented American to deal with the

next day.

The team, weary from Saturday's battle, played

the Eagles tough throughout the game. Goalie John

Pinter had another stellar performace for the Green

Machine. He stopped twelve shots and recorded

three saves allowing just one goal. "I think the the

overtime game took a lot out of us. We played a

solid two hours on Saturday and they had an easy 90
minutes cakewalk against ECU," said Blackmore.

The Hawks offensive has struggled over the

first half of the season only scoring nine goals to

their opponents 12. The scoring drought is more

dismal considering 7 of thoses goals came against a

weak Atlantic Christian squad. The Hawks have

been shut out five times this year. Most notably is

All-CAA striker Chris George, who has only netted

just one goal in seven outings.

"Chris will get his shares of goals soon

enough. He has had some opportunities and is

working hard to further improve his game. I think

part of his problem this year is teams are keying on

him more," commented Blackmore.

The Hawks hope to improve on their CAA
record and the health of their starting line-up as they

slugg it out at Brook's field against ECU at 1:00 on

Sunday. The Hawks hope to have the services of

Jeff Johnson and Paul Cairney if they get the

doctor's approval. The Hawks pass. The Hawks
shoot. Can the Hawks score?

Pre-Season Questions are still being asked
BY CHRIS WRICiHT

SPORTS EDITOR

It has taken just one month to answer a

preseason's worth of questions that have haunted

Atlantic Coast Conference football coaches like a

dropped pass on third and short.

The most obvious question was answered last

weekend in Raleigh, where N.C. State pounded an

inferior North Carolina for the second consecutive

year. The year, to the tune of 40-6, only slightly

less demoralizing than last season's 48-3 cakewalk.

Would the Tar Heels be able to rebound from a

disasterous 1988 campaign, and would Jonathon

Hall finally materialize and become the quarterback

experts thought he would be coming on the heels of

a remarkable prep career?

Well, Hall finished the State game on the

bench, and Carolina's 1-2 start is no better than last

year's 0-3 beginning.

The same problems that plagued the Tar Heels a

year ago are hurting them this year.

Last season, Carolina finished either last or

next-to-last in five of the six official ACC team

statistics.

Through last Saturday's loss, they are last in

the league in total offense (290 yards per game),

passing offense (93 ypg), and rushing defense (217

ypg). They have improved slightly in two
categories, total defense and passing defense- which
probably explains why they only gave up 40 points

to the Wolfpack- as opposed to 48 a year ago.

The Wolfpack, however, was not a team
without questions of its own.

Throughout the spring and fall drills, State was
mired in a quarterback competition, so much so,

that a winner had not been selected until after the

season opened.

Senior Shane Montgomery was awarded the

helm, beating out henceforth redshirt junior Charles

Davenport, and has guided the Pack to a 4-0 start.

Montgomery is the catalyst of a spirited offense

that ranks second in the conference in total offense.

He is also the second rated passing in the ACC,
behind Virginia's Shawn Moore, and has thrown for

just under 1,000 yards, while tossing eight

touchdowns.

Moore, who finished last season with 15

storing strikes, has thrown for seven in Cavaliers

first four games. The junior heads into Saturday's

clash with in-state rival William & Mary fresh off

his most impressive performance to date, a 49-28

romp over Duke. In that game, Moore completed
14-15 passes for 295 yards and three touchdowns.

The Cavaliers, prematurely put to the test

against defending national champion Notre Dame in

the Kickoff Classic- resulting in a 36-13 defeat, will

look to re-establish their postseason credibility

when they travel to Death Valley next week to play
Clemson. Virginia has yet to tame the Tigers
losing 28 consecutive contests, including last

season's 10-7 thriller in Charlottesville.

The Tigers, the preseason favorite, are in the
midst of a quarterback dilemma theirselves, but have
resolved the situation the way Clemson resolves
most crises- running the football.

Behind senior Terry Allen, the Tigers have
rolled to a 4-0 start, including an impressive win
over Florida State.

It should be an interesting fight for the title

because barring any major upsets, the rest of the
league pales in comparison to the top three teams.
And like last year, where the teams split head-to-
head, there is not much separating them.

bringing players in and working them out."

Brooks, who likened this current episode to last

spring's as far as seriousness, declined to reveal any

specific information about the case, saying that if

and when the allegations are resolved then he will be

happy to discuss it.

"I don't think the violations are very serious,"

Brooks said, "but I don't make the rules, either. It's

out of my hands now. We'll just sit back and wait

for further word from the league commisioner."

Yeager, who was out of town on business the

past two days, could not be reached for comment
Tom Dillon, the assistant league commisioner

said that any formal word should come from the

commisioner because "he is the mouthpiece for the

league.

Coastal beats
Hawks 3-0

BY Siia SHERFIEI.n
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

The Seahawk men soccer team suffered another

defeat as they took on the skillful team, Coastal

Carolina. Although Coastal's coach was vocal with

his mouth that led to trouble with the referees, he
direct his team to victory 3 to 0. The Hawks came
into the game strong and confident and had the skill

and talent to compete with the Chanticleers, they

fell apart in the second half. The cool, windy
weather didn't stop Coastals Russell Herrity from
scoring two goals for his team (one in the first half

and the other in the second half).

I
Though Seahawk's goalie, John Pinter blocked

the Coastal ball aggressively, the Coastals still

managed to knock it in. There was little evidence of

teamwork on the field during this game and
communication between the Hawks was lacking.

With seven minutes and twenty-two seconds left in

the second half, Eric Schmitt scored the third goal

and final goal for Coastal Carolina clinching the

victory.

"We still don't have guys back in the line up to

play. As for the Seahawk's confidence, it comes and
it goes with every victory and defeat. We can just

take each game one at a time", says Blackmore.
The future holds not a very different picture for the
Hawks. They will face teams that are as good if not
better than Coastal Carolina but Coach Blackmore
feels his team will only improve as the season
progresses. The Hawks are now 1-6-1 in the '89

campaign.

Hornets host
all-star classic

From the Spahawk WirP
The NBA annouced last Monday that the

Charolotte Hornets will host the All-Star Classic

and Slam Dunk contest of the 1990 season at the

Coliesum... The UNCW rugby and football teams
will take on Duke University on Saturday at 1:00

p.m. The football team dropped their first home
contest to Carolina 7-0 last week... The women's
volleyball team won their match with ECU last

night in a sweep 15-2, 15-8, 15-8. Senior Yvonne
Holan, who resuffered a angle injury in practice on
Monday helped paced the Hawks to victory...

Another title has been won by the Seamen,
UNCW's ultimate team. The team is riding a

winning streak and hopes to qualify for the

Nationals this year... Both the men and women's
golf matches were cancelled due to the coming of
Hurricane Hugo. The men resume play on
October 2, at the Campbell Invitational while
the women's have to wait until Oct 13 before they

compete again at the Beacon Woods Open...
The water polo team opens its season this Saturday
in their only home match of the season. The team,

lead by team captain Mike McGinty, will take on
Duke University at 1:00 p.m in the Seahawk
Natatorium There appears to be violations in

the UNCW basketball program regarding recruiting

infractions. The CAA has launched
investigations in the Hawk program (See article in

Seahawk)... The tennis teams start their '89 seasons

next week. The men are at the Riverfest Open
on October 6th and the women travel to UNC-
Greensboro for their opener...

Carolina football, always the model of consistancy
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Some good things that came out of last

Saturday's State-Carolina (lack of) contest:

It was only one game, no matter how
humiliating the defeat

.

The score was misleading. (It could and should
have been worse.)

Parking wasn't nearly as bad as in recent years
because the schedule-makers moved the game up
from its traditional State Fair weekend slot.

Carolina scored twice as many points against

the Wolfpack as they did a year ago.

Now, the most obvious question has to be, is

the Carolina team that much better than last year's

squad, or did State merely suffer an emotional
letdown?

Further, if the Wolfpack continues this

discerning style of play- allowing the Tar Heels to

double the score in each contest, that is- then surely

they must anticipate a loss to the boys in baby blue

in the early '90's.

Let's see, Carolina now stands, weak-kneed and

a tad misty-eyed, at 1-2, remarkable, considering

just three games into the collegiate season and

already that have reached their half-way point as far

as win expectantcy.

I, for one, like their odds of sqeaking out
another victory before Thanksgiving. Thanksgiving
was intentional because only quality teams seem to
play beyond that.

Still remaining on their schedule, in addition

to legitimate conference powers Clemson and
Virginia, are Georgia Tech, Wake Forest and
Maryland, teams which are following the same
disillusioned path of misfortune as the Heels, only
at a slower pace.

And what about the non-conference
contingency? Oklahoma and Auburn are nowhere to

be found, thankfully- although Carolina did play
fairly well against the Sooners. Admittedly, they
failed to score in both encounters, and gave up a
little less than 20 acres in total yards in the process,
but Barry, Boz, and Bandwagoneers never reached the

30 point plateau, either.

The Tar Heels have already played two-thirds

of that non-conference schedule- registering a win
over hapless VMI and suffering a defeat to
Kentucky.

Only South Carolina remains. The
Gamecocks, when on, are one of the top teams in

the country. When playing poorly, they are merely
two touchdowns better than Carolina. Last year,

Carolina lost 31-10, and it doesn't look any better

this time around, either.

It's fairly humorous when you consider the

Carolina teams of the early '80's. No, they were not
dominant, and didn't neccessitate national exposure,

but they were productive. If I can recall properly, it

seems former coach Dick Crum was relieved of his

duties following a "dismal" six-win season. Current
coach Mack Brown would be nominated for

popemanship if he could pull off such a miracle.

-r->
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The Seahawk

East Cafeteria Scheduled to Open Soon
flrahiner to Speak

The Steering Committee for Science and Society in

the Curriculum announces the second in its series of

fall speakers on FUTURESCAPES.
Dr. Judith Grabiner, Mathematics Professor at Pitzer

College, Claremont, CA, will speak on the subject

of ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE on Monday
evening, October 16, 1989 at 8 p.m. in the Randall

Library Auditorium. The lecture is free and open to

the public. On Tuesday, October 17, 1989, Dr.

Grabiner will also speak on "Descartes and Problem

Solving," again in Randall Auditorium

- Relief for Hurricane Victims

Vice Chancellor for S.A. Office has received more
than 40 checks for the Hurricane Relief Fund. The
generosity of faculty, staff, and students has been
tremendous. However, if anyone wishes to

contribute the S.A. Office would be happy to

receive checks for forwarding in the Vice Chancellor

for S.A. Office. Make checks payable to Salvation

Army or Red Cross.

Black Student Union Meeting
The Black Student Union will meet on October 19,

1989 at 6:00 p.m. in Room 201 of the University

Union. The Black Student Union's purpose is to

observe and improve the general welfare of black

students and race relations on the campus ofUNCW
by sponsoring forms of educational, social and
entertaining activities. We hope this will promote
black awareness and unity throughout the University

community.

Nominate for Who's Who
Nominations are once again being sought for

outstanding upperclassmen and graduate students to

be named to Who's Who Among American
Universities and Colleges. Faculty and staff

members are urged to nominate qualified students.

"Nomination forms are available from your Dean,

Director or Department Head, or at the University

Union Information Desk. Selection criteria is based

on: scholarship, involvement, leadership and service

to campus and community. Nominations close at

5:00 p.m. on October 13. For further information,

contact the Student Activities Office at 3827.

I1NC Television Propram To Air

Undersea research being conducted by scientists at

NOAA's National Undersea Research Center at The

University of North Carolina at Wilmington will be

featured in the pilot program of "Search," a 30-

minute television series focusing on research

activities underway at universities in the UNC
system. The pilot will air at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday,-

Oct. 17, on Channel 39.

Auction To Be Held

On Saturday, October 21, 1989, the UNCW Police

Department will auction all unclaimed, recovered,

and seized property. The auction will be located

behind the police building located on Price Drive.

All items to be auctioned will be available for

previewing from 7:00 a.m. until auction time at

9:00 a.m. For further information please contact

Lt. Lawson of the University Police Department.

Foreign Languages Seminar

On Oct 16, The Dept. of Foreign Languages will

present a seminar focusing on Careers With a

Foreign Language. J.M. McNab, the new
Chairman of the Dept., will lead the lectures. The

session will take place in Bryan Auditorium from

3:30-5:15. Other speakers will be James Braye of

Career Planning and Placement, and Dr. Teresita

Para.

Old Annuals Available

Old annuals are available from the Fledgling Office

in room 205A UU.
The cost is $5.00 ea.

Hugh Morton To Sneak

Hugh Morton Sr. will bring his environmental

crusade to Wilmington on Oct. 20. The thrust of

his visit is to promote environmental health. The

meeting will begin with a dinner at 6:00 and the

presentation at 7:00 in the new university dining

hall.

I»7T Pnnrert Tn Re Held

The UNCW Jazz Combo will perform in Kenan

Auditorium at 8:00p.m., Oct. 5. Also appearing

will be the 7:00 Jazz Ensemble. Admission is

$2.00 or free with a student ID.

Firtinn Writing Semiar

Ellen Bache will offer a six week fiction writing

seminar, beginning Oct. 12-Nov. 16. The seminar

is sponsored by the N,C. Writer's Network. Cost is

$50 for NCWM members and $70 for non-

members. For more info, call 762-4677.

UI.OZ Needs Newscasters

WLOZ still has a couple of positions open for

Newscasters. Contact Mark Scharaga at 395-3086

or stop by the station.

RV HOLLY PRICK
STAFF WRITER

After being under construction for two

years, UNCWs new cafeteria's opening that was

scheduled for October 16th has been postponed

indefinitely. The University is hoping it won't

be much longer than two weeks after students

return from Fall Break.

The delay is due to electrical problems and

the fact that the state of North Carolina will have

to inspect the building before its opening. "We

really just don't know yet," said David Long,

UNCWs Food Service director said. "We were

all ready to go. We moved the furniture in today.

It's just a matter of technicalities," he said.

On the day the new cafeteria opens there

will be a ribbon cutting ceremony along with

prizes such as coolers and beach chairs given

away to the first hundred students through the

door.

The school hasn't decided an official name

for the cafeteria. Right now it will just be called

the East Cafeteria. When a name is arrived at it

will have to go before the board of trustees to be

approved.

David Long gave some good reasons for the

building of the new cafeteria. The obvious one

being the fact that the University itself is

growing so rapidly. The West Cafeteria was"

built fifteen years ago to seat 275 students and is

now feeding almost three times that amount.

"Storage space is tight and this one building just

isn't equipped to handle the amount of students

that we see each day," Long says.

The new cafeteria will seat 600 students and

offer a much wider variety of foods than the West

Cafeteria. There will be a deli with all kinds of

sandwiches. A place called Grill Works will

offer items such as hamburgers and french fries.

Changing Scenes is the most interesting of the

new attractions. It is a line where a different

ethnic menu will be served each week. An
example of this would be one week it would be

Italian we:k and the next it will be Chinese

week. There will also be the main entrees that

are now offered at the West Cafeteria. All these

things will be included in the student meal plan.

The new cafeteria's hours will be as follows:

breakfast, 7-9:30 a.m., continental breakfast,

9:30-10:45 a.m., lunch, 10:45 a.m.-l:45 p.m.,

and dinner 4:30-6:45 p.m. The West Cafeteria

will be closed for dinner and on the weekends and

open only for breakfast and lunch during the

week. The Hawk's Nest will keep its current

schedule and menu. PHOTU D Y PI IU.LIT LOL'GCI.IN

New East Cafeteria will offer a better variety of foods.

Wilmington Prepares for Riverfest '89 Gala

RV RANnV PORTF.R
STAFF WRITER

Wilmington's celebration of the Cape
Fear River is joining with Marine Expo
and the 250th Anniversary to bring the

public a festive riverfront street carnival

designed for the entire family.

Tommorow night marks the opening

of Riverfest '89. The Battleship USS
North Carolina is going to host the

Riverfest Kickoff Party from 6:30-10:30

p.m. featuring the annual Beach Music
concert with the Fabulous Entertainers. A
one dollar donation is requested at the

entrance to the battleship grounds.

Open ceremonies begin Saturday

morning at 10:00 a.m. at the Riverfront

Park Main Stage with the South
Brunswick Band. In honor of the Cape
Fear River, a procession of tugboats, a

fireboat, and the paddlewheel riverboat, the

Henrietta II, will cruise down the river to

Riverfront Park with the sounds of the Joe

Childers Orchestra greeting their arrival.

This year for the first time downtown
merchants are joining the Riverfest

celebration as Front Street becomes a

street bazaar complete with sidewalk sales,

sidewalk cafes and strolling musicians.

Many local artists and craftsmen will be

on the street selling their creations.

International food booths will be offering

Mexican, Chinese, Polish, and good-ole

American Cuisine for all to savor. And as

always popular Beer Garden will provide

ice-cold beverages for those over 21. At

5:00 p.m. area restaurants are sponsoring a

wine race between their own waiting staff.

At 2:00 p.m. the North vs. the South

in a paddlewheel riverboat race.

Wilmington, NC's Henrietta II challenges

Myrtle Beach, SC's Southern Star.

Following the paddlewheel race a raft

regatta of homemade, human powered rafts

will compete for prizes. Prizes will be

awarded for most unique, speediest, and

most appropriate to the "250 Years on the

Cape Fear River" theme.

At 8:30 p.m. fireworks will be shot

across the river in a perfect celebration

saluting the Cape Fear. Following the

fireworks a free concert given by "The

Entertainer" Jerry Reed will be held.

•Throughout the day Part-Time Party

Time Band, Street Feet, and the Uppity

Blues Women-Saffire will be playing to

those who wish to shag, stomp their feet,

or clap their hands to the rhythm.

Sunday the festivities last from noon
until 5:00 p.m. A street bazaar will not
be held but many diverse musicians are

scheduled to perform. Beach music and
Top 40 hits will be played by Mirage
starting at noon. '

Street feet will continue at 1:00 p.m.
with a country flair following Reggae
with the Amateurs at 2:00 p.m. The
afternoon and Riverfest '89 will wind
down to this area's forever favorite beach
music with the Fantastic Shakers.

Francine DeCoursey,' Riverfest
Publicity Chairman, says, "This year
Riverfest '89 joins with the Marine Expo
and the Wilmington 250th Anniversary
Celebration to make this year's events
more exciting than ever."

Riverfest '89 promises to be a gala
event with fun, fireworks, and festivity for

all!

nLEPIOTO

Flu Bug

Attacks

Campus
As pressures build and students

find themselves caught up in the

mid-semester rush, many fall

victim to the "Flu Bug". Stress

and lack of sleep leave the body's

defenses at a low point,

welcoming the invasion of

viruses. Influenza and other

illnesses race for the gap like

armies breaching a wall. '

According to Dr. Kathleen

Jewell, Director of Student Health

and Wellness, an intestinal virus

has been wreaking misery on
several students. "They come to

school and get busy. . . they put

themselves under a lot of stress

and don't get enough sleep or a

healthy diet. This makes them
more susceptible to a virus".

There has also been an increase in

cases of mononucleosis.caused by
the same factors.

Symptoms of the flu virus are

pretty easy to spot. Headaches,
fever, nausea, aching muscles, and

diarreah are the complaints most
heard. Another possible problem
is dehydration. "In a case where
someone really can't keep food
down, dehydration is a problem.
It is necessary to drink plenty of
fluids," said Dr. Jewell.

An intake of clear liquids is the

best treatment for the flu. Broth,

Jello, light fruit juices, ginger ale,

and other clear sodas are good.
Rest is also important. The body
can fight the virus if it is given a

chance to rest

Influenza can be quite serious.

With winter and wet weather
coming, even healthy lifestyles

can invite the Bug. Stay warm
and dry, get plenty of rest, and eat

healthy foods. If it lasts over a

couple of days, or if there is a

high fever, call the Wellness
center. It can't hurt to be careful.

Visitation Restrictions Imposed on KSU Residence Halls
BY KAREN PATF

STAFF WRITER

Thursday, with extended hours Life staff, who have no plans to

Friday and Saturday, Kentucky change current policies at this

State has stiffened their rules. time. There may be problems in

A female student at UNCW Kentucky State administration enforcing some visitation policies,

waits for her boyfriend at the back has informed freshmen that they but the staff does not think the

entrance of her residence hall after can no longer have friends of the problems they encounter warrant
visitation hours. He arrives, opposite sex in their dorm rooms, the strictness of KSU's policies,

following her as she leads him KSU officials expect this new "We have an obligation to
through the hall, careful not to restriction to reduce the number of make residence halls safe places to

attract the resident assistant's freshmen who end-up on academic live," says Jim Anderson; who is

attention. probation. an um coordinator for Residence
This may not be an unfamilar If students are found violating Life. "Most people do appreciate

practice for some UNCW dorm rules, they can be expelled, the visitation policies, it is a

residents, but a student attending The rule is the result of a rape privacy issue." He believes that

Kentucky State University would incident that occurred last year, and if the student understands the
face harsh penalties if he or she University officials say their rationale for policies, problems
violated visitation rules. While primary concern is to ensure the can be avoided. "Our primary
UNCW allows all residents to safety of campus residents. concern is the safety and security
have guests between 10:30am and Safety is also the primary of the residents. We want to
11:30 pm, Sunday through concern of UNCWs Residence create an educational environment

where people are successful in

their studies."

Kentucky is not the only
university to stiffen rules in the

hope of greater safety and academic

success. Boston University is

beginning to limit the number of
overnight stays by members of the

same sex, and the University of

South Carolina has dorm rooms
set aside as no-overnight-guest

rooms, which are filled on a

volunteer basis. (Filling these

rooms has been a problem,
however.) North Carolina State

University has also begun
restricting dorm room visits,

mainly during late night and early

morning.

UNCW students may disagree

with some visitation policies, but

most realize the restrictions could

be worse.

"In comparison to other
policies, UNCWs are pretty

relaxed and people can live with

them," says Nicole Hare, a

sophomore.

Even if there are restrictions

for campus residents, students can

look to a national study on
residence halls for encouragement.

According to Jim Anderson, the

study determined that on a national

average, students living in

residence halls have better GPA's
than those who live off campus.

i*MM - - -- - - -*-*--- -
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Broaden Your Horizons BGBCh BlSSt
Do you know that college

life entails more than just going to

class, learning the course content,

taking exams, and then partying on
the weekends? Though successfully

acquiring your college degree should

be your primary objective, believe

it or not, there's a lot more
available that enhances your college

career.

We at the Office of the Dean

of Students firmly believe that

getting involved in campus
activities and programs enhances

your overall development during

your years here as a student at

UNCW. Studies show that getting

involved in campus activities

makes college life more enjoyable.

In addition, students who get

involved are more likely to graduate

than those who do not.

The student organizations,

fraternities and sororities are

available for you to get involved,

make new friends, learn new skills,

and develop your leadership

potential. For instance you, as a

commuter student, could benefit

from involvement in the SGA in

many ways. Aside from learning

legislative and judicial processes,

students can serve on advisory
boards and committees to represent

the student point of view on issues

and concerns at UNCW. All

students are encouraged by the SGA
to voice their concerns in the

Student Government Office,
University Union Room 200, or to

attend Monday night senate

meetings. Let your voice be heard!

Participate on policy decision

making and become part of the

solution.

Commuter students can also

benefit from the programs offered

by the various clubs and
organizations at UNCW. The
Association for Campus
Entertainment (ACE), for instance,

sponsors activities and programs

that provide you with fun, laughter

and education. Their programs
range from showing films to

sponsoring speakers to presenting

comedians. (For more information

on ACE and other student

organizations and groups, contact

the Student Activities Office,
Room 202, University Union).

Next, consider involvement
in the Wilmington community.
We encourage commuter students to

take part in volunteer opportunities

locally. Not only is volunteering

in your community personally

fulfilling, it is also a great asset for

your resume. Prospective
employers look positively upon
volunteer efforts. In fact, you can
acquire many employment skills as

well as "people skills" by
volunteering in your community.
At present there are over 100
agencies in need of volunteers. For
example, the Shelter for Domestic
Violence needs many volunteers for

a phone-a-thon and to spend time

with the children housed at the

center. For further information,

contact Mary Ann Lama at the

Shelter for Domestic Violence,

343-0703. You can be referred to

an agency by calling or stopping by
The Leadership Center, University

Union Room 213 or by contacting

Cathy Birmingham at 395-3797.

Don't let college life become
an endless routine. Spice it up and
broaden your horizons through

involvment!

The University of North Carolina at

Wilmington will host a Parents Beach Blast
Weekend on Oct. 6 and 7 at the campus of UNCW.
Parents and students will be able to participate in

many events, from faculty sessions to a shrimperoo
featuring live music from the band North Tower.
The Parents Beach Blast Schedule is as follows:

Friday Oct. 6th

1:00-4:00 Faculty appointments

5:30-6:30 Reception-$5.00 per person

Tent on Quadrangle near Alderman
Hall

Saturday, Oct. 7th

8:00-10:00 Registration-Tent on quadrangle

near Alderman Hall

7:45-8:30 Continental breakfast-$3.00 per

person

Randall Library Portico

8:30-9:00 Tour of Randall Library

9:00-9:30 Welcoming comments by
Chancellor William H. Wagoner-

Kenan Auditorium

9:45-1 1:45 Concurrent sessions by faculty and

staff (complete listing
will be available at registration)

1:35-12:20 Cameron Hall

12:30-2:30 Shrimperoo-$ 10.00 per person

Student Life Activity Field

2:30-until Afternoon and evening activities on

your own. Riveriest and Marine
Expo activities listed in

registration packet.

Assistant Dean of Students Jackie Skinner encourages all students, especially

commuter students to get involved. PHOTO DY PHILLIP LOLCIU.l.

A support group is being started through the

Student Health and Wellness Center for diabetic

students. The group will meet the second Monday
of every month starting October 9 in the University

Union room 203 at 7 - 8 pm. Free refreshments

will be provided. Bring questions and a diabetic

friend.

1 Have Diabetes
.im not intoxicated. If

I am unconscious or

"V behavior is peculiar, I may be having a reaction

associated with diabetes or its treatment

Emergency treatment
.afl' _A

v

f I am able to swallow, give me sugar

^ I
m some form-candy, syrup, rola or

u> similar beverages that contain sugar

orange |Uice. etc Call a doctor or emer
gency hospital

WARNING: Any change of insulin should be made
cautiously and only under medical supervision

! currently use the following insulin(s):

Humulin R N zL U
nVfiifl TOM rONAorqm Rvguhv NPH Lanta UHr»l«nt»

iletin I zR zN ::L zU
NW L«nt«

jNin PtR OAV

Write
A

Letter

To

The

Ed i tori

Today

Catch A Ride

SEAHAWK SHUTTLE
SCHEDULE INFORMATION
00 Hewlett & Graham :30

03 Galloway & Beik :33

06 University Union :36

09 Hanover Hall :39

12 Ken. Hall & Cafeteria :42

15 Randall Library :45

20 Soc/Beh. & Cameron :50

23 New Cafeteria :53

25 Schwartz Hall :55

:28 Apt. Parking Lot :58

All wetsuits 10%
off with Student
ID

"SURF SHOPo

NEED WE SyllJ HOftE ?

Surf Report-
256-4353

AT A GLANCE
(continued)

NfW H""" At Health and Wellnpsp

The Student Health & Wellness announces- new

hours beginning immediately. M-F 8:30-5:00.-

A,lifm.at iv<"! - Sponsors Rafting Tri|i

Whitewater Rafting! Join Alternatives! (University

Union 104) in a fall break spectacular! For only

$45.00 you get 4 days of fun in western .N.C.

Whitewater rafting, hiking, and camping. Come by

for details or call 395-3683. 12 person limit. ',

•

AltPrnatives! Snnnsors Fun Run'

Seahawk Shuffle! ROTC and Alternatives,! are

sponsoring a "Fun Run" as part of National

Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week. Prizes for

this 1 and 3 mile run will be awarded for the

participant with the biggest feet, the least amotint of

hair, the slowest time, etc.! Registration is $2.00

at the ROTC office and includes and Alternatives!

super sun shade for your car.

Leadership Class Started

The Leadership Center has begun its Emerge class

for the 1989-90 school year. The Emerge class is

an exciting and challenging opportunity designed for

freshmen interested in developing their leadership

potential and becoming active participants in

campus life, regardless of their previous leadership

experience.

The Leadership Center would like to congratulate

the students participating in the program this year,

Homecoming Committee
The Homecoming Committee is now forming

Anyone interested please go by the ACE office

UU202 or call 392-9123.

NAACP MPotinp

The NAACP will hold its fourth meeting at

5:30 p.m. on Wednesday October 17, in room 206
after Fall Break. NAACP strongly encourages
people to come out and participate. The goals are to

help bring unity among the minorities here at

UNCW; investigate and legally represent students

should any problems arise; and to organize programs
that will help the black community. Each week
there is an interesting topic of discussion that

involves everyone. Get involved! Come out anc

bring a friend!

Phone Number Changed at Student

Development Center

The Student Development Center has two new
phone numbers. The main phone number has been

changed to 3746 and should be used to schedule

appointments or for referring students for mental

health issues.

Extension 3065 is to be used for mental health

emergencies only. After 5:00 p.m. please use 763-

3695 which is the number for Crisis Line.

M MiMII mm
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East Cafeteria has come a long way from this stage. It will open soon after many delays.

pile photo

Cafeteria
cont.

Bob French will be the

location manager for the new
cafeteria. He's been in the college

food service business for ten years.

He started working under A.R.A.,

UNCWs food service, here. "I think

students will really be pleased with

the variety of foods available," he

said. The building is set up in such

a way that everything will run

smoothly, not to mention that

students now have ten items to

choose from.

French feels that students have

been programmed to hate school

food since kindergarten and he feels

that maybe this new approach will

change that attitude. Long said,"

I

look at it as a great challenge."

Of course everybody's main
concern is for the students and their

reactions to the new cafeteria. When
told the West Cafeteria wasn't going

to be open all the time many were

upset, but when they heard about all

the great food and the size of the new
cafeteria their reactions changed. Off

campus student Rick Norwood said,

"I just might have to get a meal plan

next semester."

Many off camous students

already have meal plans. They
seemed excited about the new
prospect. "I think it will be better

for social reasons. More people you

know will be in one place at dinner

time," said off campus student Mark

Bieberich.

Students living in the residence

areas are looking forward to not

having to walk as far to eat. "I can

finally make it to breakfast,"

Rochelle Ahmed, who lives in the

suites, said with a grin.

Delayed or not, UNCWs East

Cafeteria will be a great asset to the

University.

PHOTO DY PHILLIP LOL'GI tt-IN

final steps are being made to prepapre the East Cafeteria

for the opening which should be right around the corner.

.

TALL BftfcyUC:

"This is not the end. It is not

even the beginning of the end.

But it is, perhaps, the end of

the beginning."

—Winston Churchill

HELPP
THE SEAHAWK NEEDS:

AD PERSONNEL

Salary or commission in some positions,

Apply ir person at the Seahawk office

Room 205E in the Union.

Good on resume and good experience.

Beach Sweepers Help Environs
RV MAI NGUYEN

NEWS EDITOR

In North Carolina alone, approximately 82 tons

of trash were collected from beaches, lakes, rivers,

and inland waterways in Big Sweep '89. In it's third

year, Big Sweep (formerly called Beach Sweep) has

been an immense environmental statement to make

the public and government officials aware of the

tremendous pollution problems rampant in coastal

states. There is a huge effort by volunteers to clean

up the area around waterways. According to Pat

Donovan, aquarist for the N.C. Aquarium at Fort

Fisher and zone captain for the south end of

Masonboro Island, results of the cleanup will be sent

to the state governor and President Bush to stress the

seriousness of the problem.

A spokesman for the N.C. Sea Grant (one of the

organizers of the Sweep), commented that about

3,331 volunteers collected 4,808 bags of trash in

North Carolina. In 1988, the most prevalent form

of debris collected nationwide was plastic, which

constituted 62% of the total, although in North

Carolina the amount was 20% lower. Paper, metal,

and styrofoam were among the top of the materials

collected in the cleanup. Some strange and

intersting items found were coconuts, German

detergent, hair spray from the Soviet Union,

underwear, and an aerosol can from China. A jar of

Siberian salmon eggs, one of the items from the 56

bags, was found on Masonboro Island.

These forms of litter can be severely harmful or

lethal to sea life. Sea turtles and dolphins often

mistake pieces of plastic for food and choke when

they try to ingest them. Some plastics also contain

toxic compounds such as mercury and lead which are

fatal to sea life. Scrap fishlines and nets are also a

potential danger for birds who become entangled in

the lines. Many types of debris such as plastic,

may not even decay for 450 years. Donovan states,

"We have to take it upon ourselves to stop the

senseless use of plastics. Conservation begins with

public awareness and concern and if it means having

three trash bags to separate aluminum, glass and

paper then it should be done."

In an effort to bolster conservation laws, the

North Carolina state legislatures have recently passed

regulations to prohibit would be offenders from
dumping medical wastes into the oceans. Under this

law, violators could face paying large fines as well

as criminal charges. If these efforts as well as the

ones concerning the recycling of plastics, aluminum
and paper can become a reality (actual enforcement of

the laws), then perhaps our children will not be faced

with artificial beaches and plastic seagulls.

PI IOTO DY KAREN OOUDARZI

Plastic made up about 62% of Big Sweep
collection.

PHOTO DY PHILLIP LOLGI [LIN

Some people just don't take criticism well.

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1 990.

The Air Force has a special pro-

gram for 1989 BSNs. If selected,

you can enter active duty soon
after graduation—without waiting

for fhe results of your State Boards
To qualify you must have an overall

2.75 GPA. After commissioning,
you'll attend a five-month intern-

ship at a major Air Force medical
facility. Ifs an excellent way to pre-

pare for the wide range of experi-

ences you'll have serving your
country as an Air Force nurse of-

ficer For more information, call

TSGT FRED MILLER
STATION TO STATION COLLECT

803-554-8759

AR-J

U S Department of Health & Human Services

:

'1

Sexual Assault Myths and
Facts

Most rapes do not involve strangers. About

60% of all rapes are committed by someone

who is familiar to the person raped. These

rapes often occur in a climate of trust and are

as devastating to the woman as are rapes by

strangers. In various national studies, when
women were asked if they had ever had

intercourse • without their consent and against

their will, 20% answered "yes".

TEST
YOUR
SKILL.

QUITTING. ITCOULD BE
THE TEST OF YOUR LIFE.

-?-

-

L _*^*_ -_#_*__«' -- - _— ..
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The Seahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor. These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The

Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 20S-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd., Wdmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The

Seahawk.
The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 p.m Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 p.m Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division.
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TASHA BOONE
Managing Editor

MAI NGUYEN
News Editor

CHRIS WRIGHT
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PATRICK FOWLER
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Copy Editor

ALLEN RAY
Entertainment Editor
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National Advertising

Manager
KENNETH TAYLOR
Local Advertising

Manager
JOHN GEOFFRION
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KAREN GOUDARZI
& JENNIFER YOUNG
Photographer
DAN HEADRICK
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Editori

Is The Scale Balanced?
Sometimes the wheels of justice grind the wrong people into

the ground. For example, in Boone a young man is reaching out

for freedom after twenty five months behind bars.

Of course, since the young man has been such a good
prisoner, he has been allowed to enter a work release program
and is only locked up at night. He has behaved so well, that the

parole board is considering releasing him. He'll be strictly

watched when he reports in to a parole officer every couple of

weeks, so there is no way he'll get in any trouble.

Is there a note of skepticism in these words? There should

be. The young man is J.E. Clemmer, and he is in prison because

he shot and killed Jabe Hardee. Now, only two years later, the

parole board may decide that Clemmer is rehabilitated. This is the

guy who said in court, "I've got a bad temper, when I lose it I

don't always remember what I do."

Due to the Fair Sentencing Act, most convicted criminals

serve about one third of their sentence before they are eligible for

parole. Those convicted under the age of 21 can be eligible after

the first day if they are sentenced under the Committed Youthful
Offenders act.

This makes one think of what may happen with the fellows

who shot Kurt Lindstrom. Their total sentence adds up to only
eighteen years. Simple mathematics brings a time served of six

years. Ask a doctor how long it will be before Kurt walks again.

To whom it may concern:

This letter concerns the

September 28th article in The
Seahawk pertaining to the

Student Government Association.

Your article states that senior

class president, Robert
Sappenfield, appointed Chris

Frick to the judiciary board and
John Dean as an alternate. This

is incorrect. Robert Sappenfield

appointed John Dean to the

judiciary board, and Mike Morgan
to the election committee.
Timothy Elwell appointed Chris

Frick to the election committee.

We would like to see this error

corrected in the next edition of
The Seahawk.

Sincerely,

Chris Frick

(We stand corrected. Editor)

To the Editor:

1 am writing to clarify some
inaccurate information put in the

Seahawk September 14, 1989
issue in the article "UNCW
Athletes to Take Tests." The role

of the Health and Wellness Center

was presented inaccurately.

I quote from the Drug
Testing Policies of UNCW. The
process is as follows:

"A student is cited for a

violation of the Alcohol and/or

Drug Policy. If the professional

judgment of the Hearing Officer

is such that alcohol or other

drugs are contributing factors to

the disciplinary behaviors, the

Hearing Officer will refer the

student to the Student
Development Center for a

substance abuse assessment. The
student does have the choice to be

assessed at a center off-campus."

An anonymous drug screen

may be conducted at the Student

Health and Wellness Center or at

another site. Results of the drug
screen are given only to the

Counselor and student, and are

used for counseling purposes
only. The University Health and

Wellness Center does not conduct

the substance abuse counseling or

assessment

Kathleen Jewell, M.D.,
Director

Student Health and Wellness

Center

UNCW

Dear Students:

If you feel disgruntled after

reading last weeks article on how
the federal government threatens

to cut off financial aid to schools

that don't have strong anti-drug

policies, BEWARE. We have a

strong anti-drug policy, yes, but

one that threatens students rights

as citizens. How?
First of all the policy states

that you can be tried by both civil

and university officials, which is

in violation of the "double
jeopardy" laws of the federal and

state governments. Second I turn

to the final paragraph of the
policy, which states:

* 3. Suspension Pending
Final Disposition

When a student, faculty

member, administrator, or
University employee has been
charged by UNCW with a

violation of policies concerning
illegal drugs, he or she may be

suspended from enrollment and/or

employment before initiation or

completion of regular disciplinary

proceedings if, assuming the truth

of the charges, the Chancellor, or

in the Chancellor's absence, the

Chancellor's designee concludes

that the person's continued
presence within the University

community would constitute a

clear and immediate danger to the

health or welfare of other
members of the University

community; provided that, if such

a suspension is imposed, an
appropriate hearing of the charges

against the suspended person shall

be held as promptly as possible

thereafter.*

In layman's terms this

means you are suspended before

actually going to court, in other

words you are guilty until proven

innocent! Also just because you
have been found innocent in a

court of law doesn't mean you
will be reinstated here. If you

feel as outraged as I do be at the

S.G.A. Senate meeting Monday
night where a resolution to

condemn this drug policy will be

brought up.

Denny Best

S.G.A. Fall Rep. At Large

LETTER FROM THE
EDITOR:
Bringing an Innocent Life Into a Troubled World *

RV PHIl 1 IP I OUGHLIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

A friend of mine is going to be

a father in a few weeks. He's a

non-trad here at UNCW who
returned to school at 24 because,

"there's got to be a better way to

make a living!"

Now he works, takes a full

load of classes, is involved in

outside activities, and still has

time to associate with friends.

This is his "better way".

Anyway, we were talking

about his impending fatherhood.

It was a little hard for me to

understand, with his busy schedule

and a wife who is a full time

student with a full time job.

"How do you manage?" I asked

him. "When do you find time to

breathe?"

"Time management," he
replied. "If I organize carefully, I

can do everything with time to

spare."

I sat down and began to

calculate. Beginning with 24

hours in a day, I was able to

outline a plan that would leave

about 26 minutes and 30 seconds

to sleep. This was figured before

the baby comes.

A couple of days later, as we
sat in the "Hawk's Nest" I

inspected his eyes carefully for

telltale rings. I found none. I

munched my "Tater Babies" and

pondered.

Then I began an inquisition.

"How can you do it?" I asked.

"Hmmm...?" he mumbled
through a mouthful of double
cheeseburger.

"You're getting ready to bring

a child into this tumultuous
world." He stopped chewing as I

continued. "People are starving

worldwide. Nuclear weapons
threaten our very existence.

Middle-eastern countries are

blasting each other to powder and

threatening to do the same to us."

He put down his burger and

"There are so many things

wrong in this world, and
so many that could go
wrong. .

.

listened intently. I was into it

now, I had to go on.

"Have you thought about these

things at all? There's more. What
about the airlines? Planes are

dropping from the sky. Why,
even Piedmont had an accident"

"And what about psychos with

assault rifles? Or a president who
is sending psychos with assault

rifles to South America to kill

peasants because they support

their families by working in the

coca fields?"

"Or how about education?
With underpaid, undertrained

teachers who complain because

students come to them unable to

read or write. . . It must mean
something that our state performed

worse than any other on SAT
scores. Or if the kid makes it to

college in spite of these things,

what about the tuition rates going

through the roof, while the

number of professors plummets
like a DC 10 with one wing?"

People in the "Hawk's Nest"

were staring now, and I became

aware that my voice had climbed

three octaves and thirty decibels.

Now might be a good time to

stop.

My friend sat quietly, patiendy

as the blood drained slowly from

my face. Finally certain that the

tirade was over, he made his return

statement.

"Yes, I've thought about all

those things," he answered. "In

fact, I've given them hours and

even days of contemplation. I

also worry about other things, like

birth defects; though God knows
we've been careful. I've spent

sleepless nights wondering how I

will educate my child, and who
will take care of it while my wife

and I are working. I've been

terrified by the thought of what

would happen to the baby if my
one or both of us were injured or

killed."

"I have been paralyzed to think

that a drunk driver might hit my
child as it rides its tricycle through

the neighborhood. . . or that the

child might grow up to become^
drunk driver and kill some other

parent's baby. There are drugs and

diseases that I can only warn trie

child about, because no one cab
force it to "just say no". •

It was my turn to sit in silence

now. I realized the stupidity if
my questions. This man wis
about to become a father. Ftls

would be the responsibility for tfi
life and well-being of another,

living person. He continue^
speaking.

"There are so many things
wrong in this world, and so many
that could go wrong; yet each bf
us were conceived and raised
against those same odds. It will

be worth the worry (selfish as thfc

may sound) to see that child smile
up at me one day and call me
Daddy"'.

J

"But, you know," he went dn
as I swallowed the lump in niy
throat, "There is one thing th&t
really makes me nervous. I meaj,
I've seen a lot of things, but this

just sets me on edge".

"When I go in that delivery
room and that baby is fighting its

way out of my wife's body and
into the world. . . I'm really,
sincerely, deeply afraid. .

."

I leaned forward in

anticipation.

"I'm really afraid that I'm
going to faint right there on the
floor."

I

Hugo Reminds Us What Is Truly Important In Life
How quickly t h e

excitement, fear and even memory
of Hugo fades from our

consciousness, we who have been

spared. Property south as well as

inland from Wilmington has been

destroyed and people's lives

seriously disrupted and even
threatened. But we are pretty much
back to "business as usual".

But before we let Hugo
fade completely into memory, let's

reflect on what a storm like that

teaches us. Late Thursday
afternoon, as the storm poured

down on the coast my family and I

evacuated our waterway home and

moved into a motel room. We had

spent the whole day tying up boats

and putting ply wood in place over

sliding glass doors. When we left,

we knew that there was some
possibility that this storm could hit

us directly and that our home could

be destroyed. Later, as we sat in a

motel room I commented that since

we were all there safe and in good

health and our jobs were intact as

well, that there was nothing that

could be destroyed that was of any

real importance. We all talked

about that for a few moments and
agreed that it was so. Attached as

we are to our new home and to

some specific things that we
possess, it could all be blown away

and everything that makes life

meaningful and valuable would
remain and go on. So Hugo
reminded us once again to keep
clear about what is truly important
in our lives.

A second lesson from
Hugo is a lesson in humility.
When we work hard and have nice

homes, deal with all the issues of

family life, or when we are going

to school and taking classes and
working and moving on with our

lives, it is easy to feel as if we are

pretty much in control.

Hugo reminded me once
again of how much I did not

control. My life is vulnerable to

all kinds of forces over which I

have no control. Illness, accidents,

or a change in our economic
condition can and do happen to

folks leaving them struggling to

cope and survive. Such awareness
helps us to value the goodness of

life that we have right now and to

look more for the positive than to

focus on and worry about the

negative.

If you are like me, then

you have a lot of good stuff going
on and I hope you can be more
appreciative of that And if changes

do come our way, then, at leasts
won't be filled with regrets abou.

things we missed.
if

Finally, Hugo invitesliis

to get our minds off of our owr.

problems and discover once again

the grace of compassion. There'll
people whose lives truly a; e

disrupted and who need the baVc
stuff of life. It warms my heart tfj

see trucks filling up with mu<. h

needed supplies and people gdi'm;

out of their way to share wit):

others. There are always peapl.

around you who need you and Mi
are open to your compassion. How
do you give away part of youfc"
for the sake of others? Because!
Hugo, many are learning WM
importance and the value of i

compassionate heart. i

The storm is gone. | Its

lessons remain.

For conversation or comment fcal

Bob Haywood at 799-8497.

j

Fishing: What an Unbelievable Tension
It's that time of year again.

There is a coolness in the air and

near the waterfront, the sweet

smell of cold sand and salt spray

floats around, waiting to be
breathed. This is a favorite time

of mine for this is when the big

fish start to run. Hungry for the

winter, the thick scaled giants

cruise the cool October beaches,

looking for anything to stomach.

Like it would really matter

to me anyway. I couldn't catch

one in a fishtank!

Such is the story of my life

as a fisherman. I suppose I was
just absent the day that God
handed out portions of luck. The
simple fact is that I never seem to

have any of the darn stuff. The
clincher is that my girlfriend,

when it comes to fishing, has it

all.

"Let's go fishing," she said

as her dad was heading out the

door with both hands full of

fishing rods. Finally a chance to

show my skill. "I'll be right

back", I hollered as I ran towards

my house to scramble for my
gear.

"Let's go," I said fifteen

minutes later as I struggled with

four rods, two tackle boxes, and a

cooler. A man must be prepared.

A boat ride later, we were at

the local inlet and, after watching

my girlfriend bail her own hook (

a bad sign), we all began to fish.

And lo and behold, it started to

happen.

The first six fish she and her

dad caught did wonders for my
confidence, and I became
aggravated. It was the the last

thirty that they caught, however,

that really set me on fire.

"Want to use my rod?", she

snickered, as her six pound Puppy
Drum splashed around my feet.

I'd had enough. To get away
from such abuse, I did what any
self respecting fisherman would
have done.

"How can you get seasick

on the beach?", she asked,
stroking the fish stacked in the

bottom of the boat. It was not an
enjoyable ride home.

It had been about four years

after that incident and I was ready
for another shot at this luck
thing. My girlfriend and I

planned a trip to Raleigh to visit

her kin. Raleigh meant to me a

chance to fish Lake Jordan. At
last, some fresh water fishing. . .

It would be here that I would
make my stand.

Wrong! As we stopped the

boat and threaded our hooks with

tiny minnows, I felt a strange

stillness in the air. Suddenly, it

was broken with her screams and
the splashing of an enormous
fish. I grabbed the net and, for a

brief second, had a terrible

thought.

V

"I'll let him get away."
This notion was only allowed in

my mind for a second as 1 felt a

heat-radiating glare from the front

of the boat.

"Net this fish now!"
she growled, waking me from my
little fantasy. She is not a force
to be reckoned with.

The boat ride home again
was far less than a carnival, as I

suffered the relentless abuse of a
woman who was trained well in

the ways of a cutting wit. The
eight pound Bass flopped lazily

on the bottom of the boat and I

shot him an evil glance. There is

no justice in the fishing courts.

And this is the way it goes.
No matter where I go fishing
with her, the story is the same
As we prepared to leave the Lake
Jordan, I did again what any
normal fisherman would do in

these circumstances.

"I need a new rod," I

complained. I always like to
blame the equipment

"Why," she said, with a him
of sarcasm. "That one has never
really been used."

Needless to say, she had tt

pull the boat out of the water.
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PROFESSIONAL TYPING

Professional typing and typesetting: term papers, resumes, correspondences. Reasonable rates-Call

Wordwright at 395-5622.

Professional typing: Fast and Accurate. Reasonable rates. Call 343-8491.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Wanted - Live-in female student to share with mother and two girls. Please call 762-1635.

Male roommate needed - junior, senior or grad student. 7 West Greensboro St.-Upper $200 a month + 1/3

utilities. Includes hot tub on deck. Call David 256-2526, leave message.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Apartment for rent: 2 bedroom-1 bath at the beach. $400/month. Call 256-6421

.

FOR SALE

For sale- dorm size refrigerator for $35.00. Call 256-3516 after 5:30 p.m.

FOREIGN STUDENT SEEKING PEN PAL

Student in Ghana seeks Pen-Pal. Interests are flowers, stickers, funk and reggae, break dancing, movies, and

things American. Write to:

Gregrory Bright

G.P.O. Box 2493

Accru-Central Ghana

PERSONAL

To Goofy—from his pals in Disney....Do you think we can get out a little earlier on the next issue? Let's

shoot for midnight next time. Please!!!

HOT WAX CHALLENGE

October 14th and 15th 8:00am
Crystal Pier

Wrightsville Beach, NC

Contact: Hot Wax Surf Shop
Wilmington: 791-9283
Atlantic Beach: 726-7873
New Bern: 636-3340

• Christian Surfing Association »

m
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What? Is that guy
putting a ticket on my
car? Hey! Get away
from there!

« RIVERFEST^v
WEEKEND

FRI. 6
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ACROSS

1 . Surprise expression

4. Surprise

I. Huff lid puff

12. Ran in lo

13. Mexican coin

14. Leeward side

15. Indicates mouniiin

16. Raising above

IS. Subscribe again

20. Feci (p.l.)

21. Near

22. Afghanistan coin

23. Daak
27. Oreaa (abbr.)

29. To feci ill

3*. Rab oil

31. Kgrptlsi mn |od

32. Hundredweight (abbr.)

33. Falhcr'i boy

34. Direction nbbr I

35. Malicious burniai

37. Jot

31. Abo
39. Money provided u security

40. Scottish cap (var.)

41. S. Atlantic Male (abbr.)

42. Jump
44. Pork food

47. Moon
51. Gorilla

52. Surprise

53. Disagreeable mpoMibility

54. Scoltllb river

55. Left

So. Calcbei

S7. Flaal

DOWN

1. Word lor love

2. Al Ibif place

3. Lacklag tonal center

4. Can oat

5. Message (abbr.)

6. Needed

7. New
I. Plan; diagram

9.

Answers on

page 9.

10. Recent form (pref.)

11. Number
17. Baarball league (abbr.)

19. Faaioat space alien

22. Deep hole

24. Musical note

25. Association (abbr.)

26. Waal
27. Native of Arabia

21. Village in Ireland

29. Tip of graas

30. Age
32. University

33. Total

36. Spaaiak yet

Plunder

Arched building

Bird claw

S. Atlantic stair (abbr.)

Elevated railroad

44. Flrtt Lady Truman
45. Not shal

46. Want
. Carve downward
. Gone by

49. 2.000 lbs.

50. Kxpreaslon of annoyance

37.

31.

41.

43.

47.

48.

Punk- 'I >«

- —-^ -^~ . - - - —
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ENTERTAINMENT
Spike BensonhursttFall Break Blues

Here are some ideas of what to

do over Fall Break if you didn't

take my advice and plan early. I'm

going to a college football game
in another state and am going to

have a great time, and you're not,

but try not to dwell on the -

shambles that your life has

become.

First, there's always that old

sock drawer that you have been

neglecting for so long. You have

four long days to fill, take your

time. Then of course your hair

probably needs to be washed.

You've put it off long enough, go

ahead and enjoy yourself.

If you want to do something

over at the school you could

always wander around the deserted,

barren campus and pretend

everyone is still here and you are

not the only one stuck in

Wilmington. When that gets old

you could check all the doors on

campus to make sure they are

locked. This is much more fun

than it sounds, and you will be

helping out those friendly campus

police officers.

If sucking around the house

sounds a little more your speed

just think of all the exotic places

you will see on TV during Fall

break, while your friends are

actually there. Gosh, just think of

all the programs you can take in

during those 96 hours.

You can see Geraldo, Oprah,

Sally-Jessy Raphael, and Phil at

least 16 times if you have cable.

ESPN will have Australian rules

football, the southern Idaho

lacrosse championships, the All-

Texas Frog Giggin' tournament,

the eastern Michigan combination

fencing/waterskiing playoffs, and

for you die hard Evil Kenival fans

his four year old grandson Bobby
will attempt to jump his rocket

powered tricycle over the Snake

Creek Canyon.

For you Cosby show fans,

this weekend could be heaven.

Since going into reruns it can be

seen at least ten times a day on

nine different stations. If you
haven't been keeping up with your

favorite videos on MTV you can

see the same thirty videos over and

over until you start to think Adam
Curry is really cool.

Are you sick and tired of those

long lines at Red Dogs? Well if

you are, this could be the weekend
when you really have a good time.

Imagine, going from the bar to the

bathroom in under fifteen minutes.

If your under twenty-one you can

go over to Twinwood and walk
around all night partying,

screaming at the top of your lungs

and the police probably won't even

come.

If you have been missing a lot

of sleep due to tests, roommates

"Gravity cannot be held responsible

for people falling in love."

--Albert Einstein

making noise or any other reason,

imagine how rested you will be

after four days in bed. Although,

if your arm happens to fall asleep

you could be in danger of loosing

it.

If you get a lot of grief from

your roommates for playing your

music, spend Fall Break listening

to all those John Denver and Bee

Gees records that have been

collecting dust in your closet all

year. Guys, if your looking for

something unique to do this

weekend you could always dress

up like Marilyn Monroe and sing

happy birthday to a picture of

John Kennedy until you pass out

Girls, if this sounds fun

consider dressing up like G

.

Gordon Liddy and say "It should

have worked" one thousand times

or until you become unconsious,

whichever comes first.

Finally, if you get really

bored you can always go home to

mommy and daddy and live off of

them for a long weekend. Heck,

don't cost nothing and at least you

can play with the dog. Beats

playing with yourself.

New Radio Station
Eastern and Coastal North Carolina has a new

radio station, Kool 98.7 FM. This new station

which debuted October 2, 1989 will feature hits from

the fifties, sixties, and seventies, coupled with news

and information services. Kool 98.7 will feature

artists such as the Beatles, Creedence Clearwater

Revival, Aretha Franklin, The Beach Boys,

Supremes, Four Tops, Rolling Stones, Four

Seasons, The Drifters, Everly Brothers, and more.

Kool 98.7 will also include features like Saturday

night's "Dick Bartley Rock-n-Roll Oldies Party", a

weekday office party, the "Top Five at Five", and

listener participation. For more information phone

toll free 1-800-553- KOOL.

Deliverence Author
James Dickey, world famous poet, novelist, and

critic will appear at The Cape Fear Academy
gymnasium on October 11, 1989 at 7:30 p.m.

Mr. Dickey best known for his novel

Deliverance will speak on a wide variety of subjects

from the over 100 missions he flew during WWII,
his many academic degrees, being twice appointed

Poetry Consultant for the Library of Congress, and

his distinguished teaching career among other topics.

Admission is $2 per person or $1 for pre-arranged

school groups.

PoolsParadise

DelightfulComedy
Runs Thru Sunday In SRO
CAROLE MF.HLE
Entertainment Writer

The University Theatre
production of Philip King's Pools

Paradise is running through

Sunday at SRO Theatre.

The play, which is set in the

living room of the Vicarage of

Merton-cum-Middlewick, England

in the late 1940's. The set,

designed by Tom Macie, remained

pleasing to the eye throughout the

entire play.

Penelope (Arona Sterling) is a

former stage performer used to

luxury. Her husband, Reverend

Lionel Toop (Doug Werdon) is a

Vicar who believes in stretching

his meager earnings and is

staunchly opposed to gambling,

which happens to be going on

right under his nose.

Miss Skillon (Carole Bryant)

is a whirlwind after the injured

Toop as his unwanted private

nurse. Skillon, a hyperactive

"but-in-ski" is disliked by all,

especially the Toops and their

maid Ida (Lauren Coccia). Ida and

her boyfriend, Willie Briggs
(Steve Boardman) bet on football

pools with Penelope, who thinks

the pools are local. Rev.

Humphreys (Steve Vernon), a

replacement for Toops Sunday
sermons secretly gambles as well.

This play is light, funny and

the actors carry off comedy
without a hitch. The British

accents of Boardman and Vernon

are so effective it is easy to forget

they are just acting. Boardman's

British background and sense of

humor make Willie seem second

nature to him. The cbviouslly shy

Vernon comes out cf his shell and

turns in a great performance as

Humphrey. Bryant's performance

as the seething Miss Skillon

brings to mind a frustrated Scarlett

O'Hara of the 1940's. She portrays

the character with perfect

articulation and near

hyperventilation. Coccia
resembles MTV's Martha Quinn

and her portrayal of Ida convinces

the audience Ida could possibly

have her own show, a

combination of "Hazel", Classic

MTV" and "I Dream of Jeannie"

minus the magic. Coccia is well

suited to Ida, making the character

more believable. Sterling plays

Penelope to the hilt, even to the

image. Penelope could easily be

Sterling's alter ego. Werdon, as

Vicar Toop was so convincing he

could easily be envisioned

delivering the sermon next Sunday

at your church.

This farce is a light hearted

look at gambling, who does it,

what motivates them to do it ,

how they react to it, and how
gambling can change people.

Because the play is a comedy the

audience is able to laugh and see

the point of this serious subject at

the same time.

For a fun night out without

leaving campus or spending

money, Pools Paradise is well

worth a little free time and a trip

to Kenan's SRO Theatre. The
play unlike stuffy literary plays,

will occupy the mind of the TV
and movie generation viewer

enough to let the college campus

right outside fade away for two
hours. The play, running through

Sunday, October 8, runs nightly at

8:00 pm in Kenan Hall's SRO
Theatre. Student tickets, free with

Student IDs are available nightly

from 7:15 to 7:30 at the box
office. General admission tickets

are sold from 7:30 to 8:00.

r

Tim Settimi and Coors Light Comedy Commandos InvadeUNCW
October 24th Look For Details In The Next Issue.

Lords Of The Deep: Bradford

Dillman, Pricilla Barnes.

Rating: out of 10, or
comparable to sticking an icepick

in your ear three times.

Want to see what fast food

uniforms will look like in the year

2020? Have you been waiting for

the super-star duo of Bradford

Dillman (TV spokesman for hair

regeneration products) and Pricilla

Barnes (the third blond on Threes

Company)!
Want to see special effects

that look like they were done for

the Beatles Yellow Submarine

movie? Well, if any of these are

of interest "Lords Of The Deep"

is the movie for you!

I can't think of any movie in

recent memory that was as poorly

acted, directed, and put together as

"Lords Of The Deep". This

attempt to cash in on the success

of recent movies like "The Abyss"
and "Leviathan" is so horrible it's

almost funny (heavy emphasis on

"almost").

The plot revolves around
Barnes character, a researcher who
discovers some sort of alien

substance that makes her see

kaleidoscope every time she

touches it. The crew of the

underwater research vessel starts to

get killed off and turned into the

same material (probably because
of the blue polyester uniforms

they wore) causing the crew to

turn on the captain and side with

Barnes.

The funniest thing I witnessed

in the 25 minutes I stayed in the

theatre before going to see "Turner

& Hooch" again was the fact that

the crew of ten wore name tags

even though they all had been

together six months, alone,

underwater.

The special effects were even

more hilarious as an earthquake

was simulated by shaking the

camera and the actors jumping

around like they were barefoot at

the beach.

I hope that all of you read this

and save yourself the pain and
money involved in going to see a

movie this bad.

Wilmington, N.C. --The
Department of Creative Arts,

Division of Music, Council of the

Arts of The Lower Cape Fear, and

the New Hanover County
Schools, will present Gustav
Gabor Hoena, trombonist, in

recital Friday, October 6th at 8:00

p.m. in King Hall Auditorium on

the UNCW campus.

Admission: $2.50. UNCW
Students with valid I.D., senior

citizens, and public school
students, 18 and under will be
admitted free.

Mr. Hoena is an
internationally active trombone
soloist and orchestral performer

from Budapest, Hungary. He
completed studies at the Franz

Liszt Academy of Music at

Budapest in 1973 as teacher, artist,

and recitalist.

Before graduating, he obtained

a position with the world-
renowned Hungarian National
Radio and Television Orchestra
(Budapest Symphony Orchestra),

and is currently principal
trombonist with that orchestra.

IDhats Going

On. .
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Play UNCW October 6th

World Famous Trombonist to

Thursday, 5

Mad Monk: Little

Saints, $3 Ladies, $4'

Men
Comedy Zone: Mark
Petrucelli, $5, 21 and

over, Blockade

Runner
Front Street News:

Larry Price's

Birthday Band-jazz

Eve's: Bruce Frye, no

cover-acoustic guitar

Friday, 6

Windows: Jack Olsen

Trio, no cover-jazz

Blockade Runner:

Bobby & Friends-jazz

Mad Monk: Freewill,

$5 members, $6 non-

members
Front Street News:
Saffire-blues

Eve's: Bruce Frye, no

cover-acoustic guitar

Hilton: Johnny Blue

and the

Dreamweavers, 21

and over

Saturday, 7

Front Street News:
Strictly Business

Blockade Runner:

Bobby & Friends-jazz

Mad Monk:
Backdoors, $5
members, $6 non-

members
Hilton: Johnny Blue

and the

Dreamweavers, 21

and over

Windows: Jack Olsen
Trio, no cover-jazz

Eve's: Bruce Frye, no
cover-acoustic guitar

Sunday, 8

Front Street News: ;

Larry Price's

Birthday Band-jazz

Tuesday, 10

Mad Monk:
Corruption,

rock
$3-hard

Wednesday, 11

Guiseppe's: Carl

Strong and David
Daniel Comedy

For More Info:

Mad Monk: 395^

0280
Eve's: 392-9414
Windows: 256-

5050
Blockade
Runner: 256-

2251
Hilton: 763-9881
Front Street

News: 763-1240
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»v re ypu to do it?

"My c/iem /afe report is due Monday.

My English lit. paper is due Tuesday.

My economics paper is due on Wednesday.

And the big games toniorron."

PS/2 it!

Now, super savings on PS/2 s.

,

Be realy for this semester with the IBM Personal System/2.®

Choose fpm five complete packages of hardware and software-

all at speiial low student prices. .What's more, when you pur-

chase a B/2 ,® you can get the exciting new PRODIGY®
service atless than half theretaH price? Strike while the

prices arehot. Pick the»P§/2 that's right for you. fili^fes^
.

*f>

4

Memory —

-

Processor

3.5" diskette irive*+
Fixed disk drire

Micro ChanN'
architecture

Display

Mouse

Software

f
- A

W

Model 25
8525-001

640Kb

8086 (8 MHz)

720Kb

20Mb

Monochroi?°r
Y6s

Price

DOS 4.0 {

Microsoft® (

Winddws/286
hDC Wfhdows

Express* "»

Model 30 286
8530-E21

1Mb

80286(10MHz)

«-*-
1.44Mb

20Mb

«i ..I.

8513 Color

Model 50 Z
8550-031

1Mb

80286 (10 MHz)

1.44Mb

30Mb

Yes

Yes

11

IBM Printers Proprinter

$1,499
+m

v

DO§4.0
Microsoft

• Windows/286
yVOttl 5.0*

vtiDC Windows
t ,. Express

HDC Windows
Manager™

hDC Windows

, Color'"

$2,299

8513 Color

Yes

DOS 4.0

Microsoft

Windows/286

Word 5.0*

Excel*

hDC Windows
Express

hDC Windows
Manager

hDC Windows
Color

Model 55 SX
8555-061

2Mb

80386SX™ (16 MHz)

1.44Mb

60Mb

Model 70 386
8570-E61

4Mb

80386'" (16 MHz)

1.44Mb

60Mb

Yes

8513 Color

Yes

$2,799

DOS^.O
Microsoft

Windows/386
Word 5.0*

Excel*

hDC Windows
Express

hDC Windows
Manager

hDC Windows
Color

$3,499

Yes

8513 Color

Yes

DOS 4.0

Microsoft

Windows/386

Word 5.0*

Excel*

hDC Windows
Express

hDC Windows
Manager

hDC Windows
Color

$4,699

r y r
w/Cabie (4201/003)

'

Proprinter X24E ^/Cabte (4207/002)

Proprinter XL24E w/Cable (4308/002)

$499
$669

:.-

/;'•

xcel are the Academic Editions. Trite sifter is limitedlo qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model

8525001, d530-£2ip550-031, 8555-061 orB570-E$1 on_or before OetOber 31, 1989. Prices quoted do not include sales tax, handling and/or

processing charges

'Microsoft Word and

,-

•

-

-

:®

•heck, with your instrtutjb^Tegarclft^jAhese charges. Outers are subject to availability. IBM may withdraw the promotion at any

*me without written otice. • • . T«

IBM. Personal Sy8t«r*/J tad PS/2 are registeretf t^M^ark^^oVtto^inter^rtdl^iip Channel are trademarks, of International Business Machines Corporation Microsoft is a
* itgisWed trademark Of Microsoft Corporation PftCIDlGft ilftregistered trademark of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership of IBM and Sears hDC Windows Express,

hDC Windows Managepnd hDC W.ndows ColOf are UadelVArks of hDC Corfiputer Corp

' r.| j .,'

' ';-
* ^

>'>if .*

rporation 80386SX and 80386 are trademarks ef Infel Corporation © IBM Corp 1989
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For more information, call
fci
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bookstore and ask for your college representative,

PANDICH
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Bush's Educational Summit Has Limited Effects on Higher Education
(CPS)--The school reform

movement promises to reach
some kind of new plateau Sept.

27-28, when President George
Bush sits down with SO
governors at the University of
Virginia to conduct his long-
awaited "education-summit.''

Colleges and college

students, however, probably
won't occupy more than 20 to 30

percent of the summiteers' time,

some observers predict.

Moreover, even in an era

of accelerating tuition hikes, a

flight of good faculty members
into private enterprise,
deteriorating student housing and

living conditions and a general

federal retreat from funding

colleges, few observers have

very high expectations for big

higher education reforms coming

out of the meeting.

"I don't know what I

think," said Tom Brice, student

government president at the

University of Alaska i n

Fairbanks. "I haven't heard much
about it."

Those who have heard
about it think money is the

answer to fixing whatever is

wrong with American colleges.

"If Bush really wants to be

the education president', let's

have him put his money where

his mouth is," said Julianne

Marley, president of the U.S.

Student Association (USSA), the

student presidents' lobbying

group in Washington, D.C.

"It's not enough to have 51

very creative people sit around

and talk about education," agreed

David Imig, president of the

American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education in

Washington DC. "If the

president assumes we can find

money for improvements from

elsewhere, that presents some
very interesting problems."

"It cannot simply be
leadership at the national level,"

added Richard Rosser, president of

the 830-campus National
Association of Independent

Colleges and Universities, based

in Washington, DC.
The summit itself grew

out of a Bush campaign promise

to be "the education president."

The president invited the

governors to Virginia "to help

develop a set of realistic goals for

the nation in education," said

White House spokesman Marlin

Fitzwater.

But by doing so, he'll have

to "assume some personal

responsibility for the future of the

quality of education," said
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton at a

mid-September National
Governors Association meeting.

This is only the third time

in history that a president has

held a special meeting with

governors. The first time,

Theodore Roosevelt used the

occasion to establish the national

park system. Franklin D .

Roosevelt used a similar meeting

to float a host of new economic

ideas that eventually became The
New Deal.

Few attendees expect
anything so dramatic this time,

though many see the simple fact

of the meeting as a sign that the

federal government, after eight

years of diminishing its role in

education, may expand its role

again.

"There's quite a bit of

agreement the federal government

should play a strong role,"

observed Chris Pipho of the

Education Commission of the

States.

"You can't solve a problem

until you admit there is a

problem," said American
University President Richard

Berendzen. "We should take it as

a heartening sign. Bush is

making a profound statement."

Added Robert Hochstein of

the Carnegie Foundation, "The

best we can hope for is the right

rhetoric and that the right targets

are addressed."

To Hochstein, the right

target would be federal student

aid, which he hopes to refocus

from its current emphasis on

loans to one on grants that

students don't have to repay.

USSA's Marley simply

wants Bush to "include post-

secondary education in his idea of

edcuation. I'd like to see him
open the door to face-to-face

meetings with college students."

President Ronald Reagan,

who philosophically believed

most education control and
funding should be on the state,

not the federal level, effectively

discontinued a long-time
presidential tradition of meeting

with delegations of college

student leaders.

At the same time,

however, Reagan presided over

the start of the school reform
movement.

The movement was born,

for the most part, in 1983 when
two seperate reports were issued

blasting the nation's education
system. The first, "A Nation At
Risk," commissioned partly by
the U.S. Dept. of Education,

called for pumping more money
into schools to attract more
talented teachers, making classes

tougher, and having teachers and
students take competency tests.

In the second, the Carnegie

Foundation called for better
teaching standards.

Those documents, in turn,

inspired a seemingly endless

succession of calls for reform
from the American Council on
Education, the Education
Commission of the States and
just about any other group with

even a fleeting interest in

education.

Since then many states

have adopted reforms, giving
more power to administrators and
teachers, increasing funding,

making teachers take tests to

prove they know their subject

areas and making students take

tests to prove they are qualified

before being promoted.

On the college level, the

changes largely have been limited

to stiffening teacher education

programs an eliminating many of

the expensive "remedial" courses

colleges had to provide to

freshmen who arrived on campus
unable to read, write or do math,

on a college level.

Few of the problems of

what goes on in college
classrooms-the growth in the

number of cozurses taught by

President Bush wiilry to live up to his campaign pledge of being the education

president' at a fio-day summit starting Sept. 27 at theWniversity of Virginia.

grad students, te enormous debts

students must orry if they choose
ambitious acadmic programs, the

crumbling ol many campus
facilites, e:.--have been
addressed, muh less solved, by
the school refrm movement so
far.

Berendzen, for one,
remains optimistic the summit
might help.

"It's taksn another six

years (since 'A Nation At Risk'

was published) but now, slowly,

the president is convening this

meeting," he said.

Visitation Restricted at KSU

Alcohol Posters
Banned at UND

(CPS)-In what may be the srictest

version of a nationwide trend toward lmiting

how students may use their dorm ooms,
Kentucky State University freshmen hae been
told they can no longer have friendsof the

opposite sex visit their dorm rooms. \t any
time.

St. Joesph's College in Maine, tfe State

University of New York at Binghamtoi North
Carolina State University and the Univrsity of

South Carolina, among others, have retricted

dorm room visits, but do allow themduring
most hours of the day.

KSU decided to stop all oppoite-sex

visits this fall as a way to help fishmen
"acclimate" themselves to college life, eplained

spokesman Joseph Burgess.

KSU officials also hope the rulevill cut
the number freshmen who end up on aodemic
probation, and that it will make the dons more
secure. A KSU student was reportedly aped in

her dorm room during the 1988-89 schooiyear.

The new students, Burgess claim, don't

mind the rule, since they never experience! "open
visitation" before. "There's been \ev little

outward indication of displeasure."

"It's not fair," said displeased tudent
James Morgan. "Everybody should hve the

same privileges."

A lot of his friends don't like it eiier, he
added. "Just because we're freshmen does't mean
we can't handle (open visitation)."

Everyone under 21 has to live in the
dorms at KSU's Frankfort campus. Sophomores,
juniors and seniors can have opposite-sex visitors

on weeknights from 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. On
Friday and Saturday, visits are allowed from noon
to 2 a..m.

The student handbook says open visitation

is a privilege and is for the purpose of
"encouraging wholesome social and academic
development."

Students can be expelled if they violate
dorm rules, which forbid "unauthorized residence
entry after visiting hours" and "rape or sexual
intercourse in a residence hall room."

KSU also cut visiting hours during
Homecoming weekend for all dorm students. In
previous years dorm residents had a 72-hour open
visitation period during Homecoming weekend.

That rule has been revoked in part because
of last year's rape incident. The five men accused
of raping a student in her room later were
acquitted of the charges.

KSU students aren't the only ones who
dislike the changes.

At Boston University, where officials
have begun limiting the number of times

students can have friends stay overnight in the
dorms and completely banning overnight stays
by members of the opposite sex, students have
protested with angry marches, petition drives and
appeals to the media.

(CPS)--As they move into

their dorms, University of North

Dakota students are being told

they won't be able to have empty
alcohol containers in their rooms
or put up posters in their dorm
windows.

UND residence services

Director Terry Webb imposed the

new rule because beer can
pyramids and alcohol-related

posters create an impression that

drinking is allowed in the dorms ,

where it's actually been banned
for years.

"Signs give the perception

that yes, this is okay, when it's

not," he said.

Other campuses also are

trying to drive images of alcohol

from their properties.

California State University

at Chico President Robin Wilson
warned in early September he

would force the campus
newspaper to cut back on the
number of alcohol-related ads it

takes, and would disassociate the

school from all activities
sponsored by beer and liquor

companies.

Seperately, outgoing U.S.

Surgeon General C. Everett Koop
said he'd soon be sending
disapproving letters to college

presidents who still allowed beer

and liquor firms to promote
events on their campuses.

Koop added that if the

presidents don't comply, he'd
recommend "economic and legal

sanctions" against the schools.

'We believe we have the

right to advertise to students

responsibly," replied Elizabeth

Conlisk, a spokeswoman for

Miller Brewing in Milwaukee.

Conlisk added Miller
"

shares the concerns of college

administrators (but) the approach

to controlling and curbing alcohol

abuse is through education of

consumers, not control of the

product"

UND students say they can

understand banning empty
containers, but think the sign ban
is a dumb idea.

"It doesn't make any sense,
it won't stop people from
drinking," said UND sophomore
John Bratelli.

"You don't have to be 21
to have a poster. If that was the

case, you couldn't buy them in

stores," he added.

Webb says the rule came
out of a recommendation of the

resident hall advisers and is only a
part of the university's alcohol
awareness program.

"We recognize that people
aren't going to stop drinking
altogether. Even prohibition
didn't work," he said.

Alcohol-related signs
might not "portray a good image
for the university, but people
shouldn't be told they can't
express themselves just because it

doesn't paint a pretty picture,"
said dorm resident Matt
Hollifield.

Webb says it is no
different from living in an
apartment or condo that has
covenants controlling what
residents can hang in their
windows.

"If I thought (the rule)
violated their rights, I wouldn't do
it." Webb said.

No "Louie Louie"
for USC Anymore

that
i.e¥°% gar^rfeggawAa* i6^

(CPS;-The University of

South Carcina has asked its

marching bnd to stop playing

"Louie Louif at football games,

for fear dantng fans will cause

Williams-Bee football stadium

stands to collpse.

Dean I Student Life Jerry

T. Brewer Did band director

James Copnhaver that the

Insurance Rserve Fund, which
insures the sidium, "specifically

mandated tht 'Louie Louie' not

be played."

Copenaver later added that

Brwer was rore concerned that

dance songs like Louie Louie' --

not only 'Louie Louie"
specifically-might agitate fans

into breakingdown the stands.

Brewe himself was busy
battening dovn the stadium and
the rest of tie USC campus in

the face of Hirricane Hugo Sept.

21, and wt unavailable for

comment, a campus
spokeswomai said

John Trussell of the

Insurance Resrve Fund denied the

fund had outlwed any songs, and
figured it is nlikely the stadium
could collape from dancing fans

in any case.

"Stuct rally, if you've got
the whole stdent body out there

jumping up ad down constantly

for 75 yean you might have
some metal fatigue," Trussell

said. "But wth only six or eight

games a yea, it will fall down
from old age ang before that,"

Seperte engineering
studies also have deemed the

stadium safe^lthough Williams-

Brices's east upper deck did start
to sway under dancing fans at a
1986 Nebraska game.

"It was a frightening thing
to watch," Copenhaver recalled.

Structural problems have
plagued other stadiums.
Memorial Stadium at the
University of Illinois shook
violently during a game in 1982.
Arizona State University poured
$6.5 million during a three-year
period into Sun Devil Stadium to
keep it from sinking into the
ground. Part of Husky Stadium
at the University of Washington
collapsed in 1987.

To alleviate some of the
worry of the stands falling, USC
has moved some student seating
to lower levels of the stadium.

Copenhaver agreed to
refrain from playing the song and
to stop any other piece when or if
anyone observes the stands
swaying. He also agreed to warn
visiting bands of the potential
problem.

"We didn't want to dampen
the spirits of students,"
Copenhaver said. He took the
loss of "Louie Louie"
philosophically.

"We've grown a littled tired
of the song. We still play it
sometimes at pep rallies, but it's

not as popular ass it was two
years ago," Copenhaver said
adding that "I Feel Good," "Under
the Boardwalk" and "Land of
1,000 Dances" are the more
popular pep band songs this
season.

m MM> AMI
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Beauty Supp ly

Beauty Emporium
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

(next to Sam's Wholesale)

356 S. College Road
395-0542

EXTRA
LOW PRICES

• Hair Brushes

• Hair Ornaments

• Skin Care Items

• Electrical Appliances

LaMAUR

VITAE

HAIR SPRAY

LaMAUR

APPLE PECTIN

SHAMPOO Hair
Spray

Shampoo Concentrate

1/2 liter Reg or Moist

$299

REVLON

NAIL POLISH

$1 89

QUEENE HELENE

STYLING GEL

$1 69

15 oz , resists humtdtly to

hold hair longer

IT'S HOT WILD. .

.

SPIRITED
SPUNKY STUFF!

• Instantly freezes hair in

place with extra nrm

holding power

• Sculpt, shape. MM and

sptke

$ .99

AUSSIE

MEGA SHAMPOO
<crn>, 32 oz. size

UNICURE
HAIR& SKIN

CONDITIONER

"He listens well who

takes notes."

Dante Alighieri

"Take note, take note, World!

To be direct and honest is not safe.

Shakespeare

Othello lll.iii, 378

jazzemse
The originaldance fitnessprogram./

Classes begin Monday . October Q .

9:30AM *M-F YMCA Market St. (non-members welcome)
i 0:00AM *M,W Wilmington Dance Academy, Wrightsville Av

6:00PM M,WJh Hoggard High School, Shipyard Blvd.

9:30AM Sat. Wilmington Dance Academy

Call: 458-4588
or

452-2269

Bring in this ad and get 1st class free and
sign up for 8 classes for $1 0. Save $14!

Babysitting Available

jpnh
hair
spray

FANTASIA
SPRITZ SPRAY

$2"

$3 89

6 oz. tube only $ .99

^ .99

Hoi.

"Everything for your hair

and skin at discount
prices "

umn wsam araran
win urvin n.win

ntiwMf

mnn mini riEmaa
tin ann ehci sh
HHHraa unrj Linn
nnnn .ann i3Q__

rmfls

Liann nnag inn

commoosense ffaTs^
defense

for women

mmmmvr

03000IID

KCNflN AUDITORIUM

usu<Msnrpf \( nruiuMi\6r/t\

HOCETS
J2.00 STUDENTS

13.00 GCNCn.1L PUBLIC
spossoRrn cv

HCE'nnis n\o i fctuius

CAROLINA COIN
LAUNDRY

952 South Kerr Avenue
One block from Kroger store

Watch Soaps N Sports on

our TV"

WASH * DRY * FOLD
* DRY CLEANING*

Honda? - S>tmd»r

7:00 AH. - 9:00 i.H.
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Roll
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Expires 10/31/89
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SEAHAWK SPORTS

Way Out In
(W)right
Field
Chris Wright
Sports Editor

Hawks sink Pirates 3-0

Tired of hearing

same old song
There is something quite interesting going on

in the athletic office these days. Although I would
hesitate to call it a cover-up, I would say that a great

many people are trying to slow down any
investigative processes that may be going on.

Briefly, the cover up concerns the basketball

team and one of its recruits, Ken Aldrich.

Last week, The Seahawk ran a story on the

investigation of recruiting violations within the

program. But because of the overwhelming
resistance I faced, the story provided little insight

into the problem.

You see, following the lead presented by the

Star-News involving the investigation into our
basketball program, I made several phone calls in an

attempt to get the details.

No one would talk. If you read my story, you
could easily see that no one would talk, and other

than finding out that there is an investigation, we
still have no idea what it is about. I have a better

idea now, but that is beside the point.

I called the coach in question, Robert
McPherson. Nada. He said he couldn't talk. That's

somewhat understandable. After all, he is trying to

protect his players and his program.

I can live with that. It just troubles me, and
should trouble you, to know that there is something

wrong within our basketball program.

l cadn t even bother trying to call his assistant,

Lee Hood, because last year when the stink arose

about the keg in the dorm room, Hood hung up on

me. A rather nice, gesture, I thought, and pretty

responsible, too.

That is the same Hood who tracked down a

Star-News reporter last year and questioned in a

rather boisterous manner, "when are you going to

print something positive about our program?" This

comment, of course, came on the heels of the

Seahaws loss to William & Mary, which was not a

very positive experiemce at all.

This is troubling because no matter how you

slice it, part of my tuition and fees went to get

those guys in a Seahawk uniform. Maybe that

doesn't entitle me to know their life story, but it

does entitle me to know what is going on, both the

good and the bad.

Further, the coaching staff should have an

obligation to the school first, without concern for

outside opinions. It is all too common in today's

sports-oriented society for schools to be associated

with their athletic programs. 1 don't want any ill

reprecussions affecting me down the line that had to

do with an incident that my school did not even care

to discuss.

It just seem ridiculous to conceal something

that will eventually come out. Steps are now being

taken to review the phone records of the athletic

office to determine whether or not any calls to

Aldrich were made. This is a matter of public record,

and as tuition-paying students we deserve to know
where our money is going.

Unnerved, I then went to the one man who
above all others positively knows whether or not

those phone calls took place, our athletic director,

Bill Brooks.

The interview went swimmingly. I learned
nothing I didn't already know, except for a few
positives in the school's favor. (Are we starting to

see a trend here?) He told me that the NCAA was
not involved in the investigation. I suppose Brooks
was just trying to protect the university as well. He
was well-spoken, interesting, and aside from the fact

that he didn't reveal what the students have a right to

know, was an enjoyable interviewee.

I guess what I am getting to is that everyone

has a job to do: The coach is supposed to coach; the

AD is supposed to direct and manage, the sports

information people are supposed to highlight the

good, and the sports editor is supposed to have the

last word on what goes in or stays out of his paper.

There needs to be a compromise. The world is

not out to get the basketball team, conversely, most

students, myself included, fte it as our most

recognizable commodity. However, I refuse to be a

puppet and readily print all the good that comes out

of the sports information office when I know there

is a great deal of mischief going on.

Perhaps, with a little more cooperation from all

four branches, we just might be able to cast aside

any negative fears about what I might print, and
work together. Then we should be able to provide
the students a fairly decent perspective of UNCW
sports as a whole.

And finally, perhaps if the coaches in question

would spend a little more time on the phone with

me, they mightyiot have enough free time to go
making long distance calls to wannabe recruits,

which is, afterall, quite illegal.

BY PATRICK FOWLER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

ECU wanted a win. ECU needed a win. East

Carolina was capable of a win. But the Purple

Pirates didn't get a win, at least not against the

green machine ofUNCW.
The Hawks captured their second victory of the

season at Brooks Field Sunday along with their first

conference win. The Seahawks used the resurgence

of two veteran players, all-CAA scorer Chris George

and Dean Mamell, to explode out of the gateposts

early, burning ECU'S freshman goalie Todd Aspden

for three goals in the first half: The team went on

to stuff the Pirates 4-1 and kept them winless on the

season.

The Hawks, who have been hurting all season

due to injuries, employed the uses of all their subs

and came together as a unit. Employing crisp one-

touch passing and threading the ball to the opening

place the Hawks offense began to click again.

Communication was a cornerstone to the team's

success as the Hawks showed off their fancy

footwork with nice lead passes.

"It just goes to show when we play with

intensity and come out ready to play we can play

with anyone," exclaimed head coach Jackie
Blackmore.

This game was a happy occasion for die-hard

Hawk soccer fans. The scoring machine of Chris

George was alive and heating up the nets.

George, who has been on a scoring, slump this

year, (only one goal over 8 games) started his mid-
season comeback by scoring his second goal of the

season on an assist from Marc Rose at the 15:18

mark. George added his second goal on a penalty

kick at the 23:30 mark just a little before halftime.

He had been taken down hard in the box and returned

the favor with a booming shot to the corner. "I

always knew Chris was capable of this type of
explosion and he would come on for us soon
enough. He still the man we go to in the cultch,"

said Blackmore.

However, this wasn't the Chris George show
alone as he had company with the all out aggressive

play of junior midfielder Dean Mamell. Though he

is known to all as Deno, he should be called the

terminator.

M?mell leads the Hawks offense with eight

points following Sunday's game. The lanky 6'3"

midfielder from Bethesda. Md. scored his third o^»i

UNCW defensman Marc Rose gains control of the ball in the HawkVmatch against rivial ECU. Veterans' like
Rose, Chris George, and Dean Mamell are trying to revitialize a injured Hawk squad. The Hawks won the
contest 4-1.

The Hawks, who played brilliantly io the first

half, became slow and lathargic in the second. The

defense wasn't getting back fast enough and the

team's early aggressiveness had fallen off sharply.

The ECU players had more time to work with the

ball and more passing lanes to move it. This

letdown led to the lone Pirate goal and broke the

Hawks two game shutout of the Pirates over the last

two years.

The goal was scored when goalie John Pinter

was forced to leave the net and try to kick the ball

away from the charging ECU forward, Eddie-

Shockley. Pinter reached the ball first but his

kicked richocheted off the forward and past Pinter.

The player then one-touched it into the net. The

Hawk defense had failed to get back.

The Hawks final score was made by Peter Clay

on a penalty kick at the 7:56 mark late in the game

for the final victory margin of 4- 1 . The team played

with a lot of new players that Blackmore described

as the "Seahawk Shuffle."

The team has gone through four sweepers this

year. Mike Ingram was the fourth who fill in for

the injured Charlie Mitchell who was schelduled to

of the year with a crossing ball header. The assist

was credited to Chris George. He dominated play

from one end to another and always^ seemed to be in

the middle of the action, either making that extra

pass, block, or header. "Deno has been steady and
set the tempo for us all year. He is emerging as a
leader out here and is directing traffic on the field

well," said Blackmore.

start the game but had to cancel. "All the new
players are playing extremely well under the

circumstance this year," said Blackmore. The
Hawks hope to retain the services of PauJ Cairney,

their ace defenseman, by this weekend games but

circumstance don't look good. The team will be out

the use of Dave Allen for sure and maybe Charlie

Mitchell.

The Hawks take their 2-6-1 record on the road

as they face CAA rivials William and Mary and
Richmond. Both teams Blackmore describe "tough

and talent." The Hawks will need both the services

of veterans like Deno Mamell and Chris George and
the youthful aggresiveness of Peter Clay, Chris

Parks, and Rony Smith to overcome strong
opponents.

Houzer makes
the first cut

CHRIS WRIP.HT
SPORTS EDITOR

Former UNC-Wilmington standout Larry
Houzer was one of the free agent rookies invited to

camp Friday by the Dallas Mavericks of the
National Basketball Association.

"It was rough," Houzer said in a telephone
interview from his hotel room in Dallas. "I really

didn't expect to make it, but everything went real

well. I think I surprised the coaching staff a bit"

Houzer, who was earlier cut by the Cleveland
Cavaliers' organization following a similar camp
said the difference was the position he played, rather

than how he played.

"In Cleveland, I was playing the four spot, and
I wasn't able to post up against their big men," he
said. "Here, I am playing the three-spot, or small
forward, and was able to come off of some screens
and hit my jumper. I ran the floor real well and my
game just kind of came together a little better."

After attending the team's rookie camp this

week, he was informed that he survived the cut on
Tuesday.

"My next step is to go to the veterans' camp for

28 days and see what happens," Houzer said.

"Depending on what happens in the next month, I

will either go overseas or play in the Continental
Basketball Association. That decision will be pretty

much determined by what Dallas thinks will be the

best for me. Hopefully, I will play well enough that

they won't have to make either decision."

koto by)

Graduated senior Larry Houzer talks with reporters last year following a
Hawk^>asketbal^in^louzeMstrYto

Water Polo wins first game this year
BY SONVA SMITH
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

UNCW started the water polo season on
a high point by defeating the Duke Blue
Devils in a major upset. The team used a

brutal swarping defense and attacking
offensive to down the Devils 11-7

The UNCW Water Polo Invitational

was originally scheduled as a three game
round-robin tournament with UNCW, Duke,
and Lynchburg. However, when Lynchburg
cancelled late in the week, Duke and UNCW
met in what proved to be an exciting match.

Duke came to the tournament already

two games into its season. The Blue Devils

defeated George Washington in their first

game but then lost to a Washington, D.C.
area metro squad in a Washington, D.C.
doublet header. UNCW began probably its

final season with a win at its only home
contest. The sport has been put on hold

because of lack of teams to play in the

conference and no scholarships available to

athletes participating on the aquad.

*<m
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The UNCW water polo team is shown here in action against the Duke Blue Devils

Saturday at the Trask Natatorium. The Hawks who were led by Mike Mc Ginty

three goals defeated the Devils 11-7.

The team leaves Friday to defend its

Utile it won last year at the Mary

Wahington Inivitational in Predicksburg,

Va. They will compete against teams from

Hampton-Sydney, Lynchburg, and Mary

Washington College. The team will use the

I i i

experience that they gained this past weekenc

to retain their title October 6-7. Coach
Ellington was pleased with the team's

performance as this was a quote "Gooc

display by the team especially since we'll be'

defending the title this weekend."

[Hawks fall

to Duke
FROM REPORTS

The UNCW Rugby teams

suffered two defeats to the Duke
Blue Devils last Saturday at

Brooks Field. The team dropped

the first Ismen to Devil 18-4,

halftime score was 6-0. Allen

Callohon scored the lone try for

the Hawks. In the the second set

of Ismen the team fell to a closer

margin 16-14. The game had a

halftime score of 10-4. Brent

Moody, Eddie Mathis, and Jeff

Dunmire scored the three trys for

the Hawks. An extra point by

Leon Pruzan resulted in the final

Hawk points. The team battles

N.C. State next and return home
against Cherry Point November
4th.... UNCW senior Yvonne
Holan was named this week CAA
vollyball player of the week.
This is the fourth week out of

five that a Hawk has been named
player of the week. Holan has a

.791 hitting average and had a

superlative week posting

impressive stats as 21 for 24 in

kills the week, 16 digs, and 3

service aces. Holan is fourth in

kill averages and sixth in hitting

percentages this season....

UNCW men's golf team finished

in 11th place in golf tournament

at Campbell University. The
Hawks were led by Chris Spath
who shot a 76 followed by
teammates Larry Godwin (77),

Richard Kimble (79), and Pat

Damore (80).... The volleyball

team maintained there winning
ways by down both ECU and
Winthrop this weekend. The
Hawks picked up their first

conference win on September
27th pounding the Pirates 15-

2,15-8, and 15-2. The team
traveled to Winthrop next and
won again despite dropping a

game 15-6,13-15,15-5,15-3. The
girls are 6-2 overall and 1-0 in the

CAA.... The water polo team
travels to Mary Washington this

weekend for the Southeastern

Tournament. The team has

momentum going following their

11-7 win Saturday.... The
tennis team will also be involved

in a tournament this weekend for

the Riverfest Open....
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The Seahawk

Atlantis Arreting Submissions

Atlantis is now accepting submissions for fall

deadline (Nov. 13). Poetry, fiction, and art may

be submitted in the Student Activites Center

(Resource library).

Pre-registration to Begin at

Cang Fear Tech.

Winter Quarter pre-registration at Cape Fear

Community College is scheduled for Monday,

November 6 through Wednesday, November 8.

Pre-registration hours for three days will be

10:00 a.m. to 7:00 pm and classes will begin

November 27, 1989. There are 27 different

programs to choose, including general education

courses that transfer to UNC-Wilmington.
Tuition cost is $90.00 per full-time in-state

resident. For additional information call 343-

0481, ext. 282.

Art Tliih Needs New Members

The UNCW Art Club is in it's first year and

we;re looking for members. You don't need to

be an art major or even creative, just have an

interest in art exhibits, museums and traveling to

other areas to leam about art We are planning a

trip to London and Amsterdam for Spring Break.

If you are interested please call Dr. John Myers at

39S-3401, or come by Room 12S to sign up.

Come on, we're going to get busy!

SADD to Host Vnllevhall Tlasslr

UNCW STUDENTS AGAINST DRIVING
DRUNK will host a semi-annual volleyball

classic, Sunday, Oct. 29 from llam-3pm at the

Gazebo. Steve Sappe-395-3683

Annual History Forum to be Held
4

Special Student and Faculty rates are being

offered as Colonial Williamsburg holds their 3rd

Annual History Forum Nov. 22-4. The reduced

fee is $50 for students and $100 for faculty. Call

804-220-7255 or write to the Registrar Colonial

Williamsburg Historic Forum, PO Box C
Williamsburg, Va. 23187.

Alcohol Awareness Week

This week has been National Collegiate Alcohol

Awareness Week. Through the week
Alternatives!, Student Affairs, ROTC, and
Campus Police have offered proerams to educate
and enlighten students and faculty about the

effects of alcohol.

A

L

Museum of World Culture

To Host Japan Week

Japan Week begins Oct. 30. Hosted by the

museum of world cultures, the program will

bring lectures, presentations and discussions to

UNCW.

WLOZ Needs Sales Manager

WLOZ-accepting application for position of sales

mgr. Contact Les Welter at WLOZ. 395-3086.

Delta Sigma Theta to Hold Dance

Delta Sigma Theta-Dance Friday Night Rm. 100

UU Guest DJ "The Total Package"

Phi Kanna Phi to Hold Panel

Discussion

On Tuesday, October 24, there will be a panel

discussion entitled: "Bliss was it in that dawn tn

he alive" -The French Revolution Remembered.

The panel will be sponsored by Phi Kappa Phi,

the scholastic honor society in all academic
disciplines. Panelists will include the following:

Dr. Sherrill Martin (Creative Arts/Music) on
Beethoven and the Revolution, Dr. John Myers
(Creative Arts/Art) on the painter David, Dr.

Carole Tallant (Speech Communication) reading

from contempporary works, Dr. Barbara Waxman
(English) reading from contemporary literature,

Dr. James Megivem (Philosophy/Religion) on
capital punishment in the era of the French

Revolution

The discussion will be presented in King Hall

auditorium at 8 p.m. in the evening. It is free,

and all are invited to attend.

Unite Against Violence March

UNITE AGAINST VIOLENCE MARCH: There

will be a march against woman abuse and rape on

Oct. 28, 1989 at 5:00pm. The march will start

at the USS NC Battleship parking lot and end at

the courthouse on 4th and Princess St. The rally

speaker will be Judy Norman whose 6 year

sentence for killing her batterer of 20 years, was
commuted by Governor Jim Martin.

BY SANDY PORTER
STAFF WRITER

Earlier this fall the Student Government
Association divided into five separate committees.

Each committee was given different goals to work
toward during the 89-90 year. The subjects issued

to each committee are diverse and extremely

significant to UNCWs future. Many of these goals

are designed to improve upon familiar systems such

as ARA Food Services, student activities,

commuter student programs, the Seahawk Shuttle,

parking, and transportation. Two groups have also

been organized to look into the establishment of a

Greek Row and a Debit Card System on campus.

One group has been researching the

improvement of ARA Food Services, which is the

service UNCW employs for the cafeteria, Hawk's
Nest, and all catering on campus. The committee

has come to a halt while they await the opening of

the new cafeteria in hopes that it will solve

complaints about the existing food services. A
major problem with ARA is that the company's

contract states that no other food service can be

dtlfe*.
&%. STUDENT

GOVERNMENT
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PHOTO BY PHILLIP LOUGI ILLN

The student government senate has set some goals for the year.

operated on campus. This prevents groups from
choosing their own catering service. Unfortunately
this procedure may remain due to administration
purposes. The SGA group hopes to encourage
ARA to create a pizza delivery service on campus
and allow a debit system to be used not only in the
cafeterias, but on other sources as well. If the new
cafeteria does not meet expectations the committee
will provide a questionnaire to find what changes are
wanted by the student body. A representative from
the committee, Mitch Norwood, says, "We are just
trying to improve ARA conditions to meet student
approval." The ARA Services has until January to
meet the goals of the committee when a food
sources bid becomes available.

Ever since UNCW has opened its doors to the
public, commuter students have been increasingly
uninvolved compared to campus residents. A
committee from the student Senate has been formed
to rememdy the situation. The goals of the
committee are to provide more storage facilities for

See Plans... Pg. 3

Senate Shoots Down Fledgling For '90

But Maybe It Will Try To Fly Again

Lisa Says, "Defend!"

BY CELESTE E. BUM FY
STAFF WRITER

After two years of struggling, UNCWs annual,

the Fledgling, has been given a rest. The decision

came in the September 18 SGA meeting, when the

Senate voted in executive session to deny funding for

the 1989-90 school year.

The most recent epoch in the Fledgling saga

was marked by the attempt at completion of last

year's annual which was funded but had missed its

deadline for submission to the printer, Walworths.

Last year's editor Ed Shiffler was constrained by

a small staff and a large projected annual, and stayed

at UNCW for a portion of last summer trying to

complete it. He did not succeed, but his assistant

editor Jennifer Young did. The 88-89 Fledgling is at

the printer and will be here later this year, says

Young.

As the prospective 89-90 Fledgling editor,

Young was disappointed and angry after that SGA
meeting; not necessarily at the decision to disband

the annual, however. "What really [made me angry]

was how the [SGA members involved] treated me,"

she says. "I kept getting this stuff about being a

woman and not knowing what I am doing."

But Budget and Planning Committee member
Monika Mohr feels differently. "I don't believe any

of us didn't take her seriously, and our denying the

Fledgling funding has nothing to do with her

competence.

"She made it clear how much experience she

had, and answered our questions very well," Mohr
commented. "But many of the members [of the

committee] have been on it for three years, and we've

seen the whole problem as it grew. We'd been

talking about what we could do before [Young] came

before us, and we felt really bad that we couldn't help

her."

SGA member and Chairman of the Budget and
Planning Committee Lee Barnhill explained more
fully: "We based our decision on the fact that there

was no Fledgling in 87-88, and that last year's book
will be late. Since they hadn't performed in the

past, we felt there was no use throwing away more
money.""

In fact, the SGA is still paying off some of the

debt incurred by the Jenni Brown/Becki English

editorship. The Student Government established a

fund last year to pay back those students from 87-88

who had purchased an annual in advance.

Some options for reviving the Fledgling have

been proposed, a few of which are being examined

by the Media Publications Board and the

Chancellor's Media Task Force.

One option is to change the Fledgling to a

magazine format, making it a smaller volume more
like the literary arts magazine Atlantis, but having it

published twice a year at the end of the semester.

Another suggestion is to make it smaller and totally

oriented to the freshmen each year, since many
students feel their freshman year to be the most
memorable.

Still another is in keeping with trends set at

other small universities across the nation, the

establishment of a video yearbook, taped on ordinary

VHS tapes and ranging in cost from $25 to $45.

Young is also faced with the option of

attempting to produce an annual of her own volition,

without SGA funding or support. She says this

constitutes an enormous financial risk on her part,

See Fledgling... Pg. 3

BY TASHA ROOMF
MANAGING EDITOR

Wednesday night Lisa Sliwa,

the National Director of the
Guardian Angels gave a

presentation on self defense at

8:00 p.m. in Kenan
Auditorium. Lisa is from one
of the roughest areas of
Brookyln, New York. In an

area such as this, crime rate is

high. Lisa, along with her

husband Curits Sliwa, the

founder, have correlated the

Guardian Angels to become a

vast organization nationwide.

Lisa's presentation attacked

the injustices of a system and
society that depicit women as

not being the victims of an
assualt or rape, but as a slut or a

woman "wanting it". Because
of this, she states that women
have been brainwashed with the

idea that nothing matters
because men will get their way.
Crime situations have taught us

to adapt instead of doing
anything about it, "We should
let it ride. We (women) must
accept that some men will act a

certain way after they have had a

couple of beers."

"Most important", she says,

"is to deal with the situation as

it arises and not delay." Lisa

describes how many times
during the day women keep
built up anger inside themselves

and then later on at night they

blow up at their best friend

about it on the phone. She
stresses to women to use that

built up anger in a constructive

way against an assaultant. "The
key," says Lisa, "is to meet the

creep measure for measure."

Lisa demonstrated points of
getting away from your
aggressor on Denny Best.

1. Use the heel of your hand
to hit the attacker in bridge of
his nose.

2. Poke him in the eyes
with your fingers.

3. Shove your hand into his

adam's apple.

4. Take your hand and push
your thumb in the indention in

attacker's throat.

5. Use your knee in his

groin.

6. With the outisde of your
foot kick him in the knee.

7. If he grabs you from
behind, stomp your foot in his

foot arch.

8. When opening a car door,

a house door, or at the teller

turn at a 45 degree angle while
scanning the area

Above all Lisa suggested
that one should just remember
to go with their instincts to

protect themselves.

More techniques are found in

her new book, Attitude.
Commonsense Defense Fn r

Women .

See Defend... Pg.3

Alcohol AwarenessWeek Proves FunAnd Successful
BY JENNIFER YOUNG

STAFF WRITER

Alcohol. Although this

drug is often thought to be

harmless, it kills thousands of

people each year. This year, during

the National Collegiate Alcohol

Awareness Week, members of

LivWell and of the community are

working together "...to get people

to be aware of alcohol and to have

drug free fun and to get students to

participate." "Basically, the whole

aspect is prevention education,"

says Sandy Errante of LivWell.

The student staff of

LivWell worked with members of

the community and student
organization leaders to plan and

implement a week full of activities

promoting alcohol awareness. The

students involved in the planning

were Colleen Dougherty, Robert

Langston, Edward Mosely,

Christine Trefethen, and Steve

Sappe.

Members of the

community donated food and prizes

for this week's activities. These

supporters donated food items for

"The World's Largest Sub on
Campus." Student groups raced to

build eight foot sections of a sub.

Some of the groups participating

were the Women's Soccer Team,

Alpha Phi Omega, Alpha Xi Delta,

PHOTO BY PI IILLIP LCHJOHLIN

Dr. Bryan Is plastered as a part of Alcohol Awareness week. Many Local businesses

assisted to make the week a success. More events are planned through this week.

Alpha Delta Pi, Sigma Phi Zeta,

Tau Delta Theta. Sigma Alpha
Epsilon,

Pi Kappa Phi, Kappa Phi Theta,

Fellowship of Christian University

Students, and Alpha Phi Alpha.

Door prizes were given
Wednesday when Vice Chancellor
Bill Bryan "got plastered" by the

UNCW Sculpture Class. There
was a Seahawk Shuffle scheduled
for yesterday; however, because it

rained it has been rescheduled for

next week, Oct. 25. This is a one
mile and a three mile fun run co-

sponsored by the ROTC. On
Friday, more prizes will b e

distributed when someone guesses
how many cans are in the crashed
car on the front lawn of the

University Union.

This week and next week,
the Campus Police will be
conducting controlled drinking

demonstrations in the ReLac and
the residence halls. They will also

hold seminars regarding how
alcohol abuse effects sexual

behavior and topics such as date

rape. The success of this week
was largely credited to the members
of the community for their

donations and support. The
LivWell/Alternatives Center would
like to thank those businesses for

their contributions.
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New Additions UNCW's Trask Coliseum Improving Charleston Volunteers

Make A Big Difference
j

BY AMY PETROrFl II
STAFF WRITER

March, 1989 marks the

beginning of construction for an

addition to Trask Coliseum,
called the William P. Nixon Jr.

Athletic Annex. This two story

facility will cover an area of

5,500 square feet

The first floor will be
primarily office space, which is

intended for use by the athletic

dirctor and support personnel.

The second floor will consist of a

150 person capacity meeting
room, which will be used for

organizations such as the
Seahawk Club and the Student

Aid Association.

£

Additional features include a

second floor walkway connecting

the building to Trask, and an

elevator to make the second floor

accessable to those individuals in

wheelchairs. The physical

appearance of the building will

coincide with that of all other

buildings on campus.

Funding for the annex is

made possible through a generous

donation by Dr. William P.

Nixon Jr. and family. Dr. Nixon,

originally from Hertford, NC is a

specialist in kidney disorders and

is founder of the Southeastern

Dialysis Center in Wilmington.

Being a supporter of
Seahawk athletics for many years

now, Nixon reflects on the

significance of the new building.

"I've followed the UNCW
program since 1982 and it's come
a long way. I envision the new
building as a place for athletic

offices and where groups from the

University and community will

have a place to meet and
socialize."

A figure of $600,000 for the

cost of the building has been

estimated by Associate Vice
Chancellor for business affairs,

Carl Dempsey.
Out of appreciation for the

contribution, Athletic Director

Bill Brooks stated, "It takes

generous supporters such as Bill

Nixon to make a University
athletic program truly successful.

We hope his gift will encourage

others to invest in our developing

program."

Completion of the William
P. Nixon Jr. Athletic Annex is

expected by the beginning of

basketball season, which will be
in late November.

Sports Information Director

Joe Browning looks to the project

with great optimism. "The
increased office space and space

for the Seahawk Club is much
needed. We need more space for

continued growth of the athletic

program. The building will be

an outstanding addition to the

athletic department."

HI II NIIUN STUDENT ORGHNIZM IUNS

It hoppens at Duke University! It happens al NC State

Universityl Who says it doesn't happen here at UNCW7I

Sexual assault is a crime occurring on campuses across

the nation, and yes, even here at UNCW

WHAT CAN YOUR ORGANIZATION DO?

Get involved to help reduce this campus crime Sponsor

a program on sexual ossault and help educate your peers

on effective prevention Also, announce at your next

scheduled organization meeting that interested

individuals can become involved with the Peer Education

Program by training to become a Peer Presenter

Contact Jacqueline Skinner, Office of the Dean of

Students, at 395-31 19 or Regina Lawson, Campus Police,

at 395-3184

"Most rapes do not involve strangers About

60% of all rapes are committed by someone

who is familiar to the person raped These

rapes often occur in a climate of trust and are

as devastating to the woman as are rapes by

strangers 20% of college women surveyed

answered "yes* when asked if they ever had

intercourse without their consent and against

their will
"

UNI vi I) > 1 1 til in »'. ii i ;;.'

m WMMIlKiHHi

mi i' I m mi I'uii .!> "

PHI HK/l-.IKAII'lli ,t|i"-"A! mil

..I'MINl. I'l'l'i

Prw ecjiMr.it ion tin 5i>i my 1990 will Ih> l»'W .1
. tullowi

DAI I. EARNED HRS DATE LAUNIDHK5 i)A! L EARNED HRS
Oct 30 00 or more Nuv 3 2? - 33 Nov 9
Oct 3 1 65-88 Nov I - 26 Nov 10
Nov I 54 64 Nov 7

Nov 2 34-53 Nov

Prereg istrailm Pi oc sijurc

The initial date forpreregistration is indicated on the Permit to Register
This date is determined by the number of semester hours earned (Those
students having the highest number of earned hours are given the earlier

date for preregistenng ) Students cannot p'reregister before the initial

date on their Permit Attempted preregistration before Ihe scheduled date
will be cancelled

To preregister, the student myst complete the following steps

1) Observe appointment with advisor to obtain Permit lo Register
and to plan schedule

2) Have advisor sign Permit to Register when class schedule is

complete

3) Take signed Permit to Regibtei
tnp Permit to be reaistered for classes

the dsjjignejj Data Entry Station
on the date indicated on thp Ptrmit to be reaistered for cla
Student class schedules will be available in the' mailbox in the
Universitv Union the day afN"- the student preregisters

Changes in the class schedule may be made at your Qali Entry Station from
3 30 pm to 430 pm any day folowing the initial preregistration or from
I 00 pm to 4 30 pm on November 13 Any course change must have the
adviso r s approval Section changes or any course listed K an alternate on
the schedule does not require advisor appfovj

Tuition and lees bills will be mailed to 'he students permanent address
Payment must be made by the date listed below if payment is noj. made the
preregistration will be cancelled

OllLING_DATE

November 22, I960

PAYtllNT DATE

December 13, 1989

BY PHILLIP l.OHflHMN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Hurricane Hugo is little more
than a vague memory for most
Wilmington residents. The storm

was barely felt here, giving many
coastal residents a false sense of

security.

Charleston residents were
hardly as lucky. As most
students know from news reports

over the last couple of weeks, the

storm devastated the port town.

Clean-up operations are still

going at a full scale pace, and
some parts of the city remain in

ruins.

LivWell and Campus
Ministry, led by Bob and Deborah

Haywood, carried a group of
student volunteers to Sullivan

Island, one of the areas hardest hit

by Hugo.

The volunteers helped to clean

up debris from yards and houses.

"It was something," said Bob
Haywood, "to see sixteen people
come into an area that looked
impossible, and make it look
fairly presentable."

The volunteers received plenty

of support from campus and
community. ARA provided food
for the four day trip. ROTC
loaned a van and Sgt. Greene
accompanied the group. Locally,

the Presbyterian Church also I

loaned a van. Rental Tool of *

Wilmington sent tools for the 5

clean up effort. Gas and one meal
*

were covered by Campus I
Ministry.

"Everyone who went found the I

experience rewarding," said
''

Haywood. "They all came back I

with personal stories. The people I

there were very appreciative. . . J
everything was so wiped out."

The kind of unskilled labor the £
volunteers brought to the area
was also much needed. A major
part of the work was simply I

cleaning up. According to"'

Haywood though, there is still I

much to do. He intends to take

another group on the weekend of I

October 27. There will be an <"

organizational meeting
October 24, at 8:30p.m. in room
201 of the University Union.

"The people who went had •

their lives touched," he said.!
"They also brought a much"
needed lift to (the residents');
spirits. It made them feel better"
that people with no connection to I

them would show up to help. J

There is still a great deal to be I

done. Something we came back I

saying was, 'We hardly made a I

dent, but we did make a*
difference."' »

on *

Beauty Supp ly

Beauty Emporium
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

(next to Sam's Wholesale)

356 S. College Road

395-0542

EXTRA
LOW PRICES

• Hair Brushes

• Hair Ornaments

• Skin Care Items

• Electrical Appliances

LaMAUR

VITAE

HAIR SPRAY

LaMAUR

APPLE PECTIN

SHAMPOO

TRESatunt.

Hair
Spray

-6

Shampoo Concentrate

1/2 liter Reg or Moist

99

REVLON

NAIL POLISH

$1 89

15 oz ,
resists humidity to

hokl hair longer

QUEENE HELENE

STYLING GEL

$1 69

IT'S HOT WILD. .

.

SPIRITED
SPUNKY STUFF!

• Intlinlly freezes hair m
place with antra firm

holding power

• Sculpt, shape. Ml and

•pike

FANTASIA
SPRITZ SPRAY

$2"

$ .99

AUSSIE

MEGA SHAMPOO

<£Ls 32 oz. size

UNICURE
HAIR & SKIN

CONDITIONER

Thettl
Selling

Carbon in

America
EXCLUSIVELY FROM

OOlNf
OrrOMfTIMT

DR. MICHAEL E. COINS
DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY

5030 Randall Drive

Carolina Place Office Park

Wilmington, NC 28403

J92-0270

Located across from UNCW.

LIVWELL FACT.

MYTH:YOUR STOMACH SHRINKS WHEN
YOU EAT LESS.

FACT: IF YOU DIET FOR SEVERAL DAYS.
YOUR APPETITE LEVEL DOES DROP. BUT

THIS HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH YOUR
STOMACH.

At A Glance cont'd...

Domestic Violent SliPlfpr anrf
ftprYJn»j

Needs Vnlnnfpppj

Domestic Violence Shelter and Services is now
conducting screening interviews for volunteers to
work with battered women and their children.
Volunteers are needed who can provide crisis
counseling and advocacy, support for children,
transportation, house maintenance, clerical
support, or help in our thrift shop. Training
begins November 1st. Call Nanci Boggs at 343-
0703 to apply.

GMR A^nrlatfs, Looking f^r

Cartoonists.

Aspiring young artists may have an opportunity
to syndicate their cartoons to college newspapers
nationwide when a new project now under
development is finalized, according to Gary M.
Reynolds and Associates (GMR), a national
promotion and marketing firm located in
Milwaukee. GMR is searching for student
cartoonists for editorial, strip and panel cartoons
dealing with subjects which have a college
orientation or address national issues. Interested
students may submit sample work to or call
Steve Harsin at Gary M. Reynolds and
Associates, 16535 W. Bluemound Road, Suite
230, Brookfield, Wis. 53005; 1-800-622-5453.

Study Ahrnari in fapan anH
Fnirlilllf.

New materials on Study Abroad opportunities in
Japan and England available in the Office of the
Dean of Students. The University of Warwick in
Coventry, England is offering a summer school
session. Kansai University in Osaka, Japan is

offering a semester abroad opportunity. For
more info., stop by Rm. 209-University Union.

toaii Prpvpntinn Pmyratn. fnr
ResidPtirp HalH ^rhprinlpri

Programs on sexual prevention and education
have been scheduled on: October 23, 7pm, New
Suites Services Building; October 25, 7pm, 4th
Floor Graham Hall; and October 30, 7pm,
Campus Apts. Bldg E. Interested students are
strongly encouraged to attend. For more info

,

call 395-3119 or 395-3184.

Intfrnatinnai Maiut r, ft Tnrfthrr
The October get-together for international
students is scheduled for Friday, October 20,
from 12-1 pm in the Hawks Nest. Students,
staff and faculty are invited to attend. Just buy
your lunch and join us for an hour of fun and
conversation.

$3 89

6 oz. tube only $ .99

Everything for your hair

and skin at discount
prices

99
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Plans Com. From Pg.l

athletics; create more social events and dances for

residents and commuters; provide a health fitness

center available for all students; and publicize

intramural games, pool privileges and availability

times. The committee hopes to increase the

awareness of commuter students and discourage

apathy from the school. Chairperson for the

commute, Susan Hurst, says, "The committee's top

priority is providing recreational activities and

athletic proposals not only to the campus residents,

but also to commuter students, hopefully bringing

the two bodies of people together."

By promoting involvement in mixers, social

events, and especially athletics, the group believes

the commuter students will bring greater unity to

the school.

Last year a Greek Row Task Force was formed

to compile information regarding the establishment

of a Greek Row. This research has been used by a

newly created SGA committee to assess the

feasibility of such a project. The new group feels

the University should make every possible

arrangment for housing available to the Greeks.

The University is trying, but little can be done until

someone donates land and financial backing. There

is little the committee can do for the establishment

of a Greek Row without support for the concept.

The committee keeps the fraternities and sororities

updated on the latest information and makes sure

they save their money. Most importantly the

committee is there to see that the idea remains a hot

issue and does not get lost

A system that is becoming increasingly popular

on campuses across the nation is the Debit Card

.System. This system is designed to allow the

student to purchase anything on campus with a bar

code linked to the student's account. With the code

located on the Student ID, the system could be used

to pay for books, food, activity fees, and even pizza.

This would enable the student to be completely

worry free of handling cash and paying service

charges for checks. The committee is viewing

Duke's Flex Card System and N.C. State's All

Campus Card, to get a general idea on what

advantages the card system will bring to UNCW.
They are also looking into providing a convenience

store on campus in the future, where a debit card

could be used to purchase items.

A final committee has been discussing the

improvement of the Seahawk Shuttle and residence

parking. The group has individually sent out its

members to talk with students on improvments they

would personally like to see concerning parking.

To date no solutions have been proposed. A general

consensus of the student body is that there is not

enough parking space for residents. Chairperson

James Teague, feels more parking space could be

provided next to Galloway Hall. Teague also hopes

the committee can set up a bulletin board at a given

sight on campus where people can post trips. With

this students can carpool. An interesting and much

needed idea has been introduced concerning the

Seahawk Shuttle. The idea is to have the shuttle

provide one way transportation from parties during

the weekend. This would cut drinking and driving

tremendously on campus. Of course the shuttle

would only run from surrounding apartments to

dorm areas.

These ideas, goals, and solutions to existing

problems are all very promising indeed. But as one

Senate member states, "The only likely solution is

that we must work together as a unified campus."

If anyone would like to comment on any of

these goals, please send comments to the SGA

office located in the Student Union

Royal Navy Sends CarrierTo Wilmington

Wilmington, NC--British
Navy aircraft carrier H M S
Invincible will visit Wilmington,

N.C, Nov. 2-11, 1989, as a

tribute to Wilmington's 250th
Anniversary Celebration. As a

special salute to the historic

significance of the occasion,

accompanying the ship on her

Wilmington visit will be Vice

Admiral Sir Alan Grose, flag

officer for the Royal Navy's

Flotilla Three and commander of

the Anti-Submarine Warfare
Striking Force.

Captain of HMS Invincible

is Michael Gretton, who
completed officer training at

Britannia Royal Navy College
Dartmouth and attended Trinity

College, Oxford to read

philosophy, politics and
economics.

HMS Invinicible was
launched May 3, 1977, the first

of a new class of anti-submarine

aircraft carrier. With her sister

ships HMS Illustrious and HMS
Ark Royal, they are the largest

warships built for the Royal

Navy since the 1950's. HMS
Invincible served with distinction

in the Falklands Campaign in

1982.

Recently, she underwent a 2

1/2 year, 100 million pound refit

and modernization, and was re-

commissioned May 18, 1989, in

ceremonies attended by the

Queen. The ship is 210 meters

long, with a maximum beam of

35 meters. A British innovation

is the 12 degree "ski-jump" at the

forward end of the flight deck, a

mechanism which enhances the

performance of the Sea Harriers.

Harriers need neither the catapults

nor arresting gear to function
from carriers.

In addition to Harriers, she
carries several versions of the

anti-submarine Sea King
helicopter.

With a crew of more than

1,200 men, the ship will be
involved in a number of special

activities designed to appeal to

people across Southeastern North

Carolina.

First, everyone is invited to

attend special arrival ceremonies

at AB dock at the north end of the

North Carolina State Ports

Authority. The ship is expected

at 10:30 a.m., Thursday, Nov. 2.

They will be met by special

music from the Hoggard High
School Band. Hoggard
cheerleaders and Pom Pom girls

will also be on hand.

Also playing at the arrival

will be a group of 24 Royal
Marine Band members who will

be in Wilmington from Nov. 1-6

to participate in public activities,

inlcuding a free Sunday afternoon

concert at 2 p.m. at Riverfront

Park Nov. 5.

As has been true in the past,

the Naval Affairs Committee will

again run the popular Dial-A-

Sailor program to enable families

to invite British sailors to share

their hospitality during the visit.

To reserve a sailor, call 919/395-

6360 until the ship docks; after

arrival, call the ship directly at

763-9067. The ship will be open

for tours between lla.m.-5p.m.,

Saturday, Nov. 4; 11 a.m.-5p.m.,

Sunday Nov. 5; 4-6p.m.,

Tuesday, Nov. 7; and 4-6 p.m.,

Wednesday, Nov. 8. All visitors

should use the north entrance to

the State Ports Authority.

Especially in honor of the

250th anniversary celebration, the

250th Anniversary Committee,

and the Greater Wilmington
Merchants Association are

sponsoring a street dance for the

public and ship's crew from 7-11

p.m., Saturday, Nov. 4, at the

parking deck near Riverfront

Park. There will be no charge for

the street dance, and the public is

invited to come out and meet the

ship's crew.

Other special public
activities include two soccer

games at 4 and 6, Saturday, Nov.

4, at Legion Stadium, and two
rugby games, at 5 and 7 p.m.,

Tuesday, Nov.7, at Legion

Stadium. These games are free,

and the public is invited to attend.

Fledgling Cont. From Pg.l

but remains something to consider. "I'd like to do it

again, but it's just so hard to get SGA support. No
one knew the right answers when I asked questions

about funding procedures, and those who did were

never in their offices," she says.

Barnhill and Mohr agree that when the options

have been carefully researched, and more support for

an annual has been demonstrated by the student

body, the Senate will gladly begin funding again.

"It was just a general disapproval of the Fledgling's

track record which made us decide not to fund it,"

says Barnhill.

That track record began with the battle to keep

the Fledgling alive in the 1987-88 school year after

co-editors Brown and English resigned "due to time

constraints."

Then photographer Shiffler decided to see the

project to completion, hoping that a successful

annual produced from a markedly difficult year would

secure him in the editorship of the Fledgling for the

following year.

With virtually no staff members, however, the

yearbook was not completed, and no annual is

available for that year, or at this point for last year

either. And as things look now, there will not be

one for this year either.

Barnhill expressed regret about the decision, but

felt it was the only sound decision to be made at that

point. "I'm in support of it, but I'm in the minority,

unfortunately.

"Everyone says they want it, but no one wants

to buy it when it comes time to commit."

Defetld Cont. From Pg.l

Health And Wellness Center, Here ToHelp

RY KAREN PATE
STAFF WRITER

Although the student
enrollment at UNCW has risen

for the 89-90 school year to

7043, the Student Health and
Wellness Center has only a small

increase in staff. The student

demands of the Health and
Wellness Center are growing and

the staff finds it increasingly

difficult to manage these demands

in the allotted time.

Dr. Kathleen Jewell, M.D.,

director of the Health and
Wellness Center, sits behind a

desk stacked with student folders

and papers.

"We're working to the

maximum everyday, we're here

after hours," said Dr. Jewell. The

reasons for all this work are the

"near record visits."

The current staff consists of

one full-time physician, Dr.

Kathleen Jewell; two part-time

family practitioners, Katie Gilbert

and Betty Tedler; one medical

assistant (who is now employed

on a full time basis), Sheryl

Williams; one physician
assistant, Allan Riggs; one
registered nurse, Judy Bowers;

one licensed practical nurse,

Bonnie Cameron; and another

records clerk has been hired to

help lessen demands on medical

personnel.

"I don't schedule
appointments every day but I'm

here," said Dr. Jewell. She

explained that it is difficult to

determine the impact of increased

enrollment, "how many people

want to be seen, we have no

record of that" but she emphasized

that "everyone is offered an
appointment." Dr. Jewell

recommends that appointments be

scheduled as early as possible in

the day, to avoid a long wait

The Health and Wellness

Center recognizes the need for

more money to finance equipment

and space as the University

expands. "We need a new
building, but every year we have

to compete with everyone else,

there's nowhere to put new
equipment," said Dr. Jewell.

Two alternatives were
suggested by Dr. Jewell. Health

fees could be increased or the

center could charge for certain

services. These suggestions are

unlikely to occur in the near

future, as Dr. Jewell realizes that

the University doesn't want to

raise fees, and she doubted that

students would want to pay for

some of the services offered.

"If we want to be truly

wellness oriented, we should have

more tests such as cholesterol

checks," but because these tests

require expensive equipment, the

Health and Wellness Center can

only "counsel (students)
afterwards, about diet and
lifestyle." Until the center

receives funds from the

University, students will have to

be patient, while a limited staff

works to meet the 6:30 closing

time.

She states that crime is present in all areas

even though it's depicited mainly as been a problem in

only large cities.

Lisa is a model for an agency in New York and has

just finished a film entilted Indigo . She plays a future

female cop who has been sexually abused and strikes

back against crime. With careers like this one wonders

how Lisa got involved in with the Guardian Angels.

"I became involved in the Guardian Angels about a

year after receiving Karate training. I wanted to know
how to defend myself and get involved in the

community", says Lisa. She volunteers two nights a

week to patrol the Brooklyn streets. Her first big job

was going down to Georgia and leading the Guardian

Angels during the "Altanta child murders".

She works hard ( now a black belt in Japanese

karate) with her husband, Curtis Sliwa in the success of

the Guardian Angels. Curtis started the Guardian

Angels about ten years ago in the South Bronx while

working as a manager at McDonalds.

Currently, Lisa says there are about 5,000 memebers

of the Guardian Angels nationwide. They are located in

sixty cities in the U.S., two cities in Canada, and are

currently establishing one in London and Paris. "AH
members are from diverse backgrounds, ages, and races.

When asked just what is a Guardian Angel and their

purpose, Lisa replied that it was "a person acting in the

best interest of the community and intervening while a

criminal act is being committed to make a citizen's

arrest - a visible presence on the streets."

u
-
*
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SEXUAL ylSSyiULT nUTHS ^ND fylCTS

rtutfi: Men can't help themselves once they become aroused.

Tact: Tien are responsible for their actions and controlling their minds and

bodies, just tike women are. When a man says he coutrfn't help himself or

couldn't stop, he is doing some setf-servlng rationalization. The pressure of

sexual desire does not overpower a man and is never the motive for rape.

Provided by the UNCW Sexual Assault Prevention and Education Program.

CAROLINA COIN

LAUNDRY
952 South Kerr Avenue
Ooo block from Kroger store

Watch Soaps N Sports on

our TV"

WASH « DRY * FOLD
*DRY CLEANING*

Teaching math or science as

a Peace Corps Volunteer will

develop your professional skills in

the classroom and beyond You

might teach basic math to rural

students in Belize . . and after

school set up a vegetable gar-

den to improve nutrition. Or be

assigned as a physics teacher

in Lesotho. In addition, help

local women market handicrafts

to earn school fees. As a

Peace Corps Volunteer, you will

handle responsibilities and meet

challenges far greater than

those that might be offered in a
starting position in the United

States When you return, your

Peace Corps experience may
open new doors to you. Educa-

tional institutions, international

firms and government agencies

value someone with your

experience.

25 years of PEACE CORPS
The toughest job you'll ever love.

Sign up for an interview with a Peace Corps recruiter at the Career

Planning and Placement Center. Interviews will be held October 24th

from 9 am until 4 pm.

Please come to our information booth during Career Day Located at

Trask Coliseum.

Visit Capt. Williams at the Student Center between 9 am? pm on Oct. 24. 25, 26

nr call 1-800-722-6715.

- -
--
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THE SEAHAWK

The Stahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor. These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The
Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd.. Wdmington N.C. 28407.
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Senators Should Speak

Out Against Faulty Plans

How much power should SGA have? In a senate
meeting Monday night, a motion was passed to send a
donation of $5000 to aid hurricane victims in Charleston.

Although there seems to be a fairly general consensus
against the donation as it stands, the motion passed "by
consent", which means that if there was anyone opposed,
they did not vote against it. They did not want to be
perceived as hard-nosed S.O.B.'s for standing against the
motion to help the needy. Instead of standing their ground,
they just shut up. Is that the attitude of conviction members
of our governing body hold?

The donation was originally to be made in $5000
worth of plywood, which could be put to a specific use in

the demolished city. Some senators did not see the use for
that much lumber, and suggested instead that the amount be

„
given in cash. The thought is admittedly nice, but should it

have passed through the senate after only being reviewed
and debated that same night?

Lee Barnhill, President Pro-Tempore, presided over
the meeting. He says the motion passed because the
senators were caught up in emotion. The opinion was
swayed in favor of donating one quarter of the total

unallocated student organization funds to the Red Cross,
because the speakers at the meeting were able to move the
hearts of the senators.

What is confusing is the number of individuals who
are so against the idea. They don't argue against sending
aid, but that the amount and means of sending the money
should be reviewed. In fact, there is a pretty strong
committee of opponents assembled to make changes next
week. If so many people disagree, why, or how, was the
motion passed? Where were all these dissenting votes
Monday night? Why didn't they speak up?

There are options and they are even now being
discussed. The strongest leaning seems to be towards
having a fund raiser and matching funds with SGA monies.
(These are student funds.) The SGA would then send a
group down to work for a weekend. There are some who
also favor sending a smaller amount of money. As things
stand now, the original plan will be shot down.

This news may draw a sigh of relief from students, but
there lingers a question. What if a similar project comes up
again and this time no one says anything? Should the SGA
be allowed to give away huge chunks of student funds on
what amounts to a whim? This was a narrow escape from a
real blunder.

We Need Bike Racks

To the Editor,

Living on a spacious, level

campus has many advantages.

Primarily, our campus is well

suited for bike rides. Since we
can't drive to class each day, the

bike has become a major form of

transportation. Yet, as the

number of bikers grow, the

number of bike racks remains
unchanged.

I am glad that part of my
tuition will go to new buildings,

a nicer campus, and to pay the

hundreds of employees. But
when two bike racks are alotted to

two hundred people, something is

wrong. These racks always seem
to be overflowing and we are

forced to lock our bikes to trees,

signs, or whatever we find.

I can understand the campus
police giving me an eight dollar

ticket for locking my bike to a

sign. What I can't understand is

where I can lock my bike. So,

what do you say UNCW? Either

buy us more bike racks or plant

more thin trees.

Matthew R. Denson

Illness Mistaken

To the Editor:

I wish to correct some erroneous

information which was printed in

the Seahawk on October 5, 1989
in the article "Flu Bug Attacks

Campus". UNCW was
experiencing an outbreak of
illness due to a gastrointestinal

virus. I felt I had made it clear to

the interviewer that we were not

seeing influenza.

Influenza is a disease caused by a

specific virus. It consists of
abrupt onset of fever of 100
degrees F or greater plus muscle
aches, or joint pains, plus
headache, plus cough or coryza.

We have not been seeing cases of

influenza. Last year, influenza

peaked in the first two weeks of

February. We anticipate that the

influenze season will be very
similar this year.

I hope this clarifies t h e

information on influenza.

Kathleen Jewell, M.D.

The writer did misunderstand
what Dr. Jewell was saying. His
understanding was that there was
no big problem with flu now, but
that there was some on campus.

Editorials]

Mosquitos Make For An Interesting Vacation
As I sat in my last class of

the day, with a whirring of

historical facts and novel themes

circling my head, my mind drifted

towards the thought of Fall

Break. A four day vacation, long

coming, that would serve to

revitalize my brain and allow me
to spend time doing some things

I wanted to do. Little did I know
my vacation would be far less

than relaxing.

Someone once said that you
have to be crazy to be a duck
hunter. If this is the case, I'm

probably stark raving mad. It

just so happened that Fall Break
landed on the first season of the

year. So, with a boat loaded, a

cache of food ample for any army,

and accompanied by a hard headed

Labrador Retriever, off to

Pamlico Sound I started.

Everything went well on the

trip to the hunting site except for

the multitude of road-hog
motorists, who cannot grasp the

idea that four sets of taillights

usually mean that a trailer is

being pulled. For a hundred
miles, our lives were hanging by
a mere thread.

When we finally reached the

water, my partner and I started

immediately to launch the boat.

It seemed we were running

somewhat late due to frequent pit

... as my partner's
face turned black from
those flying, black
hypodermic needles, I

realized that this trip

might not go exactly
as planned.

stops for an excited dog. As we
finally slid the boat into the

murky waters of the sound, the

first faint buzzing was heard.

"Imagine mosquitoes in

October", my buddy laughed as

we prepared to board.

"Hard to believe", I replied as

I slapped a hearty one who had
plunged his beak into the fleshy

part of my cheek. Little did we
know the extent of this "bug"
situation.

"Ahhhhhh!", I heard my
friend scream as we made our way
through the marsh. It seemed
Hurrican Hugo had dropped quite

a bit of fresh mosquito water in

and around the coastal potholes,

and as my partner's face went
black from those flying
hypodermic needles, I realized that

the trip might not go exactly as

planned. "As we
started putting our decoys out and
the sun was poking its orange
head from the cracks of dawn, I

realized something that might
prove to be very valuable
knowledge. Waders, no matter

how new or guaranteed they are,

always leak. As I felt a cold

trickle of water seep into the

thick of my woolen socks, I

cursed my luck.

"I hate waders", I bellowed,
shaking my fist to the marsh,

where the ducks sat laughing.

"Me too," my buddy said, as

a quarter-sized hole shot water

from his boots. Misery loves

company.

And to highlight the whole
trip, we didn't even see a duck.

Every now and then a swarm of

mosquitoes would rise from the

marsh, causing "Duck Phobia" in

my friend and I and aggravating

the dog. He would casually look

up from his nappping and
question our stupidity. I hate a

dog who's a wise guy!

As we made our way back to

Wilmington after three days of

fruitless, bug ridden hunting, I

started thinking about what I had
due when classes started up again.

For a brief moment I even
thought I should have stayed

home and studied. But the thing

that really states my insanity is

that next year, I'll probably be
out there again.
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Pursuit Of Happiness, A Right Worth Struggling For
Of all the words

spoken by those who escaped

East Germany, the words "I

just want to be myself struck

me as a profound presentation

of the force for freedom that

caused thousands to leave

verything they had known and

all that they had owned to

escape to freedom.

The poignancy and
the power of the young
woman's assertion taught me,
once again, how desperate the

situation must be in countries

where freedoms are either

repressed or denied. Every
human is born with all kinds

of possibilities and potentials

built in to the unfolding

process of human growth and

development. The freedom to

pursue individual dreams both

in thought and in action seems
clearly to be fundamental to

the process. The witness of

East Germans who are willing

to leave behind not only cars

that take 12 years to obtain
but also family members, tells

us just how powerful the
human drive is to live as free

agents. It is the same sort of
drive for freedom that we find

in the foundations of our own
nation when men and women
fled oppressive governments
and policies of their homes in

Europe.

We are blessed by
living in a free society where

the opportunity exists for
most of us to discover and live

our dreams. The down side of
the freedom enjoyed in western
first world countries is that we
have begun to take that

freedom for granted. Young
adults are born into a free

society and have not had to

engage in many of the

activities that demonstrate the

high cost of freedom. Our
affluence has allowed most of
us to grow up comfortably,
particularly since Vietnam.
Freedom to "be all that we can
be" is assumed as our right.

Such a situation leaves us
appreciating our freedom only
when it is threatened. As it is,

the oppressed who struggle so
desperately for freedom are the

ones who remind us again of
the importance and the price of

the freedom we enjoy.

There is another
dimension of which we would
do well to be aware. In our
growing world consciousness,

we need to remember that our

human destiny is ultimately

bound up in the reality that we
our part of the same human
community. We are our
"brothers keepers". None of
us are truly free until we all

are free. An ideal? To be
sure! But there is enough
truth in the idea to motivate us

to find that place where we
personally can engage any of

the forces that oppress our
brothers. Whether it is West
Germans aiding East Germans
or straight people engaged in

support of the gay community
or citizens of the United States

seeking ways to oppose
apartheid or hunger or
domestic violence o r

alcoholism. Oppression has
many names. Is there
something that is oppressing

you, i.e. keeping you from
being the fully functioning
human being you desire to be?
Can you name the oppression

that is holding other
individuals or groups in

bondage?
Think about it. If

concern for the well-being and
freedom of others is not
enough of a motivation to get

you involved in the struggle

somewhere, then think about
this: it is in engaging in the

struggle against oppression
that many have come to
discover their own freedom and
a renewed determination to

value and use the freedoms
they enjoy.

LETTER FROM THE
EDITOR:
Don't Just Complain, Do Something!
by PHii.i.iP i nur.Hi m

EDITOR IN CHIEF

I have been hearing some comments about ARA
dining services. Students mostly complain about
the quality of food. There are some who talk about
having to buy a meal plan where they pay for meals
they never eat. Some people have heard about
campuses where the students can use their meal cards
to buy pizzas. Still others gripe about having only
one service to cater on campus.

I write this from an outside perspective because I

do not eat in the dining hall. I see no sense in

paying full dinner price for a single salad and a drink.
I have no intention of paying the bill for others who
go through the line three or four times and pay the
same price. So if I miss something, feel free to
correct me.

David Long, Food Service Director, says he
hasn't heard most of these complaints. The
suggestion boxes in the dining hall remain empty.
When he does get suggestions they are long after the
fact. He has answers to some of the complaints.

In response to complaints about quality he
quotes. "We use only grade A or better food. It's all

we can order. Even if we order something cheaper,
we can't get it. Our biggest problem is trying to
feed so many students in a facility that is only
designed for 600."

I quote a student who commented, "the food there

gets decent when there are dignitaries or important
visitors, buit as soon as they leave, the food gets

disgusting again. I wouldn't even feed it to my
dog."

There are others who complain about ARA's
prices. Although the dining hall prices are a little

more reasonable, the price of having an event catered

leaves some groups standing open-mouthed.
Long has a response for this one too. "We only

make a profit of about 2.5% yearly. This is overall,

for the whole year."

He also explained that if the price seems high, it

is only because they (ARA) are offering "the whole

package". "We think about the little things, like

cloth napkins."

Other services are not allowed to cater on
campus. One of Long's arguments in favor of this

is so that there can be no price undercutting. That
sounds to me like ARA doesn't want to have to

compete with other caterers. How convenient that

their contract prohibits the other companies from
vying for a piece of the action.

Of course, the administration has a part in this

clause of the contract. UNCW's concern is the

liability involved in having other groups on campus.
ARA is bonded, so their company can be sued if

someone gets food poisoning or salmonella. So
why not make a clause in the contract that disallows
any unbonded service from working on the campus
instead of barring everybody?

Long says his company also makes sure things
are done right. They take care of all the extras.

Don't other companies usually try to make sure
things are right? It makes sense. If they didn't, they
wouldn't be in business very long.

This tirade does have a purpose. The ARA
contract is up for renewal next year. According to
Long, "If you come to us, we'll try to do what you
want. We want to help."

Since there are so many problems according to
you, the student body, then now is the time to make
those changes. If suggestion boxes stay empty, how
is anyone supposed to know what changes are
wanted?

ARA is planning a few changes. Some might
even trickle down and directly effect you consumers.
But if you want to make a difference, you have to
act. ARA serves 282 campuses nationwide. Each
campus has their own customized contract. Why not

make ours customized to our own specifications?
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The Kwangju American
Cultural Center

by Chang Young-Gil

The vacant building of the

American Cultural Center,

now an abode of silence,

reluctantly

receives a visitor, unlocking

two padlocks and an iron-barred

gate;

a strip of empty air is hung at

the flagpole

where the Star-Spangled Banner

had been fluttering

forty-two years. What then has

America left here,

80 Hwangkum-dong, very near

the 5.18 Square

where the citizens in the

bloody whirlwind screamed for

Democracy and Liberty?

The dust sitting mute on chairs

in the reading room

the iron bars stark at attention

in window frame ,

bricks, closed doors, panes of

bulletproof glass,

and some questions

unquenchable in everyone's

mind

Ah, the land's old cries several

sparrows are

scattering in the quadrangle of

the American

Cultural Center; I gaze up into

the deep blue heaven

through the shadows falling to

pieces, One heaven

of five thousand years the

Korean paulowinia branches

support.

To where winds this road along

now? Rise on wings

the prophetic songs above the

scars and separate land

breaking the heavily-built

white silence, turns the history

its hidden dark face above the

amicable hands

that have been shaking forty-

four years. Yet you would say:

Self-reliance doesn't lie in

blaming others for your own
sores nor in isolating yourself.

We'd better learn

from a tree how to be in touch

with winds and how to grow

without bending to a seasonal

wind. Then as we
might open Korean Cultural

Centers in any city

of the U.S., why can't the

Americans open theirs here?

The vacant building of the

American Cultural Center

in the heart of Kwangju City,

drearier than ever,

utters monosyllables in

metallic voice, hardly

understood, closing its iron-

barred gate

and two padlocks as a visitor
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ENTERTAINMENT
Do you want to be aRock'n Roll Star?

Christmas, Baseball, and "The Devil

This week 1 want to discuss a

few things that have been bugging

me. First of all it's two weeks

until Halloween, over a month
until Thanksgiving and I'm

confjsed. Is it just me, or is it

just a little early for Christmas

decorations to be sold, or even

worry about Christmas yet? What

are all these stores trying to do?

Start a panic that we should all

start shopping for our loved ones

before it's to late?

TO LATE! TO LATE!
Come on, the little ones havn't

even gone trick or treating yet and

some local stores are already

selling wrapping paper and

ribbons. Maybe, just maybe, we
might be starting the Christmas

season a little early this year.

Usually I put off thinking about

Christmas until the World Series

is over. However, this year the

World Series might not be over by

Christmas.

Over the last few years many
people have discussed whether or

not the Christmas holiday has

become overly commercialized.

Frankly. I don't understand this.

Christmas overly commercialized?

Naaaaaaaa! I mean they use

Christmas to sell everything under

the sun. From beer ads with

Santa delivering lite beer, to

tampons being sold in decorative

holiday wrappers. Over
commercialized? No I wouldn't

say that.

The next thing that really

worries me is how stupid and

uncaring some people are when it

comes to sports. Don't get me
wrong. I love sports as much as

the next person. But last night

(Tuesday) I witnessed something

hard to believe. I was sitting in a

local pub having a beer with a

friend when the reports of the

earthquake in California came on.

My friend and I sat silently

and watched as the reports came in

of the destruction and lives lost.

The collapsed bridges, the fires,

and the collapsed buildings that

had taken hundreds of lives. We
were both relieved to hear that

Candlestick Park had not suffered

any major problems since at the

time of the quake it had been Filled

with thousands of baseball fans

that could easily have been killed

if it had.

As we heard this news two
men at the bar complained loudly

that they couldn't believe that

game three of the series had been

postponed. Their reason for being

angry? Simply that they had

something to do the next night

and they wouldn't be able to see

the game if it was played the

following day.

What a shame! To think that

a little thing like people dying and

property being destroyed was
going to get in the way of these

two beaming examples o f

humanity from enjoying a

baseball game. I hope Judgement

Day doesn't happen on Superbowl

Sunday.

Speaking of Judgement Day
that reminds me of probably the

biggest thing that bothers me in

the whole world: Jim and Tammy.
Somebody please explain to me
how people still believe these two
are innocent. I mean how many
preachers do you know that drive

Mercedes, wear Armani suits, and

have houses in Palm Springs,

Florida, and in Tega Cay S.C.

I couldn't believe my eyes the

other day when two women on a

talk show said they were still

convinced of these two messengers

of the Lord's innocence. As far as

I am concerned Jim and Tammy
are proof positive that God has

done comedy since he created the

flamingo's knees.

Between Jimmy Swaggart's "I

have sinned against you", Oral

Roberts getting "called home" if

he didn't come up with eight
million dollars, and Jim and
Tammy using followers money to

build a water slide I have a hard

time believing how gullible some
people are. I have a feeling that

someday one or more of these

preachers are going to end up
playing racquetball with a guy
named Louie Cifer for a very long

time.

Am I preaching? Am I

harping on a point? Am I angry

about something? Hell yes I am!

And if any of you can figure out

what it is come by and let me
know because I dent have a clue.

Spike's Words of Wisdom for

the Week: As a dog returns to his

vomit, so does a fool to his

folley.

" I Want To
Know God's

Thoughts,

The Rest
Are Details."

Albert Einstein
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Johnny Handsome: Starring

Mickey Rourke, Ellen Barkin,

Elizabeth McGovern, and Forrest

Whittiker.

Rating: 71/2 out of a possible

10. Playing at the New Centre 3.

He's deformed, he's got a

speech impediment, he looks like

the kid from "Mask" a few years

older, he's Johnny Handsome.

Mickey Rourke stars as John

Sedley, a deformed loser that "99%

of humanity finds disgusting"

because of a genetic disorder

passed on from his prostitute, drug

using mother.

An outcast from society John

turned to crime and in prison he

met his only friend, Mikey.
However, now that they are out of

prison Mikey needs to pull off one

more job to pay off his debt to a

loan shark named Rafe.

During the robery Mikey is

killed and Johnny ends up back in

prison. Back in prison John mets

a young doctor (Whittiker) who
wants to give him reconstructive

surgery, and a chance to start a

new life with a new face. Can
John start over and forget about

his life as an outcast, and about

his friend Mikey?

This movie is set in New
Orleans and it seemed as if all the

actors had a little trouble with

southern accents. Ellen Barkin

and Elizabeth McGovem play

opposite each other as the "tramp"

and the "nice girl" in John's life,

and both are very believable in

their roles.

This is another one of those

movies that isn't for everyone, it

is a little slow in places, and it

has a suprisingly different ending

from most popular movies that

have tiddy happy ending. Mickey
Rourke does an excellent job as

Johnny, from portraying his

feelings about being apart from
society, to his difficulty with

speech.

This isn't a movie for

everyone, but it is a good movie
for someone looking for a

dramatic, action film.

Look Who's Talking: Starring

Kirstie Alley , John Travolta,

Olympia Dukakis, and Bruce
Willis as the voice of Mikey.

Rating: 8 out of a possible

10. Playing at College Road
Cinema.

Youv'e seen him as Vinnie

Babarino on Welcome Back
Kotter, youv'e seen him deliver

such memorable lines as "I spend

alot of time fixing my hair and

you mess with my head", youv'e

seen him turn and twirl in

bel (bottoms to a disco beat, and

now you can see John Travolta in

the first good movie he has made
in years.

Kirstie Alley stars as Mollie

an unwed mother who is trying to

find a suitable father for her son

Mikey. Travolta stars as James, a

cab driver who takes Mollie to the

hospital when she goes into labor

and ends up in the delivery room
when the baby is born.

As the baby grows James
sticks around as a baby-sitter

hoping to be the one that Mollie

chooses to help raise her son.

Will Mollie choose James or the

baby's biological (allready married)

father that keeps saying he is

going to leave his wife but just

can't pick the right time?

I admit I was a bit skeptical

when I thought about reviewing

this movie. The thought of John
Travolta and a baby with the voice

of Bruce Willis made me think I

was going to have to write another

bad review. I was very pleasantly

suprised.

John Travolta does a good job

as a cabby who knows how to get

around paying for anything in

New York City. Kirstie Alley

plays Mollie just like she plays

Rebecca on Cheers, constantly

whining, and completely unable to

make up her mind. The
supporting roles played by George
Segal, Olympia Dukakis, and Abe
Vigoda were all memorable with

each of them turning in great

performances.

One of the funniest aspects of

the film was the almost narration

of what an adult would be
thinking if they were trapped
inside a baby by Bruce Willis.

There are so many funny moments
in this movie it's hard to believe.

Also, this is another one of those

movies that makes you laugh and
leaves you with a good feeling.

Give John Travolta a chance and

go see Look Who's Talking,

you'll enjoy it.

RV PAROL MEHLE
STAFF WRITER

What is an A&R Director?

How wide is a Beta videotape?

What is a musical donut? Who is

a song shark? The answers to

these and many other questions

can be found in The Music
Address Book : How To Reach

Anyone Who's Anyone in Music

by Michael Levine.

At first glance, the book seems

to be geared toward music fans,

with it's 220 pages of stars

addresses. But the book is mainly

geared toward aspiring stars with

guides on how to use the book and

avoid ripoffs. The book also has a

step by step guide on sending a

demo tape to a record company.
And of course, the book has

addresses.

The "How To Use This Book"

section is a short concise

introduction stating the purpose of

the book, fans writng to the stars

and musicians getting ahead. The

performers it states, have not been

separated by style. This policy

can be confusing throughout the

book if the arist is unfamiliar to

the reader.

The section entitled"If You Are

A Musician" is focused on sending

a demo tape to a record company.

The section includes a lengthy

explanantion of a demo tape, how
to mail it, and how to write a

cover letter. Details on song

ownership and registration along

with rates, addresses, phone

numbers and how to obtain

appropriate forms to formally own
a copyright.

The section on "Avoiding

Ripoffs" offers six tips from

industry leaders. The section

offers common sense facts like not

paying anyone to find a

collaborator or publish music.

Another obvious tip is not to sign

a contract without reading it first.

The next 220 pages of the

book are what attracted me: the

addresses. From the A-Strings to

record executive Tom Zutaut,

groups, people and agencies in the

music business have their

addresses (such as Merrick NY
residents Debbie Gibson and

Twisted Sister's Dee Snider) in

this book.

Some addresses are home
addresses but most are for

management, fan clubs or record

companies. Artists from all

genres of music and all related

industries such as video directors,

record producers, talent agencies

and attorneys are included.

These addresses are not the

only use for for the section.

Some of the entertainers listed

have odd, and interesting names
such as: The Cramps, 1 1 Bloody

Men, Ethel and the Shameless

Hussies, It Bites, Killer Dwarfs,

Rigor Mortis, Smashing Gladys,

Thrashing Doves, Times Dope,

the Uncanny X-Men, and your

Father's Mustache Banjo Band.

This book has an address for

everyone, prospective stars,

magazine readers, teen music
lovers, country fans, metal heads

and aternative or college music
fans. Addresses for Capital

Records, Rolling Stone, New Kids

On The Block, Randy Travis,

Modey Crue, the Cure, and many
more can all be found here. This

book can entertain and amuse
music lovers for hours, and prove

to be a helpful guide to struggling

musicians. The Music Address

Book can be puchased at Walden
books for $8.95.

Comecty Comrnandos

Invade UNCW
Whats that up in the sky? Is it

a bird? Is it a plane? No, it's the

Coors Light Comedy
Commandos!

Coming to Kenan auditorium

on October 25th the Comedy
Commandos led by Tim Settimi

will invade the UNCW campus for

a night of fun-filled entertainment.

Settimi began his live
performance career as a street

performer. Appearing where
crowds would gather in cities such

as, Boston, Toronto, New York,

Montreal, and Chicago. H e

moved his act from the streets to

the stage incorporating stand-up

comedy, song parodies, and
original music.

When Settimi's career took off

he began opening up for such big

name acts as, Steve Martin, Willie

Nelson, Kenny Loggins, Chicago,

and The Miami Sound Machine.

He has also appeared in television

and movies on "Comedy
Tonight", WTBS' "Nice People",

Showtime's "Atlanta Laff-Off",

and the movie "The Prize

Fighter".

Settimi's performances in all

venues have garnished him with

great reviews, and as a performer

on the college level Settimi has

been voted Performing Artist of

The Year in 1984, 85, 86, 87, 88,

and the !988 Campus Entertainer

of The Year by the National

Association of Campus Activities.

The show starts at 8:00pm in

Kenan Auditorium, and the cost is

$1 for students with their I.D. and

$2 for everyone else.

It's as easy as counting

from 1 to 10.

Guests:

1 Know your limit— stay within it

2 Know what you're drinking.

3. Designate a non-drinking driver.

4 Don't let a friend drive drunk

5. Call a cab if you're not sober—

or not sure

Hosts:

6. Serve plenty of food

Be responsible for friends safety.

8 Stop serving alcohol as the party

winds down

l
). Help a problem drinker

by offering your support.

10. Set a good example.

r

Who Framed IRogei

Bamlbi

Working Girl

Earth Girls Are Easy

Pet Sernatary

T!he Dream Team
Major Leag'ue

Mining

X-9
Batraaaaa

i©st©nasters O

Video Pick Of The Week
Major League: Starring Tom Berenger, Corbin

Bemsen, and Charlie Sheen.

So what if baseball season is almost over, you

can still enjoy some baseball in the comfort of your

own home with Major League. Tom Berenger plays

a broken down catcher with bad knees who is trying

to make it in the majors for the last time. Corbin

Bernsen is the only super-star on the team, and

Charlie Sheen is a pitcher with a gun for an arm

who pitched his last game in the California penal

league. These unlikely heroes are trying to bring a

winning season to the Cleveland Indians even
though the new female owner wants them to loose

so she can move them to warmer climates.

Break out the hot dogs and your favorite ball cap

and enjoy America's favorite pastime Hollywood
style.

J

Wom- JIM* HHrtrTfl LAUNCH HflM TV NBlKr FOCUSING ON M MNffiDMN.
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Shop KfrK Toys for the best selection of

costumes, accessories, and all those

wonderful toys!M&M
Independence Mall- Wilmington, NC

ACECONCERTS m
Hit Radio!
m

PRESENT

tfwttLIGHT
COMEDY COMMANDOS *

WHERE:
Kenan Auditorium

WHEN:
Tuesday, October 24, 1989

8PM

HOW MUCH:
$1 w/ UNCW ID, $2 all others

MM^MMMH ^^M^B,
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Maximize Crime Prevention With Awareness

BY MAI NGl'YFN
NEWS EDrroR

Rapes, robberies, arson and aggravated assault

are rapidly becoming controversial issues among
college campuses nationwide and ones in which

UNCW has had to combat fiercely as well.

According to a pamphlet released by Reader's

Digest, 1,990 violent crimes (robbery, assault, rape

and murder) were reported by colleges to the FBI in

1988. Furthermore, approximately 90% of

American universities don't report crime data

statistics for fear of negative publicity. Increasing

concern for student welfare has invoked students,

parents and administrative officials to institute

measures of safety.

In 1987 and 1988 a total of 508 larcenies, 9

assaults, 15 arsons and 62 cases of breaking and

entering were reported by the UNCW police

department. Captain Billy Dawson, chief of the

University police, believes that these figures are

well within the normal range of crimes committed

at other universities. The data also shows that there

\\ as only one rape reported to the University police

in those two years. Since July of 1988, however,

seven cases of rape have been reported to the Student

Development Center according to Diane McKinstry,

assistant vice chancellor for student affairs.

According to Lt. Regina Lawson, who works to

educate students in matters of sexual assault, a great

deal of rapes go unreported; especially those in

which the victim knows the assailant (acquaintance

rape). Only about one in ten rapes are ever

reported. This low figure may be attributed to the

victim's misunderstanding of the situation. Victims

often become embarrassed and ashamed for what has

occurred and may even blame themselves. These
stresses as well as pressures inflicted by their peers

may contribute to the reticence of the victims.

Lawson adds that females between the ages of 18-24

are the primary target victims of acquaintance rapes

on campus. According to Diane McKinstry, much
effort has been made by the University to educate

and inform the students on issues such as rape and

safety. The Sexual Assault Advisory Committee,

Sexual Assault Prevention and Education Program
and the Safety Advisory Board are among those

mechanisms created by UNCW to maintain a safe

campus. In addition to these programs, the

department of public safety offers a variety of

services to preserve student welfare.

The Seahawk Shuttle and personal escorts are

available for students who need safe transportation

during the evenings and late nights.

In order to maximize security on campus, it is

necessary for students to take precautions to prevent

crime. One such method is for residents on campus

to always lock and monitor doors. Sgt. Willis of

the University police speculated that it was

carelessness that allowed 22 year old Michael Gore

to enter a Hewlett Hall suite and allegedly steal a

bicycle and television. If more precautions are

taken and if the programs implemented by the

school are successful in raising the consciousness of

the students, then perhaps a future trend in a

decreased crime rate will ensue.

TrrKTrrTBai

SALESPEOPLE NEEDED
"Campus Reps Needed" earn big commissions and
free trips by selling Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Mexico, Jamaica and Ski trips to Vermont and
Colorado. For More information call toll free 1-800-

344-8360 or in Ct 203-967-3330.
DATE SERVICES AVAILABLE

Lonely? Need a Date? Meet that special someone
today! Call DATETIME (405) 366-6335.

STUDENTS WANTED FOR GRADUATE
WORK

Wanted: Good undergraduate students interested in

pursuing graduate work in economics. The
department of economics at Clemson University

offers coursework leading to the M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees, with specialty area that include Industrial

Organization/Regulation, Public Choice, Financial

Economics and Labor Economics. We have one of
the top research and teaching faculties in the South
and encourage closing working relatioinships between

faculty and graduate students. Financial aid in the

form of research and teaching assistantships is

available. For more information, contact Prof. David

N. Laband, Department of Economics, Clemson
University, 242 Sirrine Hall, Clemson, SC 29634-

1309 (803) 656-3969.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Wanted-Live-in female student to share with mother

and two girls please call 762-1635.

REPRESENTATIVES NFf.PFP
SPRING BREAK1990-Individual or student
organization needed to promote our Spring Break
trips. Earn money, free trips and valuable work
experience. APPLY NOW! Call Inter-Campus
Programs: 1-800-327-6013.

DELIVERY PERSON WANTED
HELP WANTED-Landen's Television needs a

delivery person. Flexible hours and good pay. Call

Billy at 799-7100 between 9 am-6pm.

> .

COMMAND YOUR FUTURE

Career Day 1989 Comes To UNCWCampus
BY HOLLY PRICE

STAFF WRITER

UNCW will have its twelfth

','inual Career Day next
Wednesday in Trask Coliseum
uom 10:00 a.m. until 2:30 p.m.

We had 1000 students come last

> jar and we expect many many
'nore this year," says James
iraye. Braye is the director of

Jareer Planning and Placement

iere on campus. He and his

aany staff members have
organized and planned this year's

Career Day.

Braye says,"It's a day for the

htdents to get a chance to meet

ind exchange information with

ocal businesses." Over sixty

-tsinesses and organizations will

.presented. Representatives

rom federal government agencies,

state and local government, retail,

>ales, financial, industrial,

educational, social services,

military, and several

miscellaneous companies will be

present.

Career Day provides students

and faculty with an opportunity

to learn about employment
opportunities, career preparation

requirements, and employment
trends and projections, explained

James Braye.

Although Career Day is of

immediate interest to seniors and

graduate students, freshmen,

sophomores and juniors will

profit from the experience as

well. The process of planning a

career cannot begin too early.

This is an opportunity to get an

early start on the process.

Students attend in their regular

school clothes. There is no need

for a resume because this is not a

job fair. It would be properly

termed an information exchange.

Conversations begun at Career

Day may lead to job interviews

and eventual employment.

The Career Planning and

Placement Center, located in

room 106 of the University

Union invites students and faculty

to come by and find out about the

other career services available

there. For example, career

counseling, a career resources

library, full time and part time

job listings, resume interview and

job search training, as well as

campus interviewing are available

at CP&P.
"We are here to serve the

students and we just want them to

get a jump on the world of

work," says James Braye.

Kimbrell &Company
"Ladies Clothing of Distinction"

Casual to Cocktail

Accessories
39th St: & Oleander Drive=aaa-aa^a==

gHownncci and exceptional benefits mean <

lot lo people on llieir wav up.

If you'ic a U.S. cili/cu aged IMH, have

(oi you're about i<> earn) a bachelor'!

degree, and pass ihe Navy's aptitude and

physical exams, yon may l>c eligible.

Meet toinonow's challenges in today's

Navy.

(Jet ready lor tomorrow. Command your

own rutin e as an officei in today's Navy

—

join lop flight people working with the best

in theii field

today's Naw is sophisticated lis technical

and piovides leadership training in

executive, piolessional, and scientific fields

It's a head si.m up die ladder of success

Navy officers are well paid. Special

SEE LT. REED AT THE CAREER FAIR IN
THE STUDENT UNION ON OCTOBER 25-27
OR CALL 1-800-662-7419 FOR MORE
INFORMATION.

NAVY OFFICER^^7^:

a

]oin the Association for Campus Entertaiument (ACE)

As an ACE member you will:

-help plan campus actit>ities,ie. movies, Lectures, concerts,

comedy shows , Homecoming and many other events

-learn time management and budgeting skills

-develop Leadership skills

meet performers and team about the entertainment industry

-make friends and HAVE fUN

Come learn more about ACE on Monday, October 23rd at 4 pm

in Room, 206 oj the Union. Meet present ACE members , have

some refreshments and JOIN THE EXCITEMENT or just stop by

Room 202 C of the Union and tatk to us.
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Condom
(CPS)--Most education and

ledia campaigns to promote
mdom use among young adults

e a "dismal failure," University

f Ottawa researcher Noni
lacDonald claimed Sept. 20.

In a survey of 6,911 white,

liddle-class college students in

anada, she found that most

udents know how to protect

lemselves against AIDS and

ther sexually transmitted

iseases, but aren't doing it

"If we've got it in 'middle-

Lmerica Canada,' you must have

in middle America,"
lacDonald warned.

About 75 percent said they

/ere sexually active, but only 19

>ercent said they use condoms,

wenty-six percent of the

ollegians reported they never use

ondoms.

However, 80 percent
orrectly answered questions

lbout preventing sexuality

ransmitted diseases.

Separately, almost six of

:very 10 American adolescent

males surveyed by the Urban

Institute in Washington, DC said

they had used a condom the last

time they had sex, but only 30

percent said they always use

til • Fail

condoms.

Some college students don't

seem to be buying the devices as

often these days, either.

Michigan State University

recemly removed condom vending

machines from its dorms, saying

low sales had made them money-

losers.

Dr. John Moran of the

Center for Disease Control said

that condom sales jumped
nationwide by 20 percent shortly

after US Surgeon General C.

Everett Koop released a report on

AIDS in 1986.

Many colleges took Koop's

report as a cue to install condom
machines on their campuses. The

universities of Iowa, Colorado

and California-Santa Barbara,

Kean College in New Jersey, and

South Dakota State University,

among others, have installed

machines in recent years.

At the University o f

Wisconsin, students get condoms

from candy machines rather than

condom vending machines, a

move to assuage the shy condom

buyer.

While many schools report

condom sales are lagging, at

Colorado, officials said in

Duke Bans Parties

September that sales have
increased by $1 12 for 1988 in the

46 condom machines across the

Boulder campus.

A number of schools still

don't want the machines around.

Administrators at the universities

of Utah and Missouri and St.

Bonaventure and Oklahoma State

universities recently rejected

proposals to install condom
machines because of moral

implications.

Wesleyan Student Sues Universities
(CPS)-Taking his cue from

a federal probe into whether some

schools really do have to raise

their tutitions rates so fast each

year, a Wesleyan University

student has sued his school and

11 other private colleges,

charging they illegally fixed their

tutition prices.

In response to both the probe

and the suit, moreover, "higher

education institutions are running

scared at this point," observed

David Breneman, the former

president of Kalamazoo College

in Michigan now with the

Brookings Institute i n

Washington, DC.
Student Roger Kingsepp

claims the schools "engaged in a

conspiracy to fix or artificially

inflate the price of tuition and

financial aid." Under federal anti-

price-fixing laws, he's asking for

triple damages on behalf of the

125,000 students allegedly

harmed by the scheme.

"I don't think it's fair to

students who economically might

not be able to take advantage of

certain schools to be forced out of

the market," Kingsepp said.

The suit apparently is based

on a confidential Wesleyan

memo, since made public, that

indicates administrators knew
tuition prices at 1 1 other schools

for the 1988-89 year before the

prices were made "official."

It is illegal for competitors

in any business to swap price

information, or to divvy up

potential customers.

Such conspiracies prevent

customers-in this case students-

from being able to choose among

competing products or services,

and relieve businesses from
having to control their costs,

improve their programs and keep

down their prices in order to be

successful.

Yet that is what some

schools did, Kingsepp claimed.

A Justice Department probe

launched in September is

investigating how 30 schools get

together each year and, in effect,

decide which students should go

to which campus, agree not to bid

competitively for some students,

and even calculate what financial

aid packages to give them.

Nominally competitive

campus officials also tell each

other about their upcoming price

increases.

Such practices, Kingsepp and

other critics claim, explain why

the schools, free of worry that the

students they covet would take

advantage of lower prices at

another campus, have raised their

tuition at a pace higher than the

inflation rate for nine consecutive

years.

The talks, Kingsepp said in

his lawsuit, "eliminate any real

price choices" for students.

In addition to Wesleyean,

Yale, Harvard, Cornell,

Columbia, Brown, Princeton and

Stanford universities, Amherst,

Dartmouth and Williams

colleges, and the University of

Pennsylvania are named in

Kingsepp's suit.

"I think they're guilty," said

Wesleyan sophomore Heather

Rhoades. "It's pretty obvious."

Rhoades applied to six

private colleges, including

Stanford. The aid packages

offered her were so similar that

money "wasn't really a factor."

"Maybe this will force the

administration to give us more

information," said Wesleyan

senior Brian Shott. Colleges, he

complained, are acting like the

victim, saying "we have to do it,

it's not illegal."

Brookings' Breneman last

year angered fellow campus
leaders by asserting that some

private colleges raise their tuition

not because they need to , but

because high fees make them

look more selective and
prestigious.

Since the Justice Department

started its investigation, "there

was a lot of worry about (a

lawsuit)," Breneman said. "It was

inevitable."

Justice Department officals

refused comment on the suit,

because it's "totally seperate from

the government's actions," said

spokeswoman Amy Brown.

She added investigators

"won't rule out the possibility for

requests for information from

additional colleges in the future."

"The Justice Department has

made no allegations of

wrongdoing and Wesleyan
believes it has done nothing

improper or illegal," said

Wesleyan spokesman Bobby
Wayne Clark. "In regards to this

particular suit, Wesleyan believes

it is totally without merit."

None of the colleges under

investigation that College Press

Service contacted would comment

beyond issuing denials like

Wesleyan's.

The schools make no secret

of the meetings, claiming they're

necessary to avoid nasty bidding

wars for top students and to nix

price from the list of criteria from

which to choose a school.

Just exchanging price and

scholarhsip information isn't

illegal, antitrust experts say. If

the schools agreed to offer

uniform financial aid packages to

students or to fix tuition

increases, however, "that would

be a traditional antitrust

violation," said Irving Scher, a

New York lawyer who heads the

American Bar Association

antitrust division.

"I have no doubt they had the

intent to reduce competition,"

said Gary Becker, an economics

and sociology professor at the

University of Chicago, one of the

schools under investigation. "But

whether they've been successful is

another matter.

If anything comes of the

Justice Department investigation,

the Kingsepp suit or any other

subsequent suits, some thanks

should go to former Secretary of

Education William Bennett,

Breneman said.

Bennett, now heading the

"war on drugs," made a habit of

accusing colleges of setting

tuition artificially high, because

financial aid would fill the gap

between what students could pay

and what they end up paying.

This year, students are

paying an average of 5-to-9

percent more for college than in

1988-89. And by the year 2005 ,

a college education will cost

$62,894 a year, predicts Paine

Webber, the investment firm.

"It's important for families

not to be so naive," said Kalman

Chaney, president of Campus
Consultants, Inc., a Manhattan-

based financial aid consulting

firm.

(CPS)-In what may have

been the most restrictive

freshmen orientation conducted on

any major secular campus in the

country this fall, Duke University

in North Carolina banned

incoming freshmen from going to

certain parties during the first 17

days of school.

Under the new rules,

freshmen were baired from

fraternity, sorority or informal

dorm or apartment parties at

which alcohol was served.

Officials were hoping to

protect the students from "social

shock."

"We wanted to make certain

that they didn't feel pressure to

jump right in," said Sue

Wasiolek, dean for student life.

Duke's fraternities and sororities

are on campus, as is most of the

social life, so officials were able

to regulate much of the revelry.

Freshmen themselves, who

by reputation are supposed to

want to bolt from their parents'

homes to party 'til they drop in

the first weeks of living on their

own, seemed to take the

restrictions in stride.

"For me, there wan't really a

rush" to party, said new student

Jamie Beechtold. "I have all year

to do that."

"Some felt as though they

were being set apart as second-

class citizens," Wasiolek
admitted, but "most understood

the purpose."

While Duke imposed rules,

other campuses used pamphlets,

hotlines and even other students

to ease their freshmen's transition

to college life.

Loyola University in

Chicago, for one, published a

booklet, "How to Survive Your
Freshman Year," and the College

Board recently released a guide

called "College Bound" to advise

kids what to take to campus.

At Virginia Polytechnic

Institute in Blacksburg, new
students attended a three-day

"Hokie Camp" while the

University of Illinois in

Champaign set up a phone

hotline to answer freshman

questions. Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology in Indiana

recruited sophomores to advise

freshmen.

il£G€ PKSS StRVCl
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1 000 Utah Students Walk Out Of Class

(CPS)-Angered by the state

legislature's decision not to give

$38.5 million in extra funds to

education, about 1,000 University

of Utah students walked out of

class Sept. 30.

And in Massachusetts, a

group of college presidents said

they would defy Gov. Michael

Dukakis' Sept. 27 order to

Massachusetts' 29 state colleges

to lay off 700 people to help the

state offset a $340 million budget

shortfall.

Dukakis had forced campuses

to make drastic cuts earlier in

1989, too. "This is not

something that I will do in the

middle of a year where we've

already cut $8 million," said

Joseph Duffey, chancellor at

UMass-Amherst, which complied

with the earlier round of cuts.

"There's no way we can do it

and be a university when it's

over," said William T. Hogan,

president of University of Lowell,

which Dukakis ordered to lay off

56 people to help save $2.5

million. "I won't do it."

In Utah, it was students who

revolted.

"We want the legislature to

know it's not just student

government members that are

angry," said government member

Wendi Brown. "It's the whole

student population."

Students returned to campus

Sept. 25 to find that legislators

had decided earlier in the month to

return the "extra" money to

taxpayers rather than invest it in

educaation. Nearly 20,000 public

school teachers boycotted--

canceling classes for about

450,000 students-that day to

protest the legislature's decision.

"We're paying more and

more," Brown complained, "but

we're getting less and less." For

instance, she said, the university

library is ranked 99th out of 107

peer institutions. "Our library is

losing, and the school is losing

credibility," she said.

The legislature earlier in the

year granted a 4 percent increase

for higher education--not enough

to keep up with inflation-but the

university hiked tuition 8 percent,

Brown noted.

Students are hoping the

walkout, a public rally, a letter-

writing campaign to legislators

and a benefit dance for the

beleagured library will send a

message to the legislature, Brown

added.

"Hopefully," Brown said,

"they won't be so quick to send

the money elsewhere."

New Guides Set For Evolution Education

WAUiaWMtQU&

(CPS)-A policy battle in an

obscure California state

committee may set a precedent for

the way biology classes are

taught nationwide, encouraging

teachers to favor evolution over

"creation science" as an

explanation of how life

developed.

Some campus biology

professors called it a victory for

science education.

In issuing new guidelines

for what should be taught in

California schools, a part of the

state's Curriculum Commission

voted Sept, 28 to tell teachers to

concentrate on the theory of

evolution in their classes.

"Evolution is the central

organizing theory of biology, and

has fundamental importance in

other sciences as well. It is no

more controversial in scientific

circles than gravity or electricity,"

the guidelines read.

If students ask about

creationism, teachers should feel

free to say, "sorry, but that's not

a question of science," the

guidelines added.

Fundamentalist Christian

parents have pressured a n

enormous number of school

districts in recent years to give

the Biblical explanation of

creation -that God created the

universe in seven days about

10,000 years ago-equal time in

classrooms with evolution

theory.

The view gained some
support on some college

campuses as well.

In March, 1988, an

evangelical Christian group
survey found that 59 percent of

the 150 University of North
Dakota students it asked believed

in creationism, and that 87

percent thought it should be
taught in schools.

Several colleges controlled

by the Southern Baptist

Convention even fired professors

who refused to teach "creation

science."

Professors on secular
campuses complain that students

from high schools that teach

"nonscientific dogma such as

creationism" tend to slow down
entire classrooms when they get

to college, said Laurence Mueller,

a University of California at

Irvine biology professor.

"It creates problems when
we get students who are unable to

collect evidence, evaluate and

develop theories in science," he

said.

"They grow up thinking a

document such as the Bible is as

credible as scientific research.

The two clearly address different

areas of human experience."

California's course
guidelines are widely copied

throughout the United States. A
milder 1985 pro-evolution

guideline suggestion led many
textbook publishers, anxious to

produce books to sell to the huge

California school system, to

revise biology textbooks that also

are used around the nation.

While California is

grappling with what to teach in

its biology courses, other states

are struggling just to get students

to take the courses.

At the University of New
Mexico, the biology department

has produced a 14 minute

videotape which it boasts is as

good as any Nova program on

public television--to attract future

collegians to its program.
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Way Out In
(W)right
Field
Chrii Wright
Sports Editor

Beach ismain lurefor recruits

Don't Call Me,
I'll Call You
Again andAgain

Here's the deal:

Our school wanted this kid, Kenny Aldrich to

play basketball for us someday. The kid, Aldrich,

was already playing basktball for Jacksonville

University in Florida.

No matter. You see, we really wanted him.

I realize I wasn't there, but I've asked the right

people the right questions and they had no comment

so allow me to speculate as to how Aldrich ended up

a Seahawk.

This will be like a play, five acts, four

participants.

Act I: The scene opens with with two coaches

discussing a potential recruit.

Coach I: "What's the NCAA penalty for

contacting a student from another university before

he has his walking papers?"

Coach II: "Well I'm not sure, but I'll check. It

says here in the NCAA by-laws that a university is

not allowed to contact any player from another

university until the second university grants written

permission."

Coach I: "Sounds a little vague. Besides, I

wasn't planning on hitting him, I just wanted to call

him."

Act I closes with Coach I picking up the phone

and dialing long distance at the school's expense to

Jacksonville, Fla.

Act II: The scene opens with a split screen-

Coach I in his office with a phone dangling from

his ear, and the illegal recruit nervously whispering

while his current coach stands outside waiting.

Coach I: "Kenny, how's it going, big guy?

Parents Ok? School, family, friends Ok?"

Kenny recognizing the voice alerts his coach.

Both are now on the phone. Kenny begins to speak.

"Fine coach, they haven't changed since yesterday,

the day before, or any of the 26 times you've

called."

Coach I: "I haven't gotten in touch with your

coach yet, but are you still planing on coming up

here this weekend?"

Kenny: "Isn't that illegal?"

Coach I: "Only if they catch us."

Kenny's coach picks up the phone, identifies

himself, and asks if he can help whomsoever is on

the other end of the phone.

Coach I: (Startled- but quick thinking) "Yeah,

I'd like the coaches, err, student special with extra

cheese and an NCAA bid."

The curtains fall with the tone of the phone

ringing in Coach I's ear.

Act III: The scene opens on the day of the much

awaited arrival of Kenny.

UNCW basketball team singing in chorus:

"Coach who's the tall black guy in those shades, and

can he play, yeah can he play? Cause if he can we

want him to stay. Cause the Snake and Tonio have

gone away."

Coach I: (Quickly pushing Kenny back inside

his office, steps out to address the team) "Listen,

don't breathe a word of this to anyone. No one will

find out about tonight's party, and especially don't

mention anything about the key to the city."

Act III closes with NCAA-CAA officials

driving up I-95, about 150 south of Wilmington. A
large billboard hangs on the right. It's a Southern

Bell ad with Coach I. "Last year, we spent over

$10,000 in long distance phone calls. This year,

under Southern Bell's new reach-under-the-table-and-

recruit-someone-plan, we've saved enough money

for round-trip air fare to Jacksonville."

Act IV opens with the NCAA and CAA people

at the door of the UNCW Athletic Director's office.

NCAA-CAA people: "What's going on here,

anyway? I thought we told you to watch your step

the last time."

AD: "I'll be glad to discuss any uncertainties,

just not at this time. Thank you and come again."

The door closes on the smashed faces of the

NCAA-CAA people. The AD phones Coach I. The
scene ends as the two begin their conversation.

ActV:
Coach I: "What do you mean you never sent the

release papers? You were supposed to send the

papers, why didn't you send the papers, I can't

believe you didn't send the papers! I've got the

NCAA-CAA-FBI-SBI and the local chapter of

SADD (Students Against Dumb Decisions)
pestering me for information. What's a coach to

do?'

AD: "I will be happy to clear up any
uncertainties, just not at this time. Thank you and
call again."

Meanwhile, the NCAA-CAAFBI-SBI-SADD
people are breaking in Coach I's office.

The play ends with Coach I climbing under his

desk.

CHRIS WRIP.HT
SPORTS EDITOR

Thank God for the beach.

That seems to be the overwhelming sentiment

from four UNC-Wilmington coaches who annually

deal with the perplexing problem of attempting tc

lure high-caliber athletes to attend the school while

on small-time recruiting budgets.

"It's tough," said head soccer coach Jackie

Blackmore, who like UNCW's other non-revenue

coaches, believes that money is inevitably the key
to successful recruiting.

"The money is a tight issue," Blackmore said.

"It has been getting higher and higher each year. It

is getting increasingly difficult to keep pace with

the bigger schools.

"Almost all of the ACC schools are fully

funded and most in our conference are funded. We
are near the bottom. I think only East Carolina

spends less on their program than we do."

Unlike East Carolina, however, the Seahawks
do have the luxury of a premiere environment.

"Once the kids from D.C. get down here, they

won't leave," Blackmore said. "They love the area

and so do their parents. It is a real plus."

Although most of the non-revenue sports at

UNCW receive anywhere from two to five full

scholarships a year, most coaches indicated that it is

not always that simple.

Kathy McDaniel, the women's head volleyball

coach said she distributes her scholarship equality

among the team members.

"What most people don't realize is that unlike

many schools we don't have or give complete
scholarships," McDaniel said. "We generally will

be budgeted for $2000-$2500 a year , and that will

have to be split up among four or five recruits. So
there is not a great deal of money out there.

With limited available financial assistance, one
means for getting the recruits you want is to
become a practicing businessman, according to

Blackmore.

"A lot of times its a bargaining game," he
said. "We try to see how heavily he is being
recruited so we can adjust our offer. We generally

have five scholarships to give away each year. We
can split them up. If we feel a kid can help us, and
is leaning towards another school because of money,
then we will maybe offer him a little more. The
same is true if we see a kid we want who is not

being as heavily recruited. We might knock the

offer down so we can give more in another area."

The lack of available money is not a problem
strictly confined to male sports, McDaniel said, and
in some cases it is the first thing a recruit wants to

know.

"Even in volleyball, which is not as

competitive as football or basketball, the girls want
the money and will generally go to the highest

bidder," she said. "So money is obviously the key

issue. Some girls want to know the first thing if

there is going to be any scholarship money."

Like Blackmore, head men's tennis coach Larry

Honneycutt said he is sometimes enticed by the idea

of offering more assistance to a gifted player in

shopes of persuading him to volunteer his services

to the Seahawks, but thus far has restrained.

"We have as certain amount in the budget and I

can go one of two ways," Honneycutt said. "I can

"Once the kidsfrom D.C. get

down here, they won't leave.

They love the area and so do

their parents."

Jackie Blackmore
UNCW soccer coach

either help a couple of players with full scholarships

or I can financially assist the entire team. I feel

obligated in a sense ot assist the whole team,

because they are taking the time to represent our

university.

While money is the primary problem, it is by

no means the only problem these coaches face,

according to Calvin Lane, the men's head golfing

coach.

"Aside from money, we have to deal with the

prestige aspect," Lane said. "Golf is the type of

sport where people want to go and play at a

prestigious school. Right now, we cannot offer

them that."

Due to the lack of money in the recruiting

budget, the coaches must also be careful as to who
they decide to bring in on visitis McDaniel said.

In some cases we take a gamble," she said.

"This past year we recruited three girls, brought

them in and paid for everything the NCAA allows

us to, and none of them decided to attend our school.

So we blew the entire budget on three girls. It was
like a paid vacation for them and their families."

It is those "paid vacations", however, that

Blackmore sees as UNCW's primary advantage over

other schols, especialy from the Northeast, where he

does a great deal of his recruiting.

"Soccer is primarily a middle class sport, and

the parents see this as a resort area," he said. "As a

redcruiter, you are looking to gain an edge and you
try to point out all of the good you can, and

certainly the beach is a plus.

The area is not the only advantage Blackmore

sees he has over his Northeastern colleagues. The
cost of attending most major nothern schols as an

in-state student is comparable with the out-of-state

costs they will encounter at UNCW. Combining
the expenditures with the beach can sometimes form

a lucrative disposition he said.

"Another factor is that the schools in the

northeast are as expensive for in state students as

UNCW is for out-of-state students," he said. "With

the cost the same, the parents and kids look harder at

the area."

Despite the financial restraints plaguing her

program , McDaniel indicated that she is fairly

successful at getting the recruits that she originally

sought.

"The way we overcome the money factor is by

recruiting the same types of girls," she said. "We
want players who will fit into our program without

causing a lot of trouble . They are not in it for the

money."

UNCW runners win meet
BY TAMMY CONNKU.Y

SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

The Seahawk cross-country team has really

shown what comes out of hard practice and a great

deal of determination. Both the men's and women's
teams had stellar performaces in their meets last

week.

The men, who raced at Methodist College on
Oct. 7, got top performaces from runners Shawn
Brition (26:51.1) and Gary Butts (26:59.3) in the

8,000 meter course who finshed first and second and
strong support from the rest of the team. Keith
Gorski's (27:05.9), Jared Haag's (27:39.9), and
David Simmons's (27:50.9) fourth, sixth, and
seventh finishes helped the Hawks post their first

victory of the season.

The Seahawks won the meet with 22 points

followed by Christopher Newport (66) and East
Carolina (82). There were 8 teams in the field

including a UNCW- B squad of runners who finished

in fifth place. "Our times weren't fast, but we
competed well against the competition. It was a

good tune-up for the state meet on Thursday." said a

pleased coach Bill Cason.

The women also ran well at Furman University

in Greenville, S.C. on Saturday. The team went up
against nationally ranked perenial powers' Tennesse,

Auburn, North Carolina, and North Florida. These

teams took the first four placings in the meet, with

Tennesse winning the contest with 40 points.

Second and third place went to Auburn (53 points)

and U.N.C (71 points). The Seahawks finished

eighth with 264 points out of 17 teams.

Top running honors went to freshman Amy
Jackson who finished 47th out of 137 runners with

a time of 19:53. Finishing close behind was
teammate Laurie Simpson in 50th place with a

20:01 . Rounding out the top five performaces on
the day for the Hawks were Andrea Wood, Karen
Mattheson, and Beth Holt. Cason had commented
prior to the meet that "It will be the best

competition the girls have seen this year."

On Thursday, October 19th , UNCW will host

the men's and women's the North Carolina

Collegiate Championships on Brooks Field. The
women's 5K starts a 3:45 pm and the men's will

follow at 4:30.
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! INCW runners practice for the upcoming State meet that is beine held on the UNCW's athletic fields this

And even when the money is available, the

time to go and see the players is not, accoriding to

Lane.

"I am the only recruiter in the program," he

said. "With the correlating schedules betwen high

schools and the college, getting out and seeing these

kids swing can be tough, too."

The coaches evade this predicament by
recruiting in-state talent, attending off-season

camps, and in extreme cases, viewing video tapes

sent from the players.

"I probably don't travel as much as (the other

coaches) do because I only recruit in-state players

beause as a state funded institution I feel we owe it

North Carolina first," Honneycutt said. "And I

reduce that travel even further by asking a recruity to

send us a tape of himself playing. I'll review it, and

iff I feel he can fit into our program then I will send

him a letter.

Another viable resource is the telephone-

something McDaniel said keeps her in contact with

high school coaches-while also deleting unnecessary

road trips.

"I get letters and calls from coaches about

juniors," she said. "I will look at them , and if I

feel they will fit in to our program, I will respond

during their senior year. About the only live

recruiting I do is to visit tournaments in Florida in

the spring."

And while the larger schools in the state may
provide greater monetary assistance, Lane said a

comparatively small school such as UNCW can

offer something that is much more meaningful- a

chance to play.

"What you find at the bigger schools is quality

freshmen being forced to redshirt a year," he said.

"That is not the case at UNCW. We can offer the

freshmen an opportunity to come in and contribute

immediately."

McDaniel said that although the larger in-state

schools have better funding, it doesn't affect her

volleyball program.

"North Carolina and N.C. State are big enough

that they don't have to recruit in-state players," she

said. "The primarily recruit talent from other areas

of the country, so they are not necessarily drawing

from our talent pool."

The situation is improving, however, with
expanding budgets approved every year, something
the coaches have mixed emotions about

"There is more and more money pouring into

soccer programs around the nation," Blackmore said,

"and although it hasn't gotten to the point of
cheating and widespread recruitng violations yet, I

think with expansion it will be inevitable. I don't

think there's any question we will see it in the
future,"

Despite the problems they face, the simple fact

remains that recruiting is a never-ending endeavor,
and it is the challenge of piecing together a
successful program is what rejuvinates these coaches
from year to year.

"The gap between the school's and the budgets,
is narrowing," Blackmore said. "With that, you
will see better quality and more parity."

And if all of this hard work doesn't pan out,
and you still suffer through an agonizing season,
what's a coach to do?

'"Well, there's always the beach." Rlarkmore
said.

Polo team
retains title

FROM STAFF REPORTS

UNCWs water polo team successfully defended

its title at the William and Mary College

Invitational Tournament by defeating Mary
Washington (13-7), Georgetown (20-13), and

Hampden-Sydney (11-10). The Hawks were led by
freshman standout FJ. Cullen (five goals) and

team captain Mike McGinty who had four goals

and assists. However it took a dramatic save by
goalie Rob Miecznikoski with no time

remaining in the utile match with Hampden-Sydney

to preserve a Hawk victory. "We are pretty much
on schedule this year," said coach Marc
Ellington. "We wanted to repeat as champions in

this tournament Our next tournament will show us

where we stand because we'll start playing the upper

part of the conference." The teams in the waterways

again this weekend at Richmond for the Southern

Conference Invitational Tournament

The women's golf team placed ten out of 12
teams at the Beacon Woods Invitational in Florida.

The team haad to play the first two rounds of the

tournament without the services of their top two
players. The Hawks posted team scores of 324-

325-302 for a 951 total and Paula Brzostowski
(226) finished highest for the team with a ten place

showing. University of Georgia won the

tournament with an score of 888, followed by
Indiana (909), and Louisanna State (915). Other

teams that competed were Ohio State, Florida State,

Iowa State, Florida International, South Florida,

Oklahoma, and Central Florida

The women's volleyball team fell on hard times

Tuesday by being sweep by the Duke Blue Devils 8-

15, 8-15, 10-15. This loss is the fourth for the

team this year and all but one of the losses have
occured on the road. The team is 4-7 on the road

having lost to Coastal Carolina, UNC-Chapel Hill,

and Duke. Their one home lost was to UNC-
Greenboro

Tickets are still on sale for. the upcoming
Hornets game at Trask this Friday.
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The Seahawk
CAO Accused of Political Ties

Ping-nnng and Chfss Tournament

We're looking for a few good men and women
to compete in the upcoming ping-pong Tournament

Sat. Oct. 28, at 2pm and the Chess Tournament

Sun., Oct. 29, at 3pm. There will be a $2.00 fee

per tournament, with winners receiving free game

hours. Check your local University Union Info

Center for Registration!!

Fpllnwship nf Christian Educators

Meeting

The Fellowship of Christian Educators of New
Hanover County is having a dinner meeting,

November 13, at 6:00 p.m. at Whitey's Restaurant,

4501 Market Street, Wilmington. Since November
is a time to give thanks, we will feature testimonies

of God's healing power at our meeting. A young

mother will tell how God healed her five year old

son of leukemia, and we will welcome guests to

come forward with their personal testimonies of

God's healing love.

The Fellowship is open to teachers, parents,

principals, and anyone else involved with educating

children through the schools.

Paul Morton To Plav at IJNCW

Visiting artist Paul Morton, trumpeter, will

perform in the Wind Ensemble and Concert Band at

the University of North Carolina at Wilmington at

8pm, Monday, Oct. 30, in Kenan Auditorium.
Admission is $4.00 (free with valid student ID), and

the public is invited to attend.

Students' Outstanding Debts Due

The Cashier's office would like to remind

students that all outstanding debts owed to the

University must be paid before preregistration-

October 30-November 10, 1989. If you have any

questions, please check with student accounts,

James Hall, 395-3147.

Get Made l)n For Halloween

The UNCW Drama Club is offering Halloween

makeup for boys and girls on October 31 from 4 to

7 pm at Kenan Hall on the UNC-Wilmington
campus. A donation of food, cleaning supplies,

disposable diapers or cash is requested, all of which

will be sent on to hurricane Hugo victims in South

Carolina.

Drama Club members will be using hypo-

allergenic makeup only on the children who wish to

have their makeup applied that afternoon. For

further information, please contact Cindy Bonin,

392-7898, or Vicki Bridgers, 457-6699.

Phi Kappa Phi Is Selecting Members

The UNCW Chapter of Phi Kappa Phi, the

national honor society for distinguished students in

all academic fields, has begun its evaluation of

student records for consideration of election to the

Society. The Society's By-Laws allow a student to

be considered for membership with a 3.75 GPA for

juniors with 74 hours or more completed, a 3.68

GPA for seniors with 89 to 105 hours, and a 3.60

GPA for seniors with more than 105 hours

completed.

Elections to the Society are made each

semester, after analysis of the University's academic

records to determine eligible outstanding students.

Financial decision is made by the student and faculty

members of the UNCW Chapter. A formal

initiation ceremony will be held in the spring,

shortly before graduation, with the date to be

announced.

Walk Or Run For Breast Cancer

Awareness Week

Governor Martin has proclaimed October as

Breast Cancer Awareness Month in North Carolina.

On a local level, the New Hanover Breast Cancer

Screening Program in conjunction with the

Wilmington Roadrunners and the UNCW Seahawk

Track Team is sponsoring a Walk-A-Mile for Breast

Cancer Awareness and Seahawk 5K run to be held

on October 28th. The race will take place at Harold

Greene Track on the UNCW campus at 10:00 am
(walk) and 10:30am (run). The walk is free and

there is a $10.00 entry fee for the 5K run. For more

information, please call Carol Pilgrim, 458-7102 or

Margaret Holt, 343-0161.

Minority Visitation Day

UNCW will present Minority Visitation Day
from 1 to 5 pm, Saturday, Nov. 11 in the

University Union.

The program will give prospective students and

their parents an opportunity to meet with

admissions and financial aid staffs, tour the campus,

discuss on-campus housing, meet enrolled students

and faculty, plus much more.
After the program, prospective students and

their parents will also be guests for dinner in the

cafeteria that evening.

BY PHILLTP LOUC.HLIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Campus Awareness Organization (CAO) faces

charges that their organization is politically

affiliated.

The Campus Republicans have twice made
charges, claiming that the CAO is tied in with the

old Collegians For Socialism. According to SGA
regulations, no funded organization may have
political affiliations. Any breach in this regulation

can result in loss of funding.

Denny Best, CAO President, actually called for

the investigation himself. "I wanted to put an end

to these allegations," he said. "CAO was recognized

as a totally new organization by Student

Organization Commitee. Our members are a mixed

bag (of political beliefs)."

"The group itself does not have any ideology,"

he continues. "We attempt to make students aware

and encourage involvement, specifically through

volunteerism."

CAO does pass out literature, but, according to

Best, they refrain from passing anything endorsing

political candidates or ideals. "We are an

information outlet; we pass out literature but we
don't stand on it."

The information the group passes out is quite

varied. Organizations such as Greenpeace, Amnesty

International, GROW, Big Brother, and others have Denny Best called

up allegations of

the Investigation upon
political affiliation.

been recognized by CAO. Speakers are also brought

in from these groups. Although most of these

organizations are political in nature, the CAO does
not endorse or support their platforms.

The vast majority of what CAO is involved with
is really apolitical. The Awareness Festival is one
of the organization's major projects. They also
book speakers, hold debates, and participate in

service projects.

"We shouldn't be in jeopardy just because we
host a politically oriented speaker or pass out
literature," said Best. "If that was the case, almost
every funded organization would be considered
political."

Lisa Royal is the Attorney General from SGA.
Her's is the responsibility of performing the
investigation.

"The College Republicans felt that CAO was
affiliated or oriented politically," said Royal. "I

think 1 will find a political orientation, but not any
affiliation."

Royal's task has been complicated by the lack of
a constitution stating CAO's purpose and bylaws.
In addition to inspecting the constitution, she will

peruse the literature the group hands out and talk to

other members.

"Denny has been more than willing to work
with me," she commented. "As long as they don't

his organization to clear support any political wings, there should be no
problem."

Career Day Satisfies
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The car that SADD used for a display during Alcohol Awareness Week was damaged by unidentified students. SADD
will have to foot the bill.

BY HOLLY PRICE
STAFF WHITER

Career Day was held in Trask

Coliseum yesterday from 10 a.m.

until 2:30 p.m. Career Day was
sponsored by the Career Planning

and Placement directed by Jim

Braye. Braye commented that this

year, "There has been a steady a

stream of students all day. It

seems a lot of people have

accomplished what they came here

to do."

About twelve o'clock the

steady stream of students seemed

to pick up a bit. There were even

some lines to talk to

representatives from the over 70

companies and organizations

represented.

The companies and
organizations ranged from the

large well known to the smaller

companies who came to UNCW
for the first time this year.

One of the most visited

booths was the Federal Bureau of

Investigation. They've been

coming to Career Day at UNCW
for ten years. Representative

Chuck Richardson said, "I think

the name draws much attention,

but UNCW has an excellent

Business School and several

graduates have become agents for

us."

Another large organization,

DuPont, also was a large

attraction. "Everybody that we
hire is not necessarily an engineer,
" said representative Richard

Piper. Whitney Lupton can

vouch tor that, mic was an '67

graduate ofUNCW and she was a

math major. "I met Mr. Piper at

Career Day three years ago and a

couple of days later, I got a call

from him," Lupton said.

Some of the smaller
organizations and companies were

disappointed with their turn out,

but mostly they felt it was
because they hadn't let the right

students know they were coming.

Logan College of Chiropractics

said.'We needed to get the

students involved before we
came."

This was the first year that

National Linen Services has come

to UNCW and they mainly came
to set up a relationship with the

University. They plan on being

here during Business Week to

See Careers ...pg 8

Parly Cancelled, People Angered
Plans Are Being Made To Party In Spite Of Police

BY SANDY PORTER
STAFF WRITER

As many disappointed Seahawks have
heard, ECU has cancelled its annual
Halloween bash. For years Greenville has

closed its streets to provide a Halloween
extravaganza to East Carolina students.

Student sources say that the ECU Halloween
party is an American institution, a North
Carolinian tradition, but as the law of
Murphy states, "traditions are meant to be
broken."

Halloween 1989 in Greenville is not to

be celebrated with its usual flair. Due to the

extreme violence and damage done to the city

last year, Greenville's city council voted to

discontinue this year's Halloween festivities.

City restaurants have agreed to close their

doors at 9:00 pm and the bars have agreed to

close completely October 31st. An extreme
number of arrests made during last year's

party, not to mention the vast amount of

riots that occurred, prompted the city to take

action. Although precautions have been
taken in the past to avoid such disruptions,

nothing has seemed to work.

The Halloween party was cancelled

several years ago for the same problem. In

1974 the council voted to discontinue the

Halloween party. The ordinance lasted until

1979. Greenville seemed to have the gala

event under control in the early 1980's. But

the number of people in attendance grew out

of control. In 1985, the number of arrests

and injuries rose to an all time high. In

1988 a considerably lower amount of people

showed. Although only 10,000 people came

to celebrate Halloween, there were even more
reports of arrests. No injuries were reported
but assaults were numerous. The Council
feels many of the problems and riots were
caused by outsiders who came into

Greenville to celebrate Halloween. And it is

no secret that carloads of students from
surrounding universities and high schools
arrive at ECU hoping to participate in the

largest Halloween party on the east coast.

Although the streets of Greenville on
Halloween night promise to be normal and
calm, the weekend prior makes no such

claims. ECU students say they will party

anyway. Nobody is quite sure what will

happen, but Lori Martin, News Editor of

The East Carolinian, feels the Greenville

Council and police have "taken every angle

into consideration. They will keep the

students under control."

The school is offering an alcohol-free

alternative to the Halloween bash. The
Student Union at ECU is brinpine the band
Dnvin n' Cryin to the Memorial
Gymnasium Tuesday night from 9:00 pm to

1:00 am. Costumes are optional and prizes

will be given for the best costume.
Admission is $2.00 and each ECU student is

allowed to bring one guest.

With the halt of ECU's Halloween
party, alternatives will also have to be made
for the students here at UNCW. A great
number of UNCW students travel to ECU's
Halloween festival. Many are still going to
ECU the weekend before Halloween hoping
to attend several large parties that have been
mentioned. They may be disappointed at

what they find.

Schwartz Hall Dedicated

Benefactor Makes A Splash

pv IFNNIFFR YOUNG
STAFF WRITER

What is in a name? For

the residents of New Hall or Hall

'85, a name means a great deal.

On Friday, October 20, Hall '85

was officially dedicated as

Schwartz Hall. Two residents as

well as many campus officials

participated in the ceremony.

Charlie Maimone, the

Associate Dean of Students for

Residence Life, began the

ceremony by discussing the brief

history of the building. The
building housed the first groups

of special interest housing on
campus. Members of Alpha Delta

Pi, Delta Zeta and Delta Tau
Delta have lived in Schwartz
Hall. Presently, members of the

Women in Business and two
Wellness pods reside in the
building. Then, resident David
Smith discussed the past two
years he has lived in Schwartz
Hall.

Another resident and
President of Hall Government,
Shane Grant, introduced

See Schwartz P. 3

4K taW
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PHOTO BY JENNIFER YOUNO
D.D. Schwatz brought laughter to the dedication ceremonies last Friday.
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Off Campus Connection
For those of you who drive back and forth to school, have

you ever experienced any of the following:

Had a good cry everytime gas prices went up because that
meant more money to spend on transportation costs?

Have had to put $1 .50 worth of gas in the tank because it

was all you had?
Carried on a conversation with yourself all the way from

Jacksonville to relieve the boredom of driving alone?
If so, then the Ride Board may be the solution for you. The

Office of the Deanof Students and the University Union have
permanently established a new Ride Board for commuter
students looking for riders and those needing a ride to school.
It's also available for those students who need transportation to

a destination over the weekend and/or holidays.

To use the Ride Board, one simply fills out a color coded ride

card available right there at the Board. "Ride Needed" cards are
orange and "Ride Available" cards are green.

We encourage all students to use the new Ride Board for

economic as well as social purposes. Sharing rides helps
prevent unnecessary wear and tear on your vehicle, plus it can
help reduce gas expenses. Also, sharing a ride can make a
long, boring trip much more enjoyable.

So, don't delay. Take advantage of this new, expanded
service.

I

TRAVEL BOARD
(courtesy of th« Office of the Dean of Students)

RIDE AVAILABLE

LOCATION

TRAVEL BOARD
(cour.esy ol the Olfice ol the Dean ol Students)

RIDE NEEDED

Oay(s) Available-

Time

Name

Address

Phone

D.iyisl Needed

Time

Name

Address

Phone

Comments .

"If vou are not real careful

you just might learn

something." _m Cosby

feiipy^iiH
Come LiYe at

•Two distinctive Floor Plans

• Furnished or Unfurnished

•Water, Sewer, Trash Removal

Cable TV&. Electricity

Allowance Included

•Carpet & Mini blinds

• Private Patio/Deck

• Fully Equipped Kitchens

• Beautifully Landscaped

Grounds

• Basketball & Volleyball

Courts

The Edge"

•Clubhouse-Game Room
•Swimming Pool

• Laundry Room

•Jazzercize & Other

Planned Activities

•Car Wash Area

•Courtesy Officer

• Professional On-Site

Maintenance Staff with

24 Hour Emergency

Service

ADJACENT TO UNCW. CALL (919) 395-6001

Debbie Tillerv. M^r

No. 10 W. Columbia St.

Wrightsville Beach. N. C. 28480

Phone 919-256-2914

Rooms available lo college students for $300 a month. All utilities

included.

ASAN ARMY NURSE,YOUGO RIGHT
TO THE FRONT LINEOFHEALTH CARL

Whether you're in a modern hos-

pital, working on the front line of

nuclear medicine, or in a field hospi-

tal, when you're an Army Nurse,

you're right in the center of the action.

The Army offers the dedicated

nurse:

• a professional environment
• direct, hands-on experience

• opportunities for promotion

• responsibility and respect

As a vital member of the Army's health care team, you will be

able to apply your talents to a full range of nursing disciplines. And
as an officer in the U.S. Army, you will have an opportunity to

develop and practice your leadership and managerial skills.

If you're ready to challenge yourself again, it's time to talk to

your local Army Recruiter.

4626 Oleander Drive
799-1883

Get Your Treatment GetA Taste of

Japan At UNCW
BY KAREN PATF

STAFF WRITER

The upcoming holidays deliver

not only a needed break from the

pressures of school. They also mark
the beginning of the season of flu

and colds. Even though the

majority of cases appear during or

after the holidays in January and

February, there is always a risk of

developing symptoms before the

semester ends.

The Health and Wellness
Center is trying to lessen the risks

by providing a handout so that

students can determine for

themselves whether they have a

cold or the flu. Flu symptoms will

begin abruptly, with a fever of 100°

F or greater with muscle aches,

headaches, cough or a runny nose.

Cold symptoms usually yield only

a runny nose, sore throat, a mild to

moderate hacking cough, and slight

aches and pains.

If flu symptoms are present,

students are encouraged to come
within the first 24 hours of the

onset of symptoms for a flu

treatment. Students will receive a

prescription for Symmetrel, which
prevents and treats infection by
influenza A.

Influenza vaccines will be

administered at the New Hanover
County Health Department on 2029

South 17th Street for students who
wish to avoid chances of developing

the flu. The vaccine is available for

a $5.00 fee, Monday through
Friday, as a walk-in form 8:15 am
to 12 noon, and from 1:00 to 4:30

p.m.

Students who suffer from a

chronic illness; such as asthma,

diabetes, or heart disease should get

a Pneumovax to prevent an

influenza virus from invading the

lungs, resulting in pneumonia (the

Pneumovax is not recommended for

those allergic to eggs). Although
this vaccine is not necessary for all

students, anyone who works in a

health care center (such as nursing

students) should consider getting

this shot. The Pneumovax is

$10.00 and must be accompanied
by a physician or nurse practioner's

request.

Dr. Jewels of the Health and
Wellness Center said no cases have

been reported yet, but she expects
this to change near the end of the

semester. "Last year, there were 40
to 50 cases after Christmas," said

Dr. Jewels. She hopes students

will take advantage of the services

provided since the flu can develop
into pneumonia. "The one cause of

death still in the top 10 since 1900,

is influenza," she said. The Health

and Wellness Center encourages

students to call if they have any

questions about symptoms or

treatment.

PY MAI MfiUXBH
SEWS EDITOR

Come and visit Japan. . .in

UNCW's own Cameron Hall
Auditorium. The University's

Musuem of World Cultures has

scheduled a series of events to be

held primarily in Cameron Hall

Auditorium to educate the
community about Japanese
culture.

Acting Director/Curator of

the Museum of World Cultures

Dr. Jerry Shinn explains that the

idea behind the concept of a

foreign culture week is to let the

community actually experience

rather than just read about
different cultures. Japan Week
will be the first in a series of

"culture weeks" to be held every

two years.

Japan Week is sponsored by

Takeda Chemical Products and
USA Incorporated. Japan Week
will be initiated at 8:00 p.m. on

October 30 by Dr. Tetsumaro
Hayashi, Professor of English at

Ball State University and creator

and director of The John
Steinbeck International Society.

Dr. Hayashi will present a lecture

on "The Father of Modern

Fiction, Soseki Natsume and His
Kokoro (The Heart)."

Guest speakers during Japan
Week include Dr. David Culkin,

UNCW Associate Professor-
HPER, Mr. Hiroshi Sueyoshi,
Master Potter, and Mr. Tadayoshi

Yamada, President of the World
Trade Center of Japan. Topics
that will be discussed range from
Japanese Ukiyo-e print to

ceramics to economics.

A Japanese tea ceremony will

be conducted in the Universtiy

Union on the last day of events.

The classic tea ceremony
embodies cultural aspects of
theJapanese culture such as arts,

craft and architectural design. Dr.

Shozo Sato and Ms. Kimiko
Gunji will explain how the

Philosophy of Zen underlies the

basic theory for the "Way of
Tea."

Japan Week will conclude
with a banquet (by invitation

only) and a Kabuki Theatre
presentation. Kabuki is a popular
drama performed with accentuated
gestures, dances and songs.

Come and experience the
many flavors of Japan during
Japan Week 1989 October 30-
November 3.

"t)o Keathclijj , I'm stoked 1
. Let's blow

]

XOutherina Heights jot RAM? CARGO I

to check out the hot unisex, clothing/

and accessories.

30 N. Front Street

RfiSS '

Downtown Wilmington

Give yourself

a hand
against

breast

cancer #F

>£>
/*

Breasi self-examination is easy, takes

only a few minutes and can be per-

formed in the privacy of your own
home. It's an important way you can
detect early and highly curable breast

cancer.

Take control ofyour body and your life.

Make breast self-examination a part of

your monthly routine. And see your
doctor regularly for clinical exams and
advice on mammography.

For a free pamphlet about breast self-

examination, call your local American
Cancer Society.

We're here to help.

L. AMERICAN
^CANCER
? SOCIETY"

ASSIGNMENT BELIZE:

MmM£Q
JBLESTO

STUDIWTS'NUTRrnON.

ALTERNATIVES! thanks the
following for generously supporting
Alcohol Awareness Week:
Subway Bowling Center

Bennigans Boy Scout Troop 210
Bridge Tender Carolina Chew Chew
Burrito Bob's Carvel Ice Cream
David's Deli Cheap Charlie's

Heironymous Seafood Crest Fitness

Jeter's Domino's
K&W Elegant Florist

Kanki Food Lion
Katy's Happy Balloons

Pickle Barrel I Can't Believe It'sYogurt

Pier 20 Lifetime Sports

Quincy's National Welders' Supply
Sahara Philly Deli

Shoney's Showbiz Pizza

Skinner and Daniels SGA
Swenson's Tape World
Taco Bell UNCW Bookstore
Tijuana Fats Video Max
Western Sizzlin' Walmart
ACE WMFD
ARA YWCA
Pepsi Cola Rose's Ice

leaching math or science as

a Peace Corps Volunteer will

develop your professional skills in

the classroom and beyond You

might teach basic math to rural

students in Belize and after

school set up a vegetable gar-

den to improve nutrition Or be

assigned as a physics teacher

in Lesotho In addition, help

local women market handicrafts

to earn school fees As a

Peace Corps Volunteer, you will

handle responsibilities and meet

challenges far greater than

those that might be offered in a

starting position in the United

States When you return, your

Peace Corps expenence may
open new doors to you. Educa-
tional institutions, international

firms and government agencies
value someone with your

expenence

25 years of PEACE CORPS
The toughest job you'll ever love.

Sign up for an interview with a Peace Corps recruiter at the Career

Planning and Placement Center. Interviews will be held October 24th

from 9 am until 4 pm.

Please come to our information booth during Career Day Located at

Trask Coliseum

SOOINS
orroiirnwT

Thettl
Selling

Carbon in
America
EXCLUSIVELY FROM

0H*^

DR. MICHAEL E. COINS
DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY

5030 Randall Drive

Carolina Place Office Park

Wilmington, NC 28403

J92-O270

Located across from UNCW.

mmm
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Phi Eta Sigma Inducts Members
Twenty-fourUNCW students

were inducted into the Phi Eta
Sigma National Honor Society
on Saturday, Oct. 7. Chancellor

William H. Wagoner was
inducted as the honorary faculty

member during the ceremony in

Alderman Hall.

Those eligible for

membership are freshmen who
have completed 30 hours of

classes with a grade point average

of 3.S and no grade lower than a

C. Membership in the society is

the highest academic honor
awarded to freshmen. The
inductees were selected out of a

class of 1200.

Following the induction, a

banquet was held in honor of the

new members. President of Phi

Eta Sigma, Patricia Jordan,
distributed certificates of

membership to the inductees. Dr.

John Stokes, dean of the General

College at UNCW gave the

keynote address. Stokes
recognized the new members as

role models to other students

citing their motivation,
determination, and initiative.

Wagoner concluded the

evening by calling attention to

the words "Discere Aude", or

"Dare to Learn" found on the

UNCW seal. He congratulated

the members on their hard work
and success of academic

excellence.

Student inductees are as

follows: Georgianna Thomas,
Tammie Elizabeth Williams, Mai
Ngoc Nguyen, Kathleen Rue
English, John Michael Boa,
Joseph John Gammel, Charity

Elizabeth Dennington, Laura
Louise Doepp, John Thomas
Smith, Loretta Jill Greene, Ruth

Joyce Thomas, Jennifer Denise
Cline, Jamie Lae McBeth, Leslie

Rose Hamilton, David Glenwood
Allen, Christine Ann Bricker,

Angela Kay Burke, Amy Renee
Sholar, Kimberlea Lucille
Brinson, Amy Carol Dail, Laurie

Ashley Parish, Tracey Lynn
Strickland, Andrea Nicole Tuttle,

Brandon Lea Ward.

New Awareness of Rape
Emerging On Campus

FILE PHOTO

These students are the 1989 inductees of Phi Eta Sigma National Honor Society.

SCHWARTZ (CONT.)

Chancellor William Wagoner
who spoke of the benefactor, Mr.
B.D. Schwartz. Chancellor
Wagoner spoke of Mr. Schwartz's

record serving the community as

Wilmington city councilman and
mayor, three term member of the

North Carolina House of
Representatives and one term
state Senator. He also spoke of
Mr. Schwartz's service to

UNCW. Mr Schwartz served

eight years as a member of the

Board of Trustees for UNCW and

two years as the Chairman of the

Board of Trustees. He was also an
original member of the UNCW
Foundation Board of Directors,

which planned the use of gifts and
donations to the University.

Mr. Schwartz was also

honored by his children, Dr.
Maxine S. Seller, PhD. and Dr.

Mel Schwartz, M.D. His children

unveiled the plaque that will be
placed in the lobby of Scwartz
Hall.

Following t h e

ceremony, a reception was given

in honor of B.D. and Sylvia

BY AMY PFTROCF.Ll 1

STAFF WRITER

It can happen to anyone,
anywhere, at any time. One out

of every four college women are

victims. 90% go unreported.

The category these facts fall under

is none other than rape. The
word summons images of a

crazed loser who prowls around a

dark alley awaiting the approach

of a female. Contrary to popular

belief, this situation is not

commonly associated with rapes.

In fact, "stranger rape", as titled,

is the least occuring type. The
most prevalent classification of

rape is acquaintance rape, or more
commonly referred to as "date

rape." The term acquaintance rape

is applied to a situation where the

victim knows the attacker and can

identify him. Over 60% of rapes

are of this type. The third type of

rape is gang rape, which involves

two or more offenders.

According to officer Hunter

Davis, the number of reported

rapes has increased drastically in

the 1980's, making statistics look

like rape occured less frequendly

prior to this decade. "However,"

he states, "in the 1980's people

were just beginning to realize that

they could actually be raped by

their boyfriend or someone they

know." This new awareness of

acqaintance and date rapes is

responsible for the higher rape

statistics. Officer Davis points

out that there are many
misconceptions about rape in

general.

He stresses that no matter

what the victim's relationship is

to the person, if sexual activity is

forced, it is considered rape by

North Carolina state law (rape

between spouses has not yet been
defined but new state laws will

change in the near future to

address the issue). Secondly, he

states that rape is not an act of
passion or sex. but rather a crime
of violence and domination.

Perpetrators of this sexual
crime present several arguments
in their defense. However these

arguments stand as "myths" only
"I've had a guy tell me this, and it

comes up a lot," said Davis.
"What if a girl says 'no' but she
really means 'yes'?" This
misinterpretation of thought
yields the advice to girls, "If you
say no, mean no." It is up to the
girl to be firm and convey her
feelings in the way she wishes for
them to be interpreted. In the
same token, it is up to the guy to
take 'no' for an answer. "It

doesn't matter how far
relationships have progressed, or
if intercourse has taken place in
the past," says Davis, "If she says
'no', you'd better stop or you're in

violation of the law."

Another argument from the
offender's point is "she asked for
it." The belief that provocative
dress is just cause for sexual
asault is strictly myth.

There are many protective
measures that women can take to

avoid being victimized.
According to officer Davis, a
woman should realize that she has
the right to say 'no' at any time,
and should not be afraid of
offending the guy. She should be
aware of what's going o n
concerning nonverbal messages,
and control the situation.
Communication between partners
is of utmost importance. There
should be an understanding
regarding thoughts about sexual
activity.

Finally, officer Davis points

out that alcohol abuse (by the

guy or the girl) and rape go hand
in hand. "While under the
influence of alcohol, judgement is

altered," states officer Davis.

"Approximately 90% of [rape]

cases are alcohol related."

Should the unfortunate
offense occur, women should not

bathe, or change clothes, for the

preservation of evidence. The
victim should immediately go to

a medical facility to be checked
for any sexually transmitted

diseases. Following this, the

decision of whether or not to

prosecute is in the hands of the

victims.

"Men who rape once will
rape again," comments officer
Davis, "There is no doubt about
that in my mind. If people know
of an individual with a sexual
problem, they should get him
some help."

Officer Davis states that
such facts concerning sexual
assault are not intended to make
women paranoid, because "every
guy is not a rapist." The
guidelines are only there to
increase awareness.

According to Lieutenant
Lawson, we have been fortunate
in the relatively low number of
rapes on campus. She estimates
about one reported case per
semester. Of course the
University would like to see this

number at zero, and offers
preventive measures that other
universities do not offer. Among
these are the Seahawk Shuttle,
the escort service, and free self-

defense classes. These self-

defense classes are offered on
Tuesdays and Thursdays in
Hanover Gym by first degree
blackbelt in Bushin-Kai Karate,
Parker Howey. "It's a good
class," said Davis, "we'd like to
see more people participate."
Also, the rape crisis and Sexual
Assault Advisory Board are
influencial organizations on
campus as well. The Sexual
Assault Advisory Board, Directed
by Linda Moore, basicaly
addresses issues regarding sexaul
assault.

All throughout the academic
year, representatives from the
Rape Crisis Center provide
informative programs through the

request of the Dean of Students or
Campus Police. These programs
will be emphasized more during
Sexual Assault Awareness Week,
which is the week of November
13-17. During this time there
will be an open forum with
several guest speakers providing
more information on the topic of
rape-something everyone should
know more about.

UNCW BOOKSTORE
HALLOWEEN DAY

VARD 5ALL
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The StaHawk welcomts Letters to the

Editor. These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The

Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit letters for the purpose of space or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk.

601 South College Rd.. Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The

Seahawk.
The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 pm. Monday for Thursdays paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division
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TASHA BOONE
Managing Editor

MAI NGUYEN
News Editor

CHRIS WRIGHT
Sports Editor

PATRICK FOWLER
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ALLEN RAY
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& JENNIFER YOUNG
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KENNETH TAYLOR
Local Advertising
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JIM KRAFT
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DAN HEADRICK
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There Is No Alcohol Ban
Once again, the Seahawk stands corrected. We find that an

editorial on student apathy erroneously reported an alcohol ban

on the UNCW campus. There is no such ban. The Student

Handbook and Code of Student Life contains the allowance for

University events. It states, "Possession and consumption of

alcoholic beverages shall be restricted to the Residence Life areas

and the University Union." What about private enjoyment?

We were instructed to do some research. Well, a quick check

with Residence Life showed that the only areas where drinking is

allowed are the private rooms of students over 21. No alcohol is

allowed in recreation areas, the athletic fields, or the common
areas of Residence Life, nor is it allowed in the University Union.

But wait, before we overgeneralize again, a clarification must

be made. Exceptions are possible. An alcohol permit can be

obtained if a group is holding an event. In fact, SGA took

advantage of this exception when they secured permission for

students to bring beer to the Welcome Back Dance.

However, SGA President Jim Humphries didn't think getting

the permit would be very easy for an average student. In fact, he

doubted that most students would be willing to put in the work

and aggravation involved to get the permit. It is really just as

easy to go off campus to party.

There is a question (which we really just answered) of why

off-campus students do not get involved in campus activities.

There are certainly many reasons, but one logical point is the

strict regulation (but not prohibition) of alcohol. Several students

would enjoy coming out and playing Softball or basketball on

campus facilities, but they also want to go somewhere where they

can enjoy a beer when they take a break. Why shouldn't they be

allowed to bring a cooler full of "cold ones". One reason many
people give for the decline of the once popular "Seaside Jam" (an

outdoor concert that almost became an annual tradition at

UNCW) was the removal of alcohol from the festivities when
they were moved inside Trask Coliseum. People like to drink

when they go to hear bands and have a good time.

The Seahawk does not condone drinking under age, nor does

it condone driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs. We
do not necessarily believe there is any inalienable right to get

"trashed". What we do believe is that people are going to do

these things. Perhaps in a perfect world, people would not enjoy

drinking and getting inebriated. This is not the scenario though.

When policy-makers start to see things in this realistic light, then

perhaps effective rules can be considered that will make everyone

happier.

The question returns to the original premise of that past

editorial. What was done to stop or change these regulations?

Why didn't students who are obviously affected, and those who
will be affected in the future try to voice their opinions? While
this is not an alcohol "ban" the students' right to enjoy
themselves has been compromised. But maybe . . .just maybe,
they don't care. . .

Oops LivWell was not responsible for the Alcohol Awareness
Week. That was Alternatives! Although they are housed in the same
office area, they are different departments.

Editor

May I offer my solution to

the problem of the dangerously

depleted ozone layer?

All chlorofluorocarbons

(C.F.C.'s) should b e

internationally banned. Then, to

repair the ozone layer, implement

the following method:

First, manufacture liquid

ozone (L.O.Z.) . Then, load the

L.O.Z. aboard large military

refueling tranker aircraft. These

planes would then climb to the

lower level of the ozone layer at

forty thousand feet. As they

spray the L.O.Z., the strong

upper jet stream winds will carry

the ozone even higher into the

ozone layer. The ozone layer

could be maintained at its normal

level after the initial restoration

project by a minimal number of

annual flights. However, I

estimate the initial ozone
restoration will take from one to

five years and cost between fifty

and seventy million dollars.

Since this is a global crisis, cost

should be shared by the members
of the United Nations.

The Rev. Jesse Jackson
deserves everyone's support for

We Need Heroes to Wave the Flag, Not Burn It

Editorials!

his commitment to saving the

environment. Let's all get behind

him.

I urge everyone to clip out

this letter and send copies to

scientists, environmental groups,

the E.P.A., U.N.E.S.C.O., their

congressmen and senators, and to

President Bush.

I am requesting that my
complete name, address, and
phone number be printed with
this letter in order that anyone
wishing to discuss this important

issue further may be free to

contact me.

Leonard DeFazio, Jr.

31 Elmwood Avenue

Batavia, New York 14020.

(716) 343-9356

Ve encourage letters to

the Editor. Is there a

problem with sonethlng on

campus? Is there something

you really don't like''

Vrlte now and let us know.

Expose the Injustices and

wrongs of administration,

faculty, staff, and

students.

I was listening, sort of

halfheartedly, to the news some

nights ago when the broadcaster

made mention of the idea of

burning the American flag. Now
don't get me wrong. I do believe

that anyone is entitled to his or

her rights, but this flag burning

stunt really irks me. Maybe it is

those fire starters that ought to

get the hotfoot.

Hearing this reporter's

commentary got me thinking

about the sad shape of the

country; a country which I care a

great deal for. In my mind, for

quite some time I have been

entertaining a question. Where
have all of our heroes gone?

First of all, I want to know
where Superman went. You
remember, that big ol' guy with

the "S" on his chest who had the

hots for Lois Lane. And you

never hear from Spiderman

anymore. I guess Peter Parker

(Spidy's alias) and Clark Kent

headed for some place they would

m

get respect

And look what we have in

their place. Trust me, a little

blue Smurf cannot jump tall

buildings in a single bound and

Lois Lane wouldn't give a second

glance to a Mutant Ninja Turtle.

yet another game. I even
remember a bolt of excitement

when aging Hank Aaron came
from the Atlanta Braves dugout

and waved to the cheering crowds.

What a moment. What happened

to the hardcore football men like

Trust trie, a littte blue Smurf cannot
jump tali buildings in a single bound
and Lois Lam would never give a
second chance to a Mutant Ninja
TurtCe.

Our comics are in dire straits.

Then we wonder as to our
sports figures. I remember lying

in the bed with an earphone in

my ear and waiting for Tom
Seaver to gas another batter or

Billy Martin to be ejected from

Knute Rockne or the gentlemen
tennis players like Bjorn Borg.

Where have they gone? Have
they left us to fend for ourselves

in a world of addiction and death?

Say it ain't so Joe!

I shudder to even think of the

downward plunge of politics and

how the nation's youth are

affected. No more "I like Ike's"

or days of Fireside Chats with

FDR. Even religion has taken a

plunge with the antics of Jim and

Tammy. It's getting tough for

even an evangelist to make a

living. And of course our actors

and actresses are getting into the

swing of things, with reporters

turning up enough dirt to fill the

Grand Canyon. With Gai Gai's

slapping and the new morality of

actor/actress relationships, I'm

afraid to go to the movies.

And to top it all off, some
fanatic wants to bum the stars and

stripes to the ground. How in the

world can people claim not to

have any feelings on such an

issue. Well, I can speak for

myself, my few friends, and a

whole lot of veterans in saying

that it will be a cold day before

we will condone or tolerate such a

ridiculous act. God bless

America.

Lessons From Hugo Linger On In Charleston
Several weeks ago I reflected on

Hugo's passage near to us. This

week I find myself thinking about

Hugo from a totally different

perspective.

During fall break 16 students

and staff from UNCW went to

Charleston and spent the whole

break working on Sullivan's

Island, just to the north of

Charleston. This was one of the

hardest hit areas and had just been

opened to traffic four days before

we got there. I won't even try to

describe the devastation because

there is no way that words can

express the incredible sights that

confronted us as we drove along

the island.

We worked hard those days,

cleaning up massive piles of

debris from the yards of people

who, until we came on the scene,

had no idea if they could ever

return to normal again. Some of

us washed walls inside the homes

of a 74 year old man. Others

helped another older couple haul

out a 6 month old freezer and a 2

year old washer and dryer and

throw them on the heap of trash

on the front curb of their home.

We tore up a kitchen floor that

wound up pushed against the side

of someone else's house. We cut

;uid hauled fallen trees away from
homes that were almost obscured

by the brush piles.

What we learned in this

experience was the incredible
pleasure of giving away time and
energy for someone else. It was
and is a genuine joy to be able to

look into a massive crisis and
find a place where you can go to

work and make a difference. We
hardly made a dent in the massive

clean up effort, but we did make a

difference! And it was fun. It felt

good. We wound up the day
exhausted but on an emotional

high.

Also, we learned a lot from
the people we helped about the

power of the human spirit. Their

appreciation of what we were
doing was a potent emotional

experience. They cried, we cried

and then we went away grateful

for the opportunity to help. One

of our number simply admired a

set of porcelain cats in a man's

house, because she helped to

collect cat figurines. The man
refused to let her leave without

the statues. She, of course, said

she couldn't take them, but he

prevailed. The ability to lose so

much and still be able to share

what you have was a touching
and powerful message to us. We
saw despair, to be sure. We saw
shock in people's faces. But we
were surrounded by determination

and hope.

All of us came away from the

experience changed in a positive

way. To be sure, we felt that we
had not been able to do enough,
for there was so much that needed

to be done. Still, we did come
away having learned once more
about the perplexing nature of
love: the more you give away,

the more you have.

The President Writes; A Letter From George Bush
Summer is over and classes

are back in session. As we begin

the school year, our thoughts turn

to the future--a future gravely

threatened by drugs.

Americans agree that the

biggest threat we are facing as a

nation is drugs, in particular

cocaine and crack.

Who is responsible?

Everyone who uses drugs.

Everyone who sells drugs.

Everyone who looks the other

way.

Some people used to call

drugs just a benign form of

recreation. They're not. Drugs

are a real and extremely serious

threat to our schools, our homes,

our friends and our families. It

doesn't matter where you live or

what school you attend. No one

is free from the threat of drugs.

Inner cities, small towns, and

college campuses all are under

siege-because America is under

siege.

On September 5, 1 announced

the first comprehensive national

strategy to end the siege-to fight

drugs with tougher laws and
enforcement, and with improved

treatment, education and
prevention. The programs we've

proposed are an all-out assault

against the evil of drug use and

drug trafficking. We are

aggressively attacking the

problem from every angle, and

proposing a 1990 drug-budget

totaling over eight billion dollars-

-the largest single increase in

history.

America is fighting a war
against drugs. Yet the most
important weapons in the war on
drugs are the least tangible: self-

discipline, courage, character,

support from one's family, faith

in God and in one's self.

Fundamentally, the drug

problem in America is not of

supply, but of demand. We are

taking strong new action to stop

the flow of drugs into this

country and to stop the dealers

themselves; but as long as

Americans are willing to buy

illegal drugs, somebody,
somewhere in the world will sell

them.

Recently, I met with Mrs.

Everett Hatcher, the widow of a

veteran DEA agent who was

. . .the most important

weapons in the war on

drugs are the least

tangible. .

.

killed by drug-using cowards. A
woman of considerable dignity,

she put responsibility for her

husband's death squarely on

"casual" users of cocaine. She's

right-and there is now blood on

their hands. Similary, President

Barco of Colombia recently made
an appeal to Americans to stop

buying the cocaine causing the

slaughter of innocent civilians in

the drug wars there.

Every student in America at

some point-at a party, in a locker

room, in a dorm room--every
student must choose to accept or

reject drugs. But there is another

choice that college students, as

responsible adults, must make-
whether to get involved in a

personal way to end drug use, or

to look the other way.

College campuses have long

been centers of conscience and

idealism in this country, places

where students have raised their

voices to protest oppression,

injustice and human suffering

around the world. Yet, no one

would deny that often drugs go

hand in hand with injustice,

suffering and even death. But

where is the sound of protest?

Innocent bystanders are killed at

random on city streets. Babies

are bom addicted to crack and

heroin. Young children are forced

into the drug trade by addicts.

What greater human rights
violations exist? What greater

injusdees? Yet, recreational drug

users still on some college
campuses are ambivalent to the

death and destruction they are
financing.

We must appeal to the social

conscience of every college
student on every college campus
in America. The way to protest

the misery and oppression
brought about by drugs is to

comit yourself to staying away
from drugs-and working to keep
them away from your friends.

Drug use doesn't usually
begin the way most people think,

with young people getting their

first drugs from an addict or a

dealer. Instead, they get them free

from "friends" who think casual

drug use hurts no one. Peer
pressure is what spreads drug use
and peer pressure can help stop it.

You can help stop it-if you

get involved.

Distributed By The Collegiate Network
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When You Want To Look
Your Very Best

The Crest Fitness Club

Student Rales Tannmy Beds Aerobics 8tt*4* Rooms

FreeWeiyhts Nautilus Individual i/ed Programs

Wrightsvi lie Beach 256-L>75B

Beauty Su pply
Beauty Emporium

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
(next to Sam's Wholesale)

356 S. College Road
395-0542

EXTRA
LOW PRICES

• Hair Brushes

• Hair Ornaments

• Skin Care Items

• Electrical Appliances

LaMAUR

VITA E

HAIR SPRAY

LaMAUR

APPLE PECTIN

SHAMPOO

AShampoo Concentrate

Ml liter Reg or Moist

-6
Mas

$299

TBESemmt.

Hair
Spray

4 formulas

to choose from

$1 69

REVLON

NAIL POLISH

$1 89

15 02 . resists humidity to

hold hair longer

QUEENE HELENE

STYLING GEL

$1 69

styling!

IT'S HOT WILD. . .

SPIRITED
SPUNKY STUFF!

• Instantly freezes hair in

place with extra firm

holding power
• Sculpt, shape, lift and

spike

FANTASIA
SPRITZ SPRAY

$2"

$ .99

AUSSIE

MEGA SHAMPOO

[l£3iH

UNICURE
HAIR & SKIN

CONDITIONER

I-.
£U

spnti
hair
spTJl *

32 oz. size

$3 89

6 oz. tube only $ .99

Everything for your hair

and skin at discount
prices"
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WOW!
I didn'tknow they

j made'em like that
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THEARMY HAS THE FIERCEST
HELICOPTER IN THEWORLD...

It can see in the dark. And attack with-

out being seen. It can strike like lightning.

It's fast, smart and mean.
But the AH-64 Apache helicopter

doesn't fly by itself. It needs trained avia-

tors capable of handling its awesome
technology.

Warrant Officer Flight Training takes

ability, dedication and commitment. It's

an intensive 40-week training program
designed to take the very best people and
make them pilots.

If you have a high school diploma, preferably two years of college and
can complete Basic Training, we just might have a flight suit your size.

To find out if you qualify for Warrant Officer Flight Training, see
your local Army Recruiter today or call 1-800-727-1516 for details.

4626 Oleander Drive
799-1883

...ANDWEWANTTOTEACH YOU
HOWTO FLY IT.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Gang Slams Wilmington

Imagine A World Without Man's Blunders
It seemed so real. I could

feel the air rushing by my body.

The world seemed so small as I

cruised along looking down on

everybody, and everything. The
world seemed so round, so

perfect

As all the world passed by

the scene changed, and I was no

longer flying. The street I walked

down was clean and beautiful.

The people that passed me by

were kind and gentle. The
surroundings seemed very
familiar, and I felt as if I had been

there before. As I rounded a

corner I could see the Empire
State Building, and the rest of the

New York skyline. I picked up a

paper and the headline read

"Second Straight Year With No
Crime", and as I turned through

the sports section I read that

George Steinbrenner had finally

sold the Yankees. All this

confused me as the scene changed.

Now I'm walking down a

street in another city. This one

also seems familiar, but like the

last it seems too quiet, too clean.

A group of young boys walk by

me wearing red and blue, but they

are laughing instead of fighting.

There are no winos, no street

people. Everyone walking by

seems healthy and happy. I walk

up on Mann's Chinese theatre,

where all the Hollywood legends

have left their marks. 1 am in

Los Angeles.

1 again pick up a newspaper

and the headline reads "No Stars

Die From Drug Use", the article

below it says that all actors and

actresses have agreed not to try a

music career just because they are

famous. As 1 read another article

I am suprised to see that teachers

are being paid as much as

entertainers and athletes for

educating our young. A smile

spreads across my face as Los

Angeles fades away in a mist.

As the mist clears I see that I

am no longer in a city, but

instead on a wide open plain,

surrounded by fresh air and blue

skies. A bird Hies over my head

and I make out its features to tell

that it is a Passenger Pigeon. A

herd of Buffalo runs in the

distance, the hooves sound like

thunder rolling across the plains,

their numbers are so many I can

not see the end. 1 close my eyes.

When I open them I am on a

large boat that appears to be a

whaling vessel except that there

is no harpoon. Families clamor

to the rails to see thousands of

Humpback Whales breaking the

surface and rolling in the clear

blue ocean. A man standing

beside me comments on how
strong the Dolphins are coming
back since tuna nets have been

outlawed, and how clean the
ocean is now that ocean dumping
has ended. I am struck by the

beauty of nature and then it is

gone.

The ocean is replaced, and I

am sitting in front of a

television. ESPN is on and the

announcer is talking about an

award that Oklahoma has won for

outstanding academic performance

by its athletes. The subject
changes to basketball and UNLV
has continued its ten year streak

of graduating all of its players.

Mike Tyson is still undefeated,

and the Dallas Cowboys have
won back to back Superbowls. I

drift away.

As focus returns I am in a

corridor with nurses and doctors

passing me by. I listen to two
nurses speak as they pass by.

They agree that their jobs are

easier now that all disease and

sickness has been put to an end.

I walk into the emergency room
and it is empty. It appears that it

has not been us?^ in a very long

time. Another smile begins to

appear on my face, but I am
jolted back into consciousness. I

sit up to find a puddle of drool on

my desk. The girl next to me
laughs at the large red spot on my
forehead from sleeping on my
arm. My professor asks me if I

had a pleasant nap. I just smile

as a moral to all this becomes
clear. Never, never drink Tequilla

on a school night.

P^
Hingle Performing In Wilmington

Opera House Theatre Company
with the support of General

Electric-Wilmington is proud to

present the superb star of stage,

screen, and television, Pat Hingle

in his one-man show "An Evening

with Thomas Edison-Reflections

of a Genius". Mr. Hingle's career

is long and prestigious.

He has appeared in over

twenty-two plays on Broadway
including "Cat on a Hot Tin

Roof, "That Championship
Season", "The Odd Couple",

"Glass Menagerie", and many
more. His Films include "On the

Waterfront", "Splendor in the

Grass", "Norma Rae", "Baby
Boom", and most recently

Batman" in which he appeared as

Commissioner Gordon. His most

recent appearance on television

was as the fire chief in "The
Rescue of Jessica McClure".

Pat Hingle's outstanding one-

man show of Thomas Edison has

been termed "brilant", "superb", "a

10 all the way". It is a unique

opportunity for local audiences to

enjoy the work of one of

Americas most gifted actors.

Thanks to the generous
support of General Electric, Opera
House Theatre Company is able to

present two performances of Mr.

Hingle's show on Sunday,
November 12th at 3:00 pm
and8:00 pm at the Scottish Rite

Temple Theater, 1415 South
Seventeenth Street. Tickets are

$20.oo and are available through

the Center Box Office, 118

Princess Street, 763-3398 or 763-

9328 and at the door one hour

before performance time.

Gross Anatomy: Starring
Mathew Modine, Daphne Zuniga,

Christine Lahti.

Rating: 8 out of a possible

10.

Are you thinking about going

to medical school? If you are, you

might want to check out this film

and see what you are getting

yourself into. Gross Anatomy
paints a pretty hard picture of what

it takes to succeed in the high

pressure world of medicine.

This movie gives an unusual

insight into the training ground of

future doctors. In the first

moments of the Film one of the

professors tells the first year

students that the field they are

entering has the highest rate of

drug addiction, divorce, and

suicide.

The movie centers on a bright

first year student Joe Slovak

(Modine). Joe is from a poor

family and his driving reason for

becoming a doctor is the money
he expects to earn after medical

school. However, he is challenged

by his first professor to be more
than he ever wanted to be. The
professor, Dr.Woodruff (Lahti) is a

dedicated educator who wants to

make every student the perfect

doctor, and expose any
shortcomings they might have.

Gross Anatomy is a very

funny movie that has its serious

moments also. The supporting

cast did an excellent job portraying

students who get about five hours

sleep a night, and spend their lives

studying. The parts of the film

that deal with going to class and

studying long hours will be pretty

hard for most UNCW students to

relate to. It was very strange to

see students going to class

without sunglasses, or asking

someone if they had heard the surf

report.

Mathew Modine is very likable

as the laid back Joe, and Christine

Lahti makes you think back to a

teacher that pushed you to excel,

but at the time you didn't

appreciate it . Gross Anatomy is

a very enjoyable and funny movie.

Take a date, but don't go on a full

stomach. I forgot to mention a

good part of the movie was spent

around a cadaver being disected.

oops.

Next Of Kin: Starring Patrick

Swayze, Liam Nesson, Adam
Baldwin.

Rating: 7 1/2 out of 10.

You probably have heard of the

Hatfields and the McCoys, those

two families from Kentucky that

had a feud a few years back. Well,

Hollywood decided to bring back

the feud, but this time the
McCoys are eating pasta and look

a little Italian.

The story is pretty basic.

Patrick Swayze plays Truman
Gates, a good old boy from the

hills of Kentucky who left home
to become a big city cop in

Chicago. Truman's little brother

also lives in Chicago, but longs

for the hills of Kentucky and

unfortunately gets to go home the

hard way.

With his little brother killed

by the mafia, Truman must go

home to the hills and explain that

the police will handle the case, but

his family wants old time justice.

An eye for an eye.

Truman convinces most of his

family to let the police handle the

case, but his older brother Briar

(Nesson) sets out to find the killer

on his own. Once in Chicago
Briar quickly gets into the middle

of the investigation, making it

difficult for Truman to act as a

police officer instead of a brother.

Adam Baldwin plays Joey

Rosselini a psychotic mafia hit-

man who enjoys getting ahead in

the mob almost as much as he

enjoys killing people. Joey has

big plans for himself, but will his

bosses son get in the way of his

advancement in the family?

When I went to see Next Of
Kin I expected a dumb movie thats

only purpose was to show off

Patrick Swayze's body for the

female viewers. However, I was

happily suprised to find a good
action film with a strong cast to

back up Swayze's lead. The
supporting cast of characters all

gave good performances,
especially Baldwin and Nesson. In

a few scenes you even felt yourself

empathizing with the characters,

and actually caring for them.

There was only one major
criticism for Next Of Kin, and that

was how over done all the country

accents were. In the future I hope
Patrick Swayze continues to turn

out entertaining movies, but

please Pat, no more southern

drawls. Next Of Kin is enjoyable

and worth the trip across College

Road where it's playing.

Catch-22 Rocks

BY KRIST1 L11PTON
STAFF WRITER

Catch 22 rocked the Mad
Monk Tuesday October 24. This

Greensboro band opened to a small

but enthusiastic crowd. The radio

advertisement made Catch 22,

with Wilmington's own Casual

Cuz, sound like a Heavy Metal
band.

Guitarist Fred Lewis said, "I

hate words like Glam and Metal.

It's all Rock and roll." Catch 22

had songs to please every music

lover. Those that attended seemed
to enjoy every aspect of the show.

The Catch 22 you see now has

been together for almost a full

year. Singer Fran Sandifer can

make you wonder if your watching

Guns-N-Roses perform. They
also perform many classics from

Kiss to Pink Floyd.

The original music they

performed was mainly written by

Fran, and are aimed towards the

college age crowd. Catch 22

manages their own affairs, and

bassist Steve Graham calls Catch

22 "The Underdog Band". They

pick up vacant slots from various

management companies in North

Carolina, but somehow the
calender always gets filled.

Casual Cuz from Wilmington

will have been with the band one

year on December 8. That also

happens to be their next scheduled

date at the Mad Monk. For those

of you who missed out on this

energetic rock and roll show
should plan to come out and see

this band on their next visit to

Wilmington.

BY PHILLIP milRHI.IN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Many people decided not to go

out last Thursday night. Front
Street News was nearly empty
when The National People's Gang
took the stage. I shook my head

as a strange looking guy walked
around the few die-hards, handing

out candy and wailing through a

cardboard tube.

The strange looking guy then

ran up on stage and suddenly the

walls shook as he took the

microphone and began belting out

lyrics. And I felt sorry for the

people who had stayed home.

The opening song, Love
Button, slammed the ten or fifteen

lucky patrons scattered around the

bar. The music was broken by

humorous dialogues about
compulsive gambling that forced

the stoniest looking watchers to

smile. This set the tone for the

night.

The music ranged from soft

and melodic to raging semi- thrash

tunes that even made sitting at the

bar feel like an aerobic workout.

Trying to categorize the sound was
no small feat. The closest

comparisons I could come up with

were The Sugarcubes, Morrisey,

and, to really stretch it, U2. The
only good way to describe the

sound is to say these guys are

unique.

National People's Gang is

based in Orange County, Ca.
Their just released album, Orange,

is out on the independent label

Dr. Dream Records. The band is

made up of four members. Chad
Jasmine, lead vocalist, drove the

show with his humor and manic
vitality. Jasmine's vocal range is

an impressive mix of power and
gentleness.

At one moment he soothes

and caresses the listeners with a

wavering high voice, as in El
Paso , but in an instant he can
switch to the banshee scream

found in the gang's cover of Led

Zeppelin's Immigrant Song. Even

when he was not singing, Jasmine

captivated the crowd's attention

with such antics as tearing up a

dollar bill, the previously

mentioned candy and cardboard

tube, and running around taking

pictures of the audience.

Chad Forello, the guitarist, did

just what a guitarist should. He
stood unobtrusively off to the side

and JAMMED. The guitar notes

soared when they were supposed

to, and fell off to a muted
background when the music

slowed. His leads were well timed

and smoothly executed, even in

the chaos of tunes like White
Boxes.

Deyo Glines played a

thumping, very funky bass. He is

the man with the rubber mouth. I

never saw such facial contortions.

The way his fingers plucked and

pounded the strings though, it is

no wonder he made faces. That

had to be painful, but it sure

sounded good. His talents were

highlighted in the metallic rap of

Getting Close To God.

Anthony Aruizo fills out the

line-up with his drumming. At

first listen, it wouldn't seem that

he really did anything spectacular.

There were no really wild solos.

But, in retrospect, the timing and

precision he exhibited were really

professional. When listening to

their album, I realized how faithful

his live versions were to the

recording. I was impressed.

In the song El Paso which

closes the album and was one of

the final tunes of the last regular

set, Jasmine sings, "Love don't

cost no money and it's a damned
good thing 'cause we're always

broke. . . You can laugh, but it

ain't no joke. .

."

We'll see who's laughing soon

enough. These guys look to be

on their way and I don't think

they're headed for the Texas desert.

Settimi Makes UNCW Laugh
BY CAROL MFHLE

STAFF WRITER

"Laugh or else" was the

reining theme Tuesday as 1988
College Comedian of the year Tim
Settimi hit Kenan Auditorium.

Settimi, a Chicago native

began his carrer first as a mime
then as a musician. "Gradually I

moved to the stand up fall down
comdey I do now." Both mime
and music play an important part

in his act.

As Settimi's career took off, he

opened for acts such as Steve
Martin and Chicago. "Being an

opening act is like being a pickle

in a sandwhich from the deli. You
don't ask for it, you don't pay for

it, you don't expect it, and when it

comes you couldn't care less about

it" he said.

Radio personality Fred Allen
from B100 M.C.ed the show, and
told the near sellout crowd "watch
out, this man is a bundle of
energy." Settimi lived up to this

making his entrance on roller

skates, and then doing some
impressions.

Settimi then moved on to talk

about his collegiate years and the

stunts he pulled for fun on his
three sisters and college friends.

"He pulled some stunts I've never

thought of, now I've got a whole
new collection of practical jokes
to try out", commented freshman
Edie Singleton.

Settimi used his skills as a

mime to demonstrate people's

reaction to a mime, especially a

child's re£_uon to the performance

and concept of mime.

Settimi then performed an
original composition of mime and
music called "refugees". He
followed the muscial theme by
asking the audience to participate

in a sing along. The sing along

was followed by several musical

parodies of popular rock songs,

both classical and moderm artists

such as Cher, George Michael,
Bobby McFerrin, Elton John and
Led Zeppelin.

Settimi closed the show with a

surprise prop, an unsuspecting

young ladies purse. Settimi went

on a trip through her purse, and

also sang a duet with his old friend

the singing nose.

The next time the Comedy
Commandos come to town
surrender youself to a night of
hysterical fun. A special thanks
to the Association of Campus
Entertainment for another great
night of fun right here on campus.
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Date: Thursday, Time- 7:3°Pm

November 9,

" University Union Room 100

Admission $1.00

Proceeds go to Kurt Lindstrom's Scholarship Fund.
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OK, OK, We know you've been waiting!

Well enough already!

The SSBW WSSM will be open this Friday, October 27

We're talkin' beer, wine, soda, and the World-Famous,

Most Truly Excellent, and Very Sought After BREW THRU T-Shirt

(andsweatsandhatsandbottlehuggersand everything else we could

find to put the logo on.) I

We found you, now here's

where you can find us:

WATER TOWER

p.s. Since you've waited so long, we'll give you 10% off

BREW THRU apparel with your student ID.

— - i
-- ^ -- -
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Three SenatorsAre Censured
RV TINA FORD

STAFF WRITER

Recently, three senators

including Chris Blanton, Amos

Quick, and David Taylor were

censured for their tardiness to

senate board meetings. According

to Ken Lemon, President of the

Senate, the senators are allowed

two excused tardies. After that

the senators are reprimanded. If

there is continued tardiness, the

senators are censured. The
Student Government Association

constitution states that "if a bill

of censuring is passed against a

senate official, it shall have the

following the effects:

1. The official shall lose

chairmanship of all committees

in which said official serves. The

final resort is impeachment.

2. The official mav or mav

not lose membership in any

committees in which said offical

may serve, at the discretion of the

senate, by a 2/3 majority of those

present and voting.

3. It shall be publicly

reported in the UNCW student

newspaper that said official has

been censured.

Lee Barnhill states that if

senators have misconducted

themselves than they can be

censured also.

Repeated censures of elected

officials shall be grounds for

impeachment; repeated censures

of appointed officials shall

constitute grounds for removal

from office.

"With the exception of the

four senators reprimanded,

attendance at the meetings has

been exceptional," explained Ken

Lemon. "On Monday,

September 23, thirty-two senators

(out of thirty-three appointed

positions) were present at the

senate meeting," he said. It is

different from before, because

now when people resign, the spot

is immediately filled."

Careers cont'd

speak to some of the classes.

Most students were very

pleased with what they found.

Even though it was aimed at

graduating seniors there were

many sophomores, juniors, and

seniors there. Freshman Will

Mitchell said he basically just

came to look around, nothing

serious. Junior marketing major

Elaine Azzarello said,"I came to

see what was out there and get a

good variety before I make my

choice."

For the seniors it was a time

to get serious. Communications

major Debi Matthews said, "It's

really been helpful because I am
out here looking for job

opportunities." Senior Brian Blue

summed up the whole event. He
said, "The opportunity to go in

there and make yourself known is

there. Then it's up to us the

students to follow up on it and

apply ourselves."
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SEE LT. REED AT THE CAREER FAIR IN
THE STUDENT UNION ON OCTOBER 25-27
OR CALL 1-800-662-7419 FOR MORE
INFORMATION.

NAVY OFFICER Yi>u arelbmorrow.
You are the Navy.

FOR SALE

1978 Datsun 510. Good condition. Call
791-3700. Ask for Joe.

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED

Campus Reps Needed: earn big commissions
and free trips by selling Nassau/Paradise
Island, Cancun, Mexico, Jamaica, & Ski
trips to Vermont & Colorado. For more
information call toll free 1-800-344-8360 or
Ct. 203-967-3330.

THINK SPRING-outgoing? Well
organized? Promote and escort our
FLORIDA SPRING BREAK trip. GOOD
PAY and FUN. Call Campus Marketing 1-

800-423-5264.

SPRING BREAK 1990 - Individual or
student organization needed to promote our
Spring Break trips. Earn money, free trips

and valuable work experience. APPLY
NOW!! Call Inter-Campus Programs: 1-

800-327-6013.

PERSONALS

Lonely? Need a date? Meet that special
someone today! Call DATETIME (405)
366-6335.

KITTENS AND PUPPIES FOR
SALE

Free kittens to good home. 6.5 weeks old
2 solid black. 1 solid grey. Call 452-0432,
leave message if no answer.

Free puppy. Golden Retriever/ Chow
mixture. Male. Call 799-9603.

TYPING

Expert typing at reasonable rates. Pick up
and delivery. All work guaranteed. Cal
251-8134 and leave message on machine.

YARD SALE

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS*
PHI BETA LAMBDA will be having a yard
sale. Oct. 26 from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

outside the University Union.
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Nets down Hornets, snag first victory
BY PATRICK FOWLER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The swarm of Hornets has left Trask Coliseum

as the 5,546 disappointed fans who saw the New
Jersey Nets squash them up and down the court for a

98-86 victory. Don't let the final score fool you.

The Hornets were beaten in all phases of the game
and depended on a late surge to make the score

respectable. This promotional game of the

Charolotte basketball franchise was a homecoming
for former UNCW standout Brian Rowsom. What a

sour note to greet his former alma mater as the

Hornets impressed no one Friday night.

Rowsom was given a loud round of appaluse

every time he entered the game but he played

sparingly (24 minutes). Scoring quietly, he went 5-

8 from the field and netted 10 points for the

Hornets. Most of his shots came from the

perimeter off rolling picks.

"I had four wonderful years here and hope I can

continue to elevate my game in the pros," Rowsom
said. "I think I can play better and need to be more

consistent in my game. We, as a team, can

improve in all areas of play."

The former Hawk, who graduated in 1987, is

still the school's all-time scorer and rebounder. He
scored 1,973 points and ripped down 1,012 rebounds

during his four year domination of the CAA
hardwood. Rowsom still holds 21 school records

and will be honored at halftime during the Hawk's

game against William and Mary on Feb. 21, 1990

in Trask.

The play of Rowsom and rookie sensation

Terry Dozier, who led the Hornets in scoring with

15 points, were the lone bright spots for the team.

Number one draft J.R. Reid, who pleaded hardship

and skipped his senior year at college, turned in a

performance that suggested he should have stayed in

class.

The former Tar Heel was bumped, blocked, and

stuffed the entire night by the game's MVP, Charles

Shackleford, who ironically faced Reid before as a

member of N.C. State. Reid could only muster 7

points as he was penned in on the baseline by
Shackleford all night. His shot selection also left

something to be desired as he twice hit the side of

the backboard on fading jumpshots. "I didn't shake

him (Shackleford) off me a lot tonight and my shots

were off," said J.R. Reid. When questioned what

the hardest thing to adjust to in the pro's, Reid

replied, " The size and the strength of the players

across the league."

The Hornets simply played poorly all night as

they made New Jersey look like a premier team.

These are the same Nets that change line-up and

personnel faster than George Steinbrenner can hire

and fire another Yankee baseball manager. The

Hornets were hurt the most on the boards where

they were out-rebounded 16-5. The offense was no

help at all either, starting the second half going 4

minutes wihout a bucket and 8 minutes in the

quarter scoring just 2 baskets. "We are a young ball

club and are bound to make some mistakes but we
can only get better, " said Hornet enforcer Kurt

Rambis.

If you came out to the games to watch a

professional game then you might have been

disappointed in the game performance you paid $15

to see. However if you went to the game to once

again cheer the talents of former Hawkster Brian

Rowsom and support the home team, (who will

definitely need that support the first couple seasons

of its existance) then that Hornet autograph or $25

sweatshirt was worth its weight in gold. The

Hornets have a long way to go before they will be

able to compete with the big boys of the NBA but

with heart and determination they just may ... as

Bo says "do it".

PI K3TO BY PI lOXIP LOUOI 0.1^,

A Hornet and two Nets players fight for rebounds in the Hornet's game in Trask Colisieum. The Hornets ~
were out rebounded by the Nets 15-6 in a contest that were dominated by the Nets. The Nets won their first

exhibition of the year uping their record to 1-3 while the Hornets suffered their first lost dropping to 2-1.

A running commentary tells runner's true thoughts
RV PATRICK FOWLER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

This summer I took part, O.K., I was conned into

participating in various road races with my younger

brother. That's running on your own two feet!! I

managed to sucessfully reach, uh, make that find the

finish line in over half of the races. My ultimate

achievement was completing a 10 kilometer or 6

mile run. After numerous deliriums, body attacks,

and self-psychoanalysis during the long 6 mile trek I

xisted an outstanding time of 42:36. Here is my
endition of my record breaking race record in

ninutes.

0:00- I'm loose, I'm ready, I've wearing K-mart's

Jlue Light special gym shorts.

2:00- I'm tight, I'm tired, I want to go home!!

11:00- Why is my leg turning blue,@#!*, no
wonder they call these shorts Blue Light Specials,

no circulation is apparent. — 1 MILE
COMPLETED
8:05- Equiment Change to Walter's Wonderful

wearables (The Nearest 7-11 store).

12:00- Charley Horse on the right of me, Charley

Horse on the left of me.

16:00- Water, I need water!, Please any liquid will

do—2 MILES COMPLETED.
20:00- Why are their pink elephants racing ahead

of me? Oh, no I'm delirious.

24:00 This looked a whole lot easier on TV.--3

MILES COMPLETED.
26:00- I really should not eaten that Breakfast

Special at the Slop House.

30:00- Why, Why, Why!!— 4 MILES
COMPLETED.
36:00- Cute Girls parked in a white Corvette,

slopped, started to... er nevermind-20 minute delay.

37:00- Put one foot in front of the other-- 5

MILES COMPLETED.
39:00- I think I can, I think I can.

39:05- Oh who am I kidding!!

4 1:00- Pick up the pace boy, that pregnant woman

is not going to beat you.

41:30- I can see the finish line, I will never reach

it but at least my eyesight hasn't failed me.

42:00- Stand up and cross tne line like a man
42:36- Ok, crawl like man, crawl!

And there you have, no sweat, no problems, no

ir telligentjlife left in this abused body. After

checking trie official scorer on my time and slipping

him a twenty to make sure it was repectable; I did

what any other man would do in my situation. I-jj-

cried in my car. R
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SEAHAWK SPORTS

Way Out In
(W)right
Field
Chris Wright
Sports Editor

A Series- ous Question

Involving Moral Ethics
I was down at Wrightsville Beach this past

weekend. It was either the north end or the south

end, I'm not real sure. Regardless, England stared at

me from across the sea.

I was walking and thinking, you know more

or less one of those "get in touch with nature" type

deals. I thought of a lot of things, but mostly I

thought of San Francisco, and the World Series.

I don't think there should be a continuation of

the World Series this year. It seems pointless.

Regardless of the outcome, there can be no winner.

Some may argue that a Giants revival might bring

an emotional lift to the city. Perhaps. Winning

titles does seem to bring people together.

But even if the Giants do win, I would not find

it fitting to throw the customary post-Series

downtown parade.

Ah, but sports must go on. And I suppose

this Series is no different.

Money is the bottom line. Although ABC has

not come out and said there must be a series, you

can't help but think that the lost revenue is foremost

on the minds of the New York-based executives.

The only way I can support this year's Series is

if ABC would donate a large percentage of the

proceeds to the relief effort. I don't think that will

happen. So the company takes a financial loss. It's

not like their employees can't still go home at night

to a house that still exists.

This is not the first dilemma regarding

tragedies that television has faced. I remember on

the eve of the NCAA championship game between

Norm Carolina and eventual champion Indiana,

our president. Ronald Reagan, and several members

of his staff were gunned down by John Hinkley. The

game went on. Sure they waited until a successful

recovery by Reagan was assured, but they still

played.

Sporting events should be a joyous time- how
enjoyable do you think it will be for Giant fans who
suddenly came into a couple of extra tickets because

their relatives were a little late for the first inning

and never quite made it?

If for no other reason, it is for those people

who lost loved ones during last Tuesday's
earthquake that these games should be called off.

Granted, there were a precious few idiots who
wanted to still olav the very night of the earthquake,

prompting perennial Series slumper Jose Canseco to

wonder aloud, "they're crazy. They actually want us

to play through this thing."

But those spectators are in the minority, and

the longer this Series drags out, chances are that

some of the players might begin to grumble as

well.

Currently, the Series is expected to begin on
Friday, but another act of Nature, albeit less severe,

threatens to postpone that game, too. If Game 3 is

rained out, as forecasted, then there is a distinct

possiblity that the Series will extend into

November.

I think the people of both communities haved
endured enough suffering. I think they need to

rechannel their effort- take it off of playing baseball

and put it towards something meaningful, like

finding shelter for the homeless.

Remember the anxiety our community felt a

month ago with Hugo on the horizon? I doubt it had
too much of an effect on the lives of those living in

earthquake-stricken communities, but they still

managed to rake the neighborhoods of over $20,000
in relief funds for Charleston.

I doubt if this helps, but I just somehow felt

reassured to know that our fellow countrymen,
despite being 2,000 miles and three time zones
away, were concerned with our well-being.

Perhaps that's why I thought of them on a
beautifully calm Sunday afternoon at a place most
San Franciscan's have never heard of. And its

certainly the reason why I won't be watching this

year's World Series.

Granted, it's a small, almost immeasurable,

gesture but one I feel needs to be made, nonetheless.

Hawks finish strong, Go 2-2
RV SH7.I SHFRFIEI.r)

SPORTS WRITER

Despite the UNCW men's soccer teams losses

at the Panther National Invitational Oct. 14 and

15, the Seahawks found victory Oct. 21.

Though this season has brought with it the

most injuries the Seahawk soccer team has seen in a

long time, the Hawks beat Winthrop College at

home with a final score of 1-0. Because of the

unusually large number of players out of the game,

the Hawks have had to fall back and regroup. Since

the second game of the season, both David Allen

and Paul Cairney have been viewing the games

from the bench.

As a result of their and other teammates'

injuries, players have been taken from their

positions and placed elsewhere in the game to play

the best they can in this awkward situation. "In

every game we've played in we've been competitive

and had a chance to win," said head coach, Jackie

Blackmore. "So many players the team would
relv on aren't ready to play."

However, Chris George had no trouble
scoring the winning goal with only 16 seconds
left in over time. Leaving the match against
Winthrop confident, another victory was waiting
for the Hawks as they battled Francis Marion Oct.
23. Stomping Marion 3-0, Marc Rose with
assistance from Peter Clay and Charles Mitchell
scored the first goal for the Hawks. The final two

n IOTO DY PI IILLIP LOUGI [UN.

JR. Reid catches a breather during the Hornets game against the New Jersey Nets at Trask Friday night.

goals were scored by Bert Schilling and Gerard

Schwenk.

"It takes a while for any team to become a

team in every sense of the word," said Blackmore

with an air of appriciation. "With different people

in different positions, its been hard to promote a

teamlike atmosphere. Organization is a serious

problem but so far we've been effective in most

situaitons."

The situations Oct. 21 and 23 showed

victorious effects for the Hawks. Blackmore feels,

"as an entire team, we looked pretty sharp."

Though the tournament was unsuccessful, the

Seahawks seem to be determined to end the season

victorious. On Oct. 26 the Hawks will play

Campbell at 3 p.m. for their final home game.

UNCW runners

place second and

fourth at State
BY TAMMY CONNELLY

SEAHAWK SPORTS WRITER

The UNCW Cross-Country team hosted the

N.C. Intercollegiate Championships last Thursday,

October 19. Weather conditions were partly cloudy,

breezy, and 71 degrees as twelve men's teams and
nine women's teams prepared to participate in the

days event. Both the women's and men's teams
competed well.

The women ran first at 3:45 pm. Appalachian

State was the overall winner with 37 points. Two
of their runners claimed first and second place at

17:50 and 18:18. Duke and Wake Forest took
second and third places overall with 65 and 80
points respectively. UNCW took fourth place with

94 points.

UNCW's team was Mead by freshman, Amy
Jackson, who finished eighth out of 71 runners, in

19:18. Laurie Simpson and Karen Mathewson
crossed the line at 19:35, in 13th and 14th place
respectively. The Seahawks' top five were rounded
out by Andrea Wood at 20:19, and Jamie Oxendine
in 20:50. Coach Bill Cason said that the women
could have placed a little higher, but they ran well."

Brevard won the men's race with 31 points.

The Seahawks finished high in the ranks in second
place with 60 points. Coach Cason believes the

men couldn't have done better against Brevard.

"The top five runners all had good times," said

Cason. Shawn Brinton was the Hawk's top finisher

in 25:52, taking fourth place out of 117 runners.

Keith Gorski finished seventh overall in 26:16, and

Gary Butts crossed the finish in sixteenth in 26:35.

Larry Jackson and Don Scott took fourth and fifth

places for the Hawks at 26:57, and 27:04
respectively.

The Hawks travel next to William and Mary in

Williamsburg, Virginia for the CAA
Championships on November 4. "With a few more
hard workouts and determination, we should
definitely finish in the top four," predicts

sophomore Lolannie Walker for the women. Coach
Cason agrees saying, "Both teams should have no
problem finishing in the top four and may have a

shot at the top three."

JUCO recruits can pay quick dividends for teams

Robert had an unfortunate tendency to let his
mind wander at crucial stages of his swing.

BY CHRIS WRIGHT
SPORTS EDITOR

Larry Houzer is no longer directly involved

with the UNC-Wilmington basketball program, but

his presence is still very much being felt

Houzer, a one-time junior college standout, set

the tone for which other junior college transfers are

often measured.

Although the 6-foot-8 National Basketball

Association hopeful was not the first JUCO transfer

recruited under current head coach Robert

McPherson, he was certainly the most productive.

That productivity is something that assistant coach

Bob Rosenkranz said will sketch an everlasting

impression in the minds of other transfers the

school might recruit.

"The better Larry does at this point, whether in

the NBA or CBA or overseas, the better it will be
for UNCW," Rosenkranz said. "His success at

UNCW opened a lot of eyes around this region as to

the benefits of recruiting JUCO transfers."

In recent years, JUCO transfers have undergone

a transformation from role players to impact

players, Rosenkranz said.

"In the past, some schools were reluctant to go
the junior college route," he said. "I guess Indiana,

with Keith Smart the year they won, kind of opened

the nation's eye's a little."

UNCW stared wide-eyed at the prospect of
beginning the 1987-88 season wondering how to fill

the voids left by graduated seniors. The most
notable vacancy was in the center position, formerly

patrolled by current Charlotte Hornets member-and
all-time Seahawk scoring leader—Brian Rowsom.

"We were hit hard that year," Rosenkranz said.

"We needed to fill a lot of holes, and to do it

quickly, we went to the junior colleges. W e

brought in two of the school's most successful

players, Houzer and Antonio Howard. Houzer, in

his first year, made all-conference so we were quite

pleased."

Rosenkranz said that the key to successfully

recruiting the JUCO players is getting the ones who
can contribute immediately.

Former Hawk players, Larry Houzer and Antonio Howard, were both JUCO recruits who did well.

"These kids don't have the luxury of an

adjustment period," he said. "They have to almost

come in contributing. We only recruit the players

who we feel can step in, and, if not start, then at

least be substantially better than a high school

player of similar position. We don't recruit these

kids to sit."

The players realize this, and although

Rosenkranz hesitated to suggest that they

sometimes may apply more pressure on themselves,

he did concede that they are aware of the second

chance.

"Sure, they see this as a new beginning," he

said. "By the time we get them, they have had two
years to mature physically and emotionally. They
realize that there is only two years left, but a lot can

happen in two years."

Indeed, Houzer "happened" in two years.

"Larry came in during a time when we needed a

big man and he was our most productive player,"

Rosenkranz said. "Last year, he had some injuries

that slowed him, but overall, he made the most of

his two years here."

Despite representing a large portion of former
recruiting classes, the sudden influx of JUCO talent

has actually had a paradoxical effect on the Seahawk
program, Rosenkranz said.

"That first year we had to have them," he said.

"But now, we feel our program is to the level where
we can get the high school kids we want, and when
we do, we get them for four years."

Does that mean that UNCW will forego any
furhter attempts to lure the JUCO students into the
program?

"Oh, no," Rosenkranz said. "In fact, its just

the opposite. Houzer's success has opened the door
for us. Kids now know that they can come to

UNCW and be successful. It's a two-way street.

Word gets out that some schools recruit JUCOs, and
before long you'll see a line of them waiting to get
in."

"Whenever I go around the country recruiting,

Houzer is who everyone compares these kids to,"

Rosenkranz said. "If a kid is a prospect, then the

scouts will tell me 'he's a Houzer'."

•
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East Cafeteria Opening On November

I

A ribbon cutting ceremony will be held at

4:30 pm on Monday, Nov. 6 to celebrate the

opening of UNCW's East Cafeteria. Dinner
will be served immediately following the

ceremony.
The $4.7 million state-of-the-art dining hall,

which seats 600, has a bake shop, new food

service equipment, and a menu for the health

conscious. It also features a scatter system

which will help eliminate long lines.

The schedule for the East Cafeteria is as

follows:

Monday-Friday
Breakfast 7:00 am-9:30am
(Continental Breakfast until 10:45 am)
Lunch 11 :00 am- 1:30pm
Dinner 4:30pm-6:30pm

Saturday and Sunday
Breakfast 8:30am-9:30am
Lunch 11 :30am- 1:00pm
Dinner 4:30pm-6:00pm
The West Cafeteria will remain open Monday
through Friday for breakfast and lunch.

Women's History Month
"Courageous Voices Echoing in Our Lives"
is the theme for Women's History Month,
March 1990. A UNCW planning committee
is seeking students to join and provide
enthusiasm, and ideas for a number of
activities throughout the month. The next

scheduled committee meeting is Thursday,
November 16, 4p.m., in The Leadership
Center, University Union, 213. Interested

students (both women and men) are urged to

attend! For more information call 395-31 19.

Phi Beta Sigma Dance

Phi Beta- Sigma will be hosting a dance
Friday night, Nov. 3 in UU 100 at 10:00

p.m.-2:00 a.m. Admission is $2.00 w/ ID
$3.00 w/out.

Sexual Assault Awareness Week

Sexual Asault Awareness Week is scheduled

for November 13-17. This year's theme is

"Dispelling the Myth: The Reality of Sexual
Asault". Look in the next week's issue of the

Seahawk for more details.

UNCW Alumni Association Party

The Cape Fear Chapter of the UNCW
Alumni Association is hosting a party on
Saturday, November 18, for the over 4,000
UNCW graduates who reside in the Cape
Fear Region. The party will begin at 6:30
p.m. in the University Union Hawk's Nest.
Advance tickets are $9 per person and are on
sale until November 13 at the UNCW Alumni
Office, Alderman Hall, room 108. Tickets
will be $10 at the door. Entertainment will be
provided by the UNCW Jazz Ensemble
This is the first official function of the Cape
Fear chapter since its formation in April
1989. The UNCW Alumni Association has
12,000 members with four alumni chapters in

North Carolina and one in Richmond, VA.
For more information, contact the UNCW
Alumni Office at 395-3616.

ACE Presents Cnmedv Show

ACE presents the Electric Zoot Suit comedy
team. The show will be Nov. 9 at 7:30 p.m.
in UU Rm. 100. Admission is a$1.00
donation to the Kurt Lindstrom Scholarship
Fund.

Sixth Annual Holiday Food Festival

WWQQ Radio and Wilson's food stores
present 6th annual holiday food festival.

Sunday, November 5, 1989. 10:00am-
5:00pm. This popular event will take place at

Trask Coliseum on the UNCW campus.
Featuring booth after booth of delicious (free)

food samples, recipes and demonstrations.
Tickets to the food festival are free, but those

planning to attend must pick up their tickets at

area Wilson's food stores.

RepuWicansTakeOver CAO
RV PHILLIP LOI1C.HLIN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Excitement reigned in the hall in

front of UU room 207. People milled

about and angry voices rose above

disbelieving whispers. The Campus
Awareness Organization (CAO) meeting

appeared to be in total disorder as regular

members stormed out in anger.

The Campus Republicans (CR)
overthrew CAO in a surprise coup
Wednesday night. This comes on top of

recent allegations by the College

Republicans that CAO is politically

affiliated.

Wes Ward, President of CR
explains. "We sent a couple of people

into the meetings and found that there

was a weak spot in their constitution."

The weak spot was a ruling that allowed

a simple majority of members present

to impeach the executive board. Since

there were only about two paid members

in CAO, the College Republicans' plan

was to sign up several of uieii members

and then vote to impeach the existing

executives. About fifteen people paid

the five dollar membership dues and

came to the meeting. The plan went as

expected and old members were ousted.

New executives were elected by the

nascient membership.

Members at the meeting thought the

large turnout was unusual, but
suspicion was at an ebb. When the

motion was passed by CR member Pete

Jones, many were shocked. "I couldn't

believe it," said a young student from
Laney High School where a chapter

called the Awareness Organization of

Laney High School is in the process of

forming. "Don't they realize how stupid

this is?"

Denny Best, president of CAC
before the takeover, was out of town
during the meeting. He was informed of

the takeover when he returned later

Wednesday night. "I couldn't believe

it," he said. "I knew something was
going on, but 1 didn't expect this."

"I think CAO just got screwed over.

CR took advantage cf loopholes in our

constitution." Best's anger was
obvious.

The Republicans immediately set

about changing the CAO constitution.

Small changes can be vot^d in by
members, but major changes must be

approved by the Student Organizations

Committee. As of Wednesday night, no

one was sure if there was any way to

counter the Republicans' move.
According to Best, "they took advantage

that no one knew parliamentary
procedure. It is against ethics to use

parliamentary procedure as a weapon
like that."

"We just felt that some changes
needed to be made," said Ward. "The
group has been serving as an umbrella

organization for these liberal causes.

We still plan to carry out some of the

organization's plans."

There is some controversy
surrounding the coup. The fact that

Denny Best and Wes Ward often traded

snipes at one another because of their

political polarization has led some to

say that the move was personally

motivated. Said Best, "As far as I'm

concerned, this was a move not against

CAO, but against me! I feel like 1 have

been stabbed in the back."

Ninja Turtles, Batmen, Hulks, Rock Stars; name it, it was out Tuesday night for All-Hallows' Eve. See related stories on page 3. BOO!

Condom Machines Come to UNCW
BY SANDY PORTER

STAFF WRITER

The Sexual Revolution has taken on new
meaning in the 1980s, especially on college

campuses. The majority of students ages 18-24 are

engaging in casual sex often and the majority of this

percentage are not using any kind of protection

against sexually transmitted diseases and Acquired

Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). Many
UNCW organizations, such as The Parents Advisory

Council, the Chancellor's Standing Advisory

Committee on AIDS, the University Union Board and

the Student Government Association Senate, have

decided that it's time that UNCW provides protection

for students against such diseases. After two years of

much discussion, many reports, and increased nudging

from the SGA Senate, the University will be placing

condom machines on campus.

"the placement of the machines

will promote awareness, safe

sex, (prevention) of AIDS, and
availability."

wmmmmwmmmmmmmmm̂ mmmmm
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Two weeks ago Chancellor Wagoner signed a

proposal that allows two condom machines to be

placed in one men's bathroom and one women's
bathroom upstairs in the Student Union. Two more
will be placed at the Residence Life Activity Center

behind Schwartz Hall. President of SGA, Jim
Humphries, hopes "the placement of the machines
will promote awareness, safe sex, [prevention] of

AIDS, and availability."

Many studies were completed prior to the

proposal being signed. A survey was conducted to

both students and parents this past summer during

orientation on whether or not condom machines

should be placed on campus. Results were favorable

with an average of 83% of students saying "yes" to

condom machines and on average of 67% of parents

voting "yes".

The Student Health and Wellness Center

originally proposed the idea of condom vending

machines on campus. Although the center provides

free condoms to any UNCW student, they felt due to

their location many students were not taking

advantage of this opportunity. To help make the

condom machines a reality at UNCW, the center

reviewed other North Carolina Universities who
installed condom machines with relative success.

Among the universities studied were Appalachian

State (which was the first) and UNC-Chapel Hill.

The reports were then presented to the Student Affairs

Committee.

The SGA hopes to go further in the placement of

condom machines. If the machines placed now do

well in revenue and promotion of safe sex, SGA
wishes to see the vending machines placed in all the

residence halls. The SGA feels "condom vending

machines in residence halls is a step toward

controlling sexually transmitted diseases. It is an

inexpensive way to show students that if they are to

engage in sexual activity, they must take on a

responsibility. Having condom machines in residence

halls will give students easy access to protection,

should they need it"

Vice Chancellor of Business Affairs, Charles

King, is now negotiating with a company to have the

condom machines installed soon. The latex condoms

may be purchased for 50 cents a piece.
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"We felt that some changes needed to be

made." Wes War

d

"As jar as X am concerned, this was a move,

not against CAD, but against me." Denny
Best

See Coup... page 2

Bryan
Awarded

BY HOLLY PRICK
STAFF WRITER

Dr. William Bryan, Vice
Chancellor here at UNCW, was
presented with the Outstanding
Professional Contribution Award
by the North Carolina College
Personnel Association. On
Tuesday October ". 7>t.

""

was presented with a plaque by
the Chairman of the awards
committee during the
association's meeting in Raleigh.

A potential recipient must be
nominated by someone in the

state who thinks he or she has
done the following things: had
creative programs at his or her
college, has produced good
research and publications, has
leadership and professional
associations, has good teaching,

and has made lasting
contributions to the profession of
student affairs.

The North Carolina College
Personnel Association has been
in existance for twenty three

years. Dr. Bryan is a member of
this association and was vice
president of the state division

before he came to North Carolina.

Dr. Bryan will head the 1991
celebration of the Association's

25ih anniversary Celebration.

Dr. Br>an was very excited
about his award. "I'm proud of it

and very excited. It's nice to be
recognized by your peers," said
Dr. Bryan.

CAO Is Still UnderRe
From Republicans

RV PHILLIP LOLfiHLIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The College Republicans are continuing their
allegations that Campus Awareness Organization
(CAO) is politically active.

According to Wes Ward, president of College
Republicans

, CAO is presenting materials that
endorse political groups. "Although everything they
present is not politically affiliated, some of the
literature on their table, such as a pamphlet from the
Sierra Club, does endorse candidates and laws," said
Ward. "Basically (CAO) is just a big, liberal
umbrella organization."

According to a statute in the SGA Budget and
Planning Committee Operating Rules, "SGA shall
not fund organizations which actively affiliate with or
endorse any political candidates or political parties

"

The College Republicans is not a funded organization
whereas the CAO is. "That is not our basis for the
argument though," Ward said. "It's just that this
organization (CAO) is funded and they are politically
affiliated." '

CAO maintains its separation. Denny Best the
president of the CAO has suited that the group merely
distributes information. He said his organization does
not endorse any candidates or political parties. At one
point, Best offered to allow the Republicans to place
their literature on a CAO table as a sign of non
partisanship.

Ward feels that the offer is ammunition for his
argument. "Him offering for us to put stuff on the

See CAO . . .page2

K7TO BY mNMTfcK YOUNG
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Bicycle Theft Is A Problem At UNCW
BY AMY PETROCELLI

STAFF WRITER

The start of the school year

brings the unfortunate occurance

of theft. So far this semester the

most prevalent type of theft is

that of bicycles. Since school
has started, an unusually high

number of bikes have been
reported stolen to the campus
police. This number is stated by

detective Willis to be "about three

dozen."

Detective Willis has come to

suspect that the majority of bikes

are being stolen by other students

and kept on campus for future

sale. He is led to believe this by
the recovery of several bikes here

on campus; some with other

locks attatched to them. He does

add, however, that some bikes

were found off campus and
therefore have probably been
stolen by people who are not
affiliated with the University.

Because of the suspected

"resale", students are urged to be

skeptical of any bike that is being

offered at an unusually low price.

Futhermore, before purchasing a

bike from another student it is

wise to confirm valid ownership.

Detective Willis states,

"Students should look after each

other and each other's property."

Skepticism is stressed not only

for the benefit of students

victimized by theft, but also fot

the buyer as well. Willis assures

that "anyone found in possession

of a bike can be charged with

possession of stolen goods-even
if they didn't actually steal it."

...students should be

sure to secure bikes

to a fixed object with

a substantial lock.

Merely buying a "hot" item is a

crime committed through

ignorance.

As far as steps being taken in

the direction of prevention, Willis

states, "There has been increased

surveillance at night around bike

racks, yet there are so many that

we cannot watch them all." The
primary act of prevention must

come mainly from the students

themselves. Campus police

recommends that all bikes be
registered so that if they are

stolen, there are better chances of

identifying them and recovering

them. Secondly, students should

be sure to secure bikes to a fixed

object with a substantial lock.

When asked to comment on
any progress concerning this

issue, Detective Willis stated,

"less than 1/3 of missing bikes

have been recovered at this time.

We're not making very much
progress," which is the whole
point of spreading awareness to

students of this petty theft

Should you know of any
information regarding "low"
priced bikes, or a person

suspiciously owning several

bikes, you should contact the

Seahawk Crime Line at 395-

6669. The crime line offers an

anonymous approach to

information that could be a great

help to the police. In some cases

reward money is involved.

"Several calls have come
through the crime line, including

one payout," states Detective

Willis. "The payout resulted in

an arrest and recovery of stolen

property. The crime line does

work-if people use it."

Aid To Charleston Vetoed By Humphries
BY PHILLIP imifiHl IN

ED/TOR IN CHIEF

SGA President Jim Humphries
vetoed the proposal to send $5000
dollars to aid the Hurricane Hugo
victims in Charleston. He felt

that the idea had not been
thoroughly thought out. He also

felt that since no student funds

were used for the Kurt Lindstrom

Scholarship, it would be unfair to

send such an amount to another

state.

A new plan was drawn up and

proposed at the senate meeting on

October 23. Denny Best, author

of the original proposal, brought

up the new plan. In it, Best called

for a fund raiser to be held either

by SGA or through one of the

committees of ACE (Association

for Campus Entertainment).

In addition to the fund raiser,

the new plan also proposed

appointing SGA representatives to

take the money that was raised to

Charleston and give it to the Red
Cross. The representatives would
then spend a weekend working in

the city. An additional proposal

called for the SGA to match
collected funds. President
Humphries still did not feel that

student funds are intended for that

type of use. The proposal, as

written, underwent several

amendments and changes, but was

finally voted down.

As it stands, this is the end of

the issue. Denny Best is

considering an effort to collect

donations through CAO and Alpha

Phi Omega, but without SGA
backing. The issue is dead as far

as the SGA is concerned.

CAO cont'd

table; that shows you that

political candidates or politically

affiliated organizations are within

this group."

On Wednesday, Nov. 1, Royal

made an unofficial announcement

of her findings to the SGA
Executive Board. In the
announcement, she found the

CAO unaffiliated with any
political group.

According to Webster's
Collegiate Dictionary, affiliate

means to attach or unite in a

close connection, often as a

member or branch. The question

stands, as put by Attorney

General Lisa Royal, that if the

CAO is willing to present

opposing viewpoints in its

information, how can there be a

claim of affiliation? "I intend to

review the CAO constitution

further," said Royal, "but so far I

have found no evidence of

affiliation. I have found a defmite

orientation, but since the group

presents both sides of the issues

and does not actively endorse

candidates or party agendas, there

is no affiliation."

Ward sees it differently.

"When you start representing the

Sierra Club, and the club's

brochure says 'we actively

support this bill that has been

opposed by so-and-so in the state

house. .
.' that shows direct

affiliation with them."

"I feel that, in lieu of previous

statements made by Lisa (Royal),

it is obvious that she is biased."

The statement Ward refers to

is a quote in the Oct. 26 Seahawk

where Royal predicted that she

would not find a political

affiliation.

"I was only stating what I had

from earlier understanding of the

case," defended Royal. "I don't

think it showed a bias."

"I have researched the facts,"

she continued. "I have even dug

through their closet looking for

anything that might prove that

(CAO) was in the wrong. I

intend to review the constitution

again, but I haven't found

anything yet. There is no

evidence of affiliation so far."

Invincible

Arrives

Today

BY JENNIFER VOIINC.
STAFF WRITER

Ahoy to the HMS Invincible!

The English aircraft carrier is

bringing 1000 of her majesty's

finest to Wilmington on
November 2.

Among the many activities

planned for members of the crew,

the Royal Marine Band is

scheduled to play as the ship

arrives at the state ports and give

two performances at the USS
North Carolina Battleship

Memorial and at Riverfront Park.

Also, the Invincible Rugby team
is scheduled to play UNCW
Rugby and Cape Fear Rugby at

Legion Stadium. There is another

rugby game scheduled here at

UNCW between the Seahawks
and Invincible Rugby. In
addition, the Invincible Soccer
Team competes against
Wilmington All-Stars and
Michelob Soccer. The ship will

be open for public tours
November 4 and 5 from 11:00-

5:00 and November 6-8 from
4:00-6:00.

The city of Wilmington is

also getting into the spirit. The
Greater Wilmington Merchant's
Association and Wilmington's
250th Anniversary Celebration

are hosting a Street Dance on
Saturday night free to all who
wish to attend.

For several years, the program
Dial-A-Sailor has been working
with the British government to

allow local families and
organizations to "adopt" a sailor

for the week. Each group, family,

or individual will take the

sailor(s) out to go shopping, to

watch a movie, or go sightseeing.

Some organizations on campus
have volunteered their time to

this program.

Gxpcont
V

David Rose, an ex-member ojf

the CR sat in on the previpip

week's meeting and took notes as

the new constitution was ratified.

Best feels that Rose was the "spy"

who relayed the group's weakness

to CR. "I invited him to the
meetings," Best lamented.

Ward denies any personal
reasons for the move. He explains

that his group was only acting out

of a desire to preserve fairness and'

to keep funded organizations like

CAO from promoting political

agendas. "We are returning the

$200 in funds to SGA." :

Jeff Hinkle, last year's President 1

of CAO, feels that the takeover was
"a malicious and vindictive attack.

It was planned out, they brought a

big group of people in. .

."

The deposed executives are
planning to regroup, although their

plan is still unclear. There is talk

of requesting an investigation and a
hearing to negate the coup. The
accusations of unethical behavior

are serious. If the charges are

upheld, the impeachments will

probably be overturned. If not, the

old CAO members will try other

means to recover their organization.
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Volunteers Make Trick or

treat forTots Successful

BY JENNIFER YOUNG
STAFF WRffER

The children came. And so did
Batman, Superman, and Miss
Piggy. They came to participate
in the fifth annual Trick or Treat
fptJots sponsored by the Central

Programming Committee.

,:,Members of the committee
wqdced in conjunction with the

Department of Social Services,

R,ejjjdence Life, and Hall
Government to "treat" these
children. Most of them (the

children) have been placed in

foster homes throughout
Wilmington. Committee member
Steve Moore worked with
Jennifer Monsinger and Janice

Wijderson of the Department of

Social Services to bring these

children to campus. Janice

Wilderson commented that two
brothers met for the first time

Monday because of <he Trick or

Treat for Tots program.

. Student volunteers escorted the

children through each of the

residence halls. These students

volunteered through Residence
Life and Student Organizations;

they were not only responsible

for guiding the children but alsc

for protecting them as the)
walked through campus.

For the past four years, Are*

Coordinator Jim Anderson has

been responsible for the Central

Programming Committee.
However, this year, Donna Hight,

Resident Director of Galloway
Hall, was chairperson of the

Committee. "The primary
responsibility of the group is to

program events for on-campus

students," said Hight. Students

who volunteered enjoyed
themselves, but most said that it

was a lot of work to keep the

children happy.

The children were happy. After

trick or treating, the childrer

"77i/s is almost asgood

as Christmas, except

here you get more

candy."

made their way back to the ReLac

where they munched on chocolate

chip cookies and cake. One child

commented,"This is almost as

good as Christmas, except here

you get more candy."

The committee that planned

this event includes the following

people: Mikki Berry, Topher
Hart, Laura Bumgarner, Steve

Moore, Donna Hight, Kay Oakly,

Cathy Jones, Yolanda Johnson,

Susan Carpenter, Janice Ireland,

Michelle Hugenburg, Nicole

Hare, Curtis Hare, Karen
Robinson, and Ted Johnson.

Kids of all ages dress up for trick or

treating on Halloween night.

PI K>TO BY I>1 OLLIP LOUGI ILIN
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UNCW Organizations Volunteer at Local Center

RV TASHA BOONE
MANAGING EDITOR

Two days ago wasn't just another day. It was

spook day. Better known as Halloween. Yes,

October 31 has come and gone safely around these

parts. A Halloween fair was given at the Martin

Luther King Center on A Street here in Wilmington.

The fairctarted around six and went to nine o'clock .

•The whole community showed up. Two sororities,

•Delta Sigma Theta and Zeta Phi Beta, and Alpha Phi

iOmega, a service fraternity from UNCW, helped with

ithe fair.

Thefoir included many booths such as a fishing

pond, cake walk, basketball, darts, ring toss, and pin-

•the-tail,on the witch. Free popcorn was also

available to everyone. The members of Delta Sigma

Theta manned all of the booths.

However, the biggest attraction was the haunted

house sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega. Screams

could be heard constantly from the entrance of the

"haunted house". One little girl came out crying,

"It's Freddie, he's really in there!" Then the lines

became longer as one guy, who looked about

seventeen exclamied, "I gotta see how this Freddie

looks. T bet he can't scare me." The guy emergea

about ten minutes later looking visibly ill. When

asked if Freddie scared him he replied, "Uh-uh no of-

of-of course not"

Ursula McNeill, a member of Zeta Phi Beta said,

"I enjoy being around children, and I thought it would

be an excellent program to get involved in to help

keep the kids off the streets during Halloween."

Delta Sigma Theta has been involved in this

project for three years. "We became involved in this

annual project because we felt that it would be a safe

and positive alternative to being out on the streets,"

said Wanda Credle, President of Delta Sigma Theta.

The Halloween fair was a combination effort of all

the parks and recreational youth centers in

Wilmington. "One project that we are currently

involved in", said Wanda, "is the adoption and

tutoring of the Taylor Homes kids." Taylor Homes

is a low income area on fourth street. Wanda said,

"These kids were present at the fair and this was one

way in helping them as well the other kids in the

community."

The costumes were most interesting. They

included wicked witches, ghosts and ghouls, and little

pumpkins. However, the most common costume

was the "Caped Crusader", yes, that famous flying

bat—Batman.

Give Plasma
BY BRIAN MeMHRRAV

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Vampires, once thought to be
mythical creatures of the night,

came out in force at the

Wilmington Plasma Center on
Halloween in order to buy plasma
from students who seemed all too

eager to sell to the fanged
monsters.

The center's staff thought it

would be fun to dress up for
Halloween while on the job and
many of them thought it

appropriate to wear plastic teeth

and black capes. The vampires
were assisted by ghosts, goblins,

witches, and even the Incredible

Hulk, a comic book character best
known for his muscles and green
skin.

The Plasma Center, located at

102 S. 17th street, has been
buying plasma from students

since 1985. After passing a

small physical and answering
some questions, the student is

allowed to donate. After each
donation the donor receives $8.00

to $16.00 depending on the

number of previous visits.

"It feels like a bee sting," says

Kelli Tatum, a UNCW freshman.

"I donate here in order to help
others and also because I can
donate more often than at the Red
Cross."

Plasma, a derivative of whole
blood, is collected by spinning

blood in a centrifuge which
separates the red cells from the

plasma. Once the center removes
the honey-colored liquid, the red

cells are returned to the donor. A
healthy person should be able to

donate plasma twice a week
without harmful side effects.

Anyone wishing to donate
must be at least 18 years old and
have a picture ID. It is also

recommended that the donor eat a

balanced meal before donating.

Bringing along a garlic necklace

or a crucifix might not be a bad

idea either.

Coming Nov. 10th :

The Producers in concert

opening band TBA

$6.00 Members
$8.00 Guests

Tickets on sale now!

$1.00 off with this ad!!

*Only nightclubs 18yrs. +*

Bombays parties all week long!!

Wed. Greek Competition night

Thurs. Amateur male strip (Ladies Night)

Fri. Student appreciation night

Sat. Dance the night away
Sun. Free Beer !! $2.00 admission

Upcoming bands :

The Connels/ The Bodeans/ Fetchin Bones

Hoodoo Gurns (and many more!)

Call 392- BAYS for info.
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THE SEAHAWK

Tht Seahawk welcomes Litters to the

Editor. These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The
Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication of any

letter or to edit letters for the purpose of space or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd., Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The
Seahawk.

The deadlinefor classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 p.m. Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division.
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Editorials]
Counting Political Coup

Coup! In the American West, Indians used to ride among their
enemies and touch them with a club. This was the way to gain
glory among their peers.

On Wednesday night, the College Republicans decided to go
for a little poup of their own. Taking advantage of a weakness in
the constitution of the Campus Awareness Organization, the right-
wingers overthrew the liberal organization.

Is this so bad? Ask the two girls from a local high school
chapter of CAO who came to get involved in their community.
"It's a perfect end to a perfect day," said one. "I really didn't think
the day could get any worse."

Ask Lee Schweninger, the CAO advisor who stormed out,
incensed at the stupidity and maliciousness of the move. Ask the
legitimate members who were so upset that they could hardly
answer questions as they walked out. Ask the people in
Charleston who benefited when CAO and Campus Ministries
brought them aid. Ask the diverse groups whose interests were
furthered by the Awareness Festival last year. Ask. . . ask anyone
who was not a pan of the takeover.

Wes Ward, president of College Republicans said "We're still

going to plant trees." Is that the issue? Most observers think not.
In fact, many believe they know the real issue. . . Denny Best.

Denny founded Collegians for Socialism last year, but the
organization was shortlived. However, it did not fall before he
stepped on a few toes. Ten of those toes belonged to Wes Ward.
Most relatively coherent people know that Republicans and
Socialists occupy opposite ends of the political spectrum.
When the Socialist organization fell through, Best eventually

helped found the CAO. "It's just a liberal umbrella organization,"
accused Ward and his Republican tribe.

So they took it over. They sprayed on their war paint and
shined up their Oxfords and assaulted the CAO meeting. After
paying membership dues and politely waiting for the new business
to be taken care of, Pete Jones led a motion to impeach the
executive officers of CAO. Since there were only two voting
members of the regular organization present, the victory was easily
attained.

Yes, the Republicans pulled a coup. They probably made
Denny look a little sheepish, even though he was conveniently in
Raleigh. Judging by the smug looks on some Republican faces,
they certainly enjoyed their little trick. Now, what are they going
to do with it? How many of those guys really want to have an
awareness organization They have already planned to give the
CAO's funding back to SGA. By Ward's own admission, the
CAO is in conflict with almost all the ethics of the College
Republicans. So what reason do they have for wanting the
organization? It looks a little personal loSeahowk observers.

Someone has obviously overstepped the bounds of ethics. We
suggest that SGA take immediate and forceful steps to right this
wrong.

C»40 was a gear's work /or me. X've put a Cot of time

and effort into CAO to make, tt what tt is. Because of

the action of some chiXdlsh and immature people my
life and" my work have been taken away from me.

Denntj Best

Dear Editor:

When will the President wake
up to reality? He continues to

purchase another unneeded nuclear

weapon system of mass
destruction, the B-2 Stealth

bomber, at a final cost of more
than $280 million per plane.

Meanwhile across the nation and

the world, people are dying in a

ravaging AIDS epidemic. Suialy

by cancelling the B-2, SDI, and

other nuclear weapon systems

enough money would be free to

find cures for AIDS, most cancer,

and probably feed and shelter the

homeless, and still go a long way
toward balancing the budget.

The FDA must wake up to

reality also. While people die of

AIDS here in America, other

AIDS sufferers elsewhere are

being saved with AIDS drugs

which the FDA stubbornly delays

testing and approval of not to

mention making it illegal to

manufacture, prescribe, and
possess them. The FDA must

wake up and cease its ami -

humane AIDS policy
immediately. The Supreme
Court must wake up to reality

also and recognize that the true

marriage bond is the strong love

and mutual sharing relationship

bond and not a piece of paper. It

must recognize this and the need

to grant nothing less than full,

human, civil, and economic
rights and privileges, regardless of

sexual preferences.

I urge everyone to wake up the

President, Supreme Court, FDA,
and Congress by sending them

copies of this letter as part of a

chain letter to everyone's friends

and relatives, so that they may do

the same. Let's all do our part

and make a donation to an AIDS
charity also.

Leonard DeFazio Jr.

31 Elmwood Ave.

Batavia,NY 14020

(716)343-9356

Social Classes Get Revenge After High School

Think back to high school.

C'mon you remember those three

years of fun and frolic that you
thought were a living hell. I

realize that for those of us on the

ten year plan, it might be a little

bit difficult, but give it a shot.

If I remember correctly, most

of the people in my high school

were pretty darn cruel. By this I

mean that anyone who didn't fit

the norms of the "In crowd" were

scorned, ridiculed, and sometimes

pummeled like biscuit dough. I

kept out of these games as best I

could (especially the pommeling)

but since I tend to be naturally

nosy, I noticed quite a lot.

It seems that a small group of

students at my beloved Alma
Mater really took a lot of abuse

from the snobs of the school.

The group was labeled "Car

Heads", and I must admit the

name was true to its mark. For

cars is what they lived for.

You know the guys I'm
talking about, the ones who came

to class with grease under their

noses and smelled like they have

used a quart of motor oil for after

shave. You could spot one of

these guys a hundred yards away,

by his Pigskin Leather Racing

Gloves and the Motor World
magazines he carried under his

arms. It was assured that if an

assignment was due in a speech

class, these guys that would
speak of overhead lifters,

"duelies", and sling out any

amount of auto slang. I never

could quite figure out what in the

world a Hyerphonic Modular
Timing Mechanism was. Sounds

like a device the crazy little

Martian in the Bugs Bunny
cartoons might use to blow up

the Earth.

For three solid years I watched

these people take the abuse of the

"In-Crowd". I never did make a

stand on the issue, for I tended to

like the parties of the popular

people as well as the help I got

when my poor bomb of a car

"It seems that a

small group o f

students at my
beloved Alma Mater
really took a lot of

abuse from the
snobs of the
school."

broke down in front of the

school. It seems a shame to have

such a conflict of interest.

I had always been wondering

what had happened to those "Car

Junkies" and recently I found out.

It seems that most of them own
Automobile Service Centers

around the area in which they

live.

I even saw one of the old
"Motor Heads" from around the
school this past week while I was
having an annoying squeak fixed

in my truck. I had always liked

the guy and I spoke with him as

he rang up a lady's bill.

"That will be eight hundred
dollars even," the "Car Head" said

as he handed the bill to the lady.

I recognized her also,

remembering how much of a

snob she was in high school.

As I payed my own bill to the

man covered in grease, I addressed

the "Car Head" at the counter.

"Why so much?" I asked.

"Revenge is sweet," he said as

he smeared grease on the hundreds

in his hand. I guess 1 have- to

agree.
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A Vision Can Lead To Accomplishment
What vision or goal do you

have that empowers you to move
day by day into your future?

I am absolutely convinced by

my own personal experience and

by all that I read that if our life is

to make sense and our life process

is to be energized, we must have
some vision toward which we
live. Without it, there is an

aimlessness and a lack of focus

that diminishes our personal

power and leaves us often feeling

that our day and years have little

purpose or focus.

I know you are caught up in

the here and now tasks of making
it through each day with all the

things that demand time, energy,

and commitment. This tendency

just to deal with each day is

another reason for seeking to gain

some focus on our lives, for

often, without such a goal, our

daily activities become
overfrustrating and easily feel

meaningless. Our dreams and our

visions empower us to work day

by day. But we need to have a

sense that we are moving towards

something of value.

Our culture encourages dreams
and visions that are built around
social position, personal security,

and affluence. Our college careers

become the avenue towards that

vision. *But I am here to tell you,

that if that is the only vision for

your life, I think you are in for

some problems. Many who
attain a sense of postion and
levels of rising income find two

things to be true. One, they

never have enough and are
consequently always dissatisfied

with who they are and with what
they have. Or even if they

achieve a certain level, the

rewards seem hollow and do not

satisfy deeper needs within their

hearts and spirits.

If the goal or vision of what I

am living toward in my life is

totally self-centered, it almost

always winds up proving
unfulfilling. But if we explore

and allow the spiritual realities of

our life to influence the design of

our vision, then our dreams
become enlarged in a way that

many report as being fulfilling

and satisfying. Those of us who
operate out of a Christian

perspective live with the vision

caught in the words "Kingdom of

God" or "Shalom". This is a

vision that sees self-fulfillment

and satisfaction in taking our
place as contributing parts of a

world-wide environment

characterized by the search for

love, justice and peace. It is not

a pipe dream! It is our perception

of reality and, when sought, adds

heaping measures of both

blessings and endurance to the

living of our present days with all

their frustrations and struggles as

well as blessings.

Think about it! What is your

dream of how this world ought to

be and the part you might play in

making that vision become
reality? To think only of yourself

and see yourself as an isolated and

self-sufficient entity will dot
work. You are part of a larger

whole. You have power to

create. Discover your dream,
enlarge your vision and you will

find more strength, energy and
purpose than you ever thought

you had!

For questions or comments

call Bob Haywood at 799-8497.
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Do We Need To Build A Landmark On Campus?
BY DAWN ALLEMAN

GUEST COLUMNIST

A beautification project for the

UNCW campus was put in the

works in 1983. This project was
the brainchild of Mr. John
Burney, Jr., a former chairman of

the Board of Trustees. I have
recently become keenly interested

in the project upon hearing
rumors of the future installation

of a huge, marble "landmark" on
campus. What specifically

brought about my great interest

was the estimated 5 to 8 million

dollar price tag supposedly
attached.

Searching for the truth, I

called the office of the Chancellor

and was promptly seen by Dr.

George Bair. He graciously gave
me a copy of the Landmark
Committee's report to the Board
of Trustees. Upon reading the

report, I learned of the whole of
the landmark project.

Just as Chapel Hill has its Old
Well and State has the Bell

Tower, UNCW must either find a

distinctive landmark or install

one. Because we obviously are

lacking in the landmark
department, the Landmark
Committee in 1984 proposed this

five point plan.

The points mentioned are

locations on campus; each
receiving a suitable landmark.
The list follows: At location no.

1, now the parking lots between
the Union and Morton, a 100 ft

by 100 ft marble map of the Cape
Fear Region is to be constructed.

This huge map would "live" in

that the various streams, rivers,

and waterways of the region

would be carved out and have real

water flowing through them to be

collected in a circular reflecting

pool. The landscaped region

would provide a tranquil gathering

place for both students and faculty

alike. This serene area may

"I am not against
campus beautifi-
cation, or even
school spirit, but I

cannot see t h e

rationale behind
this project."

actually be appreciated by those

commuter students who will have

to park even farther back on
campus, and most certainly will

need a resting place along their

trek to class. An additional

feature of this area would be the

historical facts inscribed on
towering concrete slabs enclosing

one end of the area (another side

has a row of arches). At location

no.2, the traffic circle in front of

campus, a tall nautical-style

flagpole would be erected and
completed by a granite or marble

base engraved with the UNCW
seal. At location no. 3, the site

of the current flagpole and
cannon, statues of students (no

one in particular) would stand.

These students would be placed

there in hopes of inspiring real

students in the scholarly pursuits,

and as an added plus could be

considered a obstacle course for

pigeons. Location no.4 is in

front of Trask Coliseum. This

site would house a metal
sculpture of our mascot, the
Seahawk. Our mascot would
thus be immortalized and
perpetually stand guard over his

domain. Finally, no. 5 is the

parking area across the street in

front of the Union. This area
would be beautified by the

addition of a gazebo. With this

wonderful area for lounging or

listening to visiting speakers or

concerts, who would miss all that

parking? This sums up the 5

landmark plan intended to put
UNCW on the map, and it is

most definitely on the long-range

plans for the campus. Now is the

time to act.

I am not against campus
beautification, or even school
spirit, but I cannot see the

rationale behind this project. I

am not suggesting to scrap the

plan all together. I believe

several ideas are very good. In

particular I am fond of the

flagpole and the Seahawk
sculpture. These would
adequately compliment the
campus without costing the
plan's total of 5 to 8 million
dollars. And I must insert here
that the money needed must be
raised from private funds
exclusively. In addition to the

original installation cost, a
maintenance fee must also be
figured in. No one can tell me
that the famous landmarks of the

world have escaped vandals;
there's nothing like a giant,

million dollar slab of white
marble to bring them in.

Keeping the pigeons from
dirtying all over the place in itself

would be a daily task. The 5 to 8
million dollar price tag is only an
estimate, and who knows what
the cost will come to after

construction is complete. The
reason no landmarks have popped
up yet is cost. The flagpole is

the cheapest of the bunch figuring

in at an estimated $80,000.
From my information the
fundraising has been slow, so
possibly I am not the only one
who fails to see the importance of
these installations.

Landmarks are not installed,

they evolve. The Old Well was
not set in stone specifically to
beautify Chapel Hill's campus.
And certainly parking lots were
not cracked up and moved for its

installation. All landmarks need
not be marble statues.

Many untapped resources exist

on this campus, including the

students and faculty themselves.
The beautiful wildflower preserve
on our campus possesses great

potential as a campus attraction.

The buildings themselves are
stately and powerful. The time
is now to voice individual
opinions about the future of the

landmarks on our campus. I urge
both students and faculty to let

the Board of Trustees know the

opinions on the campus
concerning this multimillion
dollar project. In the future I

hope to be able to tell people that

I graduated from UNCW, a school

that cared about quality of
education over the quality of the

campus grounds. If a colossal
fund-raising campaign is to take

place for UNCW, let it serve a

meaningful purpose. Education
is the reason we are all here.

iMMM
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Beauty Supp ly

Beauty Emporium
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

(next to Sam's Wholesale)

356 S. College Road

395-0542

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED

'

' THINK SPRING-Outgoing? Well-
'
-
" organized? Promote and escort our

• FLORIDA SPRING BREAK trip.

•
' -'GOOD PAY and FUN. Call Campus
• Marketing at 1-800-423-5264.

. ...SPRING BREAK 1990- Individual

or student organization needed to

promote our Spring Break trips.

Earn money, free trips and valuable

work experience. APPLY NOW!!
Call Inter-Campus Programs: 1-

800-327-6013.

Representative Needed ! ! Earn

$2500 and FREE trip selling

Bahamas, Mexico, Jamaica, Spring

Break Trips. Spring Break Travel

1-800-638-6786.

Would you like to offer

DISCOVER CREDIT CARDS?
' Are you available for only a few

hours/wk? If so, call 1-800-932-

0528, Ext. 3. We'll pay you as

much as $10/hr. Only ten

positions available!

HELP WANTED

EARN $2000-$400O
Searching for employment that

permits working your own hours ,

'

but still challenging enough for

your entrepreneurial skills?

Manage programs for Fortune 500

Companies. Earn $2000-54000.

Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 11.

Ideal for Grad Students.

FOR SALE
MATTRESS, box spring, trame,

twin extralong Scaly Posturcpcdic,

like new, 15-ycar warranty. Cost

$360, asking $110. Call 791-

9053.

PERSONALS
Lonely? Need a date? Meet thai

special someone today! Cal;

DATETIME (405) 366-6335.

OOPS. ..an oversight!
Schlotzsky's, Wendy's and That's

Amore also generously contributed

to the World's Largest Sub on

can pus. Alternatives and UNCW
thaiks them very much.

WANTED
Good undergraduate students

interested in pursuing graduate

work in economics. The
department of economics at

Clemson University offers
courscwork leading to the M.A. and

Ph.D. degrees, with specialty areas

that include Industrial
Organizatons/Rcgulation, Public

Choice, Financial Economics and

Labor Econmics. We have one of

the top research and teaching

faculties in the South and
encourage close working
relationships between faculty and

graduate students. Financial aid in

the form of research and teaching

assistantships is available. For

more information, contact Prof.

David N. Laband, Department of

Economics, Clemson University,

242 Sirrine Hall, Clemson SC
29634-1309 (803) 656-3969.

SENIORS! Interview with top

employers like IBM, AT&T,
Procter and Gamble &
Wcstinghouse at Careers '90

Atlanta, 1-30 & 1-31, 1990. See

your Placement Office or call 203-

624-5899 for details.

EXTRA
LOW PRICES

• Hair Brushes

• Hair Ornaments

• Skin Care Items

• Electrical Appliances

LaMAUR

VITA E

HAIR SPRAY

LaMAUR

APPLE PECTIN

SHAMPOO

i i *m*u« !

i
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Shampoo Concentrate

1/2 liter Reg or Moist

$299

TRESmmt.

Hair
Spray

4 formulas

to choose from

$1 69

REVLON

NAIL POLISH

$1 89

15 oz . resists humtd'ty to

hold hair longer

IT'S HOT WILD. . .

SPIRITED
SPUNKY STUFF!

• Instantly freezes hair in

place with extra firm

holding power

• Sculpl, shape, lift and

spike

FANTASIA
SPRITZ SPRAY

$ .99

AUSSIE

MEGA SHAMPOO

QUEENE HELENE

STYLING GEL

$1 69

STYUMG
GEL"""!!

UNICURE
HAIR & SKIN

CONDITIONER

spnti
hair
sera*

$2 99

32 oz. size

$3 89

6 oz. tube only $ .99

"Everything for your hair

and skin at discount
prices "

I've gotta get a
membership at the
Health Club

Oh! Brian's

RIP ROJUMN- RIBS

Tuesday Night

College Night

50 cents off all

sandwiches &
Dollar Draft!

PEPSI
A GENERATION AHEAD

Pepsi Cola of Wilmington

HMMMMMMMai MriMMMMMi i^MUiMM ^M^*.*.*, IMM^
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Kids Will Be Kids, Unfortunately
I want to tell you all a story

about a club I was in when I was

eight years old. It was a great

club. We had lots of fun. We
played football, basketball,

baseball. We went fishing,

hunting, and even skipped rocks.

Then one day a girl said she

wanted to join. Ughh, yuck.

Girls are just so.... well you

know. Gross.

First of all let me say that

everything was fine until those

girls started all the trouble. I

mean we were minding our own
business. Things were just great.

It was all their fault. Really.

Those girls were just jealous

because we had so much fun. 1

remember it was Denyse Brown
that started it. She said she

should be part of the club because

she was just as good as us at

sports. We had no choice but to

not allow her to join. I

mean. ..she's a. ..you know. ..a

girl. Besides, she wasn't as good

as us. Just ask Tommy Johnson.

He'll tell you.

Anyway, after we wouldn't let

her join she said she was going to

form her own club. She said she

was going to get all the guys and

girls that we wouldn't let in, and

make everybody aware of what

we were doing. Heck, she was
just jealous. Thats all.

She went around getting all

the funny looking guys that we
didn't want to play with anyway.

Then she got a bunch of girls to

join too. She told Billy Tate that

her club was going to be better

than our's. Fat chance. They
wanted to do dumb things

anyway, like go and help plant

trees down on Main Street. I

mean who wants to do dumb
things like that? With the time it

takes to do that you could play a

whole game of baseball. What a

waste of time.

Denyse was really getting on

our nerves with all her talk about

helping out the community.
Who cares about all that stuff?

She was even getting money to

fund the projects from Stanley's

Grocery on Anderson St. That

grocery was always giving money

to weird projects. It didn't suprise

me that Denyse's group got

money out of them.

We wanted to get back at

Denyse, but we couldn't figure

out a way to settle the score.

Stinky Johnson said that

Denyse's club had really low

dues, and that they didn't have as

many members as we did. Stinky

and me thought about this for a

while and then it just came to me
out of the blue. We'll go and
join their group, and then take

over. No problem.

We got together at Tommy's
house and made the plan. We
would all meet at Denyse's tree

house, pay our dues, and then

vote to kick her out. What a

plan! They didn't suspect a thing!

Boy, that really made Denyse
mad.

You should have seen the look

on all of their faces when we
joined, and then took over.

Gosh, we really got back at

Denyse for making us mad.

But, looking back it was
really childish. Denyse was just

different from us, and there wasn't

really any reason to try to get

back at her. I guess when your a

child you just do childish things.

Thank goodness we all grow out

of this before we get to college.

Can you imagine what would
happen if we grew up and still

were afraid of people just because

they look, or think different from

us. Pretty scary thought. I'm

just glad we all are just a little to

mature for things like that.

Shocker is Not Worth Winning
Shocker: Starring many

unknown actors and actresses.

Rating: 5 out of a possible

10.

For a little while this looked

like a really good movie. But

then it became clear that this was

no ordinary horror film. This was

the horror film that wouldn't end.

For the first thirty minutes

Shocker was a very original and

interesting film. Unfortunately,

the Film stretches on endlessly for

about three days (actually about

two hours). The film's creator,

Wes Craven is the same man who
brought us the Nightmare On Elm

Street movies, and uses the

premise of dreams as a part of

Shocker.

The main character of Shocker

is a despicable, psychotic, part-

time television repairman named
Horace Pinker. When Horace gets

time off from repairing the

occasional T.V. he likes to

sacrifice cats and murder entire

families. Horace meets his match

however in a college football

player who can see what Horace

will do in his dreams.

The movie begins to fall apart

when Horace, sitting in the

electric chair, tells our hero that he

is actually his father; then before

the switch is pulled promises "No
More Mr. Nice Guy." At this

point I began to have Star Wars
flash backs, and thought he had

actually said "May the force be

with you."

Horace really becomes nasty

after his death as he moves from

person to person. As Horace takes

over each body the host human
takes on his nasty habit of killing

people and develops the same limp

that Horace had (this makes it real

easy to tell who he is in). The
movie goes to its most ridiculous

as Horace takes over the body of a

six year old little girl (it's almost

worth going to Shocker just to see

this cute little girl spit and cuss).

Shocker, for all its flaws, is a

pretty funny movie. Those of you

who really like horror films may
enjoy Shocker, but those of you

who don't like this type of film

should stay at home.

Worth Winning: Starring
Mark Harmon.

Rating: 8 out of a possible 10.

Worth Winning is the story of

Taylor Worth, a handsome
playboy weatherman who just

can't Find the right girl to settle

down with. Not that he hasn't

tried. It seems that after three

months of dating someone, Taylor

just loses interest. Half of his

friends envy his lifestyle, but the

other half think that he should

settle down.

His friends' interest in his

dating habits leads to a bet. They

wager that Taylor can't get

engaged to three different women
at the same time. The only catch

is that his friends get to pick the

women. The three women they

pick are not going to be easy for

Taylor to charm.

It seems that one of the

women is a musician that hates

yuppies with BMW's. Taylor is

one and has one. The next

candidate is a young girl that

seems too beautiful to be picked

up. The third woman represents a

real challenge for Taylor since she

already has a husband.

All Taylor has to do is get all

three women to say yes. What
could go wrong? Lets just say

everything.

The first half of Worth
Winning is deFmitly a guy movie

as Taylor sweeps the three women
off their feet. Each male in the

audience got some kind of strange

pleasure watching Taylor make all

the right moves and say all the

right things. Taylor even offered

up some advice for the rest of us:

"A beautiful woman is one of the

lonliest creatures on the earth."

Everything was going great until

one little thing went wrong. All

the women find out about each

other. That old saying about hell

hath no fury like a women scorned

comes into play at this point.

Worth Winning is a good

movie that provides many laughs

throughout. Mark Harmon is

great as Taylor, and the asides he

does to the audience are often the

funniest part of a scene. This

movie is some what predictable,

but is very entertaining. Playing

at the College Road Cinema.

Majosha: Blues, Funk, Punk? You Decide.

BY K. AM.F.N RAY
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Majosha? Majosha? Is it a

blues band? Is it a pop band? Is

it a funk band? I still don't know
the answer to these questions, but

if you want to try to answer them

for yourself you have a chance.

Tonight at Front Street News the

funky, hip, post-modern, rock, use

your own adjective band Majosha

will perform two very different

sets for the "Tables, Chairs, and

Stools" opening.

Majosha will perform a quiet

acoustic set while local artists

present their hand painted bar

furniture. Following the art exibit

Majosha will kick into their

regular set, and if the advanced

demo tape they sent the Seahawk
is any indication, it should be a

memorable evening.

Majosha is made up of four

talented musicians from UNC-
Greensboro that formed back in

January '88. Band members
include vocalist Evan Olson,

guitarist Millard Powers, bassist

Ben Folds, and new drummer
Eddie Walker.

However, bass player Ben
Folds and guitarist Millard Powers

have been playing together

considerably longer. The two of

them have been playing together

since meeting at UNC-G back in

1985. Folds and Powers started

performing in Pinehurst, and later

all over Michigan playing to an

older audience on the country club

circuit. Don't get the idea from all

of this that you're going to see a

lounge act with ruffled shirts, and

powder blue tuxedos. Majosha
has evolved into much more.

The bands original tunes are

just that: original. Majosha in an

instant goes from super-funky

dance music that reminded me of

early Prince, to semi-punk, to

blues, to rock without missing a

lick. Their new album entitled

"Shut Up And Listen to Majosha"

is a mix of all these different

styles.

Majosha's sharp sence of

humor is displayed in a song

called "Kalamazoo." They ask the

question we all should pose to our

loved ones: "There's an old joke, I

just made up. How many of me
would it take to screw up your

life?"

The last band that came to

Front Street News on a Thursday

was greeted by only a handful of

people. I hope this will not be
the case for Mojosha, and for the

people who are missing out on
some great entertainment.

Majosha's new album will be

available next week at Record Bar.

It's A Mad, Mad, Mad Night
KRISTI I.IIPTON
ENTERTAINMENT WRITER

The Mad Monk attracted some
strange characters Tuesday night.

Everyone from Fred Flinstone to

Angus Young made their way out

to rock with The Point and try

their luck in the costume contest.

The Point, a local band on its

way to the top, packed the Monk
for the annual costume party.

Even the band hit the stage in

outrageous garb. Guitarist Jimmy
Madigan brought back memories
of Woodstock while bassist Mitch

Laney looked as if he just came
from the signing of the

Declaration of Independence.

Kelly Dean Holland, the

outstanding vocalist hit the stage

as "Shelley" in a mini-skirt and
fishnet hose. Holland had the

crowd roaring in laughter as they

danced to The Point's catchy

originals and favorite classic

tunes. J.D. Slam kept the crowd
pounding to the beat with his

extraordinary drumming talent.

The Point manages themselves

since parting with Showtime in

Raleigh and they are currently

touring the east coast playing

various clubs and showcasing for

record labels. Two weeks ago
they were showcasing in Atlanta,

Ga, and they have played as far

north as Michigan and as far south

as Florida.

When asked if this was their

last show here for a while, J.D.

said, "No way!" The various labels

seem to make them wait around a

lot, but they will always have
time for their hometown of
Wilmington.

The rock and roll of The Point

was only the beginning (and end)

of a great night. Between the sets

the costume contest took place.

Sponsored by Surf 107 and Miller

Lite, a $100 cash prize was offered

for the best costume. Second
prize went to the B-52's, a team of

three who danced up on the stage.

They were awarded Suft 107-
Miller Lite T-Shirts.

The screaming crowd awarded

AC/DC's Angus Young the cash.

Angus was portrayed by Kevin
Denies, younger brother of The
Point's J.D. Slam. With his

kicking and squirming on stage,

he may be the next family

The point rocked the capacity crowd dressed in appropriate Halloween Garb. Lead singer
Kelly Dean Holland was Stunning as "Schelly."

Kevin Denies won the Costume Contest with hii Angus Young outfit. The contest was
sponsored by Miller Lite and SURF 107.

member to be in a great band.

The annual Halloween Party at

the Mad Monk was a great
success. It may be another year
before the strange costumes come
back to the Monk, but The Point

will be back soon. Now is a great

time to see the Point so you can
say "I saw them before they made
it big." It won't be long before

they do.

HiMl «
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With Macintosh

ymcanevendo this-.

Macintosh^computers have always been easy to use. But theyVe

never been this easy to own. PresentingThe Macintosh Sale.

ThroughJanuary 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety

ofApple* Macintosh computers and peripherals.

So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC.WithThe

Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.

Without spending a lot more money
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The Macintosh Sale.

Now throughJanuary 31.

O l9K9ApfkCampultr, lm Apple tktAppkkgp andMactnMlnirtriit^mlliurimiulaqfi^fflfQjmpUm lm

UNCW Bookstore

Ddt6 1 Thursday,

Time* 7:3°Pm

Place
November 9,

University

Union Room 100

Admission $1 .00

Proceeds go to Kurt Lindstrom's Scholarship
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Japan Week Entertains and

Educates UNCW Students

RY MAI NGUYEN
NEWS EDITOR

Many students eagerly

waited in line in the Student

Union Monday afternoon to

have their names ornately

written in Japanese script as

well as to view several

Japanese ladies practice the art

of origami. Origami, which

is the art of making
decorative objects out of

paper, was only a small part

of the activities that allowed

students to become aware of

Japanese culture.

Japan Week has been well

received by the University

students as well as the

community alike.
Sophomore Patrick Fowler

comments, "These exhibits

and events have made me
think of the Japanese culture

in a new perspective. I

wasn't aware that the Japanese

culture had such a big impact

on the Wilmington
community."

Dr. David Culkin.

Associate Professor, HPER at

UNCW, gave special insight

into the culture in his lecture

on the production of the

Japanese Ukiyo-e print. The

picturesque wood block prints

depict different aspects of the

Japanese culture and present a

historic view of the past.

"The prints are also
aesthetically appealing as

well as technically
outstanding, said Dr.
Culkin.

The Ukiyo-e prints have

also had a substantial impact

on Western artists such as

Vincent van Gogh who tried

to imitate them,
unsuccessfully. Ukiyo-e

artists traditionally developed

prints that represented aspects

of Japanese culture such as

the Kabuki theater. Nature

and the Yoshiwara (red light

district) were also popular

themes often captured on
Ukiyo-e prints.

On Wednesday, master

potter Mr. Hiroshi Sueyoshi

entertained students when he

presented a ceramics
demonstration in Kenan Hall.

Sueyoshi expiained that there

are several differences in the

Japanese pottery and that of

the West. A primary
variation is in the numerous
types of clays and glazes that

Japanese pottery by which is

made. The Japanese also use

the pottery ( bowls and
plates) for practical everyday

puposes. Many in the West,

however, use pottery only for

decorations or special

occassions.

Guest speaker Mr.
Tadayoshi Yamada, President

of the World Trade Center of

Japan will speak on
"International Trade and
Economics" on Thursday,

November 2 at Cameron Hall

Auditorium.

The final events of Japan

Week include a tea ceremony

on Friday morning and a

banquet and Kabuki Theater

(by invitation only) in the

evening.

Ifyousmoke 4,000hours ayear,

stor^irgfo24Wtkillyou.

In fact, it might save your life. All you have to do is join millions

of other Americans and give up smoking for a day. Because ifyou can quit for a day,

you can quit for life. For more information, call 1-800-ACS2345.

The GreatAmerican Smokeout,November 16.

Time flies like an

arrow; fruit flies

like a bananna.

-Groucho Marx
MOID BY JENNIFER YOUNO

A dcmonstrarion of Japanese writing was performed on Monday in the Union.
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DR. MICHAEL E. COINS
DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY

5030 Randall Drive

Carolina Place Office Park

VVilminpon. NC J8403
919-392-0270

A Special Message From Bausch & Lomb
Contact Lenses Require Proper Fitting and Care

BAUSCH & LOMB®

DRILV LUEflR

RND
TINTED CONTACTS

Rocquets
Strung

At.,.

TENNIS
WITH LOVE, LTD.

4303 Oteand*.

Phone 791-3128

I Have Diabetes
.">m not intoxicated. If I am unconscious or

iy behavior is peculiar. I may be having a reaction

associated with diabetes or its treatment

Emergency treatment
-Jf^V. " I am able to swallow, give me sugar
L A in some form -candy, syrup, rola or
v

j ~y similar beverages that contain sugar
™"" orange |uice. etc Call a doctor or emer

gency hospital

WARNING Any change of insulin should be made
cautiously and only under medical supervision

avelength

25% OFF
All Services & Products

with student ID

Haircuts, Perms, Hi-lites, Nexxus,

Paul Mitchell

Eastwood Rd. Intersection
1/4 mile before Wrightsville Drawbridge

currently use the following insulin(s):

Humulin zR zN zL ~U
JNITS Pffl DA*

ILETIN I =R =N -L -U
nsuim

CAROLINA COIN
LAUNDRY

952 South Kerr Avenue
One block from Kroger store

Watch Soaps "N Sports on
our TV-

WASH* DRY* FOLD
* DRY CLEANING*

Ha*d*7 - Sttai<»r

?:•• A.H. - *:0«».n.

ATTHDABT 01 DDTT

t*mAmT
• :00 Jvh. - *;J(j p.B

AIR C0BDITI0KD

The largest selection

of Rasta T-Shirtj,

belts, braclets, a n*d

pendants in t h;e

Southeast. •

One Blood. One Lovje

BINGHI BEGINNINGS
"Your Reggae Music Hft"

917 South Kerr Ave.

Wilmington. NC 28403

(919) 395-2229

Open Tues.-Sat.

10-6

Be Aware

256-2222
for Appointment

Walk-ins Welcome

Kimbrell &Company
"Ladies Clothing of Distinction"

Casual to Cocktail

Accessories
39th St. & Oleander Drive

BHHMWB

2 For 1 • Expires Nov. 30. 1989 • 2 For 1

Tijuana Fats'
Present this Coupon When Ordering I

Buy One Dinner Entree, Get One FREE
(Of equal or lesser value) «

•$sr»
, TIJUANA FATS' -I---
GREAT MEXICAN FOOD

iot valid

rtthV'.her sin'daK or

232 Causeway Drive Wrightsville Beach
256-8048 AI5%Crarulty

2 For 1 with coupon 2 For 1 TM£L
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Discrimination Causes Mayhem on College Campuses Across the Nation

(CPS)--On Sept. 27, about

20 University of Massachusetts-

Amherst students burst through

the back door of the offices of the

Collegian, the campus paper, to

sit in until David Mark, the
paper's top editor, would agree to

resign.

The students were enraged by

Mark's Sept. 19 editorial

recounting his summer trip to the

Israeli-ruled West Bank of the

Jordan River. The United
Nations observers posted there,

Mark wrote, struck him as

"sickeningly pro-Palistinian."

Mark ultimately refused to

resign.

Halfway across the country, a

Michigan State University
student in a dorm lounge spied a

small statue cast from a 100-year-

old design depicting George
Washington's horse's groom.
The features of the groom, who
was black, were sculpted in a

manner that many would consider

racist today. The student,

unaware of the statue design's

age, complained to his resident

advisor, who urgently relayed the

complaint to the dorm director.

Dorm director Rob Weiler

subsequently was accused of
being insensitive because he

didn't immediately rush to the

student lounge to see the statue.

Similarly loose accusations

of racism have occured at

Metropolitan State College in

Denver and the universities of

Michigan and Maryland, among
others, recently.

And while people have tossed

dirty names at each other before,

new anti-racism rules adopted at

some schools have made
accusations of racism potent

weapons that can cost instructors

their jobs, student editors their

positions and even classmates

their college careers.

Tufts, Emory, Penn State

and Brown universities, Trinity

College, and the universities of

Connecticut, Michigan, North

Carolina at Chapel Hill,

Wisconsin and Pennsylvania,

among others, recently have
adopted rules limiting what
campus residents can say.

"It's hard enough to get

students to speak up (in class),

and when they are afraid of the

consequences, it only makes it

worse," said Pamela Stephens, a

senior at the University of

Southwestern Louisiana.

"We've got to be concerned

about how the rules are drawn,"

adds Jordan Kurland of the

American Association of

University Professors (AAUP),

which monitors academic freedom

issues on campuses and has

scheduled a "discussion" about the

rules at a conference Nov. 8-10.

"They get very complicated."

University of Connecticut

political science Prof. Larry

Bowman concedes limits on what

can be said in class can be
inhibiting. "Yeah, (bannings)

certainly worry me."

"If you're teaching black
history and use language people

used to refer to slaves, you'd

better make it clear that you don't

imply the same language is

appropriate for today," said Roger

Ransom, who teaches Civil War
history at the University of

California-Riverside.

"The same thing applies to

said Thomas Erekson, head of

Maryland's education school.

"They're just concerned that they

should be very cautious," he

reported.

New York's school board is

debating the fate of a high school

teacher who touched off a student

riot in early October by observing

Americans seem less concerned

about the oppression of black

people in West African nations

than they are about the

oppression of black people in

Education gives you the right to be stupid..

You have to let Nazis and Communists

speak. I have the belief that people will

make the right choices.

talking about women," he noted.

In the best-known instance of

insensitivity costing a faculty

member his job, University of

Maryland instructor John Strenge,

who had been accused of making

a racist statement in class,

resigned under pressure in

September.

Strenge subsequently died.

The incident worried other

Maryland professors. "A few

(teachers) have raised questions,"

South Africa.

"Students," observed Brown
University Prof. Nancy
Rosenbloom, "are at an age when

they're very sensitive."

The threat of being
misinterpreted, she added, is "an

occupational hazard. It comes
back to haunt everybody in their

career."

Such concerns prompted

Tufts President Jean Mayer to

drop his school's three-month-old

regulations in mid-October. The
rules made it okay to say

whatever students wanted in

certain areas of campus, but

punished students for saying the

same things in other "public"

parts of campus.

"I have decided we are better

off erring in the tradition of free

speech," Mayer said in dropping

the regulations.

"The classroom ought to be a

place of genuine freedom,
"

concurred Kermit Hall, a n

American history professor at the

University of Florida.

"It all depends on how you
look at it," said Vernard Bonner,

president of Students Against

Racism at Arizona State
University. "A lot of the

situations fall under the same
circumstances of yelling 'fire' in a

crowded house."

Bonner, who started SAR
after a series of racial incidents at

ASU last spring, said each

offending remark should be judged

in its context.

"If the intention of a remark

is to motivate violence, then it's

a problem," he said. "But if the

intention isn't to hurt, then you

shouldn't be punished for what

you say."

Darius Peyton, a Black

Student Union leader at Michigan

State, agreed the new rules should

punish only those who mean to

harm others, not to those who are

simply ignorant. "To educate

should be the number one goal"

of the rules.

A number of administrators

take a harder line. "There are

serious problems with racial

antagonism, and people have got

to come to grips with it soop

before even more problems arise,"

asserted John Slaughter, president

of Occidental College in Los
Angeles.

David Gardner, president of
the nine-campus University of

California system, recently
announced a new rule that would
also empower UC to suspend or

expel students who use "fighting

words" to disparage a person
because of race, religion, gender,

sexual orientation or disability.

Some professors, however,
argue the rules hurt students in

class.

"Education gives you the

right to be stupid," Connecticut's

Bowman contended. "You have
to let Nazis and Communists
speak. I have the belief that

people will make the right

choices."

"I think this country as a

whole is moving towards
restricting our freedom,"
complaind Southwestern
Louisiana's Stephens. "We're
headed in the opposite direction

that we started in, and people need
to speak up before we lose all of
our rights."

College Students Warned to Behave

(CPS)--Daytona Beach, Fla.,

officials say 1990 may be the last

year they welcome students to

vacation there during spring

break.

City visitors bureau officials

say they will send a squad of

representatives to a number of

campuses in early 1990 to warn

students to behave well when

they head south this spring.

"We want students to party,

but we want them to do it

responsibly," said Suzanne

Smith, director of the city's

spring break task force, which

will decide the last week of

October how many campuses it

will visit.

Smith said Daytona Beach,

one of the last places left that

actually welcomes students for

spring break, may follow other

vacation spots like Miami Beach,

Fort Lauderdale, Palm Springs,

CA, and, most recently, Virginia

Beach, VA, in discouraging them

from congregating there if things

don't change.

Since 1984, seven people have

died and 34 have been injured in

falls from Daytona hotel and

motel balconies. Last spring, the

city was largely unable to control

the 400,000 students who visited,

Smith reported.

Students trashed hotels,

urinated on lawns, passed out in

driveways and disturberd residents

with blaring radios.

"The community is no longer

willing to put up with that" even

though the visitors spent an
estimated $120 million in the

area, Smith said.

"The message we're taking to

campuses," she explained, "is that

we want students to come to

Daytona." When they get there,

however, they will find stricter

rules to regulate drinking, and a

variety of nonstop activities to

keep students busy.

"The problems arise when kids

just sit around and drink," she

observed.

UWO Students Seekto Lower Drinking Age Get Vaccinated Again
This space contributed

as a public service.

(CPS)--Hoping to reverse a

political movement toward

prohibition and to lower their

legal drinking age limits,

University of Wisconsin at

Oshkosh students have staged a

series of protests.

Both have ended in mass

arrests, and have divided the

campus. Acting Chancellor

David Ward, for one, refused to

take a stand on the drinking age

issue, but has pledged to support

students' efforts to lower it

through political means.

"I don't see drinking being

stopped" by the 21 -year-old limit,

said student body President Mike

Furnner, noting that about 75

percent of the 11,917 students at

Oshkosh are under 21. "Parties

will continue. I'd rather it be in a

controlled atmosphere (such as a

bar)."

The higher drinking age at

Oshkosh, as at other campuses

around the country, effectively

has led underaged students in

private apartments to set up bars

of their own, often charging

Classmates they barely know
money to draw beer from kegs.

To set an example for the

school year, local police in

September raided a "party" in the

basement of some Oshkosh

student's house, confiscating

kegs, arresting 80 students and

slapping the students who lived

there with a $17,000 fine.

In response, Oshkosh students

protested first on Oct. 12 and

again on Oct. 19 in angry street

demonstrations that led to 5 5

arrests and about $2,000 in

property damage.

"The current situation," Ward

wrote in a memo to university

residents, "came out of the state's

reluctant 21 standard age for

drinking."

While asserting his support

for town efforts to prevent

students from running "illegal

taverns," he said the campus

would help support student efforts

to get the drinking age lowered

through political means.

"I will support a process that

will allow (students) to debate the

issue and put it in legislative

form," Ward said.

Students, a UWO spokesman

said, were upset that the fines

levied on underaged drinkers the

Oshkosh campus were so much

larger than the fines levied in

crackdowns on underaged drinkers

arrested at other University of

Wisconsin campuses.

(CPS)--If students are going

to avoid measles outbreaks like

last year's their colleges should

require them to have not one but

two doses of the vaccination, the

Maryland-based American College

Health Association (ACHA)
announced in late September.

"Most college students have

had one (vaccination) by the lime

they get there," said Anne Higley

of the ACHA, which represents

campus health center directors.

But the shot doesn't work for

about 5 percent of the students,

and in a campus' communal
atmosphere, that leads to

outbreaks.

Last winter and spring a host

of campuses were crippled by the

virus, including, to name a few,

Kent State and North Carolina

State universities, the universities

of Kansas and North Carolina in

Charlotte, Tabor College in

Kansas, Catawba College in

North Carolina, Siena College in

New York and Texas Tech.

Since the fall semester

started, two seperate measles

cases have been reported, one at

Nortre Dame University in

Indiana and another at Louisiana

State University. Neither has led

to outbreaks, at least not yet.

"So far, we're encouraged,

but then it's early," said Dr.

William Atkinson of the Centers

for Disease Control in Atlanta.

"We're not out of the woods yet."

The CDC hasn't made any

concrete guidelines, although Dr.

Dennis O'Mara agreed "all

freshman should get a second

dose."

CIA Avoids Student Protests

THe WeSTeRM Go\fei?tf4?s c°Me t»
m 2GReeMeMT«N RapfeacTiVft v#aST<e
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(CPS)--The Central
Intelligence Agency resorted to

fake and misleading statements to

pacify students at the University

of New Mexico and Middlebury

College who object to its campus
recruiting in October.

At New Mexico, C I A
recruiters confused demonstrators

by showing up one day earlier

than scheduled to interview

students.

At Middlebury, a recruiter

convinced protestors to disperse

by sounding like he was
promising the CIA would never

recruit at the Vermont campus
again.

"I will not come back on
campus to do any more
recruiting. I promise you that,"

Brian Peters, chief of the agency's

New England recruitment center,

told 15 students who had staged a

sit-in at Middlebury's placement

office while more than 50 others

demonstrated outside.

Mark Mansfield, a CIA
spokesman at the agency's

Washington, DC headquarters,

however, quickly clarified that

Peters had not meant the CIA
would not return to Middlebury.

Though Peters signed a

statement saying that he "will not

initiate interviews" at the 160C
student school, other C I A

recruiters might continue tt

conduct interviews, Mansfield

said.

"Peters was trying to quell a

very tense situation," Mansfield

said, noting Middlebury had not

provided any security for Peters.

In a separate incident at the

University of New Mexico, the

CIA began recruiting on campus
on Oct. 5, a day earlier than

scheduled, to avoid confrontations

with students.

Last year, UNM students

disrupted recruiting and took CIA
literature during a government
career fair on campus. CIA
officials left, and said they would
not return.

In recent years, protests

against the agency have rocked

the universities of Minnesota,
Colorado, Massachusetts, Iowa,
Washington, Vermont, North
Carolina at Charlotte and
California-Los Angeles, as well
as Brown, Syracuse,
Northwestern, Duke and Ohio
State universities, to name a few.

"Students have the right to
demonstrate, just as the CIA has
the right to recruit," Mansfield
said, adding campus opposition
sometimes helps its recruiting
"After the publicity (of
demonstrators) we got a lot of
calls expressing an interest to

work for us."

Ifyou smoke
10,000 cigarettes ayeai

givingup20
won't killyou.

In fact, it might save your lift

All you have to do is join

millions of other American;

and give up smoking for a da'

Because if you can quit for a d.

you can quit for life.

For more information,

call 1-800-ACS-2345.

JoinThe
Great American Smokeout,

NoMEmber 16.
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SEAHAWK SPORTS

Way Out In
(W)right
Field
Chris Wright
Sports Editor

Yo!
UNCW raps

Our sports information director, Joe Browning

has asked me to pass on the following challenge:

Anyone interested in creating a fight song for

the Seahawk basketball program is encouraged to do

so. (I assume this means we don't already have an

existing fight song, or if we do, it probably stinks.)

For those of you who may not feel otherwise

compelled, there is a rather lucrative $500 cash prize

that will be awarded to the winner.

This whole idea of a fight song sounds sort of

cool, actually. I mean think about it. All of the

ACC schools have one, as do the majority of

Division I schools, with the notable exceptions

probably being Oklahoma and Florida. Their

exception is excused however. Because of annual

NCAA investigations at the two schools, it would

be unmerciful to expect them to have the time to

write one.

N.C. State, in case you're wondering, has one

too. Actually, they have quite a few. There's the one

that the faculty and alumni acknowledge and there's

the students variation: a song which ridicules both

nearby rivals, Duke and Carolina through the use of

obscenities- something to the effect of "go to (a

very hot place) Carolina and (synnonym for doing

the wild thing) Duke, too."

Now I like to think of our school as being

above such pettying degrees of antagonism and

surely we can do better than the "1-2-3-4 get the

Seamen off the floor" chant that parardes through

Trask during Navy's annual southward basketball

swing, so let's get creative.

Keep in mind that I don't expect anyone to

surpass the ultimate fight song- no not the theme to

Rocky- but the one that belongs to the Fighting

Irish of Notre Dame.

After about 30 seconds of forethought (which

is, just for comparison's sake, 29 seconds longer

than 1 give most of my English papers) I introduce

with a great deal of hesitation the following fight

song entitled "Ode to the CAA," subtitled "Don't

ya'll Yankees come South no more."

Just a couple of things. Since all country

music sounds the same, the following words can be

sung to any number of top hits. And should you

decide to rap, remember to turn your hat sideways

and preface each new stanza with a "Yo".

(Yo) Who gives a damn about the Civil War?
We lost that one, but won't lose no more

Cause here in Trask the Free Bird soars

So don't ya'll Yankees come South no more.

(Yo) There's 61 hundred compared to your ten

Now how do you figure you're gonna win?

Lefty tried and failed three-score

So don't ya'll Yankees come South no more.

(Yo) The Navy is bad, but you ain't top gun
You ain't won since David's been gone

It's Mac's winning reign that you must endure

So don't ya'll Yankees come South no more.

(Yo) Draper's back but American's the same
You'se guys won't win in Trask again.

That's half the league left to scorn

So don't ya'll Yankees come South no more.

(Yo) Who's this George Mason dude, anyway?
And if Will should die, would Mary he date?

It don't matter, all three are a bore

So don't ya'll Yankees come South no more.

(Yo) Richmond the capital city, where I once lived

Is as forgettable as the school is dread

So for all the Northerners I'll say it once more
Don't ya'll Yankees come South no more.

(Yo) East Carolina is still singing the Blues

An impossible task, filling Edwards' shoes

But ya'll are welcome to join in the war

Just don't let those Yanks come South no more.

Just leave the check in my university mail bo*

and remember that's Wright with a "W".

Grades are handed down* Hawks pass
BY PATRICK FOWLFR
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Well students it's that time again! That's right

it's report card time and Professor Red Ink is ready

to make his assessments on Seahawk soccer '89.

The final results have been tallied and the Prof, has

studied all the intangibles and extenuating

circumstances and has reached a decision. Here are

Red Ink's findings.

Hawk's offense (C) - The Seahawks, led by

high scorer Chris George, finished strong in their

remaining three games but overall showed a lack of

offensive punch. The Hawks were shut out in

almost half of their games (7 out of 16 games) this

season and forward George was limited to one goal

at the half-way point. That's eight goals short of

where he was last year. George finished the season

with 14 points on 6 goals and 2 assists. Once again

these results are a far cry from his '88 outing in

which he finished with 30 points resulting from 13

goals and 4 assists..

However, George alone is not to blame for the

Hawks inability to score. Injuries to Seahawk
veterans Chris Mitchell and Dean Marnell along

with the loss of senior scorers John Hollenbach and

David Creswell added to the team offensive woes.

The team also has missed the scoring of Jim
McManus (one goal) and Mike Gerics (one goal)

who last year complement the high scoring of

George. There were bright spots to be noted with

the impressive play of new recruit Chris Parks and

the return of Ronald Smith. Both players added a

new chemistry and life to a dead Hawk offensive and

definite will be key players in the coming years for

Coach Blackmore.

Hawk's Defense: (B-) - The defense was also hit

very hard by injuries. The team was dealt a hard
blow when veteran sweeper Paul Cairny had to be
red-shirted for the rest of the season. He had been
the keystone in the Hawk defense with his aggresive

play and knowledge of the game. Sophomore David
Allen was another solid defensive player that was
lost to the Hawks in the early in the season. Other
Hawks experienced similar smaller injuries like

fullback Marc Rose that hampered his performace.

The defensive holes had to be filled with young
inexperienced players who hadn't played with one
another a lot or come up against power teams of
George Mason, UNC-Charolotte, and Florida Tech.
Still besides all of these injuries the Hawk defense
managed to keep the team in all their contest. A lot

of credit is due to the excellent goaltending of John
Pinter which we will address later.

The defense had many stellar performace
shutting out opponents in four games and allowing

only one or two goals in five contest. Their
highlight of the season was blanking defending

CAA champion Navy 0-0 and holding American to

one goal in back to back games. The Hawks tied

Navy and lost to American. The efforts of Sean
Wallace, Marc Rose, Peter Clay, and a cast of
young players kept the Hawks in most games.

Bench Support: (B-)- Considering the
numerous injuries the team suffered and the sudden
meshing of new personnel, the Hawk bench did an
adequate job. The bench was used heavily and many
young faces were up for the challenge. Scott

Lefteris, Mike Ingram, and Bert Schilling help the

green machine from falling apart. They made the

normal amount of rookie mistakes but overall

played solid ball for the squad.

Goaltending: (A-)- The goaltending job for the

most part rested on the shoulders of junior John

Pinter. Pinter had another fine season for the

Hawks posting a 1 .74 goal average on the year and

had all 4 Seahawk shutouts. His average went up

some percentage points from last year as his save

ratio 70/24 was down from '88's 82/18 performace.

His best game was the Navy shutout where he

stopped 20 shots. Pinter has been spelled at times

this year by junior Tom Redmond who played well

in relief. The third goalie Buck Rowlee grade is

incomplete since he played only one game in goal

and didn't have a shot fired on him.

Overall Rating: (C)- Except for the defense play

mainly provided by goalie John Pinter and the semi-

above average bench support the Hawks played flat

most of the '89 campaign. They have a lot of

rebuilding to do and need to stregthen their bench

even more should a rash of injuries hit them in the

90's. More solid recruiting and experience should

remedy this problem. The Hawks still need to find

a emotional leader out on the field sooner than mid-

way the season. Someone simle has to take charge

out there.

There you have it students, Professor Red Ink

has spoken his thoughts and suggestions for

improvement. Don't worry if you didn't do well

there is always next year.

Class dismissed.

Seahawk trekers run for Breast Cancer Research
BY TAMMY CONNELLY

SEAJIAWK SrORTSWRITER

UNCW and the Wilmington Roadrunners

Club hosted the Seahawk Health 5K Run last

Saturday. The race began on the Harold Greene

Track and Field Complex and looped around the

UNCW campus.

Our own Seahawk cross-country teams

participated in the race, as did the team's coach. Bill

Cason, who set a new course record, 14 minutes, 44

seconds. Behind Cason was Shawn Brinton of the

Seahawks finishing in 15:17. Sam Bobbitt and

Larry Jackson finished together at 15:26 and 15:27,

respectively. David Simmons took fifth place in a

time of 15:33. The top ten finishers in the men's
5k were all members of the Seahawk Cross-Country

team.

The women's race was a little different.

Jenny Musslewhite of the John T. Hoggard
Cross-Country team in Wilmington, took first place

a few seconds in front of UNCW's Amy Jackson

Musslewhite crossed the finish in 19:24 while

Jackson finished in 19:29.

Second through sixth places were taken by

Seahawks. Laurie Simpson and Karen Mathewson
finished third and fourth right behind each other.

Sarah Harris finished just ahead of Jamie Oxendine
in 20:48, to take fifth place.

Awards were given to the top three finishers

overall for the men and women. Top three finishers

in each age group also received awards.

This weekend, Nov. 4, the Seahawks travel to

Williamsburg.Va. for the CAA Championships.

Coach Cason believes the team may have a shot at

the top three but will "definitely finish in the top

four."

Pirates sink

Lady Hawks

Larry Houzer (above) was recently waived by the Dallas Mavericks. The 6-8
small forward was the last player the Mavericks cut. He is expected to play
in the LBA. r *

BY LAURA SPAN.IF.R
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

The UNCW women's volleyball team may have

lost three of their top playing seniors from last year,

but this years relativity inexperienced team is not

playing for the fun of it.

The only senior on the squad is Yvonne
Holan. She is the team's top gun with juniors

Hannah Helton and Diane Lynn playing as the

team's strong center hitters. Another leader of the

team is sophomore Julie Shouse. Her
responsibility is guiding the team throughout the

match by calling various plays.

The girls have been on the road a lot this

season, but that hasn't stopped them. Their record

stands at 12-8 after returning from the James
Madison Invitational this past weekend. On Friday

they lost a close game against Virginia, but returned

to beat the Dukes on Saturday.

This past Tuesday night UNCW played a tough

home match against East Carolina at Hanover Hall,

where the Hawks have only lost twice in five years.

The Pirates, however, escaped with a narrow victory

15-6, 15-13, 8-15, and 15-13.

"Losing this match against ECU hurt us,"

coach Kathy McDaniel said. "This makes it

tougher for us in the tournament."

UNCW is now in a three-way tie for third

place in the CAA conference. "Now you see how
close the competition is in the conference,"

McDaniel said.

The conference tournament is next weekend at

James Madison. The Hawks will tune up for the

tournament with Thursday's home match against

Coastal Carolina which defeated them earlier this

year. Game time for the event is 7 p.m

Seahawk sports shorts...

Compose UNCW fight song and you could receive the $500 prize
The Seahawk Information Office released

yesterday that the school is looking for a fight song.

Students are asked to submitt a song of 15 to 30 sec

in length with musical accompianment. All entries

must mention Hawks in its lyrics. Assistant

Athletic Director Jennifer Alley is in charge the

contest and asks that all entries be submitted to the

her at the athletic offices. Entries will be judged by

a committee of students, alumni, administration and

athletic personnel. The winner will recieve $500.
Deadline for entries is Nov. 17 and more

information on the contest can be obtained by

contacting the athletic offices in Trask at 395-
3571. "We want a song that upbeat and simple,"

said Alley... The women's golf team led by senior

Paula Brzostowski's blazing two under par

finish on the final day, finished ninth among 20
teams. Brzostowski's three day total of 215 (74-71-

70) was just three shots behind medalist Tina
Paternostro from Georgia University. Other
Hawk finishers were Mary Thomas (227), Nina
Van Drumpt (240), Laura Covington (245),
and Michelle Kameyer (262). Georgia won the

Tiger-Tide Invitational with a toD score of 882

followed by Auburn (900) and Florida (901)... The
men's golf squad finished 10 out of 18 teams at the

Old Dominion Seascape Golf Tournament last

weekend. The Seahawks were led by freshman
standout Pat Damore and Richard Kimble who
had two day totals of 148 and 150. The Hawks
finished with a total of 607 stokes. The team
recieved scores from Ryan Yost (157), Chris
Spath (158), and Glenn Nelson (161). "I

thought we played better this weekend," said head
coach Calvin Lane. "I'm very pleased with
Richard Kimble and our freshmen. Our scorine is

better and I'm hopefull that we'll continue to play

well and and improve." .... The water polo team
will take its undefeated record on the road against

teams from Hampden-Sydney, Washington and Lee,

and Little Rock Arkansas at the Southern League
Tournament at Washington and Lee University. The
HMS Invincible sailors will take on are own
Seahawk rugby club in an exhibidon match at

Legion Stadium. Admission is free to the game-
Wait to see in next issue of the Seahawk, the '89

basketball previews with personnel interviews with

team members. -
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Ft. Fisher tn HnlH Evolution Propram

Come learn about the evolution of the Fort, as it

relates to the "Sea Defense". This history program
will feature the unifque aspects of the fort.

Members of Fort Fisher Historic Site will come in

period clothing and share their artifacts and
photographs. Sat. Nov. 11, from 1:00 pm to

4:00pm. Meet at Fort Fisher State Recreation Area
parking lot and follow the signs. To get to Fort

Fisher State Recreation Area turn left at the

Regional Public Beach Access just South of Fort

Fisher State Historic Site. For more information
call 4S8-8206. This program is free and open to the

public.

University Thpatre Prints tho

American Dream Curse nf the Ktnrvin?

Class

The University Theatre of Creative Arts

Department at UNC Wilmington will present Sam
Shepard's powerful examination of the American
Dream Curse of the Starving Class, on November
16, 17 and 18 at Kenan Auditorium with an 8:00pm
curtain. Tickets can be obtained by calling 763-

3396 or 395-3440. The tickets are $4.00 each and
can be purchased at the door.

Student Leadership Conference
Prerepistratinn to he Held Nov 14.1*

Preregistration for the Student Leadership
Conference on Jan. 27th is next week. Sign up
Nov. 14-16 in the University Union.

Museum nf World Cultures to HnlH

Auction

The Museum of World Cultures at the University

of North Carolina at Wilmington will hold a fund-

raisins auction at 7pm., Thursday, Nov. 16 in the
cast'Cafeteria otr the campus ofUNCW.

Individuals will be allowed to preview items to

be offered for sale between 2pm-7pm. Admission to

the auction is $1. Auction items will be from
around the world. They include a 20ft. wooden
sailboat, estate jewelry, fine art, duck decoys,
^antiques, collectibles, weapons, fossils, dolls, prints,

'and artifacts from around the world. The auction

will be conducted by James Kennedy, of Kennedy
Antiques of Durham.

, Items for the auction are being provided in two
ways-as unrestricted gifts to the Museum or on
consignment with a minimum bid with any funds
realized above this minimum going to the Museum.
Items for auction will be accepted from 8am-5pm,
on Thursday, Nov. 16 in the East Cafeteria.

Proceeds from the auction will benefit the

Museum. Dr. Gerald Shinn, professor of

philosophy and religion at UNCW, is acting director

and curator of the Musuem of World Cultures.

CRISIS IN THE ATMOSPHERE tn he

Screened

CRISIS IN THE ATMOSPHERE, a live

satellite presentation on exploring the changes

within the atmosphere, will be hosted by Cape Fear

Community College on November 15th from 3-

5pm. This free two hour lecture and movie
screening will be held in S-501 and the public is

invited.

The lecture will be followed with a question and

answer session and the premiere screening of

CRISIS IN THE ATMOSPHERE, The Infinite

Voyage special. For additional information call

Cape Fear Community College, 343-0481, ext. 258

or 268.

Pinp.Pnng Tournament tn he Held Nov.

u
All you Ping-Pong Junkies who didn't take part

in our last tournament, have one more chance to

show what you got in our final ping-pong

Tournament Saturday Nov. 18, at 2pm in UU game

room. There will be a $2.00 entry fee, with winners

.receiving free game room hours. So don't be left

.out, register today at the Information Center! !

Phi Rota Sigma tn Hold Dance

Phi Beta Sigma will be hosting a dance Friday

Night, Nov. 31 UU Room 100. 10:00-2:00. Adm
$200 w/ID $3.00 without.

ACE Presents Electric Zoot Suit

ACE Presents the Electric Zoot Suit comedy

team. Show will be Nov. 9 at 7:30 in Rm 100 UU.
Admission is a $1.00 donation to the Kurt
Lindstrom Scholarship Fund.

AlnlM PfltB Ph 8 '" Hftld «ock-A-Thon

Alpha Delta Phi Sorority is sponsoring a 24

hour ROCKING CHAIR ROCK-A-THON
beginning 3 p.m., Friday, Nov. 10 and ending 3

,m. Saturday Nov. 11 at the McDonald's on S.

College Rd. For additional information contact

Beth Lvnge at 799-2131.

Smoke StillRises Over CAO
BY PHILLIP LOUfiHLlN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

The smoke has yet to settle as the furor

about the CAO takeover rages on.

An investigation was called for by
Denny Best and brought before the Dean
Of Students' office. Best claims that his

impeachment as President of CAO was
based on false grounds. The information

gathered by the Dean's office shows that

there is enough evidence to proceed with a

formal hearing in this case.

In lieu of this hearing, both the old and
new factions of the CAO are being held in

abeyance until the case is heard. This

means that any priviledges and rights as a

registered group are suspended pending

final results.

No one has accused the College

Republicans as being the perpetrators

before the Dean Of Students. "We are not

saying it is the CR's as a group. .

.

" said

Dean Pat Leonard, "we don't know that."

In the face of accusations that the CR's

were the antagonists in the takeover,

David Rose, the new CAO president, feels

that it was a move by concerned students.

Two thirds of the students involved were

not College Republicans. "I didn't make
or vote on any motions," said Rose, who
is not a College Republican. "I was
elected by concerned students. I just

accepted their faith in me."

Rose also said that the large group of

people went to the meeting upset that

there was to be no Awareness Festival;

not because the College Republicans
recruited them. "They asked, 'why, why,
why?'" Rose said, "but the answers did not

suffice."

Rose feels that the takeover was
completely legitimate. "We went slowly,

it was not rushed through. Also, I was
not sent in by the College Republicans, I

was repeatedly invited. We did not use

Robert's Rules (of Order) inappropriately.

Opposing views were allowed."

Denny Best , the ousted CAO president

feels that he was wrongly accused and
removed from office. "The decision not to

we will more fairly represent the campus.
We will take it step by step. Hopefully
we can get a table and present literature."

The new CAO will avoid subjects that

spark controversy among students.
According to Rose, "if the majority of
campus is up in arms, we are certainly not

going to promote it. We should listen to

the students, that's why we're here."

As far as questions concerning political

affiliation in the new group, they will not
seek re-funding through SGA. Rose and
the other new executives decided to return

the $200 seed account originally assigned

to the CAO. This move is placed on
hold, however, by the freeze of their rights

".
. .If the majority of the campus is up in arms about it,

then we are certainly not going to promote it. We should
listen to the students, thats why we're here." David Rose

have an Awareness Festival this year was
a unanimous decision that was passed by

the CAO last year," defended Best. "I was

not even chairing the meetings then. In

fact, I debated against the motion. The
final decision was made because there were

scheduling conflicts and we wanted more
time to prepare for the next one."

Rose intends to continue the CAO's
goals, but with a different orientation.

"We will represent views that the majority

of the membership would like, and thus

from the Dean of Students' office.

The fuior continued in other quarters as

well as between the old and new members
of CAO. SGA President Jim Humphries

opened the Senate meeting Monday night,

November 6, with a reminder that the

SGA was not to be concerned with any

aspect of the CAO takeover except in the

case of budget considerations.

Impeachments were brought up anyway,
in the wake of previous accusations.

David Rose serves as a senator in the

SGA. A motion was made to impeach
Rose for "conduct unbecoming the dignity

of the office". The motion was tabled by
Denny Best until further consideration

could be taken.

Rose states that, "if I acted in a manner
unbecoming a senator, then I am certainly

not the only one. Denny Best cussed me
out on the phone last Wednesday night,

then yelled at me in the Union on
Thursday. I see that as childish and
petty."

Best argued that although he did use an
expletive on the phone, he did not "cuss

Rose out". "I said 'bullshit' a couple of
times, but I wasn't really cussing him out.

Also, I only debated with him in the

Union, I did not yell."

Also at the Monday night senate
meeting, Wes Ward suggested that Lisa
Royal be investigated for conflict of
interest in her investigation of CAO. His
argument was based on her statement in

the October 26 Seahawk that she did not
feel that she would find any political

affiliation. The argument went on to say
that she never asked for their (the

republican's) input during the
investigation.

Royal defended herself. "I did not have
any bias in the investigation. My
statement was based on my prior
knowledge of the facts."

See Smoke. . .Page 3

Best Confused As CAO
Goes Topsy Turvy

PHOTO BYPIIILLIPUHJGIIUN
David Rose Is interviewed by TV 3 about the new CAO and the takeover. "We Just out-organized
them," fr? said. "They're being poor losers."

BY TASHA Bflflflfi
MANAGING EDITOR

Denny Best repeated over and over, "It's confusing, it's confusing,"

after the senate meeting Monday night. Best, former president of
Campus Awareness Organization (CAO), has cause to be confused.

Last week, Nov. 1 the College Republicans (CR) took over CAO.
CR had about fifteen people to come in during the CAO meeting and
pay five dollar dues to become members. The new members impeached
the executives and installed new executives. Wes Ward, president of
CR, said "CR felt changes needed to be made within CAO."

It was listed in the motion that Best was being impeached because
CAO temporarily postponed the Awareness Festival, and Best called for

an investigation that resulted in bad publicity. "It's confusing!"

repeated Best. "I'm confused because members of CR wanted an
investigation of CAO so I called for one. Now that they have become
CAO members they don't want Lisa to go through with the
investigation."

Lisa Royal, Attorney General has been investigating CAO since

Best made a motion for the Attorney General to investigate CAO to

see if it was politically "oriented" or politically "affiliated" at the senate
meeting on October 16.

A new flame has been added to the fire. Last night at the senate
meeting Wes Ward and Kenny Kid, former chairman of CR, called for

an investigation of Royal because of her "bias" opinion stated in the

Seahawk concerning CAO. She had predicted that she would not find a

political ai filiation. Royal stated that she didn't see where there was a

See Best Page 3

Ghandi Week Presents Lectures And Information
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BY MAI NfillVF.N
NEWS EDITOR

The Museum of World Cultures and the UNCW
History Department, in conjunction with the North

Carolina Humanities Committee will present a

commemoration of Mahatma Ghandi's life and work

from Tuesday, November 14 to Thursday, November
16.

The Ghandi celebration program will consist of

three guest speakers and a photographic exhibit .

The opening ceremony will begin at 7:00 p.m. in

the main floor of UNCWs Randall Library. The
presentation will consist of a photographic exhibit

from the Ghandi Center in Washington DC.
Following the ceremony, Srimati Kamala,

Director of the Ghandi Center in Washington DC,
will present a free slide lecture of Ghandi-His Life

and Work at 8:00 p.m. Kamala is the author of

Mahatma Ghandi-An American Profile , which
details the teachings of Ghandi and how the Native

Americans shared many of the same beliefs.

Kamala is the only American recipient of the Friends

of India Award which was awarded to her in 1982 at

the Convention of Asian Indians in North America.

Mohandas Karamchand Ghandi was born on
October 2, 1869 in Porbandar, Gujarat to a

conservative Hindu family. After a th ee year study

course in England, Ghandi returned to i 'urban, Natal

where he began a legal career.

Ghandi was very much drawn to the plight of the

poor and oppressed and consequently spent his life

helping others. Since the youth were especially

important to him, Ghandi sought to improve their

education. In 1920, he founded the Gujarat

Vidyapith University.

Ghandi believed that "character cannot be built

with mortar and stone. It cannot be built by other

mg Life k mg mg?i§sg

MOHANDAS K. GANDHI
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hands than your own. The principal and the

professor cannot give you character from the pages

of books. Character-building comes from your very

own lives, and, really speaking, it must come from
within yourselves."

,

Ghandi's method of teaching existed by teaching

others through his example. He lived with his

followers and led them to do work that had been

conventionally reserved for the "untouchables." By
his admission and practice of nonviolence, he was
able to set a tremendous example for others. Ghandi

once said, "I do believe nonviolence is infinitely

superior to violence. . . forgiveness more manly
than punishment. Violence is bred by inequality,

nonviolence by equality."

On January 30, 1948, Ghandi was shot and killed

by a young extremist.

Ghandi's death did not mark the end of his

distinguished and honorable life. His memory is

perpetuated by the contributions he has made to the

world. To Martin Luther King, "Mahatma Ghandi
embodied in his life certain universal principles that

are inherent in the moral structure of the universe.

These principles are as inescapable as the law of

gravitation and if this age is to survive it must
follow the way of love and nonviolence that h$ so

nobly illustrated in life."

On Wednesday, November 15, Philosophy 'and
Religion Professor Dr. James Hunt of Shaw
University will present a slide lecture and discussion

of Ghandi in South Africa .

The final event of the Ghandi tribute will be a

lecture and discussion by Dr. Sid Gautam about
Ghandi and Women.

The public is cordially invited to all lectures and
exhibits which are free.
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Off Campus Connection:

Are You Having Problems

With Your Roommate?

Before you moved into your
apartment or house, you probably

went through a careful evaluation

of the kind of roommate that you
would like to live with. You
also evaluated what kind of
person you are so that there

would be a peaceful coexistence

between yourself and your
roommate while living off-

campus. By now, you may be

discovering that your carefully

chosen companion is not living

up to your expectations and you
do not know what action to take.

Take heart, the Office of the Dean
of Students is available for off-

campus roommate mediation.

Here is a list of common
problems between roommates:

1. His or her girlfriend or

boyfriend is at your apartment all

the time including overnight.

?.. He or she does not pay
their bills on time.

3. He or she may leave mid-

semester leaving you with all

bilis and the rent to pay.

4. Her or she is basically

inconsiderate of you playing
music too loud, talking on the

phone constantly, or eating up
most of the food.

Here are your rights and
responsibilities as a roommate:

"A landlord, as the aggrieved
party, can sue and collect against

any and or all of those who have
breached a particular contract.

What this means is that

roommates are each, individually,

responsible to the landlord for the

full amount of rent or damages,
no matter how the roommates
may have divided up the
expenses. ACCORDINGLY,
WHEN YOUR ROOMMATE
LEAVES WITHOUT NOTICE
TO YOU, THE LANDLORD
MAY LEGALLY REQUIRE
THAT YOU, THE REMAINING
TENANT, PAY ALL OF THE
RENT."

IT IS STILL A CRIME IN
NORTH CAROLINA FOR AN
UNMARRIED COUPLE TO
LIVfc. TOGETHER. EVEN
THOUGH SUCCESSFUL
CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS
ARE DIFFICULT AND RARE,
IT DOES PLACE TENANTS IN

JEOPARDY OF EVICTION BY
A LANDLORD WHO LEARNS
OF THEIR STATUS.

If you decide to move out and
start over again, or are
considering renting an apartment
for the first time, here are some
helpful hints that we at the Office
of the Dean of Students strongly

suggest you take into
consideration:

1. Upon moving in, take
time out to discuss one another's

living habits and needs. You
must be open and frank with your
roommate at the outset in order to

avoid problems later. You may
also want to re-evaluate your
needs later if there is a change in

habits or hobbies, etc. It takes
effort to keep peace with another
person.

2. If a problem arises, try to

resolve the problem yourselves.

Talk openly with one another and
even obtain a neutral third party

to mediate the discussion.

3. If you can't work it out
this way, the Office of the Dean
of Students provides roommate
mediation.

4. If you can't work it out at

all and decide to move out, then

review your lease carefully and
ask your landlord about subletting

your apartment.

5. Also, upon moving in you
may want to draw up a n

agreement between you and your
roommate about payment of the

bills (cable, water, electric, etc.)

and you get the agreement
notarized. If a problem arises and
you must take legal action, this

notarized agreement will support

your case in Small Claims Court.

The advantage of a notarized
agreement is that it holds you and
your roommate(s) responsible for

payment of expenses.

Ideally, before you embark on
an apartment search, concentrate

on what kind of roommate will

best suit you and how you are

going to resolve a problem in the

event that a problem arises. For
more intoimation, get a tree copy
of "Digs, Dwellings and
Domiciles: An Introduction to

Your Rights and Responsibilities

in Renting an Apartment or
House."

Japanese HelmetOn DisplayStolen
BY AMY PETROCEUJ

STAFF WRITER

During Japan Week, which
was held on campus the week of
Oct. 30 - Nov. 3, Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Urban were robbed of a
sentimental treasure. Addiig to
the festivity of the week's events,

the Urbans donated a Japanese
doll to be displayed in the lobby
of Cameron Auditorium. It was
put on display on November 1

and when the owners c«me to
retrieve it two days later the
helmet that belonged on the dolls

head was gone.

The Japanese doll stands three

feet high and represents a Gesha
dancer. It is made out of cloth

and in one hand it holds a

warrior's helmet. The helmet is

reddish and creme with a wnite
long hair tassel and horns. A
similar replica can be seen on
display on the second floor of the

library.

Although the helmet is worth
little, he stresses t h e
sentimentality behind the whole
thing. The doll was received by
his wife, Toshiko, as a gift thirty

years ago in Japan.

"It is something you treasure

and pass down in the family,"

said Urban. This doll was meant
to be passed down to the Urban's

second daughter before her

marriage. Urban stated, such
family heirlooms may not be
appreciated as much when you're

young as when you are older." He
then with evident disappointment
in the school, stated, "It is sort of

a shame that you donate
something for use by the school

and it comes back missing."

So far, campus police has no

leads as to what happened to the

helmet. Chief Dawson
commented, "I think someone
took it-I don't think it was lost.

That is the assumption we're

going on." He assures that they

will be looking into it.

Dr. Jerry Shinn, who is the

director of the Museum of World

Cultures under which Japan Week
was held, is reluctant to believe

that a student has taken the

helmet. However, he suggests

that it may have been as a prank,

or by someone wishing to put it

on a similar doll of their of their

own.

Dr. Shinn sympathizes with

the Urbans' loss and agrees that,

"buying another will not be the 1

same, because of its sentimental

value. I am sorry as I can be for

what happened, but now that it

has, we'll do what we can to take

care of the situation."

Campus police and Dr. Shinn,

as well as Steve and Toshika

Urban, urge you to call Campus
Police should you have any
information concerning the
missing helmet. "We are not as

concerned with apprehending
anybody so much as the return of

the helmet," said Dr. Shinn. The
Museum of World Cultures at

UNCW will be offering a reward

for its recovery.

New Students May
Need Vaccinations

Sexual Assualt Week Begins

BY KARFNj PATp
STAFF WRITER

Mudents who didn t receive a

notice to be re-vaccinated during
last semester's measle outbreak
may have been the unlucky ones.

According to the Centers for

Disease Control, persons
vaccinated before 1980 or
vaccinated at 12 to 14 months of
age should be re-vaccinated. The
Centers made this
recommendation because of a

392% increase in reported cases
early this year compared to the

same period in 1988.

"Probably everyone we didn't

in the distribution of the vaccine,

but the Centers for Disease
Control aren't the only ones who
believe that the risk of another
major outbreak is worth the

money. The American College
Health Association and the

American Academy o f

Pediatricians have also endorsed
this recommendation.

Physicians do not seem to be
following this advice. General
practitioners are not offering the

vaccine and pediatricians are

hesitant about administering it to

anyone but children. Many of the

physicians refer those interested

to the Health Department.

Tfiis is a reminder to all OTf-CATtPUS students

jtegarcting the county noise ordinance. y4_LL

J
residents of New Hanover County are prohibited

from enaaaina in any activity producing noise

m excess of 65 decibels in the daytime and 50

decibels from 10pm though 7am. Citations for

flotations might be issued upon findings of toud
and offensive noises even when the precise noise

evel is not measured. Violations include, a $50

fine, possible misdemeanor conviction and
EVICTION from premises, Any questions, call

Office of the Dean of Students at 395-3119.

L

"Probablyeveryone we didnt vaccinate last

year could use another vaccine . . .what we
have to worry about are the 2000 students
that are new this year.

"

vaccinate last year could use
another vaccine. Upperclassmen

should have been vaccinated last

year. What we have to worry
about are the 2000 students that

are new this year," said Dr. Jewell
of the Health and Wellness
Center, "we are just as likely to

have an outbreak this year as last

year."

North Carolina has not made
this recommendation a

requirement, although it is

currently being examined. The
vaccine isn't cheap, and it is not

available now to everyone who
wishes to be re-vaccinated.

Cost plays an important role

Orrell, clinic coordinator for the

Health Department, "will not be
immunized at this time, the cost
would be in the six digit range."

Money will continue to be a
controversial issue on this subject
and fhe decision to adopt or

discard the Centers
recommendations will lie in the

hands of the state governments.

But the New Hanover County
Health Department has not
changed it's immunization policy

to comply to the new
recommendations.

"Those who had the vaccine
after 12 months," said Francis

BY AMY PF.TROCrt.U
STAFF WRITER

For the last couple of issues,

The Seahawk has published
myths and facts about sexual

assault. By now, we should all

be aware that there are various

types of rape: stranger rape, gang
rape, and acquaintance/date rape.

But what many of us do not
realize is that sexual assault is a

concern that affects everyone:
men are raped and women are

raped; your mothers, sisters,

spouses, girlfriends, and children

could also be victims of sexual

assault. This happens to be the

main focus of this year's Sexual
Assault Awareness Week,
scheduled for November 13-17.

Our purpose is to make the
UNCW community, including
men, aware tnat sexual assault is

a social problem and a crime
involving everyone, not just

women. The schedule ot events

is:

Monday, November 1

3

"For Men Only: Is it Love or Is

It War"

7-8:30 pm A discussion about

the responsibilities of men
regarding sexual assault.

7-8:30pm "For Women Only:
Expect the Unexpected" A
discussion of the rights and
responsibilities of women
regarding sexual assault. SS
Bldg. Rm213

Tuesday, November 14
"Child Sexual Abuse" An
overview of the issues related to

child sexual abuse. 7-8:30pm
UU Rm. 100.

7-8pm Self-Defense Class.

15 "Issues of Sexual Assault: A
Panel Discussion" A panel of

community professionals will

address the legal, medical,

victim's rights, and counseling

issues of sexual assault. 7-9pm
Cameron Hall, Rm. 123.

Thursday, November 16
"Rape in Marriage: Who Has
Rights, Who Doesn't" In North

Carolina, a wife can not press a

charge of rape against her

husband. This session will

discuss what legal rights are
available for the wife and current

state efforts to overturn the law.

6:30-8pm UU Rm. 201.

7-8pm Self-Defense Class.

Hanover Gym.

Each day, Monday through
Friday, an information table wilf I

be held from 9:00am to 2:00pm;-
in the University Union Lobby to

1
•

answer any questions you majo
have concerning sexual assault or
ny programs to be held. In

addition, individuals will be asked

to complete a questionnaire
testing their knowledge and
attitudes on sexual assault.

The Office of the Dean of

Students is sponsoring a bulletin

board contest for the Resident

Assistants in the halls for Sexual

Assault Awareness Week.
Winners will be announced on
Monday, November 13.

We urge you to not only take
time out and become aware of the

issues involving sexual assault,

but also to take advantage of the

opportunity to hear the various
speakers and take part in the

variety of programs that will be
offered throughout Sexual Assault,

Awareness Week.

Don't Smoke On November 1 6, Smokeout Day
The Great American Smokeout
turns 13 this year which could
bring good fortune to those
smokers trying to quit. As it

does each year on Smokeout Day,
the American Cancer Society will

encourage all smokers to try their

luck at remaining smoke-free for

24 hours.

"We're hoping that 13 will be the

lucky number for people who
smoke," Claude M. Allison,
public education chairman, New

Hanover Unit of the American
Cancer Society, said.

Last year's Smokeout proved to

be the magic charm for
approximately 10.7 per cent of
the nation's smokers, or 5.4
million people, who gave up
cigarettes for the entire 24 hours-
one to three days later, 3.4
million of those people still were
not smoking, according to

Allison.

To spur interest locally,

information packets have been

distributed to schools, colleges,
major businesses and industries
and government offices, he said.
A proclamation honoring the
Smokeout will be signed by
County Commission Chairman
Fred Retchin.

On Thursday, Nov. 16, WGNI
will broadcast from the
Marketplace Mall from 9:30 am
to 6pm, urging the public to join
the Smokeout and drop off their

cigarettes. Smokeout volunteers

will distribute information from
the American Cancer Society.
The Health Promotion
Department of Cape Fear
Memorial Hospital will conduct
pulmonary function and blood
pressure screenings.

As an incentive, Subway
sandwiches will provide a free
"cold turkey" sandwich to anyone
who brings a half-pack of
cigarettes to one of their seven
locations.

THE COLLEGE CONNECTION

Bombays parties all week long!!

Wed. Greek Competition night

Thurs. Amateur male strip night

(Ladies Night)

Fri. Student appreciation night

Sat. Dance the night away
Sun. Free beer It $2.00 admission

• Only Nightclub 18yrs. + •

$6.00 Members
$8.00 Guests

Tickets on sale now!

$1.00 off with this ad

Coming Nov. 10

The Producers In Concert

(Their last show before they break up.)

Coming Nov. 24

The Groovy Cools

Call 392-BAYS for info.

Upcoming Bands:

The Connells, Fetchin Bones,

Hoodoo Gurus, (and many more!)

--^
1
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Pledge Show Has A Big Turnout Smoke cont.
Locals Hope To Be National

pv HOMY PRICK
STAFF WRITER

Excitement as well as a touch

of nervousness filled the air last

Thursday night at the Odyssey on

Oleander Drive. The event about

to take place was this year's

annual pledge show presentation

by sixteen of UNCW's local and

national sororities and fraternities.

Each year every pledge class

puts on a skit for all the Greeks

and interested fans. The pledges

organize and practice mostly on

their own. Some of the
fraternities and sororities didn't

even know what their pledges

were doing.

The show started off with IFC

president Jeff Bowyer, who MC'd
the affair, trying to get everyone

to be quiet, which seemed to be a

problem through out the show.

Everything went smoothly from

there. The pledge classes lined

up in the order they had
previously drawn from a hat.

There were some pretty

interesting attires. From togas

to guys in bikinis back to

scarecrows and farmers with

pitchforks, the crowd saw it all.

It didn't seem to bother anybody

though, because everybody was

laughing at everybody else too.

The brothers and sisters from

each fraternity and sorority were

out in full force to egg on their

soon to be members.

This was the first year that the

pledge show has been held at the

Odyssey. In previous years it

was held in room 100 of the

union. "The Greeks on the

campus have doubled in size since

last year, so we had to find a

bigger place," said Panhellenic

president Tina Butler.

The IPC and the Panhellenic

board worked together to make
this year's event happen. Butler

said that the $1 admission charge

was to pay for the renting of the

Odyssey.

Finally the last pledge class

had gone on and the ten minutes

that the judges, which were the

presidents of each organization,

took to decide their verdict seemed

to take forever. Without further

ado Jeff Bowyer announced the

order in which everyone had
placed. Sigma Kappa Tau cam in

first, followed by Xi Delta Phi,

and in third place came Alpha

Phi. These ranged in variety

from a piece from Grease and
"Summer Nights", to Xi Delta

Phi's dance to Space Cowboy,
and Alpha Phi's renditions of the

Wizard of Oz. There was a round

of applause by all for the effort

and time each pledge class spent

putting these skits together.

The only problem most
people found in this otherwise

fun night was many people had a

hard time seeing die skits. The
Odyssey provided a wide screen

projecting each skit, but the

picture was fuzzy. "Maybe next

year they could hold it in Kenan
Auditorium where everyone could

see and it wouldn't be quite so

noisy," said Paula Edwards
president of Alpha Phi.

Jeff Bowyer, President of IFC

summed up the whole night with

this thought, "It was a very

crowded place Thursday night, but

I think the almost 1000 people

that were there showed how much
Greek support there is on this

campus."

The investigation, according to

Royal, was thorough. She went so

far as to dig through the CAO
storage closet She also bases her

claim of impartiality on the fact

that she is not in CAO, nor has she

ever attended a meeting. She feels

that she did her job to the best of

her ability and that the accusation is

wrong.

Ward's suggestion was not

upheld in the senate, but the matter

was taken to the Supreme Court on

Wednesday. The Chief Justice will

decide whether or not to proceed

with the case.

Ken Lemon, SGA Vice-

President, agrees that there was no

bias. "In the article, she was only

Best Cont. . .

answering a question with the

information she had gathered from

her investigation up to that point.

I don't see how it can be called

bias."

The original accusations that the

takeover was a personal attack on

Denny Best still ring across

campus. There is no hard evidence

to either support or dispute these

charges. Both factions disagree. In

light of present investigations and
allegations, however; this charge is

not a factor.

Says Denny Best, "I think we
really got screwed."

David Rose counters, "We just

out-organized them. They are being

sore losers about it"

conflict of interest "I found that CAO was politically concious but not

politically affiliated. I based my opinion on the fact that CAO doesn't

lobby for bills, and it doesn't pay national dues."

Best says, "the worst thing that could have happened from the

investigation: SGA would have taken back our funds. When CR took

over they gave the funds back." However, now the funds are frozen by

SGA , according to Royal. The Dean of Students office did a brief

investigation to see if there was enough evidence to go before the SOC.

It was found that there was enough evidence. The "Members in Exile";

(Denny Best-President, Candi Caramer-Vice President, Matt

Krizowsky-Treasurer, and April Krause-Secretary), as Best says the

former members are now calling themselves, are going before the

Student Organization Committee (SOC) Nov. 16.

Three possible outcomes can come from the SOC hearing,

according to Best 1) CAO gets suspended from campus 2) removal of

new officers and reinstating the old officers (Members in Exile) or 3)

leave it like it is. Best believes the first course of action might not

happen. "If the second course of action is taken then great" expresses

Best "That's what we want!" However, if the third course of action is

taken, Best says, "We'll go out and form another group, which we

really don't want to do."

Future plans of Best are to tighten the impeachment clause as the

first step, "if we get CAO back." "We learned our lesson. We were a

bunch of trusting souls that were aboard a rickety old craft that got

sunk out beneath us."

Adoption Papers

, will do all Ihoi is within my power to

help you. ""' t<> smoke dm inf<tlic

Gtcnt American Smokroiit. On my honor and M my part or the bargain. I

prorata to do the following to accomplish our goal

• I'riliw: vmi tor Inning the willpown In giw li|l nicntini' ftir ;i <l;iv

• RMKUM >>» ihm tfWW »«* »'••• ""'y M hours in '< •'">'

• lli'ln vmi remember vcmr«nm«Uw m m>i mwrVe

• Bribe ymi »iili fimil, money. and/or ihwmHau: Hwattow

• He there whin vmi need me

You, . on your pari, will make it through the day If you:

A popular theme at the Pledge show was for men to dress as women. The Sigma Kappa Tau

pledges took tirst prize in the competition with a skit from the movie GRKASE.

E
PRCOINS
onownwi

DR. MICHAEL E. COINS
DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY

5030 Randall Drive

Carolina Place Office Park

Wilmington, NC 28403

919-392-0270

A Special Message From Bausch & Lomb:

I Contact Lenses Require Proper Fitting and Care

L———

,

BAUSCH & LOMB I

DRILY IDERR

RND
TINTED CONTACTS

• Hide viiur cignrellev iishliuvs. liglileiv ,ind mulches

• Tell yum fiiemls yuii have heen mlnpled and will mil Mltukf dining

the Great Ametitiiii Sinnkeiinl

• Call me wlien yon feel vim enn'l lesisl the desire In smoke

• Refrain from visiting smoke filled nxims .

• Rememliei lhat lodav, yon aie leaving I hr pack behind.

I will do what it lakes to help my fiiend leave the pack behind

Signed: ._. — 1)J,C:

I promise not to smoke during the Gteol American Smokconl.

Signed:
Date:

AMERICAN
WCANCER
f SOCIETY*

Live Teleconference via Satellite

Aids in the College Community:
From Crisis to Management

Bear nationally-recognized faculty and student

affairtl health practitioners , live via satellite, dis-

oust their experiences with AIDS-related issues.

Learn about the ethical, policy and programmatic
problems and their effect on the college campus.
Participate in a local panel discussion featuring

V&'UNCW administrative officers. • v,-'•
•<,:'•»'-v..

1

UNCW Panel Discussion Moderators

Sometimesyoudie

whatyoudonteat

William R. Calloway, Personnel Services

Dr. William A. Bryan, Student Affairs

Dr. Richard H. Mullendore, Student Affairs

Thursday, November 16, 1989

12:30-4:30 pm
Cameron Hall Auditorium

UNC Wilmington

*Admission: Free to UNCW
;
Staff and Students

feftl-;;& $25 tsGENERAf>PuBLIC^|

Sponsored by

Office of Special Programs

in association with

Personnel Services

Division of Student Affairs

UNC Wilmington

ThinkMNovember 1&
Don't eat on the Thursday before Thanksgiving. Then join six million Amencans who since 1973

have mailed the money they saved to our life-saving projects. You'll not onlyA jV- 1
leam what it's like to go hungry You'll know how good it feels to help IJXIdlTl ft

those who are. Write: "Fast for a World Harvest," 115 Broadway, Dept. A triSt*ir»'V
4000, Boston, MA 02116. Or call for more information: (617)4821211. illllCl lVjCll

BY SANDY PORTER
STAFF WRITER

Greek organizations are on the

rise. To date there are six

national sororities and nine

national fraternities on the

UNCW campus. There is so

much interest in the Greek

System that accommodations
must be made.

Each year successive numbers

of "local Greeks" come into

existence. Many originate in

dorm rooms, at lunch room
tables, and at parties. A group of

people who have something
substantial in common get

together to form these
organizations in hopes of meeting

people, making new friends, and

providing donations for their

chosen philanthropies. The goal

for these local organizations is to

become nationally affiliated with

the same sorority or fraternity

across the nation.

Local Greeks must prove

themselves worthy to be allowed

into the nationwide Greek
brotherhood and sisterhood

through service projects,

philanthropy achievements, and

impressive individual interviews.

A major drawback for the local

organizations is the increase in

yearly dues asked of them to

become nationally affiliated. For

some this is a problem, but the

benefits provided by going
national seem to be worth the

extra expense.

Lanita Hanson, Assistant

Director for Student Activities

and Greek Housing, says there are

many advantages for a Greek

organization to go national.

"To be connected with a

national affiliation would give a

sorority or fraternity access to all

the programmatic resources

available. They would also be

covered under a national liability

policy."

Becoming national not only

gives a group better name
recognition, but provides

leadership development more
strongly and fully due to the

immense scale of each particular

organization. Ms. Hanson states,

"The basic foundations of policies

and procedures of national
organizations would bring locals

into the same foundation on
campus. It also gives locals a

chance to participate in

something larger that is located

on campus. It's much easier for a

group to be part of a united and

cohesive system."

As Greek Advisor, M s

.

Hanson hopes to see all the local

Greek organizations turn national

in the immediate future. She
feels that when local and
nationals are not together, there is

not a balance between the two.

"It helps when the groups go for

the same goals, then
accountability and expectation is

the same."

Long term goals make it

easier for a system to stabilize

and allow the ability for growth.

If all the Greek organizations

were national, the interest level

provoked on campus could be met

for long term maturing of the

system.

Pam Moore of Sigma Pi Zeta,

a local sorority, feels that going

national is essential to every local

organization. Moore said, "Other

national sororities feel that locals

should not go national because

they are afraid that the locals will

take away potential pledges and

the numbers in sororities will

fall."

Paige Byrd, a sister in Sigma
Pi Zeta feels that with an increase

of local sororities forming and
becoming national, more choices

will be provided to UNCW
students. And therefore numbers
participating in rush will
increase.

Both agreed that every local

looks forward to becoming
national and obtaining the

prestige that goes along with it.

Ifyou smoke1Q000 cigarettes ayear,

givingup20 won't killyou.

In fact, it might save your life. All you have to do is join

millions of other Americans and give up smoking for a day.

Because if you can quit for a day, you can quit for life.

For more information, call 1-800-ACS-2345.

The Great American Smokeout,November 16.

*2&S*

Seahawk Crime Line 395-6669

I

;i

i

I

• «

i

$ REWARDS PAID FOR CRIMINAL INFORMATION AND THE CALLER REMAINS ANONYMOUS!
UNCW DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 395-3184

mms—sm
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THE SEAHAWK

The Seahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The

Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk.

601 South College Rd, Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The
Seahawk.

The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 pm. Monday for Thursday's paper The

Advertising deadline is abo 5 p m. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division.

PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
Editor in Chief

TASHA BOONE
Managing Editor

MAI NGUYEN
News Editor

CHRIS WRIGHT
Sports Editor

PATRICK FOWLER
Asst Sports Editor

DAVID BURKE
Copy Editor

ALLEN RAY
Entertainment Editor
JOHN GEOFFRION
Production Manager
KAREN GOUDARZI
& JENNIFER YOUNG
Photographer
DEBBIE SMITH
National Advertising

Manager
KENNETH TAYLOR
Local Advertising

Manager
JIM KRAFT
Financial Manager
DAN HEADRICK
Advisor

Editorials
We weren't going to say this, but. .

The editorial intention this week was to remain silent and
let the letters for and against the takeover present their own
cases. We hoped no one would resort to the use of
scapegoats, as in the letter signed "P.O.'d CR member".
Fortunately, The Seahawk was prepared for this type of
response.

It is the letter writer's ignorance of the facts that should be

questioned. Perhaps he should have asked a few questions

before he put the proverbial foot in his mouth. In an

interview with a certain individual who is definitely in the

know, the College Republicans are implicated in the

takeover. The fact that the interview was given the day
before the move, and was replete with details, lends even
more weight to The Seahawk defense (If a defense is really

necessary).

No, the persons involved in the movement were not all

CR's. According to anonymous sources, some were
fraternity members and other students recruited for the

action. Some may have even been honestly motivated by a

concern over the alledged inappropriate use of student funds;

an allegation that was found to be false and without merit by
the attorney general's investigation. A better plan for these

individuals would have been to wait until the investigation

results were made public. Instead, they went for the mob
rule approach and caused a fiasco.

What The Seahawk finds difficult to accept is the

^unwillingness of the persons involved to admit that the
takeover was simply a move to silence a voice of opposition.

There is no evidence of "Liberal-socialism" in the CAO
constitution or in their presentation of information. It

doesn't matter that Denny Best is an admitted Socialist. So
what? Ask David Rose where he stands politically.

The takeover was well planned, and most likely it was
quite legitimate. The Seahawk presented these facts in the

article. The reason the article may appear biased is that it

shows the pointlessness of the action. The attempt of the

letter writer to make the non-CR's into scapegoats is

evidence that someone must realize how they look under the

glaring light of reality.

As far as the editorials that were presented in that issue,

they rightly represent the opinions of the Seahawk's editorial

staff. We feel that the move was wrongly motivated and that

the College Republicans (and other 'non-affiliated' persons

)

should have left the decision up to the SGA and the Attorney

General's office. We do commend the CR's for having the

sense to return the $200 seed money to SGA; but we
• withhold any further judgement until the new CAO proves

; their desire to raise student awareness. . . not to quell the

: voice of an organization which does not support the

Republican agenda.

Pointing Fingers Can Be Dangerous

Dear Editor,

I am greatly angered at the

false accusations brought upon the

College Republicans in the last

•issue of the Seahawk. Accusing

the Republicans of taking over the

CAO organization was a grave

inistake which reflects the

Seahawks ignorance of the events

which concurred on the evening of

November 1st.

At the CAO meeting,

members of the CR's were not the

only people present. As stated by

"Mr. Wes Ward, only a couple of

CR members were present.

Approximately, out of the 15 new
members, only 5 were affiliated

with the College Republicans.

iAlso present in the meeting were

members of other UNCW
organizations. They're were
members of fraternal

organizations, athletic teams, as

well as interested students in

attendance. Accusing members of

the CR's is greatly prejudice.

Why not accuse the members of

•the fraternities that attended? Why
-not accuse the athletes or the

"interested students? I feel, along

Twith many others, the headlines

^should have read; "An interested

.group of aware students take over

CAO."

I Because of the past differences

^between CR president and former

"CAO president D. Best,

accusations were immediately

placed on the Republicans. I am
aware that the CR's originally

accused CAO of being politically

affiliated with liberal
organizations, but this only

circumstantial evidence, and does

not prove that the CR's lead this

takeover. What the Republicans

have done is publicly display

overall student knowledge of these

activities, and, they have promoted
the many concerned UNCW
students to combat the problem
together. The CR's informed the

students of the CAO activities,

and the UNCW students reacted on
the best interests of all students at

UNC-Wilmington. The CR's
should be commended o n

educating the students of these

CAO activities.

I am appalled at the Seahawks
biased views. Every aspect of the

articles concerning the CAO take

over was anti-CR. The purpose of

newspapers is to inform honestly

and objectively, the facts, not the

opinions. The Seahawk used a

cheap form of slanted writing

which is unfair to its readers and

admirers. I am ashamed of this

newspapers unfair act of

journalistic propaganda to lessen

the fine morals of the UNCW
College Republicans. I suggest

that the newspaper be under

investigation for pro-liberal views.

P.O.'d CR member

The British Are Here! The British Are Here!
When 1 was a small boy and I

would spend a weeknight at my
grandparents' house, m y

grandmother would wake me early

in the morning so that I could

prepare for a day at the good
"Ole" Nursery School. To drag

me from my morning slumber,

she would call out at the top of

her lungs, "The British are

Coming! The British are

coming!" Later she would tell

me how Colonists and
Minutemen had scampered
through the streets to warn of

British troops. Well, it has been

quite some time, but 1 think my
grandmother is finally right. The

British are here!

When I heard that a great

number of Britain's Finest would
probably be visiting our humble

little "Orton's Billards Parlor", I

had mixed emotions. Sure I

wanted to learn a little about their

country, but 1 didn't particularly

like the idea of having two to

three hundred sailors going

berserk in the bar. As it turns

out, 1 had very little to worry

about.

When the boys first started

coming in and ordering their beer,

I began to pick up on their

language. It is a known fact that

when someone talks to a person

with a particular accent or in

another language, they
automatically pick it up, no
matter whether they speak the

language or not

"Please speak your English,

Mate," a stocky sailor told me.

"Your quite destroying our's."

My southern drawl came back

quickly. I certainly didn't want

any offense taken.

The best thing to come out of

those eight hours spent with the

British is the fact that I learned so

much about their culture and
realized how much British and

Americans are alike. Their
language is great, with cheers

meaning thanks, blokes for guys,

and no worries meaning that will

be fantastic. Of course I won't

even mention the off color words
that I added to my foreign

vocabulary. Although the

phrases might be spoken
differently, the meaning in both

countries is crystal clear.

Another interesting aspect of

British culture is the fact that in

England, the blokes don't tip their

bartenders. It seems that the

English bartenders, however, are

allowed to partake of the spirits

while they are working. My
mates at Orton's seemed intent on

buying me beer after beer, while I

was working. It took quite a bit

of talking to explain that
American bartenders can't drink

while they're on the job. It's

probably for the best, because I

could have never kept up with

those Englishmen. They have

drinking down to a fine art.

I guess the thing that

impressed me most about the

HMS Invincible Crew was the

fact that all of the sailors were so

well mannered. I would hate to

imagine how I would behave
when I reached a port, after being

off at sea for several months.
These blokes however, were the

utmost in manners, always acting

appreciative and never being rude.

I got to know some very well and

invited two of my mates to go
fishing later in the week.

"I guess we will catch a few
fish if we throw out our lines in

the Intercoastal Waterway," I told

Nick and Tony. They liked to

fish and seemed excited.

"No worries mate, they sang
1

out. "We would surely love to

catch a Marlin." It seems that I

might have a bit of explaining to

do.

Over Involvement in College Can Lead To Stress
More and more of us seem to

be afflicted with the "3-H" disease.

The hurried, hassled and harried

affliction has become endemic to

the American way of life. You
know the signs: so many pages to

read, so little time; so many chores

to do, so little time; so many tests,

so little time; so many meetings,

so little time; . . . and on and on
and on.

I'm busy too; and I see my
busyness as both a problem and an

opportunity. This week I want to

reflect on the down side of our busy

lives. It seems to me that the

university years have become
effective training camps for

hyperactivity! I meet more and
more students whose lives are filled

to overflowing. They carry lots of
hours, belong to lots of
organizations and work 20 or more
hours a week. And they are stressed

out! Implicit in the whole
university process is the message
that if one is to achieve all that

they desire in life, they have to do
it all. We are surrounded by
pressures to do well in our classes,

to get involved in all sorts of

activities and pay part or all of our
way through college. That adds up
to a heavy load!

From within ourselves there is

a similar pressure derived from our
need to feel good about ourselves.
We want and need to be liked,

approved of, and perceived as
successful, whether it be in the eyes
of our peers or our professors.

Because we feel insecure, we tend to

get involved in a whole host of
activities wherein part of the value
is derived from being well thought
of or approved by our peers. That
need often causes us to take on
more than we can handle.

Our inner needs also may lead

us to get over-involved simply

because we care very much about

certain organizations and issues.

Many of us do want to make a

difference in our university in a

positive way and get involved in all

kinds of issues that take time and
energy. After all, "somebody has
got to do it" So we take on more
and more responsibility and the

stress mounts, frustration grows
and depression often overwhelms.

The antidote to this down side

of busyness does not begin with
time management workshops and

stress reduction techniques. They
can be very useful but only as a

follow up to the first necessary
thing. That is. . . self awareness
and self affirmation. If you are

feeling overwhelmed, the place to
begin is to find one hour where you
can get off by yourself in some
peaceful and uncluttered place and

ask yourself: Why am I involved

in each activity that fills my day?
What is my motivation? What do I

get out of this activity?

And if you begin to discover

that some of your answers have to

do with "shoulds" or meeting the

expectations of other people, then
you have a clue to some of the
negative causes of busyness.

Even taking that hour for self

awareness is the first step in self

affirmation, claiming some time
just for yourself. The process of
increasing our awareness of our
needs and our motivations will lead

to a stronger sense of self, a more
satisfying sense of self that will

enable us to choose our
involvements and commitments
with greater care and intentionality

in order to achieve ends that we
sense are appropriate. This in turn

reduces stress and provides a value

position out of which time
management can flow more
effectively and leave us with a

greater sense of balance in our,
lives.

The down side of busyness'
exists when we feel out of control-

and over involved for negative

•

reasons that leave us continually [

dissatisfied. Greater self;

understanding and increasing clarity
J

of our needs will lead to a much*
healthier use of our days and weeks. •

For comment or conversation
call Bob Haywood at 799-8497.

I

I

Opinions Abound, ButWho Is To Judge Right From Wrong
Dear Editor:

On Wednesday, November 1,

the meeting of CAO was called to

order by the officers.
Approximately fifteen concerned

students paid their dues and
became members. I would
estimate only five of these

students were UNCW College

Republicans, myself excluded.

Everyone present introduced
themselves and stated why they

were constitutional purpose-to

raise the conscience level of the

students and to make them aware

of various issues.

As the meeting progressed,

various questions were raised.

These included the lack of
initiative, bad publicity, lack of a

1989-90 Awareness Festival, and

the investigation of CAO b y

SGA. The members were not

satisfied with the answers the

officers provided and, thus a

motion to impeach the officers on

the above grounds was moved.

The advisor, Mr. Schweninger,

suggested we move into

parliamentary procedure (Robert's

Rules of Order). The majority of

the members agreed that in order

to maintain organized discussion,

Robert' s Rules was needed. I was

elected Parliamentarian and
proceeded to explain, IN FULL,
each motion and vote. Every

person present, whether they

were/weren't due paying members
or even students/non-students of

UNCW, was given an equal
chance to speak. NO time limit

was placed on any issue!

Following campaign speeches,

new officers were elected to fulfill

the impeached officers unfulfilled

responsibilities. Several of the

Students who had not paid their

dues to CAO, and the advisor,

walked out of the meeting

voluntarily. As the newly elected

President, I acted on suggestions

to amend the constitution of CAO
and make it a strong student

awareness group. The
constitution was revised with

discussion and ideas acted upon.

The amendments were adopted by

the body and turned in to the

Student Organization Committee
(SOC). Several sections remained

the same including CAO's name
and purpose.

Next, it was moved and passed

to return the $200 seed account to

SGA and, thus the students of

UNCW. This move was made to

quiet controversy surrounding

funding of political oriented

subjects. We believe the students

deserve their money back.

I would like to stress that

every person was given equal time

to speak on every move CAO
made on that night. Those due

paying members, non-due paying

individuals, and even non-students.

Every move was explained and

certainly was not pushed through

in haste.

Everything done on November
1 by those concerned students was
legitimate and on the up and up.

We improved the paying
membership by fifteen fold. The
old officers lost fair and square.

They were out organized and are

just being sore losers. If they are

against the democratic process,

well that can't be helped. They are

more than welcome to continue

being a part of the Campus
Awareness Organization. They

should learn to take their loss

better.

Sincerely,

David A. Rose

President, CAO

To the Editor:

The newly elected President of

CAO should resign from that

office as well as from his Senate

position. His actions were
immature, impulsive, unethical,

immoral, and malicious. Such
complete lack of integrity
warrants dismissal from SGA.
He not only made himself look

bad, but also the organizations he

is associated with.

Denny Best is a very hard
working, dedicated student. He
helped organize CAO and has

done a very good job as President.

His opinions may be different,

but he is entitled to them. (He
has done a lot more for this

school than anyone in CR
including David Rose.)

When something like this

happens, it puts a scar on the

school. I am outraged that one
group could see itself so superior

and self-righteous that it can go
to one meeting, impeach the

officers, change the constitution,

and return their funding. Who's
next on the hit list? BSU?
NCSL?

1 sincerely hope that the

individuals responsible for this

blatant display of malice are
reprimanded severly. I never want
to see this happen again.

Kipp Summey

Editor,

I am writing to you to respond .

to the article concerning the I

takeover of the CAO by the;
Republicans. Personally, I could

|
care less what happens, but I do •

think that the SGA should most!
definitely look into the way the!
takeover was arranged. I think

|

that the Republicans had no right
J

to intervene with the CAO until
J

they had discussed this matter with I

the SGA. I know that the'
Republicans are not supported by '.

the SGA, but the CAO is.

If the Republicans were in;
suspense, the least they could have
done was discuss it with the SGA.
But we can all see that the
Republicans took matters into
their own hands and made things

worse. The only thing I can
suggest is that the SGA;
investigate this situation before;
things get any worse than they'
already are.

Gail Wheeler

jI am writing to you i ri

response to the article orT

"Republicans Takeover CAO*|
From the evidence that was'

represented in the article, the'.

takeover seemed legal. Maybe it

was not fair, but life isn't always
fair. If they, the College
Republicans, were aggressive
enough to find a loophole, then

the takeover should be allowed. I

don't think that the SGA has

anything to investigate. I think it;

took a lot of guts for Wes Ward u>;

execute the takeover.

Shelley Harper

Ml
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Dear Editor

I read the front page of the last

edition of the Seahawk for

October concerning the Campus
Awareness Organization and the

accusations made against it by the

College Republicans. The
College Republicans seem to

believe that the CAO is

politically affiliated to the old

Collegians for Socialism.

I must strongly disagree with

that allegation. Yes, Denny Best

was the founder of the Collegians

for Socialism, but he dissolved

the organization because of a lack

of participants.

Instead, he decided to help

create an organization that would
help bring out issues that affect

the lives of not only Democrats
but also the Republicans and
those who have no particular

political preferrence. Sure, his

personal beliefs fall in line with

the Democratic platform for the

most part. However, I don't see

how his beliefs have been
forcibly expressed through the

CAO. I myself am a

conservative Libertarian
(minimal, if any, governmetal

intervention of any kind of moral,

economic issues) and I tend to

support the expression of the

particular issues addressed by the

CAO.
Now the College Republicans

have taken over the CAO,
according to the Nov. 2 edition of

the Seahawk. This was an

unethical move on the part of the

College Republicans to snuff out

Denny Best! That's right, Denny

Best! The Campus Awareness

Organization was the only tool

used to personally attack Denny.

I really have contempt for any

person, group, or formal

organization that goes out and

violates ethical behavior and

stoops lower than their own
standards to vindictively try to

destroy someone because their

ideas didn't "jive" with their own!

It is WRONG!
I had previously shown

interest in joining the College

Republicans a year ago. 1 had felt

that this organization was a

respectable group of "mature"
men, but I guess I was wrong. I

actually signed up to join but I'm

glad that I never became active.

Denny and I have been friends

for over a year. Our views differ

to the extreme. Who cares about
ideology when it comes to being

friends with someone! The way I

look at it, the College
Republicans attacked Denny Best.

When they attacked him, they

attacked a brother of Alpha Phi

Omega which is an attack on
Alpha Phi Omega itself. I am a

brother of Alpha Phi Omega and
if the Fraternity is attacked, I see

it as an attack on me!

Denny, if you read this, I want
you to know that I am behind

you all the way. 1 challenge all

students who are affected by this

assinine behavior or are upset

over this crap like I am or even
feel there was ethical wrongdoing
on the part of the College
Republicans to attend every SGA
meeting and let Denny know he's

got some support!

I am tired of the animosity and

it's about time we as college

students get involved and put an

end to the endless bickering

ONCE AND FOR ALL!

J.D. Gore, III

Junior

Dear Editor:

I am writing this letter in

light of the recent events
concerning the Campus
Awareness Organization.

On the night of Nov. 1, 1989

a group of interested students got

involved with their college

community and made a change.

After hearing all of the comotion

concerning the action and after

reading the articles that were

written in the Seahawk I was
compelled to write this letter.

I am not a warmonger nor do I

wish to see the environment

destroyed by pollution and greed.

I am not against the CAO and its

goals concerning these issues.

What I am against, however, is

the CAO passing out literature

that endorses political candidates

and subsequently their own
political views while usitig

UNCW students' money tc

accomplish this goal!

It seems, at times, that we
forget too easily that the money
which funds and supports SGA
and other clubs comes out of our

student fees.

This is our money! The fees

which support SGA and CAO
came out of our paychecks that

we worked 40+ hours a week to

receive. Those same student fees

are paid for with our student loans

that we have had to sign and then

promise the US Government the

next ten years of our lives!

Those very same fees are our

parents' hard-earned money that

they have saved for years so that

we, their children, may receive a

college education.

Sadly enough, CAO uses thi<

same money, our money, tc

present their leftist politica

views. This is what I an
against!

As to the charges of unethical

behavior I ask this. Is it wrong
to get involved? Is it wrong to

make a change when something
illegal is occuring?

To the CAO, to the others

who are still in question and to

all those who care enough to

listen I end with this: If we are

ever to change the problems and
injustices of our college, our
community, our state and our
world, then we must first start in

our own backyard.

Peter M. Jones

Junior

Dear Editor,

I enjoyed hearing and reading

about the CAO takeover by such

a fascinating group of students as

the College Republicans.
Although I am a neo- liberal is t

Democrat with differing views
from those of the typical liberals

of the 60's, as well as the

Republicans of the 80's, I must

say that the actions invoked by

the College Republicans were

excellent. Mr. Wes Ward and his

fellow members should be

congratulated for their quick

action in this Socialist action for

the increase of absolutely stupid

bleeding heart issues.

The only way to solve such

issues is not by following the

lead of bleeding heart

organizations created in the

protesting 60's, but rather

through long, and deliberated

discussion and resolution of how
all people are affected. True, the

60's gave a lot of people a whole

lot of legal rights, but it screwed

up the American education
system in the process, and left

many of the ecological issues on

a back burner, with flower power.

Today, neither the Liberals,

Conservatives, nor any other

group has a complete, effective

plan of successfully ratifying

these problems. Working
together, they might have a

chance. Typically, when a

possible solution is created, one

political group takes the pride in

its creating, and the opposing

group does everything to alter its

ratification. After much
controversy and little to n o

communication, Fighting occurs.

To Mr. Denny Best and the

other socialist supporters of

protesting organizations, I have

only to say, "Better luck next

time." Please consider that

people are sick and tired of
listening to protesters. Abortion

and the right to life, the

environment, separation between

church and state, and many other

issues can be solved if we work

together as a group working for

the future, and not as a militant

group trying to make the world
look like B.F. Skinners Walden
Two. In other words, Camelot is

an ideal best left for the past.

In conclusion, I would like to

make the comment that in my
opinion, the Seahawk gave a very

biased report in the last paper

concerning the CAO issue.

Although the paper received
opinions and personal quotations

from the opposing groups, I was
of the interpretation that it was
making the (CR) out to be a

vulture eating the skin and bones
of a poor and helpless Denny
Best. Please work with the

evidence given, and not petty
accusations. The Seahawk is not

a tabloid for gossip.

L.Wayne Hamilton

rite

Letter

To

The

Editoi

Today

Whoa !

What have
We started

W^ Ent<

BSIN
STUDENTS.

<» Enter the Air Force

immediately after gradua-
tion — without waiting for the

results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air

Force nurse officer. And if selected

during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship

at a major Air Force medical facili-

ty. To apply, you'll need an overall

2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the

Air Force. Call

TSGT FRED MILLER
803-554-8759

COLLECT

Outrageous Comedy
j

Date l
November 9

" Thursday,

Time* ?:30pm

Place. University

Union Room 100

Paul E. Orwick Walter Coppage

Electric Zoot Suit Admission $1 .00

Proceeds go to Kurt Lindstrom's Scholarship

rtaa
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ENTERTAINMENT

God Doesn't Exist
Whew!!!! What a week! I

can't believe it but this week
there was actually proof that you

people are reading the paper. It's

hard to believe but we at the

Seahawk actually received about

35 letters to the editor this week.

For a while it looked like we
were putting out the paper for our

own amusement. I know I was
tired of going around to every

building and wrinkling all the

papers so they looked like

someone had read them
Just think, all we had to do

was run a picture of a teenage

mutant ninja turtle (the little kid,

not the picture of the person two

weeks ago), and have the College

Republicans(excuse me, an
interested group of students) take

over the CAO . Well, just in

case nothing interesting happens

this week, I, Spike Bensonhurst,

would like to offer up something

to write in about. .

First, all baby seals must die.

I mean there cute and all, but they

serve no purpose. I think that the

world would be better served if

they were all made into attractive

womens' garments. If they were

meant to survive they would have

been given more defensive skills.

Darwin clearly showed that the

world is survival of the fittest,

and let's face it, those baby seals

are pretty low on the survival

list.

Speaking of nature I'm getting

pretty sick of all this talk about

the rain forests and the ozone
layer. Hey, if the Brazilians want

to cut down all the trees to raise

beef for McDonalds that's their

business. 1 didn't hear anybody
complaining when Reagan made
James Watt Secretary of the

Interior, so just leave those

Brazilians alone. Also, this

ozone thing is really begining to

upset my life. I didn't care either

way at first, but when people

start telling me I have to use roll-

on instead of aerosol they have

gone to far. What is a little hole

in the ozone layer compared to a

long, curly underarm hair stuck in

the deodorant? It kinda pales in

comparison don't you think?

One thing that has been on
my mind is God. With all these

televangelists running around

sinning and doing it with their

secretaries, how can anybody
believe that God really exists?

You people with your
superstitious, medieval views of

the world really make me sick.

Why don't you stop thumping

your bibles, and get something

else to do on Sunday morning?

(My dog just turned to a pillar of

salt, I take back the last

paragraph.)

Maybe I should try something

a little less controversial, like

abortion. Let me start by saying

that both sides of the issue are

way off. Life begins a birth, not

contraception (I mean
conception). Anybody ever

named the fetus when you found

out about the pregnency? No,

you waited until it was born. But

don't think that I agree with you

quasi-liberal knee-jerk buttheads

either.

Pro-choice is just an attempt

at legalized murder. So what if

it's incest. The kid will have to

live with the one eye in the

middle of his forehead. He'll get

used to it.

In all this talk about abortion

I forgot one thing that is really

bothering me, minorities. Get

off this affirmative action stuff

already. I am only twenty one

years old, and I am positive that I

had nothing to do with any of the

bad things that happened in the

past. Should a criminal's children

be sent to jail because of what he

did. I think not.

The most annoying minority

isn't even a minority. Women
outnumber men. They outlive

men. They control men, but all

they do is complain. They marry

rich men just to get their money
then leave them penniless and

broken. Some women on this

campus act like they could never

do this. Then they realize their

driving down the road in their

thirty-one year old "boyfriends'"

BMW 320i convertible. The fact

that he makes sixty thousand a

year isn't why they date him. Its

his personality. You bet.

I hope that in some way I

offended each and every thing you

hold sacred or dear. The campus
really was exciting last week.

Let's keep up that enthusiasm
kids. It makes our jobs at The
Seahawk that much easier. Did I

mention gay people? Oh,
nevermind.

Odyssey To Offer College Night
Rv KR1STI 1.VPTON
Entertainment Writer

Thursday night is College
Night at Odyssey. The Odessy is

opening it's door to those eighteen

and older for a night of dancing

and partying. Every Thursday

Odyssey will provide various drink

specials, and a place for area

college students to meet.

Odyssey, a members only

club, is having a membership
drive. They are offering their

$150 VIP memberships for $15
for those with student ID. The

$30 regular memberships are

being offered $8. Along with the

reduced rates, Odyssey will give

back $2 on the VIP membership

to the fraternity or sorority that

sends people in to purchase a

membership. A letter from the

sponorsing organization should be

sent with the person getting the

membership.

A corporate membership has

been issued to the Seahawk. The

Odyssey and staff of the Seahawk
invite students to come as their

guests. The membership number

is 8351, and can be used this

Thursday night only. There is a

$2 cover charge. For those over

21 with a student ID, a $1 cover

charge.

The Odyssey is offering

reduced rates on private partys for

school related organizations. They

are hoping to provide the area

college students a place to enjoy

themselves.
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BearFtoars, Breaking In Snores
Bear: Starring Youk, and Bart.

Rating: 7 "^ out of a possible

10.

I went into this movie
knowing that every other critic in

the English speaking world had

given this movie a rave review.

Well I was, to say the least,

skeptical. I mean how can you

get really excited about a movie

that stars a cute little baby bear.

Maybe if Walt Disney were still

alive, he would have made this

movie with cartoon stars.

First of all, I think that all the

other critics overstated their point

just a little. Bear is a good

movie, but let's not go overboard

with the compliments. The story

deals with a baby bear that is

orphaned when its mother is killed

in a rock slide.

After its mother's death we
follow the baby around and watch

him as he learns about the world

and the dangers of nature. After a

few days of romping around and

looking cute he runs up on a huge

Kodiak male that has been shot by

hunters. The two bears become

fast friends and then romp around

for a few days looking cute

together.

Then those bad old hunters

enter the picture again and this

time they brought dogs to hunt

the bears down with. If that's not

bad enough, they even kidnap the

baby and take him away from his

friend. Those darn hunters are just

so mean.

If this all sounds a little

simple, that's because it is. This

is a simple movie with a simple

message. The bears show us that

not all animals deserve the

reputation that they have. Movies
like Jaws and Grizzly created a

paranoia that is taking a real toll

on wildlife.

These movies perpetuated a

misconception that all bears and

sharks are blood thirsty killers that

feed on human beings. Shark and

bear populations are shrinking

around the world because of this

misconception that the only good

shark or bear is a dead one.

Bear was made with the

purpose of showing the view of

its maker that hunting any animal

for sport is wrong. Whether you

agree with this position or not is

irrelevent to how much you will

enjoy the movie. Bear is

enjoyable and leaves you feeling

good, but don't expect to have

your world views changed by

seeing it. Bear is playing at the

New Centre 3 theatre.

Breaking In: Starring Burt

Reynolds, and Casey Seizmasco.

Rating: 6 out of a possible

10.

How funny can a movie be

where Burt Reynolds plays a

character named Ernie?
Unfortunatley, not very funny.

Ernie (Burt) is an over the hill safe

cracker with bad knees. Mike
(Seizmasco) is a tire mechanic

whose major interest is looking

through other peoples mail and

refrigerators. Can these two work

together and pull off the big job?

Will Mike get over his crush or, a

prostitute? Should Mike have

bought the Alpha Romeo instead

of the Lincoln Continental? Who
Cares?

First of all let me just say that

this is not a bad movie. It just

happens to be extremely boring.

The movie straits out interesting

with Mike and Ernie meeting

while breaking into the same
house for different reasons.

Ernie is after the safe, while

Mike breaks in houses to short

sheet the beds, read the mail, and

then maybe look through the frige

for a little dinner. After this

initial meeting Ernie decides he

needs a partner. Why he picks a

nit-wit like Mike is beyond any

sort of logic.

After pulling off a few jobs
Mike and Ernie start working their

way up to bigger and bigger jobs.

This of course leads to the

predictable event of one of them

being arrested. Although the

arrest was predictable, the ending

was very unusual. The one

positive aspect of the story was
that the makers of Breaking In

didn't sell out for a neat happy
ending.

Burt Reynolds was very good
as the over 60 Ernie, and was one

of the best he has had in years.

Casey Seizmasco was very good
also as the off-beat Mike. This

movie being boring seemed not to

be the actors fault, but instead the

directors and writers.

Several characters seemed to

serve absolutely no purpose other

than slowing down the movie and

confusing it. Breaking In is off-

beat and slow, but has good
performances by the main actors.

When it comes out on video you

might want to give it a look.

Japanese Professors

Perform Kabuki

» «

BY MAI NfillYFN
NEWS EDITOR

Dr. Shozo Sato and M s

.

Kimiko Gunji of the University of

Illinois School of Arts and Design

performed the concluding
ceremony of Japan Week with a

flavorful presentation of Kabuki
Theatre on Friday, November 3.

Dr. Sato began the

performance with an entertaining

discourse on the history of Kabuki

Theatre and its dance elements.

Kabuki, he explained, is a

dramatic stage performance
composed of the elements of

music (ka), dance (bu), and song

(ki). Skills of a ballet dancer are

also often needed to perform
certain shows. Dr. Sato was quick

to add that Kabuki performers like

to restrict their movements to the

ground rather than several feet in

the air like ballet dancers

.

Historically, Kabuki
performers played numerous roles

during their lifetime. Female
roles were traditionally played by

men, who would reach the

pinnacle of their careers at the age

of 60. Young men of thirty were

considered to be inexperienced and

at the beginning of their careers.

Costume preparations for the

enormous roles could take a

tremendous amount of time.

Dress for the Kabuki performers

could consist of elaborate, colorful

kimonos with artistic designs.

Cloth headresses would also be

used to depict different characters.

One of the most characteristic

elements of Kabuki was its

makeup which could take up to an

hour to apply. Performers would
apply layers of white cosmetics

and then layer it with contrasting

colors to accentuate specific

features of the face. For example,

small bright red lips would stand

out against staik white makeup.
Dr. Sato, however was dressed in a

simple grey kimono.

After Dr. Sato humorously
entertained the audience with

demonstrations of Kabuki style,

he introduced Ms. Kimiko Gunji
who performed the Echigo Jish

(lion's dance).

Ms. Gunji was dressed as a

male dancer who was to perform a

special lion's dance for the

capital's townspeople. She wore a

headress which resembled the head

of a lion. Gunji expertly

manipulated' two long white
ribbons (symbolizing a lion's

mane) during the final segment of

the dance.

Lastly, Dr. Sato reappeared in

a beautiful female costume to

perform tha last dance. The dance

was based on the story of a

samurai widow who escaped to the

mountains to escape the tumult of

the city. Dr. Sato played the

character marvelously displaying

emotional expressions. He also

moved with remarkable grace and

style.

Although Kabuki Theatre is

customarily performed by a myriad

of players, Dr. Sato and Ms.
Gunji did a formidable job of

introducing the elements to many
Wilmingtonians.

Dr. Sato has received a degree

in fine arts from Bunka Gakuin
College and also has the highest

diplomas in the Japanese Tea
Ceremony, Flower Arrangement
and Classical Dance as part of his

impressive credentials.

Ms. Gunji has a teaching
certificate from the Hanayagi
School of Classical Dance and the

highest degree in the Japanese tea

ceremony.

"Great spirits have always

encountered resistance

from mediocre minds."

Albert Einstein

.0L-«.-*s.

Campus Paperback Bestsellers

1 Tht Night of tha Mary Kay Commandos, by Berke breathed

i inir Brown $7 95) More Btoom County cartoons

2 Travaynt, by Robert Ludium (Bantam $5 95

)

The probing ot a h*dden government within the Government

3 T he Cardinal oMhe Kremlin, by Tom Clancy (Berkley $5 95

)

The rescue of an American secret agent

4 Tht Calvin and Hoboes Lazy Sunday Book, by Bill

Wafletson (Andrews & McMeel, $9 95) Collected cartoons

5 Tha Prehistory of tha Far Side, by Gary Larson

I
Andrews A McMeel. Si 2 95 I Larson s notes and sketches

6 Yukon Hoi. by Bill Watterson (Andrews & McMeel S6 95

1

The latest Calvin and Hoboes cartoons

7 Breathing Lasaona, by Anne Tyler (Berkley, $5 50) An ordinary

married couple drscovers how extraordinary their lives really are

8 The Dance of Anger, by Harrtel Goidhor Lerner (Perennial

$6 95 I
Guide tor improving women s personal relationships

9 So Worthy my Love, by Kathleen E Woodiwiss
(Avon $10 95 ) Historical romance set in England

10 Codependent no More, by Melody Bcattie

(Hwekten. $6 95 ) Solving your own problems

New G Recommended

Born Brothers, by Larry Woiwode (Penguin. S6 95 )

Details the discoveries ol their childhood and explores their

hopes and dreams as adults

The Yellow Wallpaper and Other Writings

by Charlotte Perkins Gilman (Bantam $4 50 ) Collection

ol short stories on lemmisl issues

Maggie s American Dream, by James P Comer. M D
NAi Plume. $8 95 ) The life and times ol a black famtry.

from segregation to flickering hope
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Whtts

Nov, 9-16

Thursday 9th

Mad Monk: Johnny

Quest

Friday 10th

Mad Monk: Eclipse

Giuseppe's: Captain

Cook and the

Coconuts

Front Street News:

Mike Edwards

Saturday 11th

Mad Monk: Scruffy

The Cat

Front Street: Mike

Edwards
Giuseppe's: Captain

Cook and the

Coconuts

Tuesday 14th

Mad Monk:
Boyfriend

Front Street:

Jam Society

Satellite

Blues

Thursday 16th

Mad Monk: Ben
Friedman-IBM
Front Street:

Heretix

Odyssey: Fantastic

Shakers

Coopers

NewTrash
By KRTSTI I.1IPTON

Entertainment Writer

Alice Cooper is back with a
new album and a hit single. After
the song he did for the Friday the
13th soundtrack, his newest
release was a pleasant surprise.

Trash is the title of the new
release. Honestly, that is what I

expected the album to sound like

also.

Poison, the first song on Trash
is a major hit on MTV. Cooper
has taken a turn towards the
commerical side of music and will

attract a lot of new fans as well as
his old. The surprise of the ablum
is who Cooper enlisted to sing
back-up vocals and play additional

instruments.

Steven Tyler of Aerosmith,
along with Jon Bon Jovi and Kip
Winger, provide backing vocals
for several of Coopers songs.
Joe Perry and Richie Sambora are
only a few of the outstanding
instrumentalists to appear on the
ablum. Bon Jovi and Sambora
helped write "Hell is Living
Without You", a heart-touching
ballad by Cooper.

The Alice Cooper style has not
vanished from this latest release.

Although the new single will
attract some of the Top 40
listeners to Cooper, the older fans
need not worry. Cooper has not
strayed far from his unique
musical style. He still makes you
sit up and take notice of his rock
and roll.

Trash is not as the title of the

album suggests; it is a good
example of an artist at work, an
outstanding example of Alice
Cooper's talent as a performer.
For those who were afraid to take
a chance with Alice Cooper, your
fears are unfounded. This is an

album worth buying.
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Beauty Supply

Beauty Emporium
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

(next to Sam's Wholesale)

356 S. College Road

395-0542

EXTRA
LOW PRICES

1 Hair Brushes

Hair Ornaments

| Skin Care Items

1 Electrical Appliances

LaMAUR
VITAE

HAIR SPRAY

LaMAUR

APPLE PECTIN

SHAMPOO

AShampoo Concentrate

i'? liter Reg or Moisl

TRESemmt.

Hair
Spray

-6

$2"

4 formulas

to chooss from

69

REVLON

NAIL POLISH

$1 89

15 02.. resists humidity lo

hoW hair longer

IT'S HOT WILD. .

.

SPIRITED
SPUNKY STUFF!

• instantly freezes nan in

piece with extra lirm

holding power

• Sculpt, shape, lilt and

spike

FANTASIA
SPRITZ SPRAY

QUEENE HELENE

STYLING GEL

$1"

$ .99

AUSSIE

MEGA SHAMPOO

UNICURE
HAIR & SKIN
CONDITIONER

<Q>

$2 99

3t oz. size

$3 89

6 oz. tube only $ .99

Help Wanted
Spring Break 1990 - Individual or student organization needed to promote our Spring Break trips.

Earn money, free trips and valuable work experience. APPLY NOW!! Call Inter - Campus
Programs: 1-800-327-6013.

Representative Needed!!
Earn $2500 and FREE trip selling Bahamas, Mexico, Jamaica, Spring Break Trips. Spring Break
Travel 1-800-638-6786.

"Everything for your hair

and skin at discount
prices

"

Lonely? Need a Date?
Meet that special someone today!
Call DATETLME (405) 366-6335.

The largest selection

of Rasta T-Shirts,

belts, braclets, and
pendants in the
Southeast.

*>

One Blood. One Love

BINGHI BEGINNINGS
"Your Reggae Music lid"

917 South Ken- Ave Op»0 TUBS.-Sat.

Wilmington . NC 28403
^ Q g

(910) 305-2229

LUNCH
BREAK.

6" COLD CUT COMBO.

*l.69
At Subwir. t' •• |tti you a ** Cold Cut Combo, loaded

wxh throt kind, of meat On lr«t>h bih<d br«id Thtn you |ei

(O witch ui top tt off «Mth thf Intth, frta fmni you lay. W>m
» lunch break thll won't brtak yout Comf to Subway

iTOUt A DPI ( Si

.subwsw*

'flkfrnifi
/

1707 Dawson St. 101 1 S. College Rd.

Ogdcn Village

Shopping Center

Crosspoint Plaza -

Wnghlsville Beach

DLID3
OWBriaift

WPRCMUN'RIBS

Tuesday Night

College Night

50 cents off all

sandwiches &
Dollar Draft!

Valid Student ID and

Driver's License required.

PUZZLE SOLUTION
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asws
Designer fashions

i Corqplctc Accessories

Rosemary Harris
(919)3921126

'^ id . .

.

917 C SOUTH KERfl AVENUE
WILMINGTON NC 2(403

A* an addad Incanthw. A'a. »a. and C* wtl ba givan 20H.1B%.

and 10% dlacounta on al purchaaea Proof ol gradaa raqulrad.

aaaaaaaaaaaaai - - - -.--
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Earthquake Shocks Students In Western California Universities
(CPS)--Like everyone else

involved in the devastating

earthquake that shook the San

Francisco area Oct. 17, students

are trying to put their lives back

together. In doing so, they're

facing closed campus buildings,

nights camped outside, canceled

classes and even guilt feelings.

One psychologist predicts it

will take a long time for college

life to return to normal and that,

in the trauma's wake, student's

grades may suffer.

"There's a lot of uncertainty, a

lot of stress, at this point," said

Bill Georges, assistant housing

director of Stanford University,

where 304 students may be forced

to move permanently.

The quake immediately
displaced 420 Stanford students.

At the University o f

California-Santa Cruz (UCSC),
just eight miles from the
epicenter of the quake, some dorm

residents were "still sleeping

outside to rest their nerves" four

days after the initial shock,
reported Artnin Quiring, a

campus hotline volunteer at

UCSC.
Most of the colleges in the

area canceled classes for at least

one day, and some, like Golden

Gate University, San Francisco

Community College, UCSC, and

Stanford were shut down for three

days.

Some schools were relatively

undamaged. At the University of

California at Berkeley, for

example, one student reported

watching in fear as the quake

threatened to burst the huge

windows of the library and

shower everyone inside with

glass. However, the windows
held, and the campus in general

suffered seemingly few structural

consequences.

About 200,000 students are

enrolled at the 23 major two-year

and four-year campuses in the area

hit by the quake, which registered

6.9 on the Richter Scale and was

felt as far as 350 miles from its

epicenter.

Officials were still trying to

figure out the number of dead. A
week afterward, the death toll had

reached 47 people, with another

160 people still missing.

Almost 3,100 were treated in area

hospitals for injuries. At least

6,300 people were displaced from

their homes, 4,500 in Santa
Cruz.

Near Santa Clara University

alone, the quake caused five

deaths and 900 injuries, damaging

as many as 800 houses and 150

businesses. Emergency officials'

first estimates were that it would

take at least $260 million to put

Santa Clara back together.

No fatalities have been

reported at any of the college

campuses in the area.

Stanford may have suffered the

worst physical damage of the

schools in the region.

Twenty-four of its 240 major

buildings have been closed
"indefinitely" because of

structural damage, reported
spokeswoman Eileen Wash.

Students were shuffled into

temporary housing, and classes

relocated to temporary building

space, she added.

Even those who survived

without significant damage to

their routines had stories to tell.

Robyn Carter, a UCSC
sophomore, was in class when
the quake hit. "Usually I don't

even get up (during an

earthquake). But then it didn't

stop, and I got really scared."

Students sitting nearest to the

classroom exit crowded under the

doorway, generally the safest

place to be indoors, leaving the

Berkeley

| UC toiktliy

Oakland

# M«mt* Coll»g»

C S U Hayward

SI Mary's College ol CA

San Jose

B San Jose Stat* Univ

EPICENTER

rest of the class to dive under

desks.

It wasn't until the students

filed outside, where they were

greeted by huge billowing clouds

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

of dust, loose rocks everywhere

and the sound of piercing
emergency sirens that they had an

inkling of trembler's severity.

After witnessing such scenes,

many students caught in the

earthquake are not likely to return

to normal soon, observed Daniel

Sachau, a psychology professor at

Mankato State University in

Minnesota.

After major disasters, Sachau
said, people experience different

degrees of post-traumatic stress,

from slight depression to
amnesia, where a person literally

denies the incident ever happened.

Students, he added, might find

it difficult to concentrate on
school after what was, for most, a

terrifying experience. Some
might even be inclined to drop

out.

"I would think a few college

students, especially those from
out of state, might take it as an

excuse to go somewhere else,"

Sachau predicted.

In response, Stanford President

Donald Kennedy ordered
professors to "consider the stress

of the events" in postponing

assignments and exams in the

coming months.

Most other schools like

Golden Gate University
announced they would open their

safe classrooms, but leave it to

professors to settle their students

schedules for the time being.

David Brodie, a student at the

University of California's
Hastings College of Law in San
Francisco, said his feeling went
from terror during the quake to "a

good feeling" the next day.

The daily routine of classes

and studying, he said, was
interrupted. "It was like summer
break or something. You feel

guilty if you're having too much
fun."

"I feel sort of guilty because
nothing bad had happened to my
house," Carter added. "For a lot

of people, it's a vacation."

Indeed, there were reports of

post-quake tennis matches and

beer parties from some students

who, Sachau suggested, may be

trying to cope by pretending it did

not have an effect on them.

Some campus residents already

have reassumed a seemingly
nonchalant view of earth

tremors. An aftershock
measuring 4.8 on the Richter

Scale rocked 15,000 fans who
showed up to watch the

University of Utah-Stanford
football game at Stanford
Stadium Oct. 21. After a few
moments of apprehension and
confusion, however, officials

merely restarted the game.
Down the coast in Los

Angeles, where "The Big One"
long predicted by seismologists is

expected to tear up the area some
time during the next 30 years,

students profess not to be
worried.

"I'm not really afraid of it

happening," maintained Kfis
Lindquist, a junior at Occidental
College in Los Angeles. "It's

just something I accept. I know
it's coming, but it's just part of
life."

In 1987, a local report
estimated as many as 2,000
students at UCLA would die if

The Big One hit.

Two years ago, a Southern
California quake killed a

California State University-Los

Angeles student when a concrete

slab fell on her.

Sachau believes the Northern
California quakes will have a

lasting impact on all the students

who endured them. "It wouldn't

surprise me a bit if their

performance level dropped for the

rest of the term."

Attacks On Minorities Continue On Campuses

(CPS)--While officials at five

other campuses around the

country rushed to dampen
inflamed racial sensitivities

among their students, Brown
University administrators
imposed special restrictions on
their minority students for
Parents Weekend Oct. 20-22.

Hoping to stop a season-long

series of violent attacks on white

and Asian students, Brown
canceled black student social

events, imposed special
identification checks for minority

students trying to get into other

social events, and even
"considered" asking for federal

help to stop the crime wave.

The officials canceled two
Oct. 20 social events that would
have been attended mainly by
black students, but 1 e t

predominantly white events go
on.

At least 19 students, 17 from
Brown and two visiting students

from Vassar College in New
York, have been attacked since

the start of this semester.

Though several of the students

have been hospitalized, their

injuries weren't serious.

The victims described their

attackers as black or Hispanic

teens too young to be college

students at the Providence, Rhode
Island, university.

"Some of the assaults may
have been motivated partly by
racism," speculated Dean of
Student Life John Robinson.
"Part of it also may be motivated

by class."

The victims--mostly males,

all of them white or Asian-'are

people who (look like people

who) have traditionally occupied

positions of power," added junior

. Tracy Robert.

Robert said Brown students

generally have not panicked.

"There's been a curious lack of

anger."

Administrators

contemplating the arrival of

parents, however, urgently tried

to prevent any more attacks

during Parents Weekend.

Brown President Vartan
Gregorian said he considered

asking for federal help to protect

the students. Robinson and

Student Activities Director Tom
Forsberg, in turn, altered the

social schedule.

The school canceled Funk
Nite, a popular weekly campus
dance, and a party sponsored by

Omega Psi Phi, a black

fraternity.

Forsberg said the events were

canceled because non-students

allegedly involve^ in the assaults

have been attending Biown social

events on campus.

Robinson announced strict

student identification card checks

at the other events, warning that

black and Hispanic students

would face more extensive checks

than white and Asian students.

"Now is not the time to

demonstrate that police officers or

other people may respond to

white people and black people

differently," he claimed.

Al-Yasha Williams of the

Brown Organization of United

African Peoples said the ID

checks haven't been a problem.

She also said she wasn't upset

that a black fraternity party was

cancelled while white fraternity

parties were allowed, although

she doesn't think it will help.

"If the outside community
wants to come in, they're going

to be able to," she said. "I think

we're going to have to explore

Brown's relationship with the

Providence community."

Officials at other campuses,

however, have moved quickly to

avoid even the appearance of

tolerating insensitivity to, much
less different treatment of, their

minority students in recent

weeks.

University of Nebraska
officials, for example, swiftly

promised to probe the behavior of

the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity,

which Oct. 11 began selling t-

shirts depicting a black woman
with a bone through her nose.

University of Pennsylvania

officials, moreover, forced the

Zeta Psi house to take down a

Confederate flag that, members
said, the fraternity has flown for

years to memorialize two Zeta

Psi members killed at the same
Civil War battle while fighting

on opposite sides.

At the University of
Mississippi, the state National

Association for the Advancement
of Colored People on Oct. 17

demanded full racial integration of

fraternities and sororities. The
demand followed a September
incident in which two white
fraternity pledges were left naked,

with racial slurs scrawled on
them, at Rust College, a nearby

black campus.

Old Miss already has
banished Beta Theta Pi, the

fraternity involved, and punished
14 students who took part in the

incident.

At the University of
Maryland in Baltimore county,

some students are calling for

administrative action after racist

and sexist slurs were discovered

on the walls of a residence hall.

ACROSS

1 Immovable
4 Fear

9 Chinese pagoda
12 Guido s high

note
13 Kind oltoot

race
14 Succor
15 Hoi. violent

wind
17 Summary
19 Armadillo
21 Roman gods
22 Quarrel

25 Electrified

particle

27 Indicate

31 Make into

leather

32 Brings into peril

34 Forward
35 Mournful

36 Female ruff

37 Similar

38 Contrition
41 High card
42 Skidded
43 Unit of

Portuguese
currency

44 Matured
45 Teutonic deity
47 Former Russian

ruler

49 Land of the
Soviets

53 Scoffs
57 Anger
58 Mock
60 Pedal digit

6

1

Fruit seed
62 Brief

63 Devoured
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5 Rest

1 Footlike part 6 Spanish article

2 Former boxer 7 Swiss river

3 Scottish cap 8 Changed color

4 Let fall of

t 2 3

12

1?

9 10 11

14

9 Type of cross
10 Goal
1

1

Fruit drink
16 Grain
18 Scorch
20 Land measure
22 Halts

23 Jury list

24 Article

26 Garden flower
28 Faeroe Islands

whirlwind
29 Delineate
30 Ancient chariot
32 Dine
33 Born
35 Takes one's

part

39 Symbol for

nickel

40 Snare
4

1

Symbol for

silver

44 Exist

46 Fissure
48 Poker stake
49 Tear
50 Swiss canton
51 Deposit
52 Sudsy brew
54 Japanese

outcast
55 Decay
56 Diocese
59 Either
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Controversy Grows About Racial Policies
(CPS)--Ten months ago,

vandals broke into and defaced the

Jewish Student Union office at

the State University of New York
at Binghamton, touching off

rallies, sit-ins and worries that

anti-Semitism was rising on
American campuses.

On Sept. 13, state police

charged the person they think

wrecked the JSU office: then-

JSU President James Oppenheim.

"I can't even Find the word for

it, it's so hurtful," Oppenheim
said shortly after the Nov. 9,

1988, incident, in which anti-

semitic graffiti and swastikas

were painted on his office walls.

Oppenheim, now a senior at

SUNY-Binghamton, pleaded not

guilty Sept. 21 in Vestal Town
Court to misdemeanor charges of

falsely reporting an incident and
criminal mischief.

He refused comment.

Campus officials said they

wanted to withhold judgment
until after Oppenheim's trial.

"The atmosphere is calm," said

Raymond Dye, vice president for

campus affairs at SUNY-
Binghamton.

JSU officers also are

withholding comment because
"this news came as a complete

surprise to us," said JSU advisor

Shalom Shoer.

Other campuses have been
disrupted by staged attacks on

minorities. In April, 1987, Tufts

University officials formally
charged a student with making up
a story that he had been dragged

behind a campus building by

"three or four white males" who
beat him and called him "nigger

lover," Jew boy" and "pinko."

The student subsequently sued

the university, and the case is

still in litigation.

In 1979, Amherst College
officials determined a black

student had been the one who
burned a cross on the lawn in

front of a black residence hall.

The "beating" and "cross

burning" both provoked rallies,

accusations and tortured self-

examinations of college policies.

At SUNY-Binghamton, the

trashing of the JSU office

occurred on the 50th anniversary

of the "Kristallnacht"-the "night

of broken glass" -in which Nazi

sympathizers rampaged through

Germany and Austria, killing

scores of Jews, destroying Jews'

property and setting more than

1,000 synagogues ablaze.

Soon after the JSU vandalism,

almost 1,100 people attended two

rallies to condemn the incident.

And at the end of November,
the JSU, with Oppenheim in the

lead, the Black Student Union and

the Gay People's Union, stormed

the administration building to

demand equal treatment and
opportunity on campus. The 36-

hour sit-in ended after

administrators promised to meet

some of the demands.

Oppenheim became a visible

figure on campus, organizing a

number of subsequent rallies and,

in May, running for student

government president.

'

DON'T BE I VICTIM Of CRIME IF W 0KT DO THE TIME!"

... . , MIMMMI SfeM
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Way Out In
(W)right
Field

Water polo team sunk by administration

Chris Wright
Sports Editor

No place

tike home
Although you probably couldn't otherwise tell,

what with the warm weather and sunny days, we are

on the verge of another basketball season.

It seems like only seven months ago that 1

nearly froze to death on a mercilessly, cold, rainy

night in Hampton, Va., where 1 watched UNCW fall

in the title game of the CAA tournament.

My how time flies.

Actually, I have missed basketball, and that

includes Seahawk basketball.

Born in Ralph Sampson's hometown,
(Harrisonburg, Va.,) it was nearly impossible for

me to escape becoming a Wahoo fan. It was
indoctrined on my forehead as well as my birth

certificate.

The ACC was an ingrained way of life and I'll

admit it took a while to adjust to CAA basketball.

Here, the players are actually friendly guys
who don't mind talking with us lesser talented folks.

I have several theories as to why. One of

which is that the gap between "us lesser talented

folks" and the team members is slightly less than

the gap at the ACC schools.

That is not to suggest that I would want to

scrape together four buddies and go play a little five-

on-five, but at least here the players would possibly

agree.

Try telling J.R. Reid you want to go one-on-

one and he would probably dunk you in a nearby

trashcan, if he even bothered to acknowledge your

piddly presence in the first place.

Another thing I like about UNCW basketball

is our crowd, which second to JMU's Left-winged

nuts, is tops in the league. (I purposely left out

[ECU, which does have great fans, but let's be

'realistic. In order for the fans to become part of the

game, your team must be in the game. The last

time ECU beat us Elvis was still considered dead.)

Coaches don't like coming to our place

because it is nearly impossible for them to steal a

win. I, we, can take a lot of pride in that.

The players do.

After practically every home game last year,

they would make mention of the effect the crowd
had on their play. Greg Bender, a former Hawk and

all-around likable guy, said he "hated to lose in front

of the home crowd."

Come to think of it, I didn't much like it

either, but then again, I'm getting paid to

supposedly remain unbiased in such instances.

But getting back to the opening of the

basketball season, which began Tuesday night with

a 102-84 thumping of Cherry Point, the Seahawks
should be an exciting team to watch, if not a

terribly successful one.

Unlike in year's past when the outside game
was used to open up the inside play of Brian

Rowsom and Larry Houzer, this year the team will

rely on the backcourt to win games.

Tuesday, the starting guard tandom of Joe

Cherry and Brannon Lancaster accounted for 32

points, including Cherry's team-high 20 points.

Lancaster, who led the CAA in three's last year,

ripped the nets for two consecutive long-range

missies to break open a close game.

And Matt "oh to be 21" Fish turned in his

most impressive offensive performance to date,

scoring 18 points and hauling in a game-high eight

rebounds.

Their home opener is Monday night when they

will face the Yugoslavian Red Team (did you really

expect them to be any other color) at Trask

beginning at 7:30. I realize you'll have to miss

Monday night football with Al and the gang, but

why don't we all just bring our rowdy friends over

to watch a little commie butt-whipping.

BY PATRICK FOWI.FR
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The fat lady seems to have finally sung on the

UNCW water polo team after the team finshed the

regular season last weekend the varsity team is

going to be dropped from the athletic department

budget. The team posted a 6-5 record this year and

was 1-1 in Southern league tournament play coming
in fourth of six teams participating. The Hawks
were undefeated at home winning their lone home
match against Duke University. There is

controversy surrounding the dismisal of the water

polo program.

The team was notified this past summer that

the program would be dropped but it was never

discused prior with the team members. Neither were

there any hints that the program would be disbanded

in the near future. According to swim coach Dave
Allen, water polo was started here at UNCW to

fulfill a NCAA I requirement of having seven
varsity squads.

"We had six varsity teams and needed another to

meet regulations," said Dave Allen. "We looked

around and since we already had water polo goals the

school decided to give a water polo team varsity

status. Now, with the emergence of track and field

and cross-teams we no longer need the polo team to

fill that seventh varsity spot."

Allen cited that since the polo team had no
CAA conference in which to play and had to do
extensive travel in the Southern League Conference

to find teams to compete with that economically

there was no point continuing the program. "If

there was any indication of the CAA conference

supporting a polo program or assurance by the SLC

to hold tournaments down here in Wilmington the

athletic department would look at keeping the

program at UNCW. The water polo team has been

considered to be dropped before but we didn't have a

varsity team that could replace it."

The players, however are not convinced. The
players on the team took the news of the team's

dismissal pretty hard especially the teams captains

Scott Carboni and Rob Miecznikoski. They cite

that their were alterior motives involved with the

team droppage from the program. "Personally, I

thought we were sold out by coach Allen and the

department. He wanted more money and needed a

new scoreboard so he took it out of our budget,"

said an angered Scott Carboni. Carboni's reference is

direct to the fact that the swimming program
received all the funds used to support the polo team.

Allen claims to use that money toward scholarships.

"Since the water polo program was going to be

disbanded soon I went to Athletic Director Brooks

and ask for the water polo budget," said coach Allen.

My team is struggling also to be competive in the

conference and to be able to attract new recruits we
need that extra scholarship money desperately.

Simply I was going to do everything in my power
to keep this swimming program above water and I

can understand the players anger over the situation."

Carboni, Miecznikoski, and others see it

differently. "Our budget isn't that high it will break

the university and I feel used by the system," said

Rob Miecznikoski. The captain claims that both

American and Richmond university have up and

coming programs in the CAA. The team expenses

arrive from mostly travel to tournaments in

Virginia. "It's hard enough to get pool time to

practice for our meet because the swimmers get the

pool first and Coach Allen has interrupted our 5

p.m. practice in the diving area with extra

swimmers and equipment." The team captains also

feel he discorages swimmers who also play both

sports telling them not to go to polo tournaments

because they'll miss swimming workouts.

Water polo coach Marc Ellington sides with

coach Allen. "Water polo isn't a CAA sport and
their is a lot of travel involved. I'll miss the sport

because it has grown so but I know the emphasis
has to ride on conference sports. We hate to lose it

but it's time for it to go. It has served its purpose
to the university," said Marc Ellington. It would
appear that Ellington feels the swimming program
has higher priority over the water polo and he

agreed with the introduction of the track team that

the water polo team was no longer needed to fulfill

that seven varsity team requirement."

The team has found it hard making it at the

club levels. "I went to the SGA in charge of club

funding and he said it would take two years before

money could be alloted to them through their

buget," said Scott Carboni. The team is seeking

sponserships from the community. "I really feel

sorry for the underclassmen who want have the

opportunity to play. It's will be up to the juniors to

raise funds for the team but the outlook doesn't look

promising," said Carboni. Both Allen and Ellington

don't think the water polo team will make it back to

the varsity level so the squad has little chance of

remaining on campus.

There is a Billy Joel lyric that seems to fits the

water polo team turmoil, "This is the time to

remember for it won't last forever." The final curtain

has fallen.

JMU is top dog
BY CHRIS WRIGHT

SPORTS EDITOR

This is the year Left means
right.

With East Carolina crying

the Blues and tournament
champion George Mason souring

over the abscence of Kenny
Sanders, no player or team should

stand in the way of James
Madison's Lefty Driesell and his

quest for his first Colonial
Athletic Association title.

Simply put, in a league void

of major stars, Madison will raise

its Dukes and be ready to slug it

out for seemingly the conference's

lone ticket to the NCAA
tournament: a win in March's
CAA tournament.

Madison, 16-14, a year ago,

will boast a bevy of prime-time

talent, including last year's

Rookie of the Year, William
Davis. They return four starters

and have added Steve Hood, a

transfer guard from Maryland,
where he averaged 14.7 points as

a freshman.

Point guard Kenny Brooks,
who averaged double digits last

year, will be hard-pressed to retain

his job from LSU transfer Fess
Irvin. All this in Lefty's second
year at the helm.

"Its okay, you guys can beat

up on me this year," Driessell

said after last year season's

conference tournament, "but I'm

gonna get you. It may not be
next year, but I will eventually

get you. All of you."

It looks like this year is the

year.

Should Madison falter,

however, the Ron Drapper- led

American Eagles could soar into a

first place finish.

A lot must happen, however.

Most notable of course is that

Drapper, tabbed the pre-season
Player of the Year, must exceed
last year's numbers of 16.4 points

and 12 rebounds a game.

One positive aspect that

coach Ed Tapscott's club can take

solace in is that JMU does not

have a center of Draper's caliber.

American will present matchup
problems for the Dukes,
especially in the front court,

where 6-11 freshman Sean
Stevens should be able to exploit

JMU'S smaller front line. Guard
Brock Wortman will help even

JMU's advantage in the

backcourt. Look for these two
teams to split during the regular

season.

George Mason loses Sanders'

22 points and 11 rebound a

game, but returns All-CAA guard

Steve Smith. It was the 6-3

guard who buried UNCW in last

year's tide game with a late flurry

of three-pointers. Smith will

receive front court help from 6-10

N.C. State transfer Byron Tucker.

The Patriots return three

starters from last year's

championship club that lost to

Indiana in the first round of the

NCAA tournament. Look for

Mason to again to receive a post-

season invitation, only this year,

from the NIT.

UNCW coach Robert
McPherson's string of 24
consecutive seasons of without a

losing record is in serious

jeopardy this y«ar as his
Seahawks open play minus the

two most prolific junior college

players in the school's history,

Antonio Howard and Larry
Houzer.

Both received post-season

accolades last year, and were
instrumental in the late-season

surge that carried the Hawks to a

spot in last year's conference

final. Howard led the club in

scoring last season, averaging

17.3 points a game while Houzer
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Seahawk sport shorts...

Cherry scores 20, leads Hawks over Cherry Point Marine Corps 102-84

Basketball season is officially under way at

UNCW as the Seahawks opened their basketball

reason with a 102-84 pre-season win over the

£herry Point Marine Corps Air Station team at

_," Cherry Point. Six players scored in double ftrgues

**for*the Hawks as sophmore Joe Cherry led the

^3way with 20 points. Cherry, who connected on 7-12

">r0m the floor picked up right where he left off last

ye*, red hot. 6 foot 10 sophmore center Matt Fish

who was suspended from last year's squad scored 18

points and rip down 8 rebounds. Cherry also had 8

rebounds. The others players who scored in double

firgues were: Tim Shaw (15 pis.), Adam Porter

(13 pts.), Brannon Lancaster (12pts), and

Bryan Withers (10 pts.). The Hawks connected

on their first 16 shots from the field and were 29-53

or 54.7 from the floor on the night. The team next

exhibition game is on Nov. 13 at Trask against the

Yugoslavia Red Star Team. Game time is 7:30

p.m. The Hawks the regular season at home against

Campbell University on Nov. 25. Game time is

also at 7:30 pm The women's basketball team

opened their '89 practice last Sunday. The Hawks

lost All-CAA performer Charlene Page but gain

injured starter Cindy Makowski they lost last

year. Page, a senior who forgoed her final year of

eligibility to concentrate on her studies will be a

difficult player to replace and most of the offensive

load will fall on junior standout Tressa Reese.

Reese who average 13.8 points last year will gain

support from the healthy Makowski and freshman

Lisa Williams. "Tressa should come on strong

for us this year she can shoot the eyes out of the

basket," said Marilyn Christoph, the women's head

coach. Makokowski was averaging 9.1 points a

game and 5 assist before her knee injury in mid-

season. Williams, an All-State selection at

Hobbton High School is described by Christoph

"as good as any point guard we've had in a long

time. The Lady Hawks also have big and powerful

Kelly Kincaid in the middle who led the team in

rebounding and averaged 10 points a game. The

Lady Hawks who finished 14-14 in '88 have their

season opener againstCoastalCarolina on Nov. 28. .

. . The cross-country team ran to a fourth place

finish out 8 teams at the Colonial Athletic

Champioships. Both the men's and women's team

raced to new school records finshes. The men's

team finished just three point shy of third place

while the women's were only 17 points out of third

team spot. "I very proud of this team," says head

coach Bill Cason "They (the Seahawk runners)

proved to everyone and themselves that they will be

a force in the conference in the future." Navy

University won the men's competion with 26 points

and George Mason won the women's overall race

with 28 points. The top four men finishers for the

Hawks were Shawn Briton (25:52), Larry

Jackson (26:12), Keith Goreski (26:13), and

David Simmons (26:12). Briton who finished

ninth in the 5 mile race made UNCW history by
earning All-Conference honors. The other runners

finished 13, 14, and 16 respectively. The Lady
Seahawks were led by Amy Jackson who finished

14 in 19:28. She was followed closely by Hawks
teammates Karen Mattewson (19:58), Andrea
Wood (20:02), and Laurie Simpson (20:06).
The Hawks took 14, 21, 23, and 28 places in the

race. "The top four finished within 38 seconds of
each other and that's what we have been working on
all season," said coach Cason. The Seahawks
finish up their season this Saturday when they

compete in the District III Champioships at Furman
University in Greenville, S.C. "Our district is one
of the toughest and largest in the country with 73
teams competing and after the race, we'll know
exactly how we stack up in the Southeast.

K IhanlHhesTOrTsie Seahawk sports stall wishes to thank the spor

information office for their helr>in putting the

basketball preview together.
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Rookie sensation asked to do moore for Hawks
BY SIIZ1 SHFRFIFin
SEAHAWK SPORTS WRITER

One of the top players in the Colonial
Athletic Association last season, Bryan Withers
looks to perform even better during the upcoming
UNCW men's basketball season. Withers started 18-

of-30 games last season and finished second on the

team in dunks with eight slams. By Withers'

ninth game of the 1988- 1989 season, he broke into

the Seahawk starting line up and started eighteen

consecutive constests.

A sophomore out of Salisbury, North
Carolina, Withers feels his freshman season last

year, though impressive, was a learning process for

him playing right out of Salisbury High school.

Withers admitted playing on a high school

basketball team is hardly preparation for the trials of

playing on a college team.

"Now I know what to expect," the 6-6, 190

lb. sophomore said. "Playing is more intense at a

college level." Withers was named to CAA's All-

Rookie 'team following his outstanding freshman

season. Though his playing time ultimately depends

on Coach Robert McPherosn, Withers hopes to get

quite a bit this season since he is playing two
positions, small and power forward. However,
Bryan still needs to consider his acedemics as

well as his athletics regardless of the amount of

playing and practice time the Seahawks require

of him.

"Its very hard keeping my grades up," he

said. "That's the big difference between high

school and college."

Though his major is still undecided. Withers

is leaning toward a business management degree. As
for now, no professional basketball teams are in

25
BRYAN WITHERS
6-6, 190, Sophomore Forward
Salisbury High School

Salisbury, North Carolina

QUICK FACTS: Bryan Withers
Career Highs: Scoring- 19 points vs. Davidson (1-30-89)

Rebounding: 11 vs. Tenn. Tech (1-26-89), vs. Navy (2-18-89)

Assists: 3 vs. Navy (1-21-89) and vs. Tenn.Tech (1-26-89)

What to look for in '89- Withers was named to the all

CAA Rookie team last year and broke into the starting rotation

after only 9 games. Possesses good speed, attacks the board anc

drives the lane well. McPherson will rely on his talents to key

his high scoring offensive.

YEAR
198889

MIN
630

GP-GS
3018

FGM-FGA
64-130

PCT.
.492

BRYAN WITHERS' CAREER STATISTICS
3PTM-3PTA PCT. FTM-KTA PCT. PTS AVG RBS

0-0 .000 44-74 595 172 5.7 114

AVG TO
3.8 45

BL
5

1 YR. 630 30-18 64-130 .492 041 .000 44-74 .595 172 5.7 114 3.8 45 5

his future plans. "I just want to prepare myself for

life after college. If basketball is in my future, fine."

Now that Withers is a sophomore, no longer a

college rookie, he has his opinions about the

current freshman on the Seahawk basketball team.

According to Withers, the freshman have a

positive affect on the team. "There's not just one

outstanding player but fourteen. Everyone is going

to have to play their part this year," said Withers.

As for last year's seniors. Withers knows the

Seahawks will miss them. "But, this year the team
will be a closer knit team-not looking for one
person to do the scoring." Withers averaged 5.7
points and scored in all but five games last season.
This season, Withers is joining the front line for
the Seahawks along with Major Wiggins, Robbie
Carter and Matt Fish.

With the Seahawks first game nearing, an
exhibtion against the Yugoslavia Red Star team on
Nov. 13, the Hawks are preparing themselves with

every practice. "Everone's giving their all and that

makes us competitive," said Withers who's

confident about the Seahawk's the quality of th£

team's early practice sessions. However if the

Hawks had to play Yugoslavia tomorrow, they

might be in for quite a fight. Withers politely

admits, "We don't have our timing down on the

plays yet but by the 13th we shoud be ready."

Not only is Withers confident about practice

but he is confident where his own abilities lie.

Withers has worked on his basketball skills all

summer brushing up on three pointers and rebounds.

He expects a lot not only from the team as a whole

but from himself. Coach McPherson is confident

Bryan's abilities will prosper this season as well.

This basketball season may find Withers stepping

out as a leader for the Seahawks with his positive

attitude towards the team and the sport. This
confidence leaks over into the team's abilities as

well. Withers said he is very confident of the team
since they have been playing together. The
teammates know what to expect from each other

because,"we know what we can do," Withers said.

Playing together with this edge, the
Seahawks, in Withers' eyes, will perform this year

in a teamlike manner relying on each other as well

as each individual's skill. Though the team has more
underclassmen then upper classmen, practices reveal

that although they may be a little rough around the

edges, they are beginning to execute better as a

team. Ending last year's season 11-6 in the CAA,
Withers believes this season will be one to

remember. "We're gonna surprise a lot of people"

said Withers,"people don't expect us to be very good
but we will earn a lot of respect by the end of the

season."

.

McPherson: A man who plays many roles
BY PATRICK FOWLER
ASSITANT SPORTS EDITOR

Coach Robert McPherson is a man with a

tough job to do. He has to replace the talents of

graduated seniors Antonio Howard, Larry Houzer,

and Greg Bender. These three men alone accounted

for 60 percent of the Hawks offense in 1988 and

every game they would score in the double figures.

McPherson has to find the offense well somewhere

around an array of young face with little or limited

experience in the college game.

"Our weakness this year is our lack of proven

scorer on the team. We are inexperience and will

have to find leadership from our role players last

year who assisted Larry (Houzer), Antonio
(Howard), and Greg (Bender)," said coach

McPherson. The role players he speaks of are

probably sophmores guards Joe Cherry and Brannon

Lancaster and power forwards sophmore Bryan

Withers and senior Robbie Carter.

Freshman touted recruits Reggie Veney and

Tim Shaw will help balance the Hawk's attack with

speed and good perimeter shooting. These players

will be instrumental in the Hawks transition from a

post-up baseline play to a faster speed orientated

offense. "We will have to push the ball faster on

the break and gain a lot of baskets on the

transitions. There are some premier shooters on

this squad. If we fail to push the ball up after the

rebound or basket we will go to our half-court

game," said McPherson.

McPherson, who is in his final year of his four

year contract, has never had a losing season in his

26 years of coaching and he is not worry about his

status here next year. He brings a basketball

philosophy of team orientation. "I don't want one

guy to always score the points for us because some

team is going to find a way to shut him down. I

would rather have three guys in double firgues and a

strong tight defense pressuring half-court traps to

neutralize an opponent," said McPherson.

"The guys have to be mentally in the game and

keep up their offensive level at all times because

the one thing I hate is losing." The Seahawks will

have to rely on the defensive talents of Major

Wiggins, Robbie Carter, Scott Tierney, Bryan
Withers and freshman Jason Moore to shut-down

their opponent's offense. Wiggins led the Hawks

in the block department with 29 while Withers

control the boards pulling down 114 rebounds
followed closly by Carter's 82.

Tierney ripped down 42 rebounds for the Hawks
and new recruit Moore averaged 12 rebounds a game
at Everett High School in Lansing, Michigan/The
defense will play a key role in our success this

year," said McPherson.

McPherson has been coaching basketball since
1964 at Kopperl high school. He has coached 13
years at the high scool level compiling a 293-107
mark (.733). McPherson then jumped to the junior
college level with Western Oklahoma where he had
70-21 (.769) record until 1980 when he debuted in

the collegiate ranks as a assistant coach with
Cameron University. He became a head coach first

the following year at Sam Houston and came to
UNCW in 1986.

He has three winning seasons with the Hawks
and has taken them to the CAA (Colonial Athletic
Association) tournament final two out of three trips

including last year 78-72 overtime lost to George
Mason. Although he often faces criticism from the
press, fans, and alumni McPherson says he feels 90
percent of all coaching pressures are within. "When
I'm on the sideline all my concenteation is on the
play on the court. I block out all other distractions

and give the game my full attention and intensity

and I expect the same of my players. I'm a real

competitor who hates to lose more than anything,"

said Mc Pherson. A good skipper always has
equally godd first mates. McPherson uses his
assistants coaches Lee Hood, Bob Rosenkraz, and
Mike Elbe extensively during the game and relies on
them to catch flaws in the Hawks play that he may
have missed.

With his players he tries to keep an open door
policy encouraging academics and is there as a
counslers to help the players adjust to college life.

"I want all my players to graduate and they are
punished if they skip classes. Their parents have put
a lot of their confidence and trust in me with their

son and I want them to be proud of him," said
McPherson.

McPherson's teams also seem to blossom in

the post season play and he attributes this to the
early season injuries he always seems to have. "Last
year Larry played hurt and was in his full groove
until mid-season before that Brian Rowsom and

Conference

UNCW will be forced for the first time in six

years - or since the arrival of the Brian Rowsom-
Houzer center spot - to play an up-tempo game.
They certainly have the athletes to pull it off.

Beginning with last year's All-Rookie point

guard Joe Cherry, who averaged 7.3 a game, the

Hawks will boast what could be the conference's top

backcourt. Joining Chery will be junior
sharpshooter Brannon Lancaster, who led the the

league in three-point accuracy last season. Reserve
guard Adam Porter, a former JUCO player-of-the-

year, returns for his senior campaign, and will battle

newcomer Reggie Veney of Dematha for his playing

time.

Although the front court is noticably depleted,

it is not without talent, as fellow All-Rookie
forward Bryan Withers will try to improve on his

5.7 points from a year ago. The presence of 6-10

Matt Fish, suspended a year ago, should stregthen

the front court, but not enough for the Hawks to

make a run at the title. Front-line enforcer Robbie
Carter- perhaps the best pure rebounder in the

league- commands immediate respect the moment he

walks on the court. Forward Major Wiggins, who
sparkled defensively last season, leading the club in

rejections, is back and should continue to grow as

an intimidating inside force.

No other team in the CAA lost as much
offensive production as the Seahawks did to

graduation, but with the multiple backcourt

combinations at McPherson's disposal, scoring an

abundance of points should pose little problem.

Their ability to stop the opponent, however, will

foreshadow just how far this club will go.

Last season Richmond place two members on
the All-CAA team, guard Ken Atkinson and center

Mike Winiecki. Only Atkinson remains. The 5-10

point guard labeled by Dean Smith "as fine a point

guard as you'll find anywhere" must receive help

from senior forward Scott Stapleton. Both prefer

the up-coming tempo, open-court style, and that

will be beneficial for coach Dick Tarrant, who for

the first time in recent memory will be without the

services of a premeir big man.

The Spiders must count on heavy offensive

contributions from freshman Kenny Wood (a 31.4

scorer at East Hampton High in New York) and Tim
Weathers, a 26.4 points-per-game performer at

Blacksburg (SC) High.

Despite enjoying the recent success in post-

season play, and given the fact that the CAA has

never sent more than two schools into national

tournaments, the fifth-best Spiders will be a long

shot to still be playing the second week in March.
The bottom three teams, East Carolina,

William and Mary, and Navy, will struggle

throughout

The Pirates were relatively poor last season,

despite the all-world contributions of Blue Edwards,
who singlehandedly kept the Bucs within range all

year long, averaging 27 of the team's 59 points a

game.

What little of the positive side there is for the

Pirates will come from Gus Hill, who averaged 10.7

points in Edward's shadow last season. Two
season's ago, during Edwards' suspension, Hill

averaged 19.7 points per game, and should he return

to that caliber of play, the Bucs may surprise a few
teams.

Navy has but one bright spot, All-CAA
performer Eddie Riddick. The Midshipmen will not

only battle the league, but battle youth as well.

Nine new players appear on this year's roster.

! ',':.
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Coach Robert McPherson talks strategy to his Seahawks

others on that '87 team suffered numeous injuries

that hindered the Hawks in the early going," said Mc
Pherson. This years to be no different either as

Robbie Carter, Scott Tierney, and Mark Eaton are

hurt for the Hawks.

As for the CAA competiton the coach says that

American and George Mason are the team to beat

this year. "JMU is the pre-ranked number one team
this year but I think American especially and
possible George Mason will take them this year.

Those two programs are not only solid talentwise

but experienced also." said Robert McPherson. The
Hawks are ranked fifth in the polls.

McPherson will have a hard task to fill the

scoring gaps left by Houzer, Howard, and Bender but

with the young recruits and talents players he says
he thinks the Hawks will surprise some individuals.

The season ahead will tell the story and he will need
all his coching skills and patience to make another
run at the championship.

».:

Pre-season All-CAA Squad

During the pre-season, the league's

eight head coaches were asked to

pick the top five players in the con-

ference (2 backcourt and 3 front-

court). Eleven players received

votes. The results of the voting are

listed below.

FIRST TEAM
*Ken Atkinson, Richmond
*Ron Draper, American

Steve Smith, George Mason
Eddie Reddick, Navy

Billy Coles, James Madison

William Davis, James Madison

SECOND TEAM
Troy Bostic, James Madison
Steve Hood, James Madison

Scott Smith, William & Mary
Scott Stapleton, Richmond
Byron Tucker, George Mason

* Unanimous choice

P

including Dave Robinson's little brother, 6-5 Chuck
Robison. Who knows, remember David entered the

Naval Academy as a 6-5 freshman too, before

sprouting into a 7-1 national player of the year. In

the time being, while waitng for the emergence of

the second Robison, expect the Midshipmen to

sink.

The Tribe of William and Mary will once again

be the hunted instead of the hunter.

They return just enough talent to force the top
teams to bear down, but not enough to pull the

upset. Junior guard Jimmy Apple (13,4ppg.) will
lead an inexperienced corp through yet another
losing season.
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Junior sharpshooter sees only three's
BY LAURA SPANISH
SEAHAWK SPORTS WRITER

Jersey number 15 is the one to look for this

yrear! Behind that jersey you will find the Seahawks'

six foot one, 170 pound junior point guard, Brannon

Lancaster. Lancaster has been with the Seahawks for

[the last two years proving his ambition to play the

Lame sucessfully in the college ranks. Last year he

started 22 of 28 games ranking fourth in playing

(time for the Hawks with 71 minutes. He also led

I the team and the Colonial Athletic Association at

the three-point line making 35-71 shots for a 49.3

percent record.

To be successful at any thing in life you first

I have to be devoted to your desire. As a freshman at

J

Fayettville Terry Sanford High School, Brannon

made his decision to play basketball. It was then he

]

devoted himself to the game and tried to earn a

college scholarship in the sport. Brannon did

achieve his goal. His hard work and time in the

saddle have paid off. \
When asked what has changed for him, as a

player, the most during his first two years at

UNCW he accredited his maturity as an individual.

He said, "Its weird to watch coach get on the

freshman for the same things I did when I was the

same age." He explained that playing at college was

very different than high school ball and it just takes

experience and a lot of work to get better.

Brannon went on to say that "Coach

McPherson and his staff have done a good job

15
BRANNON LANCASTER
6-1, 170, Junior Guard
Fayetteville High School

Fayetteville, North Carolina

FACTS: Brannon Lancaster
Career Highs: Scoring- 16 points vs. James Madison (3-4-89)

Rebounds: 6 vs. Navy (1-21-89)

Assists: 8 vs. Tennesse Tech (1-26-89)

FGM-FGA
3- 5

58-119

PCT.
600
.487

BRANNON LANCASTER'S CAREER STATISTICS

PCT. FTM-FTA PCT. PTS AVG ASS TO
.460 12-18 .667 33 1.2 31 18

.493 15-21 .714 166 5.9 72 40

3PTM-3PTA
9-20

35-71

BL

1

ST
5

12

2 YR8. 61-124 4441 .484 27-38 .710 189 3.6 103 58 17

bringing me along as a player. They have a lot of

knowledge about the game, and you do learn. They
have made me a better player all around in the last

two years."

Michael Jordan, Magic Johnson, and Larry

Bird are all great contenders to be idols of Brannon's,

but he said he had no idols growing up. He did,

however, have some very influential people in his

life. In Brannon's hometown, Fayetteville, it was
George and Austin Lehmann.

Brannon said these two people enhanced his

love for the game during the time they worked
together in their, the Lehmann's basketball clinics,

and also the time they spent with Brannon

individually throughout his basketball career.

Of course, everyone always wonders why

someone chooses UNCW for a school and a place to

play basketball. For Brannon that was an easy

question. To start with and most important to him

is that, "it's close to home. My family can come

see me play, and I can go home if I need to."

Brannon also stated how he, "loves the family

atmosphere of Wilmington," not to mention the

beach.

Brannon's role for the UNCW basketball

season of 1989-90 will not change much this year.

He only hopes to be an even stronger leader this

year as point guard. He wants to also play more as

shooting guard over the time he spent in this

position last year.

Dreams! What are they? Hopefully they will

become realities for Brannon and the team at the end .. •

of the season, but personal goals are always fun

challenges to begin with. Fourth is a great ranking

for playing time-for last year-but this year he

wants to be ranked 1st, 2nd, or 3rd. Brannon is

obviously a leader on and off the court; hence he

desires to "help more with individual scoring and be

more of a floor leader." A specific and plausible

goal for Brannon is to lead the Seahawks in three

pointers with the possibility of ranking in the top

10% of the nation. All in all, Brannon desires to

have a more "productive year in all phases of the

game!"

Brannon's personal goals are evident, but so

are his dreams for the whole team. Although

UNCW lost two big scorers from last year, Larry

Houzer and Antonio Howard, Brannon has a 20 ^,

game win goal set for the team. He said "We have,,^

been inconsistant in our playing, but we have two

good tournaments before Christmas that should

prove as good preparation for Conference. As an, nn
icing on the cake the NCAA Tournament has

always been a dream since childhood."

When I asked if he wanted to add any personal

quotes or thoughts he said "As for the future, take it

as it comes... but for now, I am happy with my
choice of schools. I am at the level I should be!"

Changing the guard: UNCW to open up offense
mms wrioht

SPORTS EDITOR

The conference's leading three-point goal

specialist; an explosive offensive performer; a

seasoned veteran possessing defensive tenacity; and a

bright-eyed freshman from perhaps the most
prestigious prep program in the land.

That's what coach Robert McPherson sees

when he looks at the 1989 Seahawk backcourt.

Its almost enough to make you forget about

last season's top scorer, a fellow guard, Antonio

Howard.

This season, backcourt playing time will be a

prized commodity as all four candidates, Brannon

Lancaster, Joe Cherry, Adam Porter, and Reggie

Veney, respectively, will vie for the right to

comprise what could be the CAA's top guard

tandom.

Lancaster, a junior sharpshooter from

Fayetteville Terry Sanford, started 22 games last

year, averaging a shade under 6 ppg while leading

the CAA in three-point accuracy. With Howard's

17.8 ppg gone, the 6-1 Lancaster will assume more

of the scoring burden, a task he sometimes shied

away from last year.

"Brannon always had the green light,"

McPherson said, "but he's a very unselfish player

who doesn't shoot it as often as I would prefer."

That may change this year, as Lancaster has

developed from simply a stand-up jumpshooter into

a legitimate offensive force.

"Brannon has worked so hard on his game,"

assistant coach Bob Rosenkranz said in a telephone

interview Tuesday. "He is much more than a strictly

jump shooter. He has worked on penetrating and

driving as well."

However, when not driving or dishing off,

look for Lancaster to free himself by coming off

screens to loft his fiery picturesque three-pointer.

"Sure, we're going to take advantage of

Brannon's shooting ability," Rosenkranz said. "We
have designed a few plays where screens will be set

to free him up."

If Lancaster's fire, then his running mate,

sophomore Joe Cherry is certainly Ice.

Although the 6-3 point guard played with

reckless abandon at times last season, his athletic

ability is unquestionable.

Whether leading the break, calling the shots

from the playmaking position, or displaying his

cool self-confidence in post-game interviews,

Cherry's presence cannot be ignored.

This season, he returns a year older with a

season of college ball under his belt, all of which

means surpassing last season's all-rookie team

numbers of 7.3 ppg should pose little trouble for a

guy who averaged over 30 during his senior year in

high school.

"Joe has always had a great attituae,

Rosenkranz said. "This year, he seems more
confident in himself. He is certainly a leader out

there on the court."

Although Rosenkranz was hesitant to say that

UNCW returned the top backcourt in the conference,

"its too early to tell, we haven't played anybody

yet," he did acknowledge that the team's success

could hinge heavily upon the backcourt's

contributions.

"Given the two guys we lost (Larry Houzer

and Howard), then its safe to say a larger percent of

the scoring load will fall on the backcourt, whoever

that may be," Rosenkranz said.

McPherson has already stated that this year's

team will feature a wide-open, get-up-and-down-the-

floor offense, one that will require, among other

things, fresh bodies.

That is probably the best news that the 6-1

rorter nas neara since ne was named Kentucky's

Junior College Player of the Year in 1985.

To say he has had a trying career at UNCW is

an understatement. His first year as a Seahawk was

spent standing on crutches, due to a serious knee

injury he suffered in the ninth game of the '86-87

campaign.

From there he has spent the majority of his

career sitting, occassionally finding playing time,

like in last year's first encounter with William and

Mary, where he scored 13 points in the 91-52 rout.

Reasons vary as to why he has been used so

sparingly (64 minutes last year), but the consensus

seems to suggest that there has been an ongoing

fued with McPherson.

Regardless, Porter brings to the Seahawks an

added degree of defensive intensity.

"Porter has been really active on defense so

far," Rosenkranz said. "He has really played well in

practice."

And then there is Veney the "coup de

Wilmington" a prize prospect from DeMatha High

School, the same school which has produced

among others, Adrian Dantley, Derrick

Whittenburg, and Danny Ferry.

Veney, a 6-1 point guard, was twice named to

the all-Metro team in DC, which is comparable to

being named all-state in Noth Carolina. As a prep

senior, he averaged 14 ppg while earning DeMatha's

most valuable player award.

"Reggie is a smart kid who is now learning

the program," Rosenkranz said. "He will make some
mistakes, but he has shown tremendous quickness-

and will provide great help in the backcourt."

That is, of course, if they need it.

Cherry to blossom in sophomore season
RV TAMMY CONNELLY

SEAHAWK SPORTS WRITER

Joe Cherry, to any passer-by, might appear to

be quite intimidating. The six-foot-three, 190

pound sophomore from Fort Myers, Florida is

actually very personable. In fact, one thing very

important to him is having plenty of good friends.

"It's a good feeling to know I have people

supporting me," Cherry said. During a game

though, he says he rarely hears more than just a

whole lot of noise. "Many people think its easy to

stand on the line (foul line) and throw in two

baskets, but it isn't. Sometimes I get nervous in a

big game, or when it's close." Joe is lucky that he

has received support both on and off the court from

family and friends.

Though he began playing basketball only in

the eighth grade, Joe quickly realized his dream of

i winning a scholarship to a Division I university.

He was taught at an early age to always work for his

dreams. Joe readily speaks of his uncle, who lives

in Miami. "My uncle always told me, Never be

satisfied. Look at the bad things you do and work

I to make them better." Given his past record, he has

(much to be satisfied about. During his years at

iRiverdale High School, Cherry set a school record

of 1,647 points. He was also elected the Class 3A-

14A Player of the Year for two consecutive seasons.

|ln a continued effort to better himself, he has

promised his coaches and most importantly himself

[that he will always give 110% in practices and

games. Cherry says this attitude helped him win

(lis scholarship. "The coaches know I've been

,j i <-

JOE CHERRY
6-3, 190, Sophomore Guard

Riverdale High School

Fort Myers, Florida

QUICK FACTS: Joe Cherry

Career Highs: Scoring- 21 points vs. North Carolina A&T (12-10-88)

Rebounds- 7 vs. Tennesse Tech (10-29-88) and Navy (1-21-89)

Assists: 4 vs. Tennesse Tech (10-29-89)

What to watch for in '89: Possible the field general for the Hawks

and picking up where he left off in the scoring department.

JOE CHERRY'S CAREER STATISTICS
3PTM-3PTA

3-17

PCT.
.176

PTM-PTA
47-62

PCT.
.758

PTS
212

AVG
7.3

ASS TO
47 49

BL
4

ST
25

81-192 3-17 .176 47-62 .758 212 7.3 47 49

working hard. I really have kind of a free ride with

the scholarship. All I have to do is keep up with

my grades and do what's expected of me on the

team." He feels lucky to have been born with the

ability to play ball and the intelligence to do well in

clncsec

A criminal justice major, Cherry would like

to work for the FBI some day. This is, of course,

secondary to his dream of playing professional

basketball. He isn't really concerned about what
team he plays for, but he wants to be happy living

i

in that team's hometown. Getting a little ahead of

himself, he adds, "I have to keep working."

His work thus far has obviously paid-off. As
an all-rookie member last season, he averaged 7.3

points, 2.7 rebounds, and 1.6 assists per game
during his first year with the Seahawks. Before an

ankle injury late in the season, the point guard

started 22 games, ranking third on the team for

playing time with 735 minutes in play. He is one

of three returning starters and coach Robert

McPherson has said that Joe should prove to be a

prominent figure this season.

Joe says that he has always been a good
defensive player. This summer was spent working

on shooting and his offensive play. Although the

team is very young this year, after the losses of

Greg Bender, Antonio Howard, and Larry Houzer,

Cherry says that practices seem to be going well.

"Sometimes the freshmen get the plays wrong, but

that sort of thing will come with time." He
believes that it is hard to say how the team will

play this soon in the season. The outcome of the

first game on November 13, should be a good

indication. One advantage of this year's team that

Joe sees is "everyone on the team works well

together. We have fun together and we all get

along."

Cherry's family is very proud of his success

thus far. "My parents were there when 1 signed for

the scholarship. We were so happy!" What do his

two younger brothers think? The oldest, at sixteen,

thinks it's great, but his youngest brother is

convinced that he wants to become a rapper some

day. "He stays busy writing his songs. I try to get

him into sports, but I don't want him to play

football because it's too rough," says Cherry.

Joe thinks often about how lucky he is to be

gifted with the ability to play basketball and to have

come so far with it. He realizes that others are not

so lucky. To an eighth grader just starting out in

basketball, Joe would say, "Number one, pray to

God every night. Thank him for your abilities.

Number two, never listen to the negative things that'

people will say. If they say, 'You can't do it!', don't

listen to them. Never give up on your dreams or

yourself."
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OPENING FRIDAY AT 3PM

A. college bar for college students

S0£ Ann* Specials AH Night (3-7 & 9-/

)
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Open:

Tuesdays — 77irii — Saturdays

Except Fridays Open

9PM- 1AM

3PM-7PM & 9PM-1AM

Fraternity Nites: Tuesday and Thursday

Sororities — Ladies Night: Wednesday

College IP's and Driver's License required at all times!

Owned and operated by G. Clifford Snow's Pier 9 Limited Corporation.
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The Seahawk

Student Directories
1989 student telephone directories available at

information desk for off-campus students.

Plav at Kenan
Curse of the Starving Class will be presented Nov.

16,17,18 at 8pm in Kenan Auditorium. For tickets

call 395-3440 or 763-3396. Students get in free with

Student ID.

Accenting Reference Material

Donations of encyclopedias and other reference works

are needed for the Schwartz Hall Study and Research

Room. Call 395-340

Attention 1JNCW Alumni

The Cape Fear Chapter of the UNCW Alumni

Association will host a party this Saturday, Nov. 18,

at 6:30 pm in the Hawks Nest for graduates in the

Cape Fear region. Entertainment will be provided by

the UNCW Jazz Ensemble. Tickets may be

purchased at the door. $10.

Great American Smokeout
Don't forget!!! Today is Great American Smokeout

Day. For those interested in obtaining information

on smoking cessation programs available in the

community—give the office of health

promotion/LivWELL a call at 395-3683.

Library Schedule

Randall Library Schedule: Tuesday, Nov. 21, 7:30

am-1 1pm; Wed. Nov. 22, 8am-5pm; Thurs. Nov. 23,

Closed Fri. Nov. 24, 9am-5pm; Sat. Nov. 25, 10

am-Spm, Sun. Nov. 26, 1pm to midnight.

AIDS Teleconference in t.amernn

AIDS: "AIDS in the College Community: From
Crisis to Management" will be the premier program

in a series of live-interactive teleconferences TODAY
at 12:30 in Cameron Hall Auditorium. A pre-

conference discussion on local problems will be

moderated by William R. Calloway, director of

university personnel, assisted by Dr. Wiliam A.

Bryan, vice chancellor for student affairs, and Dr.

Richard H. Mullendore, associate vice chancellor for

student affairs. Faculty and Staff free. Call 395-

3699.

Auction!

A fund-raising auction sponsored by the UNCW
Museum of World Cultures will be held tonight,

Nov. 16, at 7pm in East Cafeteria. A preview

showing will be held prior to the auction from 2-7.

Auction items from around the world include a

wooden sailboat, estate jewelry, fine art, duck decoys,

antiques, weapons, fossils, dolls, prints and artifacts.

Final Wranun!

Sexual Assault Awareness Week concludes this week

with the following events: TONIGHT, Nov. 16, at

6:30 in UU-201, "Rape in Mariage: Who Has

Rights, Who Doesn't

fiet-Tflgether

International Student Get-Together will be held in

UU-207 with free pizza, mini subs, ice cream and

soda. Faculty and staff are invited. Call 395-3119
ror details.

F>*e Film

L'Associe, (The Associate) will be shown Sunday,

Nov. 19, at 2:30 in the Randall Library Auditorium.

The film is free and sponsored by the deparment of

foreign languages and literatures.

Poster Contest

A poster contest with the theme EMPLOYMENT OF
DISABLED INDIVIDUALS and/or obstacles they

face in the workforce is being sponsored by R & E
Electronics, Disabled American Veterans and

paralyzed Veterans of America. Local winner

compete nationally for $1,000 scholarship. Contact

Margaret T. Sheridan, Coordinator Disabled Student

Services Student Development Center-Rm 142 395-

3746.

New Programs

The Office of the Dean of Students has received new
information on the following Study Abroad

Programs: European Summer Study Program at the

University of Salzburg, Austria from June 25-July

24, 1990. Summer Study Abroad Program through

UNC-Greensboro beginning May 17-July 30, 1990

(Spain, Austria, France and England); and the

UNCW-Universidad Nacional 1990 Summer Study in

Costa Rica Program beginnning May 8-July 31. For

more information on UNCW's program, contact Dr.

James Sabella at 395-3420.

Basic StudiesTo Be Boosted
RV IF1MNIFFR YOUNG

STAFF WRITER

If the proposal for 50 hours of

humanities from the National Endowment
for the Humanities is passed by UNCW
faculty, students could be spending 5 to 6
years to earn a bachelor's degree.

This proposal requires 18 hours of

Cultures and Civilizations, 12 hours of

foreign language, 6 hours of mathematics,

8 hours of natural sciences, and 6 hours of

social sciences. Loosely combined with

present basic studies requirements, the

increase may be as much as 15 hours.

Dean Norman Kaylor of the Cameron
School of Business stated that someday
this program may be implemented, but

not in the immediate future. Though he

agrees the ideas are good, he disagrees with

the structure of the proposal. "Every

student needs English and
communications."

He also discussed how this program
would "tighten up" present basic studies

requirements. This program allows

students to learn more about other cultures

while placing an emphasis on foreign

language.

The largest differences between this

program and UNCW's present system
include the amount of history and foreign

language required.

Though students must take two years

of a foreign language in high school, they

may opt not to take a foreign language to

fulfill their humanities requirements for

basic studies. The proposal suggested does

UNCW is one of the many schools

where a student may graduate without

taking history. This program would no
longer allow students to graduate without

taking history. Among the many colleges

and universities that have adapted a form

of this proposal include Columbia
University, Saint Anselm College and the

University of Dallas. All of these schools

Students with very intense degree programs
would be affected most by a change in the

basic studies program.

require two years of a foreign language in

college. "That's how it was twenty years

ago," says Dean Kaylor. One weakness
pointed out by Kaylor is that most of the

languages concentrated on in basic studies

requirements are a part of the romance
languages. Kaylor suggested a choice,

including such languages as Japanese,

Chinese, Russian and Latin. Though Latin

is offered here at UNCW, it does not count

towards basic studies requirements.

require western civilization and history to

fulfill part of their basic studies
requirements.

Students with very intense degree
programs would be affected most by a

change in the basic studies program. All

of the business programs are set up to last

8.5 semesters. An addition here could

mean another year to complete all of the

required classes. Education majors would
also be heavily affected by the proposal's

adoption. Not only must these students

take the required education classes, but

they must also take the classes in which
they are to be certified.

Another possibility that was discussed

included eliminating many electives from
the core requirements of that individuals

degree. This suggestion is just one of the

many feasible ideas discussed. This
University has taken steps that do agree
with some of this proposal. Next yeafs
freshmen will have to take a life science

and a natural science.

Whatever the change, it will not affect

present students unless they adopt the new
catalog with the changes in it. Though
these changes seem quite drastic, they are

justified by the National Endowment for

the Humanities according to a survey
given to college seniors by the Gallup
Foundation. This survey reveals that a

majority of those students surveyed would
have failed the test. Many students
surveyed did not know that Dante wrote
the Inferno, the Emancipation
Proclamation issued by Abraham Lincoln
freed slaves in the Southern states not
already held by the Union, and other
historical facts.

Child Care Needed
RV SANIW PORTER

STAFF WRITER

Earlier this fall the major issue of on-

campus child care was addressed in The
Seahawk. At that time many people felt

there was a need for such a program, but a

support group for this cause had not yet

come together in such a structure as to

make things happen. Just a few months

later a committee on child care at UNCW
has made dramatic progress considering the

opposition they face in the administration.

The chairmen of the committee,

Maggie Parish and Iaida Toplin, are proud

of their advances in this effort. Toplin

said they have formed two committees

since the beginning of the year. "One
committee is putting together a

questionnaire for the faculty, students, and

staff at UNCW to assess the need of on-

campus child care. Our other committee

is setting up a line of public speakers to

lecture on campus to help raise

consciousness." With the help of the

American Association of University

Professors (AAUP) the local committee

has gained much support. Ms. Toplin has

also realized that there is a need for two

See Child Care P. 2

CR's Actions Praised
AMY STARLING

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The College Republican's delegation

from UNCW went to the North
Carolina Federation of College
Republicans (NCFCR) convention in

Raleigh last weekend with the story of

the takeover of the Campus Awareness
Organization. The Federation supports

the actions of the group who actually

took over the CAO. However, the

Federation feels that the group did not

fully consist of College Republicans.

The NCFCR believes that the action

was one of a group of concerned

students.

"I stand in support of the group of

concerned students who felt the need to

stop the current leaders of the CAO,"
stated Bill Peaslee, the Chairman for the

North Carolina Federation of College

Republicans. He went on to say that

though the group was not totally a

College Republican group, what they

did was commendable. "I have talked

with Wes Ward and have been informed

that the group consisted of concerned

students of whom only one third were

actually members of College
Republicans. That shows that not only

are the CR's concerned with the money
that the CAO received fiom student

funds, but that many UNCW students

are upset with that fact."

The fracas began last Wednesday,

November 1, when the group of

"concerned students" attended the CAO
meeting to make the changes they felt

were necessary. The group entered, paid

their dues, and when the time for new
business came, "made their move".

Someone made a motion to begin using

Robert's Rules of Order, the

parliamentary procedure used in

Congress, as well as most group

meetings. When no one objected, the

motion was seconded and passed. Later,

someone made a motion to impeach the

executive board members on the grounds

of "lack of motivation". The motion

passed with a motion to install a new
slate of officers.

The Student Organization
Committee will be having a closed

hearing today to decide if the procedure

was proper. Opponents bring up several

arguments against the procedure.

To begin with, under Robert's Rules

an officer with a set term cannot be
removed without a trial. Also, the

charges made against the old officers

have been disputed. The hearing should

settle these questions and silence the

arguments, one way or another.

The new president of CAO is David

Rose, a freshman, from Wilmington. "I

felt that the CAO should not be

receiving student funds. The first step

we made was to give the SGA student

funds back to the students of UNCW."
Further, Rose reiterated his assertion

that the move was not a College

Republican move and that the group

consisted of concerned students. "I am
very glad to have the support of the

NCFCR. They are a big political

organization in North Caiulina, they

also understand the need for the actions

taken," Rose explains.

Everyone at the NCFCR convention

seemed to applaud the actions taken by

the group at UNCW. "We are not

against left-winged organizations on
college campuses, but we are against

those organizations that get student

funds when they are politically active.

College Republicans at UNCW do not

get funding by the SGA. In fact, when
the club was installed in the Fall of

1987, they voted to return their funds to

SGA." Peaslee explains.

Howard Du Rant, College
Republican chairman at Appalachian

State University in Boone, states, "I feel

the move taken in Wilmington makes a

point to campuses all over the country,

that there are conservative students on

college campuses and that they are no

longer going to take the left-winged

organizations overpowering. Even
though this move was not a CR move,

it does confirm the fact that

conservatives feel the need to have
fairness in university politics."

Whether or not the move was a

College Republican action, it is

apparent that the NCFCR looks

favorably upon the takeover. In fact,

the mood at the convention was one of

motivation for the conservative cause.
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The twisted sculpture still lay? where it fell. There are no leads or suspects. Anyone with information
can cail the Seahawk Crime Line. 395-6669

Sebian Sculpture Vandalized

Authorities Still Seeking Perpetrators

BY AMY PF.TROrFUJ
STAFF WRITER

On the front lawn of the Behavioral

Science Building lies an irreplaceable piece

of art. What used to stand between seven

and eight feet tall now lies as a product of

vandalism. According to campus police,

the vandalism of the black metal statue

occurred sometime between 6:00 pm
November 3 and 10:00 am on the 4th.

The statue is abstract in appearance,
except for a bullet hole in the center top

portion and the engraved name, Romero
Oscar, in the bottom portion a s

indications as to what the statue

represents. As explained by Dr. James
Megivern, Chairman of the Philosophy
and Religion Department, the statue

represents Arch Bishop Oscar Romero
who was assassinated in church in 1980
by government sponsored assassins. The
motivation behind the incident was that

Romero was preaching peace rather than

war to the soldiers of El Salvador.

The actual artwork was made by a

student, Jim Sebian, approximately four
years ago. The statue possesses more than

the expression of art, however.
Significant family involvement stands
behind it as well. According to Dr.

Megivern, Sebian had an uncle who was a

missionary in Central America, and his

mother, Kay Sebian, went to Nicaragua
with a Witness for Peace group.

The statue was initially placed out by
the Library, however when it was later

decided that its position in relation to the

bike path was hazardous, Sebian was asked
to relocate his artwork. It was then that

the statue was given to Dr. Megivern,
who had been in Nicaragua also.

According to Dr. Megivern, this is not

the first time the statue has been
vandalized. In the past there have been

two other attempts in rapid succession,
such that the same vandals were suspected
for both incidents. Campus police have
no leads regarding this latest occurrence.
"If safety of the statue cannot be
guaranteed," said Dr. Megivern, "Jim
ought to have the opportunity to retrieve

it." Dr. Megivern has been trying to get
in touch with the student to see if he
wants the statue back.

Dr. Megivern assures that the statue

was not simply knocked over accidentally

in passing. Because of the statue's

supporting stakes that were driven deep
into the ground, Megivern ir. certain that

"someone was determined to destroy it."

He stresses his hope that it was an act of
off campus vandals. "It is discouraging to
think any UNCW student would be that
stupid and uncivilized." He also states,

"My hope is that it was done by drunk
clowns, rather than right wing ideologues
trying to make a statement in favor of the
death squads of El Salvador."

Detective Willis of campus police
reminds students of the use of the crime
line: "For now, we do not have very
much to go on," he states.

"Perhaps someone might have
witnessed what went on-or we may never
come up with answers-you never know.
Our main purpose right now is to bring
the issue out front." Should the vandals
be found, they could be charged with
property damages which is a misdemeanor
offense.

Of course a dollar value cannot be
assessed to such artwork, but as detective
Willis put it, "Once artwork is destroyed
us value and meaning is destroyed alone
with it. What is meaningless to some
people is meaningful to others."
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QUITTING. ITCOULD BE
THE TEST OF YOUR LIFE.

Child Care (Com. . .)

different types of child care at

UNCW; drop-in daycare and

steady daycare that is needed

daily.

The committee also sent Dr.

Polly Applefield of the

psychology department to

Atlanta, Georgia November 2-5

to attend a forum on Child care.

The presentation was sponsored

by the National Association for

the Education of Young Children

(NAEYC). Their impact was
aimed for children from birth to

age eight and to all population

groups including the handicapped,

the disadvantaged, and the

affluent

Dr. Applefield not only

attended for the information on
campus child care, but also to

update her own professional skills

and to attend as a member of the

New Hanover County Day Care

Task Force. Applefield found it

was extremely important for a

university to support and sponsor

child care. She suggested that lab

schools be established for

students majoring in education to

perform observation studies.

"This [kind of] program would be
most integrated into the

university life," said Dr.
Applefield. Although one of the

most common university
programs is a referral service for

students, faculty, and staff, many
feel that this is not enough. Dr.

Applefield did not find new
strategies in Atlanta to help her

win the backing of the

administration, but she did learn

how to make friends with people

that could make things happen.

The committee's next step is

to promote the issue and find out

just what people's needs are. But

as Dr. Applefield put it, "the

bottom line is that the faculty and

students need to work together

and share their energy."

Walker Remembered

With Macintosh

you canevendo this:
Macintosh"computers have always been easy to use. But they've

never been this easy to own. PresentingThe Macintosh Sale.

ThroughJanuary 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety

ofApple
8

Macintosh computers and peripherals.

So now theres no reason to settle for an ordinary PC.With The

Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.

Without spending a lot more money.

BY TASHA BOONF
MANAGING EDITOR

On Sunday, November 12, at

3:00 p.m. a memorial service was

held in Room 100 for the victims

of the Wilmington Race riot 1898.

The service was sponsored by the

Friends of David Walker and Delta

Sigma Theta sorority Theta Iota

chapter of University of North

Carolina at Wilmington.

Dr. W. Leon Prather, Sr. a

history professor at Tennessee State

University and author of We Have
Taken A City spoke at the service

as keynote speaker. We Have
Taken A City is a historic account

of events that occurred on
November 10, 1898. This race

riot occurred in Wilmington that

resulted in the deaths of over 100
bodies of black men being scattered

on the streets.

According to Dr. Prather's book,

the majority of the blacks in

Wilmington during that time were
very prosperous. They
monopolized on trade and service

jobs. Prather described how he had

a hard time trying to get his book
published, because in the book he

shows the riot as a planned coup.

Last remarks of Dr. Prather were
"We, both black and white, must
heal the wounds of racism." Also
on the program who spoke were Dr.

Phillip McGuire, History
Professor; Dr. James Megivern,
Chairman, Philosophy & Religion,

UNCW; Troy Muhammad, a

member Nation of Islam; Luther

W. Jordan, Jr. Mayor Pro Tern;

and Richard Snyder City-

Councilman-Elect. Richard Cliette,

president of the Friends of David
Walker, presided over the program.

Friends of David Walker started

off as a group of "concerned
citizens" who wanted to try and
make Wilmington culturally aware.

They have a common goal, to help

establish a Multi-Cultural Arts

Center named after David Walker.

David Walker was a free black

man born in Wilmington 1785.

Walker traveled all over the south

and later moved to Boston. While
in Boston Walker opened a tailoring

business. At the same time he
was writing for the Freedom's

Journal, an abolonist weekly
newspaper, which was later called

Rights of All. Later, Walker
began writing a very controversial

pierp

The white society did not want

these ideas to go into circulation;

however, Walker had one up his

sleeve. He would sew parts of his

book, Appeal to the Coloured
Citizens of the World into various

articles of men's clothing, and then

sell them to sailors who were going

south. Appeal to the Coloured

Citizens of the World is a

document that denounces slavery

and serves to awake the

counciousness of Afro-Americans

as well as pride in ones' race.

There is no documentation of

what exactly happened to Walker, a

cloud of mystery surrounds his

death. According to Larry

Thomas, program director of the

Multi-cultural Arts Center, a high

price was placed on Walker's head
an he was found at the door of his

store. It's believed that David
Walker was poisoned."

Thomas states, "We are a

diverse group interested in bringing

all people together, because
everyone could benefit from all

cultures." Thomas encourages
everyone to come out to the Friends

of David Walker's meetings on
every first Monday in the month at

the New Hanover Public Library at

7:00 p.m.
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Student Government
Will Make Legal

Services Available

to UNCW Students
BY MAI NGUYEN

news; editor

Legal services will be provided to UNCW students.

On Monday, November 13, the Student Government Association

passed a motion to provide students with a means of obtaining legal

advice from a licensed law firm This motion allows the Budget and

Planning Committee to allot approximately $7100 to install a toll free

800 telephone number that students may call to receive advice on
legal matters. "This fee is highly inexpensive and it will only cost one

dollar per student,"explained Chief Justice of SGA Charles Mauney.

Mauney, who has been working for over a year on this project,

explains that students may make an unlimited amount of calls to this

number for free legal consultation.

The attorneys from the law offices of Delk, Flaherty, Swanson and

Hartshorn, P.A. will give legal advice and will refer the students to

other lawyers if necessary. Although they do not handle the cases

themselves, the law firm will refer students to offices other than its

own. Matters that students may wish to inquire about include divorces,

landlord disputes and other legal matters.

Senator Lee Barnhill believes that it is an excellent idea to provide

this kind of service to the students, although he still has some

reservations about the idea. "The concept may be no more than a call

that will only tell students whether or not they do in fact need a

lawyer,"comments Barnhill.

According to Mauney, UNCW will be the first in the North

Carolina university system to provide the students with such a unique

service. Other schools like UNC-Chapel Hill employ a full time

lawyer and several lawyers on retainer to assist their students. "Instead

of debating petty issues, the SGA will actually bring about a service for

the students," he adds.

There are also a number of benefits for the students which include

unlimited letters and telephone calls from Attorneys to third parties and

referrals to attorneys on matters requiring local representation or specific

legal expertise.

Students will also receive discounted hourly rates on both office

visits and court appearances as well as discounted contingency fee rates

on matters not normally billed at hourly rates. In addition to these

advantages, a 24-hour telephone number will be provided for emergency

calls.

An attorney will also come UNCW on a semi-annual basis tc speak

to students on legal issues. At the end of this one year service, an

evaluation will be conducted to decide whether or not the program will

be continued. Student responses and overall effectiveness will be

considered in the decision.

Installation and use of the telephone number will be provided as

early as November when each student will be given a card with the free

telephone number.

Save Your Own Life...Stop Smoking
BY KAREN PATE

STAFF WRITER

The sophisticated tobacco

advertisement that once lured the

American and international public

has now become tarnished by a

power struggle between tobacco

companies and government health

agencies.

The American Cancer Society

hopes that Americans will look at

these ads with a new perspective

and listen to the recent warnings

of the Surgeon General.
Apparently, the warnings have
alarmed some smokers since the

number of smokers has dropped

from 30% in the decade 1976-

1986. to 26.5% in 1987.

UNCW's health related faculty

(Nursing and the Health and
Wellness Center) have only one

smoker out of their staff, and
fewer college age students seem
to be smoking than in the past.

"Cigarette smoking is the

major single cause of cancer
mortality in the United States,"

said the Surgeon General in a

1982 statement. The American

Cancer Society estimates that

approximately 390,000 people

will die from smoking and
smoking related diseases this

year. The American Heart
Association is also very
concerned about risks, estimating

that about 120,000 per year of al<

fatal heart attacks are caused by

smoking.

If smokers are ready for a more
optimistic future, they can begin

November 16th by participating

in the Great American Smokeout.
Twenty-four hours could
determine whether or not a

smoker will be nicotine free

forever. But a recent government
statement has classified tobacco
as addicting, so the twenty-four

hour period may not be easy for

some smokers. According to Dr.

Puente of the UNCW psychology

department, many smokers are

unable to break the habit.

"Most smokers say that they
can stop whenever they want to,

but 98% can't stop. It is

physiologically and
psychologically addicting.

important preventable cause of

death in our society. Theyi

emphasize that if a smoker stops

before irreversible damage is

done, the body will repair itself,

The increased risk of heart attack

will begin to decrease after a year;

and in ten years, the risk is about

the same as a nonsmoker.

The smokers who participated

in last year's Great American
Smokeout and succeeded, can now
view those sophisticated ads in a

different light, because they've

definitely lived up to the famous
slogan "you've come a long way
baby."

Support Center Is Renamed Investigation Is Called for

Possible Food PoisoningBY HOLLY PRIPE
STAFF WRITER

Last Wednesday the dedication

ceremony for UNCW's John J.

Burney Jr. was held at 2:30 in

front of the support center.

Students as well as faculty and

local citizens attended this event

honoring Mr. Burney.

A plaque was unveiled

officially naming the facility

followed by a reception in the

University book store. The
Burney Student Support Center

was occupied in 1985. It houses

the campus book store, the

Student Health and Wellness

Center, and the Parking Office.

The trustees, at their April 12,

1989. meeting, voted to honor

"Named in honor if

John J. Burney, Jr.

outstanding citizen,

solider ..."

John J. Burney, by having the

Student Support Center named in

his honor.

The text of the plaque reveals

why Burney is being honored by
the UNCW trustees:

"Named in honor of John J.

Burney, Jr. outstanding citizen,

soldier and advocate of the
University of North Carolina at

Wilmington. Son of John Jay

and Effie Mae Burney, he was a

decorated veteran of WWII.,
serving in Europe with the 63rd

Infantry Division, district

solicitor 1953-62, a member of

the State Senate 1967-72,
member of the State Board of

Higher Education, Trustee of
UNCW 1981-1989 and served as

chairman 1982-84. As a member
of the General Assembly in 1969,

he introduced the bill which
authorized Wilmington College

to become a part of the

University of North Carolina.

This center is dedicated in

appreciation of his service to our

state, our campus and our

students and in recognition of his

deep love for education as the

cornerstone of our nation's future

and freedom

BY HOLLY PRICE
STAFF WRITER

Ten students complained of
stomach disorders Monday
morning at the Student Health
and Wellness Center. The
majority of the students had eaten

in the cafeteria the day before.

ARA immediately called an
investigation.

"If anything happens that

looks suspicious we call the

Health Department immediately,"

said David Long of ARA.
The Health Department

checked the new cafeteria
thoroughly for possible causes
such as inappropriate food
temperatures and employee
illneses. They found nothing
wrong with the way ARA had
prepared the food. As far as the

Health Department was
concerned, nothing ARA had
prepared could have caused food

poisoning. "We served 2800
people Sunday and only six got

sick. I think there is just a virui

going around," stated David
Long.

Dr. Jewell of the Health and
Wellness Center said that some of

the disorders looked like food
poisoning and that's why the

question was raised. "I gave most
of the students shots for nausea
and put them on a strict diet,"

stated Dr. Jewell.

A student who wishes to
remain anonymous states,

"A girl on my hall and a guy
I know both ate the fried chicken

in the cafeteria on Sunday and
they both have exactly what I

have, but my suite-mate ate it and
didn't get it. It might not have
been the cafeteria's fault, but

something was wrong with the

chicken we ate. I think it's

wrong that they can get away
with this."
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Where is the Commitment?
Commitment- A promise or pledge to do something-

Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary.

SGA has claimed a commitment to serve the needs of

UNCW students. With the funds at their disposal, the

senate is supposedly looking towards the betterment of

several programs aimed in that direction.

Unfortunately, these elected officials seem to have a

conflict with their priorities. With over 70% of UNCW
students living off campus, it would seem that the thrust of

SGA programs would be in their direction. It is not.

At the senate meeting on November 6, a motion was
made to allocate a portion of the student fees controlled by

SGA to help the Dean Of Students office continue its

commuter student programs. The Dean of Students does not

have these programs in the budget, but she has been making

allowances to print the Commuter Student News and the

pamphlet "Digs, Dwellings, and Domiciles". That budget is

now being strained and a new pamphlet needs to be printed.

The motion called for some support from SGA with

student fees which are paid just for such causes. The motion

was never even debated. An "objection to consideration"

was called and the motion died before it even hit the floor.

That is a shame. Amid all the other controversy as to

whether student fees are being used for the good of a select

few such as clubs and organizations, a chance to help a

definite majority of students was tossed to the wayside.

The reasons for the "objection to consideration" vary.

Some say that the idea was presented wrong and not carried

through the right channels. That reason would be sound if it

were some half-cocked idea to spend several thousand

dollars on something that did not involve UNCW students.

A plan fitting that description was passed in the senate not

too long ago. After one night of debate and consideration,

the SGA approved a $5000 donation to help Hugo victims in

Charleston. President Humphries at least had the presence

of mind to veto that one. It was a nice thought, it was just

not well enough planned.

Another example of a half-baked idea that slipped right on
through the senate is this idea to boycott Wilmington area

businesses until the housing ordinances are restructured.

This proposal actually passed on the floor. How
sophomoric! These elected officials are protesting a law that

is hardly even being enforced. Besides, how many UNCW
students are going to drive to Ogden or Leland to buy a six-

pack of beer or a bag of groceries? How many UNCW
students can drive anywhere?

Another viable explanation has been offered as to why the

senate objected to hearing the motion. Some of the senators

were tired and wanted to go home. They didn't feel like

discussing anything else. That is like the United States

Congress meeting at the end of the fiscal year to finalize the

budget and then deciding that they are too tired to worry with

it-let it wait until next year.

That brings us back to the question of commitment. It

can be argued that this is the most involved senate UNCW
has seen in some time. There are several very good plans on
the grill. Some of these plans are even drawing near to

fruition. But doing one good thing does not allow a person

to say, "well, I don't have to do anything else now." It

would be nice if the pace of the world allowed us to take on
one thing at a time, but it doesn't. It takes a real commitment
to keep up with the changes. The senators make that

commitment when they run for their office. Once elected,

they should hardly be allowed to back away.

Finally, it all comes down to the students. It is our vote

(or failure to vote) that puts these people in charge of our

money. They are supposed to be there protecting our

interests. If students care about these things at all, they

should try to attend some SGA meetings. Find out which of

our elected leaders are willing to face the commitment they

made early this fall. When the ballots come in next time,

these are the people that should lead the pack. The others?

They can be replaced.

What Is the World of Toys Coming To?
I went into a Toys R Us store

yesterday. Of course I didn't

really want anyone to know that

I'm sdll fascinated with toys, so I

had the old "buying for a

Nephew" trick ready for those

who might ask. I felt like it

would work. After all, Christmas

is just around the corner and toys

will have to be given to the kids.

As I walked the aisles, I

became more and more alarmed at

what I saw. I saw Burping

Babies, whose bodily functions

were probably more regular than

my own. I saw Barbie Dolls, the

mainstay of most little girls (and

a few little boys) ten years ago.

Now it seems that Barbie

manufacturers have gone over the

deep end. They have the new
Barbie Porsche, a model of the

ultimate sports car, that actually

runs. They have even gone so far

as to produce Barbie make-up,

Barbie Town Houses, and a Star

Barbie Guitar Stage. You've

come a long way baby!

To tell the truth, I was really a

bit aggravated. These were not

the toys that I remembered from

my childhood. The shelves held

computers who would actually

hold meaningful conversations

with kids. As children, the

closest thing we had was the See

and Say. It might not have been

great, but I guarantee that every

kid in the neighborhood knew

what a Pig said and how a duck

quacked. My brother and I wore

out the string on ours.

As I continued my journey

through the store, I remembered

my favorite toys. "Where are the

GI Joes?" I asked an employee.

"Did you want the pacifist or

the non-pacifist, sir," she asked

me.

"What?" I screamed out loud

and stormed off down the aisle.

Some things are just too sacred to

toy with.

When I finally found my toy

soldier friends, I was almost sick.

Their whole appearance had

changed. GI Joes were now only

four inches high and had lost that

fuzzy crew cut and facial grimace

that was so dear to me as a child.

Some of the soldiers probably

came with After Dinner Jackets

and their own personal lawyers,

to get them out of political

scams. Fuming, I headed for the

door.

Outside, I walked to my truck

and swore to myself. "What is

this country coming to," was all I

could say, as a brand new
shipment of anatomically correct

Raggedy Ann and Andy dolls
were being unloaded at the back
of the store. As I sat and
watched, I noticed two young
boys playing in a sand heap
nearby.

"Take that, stupid," one of the

kids sang out, as he buried a

Barbie up to her neck in the sand.

After positioning her so that she

could see the action, the boys
proceeded to run over the Barbie

Porsche with a huge concrete
truck, built by those wonderful
people at Tonka. As I drove off,

I thought to myself, "Maybe
there is still a chance."

Stillpoint

Busyness: the More You Do, the More You Do
Last week I reflected

on the down side of busyness,

looking at some of the

unhealthy reasons that cause

us to get over- involved. This

week 1 want to look on the

other side and consider some of

the positive dimensions of

being busy.

We live in a world of

increasing complexity and,

because of the media, and

increased awareness of our

world. The human
evolutionary process, whether

biological, sociological,

whether in the arena of politics

or spirituality, is increasingly

complex. For many,
complexity gets associated

with complications which, in

turn, carries a negative

connotation.

From just a slightly
different perspective, we can

turn the whole matter into a

much more positive
perspective by focusing on the

increasing diversity that

surrounds us in every
dimension of our life and the

positive possibility that the

richness of such diversity

brings to us. Complexity and

diversity are a part of God's
design and need to be perceived

not as a problem to be fought

but an opportunity for adding

to the richness of choices that

lie before us.

Over the years, as I have

matured, I have learned how to

get out of doing many of the

things I simply do not like. I

have learned how to say "no"

when I need and want to (at

least most of the time!). Still,

whether I am thinking

professionally or in terms of

my family life or in terms of

my own personal needs, there

is much more that needs to be

done. More that can be done.

And more that I enjoy doing

than can be fit into any 24
hour day (particularly, if you

are one who, like me, enjoys

including sleeping in my list

of important activities). My
descriptive observation these

days is: "my banquet table is

too full!" There is simply too

much "good stuff of which to

partake. From this

perspective, the issue becomes

the management of the
positive possibilities set

before me by the rich diversity

of the world in which 1 live.

The challenge of
management of positive
diversity, begins, then, with a

deep sense of thankfulness for

the freedom, die education, the

health and the variety of
opportunities that are afforded

to me simply by the grace of

being born in this free and

affluent nation. What a gift!

If we move from this

position of thankfulness and

immediately lay on ourselves

the demand to simplify our

lives, we are setting ourselves

up for frustration and failure.

A "simple life style" carries

with it a connotation of a

slower kind of life that we
associate with agrarian
America which, if it existed at

all, existed in a less complex

stage of our social
development. For me, the

fundamental issues that

challenges me is contained in

the term "balance". Balance

connotes a state of inner ease

or peace when appropriate

energies are given to the

various value dimensions of

our lives. And the possibility

of achieving such a state of

balance exists only when we
have begun to sort out and

determine what i s

fundamentally important for

us. I am not talking about
what society may be telling us

is important or what our
parents tell us what i s

important or even what our
church tells us is important. I

am talking about taking the

time all through our lives to

keep a continual fix on what
we, in the deepest reaches of
our inner soul and being, feel

is important, what we value.

What is important for you
as a student? In what spiritual

and ethical values do you want
to root the choices for your
lifestyle? What kind of
relationships with other people
are critical for you? These and
others significant questions are

the avenues towards a clear

sense of what is important in

your life. To choose to spend

time exploring these questions

means valuing them enough to

include them in your already

busy schedule. The inclusion

of the question "what is

important this day?", or "what
is important for this period in

my life?" is in itself an
ongoing value clarification

process that will bring a sense

of balance into the rich
diversity of choices that you
are already experiencing and, if

you are lucky, will always be

a part of your life.

Letter From The Editor: Seeds of Freedom
So it's finally happened.

After twenty-eight years, the wall

that was built to last one hundred

is coming down. East Germans
can walk into West Germany
almost as simply as crossing the

street. Hannaker, the builder of

the wall, has stepped down. The
Politburo has stepped down. Free

elections have been promised.

It's like. . . Christmas in

November!

The Iron Curtain is falling.

Hungary's barbed wire borders are

being rolled away. Poland has a

free vote. Sort of George Orwell

in reverse.

All the citizens can leave

now. If they want to go, no one
is stopping them. I believe the

reporter on the news this weekend
said some 1.3 million people had
come into West Germany from
the East. Of these, over 90%
returned home after a day or two

of shopping and partying.

Why? It's a valid question.

After living behind the Iron

Curtain for so long, why not rush

out into the free world at the first

chance? As a matter of fact, up

until the wall was officially

opened, large numbers of people

did try to make that break. Men
and women died to taste the sweet

freedom of the West.

What people have not

considered is the meaning of the

word, HOME. The people of

East Germany have lived there in

many cases for generations.

These are people who saw Hitler

come and go. They felt the cold

war and the oppression of

communist rule while they

watched their neighbors on the

other side of the Wall prosper.

But they loved their country. . .

The people were fleeing the

country in unprecedented
numbers. The work force was
suffering. The economy was
failing. There was revolution in

the streets.

One must remember, though,

that revolution has been dealt

with before. Ask the Chinese.

Ask the Czechs, or the

Hungarians, or the Poles. Ask
anyone who has ever raised his

They felt the cold war and the

oppression of communist rule while
they watched their neighbors on the

other side of the Wall prosper.

their home. And now, now there

is no reason to sacrifice those

homes for freedom. It has come
to their very doorsteps.

It is a little difficult to get

overly congratulatory, but
something must be said for the

courage of a government that

opens its doors and says to a

populace that has been so long

oppressed, "You can go now".

I am sure that if one wanted to

get critical, it could be said that

the government had no choice.

voice to be answered by gunfire.

It's as though the Communist
hierarchy has finally realized how
important public image is.

Gorbachev is truly making great

strides. It does not matter that

most of his steps are being taken

out of a dire necessity. It should

make no difference that he is only

releasing countries that are
proving to be a drain on the

Russian economy. He is

catching flak from his associates

and peers for his actions, but he

is doing these things in spite of
their chastisement. He wants to

make his country great, and
freedom is the prerequisite to

greatness.

Many people still do not trust

the Communists. This is
understandable as the result of
years of slick tricks and dirty

moves. The US has been taken
for a fool more than once by the

USSR. But, have we been
absolutely straight up with them?
Propaganda works both ways.
Misinformation has been the
world standard since politics
began. Many times it is as
difficult to trust our own
government as it is to trust those
under the Hammer and Sickle.

Whether or not anyone trusts

the government is not the
question at hand here now.
Millions of people have just
found freedom. It may not be
absolute freedom yet, but it is a
great start Hope may grow from
such seeds as this. One day, who
knows. .

.
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EDITOR IN CHIEF

What do you think,? Write a, tetter today.
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Students speak their minds: Some have more to say than others.
Dear Editor,

I feel an injustice has been
done to the school during the
Nov. 7, 1989 Senate meeting and
would like all commuter students

to be aware of it. A motion was
made to allocate money to the

Dean of Students Office to

enhance commuter student
programs. "Objection to
consideration" was called and the

Chairman of the Student
Activities and Commuter Student

Programs Committee was not

allowed to even debate on the

motion. Thus, the motion failed

without any discussion of its

purpose.

Commuter students comprise
70% of the UNCW population

and I dare say their interests

should be considered. By
"objecting to consideration"

though, their interests were
ignored.

The apathetic, insensitive

reaction to the above motion
poses a serious question to the

Senate. Are they committed?
Are they sincere? Were they

honestly eager to work towards
goals they set earlier in the year,

one of the goals being to improve
student activities and commuter
student programs?

When the majority of Senators

object to even considering a

motion that focuses on one of

their goals, it makes you wonder.

And when the interests of 70% of

the UNCW population are

collectively ignored, it raises

further questions as to whose side

they are really on.

Susan Hurst

Chairman of the Student

Activities Comm. & Commuter
Student Programs

Dear Editor,

Looking at the current
members of the SGA Senate one
thing is clear. This is that a

certain young man ELECTED by

the Freshman class no longer

deserves the honor of being in

UNCW's student government. I

voted for this young man this

past fall, but I promise I will

never vote for him again. The
person I am speaking of is David
Rose. The actions that he
initiated, planned and carried out
at the Nov. 1 meeting of CAO
were immature, unethical,
unsuitable, devious, and showed a

complete lack of character. It is

necessary that David Rose be
impeached from the Senate and
his CAO position. It needs to be
shown that no person or group
has the right to take over another

organization, give back SGA
funding and completely change
the group's constitution. If this

action is allowed to happen in

CAO, then in effect it will be

allowed in every organization. I

am currently a member of about

eight student organizations,
including CAO. I do not want to

have to worry throughout each
meeting that another group is

going to march in and claim the

organization I belong to. This

begins to sound like we are

different countries fighting a war.

Obviously, David Rose feels

so self-righteous, snobby and
cocky that he thinks he can do
anything he would like. This

type of person does not deserve to

be a leader on this campus.
Therefore, I strongly agree that

David Rose should be impeached
from the Senate and his CAO
office. Someone of his character

is not trustworthy or deserving

enough to hold a leadership

position.

Joe Mitchell

Emerging Leader

Freshman

Dear Editor.

It appears that UNCW may
finally be able to join the rest of

the modern world with the

placement of condom machines
on campus. Why did it take so

long to get the condoms on
campus? How many abortions

could have been avoided with
condoms before now? How many
STD cases could have been
prevented with condoms readily

available on campus. We will

never know.

Why not make condoms
available for sale in the book
store? Why not make condoms
available in the Union where
movie tickets are purchased?
Why not put condoms in the

candy machines across campus?
The students at UNCW should

demand that condoms be made
readily available at every possible

outlet. If one abortion could be

prevented the "embarrassment" of

those too immature to deal with

sex would be worth it. If one

STDS case could be prevented the

"embarrassment" of the Campus
Authorities would be worth it.

D.E. Page

Dear Editor

I have much to be angry about

these days, but I was especially

angry when I read David Rose's

letter to the Editor in the

November 9 issue of The
Seahawk. This letter would have

been an explanation which
justified his takeover of the CAO,

if it were not filled with lies and
half-truths. I know David's
version is wrong because I was
there myself.

First point, David states,

"The advisor, Mr. Schweninger,
suggested we move into
parliamentary procedure." I do
not remember this happening.
What I do remember is that before

parliamentary procedure was
installed, someone made a

"motion" of impeachment against
the officers, and Dr. Schweninger
said that we were not using
parliamentary procedure and so
"motions" could not be made.
Then someone suggested we
move into parliamentary
procedure. I do not remember
who this was, but I asked Dr.

Schweninger if he was the one,
and he said "No."

Second point, David states, "I

was elected Parliamentarian and
proceeded to explain, IN FULL,
each motion and vote." It is true

that Dr. Schweninger suggested
that we needed a Parliamentarian

if we were to have parliamentary

procedure and David Rose was
voted into the position (and I

cannot deny that he was
qualified). However, I do not

remember him explaining
anything while I was there.

Third point, David states,

"Every person present. . .was
given an equal chance to speak."

He later asserts, "I would like to

stress that every person was given

equal time to speak on every
move the CAO made that night."

All I can say is that my
objections to my impeachment
charges were drowned out by
other people's voices and ignored.

Fourth point, David states,

"Several of the students who had

not paid their dues to CAO, and

the advisor, walked out of the

meeting voluntarily." David
should have noted that this group

included all the regular members
and the officers, leaving only the

new members. Also this group

walked out before the vote was
taken on the impeachment, so the

original officers were not there

when they were impeached and
replaced. We left because we
were ignored and all efforts by us

were futile. I should personally

explain that there were so many
members who had not paid dues

because no one was forcing

anyone to pay yet; the CAO has

not spent any money this year.

Fifth point, David states, "The
old officers lost fair and square."

This is a matter of opinion. I

will concede that it is legal to use

a loophole to take over a group,

and might be considered fair. I do
not think it fair, however, for a

person to attend a meeting where

a club is revising its constitution

and use the information gained to

come back the next week and take

over the club. The legality is

questionable, but I think the lack

of ethics is not. You may decide

for yourself whether you consider

it to be fair.

I find myself questioning

David Rose's explanation that he

took over the CAO to make it a

strong awareness grorp to raise

the conscious level of UNCW
students. I personally believe he

had a much more selfish purpose.

However, I am doing my part in

his new goal, I want students tc

be aware of all the lies he is

telling.

Matthew Krizowsky

Ex-Treasurer

CAO

It was late one night last

.

month that we decided to take a

casual stroll through Airlie

Gardens. Unfortunately, the
;

gardens are only open to the

public during the month of April, •

but we chose to go in anyway.
We did not go to try to see the

devil worshippers, or to inflict

any damage on the gardens; we
just wanted to look around the !

beautiful place that we had heard

so much about. •

Our curiosity got us into the

deepest trouble that any of us had
ever been in. We were only there

for about three minutes before the

security guards came and called

the cops. So, there we stood-all

silently cursing ourselves for our -

stupidity. I don't think any of us

were fully aware that we were
trespassing. We knew that we
were on land that belonged to

someone else, but we did not
realize that we had committed
such a serious offense. We
became even more terrified after a

visit to our lawyer when he told

us that the maximum penalty for

first degree trespassing is $1,000
or six months in jail. Here we
are-three fairly innocent kids

facing the possibility of jail just

because we went in Airlie

Gardens on a whim.

It probably turned out to be
the most expensive whim of our
lives, and the glimpse we caught
of the dark gardens definitely was
not worth it. Next time we visit

Airlie, we are going in April-

through the front gate.

Charity Dennington

Charles Mauney
Michael Connley

Island Records is proud to present the new release from

Heretix
itAD II

Be sure to see
HeretiH Hue at Front

Street News in

Wilmington on
Thursday Nouember

16

HeretiH latest Release "flD" is auailable from
$5.99 oncassette

Island Records at Sc
%|^g

s $9.99 on CD
WLMINGTON •

WRGHTSVILLE BEACH
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Union expansion is well underway:
As anyone walking close to the former

warehouse can see, and hear, construction is

definitely underway to transform this very plain,

utilitarian building into another attractive union
facility. In fourteen to sixteen months, the doors
will open on several new, expanded union services.

The result of many months of planning by a

committee which gathered information from
students, faculty and staff, the additional square
footage will enable the union department to better

serve the needs of the growing campus community.
"Before the planning process was completed, we
realized the University Union was not as large as

this campus required. But we built what we could
then afford. Since that time, we have continued
looking at ways to add the space we knew we
lacked, and to attempt to keep pace with the growth
of the campus. This second union, along with the

renovation of much of the original union, will put
UNCW much closer to where it needs to be in terms

of square footage devoted to union services and
programs," said Linda Moore, Director of the
Union.

Costing roughly $4 million dollars, the 42,000
sq. ft. facility was designed by Jefferies and Fans
Associates, a local firm which has designed many of

UNCW's buildings. (Their most recent project was
the residence hall suite buildings.) It is being built

by Waldkirch and Saunders, also a local firm.

The Georgian exterior's arches and large portions

will mimic those of the Burney Support Center,

creating a pleasing balance to the eye as the

buildings are viewed together. As many trees as

possible have been saved around the site, further

adding to the aesthetics.

Both the construction and renovation parts of the

project will be financed from student fees. By North
Carolina law, no taxpayer revenue can be used for

buildings deemed "self-supporting". Residence
halls, cafeterias, book stores and unions are among
those with that designation.

The additional space will bring some much
needed relief to the crowded conditions of the current

Union. For several semesters, rooms 201, 206, and
207 have been booked solid from 6pm until closing,

Mondays through Thursdays. The new facility will

provide one meeting room holding approximately
50 people, and a large multi-purpose room with
moveable partitions which can be divided into three

meeting rooms. Renovations to areas vacated in the

current Union will add one more meeting room.
Much planning has gone into the design of the

multi-purpose room. It will contain about 6,000
sq. ft., matching the size of the ballroom at the

Wilmington Hilton. It will accommodate a banquet

for about 400 people, a lecture for about 550, or a
dance for 600. With the rate of growth UNCW is

currently experiencing, events of these sizes are

becoming more commonplace. It is anticipated that

this room will be as popular as room 100, and
much better able to satisfy user requests. The raised
projection booth, for example, will greatly expand
the programming possibilities there. Also
convenient is the wiring system for power, data and
voice lines buried beneath its floor. Junction boxes
to access these lines will be flush mounted in a
pattern across the entire floor. Plans for a high
quality sound and lighting system are underway,
although funds have yet to be identified for this.

The new snack bar will differ from the Hawk's
Nest in size, menu, and features. "We see this as

another opportunity to serve students," said David
Long, ARA Food Service Director. Its menu will

focus on pizza and deli items, with the new kitchen
especially designed for the efficient preparation and
serving of these foods. A campus pizza delivery
service will originate from there. A noontime to

late-night operation is planned, enhanced by the

outdoor eating area and the stage areas both inside
and outside, in the adjacent courtyard. "It's exciting

to have another place where we can provide
programs which appeal to all segments of the
student body," said Lanita Hanson, Assistant
Director of the Union for Student Activities. The
need for a late-night campus food area has become
more and more evident lately, as has support for an
on-campus entertainment area with sound and
lighting built in. The new snack bar (called
"Coffeehouse" on the floor plan), should meet
many needs, while serving to stimulate
programming creativity.

The new game room will be about three times
larger than the current game room, affording space
for more different kinds of games than can be
provided at present. The additional game tables will

also allow tournaments and clinics to be given
without disruption to other players. "We will have
the space and equipment quality that players
currently enjoy at a number of off-campus
establishments," said Anne Devaney, Associate
Director of the Union.

One area has been reserved for the beginning of a

popular service many unions on other campuses
have provided for quite some time-outdoor
equipment rental. "With our wonderful coastal
location, and the demonstrated interest in outdoor
leadership experiences, this service will enable
students to learn the needed skills to more fully

appreciate, enjoy, and leant from the outdoors," said
Moore. This service is still in the early planning
stages, but preliminary goals call for the offering of
equipment basic to overnight camping.

One last noteworthy feature is the display space
designed in the lobby area. The faceted walls of the
snack bar will provide space for art, banners,
posters, etc. Enclosed, secure display space is

available in the outer entry in the shape of a four-

sided glass case. It will be custom built to serve
both as a small traffic divider and as an eye catching
feature of the building's main entrance.

No more lines at
new Post
The new post office will have about ten thousand

student mail boxes. To begin with the boxes will

be the key and combination type. Postal Director,

James Young is looking to convert all the boxes to

combination locks over a period of time. The
combination locks save time and money for the

students who continually lose their postal keys.

Say good-bye to the lines at the post office. The
new facilities will have room for three postal clerks

at the service desk. And on another positive note,

there will be US Postal Express mail offered at the

new postal service desk.

For the students who are wondering why we
don't have Saturday postal hours, Young stated, "We
tried the Saturday distribution a couple years back
and there just wasn't enough student response."

A brief note to the student concerned about intra-

student mail and the charge for it. Stated in Federal
Postal Statues, ".

. .is that the post office boxes are

federal property; therefore, distribution into the
mail must go through the postal system." When
mail goes through the postal system there must be a
charge.

COFFEE HOUSE
COURTYARD
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forward
What people are saying..

"It is a thrill to watch the, changes

being made, to the University Union

facilities.

Chris Meredith, Senior

-

Union Expansion Planning

Committee Ttember

"The two-year process of working

with the committee and architect in

the planning and design was an
enjoyable experience. tty major

concern at this point is whether or not

adequate funds will be available to

renovate the existing Union, since

those renovations are important if

student needs , as expressed to the

committee, are to be met.

"

Dr . Dick Tlullendore

Chair Union Expansion Planning

Committee

"I'm delighted that we are able to add
more Union space at this time.

ALthouah our current Union is only

six and a half years old, it is clearly

overworked. The additional square

footage and renovated areas will serve

us well for the foreseeable future.

"

Linda Ttoore-

Director of the Union

"It is hard to believe that with the
newness of our current Union, we
have almost outgrown it. As our

student body grows , our facilities

must adjust accordingly. It's nice to

see that our student fees , through the

construction of this annex, will

directly improve the quality of life at

UNCW."
]im Humphries
SGA President

^
Student Opinion Needed

Want to serve on a student committee to

choose the decor and select a name for the

new snack bar? Only a few meetings are

planned. Contact the Union Administrative

Office in room 2 14 to leave your name. We
want your ideas, preferences, and
suggestions!

The Union expansion project

will include renovations to the

current union in the areas now
occupied by the Post Office. The
mail boxes located adjacent to the

Snack Bar, on the right coming
in the east door, will be removed
and the space converted to a

private dining room. A lounge

area will be created in the space

where the remaining mailboxes
are located. The present postal

sen-ices counter will be expanded
and redesigned to house the
University Information Center.

When funds are available,

other much needed renovations

will be scheduled. They include

relocating several offices,

providing mini-offices for clubs

and organizations, creating two
new rooms, and expanding two
meeting rooms currently in use.

Of all these changes, the one
with perhaps the biggest student

impact will be the relocation of
the Student Activities Office and
the Leadership Center. Those
operations will share the space

now occupied by Career Planning

and Placement. "This will be a

good opportunity to combine our

resources to better serve student

organizations and their leaders,"

said Cathy Birmingham,
Assistant Director of the Union
for Leadership Development

The wall separating Career

Planning and Placement from
room 100 will be opened at one

end. Clubs and organizations

will be provided office cubicles in

part of room 100 and the Student

Government Association will

occupy the remaining area.

Situating all student
organizations in close proximity

to one another and to the staff

who provide guidance to them,

should serve to increase
communication, cooperative
ventures, and a better

understanding of and appreciation

for each other. Although not in

the current renovation project, it

is hoped that the funds needed for

this area will be found in the very

near future.

:
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ENTERTAINMENT

Relatives Invade Home
It's only a few more days until

that dreaded holiday that we all fear

is here again. Thats right, next

week prepare for all those

embarrassing, weird, intolerable

relatives that come from out of

nowhere for that big family meal;

Thanksgiving.

You're not sure where they all

come from; but like clockwork,

they appear every year around the

same time. Some of them come
from just down the road, and you

have managed to avoid them since

last May but no such luck now.

Some of them come from far away

towns and places that you have

forgotten that you have relatives

in. But don't worry how far it is

for them to get there, it doesn't

matter. They will load up the old

reliable 1971 Plymouth station

wagon and make the journey to

stay at your house (and in most

cases your bed).

After arriving, they will settle

down and start some serious

eating; making you wonder when

they ate last (maybe last

Thanksgiving by the look of it).

They sit at the table and ask you

to get them refills and more food;

obviously mistaking you for a

waiter at one of the restaurants

they didn't stop at on the way up.

Then the dreaded questions start.

How's your love life? Is there a

special someone? How's College?

For some reason sitting at a

table discussing your love life

with one of your aunts that has

been married so many times that

you call all of her boyfriends

Uncle just to be safe doesn't do

that much for you. Just when you

think that you have circumvented

the questions about your sex life

'that hair growing out of the mole

on her cheek seems to be getting

longer), you fall for the diversion

to get you to discuss college.

First they ask you if everyone

at college is on drugs like those

kids in the movies. Then they

want to know if you are an atheist

yet. They tell you that your

cousin Billy went off to college

and came back an atheist, so you

had better be careful, because they

don't want you to burn in hell for

eternity just to get a better job.

When you have convinced
them that going to college doesn't

make you an atheist, they will try

to find out if you go to protests.

They explain that the American
way of life came about by young
men going off to war and

protecting "Old Glory", not by
burning draft cards (or bras

depending on which applies), or

by smoking dope and dressing like

an earth child. If you are lucky it

only takes about twenty minutes

to explain that protesting and bra

burning went out with

bellbottoms, but as you say this

you realize that she is wearing a

pair of yellow polyester

bellbottoms. You quickly come
up with an excuse to leave the

room, and quietly retreat to your

They will load up the

old Plymouth station

wagon and make the

journey to stay at your

house (and in most

cases your bed).

room to get away.

But before you reach the safety

of your room you are cornered by

your cousin who just has to show

you the videotapes he has made of

his new son. As you sit there

politely smiling and laughing on

cue you begin to slip away into a

dream. The dream seems very

familiar. You are sitting in a

room with many other students.

You realize that you are in a final

exam from last semester that was
an eleven page comprehensive
test.

You begin to miss school.

You long for research papers, lab

practicals, performances in Oral

Interp, the running final in P.E.,

reading Beowulf, or anything else

that would involve not being at

home. You can't figure why you
were looking forward to coming
home. You finally reach your

room and lock yourself in.

It is, of course pointless to try

to hide because before long your

eight year old neice begins to beat

on your door yelling for you at the

top of her lungs. You consider

the penalty and family reaction if

you were to throw her over the

railing, and then throw your

dresser over on top of her. You

decide that maybe you are over

reacting to all this family related

stress. Maybe they are nice

people. Maybe your just not

giving them a fair chance. You
decide to go back down to get a

beer. Since you're old enough it

shouldn't be a big problem. . .

Right?

Wrong! As you step away
from the fridge the world goes into

super-slow-motion. Your aunts'

and uncles' eyes bulge at the sight

of the Molson Golden in your

hand (parents drink those great

imports). As you leave the room
the world goes back to normal

speed and you slip into the living

room.

After a few minutes of feeling

like you are being examined, your

aunt and uncle come in to talk to

you about your drinking problem.

They explain that your cousin

Billy, the atheist, started drinking

in college and when he got out he

couldn't hold a job or a wife. He
became an alcoholic and now he is

an assistant manager at Pizza Hut
in Boise, and it's all because he

drank beer in college. You try to

convince them that you are neither

an alcoholic nor an atheist, and
that you don't even like pizza.

They go on to explain that you
really don't learn anything in

college. You need a job that will

teach you the value of hard work,

the value of a dollar.

You wake up screaming with

sweat pouring out of your body.

It's four days until you go home.

It was just a dream. Or was It?

Happy Thanksgiving, and say hi

to your cousin Billy for me.

C^>
-^-r
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Lemmon and Danson play Dad and son
Dad: Starring Ted Danson,

Jack Lemmon, and Olympia

I
Dukakis.

Rating: 8 out of a possible

10.

Break out the Kleenex, and get

ready to be a little misty-eyed

when you leave the theatre. This

I is a tearjerker.

The movie is about Jake
Treemont (Lemon) and his wife

Bette (Dukakis), an elderly couple

who find themselves needing help

from their children when Jake

becomes too old to take care of

himself and Bette suffers a heart

attack. The movie shows the

pain and suffering that goes along

with realizing that your parents

have grown old and that they now
need your help as you once needed

theirs.

After Bette suffers a heart

attack, their son John (Danson),

takes a few days off from his

busy schedule to help out. After

a few days of helping his father,

John begins to get very involved

trying to get his father able to

take care of himself. As he helps

his father he realizes how many
j tilings he should have done

differently in his own life, and in

• his personal relationship with his

t
son. The rest of the movie is

1 about how all the families lives

are changed with the presence of a

critical illness.

Jack Lemmon was great as the

near senile Jake Treemont. It

wouldn't suprise me if he was
nominated for an Academy Award
for his very real performance of
an aging father. Ted Danson was
good in his role as John, but he

seemed more at home doing the

comic lines and not the dramatic

ones. Olympia Dukakis was
good, but her make-up made her

look as if she had been dead about

three days before shooting started

on the film. Another thing that

is beggining to bug me is that

Olympia Dukakis seems to be in

every movie that comes out
(Look Who's Talking, Steel
Magnolias, Dad...).

If your looking for a good
drama to go see, Dad may be a

good bet. Dad is playing across

the street at the College Road
Cinemas.

Eric The Viking: Starring
Tim Robbins, John Cleese, Terry

Jones.

Rating:6 1/7 out of a possible
10.

It looks like a Monty Python
movie. It sounds like a Monty
Python movie. It even has a

couple Monty Python players.

So why isn't it a Monty Python
movie? Oh, it's not funny, that's

it.

Eric The Viking stars Tim
Robbins as Eric, the only Viking
in the crew without an English

accent. After killing a woman by
accident during some pillaging

and plundering, Eric decides to

give up his Viking ways and try

to get his people to change also.

Eric gets some heavenly
inspiration from the ghost of the

woman he killed, and from the

village mystic who lives in a

cave. The village mystic tells

Eric to go after the Horn
Resounding, which will wake the

Gods and bring the age of war and

destruction to an end. The only

catch is that to wake the Gods
Eric must go to the land of the

dead, and risk the wrath of the

evil John Cleese. Sound
dangerous? Not really.

Along the way Eric and the

other vikings run into danger after

danger. They run into everything

from fire breathing dragons (not

to cliche), to falling off the edge

of the world. One interesting

twist was that only the vikings

could see the dangers, and the

Christian monk who was trying

to convert them couldn't because

he didn't believe in magic.

This movie was written and
directed by Monty Python alumni

Terry Jones (the mother in Life

Of Brian), and he also played the

flippy king of High Brazil in this

production. John Cleese was

very funny in his limited role as

the evil overlord, but was only on

screen for about five minutes.

Tim Robbins was very funny at

times as Eric (look for the scene

of the invisible warrior), but the

movie went for laughs one

moment and tears the next. This

could have been a very funny
movie if it would have stayed

focused on comedy, b u t

unfortunately Jones decided to go

for a moral instead which slowed

down the progression of the film.

There were a few very funny

moments in Eric The Viking, but

they were few andXar between. If

you enjoyed YelWti Beard, or

The Holy Grail .parts of this

movie will make you laugh, but

other parts will make you want to

cry.

New Releases Out Video

Batman: Michael Keaton, Jack

Nicholson, Kim Basinger.

Chances Are: Cybil Shepard,

Ryan O'Neil.

Miss Firecracker: Holly Hunter.

Say Anything: John Cusack, lone

Skye.

Working Girl: Melanie Griffith,

Harrison Ford.

She's Out Of Control: Tony
Danza, Amy Dolenz.

The Who: "Tommy" Live In

L.A.: Billy Idol, Elton John.

Video Pick Of The Week
SOCK! BAM! POW! It's Batman, well sort

of. In this new version of the popular comic
book hero we find Michael Keaton (Mr.

Mom?) as Batman, and Jack Nicholson as his

nemisis, The Joker. In Batman the movie
there are no POWs or SOCKs, just fast paced
action, and the occasional love scene with

Kim Basinger. If you are one of the few
people who didn't see Batman while it was
out this summer you should check it out on
video.

Satellite's land at Monk
nv KR1STI UJPTON
F.MERTA1NMENT WRITER

Satellite Boyfriend landed at

the Monk Tuesday night. This

Raleigh band is finishing up a 10

week tour of the surrounding area.

Although attendance was
minimal, Satellite Boyfriend was

quite good.

The progressive band will be

releasing an album in January.

They are using their own label

called Stew Records.
Singer/guitarist Phillip Collins

said they would be sending copies

of the album to area Campus
stations upon release. The album
is entitled "Yes Maam".

The rest of the band is made
up of John David Eliason on
drums, Andy Ware on bass, and
Sammy Dennies as the other

guitarist. Satellite Boyfriend has

been together for four years, and
plan to return to Wilmington
after the album is released.

For those who enjoy the style

of REM, the minimal cover
charge is worth what this band
has to offer.

Curse Works Like A Charm
BY CARPI MFH I,F,

STAFF WRITER

The UNCW Theater's season

continues on with Sam Shepard's

Curse of the Starting Class,

directed by Dr. Terry Rogers. The
drama runs Thursday thru Saturday

in Kenan Auditorium.

The play deals with the

struggle of the lower class of

society and the sometimes
unattainable "American Dream"

The family, the Tates, all

have dreams of getting out to a

better life except for Wesley (Joey

Collins) but they realize it is

impossible to get out, when they

are being taken advantage of by

Taylor (Daniel Riggs) and Ellis

(Steve Vernon).

Three pivotal characters to

Emma (Teresa Campana), their

daughter, are Malcolm (Geoff

Dean), the officer who brings the

news of Emma's arrest, and Slater

(John Panichello) and Emerson
(Allen Ray) who blow up the car

she is driving. The bomb which

was meant for Weston (Les

Welter), her reformed alcoholic

father, who tries to fulfill his

dream of escaping to Mexico.

Campana and Welter both turned

in strong performances in their

lead roles.

Bridgers' performance as Ella

was powerful especially when she

talked about her fantasy life of

moving her family to Europe to a

better life, and in the final act

when she realized she and her son

are trapped in the life of the

starving class.

Collins' performance as

Wesley remained strong and
consistent throughout the entire

play, especially when disputing

facts with his younger sister,

Emma, and when talking with his

father about life.

Once again, Steve Vernon
comes out and turns in a good
performance as the rough Ellis, a

bar owner. The rest of the

supporting cast added to the play,

with good character performances.

Curse is a very adult play

which addresses contemporary
problems. Rogers said, "The play

may offend some of the audience,

but I enjoy Shepard's plays.

Shepard is a very important

playwright, and in the future he

will be more important."

Some of the offensive
material includes Wesley
urinating, and appearing naked in

the final scene. To add to the

authenticity are real-life dialogue

scattered throughout the play.

Curse of the Starving Class is

running through Saturday at

Kenan Auditorium. UNCW
students are admitted free with an

ID. All others must pay $4 at the

door.

"An eye for an

eye, leads to a

world of

blindness."
M. Gandhi

WlfasitU

Goiaag

Nov 16-29

Thursday 16

Mad Monk: Ben

Friedman-IBM
Odyssey: The
Fantastic Shakers

Trask: Michelob
Jazz Festival

featuring Herbie

Mann and Spyro Gyra

Friday 17

Mad Monk: The

Creek
Giuseppe's: Split

Decision

Front Street News:
Rev. Billy C Wirtz

Odyssey: Bid For

Bachelors

Saturday 18

Mad Monk:
Addictbrat

Front Street: Rev.

Billy C. Wirtz

Giuseppe's: Split

Decision

Tuesday 21th

Mad Monk:
Marshmellow
Steamshovel
Front Street:

Jam Society

-

Blues

Wednesday 22nd

Front Street:

Spragues

3

»

Thursday 23rd

Odyssey: The Band
OfOz

Friday 24th

Mad Monk:
Sidewinder
Front Street: Big

Ideas

Giuseppe's: Big
Bump and the Stun

Gunz

Saturday 25th

Giuseppe's: Big

Bump and the Stun

Gunz
Mad Monk: The
Point

Tuesday 28th

Mad Monk:
Confessor

For more info

call:

Mad Monk:
395-0280

Ortons:

763-5955
King Fish's

Oarhouse:

7624891
ACE:

395-3842
Front St. News:

763-1240
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"Carolina Blue Mobile" Cutlass Supreme 1976. Most reliable car in town.

350 4 barrel engine. Step on the gas this car travels! New paint job,

unholstery and carpeting. New transmission, muffler and pipes. Power

windows, steering and brakes. Call 343-8799 after 5 om.

Hiring!
ATTENTION-HIRING! Government jobs-your area. Many immediate

opening without waiting list or test. $17,840-$69,485 Call 1-602-838-8885

Ext. R 187742.

Farn MnnPV RpariinP

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING BOOKS! $32,OO0/year income

potential. Details. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. RK 18742.

Representative Needed!!

Earn $2S00 and FREE trip selling Bahamas, Mexico, Jamaica, Spring Break

Trips. Spring Break Travel 1-800-638-6786.

•18,000
PART-TIMI MONEY
FOR COLLEGE.
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The Army Reserve can help

you take a big bite out of col-

lege expenses.

Earn more than $13,000 dur-

ing a standard enlistment.

Complete Basic Training and

valuable skill training at an

Army school. Then drill with

a unit near home -usually

. one weekend a month and
two weeks a year.

And if you qualify, the

Montgomery GI Bill could

!>rovide you with up to $5,040

or college expenses.

Think about it. Then
think about us. Then call

us today:

Sgt. 1st Class Munroe
791-1883

MALI YOUCAN ML*

ARMY RESERVE
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Beauty SitfifilX

Beauty Emporium
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

(next to Sam's Wholesale)

356 S. College Road

395-0542

EXTRA
LOW PRICES

• Hair Brushes

• Hair Ornaments

• Skin Care Items

• Electrical Appliances

LaMAUR

VITAE

HAIR SPRAY

LaMAUR

APPLE PECTIN

SHAMPOO

AShampoo Concentrate

112 liter Reg 0( Moist

$299

WSrnmt.

Hair
Spray

4 tormulas

lo choose Irom

$1 69

REVLON

NAIL POLISH

$1 89

QUEENE HELENE

STYLING GEL

15 oi . resists humidity to

hold hair longer

IT'S HOT WILD. . .

SPIRITED
SPUNKY STUFF!

• Instantly treejes han in

place with extra ftrm

holding powe'

• Sculpt, shape, lilt and

spike

FANTASIA
SPRITZ SPRAY

$2"
3§rav_

$ .99

AUSSIE

MEGA SHAMPOO
--iQa

j
32 oz. size

$3 89

•
6 oz. tube only $ .99

UNICURE
HAIR& SKIN

CONDITIONER

v/%Sea.

"Everything for your hair

and skin at discount
prices

"

PEPSI
A GENERATION AHEAD

••
Pepsi Cola of Wilmington
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Campus Awareness Controversy Lingers
CAO Takeover Has Student

Groups Running Scared
BY APPfl IfPAHftp

STAFF WRITER

The controversy between the

College Republicans and the

Campus Awareness Organization

is still steaming. New twists are

surfacing, prompting questions.

Was the takeover legitimate?

Have proper ethics been employed

throughout the chaos? Ousted

officers and observers say no.

Many contradictions do exist.

The first somewhat incriminating

evidence against the CR's comes
from Kenny Kid, a College

Republican himself, "Dave
mentioned going to the meeting

during announcements at our

meeting, and said that if anyone

wanted to know more about it to

meet him in the union."

Kid emphasizes that the CR's

did not plan the takeover.

Instead, it was organized by a

"concerned group of students."

The information in David

Rose's letter to the editor (Nov

9), has been contradicted by many

people. He wrote that everything

was explained in full, and a

democratic process was used.

Candy Kramer, former CAO
Vice President, begs to differ with

Rose. She says, "We weren't in

the room. So how could David

explain everything?"

Former CAO advisor, Lee

Schweninger, raised various

questions as the Nov. 1st meeting

progressed. His first query came

with the motion from new
members to impeach all CAO
officers. In the meeting he asked,

"Don't you think that it's unfair

that you're carrying on without

Denny here to defend the club?"

The resounding answer was ryo.

"We are a majority, we will do

what we want."

Rose stands firm in his

statement that Schweninger

suggested moving into

parliamentary procedure. Wes
Ward expands on this by adding

that since the advisor was a part

of the faculty, his suggestions

FREE RING

should be carefully listened to,

and considered as specific

requests.

"How can you participate in

parliamentary procedure when you
don't know anything about it?"

is Ex-CAO Treasurer Matt
Krizowsky's question. He
remembers initially asking for

ideas and reasons behind the

takeover. But his questions were
never acknowledged, nor did he
get the chance to counter-attack.

Rose said he purposely used
Robert's Rules laxly in order to

make it easier for everyone to

participate. According to Rose,

all issues were discussed fairly

and openly.

When parliamentary procedure

is used, a chairperson must
acknowledge motions. Former
club members do not recall any

such recognition, but Rose
answers, "With Robert's Rules,

all a chairperson has to do is nod
his or her head. The Vice
President did this, as did the

YOUR RING ORDER WILL REGISTER YOU
FOR A CHANCE TO WIN A FREE WHITE
LUSTRIUM RING OR A CREDIT FOR
$100^ TOWARD A RING OF YOUR
CHOICE!

Treasurer."

A present CR member, Wes
Ward, commented that the motion

for impeachment was obviously

acknowledged because it

happened.

Kramer said she never nodded

her head for that purpose. "This

is ridiculous, I don't remember
doing that."

The response of Krizowsky is

much the same, "I may have
shaken my head on despair, but I

didn't nod it"

A state-wide College
Republican Conference took place

during the weekend following the

takeover. The CR's were
commended for their actions at

UNCW concerning CAO.
According to Kenny Kid, the CR
constitution says the republicans

should fight leftist organizations.

In fact, Ward has stated, "The
group has been serving as an
umbrella organization for liberal

(leftist) causes."

The CR's remain immovable
in their argument that they did

not initiate the takeover. They
deny planning and organizing it.

Information from outside

sources contradicts their denial.

An interview with Wes Ward the

day before presents incriminating

evidence that the republicans did,

in fact, serve as the driving force

behind the takeover.

A SOC hearing is scheduled

for Nov. 16. It will settle many
questions concerning the legality

of the takeover. But, what it will

not determine is whether or not

proper morals and ethics were

used. That is up to the Seahawk
readers to decide for themselves.

GOLD SAME

offanylSKring.

offcmyMKring.

$15.
offcmylOKring.

For one week only, order and save on the gold ring of your choice For
complete details, see your Jostens representative.

JOSTENS
* A M C ft I c A SCOLLEGCRIN G-

Uau./ypi/ i\l
t
*j0 Tin* /Q '3 Dtposil H^mmlJlO

UdiJZfttircf UNION
I'.v m. m plan* •ilabfc-
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RV PHIM.IP l.Olir.HLIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Constitutions are being scrutinized

in the wake of the CAO takeover.
The Budget and Planning Committee
will also be more aware of what plans

a group may have before granting it

funds. According to SGA President
Jim Humphries, "they will have to
look more closely at who they agree
to fund-

Lee Barnhill, chairman of the
Budget and Planning Committee feels

that the process they use is sufficient.

"This is the first year for the present
guidelines," he said. "Currently we
are going over the rules. There are a
couple of specific changes that need to

be made, but I think our policies are

okay."

The guidelines Barnhill referred to

are the basis for the argument that the

College Republicans brought against

the CAO. The clause states that SGA
shall not fund organizations which
actively affiliate with or endorse any
political candidates or any political

parties. Barnhill argues that CAO
was only funded after proving that it

did not fall under that heading,
although there may be some political

orientation.

"We are very thorough when a
club comes before us for funding,"
quoted Barnhill. "We always have a

hearing. We question the
organization thoroughly. Then they
have to fill out several very specific

forms. As far as the effectiveness of
our guidelines, I think a document
like this must be detailed, but it must
also be left open for interpretation."

Another argument that the
students who took over the CAO put
forward is that the funds used in the

CAO were to further the goals of a

select few students. In other words,
the CAO was using student fees to do
things they wanted to do instead of
things the majority of UNCW
students wanted. Ousted CAO
members feel that their group did
more things for more students than

almost any other funded club on
campus. Many clubs receiveing funds

are even more specialized than CAO

was. Some examples are the

Chemistry club and the Rifle

Marksmanship club.

Barnhill justifies funding small

groups like these. "Every student that

comes to UNCW has paid activities

fees. Every student has the right to

use these funds."

Barnhill compares funding clubs

to the government's use of taxes. "I

don't agree with everything my tax

dollars go to. . . Our SGA determines

where money should be sent.

Activities fees are to fund activities. I

think we fund them all fairly."

"As far as the specific purposes of

the clubs," he continuedr^tbat's why
you form a club. . . to get people

together who have the same
interests."

Funded clubs are not the only ones

fearing the possibility of takeovers.

Lanita Hanson is the Assistant

Director for Student Activities.

Members of several clubs are

expressing concern that their group
could be in danger. According to

Hanson, their fears center around a

distrust of new members, and the

voting rights of new groups. The
prevailing attitude is "who's next?"

Hanson feels that it may be wise to

check constitutions, but that should

not be what student activities and
organizations are about.

The tension has grown to excess.

A member of Pan Hellenic Council

expressed concern that if local Greek
organizations are allowed to vote,

then the executive control of the

Council could be subverted and the

national Greeks could lose their

power. The fear was unfounded, since

the executives in Pan Hellenic are not

elected, but this person's feelings are

an indicative of the general confusion

surrounding the case.

The Student Organization
Committee hearing today may have
the final say in whether or not the

takeover has set a precedent. If the

new executives retain their offices,

many organizations will be reviewing

their constitutions and scrutinizing

their members. If the takeover is

overturned, the campus may begin to

breathe a little easier.
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Think fastNovember lfi
Don't eat a thing on the Thursday before Thanksgiving. Then join

the six million Americans who, since 1973, have mailed us the money

they saved to support our life-saving projects You'll not only team what

it's like to go hungry You'll know how good it feels to help those who

are Please write: "Fast for a World Harvest," s\f L
115 Broadway, Dept. 4000, Boston, MA 02116. 1 lYrafn §
Or call for more information: (617) 4821211. AtV&SjjUlT

Think of Your
Degree... *

admission to one
of amenta's strongest

$1.5+ billion regional retail

corporations

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
At Rotes, we know bright minds fuel bright futures That's one reason we

rank among America's strongest regional retail concerns with over 260

store locations throughout the Southeast Here, you will join an

aggressively growing $1.5+ billion company with ongoing plans to expand

its market leadership by 1 5-25 stores per year You will also benefit from

a Management Development Program that provides individual training

from some of the industry's most respected management talent. After

that, the advancement comes at a very rewarding pace.

Currently, we have excellent opportunities for career-minded college

grads For the full story about our excellent salaries, benefits, regional

training sites and more, simply call toll free or submit your resume to:

ROSE'S STORES, INC. t

P.H. Rom Bldg.
,

Henderson, NC 27S3* *
Attn: R.I. Hylton, CA
l-m-35*-lM* (outaMc NC)
I-SH-433-42M (within NC)

EOE

We specialize in

loading 1990 automobiles

with 21st century sound.

c
We can make any car appreciate in value. Just by adding a

Sony Autosound Compact Disc player, with built-in tuner. It's a combination

designed to take you into the future of stereo sound on wheels.

So just aim your wheels our way. And see how much 21st century sound technology

can add to your driving experience, and to the value of your car.
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AM/FM CO PLAYER WITH PREAMPLIFICA/COX-RTt
• Quart! Tun» • 24 Mwnory PlMaJI • 2X OvwMmpbng • Umhnur
OWM* SvMtio * CUcwWy «*» Stag* ClockoWnn • DkaM 3 hieh
CMOmmmm • IHdmmmm ryfiawa • two cowr
SMcrtaMc MurrwuUDn SMoOut Cn*M4 *inf\

INTRODUCTORY PRICE$477

AM/FM CO PLAYER WITH PREAMPLIFIER/CDX-R77
• Ouom Tunoi • 24 Mornory Pnim 2X 0«*rumpl.ng Unibnow
Commi Syiiom " Circuitry with Single Clock Oman • Draet 3 Inch COS
Compile)*' Shutn»m»po«l Functwr.1 -Two Color SwilchaMa
NkMMMMA • Ouvu Clock/ » .,-
Calami* if* Trriwftmbon INTRODUCTORY PRICE $469

UNC-W students receive 10% discounts off regular prices.

SONY.

Wilmington's car audio specialist

4305 oleander drive 392-1066
'fiSgjP
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STORE
YOUR

STUFF H

.

Vow first month's rent is only It if you

bring us this od Morningstor offers the

best benefits:

• electronic secunty and fencing affords

moiimum protection

• Get to your storage unit whenever

you want

• Our office is open doily except

Sundays

• Sizes range from 5' * 5' to 20' » 20'.

each with convenient overheod light

• Spacious internal rood system for

easy access.

amini-
sKxoqol

ff.orning/tar
581 1 Market St

Across from Coble Dairy

m-t?i7

Pay for college...

the smart way.

The Army Reserve can help you
pay for college. . . the smart way.

First, you m;iy be eligible for the
Montgomery Gl Bill. This could
provide you with up to $5,040 for

current college expenses.
Second, if you have or obtain a

qualified student loan, you could get
it paid off at the rate of 15r/f per year
or $500, whichever is greater- up
to a maximum of $10,000. Selecting
certain specialty training can
increase the maximum to $20,000.

And you'll also earn good part-
time money for serving in a nearby
Army Reserve tlnit. hollowing Basic
Training and an Army skill (raining
school, you'll usually serve one
weekend a month plus two weeks of
Annual Training. And you'll earn
over $85 per weekend to start.

Think about it. Then think
ahone us. Then call us today

4626 Oleander Dr.

791-1883
MRU TOMCANW

ARMY RESERVE
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Congress Proposes to Ban
Alcohol Advertisements in

College Newspapers
,„, (CPS)--College newspapers
around the country will be barred

from running alcohol-related ads in

their pages if a new bill introduced

• in Congress becomes law.

vr The bill, cosponsored by
senators Jesse Bingaman (R-NM)
.and Herbert Kohl (D-Wis), cuts off

, all federal funding—including
student aid-to colleges that fail to

restrict alcohol promotions on their

» campuses.

jj, Separately, outgoing U.S.

„Surgeon General C. Everett Koop
in September sent a letter to all

, college presidents urging them to

disassociate their schools from

_
liquor-related promotions, and
warning he'd recommended
"economic and legal sanctions"

against schools that ignored him.

The sanctions, however, seem

c
to fall most heavily on student

'.ventures like sports and
.newspapers, many of which depend

on revenues from local bars and

national brewers to survive.

,.,, Student papers "are right to be

. concerned," said Keenen Peck, an

aide to Kohl. "The penalties are so

, severe that the universities are

,

, likely to err on the side of

A
pvercensorship."

_,,
A variety of schools already

^have started to crack down. The
University of North Dakota, for

example, in September prohibited

students from displaying posters
' from beer companies in their dorm
. room windows.

California State University at

Chico President Robin Wilson
announced he was forbidding the

..jOrion, the student paper, to run

.,, alcohol-related ads.

9lj
Wilson's directive, Orion ad

manger Perry Quinn estimated,

could cost the paper about $30,000

in lost revenues from local and

national liquor ads.

-. Under the measure now in

Congress, virtually all American

college newspapers would face

similar budgetary blows.

"(An anti-alcohol ad law) would

hurt us pretty badly," said Chris

Roth, advertising manager of The
Chinook at Casper College in

Wyoming.
Local bars and liquor stores buy

about $5,000 worth of ads a year in

the Chinook, representing a third of

the paper's $15,000 in annual ad

revenues. The rest of the paper's

expenses are met by a $10,000

^appropriation from the college.

5 Local liquor ads accounted for

2 $7,000"Or 14 percent--of the ad

~ revenues earned by the Kansas State

3 University Collegian in September,

- faculty adviser Gloria Freeland

- reported.

l| Office coordinator Pat

3 McNamara estimated The Outlook,

- the weekly paper at Monmouth
- College in New Jersey, gets

Z "probably $2,000 a year in alcohol

advertising."

A ban would also cause some

big campus dailies, which are paid

to insert national magazine
supplements like U. several times a

year, to lose money in other ways.

"I would imagine some schools

wouldn't be able to insert our paper,

so it is a concern," said Annalee

Ryan, operations director for U.,

which typically includes several

beer company ads in each issue.

Students at The Communique at

Kirkland Community College in

Kentucky voluntarily decided to

stop accepting alcohol-related ads

this year, costing the paper about

$l,000-or about 10 percent--of its

$10,000 a year in ad revenues.

"In the short run, there'll be

(financial) problems," speculated

Tom Rolnicki, executive director of

the Associated Collegia Press,

based in Minneapolis, "but in the

long run it'll even out.

Eventually... something will jump

Beer advertising at

sporting events "provides

tens of millions of dollars

in badly needed revenue

every year to the

institutions of higher

learning."

in to place of the beer ads."

The big national brewing

companies like Anheuser-Busch and

Miller also place ads, worth a total

of "maybe $1 million," in college

papers nationwide during any one

school year, estimated Mark Rose

of CASS Communications, a

student newspaper ad broker based

in Evanston, 111.

Rose wasn't sure how badly a

congressional ban on such revenues

would hurt paper, noting the money
is spread among a lot of

publications and that the beer ads

represent a small percentage of the

$18 million in national ads the

papers get.

To Bingaman, it's a question of

health and safety.

"Three years ago I would have

said (the ban) would have had a

tremendous impact" on the papers,

Rose said. Since then, other kinds

of advertisers like financial services,

telecommunications and computer

companies have come to provide

the bulk of national ads in college

papers.

Nevertheless, Rose blasted the

proposal as an "unnecessary and

unfortunate" attack on papers' First

Amendment freedoms.

"We will never control the use

of illicit drugs or the abuse of

alcohol among this age group if we

do not take the fundamental, though

perhaps politically unpopular, step

of encouraging colleges and

universities to adopt policies on
campus alcohol advertising and

alochol industry sponsorship of

college activities," Bingaman said

in a statement defending his

measure.

His bill requires schools to

provide alcohol counseling to

students, and to bar ads and events

that promote "irresponsible" or

underage drinking.

If colleges don't comply, they

could lose all their federal funding.

"We think (the measure) is like

using a sledgehammner to put a

thumbtack into the wall," said

James Sanders of the Beer Institute,

a Washington, DC, based trade

group for brewers.

College spots programs would

be hurt most by the ban, asserted

Stephen Lambright of Anheuser-

Busch in St. Louis. Beer
advertising at sporting events
"provides tens of millions of dollars

in badly needed revenue every year

to the institutions of higher

learning."

Some campus papers, however,

don't think a ban would hurt them

too badly.

In Bingaman's home state,

alcohol ads accounted for $7,000, or

"less than 2 percent," of the ad

revenue earned last year by the

Daily Lobo at the University of

New Mexico, Lobo ad manager

J.R. Spradley said.

Rob Sims, editor of Newspeak

at Worcester Polytechnic Institute

in Massachusetts, estimated his

paper gets "only $200 or $300 a

year" in alcohol-related ads.

Ad managers at some smaller

papers worry a ban would cause

enough financial stress to alter their

operations. Casper College's Roth

said The Chinook probably would

have cut back the number of pages

it publishes each week if it lost its

alcohol ad revenues.

In Washington, Kohl aide Peck

wasn't sure of the bill's chances of

becoming law. "I've been told

there's not a lot of enthusiasm (for

the bill) in the House."

If it passes "ad managers will

have to become more aggressive" in

finding other advertisers to

compensate for the lost revenues,

Rolnicki counseled.

Even if it doesn't, local campus

bans promise to hurt some papers.

At Cal State-Chico, worries that

the Orion would suffer financially

from Wilson's September
ultimatum have led to a

compromise, Quinn said. Wilson

agreed to let the paper carry ads that

mention beer, while the paper

agreed to ban tavern ads that

promote low-price drink specials.

"It cuts the 'let's get drunk'

attitude," Quinn said.

s Will There Be Separate SAT's?
~ (CPS)--Women and minority

IS students should take their own
" separate college entrance exams, a

"Howard University researcher
~ recommended to a national

^conference about bias in
- standardized tests.

Such tests--in which women
•"'would be judged against other

women, minorities against

minorities and men against men-
would paint a truer picture of

students' aptitudes than the current

system, which many critics say is

biased in favor of white males,

Howard Researcher Sylvia Johnson

told the conference.

Last February, a US District

Judge ruled that New York could

not use Scholastic Aptitude Test

(SAT) scores as the sole criterion

for awarding scholarships to

students because it effectively

eliminated many women and
minority men from receiving those

scholarships.

"A standardized test in itself

fundamentally has biases because (it

is) very speeded and you have to

guess on many answers," she said.
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Homosexuals Can't Join Armed Forces

(CPS)--Reversing what had been

a slight trend toward letting units of

the military's Reserve Officers

Training Program Corps (ROTC)
back onto some campuses, Yale

University's student government

has voted to keep ROTC away.

A remark about ROTC's
policies concerning homosexuals,

moreover, prompted several

University of Minnesota groups to

try to impeach student president

Brian Bergson.

Bergson got into political

trouble Sept. 28 when he told the

Minnesota Daily, the campus

paper, that "I can't understand why

(gays) would want to subject

themselves to the ridicule of being

in the armed forces."

Bergson subsequently said on a

local campus radio show that

homosexuality isn't conducive to "a

strong structure within the

military."

In respone, two groups-the Ad
Hoc Coalition for Equal

'the problem isn't solved by
having additional tests."

Separate tests, said Janice Gams

of the College Board, which
sponsors the SAT, are "totally

unneccesary."

"The SAT is not biased, it

reflects the preparation of students,"

she contended.

Johnson disagreed. "I believe in

the concept of equal talent," she

said. "If talent is inherent, then I

think it is distributed equally

between men and women, black and

white."

Opportunity and the University

Democratic Farmers Labor Union-
called for Bergson's impeachment in

late October.

Gays can take ROTC classes,

but the Department of Defense
forbids them from joining the

armed forces.

Citing the policy, Yale's student

government voted 17-1 to defeat a

proposal to re-establish a ROTC
unit on the New Haven, Conn.,

campus.

Scores of colleges first voted

ROTC off their campuses~and in

several cases, actually burned
ROTC buildings-during the

Vietnam War era, when the units

were often seen by anti-war students

as symbols of militarism.

Since then, ROTC opponents

generally have cited the program's

attitudes toward homsexuals as the

reason for not letting it back on

campus.

At Harvard University, the

student government last spring

voted to encourage ROTC's return

to campus without academic credit,

starting a storm of protests from

various campus groups.

Harvard students go to the

nearby Massachusetts Institute of

Technology to participate in

ROTC. Yale students in ROTC
now commute 70 miles to drill at

the University of Connecticut in

Storrs.

But Capt. Robert Johnson of

the ROTC Cadet Command office

in Virginia said it's unlikely the

ROTC would want to establish a

program at Yale.

"If the school doesn't want the

program, we won't do it," he said.

"And just because a school asks

doesn't mean we'll do it"

Johnson said that 313 schools

have ROTC programs on campus.

One hundred have ROTC
extensions on nearby colleges, and

1,000 institutions have students

who participate at other schools.

A Pledge Dies at Morehouse College

(CPS)--Two students have been

expelled and eight more suspended

following the Oct. 18 death of an

Alpha Phi Alpha pledge at Atlanta's

Morehouse College.

"Clearly we want to send a

message to fraternities that hazing

of any kind is not tolerated and will

not be tolerated," said Morehouse

spokesman Robert Bolton. "From

our standpoint, the college defines

hazing as harassment, mental and/or

physical."

Pledges told Alpha Phi Alpha

state director Robert Willis they

were "pushed and shoved around"

when they failed to answer

questions about the fraternity

correctly.

Dr. Joesph Burton, Cobb
County medical examiner, said an

autopsy did not reveal any bruises

or visible injuries on Joel Harris,

who collapsed during the
questioning.

Medical examiners say Harris

had an enlarged heart, which
contributed to his death.

Alpha Phi Alpha--the nation's

oldert black fraternity-prohibits

hazing, which is considered a crime

in Georgia.

In late August, Zeta Beta Tau

and Tau Kappa Epsilon went

further. The two banned pledging

as a way to end a series of hazing

deaths, injuries, fights and racial

incidents at various houses at

Rutgers University and at the

universities of Lowell, Tennessee,

Texas and California, to name a

few.

The Morehouse tragedy

"continues to point out the need to

persist in education about and

eradicating hazing" said Jonathan

Brant, head of the Indianapolis-

based National Infraternity Council.

In 1988, Morehouse stopped

movie director Spike Lee, a

Morehouse alumus, from finishing

filming "School Daze" on campus

in part because it featured hazing

scenes.

In October a Morehouse
judiciary court, made up of

administrators and faculty members,
imposed the most severe penalties

they could on the 10 fraternity

members, whose names were not

released.

Bolton said Alpha Phi Alpha

broke at least two Morehouse rules

by beginning the pledge process

before the sanctioned Oct. 19 date.

ACROSS

1 Actors' org
4 Wanders
9 Unit of Siamese
currency

12 Goddess of

healing

13 Furnish with

money !or

support
14 Equality

15 Take from
17 Room hangings

19 Word of sorrow
2

1

Japanese
outcast

22 Keeps
25 Begin
29 Article

30 Conspiracies

32 Insignia

33 Possessive
pronoun

35 More certain

37 Compass point

38 Prophet

40 Stories

42 Babylonian

deity

43 Mistake
45 Sowed
47 Encountered
49 Sluggish

50 Make ready

54 Contort

57 Vast age

58 Slogan

60 Regret

61 Marry

62 Guide

63 Conducted

DOWN
1 Stitch

2 Ventilate

3 Massive
4 Sells to

consumer

The
Weekly
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Puzzle

5 Switch position

6 Sum up
7 Additional

8 Hits hard slang

9 Simian
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Attempt

16 Strike

18 Strokes

20 Pigs nose
22 Lift

23 Go in

24 Strip of leather

26 Devoured
27 Hindu queen

28 Walk on
3 1 Trades for

money
34 Weight of India

36 House seller

39 Frolic

41 Winter

precipitation

44 Paper measure

P<

46 Spin

48 Jog
50 Church bench
51 Fish eggs
52 Goal
53 French for

"summer'
55 Petition

56 Spread for

drying

59 Symbol for

tellurium
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SEAHAWK SPORTS
Way Out In
(W) right
Field
Chris Wright
Sports Editor

The best man
for the job

is a • • •

I got into all kinds of trouble the other day
when I casually mentioned, almost parenthetically,

that I did not enjoy watching girls' softball.

Obviously, the key word here is "girls."

Realizing I had commited the ultimate sin of

the 80s, I quickly disspelled the notion that I

detested just girls' softball. I also detest men's
softball, coed softball, and most of all, the softball

games that occur every year at family reunions.

I thought my sincere tone would get me off

the hook. It didn't. Before I even got to the bit about

coed softball I was being hammered with

accusations and innuendos linking me with
chauvinistic propensities.

Ladies, please, nothing could be farther from
the truth.

Anyone who knows me realizes that 1 am a

great admirer of the fairer gender.

I have even read an occasional Cosmo or two,

just to keep abreast as to current trends, both sexual

and asexual.

I don't even get upset when my girlfriend

picks up the tab at dinner. And I even had to cancel

a date until my girlfriend, who is as feminine as

feminine ever gets, could come to my house and fix

my car. Rather than sulk over the humility of the

situation, I opened my shirt a few buttons, leaned

over the car, and said, "Why, thank you."

I mean, I clean the kitchen, cook dinner, do
all the things that women are supposed to do.

Whoops, there, I did it again.

But there are some things that I believe are

inherently split down the gender line.

I can't think of one instance where I would

take a female over a man in any sports-related

contest. Granted, women are making incredible

strides, for which I sit up and take notice, but they

are still, and probably will forever be, behind the

men.

I mean, I pulled for Ruffian, the philly colt

who broke her leg in the midst of a battle-of-the-

sexes horse race and was subsequently destroyed.

And I pulled for Chris Evert-Lloyd-back-to-Evert

every time she played Martin Navratilova. (The "a"

in Martin"a" was purposely left off because

although she may not be a man, she definitely does

not look like a woman.)

You want more? Just to illustrate the

remarkable strides women are making, and to point

out how far they still have to go, keep in mind

Florence Griffith-Joyner, the gold medalist in the

100 meter dash. Her record time would have won the

men's competition until 1968. But 1968 was over

two decades ago.

Another for instance involves Steffi Graf,

currently the best female tennis player in the world.

After she won the Grand Slam there came the

inevitable question: How would she do against the

men?

Stefan Edberg, the world's No. 2 man, said

miserably. In fact, he suggested that the No. 1000

man could beat Steffi, and handidly at that, much
less the No. 100 man the women were saying Graf

could beat.

All of this comparison stuff leads me back to

my childhood where as a rather opinionated

youngster I took on a neighbor in a friendly game of

tennis.

Never mind the fact that I had no idea what a

tennis racket was. I was a baseball player, and

hitting a ball is hitting a ball. Never mind the fact

that the person I was playing was the sixth best 10-

year-old in the state. After all, how good, I

rationalized can the sixth best 10-year-old girl in my
state be?

Well, suffice to say she was good enough. I

think I won four games in two sets. It was certainly

an eye-awakening experience.

But, a funny thing happened over the next six

or so years. My body began to grow, mature and get

stronger while hers had peaked by the ninth grade.

Sure, we still hit a little every now and then,

just so long as I don't hit too hard or make her run

too far. Purists, and feminists, might argue that

because I never officially evened our little battle,

that she was the winner. But we both knew that

such a match would proove fruitless. The winner

would be a foregone conclusion. Besides, I am a

mature enough male that my ego doesn't need the

satisfaction anyway.

Perhaps Chris Evert said it best. When all of

this talk started she just sort of smiled. "It's

flattering to think that we can beat the men," she

said, "but my brother, who never played on the tour,

can take me anytime he wants."

Those are her words, not mine. I simply

agree with them.

Hawks loseOT thriller
BY PATRICK FQWI FR
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

If Monday night's basketball game was only an

exhibition and wouldn't count in the standings

somebody forgot to tell the Seahawks. Led by Joe

Cherry's game high 22 points, the Hawks fought
the Yugoslavian Red Star Club team tooth and nail

in to two overtime periods before falling 86-84 in

an opening game thriller.

"We gave it a great effort," said UNCW head
coach Robert McPherson. "We have a lot to look

forward to. I think we're going to have a good
team."

With 4:54 left in the game, Joe Cherry drove
the baseline for what seemed a comanding Hawk
six point lead at 58-52. However, the experience of

the Red Star team showed as they quickly countered

with baskets from star forward Zoran Radovic (27)

and three point efforts by Slobodan Jankovic and
Slobodan Nikolic. Baskets by Mark Eaton and two
free throws by Cherry with 32 seconds left sent the

game into the first overtime.

In the overtime, the Hawks trailed all five

minutes except for one when they took a tentative

one point lead following two free throws by
sophmore center Matt Fish, who scored 19 points in

the contest. After a timeout with 17 seconds
remaining the stage was set for dramatics. Senior

guard Adam Porter moved the ball up court quickly

and passed off the ball to Cherry behind the three-

point line.

He took a quick off-balance shot under pressure

that karoomed off the back rim to the left side of the

court. Hustling through a crowd of people, Cherry
managed to retrieve his own rebound and throw up a

desperate no look three-point shot at the buzzer.

The shot found all net and the crowd went wild.

"I was so excited," Cherry said. "I was praying

it would go in but unfortunately we lost the game."

In the second overtime the Hawks jumped out

to quick four point lead on a layup and short jumper
by Bryan Withers. The lead was short-lived as

Nikolic, one of the Red Star Team three point men,
nailed a long one to cut the lead to one. Matt Fish

followed with a layup at the 3:04 mark and then the

Radovic show took over.

He hit a layup, two free throws, and a jumper

in the final three minutes to put the Red Star team
in front for good. The Hawks, after a timeout,

mapped out their final plans for a three-point

attempt.

Adam Porter was fouled trying to get off a trey

and was sent to the line with three seconds

remaining. Porter made the first free throw and

intentionally missed the second one in hopes of a

quick Hawk tap-in that would have sent the game
into another overtime. After what seemed a long

three seconds and a mad scramble for the ball, Porter

missed a jumper as the buzzer sounded.

"Even though it was an exhibition game, we
take every game seriously," said Joe Cherry. "We
gave it all we had, but it hurts a little bit to lose."

Top scorers for the Hawks were Cherry with 22
points followed by, Fish (19 pts.), and Withers (14

pts.). Freshman Tim Shaw also played impressive

defense grabbing 1 1 rebounds, a steal and a block

shot. Matt Fish also had 11 rebounds for the

Hawks.

The Seahawks will hold the annual Green and
Gold game at Fayetteville South View High School

Thursday night before opening at home against

Campbell on Nov. 25.

PHOTO BY JENNIFER YOUNG

Joe Cherry pass the ball around the horn past his Yugoslavian opponent in hopes of finding one of his teammates
for a shot. The Hawks lost to the Yugoslavia Red Star Team 86-84 in a thrilling double overtime contest. Cherry
led the Hawks with 22 points despite being 7 of 26 for the night. Sophmore Matt Fish scored 19.

Seahawk
swimmers
crush Emory

BY LAURA SPANIFP
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

The meet began with the usual team clap and a
cheer screaming out "I Said A Boom Chicka
Boom!" Yes, its that time of year for the Seahawks
to take their first plunges into the 1989-1990
swimming and diving season.

At 11 a.m. on Saturday the 11th, the swim
team came out of their meeting room in single file.

They kept coming and coming and coining... etc.

This sight proved Coach Allen's words when he
said, "we got a lot of 'em!" The Seahawks had
many swimmers return from last year and they also
had their biggest recruiting year for both the men
and women teams. "They should have a very, very
positive impact on the team," coach Allen
exclaimed with utmost confidence.

When asked, captain Mike Maher expressed his
feelings about the teams first meet of the year. He
said, "We're all swimming fast and the enthusiasm
is high!" Well, this past weekend was definitely
direct evidence of the team's strength and speed. The
men crushed Emory, taking first place in all but one
event. The women's team also defeated Emory as
well as Augusta University in Georgia.

Freshman swimmer Vanessa Nye and freshman
diver Matt Garten both summed up the feelings of
most of the first time competitors when they
exclaimed "I was nervous and excited at the same
time." In both the Saturday's meet against Emory
and Sunday's confrontation with Old Dominan the
freshmen made their prescences felt

Garten himself won both the one- and three-
meter diving competitions. Freshmen Clifton
Perkins and John Rocco also took several first place
honors over the weekend. The women have an
extraordinary freshman swimmer from St.

Augistine, Florida, in Amy Lewis. Lewis broke
four freshman records and three varsity records in the

500, 200, and 100 yard freestyle and the 200 yard
individual medley on her first swims as a Seahawk.
UNCW also has another strong woman diver in

Nina Pino-Marina who took close second place
finishes against proven veteran senior Mary Beth
Mills on Saturday. Pino-Maria won the three-

meter board on Sunday by edging Mills by .35 of a
point.

But, these are only a few of the races, it takes a
whole team to put the points on the score sheet.

Second, third, fourth, and fifth places finishes were
consistently achieved by the teams in both meets.
Glen Boye, Nick Revelas, and Mike Schultz led the

men's teams and took many of the top places in the

races. Laurie Grant, Mary Foster, and Laura Doepp
contributive much women's team. Doepp set a new
varsity record in the 200 yard freestyle against ODU.

The Seahawks have two home meets this

weekend against the Richmond and the William and
Mary. The team tangles with the Spiders on
Saturday and the Eagles on Sunday. Both meets start

at 1 p.m. at the Seahawk natatorium. "We would
like to see a lot of people," concluded senior captain
Mike Maher, "It really helps!

Lady spikers split in tournament
BY SUB SHFRFIFlp
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

The UNCW women's volleyball team took
part in the CAA tournament last weekend at the
James Madison Convocation Center. The Hawks
split their two matches, losing to George Mason
and coming back to defeat East Carolina. Although
defeated by George Mason in four games, 14-6, 15-

8, 7-15, and 15-7, the team proved to be
competitive.

UNCW has beaten George Mason the last three
years and although they found defeat last weekend,
the hard work their players and coach accomplished
allowed them to walk away with heads held high.

we were an even teams, said head coach
Kathy McDaniel. "We didn't play poorly."

The games against East Carolina University
told a different story as the Seahawks showed their

strength and power. The Hawks downed the Pirates

in four games, 15-11, 14-16, 15-6, and 15-10.

"Three of our girls made All-Conference
teams," said McDaniel. Two of the players, Diane
Lynn and Yvonne Holan.were named to the second
team All-Conference, while Hannah Helton was
selected for the first team. Helton led the league in

aces and hitting percentages and was in the top five

in block averages (2) and kill averages (5). She was
proud of her teammates who made the second team,

but appeared very emotional when she was named
the first team All-Conference.

"I was really surprised and excited. I felt

honored too; all of the others who made it were
really good," said Helton.

"This is the first time we've ever had three

players on All-Conference teams at once," said
McDaniel. "It shows we had a good team."

Unfortunately, all the teams at the CAA

tournament were good. UNCW's Women's
volleyball team finished fifth place in the CAA
conference. Naturally, this ranking was lower than

Coach McDaniel and her team had wanted. The
team finished the year 15-9 and will spent much of

the offseason recruiting more girls for the team.

The team is still young but with only the lost of

one senior, Yvonne Holan, the Hawks will have a

much more experience squad next season.

The team will turn to the leadership of juniors

Heather Kimble, Dianne Lynn, Hannah Helton, and

Christy Montford to lead the them to victory. All

players are season veterans excepted Montford who
joined the team this year and will need all their

talent and patience to get back to highly sucessful

season of '88.

As for now the season has ended on another

winning season of our Hawk volleyballers and as

the saying goes "the future looks bright"

Runners close out record season
BY TAMMV POMMITUY

SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

Saturday, Nov. 1 1, marked the close of a record-
breaking season for UNCW cross-country teams.
The teams competed in the District III

Championships at Furman University in Greenville,
South Carolina. This season set the standard for the
Hawks as they set both new school and individual
records.

Fourteen men and women represented the
Hawks at Furman. The men lead the Hawks to their

highest finish in school history at the District Ill's,

capturing 22nd place out of 73 competing teams
with 595 points. The top four teams were Wake
Forest (110 pts.), Tennessee (135 pts.), Alabama
(140 pts.), and South Florida (163 pts.) These
teams all qualified for the NCAA Championships.

The Seahawks came away very satisfied with
their performance. The men's team captain, Shawn

Brinton, set a new school record in the 10,000 meter
distance. With a time of 31:35, he finished in 39
place overall. Keith Gorski set a new freshman
record finishing in 97th place overall in 32:37.
David Simmons, Larry Jackson, and Danny Cash
rounded out the team top five with marks of 33:05,

33:49, and 33:53 respectively. Rob McHenry and
Jered Haag took sixth and seventh on the squad in

34:33 and 34:56.

The women's squad took 24th place out of 45
teams with 685 points. Kentucky (68 pts.), N.C.
State 119 pts.), Clemson (131 pts.), and Tennessee
(157 pts.) outran everyone for the top four positions
in the race, qualifying for the NCAA's.

The women also broke records in Greenville.
Amy Johnson ran away with both the school and
freshman record for the 5,000 m distance. Clocked
at a time of 18:57, Johnson placed 78th overall, the

highest placing ever taken at the District III by a
female Seahawk. Karen Mathewson finshed second

for the Hawks and 137th overall with a time of
19:44. Close behind her were Andrea Wood (19:47)

and Laurie Simpson (19:51) in 144th and 147th.

Lalonnie Walker broke into the top five for the team
with her 20:40 effort that was good enough for

179th place. Finishing sixth and seventh on the
squad were Sarah Harris (21:08) and Jamie Oxendine
(21:25).

The team has grown quite a bit this season.
Though the woman will lose this year's lone senior,

Sarah Harris, next season promises to be exciting

one. The Hawks will return with the talents of
freshmen Amy Jackson, Karen Mathewson, and
Andrea Wood. The men will not lose anyone to
graduation and should continue to grow next year.
"We did what we wanted to do," says Coach Bill

Cason, "The other teams know who we are now,
and they know we'll be back next year. With the

experience we gained this year, next year we should
be much improved.

—T-
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ADAMS TO SPEAK
Dr. E. Maynard Adams, Kenan Professor of

philosophy at UNC-Chapel Hill, will speak at the

second annual B. Frank Hall Philosophy and

Religion lecture at 8 pm, Wednesday, Nov. 29 in

Cameron Auditorium. The topic will be "The

Individual and Society: A Response to the

,
Conservative Critique of Liberalism." The event is

; free and open to the public.

MFSSIAH COMING DECEMBER 4

The Wilmington Symphony Orchestra with Steven

Errante will present its annual Walk-In Messiah"

Dec. 4, at 8pm in Kenan Aud. $8.

CREATIVE ARTS DEPT. TO HOST CONCERT
A choral concert sponsored by the Department of

Creative Arts-Music Division, will be presented

tomorrow night, Dec. 1, at 8 in Kenan Auditorium.

Free.

WIOZ NEEDS A HAND
WLOZ needs sales manager. Must be a Junior or

Senior Marketing Major for more info contact Mark

S. at 395-3086. Leave name and number.

WLOZ needs newspeople, no prior experience

required, prefer communication major for more infor

please contact Mark at 395-3086.

( jlflPj ffl
-IfiHT COMMUNION

The United Christian Campus Ministry invites

faculty, staff and their families to a Campus-Wide

Candlelight Christmas Communion Service

December 6 at 11 pm at St. Matthew's Lutheran
' Church across the street from Trask Coliseum. The

service wil be led by Bob Haywood, Father Al Dash

and Pastor Harold McSwain with music provided by

the UNCW Chamber Singers.

COPING WITH FINALS
Students to address "Coping with final exams: Is

there an easy way out? Strategies, Tactics and

Techniques given for students by students on

Tuesday, December 5, 5:30 pm in Room 201 of the

University Union. Co-sponsors: Delta Sigma
Theta/Minority Affairs.

DIAHKTIC SUPPORT GROUP
The Diabetic Support group for UNCW students

will be held Monday December 4th Room 203 in

UU at 7-8pm. Our guest speaker will discuss

"Exam Stress". Light refreshments. Welcome all

interested people!!! All students who are waiting for

lab results from the Student Health and Wellness

Center please check your campus mailboxes.

ARTS COUNCIL ANNOUNCES GRANT
OPPORTUNnTES

The Arts Council of the Lower Cape Fear

announces the second annual program of grant

opportunities for artists. To be eligible for this

program an artist must have resided in New Hanover

County for at least one year or been employed here

for the same amount of time.

The application deadline is Friday, December 15,

1989. All applicants will be notified by February 5,

1990. Application forms and informational material

are available from the Arts Council office at 20
Market Street. These forms may be picked up
during regular office hours from 9:00 am or 5:00 pm
Monday through Friday.

Artists in all art forms (visual art, music, dance,

theatre, film, literature, or interdisciplinary) are

eligible to receive grants through specific projects

which they feel are needed to aid them in their

chosen field of endeavor. For information, please

Call Amy Brannock, 763-ARTS.

UNION EXTENDS HOURS
The University Union will have extended hours

during exam week. The schedule for exam week is

as follows:

Dec. 9 & 10 12 pm-Midnight, Dec. 1 1-15 Tarn-

midnight, Dec. 16&17 12pm-midnight, Dec. 18

7am-midnight, Dec. 19 7am-7pm.

The schedule for the Union during the holidays is as

follows:

Dec. 20-22 7am-5pm, Dec. 23-28 CLOSED, Dec.

29 7am-5pm, Dec. 30-Jan. 1 CLOSED.

POETRY CONTEST
December 31 is the deadline for entering the

American Poetry Association's contest. Entry is free

and everyone is welcome to enter. The Grand Prize

is $1,000 and the first prize is $500. In total 152

poets will win cash and publication prizes worth

$11,000.

Poets may enter the contest by sending up to six

poems, each no more than 120 lines, name and

address on each page, to American Poetry

Association, Dept. CT-90, 250-A Potrero St., PO
Box 1830, Santa Cruz, CA 95061. Entries should

be mailed by December 31. A new contest starts

January 1. Each poem is also considered for

nublication in the American Poetry Antholoev. a

leading collection *f today's poems. r

CAO Overthrow Overturned
BY PHILLIP LOllfiHUN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

"We won!" Denny Best shouted the

news on Friday, November 17

announcing the Student Organization

Committee (SOC) decision to overturn

the CAO takeover.

Best, President of the service

organization, was overjoyed at the results

of the hearing. "We all feel pretty

lucky," he said, "because going in, we
had no idea how they (the SOC) would

rule. It is possible that, if not for a

technicality, the SOC would have ruled

differently."

The decision was based on findings

that the new members did not follow due

process as laid out in Robert's Rules Of
Order . Among other discrepancies, the

new members failed to hold a hearing for

Best and the other officers in order to

remove them from office. Robert's

Rules state that a hearing must be held to

remove an officer with a set term of

office.

David Rose was not as jubilant as

Best. Although he declined to be

interviewed (because it could damage the

integrity of an appeal he is filing) Rose

did allow The Seahawk to peruse a letter

to the Chancellor in which he states his

disagreement with the decision and
sentencing.

He feels that the committee failed to

allow him to call forth witnesses. Best

had three witnesses in his behalf.

The letter also claims that the SOC
failed to recognize that the CAO had only

two paid members at the time of the

takeover, and that only one of the

impeached officers was a paid member.
Best counters this with a reference to

the old CAO constitution. The old

constitution, while giving the executive

board the right to set fees or dues, does
not contain any ruling to say that only

paid members can vote or hold office.

"We had not at that time decided to make
dues mandatory," Best claimed.

Rose's letter also questions the

sanctions called for by SOC. There are

three parts to these sanctions. First, the

old officers are to be reinstated. Second,

of bylaws. In Rose's opinion, the fifteen

members who joined CAO on the night

of the takeover should have a say in the

new constitution.

Also unfair in Rose's eyes is the

requirement to write a letter of apology.

His reason for dissension is that no

charges were leveled against him, but the

letter must have his signature. He does

not think he should have to apologize on

behalf of a group "who does not feel they

have violated any rules".

Best contradicts Rose's opinion. "I

"We all feel pretty lucky, because going in,

we had no idea how they (the SOC) would

rule. It is possible that, if not for a

technicality, the SOC would have ruled

differently."

CAO will be held in abeyance until an

amended constitution is brought in with

the loopholes eradicated. Finally, David

Rose must write a letter of apology to

Denny Best on behalf of the persons

involved in the takeover.

Rose believes that the new members

will not be allowed to have any input on

the new constitution. The restored

executive board has been working with

Dr. Stephen Weiss to draw up a new set

think it is a very fair sentence. There is

no personal sentencing ... it is mainly a

matter of one group or the other."

When asked if he felt that somethinu

like this may be tried again, Best was
hesitant. "I do not think it will happen
again in the near future," he predicted,

"but when the heat has cooled down. . .

yes, I think it is likely. It has happened

in other places."

A few lessons were learned during the

takeover. "We learned not to be as

trusting," said Best. "I trusted David
Rose and he literally stabbed me in the

back. I invited him over and over to

come to the meetings and when he came,

I trusted him."

"We also learned a little about why
we have the constitution," he continued.

"Even though we viewed it as

bureaucratic at first, we see now that it is

there to protect us."

One further side effect of the takeover

is a move in the senate to impeach David

Rose for conduct unbecoming a senator.

Although the motion was originally

tabled pending investigation, it was
brought up again at the senate meeting

on Monday night. A unanimous vote is

required to impeach a senator, but the

SGA is trying to change that rule to a

two thirds majority.

If the charge against Rose is upheld

and he is impeached, similar charges

might possibly be brought against
Denny Best. Rose has stated that he will

not be the one to make counter charges,

but some of his supporters in the Senate

may do so.

For his part. Best has decideu to

remain neutral in these debates. "I will

not participate in either the debates or the

voting. I will retire to the gallery until

this is done."

The smoke still swirls over the

controversy. Although many students

and staff have commented that they

would like to see this thing die, it seems
to have a life of its own. One positive

effect that it has had, according to many
watchers, is to brin« «n end to apathy on
the UNCW campus.

P1IOTO BY JENNIFER YOUNO

Defensive Driving Course Will Keep

Minor Violations Out of Courts

Pan-Hellenic Council is Recognized
RV TASHA ROONE

MANAGING EDITOR

A new Pan-Hellenic Council was founded

on the campus of UNCW in the fall of '87 by

a young woman, Karen Jenkins of Delta

Sigma Theta. This organization would later

grow in '87 through '89 to include six black

greek sororities and fraternities, Delta Sigma
Theta, Alpha Phi Alpha, Zeta Phi Beta, Phi

Beta Sigma, Alpha Kappa Alpha, and Kappa
Alpha Psi.

Nationally the Pan-Hellenic Council started

in 194S by the fraternity Phi Beta Sigma at a

university campus. Now the Pan-Hellenic

Council exists on many campuses throughout

the nation. The Pan-Hellenic Council exists

to unify the black greek organizations that

exist on the campus of UNCW.
Some of the sororities and fraternities

within the Council are service oriented and

others are not. However, another purpose of

the Pan-Hellenic Council is to perform service

projects as a collective whole. The Council

helped with the David Walker Halloween party,

and has held a number of fund raisers to

generate money for future community service

plans.

Jackie Skinner, Assistant Dean of students,

is the advisor for the Pan-Hellenic Council.

"It's a learning experience for me. They chose

me because I am not greek and would represent

a non-biased voice." When asked what she

enjoyed the most Jackie replied, "It's

interesting to see the goals and unity of these

young people and see how their organizations

are facilitated. I am enjoying it."

The Pan-Hellenic Council also wants to

1 dispel myths that surround tneir organizations.

They speak out to set the record straight Tina

Ford says, ".
. .it's untrue that we do not

integrate with the white greeks." "It takes

two. The proportions arc so large that it's not

very noticeable," says Wanda Credle, President

of Delta Sigma Theta. In the past the black

fraternities and sororities have not participated

in Greek Week. Greek Week is a week set

aside for campus greek organizations to interact

with one another through planned activities.

Most of the activities that are planned, such as

a baseball game, include large numbers of

participants . However, the black greeks are a

very small minority and do not have large

numbers in their organizations. Therefore they

cannot participate in many of the planned

activities of Greek Week.
"We have tried arranging mixers at one time

or another with various groups, but something

always happened," explains Wanda. Urusula

explains, "We are tired of defending our

traditions, such as some of our pledge

processes that are seen on campus, because it's

a historical thing. If they come to us and

inquire about it instead of criticizing, then

there can be a better understanding. "If one
looks around the campus he will notice some
white greeks doing some of our pledge

processes. It's not just us,"says Rodney.
Wanda recognizes, "Their organizations

have been around since the early 1900's while

many of the white greeks are in the process of

making history with newly formed
organizations." Otie sums up the general

feeling of the Pan-Hellenic Council officers,

"Black greeks should have the same
opportunity to be a part of this University

as the white greeks." f

RY TASHA ROONE
MANAGING EDITOR

The Cape Fear Community
College will be offering a 4 -hour

Defense Driving course along

with the Safety and Health

Council of North Carolina.

If someone has been charged

with one of 43 included minor

traffic violations, the individual

may be eligible to take this new

course. As a result of taking this

course, the individual will not

have to appear in court, pay a fine

or receive driver's license points.

This great offer can only be taken

advantage of once every three

years.

New Hanover and Pender

Counties want to cut down on the

course load according to Mrs.

Pavelchak, director of Public

Health and Safety. Mrs.

Pavelchak listed several topics

that would be discussed during the

four hour time slot; Split Second

Decisions, How Close is Too
Close, and Dealing With the

Number One Highway Violation.

Before attending, an individual

will have to call to preregister at

343-0481 ext. 236 or 256. An
individual attending class needs to

bring the following: traffic

citation, driver's license, social

security number, $25.00 cash
only, and a letter of release from
,he superintendent of the school

attended, if the applicant is 16

years of age or still in high

school.

However, some restrictions do

apply. One cannot register for

this course if his citation resulted

in an accident, the charge is not

listed as one of the 43 violations,

the applicant has completed the

course in the last three years to

have a citation removed, if the

applicant has had a court date

extended or continued, or if the

applicant has been charged with

more than one violation at a

time.

Classes are held on the

campus of the Cape Fear

Community College each

Tuesday and Thursday night from

6- 10pm and Saturday from 8 am-

12 noon.

PHOTO BY JENNIFER YOUNO
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Theft Occurred Over Break

BY AMY PETROCELLI
STAFF WRITER

Upon returning to campus
after Thanksgiving break, four

people residing in Hewlett Hall

learned that they had been victims

of theft after someone had broken

into their vacant suite sometime

between Tuesday, Nov. 21 and

Sunday, Nov. 26. Stolen items

include a Sony Stereo radio and

cassette player, a Gibson electric

guitar and case, a Goldstar VCR,
and a Hitachi 13 inch color

television.

According to detective Willis,

the victims were able to furnish

serial numbers and other points of

identification of the items.

Should the stolen property be

discovered, it will be able to be

identified. Willis reminds,

"Anyone having any knowledge

of this offense would be requested

to contact us. Write us a letter,

or use the crime line."

This incident is currently

under investigation. Detective

Willis will not, however, jump

to any conclusions as to who the

perpetrator may have been.

Should the offender be caught,

he/she would be charged with

breaking and entering and larsony,

which are felony crimes,

punishable by imprisonment and

fine.

Although campus housing

closes over some breaks, it is

Belk Hall and the victimized

Hewlett Hall that remain open,

since they house the athletes who
may have sporting events going

on during that particular time.

Detective Willis explained that

instances of theft have happened

in the past over breaks, but not

predominantly. He states, "It is

not something we expect every

break." The idea of such crime

generally is not associated with

breaks.

To protect your own property

and to increase chances of

recovery if it were stolen,

Detective Willis suggests the

utilization of Operation ID.

Operation Identification is a

program designed to discourage

theft, and is offered through
campus police. They provide

engravers available for checkout

to anyone wishing to mark valued

property. According to campus

police, "If a criminal knows all

your valuables are marked, he

will look for easier and more

profitable victims."

In regards to a previous article

concerning the issue of bicycle

theft, Detective Willis would like

to note that "as a result of the

earlier article on bicycles, we've

recovered several bikes o n

campus."

Teachout Speaks
At Community

On AIDS Virus,
Reception

hi
RV KAREN PATE

STAFF WRITER

One guest at the community

reception held on the nineteenth

called Leo J. Teachout "the

Mother Theresa of New Hanover

County." Teachout is the
executive director of the gay
support group GROW. He was

recognized by the Wilmington
community and the US
Department of Health and Human
Services. Teachout received the

Humanitarian Services Award for

1989 and the Nancy Susan

Reynolds Award for advocacy.

This recognition was gained
through his attention to HIV
positive patients and their

families. He provides counseling

and transportation to health care

facilities for patients within a

seven county area.

"I think anytime you bring

people together to think or talk

about the issues surrounding

AIDS," Teachout said, "the

The enlireLandmart: project is expected lo cost a proposed $5-8million. Many students and

staff are concerned about this extravagant spending.

You Are Invited

Campus Wide Candlelight Christmas
Communion Service

Wednesday, December 6. 1 989 at 1 1 o'clock p.m.

at St. Matthews Lutheran Church

on College Road across

from Trask Coliseum

Music provided by UNCW
Chamber Singers

Led by Campus Ministers Bob Haywood,
Father Al Dash, and

Pastor Harold McSwain

Sponsored tor each and every person
related to UNCW and their families by

United Christian Campus Ministry

community is served."

It serves as a reminder that the

AIDS virus continues to be a

concern for all members of the

community.
Women are being diagnosed

with AIDS in increasing
numbers. According to the

blood, semen or vaginal and
cervical secretions. Many people

infected with the HIV virus have

no symptoms. Estimates indicate

that at least 20 to 30 percent of

people who test positive will

develop AIDS Related Complex

or AIDS. It may take years

"I think anytime that you bring the

people together to think or talk about

the issues surrounding AIDS, the

community is served."

American College Health
Association, women have a

greater risk of getting the virus

from sex with men than men do
from women.

Researchers currently know
that the only certain ways the

virus is transmitted are through

before someone with HIV gets

sick. When the disease is visible,

the virus will begin weakening

the immune system.

The American College Health

Association stresses that

communication between sexual

partners is crucial in preventing

the transmission of All

Knowing a partner's past history

!

is important but the ACHA

;

warns that the information may

not be completely accurate.

Currently, about two-thirds of
the population with AIDS are

men who have had sex with othe

men. Intravenous drug users wl
have shared needles with other i

people make up 17 percent of th«f\
AIDS carriers. Although only 4
percent of the heterosexual

population has AIDS, the
American College Health
Association states that this is

only because the virus has a long

incubation period. More cases

will continue to appear each year

if the population fails to listen to

'

the warnings from the health

community.

"AIDS education requires that

society grows," said Teachout,

"and is honest with itself."

Concern Is Voiced At Faculty

Senate Meeting Considering Project
BY HOLLY PRICE

STAFF WRITER

Inl983 a beautification project

was put in the works for UNCW's
campus by former chairman of the

Board of Trustees, John Burney.

This project was approved by the

previous board of trustees. The
project was to include five main

landmarks on campus.

The first site was to be where

the parking lots between the

Union and Morton are today. A
100 ft by 100 ft marble map of

the Cape Fear region was to be

constructed to show a great

appreciation for the waterways and

rivers of our region. According to

the 1984 Landmark committee

this would provide a tranquil

gathering place for students and

faculty. The committee's second

site was to be at the circular drive

in front of campus. Here a

flagpole would be erected with a

marble or granite base with the

UNCW seal engraved upon it.

The third site was to be near the

cannon in front of the campus.

Statues of students were to be

built here in hopes of inspiring

scholarly pursuits. In front of

Trask Coliseum, site number four,

was to be a metal sculpture of our

mascot, the Seahawk. Finally,

site number five would be a

gazebo built in the parking area

across from the Union.

This entire project was
estimated to cost 5 to 8 million

dollars in private donations. An
article in the November 2 edition

of The Seahawk voiced the
opinion of the president of the

UNCW Biology Club, Dawn
Alleman. She questioned the use

of the money. She felt it should

"serve a meaningful purpose."

"Education is the reason we are all

here," she stated.

Dawn is not the only one
asking questions. At the

November 11 Faculty Senate
meeting Professor Lundeen asked

if the report in The Seahawk was
true, that donations are being

sought for five campus landmarks

costing 5 to 8 million dollars.

Chancellor Wagoner replied that

they had been approved by a

previous Board of Trustees.

Professor Lundeen then read a

statement written by Professor

David E. Padgett of the Biological

Sciences Dept.

"I am concerned at the report in

the student newspaper that

multiple millions of dollars are

being sought to construct
landmarks on campus. While I

speak only for myself, I suspect

that many of my colleagues share

the view that dedicating such a

sum of money to campus
beautification at a time when we
have substantially inadequate
funding to teach our courses

properly borders on being
unconscionable. Even though the

funds are likely to come front

private sources, I have little doubt

that private citizens would be

receptive to requests for funds that

would enhance the education we
can provide their children."

Professor Lundeen then offered

the motion that the Senate,

through the Steering Committee
draft an appropriate letter to th*

Board of Trustees expressing die

concerns stated in Professor*

Padgett's letter.

STORE
YOUR

STUFF H

.

Your first month's rent is only $1 if you
onng us this od Morrongstor offers the

best benefits:

• Electronic security and fencing affords

maximum protection

• Get to your storage unit whenever

you ujont

• Our office is open doily except

Sundays

• Sizes range from 5' « 5' to 20' « 20'

each with convenient overhead light

• Spacious internal rood system for

easy access

Hmini'
storage

|

morning/tar
SHi 1 Motor. St

Across from Coble Dairy

7W-I7I7

THREE FRIENDS. . .

Luxurious 3 bedroom, 3 bath
houses close to UNCW

Corner of Rose and Andover

Space and Storage Galore!
Special price before 12/20/89

2S6-30 tS

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,

TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excellent pay plus FREE travel Caribbean,

Hawaii. Bahamas, South Pacitic, Mexico.

CALL NOWI Call refundable

1-206-736-0775, Ext

Jobs in Alaska
HIRING Men • Women • Summer/
Year Round. CANNERIES, FISHING,

LOGGING, TOURISM, CONSTRUCTION

up to $600 weekly, plus FREE room
and board CALL NOWt Call refundable

1-206-736-0775. gut.

Come Live at "The Edge"

•Two distinctive Floor Plans

•Furnished or Unfurnished

•Water, Sewer, Trash Removal,

Cable TV & Electricity

Allowance Included

•Carpets Mini blinds

•Private Patio/Deck

•Full g Equipped Kitchens

•Beautifully Landscaped

Grounds

•Basketball & Volleyball

Courts

•CI u b ho use -Game Room
•Swimming Pool

•Laundry Room
•Jazzercize & Other

Planned Activities

•Car Wash Area

•Courtesy Officer

•Professional On -Site

Maintenance Staff with

24 Hour Emergency

Service

ADJACENT TO UNCW. CALL (91 9) 395-6001

} 1

Ift at Mty as i

Iranltt'M).

Guests:

1. Know your limit— stay within t.

2. Know what you're drinking.

3. Designate a non-drinking driver.

<t Don't let a friend drive drunk.

5. Call a cab if you're not sober—

or not sure.

Hosts:

6 Serve plenty of food.

1. Be responsible for friends' safety.

8 Stop serving alcohol as the party

winds down.

l
) Help a problem drinker

by offering your support

10. Set a good example.

^^^m ifcfcilaa i i i
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Start

And
Decking

Plenty Of
the Halls With A Little Help
Cheer From Festival Of Trees

BY TFNNIFFR YODNK
STAFF WRITER

The seventh annual Festival of Trees
began Saturday in the Wilmington Hilton's

Grand Ballroom. This holiday event will

benefit Hospice of Lower Cape Fear.

There was a "Winter Wonderland" full of
Christmas trees and other Christmas treats

highlighting Wilmington's 250th
Anniversary Celebration. When the festival

ends Sunday, December 3rd, the trees will be
returned to the donor or to a designated
individual or community facility.

Some special features of the festival

include a "Gingerbread Courtyard", an "Olde
Wilmington Photo Album", and the

Hospice memorial tree.

The "Gingerbread Courtyard" is in the

children's corner which features a miniature

castle for the children to visit. The "Olde
Wilmington Photo Album" is a 22 foot tree

decorated by the Friends of Hospice for the

Wilmington Hilton. The Hospice memorial
tree is dedicated to 360 hospice patients who
have passed away this year. The memorial
ornaments will feature the new Lower Cape
Fear Hospice logo symbolizing the "special

kind of caring which is provided for patients

and families."

There is a gift shop in the Hilton with

Festival of Trees memorabilia. A
"Rhapsody" quilt and a virgin wool braided
rug will each be raffled off. All proceeds
from admission, raffles, and the gift shop
will benefit the Hospice and the lower Cape
Fear area.

The Hospice provides a variety of

services to families of Bladen, Brunswick,
Columbus, New Hanover and Pender
counties. "We are a care and support group
for terminally ill patients and their families.

We take patients with 6 months or less to

live and. . .try to make their last days at

home the most comfortable for them," says
Zorrie Brown of the Hospice. For 8 1/2

years the Hospice has provided nursing
services, hospital aids and bereavement
counselors to their patients.

FESTIVAL
TIES
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THE SEAHAWK

Tht Stahawk welcomes Lttttrs to the

Editor These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. Tht

Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd., Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The

Seahawk.
The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

tht editor is 5 pm. Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20"h late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division.

PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
Editor in Chief

TASHA BOONE
Managing Editor

MAI NGUYEN
News Editor

CHRIS WRIGHT
Sports Editor

PATRICK FOWLER
Asst. Sports Editor

DAVID BURKE
Copy Editor

ALLEN RAY
Entertainment Editor

JOHN GEOFFRION
Production Manager
KAREN GOUDARZI
& JENNIFER YOUNG
Photographer
DEBBIE SMITH
Na tional A dvertising

Manager
KENNETH TAYLOR
Local Advertising

Manager
JIM KRAFT
Financial Manager
DAN HEADRICK
Advisor

Christmas A Humbug? Come Now Wes, Really!

Well, it's that time of year

again. It's the time when snow is

apt to fall, when Santa starts

checking his toy lists, and moms
start whipping up wonderful

dishes that bring tears to the eyes

of hungry dads. It's the time

when joy is cast into the wind for

all to catch and everyone is filled

with a sense of giving, caring,

and understanding. Sounds great,

right? If it were only true.

I guess that I am bit of a

cynic, but by God, I have a right

to be. It seems that over our

wonderful Thanksgiving break,

some person, obviously filled

with the spirit of the season, saw

fit to shatter the window of my

Wcs Coward can be found beating up elves

this Christmas. He has had this grudge ever

since they changed the size of GI Joe dolls.

Now he has to buy all new adventure kits.

vehicle and help himself to over a

thousand dollars worth of

equipment. For some reason, I

don't think they were interested in

making charitable donations to

any worthy causes.

And it's not just me. The

whole season and all its

participants are filled with high

prices, low quality merchandise,

and the idea of ME FIRST. It's

lamb eat lamb out there in the

hustle and bustle of the holiday

season and look out Mr. Nice

Guy. This, I had to learn the hard

way.

Our family wanted a live tree.

It was up to me I was informed,

to make sure that a good deal was

uncovered. After looking aroinjl

the city "Tree Yards", I realizjjl

that a six-foot tree in Wilmingtqn
is a precious commodity. It rs

very difficult for me to fork over

seventy dollars to a man with no
teeth, for something that quite

possibly came from the swamp
behind our house. I think we
will keep the artificial.

And so it goes. As I watch

the chaos of the holidays reach a

fever pitch, I can't do anything

but shake my head. I absolutely

dare someone to wish me the best

of the seasons, for I already have

an answer waiting.

Bah Humbug!

Editori .•.V'
:
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Please, Let It Go A Season Of Hope, ATime Of Joy, A Year Of Change
Have we had enough yet? Will this CAO thing ever die?

Admittedly, it is great news forT/ie Seahawk, but isn't it

about time to let things cool off? Most Seahawk readers (not

to mention editors) are sick of hearing what has become an

extended bout of whining and name calling.

David Rose called the old CAO members poor losers

when they were down. Now he is crying foul because the

SOC decided that the takeover was improperly handled.

The CAO called Rose a backstabber and a liar. Now they

have their organization back and Denny Best says he wants

to let sleeping dogs lie. Who then, is pushing this

impeachment thing?

The story has been on the front page since it began. We
are not beating a dead horse here. . . this story is far from

dead. What we are saying is that we share the sentiment that

it should die. And how!

New Decade Brings Hope
HV ALEX RROWNLOW

Contributing Writer

As 1990 approaches and we
bid a not so fond farewell to the

'80's, environmentalists,
scientists and concerned persons

worldwide are prepping and

planning for a decade where issues

concerning the welfare of our

planet won't be placed second,

third or fourth on the agenda of

things to get done. You see, the

80's certainly aren't going to go

down as the decade of

environmental awareness. In fact,

so much harm was accomplished

in the past ten years that it is hard

to imagine that any kind of good

came out of the 80's at all. Terms

such as global warming,
deforestation and ozone depletion

made their way into our daily

lives in one classroom, on radio

or television or reading of them
in your newspapers or magazine,

or even noticing some of their

effects. Syringes were washing

up on our beaches and oil covered

the shore of Prince William
Sound in Alaska. Names such as

James Watt and Joseph
Hazelwood, captain of the Exxon
Valdez, were ones we came to

speak of with bitterness.

But with the new decade
comes new faces. Earth Day,

1990, an environmental event of

international magnitude, takes

place on April 22 with colleges

across the nation participating in

their own creative ways. Let's

not be left behind.

A couple of weeks ago in the

later part of October, I attended

what was stated to be the "largest

student environmental conference"

in this country's history.

SEAC (Student
Environmental Action Coalition)

was an enormous success,

bringing over 1600 students

together from across the country

to its home base in Chapel Hill.

Issues such as deforestation,

pollution, recycling programs and

global warming were discussed at

length and workshops were
attended covering these topics.

From this meeting comes this

article which will come to you

weekly to discuss these issues and

more and how you as a student

may become involved.

I strongly support your advice,

your suggestions and your
criticism to these articles not to

mention any information you
may be aware of.

Following each article will be

a short section on what's

happening and how you can get

your feet wet in certain issues of

particular interest to us all.

See you next week.

Get Involved with the
Environmental Concerns Group,

UNCW's newly established

environmental organization.

Contact Pam Hurley at 791-4673.

On December 7th at the

Velvet Cloak Inn in Raleigh and

on December 5th at the Duke
Marine Lab in Beaufort, hearings

will be held concerning Mobil's

off shore drilling plans at the

Outer Banks of North Carolina.

Contact Aimee Myers at 392-

7681 for more information on
dates, times and car pools!

Of all the things that the

season of advent does, it most

surely sets us out on a journey

of hope. "The people who walk

in darkness have seen a great

light." This is one of the key

prophecies about the coming of

the Messiah, the one expected to

deliver the people from the forces

of oppression without and

spiritual malaise within.

As we come to the end of this

semester and of this year, I take

heart in some signs of hope
around me. The people of

Czechoslovakia and Poland and

East Germany who have walked

in darkness have seen a great

light. The people of China have

seen a light which, although

brutally repressed, is not

extinguished and burns privately

in the hearts of millions, ready to

burst forth again. Prime minister

Gorbachev has unleashed hope

amongst the people of Russia and

is already having ramifications

upon the nuclear arms race. Even

in South Africa, there are small

intimations of movement within

white South Africa that rekindles

the light of hope for change. I

even find hope in director Kemp's

efforts to clean up the abuses of

HUD and redirect the resources of

our nation to deal with the
homeless and the working poor.

At the same time, I could well

make a list of equal or greater

length of the causes for despair,

including homelessness, hunger

in our world, the immediate
turmoil faced by the nations in

Eastern Europe, national debt, and

the impact of trade imbalances.

I am not a person of hope
because of the things that I have

listed. I am a person of hope

because I believe in and follow

that One who faced political

opposition, disease, despair, the

oppression of his people, and

even the ultimate darkness of

death, living through all of that

with the integrity of a love

focused life that produced a clear

sense of personal identity as
Light of the world.

I
True hope is rooted in a vision

of how life is to be lived if we are

to call it good. For me, the way
of Christ is a vision that

incorporates every dimension of

human existence. I believe it to

be true and because I believe it, I

look into the events of my world

for any signs of hope.

*
]

The signs are there. What
vision do you believe in which
informs the sigfrs of hope wh^cii

you seek? Darkness is all around
us. Name the light that you see

and seek in your darkness.

Student Opinion: SGA Blows Another One

Dear Editor:

I am writing this letter in

response to recent actions by the

SGA to impeach Senator David

Rose. As you know David Rose

was involved in the recent CAO
takeover by concerned students

and was subsequently elected

president of the CAO by the

existing members. As a result of

this action, SGA has started

procedures to impeach David
Rose for actions unbecoming of a

senator. Frankly, this alarms me!

This action is characteristic of

those taken by communists,
fascists, and apartheid type
governments where silencing the

opposition is the norm. Is this

the type of student government
we want on our campus? I

should say not!

Ironically, it is the campus

liberals who are leading the mob
to silence the opposition; the

opposition being anyone who
dares speak out or take action

against the wrongs that are being

permitted and condoned by the

SGA.
The CAO incident could have

been prevented if it were not for

the stupid, asinine, blunder

committed by the SGA or rather

by those in charge of the running

the investigation. The fact is that

when questions were first asked

concerning the CAO's political

affiliation SGA sent one, just

ONE, person to make a ruling on

the controversy!

This is ludicrous! Nobody
sends ONE person to do a

SUPPOSEDLY objective
committee's work. What does

this say about SGA?
Another major discrepancy

within the SGA is it's lack of

effort to monitor how and where

funds are spent. In past sessions

the SGA has just doled out our

money without any type of

concern as to the prevention of

misuse. In regards to this

obvious discrepancy, I suggest

that some sort of "Watchdog"

committee be formed so that

students no longer have to take

actions into their own hands.

Lastly, I must congratulate the

action taken by the concerned

group of students which were
involved in the CAO takeover.

It seems that the SGA has failed

to meet the needs of the body it

serves; and as a result students

have had to take actions into their

own hands.

I close with these words
from SGA President Jim
Humphries "Something terrible

has to happen on this campus
before action can be taken to

make things better." Frankly, I

think this is an irresponsible

attitude and I refuse to live by it.

Charlie Black

Not a College Republican

Dear Editor

It was enlightening to read

your lead article (November 16)

on basic studies. The article

focuses on an important issue:

the role of the humanities in

general, and of foreign languages

in particular, in the general

studies curriculum. But it is

premature, not to say alarmist,

for the writer to be concerned that

we might implement NEH's
recommendation of 50 hours of

humanities for all students, or

that foreign languages might add

dramatically to the time a student

spends at UNCW.
The Department of Foreign

Languages and Literatures has

just submitted a very modest

foreign language proposal to the

University Curriculum
Committee. It does not increase

the basic studies requirements. It

does try to address the current

absurd situation in which a

student with four or five years of

high school Spanish can place

himself/herself in Elementary

Spanish 101 and obtain basic

studies credit for the course. In

the best of all possible worlds,

every student should of course

speak a foreign language. In

1989, at UNCW all we ask is

that our community at least begin

to take foreign languages and
international programs seriously.

The record here is not good.

Until this year, our UNCW
community of scholars has

successfully ignored or resisted a

nationwide advocacy of foreign-

language requirements, study

abroad, international curriculum,

and international student

exchange, not to mention
technology that might expedite

these international contacts

(language lab., or media center for

example). Dura lex sed lex.

The European Community,
with its nine official languages,

is drawing together into the

largest market in the world as

1992 approaches. U.S. business

craves access to Japanese and

European technology and
desperately seeks the language

specialists who would make that

access possible. DuPont, for

example, now spends $2 million

a year on translations (10 times

what it spent in 1980). The State

of North Carolina has begun to

mandate foreign language learning

for every child from kindergarten

through 12th grade. But have no
fear, we at UNCW are many years

away from insisting upon foreign

language proficiency for all our

students.

It was especially enlightening

to read that Dean Kaylor of the

Cameron School of Business

would like to see us offering

languages such as Japanese,

Chinese, or Russian, or...Latin

for basic studies, in addition to

our regular romance offerings.

Latin is of course THE romance

language par excellence, the great

primal romance mother, so to

speak. Oh! how we in Languages

wish it already counted for basic

studies! It will, next year. But,

oh! how unbelievably long it

takes from the time of proposal

for basic studies to the time of

acceptance! We would love to

teach Japanese, Chinese, or
Russian (not mention Arabic,

Korean, or Italian). But have yon

tried teaching Japanese without

any infrastructure to support it?

No language requirement, no lab.,

no media center, no Japanese

students or professors, practioSBy

no "Japanese" course offerings

across the curriculum, no
international internships, no

study abroad program, etc., etc.

Perhaps we in Languages can

count on Dean Kaylor's support

as we seek to expand our

language offerings. Who knows,

in just a few years we might offer

Japanese or Chinese or Russian.

We might well have a language

laboratory, like all the other

colleges and universities

throughout the land. Who
knows, Foreign Languages and

Literatures might be able to work

closely with an international

management program in the

Cameron School of Business.

Let us hope so.

Respectfully,

James McNab, Chairperson

Foreign Languages and
Literatures

Write *u

Editor

Today.
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ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING BOOKS!
$32,000/year income potential. Details: (602)-838-8885 ext. BK

18742

ATTENTION- HIRING! Government jobs-your area. Many

immediate openings without waiting list or test. $17,840-$69,485

Call (602)-838-8885 extR18742

PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED! Interested in making money part-

time photographing people? No experience necessary; we train. If you

are sociable, have a 35mm SLR camera and transportation, please call

between noon and 5:00pm, M-F, at 1-800-722-7033.

ROOMATE WANTED: Responsible female roomate wanted for

Spring Semester or longer. Must be NON-SMOKER! Pine Valley

area, nice house, all amenities. Rent $195/mo+l/3 utilities. Call 395-

6581 leave message.

ROOMATE NEEDED in Twinwood for Spring Semester. Rent

negotiable. Furnished apartment with washer/dryer-cable. Call 799-

5474 ask for John or Bubba.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING: Fast and accurate-reasonable rates-call

343-8491.

TERM PAPERS-RESUMES-COLLEGE APPLICATIONS
ExecutTypes of Wilmington- 7 days per week-(919)-395-4040

Myth: The majority of sexual assaults occur

in dark alleys and remote places.

Fact: Most sexual assaults either occur in the

residence of the assailant or that of the

victim.

Express caution when going into the home of

someone you do not know well. In the same

respect, do not let anyone in your home
whom you do not feel comfortable with or

whom you do not know.
t - 1 r

Beauty Su pply
Beauty Emporium

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
(next to Sam's Wholesale)

356 S. College Road

395-0542

EXTRA
LOW PRICES

• Hair Brushes

• Hair Ornaments

• Skin Care Items

• Electrical Appliances

LaMAUR

VITA E

HAIR SPRAY

LaMAUR

APPLE PECTIN

SHAMPOO

A Shampoo Concenlnle
Ml liter Reg or Moist

$299

TRESmmt.

Hair
Spray

4 formulas

to choose 1'om

$1 69

REVLON

NAIL POLISH

$1 89

15 oz , resists humidity to

hold hair longer
i

IT'S HOT WILD. ..

SPIRITED
SPUNKY STUFF!

• Instantly freezes hair in

place with extra firm

holding power

• Sculpt, shape Hit and

spike

$ .99

AUSSIE

MEGA SHAMPOO

QUEENE HELENE

STYLING GEL

$1 69

STYLING

UNICURE
HAIR & SKIN

CONDITIONER

spnti
hair
sgrajf

FANTASIA
SPRITZ SPRAY

99

32 oz. size

$3 89
§3 .99,

$2
:6oz. tube only $.99

Hoi

^ )

Everything for your hair

and skin at
prices

FRONT STREET NEWS
SHOULD HAVE AN AD HERE, BUT
THEY DID NOT BRING ONE IN TIME.
THERE SHOULD BE SOMEONE
PLAYING THERE TONIGHT.
IN FACT, THERE PROBABLY IS
SOMEONE PLAYING THERE TONIGHT.
I GUESS YOU COULD FIND OUT BY
CALLING

763-1240.

B5A0TV AMP Trie WtPWWT

H

Thanks Everybody I It's A GlrCl

Tiiriam JConstanza

11/25/89 Bibs- 191/4" *J^M*v*AV(«affm«iMim«i«ML

. .., ., *-*<* t Humid!
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ENTERTAINMENT
ACE Brings Act

Being Rude & Loving It
Over this Thanksgiving

break I went to Washington D.C.

for a few days and there was a few

things that I would like to take

the time to reflect on. First of

all, people in the North are just

too rude. You hear about it all

the time, and I really didn't

believe that it was as bad as

people said, but let me tell you

those people are rude.

It was really odd to

walk down the street and say

hello to someone and have them
look at you like you were a leper

or something. Another thing that

bothered me was that crazy people

stood around the capital yelling

insults, and preaching their own
messages to whoever would
listen. I mean in the south you
usually had to have done
something to them for them to

insult you.

Another thing about up
North is the fact that they think

that most southern people are

rednecks who live on farms and
have close personal relationships

with livestock. I am not denying

that some southerners are

rednecks, and I imagine that some
of them do consider their

livestock near and dear to them,

but not the majority of us.

The tone of their voices

seemed to change as I corected

them when they said "Oh,
Wilmington Delaware?", "No,
Wilminton North Carolina."
"Oh, thats nice." I went from a

thinking, feeling human being in

one sentence, to a hick with a

peice of straw hanging out of my
mouth and a pack of chew in my
overalls.

However, not all people

I meet in the North were
buttheads. I meet several nice,

warm, caring individuals, but all

of them were from the south (and

they were on vacation too). After

walking around the city for a few

days it was easy to see why crime

and drugs are such a problem in

D.C. If I lived in a place where

people treated me like that I

would probably want to shoot

them or shoot up to get away
from them.

One thing that bothered

me that really doesn't seem like a

big deal was sweetened iced tea,

or should I say the lack of it.

They say that Americans take

their freedom for granted, and to a

certain extent that may be true,

but I feel that we take our sweet

tea for granted even more. You
may scoff at this, but to me the

choice between sweetened and
unsweetened is as basic as our
right to freedom of speech.

Sweet-n-low, Equal,

NutraSweet you can have them
all. Every day they find that one
of these "artificial" sweetners
causes cancer, or heart disease in

lab rats. Now taking into

account that almost everything

causes cancer in lab rats I still

don't want to take the chance.

Sugar may cause me to

put on a few extra pounds, maybe
even a couple of zits. But cancer?

I think not. Hey, Maybe that's

what wrong with those people up
north. They have all been
poisoned with artificial sweetners.

Yea, maybe they all aren't so bad
after all. Maybe the way they act

isn't their fault. Nahh....

One thing that was
confusing about dining in the

north was that up there they have
so many people that they don't

care if you tell them that you
won't come back. When I worked

one summer as a waiter (in the

south) I saw two of my fellow

employees fired because
customers complained that they

were rude.

In Washington not
being rude would probably be
grounds to fire an employee. It

was hard to get used to the
concept that the waitress was
actually doing me a favor by
waiting on me, and not the other

way around. I felt as though she
should have tipped me for being a

couteous customer.

I guess with so many
people they don't have to worry
about a customer ever coming
back. If they served every person
only once and treated them badly
it would take them decades to go
through everyone, and by then a

whole new generation of
customers would be old enough
to go out to eat. Kind of a

vicious cycle.

I guess what I'm getting

at is that we take for granted the

lifestyle we have down here in the

south. The casual nod from a
stranger as you drive down the
road. The friendly waitress who
still is nice to you even though
she knows you don't have enough
money to leave a big tip. And
even getting sweet tea when all

you say is "tea" are all things that

really register when you come
back home.

If someone from the

North ever tries to tell you how
great it is up there, just remember
you never hear of anyone from
the south retiring to New Jersey.

Thats another thing. Why is

New Jersey called the "Garden
State?" Never mind, I don't even
want to get started on New
Jersey.

Fox' "Future II" Stuck In Time Warp
Second Sight: Starring

John Larroquette, Bronson
Pinchot, and Stuart Pankin.

Rating: 5 1/2 out of a

possible 10.

Does a movie about a

psychic who uses his talents to

solve mysteries and crimes sound
like it could be very funny? It did

to me, but unfortunatley it didn't

turn out that way.

The title. Second Sight

refers to the detective agency of
the same name that employs
Billy (Bronson Pinchot), the

psychic channeler who uses
Murray, his spiritual guide, to

solve crimes. It seems Murray is

caught between levels of the next

world because he can not resolve

the anger he feels for his

girlfriend whose request for ice

cream resulted in his being run

over by a car.

The agency is run by
Wills (Larroquette), an angry ex-

cop who tries to use Billy's talent

to find out personal information
on women he wants to pick up.

.Rounding out the trio is a goofy

.'pseudo-scientist played by Stuart

Pankin whose major contribution

'to the film is feeding Billy

goobers to calm him during his

psychic outbursts.

When a Catholic Bishop
is kidnapped and held for ransom
Billy must use his powers to
locate him, and try to save the

day for his new found love. Will
Billy control his powers and
come through? All together now:
WHO CARES!!!

This is a dumb movie,
with a dumb plot, dumb script,

and a dumb ending. The writers

and directors of this film wasted
some quality actors and actresses,

not to mention money and time
on Second Sight. John
Larroquette is typecast as a

womanizing sleaze in his role as

Wills. It was hard at times to

remember that I wasn't watching
Night Court. Bronson Pinchot
from Perfect Strangers gets a

break in this movie and doesn't

have to do that annoying accent,

but does have to act like a seizure

victim every time his psychic
powers take hold.

It took me about thirty

seconds to figure out the ending

of this movie, so those of you
with double figure IQs should

figure it out even faster. Save

your money and your time and

catch this one when it comes out

on cable.

BY JOHN GEQEEBIflB
MOVIE REVIEWER

Back To The Future, Part II

Starring: Michael J. Fox,
Christopher Lloyd, and Thomas
F. Wilson

Rating: 6 out of 10

Steven Spielberg and
director Robert Zemeckis have
once again joined forces to

continue the adventures of the

time-travelling teenager Marty
McFly (Fox) and the crazy

inventor Dr. Emmett Brown
(Lloyd). This time around the

script lacks the humor and
originality of the original as
Fox and Lloyd are taken on a

confusing trip through time to

the years 2015, 1985, 1955
(again), and 1855.

This long awaited sequel

picks up exactly where the

original ends, Marty and Doc
Brown are preparing to take the

DeLorean time machine to the

year 2015. They are on a

mission to save Marty's
children Marty Jr. and his sister

Marlene (both portrayed by
Fox) from a life behind bars.

Biffs bully grandson Griff
(Wilson in both roles) is trying

to force Marty Jr. to help with a

doomed robbery. This is where

a chase scene identical to the

skateboard chase in "Future I"

occurs. Only this time it is not

a 50's soda shop but the Cafe
80's, a restaurant that is a

tribute to the present decade
complete with television's

showing Oprah and "Miami
Vice", and skateboards no
longer need wheels because they

fly. Marty succesfully stops

Griff and his cohorts but runs

into another problem when Biff

steals the DeLorean and a book
of sports scores and gives it to

himself in 1955.

Zemeckis takes the
opportunity to combine "Future

I" and "Future II" as many of
the scenes from the original are

seen again from a different

angle. The end of "Future I"

ends up relying on the events of
this movie which means the

"Future II" could have been
"Future I". Sound confusing?
It is but it is not very
interesting and becomes boring

as the movie roles on.

"Back To The Future" was
an excellent movie because of
the humor and the characters,

something the makers chose not

to concentrate on in this
installment. Lloyd is almost
wasted in his role as Doc Brown
because he is not given a chance

to really develop because the

emphasis is on the action and
special effects. A few of the

bits that are funny are used
again and again. Someone
must have called Marty a

chicken at least ten times during

the movie to which his reply is

"Nobody, nobody calls me a

chicken!".

It was funny the first time but
the second and third times, no.

Biff also has no place in this

sequel. He was good as the

bully in "Future I" but is not an
very interseting character and is

very unappealing as the villian.

The movie is a roller coaster

ride through time that has

spectacular special effects but in

the end is lacking of the

ingredients that made the
original so good. The film
actually ends with a great deal

of promise for the almost
finished "Back To The Future,

Part III". Marty is left in

"Future I" and Doc Brown has

been sent to 1855, the setting

of the third film, by a bolt of

lightning from that famous
storm that struck the

clocktower. That leaves nobody
in the time warp created in this

film which is good for the

upcoming sequel because that

means there is no reason to

come back during the next
movie. Maybe the adventures

of the Old West will prove

much more exciting. ,

BY E. AU,F,N RAY
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

So you say you don't have
anything to do. Well, the

Association for Campus
Entertainment (ACE) and
Fantasia Concerts presents The
Comedy Zone. The Comedy
Zone will feature headliner Cary
Long and special guest Hank
McGauley for one night of

laughs. The show will take plac

;

in room 100 of the University

Union at 8:30pm, on December
4. The cost of admission is $1

with a student ID and $2 for all

others.

Cary Long was the winner of

the "Great Southeastern Laff-Off

and has appeared at such notable

comedy clubs as "The Punch
Line", "The Funny Bone", and
"Who's on First" as well as many
others. Long has appeared at

numerous universities around the

country including Chapel Hill and
Wake Forest, and has opened up
for The Temptations, Expose',

and the Charlie Daniels Band.
Long has also appeared with
fellow comedians Jay Leno, Gary
Shandling, and Dana Carvey (The
Church Lady). Don't miss your
chance to catch a rising star, and
you don't even have to leave

campus.

WhaU
oims Out

Nov 30-Dec 6

Thursday 30

Mad Monk: The
Usuals (Classic Rock-n
Roll).

Cary Lomg, the winner of the "Great Southeastern Laff-Off and performer of many famous
clubs including "The Punchline", will be performing in The Comedy Zone. Admission will be

$1 with student ID and $2 without.

Friday 1

Mad Monk: The
Chairman of the Board
(Beach).

Giuseppe's: Harari

(Raegae).

Front Street News:
Psalms (Contemporary
Jazz).

Odyssey: Clovers

(Dance).

Saturday 2

Mad Monk: Stairway
To Heaven (Led
Zeppelin tribute).

Front Street: Psalms
(Cont. Jazz).

Giuseppe's: Harari

(Raegae).

Tuesday 5

Front Street:

Jam Society

Blues

For more info

call:

Mad Monk:
395-0280

Ortons:

763-5955
King Fish's

Oarhouse:
762-4891

ACE:
395-3842

Front St. News:
763-1240

Hank McGauley is scheduled as the opening act in the Association for Campus Entertainment I
and Fantasia Concerts presentation of The Comedy Zone on December 4. %

Spyro Gyra And Mann Electrify Trask

BY DAVID BURKE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The 2000 people in attendance

in Trask Coliseum on Thursday,
November 16 were treated to some
first rate contemporary jazz,

compliments of Herbie Mann and
Spyro Gyra.

Herbie Mann and his flute

treated the crowd with a great

Latin/fusion set with his six piece

ensemble which included bass,

guitar, keyboards, drums, and
percussion. His group presented

impressive solos and a high

intensity percussion feature.

Unfortunately, his set was
hindered by a poor sound mix and
a spotlight operator who was
completely confused.

After a 30 minute
intermission, Spyro Gyra took the

stage (and their techs took the

lights and sound board). They
wasted no time in presenting the

spectators with their patented

melodies and improvs.

They opened with two
numbers from their latest album,

Point of View. Their first piece,

"Swing Street", was a good
example of Spyro Gyra's sound:

high energy jazz/rock fusion.

Jay Beckenstein on saxophone

was impeccable with his melodies

and solos. He often traded leads

with the equally brilliant
keyboardist Tom Shaman.

"Whirlwind" from Spyro Gyra's
Breakout album featured Dave
Samuels. Samuels' solo in that

piece was awe inspiring. He
navigated his four mallets on the

vibes and marimba through the

intricate syncopation of the piece

as though he were born to.

Bassist Roberto Vally was
featured in a piece of his own
which began with a subtle melody
and progressed into a funky,
popping solo. The piece ended
with a very nice unison between
the bass and drums.

Perhaps the most impressive
performance of the evening,
though not the most magnified,
was that of drummer Tony
Sintron. He had to substitute on
short notice for the regular Spyro
Gyra drummer, Ritchie Morales,
who couldn't make the show.
Sintron played a fine performance
including an impressive drum solo
during "Conversations", a piece
from Spyro Gyra's Access All
Areas album.

The two biggest crowd pleasers

were "Morning Dance", Spyro
Gyra's most popular number, and
"Shus' Blues", a dirty 12-bar blues

tune by Tom Shuman.
The only unfortunate aspect of

the evening was the lack of
appreciation shown by many
audience members toward the end
of the show. Mel Gibson,
Facilities Director aft Trask

described the audience as, in a

masterpiece of euphamism, "laid

back. . .civilized". Perhaps some
harsher terms are in order. Some
people began leaving while the

band was still on stage playing.

When the set ended, many more
people gave a token number of
claps and began making for the

exits. Those of us who were still

begging for more from Spyro
Gyra were left to ourselves to
solicit an encore, which we were
successful in doing only once.

Many attending the show
hoped that such concerts would
spark more big name jazz bands to

stop in Wilmington on their
tours. One UNCW student called

the show "a dream come true".

Another audience member who is

a Wilmington native said, "This
is a first for [Trask Coliseum].
I'm just glad they're here."
Considering the reception that the

members of Spyro Gyra got from
the audience, it is questionable
whether they shared the happiness
to be there.

Perhaps Wilmington's relative

inexperience in concerts such as

this one was the very reason for

the poor "jazz etiquette".
Whatever the reason, let's hope for

the sake of the Wilmington jazz
scene that next time we can do a

litde better.

f
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Positions Open For The

Seahawk Newspaper

-STAFF WRITERS

-ENTERTAINMENT WRITERS

-LAYOUT/PRODUCTION

-TRANSPORTATION/DELIVERY

-PHOTOGRAPHERS

-TYPISTS

-SECRETARY

-ADVERTISING SALES

-GRAPHICS

Positions pay varying salaries/wages;
If interested, please apply in person in the

Seahawk office,

Room 205E in the University Union

Hkfr^^J. *,*;..

awe cttft&cmRd

comer*

H&W PRODUCTIONS and THE ASSOCIATION FOR
CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT/FANTASIA CONCERTS

PRESENT
THE 1989 PRE-EXAM JAM

FEATURING:

HEA¥¥ D <MME BOTE
WRECKS-N-EFFECT

EPMD
MC LYTE

REDHEAD KINGPIN & THE
F.B.I.

Sunday, December 10, 1989 8:00pm
Trask Coliseum

Tickets: $10.50 for UNCW students/ $12 . 75
for all others

On Sale Now!
:Qff A!)MISSION8>:00Dm

ACE MOVIES PRESENTS

BBALL

l IBRARV AUDITORIUM
(upstairs in the rear

of the library)
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GREEKS SET TO GO NATIONAL
BY SANDY PORTER

STAFF WRITER

Previously in an article

featured in The Seahawk, the

plans for local fraternities and

sororities to become national

were announced. At the time of

that articles' publication several

of the local Greeks were awaiting

the arrival of the nationals to

visit UNCW and evaluate their

own organizations. Since then

definite dates have been set for

many of the local Greek
organizations to achieve their

goal of becoming nationally

. affiliated.

Currently the local fraternity,

Sigma Kappa Tau will become a

colony of Lambda Chi Alpha on

December 10th. A member of

Sigma Kappa Tau, Guy Aires, is

grateful that Lambda Chi chose

them for fraternity expansion.

"It's pretty cool, that's what
we've been working toward for so

long. Although there are more

rules to follow and it will be

more strict, Lambda Chi will

open many doors. It is the

largest fraternity around."

All the locals go through a

process where each organization

invites a national group on
campus. While visiting UNCW
the national Greeks interview

members and attend presentations

provided by the locals. On
December 6th the sorority Xi

Delta Phi will be giving three

presentations in hopes of
becoming a part of a national

colony in January.

This spring the local sorority,

Sigma Pi Zeta and the fraternity,

Tau Delta Theta will be going

through the national process of

Greek colonization.

In the fall of 1990 the

fraternity, Sigma Phi Sigma and

the sororities, Kappa Delta Pi and

Kappa Phi Theta hope to go

national. And last, but not least,

the local sorority Sigma Chi
Epsilon hopes to become national

in the Spring of 1991.

Lanita Hanson, the Assistant

Director for Student Activities

Greek Advisor, hopes that this

will be enough Greek activity to

satisfy the needs of the ever

growing UNCW population.

"There is so much work
involved in starting anew
organization," said Ms. Hanson.

"For one thing it's an incredible

amount of organizing and for

another, groups that are young

must be allowed time to develop

and mature in its organization."

With all the local Greeks

going national subtle maturing

changes will be seen in the near

future. Not only will the

alterations change Greek Society

at UNCW, but it may also

change the atmosphere o n

campus.

Is it an invasion? A hostile takeover? No, Just an ROTC weapons display.

I Have Diabetes
Jim not intoxicated. If I am unconscious or

•"y behavior is peculiar. I may be having a reaction

associated with diabetes or its treatment

Emergency treatment
-"^^ If I am able to swallow, give me sugar
L | m some form - candy, syrup, .'ola or
* . -y similar beverages that contain sugar
~mtJ orange |uice, etc Call a doctor or emer

gency hospitai

WARNING: Any change ot insulin should be made
cautiously and onlv under medical supervision

currently use the following msulin(s)

Humulin R N zL zU

j&u Too0mm #otow&Amt *f&K f>R jou

fuif ItJ&tr $ tHufCfi QuART&$

The largest selection
of Rasta T-Shirts,
belts, braclets, and
pendants in the
Southeast.

One Blood. One Love

BINGHI BEGINNINGS
•''Your Reggae Music Hft"

Cancer is Taking Too Many

Lives in New Hanover County!

Between 1983 and 1987, EACH YEAR, an average of 240 PEOPLE from

New Hanover County DIED from CANCER:

68 people from lung cancer 1" women from breast cancer

33 people from colo-rectal cancer 15 men from prostate cancer

105 people from all other cancers

As much as 50% * of cancer mortality can be reduced through:

Education and Prevention

Early Screening and Detection

State-of-the-Art Treatment

*NC1 "Cancer Control Objectives for the Nation: 1985 2000." Number 2, 1986.

WHAT IS BEING DONE IN NORTH CAROLINA?

The North Carolina Cancer Control Program is responsible fot establishing and

administering a program for the prevention and detection of cancer as well as the

care and treatment of persons with cancer.** Activities underway are:

• Education, consultation and technical assistance in cancer prevention

and control

• Targeted prevention initiatives:

1. Cervical cancer in black women
2. Breast cancer

• Local health department screening services

• Diagnosis and treatment for eligible low-income North Carolinians

*'GS UOA.Sec 205

HOW CAN YOU HELP?
»

A network of state and local public, private and volunteer sectors are working together

throughout North Carolina to control cancer. Find out about specific cancer control

activities in New Hanover County. Contact your local health department. Ask how you
can help. Contact: Mr. Robert S. Parker, Director

New Hanover County Department of Health

(919)251-3200

This information brought to you by:

The North Carolina Cancer Control Program
Division of Health Services

Department of Human Resources

P.O.Box 2091

Raleigh. NC 27602-2091

(919)733-7081

Great! Rons back with more balls.

917 South Kerr Ave.

Wilmington. NC 28403

(919) 395-2229

PUZZLE SOLUTION

Well, Ifyou have to fill

space, you might as
well really fill it

.

G A S E S S E D S N
A_ L L S E E R S P s n
P E A S N A G e A s 7

I l§ E E T S D L

G L A N 1 C O F F E E

R A P E M P O R 1 U M S
A T E S E R N N E B s
P E R T T N E N T L E A—

i

YE 2L T E N T E R A R_

A N >T C U IT Tmm
F O A Ml P i T S L E D
R A Y C A D E T M A R
A T E S L E D S s T Y

ITG TRAVEL CENTER
Has Your Christmas Fares

Atlanta 198.00

Boston 228.00

Chicago 248.00

Dallas-Fort Worth 278.00

Denver 318.00

New York 208.00

Philadelphia 208.00

Washington 178.00

Baltimore 178.00

4605 Franklin Ave. (Kerr Station viUa8e )

392-2315

14 Day Advance-non refundable fares

Subject to availability

Restrictions do apply

- - bit* fc -.fc«i a I
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NCAA Considering Policy Change
(CPS)--Fed by ongoing

scandals of fans paying players,

injured students being run off

campus by coaches anxious to

give scholarships to uninjured

athletes, low graduation rates,

grade fixing and now by a new
six-part NCAA report about the

state of college sports, the

campus sports reform movement
seems to be heading for a climax,

observers say.

It could come as soon as
January, when delegates to the

NCAA's annual convention will

consider measures to shorten

spring football practice, bar

freshmen from football and
basketball teams, force schools to

share television revenues and
abbreviate major sports seasons.

More radical reforms, like

paying athletes and forcing

colleges to report their graduation

rates to recruits, are gaining

advocates in Congress and

elsewhere.

Nebraska's legislature last year

passed a bill, eventually vetoed

by Gov. Kay Orr, that would
have made colleges in the state

pay the students who labor on
their revenue-producing teams.

"I think there is a more
common agreement among
college presidents that things need

to be done," said Martin

Massengale, chairman of the

NCAA Presidents Commission
and chancellor of the University

of Nebraska at Lincoln. "There's

got to be integrity in college

athletics."

"The current problems will

not go away unless some changes

are made," agreed Ed Tapscott,

basketball coach at American
University in Washington, DC.

"We'll see a host of changes

over the next few years," Tapscott

predicted. "I'm just not sure what

they will be."

The NCAA already has

adopted rules that keep freshmen

with low grades or standardized

test scores from playing on
varsity sports teams.

More rules changes appear to

be imminent.

They generally address three

areas: graduation rates, lessening

the amount of time students must
spend working on their sport, and

money.

• Graduation Rates: Congress

currently is debating a bill

sponsored by Sen. Bill Bradley

(D-NJ) that would require colleges

to reveal their athletes' graduation

rates to high school seniors they

are recruiting.

The prospect of a truth-in-

graduation law prompted NCAA

Executive Director Richard
Schultz to promise in mid-
September to support the bill if

the NCAA doesn't adopt such a

rule on its own before January.

Reformers say the bill is

necessary because colleges

sometimes don't fulfill their

promise to educate athletes in

return for the athletes' work in

helping fill stadiums and gyms.

•Easing the workload: Robert

Atwell, head of the powerful

American Council on Education

(ACE), a college presidents'

lobbying group in Washington,

DC, and itself a force within the

NCAA's ruling Presidents
Commission, is proposing
several new reforms to give

athletes more time to attend class.

Atwell told a congressional

panel last May that freshmen
should not be allowed to play

football or basketball, and that

football, basketball and baseball

seasons should be shortened

Last month, the Presidents

Commission proposed cutting

spring football practice from 20

days to 10 days, and cutting

basketball season from 28 to 25

games.

Cutting spring football

practice is a "good idea," said

Mark VanKeirsbilk, a senior

offensive tackle at the University

School Papers Protested

Across the Nation
(trsj-Minonty and feminist

students at several different

campuses protested their school

papers' reportage as insensitive or

racist in early November, in some

cases calling for student editors to

resign.

In separate incidents, students

called for "better" coverage from

the campus papers at the

universities of Houston and

Illinois, and at Colorado State

University.

For different reasons, a

disgruntled student leader tried to

recall the student editor at the

University of North Carolina-

Chapel Hill's paper.

Several hundred students

gathered at the University of

Houston's University Center to

charge that the Daily Cougar, the

student paper, failed to cover the

coronation of the school's
homecoming king and queen,

alleging it was because this year's

queen is black.

Black Student Union President

Joel Richards said the

homecoming incident reflected

broader racial bias in the Cougar's

coverage.

Editor-in-Chief Georgeann
Shepard defended her decision,

saying "more people didn't care

than cared" about homecoming.

Last year's editors, she added, also

! ignored the event

At Colorado State University,

300 protesters gathered Nov. 3 to

blast, among other things, the

Rocky Mountain Collegian, the

student paper, for running a letter

they called racist

The Nov. 2 letter called for a

"race of thoroughbreds" and
supported abortion to eliminate

"children born to welfare

mothers."

On the same day the Collegian

published the offending letter,

about 30 men and women
gathered in front of the offices of

the Daily IUini at the University

of Illinois Urbana-Champaign to

protest a "sexist" comic strip that

had appeared in the paper the

previous week.

Editors subsequently pulled

the strip.

Other recent protests of
campus paper coverage have been

less civil. In September,

University of Massachusetts-
Amherst protesters bunt through

the back door of the offices of the

Collegian to stage a brief sit-in in

protest of Editor David Mark's

editorial calling United Nations

observers on the Israeli-occupied

West Bank of the Jordan River

"sickeningly pro-Palestinian."

The dissidents called for

Mark's resignation. Mark
refused.

Though no editors have

actually been driven from their

jobs by the demonstrations yet,

they readily concede the charges

hurt.

"It really upset me to be

perceived that way," Shepard said,

"but I'm not going to go out and

seek minority issues just because

of this."

Rocky Mountain Collegian

Editor Scott Perriman agreed.

"No one likes criticism, but it's

unlikely we'll do anything

differently."

Citing past efforts to include

guest columns from campus
minorities and his own editorials

criticizing racist incidents,

Perriman said, "If someone calls

me a racist that's an uninformed

accusation."

Nevertheless, such accusations

"hurt the credibility of the paper

in the short run," said Tom
Rolnicki, head of the

Minneapolis-based Associated

Collegiate Press, a trade

association of campus
newspapers.

Other papers have faced
criticism for different reasons.

At the University of North

Carolina in Chapel Hill, Sharon

Kebschull, editor-in-chief of the

Daily Tar Heel, weathered a

petition drive to hold a recall

election in September.

Student government member
Jeffrey Beall, who started the

petition drive, accused the paper

of refusing to print letters to the

editor that express opinions

contrary to the paper's editorial

stance, forbidding reporters to

interview certain students and

having a lack of "competent
management"

But Beall failed to get the

necessary 3,500 signatures needed

to hold a recall election, and the

movement has since stalled.

Survey Reveals Fads About Campus Rape
(CPS)--Nearly one in five

women are forced to have sex or

are victims of attempted rape

while going to college in New
York, Cornell University

researcher Andrea Parrot has

found.

She released her findings-

based on a survey of officials and

215 students at 15 New York

colleges- at the end of October

during an Albany conference on

sexual assault. Survey results

involving 30 colleges and 1,000

students will be available in

December, she said.

Parrot also discovered the

assailants most likely are men
who live in same-sex dorms or

fraternities, and have "macho"

attitudes that devalue women.

It's tougher to classify the

victims, she said. But the more
men a woman dates-and the more

these men drink-the more likely

she is to be attacked, her study

suggested.

Parrot's figures are consistent

with national figures.

In a 1987 survey of 6,000

of Oklahoma.

"It really takes a toll on

athletes' bodies, and there are high

injuries but not much recovery

time," he said.

•Sharing the money: In an

October survey by the Presidents

Commission, 225 college
athletes said their most pressing

personal problems revolved

around money. A majority of

students said they needed more for

personal expenses, and thought

they should be paid for their work

beyond the value of their

academic scholarships.

"Money and all the NCAA
rules surrounding it are the

biggest hindrance to student

athletes... The only thing the

NCAA's rules do is take away the

chance for kids attending average

or honest programs to get money
and have an enjoyable and

comfortable college experience," a

basketball player said.

The ACE's Atwell favors

eliminating athletic scholarships

altogether, and letting all colleges

share in TV revenues.

Money reforms, however, may
be harder to pass than the others.

"I think the scholarship

system is fine the way it is," said

Roy Love, athletic director at

Portland State University.

students on 32 campuses, one in

six female students reported being

the victim of rape or attempted

rape in the preceding year. Most

women knew the assailant In

the same study, one of every 15

men said he had committed rape

or had attempted rape in the same

period.

"By and large, universities are

giving us a much lower report

rate," Parrot said. Ignoring that

rape is a problem is "a common
response" among administrators,

she added.

Faculty

Speaks
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(CPS)-Students today are more

interested in getting better grades

than their predecessors, but are

more willing to cheat to get them,

the nation's professors said in a

poll.

Students' study habits generally

aren't very good, the professors

added in the survey, conducted by

the Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching.

"Today's faculty present a

discouraging portrait of students,"

said Carnegie President Ernest

Boyer in the foreword to "The

Condition of the Professoriate:

Attitudes and Trends, 1989,"

which was released Nov. 5.

Of the 5,450 professors polled,

70 percent said students have

become more grade-conscious over

the past five years, but 43 percent

said students are more likely to

cheat and 55 percent said students

do only enough to get by.

"About two-thirds of the

faculty say that too many students

are ill-prepared for academic life,

and they conclude that their

institution spends too much time

and money teaching students what

they should have learned in high

school," Boyer wrote.

The study, conducted every five

years to measure faculty members'

feelings about their lives,

concludes that "public education,

despite six years of reform, is still

producing inadequately prepared

students."

The professors also thought

their schools should emphasize

giving students a broad liberal

education instead of narrower,

specialized training.

In October, the National

Endowment for the Humanities

(NEH) separately issued a call to

alter all students' graduation

requirements to include 50 hours

of liberal arts classes.

Forty-nine percent of the

professors called their schools

"very good" places to work, up
from 41 percent in the iy» survey.

In addition, 75 percent of the

full-time professors surveyed

thought their institutions were

providing undergraduates with an

"excellent" or "better than
adequate" general education.

Drug Enforcement Is Lax

Q, YJhick person most deserves a "frainity wap*e" until he.
• masters the complexities o£ Kls job?

(CPS) - An illegal drugfest at

Weslyan University i n

Connecticut netted only one
arrest and it proved the school

isn't serious about enforcing drug

laws, students say.

"They didn't really do anything

to stop it" said sophomore Marc
Flacks of the bash in a university

dining hall, dubbed the "Smoke

Out."

"They brought in a few cops

instead of a whole army. It

seemed to me that they were

saying, "We don't approve of this

but we're not doing anything to

stop it."

Wesleyan officials defended

their anti-drug efforts, noting they

told police about the party.

"Wesleyan doesn't condone

drugs," said spokesperson Bobby

Wayne Clark. "It's not a drug

sanctuary. What we do know
about and what we can respond

to, we will respond to."

Students at the Oct.27 party

beat drums, clanged cowbells,

rattled maracas, and smoked pot

A second day of insobriety,

called "Uncle Duke Day"- named
for the drug using character in the

comic strip "Doonesbury"-- was

devoted to taking LSD and

playing party games.

The gathering, which was
advertised by posters around

campus, was supposed to revive a

15 -year-old school tradition of

drug law protest.

The tradition has waned
elsewhere, too. Mass student drug

parties held at places like the

universities of Illinois, Michigan,

and Maryland, originated in the

1960's as a protest against

marijuana laws. More recently,

the protests have turned into

apolitical parties that many non-

students attended.

At the University of California

in Berkeley in September, about

1000 people gathered for a

"smoke in." No one was arrested

at the rally, which organizers said

was a protest of the federal

government's new Drug Free

Workplace Act, which requires

students to sign an ti -drug oaths to

get their Pell Grants.

At Harvard, officials admitted

that they are not bothering to

check to see if their Pell Grant

recipients are telling the truth

when they swear that they are not

using or selling illegal drugs.

While Harvard makes its

students sign the oath, it has no

plans to ensure that the students

live up to the promise. The law,

said financial aid director James

Miller, is an "inappropriate:

imposition."

Campus drug arrests, however,

still do occur. In late October,

police arrested a State University

of New York at Brockport
student, charging him with

posses ing marijuana in a dorm

room.

See solution page 8.

ACROSS

1 Aenlorm fluid

4 Ancient chariot

9 Oltspring

12 Everyone
13 Prophets

14 Greek letter

15 Edible seed

16 Protecting tooth

17 Direction

18 Vegetable: pi

20 Deciliter abbr

21 Symbol tor glu-

cinium

23 Southern black-

bird

24 Shade ol brown
28 Knock
30 Market places

32 The sweetsop
34 Sea eagle

35 Birds beaks

36 Relevant

39 Meadow
40 Degree
41 Period ol time

43 Railway abbr

44 Article

45 Sharp

47 Suds
50 Fruit seeds
51 Conducted
54 Beam
55 Military student

56 Deface

57 Consumed
58 Winter vehicles

59 Pigpen

DOWN
1 Opening
2 Saloon suds
3 Thick slice

4 Ancient Hebrew
ascetic

The
Weekly)

Crusswnrd.

Puzzle

5 Feeling

6 Oceans
7 Unit ot energy

8 Symbol for

dysprosium

9 10 1

1

14

51

m
M

9 Health resort

10 Forerunner

otCIA
1

1

Insect egg
17 Fairy

19 Babylonian
deity

20 Click beetle

21 Fruit

22 Rubber ingred-

ient

24 Joined

25 Coal or oil

26 Red-hot piece

of coal

27 Composition
29 Saucy
31 Prefix before

33 Vapor
37 Hostelry

38 Has confi-

dence in

42 Near
45 Assistant

46 Shade trees

47 Monk s title

48 Grain

49 Affirmative vote

50 Crony colloq

52 Dine

53 Arid

55 Symbol for

cesium
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SEAHAWK SPORTS

Way Out In
(W)right
Field
Chris Wright
Sports Editor

fccfc

5fc~

...fakes left, goes

right, put5 it up and ini!

..fakes left goes right,

S~sp PUTS IT UP AND IN I! ... FA&S
LEFT, GOES RIGHT, PUTS...

' Cincinnati races past UNCW, 66-55

Could a foul
Fish leave

Hawks to dry?
The words were harsh. The message was clear.

"Fish was a non-factor," head coach Robert

McPherson said, referring to his 6-10 center, Matt,

who played just 15 minutes before fouling out in

UNCW's 73-57 win over Campbell.

Fish's performance, or lack thereof, came on the

heels of his most impressive showing- 19 points

against a Yugoslavia squad that featured a towering

front line, including three players Fish's height or

taller.

Last Saturday night, facing opponents nearly

half a foot smaller, Fish missed the only shot he

took, dropped several passes out-of-bounds and

surpassed his career foul-to-minute ratio by 47

seconds.

Entering the contest, Fish was committing a

foul at an alarming rate of one every 3:47. In other

words, by the time I finish writing this. Fish will

have fouled out of most games.

Against Campbell, Fish picked up his first

personal just 1 :07 into the game. Foul number two

came two minutes later and he went to the bench at

the 15:12 mark of the First half with three fouls, or

an average ratio of one foul per every 1:46.

Had the opponent been worthier, or Robbie

Carter less spectacular, the results could have been

disasterous.

This year's team is void of a big man, save

Fish. To say that they need his contributions, both

offensively and defensively is an understatement.

While Carter filled in most admirably, recording

career bests with 13 points and 11 rebounds, he was
playing against opponents no bigger than himself.

Granted Carter, who led the Hawks last year in

rebounds-per-minutes played, will always get his

share of boards, but that is not the issue.

The issue is Fish's blatant propensity to

commit fouls.

The sophomore center, to his credit, did not

suffer through a totally remorseful performance, as

he pulled down four rebounds and beautifully fed

Carter on a layup.

It's just that the Campbell game, of all games,

should have been one of his biggest.

Going in, the Hawks realized they had an
obvious mismatch in the frontcourt, due primarily

to Fish's height, but also because Campbell was
without its top two frontcourt performers.

For the first three minutes, with both teams
struggling offensively, UNCW continually pounded
the ball inside, trying to free up Fish for a layup.

More times than not the ball was slapped away or

fumbled out of bounds.

They lobbed. It didn't work. Fish's lone field

goal attempt was not even close.

Realizing the only way to free up the inside

was to score from the perimeter, Joe Cherry began

to go to work, scoring 1 1 points in the first half, 22
for the game.

However, by the time the Camels began to play

Cherry and Brannon Lancaster honestly, Fish had
picked up his fifth foul and was forced to watch
from the sidelines.

True, he'll get six fouls inside the CAA, but if

recent history has any bearing, then he could have
used them up by halftime, anyway.

One interesting matchup will be when Ron
Draper of American comes to Trask. Draper fouls

out even more frequently than Fish. Putting those
two together in the same lane and within 3:47 you'll

likely not only have two or three fouls, but two or
three broken bodies.

CHRIS WRIP.HT
SPORTS EDITOR

It was a good thing that UNC-Wilmington
caught Cincinnati on such an "off night or the 66-

55 loss to the Bearcats Wednesday night at Trask
Coliseum could have been much worse.

"We are not a good team," Cincinnati head
coach Bob Huggins said of his 2-0 team that has
also beaten Minnesota, the 20th ranked team in the

country. "We are just awful on offense. We are just

not doing the things we need to do offensively."

Cincinnati guard Andre Tate, who tied a career

high with 22 points, led the defensive surge that

stifled the Seahawk backcourt, limiting Joe Cherry
and Brannon Lancaster to just 16 points. The
tandem accounted for 35 points in Saturday's win
against Campbell

"Tate is a very good player," Cherry said. "But
tonight was more of an off-night for me. Joe Cherry
stopped Joe Cherry tonight. I had my shots, but
they just didn't fall.

Very few of the Seahawks shots fell, as they
suffered through a 21-49 shooting performance from
the field, including a 2-12 showing from beyond the

three point line.

"We were a little bit tentative on offense
tonight," Seahawk head coach Robert McPherson
said. "We had a few of our shots blocked early and
we began to hesitate. That's is an attribution to

Cincinnati's quickness."

UNCW shot 45 percent from the field for the
first 20 minutes, trailing 30-27 at the half.

"We didn't come out as aggressively in the
first half," Tate said. "The second half we picked up
our defensive intensity and got after them."

STAFF PHOTO
Joe Cherry fires for two of his game-high 22 points in
Saturday night's 73-57 win over Campbell

The Seahawks, who led just once- 11-10 on a

free throw by Robbie Carter- fell behind by 1

1

midway through the second half as Cincinnati's

Steve Sanders hit his third three-pointer of the night

for a 50-39 advantage.

"Sanders is remarkable," Higgins said. "People

who scout us don't respect his three-pointer because

he shoots it so ugly. But he can hit them."

The Seahawks pulled to within 52-46 on a

short jumper by Matt Fish at the 6:07 mark, but

could get no closer thereafter.

Cincinnati enjoyed its largest lead of the game,

62-48, on a Louis Banks layup with 1:35

remaining.

UNCW guard Adam Porter, who scored seven
of his 11 points in the second half, hit two
consecutive jump shots down the stretch to reduce
the final margin.

Cherry led the Seahawks with 14 points,

despite shooting 4-12 from the floor. Carter added
1 1 points and 10 rebounds coming off the bench.

Leverus Kooinson finished witn i j points tor

the Bearcats, followed by Banks and Keith Starks

with 12 and 10 respectively.

UNCW (1-1) will participate in the Milwaukee
Classic which begins Dec. 1.

Records fall as Hawks crush Campbell
CHRIS WRIfiHT
SPORTS EDITOR

Opening night was career night.

Four UNC-Wilmington players either tied or
established new career marks Saturday night at Trask
Coliseum as the Seahawks cruised past Campbell,
73-57, in the season-opener for both schools.

Joe Cherry and Robbie Carter set marks for
points with 22 and 13, respectively, while Mark
Eaton and Bryan Withers tied career bests for points
and rebounds.

Eaton, a surprise starter, scored seven points,
equalling the points he scored last year against
George Mason. Withers recorded 1 1 rebounds for the
third time in his brief career.

Carter, who averaged about 10 minutes per
contest last year, doubled that Saturday, filling in

for center Matt Fish. Fish was plagued with early
foul trouble and eventually fouled out after going
scoreless for 15 minutes. In his abscence, Carter
also pulled down a career-high 1 1 rebounds.

"Carter played 19 minutes," UNCW head
coach Robert McPherson said. "You would have
thought he played 30. 1 was looking at him playing
about five a half. He was definitely a sparkplug."

When Carter wasn't pounding the glass, or
putting back three-footers, Cherry was drilling long-
range jumpers.

The sophomore finished with 22 points, but
more importantly regained his shooting touch,
going 10-16 from the field.

"Coach sat me down after the Yugoslavia
game (where Cherry was 7-26) and told me he had
confidence in my shooting," Cherry said. "Whenever
the coach has confidence in you, then it gives you
confidence in yourself."

Cherry's contributions did not end on the
offensive end, however. He also limited Campbell's
top player, Mark Mocnik, to just nine points,
including a 4- 14 shooting performance.

"Guarding Campbell was pretty tough,"
Cherry said. "I was getting tired of from guarding
(Mocnik). I think we all looked real good"

The Seahawks capitalized on 19 Camel
turnovers and 23 defensive rebounds to fuel their fast

break, which McPherson said was the key to the
game.

"I thought the defense was outstanding... the

best since I've been here," he said. "One reason we
ran so well was because of our defense. They shot

only 36 percent and we controlled the defensive

boards. Robbie Carter did an outstanding job tonight

controlling the glass."

Neither team opened impressively, as each

failed to score for the first three minutes.

"Everybody was real anxious to get started,"

said Brannon Lancaster who finished with 13 points,

including a game-high three three-pointers, we
were just ready to go out and play somebody other

than ourselves."

After Carter hit a turnaround jumper for an 18-

14 lead with 7:03 left in the half, the Seahawks

outscored the Camels 23-14 for a 41-28 halftime

advantage.

Campbell scored four straight points to open

the second half, pulling to within 41-32, before

Carter began to assert himself on the boards with

two offensive tip-ins. UNCW finished with a 39-30

rebounding edge.

"UNC-Wilmington played very well,"

Campbell coach Billy Lee said. "We got

outrebounded quite severely. UNCW deserves a lot

of credit."

The Seahawks opened up their largest lead of

the game midway through the final half as Cherry

scored on a reverse layup for a 70-47 advantage.

Cherry finished the half with 12 points.

Campbell could get no closer than the final

margin of 16, doing so with 37 seconds remaining

in the game on a pair of free throws by Steve

Martin.

Heath Vandevender led Campbell offensively

with 14 points.

Swimmers split meets over the weekend

"Floyd! Game's over, Floyd! Geez, someone
call an ambulance!!"

BY LAURA SPANIER
SPORTSWRITER

The Seahawks took to their home water this

weekend taking on conference rivals Richmond and

William and Mary. The end result was a win over

the Spiders and a loss to the Tribe but coach Dave
Allen was happy with his squad's time.

"I was very pleased with the way we
performed," Allen said. "I'm disappointed that we
lost the second day. For this time of the year,

though, we are swimming fast and improving each

time out."

The Hawks came out strong against
Richmond, taking both the men's and women's
meets. The final score for the men was 144 to 93
and the women won by a slight margin of 1 18 to

106. The teams set personnel best in nine events.

Both sophmore Nick Revelas and freshman Amy
Lewis had stellar performaces in the two meets.

Relvas broke personnel records 100 free, 50 free, and

400 free relay. Lewis dominated the waters both

meets..

On Sunday, the visiting Tribe came in and
intensity was high. The intensity of the meet could

be seen in the face of Brad Kinkema after he won the

50 yard freestyle with a time of 22.30, winning by a

margin ofjust .05 of a second.

The men's meet against William and Mary
came down to the final race, the 400 yard freestyle.

UNCW needed a sweep, but took first and third

place, and fell to the Tribe by three points. "Our
men gave a good team effort for us. The performace
of our relay teams really impressed me," said David
Allen.

Matt Garten captured both the one and three

meter diving competion completing a clean sweep
of all the diving events over the weekend. "...

Matt has established himself as a solid diver for us,"

said a pleased Allen after the meet
The women, however also lost their meet

against the Tribe, but they managed to improve
several personal times.

Jackie Henderson bettered her 100-yard
freestyle time by nearly half of second. Michelle
Riggins took a second off her previous best in the

500 freestyle, and Vanessa Nye knocked three

seconds off her 200 breaststroke time.

Freshman sensation, Amy Lewis, snapped her

own record in the 100 freestyle and now has

shattered eight personal records in the past two
weeks. The women's 400 freestyle relay team also

sparkled, eclipsing an eight-year-old school mark,

finishing in 3:50.68. "Amy is doing a very nice

job for us this year," said Allen

"It was a total team effort," Allen said. "We
need to improve on certain things and winning will

take care of itself."

The Hawks are a young team will that is

starting to assert themselves as a power team in the

CAA. Allen had a good recruiting year and the

dividends are beginning to pay off. The green

achine took on State yesterday and will swim away
against the College of Charleston on Dec. 2. The
Hawks are currently post a 2-2 record for the men
and 2-3 mark for the ladies. Their next home match
will be against Duke University on Dec. 9.

»
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SADD in Raffl* TiH,^ tn
Heavy D & th* Rn/

The UNCW Students Against Driving Drunk
organization will raffle two tickets to the Heavy D
& The Boz concert. The raffle will be held in the

University Union.this Friday from 10:00am until

2:00pm. Tickets to be donated by the UNCW
Association for Campus Entertainment.

Union MailhnY Mnyed tn Rptirlfnff

Life and Fast CafPiPria

The mailbox in the Union parking lot has been
moved between Residence Life and East Cafeteria.
Mail will be picked up five days a week at 4: 1 5.

Summer Study tn Iapan
Join a group that will participate in a three-week
study program in Japan. The program is planned for

late July through mid-August, 1990, and will offer
an opportunity ot visit artist-craftsmen in their own
studios. You will be able to discuss their ideas and
attitudes towards materials, the workshop and the

Japanese aesthetic. Total cost will be
approximately $5,000. If you are interested, please
call the Office of Special Programs at 395-3602.

VVLQ7 Needs SsIps M !)na pfr
WLOZ is accepting applications for the position of
sales manager, business/marketing majors preferred.

See Les Welter at WLOZ's studio in the Student
Union.

UNCW Student RatP Hpa
| th aruf

Wellness TentPr
About 10% of students will be given the

opportunity to officially rate the Student Health and
Wellness Center and provide input ot the Staff and
to the University Administration regarding the
Student Health and Wellnes Center. A random
sample of 743 students were drawn from the

students registered in the Fall of '89. These students
were sent a short questionnaire in their PO Boxes.
Students are asked to respond and return the

questionnaires promptly. Information gained from
the survey will be used to help the Student Health

and Wellness Center and LivWELL Program in

planning future services and also may be used in

budget considerations.

Bookstore Drawing tn Give
Gift Certificates

A drawing will be held in which two names will be

drawn from return responses to receive gift

certificates to the UNCW Bookstore. Please help

die Student Health and Wellness Center provide you

with better services. Let your voice be heard and get

your name in for the prize.

Office CamM Silltlial Needed tn Serve in

I

l.anrilnrd/Tennant Cnuncil

The Office of the Dean of Students is looking for an

off-campus student to serve on the newly organized

UNCW Landlord/Tenant Council. Comprised of

five landlords/apartment managers and five student

tenants, this Council will serve as a sounding board

for those students experiencing problems or

misunderstandings with landlords and vice versa.

Interested students should call 395-3119.

Arts Council Holds "Onen Dialnpue"

The Arts Council of the Lower Cape Fear's monthly

"Open Dialogue" meeting for visual, literary, and

performing artists will take place on Tuesday,

December 12 at 7:00pm. Arts Council staff will be

available to help with applications for the Emerging
Artists Program, due December 15. The meeting

will also be an information! session on grant

opportunities from the North Carolina Arts

Council. The meeting will be held at the Arts

Council office, 20 Market Street. The Emerging
Artists Program is a grant program that provides

financial support and recognition to committed,

accomplished artists in their formative years,

enabling them to advance their work and careers in

their respective art form. The program is open to

artists in all art forms who have resided or been

fully employed in New Hanover County for at least

one year.

Let New Ride Board Heln Vnu
Find a Ride Home

The Office of the Dean of Students would like to

remind you about the new ride board located beside

the elevator on the first floor of the University

Union. We encourage anyone who needs a ride

home or who is offering a ride home for the

holidays to consult the ride board. Remember,
sharing rides saves money and provides

companionship for rides home.

WnrM's l.»rf
P«t 1.Iving Christmas Tree

Wilmington Parks and Recreation Department

cordially invites you to attend the 61st lighting of

the World's Largest Living Christmas Tree on

Fridav. December 8, 1989 6:00pm Hilton.

Greek Row Discussed
BY AMY PFTROm IT

STAFF WRITER

Recently a hot topic of discussion has begun to make
its way around campus. This is the topic of the

existence of a Greek row in the near future at UNCW.
The growing interest toward this missing feature from
our college environment can be attributed to the fact that

the Greek system is expanding now more than ever
before. Also, according to Dr. Bryan, Vice Chancellor of option is some'thing we can do here and now."
Student Affairs, the idea of Greek row was not possible

in the past because of a lack of funds. This situation

was true both on the part of the Greeks as well as the

University. Linda Moore, director of the University

Union explains, "In the past, the University has been
busy building residence housing that would be attractive

to Greeks, such as Schwartz Hal! and the new suites."

Many members of particular fraternities or sororities do
reside in certain portions of these areas. Dr. Bryan
however, notes student's indications that they would
rather be off campus. Therefore, two housing options
have come to be available so thai this preference could be

accomodated.

The first option for future Greek living involves a

leasing arrangement in which chapters would not be
required to have the money up front, leaving rent money
and as their only financial obligation. As it stands, this

option would house more groups than the second option Bryan, "is to facilitate the development of the oroicci aswhich revolves around a building arrangement. This well as consult and advise the students
"

'

arrangement, according to Linda Moore, would require

chapters to raise a great deal or money to purchase the According to Ms. Hanson, there is a possibility that
leased land, as well as sign a mortgage with the bank, the decision will be split between the two options She
President of the Greek Presidents Council, Shawn believes however, that "What is best for the whole
Conrad, expresses his feelings on the two proposals, system is that it not be splintered and spread out all over
Since this .s a young campus. We do not have a lot of the place" for the interest of support and unification

the alumni support that is needed to build. The leasing among the Greeks.

Not only is a Greek row expected to help Greek
Although representatives ol both ideas have spoken to relations, it is looked upon as beneficial to the entire

the Greeks, developers of the first option have come back community. Hanson comments "A common livinc
to the University to answer any questions that have experience and what it adds to a group is important not
arisen and to find out where the students' best interests only with the sororities and fraternities but with the
lie as far as their expectations of the new housing whole community."
project. It is Dr. Bryan's understanding that the Greek If Greek housing is managed properly with emphasis
council will arrive at a decision through supportive on good community relations, it is expected that it will
behavior among the entire Greek population. help relations between the community and the

Lanita Hanson, Assistant Director of the Union for University. This is mainly because the Greeks along
Student Activities points out that the decision is not as with Greek activity will be kept in their own area', rather
simple as the voices of the Greek presidents, but that than scattered throughout residential areas
"alumni, national offices, and the University, to a Although the project is still in its beginning sialics
limited extent," will be involved with the final decision, it has become a general understanding that a housing

Ms. Hanson, Linda Moore, and Dr. Bryan have all option, whether it be the leasing option or the building
emphasized the fact that the administration is not taking arrangement, should be ready for the Greek community
the lead in this matter, but arc helping students do what by the fall ofl990.
they want to do. "The University's job," slates Dr.

Parking Office Burns
BY PHH.I.IP LQUfifflJH

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Fire raged through the Parking Office in

the Burney Center early Wednesday morning,
destroying the office and causing some
smoke damage in the Bookstore and the

Health and Wellness center.

At around 1:10am, Tryphenia Cummings
spotted flames in the Parking Office. She
reported this to a student security person
who relayed the message to Campus Police.

The Wilmington Fire Department was
called and responded. Upon arrival the

firemen found the parking office mostly
destroyed, but were able to contain the

remainder of the fire in about thirty minutes.

"Evidently, the fire had been burning for a

while before we got there," said Chief

Benton of the WFD. "It had mostly burned

out by the time we arrived. The sheetrock

(firewall) protected the other parts of the

building."

Campus Police have found no sign of

foul play in their preliminary investigation.

"At this time there is no indication of that,"

said Sgt. Willis.

Preliminary investigations show that the

fire was probably caused by a short in a

computer cord somewhere near the front

desk. The entire front section of the office

was destroyed, and the back area suffered

severe smoke and heat damage. Computers
and other equipment were reduced to little

more than molten plastic by the extreme
heat.

No exact dollar amount of the damage
has been given yet, but the Associate Vice

Chancellor for Business Affairs, Carl
Dempsey, places a guess at around
$150,000. "This is a rough estimate," he

emphasized. "I'm not sure but it may go up

or down. We have professionals doing an

estimate right now."

The Parking Office will handle business

from the new Housing office at the East

Cafeteria until the old office can be rebuilt.

All records were stored in VAX, (he campus-
wide system, so nothing there was lost.

According to Sgt. Willis of the Campus
Police, there is nothing salvageable in the

old office. "The office will have to be
completely rebuilt," he said.

The Bookstore is also going to lose a

good bit of money as a result of the fire.

All the clothing and stuffed animals in the
Seahawk. Room, next to the parking office
\v ails arjjuibcu A.z (juii^eiitw o« jniokc ...i.!

may have to be disposed of. The insurance

adjustor has not come yet, so there is no
way to estimate the amount of loss.

Insurance may cover the actual cost, but

since the incident occured so close to the end
of the semester, there may not be time to

replace the items in time for students who
might be buying Christmas gifts and other

things before heading home for the Holidays.

Some students are wondering whether or

not the book buy-back will still begin on
Friday. "The buy-back will go on,"

confirmed Jessiebeth Geddie, Sales Manager

of the Bookstore.

Books and gift items are still in the store

also. "Supplies have been cleaned," said

Geddie. "Really, just the clothes were
damaged, but I have more clothes in the

stockroom. They should be back on the rack

by Friday."

When asked about the damaged goods,

Geddie is still uncertain. "We have no idea

how much we are going to lose. The
adjustor may decide to destroy the damaged
clothing. . . We just can't make any

decisions until the insurance adjustor makes

his."

Diane Matthews, Office Manager in

Health and Wellness said there was no major

damage in that part of the building. "There

was soot all over everything, but it wasn't

too bad. We have some clean-up crews

coming in to wipe things down."

Budget Cut Possible

rJftYJLL*:*

PIKWODY Pllll.LIPLOL'GllLIN

Computers in the parking office were reduced to molten plastic.

BY JENNIFER YOlNfi
STAFF WRITER

Growing concerns have been

spreading throughout several

North Carolina universities about

a 1% budget cut throughout the

UNC system. There were some
confirmations and some denials.

The facts have yet to be vcnticd.

The Daily Tarheel, the student
newspaper of UNC -Chapel Hill

ria.-> wihien sevciui anieie.s each

week for three weeks discussing

the budget cut and how it will

effect UNC-Chapcl Hill.

However, Dr. Charles Cahill,

Provost and Vice Chancellor of

Academic Affairs states, 'We
have not been told (about any

budget cuts)." This statement was
partly verified by Chancellor

Wagoner.

Chancellor Wagoner and Vice

Chancellors Cahill and Walton all

admitted that the allotment

(funds) the school would receive

in the third quarter was not as

much as they had asked. All three

men said this was nothing to be

alarmed about. However, none of

them could agree upon exactly

how much the University is

aware of this possible budget cut.

The cause of the reduced amount

of revenue seems to be from the

unexpectedly low amount of tax

revenues the slate has collected

this year through normal tax

collection and programs such as

the recent tax amnesty program.

Bob Walton, Vice Chancellor

of Business Affairs stated that

tuition will not rise due to

decreased revenues at this point.

He further stales, it would not be

"...an appropriate way to cut the

budget." He also stated lhai if

the budget is cut, it will mosi

likely come from the expansion

budget, which improves or

upgrades existing programs
within the University. According

lo Walton, die administfalion had

asked for fairly conservative

spending for the remainder of the

quarter. However, Chancellor

Wagoner denied this fact.

Chancellor Wagoner did say
that he received a written warning
from the state budget office that

there were revenue shortfalls Dr.

Cahill, Chancellor Wagoner, and
Vice Chancellor Walton all

confirmed that there were frozen

positions on campus (vacant jobs
that would not be filled), and they
anticipated revenues that the
University will receive in the

-

third quarter to toe lower than
CXJXXIUJ.

'

In another corner of Alderman
Hall, Dr. Cahill said it is not

unusual for third quarter
allotments to be down or for a

state agency to maintain a frozen

position whether allotments were
down or not. Later, he stated that

a way to reduce spending was to

freeze positions or to reduce
spending on a line (section) of the

budget , such as a 5000 line

which allows for equipment
purchases within each department.

In further comments, Dr. Cahill

mentioned that in his 19 years at

this University, at least one
quarter allotment was reduced. He
continued by saying that UNCW
will absorb the reduction and
continue to "...provide every
student with a good educational

experience." A way to cut

spending without loo much
notice is lo change the student to

faculty ratio. Currently, the ratio

is 16 to 1. Cahill suggested that

it could change to 17 to 1

.

Chancellor Wagoner was asked

lo clarify some of the mailers

presented to him. He said all

stale agencies arc, at times,

required lo freeze positions. He
also staled that much of the

information given to The
Seahawk by Vice Chancellors

Cahill and Walton was
conjecture. When referring to the

budget cut. Chancellor Wagoner's

only comment was, "I'm not

gelling panicky about it." When
the legislature meets again, the

Appropriations Committee will

decide about the fate of the UNC
system's budget.

P>mr> BY PHILLIP LO« 101UN
Damage to the parking office proved to be extremely extensive.
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RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

LOtH ROW

YOUR UNCLE WANTSTO PAYFOR COLLEGE.
RUT ONLY IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.

Army ROTC offers qualified students rwo-

and three-year scholarships that pay for full

tuition and required educational fees

and provide an allowance for textbooks

and supplies.

You'll also receive up to a $1000 grant

each school year the scholarship is in effect.

So find out today if you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Find out more. Call Captain Shelley Mahood, UNCW ROTC, Bldg 16, 395-3734.

Leadership America Applications Available Now!!

••(f«4

TRIM & TONE

1 year tanning membership $25.00
Each session $2.00

Suite 101

Sea Towers

Wrightsville Beach, N C
256-6640

4508 Fountain Drive

Wilmington, N. C.

799-2888

MP^ Ent(

BSN
STUDENTS.

* Enter the Air Force

immediately after gradua-

tion — without waiting for the

results of your State Boards. You

can earn great benefits as an Air

Force nurse officer. And if selected

during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship

at a major Air Force medical facili-

ty. To apply, you'll need an overall

2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the

Air Force. Call

TSGT FRED MILLER
803-554-8759

COLLECT

Applications for the fourth session of LEADERSHIP AMERICA, the national

leadership development program for collegiate undergraduates, are available.

Students who will have completed the junior year of their undergraduate studies

by June 8, 1990, are eligible to apply

Again this year. 50 outstanding men and women from campuses across the

country will be selected and invited to participate in a unique ten-week learning

experience. The objectives of the program are. first, to recognize and reward

effective student leadership and, secondly, to prepare the participants for the

leadership challenges of their generation This summer's session takes place

between June 8, 1990 and August 16, 1990.

Participants in each of the first three sessions arc- unanimous in their

endorsement of the program They are excited by the increased self-awareness and

surprised by the enhanced self-confidence they gain. They better understand

leading in a group setting They find the program's emphasis on global awareness

and technological change invaluable in their development as citizens and as

leaders. They establish some of the strongest friendships they will ever know. You

are encouraged to become one of them

LEADERSHIP AMERICA begins with one week in North Carolina, one week
in the Rocky Mountains, and three weeks in Dallas Its second half includes a

four-week internship in business, government, or community service followed by

a closing session in Washington. DC.

Most of the costs of LEADERSHIP AMERICA are paid by the program. Each

participant will receive $1000 to offset those expenses that students do incur.

The primary criterion for selection is that a student have an "outstanding

potential for leadership.'' The selection process is competitive but the best oppor-

tunities usually are Applications are read in February and invitations will be

extended in mid-March.

For additional information about Leadership America, contact

Cathy Birmingham
The Leadership Center

UNC-W
(919)395-3877

Applications due in The Leadership Center no later than January 24,

1 990.

X Nassau/Paradise Island

CANCUN, MEXICO

SPRING BREAK "

FEBRUARY 24 - APRIL 21, 1990

WEEKLY DEPARTURES from S299

CARIBBEAN PART* WEEK INCLUDES:

- ROUNDTRIP AIR FROM PHILADELPHIA, NEW YORK, BOSTON AND
WASHINGTON i OTHER MAJOR CITIES AVAILABLE.

» ROUNDTRIP AIRPORT TRANSFERS TO HOTEL.
* 7 NIGHTS HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS.
* ONE HOUR F.UM (NASSAU) OR TEQUILA (CANCUN) PARTY.
* THREE HOUR CRUISE WITH UNLIMITED RUM PUNCH AND ON BOARD
ENTERTAINMENT (NASSAU/FARADISE ISLAND)

.

* THREE BEACH PARTIES (ONE WITH FREE LUNCH) MUSIC AND
ACTIVITIES (NASSAU)

.

* EXCLUSIVE FREE ADMISSION TO THE PALACE, WATERLOO AND
DRUMBEAT (NASSAU)

.

* ALL HOTEL TAXES, ENERGY SURCHARGE, AND MAID GRATUITIES
* COLLEGE WEEK PROGRAM BY THE EAHAMAS TOURIST OFFICE
* ON LOCATION PROFESSIONAL TOUR ESCORT.

P9I
SIGN UP NOW !!

LIMITED SPACE !!

«ft«l«Wcr?»w«MMMMHHBHMMMaBMHMnaMMIIi
Let us take care of your party needs.

Hawk's Nest offers fruit trays,

vegetable trays, and deli meat trays.

Also order your Holiday cakes and pies.

Call Teresa at the Hawk's Nest

395-3834
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CAPE Helps To Improve Education Organizations Come to

Socialize in a Unique WayBY SANDY PORTER
STAFF WRITER

CAPE, the Consortium for

the Advancement of Public
Education, was conceptually
created in 1987 here in

Wilmington. In June, 1988, the

organization was founded and ever

since has been serving the
children of of southeastern North
Carolina. Membership includes

eighteen public school systems

and two universities (UNCW and
ECU). The sole purpose of
CAPE is to improve the quality

of life and education in the eastern

part of the state. To help

promote their goal, the group has

sponsored two programs; one held

yesterday and one being held

today discussing brain research

and school reform.

Yesterday, "Brain Research:

Myths, Misunderstandings, and

Magic" was the topic of a day
long conference held from
10:00am-9:00pm at the Coast

Line Convention Center in

downtown Wilmington.

Some 200 public school

teachers, university faculty and

students from southeastern North

Carolina were expected to attend

lectures by three renowned experts

whose brain research specialty

areas included attention problems,

reasoning, brain functioning and

neurology.

Dr. William Overman,
professor of psychology here at

UNCW, presented an overview of

"Learning, Memory, and
Language". Dr. David Ellis, a

clinical neuropsychologist from

the Mediplex Rehab center in

Camden, NJ, focused o n

"Cognitive Strategies for
Attention Rehabilitation." Dr.

Jerre Levy of the University of

Chicago ended with the keynote

address on the latest in brain

research.

According to Dr. Robert

Tyndall, executive director of

CAPE and assistant dean of the

School of Education at UNCW,
the intent of the CAPE Scholars

Lecture Series on Brain Research

is to "provide educators with the

latest research, its application and

its misuse in public schools."

The second conference being

held today deals with school

reform efforts. This conference

begins at 9:00am and continues

until 5:30pm at the Coast Line

Convention Center.

Participants in this program

titled "Frameworks for Successful

School Reform" include 150
superintendents, principals and
teachers from 17 target schools

from 13 districts in the Southeast

Educational Region.

"Fundamental school reform

will occur only through long-

term investment in the
development of leadership at the

local level," said Tyndell. "The
consortium has pledged to

support the target schools over a

three to five year period."

During the work session, four

of the target schools will
participate in discussions on

"Progress, Problems and
Projections" which will focus on

their experiences since they
became involved with school

reforms in July 1989.

"Nationally the school reform

movement is about 12 years old,

but it is just beginning to take

hold in rural North Carolina.

And North Carolina has an

enormous way to go," Tyndell

noted, citing the state's last place

finish in SAT scores, low teacher

salaries, low per pupil state

expenditure on education, and

parent education levels.

BY TASHA ttnONF
MANAGING EDITOR

The Black Student Union and
the Gospel Choir co-sponsored a

Dessert Theatre program
Saturday, December 2. The
program was planned to feature

selections by the Gospel Choir,
readings and performances by the

Afro-American Literary Society
and the Ebony Readers.

According to Tryphenia
Cummings, president of Black
Student Union, the purpose of the

Dessert Theatre social was to give

students a chance to dress up and
come socialize in a unique way.

Many tasty desserts were
present for sampling by the

guests. The desserts were
prepared by the members of BSU
and the Gospel Choir. Chocolate
eclair cake, German chocolate
cake, blueberry muffins, a fruit

tray, and various cookies were
just samples of the various
desserts that were there. SADD
helped supply exotic mock drinks

for the affair. Drinks such as

Sherry Temple and Virgin Marys,

were served along with the

desserts during the performances.

Readings were done by Tasha
Boone, Wanda Credle, Harold
Dickson, Daniel Hargis, Vemon
Johnson, and Conley Perry.

Tasha Boone, chairperson of the

Ebony Readers did a presentation

of a poem she composed herself.

However, the highlight of the

evening was a performance by
Amos Quick, president o f

NAACP. During his

performance, Quick gave some
facts on black history. Quick
says the purpose of his
performance was to "stimulate an
interest in Afro-American
history."

Kennth Lemon, Vice President

of the student body, thanked
everyone for coming out and
appealed to the guests to

encourage their friends to attend

other socials. An attendant of the

performance Karen Credle said, "I

think the social was done very
well; however, I was disappointed

in the turnout. More people
should have attended."

BEFORE YOU CAN
FOLLOW YOUR

DREAMS, YOU'VE
GOT TO FOLLOW
THE RULES.
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Men who don't register with Selective
Service aren't eligible for federal
student aid, iob training, and most
federal employment. So register at
the post office within a month of

your 18th birthday. It only takes five
minutes to fill out a simple card.

tfjbfrr With S»l«Hw UnUm.
H's ft**. It's toy.M If• Ifct Lm,.
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Senators Suggest An Immediate Trial of Rose and Best

BY APRIL KRAltSE
STAFF WRITER

The last senate meeting of the

fall semester took place Monday,
December 4th. The highlight was

a speech by Jim Kraft, a

graduating senior who assisted in

restructuring the College
Republicans two and a half years

ago. In his speech, Kraft said that

greed is good, it is right, and it

works. "It captures the essence of

the evolutionary spirit."

Kraft believes that the recent

CAO event has shown many that

the University doesn't care to

teach about reality, and because of

this, has grossly failed the student

body.

Many questions were raised

after the speech; such as "What's

"*The point?" and "Actions speak

louder than words, don't they?"

Kraft's answer? The Campus
Republicans have made more
students aware that any other
organization on campus.

All in all, the speech did not

go over very well.

Additional discussions at the

meeting centered around the

impending impeachment of David

Rose for actions unbecoming a

senator and a SGA representitive.

Senator Best requested the
impeachment procedures be
haulted, since Rose really made
only one mistake. "You don't

impeach someone just because
they did just one thing wrong."

Chief Justice Charles Mauney
answered this by saying, "We are

trying to see whether or not

something should be done."

The bottom line is, if the

actions are necessary, they will be

taken.

Various senators suggested
having an immediate trial where

both Rose and Best would have

the chance to present their stories

concerning the CAO takeover.

Then, the Senate would come to a

verdict deciding the fault of David

Rose.

Amendments to the Senate's

Constitution will be approved by

the Judiciary Boardat the
beginning of next semester. Many
other issues will also be dealt with

during the spring session of 1990.

The next scheduled meeting is

January 8, 1990.

EDITORS NOTE:
The Senate Judiciary Committee has

determined that the Articles of

Impeachment against David Rosewill

not be submitted to the Senate for
ratification. The committee decided that

Rose was guilty of "conduct
unbecoming the dignity of the office",

but only to an extent warranting
censure. The following recommendation
will be submitted to the senate next

week:

I.) Senator Rose is to receive an official

censure by the SGA to be placed in the

official record.

2.) This censure is to be made public

through an official statement to b e

printed in the Seahawk.

3.) The participation of Senator Rose
in any activity warranting a reprimand

will be grounds for impeachment and
possible removal from office.

Another note:

David Rose's appeal on the SOC
decision went before Chancellor
Wagoner and was denied. The only

sanction that was changed was the

requirement that Rose write a formal
letter of apology to Denny Best.

CAROLINA COIN
LAUNDRY

952 South Kerr Avenue
One block from Kroger store

Watch Soaps N Sports on
our TV"

WASH * DRY * FOLD
*DRY CLEANING*

Bomdaf - S*<di4>7

7:06 AH. - 9:00 I u
Snmtur

0:00 «ji. - «:]b F.H.

ATTEMDaBT OH DUTY A IK CONDITIONED

*

Kimbrell &Company
"Ladies Clothing of Distinction"

Casual to Cocktail

Accessories
39th St. & Oleander Drive
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With Macintosh

youcanevendo this:
Macintosh'computers have always been easy to use. But they've

never been this easy to own. PresentingThe Macintosh Sale.

ThroughJanuary 31,you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety

ofApple* Macintosh computers and peripherals.

So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC.WithThe

Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.

Without spending a lot more money
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T
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The Macintosh Sale
Now throughJanuary 31
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UNCW Bookstore
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THE SEAHAWK

Tht Seahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor These should be typed and include the author s

nam* address, phone number and campus affiliation if

any Unsigned letters will not be published. The

Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Utters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to. **»>*»****'
601 South College Rd, Wilmington NC. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The

Seahawk.
The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 pm Monday for Thursdays paper The

Advertising deadline is also 5 p.m. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

The Seahawk 's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division.

PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
Editor in Chief

TASHA BOONE
Managing Editor

MAI NGUYEN
News Editor

CHRIS WRIGHT
Sports Editor

PATRICK FOWLER
Asst Sports Editor

DAVID BURKE
Copy Editor

ALLEN RAY
Entertainment Editor

JOHN GEOFFRION
Production Manager
KAREN GOUDARZI
& JENNIFER YOUNG
Photographer

DEBBIE SMITH
National Advertising

Manager
KENNETH TAYLOR
Local Advertising

Manager
JIM KRAFT
Financial Manager
DAN HEADRICK
Advisor

Teachers Have Tough Finals

Editorials]

I saw something really scary

yesterday. I was heading towards

the library to study for one of my
more difficult exams when
something caught my attention.

I noticed a teacher walking

towards the English Building, her

arms loaded with essays, projects,

and other work from students. As

she made her way in the cold

December wind, she grumbled to

herself.

"I can't believe I let myself be

talked into accepting all this late

work," she growled as she battled

the weight of her load. "I'm too

nice to these people."

As she fought her way
through the door, and stumbled

towards her office, I started

thinking about what I might be

getting myself into. As 1 have

mentioned before, 1 plan to

someday teach and I began to

wonder if I might get myself into

such a situation. Knowing my

"Mr. Nice Guy" personality, I

might have a tough road to

follow.

The more I thought about that

teacher heading towards her office,

the more I thought about all of

the complaining students do when

it comes lime to turn i n

assignments. I am probably one

of the worst. If it is at all

possible, I will wait to the last

minute to turn in anything.

Never once however, did I

consider the poor teachers who
have to grade all of this late

work. Let's say that a teacher has

five classes, with about twenty-

five students in each class. That

equals out to one hundred and

twenty-five students that the

teacher is responsible for. If only

half of these are assigned final

papers, then that is still about

sixty-two papers to read and score

before the graded deadline. And
what of the other students? They

are the ones who might be given

objective tests, tests that are hard

to make up, difficult to make fair,

and boring to read and grade. And
all of this grading is after we
students have made tracks.

Another thing that is time

consuming for teachers is those

student conferences. It takes ten

minutes for each and every

student, and that adds up to quite

a bit of meeting, not to mention
a few stressful situations between

aggravated teachers and less than

par students. Obviously, there

are teachers that a student just

doesn't care for. None seem to

realize that the shoe can be on the

other foot.

After I saw that teacher in
such a foul mood, I thought
about and now have new insight

on how stressful things can
become. When exam time rolls

around, Christmas is just around
the corner, and the semester is all

but over, students aren't the only
ones who wish the end would
come quickly. Stress seems to be
universal.

This column was written for

all of the teachers out there who
wish like hell they could
complain out loud but feel it

wouldn't be professional to do so.

Go ahead and complain! Trust

me it works, I've been doing it

for years.

is it hazing, or just fun? Buy Your Christmas Gifts Wisely

There seems to be an oversight on the UNCW campus. It

has been pointed out several times to the editors. Surely it

has been pointed out to the administration.

In the Student Handbook, on page 42 in the top left hand

corner, a North Carolina General Statute is quoted. It

defines hazing. Directly under this statute is another which

lays the responsibility of controlling hazing on the governing

body of the University.

So why then are students marching in formation,

maintaining silence around the campus, and carrying little

plants? Why are they singing under windows and in front of

buildings? Why are they being harrassed and humiliated?

There are several explanations. Some say that because

the perpetrators are predominately black fraternal

organizations, they are allowed to carry on their behavior

because the administration is afraid to risk charges of racism.

This is possible, although not necessarily true. Some white

organizations have similar ceremonies (for lack of a better

word). It must be admitted however, that their crimes are

not usually so blatantly paraded before the eyes of the

campus community.

A defense could be mounted against these charges.

ROTC cadets must march in formation and wear identical

uniforms. No one accuses the US Armed Forces of hazing

(at least not lately.) Besides, doesn't hazing tend to make

the new pledges more loyal. From observations made by

The Seahawk, most pledges seem to really love their

organizations.

The question is not whether we find hazing bad or good.

It seems harmless for the most part. But, it is illegal. There

are rules against it and people are breaking these rules and

flaunting it in the face of authority. The 1989 pledge season

is over now, and this editorial may seem belated, but we just

want to know. Why is nothing being done to uphold the

law? If the rules are not meant to be followed, why not drop

them?

PI OTO BY PI IILLIP LOUCI (LIN

Condom machines have finally made it lo campus. They seem to be hidden in ihc

upstairs bathroom of the University Union. Is someone afraid of an image problem

for promoting safe sex?

The Seahawk apologizes for anu Information that

tvas dropped from this issue. We experienced-

severe technical problems ivhile trying to print

Wednesday night, and as a result we were forced to

drop several stories and announcements.

Once again, Christmas is

upon us and we find ourselves

amidst the busiest shopping time

of the year. Malls, parking lots

and the roads are all filled to

capacity and our wallets are going

to begin to, slowly but surely

shrink noticeably. But this year

(here are a couple of items that

should be cancelled from

everyone's shopping lists. They

are stonewashed clothing and
products made of hardwood.

Surely, stonewashed clothing

has to be one of the most

successful fads of the 80's.

Everywhere you look there is

someone sporting either a

stonewashed jacket, jeans book

bag, etc. and UNCW is certainly

no exception to the rule. If

anything we are hard-core proof of

it. But do any one of these

people actually know what the act

of stone washing really entails? 1

doubt it.

"Stonewashing" is such a

simple term to take for granted.

But the facts are that for every

article of stonewashed clothing

produced a few acres or more of

the Jemez Mountains in New
Mexico have been leveled. You
see, the rock/stone used in the

stonewashing process is pumice,

. . . for every article of
stonewashed clothing
produced, afew acres or more
of the Jemez Mountains in

New Mexico have been
leveled.

a lightweight, volcanic rock

found in abundance in these

mountains. This rock doesn't

just sit on top of the soil waiting

to easily be picked up and thrown

into the washing machine-it

must, of course be strip mined.

And this is where the problem

arises. Not only are the Jemez

Mountains a natural habitat for

more than a few of this country's

endangered species (e.g. the

spotted owl and the peregrine

falcon), but also hold the greatest

number of Anasazi sites in the

southwest. The Anasazi or

"ancient ones" are possibly the

oldest culture known to exist in

the continental United States.

So, please keep in mind that

where stonewashed clothing is

concerned, keeping up with
fashion trends just so you can

look cool should be the least of

your worries.

Next is the hardwood that you
find in furniture, boxes,

clipboards and even pens. And
they are not hard to recognize.

These woods are quite

magnificent looking with deep,

rich colors and fine grains. They
include teak, mahogany and a

variety of other trees that are

stripped from the ancient forest of

the American northwest. Some
of these trees are over 600 years

old and were around at the time

that the Magna Carta was signed.

Now they are being destroyed at

an alarming rate and milled into

planks, railroad ties, scaffolding

and such. Yet, an abundance of it

makes its way to the furniture

producing industry and into our

homes. These ancient forests

have been labeled ".
. .the most

complex, little-known, biotically

rich ecosystems anywhere" by

Wilderness magazine and yet the

timber industry is relentless in its

logging of this wonderful forest.

So please, this Christmas

express your concern on the

future of our nation's wild lands

and refrain from investing money
into the destruction of these two

areas that are part of our national

heritage.

Thanks and happy holidays.

RV ALEC BROWNLOW
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Advent Brings An End And A Beginning
The Christmas Advent season

has begun. Advent means
"coming toward" and wc arc

certainly in a "coming toward"

lime. Wc arc "coming toward"

exams. It is a real time of stress

with papers to be completed,

reading to be done and tests to be

taken. Some arc "coming
toward" graduation which carries

its own combination of joy and

stress when jobs arc not readily

discovered.

But mainly, it is the advent of

Christmas, a season that takes us

back to the ancient days when the

Hebrew people were looking and

waiting for a Deliverer, the

Promised One whom they

expected to bring them freedom

from the stress of Roman
oppression and personal

hopelessness. Wise men from

outside Palestine looked into the

heavens lor a sign of the One to

come. Holy men looked into

their scriptures. Common folk

looked to the places of power.

The anticipation of all was

focused on the places of wonder

and holiness and power.

It behooves us lo remember
that when the Deliverer did come

and was found, it was in the mosi
ordinary places. I hope you will

not overlook them. Some very

ordinary moments become
transformed into times of high

holiness through acts of love

simply done. Find the

housekeeping staff in your dorm,
say thank you and sec how it

feels. Thank a professor when
you discover that you have
learned something new. Look at

your friends one by one; figure

out one thing you appreciate

about them and tell them. Find
the cafeteria staff and tell them
them about a meal you did. like.

Write down ten things you do
like about yourself and celebrate.

Stop a policeman and tell him
that you appreciate him. If love

lives in you, wrap it in swaddling
clothes, the ordinary stuff of life,

and give it lo someone.

Free Speech Continued

conduct (oral, written, graphic, or

physical) directed against any
person or group of persons

because of their race, color,

national origin, religion, sex,

sexual orientation, age, handicap

or veteran's status and that has the

purpose or reasonably foreseeable

effect of creating an offensive,

demeaning, intimidating or

hostile environment for that

person or group of persons."

Anything you say can and

will be used against you.

As an indication of the degree

Dear Editor,

After reading the Seahawk
article, "Pan-Hellenic Council

Recognized", in which certain

members of some black

Fraternities and Sororities

to which America's colleges have

retreated from their reason for

being, here is a section from the

1975 Report of the Committee
on Freedom of Expression at

Yale( the celebrated C. Vann
Woodward report):

"If expression may be

prevented, censored or punished

because of its content or the

motives attributed to those who
promote it, then it is no longer

free. It will be subordinated to

other values that we believe to be

of lower priority in a university."

Yale has now reaffirmed the

thrust of that report, but it is

incomprehensible to too many

attempted to condone and defend

certain "Pledge Processes", I was

concerned and alarmed. The state

of North Carolina defines hazing

as "annoying any student by

playing abusive or ridiculous

tricks upon him, lo frighten,

scold, beat or harass, or to subject

him to personal indignity".

Some of these "Pledge Processes"

fall within this definition.

Greeks that haze not only hurl

themselves, but disgrace ALL

colleges and universities.

I lecture at colleges and
universities around the country
every year, and I intend to say

what I think about these shameful

speech codes. At some schools, I

may thereby be creating a hostile

atmosphere in lecture halls where
there are studetns who say they
crave censorship.

And that is precisely my
intention: to create an
atmosphere hostile to suppression

of speech-for any reason.

Recently, friends of the First

Amendment were given reason for

hope when a Federal district court

in Michigan struck down the

Greek Organizations. Greeks
need to remember that hazing is

not just wrong, but is against the

law. Wc should also demand that

the University open its blind eye

and uphold its obligations to

enforce state law. As for the

historical aspect of these

"Processes", wc all know that

just because something has been

practised in the past, docs not

make it right. Many students

have witnessed these "Pledge

Every time you do, you will

be taking a short, quick, journey

to the lowly Holy place deep
inside each one of us. Such little

acts of love feel good because
they touch our own loving center.

And, perhaps during the stress of

exams in the midst of whatever

other anxiety is affecting us, wc
need lo remind ourselves that

what happened almost 2,000
years ago is irrelevant unless

there is a Holy loving place

within us. Let part of your

advent journey be a new "coming
toward" your deeper holier self.

Note: Our Campus-Wide
Candlelight Communion Service

will be at 11:00pm, December 8

at St. Matthew's Lutheran Church
across from Trask Coliseum.

University of Michigan's
restrictions on student speech as

unconstitutional. They are too
vague and overbroad, said Judge
Avern Coh, and therefore in

violation of the First
Amendment. The suit was
brought by the ACLU.

This is the first court decision

on university suppression of
speech, and since it is so clear, it

may influence other courts in

other parts of the country to

remind colleges and universities

that they are in the business of
free thought, not regualted
thought.

Reprinted by permission ot Playboy

Magazine Article by Nat Hentotf

Processes", such as the forced
carrying of bricks, wearing of
uniforms, marching, and
recitation of songs on campus;
and feel that if some Fraternities

and Sororities will not cease this

possibly unlawful hazing, then
the University needs to recognize
it as such and take the appropriate
action.

Michael J. Chagaris
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Beauty Su pply
Beauty Emporium

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
(next to Sam's Wholesale)

356 S. College Road
395-0542

EXTRA
LOW PRICES

• Hair Brushes

• Hair Ornaments

• Skin Care Items

• Electrical Appliances

LaMAUR

VITAE

HAIR SPRAY

LaMAUR

APPLE PECTIN

SHAMPOO

AShampoo Concentrate

if? liter Reg or Moist

REVLON

NAIL POLISH

89

15 02 .
resists humidity to

!

hoW hair longer

TRESemmt.

Hair
Spray

4 formulas

to choose Irom

69

QUEENE HELENE

STYLING GEL

$1 69
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IT'S HOT WILD. .

.

SPIRITED
SPUNKY STUFF!

• Instantly freezes hair in

place with extra firm

holding power

• Sculpt, shape. i<M and

spike

$ .99

AUSSIE

MEGA SHAMPOO
32 oz. size

STYLING

(jfiaBpj

UNICURE
HAIR & SKIN

CONDITIONER

FANTASIA
SPRITZ SPRAY

99

r»"

6 oz. tube only $ .99

Everything for your hair

and skin at discount
prices "
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GO HOME,,, j

(919) 395-4554
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When you have to:

pack it, Box it,

Send it, Move it

-Professional custom

packing

-1-1000 lbs shipping

-choice of carriers

-All shipments insured

THREE FRIENDS. . .

Luxurious 3 bedroom, 3 bath

houses close to U!NCW

Corner of Rose and Andover

Spore and Storage Golore!
Special price before 12/20/89

256-30 IS

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING BOOKS!
$32,000/year income potential. Details: (602)-838-8885 ext. BK

18742

ATTENTION- HIRING! Government jobs-your area. Many
immediate openings without waiting list or test. $17,840-$69,485

Call (602V838-8885 ext R 18742

Immediate opening for student preps/pizza makers. $4 an
hour and delivery drivers $4 an hour, plus commission and
tips. Apply at West Cafeteria. Contact Tony Sloan.

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,

TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean.

Hawaii. Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico

CALL NOW! Call refundable

1 -206-736-0775. Ext.jjgg^H

Jobs In Alaska
HIRING Men - Women • Summer/

Year Round CANNERIES, FISHING,

LOGGING, TOURISM, CONSTRUCTION

up to $600 weekly, plus FREE room

and board. CALL NOWI Call refundable

1-206-736-077S. Ext.lk^J

STORE
YOUR

STUFF H

.

Vour first month's rent is only tl if you

bring us this od Morningstar offers the

best benefits

• electronic security ond fencing affords

maximum protection

• Get to your storage unit whenever

you wont

a Our office is open doily except

Sundays

• Sizes range from 5' « 5' to 20' * 20'.

each with convenient overtieod light

• Spacious internal rood system for

easy access

1
I

I

I

lO°
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ENTERTAINMENT

Ease Up On EachOther
I Have A Dream. It is not a

simple dream, nor is it one that

any of us will probably live to

see, but regardless it is something

that will eventually happen. My
dream is always the same. One
day in the future we will see a

uorld of knowledge and kindness.

A world where man will not hate,

but instead he will love and

cherish his fellow man.

One of the great thinkers of

all time, Plato, wrote of a perfect

world. Plato thought that if a

man meditated and studied enough

he could someday reach this

world. Another author whose
name escapes me now, wrote of

I 'topi a, a perfect world much like

Plato's, but Utopia it seems is

the latin word for "nowhere land".

In other words a place that can

not be attained by man. Is this

the case? Is it impossible for

man to develope into a "kinder,

gentler" being?

Many people would say yes to

this proposition stating the

accomplishments that mankind
has made since our barbaric

beginings, but how far have we
really come? With the Cold War
coming to an end, and freedom

becoming a attainable dream for

many Europeans, axe we finally

coing forward into the luture?

Hardly.

It amazes me to see that we
Americans who have grown up in

one of the most enlightened and

free enviorments the world has

ever known still hate one another

on the basis of skin color,

religon, or political views. We
boast of our technological

advancements, but many in our

society have not progressed past

outdated sences of predjudice and

hate.

The Spanish Inquisition was
many centuries ago, but many in

our society cling to the belief that

in the end only those of their

faith will be saved. Nevermind
that some little child in a third

world country never heard of their

god, or teachings, they still are

not going to pass into the next
realm.

In the Middle East thousands

have died in the name of their

god. Who is right? Who is

wrong? In the end will it really

matter? It seems that religion is

supposed to bring people
together, but when two religions

clash it always seems to drive the

people apart.

In other parts of the world

people are killed because of their

political views, and even here in

America people are still killed

because of their race (whether

they be white or black). And
what does all this mean? What is

the point of all this discussion

about hate, religous freedom,

politics, and racism all about?
Let me try to lie all this together.

kecently here on the campus
of UNCW we have had a

controversy that has taken up

much of die headline space on the

front page, and caused many
students to take sides on an issue.

The controversy of course was the

CAO takeover, and since then the

appeals, impeachments, letters to

the editor, rebutiles, and the rest

of the nonsence that went along

with it h.n c caused a rift am<

many here on campus. My i >t • I

\

question i> why?

It has been my observation

that we college students have a

tendency to take ourselves to

seriously (apparent by the
begining of this column) on the

things that happen here on

campus. We kid ourselves that

the issues on campus are a

concern to everyone else outside

of our little world (which ceases

to exist when you cross College

Road).

We need to ease up on each

other and try to gain a little

perspective on what is important.

All that nonsence I was spewing

at the beggining of this was just

an attempt to show how easy it

would have been to write an

article about important issues that

would have gone unnoticed in a

college newspaper.

What I'm trying to get at is

that what we do and say on

campus is not what is important,

its what we do once we leave here

that matters. We need to

develope attitudes and skills that

will help unite the world, not

drive it to chose a side. Our

challenge is to try and leave this

world in better order than when

we found it. For better or worse

we are the future and how we
shape it is how we will be
remembered.

"Few is the number

of them that

see with their

own eyes, and

their

own hearts."

Einstein

National Lampoon's Vacation Trips
Christmas Vacation: Starring

Chevy Chase, Beverly DeAngelo,

Randy Quaid.

Rating: 6 1/2 out of a

nossible 10.

Sing this: "Here comes Chevy
Chase, here comes Chevy Chase,

with the same old movie jokes.

He's tripping and falling just like

in all his movies, and he's getting

six million dollars for it." I

realize that it doesn't sound very

good, but neither is Christmas
Vacation.

OK, first of all what in the

hell is up with the kids in this

movie. In the first two
installments of the Vacation

trilogy the kids got progressivly

older (and uglier), with the

daughter being short with brown

hair. Also in the last Vacation

film (European Vacation) the son,

.Buss, was about eighteen years

bid, and had sandy blond hair.

In the latest installment

£uss has digressed to about

$velve, and their daughter Audrey

jjas become a beautiful blond

pbout five years older than her

brother. This may sound a little

picky, but what were the casting

•gents thinking when they did

mis? Maybe no one will notice?

tlose Enough?

Besides the casting changes

.'nothing else in the movie
Changed from the first movie,

Except that they lost focus of

what made the first movie so

^good. Everyone I have talked to

Said that its not fair to compare

this movie to the original

Vacation, but with the same
characters and most of the same
cast you can't help it.

In t!;e original Vacation
Chevy Chase and company took

us all on a cross country family

vacation that showed the humor
and mishaps of such a vacation.

The characters in the original

were a little extreme, but you
could relate to them, and even see

one of your relatives in them.

However, in the last movie
and this one the writers chose to

do two hours of Chevy Chase

tripping, falling, and doing
basically dumb things, instead of

going for some of the humor that

made the original so funny
(Clark, did you untie the dog
from the back bumper?)

1 don't want to get to critical

of this movie because it does
have some funny moments.
Unfortunatly, you can see most
of them in the previews when
you go see other movies. This

might be a movie you could wait

to come out on video. He's still

Chevy Chase, and you're not.

Dad: Ted Danson, Jack Lemmon.
Rating: 8 out of a possible 10.

Eric The Viking: Tim Robbins, John
Cleese.

Rating: 6 1/2 out of a possible 10.

Look Who's Talking: Kirstie Alley,

John Travolta.

Rating: 8 out of a posssible 10.

Johnny Handsome. Mickey Rourke,
Ellen Barkin.

Rating: 7 1/2 out of a possible 10.

Black Rain: Michael Douglas
Rating: 7 1/2 out of a possible 10.

Sea of Love: Al Pachino, Ellen Barkin.

Rating: 8 1/2 out of a possible 10.

Back to the Future: Michael J. Fox,

Christopher Lloyd.

Rating: 6 out of a possible 10.

Second Sight: John Larroquette.

Rating: 5 1/2 out of a possible 10.

Next of Kin: Patrick Swayze.
Rating: 7 out of a possible 10.

Heavy D Rolls

IntoUNCW
Have the concerts in the past

few months left you feeling

neglected? Does the sound of

head-banging music make you
want to get an aspirin? Have you

been wanting to shake your

thing? Look no further. On
December 10 Heavy D, Wrecks-n-

Effects, EPMD, Redhead Kingpin

and FBI, and MC Lyte will take

Trask Coliseum for a Holiday

Jam Festival '89.

H&W Productions and the

Association for Campus
Entertainment (ACE) are co-

sponsoring this rap music

festival. This show will be a

landmark event for UNCW
considering the cancellation of the

Kid-n-Play concert last year

following a contract dispute that

would have required metal
detectors at the door.

The opening acts Wrecks-n-

Effects, EPMD, Redhead Kingpin

& FBI, and MC Lyte will take

the stage starting at 8 pm with

the headline act Heavy D and the

Boyz following them.

Heavy D the "Overweight

Lover" as he is known, is really

Dwight Meyers, a 19 year old rap

star from Mt. Vernon, New York.

He began rapping in the fifth

grade under the name MC Cloud,

and later MC Star. Heavy D got

his inspiration from the rap group

The Suger Hill Gang, and when
he was fourteen he joined his

older brother's group.

This however was short

lived, as he split to form his own
group with some of his brothers

group members. G. Wiz (Glen

Parrish), T-Roy (Troy Dixon),

and DJ Eddie F (Edward Ferrell)

were the members who left with

Heavy D and are still with him as

The Boyz.

Heavy D has a very strong

voice with appealing melodic

overtones, and his music is rooted

in the funk tradition. However,

his larger-than-life image
(imagine a soda machine with

arms that can dance) turned out to

be to his advantage. It seems that

bigger turned out to be better, and

it seems that Heavy D doesn't

have any problems with his size.

"Personally, I've never had any

problems with my size, the ladies

seem to like me the way I am and

being big has helped me
creatively, too."

Their recent success with the

singles "Overweight Lover", "Mr.

Big Stuff, and "Somebody For

Me" seems to be only a start

according to Andre Harrell,

president and founder of Uptown
Enterprises. "This is only the

begining, Heavy D and The Boyz'

upcoming album Chunky But

Funky will show the world how
versatile Heavy really is. He
writes his own lyrics,

conceptualizes his whole musical

image, and he is a dynamic

performer."

Heavy D and The Boyz have

recently performed on The
Arsenio Hall Show, on Robert

Townsend's special on H B O
along with MC Hammer, and on

NBC's s comedy A Different

World . He can also be seen on

Yo MTV Raps, where his

"Somebody For Me" video with

Al B. Sure is very popular.

Tickets for this show are on

sale to UNCW students at the

information center in the Union,

and can also be purchased at

Williams Beauty& Barber

Supplies or at School Kids
Records & Tapes. Tickets are

$10.50 for students, advanced

tickets are $12.75, and tickets at

the door are $13.75.

New York singer-songwriter

and recording artist, Roger
Manning, will perform original

songs from his first album at two
upcoming benefit concerts
inWilmington.

The first concert will be held

Friday, December 22nd, 7:30pm,

at the Unitarian-Universalist

Fellowship Building, 4313 Lake
Avenue, Wilmington. Donation-

$5.00. Proceeds go to the

Unitarian-Universalist

Fellowship.

The second concert will be
held Christmas night, Monday,
December 25th, 8:00pm at Front

Street News, 114 Market Street,

Downtown Wilmington.
Admission-$5.00. Proceeds go to

QS'J

the Wilmington Big Buddy
Program, a division of Family
Services.

Manning, an acoustic guitrist,

is known for his witty, politcal

"folkgrass" style of music and
brings his own brand of "protest"

to the 80's. His first album,
"Roger Manning", has been
recently reviewed by" People
Weekly" magazine and "Rolling

Stone." He has toured 50 US
cities and various colleges

promoting his first album on the

SST label.

For more information contact

the Big Buddy office, 2841
Carolina Beach Road, 392-705

1

or Pat Serra 4 5 2-0521.

Campus Paperback Bestsellers

1 The Calvin and Hotooee Lazy Sunday Book, by B>)i

Watierson (Andrews ft McMeei $9 95 ) Collected cartoons

2 The Prehistory of the Far Sloe, by Gary Larson

I
Andrews ft McMeei $12 95 i

Larson s notes and sketches

3 The Night of the Mary Kay Commandos, by Berke Breathe.1

(Litfe. Brown. \7 95 ) More Bloom County cartoons

4. Codependent no More, bv Melody Beaitie

IHuetoen. $8 95 ) Solving your own problems

5 Yukon Ho!, by Bill Watierson (Andrews & McMeei, S6 95

1

The latest Calvin and Hoboes cartoons

6. BVeetNngLeeeone, by Anne Tyler |Berktey, $5 50 ) An ordinary

married couple discovers how extraordinary their lives really are

7 Trevayne. by Robert ludlum (Bantam $5 95)
The probing of a hidden government within the Government

5. The Cardinal of the Kremlin, by Tom Clancy (Berkley $5 95}
The rescue at an American secret agent

9. Generation of Swine, by Hunter S Thompson
(Vintage $8 95 ] SO s politics and popular culture

10 The Road Laea Traveled, by M Scott Peck (Touchstone
$6 95 ) Psychological and spiritual inspiration by a psychiatrist

New G Recommended

The Floatplane Notebooks by Clyde Edoerton (Ballantine.

$4 95 | A tunny and poignant family album of talk and lales sharing

the best-kept secrets of love loss and learning to let go

Cat Eye, bv Margaret Atwood (Bantam $5 95 I
Contemporary

novel of a woman grappling with the tangled knot of her own life

Mono Lite Overdrive, by William Gibson (Bantam. $4 95
)

Multinational corporations and high tech outlaws vie for power
traveling into the compiler generated universe known
as cyberspace

•tsocunoNOf tawassmtewMfcw*HO— *Moci*T«»of-MuM •row*

Whats

Dec 7 -Dec 14

Thursday 7
a

Mad Monk: Liquid

Sound.

Guiseppes: Steve

Logan (Acoustic).

Front Street: Good
Old Chicken Wire Gang
Boys Band Brothers.

Friday 8

Mad Monk: Catch 22

(Rock)

Giuseppe's: Carter

Brothers (Classic rock-

n-roll)

Front Street News:
Trinidad North

(Raegae).

Saturday 9

Front Street: The

Amateurs (Raegae).

Giuseppe's: Carter

Brothers.

Mad Monk: Corrosion

of Conformity, with

special guest

Confessor.

Windows: Jack Olson
Trio.

Tuesday 12

Front Street: Blues

Jam Society

Wednesday 13

Guiseppes: Comedy
Caravan featuring:

Ken Evans, and Jamie

Shelton.

For more info

call:

Mad Monk:
395-0280

Ortons:

763-5955
King Fish's

Oarhouse:
762-4891

ACE:
395-3842

Front St. News:
763-1240
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Free Speech On Campus is Being Attacked From an Unlikely Direction-The Left

The ever-smiling Jerry
Falwell, in closing down the
Moral Majority, explained that its

work had been accomplished-its

'values had become part of the
• American mainstream. He was
right, in one respect. For years,

the Moral Majority had worked
• zealously to banish "bad speech"

targeting "offensive" books in

school libraries, as well as

"socially harmful" magazines on
newsstands.

Now, on American college

campuses, there is a new, rapidly

growing legion of decency that is

,
also devoted to punishing bad

;
speech. Its list of indefensible

words is different from Falwell's.

Expressions of racism, sexism,

homophobia, anti-Semitism and
prejudice against the handicapped

are to be outlawed. But the basic

principle is precisely that of
Falwell: A decent society
requires limits to free expression,

and if that means diminishing the

First Amendment, the will of the

majority must rule.

Accordingly, on a number of

prestigious campuses, a majority

of students and faculty have

concluded that censorship must be

integral to higher education. As
Canetta Ivy-one of the heads of

student government at Standford

University-says, "We don't put as

'. many restrictions on freedom of

speech as we should"

A quarter of a century after the

J
free-speech movement began at

the University of California at

Berkeley, helping fuel the antiwar

and civil rights campaigns, some

j
of the brightest of today's

;
students are marching in the other

i direction.

This neoconservatism among
liberals and radicals, black and
feminists, and even anumber of

law professors, has its roots in

the very real racism that does
exist on a number of campuses.

At Brown, for instance fliers were

distributed reading: "Things have

been going downhill since the

kitchen help moved into the

classroom." At Smith, four black

women received vicious racist

letters. At Yale, the Afro-
; American Cultural Center's

|
building was emblazoned with a

; WHITE POWER sign and a

£ swastika.

In reaction, black students and

many white students have joined

to insist on the creation of codes
not only of student conduct but
also of student speech.
Administrators, often
enthusiastically, have yielded to

those demands.

There are now various codes
of forbidden speech at Emory
University, the University of

Wisconsin, the University of
California, the University of
Buffalo Law School and New
York University Law School,

among others.

The codes that have been
adopted are not limited to

epithets. On most campuses, a

student can be disciplined-or even
expelled-for words that create an

intimidating, hostile or
demeaning environment for

educational pursuits.

Or a student may be put on
trial for "racist or discriminatory

comment. . .or other expressive

behavior directed at an individual"

if the speaker "intentionally" set

out to "demean the race, sex or

religion" of the aggrieved
complainant (University of
Wisconsin).

These thou-shalt-not-speak

codes are so vague and broad that

just a disagreement on such
issues as affirmative action or an

independent Palestinian state can
lead to a verdict that a particularly

vehement student is guilty of

discriminatory harassment against

blacks or Jews.

Who will judge the
defendants? Administrators will,

or a panel of administrators and
students. And if they are

ideologues and find the
controversial political views of
the defendant repellent, the
student can miss a semester or
more for being under the illusion

that the university is a place of
free inquiry.

While the presidents of the

universities of Michigan and
Wisconsin, among others, have

hailed these codes of prohibited

speech, Donald Kennedy,
president of Stanford, is resisting

the notion that students are best

taught to think for themselves by

being told what they can't say.

When you tell people what they

can't say, Kennedy has
emphasized, they will begin to

suppress what they think.

Already in classrooms at some
American coleges where language

is monitored--as it at

Czechoslovakian and Chinese
colleges-there are students afraid

to explore certain lines of thought

lest they be considered racist or

sexist At New York University

Law School, for example, where

heresy hunters abound in the

student body, the atmosphere in

some classes is like that of the

old-time House Un-American
Activities Committee. One
student describes "a host of
watchdog committees and a

generally hostile classroom
reception regarding any student

comment right of center."

At Stanford, the student
organizations insistently
demanding a code of forbidden

language include the Asian Law
Students Association, the Black
Law Students Association, the

Jewish Law Students Associaton

and the Asian-American Students

Association. From these groups

and from NYU Law School will

come some of the judges of the

next decades, and maybe even a

Supreme Court Justice or two.

The First Amendment is

always fragile-witness the frenzy

to amend the Bill of Rights after

the Supreme Court ruled in June

that the First Amendment
protected flag burning. But with

students at prestigious colleges

now intent on limiting speech for

a greater social good, the First

Amendment will become even
more vulnerable to attack in the

years ahead

But shouldn't there be some
punishmetn of especially hurtful,

insulting, infuriating words?
When he was mayor of Chicago,

Harold Washington was asked to

punish those responsible for

inflammatory language that had
gone out over a city radio station.

According to his former press

secretary, he refused, saying, "If I

scratch one word, where do I

stop?"

The current college codes

began in response to crude racial

and sexist scrawls. But now the

language being scratched out

extends to any words that create a

hostile atmosphere or any

language that "involves an

express or implied threat to an

individual's academic efforts" --

whatever that may mean.

There is also the damaging
effect of these protective

regulations on the very people

who are insisting they be

safeguarded. Malcom X used to

talk about the need for young
people to learn how language
works, how to dissect it, how to

use it as both a shield and a

sword. Above all, he thought,

blacks should not be fearful of

language. They should not let it

intimidate them but rather should

fight back when words are used

against them with more powerful

words of their own.

If you read Malcolm X's

collected speeches and listen to

his recordings, it's clear that he

was an extraordinarily resilient,

resourceful, probing master of

language. Can you imagine his

asking to be protected from
somebody else's-anybody else's-

words?

I've debated black students

about these speech codes. They
are highly articulate and quick

with polemical counterpoint.

And I've asked them why on earth

they are running away from
language when they can turn a

campus into a continuing forum
on racism by using the vicious

racist language directed at them to

illuminate what's going on there.

Moreover, by turning to

censorhsip instead of challenge,

these students can well cut off the

expression of speech they

themselves want to hear.

On ABC-TVs Nightline some
time ago, debating Barbara
Ransby (a Ph.D. student at the

University of Michigan and a

founder of the United Coalition

Against Racism), I posed this

quite possible scenario: A group

of black students invite Louis

Farrakhan to lecture in a political

science class. He comes and

says, "I want to explain what I

said about Judaism's being a

gutter religion. I meant it, but I

want to give you the context in

which I said it."

There are Jewish students in

the class and they claim that-
according to the University's

code-Farrakhan has created a

hostile atmosphere. In my
views, Farrakhan ought to be able

to speak anywhere he choose, and

certainly on a college campus.

As long as the students have the

right to question him and argue

with him, they'll have something

to gain from my experience. But

under the speech codes at more
and more colleges, Farrakhan-

having created a hostile

atmosphere-would quite likely

not be permitted on campus
again.

Is that what the black students

pressing for speech codes want?

To have black speakers they

invite on campus rejected because

of what they say and how they

say it? Do women students want

radical feminist Andrea Dworkin
barred because of possible charges

that she creates a hostile

environment for male students?

Also overlooked by students

concerned with artistic expression

is that a hostile atmosphere can

be created by a painting or a piece

of sculpture, because expression

can be graphic as well as verbal.

When the University of

Wisconsin's code was being

debated before the state's board of
regents, E. David Crono-then
dean of UW-Madison's College of
Letters and Science-testified that

the code would, indeed, chill

student's rights to artistic

expression.

For example, some years ago,

I was lecturing at the University

of Wisconsin when a fierce fight

broke out over a student's

exhibition of paintings in a

university building. Feminists
claimed his work was
outrageously sexist and demanded
that the paintings be removed.
The administration gingerly

upheld the artist and the very core

of a university's reason for being:

the right to freedom of
expression. But under the

university's new code of

propriety, that exhibition would
be scrapped as fast as you can say

"Edwin Meese."

Furthermore-and this is a

poignant dimension of the rush to

virtuous censorship-it won't do a

bit of good. Let us suppose these

codes were in place on every

campus in the country. Would
racism go away? No, it would go
underground, in the dark, where
it's most comfortable.

The language on campus
could become as pure as bottled

water, but racist attitudes would

still fester. The only way to deal

with racism is to bring it out into

the open-not suppress it.

One approach is to examine
particular incidents on a particular

campus and get people-and that

includes blacks-to talk about
their own racist attitudes. This

approach won't work wonders,
but, depending on the honesty and
incisiveness of the faculty and the"H
students leading these probes, :

whatever happens will be a lotJI

more useful than squashing
expression. And it may lead to

specific, durable changes on
campus, which will also be a lot

more productive than quibbling

over who created a hostile

atmosphere and whether or not it

was done intentionally.

But the way the lemmings-
adminstrators as well as students -

are going, the anti-free-speech

movement may intimidate and
harass students for some time to

come. And it's scary. As Lee
Dembar-a former New York
Times reporter who is now a
student at Standford Law School-
said in the Times.

"It is distressing that the

'politically correct' view on
campus these days seems to favor

curtailment of speech. Oddly,
defense of the First Amendment
is now an antiprogressive view.

Yes, speech is sometimes
painful. Sometimes it is

abusive. That is one of the prices

of a free society. Unfortunately,

this is a lesson that has to be
learned over and over again. No
victory endures."

Yet Dembart's views are held

by only a besieged minority. The
voice of the regulatory majority

is that of Sharon Gwynm, a 1989
graduate of Stanford who wrote in

The New York Times:

"As a black woman attending

Stanford University, I feel that no
one should be allowed to promote
racially derogatory ideas on this

campus."

And beginning with that

simple preliminary statement,

campuses are being caught in a

web of such restrictions as these

from Emory University^.
Forbidden is "discriminatory:

harassment," which "includes

See Speech p.4 ^
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SEAHAWK SPORTS

Way Out In
(W)right
Field
Chris Wright
Sports Editor

Knowing when
to say when

I guess I've been a bit too hard on the

Seahawks, what with my column about Matt Fish

last week and overall dissatisfaction in the way they

have been playing.

1 mean, if coach McPherson is satisfied, no

make that overjoyed, with a 55-48 whipping at the

hands of Gonzaga, then who am I to complain?

Besides, my mother always told me that if I

couldn't say something nice about someone then I

shouldn't say anything at all.

So for you, mom, mum is the word.

Will the advent of the Big East-ACC challenge

trigger an offshoot of equally spectacular conference
clashes? If so, I'm prepared. During an anticipatory

bout of excitement, I took the liberty of developing
a deliciously tantalizing menu of collegiate
headliners.

\CC vers.,. TAA
In this epic battle, the CAA will select its 10

best players who will then compete against the
ACC's 10 worst players. Don't laugh. N.C. State
benchwanmer Mickey Hinnant would have flourished
in the CAA, according to one UNCW coach.

Following that game, the two conferences will

pair off and play each other. The best CAA team
will play the worst ACC team and so on until the
number four teams in each conference meet.
Preseason polls tabbed UNCW as the CAA's fourth
best, while in the ACC, that distinction belongs to
Georgia Tech. Great Scott, the Rambling Wreck of
Georgia Tech win in a blowout.

CAA versus Bit. Fa<\

I don't know how the rest of the league might
fare, but judging by history, the Seahawks would
perform quite admirably . They hold a winning record
against the Big East, which seems incredible when
considering that they have losing marks against
conferences such as the Trans-American and Sun
Belt. Hawk freshman Reggie Veney, who once
played against Len Bias in the D.C. playgrounds,
will come off the bench and burn his fellow
Washingtonian's as UNCW upsets Georgetown.
CAA versus MirigastPi-n y

Because today's high school stars make
tomorrow's collegiate stars and next week's
professional stars, this collegiate-prep matchup will
not be without its moments. Save ECU, which
recently lost to North Carolina Wesleyan (an
extension of Rocky Mount High), the collegiate

conference should sparkle. Look for Laney star

Kevin Whitted to light up his opponents for a

tournament-high 56 points, however.

fc,nough already.

I have heard through the grapevine that a few
people took exception to my column last week. The
people who were against it said that I am not
supportive of the team and that I "better not come
over to the athletic office." I also heard that they

would be glad to share these feelings with me, but
they do not know who I am.
Well, I'll help clarify who I am. I am the guy who
sits on press row, usually donned in a shirt and tie,

rooting like a wild man for the Seahawks. So don't

give me this "I don't support the Seahawks" line. I

do. Its just that after the game, I am able to weed
out the bull and distinquish what actually happened
as opposed to what I would have like to have seen.

One last note:

I apologize for the ridiculous pictures that

appeared in last week's edition. When I layed the

page out I had planned on having two quality

pictures for the paper. Instead none of the 20
pictures that our photographer took at the
Cincinnati game turned out and at 11 p.m.- with
deadline being a mere thirty minutes away- there

was little else 1 could do.

Williams, 49ers run past sloppy Hawks
CHRIS WRIGHT
SPORTS EDITOR

UNC-Wilmington literally handed this one to

UNC-Charlottc.

The Seahawks committed 26 turnovers as they

dropped a school-record fourth straight, 76-59,

Wednesday night in a men's college basketball game
at Trask Coliseum.

"I don't care how good a team you arc," coach

Robert McPherson said, "you can't win when you
turn the ball over 26 times. It's that simple.

"I thought wc gave a real good effort on the

offensive and defensive ends tonight, but wc just

made loo many mistakes."

UNC-Charlottc jumped out to a 12 point lead

on a pair of free throws by sophomore Henry

Williams, who scored 11 of his game-high 17

points in the first half.

"I was very pleased with the way Williams

played tonight," UNCC head coach Jeff Mullins

said. "I thought he passed up too many shots; but

he got everyone involved in the offense."

The 49ers extended that lead to 36-21 at the half

as Williams scored three baskets in the final three

minutes.

"I felt like I had the open shot anytime I wanted

it," Williams said. "I was looking to get the inside

guys a little more involved tonight. I don't want to

gel in a Michcal Jordan situation where I have to

score."

Behind center Matt Fish, who turned in a career-

best 16 points, the Seahawks played even with

Charlotte throughout the second half. Fish scored 1.3

second half points, including a spectacular dunk over

Daryl Duvaull.

"I was concentrating on getting big," the 6-10

PtIOTO BY PHILLIP LOUG1I1.IN

Matt Fish slams two of his career-high 16 points.

center said. "On that play Adam (Porter) led me

beautifully and I just was fortunate enough to be in

the right spot."

Porter, who finished with live points, hit a

three-point jumper with time running down to

bring UNCW to within 64-51. Charlotte then hit

seven free throws in the final three minutes to close

out the Seahawks.

"I was real pleased that wc went to the line 37

times tonight," Mullins said. "That was the

difference tonight."

Aside from Fish, no other Scahawk reached

double figures. Joe Cherry finished with nine points

while Major Wiggins and Scolt Ticrncy added seven

apiece.

Charlotte point guard Chris Baker had 13 and
teammates Benny Moss and Ccdric Ball added 12

each.

The Seahawks, which fell to 1-4, will travel to

North Carolina A&Ton Saturday nighl.

More bowls- why not?

Hot Hawk
Photo courtesy of CAA

Junior center Kelly Kincaid came off the bench last night to score seven points for the Hawks
against their Campbell opponents. Kincaid was three of six from the field and made one of two
free throws. Kincaid is currently second in the league in field goal accuracy 57.1% and scored a

combine total of 31 points in three games.

Itv I'AIKICK KOWI.EK
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

As I glance at the sports

section I a"m amused and apalled

at how many bowl games we
have from Dec. 9 to Jan. 1. I

counted 18 bowl games and most
of them will have little or no
bearing on the outcome of what
team will win the mythical title

of Number One.

Many of the bowls have
strange names like the A 1 1

-

American, Holiday, Freedom, and
newly installed Copper bowl so I

said to myself what's a few more.

After 10 hours of sleep and a

pressing deadline of 5 minutes I

have managed to come up with

the following io new bowl
suggestions for the NCAA.

1) Cereal Bowl- The game is

to played on Tony the Tiger's

Birthday. The winning team gets

a year's supply of Rice Krispies—

Any tiger teams can apply. Odds
on hand to participate include the

Clemson Tigers and Auburn
Tigers. The Kentucky Wildcats

are a remote third.

2) Youcaughtus Bowl- All

teams that have been or are on
NCAA probation, investigation,

or sanctions—Top teams would
be SMU and Oklahoma. Florida

could slide in if it slips up a few
more times. The coin flip is made
by former President Richard
Nixon.

3) Violet Bowl- The game is

played right after the Rose Bowl
with the losing team of that

contest and the winning team's

marching band.

4) Polyester Bowl- Well all

material nowadays is 50 percent

cotton and 50 polyester- Invite

the remaining teams that didn't

qualify for the Cotton Bowl and
have one big game of "Kill the

man with the ball". The last

player standing with the ball wins

5) Mickey Mouse Bowl-
....K ..E ..Y, Why because I want
too! -All coaches and players on
sidelines must wear mouse hats. -

-Held on Dec. 22, the coldest day
of the year in sunny Florida- Any
Florida team can apply, especially

Miami because they run a Mickey
Mouse Program anyway.

6) DeJa Vu Bowl- You're
never quite sure if you played the

game before or not-- Any team
may apply except Carolina,
which has been 1-10 before.

7) Seahawk Bowl- Hell, our
team deserves a place to go too-
UNCW vs. any team we can beat.

Hoggard and New Hanover have
accepted bids.

8)"Nytol" Bowl- Sponsored
by the sleeping pill people. The
game features the New York Jets

vs. Dallas Cowboys who are both

so bad they have to play at the
collegiate ranks.

9) Ollie North Bowl-
Sponsorship for the game will be

made by the Contra rebels we
funded. Game results and all stats

will be shredded at the end of the

third quarter and lied about in the

fourth. Fawn Hall tosses up the

coin flip. American University

and the Maryland Penitentiary and

Correctional center have accepted

bids

.

10) Sportswriters' Bowl-
Representives from all newspaper

chains around the nation compete
for one interview in which a

football player makes an
intelligent comment. Teams from
Clemson.Texas.Oklahoma.SMU,
Nebraska, and West Virginia need
not show up.

There you have it; bowls we
can be proud of and look forward
too in the coming years. Who
knows. . . with progress of
mankind and if Jupiter aligns
with Mars some or all these

bowls could come true.

Remember you heard it here First.

Seahawk sport shorts...

New-look UNCW falters in Milwaukee Classic

Coaching the fundamentals

The Seahawks' men's basketball team has been
undergoing many changes in their starting line-up.

There have been nine different players who have
graced the Hawks starting five. It would appear
coach Roberet McPherson is trying to get the right

combination of youth and experience to have
another successful campaign. The mainstay of the

starters are Joe Cherry, Bryan Withers, and Adam
Porter who together have accounted for 51 percent of
the Hawk scoring. The Seahawks had a rough time
in Wisconsin last weekend dropping both their

games in the Milwaukee Classic. The Hawks were
blown out by the Marquette Warriors in the opening
round losing by 22 points, 76-54. The Hawks shot

only 43 percent from the field and their front court

was shut out except for Withers, who scored 13

points.

In the consolation round against Gonzaga the

Hawks shooting woes continued as they went stone

cold, hitting just 33 % from the field. Robbie
Carter and Withers scored 25 points between them
and the Hawks led at halftime, 26-25. The second
half was a total disaster for the green machine as

they went nine of 34 from the perimeter and 0-6

from three point land. They scored only 22 points

in the half and committed 13 turnovers. After the

game coach McPherson said despite the poor
shooting it was UNCW's best game. ... The
women's basketball team fared much better last

weekend, winning their second game of the season
convincingly, 102-47 over Baptist College.

The team was led by team high scorer Lisa

Williams' 19 points. The Hawks had four players in

double dicits: Tressa Reese (18) , Cindy Makowski

(10) , Kelly Kincaid (15), and Williams. They shot
a whopping 60% from the field

The Hawks, 2-0 overall after the weekend, took
on the Campbell Camels last night. The Hawks
won their third game of the year, 77-61, and will
play at UNC-Greensboro tonight at 7 p.m. Marilyn
Christoph's squad came out of the gate fast staking
an early ten point lead and finished the half leading
40-25. The team put three players in double
figures. Cindy Makowski and Lisa Williams tied

for high scoring honors with 17 points a piece
followed by Reece 16 point effort. The Hawks were
strong again from the floor hitting 54% of their

attempts and canning 62% of three-point shots. The
Hawks will start conference play on Jan. 3 against
the Dukes of James Madison. The Hawks led in

steals, assists and field and free throw accuracy

r"



The Seahawk

WLOZ Needs People

WLOZ needs news staff, PSA director, no experience

necessary-just alot of dedication. Contact Mark
Scharaga at 395-3086 or stop by the station.

WLOZ needs DJ's. No experience needed. Contact

Amy at 395-3086.

Diahetic Support flrniip

Diabetic Support Group plans to continue meeting

Spring semester 1990. All interested are welcome to

attend these meetings which will have programs,

speakers, and refreshments. Dates and times to be

announced in the near future. Please call Student

Health and Wellness Center 395-3280.

AA Meeting
AA meeting every Friday at 3 p.m. in UU room 210

Nontraditinnal Student Support Group
Spring Schedule

The spring program for the Nontraditional Student

Support Group is as follows:

Jan 17 GETTING STARTED GETTING BACK
INTO THE GROOVE

Diane McKinstry

Assistant Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Student Development Center

Feb 7 INFORMAL DISCUSSION
Feb 21 MANAGING TIME SUCCESSFULLY

Michael Affeman

Counseling Psychologist

Student Development Center

Mar 21 FAMILIES COME TO COLLEGE TOO:
ENLISTING THEIR SUPPORT

Vivian Rogers

Counselor

Student Development Center

April 4 INFORMAL DISCUSSION
Apr 18 WHEN CONFLICTS COME UP,
CONSIDER CONFLICT MEDIATION

New Support Croup
The Student Development Center and the Office of the

'"" Dean of Students are co-sponsoring the support group

for which Vivian Rogers and Jacqueline Skinner serve

as coordinators. Nontraditional student Lynn Benson,

who helped plan the spring series, is handling

publicity.

Lecturer

Dr. Frederick Ferre', philosopher on the faculty of the

University of Georgia will lecture on "Cosmos,

Science, and Environment from a Humanities

Perspective. Ferre' will speak on Monday evening

lanuary 22 at 8 p.m. in King Auditorium . He wil

lold a faculty seminar the following day at 12 p.m. in

the Randall Library Auditorium. The entire Universtiy

ommunity is welcome. Admission is free.

New 1990 Catalogs

The Office of the Dean of Students has the new 1990
catalogs on studying and working abroad. Published

by the Council on International Educational Exchange,

they are free to interested individuals. Stop by UU
209 for your free copy.

Questions on Leases?

If you have any questions concerning the new lease

you may have just signed, please come to the Office of

the Dean of Students, UU 209. We can provide

assistance and give you legal referrals, if necessary.

Internship Opportunities

Internship Opportunities for Pre-Law Students: The
Legal Services of the Lower Cape Fear, located on
Market Street are looking for students to assist with

legal research, writing, interviewing, and
investigating, document review, and limited litigation

support. Training is provided. Requirements
interview and a commitment of at least 3 hours per

week for one academic year. For more information,

contact The Leadership Center, UU 212, X3877.
Census Bureau NeeHs Help

The Census Bureau has begun its search for local help

to conduct the 1990 Census. Temporary jobs are

scheduled to begin in early January, lasting 2 to 8

weeks. A successful applicant may complete one job

and move on to another. NO experience is necessary.

If you are interested you can contact the district office

in Jacksonville N.C. 919-938-2080, or apply by going

directly to the testing site nearest your homes
Testing sites for New Hanover County are:

Cape Fear Community College

EVERY TUESDAY
411 N. Front St.

9 a.m. or 11 a.m.

Wilmington, NC

Employment Security Comm
EVERY MONDAY
717 Market St.

9 a.m. or 11 a.m.

Wilmington, NC
Ski Trip to Wintergreen. VA

Wrightsville Beach Parks and Recreation Department

is offering a down hill ski trip to Wintergreen,

Virginia on February 11-14. The trip features four

days of skiing, 3 nights of lodging, and bus

transportation at a cost of $270 per person; with

equipment rental and one free group lesson, the cost is

$315 per person. Registration is open. A deposit of

$125 is required at time of registration. Spaces are

limited!!! For more information, contact Ray Sugg at

256-4744.

I

Wagoner To Retire Soon
UNCW NEWS PRESS RELEASE

Dr. William H. Wagoner, fourth president of Wilmington

College and the only chancellor of The University of North

Carolina at Wilmington, today announced his plans to retire

effective July, 1990 or when a successor is in place.

Wagoner, 62, told the UNCW Board of Trustees at their

regular quarterly meeting yesterday that he had decided to retire

early to make way for "physically vigorous and visionary"

leadership to take this institution through this decade and into

the 21st century.

Although he suffered a heart attack in April 1989, Wagoner

said that he feels good and had not made this decision due to

illness. However, it was after his illness last spring that he

began thinking "more and more about the opportunities and

challenges facing this university during the 1990's," Wagoner

told the board.

"This last decade before the year 2000 will be critical to the

long range future of this, the University that I love most of

all," he said. "Leadership which is vigorous, with vision,

patience, and tenacity is critical if the dreams that we dream are

to come true."

Once his successor is in place, Wagoner said he plans to

"continue for a long while in you midst teaching, writing, and

watching this University take its place with the finest."

Following Wagoner's announcement, UNCW board of

Trustee's Chairman F. Peter Fensel observed that he had had

the "pleasant opportunity of knowing Chancellor Wagoner
both as an educator and as a true friend. His life's work has

been that of an educator and his hobby has been that of an

educator."

Responding to Wagoner's decision to retire, UNC President

CD. Spangler Jr. commented that "Few UNC chancellors

have served longer or presided over greater progress. Under his

leadership at UNC Wilmington, the student body has more
than quintupled, the faculty has quadrupled, and the campus has

been transformed to accommodate this remarkable expansion

without losing Georgian charm. UNCW programs in marine
biology have won national recognition. As the University's

reputation has grown, both in-state and out-of-state,

applications from prospective students have soared," Spangler

continued.

"For his exemplary service, all citizens of North Carolina,

and I as president of the University of North Carolina, are in

Bill Wagoner's debt," he said.

UNC president Emeritus Bill Friday noted, "Bill Wagoner
is the last one of the original groups of chancellors with

whom I started the expansion of the University in the 1960's.

Over all these years, through this association and deep
friendship, 1 have admired greatly his quiet and effective way
of building a university in the great Southeastern region of

North Carolina. He and his dear wife Madeline have been
uncommon in their devotion and service, and all citizens of
North Carolina owe these two noble spirits deep appreciation

an abiding gratitude."

Wagoner's retirement in 1990 will murk a career in

education that has spanned more than 40 years, beginning as a

high school chemistry, physics and public speaking teacher in

Washington, NC. From 1953-56 he served the public schools

in Elizabeth City, where he returned after earning the doctorate

to be superintendent of city schools between 1959-61. From
1961-68, Wagoner was superintendent of schools for New
Hanover County.

See Wagoner P. 2

Congressman Fauntroy

To Speak In Cameron
UNCW PRESS RELEASE

District of Columbia
Congressman Walter Fauntroy

will be guest speaker at UNC
Wilmington's commemoration of

the birthday of Dr. Martin Luther

King Jr. at 3:30 p.m., Thursday,

Jan. 11, in the auditorium of

Cameron Hall. The event is free

and the public is invited to

attend.

Active in the civil rights

movement of the 1960's,
Fauntroy was appointed by King

to head the Washington Bureau of

the Southern Christian Leadership

Conference. He coordinated the

Jobs and Freedom march on
Washington in 1963 and served as

national director of the Poor
People's Campaign in 1969.

Continuing his activism,
Fauntroy was elected delegate to

the House of Representatives in

1971, the first person elected in

100 years to represent the District

of Columbia. He spearheaded the

movement to allow the District

to elect its own mayor and city

council.

Fauntroy, currently fourth

ranking member on the Banking

Committee, is scheduled to

assume the chairmanship. He
also chairs the subcommittee on

International Institutional

Banking and Finance. His

biographical material notes that

his policy concerns are " focused

on the current state of America's

economy: keeping corporations

and institutions owned b y

Americans and not letting our

destiny be controlled by foreign

investors."

A native of Washington,
D.C., Fauntroy was educated at

Virginia Union University,

graduating cum laude in 1955,

and at Yale University Divinity

School where he was awarded the

bachelor of divinity in 1958.

Sponsored by the office of

minority affairs in cooperation

with several student groups, this

program represents UNCW's
seventh annual commemoration

of the King birthday. Also a

cosponsor of the program is ACE
(the Association of Campus
Entertainment).

Pl'OTOS BY PHILLIP LOUGHLIN

The :,now provided the first white Christmas in Wilmington in 1 19 years.

Historic Snowfall Blankets Wilmington

Photo B> Mai Nguyen

National Guard pilots display the Apache Attack helicopter AH 64.

showing was sponsored ^y the ROTC at UNCW.
The

BY PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Snow covered the Wilmington area over the

Christmas holidays. While many students

missed the event, those that were here had the

opportunity to witness a special kind of
history. The snowfall gave the area its first

white Christmas in 119 years. The 15 inches

of white stuff left on the ground also set a

record for the area.

While some residents bemoaned the closure

of roads and stores, many could not help

feeling a sense of awe and holiday cheer. The

overpasses and few large hills were packed with

surfboards, boogie-boards. and anything else

that would slide. Grown-ups acted the part of

school kids as their shouts echoed across the

snowy slopes.

With the wintery weather came automobile

accidents as well. Many drivers failed to

realize that even a four-wheel drive cannot stop

instantly on icy roads. Drivers were warned to

— 1 i

remain at home, but many ignored the advice.

Rear-wheel drive vehicles became stranded

almost instantly in the drifted snow, and many
trucks also fell victim.

By Christmas Day the roads were still

dangerous but passable. Accidents increased as

crowds poured out to visit relatives or just to

look at the snow. Wrecker services formed

waiting lists 20 or 30 people long as cars

bogged down in drifts or slid off into ditches.

The National Guard was mobilized to help

transport people to hospitals or important

jobs. Snow plows even had to be sent down
from the central part of the state.

The snow also prompted the Chancellor to

remind the faculty and staff of the winter

weather policies. He will decide if the weather

is poor enough to warrant cancelling work or

classes. If there is no notification, then

employees are to come to work. The same
holds for students. Cancellations will be

announced on local radio and TV stations.
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Wagoner Cont.
His career in higher education began July 1, 1968,

when he was named the fourth president of

Wilmington College. After one year, the college

became part of the University of North Carolina

system. For close to 21 years, Wagoner has remained

as the institution's only chancellor.

Under the two decades of his leadership, the

University has grown and prospered from a small

commuter college to a comprehensive level I

university. The student body has grown from 1,240

in the fall of 1968 to 6,003 in the fall of 1989. The
faculty of 93 in 1968 has expanded to 397 in the fall

of 1989, with 258 holding the doctoral degree.

Today, students may study in more than 54 areas of

concentration in the Cameron School of Business, the

School of Education, the College of Arts and
Sciences, the School of Nursing and the Graduate
School. In another new program, students are

: currently being accepted in a cooperative Ph. D.
program in marine science with NC State University.

A native of Washington, NC, Wagoner holds the

• bachelor of science degree cum laude from Wake
Forest University (1949), master of arts degree from
East Carolina University, Greenville NC (1953), and
the doctor of philosophy in educational administration

and political science from the University of North
Carolina (1958).

Asked to review the highlights of his service to

UNCW, Wagoner commented that he was "proudest

of every student I've ever taught, every degree I've

: ever awarded." At UNCW, that represented a lot of

degrees -- 11,624 undergraduate, 341 graduate, for a

total of 1 1,965 since academic year 68-69.

"I'm a lot prouder of those graduates than I am of

streets, bricks, and mortar, because that's what
education is all about," Wagoner continued. "I

remember what I told the faculty the first time I met
with them more than 20 years ago. I said then that

this institution is limited only by the dreams that we
dream, and boy, have we had some wild dreams."

As far as a search for a new chancellor, University

procedures call for the president of the University to

confer with the chairman of the UNCW board of

trustees and other trustees to initiate the search

committee. It is anticipated that Spangler will meet
with the trustees by late January or early February.

BEFORE YOU CAN
FOLLOW YOUR

DREAMS, YOU'VE
GOT TO FOLLOW

Men who don't register with Selective

Service aren't eligible for federal

student aid, job training, and most
federal employment. So register at

the post office within a month of

your 18th birthday. It only takes five

minutes to fill out a simple card.
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cleaning your contact lenses,
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is no solution
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DR. MICHAEL E. 60INS

5030 Randall Drive

Wilmington, NC 28403
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We have the best selection & latest styles of eyewear!

Ask about our specials & guarantees.

Eye
By an independent doctor

of optometry

Call 452-0550

Sat & Weeknight appointments

Exams
$35

_ GUARANTEED EYEWEAR
University Center 452-0550

Next to Sam's Wholesale
M.-Th. 10-7 e Fit 10-8 • Sat. 10-6

Daily Wear Soft 4*

Contact Lenses
Starting at

49
per pair j

Macintosh*computers have always

l^een easy to use. But they've never been

this easy to own.

Presenting The Macintosh Sale.

Through January 31, you can save

hundreds of dollars on a variety

of Apple* Macintosh computers and

peripherals.

So now there's no reason to settle ,

for an ordinary PC. With The ^

UNCW Bookstore

Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with

much more of a computer.

Without spending a lot more money

The Macintosh Sale
Now throughJanuary 31.

C WJAppli 1 umputer lm .\ppk //v .Ipple lofti and \kumltah an neutered trademarks ojApple Computer Ale

Zf you or pour group tooulb
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Book Theft Continues
fil-Al^JE£I2lQ£ELLI

STAFF WkiTER

Now that a new semester is

underway and the purchase of
books begins, campus police

would like to stress the

significance of marking books
with some type of identification.

Unfortunately, the number of
thefts concerning books and
bookbags was exceptionally high

last semester.

According to detective Willis,

the majority of such theft

occurred in the East Cafeteria

where, he states, "most people

;

chose not to use the available

;

lockers to secure their property."

Willis explains that the use of

|

lockers requires only a 25 cent

deposit that is returned upon
inserting the key.

The utilization of lockers is a

preventive measure of the initial

act of theft. However, the initial

recovery of those books that are

stolen is due to existing marks of

identification. Although the

. most obvious marks of

identification are name and
student number, Willis explained

that several people reporting

stolen books could recall other

specific marks throughout the

book, which lead to recovery as

well. He states, "Anyone who
could provide good points of

identification were greatly

assisting in book recovery.
Things that seem very
insignificant may be exactly what
is needed for identification once a

book has been stolen."

At the end of last semester

members of campus police took

ID numbers of stolen books to

the bookstore and Simply Greek
and recovered a considerable

amount of books. According to

Willis, several people were
charged with possession of stolen

property with larceny through the

Campus Judicial System.

Campus police are currently

holding two books that were
turned over by a person admitting

theft. The books are

unidentifiable and therefore have

yet to be returned to their rightful

owners.

In order to reduce the amount

of unidentified property, the

crime prevention section of
campus police has made means
for marking books available to

students. Currently these can be

utilized at the bookstore and at

different locations on campus
throughout the semester.

Willis feels it is a devastation

to students to undergo the stress

of exams and lose their books as

well. With this idea in mind, he

explained that an effort will be

made this semester to make
people more aware of the problem

in hopes to curtail thefts.

Through this semester concern for

book theft will be included in the

crime prevention programs that

are held in residence halls and

other locations on campus.

Just as campus police are

resorting to means of prevention,

Willis notes the importance of

"self help" with the following

points that should be considered:

1) Take steps to mark books or

make note of other marks
throughout the book. Should the

book be stolen, there are greater

chances of recovery. 2)Make use

of lockers 3)If possible, don't

take books to a place where you

cannot secure them.

"Then," hopes Willis, "maybe
we can cut down on the

problem."

WNRV
Jwiesfc
WKECF
STEMS

Diabetes Support Group Raises

Health Awareness On Campus

EX.KAREN P&XE
STAFF WR!Tir.

The UNCW diabetics support

group is trying to improve
student lifestyle by providing

information and answers to any

questions they may have about

dia',etes.

Norma Quinn, a nurse

practitioner from UNC Chapel

Hill, formed the group in

October. The group is modeled
on the UNC program and will be

lead by UNCW nurse practitioner

Katie Gilbert.

"It's difficult to have a student

lifestyle and have diabetes at the

same time, " says Dr. Jewel.

The difficulties that students

face are addressed at the monthly

meetings. Some topics include:

eating problem foods without

increasing blood glucose,
exercise, drinking alcohol safely,

dealing with stress, and new
methods of therapy for diabetes.

These topics are often difficult for

diabetics to deal with while in

It is difficult to have a student

lifestyle and have diabetes at the

same time.

college. It is not always
possible, for example, to eat

healthy foods three times a day.

But the East Cafeteria is working

with the support group to

improve the selection of healthy

foods.

"I've already talked to the food

service, they said they would try

•o replace some things (breakfast

cereal's with sugar)," says Dr.

Jewel.

Dr. Jewel sees these meetings

as an opportunity for diabetic

students to exchange ideas,

because diabetics have personal

experience that physicians cannot

offer.

"A person that lives with

diabetes and faces the day to day

problems," says Dr. Jewel, "has

figured out a lot more of the

answers than health professionals

have."

The Health and Wellness

Center encourages faculty and

staff members with diabetes to

participate also, as well as anyone

with an interest in diabetes. Free

diabetic care kits are distributed at

the meetings and special guest

speakers are scheduled for the

spring.

Welcomes Back UNCW Students With

Our Back to School Specials

99 Hibachi

Chicken

Lunch

Includes: soup, salad, fried

Japanese rice, Hibachi-style

vegetables, tender chicken

and mushrooms, cooked

Hibachi-style at your table

and your choice of iced tea

or hot tea.

8
$Q99 Hibachi

Chicken

Dinner

Includes: soup, salad, fried

Japanese rice, Hibachi-style

vegetables, Zen-Sai shrimp

appetizer vegetables, tender

chicken and mushrooms

cooked Hibachi-style at your

table and your choice of iced

tea or hot tea.

UNCW STUDENT ID MUST BE SHOWN TO RECEIUE SPECIALS.

302 S. COLLEGE RD. - 392-5775

Reservations Accepted
Expires 212

Not valid on Holidays or with other coupons or specials.
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VIDEO & MUSIC

copies

1/ 31 Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

2/7 Rude Awakening - ^ copies

2/8 Lethal Weapon ' '

30 copies

50 copies

2/8 Parenthood

2/8 Wired -

copies

20 copies

SCHOOL KIDS VIDEO & MUSIC
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Lockup - 20 copies

Do the Right Thing - 30 copies

Eddie and the Crusiers - 20 copies

Weekend at Bernie's - 30 copies
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THE SEAHAWK

T*# Seahawk welcomes Litters to the

Editor. These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The

Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk.

601 South College Rd., Wilmington NC. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not thou of The

Seahawk.
The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 pm. Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division.

PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
Editor in Chief

TASHA BOONE
Managing Editor

MAI NGUYEN
News Editor

CHRIS WRIGHT
Sports Editor

PATRICK FOWLER
Asst. Sports Editor

DAVID BURKE
Copy Editor

ALLEN RAY
Entertainment Editor

JOHN GEOFFRION
Production Manager
KAREN GOUDARZI
& JENNIFER YOUNG
Photographer

DEBBIE SMITH
Na tional A dvertising

Manager
KENNETH TAYLOR
Local Advertising

Manager
JIM KRAFT
Financial Manager
DAN HEADRICK
Advisor

The Environment
Needs Help. . . Now
The environment is in trouble. It's not something that is

particularly hard to see. Count the cars on College road.

Look at the trash beside the road and at the beaches. Even in

the off-season, the ocean teems with plastic and styrofoam.

It is not trash and pollutants that threaten the world we all

live in though. It is the attitude that so many people have.

An attitude that "yeah, I agree with that. I hate to see the

garbage we dump on the roadsides and into the atmosphere.

Someone should do something."

These people are the problem. People who don't care are

bad enough, but those who say they care but don't act are

the executioners of our future.

There are too many simple things that every person can

do. Ask for paper instead of plastic at the grocery store.

Don't buy fast food at establishments that serve in

styrofoam. (This may be inconvenient, but the management
will get the idea. They will soon switch if they value the

business.) Get involved with recycling projects before they

become mandatory. Even UNCW is getting in on the

recycling act.

There are too many things that the average person can do
that require so little effort. A lifestyle does not have to be

drastically altered. No one is saying to give up the car, or

join the Sierra Club. These are options, but options that

most people are not willing to take up.

It is everyone's world. Environmentalist and wastrel

must share what is here. It is those people in the middle

who will make the difference. Exxon will continue to ship

oil if there is a market for it in the US. Commercial
fishermen will continue to net dolphins and leave plastic nets

drifting and killing if the ordinary person continues to buy
their products. Landfills already approach maximum
capacity in New Hanover County. Other states send their

waste out to sea in the hopes that it will just disappear. Tons
upon tons of recyclable material make up that huge trash

pile. People can make a difference. Now is not the time to

act. That time is past!

Would You Kill Flipper?
RV ALEC.1 BROWNLOW

CONTXlBUnN'J WRITER

It seems that tuna has been a hot topic lately. With good reason. .

.

not because of some new and wonderful health discovery, and certainly

not due to some marvelous new recipe. The tuna has emerged as the

most influential factor concerning the decreasing dolphin xnulations of

our world's oceans.

In a horrible netting technique that should have been banned years

ago, populations of eastern spinner and northern and coastal spotted

dolphins have suffered sever losses.

This isn't news. We've known the extent of the damage for at least

twenty years. When I say "we" I mean the federal government. Only

within the last few years has it come to the public eye through the

effoprts of Greenpeace, EDF, and a few other environmental groups.

It is common knowledge among commercial fishermen that where

dolphin are spotted it is not unusual to find a school of yellowfin tuna.

Unfortunately, there is no way of reaching underneath the dolphins to

reach the prize. Both tuna and dolphin must be rounded up together in

nets called purse seines; some reaching as much as a mile in length,

""he lives of hundreds of thousands of dolphins can he accounted for in

t;iis practice. . . and it is legal.

So, what can you do about it? Don't eat tuna. If ycu are reluctant

tc give up the flavor and nutrition, eat only the type labled albacore.

(White albacore)

But why am I writing this? The issue is certainly not new, and

you've probably heard it all ten times before. Because the cafeterias

here serve ahout a case and one half (1000 ounces) each week, according

to a source at the East Dining Hall who wishes to remain anonymous.

Another employee will not even eat tuna because of the reason

above. The knowledge is definitely present at UNCW. This campus,

with the outstanding reputation that it has in marine biology, should

also commit iv,i\( to a stand to protect our marine environment. Other

schools have done this; we should follow their lead.

Though more expensive ($20 a case according to Woodhaven

Distributors one of our schools suppliers), albacore is definitely not

unaffordabie. Quoting again the source at the East Cafeteria, They

would probably bt willing to spend U<e extra money if people would

show soiuc interest So here is the opportunity. Express your concern

to those who can do something about the situation. If everybody on

this campus with a "Save the Dolphins" bumper sticker did this, the

change should be as good as done.

Get Involved: There will be an environmental

concerns group meeting this Thursday, January 11, at

6:00 pm in UU201.

BLOOP

A Word For the Nineties: Caution
I imagine that many of you,

like me, have hit the ground in

1990 running. It is easy to fill

up days, weeks, months, or even

a whole year with plans and
projects; things we are determined

to make happen.

This, perhaps, is an

appropriate time to sound a note

of caution. Patience needs to

ride herd on the impetuous desires

of our minds and plans to make
so much happen. Nikos
Kazantzakis, in his novel Zorba

the Greeks writes:

"1 remembered one morning
when I discovered a cocoon in the

bark of the tree, just as the

butterfly was making a hole in its

case and preparing to come out. I

waited a while, but it was too

long appearing and I was

impatient. I bent over it and

breathed on it to warm it. I

warmed it as quickly as I could

and the miracle began to happen

before my eyes, faster than life.

The case opened, the butterfly

started slowly crawling out and I

shall never forget my horror when
I saw how its wings were folded

back and crumpled; the wretched

butterfly tried with its whole
trembling body to unfold them.

Bending over it, I tried to help it

with my breath. In vain. It

needed to be hatched out patiently

and the unfolding of the wings
should be a gradual process in the

sun. Now it was too late. My
breath had forced the butterfly to

appear, all crumpled, before its

time. It struggled desperately

and, a few seconds later, died in

the palm of my hand.

"That little body is, I do
believe, the greatest weight I have

on my conscience. For I realize

today that it is a moral sin to

violate the great laws of nature.

We should not hurry, we should

not be impatient, but we should

confidently obey that eternal

rhythm."

To any of our internal voices

that push us into a whole list of

activities, it is appropriate to lift

up another internal voice that

asks, "Is it fitting? Is it the right

time?" It is a voice that can only

be heard in moments of quietness;

whether it be the quietness of

prayer or simply personal

reflection.

Perhaps 1990 might flow
more gently if we could learn to

"obey the eternal rhythm."

LETTER
EDITOR:

FROM THE

Let's Do Something About Parking
I couldn't find a parking place

today. I drove around the lot in

front of the Union, through the

lot beside the Union, down the

road beside Health and Wellness,

and still could not find a space. I

cruised over to Hanover Hall and

checked that lot. . . no good.

There were a couple of spaces

over by the tennis court and I

Jiought, "good, just in case".

I went over to Morton and

Bear and found the same
predicament. In fact, I couldn't

even get through one lane because

of the cars sitting there waiting in

the vain hope that someone
might leave. The lot across from

Friday was packed. So was the

lot behind Friday. I was getting

disgusted.

I came back to the Union lot

and drove around looking. I

counted the illegally parked cars

and grimaced as I saw the

Cushman rolling up. Someone
would pay for their parking

privileges today. . . And
somebody would make a killing.

A brief temptation to ram the

orange chain-link fence that

blocked off those spaces where

the Union Extension is going up

rolled through my subconscious.

In my mind I contemplated the

foresight of an administration that

just spent hundreds of thousands

of dollars to build much needed

new parking areas, and then turn

around and destroy some
that already existed. I thought

about the millions planned for the

Landmark project and the

possibility of spending that

money on a parking deck instead.

Of course, a parking deck could

hardly be considered a landmark.

(Could it?)

/ call on the

administration to

look into making
some changes and
show us, the
students, some
tangible evidence
of t h e i i

investigation.

Maybe it all boils down to an

aversion to walking. This

aversion probably stems from the

thought of paying fifty dollars so

I wouldn't have to walk three

quarters of a mile to class. But

then, everyone can't have a

parking space right in front of his

class.

Why not just park out at the

tennis courts and walk across

campus to classes? I did it at NC
State. Of course, at State, I had

to walk. Freshmen could not

park on campus. (Now there's a

thought!)

At State I also seem to
remember a policy of having

different parking stickers for

different lots. I don't really

remember how that worked, but

it gives thought to an idea.

Maybe some people don't mind
parking out at the tennis courts,

or in the big lot beside Trask

Coliseum. Maybe these outlying

lots could have a different parking

sticker. Maybe these different

stickers could be a little cheaper.

Maybe people would be interested

in walking a little farther to class

if their parking sticker was a little

less expensive.

Maybe there could be a

limited number of stickers for

each area. Maybe eligibility for

lots could be decided by class

ranking, with upperclassmen and

graduate students getting the front

lots and digressing from there.

Whoa! That's a bunch of

maybes! Besides, the present

system is probably quite

comfortable to the Parking

Office. Why change something

before there is a drastic call for

change? If a student gets

desperate and parks in a Faculty

or Handicapped space, he gets a

ticket and the Parking Office gets

an extra few dollars.

I call on the administration to

look into making some changes,

and to show us, the students,

some tangible evidence of their

investigation. If they can't do

that, maybe some type of boycott

is in order. I'm not sure I want to

pay $50 or more next year to park

a mile away from my classes.

Maybe I should park somewhere

off campus for free and ride my
bicycle (unless they start charging

me^ to park that too). My
suggestion to other students is to

consider the same plan. I don't

know exactly how to solve the

parking problem, it is an old one

and there may be no single

solution.

It's been said before. We as

students cannot effect any change
unless we pull together! UNCW
does not have a tradition of a

strong student body, but let us

see if we can change that. Only

as a united force can we make a

change. Let the administration

know. Let the alumni know.

Write! Speak out! If you are

going to have to walk anyway,

walk from off campus. We can

make a difference!

'(VUGGHK!! (T's

HAPPENED
AGAIN!!!

J

NOTE THE CATATONIC STATE

C'MON l£T'S
GO GET A Ffc»
B6E.RS TO CALM
VOUK NEJWES'

J'aJIO

Hello Students,

The 80's was an interesting

decade, especially the last few
months. We have seen what
people power can do in Eastern

Europe as government after

government has been toppled by
democratic uprisings. It has been

interesting elsewhere as well.

There are 1 billion people
worldwide who live in inadequate

shelter. Three million people in

our own country are homeless.

We learned about another country

in the 80's, Ethiopia, and our

hearts were touched, but yet here

in our own state of NC, 1/4 of

the population lives below the

poverty level. We learned a new
word in the 80's, AIDS, Acquired

Immune Deficiency Syndrome.
In the last four years the number
of people with AIDS has doubled.

Also in the 80's we learned of an

old problem with a new twist,

drug addiction. With the

invention of crack more addicts

are made, worse more addicts are

born, 1 out of 10 babies are born

with drugs in their system.

If people power can topple ar

oppressive government just think

of what people power can do to

solve problems here in the US,
one of the most free countries in

by Joseph Morto

n

the world. We as a society have

learned to rely on our country too

much and have become
complacent in our attitude that

our government can solve all

problems. We as citizens should

be willing to supplement the

efforts of our country.

Since my main audience is

college students there is not an

over abundance of money but

there is an abundance of time.

Yes we can put people power to

work here in our country, not to

topple its government but to

supplement its work through

volunteerism. Here in our own
area there are several

organizations both on and off

campus that will gladly accept

your help. You can check at the

Student Affairs office in the

Union for on campus
organizations and you can also

contact the Cape Fear Area United

Way to find off campus
organizations. In closing let me
say that we should go into the

90's with a renewed determination

to help others. Let me also say

to please get involved. Not only

will someone else appreciate it

but you will too as you see your

spare time benefit others.

Denny Best

Dear Editor,

I am writing to express

concern over the proposed $5 -8

million landmark project on
behalf of myself and other
alumni. Funds are being solicited

from alumni to benefit the

university, however if the
university intends to spend so

extravagantly on projects that do
not enhance education, donors

should and will question their

contributions. I understand that

students and faculty have already

voiced concern, so now you may
add alumni to the list.

Martha L Hamel, Attorney at

Law
UNCW graduate 1983
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Help Wanted

Wanted!!! Students to join the 1990 Student

Travel Services' Sales Team. Earn CASH
and or FREE Spring Break travel marketing

Spring Break packages to Jamaica, Cancun,

Acapulco, and Daytona Beach. For more
information call 1-800-648-4849.

ATTENTION- HIRING! Government jobs-

your area. Many immediate openings

without waiting list or test. $17,840 -

$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885. Ext.

R18742.
Koomate Needed

Female Roomate needed to share 2 Bedroom

2 Bath Apt. Tradewinds

Rent $220/mo. Plus 1/2 utilities

Call: 395-0485.

Come Shop

HAREM Pants, Bunnie Belts,

Backpacks, Funky Stuff!

It's fun to Shop RARE CARGO, 30 N.

Front St. 762-7636.

BELLY Dancer Collection: Baubles,

Bangles, Beads, Bells,

Bargins. It's fun to shop RARE CARGO,
30 North Front Street, 762-7636.

Trips

BEST SPRING BREAK TRIPS!
Bahamas cruise + 6 Days on/near beach

$279.00, 6 Days
Jamaica $299, Cancun 8 days $399.
Includes air/cruise,

accomodations, some meals, parties. Cal.

Jennifer at 799-9076, or Joe at 392-7439 or

Spring Break Travel 1-800-638-6786.

FREE-Spring Break Trip-FREE. Promote

and escort our Daytona Trip, Good Pay and

Fun. Call (CMI) Campus Marketing, 1-

800-423-5264.

ATTENTION- GOVERNMENT HOMES
from$l (U-repair). Deliquent tax property.

Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext.

GH 18742.

Earn Money

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! 32,000/year income potential.

Details. 1-602-838-8885 Ext. BK 18742.

LIVWELL FACT

MYTH:YOUR STOMACH SHRINKS WHEN
YOU EAT LESS.

FACT: IF YOU DIET FOR SEVERAL DAYS.

YOUR APPETITE LEVEL DOES DROP, BUT

THIS HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH YOUR
STOMACH.
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REVCO
All UNC-W students and faculty

are eligible for a 10%

discount

3.oo off

prescription to Revco,

any new or transferred

College Square

12 EXPOSURE

2.99
15 EXPOSURE

3.99
24 EXPOSURE

5.99
(Present UNC-W I.D. at time of purchase.)
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Cruise to

Freeport,
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F|y to

Nassau,
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Call 1-800-622-4262 %KS

wo madj
MONK
5430 MARKET STREET

WILMINGTON

395-0280

Appearing live:

Thurs 11th Johnny Quest

Fri 12th Strictly Business

Sat 13th The Usuals

COMING JANUARY 19TH:

WRATHCHILD

17 yrs & Older

SafelJOTiL

GUATEMALAN CLOTHES
ANKLE BELLS / BUNNY BELTS

DORM DECORATIONS

HAlli; CARGO
JtwtLBV • CLOTHING • ACCESSORIES

ASIA • LATIN AMERICA • AFRICA

JO N FRONT STREET
WILMINGTON. NC 2140 1 '»!*> '62 JtJfc

Interested

in a Career

as a Paralegal?
W&Vffltft Legal Assistants Program
COllege Meredith College

• A certificate program open to qualified women
who have a baccalaureate degree

• Approved by the American Bar Association

• Intensive summer schedule May - August,

or part-time evening schedule September - August

Our placement service for graduates is without fee to

employer or graduate.

Application! Deadline lor the 1990 Summer Program: March IS, IMO lor details,

contact: Legal Assistants Program, Continuing Education, Meredith College,

3800 Hillsborough Street, Raleigh, NC 27607-52W (914) 829-8353.

Meredith College admits women students without regard to race, creed, natiomtl or ethnic

origin, age or tmndicup.

PEPSI
A GENERATION AHEAD

Today Pepsi Cola of Wilmington
1
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ENTERTAINMENT

The 90s: A Sequel to the 80s?
This week I wanted to do

something original and different

than most of the dribble presented

on the news and in the papers. So

this week I am going to d o

something never attempted before.

This week I am going to take a

look back at the eighties. OK, so

it's not very original, and I realize

that every television news program

in the nation did one, but 1 will try

to be unique.

First of all, let's take a look

back at some of the famous figures

who died in the eighties. The first

celebrity to come to mind that

passed on is of course Buckwheat.

Who could forget the image of John

Stutts darting from the crowd, and

shooting the beloved film star.

Right up there with when John

Kennedy was killed I think most

Americans can remember where

they were when they heard the

news, I know I will never forget.

After Buckwheat, the star whose

death shocked the nation the most

would probably be Elvis. I realize

that he died in the 70s, but he was

sighted more during the eighties

than during his last years in Las

Vegas.

Is Elvis really dead? Cod I sure

hope so! If the big-E shows up at

age fifty-five fat, and with four inch

sideburns the king wouldn't be dead,

but really disgusting.

Let's move on to some of the

great moments in the world of

sports. If the eighties will be

remembered for anything about

sports it will be the comebacks of

old athletes.

When we look back at the past

decade we will remember an

overweight, beaten Mohammad Ali,

Sugar Ray Leonard fighting during

one of his twenty comebacks, and

the most incredible comeback of

them all, George Fo.eman. Who
would have thought that at 300

pounds the former heavyweight

champ turned Baptist ministei

would try to come back. If you

didn't see it for yourself you wcild

think someone was making it up,

Other memories that stand out

are Roberto Duran deciding that for

eight million dollars he would go
eight rounds before calling "No
Mas". Fred Brown passing the ball

to James Worthy in the NCAA
finals instead of one of his

teammates, and any of the hundreds

of games UNCW has lost by one

point.

Moving on to politics. The
eighties was a bad decade if you
were any of the following: a

dictator, a communist, a drinker, a

democrat (those damn liberals), a

Chinese student, a Panamanian drug

smuggler, and if you were a

Romanian and a dictator the

eighties were especially tough.

However, if you were any of the

following the eighties were

probably pretty good: a republican,

a pro-lifer, an art critic (i.e. Jesse

Helms), if you had a hard-on for

military weapons, and if at one
point in your life you were an actor

(a bad one especially) the eighties

were a great decade.

In the eighties we also made
movies that sometimes reflected

real life in a less than favorable

light. From the greed and
corruption of Cordon Gekko in

Wall Street as he proclaimed

"Greed is good", to Randy Quaid

portraying a Vietnam veteran in

The Wild Life telling a young boy

that if he didn't stop romanticizing

war he would "E.id up in Panama or

Nicaragua" the movies of the decade

were accurate and at times

prophetic.

However, the most memorable

aspect of the movies of the eighties

were the sequels. Meatballs II and

III, Hardbodies 2, A Nightmare On
Elm Street 7-5, Friday The 13th I-

8, Beverly Hills Cop II, Lethal
Weapon 2, Rambo II and III, and all

the rest showed how easily we are

amused over and over by the same
thing. Doodle Doodle Dee, Wubba
Wubba Wubba.

The scariest part of all of this is

that the nineties look like they're

going to be more of the same.

Look for the release of Gone With

The Wind II in the near future with

Sylvester Stallone playing Rhet

Butler and Madonna as Scarlet

O'Hara. "Rhet, Rhet don't let those

dirty Muthas burn down my home!"

"Yo, uh. Frankly Scarlett I forgot

my line." "Rhet, darling the

neighbors don't want me to dance

naked in the yard anymore with the

crosses burning!" "Adrienne!
Adrienne! I me^r. uh, Scarlett!

Scarlett! I'll deal with them. I'm

their worst nightmare." And ours.

If all of that wasn't Dad enough

(they really are making a Gone
With The Wind II) look for
Robocop II, 48 Hours II, Buck To
The Future III, Die Hard II, and at

least two more Banner, sequels.

Holy Bat Sequels!

The best thing about the

eighties looking back is probably

the changes we have made in our

attitudes. The sixties was a decade

of excess, war, unrest at home, and

the political extreme.

The seventies was in m y
opinion a decade where we lost our

way (and our taste). The seventies

saw Nixon and Carter (Imagine the

odds of that ever happer>,? again),

disco music, wide lies, and

bellbottoms.

However, with the eighties we
seemed to reach a middle ground in

life, music, and politics. Our ties

thinned, the music got beiter, and
we learned that the best way to

change the status quo was from the

inside and not from tuning in and

dropping out.

As Charles Dickers once wrote

"It was the best of times, It was the

worst of times", but it was always
interesting.

"An optimist stays up until midnight to see the new year

in. A pessimist stays up to make sure the old year

leaves." Bm Vaughn

War Is The Setting For Two Great Films
Born On The Fourth Of July:

Starring Tom Cruise.

Rating: 9 out of a possible

10.

This movie is based on a

book by disabled veteran Ron
Kovic who was paralyzed from

the chest down in Vietnam.

Kovic became disillusioned with

the war and with the government

because he felt he and the rest of

die country had been lied to about

the war. The movie goes through

his life from his All-American

childhood, to his tour in

Vietnam, and finally to his

coming home paralyzed from an

unpopular war.

This movie was directed by

Oliver Stone who also directed

Platoon, but Born On The Fourth

Of July takes a completely

different look at Vietnam. It

Shows the human side of war, and

it deals with what happens to the

men who come home confused

and broken.

Many films of late have tried

to show what it was like to be in

combat in Vietnam, but this

movie shows that the most
difficult part of the war may be

coming home.

Stone used the opportunity to

throw several actors from Platoon

in the film in supporting roles.

Look for Tom Berenger as a

marine recruiter, Willem DaFoe
as a paralyzed veteran, and several

bther actors from Platoon in

small roles throughout the film.

Another interesting supporting

player is Edie Brickel as a folk

singer in a coffee house.

When you go see Born On

The Fourth Of July it will be
hard to believe that Tom Cruise

is the same actor that starred in

the epic film of bartending

Cocktail.

By far the most impressive

part of this great film is the

tremendous performance turned in

by Tom Cruise. Cruise portrays

Ron Kovic from his teenage years

until the 1976 Democratic
National Convention where
Kovic addressed the convention.

From his teenage innocence

and belief that he was going to

Vietnam to fight Communism,
to a bitter, paralyzed veteran
Cruise made you forget he was
ever in Top Gun or Risky
Business and made you believe

that he was actually Ron Kovic.

The only negative aspect of

the film worth mentioning is that

it is about two and a half hours

long, and drags in a couple of

places.

I really hate when reviewers

say that a movie is one of the ten

best of the year, but there would
have to be some really great films

coming out this year for Born On
The Fourth Of July not to be one

of them. The film is playing at

Cinema 6 on Oleander.

War Of The Roses: Starring

Kathleen Turner, Michael
Douglas, Danny Devito.

Rating: 71/2 out of a

possible 10.

When Danny Devito tells.of

the fairy tale meeting, falling in

love, marriage, and family of the

Roses with a sarcastic grin you
know that things are about to

take a turn for the worse.

Michael Douglas and Kathleen

Turner star as Mr. and Mrs. Rose,

your average two car, two kid,

two pet family. Danny Devito

plays the divorce lawyer who is

caught between his two friends

divorce that centers over which
one will keep the house that each

put time and effort in. Who will

keep the house, and who will be

the one to give in and leave?

You could say that the War of the

Roses is a battle to the death.

The movie, which was
directed by Danny Devito is a

look at the worst case scenario in

a divorce situation. This is a

dark, dark comedy that I would
only reccomend to people who
enjoy a Clockwork Orange type

of comedy where the violence is

to be laughed at and not taken

litererally.

Most of the people I talked to

said they either thought it was a

very funny movie, or that it was
sick and too violent

If you do enjoy dark comedy
you will love War of the Roses
because it is about as dark as they

come. From Michael Douglas
ruining a dinner (in a way only a

man is equiped), to Kathleen
Turner ending a sexual encounter

in a very painful way this movie
is unsettling to the very end.

War of the Roses does drag

in places, and Devito seemed

unsure when to end the film, but

on the whole it was a very funny

movie worth seeing.

"

The cxibit will run through Ihe 15lh at the Riverfront Gallery.

Artist Shows off his

Hard Rock Exhibit
BY F. AI.I.FN PAY
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Have you been wanting to get

a little culture into your life, but

you really don't get into most art?

Well how about an exibit that

deals with rock-n-roll? Running
until January 15 at the Riverfront

Gallery which is located at 11

Market Street is an exibit called

"Hard Rock" by local artist Jack

Berkman.

Berkman, who is eighty years

old began working with high
keyed colors, and abstract shapes

which led to his interest in

painting rock-n-roll. He was
drawn to rock music because of

the social comment that most of

the groups seem to be making;

that we should live for today

because we don't know if

tomorrow will come. Berkman

used luminous colors to show the

movement, the expressions, and

the feelings of the performers.

Berkman said that he looked

to MTV for inspiration when he

began painting. The loose shirts,

and tight pants that the
performers are wearing in the

paintings were more of a

composite of many groups and

not any one in particular.

When asked about the

generation gap involved with

painting rock-n-roll groups,

Berkman said that he wanted to

show that older people can go
into the domain of the young.

From the looks of the paintings

Berkman seems right at home.

The exibit is running through

Monday - For further information

call 343-1999.

Artist Jack Berkman shows his interpretation of what Hard Rock groups look like

Campus Paperback Bestsellers

I, AH I Really Need to Know I Learned <n Kindergarten
Ivy Sr

> ^5 uncommon tht.ut)hts or rcirnmor things

* The Calvin aid Hobbea uu y Sunday Book. bv B
Wattp'son i Andrews s McMmi $9 95

j
Colleco'i cartoon-

3. The Prehistory ot the Far Side, by Gary Larson

I
Andrews A McMeel S 1 ? 95 1 Larson | iwjies and sketches

4 The Night ot the Mary Kay Commandos by Berke Breathed

'Little Brown $7 95 I
Mor*' Hlooir* Counfy cartoons

5. The Shall Seekers , by Rosamunde Piicher iDei* 4 95 I

Nove' ot D.isston and heartbreak set m London and Cornwall

6. Breathing Lesions, by Anne Tyler (Berkley $5 50 i Ar ordmar
f

married coupic discovers how extraordinary their lives i cal'y a»e

7 The Sands ot Time, by S.dney Sheldon (Warner $5 95 If our

womon encounter unexpected destinies after fleeing a convent

8 Chaos, by James Gieick iPengum $8 95 i

Records the birth o' a new science

9. Trevayne. by Robert Ludlum (Bantam. S5 96 .

f re probing ol a hidden government withm the Government

10 Stolen Brassing* r>y Lawrence Sanders (Berkley $4 95)
Scandalous lite ol a Hollywood superstar

New & Recommended

The Lyre ot Orpheus by Robertson Dawes [Penqum S8 95
|

A biting satire on the artistic muse lull ol eccentr,c characters

The Long Dark Tea Time of the Soul, by Douglas Adams
.Pocket $4 95 ) Delightfully puzzling novel pitting Dirk Gently not

only against the Laws ot the Universe bul also the Norse Gods

Black-Eyed Susans Midnight Birds

by Mary H-kn Washington Ed Doubleday $12 95
|

Collection bv and about Wac* *orr.en featuring the work of

today s most reiptxaled black women writers

UtOCMTtOMOf UttmCMI»USUt»«Mf1MiaUt AftKM-IAnQM O* Crxilti* ITOMS

Wkiti
G©ta§ On

Jan 11- Jan 17

Thursday 11

Mad Monk: Johnny

Quest.

Front Street:

Wilmingtons DJ.

Friday 12

Mad Monk: Stricktly

Business.

Front Street News:
Belmont Playboys.

Windows: Jack Olson

Trio.

Saturday 13

Mad Monk: The

Usuals.

Front Street:

Belmont Playboys.

Windows: Jack Olson-

Trio.

Seahawks: Delta

Sigma Phi Party. No 2

Charge at the door.

Monday 15

Seahawks: SAE Party

with the Groovy Cools

Rock-n-Roll.

Tuesday 16

Front Street:

Jam Society

Blues

Wednesday 13

Front Street: Play.

Box and Cox. Comedy.,

For more info

call:

Mad Monk:
395-0280

Ortons:

763-5955
King Fish's

Oarhouse:
762-4891

ACE:
395-3842

Front St. News:
763-1240
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Grants Placed In Jeopardy By Federal Budget
(CPS)--Nearly 200,000

students could lose grants and
another 1 million could get
ijduced grants during the 1990-91

academic year under the new
fSderal college budget signed into

law by President George Bush.

2 Others predicted obscure rule

changes in the new budget also

\fiould provoke more banks to

dfop out of the Stafford Loan
program.

Z On paper, the budget increased

minimally when Bush signed it

ItDv. 21.

': Of the $24 billion set aside for

education in the law-which
provides money for the U.S.

Department of Education of the

Oct. 1, 1989 , through Sept. 30,

ft90, fiscal year-$10.6 billion

was for postsecondary education,

a 2.2 percent increase over last

year's budget.

\ But the small increase in funds

fdr the department, which
administers most federal school

programs, was more than wiped

out by the inflation rate of 4.5

percent

| "The overall numbers on the

budget are not very informative,"

said a House Appropriations

Committee aide who asked not to

6e named. "Although there are

ACROSS

1 Inlet

4 Stupefy
8 Lift with lever

3 Fondles
Story

W Meadow
n Above
15 Heraldry: abbr.
W-High regard
T9 Stitch

I
21 Once around
2 track

I 23 Ocean
| 24 Narrow, flat

- board
1 28 Play on words
28 Short jacket

41 Obstruct
33 Pekoe
35 Declare
3fi Exist

36 Experts

I
43 Symbol for

- tellurium

I 42 River island

44 Baker's
product

45 Measure of

weight
47 Wafted on
49 Attempt
51 Direction

54 At present
56 Behold
58 Tiny

59 Bread makers
62 Priest's

vestment
64 Sun god
65 Actor Wallach
66 Diving birds
68 Sea in Asia
70 Lair

71 Saucy
72 Unit of

Portuguese
currency

DOWN
1 Repulse
2 Pronoun
3 Hard-wood tree

4 Strip of leather

more students applying for

financial aid."

Almost as soon as the bill

became law, moreover, automatic

cuts triggered by the Gramm-
Rudman deficit-reduction law
lopped another $226 million off

the Education Dept budget

The Gramm-Rudman cut,

maintained department budget
director Sally Christensen, "has

not really harmed the education

programs. The cut is prorated

among 200 programs. It's not

significant.

"That's a lie, but what can you

expect from the Education
Department" countered Becky
Timmons of the American
Council on Education (ACE).

The ACE projects the budget

will force 192,000 students to

lose their Pell Grants next school

year. About 1 million more will

have their Pell Grants reduced,

while 12,000 students will lose

Supplemental Education
Opportunity Grants, 16,000
Work-Study grants, 3,000
Perkins Student Loans and 3,000

students will be cut off from
State Student Incentive Grants.

"We think (the cuts) are
harmful in a lot or respects,"

Timmons said. "The biggest

The
Weekly

Crossword
Puzzle

problem is the Pell Grant
shortfall. We already have less

than what is needed to fund the

maximum grants of $2,300."

Congress appropriated $4.48

billion for Pell Grants, up from
$4.42 billion last year, Timmons
noted. After the Gramm-
Rudman "sequester" cuts,

however, the amount available for

the 3 million students who get

Pell Grants this year will be a

litde less than last year.

Last year's budget moreover,

wasn't enough.

Last spring, ACE and other

education groups warned that

budget woes would soon force

schools to stop giving students

the maximum amount of money
they could get in Pell Grants for

this school year.

Now Timmons worries the

same thing will happen for next

school year, especially for

students from middle-income
families who need the grants.

The shortage "clearly has

consequences for the budget

submitted next year. There is the

possibility that the maximum
(Pell Grant) award will be reduced

in the future," she warned.

There is the possibility that

(the budget) could cause a small

reduction in grants," conceded
Tom Skelly of the Education

Dept.

Timmons blamed the highered

budget losses on the

government's unwillingness to

raise taxes to get monjy to fund

the programs.

"In part, this was an almost

inevitable outcome of the

president's stance on no taxes,"

she claimed.

President Bush initially vetoed

the education budget Oct. 21

because it included an amendment
that would have allowed women
who had become pregnant
through rape or incest to use

Medicaid funds to get abortions.

Bush, who is against all abortion

except in cases in which the

mother's life is in danger, refused

to sign the bill.

Congress subsequently
stripped the abortion amendment
from the bill, and resubmitted it

to the president, who signed it

Nov. 21.

The budget contains no new
major college programs, and is

not dramatically different from the

budget Bush first proposed at the

start of the appropriations process

last February.

At the time college lobbyists

in Washington, D.C., while
disappointed the president was
advocating slight cuts in most
campus programs, seemed almost

relieved Bush had dropped
President Reagan's efforts to

make drastic cuts.

During his first six years in

office, President Reagan had asked

Congress to slash as much as 50
percent of the federal college

budget. Congress did in fact

accept many of the president's

recommendations in the early

80s, eliminating or drastically

reducing the budgets for student

Social Security, National Direct

Student Loans, campus housing
and library programs, black
colleges, College Work-Study,
Pell Grants, Stafford Loans and
Middle Income Student
Assistance funds, among others.

In 1983, however, Congress
began rejecting the White House's

proposals for drastic cuts, and
generally has granted modest cuts,

increases or freezes in most of the

remaining programs each year
since then.

The 1989-90 budget
continues that pattern, though it

includes a few small-print items
that could adversely affect the

students.

For example, the budget
includes special rules that

temporarily raise student loan

"origination fees" from 5 to 5.5

percent of the value of the loan,

at least through this December.
In effect, that means students

would pay an extra $2.50 fee on a

$500 loan.

Christiansen also noted the

government lowered the subsidy

it grants banks that make student -"

loans from 3.25 percent to 3
*

percent above the current Treasury^
Note interest rates.

Although there won't be much
of an immediate effect on Stafford

Loans for now, Timmons warned ',

that banks may threaten to stop'

lending money because of the ".,

lower allowance.

Already, 53 lenders in

California and two in Illinois...,

have pulled out of the Stafford
'."'

Loan program, reports the

Consumer Banking Association

(CBA), a lobby group in

Washington.

"Some banks in the program
have already dropped out," said

the CBA's Fritz Elmendorf. "If

the cuts go further or the

contemporary cuts become .

permanent, it could be a big

blow. ^

Students Protest Over Environmental Issues
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(CPS)-The environmental
movement burgeoning at scores

of colleges nationwide, came
home to roost at Louisiana State

and Southern Illinois universities

in mid-November.

LSU and SIU students

separately protested campus
construction projects that, they

said, would destroy too many
trees.

On Nov. 15, 75 students and

faculty from LSU's School of

Landscape Architecture marched
to object to plans to build an

athletic building that, they said,

would destroy four 40-year old

oak trees.

"Save our trees," the protesters

chanted as they appealed to

passersby to sign a petition.

"The oaks, " said landscape

architecture Prof. Sadik Artunc,

"are a symbol of the University

and one of our best images."

After receiving the petition,

LSU Chancellor Bud Davis sent a

letter to Chad Danos, head of the

student chapter of the American

Society of Landscape Architects,

promising him that "other

alternatives" will be considered.

Building opponents are not

mollified. "We're taking a wait-

and-see attitude," said one LSU
professor.

At Southern Illinois
University in Edwardsville, plans

to build a 180- acre golf course

has students worried that the

green will cut into some of the

University's 1,300 acres of

woodland.

SIU spokesman Sam Smith

said only one of five proposals

would require the destruction of

part of the woodland area. Even
with that proposal, he claimed,

"there wouldn't be any widescale

removal."

Last year the University of

Washington temporarily stopped

cutting down trees on campus
after protests from students and

faculty. The trees were being

removed to clear the area for a

$36 million five-story expansion

of the University's main library.

Student protests over campus
construction projects remain
somewhat rare, said Stephanie
Gretchen of the Association of
Physical Plant Administrators of
Universities and Colleges in
Virginia.

But with mounting concern

for the environment, that could

change. "Colleges and
universities are being just
whomped with all kinds of
environmental legislation."

Sexist T-Shirts Test Freedom Of Speech

touiGt PRESS SERVO

(CPS)-Students at Indiana

University's Teter Quad Hall have

filed a form complaint against

classmates who printed up and
tried to sell t-shirts that the

complainants blasted as sexist

The shirt portrays a man with

a knife standing next to two
women chained to a wall. The
back of the shirt lists the 10

reasons to explore "The
Dungeon," the nickname of the

hall's first floor. One reason was
that "Every mouthful is a

memory."

In response, the Residence

Hall Association's (RHA)
President's Council filed a

complaint against the students

with the RHA's Judicial Board.
The board could ban floor

activities and cut RHA funds to

the floor.

"This isn't being done to

discipline them," said Teter Quad
President Paul Bromann. "We're

just taking steps to let them
know this shirt is not
acceptable."

A similar shirt emblazoned
with "Ten Reasons Beer Is Better

Than Women At Tufts" was

See puzzle solution page 5.

marketed at Tufts University in

Massachusetts last spring.

Complaints that it demeaned
women led Tufts to issue a

complex set of rules that

permitted students to wear and say

whatever they wanted only in

"private" areas of campus, but

that made it illegal for them to

wear such shirts in "public" areas

like classrooms.

Tufts President Jean Mayer
scuttled the rules in September,

suggesting they may have

violated students' constitutional

rights to free speech.

Indiana's Bromann readily

agreed students could wear or

print whatever they wanted.

"Personally, I take offense to *

the shirt," he said. "But

(Dungeon residents) have every

right and freedom to make any H -',

shirts that they want. What I'm

against is putting Teter's name on

the shirts."

He said peer pressure and ..

simple market mechanisms seem

to be solving the problem.

"(The students) don't seem to 1

be wearing them as much,"

Bromann said.

CSU Files Charges Against Paper Sellers

- (CPS)--The 19-campus
^California State University
'system has asked for state help in

trying to keep its students from
.buying term papers from a

'.Berkeley-based writing service.

J
In a complaint filed in late

^November, CSU officials charge

'that two undercover police

^officers got Berkeley
^Communications agents Allan

•Simmons and Paul Eger to sell

^them completed term papers and

-the first 10 pages of a thesis.

V Selling term papers used to

'earn academic credit is illegal in

$the state.

| But Eger called the complaint

'a mistake, saying he has been

iconfused with "big companies in

JSan Fransisco that sell papers."

"This is a very small
operation to pay my bills," said

Eger, who is working toward a

doctoral degree but refused to

name his school. "We're strictly

an editing, rewriting and general

editorial services business."

"As far as I'm concerned, the

evidence shows that it is not
strictly and editing business," said

Shirley Uplinger, associate dean
of students at Cat State-
Sacramento.

Uplinger started police on
Berkeley Communications' trail

last spring when she saw an ad
the company placed in The
Hornet, the campus paper.

Deputy Attorney General
Elena Almanzo agreed. "It's

fairly clear (Berkeley

Communications) violated the

(education) code."

Other services frequently

advertise in student papers and in

national publications like Rolling

Stone, offering prewritten papers

for $5.75 to $7.50 per page. For

up to $18 per page, students can

get customized papers written to

their specifications.

But it's difficult for school

officials to determine how many
students actually use these

services. "I honestly don't know
(how many students submit pre-

written papers as their own
work). We haven't had any clear

evidence of students turning in

papers written from these term
paper mills," Uplinger said.
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Residence Life Is Selecting RA's

BY HOLLY TAICE
•-TAFF WRitCR

Have you ever thought about

being an R.A.? Well now is the

time to learn what being an R.A.

means and apply for next year.

The deadline for turning in

applications is February second.

The process really isn't

complicated after you turn in your

application, which you can get in

any residence hall or the residence

hall office. You go through a

series of interviews. The
interviews range from why you

want to be an R.A. to how you
think you can benefit students

personally. A final interview is

held with Jim Anderson and if

qualifications are met you are

hired and assigned a dorm and

floor. Two weeks before

students return R.A.'s return to

campus to prepare for the fall

semester. They attend
workshops which teach them how
to deal with problems that may

arise from students such as

suicide, home depression, and

other general problems. They get

to know the campus staff. The

campus police, Alternatives,

Health and Wellness, and seme of

the deans on campus are among

the groups.

R.A.'s duties throughout l he

year include various nights a

month when you are on duty.

Office hours are from seven to

none. From 9 p.m. until 2 a.m.

rounds are made on the diffci :nt

floors to make sure there are no

maintenance problems or things

broken. All the R.A.'s in a dorm

meet weekly and once a month

they make out a schedule for who
will be on duty when. "We all

work around each others

schedules," says Lynn Wooten,

R.A. on the second floor of

Graham Hall.

There are many benefits 'hat

go along with this job such as

free local phone service,

guaranteed housing, choice of a

roommate, not to mention
getting paid $ 1 500 a year.

Being expected to be thete for

students 24 hours a day can be

trying. "You never know when

somebody is going to call you or

need your help," says Wooten.
The main problems RA's seem to

deal with the most is noise,

alcohol, vandalism, and violation

of visitation rights. The good
usually seems to weigh out the

bad. Steven Moore, who is in

charge of Galloway Hall's first

floor, explains it, "You get to

meet so many people, it's good
leadership experience and it's nice

to walk into the dean's office and
he knows your name."

The RA's this year are very

excited about their central

programming committee. This

is a committee that sponsors

special programs throughout the

year. They sponsored the trick-

or-treating in the dorms and their

project for January will be a

campus wide treasure hunt.

Seaton Awarded Research Grant
BY JENNIFER VQUNfi

STAFs W.VTEX
UNCW has received a grant of

$25,000 from the Research
Corporation for basic research to

generate new antibiotics and anti-

cancer agents. This two year

project will be directed by Dr.

Pamela Seaton, assistant

professor of chemistry at UNCW.
Seaton, whose specialty is

bio-organic chemistry, explained

that the grant will fund her

research time and that of an

undergraduate chemistry student

for two summers as well as fund

the purchase of equipment and
supplies. The undergraduate
student will be chosen from

UNCW chemistry majors.

"Initially, I will be trying to

figure out how bacteria make a

certain kind of antibiotic," she

said. "Once I know that then I

will try to get the bacteria to

make slightly different
antibiotics."

The antibiotic that Seaton is

working with has been labeled

PD1 16740, which contains an

anti-tumor agent and kills

bacteria.

However, it is not now
clinically used because it is too

toxic for human consumption.

Dr. Seaton has worked with

biosynthesis, how life systems

alter mo lecules. and

biomodification, biological

changes made to a substance by a

life system. Her purpose is

aimed at producing similar

antibiotics and anti-tumor agents

that are not toxic to humans. She

has done prior research with

similar systems.

Research Corporation is a

foundation for the advancement of

science based in Tuscon, AR.
Seaton's grant was funded as part

of the Cottrel College Science

Program that supports basic

research in the physical and life

sciences at public and private,

predominantly undergraduate

colleges.
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SEAHAWK SPORTS

Way Out In
(W)right
Field
Chris Wright
Sports Editor

For $300, I'll Say
About Anything Once

By now, of course, you are aware of the

turmoil our coaching staff is in. First, Jason Moore,

a freshmaf, leaves the program, but not without

firing barb? at his former coach, Robert McPherson.

Moore said, among other things, that "changes were

needed," and that McPherson "is not concerned with

the playecs' well-being."

A few days later, we discover that McPherson

in fact seems to be highly concerned, so concerned

that he gave the players money during last year's

CAA tournament. McPherson said the money came
from a booster, namely a member of the Board of

Trustees, Mr. Rountree.

So before I write anything negative, perhaps a

few phone calls to some booster members are in

order. I've heard that these guys are fairly wealthy

and don't mind spreading the cash around in the

name of school enhancement

I believe the going rate for such under-the-table

acts is somewhere in the neighborhood of $300. I

realize it would be rather bold, apalling in fact, to

ask for the money myself. Therefore, I have taken

the precautionary step of setting up a meeting

between my editor-in-chief and the booster. My
editor can then simply high-five me in the middle of

a UNCW basketball game following a Matt Fish

dunk. The transition of cash would flow as

smoothly as a Reggie Veney-led fastbreak.

I also realize that I must "earn" this

settlement. Boosters are not in the game of school

enhancement for sheer charities' sake. Since most
contributions are worth approximately $20, 1 figure

if I can somehow come up with 15 nice things to

say concerning our basketball program- regardless of

how far tliey may stray from the truth- then 1 will

have earned my money.

So. without further adieu, here are the 15

nicest tilings I can say about UNCW's program.
1- We have some of the nicest uniforms I

think I have ever seen.

2- The players all seem to be genuinely

likable guys.

3- During each game at least 100 of those

tiny, white, plastic balls are dispersed into the

crowd
4- Trying to figure out the schemes from

coach Elbe's flashcards is always fun. I've gotten

"5", "2", and "Houston", but I'm still having a little

trouble with "Atlanta". So are the players, I think.

5- Predicting how many minutes a player will

get following a couple of turnovers and missed

shots. I won the lottery last week. I told some
courtside buddies that Adam Porter wouldn't return

following his comedy of errors. He didn't.

6- Watching Brannon Lancaster shoot three-

pointers. If I had his shooting touch or range there

wouldn't be enough basketballs in the state of Texas

to keep me happy. Unfortunately, I don't, which is

why I'm writing, instead of playing.

7- Fish's hustle. For all of his untimely
fouling and often amusing lack of uncoordination,

game in and game out, Fish can always be counted
on to give 100 percent.

8- If Mr. Rountree, a UNCW trustee says that

he was unaware that giving McPherson $300 was
illegal, I'll believe him, even when no one else will.

9- The timely investigations. Just when things

are on the verge of settling down and becoming
trite, someone spikes the punch. There's nothing

like a good scandal to rekindle attention.

10- My seating arrangement. Actually, scratch

that. I would prefer sitting next to Chuck and Gene
at midcourt. Next time I'll slip Joe Browning a $20
bill.

11- Listening to McPherson complain about

the team's inexperience. Hey, Michael Jordan was a

freshman too, and all he did was win the national

championship. If you can play, you can play. It's

that simple.

12- UNCW improves with every loss. They
seem to get more out of a loss than any team in the

country. I guess that should be referred to as a

"quality loss".

13- Tournament success. The Seahawks seem
to thrive in a tournament atmosphere, gaining a

final in last year's CAA tournament and winning
this year's MVP Classic. Granted, no team in the

MVP field had a winning record, but let's not get

too picky.

14- The fact we still haven't recruited a Prop
48 or Prop 42 player yet. I know at times it may
look like we have a few of them out on the court,

but honestly we don't.

15- Fan support. Here's where the boosters
come in. Unless you're an athlete, you'll never quite

realize just how important an "athletic supporter"
can be.

If there is any booster out there reading (I didn't

mean to imply that boosters can't read because I'm

sure several of them can) just donate my money to

the athletic department. Mr. Moneytree, err,

Rountree, I suggest you use the money I just earned

to buy yourself, fellow boosters, and coaching staff

a manuscript of the NCAA rules.

I'll be glad to read them to you.

NavyG rounds Hawks 62-59
CHKIS WKH.HI
SPORTS EDITOR

Navy survived a 17-point second half barrage by
UNCW Brannon Lancaster before sinking the

Seahawks, 62-59, Monday night in a Colonial
Athletic Conference basketbal game at Trask
Coliseum. •

Navy, which entered the game riding an eight

game losing streak, beat the Seahawks for the first

time in three tries when guard Reggie Veney's three-

point attempt was blocked as time expired.

Veney's miss followed an exchange of turnovers

in the game's final 10 seconds. After Chuck
Robinson's driving layup put Navy ahead, 62-59,

and a Seahawk timeout, Veney stepped over and

back at the midcourt line, giving the Midshipmen
the ball without a second elapsing.

Robinson then promptly turned the ball back
over when he received the inbound pass while
standing out of bounds.

The Seahawks, who rallied from a 26-21
halftime deficit behind Lancaster's three-point

accuracy, once more tried to get the ball into the

hands of the junior sharpshooter, but to no avail as

Veney dribbled the clock down to three seconds

before launching his jumper.

"We were hoping to get the ball to Lancaster on

a double pick," UNCW coach Robert McPherson
said. "If we couldn't get him, then we had Joe

Cherry in the comer. Navy did a nice job defending

the pass."

With Lancaster hovering in the lane, surrounded

by Navy defenders, Veney tried to send the game
into overtime.

"I was looking for Brannon, first," he said.

"But with the clock winding down, I firgured I had
to get the shot off."

UNCW opened the game scoring just two
points in the first eight minutes, 34 seconds, and
didn't reach double figures until the 8:09 mark when
Byran Withers scored on a layup to tie the game at

11-11.

The Seahawks achieved their only lead of the

half moments later when Tim Shaw drove the

baseline and scored making it 13-12. Robison
concluded the half by scoring Navy 's final seven

points.

"I really unloaded on them at halftime,"

McPherson said. "That was the first time I have
done that and they responded well."

IMXO JYPIIILI.IPLOUO.'ll.m

Joe Cherry puts in a layup in the Hawks contest against the Naval Academy. The Hawks lost 62-59
Cherry had seven points in the game. Brannon Lancaster led all scorers with 20 points as he went 5-11
from the three-point line in a 17 point second half explosion.

Lancaster opened the half with three consecutive

baskets, including a pair of three-pointers, and gave

the Seahawks their second lead at 50-49 with 7:44

remaining in the game on his fifth three-pointer of

the night. The junior also scored nine of UNCW's
final 16 points.

"Lancaster played an outstanding game,"
McPherson said.

The Seahawks, who shot under 50 percent for

the 1 1th straight game, connected on just 35 percent

of their shots, including six of 20 from beyond the

three-point line.

"I thought our defensive intensity was the key

tonight," Navy coach Pete Herrmann said. "You

have to tribute the kids. When we lost the lead,

they showed a lot of poise in coming back."

Following Lancaster's three-point jumper,
which capped a 13-7 run, Joe Gottschalk brought
the Midshipmen back, hitting two consecutive
three-pointers to give Navy the lead for good at 59-

58.

"Gottschalk's baskets were definately a key,"

Herrmann said. "We were down, but the kids hung

in there."

Byran Withers added 10 and Matt Fish seven for

the Seahawks, (0-2, 3-8) who will travel to James

Madison on Saturday.

New Predictions for a New Decade
BY PATRICK FOWIFP
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Well Seahawks it's a new decade, the 90s have
arrived. Boy, have the 80s gone by fast. The
sports world has had more than its share of exciting

moments. We've seen great comebacks, major
upsets, miracle finishes, and powerful emotions that

is a part of the human drama of sports. I won't bore
you with a review of the sporting events of eighties.

Instead, I offer you a even better opportunity, a rare

peak at the next decade. I've put on my soothsayer's

hat ( a rolled up Fred Flinstone towel and a safety
pin), dusted off my crystal ball ( a glass bubble that

snows on the North Pole) and tapped into the

deepest realms of my mind. Finding that none of
this works, I decided to do the next best
thing...guess!! So, here are my predictions for the
new decade.

1. Mike Tyson will lose a fight (Hint R.G.
will be his opponent). 1 know this is going to be
hard to believe, but in the court room Mike can't

KO a jury, at least not in one punch.

2. Bo Jackson finally can't do something. Have
a baby. Unable to cope with this inner conflict he
retires from everything and becomes a monk.

3. In the 1992 Winter Olympics, the Jamaican
and Costa Rican team tie for first place in the

bobsled division when all th<* other competitors take

a wrong turn in the Alps and end up in Jamaica and
Costa Rica, hmmm.

4. William "The Refrigator" Perry gains 400
more pounds and becomes the biggest player ever to

be cut from a football team. He then launches a

acting career doing a sequel to the "The Bear" called

"A Much Bigger Bear."

5. The Cleveland Indians win the pennant with
a bunch of unknown mishap rookies and aging
veterans despite a ruthless owner.... wait is anybody
taking notes on this it could make a great picture,

yeah, I can see it now starring Corbin Bernsen,

Charlie Sheen

6. The Seahawks win the CAA regular season
and the tournament. Oh, what the heck, its a

prediction, we'll win the whole darn thing, NCAA
Tournament and all.

7. George Steinbrenner hires Billy Martin as

the new New York Yankees 's manager. Claims he
and Billy haven't gotten along better in years. He
realize one month later that Martin is dead and fires

him for the absolute last time.

8. Bo does coaching at University of
Michigan, uh wait. Bo already coached football

there. Bo quits football, wait, he already did that or

was that Bo. Bo's gets confused and one of them
goes back to the monastery.

9. Sugar Ray Leonard comes out of retirement

one more time to fight Roberto Duran, Tommy

Hearns, and Marvin Hagler, and the entire Mormon
Tabernacle Choir all at once. Leonard wins all

bouts on decision except against the choir which
wins on a unanimous decision from the crowd.

1U. Ivan Lendl never wins Wimbledon; gets

very upset and in a surge of emotional outburst

sneers at the crowd. Meanwhile, Boris "Boom
Boom" Becker wins the trophy again and again and
a^ain. He also manages to dent the coveted award
when he drops it again and again and again....

1 1
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A entire hockey game goes without a fight

prompting the NHL to launch an investigation and
increase beer concession sells to all night long.
Wayne Gretzky scores so many goals that he is

banned from the league. He is replaced by his half-

brother Dwayne Brown who knows nothing about
hockey but that does stop him from slam dunking
the puck anyway.

12. Bo decides to have a sex change operation
and starts taking La maxe lessons. Bo is a little out
of control here.

13. In golf, nothing major changes except the

names of the Golden Bear, White Shark, and the

Scotchman are suceeded by new faces known as
Pinhead, Slice, 7-UP, !<§>$%&, and Zeek.

14. A new question arises in the decade: Is

rollerderby real, and why would anyone watch it?

15. That a certain sportswriter should keep his

warp thoughts to himself and leave the predictions

to the experts, like T.V. evangelists.

Sport shorts

Lady Hawks lose third game in a row,
The UNCW women's basketball team after

getting off to a 3-0 start has dropped their last four

games, including Monday's night defeat to Deleware

State, 71-58. The Lady Hawks were led by high

scorer Teresa Reese's 21 -point effort They got off

to a slow start and trailed at halftime 32-21,

shooting only 35 percent from the field. The
Hawks raised their shooting percentage to 45 percent

in the second half but couldn't overcome their early

deficit. The girls are now 0-2 in the CAA having

dropped their season opener to George Mason last

Saturday and are winless in the new decade. "We
have to get back to the way we were playing before

the break," says head coach Marilyn Christoph.

"We have made a lot of progress early in the season

and we need to keep playing hard and improving."

The Seahawks who are 3-4 will take on the Dukes

of James Madison in their second home game of the

season. The Hawks played six of their first seven

games away from horre. The Dukes, their opponets

Saturday, are 6-5 on the year and the preseason

favorite to take the conference. The Dukes play

their first CAA outing of the year against William

and Mary on Wednesday. "James Madison will be

awfully tough," said Christoph. "They were the

pre-season favorite and have always had a strong

team." After Saturday's tangle with JMU, the

green machine remains at home to play American at

Trask on Monday. "We are evenly matched with

American," said Christoph. "There is no doubt that

we can win that game." Game time for both

contests are 7 p.m The UNCW men and
women swim teams take on the Pirates of East

Carolina on Saturday at 2 p.m.. Both teams are

enjoying successful years especially the women who
picked up many talented recruits in the off-season

that they deperately needed. The team makes their

final home stand on Jan. 20 against JMU before

taking to the roads for meets at Furman, UNC-
Charolotte, and VCU. The CAA Championships
are schelduled for Feb. 8, 9, and !0 The
UNCW baseball team begins practice this week as

the league champion Seahawks try to repeat their

winning way in the nineties. The Hawks have
several players who are nursing injuries but coach

Guthrie is confident that he have most of his crew

back in four to six weeks. The Hawk's casualty list

include catcher Mike Ferrel (arm), pitcher Todd
Penley, second baseman Mark Cham'oerlin (wrist),

and last season's Player-of-the-Year shortstop Trent

Mongero. Mongero, a senior, burst on the scene

last year batting .313 from the plate and committed

only 13 errors in 231 chances in the field. "Trent is

a very good college shortstop," says Guthrie. "He 's

as hard worker who's going to go the extra mile.

We definately need the same kind of year from him
to be sucessful again this season. Sophmore
outfielder Perry Currin was another bright spot foi

the Hawks last year. He batted .300 last in his

rookie debut in the '89 season. "Perry gives us

everything we need in an outfield. He is very good
offensively, has a strong arm and is steady. He's a

solid contact hitter," said Guthrie. The pitching

duties will be led by senior Jerome Hunt who
complied a 5-1 and 3.76 earn run average last season

before being knocked out of the strating rotation and

year to our arm injury. Hunt will be joined in the

rotation with juniors David Morrison, Keith Jarman
and Byrant Bakentine. The Seahawks have to

replace the loss of their top two pitcher in '89 to

graduation and the minor leagues. Tony Tillman
was picked up by the Cleveland Indians organization

while veteran Tommie Adams is showcasing his

talents with the Atlanta Braves' program. The
Hawks open their season on Feb. 17 against

Clemson at Brooks Field for a two-game series.

"We hope we'll be all right this year," said Guthrie.

!
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NEWS DESK 395-3229

ADVERTISING SALES 395-3789

STAR (Student Team Against Rapel

Seeking Peer Educators
Know someone who was raped? Are you, yourself, a
victim of rape and want to educate others on this

crime? Then we need you as a peer educator. STAR
is a newly organized partnership of peer educators
dedicated to raising the awareness of male and female
students at UNCW about the scope and problem of
acquaintance rape. They provide educational
opportunities for students to help them understand the

complexities of the issues involved. Contact the
office of the Dean of Students for an application to be
a peer educator (UU 209). An interest meeting will be
held TODAY, January 18 (Rm. 206) at 4 pm in the
University Union. Deadline for applications is

February 2, 1990.

Financial Aid Conference To Re Hfhl
On Monday night, January 22 at 7:00 pm in Bryan
Auditorium a Videoconference will be presented on
Scholarships and other Financial Aid programs.
Information on available aid and application procedures
as well as actual forms will be provided. The
Vidoeconference will feature nationally known
individuals in the field of Financial Aid as well as
UNCW Financial Aid officials who will be available
to answer questions and offer assistance in the
application process.

ATLANTIS Accenting Snhmi^jon^
ATLANTIS Student Literary/Arts Magazine is now
accepting submissions. The final deadline for
submissions is Feb. 5. Up to 3 poems, 20 pages of
fiction can be submitted and three pieces of Art will be
considered. Thank you for submitting.

Leadership America Prograin

Leadership America is the 10 week national leadership
program for juniors. It involves traveling to Duke
University, The Center for Creative Leadership in

Greensboro, Outward Bound in Colorado, Southern
Methodist University, and Washington, DC, as well as

a 4 week self-selected internship, and a team project on
a community issue related project. Most expenses are

paid along with a $1000 stipend. For additional

nformation about Leadership America, contact Cathy
Birmingham at the Leadership Center. UU 212.
919)395-3877.

Special Olympics Volunteers To Meet
There will be an organizational meeting for Special

Olympics Volunteers on Friday, January 19th. The
meeting will be held at 3:00 pm in Trask 119.

"Roe vs. Wade" Commemoration To Be

Held

On Monday, January 22, 1990 women from the New
Hanover County area will sponsor a program and a

candlelight vigil to commemorate seventeen years ot

reproductive freedom. January 22 is the seventeenth

anniversary of the "Roe vs. Wade" decision of the U.S.

Supreme Court, which supports a woman's right to

choose whether or not to terminate a pregnancy with a

safe, legal abortion. The program will begin at 7:30

pm in the auditorium of the Cameron classroom

building on the campus of the University of Nortl

Carolina at Wilmington.

Heritage Holiday Ball

The Black Student Union is in the process of planning

the Heritage Holiday Ball. The prospective date is

Friday February 23, 1990 during Black History

Month. All student organizations that are interested in

planning this event are asked to send three

representatives to the Heritage Holiday Ball planning

meeting on Thursday, January 25 at 5:00 pm in room
207 UU.

Phi Beta Lamhria To Hold Night

On The Town
Phi Beta Lambda will sponsor Night On The Town or

February 9, 1990 for $1.00 a chance. It includes j

dinner for two at Elijah's and transportation by Forma
Limousine. PBL members will be selling tickets.

Student Leadership ConferenrP

The Leadership Center and the Emerge II class wil

sponsor the Student Leadership Conference on January

27th in the University Union. Registration tables wil

be set up Jan. 22, 23, and 25 in the Union. The fee is

$5.00. For more information, go to the Leadershif

Center in room 212 of the Union or call 395-3877.

Ferre' To Sneak On "Cosmos. Science. anH

Environment From A Hnmanitips

Perspective

Dr. Frederick Ferre', philosopher on the faculty of the

University of Georgia, will give a public lecture on

"Cosmos, Science, and Environment from a

Humanities Perspective" as part of the Science-and-

Society-in-the-Curriculum Spring 1990 Lecture

Series. Ferre' will speak at 8 pm, Monday, Jan. 22
in King Auditorium. He will hold a faculty seminar

the following day at 12 noon in Randall Library

auditorium. Admission is free.

See At A Glance on page 2.

UNCASG Proposes To Support Athletes
DV f > I I I I ¥ TD T Aimm T».r ~»t_i_..__ t-*BY PHILLIP LQUfifflJH

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Drug testing will put an extra burden on student
athletes. This was the opinion expressed by SGA vice-
president Ken Lemon, as well as the general concensus
of the University of North Carolina Association of
Student Governments (UNCASG).

"There is an extraordinary amount of pressure on
these student athletes," said Lemon. "In a sense, they
are facing two full-time jobs. . . being a student and
being an athlete. Not only are they students, but
representatives of their school, both away and at home."

Michael Wilson, Student Body President at UNC-C,
has proposed a three part plan to show support for the

athletes. Part one, a representative of SGA will take
the test along with the athletes. Part two, the Student
Body President will also take the drug test. The final
part calls for the President to pay for his own test.

Lemon stressed that the main function of the
proposal was "not to say that we (UNCASG) are in
support of mandatory drug testing. We are not. This is
to show that we, as student representatives want to
share that burden."

He also made clear that the plan is still only a
resolution. "The resolution, as it stands is only a
recomendation," he said. "Personally, I feel that each
SGA president and a representative should comply
we are asking them to rally support for student
athletes."

FILEI+OfO

I'm sorry, all the Scahawlc lines are tied up right now

Lemon is one of two UNCW students who have
been selected to serve on a committee to research the
plan.

^J!
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State has had Problems in the past with theNCAA and the UNCW basketball program has been
investigated by the CAA for possible violations. These
problems and the negative attention they throw on the
players does add extra weight to an already packed
schedule.

Some of the basketball players had mixed opinions
about the plan though. Scott Tierney felt like the
program was pretty pointless. "It's highly irrelevant
because the student body, probably fifty percent, don't
even know who the SGA President is.

"

Tiemey also felt that the pressure of being in the
public eye was not really an extra burden. "Most
players love oeing in the spotlight," he said.

Matt Fish agreed that his position as a representative
of the school was not really an extra weight and that the
drug test would not add any real pressure. "It's not
really a personal burden," he said. They're going to
make sure everybody's clean. I am a little worried about
something like a false positive. . . if something did
come up like that, it would not go over well. Anything
we do wrong or say wrong can really be taken badly and
blown out of proportion."

As for the UNCASG plan, Fish's opinion was
opposite of Tierney's. "I think that would be
appreciated by everybody. It would be a great show of
support.

. . that people are aware of what's going on."
Mark Eaton felt that the responsibility of being a

representative of UNCW was definitely an extra weight
"A lot of people don't realize. You have to be above
the average. People are quick to point to your faults."

Eaton thought that the plan was pretty supportive.
"If they want to do it on a volunteer basis, then it

would be an asset to the program. (The testing) doesn't
really bother me though."

All of the athletes interviewed were in agreement
that, (hough they fell distaste tor the testing, it was a
necessary thing. According to Scott Tierney, "we
should abide by the testing rule. We should come out
clean in the public eye. If the program is drug-free,
why should we even think about it?"

The UNCASG proposal should be voted on at the

next meeting February 16 and 17 i t UNC-Asheville.

Offshore Excursions Provide
Valuable Experience

fiX. CONSTANCY FOX
STAFF WRITER

The Natural Science Offshore Excursion
which has been run for the past 3 years with
the North Carolina Aquarium at Fort Fisher is

now being sponsored by UNCW's Office of
Special Programs. Program Coordinator,
Richard Cecelski, says they hope to provide
opportunities for students interested in gaining

offshore experience for school or jobs after

graduation. This growing program will offer

activities similar to those found in marine-
related careers to interested UNCW students,

according to Cecelski.

These Marine Biology outings are designed

as an introduction to the ocean and its life for

junior high and high school students. UNCW
students will be helping out on these trips

which take place about 40 miles off of
Carolina Beach Inlet on a 110 foot Winner
Speed Queen. Different forms of marine life

are sought using several collection devices
such as shrimp trawls, fish traps, and
sometimes long lines for catching sharks.

Everyone has the opportunity to fish with the

bait and tackle which are provided.

UNCW Marine Biology/Science majors

who would like to participate will gain
valuable sea time which will help them with

course work, may be used as an honors project,

directed independent study (DIS), or class

project. Cecelski says, "It's a good
opportunity for students to meet influential and
knowledgeable individuals in their field."

Researchers and educators meet and talk to

students in a casual setting. Biologists from
Marine Fisheries, CP&L representatives,

Environmental Consultants, and individuals

from conservation groups are some of the

professionals who come along on the trips.

These are full day trips which last 1 1 hours

and will take place on Tuesdays and Thursdays
in April continuing through November. The
trips are complimentary with no charge to

students. Cecelski stresses the excitement
involved with these trips because some
different species or type of ocean life can be

seen on every trip. Seafood Chowder is even
served , which is prepared from some of the

fish caught

For more information contact Richard
Cecelski at Hoggard Hall room 225, or call

395-3193. Interested students can also contact

a sponsoring professor for more information or

Joel Carlin of the Biology Club.

K YCX.NO

Kenneth Lemon read the Martin Luther King speech entitled "Go Tell It On
The Mountain " after the march.

King Is Remembered

i

PHOTO BY DON STURKEY COURTESY OF NATURAL SCIENCE OFFSHORE EXCURSION
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BY TASHA ROONF
MANAGING EDITOR

On Monday, January 1 5

UNCW's branch of NAACP held

the second annual March in

Commemoration of Martin
Luther King's Birthday.
Approximately sixty people
showed up to march from Graham
Hall to the University Union.

After the march, a brief

program was held to complete the

affair.

Amos Quick, President of
NAACP gave a speech. Quick's

speech covered issues King often

addressed during the Civil Rights
Movement such as poverty,
racism, Afro-American history,

and love for the human race.

"The March was important to

keep the memory and the message
of Dr. King alive," said Quick.

Kenneth Lemon, Vice
President of SGA read "I've Been
to the Mountain Top" speech
King delivered at Masonic
Temple in Memphis, Tennessee.

King made this delivery on April

3, 1968; one night before he died.

Lemon has delivered excerpts
many of King's works at various
programs such as, "I Have A
Dream", "Letter from
Birmingham Jail", "Drum Major
Instinct", and the "Nobel Peace
Prize Acceptance". Lemon stated

he does these speeches because,
"King was someone who had a

profound effect on evervone no
matter what race or color."

Lemon also believes, "We, as

a society owe him a debt of
gratitude."

Two participants in the march
expressed their feelings. Joyce
White said she participated
because, "It was something I

wanted to do. 1 support the beliefs

Martin Luther King had."

Tryphenia Cummings, another

participant stated, "The march
gave us, the students, a feeling of
togetherness."

And indeed the students looked
together as they observed a
moment of silence to remember
Martin Luther King and his
Dream.
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RiKiness/Tpfhniral Writing Skills Class

UNCW's Office of Special Programs is offering

Business/Technical Writing to improve participant'*

business and technical writing skills. It will stress

the key points of written communication and focus

on revising and improving writing to make it

effective for writing letters, memoranda, reports, etc.

Skills will be practiced using exercises that

participants can utilize on-the-job. The class will

meet on Mondays, Feb. 12 - March 12 from 7-9 pm.

Registration deadline is February 5. Fee is $75 if

registration is received by January 29, and $80 after

that date. For more information call (919) 395-3195.

Devanev To Speak On "Chaos. Fractals

and Dynamics"
Professor Robert Devanev from Boston University's

Department of Mathematics will speak on "Chaos,

Fractals and Dynamics; Computer experiments in

Dynamics" at 3:00 pm on Friday, February 2, 1990.

Devaney is the author of The Mathematics Behind the

Computer Graphics. The lecture will be held in

Room 100, Morton Hall. Fractal movies and a slide

show will be presented.

Kodak Photographic Seminar

Cape Fear Community College will be offering a

Kodak photographic seminar for 35mm on Saturday,

Feb. 3. This seminar will be held in Cameron

Auditorium on the UNCW campus from 9 am to 12

noon. The cost will be $8 per person, no exceptions

for senior citizens. The 3 hour seminar will include

the following topics: exposure, film, focus,

composition, lenses and filters, close-ups, and etc.

To pre-register or for additional information call

Coastal Foto 392-0730.

1INPW School nf Education To Tutor K-9

P.rariV Students

The School of Education at The University of North

Carolina at Wilmington is currently enrolling

students K to 9th grade for tutoring in the Educational

Lab. The Educational Lab is a training center where

college students work one-on-one with children on

reading and reading related skills. All tutoring is

supervised by the lab's professional staff. Children

attend after school, for two one-hour sessions per

week for a total of 20 hours of tutoring. The fee is

$5 per hour or approximately $100 for the semester.

To enroll your child call 395-3633 between 8 am and

5 pm. The next tutoring session begins Jan. 29.

PBS S P ri Ps "AIDS QUARTERLY" To

Broadcast Bigotry Segment

The PBS series "AIDS QUARTERLY" will broadcast

a program exploring the question of whether right-

wing politics and religious bigotry are interfering

with AIDS control and patient services. North

Carolina, Colorado, and Florida case histories will be

aired.

The North Carolina segment begins with the State's

decision to hold up federal funds in 1987, attempting

to add restrictions that expanded the Helms
Amendment, throwing the North Carolina AIDS
services Coalition of the Governor's AIDS Task

Force, continuing up to the present failure of the

Governor to ever ask for a penny of state money for

AIDS prevention education or services to AIDS
patients. The program airs on PBS Wed. Jan 31.

Diabetes Support Group To Hold Meeting

A diabetes support group will hold a meeting. A
chance for students with diabetes to meet others, share

ideas and strategies, and to learn about new
development. Begins Jan.23 from 7-8 p.m. at UU
204. Call 395-3280 for more information.

Makevourmoi/e
•Two distinctive Floor Plans

• Furnished or Unfurnished

•Water, Sever, Trash Removal,

Cable TV &. Electricity

Allowance Included

»Courte3u Officer

• Professional On-Site

Maintenance Staff with

24 Hour Emergency

Service

CAJVIIPIUS EDGE
Racine Drive Phone 395-6001

ISIONS
Don't miss an opportunity

to enhance your summer
vacation while

strengthening your

leadership abilities!

Be A
Summer

Orientation Leader!
QUALIFICATIONS.

•At least a 2.0 GPA
• A million dollar smile

• The ability to make over 1 ,000 friends in 13 days
• An infinite amount of time and energy

Application Deadline - January 26

Applications are available now at

the following locations:
Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Residence Life Activities Center

University Union Information Center

For more information, contact Dr. Richard Mullendore at 395-3089

ALTERNATIVES!
1989 Peer Search

WE WANT
YOU!

Are you: • enthusiastic

• creative

• a self-starter

• responsible

• a hard worker

And do you like to have fun?

ALTERNATIVES!, the drug education and
outreach program, is now hiring Peer Advisors

for the Spring Semester. Come by the

University Union, Room 104 for an application

or call 395-3683 for information.

- Got the

I

UNHAPPY ..-here you're LIVING?
-.l?..:o of having a ROOMMATE?

Enjoy an affordable lifestyle.

COURTESY OFFICER
ON PREMISES

Colonial Parke

Ml T DAY* A WOK 191-8632
M»

ALEXANDER PROPERTIES GROUP O

t!Shape the

Future"

Student

Leadership

Conference

Appearing live:

mo ma£>
MONK
5430 MARKET STREET

WILMINGTON

395-0280

NUCLEAR
VALDEZ

Saturday January

27th
$6 members/$7 others

17 yrs & Older

DON'T MISS OUT

Earn up to $100 a
month for

SPRING BREAK!!!

Get fifteen dollars

the first three uisits,

fiue extra when you

bring a friend.

WILMINGTON
DONOR CENTER

CORNER OF WRIGHTSVILLE
AND17TH

102 S. 17TH

763-5213

t

Saturday, January 27, 1990
University Union, 9 am to 5 pm

Don't let your organization

be left behind!!

Improve your leadership & followership skills!

*Meet other student leaders, and faculty, and staff who are

leaders in their field!

*Have fun!

*Learn techniques on fund raising, improving your meetings,

and delegation!

* Motivate others and yourself!

For more information contact The Leadership Center or the Office of Student Activities

in the University Union!

------- ^a.' _^^~ :
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Learn To Lead With

"Shape The Future"
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REPORT FROM
LEADERSHIP CENTER

"Shape the Future" is the
theme for the upcoming Student
Leadership Conference that is

going to be held on Saturday,
January 27, 1990 in the
"University Union from 9:00 a.m.
until 5:00 p.m.

The conference was planned by
the Emerging leaders and the

LEAD Consultants programs
which are sponsored by the
Leadership Center.

Their goal is to give students

the opportunity to improve their

leadership skills and to strengthen

their organizations.

All students who want to be
•Better leaders, regardless or their

Current positions, are encouraged
to attend.

Chairperson, Jules Richie
explains that "Many
organizations on campus do not

have the funds to send several

people away to conferences but

this conference is inexpensive and

in town so it gives people the

opportunity to attend and benefit

from these workshops."

Some of the workshops cover
such topics as "Motivation: The
Leader's Challenge," presented by
Lt. Col. Lee Hanna, "Riding
Waves to Success/Stress" Donna
Hight, Kay Oakley, Mikki Berry,

and Yolanda Johnson, "Basics of
Leadership: Leading by
Example," Dr. Steve Harper, and
"Decision Making," Linda
Moore.

In addition to the large

selection of leadership workshops
and motivational keynote
speakers, there will be time to

network with other student leaders

and university faculty and staff.

Pre-registration cost is $5.00
per person if paid by January
24th, which includes lunch. For
further information call or stop
by The Leadership Center room
212 of the University Union,
395-3877.

BY TINA FORD
CONTRIBU1INC WRTIER

The Office of the Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs is

looking for twenty energetic,

dedicated, responsible students to

be Summer Orientation Leaders.

These leaders will assist entering

freshmen in getting acquainted
• "with UNCW this summer. The

Orientation Leaders Sought

three Summer Orientation
Sessions (June 10-11, 17-18, 21-

22) and all training sessions.

There will be valuable training

one night per week after Spring
Break until the end of the
semester.

Each Orientation Leader
I theme for the 1990 program is wffl receive $200 for all

plus mealsVisions."

From January 16 until January

26, applications will be available

in the Office of the Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs,

.Residence Life Activities Center,

and the University Union
Information Center. Applications

must be turned in to the Office of

the Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs (101 Alderman).
Applicants will schedule an

appointment upon submitting the

application.

Applicants must have at least

-a 2.0 GPA and be available for all

three sessions

and a residence hall

room...

Each Orientation Leader will

receive $200 for all three sessions

plus meals and a residence hall

room during Orientation.
Freshmen and upperclassmen are

encouraged to apply and former
Orientation Leaders who wish to

apply may do so. This is an
excellent opportunity for leaders

and potential leaders to use and
enhance leadership skills.

Greek Housing Solution

is Still Undiscovered
BY HOI.I.Y PRICE

STAFF WRITER

The question of Greek housing

didn't seem closer to a solution

Tuesday night when the Greek

presidents met to discuss the

situation. Representatives from

the College Dorm Corporation

were suppose to be there to

explain their offer, but they didn't

arrive until the meeting was
adjourned and only got to speak

for ten minutes.

Earlier in the meeting
everyone seemed tired of waiting

and two fraternities said they had

already spoken to the College

Dorm Corporation on their own.

Lanita Hanson, Greek Advisor,

then stated that before we
approached either developer that

the Greeks have contacted, a list

of what is wanted from everybody

needs to be made. "Otherwise, she

stated, "they will do what they

want."

Ideas of what ideal Greek
living conditions consisted of

began coming from everywhere.

Some of the major things were

chapter rooms for each sorority

and fraternity, city water and trash

service, study rooms, recreation

areas, and a transit system to the

University.

After the College Dorm
Corporation quickly explained

their plan, it was decided they

would come back next week and

discuss it in more detail.

Initially two developers were

under consideration, along with

two different plans. Each group

will visit the Greek presidents

meeting and explain its ideas.

The Greeks vote on it.

The College Dorm association

would like to build suite style

buildings on Racine Drive. The

Greeks could live in these until

houses were built. Smaller

fraternities or sororities could

remain in the Suites if desired,

thus forming a Greek court

involving everybody. A chapter

will need a minimum of eight

members to have a chapter room

in their suite.

The chapter can lease on a two

year or a four year basis. Four

year leases will have a two year

restructure clause so that if

initially a group has a large

number of people living in the

suites, and the next year they

have fewer residents, College

Dorm Corporation will

restructure the lease so that they

are not left paying money on
vacant rooms. This flexible lease

allows a chapter to get out early

and build a house, if they wish.

The U.C.P. developers would

like to buy an apartment complex

near campus and totally gut it out

and let the individual chapter

decide what it wants done with

the insides of its own section.

This plan could be ready by

August.

Vice Chancellor Bryan's office

has stated it will work with the

housing office for those students

unsure if they will be living on

campus next year or in a Greek

setting.

So, the question is still up in

the air. Lanita Hanson stated,

"We are working on this as fast

as we can. The University wants

the best for this situation."

Chill Out
BY JENNIFER YQ1IN(;

STAFF WRITER

The Student Health and
Wellness Center and the Office of

Health Promotion/LivWell will

sponsor the third annual "Chill

Out" on Thursday, January 18 in

room 100 of the University Union
from 10:00 am-2:00 pm.

Each participant will

receive a free cup of soup along
with health screenings and
computerized nutritional
assessments. Debra Haywood,
Coordinator of the Office of Health

Promotion, said that this is a good
time of the year for the "Chill Out"

program because people are trying

to lose the weight they gained over

the holidays.

The "mini health fair" will

promote general good health with

tips on how to quit smoking and
advice about the cold and flu

season. There will be information

about resources available to

students on campus, such as the

pool, weight rooms, and aerobics

classes along with information
within the Student Health and
Wellness Center and
LivWell/Alternatives Center.

THTS CREATIVE WRITING AWARD IS SPONSORED ANNUALLY
DY A GENEROUS DONATION FROM THE N.C. JUNIOR SOROSIS

Sprinq/1990

University Poetry Awards

On separate cover sheet only:

Students' s Name
Address

Phone
Titles of Poems

Limit: 3 poems

Maximum: 100 lines

Double- spaced

Typed

Prizes: 1st $50.00
2nd $30.00
3rd $20.00

"ubmit to: Professor Fort's mailbox,
English Dept

.
, Morton Hall

Deadline: Thursday, March 1, 5:00 p.m.

THIS CREATIVE WRITING AWARD IS SPONSORED ANNUALLY
r»Y A GENEROUS DONATION FROM THE JESSIE REHDER FUND

"prinq/1990

THE JESSIE REHDER SHORT STORY AWARD
UNIVERSITY FICTION PRIZES

MCM fctNlsar-J

»t e»*ct*v«A*» CPS

On separate cover sheet only:

Student's Name

Titles of

Address
Phone

Short Story

Limit! one short story

Length: minimum 10 pages

Double-spaced

Typed

Pri zes: 1st
2nd
3rd

$50.00
$30.00
$20.00

Submit to: Professor Fort's mailbox,
English Dept., Morton Hall

Deadline: Thursday, March 1, 5:00 p.m.

RANDALL
L1BRAKT WORKSHOPS

The Reference Department la offering workshops to ramlllarlae you wtih the collections, facilities and
services available In the Library and to help you ana tin and hi rram raw •fUcUncy In using the Library
The duration of each workshop Is about 50 minutes.

To attend any of these workshops, please register st least two days In advance by calling 395-3760 or, by
coming to the Reference Desk on the first floor of the Library.

WOMMHQP!; LmRAKTOBlEWTATlOW

Come to this workshop If you want to find out:

what facilities and services are available:

where materials (books, periodicals, government documents audlovtsuals. microforms, etc I are

located and how they are arranged:
what services the Library's various departments offer to help you find and uae these materials

DATES AND TIMES:
January 16 fT) - 10:30am
January 17 (Wl ll:0Oam

January 18 (Th) - 3:30pm
January 19 IF) - 2:00pm

WORKSHOP D: PfTRODUCTIOrt TO THE ONLDTE PUBLIC ACCESS CATALOG fOPAC)

Come to this workshop 1/ you want to find out:

what Is Included In the Library's OPAC:
how to perform different searches for materials. Including some methods Impossible with the

card catalog:

how to uae shortcuts to help you search the catalog faster.

how to search the OPAC from terminals outside the library.

DATES AND TIMES
January 18 (Thl - 10:30am
January 19 (TO 1 l:OOam

January 22 (M) - 2:00pm
January 26 (F) - 3:00pm

WORKSHOP DJ: PfTRODUCTIOW TO CD-ROM [Compact Disc-Read Ornr Memory! DATABASE SEARCHING

Come to this workshop l/you want to find out:

what CD-ROM databases are and what subjects are Included In the Library's collection.

what the advantages are of searching CD-ROM databases:

how to combine search concepts In a search statement using Boolean logic:

how to enter, display and print searches.

DATES AND TIMES:

CDIAHL fNuralM and Allied Health Sdenceal
January 26 (Fl - 9:00am
February 9 (F) - 1 1 :OOam

January 23 (T) - 10:30am
February 6 (T) - 3:30pm

BraUI fPrcholoavl
January 24 (Wl 11 :0Oam
February 9 (F) 2:00pm

sodoraxiSodoiofTi
January 25 (Th) - 3:30pm
February 6 (T) 10:30am

February 23 (F) - 2:00pm

February 16 (F) 9:00am

February 23 (Fl - 1 1:00am

February 16 (Ft 2:00pm

THREE FRIENDS . .

Luxurious 3 bedroom, 3 bath\

Caxfiouses close to WSCU)

Corner of Rose and Andover

Space and Storage Galore!

256-30 IS

*mm

When it comes to ™
cleaning your contact lenses,

the best solution...

is no solution

ACL VL I " The Irnstuu never clean

E
••IMS
oercuifTMSi

DR. MICHAEL E. COINS

5030 Randall Drive

Wilmington, NC 28403

392-0270

H*>(imc-M-l|vfitur>

ASK ABOUT

2 WEEK
TRIAL!

""Jli wsus loctrtic

VISTAKON INC i l*A«w..-M.»*-.. COmjM

WHERE A CLUB OR ORGANIZATION

•lives on t he some (loot in Schvirll Hill

with 16-20 members of their group

Hives in the ssme suite in the new complex
with 10 members ot their group

•They shire s common gotl

'They select their own members to live

on the floor /suite together

•They set guidelines for their community

IS YOUR CROUP INTERESTED IN THIS SPECIAL IIVINC ARRANGEMENT?

If SO .

Applications Available January

In the Office of Residence Life

INFORMATIONAL MEETING FOR SFECIAL INTEREST HOUSING

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY I 7 AT 7 00 PM IN THE

RESIDENCE LIFE ACTIVITY CENTER

APPLICATIONS DUE JANUARY 26

More information vtll be forthcoming in January

Allied Health Professionals

STEP UP TO TODAY'S
AIR FORCE.

Discover a challenging future with opportuni-

ties for professional growth. Serve your coun-
try while you serve your career with:

• great pay and benefits

• normal working hours
• complete medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation with pay per year

Find out how to qualify for today's Air Force.

CaU SGT RICK SHORT
803-553-1200

Station-To-Station Collect

SW,
i
j^it^j^t^t^^tmmtm^ttmmm^^^tM m—m mm Ms* itawi
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THE SEAHAWK

Th* Siahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The

Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication of any

letter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd., Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The

Seahawk.
The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 p.m. Monday for Thursday's paper The

Advertising deadline is also 5 p.m. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division.

PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
Editor in Chief

TASHA BOONE
Managing Editor

MAI NGUYEN
News Editor

CHRIS WRIGHT
Sports Editor

PATRICK FOWLER
Asst. Sports Editor

DAVID BURKE
Copy Editor

ALLEN RAY
Entertainment Editor

JOHN GEOFFRION
Production Manager
KAREN GOUDARZI
& JENNIFER YOUNG
Photographer

DEBBIE SMITH
National Advertising

Manager
KENNETH TAYLOR
Local Advertising

Manager
DAN HEADRICK
Advisor

Gain Awareness in the 1990's

Editorials

Strike

Freedom
Another
Against

The New Hanover County Commission, by a vote of four

to one, forbade the sale of pornographic rock music albums

to minors.

This follows the controversy in the US Congress in mid
1987 about the rock music lyrics that, according to Tipper

Gore, were corrupting the youth of America and causing an

increase in teen suicide and juvenile crime.

As one would expect, Gun n' Roses, Suicidal

Tendencies, and Alice Cooper are on the potential hit list.

But seemingly harmless songwriters like Elton John and
Michael Jackson are also under fire.

We can add these movements to the increasingly popular

sentiments of many conservative Americans who disregard

freedom of expression in the name of morals and good taste.

Not even the increasingly conservative Supreme Court of

the United States can be relied upon to protect constitutional

rights. It upheld a similar Virginia music censorship law last

year.

Perhaps the likes of Jesse Helms should take a second
look at the constitution. The First Amendment states very
clearly that the government cannot legislate morality. The
government has no place in deciding where the line lies

between art and pornography. That decision belongs to the

individual, or in the case of minors, the parent.

It seems ironic that those who carry the banner for less

government insist on invading our daily lives with their own
views on social issues. It is not a lesser government that

will prosecute women who choose to abort an unwanted
pregnancy. It is not a lesser government that has pledged to

prosecute the casual user of drugs. And it is not a lesser

government that is now attempting to snuff out art and music

that does not comply with its view of morality.

At the outset, I must admit

that I am an optimist. Optimism

is not too difficult for those of us

who have been blessed with a

good life. It is more difficult for

others who have not.

Be that as it may, I am an

optimist and tend to look on the

bright side of things. This finds

me beginning this decade which

seems to me to be a kind of

preface or prelude to a new
millennium, with a real sense of

hope. For years I have been

thinking and talking to students

about the need to approach life as

planetary citizens with a planetary

awareness on environmental and

economic and natural bases.

From my theological
perspective, the most accurate

view of our planet has been

captured in those continually

awesome pictures of the earth

taken from the moon, where there

are no political divisions and the

earth hangs in the darkness of

space as a fragile biosphere with

all its dimensions interdependent.

I am convinced that our awareness

and acknowledgement of our

interdependence as nations on

every level-social, economic,

spiritual, and political-is

essential for the survival of this

fragile ecosystem we call earth.

There are signs that a

planetary consciousness is

evolving. Symbolic of this

process is the world news

program that we watch almost

every evening. You and I can

participate in the events from

Tienanmen Square to recapturing

satellites in the Space Shuttle

Columbia to the tearing down of

the Berlin Wall to the global

disasters of hunger and global

warming. It has only been in the

last few years that we have been

made aware on a daily basis of

not only the financial status of

gold and stocks in New York, but

also, now, in London and Japan.

Another sign of hope is the "end

of the Cold War" which opens a

whole different area of the world's

people to the possibility of

freedom and also to the
possibility of becoming our real

neighbors who share longings,

dreams, and concerns. The
identifying of environmentalism

as a concern for the 90's and its

being presented as a global issue

with our being made not only of

the ozone over the Antarctic, but

the depletion of the rain forests

and the Blue Whale population is

also a sign of our growing global

awareness. The purchase of

Rockefeller Center in New York

and Columbia Pictures by

Japanese corporations is a symbol

of our growing economic
interdependence. It is obvious

that the American corporate world

no longer (if it ever did) fuels the

global economy. We are falling

back into what is probably a

more appropriate balance of

economic powers.

I am not talking about
movements towards the United

Nations becoming like the United

States. I am talking about the;

kind of global awareness of our*

interconnectedness as a single^;

human interdependent family^

because I am convinced that only ••

with that central awareness can

we develop policies and
mechanisms necessary for our

very survival.

Many find hope on the

university scene. Education for

world citizenship has moved

beyond being a romantic ideal and

has become the basis for some'

attempts at curriculum changes at

various institutions around our

nation. While racism is still a

problem, we are also developing

healthy concern for and :

commitment to celebrating multi-

cultural diversity on our

campuses.

1 am not so romantic as to

think that we could not draw up a

list to detail the reasons for

despair and cynicism, but I, as

I've already noted, choose to look

on the bright side and I truly

believe that the 90s give us good

reason for hope. Think about it.

Do you feel more hopeful about

your future? I hope so.

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR:

King's Dream Distorted By Some

TteEtvd c£

aSfrgjrigfcttjfcjimmxWfm

nv PHH.l.lP I Ol'GHLIN
EDITOR IS CHIEF

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

was remembered this week for

many things. One of those was

his ability to move people with

the spoken word. Probably the

most remembered and oft-quoted

speech he made was the "I Have a

Dream" monologue.

Dr. King's famous "Dream"

called for a nation where black
peopte •would not be judged by
the color of their skin. An
unfortunate trend now seems to

be for some blacks to judge white

people by that same standard.

I say that these people have

wrapped themselves so deeply in

their banner that they have lost

sight of the initial goal. The

quest for equality is being

perverted by a movement among

some blacks to rise up against the

white man. . . to wrest from him

the control and power of this

nation.

There is a call from these

black rebels, though not
necessarily specific, to separate

black people from white. It is a

call that is masked behind the

thin disguise of getting back to

our culture or "back to Africa".

In itself, pride and interest in

one's heritage is an admirable

thing. But when I see these

slogans in conjunction with
interviews or music where one

black calls for others of his race

to rise up and fight the power, I

am reminded of another

organization. . .Weiss Moc
(White Power), a white

supremacist group.

Militant attitudes only make
the very real problem of racism

worse. The sixties should serve

as an example of that. It's been

tried before. Malcolm X once

called for similar action, until he

realized that in doing so, he was

no better than his adversary. One

does not destroy prejudice with

prejudice.

Dr. King, when he made his

speech in Washington, DC,
embraced the militant attitude,

but qualified his words with the

admonition not to distrust all

white people. "In the process of

gaining our rightful place," he

said, "we must not be guilty of

wrongful deeds."

King's plan would have
worked had he not been brought

down by Ray's bullet. In part, he

did succeed, for things were far

worse then than they are now.

No leader has since stepped

had any real rights in America for

a little over twenty years.

Lee, who may be feeling the

inflated ego that often comes with

well deserved success, cries out

not for change of power, but for

exchange. It may be unfortunate,

but the democratic system is not

going to allow that to happen

overnight. The system is based

on a majority rule, and white

people make up an extreme

majority of the American
populace. Jesse Jackson proved

that with the right approach,

white people will vote for a black

man. Lee's images of violence

and ghetto logic are not the right

approach. I find individuals like

We are beginning to see a digression of the

relations between black and white, and it is most

evident in the places where overt racism has been

most recently laid to rest, the inner city and the

rural south.

forward with King's ability. The

Rev. Jesse Jackson may have that

skill, but his leadership is being

undermined by the voices of such

men as Louis Farrakhan and
Spike Lee. Their bitterness and

anger against the white man's

injustices is righteous and

understandable. . . their ideas for

correcting these injustices are

wrong.

Jackson, like King, knows
that black and white people must

work together to achieve true

racial equality. Like King, he

knows his race is going to have

to work within the system to

change the system. Jackson

knows that the blacks have only

Lee irresponsible. He has the

opportunity to represent the Afro-

American race and instead takes

that chance and espouses a

prejudiced viewpoint.

Like him, many popular rap

musicians are bringing the

separatist message to the public

eye. . . including the eyes of

impressionable youth who even

further misconstrue the ideals of

"Black Power". We are

beginning to see a digression of

the relations between black and

white, and it is most evident in

the places where overt racism has

most recently been laid to rest,

the inner cities and the rural

south. The process Dr. King

gave his life to start is being

reversed

I want to make clear that I am
not calling for the black race to

buckle under to oppression and

injustice. Far from it, I would be

thrilled to see King's dream come

true. I do agree with Spike Lee

in his assertion that there should

be an equal opportunity for blacks

in the film industry. Further, I

agree with the more general

aspect of that; that blacks should

have a better opportunity to rise

into positions of power in any

field.

My point is, that these goals

will never be attained by any
separatist movement. This should

be self-evident. Separation will

only put blacks into a sub-culture

from which they will never be
able to emerge.

In my own short lifetime, I

have seen a great wave of change

and improvement There is yet a

ways to go, but it is not an

impossible dream. The Afro-

American people have overcome
many obstacles in their struggle,

though they face many more. It

is a shame though, that one of

the blockades in their path is

being set by some blacks who are

setting themselves apart from and

against white people. This is

racism, and it is as ugly and
degenerate as any practiced by the
Aryan Brotherhood or the KKK.

I believe that all men are

brothers. . . that a soul has no
color. When all boils down,
there will be no black or white,

red or yellow, Moslem or Jew,
Catholic or Protestant. Rich and
poor will be equal. There will

only be two classes. . . good and
evil. Ill take sides with the
good. A

Dear Mr. Editor,

On the very day I read your

"Letter to the Editor" concerning

the parking situation, I too was
late for a class. Not only due to

non-availability of a decent

parking space, but also because I

was stuck in a five minute traffic

jam while trying to get on the

campus.

Surely the day will come
when all the student parking will

be limited to boundary areas. We
are seeing this happen now. And

with the size of our campus ever-

increasing, we can only expect

our walking distances to grow

farther and farther away. One

tends to wonder if he or she wants

to pay the high cost for the

privilege of parking "somewhere

near" our campus.

But are we looking at the "Big

Picture" here? Could we, as

students, not find another creative

solution to our parking woes?
Some quick math of how many
student parking spaces are offered

(3236), and how many off-

campus commuters we have
(40 12-), should tell us that there

are a lot of us, including me I'm

afraid, who are single passenger

drivers.

The idea of foregoing buying a

sticker and biking onto campus
brings up another point. It has

been stated that if every able

person would abstain from

BLOOP

driving for just one day out of the

week it would greatly decrease our

desperate pollution problem.
Think about it! If just half of our

student body gave up driving for

one day each week that would be

roughly 3,000 less cars traveling

in Wilmington per week. What a

difference that could make.

So before we ask t h e

Administration to ".
. .pave

paradise, and put up (another)

parking lot. . .
", can we perhaps

give up our own selfishness?

HEV BLOOP! CAN VOU B£ SURE
VOUR BAStBAU. BAT IS

KCA.L? VOOVE PROBABLE
GOT SOME fUMSV PHILOSO-
PHIC KEA«£rAS roK
Bluer m its
REAUTV ! VW.

V

Participate in carpooling? Push
for more participation with public

transportation or other means?
As stated in the article "The,
Environment Needs Help.

.Now," ironically adjacent to the

Letter From the Editor, "Now is

not the time to act. That time,

has passed." And it's still

ticking. ...

Concerned Student

RaMona Hupp

by Joseph Morton
WtU-.IT SEEM* REAL.!!!

I DON'T KNOW . WHAT DO
SOU THINK ? OR HEV, MlWRt
SOlX HEAT) IS'NT PEAL AMP
THAT |S*)T REAL PNHSWR
rEELIHG' WOW I WHAT A,

CONCEIT'

PHILOSOPHERS..
NEEt> A JOLT OF
REALITY NCW AND
THEN!

//„J'U*/fcJ>

DEDICATED TO DO ICHHIO
U»C-» mlLOtOFHT MPT.

>'

l^tate
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HELP WANTED
Students to join the 1990 Student Travel Services' Sales Team. Earn CASH
and/or FREE Spring Break travel marketing Spring Break packages to

Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, and Daytona Beach. For more information call

1-S00-648-4849.
v

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP
TO $1400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!

Objective: Fundraiser

Commitment: Minimal

Money: Raise $1,400

Cost: Zero Investment

Campus Organizations, clubs, frats, sororities call OCMC: 1 (800) 932-

0528/1 (800) 950-8472, ext. 10.

HIRING! Government jobs-your area. Many immediate openings without

waiting list or test. $17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-8383-8855. EXT R
18742"

""Attention: EARN MONEY READING BOOKS! $32,000/income

potential. Details. (1) 602-838-8855 Ext. Bk 18742.

"Job for the summer? How about the highest peak east of the Mississippi?

Positions are now available for summer employment Park Attendants,

Refreshment Stand Clerks and Manager, Clerk-Typist, and General Utility

Worker. Stay cool at Mount Mitchell State Park. Apply to: Park

Superintendent, Mount Mitchell State Park, Rt 5, Box 700, Bumsville, NC
28714. Telephone: 704-675-4611.

FOR SALE
"Attention-GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U-repair). Delinquent tax

property. Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext. GH 18742.

PUZZLE SOLUTION

1

Appearing live

mo tnadj

MONK
5430 MARKET STREET

WILMINGTON

395-0280

Thurs 18th

Waxing Poetics

Fri 19th Wrathchild

w/ Confessor

Sat 20th The Point

w/ Cry of Love

COMING JANUARY 27TH

Nuclear Valdez
17 yrs & Older

WEIGHTS • NAUTILUS <

W Seahawk Semester Special

>
m
3D

O
I 8

FITNESS

OF WKMNGTON

I °

If

4 MONTHS

ONLY 99 22

Cal foraFREEWORKOUT
395-4653 Expires 3-15-90

TANNING BEDS • SAUNA
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O
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N
(phoo'ton)- ultimate sofa/sleeper of the 90's

Enjoy comfort and style

while saving space

All futon frames open
into twin, full or queen
size beds

• Choose vour own cover

Futons & Accessories from

LIFESTYLE
University Landing ' (if-KtSk IK£S

>4yi$fy*

415 S. Coilage Road
Wilmington. NC 28403 (919) 799-4350

With Macintosh

you can even do this:

File

New
Open...

Close

&N
M0

Saue is
:*: *

Saue As...
T

Print... §§p

Quit 9€Q

Macintosh*computers have always Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with

been easy to use. But they've never been much more of a computer,

this easy to own. Without spending a lot more money.

Itesenting The Macintosh Sale.

^oughJanuary 31, you can save

huj ldreds of dollars on a variety

of /apple* Macintosh computers and

peripherals.

So now there's no reason to settle

for an ordinary PC. With The
«

uncw Bookstore The Macintosh Sale
Now throughJanuary 31.
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ENTERTAINMENT

This Is A Very, Very
Important Story

Once upon a time, in a small,

sleepy little town called

Wilmington, a great wrong was

done unto the people. This is not

a story for the weak at heart. The

great wrong I am speaking of is

the story of one Robert

MacPherson, basketball coach and

corrupter of the young.

The story begins at a hotel

where the basketball team was

staying throughout the C A A
tournament. In a dark corridor the

crime took place, and UNCW
will never be the same. A
shadowy villain reached from the

blackness and handed an envelope

containing the tainted money to

the coach's sweaty hands.

MacPherson ran from the hall and

made his way to the room where

the naive, young players waited

for their coach, their hero. This

is where the actual corruption

occurred

As the players listened to the

man they had come to revere,

they were introduced without their

knowing to the world of crime

and corruption. Never again

would they be young, and

unspoiled. From this point on

they would be cold and hard.

This was the end of the

innocence.

The players were given a few

extra dollars for meal money, but

we know where that could lead.

One day your given five extra

dollars for food, the next day you
have a 300 dollar a day crack

habit and your robbing and
killing old people for their social

security checks. It's this kind of

thing that leads to lives going

down the toilet, and careers being

ruined. I hope none of them
wanted to run for the Senate one
day.

The story turns very sad and
weepy at this point when we find

out that the shadowy villain is a

Board of Trustee's member who
played college basketball, is a

lawyer, and a former State
Senator. That's the the weepy
part. The sad part is that he

claimed that he didn't know that

giving money to college athletes

was illegal. The story became

even sadder when many of his

former clients found out they had

been convicted and sent to jail

because he had used this defense

in their cases. Later he was sent

to jail for tax evasion and was

quoted as saying "Taxes? Taxes?

What do you mean I have to pay

taxes! I didn't knooow!"

It amazes me how big a deal

the local media has made of this

case. You would think by the

amount of coverage on this story

that Mr. Rountree gave Coach
MacPherson 3000 dollars and he

used it to buy hookers and liquor

for the team. I admit that

claiming ignorance of NCAA
rules about giving players money
was pretty dumb, but front page

coverage? I think not.

Maybe if we had gotten a

seven foot shot blocker out of

some of this dirty dealing it

would have been front page news.

Like a few years ago when an

LSU assistant coach reported that

a brief case he was carrying was

stolen while on a recruiting trip.

The interesting part was that he

reported that the case contained

6000 dollars when it was stolen.

I wonder how LSU got to be

ranked in the top twenty year in

and year out?

I hope that everyone will lay

off this story until something

happens that deserves media
coverage. Like winning a game
or something.

"Do not commit the error, common
among the young, of assuming that if

you cannot save the whole of mankind
you have failed"

Jan de Hartog

Always: Starring Richard
Dreyfuss, Holly Hunter, and John

Goodman.

Rating: 9 out of a possible

10.

In his long career of movie

making, Steven Spielberg has

made some of the most popular

films of all time. From Raiders

of the Lost Ark to E.T.,

Speilberg has been in some way
associated with about six of the

ten highest grossing movies in

history. Always will probably

not be one of those huge money
makers that have become
common for him, but with this

romantic love story he may
finally get what he has been

without all these years. A n

Oscar.

In Always Speilberg shows
his mastery at telling a story that

could have been easily filled with

tricks and special effects, but

instead takes the human aspect of

the film and really makes you

care about all the characters.

Although the movie deals with a

character that is dead for the

majority of the film there are no

elaborate effects to show this.

No walking through walls or

dissappearing, just good acting

and directing.

Richard Dreyfuss stars in the

lead role as Pete, a hotshot pilot

who takes too many chances with

his own life when putting out

fires. When not putting out fires

Pete spends his time with his

friend Al (Goodman) or with his

girlfriend Dalinda (Hunter).

Everything is changed however

when Pete takes one chance too

many and is killed, leaving

behind many things unresolved.

This movie deals mainly with

the feeling that we often leave

relationships without being able

to tell people how we really feel

about them. Always gives a

unique angle on this experience,

and also makes you apart of the

characters lives. The
performances in Always were all

outstanding from Richard

Dreyfuss playing the romantic

lead, to John Goodman showing

that he may well be the finest

actor in America over 3 00
pounds.

This is definitely a movie to

take a date to, and don't be

surprised if you catch yourself

getting a little misty-eyed. I

know I did. Always is playing at

the College Road Cinemas.

Tango and Cash: Starring

Sylvester Stallone and Kurt

Russell

Rating: 5 out of a possible

10

Have you been wanting to go

out and see a really good movie?

Does the acting and story of most

films leave you wanting more?
Well if this has been the case say

no more. Tango and Cash is the

movie for you. It has brilliant

writing, wonderful acting, and a

sense of direction not seen in

many motion pictures today.

Rush out and see it immediately.

Wait, wait, I was just

kidding. Tango and Cash is one

of those rare films that from the

opening scene you know is going

to be really, really bad.

The movie opens with Tango
(Stallone) standing alone in the

road, with only a six-gun between

him and an eighteen wheeler.

Will Tango be able to stop the

bad guys, or will he be killed by

the speeding semi? Well of
course he stops the truck, the

movie just started. After this

kind of a beginning I figured that

the movie could only get better.

I was wrong.

From beginning to end
Tango and Cash was one of the

most unoriginal, cliche' , and

predictable movies I have ever

seen. Every aspect of this movie

seemed to be borrowed from
another film. From lines that

were stolen from ohter films, to

Jack Palance playing the same
character he played in Batman,
Tango and Cash should have been

called Borrowed and Stolen.

The movie plot is simple:

Los Angeles' two most arrogant,

macho loner cops are thrown

together when an evil crime lord

has them framed for murder. Will

the;, learn to work together to

overcome adversity, and clear

their name? Who cares.

Kurt Russell, who usually

turns in a good performance must

have been threatened at gun point

to take this role. The >est actor

in the world couldn't have made
Cash a likeable character. Near
the end of this film I began to

toot for the bad guys hoping that

maybe for once the bad guys

would win. Needless to say, I

was disappointed at both the

outcome and the ending.

However, Sylvester Stallone

turns in a better performance than

some of his recent roles. In

Tango and Cash, Stallone has at

least 100 times as many lines as

usual, and he manages to keep his

shirt on. But, that is not enough

to make you want to see this dog.

Go out dancing, and save your

cash.

Jazz Jam at UNCW

Always is Great, Tango is Trash

"This is how jazz music was
enjoyed in the early days," says

Dr. Harry Van Velser about the

upcoming jam session to be held

in the living room of the UNCW
Student Union Friday, February

2, from 11:30-1:30. The 10th

Annual North Carolina Jazz

Music Festival, organized by a

committee cofounded by Dr. Van
Velser, is providing a rare

intimate jam session, free of

charge, to the UNCW student and

faculty. The performers will

include Spanky Davis, George
Masso, and Milt Hinton, who are

all international jazz musician

veterans who have accompanied
such household names as Duke
Ellington, Buddy Goodman,
Jimmy Dorsey, and Louis
Armstrong.

Dr. Van Velsor relayed the

significance and details of the

upcoming event.

"This will be a rare

opportunity for college students

to be exposed to live classical

jazz music performed by jazz

musicians who are all so

accomplished with each of their

particular instruments."

Students will be able to sit or

stand only a few feet away as the

combined total of hundreds of

years of show business experience

perform. The jam session will be

done in the tradition of the early

jazz concerts, in which each
musician will take turns leading

the group of players in

improvisational style, through
various Dixie land, blues, and

swing tunes, in a relaxed and easy

atmosphere. Dr. Van Velser

explained why this was their

preferred method of performance,

as opposed to a more traditional

concert in an auditorium.

"When the audience gets

excited, the musicians get excited,

and so on. As a result they feed

off of each other and then
everyone has a good time."

Dr. Van Velser was happy to

say that for he fourth year in a

row, the actual festival which

takes place at the Hilton,

February 3-4, is a sold out event,

with patrons coming from as far

away as Ohio, Florida, and the

North East to hear 14 world
performer jazz musicians come
together. One such musician,

Milt Hinton, known by many as

"The Judge", is not only a highly

experienced and accomplished

bass player, but is also a role

model for many modem day high

school and college students

teaching bass clinics all over the

country, especially in the North
East where the arts are heavily

funded.

Though the careers of all of

these musicians boasts of such

classic prerequisites as The
Johnny Carson Show, the old

Dick Cavett Show, Rock Around
the Clock, and Lady Sings the

Blues, these players are soloists

and prefer to travel and perform

on their own.

The NC Jazz Festival

Committee believes that jazz is

the best type of music produced
in America and want more and
more people to be able to hear

and appreciate it. They also hope

that such live casual performances

as this will promote rediscovery

of jazz playing and listening in

this area's young people.

Do The Right Thing: Spike Lee,

Danny Aiello.

Eddie and the Cruisers II:

Michael Pare.

Licence To Kill: Timothy Dalton.

Turner And Hooch: Tom Hanks,

Mare Winningham.

The Karate Kid Part III: Ralph

Macchio, Pat Morita.

New York Stories: Woody Allen.

Uncle Buck: John Candy.

Kickboxer: Jean Claude Van

Damme.
UHF: Weird Al Yankovic.

Thursday

Front Street

News: Wilmingtunes.

Mad Monk: Waxing
Poetic.

Whats

Jan 18- Jan 25

Comedian Stu Ross played on campus Wednesday night. The show was

sponcered by the Association for Campus Entertainment.

Friday

Windows:
Trio.

Jim Crisp

Mad Monk:
Wrathchild with special

*uest Confessor.

Front Street: One
Drop Plus (Raggae).

Saturday

Mad Monk: Eclipse.

Windows: Jim Crisp
Trio.

Front Street: One
Drop Plus.

UNCW: Malkin

4:00pm Live on

campus. Heavy Metal.

Monday
Ortons: CHI-PHI
night. Two Bands:

Roily Gray and Surfire

Ladies free before

10pm.

Tuesday

Front Street: Blues

Jam Society.

Seahawks: Delta
Sigma Phi presents

Impulse Ride. $4 for

under 21. $3 for 21

and older.

For more info

call:

Mad Monk:
3950280

Ortons:

763-5955
King Fash's

Oarhouse:
762-4891

ACE:
395-3842

Front St. New*:
763-1240
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LEAPS Is Revamped

BY HOM.V PRTPF
STAFF WRITER

Formerly called LEAPS, WE,
Wilmington Excellence
organization was formed last

March. Since then the group

which is made up of many
UNCW faculty members,
Carolina Power and Light

Company, and various
community business leaders, has

been very busy.

Wilmington was selected by

NC Department of Commerce and

by Carolina Power and Light as

one of two experimental efforts to

explore ways that a community
can achieve growth while

maintaining its quality of life.

Walter DcVrics, the Executive

Director of the Institute of

Politics, talked with a wide range

of people in leadership positions

in Wilmington to get names of

men and women considered to be

leaders in Wilmington and who
had the time and commitment to

made valuable contributions to

this committee. Carolina Power

and Light engaged the assistance

of the A.D. Little consulting firm

to do training and team building

with the committee and start it

functioning.

WE's goal is to come as close

as possible to achieving

excellence in all aspects of life in

the Wilmington area and, in so

doing, to achieve beneficial

growth that improves the standard

of living.

The objectives the

organization has been looking at

are 1). To enhance the

environment and quality of life

and improve the standard of living

for the Wilmington area. 2) To

create a cadre of well informed

citizens who will actively

participate in community decision

making. 3.) To create a think

tank for the community,
researching ideas and issuing

reports and recommendations. 4.)

Create and mobilize a community

interest constituency who will

help formulate and implement

action plans.

There are 24 members of the

main body of the organization.

These members arc divided into

subcommittees which study areas

of concern within the
community, and bring
recommendations for action back
to the board. Currently

functioning subcommittees
include Education, and Drugs and
Leadership. Sub-committees will

add members from the
community as they see need for

more expertise in a particular

area.

The monthly meetings take

place at UNCW. George Bair,

special Assistant to the
Chancellor, is the facilitator for

the organization which means he
organizes the meetings. "UNCW
is basically a host to WE. We're
just here to help," he stated.

"After the first of the year the

subcommittees will be giving

their reports and then things

really get going," George Diab,

chairperson ofWE commented.

FEIN
CANCUN

BATAB HOTEL $359 MARGARITA $389

TERRAMAR $439 AQUAMARINA $489

INTERCONTINENTAL $529

Complete Fxesta Vacation Includes RT Airt
RT Airport Transfers; 7 Nites Choice Hotel}
Plenty of Fun k Social Activity like Beach
Olympics, Parties, Contests, etc.; Savings
on Local Tours, Entertainment, Shopping,
Dining, Drinks, etc.; Free Cover Charges
at Several Clubs; Hotel Tax; Much More!

PARTY IN THE CARIBBEAN! SIGN UP TODAY!
FORM YOUR OWN GROUP AND EARN FREE TRAVEL!

CALL SCOTT FORE (919) 392-4099
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RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

GOO Sgl

merecUth
college

Interested

in a Career
as a Paralegal?
Legal Assistants Program
Meredith College

• A certificate program open to qualified women
who have a baccalaureate degree

• Approved by the American Bar Association

• Intensive summer schedule May - August,
or part-time evening schedule September - August

Our placement service for graduates is without fee to

employer or graduate.

Applications Deadline (or the 1990 Summer Program: March 15, 1990 I'or details,
contact: Legal Assistants Program, Continuing Education, Meredith College,

3800 Hillsborough Street, Raleigh, NC 27607-5298 (919) 829-8353

Meredith College admits women students without regard to nice, creed, imlioiml or ethnic
origin, nge or liandicup.

YOUR UNCLE WANTSTO PAYFOR COLLEGE.
RUT ONLY IFYOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.

Army ROTC offers qualified students two-

year and three-year scholarships that pay

for tuition and required educational fees

and provide an allowance for textbooks

and supplies.

You'll also receive up to a $1000 grant

each school year the scholarship is in effect.

So find out today if you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Find out more. Call Captain Shelley Mahood, University of North
Carolina at Wilmington ouilding 16, 395-3 734.

1-800-622-4262

'Mi gcACH
£A£- °^ i r

All you can eat SALAD BAR $2.49

QUICHE and SALAD BAR $3.69
SOUP and SALAD BAR $3.49

Lunch and dinner specials include

SALAD BAR!
"LITE LUNCH" specials

3 \j t^t P>—
BIG BILL BURGER

3/4 pound of ROBERT'S fresh ground beef

cooked to order

"BIBS ON REQUEST!"
also: deli sandwiches and

HOMEMADE CHICKEN SALAD! .*

HOMECOOKED MEALS
Daily lunch specials:

COUNTRY STYLE STEAK
CHICKEN -N- PASTRY

POT ROAST with carrots and potatoes

BAKED CHICKEN
FRIED FLOUNDER

$3.39-$399 with veggies and salad bar

CATCH OF THE DAY
in the evening we offer

GRILLED SEAFOOD SPECIALTIES-
SCALLOPS, SHRIMP, SNAPPER,

GROUPER, MAHI-MAHI, etc.

$699-$8.99

ROBERTS BUTCHER cuts

and hand trims our beef daily!

RIBEYE and FILET MIGNON SANDWICHES
Thursday night RIBEYE special with

green beans, stuffed potato, & salad bar $5.99

Saturday night FILET MIGNON & SHRIMP $7.99

ROBERTS DELI
38 N.LUMINA WRIGHTSVILLE BEACH

256-9708 (in the Crest building)

BRING YOUR PARENTS!
Evening Dinner Specials-

CHICKEN DIJON $5.99

SCALLOPS & BROCCOLI ALFREDO $7.99
BBQ RIBS $4.99

CHICKEN MARINARA $6.99
SHRIMP TEMPURA $6.99

Monday-Friday
11-2:30 & 5:30-9

Saturday and Sunday

11-9

.^^^^^^mmmm MMMMMM^ HMk M
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LivWELL In The 90's
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Although cold
viruses are prevelent

year round ,
flu

illnesses are usually

present with the

abrupt onset of:

1) fever of 100 degrees

or greater

2) plus bodyaches

3) plus headaches

4) plus cough

If the symptoms can be

controlled by TYLENOL
(Not ASPIRIN), bedrest

and plenty of fluids,

then students can
usually administer
SELF-CARE.

If, however, the above
symptoms are present,

students must be seen
at the Student Health
and Wellness Center
within the first 2 4

hours of the onset of

symptoms to receive a

prescription for the

anti-viral flu
treatment. THIS
MEDICATION IS ONLY
EFFECTIVE IF BEGUN
EARLY IN THE COURSE
OF THE ILLNESS.

Any students who are

known to have chronic

illnesses (i.e. asthma,
diabetes, heart
disease) with flu-like

symptoms must be
seen promptly.

These messages brought to you by:

Office of Health Promotion/Livwell

University

American

Union
College

104

Health Association

U.S. Dept. Health & Human Services

You can tell a bird by
the color of its

feathery

Always bring your
validated student ID

card to each visit to

show to the
receptionist, before
signing in at the front

desk, Also, you will

need to fill in a check-

in form EACH visit.

Hide and seek is not

played here.'

If you have symptoms,
i.e. bumps, rashes,

fever, etc., don't
hesitate to tell the

health care provider.

If you are taking any
medicine, tell us. Don t

hold back important
information.

Show and Tell is not Be a smart Seahawk--

done here. not a dead Seahawk!'

Your medical records

are strictly
CONFIDENTIAL. Only
with your written
permission can
information here b -

released. This includes

professors, friends and
EVEN PARENTS.
"A bird in hand is

worth two in the bush.

You need to inform
your professor if you
are sick and you miss a

class. We don't write
excuses, but your
professor can call and
we will verify your
visit to the Center, but
not the reason for your
visto.

i.e. you get sicker or

have problems with the

Read all labels and treatment,

follow directions, if "You're a big bird now.

"

taking medicine. Do take an active part

Sharing medicine with in understanding your
friends is strictly for health status and
the birds. discuss with the health

Don't get your dander care provider
up! alternatives i n

Do express your treat ment. Ask
questions or concerns questions if you don't

with the health care understand!

provider before you "Viva la Seahawk!
1 '

leave. Don't le a ve Maintain a wellness
dissatisfied. We are lifestyle. Rather than

here to provide waiting for bad health

effective care. habits to take their toll,

Reach out, and touch begin now to develop
someone.' healthy attitudes and
Do call back or return behaviors.

to the Student Health

and Wellness Center if

problems develop,

Headache?

Try Relaxation

Next time you have a

headache, try this

before reaching for the

aspirin. Lie

comfortably on your
back in a place where
you won't be disturbed

for a while (unplug the

phone). Let your arms
rest easily at your
sides, with your
fingers open and
palms up.

Close your eyes
and slowly take long,

deep breaths. Focus
your mind on your
breathing. When other

thoughts come t o

mind, gently put them
aside for another time
and refocus on your
breathing. With each
inhalation, imagine
you are drawing a

soothing stream of

light into your
abdomen. With each

exhalation, imagine
you are releasing your

anxieties.

I nhale and
exhale at least ten

times, as slowly and as

deeply as possible.

Next focus on
relaxing the muscles in

each part of your
body. Start by silently

telling your toes to
relax. Then work
through your ankles,

calves and thighs,
telling each in turn to

irelax.

Visualize the
muscles going limp,

becoming as soft as
putty. With each easy
breath, feel your
muscles loosen.

Continue worlting up
your body, through
your pelvic area,
stomach, lower back,

upper back, shoulders

and chest. Relax your
arms, including your
fingers.

Finally, spend a

few moments relaxing

your face: the
forehead, eyebrows,
eyes, cheeks, ears;

jaws, lips and tongue.

Picture your scalp
loosening.

This relaxation
process should take 10

to 20 minutes. Once
you've finished, you
should lie quietly,

basking in the sense of

relaxation for a few
minutes. I m ag ine
yourself floating on a

cloud. Come to life

slowly by gently
stretching.

Once you start relaxing

yourself, the days of

reaching for the
aspirin bottle may be
over.

\ I I I \ MOM • All IN I ION
• A I I IN I ION •

•SPECIAL NOTICE ron UNCW
FEMALE STUDENTS*

riFw tat sME/\n rouciFS rnoM mif.

SIUDEIM MFAI HI AND WELLHFSS CEIHFn
FITECllVF. JANUARY 15. 1990

F'nlinnic; Mln y rlioo^o on^ option ipqmrlinq
iho co^i lot rnp ntiteftrs:

• Ppy JtS 0(1 cash nl Iho liino ol vKil (MO
rhorlc; oi iitonoy oirtot";)

on

Ro billed n loo nl $ 1 5 00 by A^nola
(,'no<;l PnlholnqirK

• Ro'iliun pnp Sllteftl «!ciopninq will bo
oiioiod hy appointment (Number ol

appointments miy bo limiird. nlno. Iltere

will bp n rhniqo lor any "lollow-np" pap
•smoat

)

Don't let this

or this

happen to you!

BF SMARI RRitir, cash'

v
l m 1?!'"

mini r m in *iiin »i i hi -~. rtu >
•

S T K

nutttni

itAn

tLATt

AliAXmi

UlAJJiSIAR?
CTAH Is a newly orflfinlzod partnership ol student |reer

educators dedicated to raising the nwaieness ol main and
(•male students at UNCW about the scope ol the problem

of acquaintance ra|*» they provide educational

opportunities lor students to li«lp them under slant the

complexities ol Hie Issuos Involvod

WllOJiAN Mi A MIIMDltt Of STAR?
A member ol STAR should eihlbll a wlllltiRnoss lo

volunteer his/her lime lo educating Hie University

community about acquaintance tape Among the

qualifications, STAIi members must be students with a

genuine concern regarding the Issues surrounding seiual

assault on campus In addition, members must l>o

assertive, able lo speak well and easily In It out ol a

group, and willing lo go through training during the

Spring Semester STAR memtwrs must be able lo commit

• sufficient amount of lime during the 1990-91 academic

year STAR members musl complete all training sessions,

be In good academic standing, and maintain a minimum
OPA of 2 2

AEEL.KAT10N PKOltiUURL;
Interested students should contact Jacqueline Skinner In

the Ulflce of the l>wn of Students. Room 209 University

Union, lor further Information and an application, or call

395 3119

"CHILL OUT"

with a free cup of hot soup
at the

JANUARY HEALTH SCREENINGS
FREE . . FREE . . FREE . . FREE .

.

THURSDAY, JAN. 18, 1990
UNIVERSITY UNION, RM. 100

10:00am - 2:00pm

Height, Weight, and Blood Pressure
Checks • Self Care Cold/Flu Center •

Quit Smoking Tips • Computerized
Nutritional Assessments • Wellness
Tips and Door Prizes Every Hour

Sponsored by
UNCW Student Health and Wellness

Cpnfccr

Office of Health Promotion/LivWELL
For more information call 395-3683

» *mm. <m j>_j_ .

ATTENTION ATTENTION
ATTENTION •

•SPECIAL NOTICE FOR UNCW
FEMALE STUDENTS*

NEW PAP SMEAR POLICIES FROM THE
STUDENT HEALTH AND WELLNESS CENTER

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 15, 1990

Patients may choose one option regarding
the cost for Pap smears:

Pay $5.00 cash at the time of visit (no
checks or money orders)

JOR.

Be billed a fee of $15.00 by Azaela
Coast Pathologists

Routine pap smear screening will be
offered by appointment. (Number of
appointments may be limited, also, there
will be a charge for any "follow-up" pap
smear.)

BE SMART . . . BRING CASH!
ron MORE INFORMAIION CALL 395-3280

STUDENT HEALTH AND WELLNESS CENTER

MH mmmamammmtm Mm i*^***.
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College Enrollment Grows

Transfer Rate Is Low
From Community Colleges

(CPS)--Community colleges

aren't doing their job of helping

"disadvantaged" students start a

college education and transfer to

four-year campuses for bachelor's

degrees, a damning new
University of Michigan study of

two-year college transfer students

claims.

The study found that most of

the students who do transfer from

two-year to four-year campuses

had the grades to start at a four-

year school directly out of high

school.

Relatively few of the students

who enrolled at two-year schools

because they had poor high
school grades end up transferring

to BA programs, Michigan
researchers Valerie Lee and
Kenneth Frank found in their

study.

As a result, they concluded,

two-year schools are not helping

disadvantaged students earn

bachelor's degrees and thus escape

poverty.

"While broader access to two-

year institutions may appear to

increase educational opportunities

for disadvantaged students, it's the

more advanced students with

better academic preparation in

high school who make up the 25

percent who actually transfer to

four-year colleges," said Lee, an

asst professor of education.

"This suggests that the

community college experience

may actually perpetuate rather

than ameliorate social
stratification in higher education."

Community college officials

vehemently disputed the report,

saying Lee and Frank didn't look

at their schools' overall mission.

"Some university researches

tend to look at community
college success only by transfer

rates to four-year schools, but

"Some university

researchers tend to

look at community
college success only

by transfer rates to

four-year schools,

but that's only one
part of our mission."

that's only one part of our

mission," said Harold Heiner,

president of Whatcom
Community College i n

Bellingham, Washington.

Whatcom's programs include

adult high school, vocational

training and classes for
immigrants preparing for United

States citizenship.

"If you teach somebody to

read, and then they get a job, that

changes the social stratification,"

Heiner said.

"We all disagree with the

study because it focuses totally

on transfer students," added Don
Foster, an administrator at

Waubonsee Community College

in Sugar Grove, IL.

Dale Parnell, president of the

American Association of

Community and Junior Colleges,

said, "For an awful lot o f

disadvantaged students, we're their

only hope. We offer more door*

of opportunity for disadvantaged

students."

Parnell said only one-third of

the students who enter

community colleges ever plan to

transfer.

"I get a little tired of

university professors always
trying to measure us against their

arbitrary standards," he said. "The

average age of our students is 29,

they're working people and two-

thirds of them are part-time

people."

Community college
administrators are overreacting,

Lee said.

"The fact of the matter is

(that) a good number of students

do transfer. All I am saying is

that most of those who transfer

were qualified to attend a four-year

college right out of high school."

"Obviously they didn't read the

report. I'm perfectly willing to

discuss the study, but it distresses

me that they are drawing
conclusions from press releases,"

Lee said.

(CPS)-Thanks to record
numbers of community college

and part-time students, national

college enrollment apparently has

risen again.

For the 10th straight year,

nationwide college enrollment has

defied predictions of a decline, and
has emerged from the 1980s - a

decade which was supposed to see

a precipitous drop in the numbers
of college students and bring on
the closure of some 2

campuses - higher than ever, two
new student censuses show.

"It's fascinating that higher
education is at an all-time high

this year," observed Elain El-

Khawas of the American Council

on Education (ACE), which found

in a survey of 17 states that

campus populations grew 1

percent to 4 percent over last

year's.

"Those who were were
cautious (in their predictions) are

surprised," she said.

While the final nationwide

head count won't be out until

February, ACE's numbers
indicate that as many as 12.S
million students may be attending

classes on the country's campuses
this year.

The US Dept. Of Education,

the federal agency that administers

most federal college programs and

that keeps the official count of

the student population, last

summer predicted about 12.2
million students would enroll this

year, a 1 percent growth over
1988-89.

Two-year and community
colleges seem to be enjoying the

biggest boom.

About 5.5 million students are

taking community college
classes, an increase of 5.7 percent

over last year, the American
Association of Community and
Junior Colleges (AACJC), a

Washington, DC-based group
says.

Different kinds of students,

moreover, are registering at the

two-year schools, observers agree.

James Palmer of the Center
for Community College
Education, which is based at

George Mason University in

Virginia, said that where the

"Best Colleges In America"
Ranking Is Criticized
(CPS)-Charging lists that

purport to rank colleges in order

of their quality are misleading, a

higher education group blasted

US News and World Report in

late December for its annual "Best

Colleges in America" list.

Officials of the National

Center for Postsecondary

Governance and Finance
(NCPGF) at the University of

Maryland said the criteria used to

rank the schools-Scholastic

Achievement Test scores of

freshmen, student retention and

financial resources, to name a

few-don't paint an accurate

overall picture of the schools.

"By and large, we suggest

(U.S. News & World Report)

gather more information that is

contextual. That would give a

better sense of the overall

environment," said Richard Chait,

NCPGF executive director.

But magazine editor Mel Elfin

replied that his staff meets with

college presidents each year to

find ways to improve the criteria,

and that it adopts most of the

suggestions.

"College presidents will argue

against rankings, especially if

they don't do well, or as well as

they hoped," he added. "When it

suits their purpose, (colleges)

will use rankings, when it doesn't

they will decry them."

"The rankings aren't worth a

hoot," Chait countered. "They

are a necessary marketing tool to

sell magazines. Americans love

rankings."

colleges' growth during the

1980's was driven by an influx

of older, part-time students, this

year more high school grads ar

enrolling to attend classes full

time.

Many of the new two-year

college students ordinarily would
have chosen to go to four-year

colleges.

AACJC President Dale Parnell

agreed. "We are hearing from our

colleges that an increasing

number of high school graduates

are enrolling in community,
technical, and junior colleges."

Some of the increases are

huge. At Pellissippi State

Community College i n

Tennessee, the number of
students has skyrocketed by 44

"The actual number
of (high school)

graduates has

decreased but, of

those, more are

going to college."

percent, to 4,702 students in just

one year. Delgado Community
College in Louisiana reports a

record 24 percent enrollment

jump.

Yet such growth can cause

problems for students. "We're

pushed to the limit," said Blaine

Nisson, student services director

at Linn-Benton Community
College in Oregon. "We've had

a lot of problems serving

students."

LBCC's enrollment has grown

by 20 percent during the past two

years, Nisson reports.

Four-year campus enrollment

also rose this year, though not as

significantly, the ACE
discovered.

Boise State University's

enrollment, for example, jumped

by 7.1 percent to 12,586
students. The University of
Arizona also reported a large

enrollment increase -- up 5.5

percent or 35,647 - from the

1988-89 school year.

The growth caps a decade of

steady growth that, according to

demographers' predictions since

the mid-seventies, was supposed

to be a decade of crisis i n

American higher education.

Citing the decrease in the

number of people who would turn

18-years old during the eighties,

observers forecast nationwide

enrollment would plummet,
leaving dorms and classrooms

nearly empty and hundreds of
small private four-year colleges

too broke to stay open.

In late December, however,

the College Board, a New York-

based education association, found

that undergraduate enrollment

actually increased 8 percent

between 1980 and 1988.

"Colleges have managed to

sustain considerable increases in

their overall undergraduate
enrollment despite only a slight

increase of 0.5 percent in overall

freshman enrollment," said Jean
Marzone of the College Board.

Marzone said the reason was
that more part-time students
registered during the decade. In

her report, "Summary Statistics:

Annual Survey of Colleges 1989-
90" she noted that nationwide

enrollment barely would have
changed since 1980 without the

influx of part-timers.

Full-time enrollment grew by

only 1.8 percent, but part-time

enrollment jumped 17.3 percent,

the report says.

ACE's El-Khawas added that a

greater percentage of high school

seniors opted to go to college

instead of entering the job market

after graduation.

"The actual number of (high

school) graduates has decreased,"

she said, "but, of those, more are

going to college.

"It's a matter of the economy.
Industries are hiring fewer people

right out of high school," El-

Khawas said.

Campuses Drop Divestment Activities
(CPS)- The number of

campuses that have sold off

shares in firms that do business

in segregationist South Africa has

dropped considerably since mid-

1986, the Investor Responsibility

Research Center (IRRC) reports.

At the height of student
protest of South African apartheid

in 1985, 32 schools either revised

old investment policies or adopted

new ones to divest themselves of

shares in companies that had an

economic interest in South Africa

the Washington, DC based IRRC
said.

Since then, the number of

schools adopting new investment

policies dropped from 29 in 1986

to four in 1989.

Several factors contributed to

the drop in divestment activity,

including the South African

government's decision in mid-
1986 to crack down on the flow

of information.

"Network news programs were
no longer inundated with the

graphic pictures of the white

policemen beating black
protestors with rubber whips and
truncheons that had served so well

to focus the US public's

attention on the problem of
apartheid," the report noted.

A new federal law banning
new US investment in South
Africa and the continuing exodus
of US firms from the

segregationist country also

dampened college divestment

activities.

Student activists, then, seem
to be the victims of their own
success, the report said. They
have "found it hard to convince

their fellow students of the need

to continue exerting pressure on
their boards of trustees to adopt

divestment measures."

But Richard Knight of the

Africa Fund, a New York based

anti-apartheid group, says college

activists still are pressing for

divestment, and, where that has

been accomplished, are pushing

their schools to drop companies
like IBM, Coca-Cola, and General

Motors that still distribute their

products in the country.
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SEAHAWK SPORTS

Way Out In
(W) right
Field
Chris Wright
Sports Editor

Ethics 101, A course in

Human Relations
"Welcome class to ENG-495-03, The NCAA

rules and bylaws- understanding and administering, a

critical analysis explicating the principles of the

governing body of intercollegiate athletics.'

"Recently, it has come to the attention of the

higher-beings of this campus, including you, Mr.
Rountree, that there is a need for such a class as

this.

"Obviously you are aware of the chronology of

events during the list two years. It is for that reason

that you were assigned this class.

"With my help, you should no longer see it

necessary to cop a plea of ignorance when another

illegal act is investigated.

"Mr. McPherson, Robert or Bob?"
"Robert, thank you."

"Fine. Robert, during last year's CAA
tournament. Mr. Moneytree, Rountree gave you
$300 to pass on to your players, isn't that correct?'

"He said to use it in the basketball program as

I saw fit."

"When exactly did you receive this money?"
"Following a win. In a hotel lobby."

"You've been coaching basketball for 25 years,

most of which at the collegiate level, and you still

didn't see anything wrong with this transaction?"

"No, not at the time."

"Mr. Moneytree, you are a prominent lawyer
in the Wilmington area, is that not correct?"

That is correct."

"You also played Division I basketball, true?''

"Not very well, but yes, it's nonetheless true."

"Then how, sir, given your occupation and
prior involvement with college basketball, can you
sit here and expect us to believe that you had no idea

that what you were doing wis illegal?"

"Objection."

"This is a classroom, Moneytree, not a

courtroom. Further, it is my classroom. Objection

overruled.

"Class can anyone tell me why Mr.
Moncyuee's actions violated NCAA rules? Of
course :K>t, at:d that is why you are here.

"Turning to just about every single page of

your NCAA manual, you'll see that the NCAA
clearly states that is a violation to subsidize the

player;: with money that exceeds the per diem
allotment set forth by the school.

"To continue, that includes everything from
meal money to date money to poker money..."

"No, not poker money!"

"Yes, poker money to airport fare to taxi fare

to extra cheese on a slice of pizza."

"What about our tidy little eight-room
efficiency down at Figure 8 island?"

"Absolutely out of the question.

"Mr. Jones, you are the owner of a pawn
shop, correct'7

"

"Yes, North Carolina Precious Metals and
Pawn, located at ..."

"I'm not really interested in where you're shop
is located."

"I just thought maybe some of your readers
may be."

"Our readers are interested in bringing culprits

such as yourself to justice.

"Hypothetical situation, of course. A player
brings in a gold chain to your store. The chain is

valued at $50. You buy the chain from the player
for $500, know ing you couldn't sell it for that much
if someone had to unhook it off of SI covergirl Elle
McPherson's neck in order to purchase it. Would
you consider this to be a violation.'"

"Why you little son-...."

"Calm down, Mr. Jones, no one is accusing
you of such devilish tactics. We are merely trying to

gain some insight into the mindset of some of our
more prominent athletic supporters

"I would consider it a stupid business move."
"More or less stupid than giving Moneytree

$100 to give to coach McPherson?"
"Buy that chain was stupider..."

"You mean 'more stupid', there is no such
word as stupider'."

"Sorry, buying that chain was more stupid
than giving Moneytree the $100."

"I couldn t help but notice that you said, 'was
more stupid' instead of 'would have been more
stupid'.

"Class, can anyone tell me what the difference

is between those two statements?"

"He did it. He did it. He bought the chain."

"Thank you, class.

"Mr. Hood, you've been relatively quiet today.

Do you have anything you would like to add or clear

up? Perhaps you would like to respond to a former
player's accusations that you often gave him money,
sometimes in rather large sums? You have of course
denied it, but there have been other players who
have said the same thing. Do you wish to respond?"

"No, but may I be excused to run to the

bathroom?"

"By all means. In fact, I suggest I end class by
asking each of you to join Hood in the restroom."

I knew they were full of it the whole time.

Fans speakoutover Hawk's woes
BY PATRICK FOWI.FR
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Must Mac go?, or Mac must go!

Head basketball coach Robert McPherson is in

his last year of a four-year contract, during which

the program has endured two separate National

Collegiate Athletic Association investigations. On
both accounts, the university and the program were

cleared of any wrongdoing

Recently, however, several players have
indicated that McPherson pits his players against

one another, demonstrates little or no concern for

his players, and has even given cash installments to

players above and beyond the allotment set by the

school.

Athletic Director Bill Brooks has given no

indication as to whether McPherson will remain the

head basketball coach. When questioned by The
Seahawk, Brooks was unavailable for comment.

However, several students, student-athletes, and

coaches were asked to share their attitudes

concerning the current state of the program as well

as its future direction.

The majority of the students, including TJNCW
shortstop Trent Mongero. have expressed centum
regarding the current state of affairs and the potential

harm it could do to UNCW.
"I'm disappointed," Mongero said Tuesday

night, "and if this is true 1 think they should put

more thought into their actions before they did it.

"I don't want any bad publicity to come to

UNCW because we have up and coming programs.

You expect this type of thing at N.C. State."

Other students seem to share the same feelings

toward the assorted shenanigans from the athletic

department, namely the basketball program.

"I think they have to investigate to see if they

really did it," said sophomore business major Frank

Colvin.

Still there are those who choose to ignore the

Hawks past digression of NCAA's rules and back

the Seahawks all the way like Wilmington resisdent

Nadja Eady, "I think it's right to find out the truth,

but I don't think he did it," she said.

There have been rumors going around since last

year of the status of McPherson's job. Students and

at least one disgruntled former basketball player,

Jason Moore, have shown dipleasure in the

leadership tactics of the main man at the helm for

the Hawks. Moore left the Seahawks' program
along with other reasons because ot personal
difference between him and Coach Mac. One
student, seemly frustrated by the coaching
department, took upon himself to advertise for a

new leader sporting a poster stating "Wanted: A new
head coach, Apply at UNCW athletic office". One

thing for certain, a decison about McPherson's
whereabouts for the 1991 season will be answered in

the not too distant future. The student forum had

mixed reviews on the coach's plight.

"I think his contract should be renewed.
Everyone should have a job," expressed Nadja Eady.

"I'm not a basketball expert so I don't feel

qualified to answer the question yes or no. The

basketball players don't seemed affected by him. I

would like to see any change that helps the

basketball program," said Trent Mongero.

The rest of the replies weren't as kind.

"If he gave players money, then I think they

should let him go," said Gladys Diggs.

"No, I don't think we should renew his

contract," said Frank Colvin. "We need a change out

there and more action."

The students and the student athletes both have

expressed a displeasure in the recent developments of

the Seahawk basketball program. Still, Mr.

McPherson has not given any of us a losing record

in his four year stay here, which at the present rate

of Seahawk losses may soon change. However, one

can't overlook the fact that the Seahawks have also

been in two CAA tournament finals. Neither can

they ignore the NCAA violations. It is apparent

that something has to be done. The only question to

be answered is where to start.

Hawks off to worst start in school history
CHRIS WRIGHT
SPORTS EDITOR

Winless inside the conference, and almost
outside, you might think that UNCW basketball
coach Robert McPherson is disappointed in his

team's early season failure.

Think again.

McPherson, who in his 25th year of coaching
has never endured a losing season, said there are

several keys as to why his club got off to a 3-10
start.

"I don't think we're a 3-10 team," McPherson
said Wednesday. "I think other teams and coaches
don't look at us like a 3-10 team. We have played a

very tough schedule."

UNCW recently came off a road trip where
they lost to American University, 73-70. on a fluke

three-pointer at the buzzer. McPherson has said

several times that he felt the Eagles were the most
talented team in the league.

So how does he explain a three-point home
loss to Navy, followed by the successful stint at

American?

"I think several of the coaches agreed at

Media Day (prior to the beginning of the season)
that we have an extremely balanced league," he said.

"On any given night anybody in this league can beat

anybody. The only surprise I've seen this year was
Richmond beating (George) Mason so handidly. I

thought they would win, but not by 14."

PHOTO B 1 PI IILLIP LOUGHL1N

Robbie Carter f..V»it: eff defenders under the basket in the Hawks'game against George Mason. The
Hawks lost the game .r.r i.'.g'r first CAA lost of the season. The Hawks are 0-3 in CAA play.

McPherson said he sees tonight's game
against Davidson, followed by a home encounter
with front-runner Richmond as the key to getting

"over the hump."

"It's taken us a while and we just haven't

quite been able to set there," McPhersoni bulu.

kids are improving, uur neid goat percentage was
better last week, and the defensive intensity has
improved.

"We can't overlook Davidson, but a win
against Richmond would be a good start."

Swimmers torpedoed by Pirates 127.5-115
BY SI 171 SHFppi F||p

SPORTS WRITER
Despite losing to East Carolina last Saturday

in both men's and women's swimming, UNCW
swam to first place finishes in 12 events.

The Pirates sank the Seahawks, 127.5-115.5
in the men's competition while gaining a 134-101
victory over the women.

Amy Lewis took first place positions in the
200-meter individual medley, and 100-meter
freestyle events. She was also a part of the winning
400-meter freestyle relay team.

Mary Tartar also placed first in her event, the

200-meter breaststroke.

In women's diving, Mary Beth Mills
dominated both the one and three-meter
competitions. Mills broke the standing record for
the forward dive with a half-twist, capturing a near
perfect mark.

"We just got back from Christmas training

and I worked really hard," said Mills, who broke
personal records as well as recording the Seahawks
highest grade.

Nick Revelas carried the men's team, winning
both the 50-meter and 100-meter free style events.

Although he did not swim his best times, he was
not disappointed with the outcome.

"We trained hard over the break and I was
pleased with my time, considering how tired I was,"
Revelas said. "The competition was tough."

Revelas is the returning conference champion
in the 100-meter butterfly and hopes to wear the 50-

meiur freestyle crown as well.

The men's 400-meter freestlyle relay team
also swam to a first place finish.

Matt Garten won the one-meter springboard
competition.

Clifton Perkins took the 200-meter individual
medley. Perkins was confident he would place
highly in this competition since he had only lost on

two previous occasions this year.

Perkins, who won the event in a time of one
minute, 57 seconds, is only four-tenths of a second
away from breaking the school record, something he
said he hopes to eventually break.

"I expect to break it in the conference
championship," he said.

Coach Dave Allen, despite the pair of
setbacks was nonetheless pleased with his team's

performance.

"I have nothing to complain about," he said.

"I think they did a fine job.

Allen also said that the intense practice

sessions held over the break were beginning to pay
dividends.

"Our depth is coming in more now," Allen

said. "Before we would have two swimmers for an

event, now we have four. The hard work is paying
off."

Sports Shorts...

Lady Hawks drop five straight games, need win
The women's basketball team dropped their

fifth and sixth straight games over the weekend to

James Madison and American University. The Lady
Hawkster's dropped Saturday night's contest against
the Dukes, 79-52. Lisa Williams led all
Seahawks in scoring netting 14 points. She was
followed by Tressa Reese (10 points) and Kelly
Kincaid with eight The green machine trailed the
whole game and never got closer than six points as

the tougher Dukes bounded the offensive boards for

easy put backs.. .The team then traveled up to the

D.C area to take on the American Eagles on their

home court. Reese and Bennet (Jennifer) lit up
the backcourt combining for 21 of the Seahawk's 35
first half points.

Reese went 6-8 from the field and grabbed 4

rebounds as the Hawks stayed close to the Eagles,

38-35. However American pulled away in the

second half shooting 59 percent from the field and

outrebounding the Hawks, 34-29. Reese kept the

Hawks in the game scoring 23 points and collecting

four steals.

The Eagles were led by Felicia Young's 26
point outburst and the tandem of Blackburn (15
pt) and Walker (12 pt)...The Hawks overall records
dropped to 3-6 and CAA mark 0-3 Thursday's
night home men's basketball contest against
Davidson College is State Employees Recognition
Night at Trask Coliseum. Basketball tickets can be
purchased at half price for all state- employees. All

employees are asked to have their SEANC (State
Employees Association of North Carolina) . . . The
UNCW swim team will have a home meet against
Furman University Saturday's afternoon at 1 p.m.

The Hawks are coming off a dual lost by the

men and women's squad to East Carolina (See Stcry
Above). The team will be on the road after the meet
with a contest against UNC-Charlotte on Jan. 27.

Currently the men are 3-4 and the women
are 3-5 . The Hawks set eight new best pcrformace

marks and springboard specialist Mary Beth
Mills qualified for both the one and three meter in

the zone with season highs of 272.925 (1-m) and
272.77.

Mills, a senior, is one of the favorite in the
upcoming CAA Championships. Mills 's high
diving number broke an seven year varsity mark
held by Jill Amos The ultimate frisbee club
is off and running into the spring season. The
Seamen are participating in local tournament and
contest in preparations of qualifying for the
Ultimate's nationals help in May.

... A late, breaking score; the UNCW women
basketball team broke their five game losing streak

with a 64-56 victory over N.C. A&T. Tressa
Reese scored 20 plus to lead all scorers. The
Hawks up their record to 6-5 for the season. The
Hawks once again got backcourt help from L*«"
Williams and Kelly Kincaid.
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SimmonsNamed NewDean
New Union Nam* Cnntetf

The University Union will soon have two buildings to

meet the many and varied needs of the campus. As

that growth takes place, a new name is needed for the

new building going up on the site of the old

Warehouse. The University Union is sponsoring a

contest to select the name for that new building.

The new facility will house the post office and an

increased number of student mailboxes, an expanded

[ame room, a snack bar/coffee house with stage, dance

Joor, and projection TV, a large lobby lounge and

fathering place, the university personnel office,

neeting room, and a large multipurpose room holding

ip to 650 people for dances, movies, receptions,

(lays, banquets, meetings and workshops, and

pthibits. A committee of students, faculty and staff

vill review all entries. Entrants may submit more

than 1 name on the entry form . The winning entry

must convey the meaning of the facility and its many

uses to students, faculty, staff, and visitors. To be

eligible for a prize, the winner must be a student,

acuity or staff member, or an alumnus/a of the

university. The winner will receive gift certificate for

$50 from the UNCW book store and a pass for free

)lay in the University Union Game Room for the

remainder of the semester.

Entry forms are available at the University Union

Information Center. The deadline for entries is

Monday, February 5, 1990. For more information call

295-3285 or stop by UU 214.

BY BRIAN MCMIIRRY
STAFF WRITER

Dr. Carolyn H. Simmons, the current Associate Dean

of Administration and Graduate Affairs at the University

of Colorado at Denver was named Dean of the UNCW
College of Arts and Sciences on Thursday, January 12.

According to Associate Vice Chancellor of Academic

Affairs, Dr. James McGowan, the position was vacated

by Dean Daniel Plyler who retired in order to devote more

time to teaching and research. Currently the job is being

held by Acting Dean, Dr. Joanne Seiple. Dr. Seiple will

remain the Acting Dean until this summer.

Simmons, a native of Manchester, Connecticut, has a

very strong background in education and administration.

According to a news release from the UNCW University

Relations Department, she earned a Bachelor of Arts

degree in English at Wellesley College in 1962 and went

on to receive a Master of Arts degree in psychology in

1964 from the University of Kentucky. In 1967,

Simmons received her Ph.D. in Social Psychology, also

from the University of Kentucky. From 1967 to 1970,

she was an Assistant Professor of psychology at the

University of Colorado at Denver and from 1976 to 1985

she was an Associate Professor. Simmons was named

acting Associate Dean for Undergraduate and Academic

Affairs in 1984 and 1985. Her current position as

Associate Dean for Administration and Graduate Affairs

has been held since 1987.

The Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences is

responsible for budgeting and supervision of sixteen

different departments. Furthermore, the dean oversees

hiring and promotion of faculty within the departments.

The largest of five academic areas at UNCW, the College

of Arts and Sciences includes English, Foreign

Languages, Psychology, Speech Communications,
Biological Sciences, Chemistry, and Creative Arts.

Dr. Daniel Plyler retired from the position effective

July 1, 1989 after serving as dean for fifteen years. Under

Plyler, the first dean of the college, the number of faculty

"She's a person with the vision to

be a leader and she has the skills

to carry out her vision."

grew at a time when faculty growth at other universities

was very slow. Dr. Plyler stated that his favorite part of

the job was faculty recruitment. He said that applicant

pools of 100 or more were not uncommon and that

UNCW had obtained some very qualified professors. Dr.

Plyler is now working in his home field of Marine

Biology. He has spent the year developing a new course

in plant growth development. Furthermore, he is doing

research several days a week at the UNCW Center for

Marine Science Resources. Plyler said that while he
enjoyed every aspect of his job as dean, "I missed the

rewarding interaction with the students."

Dr. Plyer did not want to participate in the selection

process of his successor but he said that he would be

available for ". . .any advice she wants to seek."

He went on to say that Simmons had a great deal of

experience in such an administrative role and he

emphasized that she was well qualified. He seemed to feel

that if his help is needed, it will be in the transition

phase.

The selection committee wanted someone with both

administrative experience and the qualifications to be a full

professor. Dr. Simmons seems to have made a very

favorable impression on the committee, Simmons has a

vision for liberal arts education. "She's a person with the

vision to be a leader and she has the skills to carry out her

vision. We're excited to have her as our dean," he said.

During a telephone interview from her office in

Denver, Dr. Simmons said that she was attracted to the

position because, "UNCW is a campus with great

potential for growth and development."

She went on to say that she liked the faculty members

on the selection committee and that she heard wonderful

things about the UNCW student body.

Dr. Simmons and her husband Roger, a physician, will

move to Wilmington in July. They have two sons, one

of whom is a senior at Stanford University and the other

is a second year veterinary student at Colorado State

University.

Become A Better Pool Plaver

Have you always wanted to walk up to the pool table

nd make that perfect shot? If your answer was

YES", take the first step in that direction on

ednesday, January 31 in the University Union Game
oom. Frank Tullis, a nationally ranked 9-ball

player, will lead two clinics for interested students,

ulty, and staff. The 6:30 pm clinic is designed for

egmricii. Intermediate and more advanced players

Should attend at 8 pm.

Sign up now at the Information Center. The clinic

will be free for the first three registrants, $2 for

everyone else. Register now if you want to become a

better billiards player.

AIDS in Africa: Education and Prevention

in Zimbabwe

Faculty, staff and students are invited to an informal

reception and discussion by guest speaker David

Wilson, Assistant Professor of Psychology at the

University of Zimbabwe. Currently, AIDS infection

in Africa is most often spread by heterosexual or

mother to infant transmission. Validation forms for

student attendance will be available. Light

frefreshments will be served from 12:30-1:00 pm and

the discussion will be from 1:00- 2:00 pm at the

Hawks Nest in the University Union on Wednesday

January 31, 1990. Sponsored by the UNCW
Department of Psychology, Office of Health

Promotion/LivWELL and Chancellors Standing

Committee Regarding AIDS.

Rpprial fllvmnirs Program Needs Coaches

The New Hanover County Special Olympic Program

needs Coaches to train Athletes for local spring track

and field events prior to April 1 1, 1990. The training

sessions will be on Thursday, January 25, 1990 at

Trask Coliseum. Two training sessions will be offered

9-10 am and 5:30-6:30 pm at Trask Coliseum. For

more information, please contact Dr. Sue Combs at

395-3262 or Kathy Kittleson or Michael Clark at the

Wilmington Parks and Recreation Department at 341-

7860.

AA Meeting
AA meeting every Friday at 3 pm in UU 210. Come
join us!

Student Leadership Conference

The Student Leadership Conference will occur on

January 27th from 9 am until 5 pm in the University

Union. Registration is going on daily from 8 am
until 5 pm at the Leadership Center, also you will be

able to register the morning of the conference at 9 am.

Faculty Member Needed to Poach

College Bowl
The Student Activities Office is looking for a faculty

member interested in coaching a College Bowl team.

College Bowl is an academic quiz tournament

sanctioned by the Association of College Unions

International that will begin in early February. The
winners from the UNCW competition will attend the

regional tournament in Memphis, Tennessee. If you

are interested, please call Lanka Hanson at 395-3827.

Pfvanpy to Speak on "Chaos. Fractal

and Dynamics

Professor Robert Devaney from the Department of

Mathematics at Boston University will speak on

"Chaos, Fractals and Dynamics: Computer
experiments in Mathematics" at 3 pm, Friday, Feb. 2

in room 100 of Morton Hall at UNCW. Devaney is

the author of Chaos and Fractals: The Mathematics

behind the Computer Graphics. The lecture is free and

open to the public.

-*—

ARA EmployeesVoice Complaints
RV PHILLIP IQIIC.HLIN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

A ripple of discontent among some
Hawk's Nest employees was brought to

the attention of The Seahawk. The

allegedly promised evaluations and raises.

"They keep telling us that 'when they

get to it' they will get their evaluations,"

said one source.

The complainant employees
trouble is centered around the delay of interviewed wished to remain anonymous

Damage to the car was estimated at $500.

PHOTO BY DAVID DIIRKE

Car Hit By Bicyclist
nv DAVID BURKE

STAFF WRITER

Last Tuesday, a t

approximately 1:00pm, a student

riding a bike at the entrance to

parking lot S, in front of the East

Cafeteria, collided with a 1984

Chevrolet Cavalier, injuring the

bicyclist and damaging the car.

The names of those involved were

not released.

The bicyclist was apparently

leaving the parking lot in front of

the East Cafeteria and was riding

on the left side of the road when
he collided with the car which

was turning into the entrance

from Price Drive.

The driver reported that he was

moving at approximately 10

miles per hour at the time of the

collision.

The bicyclist suffered a bruised

and lacerated head, according to

witnesses. He was taken to New
Hanover Hospital, treated, and

released.

The bicycle was severely

damaged and the car sustained

approximately $500 in damage.

Although the campus police

charged the bicyclist with riding

on the wrong side of the road, the

driver of the car said that he

would not hold the bicyclist

financially responsible for the

damage to the car.

Officer James Brown, who
arrived at the scene, stated that

since the collision occurred after

the bike had passed the cross-walk

at the entrance to the parking lot,

he was responsible for being on

the correct side of the road. "A

biker," said Officer Brown, "has

to follow the same traffic rules as

a car if he is on the street."

in fear of reprisals. "We were told that

after three months, we would be eligible

for a raise. We haven't seen anything!"

David Long, Food Service Director,

says the evaluations have been processed,

but that their status is not known at this

time. "Some were rejected, but that was
because they were done on the wrong
forms," said Long. "Also, it says in the

handbook that 'you can be reviewed every

ninety days', but that doesn't mean you
will get a raise."

Long is also concerned that these

people did not come to him. "I can't do
one thing for these people if I don't know
who they are. If they have a complaint,

they need to come see me."

Theresa Ladner, Food Service Manager
at the Hawk's Nest, echoed Long's

sentiments. "I've only had a couple of

employees who complained to me. The
others just kind of joke about it."

"Evaluations are not being put off

intentionally," she continued. "I am new
here and I am not completely sure about

how they do a review. Bill [Estep,

Assistant Director of Food Services] has

been too busy with this bidding process to

show me everything."

Ladner also says most Hawk's Nest

employees have not been with the

company long enough to get a raise. I

have four employees who were here since

last year and they all got raises."

One employee said that the reason they

had not received the raises is because the

sales had not been high enough. David
Long disputes that claim. "It sounds like

someone just got some second hand
information. Although we do have a

policy called Operation Pride, in which,

raises are not given if the sales are not

there, that is not the case right now. Even

so, that is done several levels up the

[administrative] line. I have nothing to do

with that here."

Another grievance aired was that they

had been promised that they would be
eligible to collect unemployment

compensation over the Christmas layoff.

When they went to collect, thev found trot

they were not. "We were guaranteed that,"

said one disgruntled employee.

"We did not make any guarantees," said

Long. "That depends on how long you've

been here. If they were turned down, that

was the state, not us."

"We do tell them that we will put them
in for unemployment," he went on. "We
even fill out the forms and send them in

for them."

According to Ladner, several did draw
unemployment over the holidays.

"They're not promised anything. I did tell

them that we put in for it, but it's not up

to us."

Finally, the unhappy employees
complained that they get no appreciation

for what they do. "They [ARA] have
some really good employees. For
example, we worked extremely hard to get

ready for the bidding. We didn't get any

appreciation for that."

Ladner felt that the employees were

fairly rewarded with the various benefits

they receive. These include one free meal

per day, free drinks, plus four paid

holidays for full-time employees. Also,

after three months they start to accumulate

paid sick leave.

One interviewee summed up their

complaints. "All we want is some
appreciation and some more money. In

order to keep the good employees, they'll

need to give raises."

Long is concerned that he has heard

nothing about the problem. "If their

immediate supervisor is not helping, they

need to come on up the ladder. That is my
main point. How can I help these people

if they want to remain anonymous?"

Ladner stresses the same point. "I tell

all my employees, if you have a problem,

then go and talk to Bill [Estep] or David

[Long]."

About the complaints she says, "1 just

don't feel like it's that devastating that

they should go to the newspaper."

Spring weather will bring seagulls back to the' coast.
Funoro
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Study In Costa Rica
"Wellness" Floors Created

BY SANDY PORTER
WAFF WRITER

Have you ever wanted to

attend school at some of the

world's most beautiful beaches

(with the exception o f

Wrightsville and Carolina Beach)?

Have you ever wanted to learn or

practice your Spanish hands on

without dining out at our local

Chi-Chi's? Have you ever wanted

to see a cover story out of

National Geographic in person?

If you have answered yes to any

of these questions, Dr. James

Sabella and Dr. Ileana Clavijo

have the answer to your dreams.

UNCW and ECU in

conjunction with the Universidad

Nacional (UNA) of Costa Rica,

will offer courses during the 1990

summer I and Summer II sessions

in the South American country of

Costa Rica. The university is

located in Heredia, 12 km north

of Costa Rica's capital of San

Jose.

The first session will be held

beginning May 8 - June 19,

which will be taught by ECU
faculty. The second session

begins June 25 - July 31, taught

by Dr. Sabella and Dr. Clavijo.

Sabella will have a class on

Tropical Marine Biology of Costa

Rica. Courses in Spanish will

also be given.

For six years, the summer
study program has been provided

to the students of UNCW and

ECU. The students actually live

with Costa Rican families while

attending classes on the UNA
campus. While you're learning

the fundamentals o f

Anthropology, Marine Biology

and basic Spanish, field trips will

be planned to visit the Caribbean

and Pacific coasts. The vast

variety of landscapes will give

students an opportunity to
combine observation of tropical

forests, exotic plants, animal and

marine life with recreational

opportunities at some of the

world's most spectacular beaches.

This sounds like a great
opportunity, right? Some of you
may have already packed your

bags, told your parents, broke the

news to the one you love, and
have found accommodations for

your gold fish. But before you
jump on the plane there is the

little matter of payment, in return

for this once in a life time
chance to adventure in the tropics.

In-state cost is $1525, out-of-

state is $2535 and if you're

interested in both sessions add an

extra $950. This may sound a

little steep to the average student,

but the cost includes round-trip

air fare from Wilmington to San

Jose and return, tuition and fees,

room and board in Costa Rica and

the entire cost of the field trips.

So, now your only problem is to

find a job!

Dr. Sabella feels the Costa
Rican program is a "great

opportunity for students to get

international experience with the

classes being focused on a lot of

field observation. The visits to

the Pacific and Caribbean coasts

are a part of the instructions.

Through observation and
discussion we actually teach in

these environments."

For more information
concerning this summer studies

program contact James Sabella at

395-3420 or Ileana Clavijo at

395-3472. The deadline has been

extended to February 15, but early

applications are necessary to get

one of the 24 available spaces.

BY KAREN PATE
STAFF WRITER

Residence students who hope

every year for the perfect

roommate and neighbors, could

see their dream come true if they

choose to live in Schwartz Hall

the fall semester.

LivWell and Residence Life

are forming "wellness" floors in

Schwartz Hall. These "special

interest" areas will be available to

students who share a common
goal of a healthy and positive

college experience.

According to Deborah
Haywood, coordinator for

LivWell, "Wellness involves
leading your life to your full

potential and making a few small

changes and better choices that

add up to a wellness lifestyle."

The offer applies to clubs or

organizations with 18-20
members that live on the same
floor in Schwartz Hall. Students

may select their own members to

live on the floor together.

Living in these areas will

allow students to coordinate

activities including: aerobics,

body building/nautilus, eating

quick and healthy snacks, time

management and stress, study
skills, and maintaining
relationships.

Deborah Haywood and Carol

Lowest Prices In Town
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AND17TH

102 S. 17TH

763-5213

Cooper, an Area Coordinator,

says the activities will be a joint

venture between students and
UNCW staff. For example, if

residents are interested in

nautilus, there would be a regular

meeting time scheduled. Students

could either go to the nautilus

equipment in Trask, or have a

trainer from the PE Department

to come and speak. It will be the

students' decision.

"I don't want students to feel

like we (LivWell and Residence

Life) are making all the decisions,

the students will decide exactly

what they want from this

arrangement," says Haywood.

Residence Life is also hoping

to recruit incoming freshmen this

fall. Letters are being mailed to

prospective residents, and the staff

of LivWell and Residence Life

expects good response to the

letters.

Students who want to become
part of this new project should
fill out an application available

from the Office of Residence Life

and return it by January 26.

The "input, support and
leadership," says Haywood, of
UNCW students will determine
the success of this unique
residence opportunity in 1990 and
the following years.
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Search ForNew Chancellor Begins
BY MAI NfilfYKN

NEWS EDITOR

Since Chancellor Wagoner
announced his retirement at the

regular quarterly Board of Trustees

meeting on January 10, the long
and involved search to find a

! replacement has been initiated.

The process of finding a new
; chancellor began a short time

I
after Wagoner's announcement.
The University procedures
outlined in The Code call for

JJNC president CD. Spangler to

;

confer with Chairman of the

;

UNCW Board of Trustees F.

Peter Fensel to schedule a special

meeting between the thirteen

member board and himself. The
purpose of the meeting will be to

establish a search committee

I
composed of representatives of

the Board of Trustees, the faculty,

; the student body, and the alumni.
' The meeting is scheduled to be

held at 10:00 am on Thursday,

February 1.

Once the search committee has

been formed, it will be

responsible for conducting a

nationwide search to find eligible

candidates. Target dates will be

set up for the selection and

approval of the Chancellorship.

The committee will also be

responsible for publicizing the

the vacant position. After an

"Chancellor Wagoner
has done such a

tremendous job that it

will be difficult to find

someone to take his

place. . .

"

appropriate time interval, the

committee will conduct
interviews with possible
candidates. During this time the

committee must submit a

preliminary report to Spangler

noting the schedule of interviews

of the people it will consider on

the final list Spangler will then

have the opportunity to interview

the candidates. Chairman Fensel

notes that the process will be

kept highly confidential due to

the nature of the vacancy.

The committee will submit

this final list to the Board of

Trustees. According to procedure,

the Board must then select and

"recommend at least two names"

to forward to Spangler for

consideration. Spangler must

review the nominees and send

their names for final approval by

the 24 member Board o f

Governors. The Board of

Governors will ultimately make
the final decision.

Fensel comments,"Chancellor

Wagoner has done such a

tremendous job that it will be

difficult to find someone to take

his place but we will try."

When President Spangler

meets with the Board on February

1, the details of the procedure will

be discussed more intricately.

Six Students Receive Semester

Suspensions For m § $ Thefts
BY AMY PETROCFI.I.I

STAFF WRITER

The Dean of Students, Pat

Leonard, handed out a semester

suspension on six students who
were caught and charged with the

larcenous crime of book theft.

According to Detective Willis

of Campus Police, the procedure

by which the students were found

guilty of their crime began with

the victims' initial report of

stolen property. Campus police

were able to match such student

identification numbers with
books that were resold to the

book store and Simply Greek.

According to Leonard, some of

the students admitted to theft

while others claimed they had
"found" the textbooks. Leonard

sees no difference in the two
statements. She states, "Once
caught in possession of stolen

*""goodt without making a

reasonable effort to find the

owner, it is considered larceny by

state law."

All six students did appeal the

decisions that were made against

them Their plea was then heard

by the campus Judicial Board,

which consists of six students and

two faculty members. The
Judicial Board, who felt that the

theft of one's textbooks is a

severe activity, upheld the

decision, finalizing the

punishment of "one semester of

suspension from UNCW" for

each of the students.

"Obviously," said Leonard,

"they thought it was an extremely

harsh sanction." It is her feeling,

however, that "stealing one's

books impeded their academic
progress." According to
Detective Willis, the rash of book

thefts occurred, for the most part,

during the end of the semester and

finals week. Leonard is

like to see students think twice
when it comes to this matter.

Those students who became

innocent victims can avoid this

situation by marking their books

and by making use of lockers in

the cafeteria. In the event that

books are found, they should be

returned to the lost and found (at

the Univerisity Union
Information Center), or to

campus police, or to the academic

department to which the book
belongs.

"I don't want to suspend
anymore students," states

Leonard. "My goal is to keep

students in school if they belong

there. Perhaps we won't
encounter this situation again."

sympathetic to the stress that was
experienced by victimized
students during that time.

As a result of unfortunate

events, Leonard stresses the

seriousness of the violation and

comments, "if a student is going

to steal, he/she will face very

strict consequences." She would

Legal

Services

Coming
RV HOU.Y PRICE

STAFF WRITER

Effective next week UNCW
students will be eligible for free

legal services and advice. A year

and a half ago a program was
suggested. Since then the SGA
has looked into different services

and prices. "We looked at

different universities and what
they had done. We quickly ruled

out hiring one lawyer because of

expenses," Jim Humphries, SGA
president stated.

They finally settled on Delk,

Flaherty, and Swanson Law firm

of Lenoir, NC. Jim Humphries
explained the service as follows,

"A one eight hundred number will

be available to students who have

paid their student government fee

of nineteen dollars. Legal advice

will be offered 24 hours a day by
simply picking up the phone."

For college students who don't

have the money for legal

consultation, this can answer
questions for them and refer them
to a lawyer if one is needed. If a

student is thrown in jail at spring

break, for instance, they may call

this service first before calling

their parents. Many college
students have disputes with their

landlords and many get taken

advantage of. Delk, Flaherties,

and Swanson law firm will write

letters to landlords or make a

phone call in representation of the

student. These are just a few of

the kinds of problems which they

will try and help solve.

The North Carolina Bar
Association must give approval
of the contract between SGA and
the law firm. The Bar
Association doesn't meet until

April, but a tentative approval

has been given.

Charles Mauney, Chief Justice

of the SGA, has been the main
contributor in getting a service

for the students here at UNCW.
"I feel there is a 99% chance that

the NC Bar will approve our
contract," he states. Until next
August the program is on a trial

basis.
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LOOSE SCREWS by Joseph Morton

Student DeniedFBI
Files By Court

(CPS)--A State University of

New York - Plattsburg student has

lost an appeal to get a look at the

Federal Bureau of Investigation's

(FBI) file about him.

The Third Circuit U.S. Court of

Appeals in Philadelphia ruled Jan. 8

that the FBI did not have to let

student Todd Patterson , 18, see his

own file, started because Patterson

had written the FBI six years ago
seeking information about the

Soviet Union for a junior high

school class project

The court said the file's contents

were covered by"state secrets

priviledge," and thus could not be

obtained through the Freedom of

Information Act.

"The FBI's position always was
that they had the right to
investigate him and the right to

maintain his file," explained Asst.

U.S. Attorney Susan Cassell, who
argued the case for the bureau.

Patterson might appeal the
decision said his lawyer, Frank
Askin, a Rutgers University law
professor.

"Tentatively, I'd say yes, but the

final decision hasn't been made,"
he said.

"I would have thought that the

FBI would have more to do with
their time than follow a teenager

around," mused Edward Martone of

the New Jersey American Civil

Liberties Union, which argued the

case for Patterson.

It may still have nothing better

to do. In 1989, Patterson wrote

FBI offices around the country to

discover if they, too, had files on
him. Only the Albany, NY, office

responded, conceding it had started a

file about him when it saw a

newspaper clipping about his

lawsuit to obtain his FBI file in

New Jersey.
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THE SEAHAWK

Tk« Stahawk welcomes Utters to Ih*

Editor. These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not he published. The

Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

Utter or to edit lettersfor the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd., Wilmington N.C. 26407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not thou of The

Seahawk.
The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 pm. Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The Srokawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229for the editorial division.

PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
Editor in Chief

TASHA BOONE
Managing Editor

MAI NGUYEN
News Editor

CHRIS WRIGHT
Sports Editor

PATRICK FOWLER
Asst. Sports Editor

DAVID BURKE
Copy Editor

ALLEN RAY
Entertainment Editor

JOHN GEOFFRION
Production Manager
JENNIFER YOUNG
Photographer
DEBBIE SMITH
National A dvertising

Manager
KENNETH TAYLOR
Local Advertising

Manager
DAN HEADRICK
Advisor

Editori
Combined Tickets:
Who Will They Help ?
An interesting proposal arose in the SGA meeting

Monday night. Some of our elected officials decided that the

student interests would best be served by combining the

President and Vice President on a single ticket.

The Seahawk questions the wisdom of this. The first and

most obvious effect of the plan would be the formation of a

party system on campus. While multiple parties may work

for the benefit of an entire country (or they may not), they

would only serve to form factions and further divide an

increasingly active campus here. We have already seen the

stupid blunders that can occur when student organizations

stand in opposition to one another. UNCW needs unity

right now, not schism.

Another spin-off would be that running mates would
share the same ideas, if not the same fraternities and friends.

Suddenly it would be possible for organizations to engage in

power plays. The one with the largest membership would
be the heavy favorite in elections, regardless of ideals or

goals for the student body.

Some might dispute this suggestion with the claim that the

people who run for these offices have real motives. They
are above such pettiness, they might say. To this, The
Seahawk says, "Bull!"

We do not wish this to reflect on the present SGA, but

let's be realistic. What greater coup for a fraternity than to

take the top two elected positions on campus? Already a

quick glance at the SGA roster shows a high number of

Greeks filling the positions.

Before we begin to sound like we have a case of

"Fratophobia" let us say that the Greeks hold their positions

because they form the majority of voters and they are able to

gather and sustain more support for their candidates. Non-

Greeks seldom vote or get involved in any way. We are

afraid that a combined ticket would become the new front for

Greek power struggles and the interests of the students who
would, in effect, be paying to fill their war chests would

become secondary.

A final concern is that the Vice-President and the

President would share ideologies. Although extreme

differences would hardly be beneficial to anyone, differing

views help to achieve a balance in the presidential office.

They serve to offset one another. The SGA is already bad

enough for going off half-cocked on scarcely planned out

ideas. If the Vice-President is merely the "Yes Man" to the

President, this problem will only get worse. Just look at

Dan Quayle.

**4*arx dww
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There is a Difference Between Joy and Pleasure

How good it is to laugh and feel

the release that laughter brings. It

is all too easy to get caught up in

taking ourselves and all the heavy
issues impinge on our life so
seriously that we lose the capacity

for humor.

Laughter springs from one of
two wellsprings in our lives-
pleasure and joy, wellsprings which
are quite distinct. Pleasure comes
from without; from all that we find

in our world that appeals, that gives

content to that illusive experience
that we call happiness. Think of
all the places you'd like to be,
people you want to be with,

activities that touch your sense of
pleasure.

How do you play? When and
where does the child in you get
loose and "play ball" or "get
hugged" or wander in the secret

garden of your imaginations? We

all like feeling good and spend a

good deal of time figuring out with

whom and at which point we can

move into our environment in such

a way that has the best chance of

producing pleasure. We seek a

career that seeks pleasure. We look

for relationships that do the same.

/

Some of us even determine that a

certain lifestyle or position in life

will bring pleasure and therefore we
work to that end.

There's another well spring of
laughter that holds .-.lore promise, I

believe. It is joy. Joy coir.ss from
within, rather than from without,

.'oy is the happiness of love, a deep
inner feeling that can fill our being

even in the midst of personal

suffering; yes! even when we are in

pain. Joy emerges as we live in

congruence with our deepest

internal values. For me, that

means living lovingly, or to put it

in other terms, to live under the

heart of God.

Joy, then, has little to do with

our external world measured in

terms of lifestyle or affluence or

success. It has everything to do
with discovering our deepest selves

with all our yearnings and
strivings, hopes and dreams, fears

and frustrations and being true to

that Self. If we are true to our God-
gifted self, we will know joy even

if the outward course of events

brings suffering, opposition, or
injustice to our lives.

Even if the world seems to

conspire to deny us pleasure, we
still can live with much joy. I've

known many who lack joy and seek

frantically to fill that void with the

pursuit of pleasure. Much of
partying, much of sexual activity

seems to have that kind of
franticness that speaks clearly of a

lack of joy. Those others who have
discovered the kind of loving that

balances the needs of self with the

needs of others also discover a
wellspring of joy that, no matter
what the external circumstances,
allows smiles, a sense of delight, a

freedom to appreciate the smallest

gifts and insights. Would that we
all could move beyond our search

for pleasure into the deeper, more
sustaining experience ofjoy.

Earth Day '90, Get Involved In Your Own Future
April 22, 1990 may sound

like any other day to a lot of

people and unless you've been

keeping up with contemporary

environmental issues such as

global warming, ozone depletion,

pollution (air, water, and land)

and a seemingly endless list of

other tragedies, that is just what

it will probably end up being-

another day . But, it has been

twenty years since the world has

seen a day as profoundly

important as this; twenty years

since the voice of an
environmentally conscious nation

was heard and acknowledged;
twenty years since a young
Harvard Law School student
dropped out of school to form and
achieve the largest demonstration

in history; twenty years since

Earth Day 1970. And April 22

promises to be no less intense,

for it is the day of Earth Day
1990.

Earth Day 1990 marks the

twentieth anniversary of (what at

the moment seemed to be an

enormous success) Earth Day
1970. Both the Clean Air and

Clean Water Acts were passed

almost immediately following

this huge national protest and the

nation pledged itself to act with a

more environmentally aware
frame of mind. It was an exciting

time for those who recognized all

of the symptoms of a failing

world, especially Denis Hayes,

the young Harvard Law student

whose ideals and dedication

towards nature launched the

modern environmental
movement. Yet, somewhere
along the way
something/everything went
wrong. Not only d i d
corporations and industry (the US
military not being the exception)

dump more and more and more

hazardous waste into our oceans,

rivers, land and anywhere else

they deemed fit, but we as a

nation created more garbage than

the world had ever previously

seen. It is everywhere and you
can't turn your back on i; as if it

weren't. And it certainly does not

escape us in Wilmington. The

Cape Fear River is the definition

of filth: drinking water containing

an enormous degree of lead has

made its way into Carolina Beach

where it was found in an

elementary school; we are

survive for a few more
generations. Industry can be

made to stop using and expelling

into the environment those
poisons which are a threat to us

all. Clean up policies can be
implemented for those areas such

as the Cape Fear River and the

Chesapeake Bay which have
succumbed to pollution. People
can be made aware of the

necessity of recycling and waste

management. That is the main

"Not only did corporations and
industry (US military not being
the exception) dump more and
more and more hazardous waste
into our oceans, rivers, lands and
anywhere else they deemed fit,

but we as a nation created more
garbage than the world had ever

previously seen."

draining our wetlands (a

disappearing habitat of the Lower

Cape Fear Region) to build more

shopping areas and developments;

and Mobil oil will be drilling off

of the shores of the Outer Banks

by the end of^he summer if they

have their way. Where does it

stop? There are only so many
resources the earth can yield.

Then what?

Those involved with Earth

Day (actively or passively) are

not going to fool themselves into

thinking that the world's

pollution will come to a

screaming halt on April 22. It is

not going to happen. But

changes can be made, must be

made if this planet is going to

fecus of Earth Day - to make
people aware of the harm and
destruction that is being dealt to

the planet we all call home so

that they, and not just a group of

concerned people labelled

"environmentalists", will join in

the effort of opening the eyes of

the government, business and

industry to just what is

happening to our Earth.

This is just what seems to be

happening here in the

Wilmington area. The Earth Day

Alliance of the Lower Cape Fear

was begun under the initial

supervision of Andy Wood and

Churchill Hornstein and a

handfull (literally) of others with

an interest. After a number of

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR:

relatively ill-attended meetings
word got around and now a great

many have pledged their support

and their time to this group,
including the Chamber of
Commerce. And students are not

to be overlooked. If anything we
may be the strongest unit

available. Not only do we have
the numbers to see us through a

campus wide program (recycling,

tree planting, etc.) but also as an
outstanding asset to the Earth

Day Alliance of the Lower Cape
Fear.

Though nothing is definite at

this point, the tentative plans call

for a march through town along a

visible route for as many to

witness and join as possibly can.
Music, rallies, and guest speakers
will probably be found as well
As more supportive information

arises, it will be printed.

So, it is up to you, to all of

us, to voice our opinion on April

22 of the awful events taking

place around us constantly;

Anyone can moan and groan from
their chair as they watch the news
or read magazines or newspapers

covering the issues I've

mentioned. Or, they can, you
can, do something about it. It is

up to you.

Get Involved:

-if you are interested in
becoming active with one of the

many committees designed for

Earth Day 1990 call Andy Wood
at 458-8257 or Paula Ackermartn
at 395-0086. There is something
everybody.

--there will be an
Environmental Concerns Group
meeting at 6 pm Thursday Jan.

25 in room 201 of the UU.
-the Earth Day Alliance of the

Lower Cape Fear will hold its

next general meeting Tuesday,
Feb. 6 at 7 pm at the Church of
the Servant on Oriole Dr.

PY PHILLIP LOUGHLllN
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Since last week's column came
out, people have asked me where I

stand on other issues. Well, maybe

1 can briefly touch on a few of
these in coming weeks.

This week was the seventeenth

anniversary of the Roe versus

Wade abortion decision. There is

an issue that I have a definite

stand on. I believe in the right to

choose. Does this mean I would
have an abortion if I were a

woman? Probably not. I don't

know for sure, and it really would
deper..*. en the circumstances.

There, in a nutshell (pardon the

cliche), is my argument for pro-

choice.

A woman in North Carolina

right now has the option to

determine if the circumstances

warrant aborting her pregnancy.

Should she be forced to endure
forty weeks of pregnancy and the

risks of childbirth only to give

the child away or worse, keep an

unwanted child?

What Price, Freedom Of Choice?
If she gives the child up to

adoption, what are the odds that it

will find a home? What happens

to those children who are never

adopted?

Unwanted children were an

epidemic in the cities of turn-of-

enough to be adopted if they are

white and perfect (This is not to

say that other babies don't ever

get adopted, but the statistics bear

out the predominance of white

children.)

Who pays these kids' way?

"I think it is more humane to kill

a person than to force it to live in

a world where it has no purpose
or there is no one to love it."

the-century America. They lived

in the streets and lived or died on

their own wiles. Some found

little menial jobs. Others stole.

Most died early from disease or

exposure.

Today, most unwanted
children are placed in foster

homes or orphanages. Newborn
babies are sometimes lucky

Private organizations support a

major part, but only with

government assistance. That

means us, not U.S., you and rrx

. . taxpayers. This may sound

cold, but I question whether we
should bear the responsibility of

someone else's mistake or bad
luck. And I ask you to think,

how many more of these children

would we be supporting if

abortion were outlawed.
Abortion was the most performed
surgical procedure last year. How
many unwanted kids would that

have put in the world?

I will not tackle the question

of when life begins. I am not a
scientist, I'm a writer. Besides,

that doesn't really matter in my
opinion. I am a proponent of
euthanasia. I think it is more
humane to kill a person than to

force it to live on in a world
where it has no purpose or there

is no one to love it. It doesn't

matter if that person is 95 or a

two day old embryo.

Later, I'll tackle some other

issues. There are plenty around.

Gun control, drug legalization,

the environment, all these are

important issues to me. . .

judging by the papers, they

should be important to all of you
too. Remember, this column is

only opinion. I invite discussion

and arguments.

MMHI *a^a* MMM
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CHRISTMAS

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO $1400 IN JUST 10
DAYS!!!

Objective: Fundraiser

Commitment: Minimal

Money: Raise $1,400

Cost: Zero Investment

Campus Organizations, clubs, frats, sororites call OCMC: 1 (800) 932-05281/ 1 (800) 950-8472, ext. 10.

Summer Jobs

"Job for the summer? How about the highest peak east of the Mississippi?" Positions are now available

,for summer employment Park Attendants, Refreshment Stand Clerks and Manager, Clerk-Typist, and

.General Utility Worker. Stay cool at Mount Mitchell State Park. Apply to: Park Superintendent, Mount
, Mitchell State Park, Rt. 5, Box 700, Burnsville, NC 28714. Telephone: 704-675-461 1.

SUMMER CAMP EMPLOYMENT. QUALITY CAMP POSITIONS. Your application will be "keyed"

into our Computer Bulletin Board of "Summer 1990" camp opportunities for review by many Camp
.Directors who are already looking for staff for this coming summer. They are waiting for your application!

i Thus, with but one application, you will magnify your chances of employment 25-50 times.

These are excellent private camps, primarily in die beautiful Northwoods of Wisconsin, Minnesota and

other prime camp locations. Camp staff applications are available at Career Planning and Placement

Center. Staff Referral Services.

Q
Vote now! Elect M. Bunn as Mr. Snowbunny and G. Spach as Mr. Snowman sponorsed by the Goo
Committee. Hey, Don't forget to recognize condom week. Don't drop it!

Thor, you god of love, bring me your Thunder Hammer. I need another night in heaven.

Your lovin',

Sleipner

To those organizations that boast of unity: Get with it and "do the right thang!"

5430 MARKET STREET
WILMINGTON

Call 395-0280

Thurs 25th
Ben Friedman Band

IBM

Fri 26th

Ice Water Mansion

Sat 27th

Nuclear Valdez

w/ Marshmellow
Steamshovel

& OlderWWVWW-

ANCUN
BATAB HOTEL $359 MARGARITA $389

TERRAMAR $439 AQUAMARINA $489

INTER-CONTINENTAL $529

Complete Fiesta Vacation Includes RT Air!
RT Airport Transfers; 7 Nites Choice Hotel;
Plenty of Fur. & Social Activity like Beach
Olympics, Parties, Contests, etc.; Savings
on Local Tours, Entertainment, Shopping,
Dining, Drinks, etc.; Free Cover Charges
at Several Clubs; Hotel Tax; Much More!

PARTY IN THE CARIBBEAN! SIGN UP TODAY!
FORM YOUP OWN GROUP AND EARN FREE TRAVEL!

CALL SCOTT FORE (919) 392-4099

We have the best selection & latest styles of eyewear!

Ask about our specials & guarantees.

Eye Exams
By an independent doctor

of optometry

Call 452-0550

Sat. & Week night appointments

'GUARANTEED EYEWEAR
University Center 452-0550

Next to Sam's Wholesale
M.-Th. 10-7 e Fri. 10-8 • Sat. 10-6

Daily Wear Soft £
Contact Lenses

Starting at

NEVER A DULL MOMENT!
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ENTERTAINMENT

HEY MAN IS THAT
FREEDOM ROCK?

Sing This: "There's
something happening here, what

it is ain't exactly clear, theres a

kid with a tie-dye on over there,

tellin' me he wished he was there.

I think it's time we stopped, hey

what's that sound, everybody get

in the right decade."

Is it me, or are we caught in a

violent acid flashback from the

sixties? I'm pretty sure that most

of the students on this campus

were born in the sixties, and

probably are not able to actually

remember them. However, from

the looks of a lot of people you

think that they just got back from

a Doors concert or a peace rally.

Why? For some reason we
have been caught up in a tidal

wave of memorabilia for a decade

that started thirty years ago. OK,
the music from that era was great,

but come on and let's get on with

the future and leave the past

where it is. In the past.

I have this scary dream that

mini-skirts and those ugly vests

are going to come back in style.

And if they do what will be next?

Bell bottoms, drugs (well, more

drugs), communal living, and
VW vans? 1 have a news flash

for all you neo-quasi-hippies that

might interest you. Being a

"hippie" was not a fashion

statement

This might come as quite a

surprise to many of you, but here

are the facts. Hippies grew their

hair long to rebel against society,

not to look like the guy in the

Caverecci ad in GQ. If that

shocked you, you may want to sit

down for the rest of this. The
reason that they looked disheveled

is because they lived in VW vans

and ate hash brownies for

breakfast. For some reason the

"hippie" look isn't the same when
you spend two hours trying to

look that way.

The "hippies" as I will refer to

them from now on wercalso very

interested in what was going on

in society and with the

government. The "hippies"

protested to win the right for 18

year olds to vote, reasoning that

if you were old enough to go to

war you were old enough to vote.

The "wanna-be hippies" of today

can't even take the time from
being cool to go out and get

involved with lame activities like

that.

Another thing that needs to be

mentioned is that watching CNN
for thirty minutes isn't what they

meant by "tuning in". Maybe if

the "wanna-be's" spent less time

buying Evian (it tastes better) and

letting their bangs grow they

could find some shorts that don't

look like their fat uncle Archie's.

If you are a "wanna-be" say this

to yourself three times, "Not a

fashion Statement". I realize this

is hard for you, but keep trying.

Why do these pre-yuppies

think that watching 1969 or the

Woodstock video over and over

counts for actual hippie
experience? As Dennis Hopper

said in his new film Flashback:,

"It takes more than going down
to the video store and renting

Easy Rider to be a rebel." "Not a

fashion Statement." "Not a

fashion Statement."

In the sixties the phrase
"peace" meant something more
than what it means today. These

days "peace" is something rap

singers say to be hip hop fresh,

chili cool, stupid neat or

whatever. Something got lost

over the years.

The sixties were a vibrant

time for the United States in all

aspects of government, education,

civil rights, and many other areas.

However, let's not revel in the

accomplishments of the sixties.

We all tend to view those years

with rose colored glasses that

block out the reality of that

decade. For all of its positive

aspects it has many negative as

well.

It is impossible to go forward

when you are going backwards.

To look to the future when all

you see is the past. Get those

bangs out of your eye's and let's

get on with the nineties.

"The cat could

very well be

man's best

friend but

would

never stoop to admitting it."

Doug Larson

Gere Doesn't Need a Chainsaw
Internal Affairs: Starring

Andy Garcia, Richard Gere.

Rating: 6 1/2 out of 10.

It seems that the current trend

in movies coming out o f

Hollywood these days is to make

a story about characters that no

one in the world would care

about. With movies like Black

Rain, Tango and Cash,
Relentless, and now Internal

Affairs Hollywood seems to make
movies with heroes who have few

redeeming qualities.

In Internal Affairs Andy
Garcia stars as an Internal Affairs

Detective Raymond Avilla. Det.

Avilla is assigned to investigate a

charge of police brutality, but

instead uncovers a broad scale

corruption on the Los Angeles

police force.

The officer behind the

corruption is Dennis Nord
(Richard Gere), a cold blooded

killer, sex machine, and
wonderful family man. Does
there seem to be a contradiction

of terms in that statement? That

pretty much describes Internal

Affairs.

This movie starts off pretty

interesting and from the previews

I was expecting a suspense filled

thriller. Instead, after the first ten

minutes you know who the bad

guy is, who will be the hero, and

how the conflict of the movie

will be resolved.

Before the predictable outcome

of Internal Affairs is reached the

viewer is subjected to hours of

Richard Gere and Andy Garcia

trying to out macho and out cool

each other. In fact, Garcia looked

as though he was constipated

throughout the movie.

Gere's character was confusing

because for most of the film he is

either a sick killer who is

sleeping with his friends' wives,

or he is at home with his eight

kids being the perfect father. It

was sort of like Charles Manson
playing in Father Knows Best. If

that wasn't bad enough when he

explains why he has been killing

people he says he did it for his

kids.

Most movies have you excited

or happy or scared when you

leave the theatre. When you

leave the theatre from Internal

Affairs the only emotion you
feel is relief that it is over.

BY KR1STIF UIPTON
STAFF WRITER

Leatherface, Texas Chainsaw

Massacre III: Starring Many bad

actors.

Rating: 2 out of a possible

10.

Looking for a suspensful

horror film to give yoa a chill?

Don't see Leatherface!! The third

part of the Texas Chainsaw

Massacre makes mureder a

laughing matter.

The cannabalistic ramily is

portrayed poorly by nameless

actors. If you are expecting to

see bloodshed, cut yourself before

going. A 13 year old could see

this movie and not worry about

seeing any violence.

Don't waste the five dollars to

see it unless your television

doesn't work and you are looking

for anything to do. However, if

you really get into power tools...

nevermind.

Oassk M©v5(8S ©hi Vy<s©

Dr. Strangelove: George C. Scott, Peter

Sellers.

Casablanca: Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid

Bergman.
The Graduate: Dustin Hoffman.

The Mountain Men: Charlton Heston,

Brian Keith.

An Affair To Remember: Cary Grant,

Deborah Kerr.

A Clockwork Orange: Malcolm

MacDowell.

The Quiet Man: John Wayne, Maureen

O'Hara.

Lawrence Of Arabia: Sir Lawrence

Olivier.

A Song In My Heart: Susan

Hayworth, Rory Calhoun.

jJlJjjgB fro
Sharks Prey: Kiss

and 11th Dream
MARK SCHARAT.A
MUSIC REVIEWER

Welcome all ye common folk

to the Shark's den of music
reviews. I would call them record

reviews, but records are few and

far between so music will have to

do. Before we get down to

today's reviews of Eleventh
Dream Day and Kiss, I would like

to clear the air (though it is

impossible) with some opinions.

For starters I do not like MTV
except for maybe once a month.
I find the VJ's boring and trite.

Secondly I believe that music

should be appealing, and it should

not have a "save the world"
message to be considered good
music. It should be entertaining

and most of all it should be

original. I'm tired of bands that

should be original, but are not.

I'm tired of bands that sound like

one another, and this is one of the

reasons I love the originality of

bands like Skid Row, Drivin n'

Cryin, Metallica. One final note

before I get down to business:

"Censorship is a violation of
your rights."

The following CD's are rated

on a Shark Tooth rating scale.

Eleventh Dream Day; Beet: 3

out of a possible 4.

Atlantic Records

Songs to listen lo-Between
Here and There, Road That Never

Winds, Axle, Love to Hate to

Love, Bomb the Mars Hotel.

I tossed this disc into my CD
player and got a big surprise, a

new group with big potential. I

admit the first three songs were

down right awful, but by the fifth

song I was playing drums on my
notebook. Testify"v/i\l be this

Chicago band's first video, but

this was one of the worst tracks

on the disc. Besides the first

three mistakes, the rest of the

album is raunchy, gritty, gutsy,

get the idea, just plain good. The

band uses lots of imagery in their

lyrics from the bar in Teenage
Pin Queen to the story of Love
to Hate to Love." This album is

currently airing on 90.9 WLOZ
and if you don't have cable check

it out at your local music shop.

Kiss; Hot In the Shade: 3 out

of a possible 4.

Mercury Records

Songs to listen lo-Rise to it,

Betrayed, Hide Your Heart, King
of Hearts, Forever, Cadillac
Dreams, Prisoner of Love, and
Little Caesar

.

The Earth will always be
round, and Kiss will always be,

well, Kiss. I was once one of

those kids who on Halloween
would go as Gene Simmons, and

I even belonged to the Kiss army
once (it'll be a close as I get to

the real Army). Well that was
many (maybe not so many) years

ago, but Kiss is still going
strong. Paul Stanley's voice is

better than ever, Gene Simmons
also is still going strong, and

Eric Carr (who will never be

Peter Criss) does a fine job on the

bongos (drums). Cadillac Dreams
is a great "party" song. It's one
of those songs to sing along

with, dance to, and whatever else

comes to mind. Forever Was
written by Michael Bolton and
Paul Stanley and already it is

being drilled into your head by
MTV. It is a typical slow (love)

song and has no place on a Kiss

album.

One thing I really liked about

this album is the lack of
keyboards. Only one or two
songs make use (disuse) of them.

Almost every song is really

"typical" Kiss material, and by
that I mean it is about sex, drugs,

and rock 'n' roll. If you're not a

Kiss fan you will not like this

album, but if you are, it is a good
disc. It's now available in your

local uncensored music store.

Whats
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Jan 25- Jan 31

Thursday

Front Street

News: Passages

(Jazz).

Mad Monk: Ben
Friedman and IBM.

Seahawks: SAE *

college night.

Friday

Windows: Psalms.

Mad Monk: Ice

Water Mansion.

Front Street: Rude

Dogs (R-n-R).

Seahawks: Tau
Delta Theta presents:

Desperate Strangers.

Saturday

Mad Monk: Nuclear

Valdez with special

guest Marshmellow
Steamshovel.

Windows: Psalms.

Front Street:

Amateurs (Reggae).

Seahawks:
Desperate Strangers.

Monday
Ortons: CHI-PHI

Presents Southern

Culture on the Skids.

No cover before 10pm

Tuesday

Front Street: Blues

Jam Society.

Seahawks: Delta

Sigma Phi college night

Wednesday

Ortons: Chi-Phi

college night. Band. No
cover before 10.

Attention Stripper for God to appear soon. Look for details in the next Seahawk.

For more info

call:

Mad Monk;.. ^
Ortons:

"In
jaR*"**
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Court Rules On Tenure
(CPS)--In a decision some

professors think will affect how
all college teachers get tenure, the

U.S. Supreme Court Jan. 9 ruled

colleges may have to make
certain kinds of confidential

evaluation records public.

Professors usually decide
whether or not to grant their

colleges tenure in secret

discussions and reviews, but the

court said that materials used in

the reviews can be made public if

a teacher suspects he or she was
denied tenure because of prejudice

or discrimination.

"Indeed, if there is a 'smoking

gun' to be found that
demonstrates discrimination in

tenure decisions, it is likely to be

tucked away in peer review files,"

wrote Justice Harry Blackmun in

a unanimous decision.

"We believe the court

seriously erred in its decision,"

said a statement issued by the

American Association of
University Professors (AAUP), a

Washington DC-based group that

represents campus professors.

"We're hopeful that the quality

of evaluations will not diminish

as a result," added AAUP's Jordan

Kurland.

"The consequences," said

University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign law professor Matt
Finkin, "are that people will be

less forthcoming. They will be

less critical if they know that the

candidate may read what was

said."

The case arose in 198S when
Rosalie Tung, an associate

professor at the University of

Pennsylvania, charged that she

had been denied tenure because of
her gender.

Tung said her qualifications

were "equal to or better than" five

. . .the court said that materials

used in the reviews can be

made public. . .

.

male faculty members who won
tenure at the time.

To pursue the charge, the

state's Equal Educational
Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) asked Penn for copies of

what was said in Tung's review.

Penn refused, citing

confidentiality ot personnel

decisions. The EEOC then took

the university to court to force it

to give it the materials.

merectith
college

Interested

in a Career

as a Paralegal?

Legal Assistants Program
Meredith College

• A certificate program open to qualified women
who have a baccalaureate degree

• Approved by the American Bar Association

• Intensive summer schedule May - August,

or part-time evening schedule September - August

Our placement service for graduates is without fee to

employer or graduate.

Applications Deadline for Ihc 1990 Summer Program: March 15, 1990. For details,

contact: Legal Assistants Program, Continuing Education, Meredith College,

3800 Hillsborough Street, Raleigh, NC 27607-5298 (919) 829-8353.

BUSH 4 MIKHAIL GWtBM.'Kv

Meredith College admit

origin, age or liatidiaiu.

women students without regard to race, creed, national or ethnic

When it comes to

cleaning your contact lenses,

the best solution...

is no solution.

ACUVUb' The lens you never clean.

E
•cms

OR. MICHAEL E. 00INS

5030 Randall Drive

Wilmington, NC 28403

392-0270
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ASK ABOUT

2 WEEK
TRIAL!
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"WhenRigAl
tookhis first step,

IknewtheAirForcehad
beenmybest step.1L*.**

"Big Al was born at 26 weeks' gestation, a one-and-a-half-pound premature

mite whose tiny frame reflected his small chance of survival. But today, he's a

two-year-old rascal.

"Many nursing professionals are simply not aware of the advanced Air Force en-

vironment. They don't know about a place where you can learn and grow . . . where you

can move up quickly. My best career step was the U.S. Air Force, where a big future

was born— along with some very small wonders."

The Air

goals,

Air

Force is seeking more clinical nurses— whatever your career

you'll find you can meet them in the Air Force. Discover the

Force opportunity. Call

TSGT FRED MILLER
803-554-8759—Stalion-To-Station Collect

AIR
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Get your buns

in here!
Ummmmmmmmm!
T.J. Cinnamons is

now open near you!
When you need a

lift, anytime' s a good

time for the delicious

cinnamony goodness

of T.J. Cinnamons

Bakery treats. Every-

thing is made by

hand and baked fresh

all day long. Eat in or

carry out in conven-

ient TakeAlong"

packs. Stop by todav

and let us say helfo

with the smell of

warm cinnamon!

I

Put a little spice

in your life.

15% Discount with Student ID

1 1

.

Discount not valid with any other coupon offer.

Order YourPersonalized Graduation

Announcements Todayli
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Computer Field Is Competitive

"BUT YOUQMJT EXCOWMUHiarEYOURSELVB!

IrATUEPOPE OFTHISCHUROU"

/e>fr Market More Competitive
(CPS)--Spring graduates will

face a tight, competitive job

market, most observers agree.

"Things have been slower this

year," observed Peg Hallam,

career placement director at

Jacksonville University in

Florida. "We have noticed a

decided decline in hiring in the

(October-through-December)

quarter."

So have students. "It's kind of

disappointing," said Mike
Farrand, a St. Cloud (Minn.)

State University senior who will

graduate in March with a

marketing degree. "There's not a

whole lot out there."

In contrast to the 1988-89 job

hunting season, when students at

some schools reported fielding

multiple offers, two major annual

surveys of grads' job prospects

this year present much more
sober pictures.

Michigan State University,

which asked 479 key corporations

and employers about their

nationwide college grad hiring

plans, found the companies
foresee making 13.3 percent fewer

job offers to students this year.

It's "a decidedly mixed

outlook," agreed Victor Lindquist,

author of Northwestern
University's Lindquist-Endicott

Report, the other major annual

measure of student job prospects.

Michigan State survey director

Patrick Sheetz said companies

cited a gloomy view of business

conditions in 1990, mergers and

buyouts, increased global

competition and slow turnover of

current employees as the reasons

they had to cut back their hiring

plans since 1988-89.

"It's going to be a big game of

musical chairs, and somebody is

surely going to lose out," said

Sheetz.

Of the six regions Sheetz

surveyed, the best place to look

for jobs will be in the Southwest.

Next best is the Northeast,

followed by the Southeast, North

-

Central, South-Central and
Northwest states.

Employers said they'd offer

1989-90 bachelor's degree
graduates average starting salaries

of $25,256, a 3.3 percent jump
from last year's average,
Michigan State's study found.

For MBA grads, the average

expected salary is $39,840 a 3.1

percent increase. Companies also

promised $33,740 for master's

degrees, up 3.3 percent, and

$37,111 for doctoral degree

graduates.

The relatively small salary

rises and limp job opportunities

seem to stem from an attitude

change from 88-89 when
employers, worried there wouldn't

be enough grads to hire in the

future, scrambled to get the best

prospects.

This year, many of the biggest

Firms are cutting back.

For example IBM, always one
of the most active recruiters of

new grads, on Dec. 5 announced

it would reduce its U.S. work
force by 10,000 employees and
"severely limit' hiring in 1990,

said spokeswonuii Collette

Abissi. "We will maintain a

presence on campus, but w e

really are limiting hiring."

"If a decline in business
becomes pronounced and
widespread, there will be an

immediate and sudden drop in job

opportunities for college
graduates," Lindquist warned.

Recruiters visiting campuses,

moreover, are being more
selective than in the past. "We've
had a lot of contact by
employers, but hiring is a

different story," reported
Jacksonville's Hallam.

"You have to have the right

degree and the right experience or

they won't hire you," said Cindy
Goebel, a fall graduate of St.

Cloud State who majored in

applied sociology. "There's just

so much competition out there.

They can pick anyone they want."

"There's a tremendous amount
of competition," concurred
Jacksonville senior David
Flesher, noting that a recruiter

often interviews 10 candidates in

30 minutes.

At Purdue University in

Indiana, where about 27,000 on-

campus interviews were conducted

last year, the number of bookings

are running at about the same
pace as the last year, said career

services director Richard Stewart.

Stewart, though, is guarded

about predicting a banner year.

"I'm a little cautious that the

market might be softening."

"I don't see some of the big

players like IBM being as

aggressive, but it's hard to tell

what the effect that has," he said.

At San Diego State
University, recruitment has been

just so-so, reported Judith
Gumbiner, director of career

services. "The fall wasn't as

active as others have been, but

the spring should be more
active."

Jacksonville's Flesher, who's

been on the job trail since

October, tried to remain
confident. "I'm not worried about

finding a job per se, but I'm

worried about finding a job I

want."

ACROSS

i Cushion
4 Footwear
8 Fuel
12 Sin

13 Stalemates
14 Eye amorously
15 Frightens
17 Turt

19 Symbol tor

tantalum
?0 Opening
2 1 Container
22 Deity

23 Cry ot owl

25 Rattle

26 Greek letter

27 Sea eagle

28 Be ill

29 Melodies
32 Sun god
33 Permitted
35 Fulfill

36 Martini

ingredient

38 Inlet

39 Cry ot crow
40 Concerning
4 1 Males

mbs
43 Asian ox
45 Conducted
46 Anger
4 7 Symbol tor

silver

48 Write
49 Aguatic

mammals
52 Capital ot Latvia

54 Extremely
terrible

56 New Zealand
parrot

57 Entrance
58 Stalk

59 Pigpen

DOWN
1 Footlike part

2 Part ol circle

3 Fabulous
monster

4 Walk

The
Weekly

Crnsswnrd
Puzzle
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6 Faeroe Islands

whirlwind

7 Composition

T- "
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8 Foodtish
9 King ot Bashan
10 Choir voice
1

1

Conduct
16 Rodent
18 Ancient city

21 Dyed
22 Weapon
23 Courageous

person
24 Spoken
25 Sesame
26 Mire

28 Sudsy brew
29 Oolong
30 Kind ol cheese
31 Seeds
33 HaiM
34 Emerge vic-

torious

37 Irritate

39 Brooks
4

1

Repairs
42 Skill

43 Distance
measure

44 Exchange
premium

45 French article

46 Newspaper
paragraph

48 Eguahty
49 Native metal
50 Soak Max
5 1 Declare
53 Proceed
55 Italy abbr*
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(CPS)--Computer science
grads can expect tough
competition for jobs this year,

but those who land positions will

get a starting salary 4-to-5 percent

higher than last year's tech major

grads.

New grads can expect to start

at about $30,000 a year, up from

last year's average of $28,600,

said Gerald Reynolds, president of

National Computer Associates
(NCA), a national network of

computer recruitment and
placement Firms.

"There are more openings than

there have been in the past, but

it's still a competitive field,"

Reynolds said. "Graduates in the

top third or their class will be in

high demand."

Although breaking into the

field might be tough, there is

plenty of opportunity for growth.
"We need people not only tp

fill the ranks now, but also to

take the field to its next plateau/
Reynolds said.

"The overall national
computer employment outlook in
'90 is for stable, steady,
moderately strong hiring across
the board," he added.

Financial Aid Money Is Delayed
(CPS)-Students nationwide

may be getting only half the

financial aid money they expected

this month, which is a surprise

because the federal government

was late telling campus aid
offices what to do.

Aid officials, in turn, did not

have time to warn students that

they may be getting their college

loans in two installments instead

of the usual one.

And because students will get

only half of their loan now, some
will have to pay a special fee to

defer half their tuition until they

get the second part of their money
later this term.

New rules for giving their aids

checks took effect Jan 1, but the

US Dept. Of Education, which

administers most federal college

programs, mailed letters

explaining the changes to aid

officers only a week earlier, on
Dec. 23.

The result has been what one

observer called "frenzy" in many
campus aid offices around the

country.

"The information has been so

sporadic that we've had tons of

calls asking for help," said Debra

Angstadt of the Virginia State

Education Assistance Authority.

The scramble for help, said

Jacob Fraire of Tri S Inc., a

Washington, DC-based higher

education consulting firm, isn't

surprising because the Education

Department didn't send out letters

explaining the changes soon
enough.

"The Education Department is

still coming out with changes,

and unfortunately a lot of the

effective dates have already
passed."

Education Dept. officials,

however, say their hands were tied

because they could not send a

"Dear Colleague" letter
explaining the changes until

President Bush signed the law,

called the budget reconciliation

bill, putting them into effect.

Bush signed the bill Dec. 19, and
the department had its letter out

four days later, on Dec. 23.

"It would have been nice if

they'd had the foresight six

months ago to send us
information so that we could
prepare students, " said Wilma
Kasnic, financial aid director at

Emporia State University in

Kansas.

Judy Simmons, financial aid

director at Midwestern State

University (MSU) in Wichita
Falls, Texas, has yet to receive

her "Dear Colleague" letter.

For students, the rules changes

will mean that, under certain

circumstances, they won't get the

full amounts of their loans all at

once.

In an effort to keep students

from defaulting on their loans,

Congress and the president decided

that collegians who get Stafford

or Supplemental Loans for

Students (SLS) would get the

money in two or more
installments, instead of the usual

lump sum.

The new rule applies only to

Stafford or SLS loans guaranteed

on or after Jan. 1, 1990.

The installments cannot
exceed more than one-half of the

loan, and the second installment

cannot be paid before one half of
the loan period has passed.

For example, a student who is

guaranteed a $1,000 loan for this

semester would receive $500 now
and the second $500 midway
through the semester.

"It's not so much a problem
for (financial aid administrators).

But students are going to
anticipate receiving full loans and
they won't have the money,"
Kasnic said.

Simmons agreed, "It will

definitely cause problems because
a lot of students don't know (the

loan) will be made in two
payments. Most don't have all of
the money up front, and they will

have to pay even more just to get
their bills delayed."

At Midwestern, for $22.50,
students who live on campus
have half of their tuition deferred.

The whole thing is stupid,

Simmons said. "I have nothing
against trying to lower defaults,

but we're working like crazy to do
that. It irks me because the
students are the ones who get
hurt."

But not everybody thinks the

multiple dispersment plan is a

bad idea.

"I think it's a good move,"
said Gary Nichols, Iowa College
Aid Commission executive
director. "It will strengthen the

(Stafford) loan program."

Since most students in Iowa
had their loans guaranteed before

Jan. 1, they will get the full loan

in one payment, he said.

"There might be a few snags,

but I don't think it should be a

hardship for most students,"
Nichols said.

SPRING BREAK SAILING CRUISE
AN EXPERIENCE IN WELL-BEING

MARCH 3-11. 1990

We will be sailing in and around the Berry Islands on a 67" Ketch Sailboat

Particip<uits crew the boat and learn banc sailing.

Coat: $375.00 per person A $25.00 deposit will

hold a place for you

For information contact:

Bob Haywood OX

United Campus Christian Ministry

'(NCW
i'jv fyKst

Deborah Haywood
LivWELLAJnion 104

UNCW
395-3683

Come and enjoy a week of * __
t_

WELLNESS ACTIVITIES, PERSONAL GROWTH.& GROUP BUILDING

through sailing, snorkling, swimming, hiking, and

good fellowship with friends.

See puzzle solution page 2.^
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Wiggins' FJ's
fcey Hawks f

iW/t

BY PATRICK FOWLEB
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

At last, at last, at last!!!

The Seahawks finally win a conference game in

the CAA. The Hawks blew a 13-point lead in the

first half and survived a tooth and nail finish to

preserve a 76-75 victory.The Hawks weren't certain

of victory until the last possible second.

With four seconds remaining the Tribe
inbounded the ball to a wide open Jimmy Apple
who took a 17 footer from the right side. The shot

missed as well as the subsequent tips by Tribesmen
giving the Seahawks the win.

The Hawks got off to an uncharacteristic fast

start, pounding the Tribe from the inside and from
long range. Major Wiggins provided the offensive

punch inside the paint while Brannon Lancaster, Joe

Cherry, and Adam Porter buried the treys.

Wiggins, who is known for his defense skill

scored a career high 21 pts. He also had five blocks,

one against a possible winning layup attempt by
guard Curtis Pride with four seconds remaining.

The Seahawks blew a 28- IS lead with seven

minutes left in the half. The Tribe, led by rookie

sensation Thomas Roberts and Todd Cauthorn
climbed back into the contest knotting the game at

38-38 at halftime.

During the second half neither team could stake

more than a three point lead. The teams traded

basket for basket. The Tribe made some defense

adjustments at the half and shutdown the outside

shooters, especially Lancaster, who tried repeatedly

to get free for a shot.

That left the scoring for the Hawks up to the

post-up game inside with Wiggins and Byran
Withers. Both forwards responded to the call as they

set picks for one another and the guards.

Following two free throws made by the Tribe's

Thomas Roberts, the Hawks called timeout to set

up how they wanted to play the final minute of the

game, down 74-75.

The Seahawks ran down the 45 second clock to

almost zero trying to find a good percentage shot to

take. Finally Adam Porter fired a 22 footer that

karoomed off the backboard and was rebounded by

the Hawks.
With the 45 second clock off, the Hawks held

onto the ball for the last shot. Wiggins on an

inside feed was fouled going to the hoop with 1

1

seconds showing on the clock. After a William and

Mary timeout to ice the shooter, Wiggins converted

on both attempts putting the Hawks ahead for good.

Pride then drove the length of the court

following a Seahawk timeout. He beat his man,

Porter, by a step but was rejected by Wiggins who
knocked the ball out of bounds setting up the final

scenario.

"I'm so proud of these guys and the way they

played," said Head Coach Robert MacPherson.
"They played in a real pressure cooker tonight and

kept their composure down the stretch."

At last, at last, the Seahawks have finally wonintheC^^w^^m^^^

Lady Hawks scalped by Tribe, 66-61
WV PATPirK FOWLER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The UNCW women's basketball team

following an emotional if not needed win against

N.C. A&T last Thursday night dropped their eighth

game Tuesday to William and Mary, 66-61. The

Lady Hawks, like their male counterparts, can't

seem to buy a win in the CAA conference this year.

Currently the team has a 0-5 mark in CAA play.

"We could have won a lot of games but we

failed to finish things off strongly," said scoring

sensation Tressa Reese.

Reese, who has scored in double firgues in

eight straight games, has been the driving force of

the Hawks this year. She was also the high scorer of

the night netting 22 second half points after being

shutout in the first

Helping Reece in the front court is junior guard

Cindy Makowski and rookie standout Lisa

Williams.

Makowski is a definite three-point threat for the

Hawks. The New Jersey native canned 3 of 5 tiey

attempts against the Tribe. She went 4-9 from the

field, finishing with 15 points for the night.

The junior guard is averaging 10.2 points a

game and is shooting a whopping 40% from three-

point land. Williams is a surprise for Christoph

this season. Currently third in the scoring

department between veteran Makowski and Reece,

this young talent averages 9.4 points a game.

The guard has been playing in Reese's shadow

so far this season, finishing second in scoring in

several games. The freshman is a welcome addition

to the squad who lost their top scorer Charlene

Page.

Page sat out her final year of eligibility in order

to concentrate on her studies and graduate this

spring.

Williams didn't have a good outing against the

Tribe making only 1-6 from the field and 2-4 from

the free throw line. The Hawks started slow in the

contest and fell behind early.

Lady Hawks throw the ball in in conference play. The Hawks lost to the Tribe of William and Mary 6b-

61, Monday night.

"We didn't shooi enough in the early going and

when we didn't we weren't aggressive on the

boards," said Reece They (the Tribe) were keying

on me so I couldn't get free to shoot much."

The Hawks had a nine-point defecit facing them

(20-29) when they started the second half. The
Hawks this season have always started out slowly

before getting into their game plan. "We always

seem to start out slow and not at full force," said

Cindy Makowski.

"Anyone can win this conference. We could

hav<- won any one of our last three games if we
gotten out of the gates faster."

Reece who had been silence in the first period

exploded in the second. "They switched defense

players on me in the second half but I don't know
why," said Reece. "I really didn't adjust my game
plan any. I just beat my player."

The Hawks stormed back with the help of

veterans Makowski, Reese, and Jennifer Bennett.

These three players acounted tor 77% of the

offensive power for the Seahawks.

Christoph's team picked up their whole game
shooting 45% in the second half and 50% from
three-point range. The Hawks also nailed 75% of

their free-throws, an improvement of 25%.
Unfortunately for the Hawks the Tribe elevated it's

game too, shooting 48% from the field. The Lady
Seahawks lost a close one 66-61.

The Seahawks will take on the ECU Pirates at

home on Saturday night. The Pirates are leading the

conference this year with a perfect 5-0 mark. Their

Iastest victim were the Richmond Spiders. ECU is

lead by sophmore standout Tonya Hardgrove who
averages 17.1 points per game and junior forward

Sarah Gray (16.9).

Hardgrove has been named player-of-the-week

two times this season. The Seahawks lost both
games last season to the Pirates and are looking for

revenge. Game time is 7 p.m.

Seahawk track team opens season
RY TAMMY CONNELLY

SEA1IAWK SPORTS WRITER

The Seahawk Track team opened its first track

season on January 20, at the Marriot Invitational in

Virginia. This is the first year the team will be

competing for team points after meeting the required

number of fourteen team members per team. As the

Marriot meet was on an indoor track, Coach Bill

Cason decided to use it as a warm-up for the outdoor

season which begins on February 17, on the Harold

Greene Track and Field Complex.

Cason carried eight runners to the Marriot meet,

leaving freshman team members home to prepare for

their first college outdoor track season. "Our team

will be more competitive on the outdoor track

because that is what we train on," said Coach
Cason. Even so, those who went to Virginia

competed well.

Cason named Karen Mathewson's third place 5k

finish of 18:37, the Performance of the Week. After

completing the mile in 5:42, Jamie Oxendine went
the extra mile in the women's 800m. "During the

first lap a girl spiked me and my shoe was knocked
off. I didn't even know my ankle was cut," she said.

She managed to finishthe remaining three laps of
the race and later had to get four stitches for the cut.

Through it all, she finished second in her heat in

2:31.7.

Coach Cason competed in the men's 5k and
finished fifth in 14:45. Larry Jackson also
competed in the 5k, finishing first in his heat in

15:32. Team members Shawn Brinton, David
Simmons, and Don Scott competed in the 3,000m
finishing in 8:53, 9:09, and 9:25, respectively.

Scott competed also in the 1000m with teammate
Mike Mathewson. Scott finished in 2:38 while

Mathewson was close behind with a 2:41 finish.

Rounding out the day for the Hawks was Jeff King
in the men's 400m and 800m races.

Cason will take competitors to one more indoor

meet at Clemson, but the team is really looking

forward to the outdoor season.

The women's track team is in need of more
members. Coach Cason asks that anyone interested

in competing in either track or field events see him
as soon as posible. His office number is 395-3889
and is located in Hanover Gym.
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Those english courses

finally make sense
You run into literature in the strangest places.

I recently purchased a new shirt. It is a tennis

shirt made by Ellesse, the exuberantly over-priced
Italian tennis designing company.

I bought it because I like to look like I know
what I'm doing on a tennis court, even if my
backhand suggests otherwise.

The front of the shirt is neatly configurated
with a tennis racket and ball, embedded in a sea of
flourescent green, with hints of orange spreckled
throughout

The front design is another reason why I

bought the shirt.

On the back, where I failed to look, there is

this brief passage from some author who I was
probably supposed to encounter any one of the four
times I took the class, "Great British Writers".

His last name wasn't Grizzard. and his first

name wasn't Lewis, so obviously, 1 didn't recognize
him.

The passage, interestingly enough, makes
sense. This probably explains why I had never read
anything by him before. One of the prerequisites for

the stuff you read in literature classes is that it can't

make sense.

Anyway, the dude's name is Rudyard Kipling.
I have since learned that he wrote, among other
things, The Jungle Book.

H« also wrote a poem tided "If," from which a

passage mysteriously appears on the back of my
shirt.

Despite the fact that Lewis Grizzard didn't
write it, I still took the time to read it.

"If you meet with Triumph and Disaster

And treat those two imposters just the
same..."

I think even I can understand this one. As a

matter of fact, I used this basic theme of human life

and applied it to a match I played just the other day.

I was serving. That was the "triumphant" part

that Kipling was talking about.

The guy returning my serve nailed one down
the line, forcing me to hit a running backhand,
clearly one of my least potent weapons in an
otherwise omnipotent game. This was the

"disaster."

Obviously, without having the knowledge of
this Kipling quote stored away, there was no way I

would win the point. I treated the ball in a manner
similar in style to the way Mike Tyson treats his

opponents.

Upon reflection, which incidently is one of the

English majors' foremost favorite things to do, I

realized just how poorly I reacted.

If only I would have "treated the down-the-line
smash with the same..." as I had treated my serve.

Surely, I would have glided over, McEnroe- like,

coiled like a vpnnmniK rnhra. and unlcachprl the

smoothest crosscourt backhand this side of Boris

Becker's. Instead, I drove it into the net quicker than

a new ZR-1.

My opponent, who probably has neither

bought a shirt like mine, nor read any Kipling in

his entire life, would have folded like a freshly

printed newspaper.

Approaching the twilight of my college days, I

pretty much realized that a career in tennis is out of

the question. But now there appears some hope.

I once studied for a literature exam by telling

myself 'this would be the last time I would ever

have to read this'. This is no longer necessary

because I now have a golden solution. One that will

enhance my tennis game, as well as my grade-point-

average.

Literature and sports. Kipling and I. Imagine
that.

Just wondering, did Shakespeare ever write

anything about correcting a slice, or was golf just

another four-letter word?

-;3ftaRTS
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Spiders capture Hawks in Web

PIDTO BYHIUXirUOUCKlUN

Unidentified Hawk player battles under the board with a Richmond opponent in the Hawks 71-60 home

lost to the Spiders last Saturday night. Brannon Lancaster was the top scorer for the Hawks with 17 points.

BY PATRICK E^WI.FR
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

To say the Seahawks got off to a slow start last
Saturday night against the Richmond Spiders would
be an understatement. The Hawks managed to score
only four points in over nine minutes of play while
their rivial was burning the nets for 22 points.

The Spiders were led by All-Conference guard
Kenny Atkinson and forward Curtis Blair as the
Seahawks lost their fifth consecuetive CAA contest
71-60. Atkinson had a near perfect grime. The six-
foot senior shot 5-7 from the field, 4-5 from three-
point stripe, and was a perfect 4-4 from the line,
netting 20 points. Blair used a strong second half to
add 19 points for the Spiders.

The Hawks trailed by as many as 18 points in
the first half prompting Coach MacPherson to call a
time-out at thel0:19 mark down 22-4. Strong man
to man defensive play coupled with Major
Wiggins's four blocked shots kept the Hawks in the
game. However the 12 turnovers and 36% shooting
hurt the Hawks offensively. The lead fluctuated from
16 to 18 points until the 2:40 mark. Following
another timeout, the Hawks rallied and rattled off
five unanswered points on Joe Cherry's trey and
layup. The Hawks headed into the lockeroom down
30-17.

"We always seem to dig ourselves in a early
hole," said guard Brannon Lancaster.

In the second half the Hawks whittled away at
the Spider's lead. 12 times they were able to cut the
margin to under ten points (Twice to seven).
Lancaster who had taken only one shot in the first
half caught fire in the second hitting five three
pointers and finishing with 17 points. Fellow guard
Cherry chipped in with three treys of his own and
15 points. Still it was not enough, everytime the
Hawks got within striking distance the Spiders
would rise to the challenge. Atkinson would nail a
three pointer or dish off to a streaking Blair who
canned a jumper in the lane. Defense again played a
key role as the Hawks offense could not put together
more than five points string at a time.

The Hawks missed the services of senior point
guard Adam Porter who had to miss the game due to
the flu. Porter had been averaging eight points a
game and was coming off one of his best games
against Davidson where he scored 20 points.

"I won't say that the lack of Porter on tht court
allow us to win the game because I like to think we
would have won anyway," said Richmond coach
Dick Tarrant. "But his absent made my job of
defensing the Seahawks a lot easy. It a shame a
quality player like that can't play."

Hawks crush Wildcats, 74-58
CHRIS WRIfiHT
SPORTS EDITOR

UNC-Wilmington gained its

first victory of the decade as three

players established new career

highs for scoring in a 74-58
whipping of Davidson.

Adam Porter, who had his

third consecutive career scoring

high, paced the Seahawks with 20
points, including three three-point

goals.

Bryan Withers, who scored

13 points in the first half,

finished with a career-high 19.

Withers was a perfect four-of-four

during the first half.

Freshman Tim Shaw came
off the bench to add a career high

16 points, 12 of which came in

the second half when the

Seahawks pulled away from a 32-

28 halftime advantage.

The Seahawks (0-4, 4-10)
opened the second half with a 17-

4 run capped by Withers' driving

layup.

Davidson, sparked by Paul

Denmond's game-high 21, closed

to within, 52-45, midway
through the half, when Denmond
hit a 10-foot jumper from the

baseline.

Denmond scored 13 second-
half points for the Wildcats.

Brannon Lancaster, who
scored 10 points, stretched the

lead back to double figures with a

three-pohter.

Lancaster and Porter
combined to hit on five-of-seven

of their three-point attempts.

Shaw gave the Seahawks
their largest lead, and also the

final margin, with a pair of free

throws

Distinquished panel

makes prediction picks

CHRIS WRIGHT
SPORTS EDITOR

Someone recently asked me
who I thought would win the

Super Bowl.

I kindly asked that someone
not to bother me during the two

weeks of the Australian Open, the

first of four major tennis

tournaments each year.

I then told that someone that

I thought Pete Weber would win

because he is the only bowler

who's name I know.

Come to find out, Pete

Weber has long since retired and

will probably be at home Sunday

watching the Denver Broncos
battling the San Francisco 49ers

for the right to be called "Super

Bowl Champions."

There are two things that I

don't bet against: my fiance

buying something every time she

walks into a Belk's store, and Joe

Montana's right arm.

Give me the 49ers by 28-13.

Our Entertainment Editor,

Allen Ray, says Broncos by 30-

24.

My assistant editor, Patrick

Fowler, claims Californians can

party and the girls there, well you
know the song, 49ers 41-21.

Garten and Mills dominate the diving boards

Men's swim team sneaks by Furman 120-117

"That basketball player who was ridiculed in

your column is here to give you, and I quote, 'A
facial.' Shall I hold your calls?"

BY SIIZI SHF.RFIFI.n
SEAIIAWK SPORTS WRITER

The Seahawk Natatorium hosted the

swim meet last Saturday against the

Paladins of Furman. The UNCW men's

team took Furman with a final score of

120-117 but the UNCW women's team
was sunk by Furman 101- 133

The women took first in six out of

12 events including two by junior Mary
Tartar. Tarter won both the 200 meter

individual medley and the 200 meter

breaststroke.

Also holding two first place
positions tor the women's team was
senior diver Mary Beth Mills, with
nearly perfect scores in both the one- and
three-meter diving competitions. "We
tried to do some different things in

practice," said diving coach Mark
Ellington.

As for the men's performance
Saturday afternoon, Clifton Perkins,
Tom Burket, John Rocco and Tim White
placed first in the 400-meter medley
relay. Perkins also Dlaced first in his

event, the 200-meter individual medley.

For the men's diving team, freshmen

diver Matt Garten dominated both the

one- and three- meter diving
competitions. Garten, along with

fresnman diver for the women's team,

Nina Pino-Marina, are two of the most
promising freshmen divers for the

Seahawks this season.

Both Garten's, and Pino-Marina's

ambition and hard work are strengthening

the team's depth. Ellingtion, who hates

to lose senior diver Mary Beth Mills, has

great confidence in these two freshman.

"Thev are working very hard,'' -.aid

Ellington.

After resting some last week, the

Seahawk diving team started training

again Monday. Ellington admits, "there

is still lots to do."

With only one more meet before the

championships, both Ellington and swim
coach Dave Allen do not plan to take

next weekend's meet lightly. "We plan

o do our best in the championship," sair1

Mien
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Meeting
IFC-Panhellenic will be holding an informational

meeting for all participants of the "beauty contest"

today at 6:15 in room 204 UU. Rules of the event

will be discussed. Call 395-4800 or 791-2135 for

more information.

1989 Fledgling Released

The 1989 Fledgling is now out. Due out last fall, it

is late coming out do to many technical errors and

production delays. The '89 Fledgling is hard bound,

120 pages in length, with some color. Yearbooks

may be purchased at the information center in the

union. Those who have pre-paid, in part or full,

should take their receipt to room 200 in the Union to

pick up their copy.

1INCW Hktnrv Dent To Hold WWII
Discussions

Now at the half-century mark from the outbreak of

World War II, the Department of History of the

University of North Carolina at Wilmington has

scheduled four programs devoted to the major themes

of this costly, far-reaching global conflict. In each

program two professors from the History Department

will present interpretations of the evening's topic

followed by discussion from the audience. The series,

free and open to the public, will take place at 8:00 pm
in Bryan Auditorium, Morton Hall, beginning Feb

12.

Alternatives! Sponsoring Poetry Contest

Alternatives! is sponsoring a Poetry Contest called

"Sobering Thoughts" as part of National Collegiate

Drug Awareness Week. Poems can be submitted by

faculty, staff or students, should not exceed one typed

page, should pertain to drug-related issues, and must be

submitted by Feb. 16th. All entries will be bound and

printed and the top 6 poems will receive prizes ranging

from $30.00-$ 10.00. For more information, call

Alternatives! at 395-3683.

"Musical Tribute To Wilmington" Tickets

Available

Charles Fort, Associate Professor of English, and

Director of the Creative Writing Program at UNCW
has written the text for "Rnrn On a River", by Maxine

Warshauer, Music Composer, whose work will be the

premiere feature of A Musical Tribute to Wilmington.

BY JENNIFER YOUNG
STAFF WRITF.R

On, Thursday, January 25th, the last

interview had been conducted and the

deliberation had begun. A panel of six

judges was about to choose the 1990

Homecoming Court. From eighteen

applications, the judges chose Kelli

Duncan, Steven Sappe, Kirki Moore,
Kenneth Lemon, Tina Butler, Burt
Kilpatrick, Susan Hurst, Robert
Sappenfield, Beth Lynge, and Peter

Jones to serve on the court.

The judges were Phillip Loughlin,

Stan Price, Cathy Birmingham, Bob
Haywood, Howard Lipman, and Jim
Humphries who were chosen by the

Homecoming Court Committee
coordinated by Joe Mitchell. "We tried

to get people to best represent the

campus. Others were contacted and
agreed to judge, but were unable to

participate."

The Homecoming King and Queen
will be chosen by the student body.

Elections will be held Tuesday and

Wednesday, February 6th and 7th from 9

am until 2 pm in the University Union.

The applicants were judged by
appearance, involvement, UNCW pride,

honors, awards, and offices held. All

applicants had to have a minimum 2.0

GPA to compete. The members of the

court will take over some of the former

duties of Miss UNCW as they will

represent the campus throughout the

bonfire which starts at 7:00 features a

"beauty contest." Each registered

organization on campus is encouraged to

have a representative attend dressed as a

member of the opposite sex. There will

be prizes awarded to the winners. The

Homecoming Court as well as UNCW
Cheerleaders and pep band will be

present to witness this spectacle.

On Tuesday, there will be a

"Moonwalk", a Giant Twister Game,

"The applicants were judged by
appearance, involvement, UNCW
pride, honors, awards, and offices

held."

city. There will not be a Miss UNCW
pageant this year. They are expected to

attend all Homecoming activities. They

will be presented with flowers by James

C. Fugate which were donated by the

Alumni Association.

Among the planned activities for the

week, there is a bonfire scheduled to

start off the week which is sponsored

IFC, Panhellenic, and Pan-Hellenic. The

and a talent show. The next day, there

will a "Dating Game" and "Victory,

Defeat, or Scribble." Thursday evening,

comedian Melvin George will be

performing.

Friday's events will include a banner

contest, a step show and a dance

sponsored by SGA. The step show is

sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha. The

dance is entitled "Dress to Impress".

Tickets will be sold in advance and at the

door. Saturday night, there will be
UNCW basketball action against James
Madison University which will be
followed by a Greek dance sponsored by
Phi Beta Sigma and Chi Phi. The dance
is open to the UNCW student body.

The Alumni Association is also

planning activities for Homecoming.
Saturday, there will be campus tours for

anyone on campus given by the
Ambassadors. There will be a

Hospitality Hour in the East Cafeteria

starting at 4 pm. There will be a pre-

game social in the Hawk's Nest from
5:30 until 7:30. After the game, the

Alumni Show Band and Dance will be

held at the Wilmington Hilton. There
will be an awards dinner held at 7:00 for

invited guests and alumni. At this

dinner, the Alumni Association will

honor Charles F. Green and Raiford
Trask, Sr. for their outstanding
contributions to the University.

The book store will be extending

their hours on Saturday from 2 pm from

until 4 pm.

See related story page 8.

March 18, 8pm at Thalian Hall. Tickets for the

Musical Tribute B Wilmington may be obtained from

the Thalian Hall Box Office 763-3398, or from

members of the Wilmington Choral Society.

fipfcfal Olvmnic Program Needs Coaches

The New Hanover county Special Olympic Program

needs coaches to train athletes for local spring track

and field events, prior to April 11, 1990. Two
training sessions will be offered for volunteer coaches

Thursday, January 25 at 9:00-10:00 am also 5:30-6:30

pm in Trask Coliseum. Please call Wilmington Parks

and Recreation Department at 341-7860 to enable you

to be a part of the special Olympics, the world of

winners. Volunteer coaches training sessions in Trask

Coliseum Thursday, January 25, at 9:00-10:00 am and

5:30-6:30 pm. Contact Kathy Kittleson at 341-7860.

UNCW Office of Snecial Programs to Offer

Itza Pizza Opens Up

This slogan may become a familiar sight around campus. ITZA PIZZA will try to compete with

Domino's and Crusty's foi the college business.

Williams Kicks Off

Black History Month

RV BRIAN M&MURRY
STAFF WRITER

ARA Service's "ltza Pizza" has joined

piz/a giants Domino's and Gusty 's in the

struggle for the UNCW pizza market.

Currently the thirteenth largest pizza

delivery service in the country, Itza Pizza

specializes in university delivery at

campuses under contract with ARA Food

Services. There are 200 Itza Pizzas at

colleges nationwide.

According to Tony Sloan, the dedicated

and enthusiastic manager of UNCW's ltza

Pizza, the company stresses quality

products, lower prices, and good service as

his business strategy in the pizza war.

"If my product is outstanding and my
service is as good as anyone else, we'll

maintain customers," Sloan said.

Itza Pizza has been operating ou». of a

small corner of the old cafeteria kitchen for

four weeks. They currently sell about

thirty to thirty-five pizzas a night.

Sloan, a former regional manager for

Domino's, has done extensive marketing

studies in order to obtain his low prices

and unique products. He is currently

developing items like whole wheat dough,

spinach pizzas, Hawaiian pizzas, barbecue

pizzas, gourmet pizzas, and, of all things,

breakfast pizzas. Some of these products

should be available by Easter Break.

Others will be out next semester.

The manager likes to emphasize quality

over all other aspects and he has strict

guidelines for his pizza pie makers to

follow. They are instructed, among other

things, on distribution of toppings and

how to bake the pizzas until they are

golden brown. These and eight other

guidelines form Sloan's "Ten Steps to

Itza Perfect Pizza."

"The quality is a lot higher than our

competition," Sloan says.

He claims that his business gives the

customer more of each topping in addition

to lower prices. Itza Pizza also offers

products through the Hawk's Nest and at

major sporting events in addition to on

campus delivery and pick up. Employing

mostly students as drivers and pie makers,

the small business will deliver anywhere

on campus usually in 18 to 25 minutes.

Sloan also says that he would like to

increase sales by tear.iing up with clubs

and organizations which need fund raisers.

Students, faculty, and staff may order

from ltza Pizza by calling 395-3534.

flours* on the SAT
High School students, anxious to do well on the

Scholastic Aptitude Test can learn the latest methods

to increase their scores, in a special five-week course

"How To Prepare for the SAT", offered through UNC
Wilmington's Office of Special Programs. The course

covers math, language and writing skills and

concentrates on overcoming the test's psychological

demands. Instructors include Pat Martin, counselor for

New Hanover County Schools; Tom Lupton, UNCW
assistant professor of mathematics; and Hal Lander,

UNCW lecturer in the department of English. The

course is scheduled for Saturdays, February 24, March

3, 10, 17, and 24 on the UNCW campus. The first

class will meet from 9:30-11:00 am; all others will

meet from 9:30 am-noon. Fee is $80 for registration

by February 1 1 or $87 after that date. Registration

deadline is February 16. The fee includes instruction,

handout materials and a textbook. For more

information or to register by credit card, call 395-3195.

Dr. Stiinn to Speak on "Egypt: Land.

History. Archaeology, and Architecture"

"Egypt Land, History, Archaeology and architecture,"

will be explored in three parts by Dr. Gerald Shinn,

noted Egyptologist and acting curator of UNC
Wilmington's Museum of World Cultures, through

UNCWs Office of Special Programs. It is scheduled

for Mondays, March 19-April 9, 7-9 pm, on the

culture, history, geography, rulers, art treasures,

archaeological studies and architecture. Discount fee is

$20 if received by March 5. Regular fee is $25.

Registration deadline is March 12. For more

information call (919) 395-3699.

see At A Glance page 2.

RV CONSTANCE FOX
STAFF WRITER

The Rev. Hosea Williams,

Atlanta city councilman, former

Georgia state legislator, and Civil

Rights activist, will bring the

keynote address at 3:30 p.m.,

Thursday, Feb. 1, in Cameron

Hall Auditorium to launch
UNCWs observance of February

as Black History Month. The

program, sponsored by the Office

of Minority Affairs at UNCW, is

free and the public is invited to

attend.

Rev. Williams worked with

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. in

several campaigns, including

serving as chief aide in charge of

field operations for the 1965

Selma-to-Montgomery March for

voting rights. He was National

Mobilizer for the Poor People's

campaign and Mayor o f

Washington DC's Resurrection

City, both in 1968. Traveling

widely for the cause of civil

rights, Rev. Williams toured 19

countries in 1971, experiencing

peace discussions with heads of

state. Williams, jailed more than

120 times, holds the record for

Civil Rights arrests.

Rev. Williams is founder and

pastor of the Martin Luther King

People's Church of Love-SCLC
Action Center, a religious, social

action, and service facility.

Williams also founded the Poor

People's Union of America, a

federally-certified labor rights unit

*w*
which works with unorganized

labor in the South helping them

to gain better jobs, working

conditions, and establishing a fair

and equal training policy for

minority businesses. He is also a

member of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference

and the NAACP. Rev. Williams

recentiy served as a White House

advisor to President Reagan.

The keynote address kicks off

a month-long series of programs

and special events scheduled at

UNCW to celebrate Black History

Month. Ralph Parker, director of

the Office of Minority affairs,

says, "1 hope by having Rev.

Williams as the first speaker it

will set the tone for the

University's recognition of Black

History Month and heighten

awareness of ihe true meaning of

Black History"

fie rnrn

Only 4 more weeks to Spring Break!

4
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to the Pyramids of Giza and King Tutankhamon's

golden treasure rooms. Other trip stops include the

Citadel of Saldin, the Kan el-Khalili bazaar, a three-day

Nile cruise, the temples of Kom Ombo and Edfu, the

Valley of the Kings, Luxor, and Kamak. Total cost is

$1,960 and is based on double occupancy." Staggered

payment plans are available. All payments are due by

April 6. Call (919) 395-3699 for more information.

Spend a Summer in Egypt

An exciting summer visit to Egypt, featuring Dr.

Gerald Shinn as tour host, is being planned by

UNCW's Office of Special Programs. Shinn is acting

curator of the university's Museum of World Cultures

and is a noted Egyptian researcher. "The tour

beginning June 24, features round-trip air

transportation from Wilmington to Cairo via New
York and promises to be an exciting 10 day

adventure," said program coordinator Jan Johnson.

"Cairo is the first stop with sightseeing tours planned

"Creative Writing: Pnetrv and Fiction"

Course to he Offered

A spring course, "Creative Writing: Poetry and

Fiction," offered through UNCW's Office of Special

Programs, will examine original poems and short

stories submitted by beginning or experienced writers.

Instructors will be Dr. Charles Fort, director of

UNCW's creative writing program and associate

professor of English and Phillip Gerard, novelist and

short story writer. The class meets Saturday, March

17 from 9am-noon and 2-4pm. the morning sessions

will focus on writing, publishing and literary markets.

The afternoon session features readings by Fort and

Gerard. Registration deadline is March 2 and enrollees

must submit one short story or five poems with their

registration. Fee is $35 for registrations received by

February 23. Regular fee is $40. For more

information, contact Special Programs, (919) 395-

3195.

FAF Workshop

"Help! How do I fill out the FAF Form?"

Information will be available in two informal

meetings on February 7, 1990 in the Relac meeting

area and February 8, 1990 in UU- 100. Both meetings

will be held from 2-4pm. Please make an effort to be

there if you have questions. Groups are welcome.

Dorothy Spruill to Discuss Book

Saturday, February 10, 1990 at 2 pm, in conjunction

with Black History month, author Dorothy Spruill

Redford discusses her book Somerset Homecoming;

Rediscovering A Lost Heritage, at New Hanover

County Museum. The St. Luke A.M.E.Z. (African

Methodist Episcopal Zion) Church Choir, directed by

Constance O'Dell, will sing a capella Negro spiritual

before the program and during a reception/autograph

party following the presentation.

Hpro Film Series Continues

The images of the Hero film series continues at

Randall Library Auditorium, with the classic samurai

tale, "Yokimbo." The showing will be on Tuesday,

February 6th at 7:30 pm and is free to the public.

Parks and Recreation Dent Accenting

Registration for Softball

The Wilmington Parks and Recreation Dept. will

begin accepting registration for its 1990 softball

season on the following dates: City

Business/Residents sponsored by teams: Feb. 19 -

Feb 23. All others: Feb 26 - March 23. Entry fees

are as follows: Jr. & Sr. Girls: $175.00. All Mens

and Womens teams: $340.00, Co-Rec. Leagues

$225.00. Registration is on a first come- first paid

basis. For more info contact the Athletic Office at

343-3681 or 343-3682.

Sierra Club Meeting

A general meeting of the Sierra Club will be held

February 12, 1990 at 7:30 in the Social and Behavioral

Sciences Building, Room 212 at UNCW. The public

is invited. For more information call 270-3737 or

256-9585.

HousinP Fair

The Second Annual Housing Fair is scheduled for

February 28th, 1990 in Room 100. Look for more

information in the upcoming issues of the Seahawk..

Parks and Recreation Dent Sponsoring

Softball Tournament
The Wilmington Parks and Recreation will be
sponsoring a "Pre-Azalea" Mens & Womens Softball

Tournament. The location is Empie Park. Entry fee

is $100.00 per team. Registration will begin Mon.
Feb. 26 - March 16th on a first come first paid basis.

Number of teams are 16 men and 8 womens teams.

The tournament will be held on the following dates:

Fri., March 30th, Sat. March 31st and Sunday, April

1st. For more information call the Athletic Office at

343-3681 or 3682.

victim of rape and want to educate others on this

crime? THEN WE NEED YOU AS A PEER
EDUCATOR. Pick up an application to be a peer

educator at the Office of the Dean of Students, Rm
209, Univ. Union or call 395-3119. Deadline for

applications and recommendations is February 9,

1990.

Teen AIDS

Rising

Non-traditional Support Group to Meet

The next meeting of the non-traditional student

support group os scheduled for February 7, 1990 from

11 am - 1 pm at the Student Development Center

Informal discussion will be held on nontrad issues and

concerns. For more info call 395-3764.

UNCW Sexual Assault Prevention and

Education Propram Kicks Off Spring

Program
The UNCW Sexual Assault Prevention and Education

Program kicks off its Spring Semester programming
with "Child Sexual Abuse and Incest" scheduled for

Tuesday, February 6 at 7 pm in the Suites Services

Building (Residence Life Area). The presenter for this

program is Margaret Weller, Director of the Rape
Crisis Center. Faculty are encouraged to send students

for extra credit. For more information call 395-31 19

"For Love. Not Fear" Program to he Held

The UNCW Sexual Assault Prevention And Education

Program will sponsor a program entitled "For Love,

Not Fear" on Wednesday, February 7, 1990 at 7 pm in

the Randall Library Auditorium. This program will

do an overview of the issues related to

acquaintance/date rape with a focus on dispelling the

myths and stereotypes commonly associated with a

rape victim and the rapist. The presenter for thi<

program is Lucy Holman, Residence Hall Director for

the Suites. Faculty are encouraged to send students ftv

extra credit. For more info call 395-31 19.

International ID Card
If you plan to travel abroad this summer or during th<*

Fall 1990 Semester, then you should look into

purchasing an international ID card. This card allows

discount rates for air fare, bus, train, or ferry; a 24

hour travel hotline; discounts or free admission into

theaters, museums, etc.; and also provides basic

medical coverage while you are traveling. The cost of

the card is $10. For more information contact the

Parking and ID Center temporarily located in the New
Cafeteria or call 395-3537.

Women's History Planning Committee to

Meet
The next meeting of the Women's History Planning

Committee is scheduled for TODAY at 3:15 pm in

the Leadership Center, UU 212. All interested

individuals are invited to attend.

STAR Needs Peer Educators

STAR is a newly organized partnership of student peer

educators dedicated to raising the awareness of male and

female students at UNCW about the scope of the

problem of acquaintance rape. They provide

educational opportunities for students to help them

understand the complexities of the issues involved.

Know someone who was raped? Are you, yourself, a

BY KAREN PATE
STAFF WRITER

An increasing number of teens

are testing positive for the HIV
virus, according to a National

AIDS Network report.

Teens aged 13-19 who have

been diagnosed with AIDS make
up less that 1% of the 97,193

cases in the United States. This

figure may be misleading because

AIDS related symptoms do not

appear until about 10 years after

the infection. Adults aged 20-29,

account for 21% of th" total

AIDS cases.

A national study conducted by

the American College Health

Association found that 1 out of

every 500 college students have

tested positive for the HIV virus.

Reaching college students is a

difficult task, explained Dr.
Kathleen Jewell of the Health and

Wellness Center. She said that

students do not realize the

immediacy of the problem
because they are not seeing AIDS
cases in their age group. Those

infected will not get sick until 25

or 30 years of age.

When these facts become real

to individuals, "it's too late.

(Students) have already engaged in

behaviors that will have put
(them) at risk," says Dr. Jewell.

Teens are most often infected

heterosexually, differing from
adults who are usually infected by

homosexual sex and IV drug use.

Teens face the problem of
obtaining health care because of

the expense and the required

parental consent. Frost teens are

hesitant to seek care if they aren't

assured of confidentiality. As the

law stands now, those under 18

years of age are considered minors

and are not given medical

confidentiality.

To ease their fears, youth

service organizations are

beginning to add AIDS related

programs to their services,

including peer support groups and

hotlines.

These services are seen as

essential prevention measures
because if AIDS carriers continue

to die at the same rate for the next

5-10 years, "AIDS", says Dr.

Jewel, "will be one of the chief

causes of death."

The Seahawk

Brings You The World

ATTENTION - ATTENTION 1

• ATTENTION •

•SPECIAL NOTICE FOR UNCW
FEMALE STUDENTS-

new PAP SMEAR POLICIES FROM THE
STUDENT HEALTH AND WELLNESS CENTER

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 15, 1990

Patients may choose one option regarding

the cost for Pap smears:

Pay $5.00 cash at the time of visit (no

checks or money orders)

OR

Be billed a fee of $15.00 by Azaela

Coast Pathologists

Routine pap smear screening will be

offered by appointment. (Number of

appointments may be limited, also, there

will be a charge for any "follow-up" pap
smear.)

BE SMART BRING CASH!

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 395-3280

STUOENT HEALTH AND WELLNESS CENTER

Get your buns

in here!

Ummmmmmmmm!
T.J. Cinnamons is

now open near you!
When you need a

lift, anytime' s a good

time for the delicious

cinnamony goodness

of T.J. Cinnamons

Bakery treats. Every-

thing is madeby

liand and baked fresh

all day long. Eat in or

carry out in conven-

ient TakeAJong"

packs. Stop by today

and let us say hello

with the smell of
Put a Utile spice

in your life. warm cinnamon!

15% Discount with Student ID

University Commons Shopping Center

343 S. College Road., Suite #2

Wilmington NC 28409

(919) 395-5248

Discount not valid with any other coupon offer.

College Bowl Planned
j

BY SANDY PORTER
STAFF WRITER

Lanita Hanson, of the Student

Activities Department, has been

working on bringing a knowledge

quiz bowl tournament to UNCW.
The tournament (through
intramural competition) will

establish a regular team that will

compete on a regional level at a

tournament held at Memphis
State in Tennessee.

The college bowl is sanctioned

by the Association of College
Unions International (ACUI).
The quiz bowl will allow for

regional and international

competition. The bowl will be

fast paced and the format will

consist of giving a question and if

the correct answer is given, then a

bonus question will be asked.

An intramural tournament is

tentatively being planned to begin

in the third week of February.

The only thing that is holding
Hanson back from beginning now
is the buzzer equipment used in

quiz bowls to be ordered. People

interested should start formulating

a team as soon as possible.

Teams may want n study the

Almanac to increase
knowledgeable information. For d
more details look around campus. ',

for announcements to provide thej>

information on the upcoming.,

n

tournament, which will be held, ',

over a two to three day period. A •,*.

team will be selected from the,.'

'

intramural champions to competed, •

at Memphis State's quiz bowl
March 2 -4.

Ms. Hanson is looking for a,, i

coach, possibly from the faculty, v

to help the team practice for ,.
;

future meets. Anyone interested
),

please see Lanita Hanson in the

Student Activities Dept. Hanson

says, "It is important that a, ^
balance of activities and
opportunities are provided by the, -
Union. The collage quiz bowl i$.

~

just one answer to having an iL
j

academic competitive aspect to „
represent UNCW. There is^
always a winning situation when^.
more alternatives are provided"

Council Created
FROM THE OFFICE OF THE

DEAN OF STUDENTS

The Office of the Dean of

Students would like to welcome
you back once again for another

year of programs to benefit you,

the commuter student.

Another development for the

Commuter SiPiffll? frojrtlB is

the Landlord/ i'eru -.; Jouncil.

The p t.rpose of this council is to

act M a sounding board for

misunderrtanditigs among
landlords and their UNCW student

tenants as well as an advisory

board on policies and procedures

related to this group. Another is

to help enforce compliance
among UNCW student tenants

and the landlords (or mangers)

regarding new city ordinances or

state laws and the like.

The council's first meeting

was held on December 6, 1989.
T ts purpose was to discuss the

».M

ted

•ii

a

goals of the Landlord/tenant

Council including the council's'

purpose and activities in which tb'V

. onduct in order to realize these'

goals. J
The Landlord/Tenant Council,,

is acting as a co-sponsor of the

2nd annual Housing Fair, which""

is slated for Wednesday, February

28, 1990. This housing fai

consists of approximately 2

different apartment representatives

who will enable students to*

preview many local apartment-

complexes as well as get a clearer

understanding of what is expected

of them as tenants. Free pizza,

subs, and soda will be provided at

this event which will be held in

UU Rm 100.

This program was designed as',

a continuance of the mission of

the Office of the Dean of Students

to address the needs of commuter
students. For more information,

contact our office at 395-3119

&XKtt!CKKKKKKimttK?Xr^^

CAMPUS TOURNAMENTS
FEBRUARY 3, 1990

. 8 BALL

300UU GAMEROOM

BACKGAMMON

2:00 ROOM 20 1

REGISTRATION DEADLINE THURSDAY FEB. 1

SIGN UP AT THE INFORMATION CENTER

SPONSORED BY THE UNIVERSITY UNION

CAMPUS TOURNAMENTS
FEBRUARY 4, 1990

TABLE TENNIS

3:00 UU GAMEROOM

2:00 ROOM 201

REGISTRATION DEADLINE ONE HOUR PRIOR

TO START OF TOURNMENT
SIGN UP AT THE INFORMATION CENTER

SPONSORED BY THE UNIVERSITY UNION

HHBHI
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UNCW Receives Grant Greeks Support Wilmington
by Volunteering Services

FROM IINfW NFWg

The Z. Smith Reynolds
Foundation has awarded the
School of Education at UNCW a
$50,000 grant to help establish a

Reading Recovery Program
designed to rescue many young
children in Southeastern North
Carolina from a future of
illiteracy.

"Failure in learning to read is

a significant problem in

American schools," said Dr. Noel
K. Jones, associate professor of

education at UNCW and director

of the Reading Recovery project.

"Fifteen percent or more students

experience difficulty becoming
literate. Consequently, millions

of education dollars are spent on
retentions, remedial programs,

and special educational services.

High drop-out rates and the many
social costs of adult illiteracy are

further cause for concern about

reading failure."

The Reading Recovery
Program at UNCW will be
patterned after one developed in

New Zealand, where the program

has brought "remarkable success

in breaking this cycle of failure,"

Jones pointed out. "The program

succeeds in 'recovering' better

than 70 percent of the lowest
achieving first graders. After 15

weeks of daily individual lessons,

children continue to read on their

own without further remedial

attention.

"The program owes its success

to a solid research base and to
intensive teacher training," Jones
explained. "Although no
teaching time is lost, teachers

receive a full year of clinical,

performance-based training."

The program must be
implemented according to
specified guidelines. One
stipulation is that individuals

who train teachers must study for

a year at Ohio State University.

'Theprogam hasmadea
real differenced the lives of

rTHTychk*envvhovvereon

the road failure and all its

ooreequerces"

The Z Smith Reynolds grant, the

largest ever awarded to UNCW by

that foundation, will allow Jones

to undergo such training during

1990-91.

This spring, agreements will

be formalized with Brunswick
County Schools lo initiate in

August 1991 a Reading Recovery

pilot program to train 10 to 12
teachers and provide service to

between 80 and 100 children

during the first year. Other
schools are expected to be added

during each succeeding year.

Evaluation and support
services for the program will be

contracted with Ohio State
University, which until this year

was the only authorized training

center for Reading Recovery in

the United States.

"What this program does for

children is remarkable," Jones

said. "The program has made a

real difference in the lives of

many children who were on the

road to failure and all its

consequences. We are excited

about bringing Reading Recovery
to this region."

The Z. Smith Reynolds
Foundation was established in

1936 as a memorial to the

youngest son of the founder of

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
to benefit the people of North

Carolina.

The foundation, as the

beneficiary of the income from
the Zachary Smith Reynolds
Trust, has made grants totalling

more than $156 million to

recipients in all of North
Carolina's 100 counties. In

recent years the Foundation has

focused attention on improving

the criminal justice system in

North Carolina, on strengthening

public elementary and secondary

education, on preserving the

environment and on issues that

impact minorities and women.

AMY WILLIAMS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Some UNCW groups have
decided to give up some of their

free time to help out the
community this semester by
volunteering for various projects

in Wilmington.

Three groups on campus, Pi
Kappa Phi, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, and Kappa Sigma, have
already worked over thirteen hours
this semester by helping out with
The Adopt-A-Highway Project.

Their goal is to keep the roads
and highways free of trash so

Wilmington will continue to be a

clean city.

Delta Sigma Phi supported the

United Way in their Project

Woodcut program by cutting

wood for families that had little

or no access to firewood.

Kappa Pi Theta sorority goes

to The Northside Center at Taylor

Homes Monday thru Friday for an

hour and fifteen minutes each day.

They help out children aged 5-14

with their homework, tutoring,

and supervising their recreational

time.

One fraternity has also gotten

involved with the Suite Hall

Government by collecting
recyclable cans and tops for the

suites' philanthropy.

Alpha Phi sorority donated
$1,000 to United Cerebral Palsey
but they didn't stop there. They
also answered telephones for the

UCP telethon from 11pm until

2am and raised over $10,000
during that time.

If you or your organization

have done any volunteer work and

would like to be recognized, stop

by The Leadership Center, room
212, of The University Union.

Zimbabwe Searches for

Solutions to Reduce AIDS

Alumni AssociationtoHonorGreen
and Trask at Awards Dinner

FROM UNCW NEWS

The University of North
Carolina at Wilmington Alumni
Association will honor Charles

F. Green UI and Raiford Trask Sr.

at an awards dinner at 6:30 pm,
Friday, Feb. 9 in the University

Union Hawk's Nest on the

campus ofUNCW.
Charles F. Green III,

Wilmington businessman and a

member of the Class of 1971,

will be recognized as
Distinguished Alumnus of 1989.

Green, who majored in history at

UNCW, has been influential in

creating a faculty development
program in the history department

in memory of Dr. Thomas V.

Moseley. He was also
instrumental in developing the

J.W. Jackson scholarship
program in the Cameron School
of Business.

Raiford Trask Sr., long-time
Wilmington developer and
businessman, will be recognized

as Distinguished Citizen 1989.

Trask is being recognized for

substantial financial

contributions, for his continuing

interest in the athletic program,
and for his leadership in the

campus development.

"Trask has been involved with

this school since day one,"
remarked Ty Rowell, associate

vice chancellor for University
Advancement. "He has earned
this award as much as anyone
who has ever been honored."

The awards dinner is one of
the many events planned for
Homecoming 1990.

BY TASHA ROONF
MANAGING EDITOR

David Wilson, assistant

professor of psychology at the

University of Zimbabwe spoke

Wednesday, January 31 in the

University Union's Hawks Nest.

Wilson's lecture covered education

and prevention of AIDS in

Zimbabwe.

Zimbabwe is about the size of

Texas with a population of
approximately nine million of
which 99 percent are black.

Pattern two cases (cases

involving heterosexuals) are

cropping up in Zimbabwe as well

as in central and eastern Africa.

Pattern two cases make up the

majority of the AIDS cases in

Africa. The other most common
transmission is from mother-to-

infant.

Wilson described limited

resources and sexual transmitted

diseases (STD), as the
predominant HIV prevention
problems. The number of STD's
cases has increased nine fold since

1980. Another possibility of
why AIDS is so prevalent in

Zimbabwe involves

uncircumcised males. According

to Wilson, uncircumcised males
are five times more likely to

contract the HIV virus than

circumcised males. Only 10

percent of the males in Zimbabwe
are circumcised. Some social

factors that facilitated the spread

of AIDS are urbanization,
migrant labor, and prostitution.

Alcohol abuse is also a major

"Wilson said that the

absence of cures in most
third world countries

inducing Zimbabwe results

in needess deaths,"

problem that is been addressed in

connection with the prevention of

AIDS. Wilson explained how
Alcohol weakens the immune
system and how individuals may
not practice safe sex because of

over indulgence in alcohol.

One possible solution being

explored throughout Africa is the

organization of small, face-to-face

Coupon

LIVWELL FACT.

ADS FOR SOME PEANUT BUTTER CLAIM
THAT IT CONTAINS NO CHOLESTEROL. YET

FAT CONTRIBUTES 75% OF THE 190 CALO-
RIES IN TWO TABLESPOONS OF PEANUT
BUTTER.

(THE WELLNESS CALENDAR, 1989)
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Large 15" Pan Pizza

S^^ * sZ/ (Extra toppings

99? each)&i
Walmart Center

nff "^ L „„,- „,-„« (across trom UNCW)
Offer expires Feb. 14, 1990 395-2520 Not vana witn any omer oner

Coupon —————-
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HELP • • •

Student Team
Against Rape

...A big, fat

yellow duck...

ITZA PIZZA
LUNCH

DELIVERY!
11 A.M. -2:00 P.M.

PICK-UP SERVICE AVAILABLE
11:00 A.M. - CLOSE (Monday • Friday)

4:00 P.M. • CLOSE (Saturday and Sunday)

"7 Daya Without ITZA PIZZA
Makes One Weak!!!"

OFFERS:

LUNCH SPECIALI

tflA
services

2 6' PAN UP TO 3 ITEMS &
2 DRINKS FOR 15 50

REG PRICE »6 00

1 - 12" ONE ITEM PIZZA WITH
2 16 OZ. DRINKS $6 SO

REG PRICE 18 25

$2.00 OFF ANY ORDER EXCEPT
6" PAN

What Is STAR?
STAR is a newly organized partnership of student peer

educators dedicated to raising the awareness of male and

female students at UNCW about the scope of the problem

ofacquaintance rape. They provide educational opportu-

nities for students to help them understand the complexi-

ties of the issues involved.

Who Can Join STAR?
A member ofSTAR can should exhibit a willingness to

volunteer his/her time to educating the University com-

munity about acquaintance rape. Among the qualifica-

tions, STAR members must be students with a genuine

concern regarding the issues surrounding sexual assault

on campus. In addition, members must be assertive, able

to speak well and easily in front of a group, and willing to

go through training during the Spring Semester. STAR
members must be able to commit a sufficient amount of

time during the 1990-91 academic year. STAR members
must complete all training sessions, be in good academic

standing, and maintain a minimum GPA of 2.2

Where Can I Join STAR?
Interested students should contact Jacqueline Skinner in

the Office of the Dean of Students, Room 209-University

Union, for further information and an application or call

395-3119. APPLICATION DEADLINE: February 9.

If you, or someone you know is a victim
of any sexual assault, medical attention is

of utmost importance! The Student Health
Services are available on campus and the
local hospitals are also recommended. The
Student Development Center offers pro-

fessional counseling and other assistance
is available through the Dean of Students
Office. The Rape Crisis Center provides
strong support, information and assis-

tance to all rape victims.

Last, but not least, your friendly neigh-
borhood Campus Police. We are here to

assist you in any manner. Our staff has
received special training to handle these
situations. The decisions you make, as far

as legal proceedings are concerned is en-
tirely up to you. We will explain all your
options and assist you in any manner,
whether you choose to prosecute or not.
That is your decision. Our primary concern
is YOU, the victim, and YOUR health and
welfare.

FOR ASSISTANCE
PLEASE CALL

911
or

Campus Police 395-3184

Office of the Damn of Students 3953119

New Hanover Memorial Hospital 343-7000

Rape Crisis Center 763-3696

1-800472-2903

Sheriffs Department 343-0411

Student Development Center 395-3280

Student Health and Wellness Center 3954280

Wilmington City Police 3433600

community discussions to help

remove negative psychological
ideas about AIDS and discussions

on practicing safe sex. Although
these talks are targeted on a

community level, Wilson says
that they are not as successful as

they could be. Wilson believes

this method would be more
effective than mass media if it is

adopted and accepted throughout

Africa. However, many people of

Zimbabwe still believe that the

extended family is the best source

of advice and discussions.

Several questions were asked

after David Wilson finished his

talk. One question inquired what

the future held for Africa. Wilson

said that the absence of cures in

most third world countries

including Zimbabwe results in

needless deaths. If cures were

implemented in Africa, Wilson
says, millions of infants could be

saved.

The most important items
stressed throughout the discussion

were education and prevention.

These are the keys, according to

Wilson, to making a difference in

reducing the number of AIDS
cases that keep popping up at an

alarming rate throughout Africa.

1
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. But We Like Greeks
The Seahawk is concerned that it seems to have been

labelled Anti-Greek. We deny the charge.

Students on this campus who are not in fraternal or other

groups seldom bother to vote. It is as if they don't care, and

maybe they don't. Why should they care how their student

fees are spent?

That was the thrust of what the editorial said last week.

Greeks get involved in their campus and community.
Greeks vote. If President and Vice-President are placed on

the same ticket, and a large fraternity puts forth candidates;

the odds are that those candidates will win because they will

have the highest voter turnout. This would have the

capability to escalate to a power struggle between
organizations with students' best interests dropped off by the

wayside.

The editorial about combined tickets was not a blow at the

Greek system. We do stand by the assertion that it would
become a battle ground for the big fraternities. It is no secret

that these organizations are tightly structured and clannish.

Candidates backed by the fraternity or organization with the

largest membership will stand at a major advantage when the

votes are tallied.

In past years, The Seahawk may have shown an editorial

slant against Greek organizations. As with any newspaper,

editorial views usually end up in regular news pages. It is

wrong and unfair to say that has been the case this year.

A final note. . . if any members of Chi Phi were
offended by the cartoon "Bloop" last week, we apologize.

We did not notice that the character's shirt had the Chi Phi

emblem and it was not meant to reflect on that organization.

Don't Choose Plastic
Plastic-it is everywhere.

Everywhere! No matter where you

look, plastic will manifest itself

in one of its seemingly infinite

forms, colors, sizes, shapes or

textures. You can't not find

plastic. It is a very rare and

remote wilderness that doesn't

yield a plastic Coke bottle or food

wrapper. You can find plastic on

the highest mountain, the deepest

sea-even the moon. Plastic is

here to stay and it's not going

anywhere for a long time-
literally. The plastic cup I used

to drink from at a party in the

summer of 1983 is still alive and

well and living in whatever
landfill it found its way to, still

in perfect shape. So are the

plastic toys I played with twenty-

four years ago when I was a child.

In fact anything any of us has

ever used that was formed of

plastic is still around and in good

shape, and will be for at least

another few hundred years. It's

kind of scary to think about
considering the amount that is

being produced and wasted in our

society today.

Don't misunderstand me. I

certainly use plastic as much as

the next person. You can't help

but to use it. Yet, there are

certain times when it is not

necessary to use plastic, to avoid

using plastic. The best example
of this is at the grocery store.

Wilson's, Kroger's, Food Lion,

they all are stocked with a supply

of paper as well as plastic bags

for groceries and unless you speak

up your stuff will be bagged in

plastic before you can blink an

eye. 1 was in a grocery store the

other day, which I won't name,

and before I knew what was going

on my bags were packed - in

plastic - and in a cart ready for

me to go. I asked the man who
bagged them if he would please

put them in paper instead. So he

Anything any of us

has ever used that

was formed of plastic

is still around and in

good shape.

did-plastic and all. "No," I said,

"1 just want the paper." He then

proceeded to ask me if I was one

of those "ecologist people" or a

"dead head". No, but close, to the

first and definitely not to the

latter. So, anyway, my groceries

finally found their way into paper

bags and I watched, incredulously,

as those plastic bags that had

never been used found their way
into the garbage can underneath

the cash register. I learned my
lesson-be quicker than the bag-

boy next time.

The point is that you are

being given an option, a choice,

(which is rare these days) of
which bags you'd prefer, paper or

plastic. As insignificant and
harmless as plastic grocery bags

may sound just think of the waste

they cause. One quick trip from
the store to home and in the trash

they go. They are still perfectly

good bags. So if you are one of

those who will not consider

switching over to or using paper

bags at least consider the notion

of saving and reusing a couple of

those plastic bags for future

shopping. It makes good sense

and is an even better practice to

fall in to.

Plastic is certainly here to stay

but with some smart thinking and

a little common sense we may be

able to curb some of its nasty

>ide effects.

Know Your Own Mortality

Editorials)

The heart of being a campus
minister, for me, is the

opportunity someone gives to

me to share in either his search

for understanding about the

meaning of God or life or the

struggle to deal with some
problem that has left him
feeling hurt or damaged or

confused. In the latter category,

I have had the chance of sharing

the struggle with a lot of young
adults who are dealing with

unwanted pregnancies. In the

last few years, I've also become
really concerned with the

problem of AIDS and the

education that is needed to

lessen the behavior that leads to

AIDS and other sexually

transmitted diseases.

In both situations (pregnancy

and STD's) the responsible and
consistent use of birth control

or abstinence are set forth as

means of dealing with these

problems. But if I push more
deeply into the particular

experience of individuals
struggling with these problems,

I keep finding that contraception

is not really the problem. The
real issue is two-fold, both sides

more deeply entrenched in our

personalities and therefore harder

to get at.

First, most college aged
young adults have an innate

sense of immortality and

invincibility built into their

psyches. The seminal

expression of such immortality

is caught up in the statement,

"Well, it just won't happen to

me." I have had innumerable

conversations with people about

these issues, but they always

seem to be somebody else's

issues and not ours. What
makes it difficult is that the

attitude seems to go with being

young adults. The stage of

growing up takes place in the

context of a kind of denial that

anything bad can really happen

to me. Very few would admit to

a feeling of being invincible,

but there is a wide spread refusal

to take seriously certain threats

to our well being. Nobody
wants an unwanted pregnancy

Yet dozens of students each year

face just that reality.

A totally different, but just

as troubling phenomenon,
happens in the decision making

process of many. It is low self

esteem. If I did not have much

of a sense of self worth, I am
often so needy of affirmation

and caring from a peer group or

a significant other that I am
simply not able to stand up for

the values I hold.

Persons who are so hungry

for or dependant upon a

relationship often give u p
control of their lives for the

sake of maintaining their

relationship. Maintaining a

value of abstinence or even
being able to talk about
contraception is incredible and

risky in the minds of the

insecure. And to complicate
matters, those with low self

esteem often turn to drugs and
alcohol to bolster fragile egos

and this only complicates a

downward spiral of self-defeating

behavior.

The answers are not simple.

Progress begins with self

awareness. Think about these

two issues as they relate to you.

When you hear about a friend

being pregnant or talk about
AIDS in a class, do you ever

find yourself mentally
shrugging your shoulders and

thinking that it's not going to

happen to you? The fact is that

you sue neither immortal nor
invincible and that you can
choose to think about these
issues quite seriously and watch
your own personal behavior in

your relationships. If need be,

get some outward support to
think through the kind of
behaviors you truly want for
yourself.

Consider your relationship to

your peers or significant other.

Do you ever find yourself
overcome with fear about losing

friendships or someone's love?
Do you ever find yourself going
along with things that you
really don't like because of that?

If so, perhaps it is time for you
to decide that you want to

increase your sense of self

esteem and self worth. There
are all kinds of opportunities

and resources here at the

University to help you build up
and work on that dimension of

your life. You can become a
person who feels much more in

charge of your life and your well

being, a person who can get up
in the morning, look at yourself

and feel good about what you
see and what you are.

It involves a choice, a choice

to take charge of who you are

and how you are in this world.

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR:

Look To History For Advice On Drugs
DY PHILLIP LOllfiHI.IN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Six men were killed

yesterday in yet another gang
related shooting.

The line could have come
from any of today's newspapers.

As it is, the story above is

almost sixty one years old. The
line is in reference to the 'St.

Valentine's Day Massacre" when
Al Capone's gunmen, disguised

as police officers, machine-
gunned six members of Bugs
Moran's gang. Where is the

relevance? What are we hitting

at?

The killing came as another

step in the war over bootlegging.

The cause. . . prohibition. What
happened in 1929 is happening
almost every day in the US.
Instead of alcohol though, the

gangsters blow each other away
over drugs.

During prohibition,
Americans went to drink in

"speakeasies". "Liquor Barons"

racked up fortunes as they evaded

police and tax-collectors from the

Treasury Department. The US
government spent millions to

contain the illegal traffic, even as

they lost millions in tax money
from the massive profits the

booze sellers were making.

The government eventually

bowed its head and repealed the

prohibition law. Now, excise

taxes from alcohol pay for

substance abuse centers and law-

enforcement. Alcoholism is still

a problem, but it is far more
controllable.

So, if hindsight is 20/20, why
does the government still pour
billions of dollars into the futile

gesture they are calling "The War
On Drugs"?

There are those who dispute
the value of comparing
prohibition to the drug war. Ask
them, "how different was a

'speakeasy' from a 'rock-house'?

Is there a difference between a

liquor baron' and a 'drug-lord'?"

In 1929, it was an established

practice to drive by a rival and
shoot him down in the street.

children are heard to boast of

"doin' somebody". Children

shoot one another on the way to

and from Jr. high school.

Kids are dropping out of

school to become dealers. Those
who stay in school have taken to

wearing pagers to stay in touch

with "business". To make this

phenomenon more frightening,

many kids are wearing pagers just

to look like the dealers. It has

become a status thing.

Our government officials have

admitted the scale of the drug

What happened in 1929 is happening

almost every day in the US. Instead

of alcohol though, the gangsters blow

each other away over drugs.

Pick up a newspaper or turn on

the TV. The same thing happens

on a regular basis in 1990.

The only obvious difference is

the choice of weapons. In 1929,

the Thompson sub-machine gun

[Tommy Gun] was the logical

selection for maximal fire-power.

Today, battles are fought with

Uzis and AK-47's. There are

gangs in the US today whose

arsenals boast of M-79 grenade

launchers, rockets, and plastique.

There is another, far more

terrifying difference. In 1929,

most gang members were grown

men. In 1990, twelve year old

problem. It is hard to deny. But

those who hold high places are

too stubborn to admit the

obvious. . . they are fighting a

war they cannot win. The
solution, or at least the lesser of

two evils, is legalization.

What happened to the liquor

barons when prohibition was

repealed? Most took their profits

and retired. Some went into

politics. Others re-vamped their

businesses and began to deal in

drugs. What would they deal in if

drugs were available in the local

liquor store? Do Scotchman and

the Pantry have shootouts if one

sells beer a couple of blocks

down from the other?

Legitimate farmers could find

a new cash crop in marijuana.

Street gangs would have to find a

new reason to kill each other. .

Millions of Americans could stop

worrying about "Big Brother"

peering into their private lives (at

least insofar as drug use).

It is true that there would be

some problems. There are some
who would take advantage of the

availability to start a habit they

might otherwise never have

started. The benefits though,

would far outweigh these
negatives. The billions of dollars

being pumped in to stop the flow

of illegal drugs could be rerouted

to start treatment programs,

education, and even quality

control. Heroin users would no

longer have to worry about
injecting rat poison. Perhaps an

additive could even be developed

to control or stop addiction.

The savings that could be
realized by ending the war are

only part of the financial gain.

Taxation, that two-sided sword

that both protects and robs us

would produce an incredible

income from marijuana sales

alone.

Of course, for those who still

feel that decriminalization is not

the answer, there is another

alternative that may work. All

drug offenses could be punished

by a mandatory death sentence,

with no appeals, pardons, or

mitigating circumstances allowed

Yeah, that'll show 'em!

Lay Off The Hippie Look
To the author of "Hey Man, Is

That Freedom Rock?" No, it

isn't. It's personal expression.

Hey dude, did you research this?

Did you go out and ask us "neo-

quasi-hippies" if we were trying

to be groovy like in the sixties?

I doubt it. Because if you did, I

seriously doubt you would be so

eager to express your ignorance.

Yes, I listen to Hendrix. But
not because I "wish I was there",

I don't.

I have long hair because / like

the way it looks. I like how it

feels on my neck. I have no
desire to be a rebel. I just want to

wear my hair the way I like it.

I wear tie-dyes because I like

the colors and patterns, not
because they were in style 30
years ago. Personally, I really

don't care what was in style then

or now for that matter, I just like

tie-dyes.

I listen to Hendrix because he

rips on guitar, that's it.

I was born in the late sixties,

and therefore I have no idea what
it was really like back then, nor
do I really care. I live my life

now, not then.

So, as you say, it's pretty
stupid to try and imitate a time
you had absolutely nothing to do
with, so why do you ASSUME
this is what we're doing? Do you
honestly feel we're taking away
from the memories people had of

those times just because we have
the same length of hair? Does

BLOOP

sharing an opinion about
something make me a "wanna-
be"? No, it doesn't.

Maybe some of what you say
has some merit, maybe it doesn't
Maybe you're just a jerk, maybe
not. But I don't think it's my
place to base a lot of judgement
and name-calling on mere
observations. Nor is it your's.

So get your foot out of your
mouth and worry about yourself,

not everybody whose style of

dress or hair offends you.

Oh, by the way, peace does
have meaning today, and as long
as there's people on the planet

who accept people for what they

truly are, it will always mean
something.

Peter Schuhmann
Senior- Economics
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Help Wanted
Summer job interviews-Average earnings $3,400. University Directories, the nation's largest publisher of
campus directories, hires over 200 college students for their summer sales program. Top earnings $5,000-
$8,000. Gain valuable experience in advertising, sales and public relations selling yellow page advertising

for your campus telephone directory. Positions available in other university markets. Expense paid training

program in Chapel Hill, NC. Looking for enthusiastic, goal-oriented students for challenging, well-paying
summer job. Internships may be available. Interviews on campus Tuesday, February 13. Sign up at the

career center.

Market.DISCOVER CARDS on Your Campus. Flexible hours. Earn as much as $10/hr. Only 10

positions available. Call 1-800-950-8472. Ext 3006.

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS. Student

groups, frats and sororities needed for marketing project on campus. For details plus your FREE GIFT.

group officers call 1-800-765-8472 Ext 50.

Aerobics instructor needed!! Qualified aerobics instuctor needed at top fitness club. Call 395-4653 for

details.

Spring Break Trips

Spring Break '90-Cancun, Jamaica, Bermuda, Rio, Bahamas. Lowest prices! ! Guaranteed trips include 7 day

accomodations. Round trip air fares out of Charlotte or Altanta. Prices from $329. Trips are selling fast!!

Don't miss out! Call (919) 929-2579 for details.

Best Fundraisers on Campus!

Is your fraternity, sorority or club interested in earning $1000.00+ for a one week on-campus marketing

project? You must be well- organized and hard working. Call Jenny or Myra at (800) 592-2121.

Horoscopes

Personalized chart interpretation. Cool valentine or birthday gift! ! Call Nicolle at 259-6005. Needed: exact

date, time and date of birth and $25.00.

Personals

fed- Thank you for reminding me of my own childhood. P.

ONE PLAIN 3.5 OUNCE DOUGHNUT HAS AS MANY
CALORIES AS FOUR SLICES OF WHITE BREAD WITH
JAM, ABOUT 400 CALORIES. HALF OF THE CALO-
RIES IN THE DOUGHNUT COME FROM FAT. BUT

ONLY 10% IN BREAD AND JAM.

(The Wellness Calendar. 1989)
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MONK
54 30 MARKET STREET

WILMINGTON

Call 395-0280

? Thurs Feb. 1st , ,A m .

? Panic Before 10 $1

? After 10 $3 Ladies/$4 Men

!* Fri Feb. 2nd
.Awareness Art Ensemble
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Sat Feb. 3rd
Physical G
A Tribute to Led Zeppelin

sical Graffiti
ibute to Led Ze

$5 mem / $6 otherwise

$1 off Friday or Saturday
with this coupon

-i 17 yrs & OlderI

Free - 8oz. - Detergent
to students washing Mon. - Fri. from 1pm to 7 pm

Must show Student ID - Limit one per day

NO WAITING NECESSARY

KELLY'S COIN LAUNDRY
11 07 PRINCESS ST. - 763-4914

Hours 7a - 7p Mon. - Sat. 7a-2p Sun.

Give yourself

a hand
against

breast

cancer

f'
Breast self-examination is easy, takes

only a few minutes and can be per-

formed in the privacy of your own
home. It's an important way you can
detect early and highly curable breast

cancer.

Tuki iontrvl ofyour body and your life.

Make breast self-examination a pan of
your monthly routine And see your
doctor regularly lor clinical exams and
advice on mammography.

For a free pamphlet about breast self-

examination, call your loci! American
Cancer Society.

We're here to help

V:

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY '

BSB55SBES^^ ::*:::*::*:wmmmmsm555tocn*n
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Barney's
Restaurant & Tavern

STUDENT SPECIAL

QUARTER POUND CHEESEBURGER
W/ STEAK FRIES

$1.99 with College ID

from 5-12 thru Feb. 15

Bottled Domestic Beer $1.25

Hi-Balls $1.75 $2.75 Doubles

Located in MARKETPLACE MALL

LUNCH SERVED MON. -SAT. 11-4:30

DINNER SERVED NIGHTLY 4:30-12:00

LOUNGE OPEN UNTIL 1:00am NIGHTLY

wmmm*&
All AbU Permits «Vj

LIVWELL FACT.

SKINLESS TURKEY IS ONE OF THE LEANEST
MEATS. IT HAS ABOUT ONE THIRD LESS FAT
THAN SKINLESS CHICKEN.

(The Wellness Calendar, 1989)

JUZZLE SOLUTION j

*
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ALTERNATIVES FACT
THE UNITED STATES
HAS THE HIGHEST RATE

OF TEEN ALCOHOL AND DRUG
USE OF ANY
INDUSTRIALIZED NATION
THE DRUG PROBLEM IN THIS

COUNTRY IS 10 TIMES
GREATER THAN JAPAN

Buckle Up For Spring Break '90
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JHippies Give Spike A
iWeek To Remember
j£ Spike Bensonhurst: Wanted

^Cruised or Alive.

Well I really messed up this

£\veek. I don't know what I was
^thinking when I decided to pick

ton the "hippies" last week, but

^this could have been the big

^mistake my editor talked about. I

^•had to mail this edition of my
vjcolumn in because I am currently

^in the federal witness protection

^program. This is how my last

^week went

j Thursday, January 25, 1990:

~The Frisbee attack.

I was lost in thought as I

-walked through Brooks field. The

Zsun was shining, the birds sang.

*1 was thinking about what I

'should write about next week
'when I began to notice a group of

-tie-dye clad ultimate players

working their way over to me.

»At first I shrugged this off as

^coincidence and kept walking, but

tsoon it was clear what they

•intended to do. They wanted a

.-little pan of Spike.

1 acted like I had decided to

vmove my walk up to a jog, but

Ithis didn't fool them for a second.

.1 began to run, I crossed the road

;by the tennis courts when a

^second wave joined in the chase.

-This group was wearing surf

'shorts, no shirts, and had those

-Oakley Terminator glasses on.

•'They were all on skateboards, so I

*knew my only chance was to cut

^across the lawn. I reached my car

*and soon enough I was safely in

•my apartment

I Friday, January 26, 1990:

:vw van from Hell.

J I awoke in a sweat. 1 hadn't

"slept well that night. Dreams of

^skateboards invaded my dreams,

-and outside my window I heard

Cjanis Joplin singing. I looked

uout my window to find a group

f-'long hairs" sitting around in

fisome sort of vigil. I quickly

jjdressed and hoped to slip out of

rimy apartment unnoticed.

V, As I opened my door I found a

ipeace sign had been carved in my
ndoor with a slash through it.

I They wanted war, I wanted to get

*to Hardee's for a biscuit. I

•ftuickly decided 1 should try and

disguise myself and make a break

Ifor it. With a black turtle neck,

beret, and a pair of John Lennon
glasses on I made my way to my
car.

This didn't work. As I

fumbled with my car keys a

yellow VW van pulled up beside

me. The door came open and

some of those "hippies" jumped
out at me yelling "BUSTED
DUDE". Ideas rolled through
my brain, but before I could react

one of them pulled out a copy of

Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts

Club Band and slashed me several

times. I laved on the ground,
bleeding from the paper cuts 1 had

sustained. Another of them
pulled out a quart of Tofu and was

about to squash my skull when a

siren scared them away.

Saturday, January 27, 1990:

Granola Warfare.

I decided to take these attempts

Friday, January 26, 1990:

VW van from Hell.

They wanted war, I

wanted to get to Hardee's

for a biscuit.

at my life a litde more seriously

so I called a few of my friends to

come over. You know, safety in

numbers. When it was about

time for my friends to arrive there

was a knock at my door.

Without checking the peephole I

opened the door, and before I

could shut it again a group of pre-

yupsters grabbed me and drug me
from the safety of my home.

I was quickly thrown into a

super-beetle (the trunk in front),

and from there they took me to

their headquarters. I could tell we
were near the ocean by the sound

of the surf. They took me inside

and threw me in a closet. When I

got the blindfold off I was in a

room dimly lit by a lava lamp,

and on the wall I could make out

a Grateful Dead poster.

I knew in an instant that they

were going to try to condition

me, as smoke from incense was
piped in the vent and "Dead Head"

music blared. I was near

unconsciousness when I resolved

myself to escape. Heck, I was in

good shape. These skateboard

freaks were no match for me.

I used all my strength to kick

the door open. There were only

two of them in the room, this

was my chance. I let out a kill-

yell as I ran up on them.

However, the speed at which they

got out of my way and knocked

me down showed a flaw in my
plan to over power them. I was

about to get up when one of

them, I think it was the blonde

one, pounced on me. Luckily the

suntan lotion he was wearing

caused him to slip off of me and

hit his head on the table. The

other one was almost to me when
he tripped over a surfboard.

1 ran up the street trying to get

help, but people just closed their

windows and ignored my cries. 1

stopped at the corner to catch my
breath when I noticed the yellow

VW van again. As it overtook

me the passenger side window
came down and something hit me
at the base of the skull, and sent

me sprawling to the ground.

I looked around to see what 1

had been hit with, and lying only

a few feet away was a bloodied

hacky-sack. I knew I needed help.

Again they were run off by the

sound of a siren, apparently a

party a few streets away was
getting busted. Thank God for

the Wrightsville Beach police.

1 lay there for a while

thinking. As the pain rose and

subsided in my body 1 tried to

reason what had caused this group

to be upset by my column. The
blood poured from my paper cuts,

the gash from the hacky-sack
ached, and then lying in the street

nearly spent it occurred to me
what the problem was. They

didn't get it was a joke. They

thought I was serious, and that I

really meant it.

Week in and week out I preach

about peace, bringing the world

together, taking care of the

environment, and these guys took

me at face value. With my last

breath I scribbled a message for

them in the street in my own
blood: Get A Sense Of Humor!

fvlorgan Freeman Driving

[Ms. Daisy To Perfection
§ Driving Miss Daisy: Starring

•Morgan Freeman, Jessica Tandy,

land Dan Aykroyd.

t Rating: 10 out of a possible

no.

Z 1 know what you are thinking.

;No movie is perfect, but for what

•it is, Driving Miss Daisy is

^about as close as they come. Let

Ime explain myself.

Z First of all the acting in this

^picture is as good as it comes.

Jessica Tandy stars as Miss

^)aisy, an older Jewish southern

^matriarch of a wealthy family.

-Dan Aykroyd plays her son

^Bowie Worthen, a successful

^businessman who turned a small

"mill into a major corporation.

^Morgan Freeman plays Hoke, an

"older black man who is hired to

*drive Miss Daisy when she

^becomes "a risk to the insurance

^company".

Z The plot of the movie
^revolves around the special

^relationship that developes
^between Miss Daisy and her

"driver Hoke, and also with her

rson Bowie in the pre-civil rights

'South.

•t Tandy and Freeman will

Jiprobabiy be nominated for

jrJAcademy Awards for their work

Jin this film. Also, don't be

Jsuprised if you see Dan Aykroyd

Jget nominated for his supporting

^role in Driving Miss Daisy.

.* This film deals with a

jtspectrum of issues of the South

in the forties, fifties, and sixties.

From segregated bathrooms, civil

rights, and just the attitude of the

people in the South Driving Miss

Daisy shows the subtle side of

racism without beating you over

the head with it

Many films you leave the

theatre thinking of how it could

have been better, but when you

leave Driving Miss Daisy all you

can think is that it was perfect. It

is playing at the Independence 3.

Tremors: Starring Kevin
Bacon, Fred Ward, and Michael

Gross.

Rating: 71/2 out of a

possible 10.

This is one of those movies
that from the advanced clips and

promotional ads looked like it

might be really dumb.
Fortunatley for the producers of

this movie the clips and promo's

were decieving.

Tremors for all intents and
purposes is a comedy. If you
thought this was going to be
another terrible monster from the

deep movie you will be

pleasantly suprised. The thirty-

foot long giant earth worms in

Tremors are alot like land sharks

(no pun intended), except for the

fact that they can eat cars as well

as people.

The movie centers around a

couple of down on their luck

handy men Val and Earl. It

seems that Val (Bacon), and Earl

(Ward) have been meaning to

leave their small home town of

Perfection, California for some
time, and almost made it out
before the insect problem got too

bad. Real bad.

When Val and Earl discover

the creature they try to reach help

using many modes of
transportation, but to no avail.

They become trapped in the small

town with little hope of escape.

Will they escape or are they
doomed? Well of course they

escape, but it's still fun to watch

how they do it.

The humor in Tremors is very

subtle, and the supporting cast

does a great job in helping the

movies pace. Michael Gross (the

father from Family Ties) is great

as a gun crazy survivalist who
takes on the creatures with an

elephant gun.

I couldn't place the actress

who played his wife until the

credits when I realized she was
country music singer Reba
Maclntyre. She was very

believable as a country girl who
loves guns (although 1 don't think

she was acting).

Tremors is a funny, silly, and

an enjoyable movie that is fun to

watch. It is playing at the New
Centre 3.

Cafe Serves Up NY
JENNIFER BF.TRA&
RESTAURAHT REVIEWER

Where in Wilmington can you
go to start your meal with a

swiss cheese and wine fondue, and

end your meal with a chocolate

fondue? Wny, no where other

than Candlelight Cafe.

Candlelight Cafe is a small

romantic restaurant in the New
York style of cafe dining. Tom
and Sandra Ward came to

Wilmington in 1986 from New
York to open a cafe like the ones

they were accustomed to on the

streets of New York.

The restaurant is decorated in

subdued colors and mellow
pictures to allow a comfortable

feeling to those who come to

dine. The quiet atmosphere is

enhanced with the availability of

chess, checkers, backgammon,
and cards to play with while

waiting for your meal.

The Candlelight Cafe boasts a

menu that is quite diverse. They
serve everything from Texas style

chili to dinner entrees such as

fettucini alfredo or even surf and

turf. All meals are prepared
personally by the owner and chef,

Tom Ward. Ward will not allow

anything to leave the kitchen

unless it is seemingly perfect.

Just remember, however, that

good things do take time, and

they are worth waiting for.

Fondues, cheeseboards, New
York style hamburgers, steak

"tidbits", fresh seafood,

cappucino, espresso, a full liquor

bar, and fine wines all contribute

to the excellence of this fine

dining establishment. If you are

on a diet, the chefs salad is

enormous, and very healthy. If

you are not diet conscious you

should try the exquisite sundae

crepe, for a most unforgettable

dessert

The cafe serves food in all

price ranges. Prices start at

approximately $4.00 for a

delicious gourmet omelette and

venture up to about $12.00 for

fresh seafood dinner entrees. The
prices are very modest for the

large portions and excellent

quality that are served to you.

For those of you who are

worried about the cleanliness of

unseen kitchens, you'll be glad to

know that Candlelight Cafe
proudly holds a sanity rating of

93.5 , A. (That's probably better

than what our own kitchens
would rate if we had to be

inspected.)

Dining by candlelight has a

very romantic quality, so next
time you are in the mood to turn

the lights down low and enjoy a

romantic evening with great food,

try the Candlelight Cafe. It is

located directly next to UNCW in

the University Landing.

Zep Tribute
ReturnsTo Monk

MARK SCHARAP.A
STAFF WRITER

Led Zepplin, the name rings

very familiar to anyone who
enjoys rock- n- roll music. They
are still one of the most popular

bands to grace this earth and
though they are no longer
together since the death in 1980
of John Bonham their music still

gets a lot of airplay even now.
For those of us unfortunate

enough not to see this great band

live, there is Physical Graffitti,

no not the album but Physical

Graffitti The Led Zepplin show.
Where a lot of bands try to copy
the Zeppelin sound and

incorporate it into their own
"original" music, Physical
Graffitti does Zeppelin and only

Zeppelin.

All the classics such as

Kashmir, Rock n Roll, Stairway

to Heaven, Good Time Bad Times
and many other classics. They
will be performing this Saturday

night at the Mad Monk in their

Wilmington return. Physical
Graffitti hails from Hartford,

Conn, and soldout such venues as

Hammerjacks in Baltimore, Md..

The Boat House in Norfolk Va.,

and many other locations along

the east coast.

Beware of Censorship
MARK SCHARAC.A

STAFF WRITER

Welcome all Ye common folk

once again to the Shark's den of

Music reviews. Indecent lyrics:

what are, or is, considered

indecent lyrics? It is all a matter

of opinion, because everybody
has different moral values, it all

depends on your upbringing.

I feel that it is the parents'

responsibility to decide what is

right for their children to view
and listen to, not some elected

goofball with homed rimmed
glasses, a quart of motor oil in

his hair who still believes that

the Edsel was the best car ever

built. The point is censorship is

a violation of your right to

freedom of choice.

This right has been infringed

upon in New Hanover County
recently as County officials

passed an ordinance that restricts

music containing explicit lyrics

and forces record stores to carry

these in a seperate section of the

store. This music judged indecent

by County Officials can not be

sold to minors.

OK so how does this affect

you and I? Well, first of all , this

ordinance does not include the

"city" of Wilmington so many
record stores you can think of are

not included as of right now, but

it is rumored that the "city" is

considering a similar ordinance.

If it is passed what will happen?

Record stores in the area will

probably be reluctant to carry

some artists, thus denying the

public of their freedom of choice.

Artists that could be included are

Schooily D, Public Enemy,

Motley Crue, the Scorpions,

Guns-n-Roses, and any other band

that has an album. If you are also

concerned that an archaic law such

as this might be passed, I advise

you to call 34 1-78 15 and express

your feelings with the Mayor and

the City Council.

Now today's review of the

"Forgotten Rebels," which is

based on the Shark's tooth rating

scale, Four teeth being the best,

and one being the worst.

Forgotten Rebels-"Untitled"

Rating: 1/2 Tooth

Restless Records

Best Songs-Behind Bars,

Don't Die Alone, and Sci.fi.

Double feature (Theme from
Rocky Horror) Worst-Eight other

cheesy Songs (I use the term

loosely)

Are the "Forgotten Rebels"

best forgotten? YES. I admit

some songs sounded really good
in 43 rpm but the vocalist sounds

like Alvin of the chipmunks, and

it is meant to be played at 33- not

45- tempting as it might be.

This group takes the effort

not to clone one group (REM)
but every group (The Cult,
Romantics, Kinks, and others),

for example "Dizzy" sounds like

REM's "Stand" but put Dizzy
where "Stand" is and well you get

a truly lousy song.

This band's only hope, there

isn't any! Do you remember
when the U.S. army was blasting

rock music at the Vatican's

Embassy in Panama? I'm willing

to bet this was the album they

were playing. It's no wonder

Noriega came out saying "No

mas, no mas".

Whats

Feb 1- Feb 7

Thursday

Front Street

News: Wilmingtunes

Mad Monk: Panic.

Seahawks: SAE
college night.

Friday

Mad Monk:
Awareness Art

Ensemble.

Front Street: Mike

Edwards and the

Banned.

Saturday

Mad Monk: Pysical

Graffiti (Led Zeppelin

Show).

Front Street: Mike
Edwards and the

Banned.

Monday

Homecoming:
Bonfire sponcered by

IFC, Pan-Hellenic, and

Panhellenic.

Tuesday

BluesFront Street:

Jam Society.

Homecoming:
Moonwalk 10-5pm UU
Lawn.
Giant Twister: 12:30-

4pm UU Courtyard.

Talent Show 7:30 UU

Wednesday

Ortons: Chi-Phi

college night.

Homecoming:
Dating Game 2:30 Rm
100 UU.
Victory, Defeat, or

Scribble 6pm UU.

For more info

call:

Mad Monk 395-0280

Front Street 763-1240

Seahawks 392-PIER

~_
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He's back again to

make you laugh !

Where : King

Auditorium

When : Thursday,

February 8, 1990

Time : 7:00

Admission: Free

Sponsored by the 1990 Homecomm^CommUtee^

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 9

NEW CAFETERIA

Q-nOPM-1:00 AM

FEATURING

:

risse

$3.00 - COUPLE
$2.00 - SINGLE

yc

HORS D'OEUVRES AND REFRESHMENTS

WILL BE SERVED

— „— . _~ - - .^. „ . ^ .... ^ ^*
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Elizabeth Marie Lynge-Beth is a senior residing at 1295

Wellington Avenue. She is actively involved in Alpha Delta Pi,

Panhellenic Council, Ambassadors, Greek Presidents Council, Student

Government Asfcciation, and Big Buddy. She has been recognized as an

Outstanding College Student of America and by Who's Who Among

American College and University Students.

Peter Matthew Jones--Pete is a junior who resides at 4684

tFillmore Drive. He is president of the Interfraternity Council, a member

'of Delta Sigma Phi, Greek Presidents Council, and The Seahawk. He

has held office in the IFC, Delta Sigma Phi, and Greek Presidents

Council. He was also selected as an Outstanding College Student of

America.

Kelli Michelle Duncan -Kelli is a junior who resides at 409

Racine Drive in Wilmington. She is a member of Alpha Phi, UNCW
Dance Team, UNCW Ambassadors and Phi Eta Sigma. She is also a

North Carolina Teaching Fellow and has earned distinctions of Who's

Who Among American College and University Students, the Dean's

List and the National Dean's List.
tt

Steven Nicholas Sappe-Steve, a senior residing at 1118

Coleridge Drive, is actively involved in the Student Government

Association. Students Against Drunk Driving. Phi Beta Lambda, Black

Student Union, Sports Club Council, and the Football Club. He was

appointed as member of the Chancellor's Substance Abuse Advisory

Council and Stand-by Investigation Committee and was nominated to

Who's Who Among American College and University Students.

Kirsten Leigh Moore-Kirki, a senior, resides at 2310 Waverly

Drive. She is involved with and has held offices within the Student

t Association, Alpha Phi, and the Ambassadors. She was

nominated for Who's Who Among American College and University

Students and is recognized as an Outstanding College Student of

America.

Kenneth Lemon--Ken is a junior who resides at 1904 Church

nember of the Student Government Association and the

local chapte of the NAACP. Presently SGA Vice President, he has

been recognized and awarded by SGA and the Office of Minority Affairs.

Ken was also recognized as an Outstanding College Student of

America.

*A _k.
Tina Renee Butler-Tina is a senior who resides at 4863 College

Acres Avenue. Through her association with Alpha Xi Delta, she has

served on the Panhellenic Council and Greek Presidents Council,

I offices in both councils. She is also involved with the Student

itk» Committee and the International Association of

College Unions. She was nominated to Who's Who Among American

College and University Students.

John Burton Kilpatrick-Burt is a junior who resides in the on-

i;ampus apartments. He is involved in the UNCW Orientation Program,

Ambassadors, Tau Delta Theta and is a Student Supreme Court Justice.

Presently the Student Director of Orientation Programs, he also serves

as Rush Chairman for his fraternity and Membership Coordinator for

the Ambassadors. Burt was also recognized by Who's Who Among

American College and University Students.

Presenting: The 1990
Homecoming Court
and Scheduled Events

HOMECOMING 1990: SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Susan Diane Hurst-Susan is a freshman who resides at 315

Racine Drive. Though this is only her first year, she is Chairman of

School Activities and Commuter Student Program Committee,

Secretary of Media/Publications Board, and member of the Student

Action Team, FOCUS, Baptist Student Union, Emerge, Ambassadors,

SADD, Campus Awareness Organization, NCSL, and the Drama Club.

Robert Warren Sappenfield, Jr.--Rob is a senior who lives at

5004 Wrightsville Avenue. He is president of his fraternity, Chi Phi,

and of the Senior Class, while he is a member of the Student

Government Association, Health Science Club, Surf Club, and the

Greek Presidents Council. He serves on the Student Affairs Committee

and the Who's Who Selection Committee.

ALUMNI ;

Saturday, February 10

STUDENTS:
Monday, February 5 -

Tuesday, February 6 -

Wednesday, February 7

Thursday, February 8 -

Friday, February 9 -

Saturday, February 10 -

Alumni Board of Directors Meeting - 10:00^,

Campus Tours Departs from Hinton James -

2:31pm
and

3:00pm

Bookstore open from 2 :3(Lm-4:00

Hospitality Tour - Private Dining Room, East

Cafeteria - 4:00,,

Pre-Game Social - Hawks' Nest -
5:30m-

7:0°pm

Basketball - Trask Coliseum - 7:3Q,m
Alumni Show Band and Dance - Wilmington

Hilton Ballroom - ^O^-lruO,,,,

Bonfire - 7:00—,

Moonwalk - Union Lawn - 1 0:00^,-3:00^

Giant Twister - Union Lawn - 10:00^-3:00

Talent Show - UU 1 00 - 7 :30_

Dating Game - UU100 -
2:00pm

Victory, Defeat, &Scribble - Union Living

Room -
6:0Q,m

Comedians - UU100 - 7:0Q,m

Step Show - East Cafeteria - 5:30,,,,

SGA Homecoming Dance - East Cafeteria -

Daytona Tightens

Up For Spring Break
rv PHii.i.ip i.nnr.HLiN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Spring Break is only a few weeks away and traditional vacation

spots are getting ready for the rush. In light of past violence and

excessive revelry, some places are not welcoming students this year.

Other areas will be tightening up law enforcement.

In 1989, Daytona Beach, one of the most popular Spring Break

destinations, suffered extensive property damage and a record number of

alcohol related arrests. This year the Daytona Beach police will be

strictly enforcing the laws, with an emphasis on those regulations

controlling possession and consumption of alcoholic beverages. City

ordinances, which often fall by the wayside during festive occasions,

will also be in effect and upheld.

The City of Daytona Beach has provided a list of local laws and

ordinances in order to inform students before they get there.

Beach regulations

1) Students are warned not to climb on balconies. It is not only \

dangerous, but illegal under Florida state law.

2) The speed limit on the beach is lOmph at all times.

3) Driving in the water or on soft sand is prohibited.

4) Sitting or lying in a driving or parking area is prohibited.

5) Balls and frisbees should not be thrown across traffic lanes.

6) Pedestrians always have the right of way.

7) Motorists are responsible for any injury to persons or property.

8) No animals are allowed on the beach except seeing eye dogs.

9) Camping or sleeping overnight on the Atlantic Ocean beach is

prohibited.

10) Swimming within 150 feet of the Ocean Pier is prohibited.

11) Driving on the beach at night is prohibited.

12) Stay near your vehicle on the beach. Changing tides present

safety hazards and vehicles below the high tide line will be towed.

Local Ordinances

1) The. carrying or consumption of an open alcoholic beverage is

prohibited on the beach and city streets. This applies to pedestrians and

passengers in motor vehicles.

2) It is unlawful for anyone under 21 years of age to possess

alcoholic beverages or to misrepresent his age to buy alcoholic

beverages.

3) Hitchhiking is prohibited within the Daytona Beach city limits.

4) Littering is prohibited.

5) Trespassing on motel property where you are not registered as a

guest may result in your arrest.

The Daytona Beach Hotel Motel Association also sent some rules

for area hotels and recreation areas.

1) Vehicular traffic is permitted on 18 miles of the beach from one

hour before sunrise until one hour after sunset. There is a daily access

fee of $3.00 for motorized vehicles. Sunbathing, surfing, jet-skiing,

and surf-fishing areas are permitted only in designated areas.

2) Kegs of beer are not allowed in guest rooms.

3) Fire codes limit the number of persons in each room. Visitors

are permitted at the discretion of the management

4) Excessive noise is prohibited.

5) Each hotel sets its own policies for pool, security, phone
charges, etc. Damage to a room is the responsibility of registered

guests.

These rules are designed to protect the community as well as the

students. For about forty years, Daytona Beach has been the destination

for thousands, maybe millions of students at Spring Break. If the

visitors continue to bring destruction and blatant disregard for the locals

with them, they may well have to find a new vacation spot.

Ifyou smoke

4,000hours ayear,

stopping for24

won't killyou.

Mr

Myth: Most rapes are black men sexually

assaulting white women.
Fact: Only 4% of rapes involve a black man
raping a white woman. 8% of all rapes
involve a white man raping a black woman.
10% of sexual assault victims are male. *80%
of sexual assaults occur within the same race

and socioeconomic status.

*It is also important to note that in a study of

44 non-patriarchal societies, rape was found
virtually non-existent. Sadly, no one in the

US is immune from sexual assault.

LIVWELL FACT

MOST NON-DAIRY CREAMERS HAVE AS
MANY CALORIES AS LIGHT CREAM AND
CONTAIN COCONUT OIL. USE POWERED
OR SKIM MILK IN YOUR COFFEE INSTEAD.

YOU WILL CUT CALORIES, FAT AND
GET CALCIUM.

(The Wellness Calendar, 1989)

the

Had
Plonk

proudly presents

Britny Fox
and

Bang Tango
for a special

Valentine's Day Show

Wednesday Feb. 14th

5430 MARKET STREET
WILMINGTON

395-0280

DON'T MISS OUT
17 yrs & Older

I

"Large
for the price of

small!"

Get one
16"-One Item Thin for

$7.25
Reg. $10.75

Drinks available upon request 16 oi Fountain Drinks S 50

TO ORDER come by the Old Cafe a call 395-3534
Minimum Delivery S5 00

Drivers & Pie Makers needed - Call 799-2300

\z

f\LL.\ services

Thtnmltont

Lmrfrwll

Of IMImfmM Trirphtf*

SUMMERJOBS
OPPORTUNITY!

Make the transition into the businessworld selling

yellow page advertising for your campus
telephone directory or for other campus
directories nationwide.

EXPERIENCE!
Gain valuable experience in sales, advertising,

marketing and public relations.

TRAINING!
Travel to Chapel Hill, NC for a Rve-day expense-
paid sales training program. Train with 200 other
college students from across the country.

MONEY!
Earn an average of f3,400 for the 1 1 week sales

period with an unlimited opportunity for a

profitable summer.

Interviewing on Campus:

Tuesday, February 13

Sign-up: Career Center

- - MMl mmmmm mm M MMMMMMM
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Colleges Are Forced to Report Campus Crimes
, (CPS)--Congress this month
will start seriously considering a

bill that would force colleges to

tell students, employees,
applicants and their parents how
many crimes occurred on their

campuses.

While many public relations-

minded administrators opposed
the bill because it could make

;
their school look bad, a group of

college security experts resolved

Jan. 12 to oppose it because it

would be unenforceable.

"We're not in favor of the law

because it's not policeable," said

Ian Sherrill of the Center for the

Study and Prevention of Campus
Violence (CSPVC), which
concluded its annual conference

Jan. 11.

Major support for the bill

comes from students, parents and

faculty members who say they

need to know about local crimes

in order to protect themselves

from them
Currently, only 352 of the

3,200-some-two-and four-year

colleges in the country bother to

report crimes to the Federal

Bureau of Investigation, which

tracks down criminal activities.

The quality of the statistics,

moreover, is uneven. While one

school may report a crime
committed on what is legally a

city-owned curb, another school

may decide not to report it as a

"campus" crime. Consequently

the former college, appearing to

be a dangerous sinkhole, may
have a harder time recruiting

students and faculty members
than the latter one, which comes
off looking like a relatively

pacific oasis of learning.

The result, students and

experts seem to agree, is a highly

unrealistic image of leafy, safe

campuses in which residents feel

so secure that they don't take

basic security precautions.

"It's easy to get a false sense

of security on campus," said

University of Wyoming student

Amy Bell. "Student's, especially

freshmen, think nothing bad will

happen to them."

"Students often have a false

sense of security on college and

university campuses," said Rep.

Bill Goodling (R-PA.), who in

September introduced the federal

bill that would require schools to

tell the public about the crimes

committed in their communities.

"It's interesting that students

do things on campus that they

dorm room. Her attacker got into

the dorm because a pizza box was
propping the main door open, and
Clery's room remained unlocked
while she slept.

Jeanne's parents, Howard and
Connie Clery, sued Lehigh for

negligence, claiming that, given

the dearth of crime statistics, no
one knew such an assault was
likely or even possible at the

school. They were awarded $2
million in an out-of-court
settlement

The couple used the money to

start a non-profit organization,

Security on Campus, dedicated to

help other universities improve
campus safety measures.

"If details of crimes are not publicized, a student may
kiTOvvingjywak atone intDaparking lotwhere several

rapes occurred, ormay prop adorm dooropen aware

that burglars robbed studnets in otherdorms where

doorswere teft open."

would never do at home," said

.Sherrill of the CSPCV, which is

based at Towson State University

in Maryland.

"You would never prop your

front door open for the pizza man
or leave the window open for

your boyfriend to crawl through

at home, yet it happens routinely

in the dorms," Sherrill said.

Just such an incident sparked

the current move to force colleges

to confess that crimes happen on

campuses.

In 1985 Lehigh University

freshman Jeanne Clery was
brutally beaten, raped and

murdered in her Pennsylvania

Thanks to the Clery's

lobbying, Pennsylvania was the

first state to require schools to

report crime statistics. The bill

became law in May, 1988.

Since then, Florida, Louisiana

and Tennessee have passed crime

stat laws. New York, New
Jersey, Massachusetts, Missouri,

California, and Delaware are
considering similar laws. The
penalty for non-compliance would

be $10,000, except for Tennessee

and New York, where the fine

would be $1,000.

Goodling's bill, the Crime
Awareness and Campus Security

Act of 1989, would make all

campuses provide "timely

notification" of crimes and
publicize their security policies.

"If details of crimes are not
publicized, a student may
unknowingly walk alone into a

parking lot where several rapes

occurred, or may prop a dorm
door open unaware that burglars

robbed students in other dorms
where doors were left open. If

these students were properly
informed, they might have made
different choices," Goodling said.

Wyoming's Bell believes that

Goodling's bill would make a

difference.

"Crime (on campus) happens

more often than students know.
If they knew more, they would be

a lot more careful," she said.

"It's our responsibility to get

crime statistics out to students so

that they can be aware," added

Traci Bauer, editor of the

Southwest Statesman at

Southwest Missouri State
University (SMSU) i n

Springfield.

"People are so sure this

campus is safe because they don't

hear about crime," Bauer added.

Bauer's paper, in fact, is trying

to pry crime stats from unwilling

SMSU administrators.

SMSU's police force says it

will release information only

through university relations

director Paul Kincaid who, in

turn, won't give crime data to the

Statesman on the grounds il

would violate the Privacy Act ol

1974. The Privacy Act keeps

student's private records from

becoming public information.

Kincaid added he has askeo

Missouri's attorney general's

office to issue an opinion whethei

he is correct or not.
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New Programs Introduced

(CPS)--In trumpeting
aggressive new anti-drug
campaigns, the governors of
Georgia and Nebraska made
punishing college students a

central part of their state-of-the-

state addresses in mid-January.

In Nebraska, Gov. Kay On-
asked her legislature to force

students at the University of

Nebraska, and Chadron, Kearney

and Peru State colleges to sign

statements that they are "drug-

free" before they can enroll.

Also under Orr's proposal,

students convicted of a drug

offense would have to go into

rehabilitation. On their second
offense, students would be kicked

out of school.

Students would be readmitted,

Orr said, "after the second offense

if they proved they've been
rehabilitated"

"It's absurd," complained NU
student government member Deb
Fiddelke, "to single out students.

Education shouldn't be used as a

political weapon."

Similarly in Georgia, Gov.
Joe Frank Harris introduced a bill

to let state colleges suspend
students convicted of drug-related

offenses during the term of their

arrest. Violators would receive

no credit for work completed
during the term, and no refunds

would be available.

Earlier in the school year,

Illinois Republican state Rep.
Jerry Weller said he would
introduce a bill to give preference

in awarding state aid to students

who provide a clean urine sample.

Under the plan, students who
submit to a drug test and come up
clean would get preference over an

equally qualified applicant who
refuses to take the test.

Already, students who get

federal grants have to sign a

statement promising they don't

and won't use illegal drugs.

Additionally, college officials are

required to have some kind of

an ti drug program in place.

Fraternities Trying to Eliminate Hazing
(CPS)--Florida's Stetson

University officially kicked a

fraternity accused of hazing off

campus while another national

fraternity, Zeta Beta Tau, reported

its experimental ban on pledging

seems to have eliminated hazing

in its chapters around the country.

At Stetson, officials notified

Pi Kappa Alpha president Steve

Gionis by letter Jan. 9 that they

would not let the chapter,

convinced of degrading pledges,

conducting "a public stunt" and

inflicting mental abuse, back

onto campus.

"We're very disappointed,"

Gionis said, adding the national

Pi Kappa Alpha next summer
will vote whether or not to expel

his chapter.

The house's problems go back
to 1988, when a female student

charged she was raped by
fraternity members after a party.

"Hazing, however severe, is

repugnant to the values of this

university and is vigorously
opposed by national fraternity

leadership," Stevenson Provost
Louis Brakeman said.

Most nationals have adopted

anti hazing policies during tne

past three years.

In August, moreover, two
nationals-Zeta Beta Tau and Tau
Kappa Epsilon-went further,

completely banning pledging
which, they said, sometimes leads

to hazing. Students would
become full members upon
invitation instead of having to

endure a prolonged "initiation

period"

In December, ZBT announced
the experiment seems to be

working. Nationwide, ZBTs fall

rush attracted 20 percent more
members than fall rushes of

previous years.

Secret crime filet. At Southwest Missouri, university odmimstrators ore unwilling to release crime stats. COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Acquaintance

RAPE . . .

"Something
everyone should
know more
about!!!"

Can you name all these states?

Studes have shown students

in the United States are lacking

in geogaphyskls.

College Students Unprepared
(CPS)-About a third of the

students who entered college in

West Virginia last fall were

academically unprepared to be in

college, reported M. Douglas

Call, interim chancellor of the

state's 10-college system, at a

press conference Jan. 1 1.

"This year we had one third of

our students who shouldn't be in

higher education," Call charged.

"The 33 percent weren't

prepared to be there," he said.

"That's been fluctuating and for a

number of years it nas been

between 38 percent and 33

percent

"What are we going to do with

them?" Call said. "We don't

have the development courses for

them."

At the same lime, the colleges

had to turn away students because

of a lack of space, Call added
"All we can do (for students)

is say to them to please come
earlier to register next time," Call

said.
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Write a

Letter to the

Editor today

!

see puzzle solution page 5.

Cafeteria Guarantees Food

OHMEPWmON DIVISION
UNCWPuMc Safety

395-3184

(CPS)-In what may be a first

in dorm food, officials at Clark

University have started offering

students money back if they don't

like their residence hall meals.

The new program, says Jack

Foley, business manager of the

Worcester, Mass., university, is

designed to dispel the notion that

all college food is bad and to

better accommodate the individual

tastes of its student customers.

"It seems to be a common
denominator for students at all

colleges and universities to write

home about the quality of the

food," holey said

Under the new plan, students

unhappy with a tray can complain

to the food services manager,
who, if unable to concoct an

adequate substitute, will credit the

student's university account for

the price of the meal.

Breakfasts cost $1.66, lunch

or brunch costs $3.32 while
dinner costs $4.99.

The company, which serves

about ISO East Coast campuses,

intends "to make it available at

all of our schools," said official

Ron Cohen.

ACROSS

1 Male deer

5 Part ol church

9 Flap

12 Century plant

13 Tart

14 Japanese sash

15 Brands
17 Greek letter

16 Encountered
19 Sly look

21 Commonwealth
23 Declared

27 Kind ol type

abbr.

28 Equals

29 Petition

31 Choose
34 Teutonic deity

35 Gentlest

38 Babylonian

deity

39 Condensed
moisture

41 Born
42 Piece to fit into

mortise

44 Spanish article

46 Propagating

48 Style ol

automobile

51 Winter vehicle

52 Youngster

53 Silver symbol
55 Come into view

59 Employ
60 Loud noise

62 Lend moral

support

63 Plot of land

64 Remain
65 Bristle

DOWN
1 Possesses

The
Weekly

Crnsswnrd
Puzzle

2 In music, high

3 Brown kiwi

4 Mollifies

5 Item of property

6 River in Italy
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Dine

Goddess of

discord

Vegetable

Encourage
Seize with teeth

Individual

Annoys
Agave plant

Imitated

Withered

Selenium
symbol
Owing
Great regard

Mexican laborer

Zest

It follows Jan.

Hay spreaders
Married

Nickel symbol
Note of scale

Poem of

lamentation

Blunt end
Comfort
Catches slang

Ship channel
Fish eggs
Obtained
Sched abbr
A continent

abbr
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Way Out In
(W)right

Ield
Chris Wright
Sports Editor

Bare necessities of,

football, brute farce

and a pair of legs
Did you happen to catch the Super Bore?

I couldn't because I had more important things

to do, like trimming my cat's toenails, removing

the grit between my kitchen floor tiles with a

toothpick, and trading righthands with Mike Tyson

in his Nintendo game.

From what I gather, though, it seems 1 was

about as involved in the game as Denver's
secondary, which allowed Super Joe to throw for

five touchdowns and more square mileage than the

state of Montana.

Now I realize that I am not a defensive

coordinator, nor could I contain Jerry Rice in a one-

on-one situation, but surely I could have done no

worse.

In fact, I think the Broncos went about this

whole Super Bowl thing the wrong way.

Their first mistake was actually thinking they

could win. Are you kidding? Win what? Ed
McMahon's sweepstakes, maybe. The Democratic

nomination, possibly. But the Super Bowl?
The Broncos have lost more times in the

Super Bowl than Lewis Grizzard has lost in wives.

1 remember when 1 was growing up, there were

always two keys to winning football: obtaining the

biggest bullies, and picking the prettiest

cheerleaders.

My sophomore year in high school, as a

matter of fact, the foui games we won, I am sure,

can be directly attributed to Jerry Pegram and the

lovely Miss Fitzsimmons, who continually breathed

new life into every male at our school each time she

kicked to celebrate a touchdown.

Such tactics are usually referred to in sports as

motivational strategies.

Our modest four-game winning streak sprouted

its roots innocently enough. We were trailing,

again, late in the fourth quarter when the opposing

quarterback ran an option left.

The combination of his momentum and Miss

Fitzsimmons' sultry smile carried the quarterback

not only into Miss Fitzsimmons, but on to the

hospital, as well.

It seemed as though the quarterback, by falling

on top of Miss Fitzsimmons, had gotten farther

than our team bully, Jerry.

After pulling this intruder off of Miss

Fitzsimmons, who used her ampleness to soften the

fall, Jerry picked the guy up and tossed him over the

fence.

Without their starting quarterback they were no

match for us and we went on to win.

So inspiring was Miss Fitzsimmons, that

tollowing a 49-0 whipping of an arch-rival, the

town legislature, on the following Monday,
instituted a new ordinance.

It was called the "Fitzsimmons Statute:

violating the principles of gravity," and stated that

every single point we scored must be celebrated by a

kick.

Going for two following a touchdown became

a way of life in my hometown. Field goals were

being attempted from anywhere just inside the

parking lot.

But getting back to the Super Bowl, and the

reason why Denver played so miserably.

Obvioulsy, the lovely Miss Fitzsimmons,

who departed our town following a 107-0 thrashing

of a nearby junior high team in front of a standing

rooom only crowd, has since taken residence on the

San Francisco sidelines.

Either that, or she recently married one of

Denver's cornerbacks.

Pirates end skid,

sink Seahawks

UNCW power forward Bryan Withers (above) scored 19 points

in Saturday night's 72-56 loss at East Carolina University.

CHRIS WRIP.HT
SPORTS EDITOR

GREENVILLE - The streak

ended here.

For the first time in five

years, East Carolina won a men's

basketball game against UNC-
Wilmington, doing so Saturday

night in a convincing, 72-56
manner.

"It (the 10-game winning

streak) was always in the back of

our minds," said UNCW
sophomore forward Bryan
Withers, who led the Seahawks
with 19 points. "We didn't want
to be the team to break the streak

... but it happened."

Indeed, and quite quickly,

too.

Before UNCW could ever

really get involved in the
nationally televised contest they

were out of it as the Pirates, who
never trailed, jumped out to a

commanding 22-4 lead midway
through the opening period.

During that stretch, the

Seahawks connected on only one-

of-seven field goals, two-of-six

free throws and committed four

turnovers and seven fouls.

"I don't know how to explain

the first half," Withers said. "I

wish I knew how to explain it. I

have yet to see us play two good
halves."

East Carolina's Reed Lose,

who went from being a hard-

nosed competitor to a broken-

nosed competitor, attributed the

Pirates' quick start to defensive

intensity.

"We were embarrassed and
manhandled in the Richmond
game," said Lose, who broke his

nose while battling for a loose

rebound. "That game was a good

motivator for this game. We just

came out and got after them
defensively. This was a very big

win for me."

UNCW, which didn't reach

double figures until the six

minute mark, trailed at the half,

37-18.
"No, this was not an easy

win," ECU head coach Mike
Steele said. "I was concerned

because even though we had the

big lead, you still have to finish

the game."

The Seahawks, fueled by
Withers' 11 second-half points,

did mount a comeback, cutting

the defecit to 62-54 on an Adam
Porter three-pointer. It was
Porter's second three-pointer of

the half.

"They came out in the second

half, but we showed a lot of
poise," Lose said. "We were never

really comfortable because we
have a tendancy to do some stupid

things at times to let teams back

in the game."

"We came out flat tonight,"

said Porter, who combined with

Brannon Lancaster on a five-of-25

shooting performance, including

four-of-16 from long range.

"There won't be too many nights

when we aren't hitting, but this

was one of them"
Lancaster, who was the focus

of ECU's defensive strategy,

struggled through the worst

shooting performance of his

career, scoring just five points in

a two -of- 12 showing.

"We thought stopping

Lancaster was the key tonight,"

Steele said. "He is such a key

player for theui."
'

Freshman Tim Shaw added
15 points, including nine in the

second half, for the Seahawks.

Porter finished with 1 1

.

Defense keys UNCW victory
BY PATRICK FOWIFR
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

After coming off a thrashing by the ECU
Pirates at Minges Coliseum last Saturday night,

UNCW took out its frustrations on NAIA upstart

Charleston. The Seahawks used a strong defense

and an inside game by Byran Withers to down the

Cougers, 59-47.

"We came out and played a lot harder tonight.

We knew we had to come out aggressive and attack

the offensive boards," Withers said.

The Seahawks, who had the bigger team on the

floor, used their height advantage to outrebound the

Cougars 32-29. The trio of Withers, Shaw, and
Lancaster did the damage for the Hawks, hitting

from the paint and long range.

Withers who had only two points at the half

started nailing his shot in the second scoring five of

the Hawks first seven points. He finished the night

with 15 points. When the Seahawks couldn't get

the ball in the low post they turned to freshman
Tim Shaw.

Shaw, who scored 15 points coming off the

bench at East Carolina, started the game with a

monsterous two-handed slam and kept on
contributing the whole game. Shooting 6-8 from
the field and ripping down six rebounds the

Fayetteville guard has become a major part of the

Hawks offense. Shaw also did the job defensively

blocking two shots and stealing three passes.

"I've got to give both Bryan (Withers) and Tim
(Shaw) the really did the job for us tonight. Their

continue to improve and elevate their game every
night," said coach Robert MacPherson.

The Hawks led most of the first half staking a

quick 4-0 lead before the Cougars scored. The teams

traded baskets for a couple of minutes before the

Cougars leading scorer Donnelly McCants began to

get hot.

He nailed six buckets in a two minute stretch,

the last one giving the Cougers a lead with 13:31.

The Hawks came roaring back on the heels on a

Major Wiggins's layup and a three-pointer by

Brannon Lancaster. Lancaster who was held to 1-7

shooting at ECU hit two more trey in two of the

uext three Hawks' possesions.

This put the Hawks up 23-16 and left them in

the driver seat the rest of the half. A late flurry of

baskets and a vicious dunk by Alidonus Cofer kept

the Cougars closed at the intermission 29-26.

The second half the Seahawks started out slow

allowing Charleston to tie them at 32 at the 16:06

mark. Following two baskets by Matt Fish the

Hawks never looked back increasing their lead to 1

1

points and maintaining (heir double digit lead most

of the game.

The Cougars could only come as close as eight

points shooting a lowly 26% from the field. The

Hawk meanwhile shot a 47% for the game and

nailed 78% of their free throw attempts.

"We played really well from start to finish,"

McPherson said. "I feel we played a ful forty

minutes tonight."

The Hawks are currently 6-12 on the season and

1-6 in the CAA conference leaving them one game

out of the cellar at the midpoint of the season.

They will be facing a CAA swing in their next four

games. They hit the road to take on George Mason

and Navy on Feb. 3 and 5.

Their next home game will be against Leftv

Driesell and his James Madison Dukes on Feb. 10.

Both JMU and GMU defeated the Hawks soundly

and will look to repeat the feat.

Brannon Lancaster said after the Charleston win

"It's a new season for us and will try to take one

game at a time."

Hawks win in

Double OT
BY PATRICK FOWLER

ASSISTANT SPORT EDITOR

The Hawks, led by player-of-the-year Teressa

Reese's 37 point night, came from eight points

down to beat the Camels in double overtime, 106-

94. Reese's point total was the third highest in

Seahawk women's basketball ever. She was the

main reason the Hawks stayed within striking

distance of Campbell.

In the early going the Hawks were inconsistent,

turning the ball over 13 times. Using aggressive

man to man and zone defense, the Hawks forced

nine Campbell turnovers and rushed shots. The half

ended with the Camels up 39-34.

The Hawks sprinted out of the gates in the

second half nailing three straight baskets. They
erased their five point deficit and went up by one. A
half court press by Campbell forced numerous
Hawks turnovers as the Camels regained the lead.

The final two minutes was a see-saw battle as

both teams traded basket for basket. Following a

Hawks' missed shot with 12 seconds remaining, the

Camels had an opportunity to win the game, but

Laurie Hood's bank shot rolled out of the cylinder.

In the first overtime neither team staked more than a

four point advantage.

Reese, Williams, and Makowski did most of the

scoring for the Hr.wks. The game was sent into the

second overtime when Campbell Tammy Brown's

short fade away fell off the Up of the rim.

"I told the girls that I couldn't take a third

overtime," said coach Marilyn Christoph. "I told

them to keep plugging away at them and not to let

up."

The Hawks didn't disappoint her, taking control

of the games and running out to a ten point lead

with two minutes remaining. They maintained the

margin and picked up the win.

I couldn't have said it better myself.

Reese leads Seahawks over Coastal Carolina

Bench warmer highlight films.

BY PATRICK mw| |F R
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Lady Seahawks are on a roll.

Since dropping a close CAA affair

to William and Mary 66-61, the

Hawksters have put together back to

back wins over ECU and Coastal
Carolina. The team, led by player-of-

the-week Tressa Reese, is shooting 48%
from the field and 51% from behind the

three-point stripe.

The Hawks upset ECU, the second
place team in the conference, Saturday
night 90-86. Reese had 20 points in the

contest and would probably have scored

more if she hadn't fouled out with 7:58

remaining in the contest.

i

Lisa Williams was the top scorer

for the Hawks in the contest with her 22

point effort. The Hawks avenged a

embarassing defeat last year in which

the Pirates eclipsed the century mark.

The win was the Hawks' first of the

season in the CAA and leaves them one

win away from climbing out of the

conference cellar.

Monday night's tangle with Coastal

Carolina was a test of patience and
concentration as well as solid

basketball. The game was delayed

because of a mix up about when the

game would be played. The Coastal

Carolina team showed up a half hour

late for the contest.

Pounding the offensive boards the

Hawks ran the floor with fast breaks

leading to easy lay-ups and short

jumpers in the lane. Quick outlet

passes over Coastal's defenders enabled

the Hawks to get two and three on one
breaks opening the scoring lanes for

forwards Reese (23 pts.) and Lisa

Williams (12 pts.). The Hawks had •

seven point halftime lead, 37-30.

In the second half the L«u,
Seahawks poured it on, hitting 53%
from the field and 50% from three-point

range while their opponents shot a

dismal 28%. Alexia Moffit, a 6-3

freshman center recruit, established the

post-up game and burned the opposition

for 1'/ points.

The Hickory native also pulled
down five rebounds. The Hawks using

pressure defense and a run and gun
offense to bury Coastal 42-29 in the

second half.

"We are beginning to play the type

of ball that we were playing in

December," said senior guard Tracy
Bradshaw. The Hawks were 4-0 in that

month.

The Seahawks placed four players
in double figures and dominated the

game from start to finish. Scoring in

double digits for the Hawks were Reese
(23pts), Moffit (17 pts.), Williams (12
pts.), and Bradshaw (12 pts.)
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College Bowl Registration

If you plan to enter a team in the College Bowl
tournament, you must complete a registration form
available in the Student Activities Office (UU 220) by
Friday February 16. There will be a mandatory team
captains meeting on Monday, February 19 at 5:30 pm
in the Student Activities Office. The College Bowl
tournament will be held February 20 and 21.

UNCW Jazz Concert
UNCW groups, Jazz Fusion I and II and Jazz Combo I

and II, directed by Michael D. Scott ana* Frank
Bongiorno, will present a concert at 8 pm, Thursday,
Feb 15 in Kenan Auditorium on the UNCW campus
General admission is $2, UNCW students free. The
groups will perform compositions by artists including

Tad Dameron, Jose Feliciano, Antonio Carlo Jobim,
Grover Washington, Jr. and Josef Zawinul. For more
information call 395-3390.

The Diarv of Anne Frank to be Staperl

The Diary of Anne Frank, by Frances Goodrich and
Albert Hackett, will be staged at UNCW at 8 pm,
Wednesday, Feb. 21, through Sunday, Feb. 25 in the

SRO theatre in Kenan Hall. Admission is $4 for the

public and free to students with an ID. The play is a

dramatization of the famous diary of a young girl who,
at age 13, was forced into hiding by the Nazi
occupation of Amsterdam. Her diary is a document of

a fugitive's life under terror. The play is the winner of

the Pulitzer Prize, the Critics Circle Award and
virtually every other coveted prize of the theatre. The
production is directed by Frank Trimble of the

Department of Speech Communication. Scenic design

is by Tom Macie, costume design by Toni Bratton,

and lighting by Dennis Sporre all of the Department of

Fine Arts. Lauren Coccia, a drama major at UNCW is

stage manager. For more information, call 395-3440.

STAR Needs Peer Frinratnrs

Xnow someone who was raped? Are you a victim of

rape and want to educate others on this crime? THEN
WE NEED YOU AS A PEER EDUCATOR! STAR
is a newly organized partnership of student peer

educators dedicated to raising the awareness of male and
female students at UNCW about the scope of the

problem of acquaintance rape. They provide
educational opportunities for students to help them
understand the complexities of the issues involved
Pick up an application to be a peer educator at the

Office of the Dean of Students, Rm. 209, Univ. Unior
or call 395-31 19.

Women's History Month
The next meeting of the Women's History Month
Planning Committee is scheduled for TODAY at

3:15pm in the Leadership Center, UU 212. All

interested individuals are invited to attend.

For Love. Not Fear
The UNCW Sexual Assualt and Prevention and
Education Program will sponsor a program entitled

"For Love, Not Fear" on Tuesday, February 13, 1990
at 7 pm in Belk Hall. This program will do an
overview of the issues related to acquaintance/date rape

with a focus on dispelling the myths and stereotypes

commonly associated with a rape victim and the rapis:

The presenter for this program is Carolyn Brown,
Rape Crisis Specialist with the Wilmington Rape
Crisis Center. FACULTY ARE ENCOURAGED TO
SEND STUDENTS FOR EXTRA CREDIT. For
more information call 395-31 19.

Larsen to Pr*«Anf Piano Matter Classes
Eric Larsen, Artist Faculty at the North Carolina
School of the Arts, will present piano master classes
in King Hall Auditorium at UNCW on Saturday.
February 10. Mr. Larsen's visit is sponsored by
members of the Cape Fear Chapter of The NC Music
Teachers Association whose students will be
performing for him. Hours of the master classes are

10 am until noon, and 2 pm until 4 pm. Anyone
interested in observing will be admitted for a fee of

$5.00.

Rambo to be Shown
The Dept. of Foreign Languages and Literature will<

present Rambo in Randall Library Auditorium on Feb
13 at 7:30 pm. This film continues the "Images of

the Hero" series.

National College Poetry Contest

The National College Poetry Contest is open to all

college and university students desiring to have their

poetry anthologized. Cash prizes will be awarded to

the top five poems. Deadline: March 31. For further

information send SASE to: International

Publications, PO Box 44044-L, Los Angeles, CA
90044.

House Party

The Central Programming Committee of Residence

Life has reopened that old Chicago Garage for a House

Party that'll make your heart beat to a different

rhythm. Admission is free if you're decked in 20's

pinstripes or wrapped in red and white...otherwise, it's

just $1. See you at the old cafeteria on February 13th

from 8-1 1p.m.

-***•

Postal Service Investigates ACFA
After Students File Complaints of Fraudulent Mailing

RY DAVID BURKE
STAFF WRITER

A student at UNCW has filed a formal complaint
with the US Postal Service against the Academic
Council on Financial Assistance (ACFA). The Postal
Service turned the case over to the Postal Inspection
Service for investigation.

About three weeks ago, students began receiving
letters in their boxes from the ACFA. These letters

claimed that the students were eligible for scholarships
and grants from private corporations regardless of
financial need or academic status. The letter also gave
an "800" telephone number that the students could call

for more information.

Upon calling the number, potential recipients are
told that the scholarship money comes from private

corporations in the United States that give the grants
and scholarships for tax write-offs. The AFCA
supposedly receives and organizes the published
announcements of available funds from the
corporations. Then, with the students' application and
the students' sixty dollars, the ACFA will match the
students' qualifications with the requirements for the
various grants and scholarships available from the
corporations.

For that sixty dollar processing fee, the ACFA
guarantees that a student will receive at least $300 and
up to $1500 in scholarships and grants, or get his
processing fee back.

According to an ACFA representative, the student
applicant will not hear from the ACFA again, after
sending the processing fee and application. The
representative stated that the applicant will receive, in
four to six weeks, applications from the individual
companies that offer scholarships and grants for which
the applicant is qualified.

One ACFA representative stated that the chances of
the applicant being awarded the scholarships from the
companies was anywhere from 80% to 100%. Another
representative, called on the same day, was much more
optimistic about acceptance, calling the applications

"pre-approved".

ACFA representatives stated that company policy did
not allow them to divulge the names of any of the
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companies that the ACFA
representative stated that he had never actually seen the

names of the companies at all. "I know that there are

over a thousand of them, though," he said.

Another representative confirmed that they were not

to give out the names of the contributing companies,

but agreed to name two companies: Coca-Cola, Inc.

and Dow Chemical./nc.

Holly Howes is the Manager of Media Relations for

Coca-Cola, USA. She states that the Coca-Cola
Scholars Foundation, the private corporation which
manages and distributes the scholarship funds for Coca-

Cola, USA and individual Coca-Cola bottlers, had no

connections with the ACFA.
In addition, Howes stated that affiliation with a

company like the ACFA would have no effect on the

consideration of an application for approval. She stated

that the main consideration for an applicant is his or her

score on a test administered by the Selection

Educational Testing Service in Princeton, NJ. Given

the method of selection for award recipients, Howes

stated, "it would be very difficult for [the ACFA] to
guarantee a scholarship from the Coca-Cola Scholars
Foundation."

Dow Chemical, Inc. responded similarly to the
allegations.

Carl Bower, of Dow, reported that, while he could
not confirm or deny affiliation with the ACFA on short
notice, Dow did not publish scholarship
announcements. He said that they give recruiting
scholarships to students in designated universities,
which are based on financial need and GPA.

He stated that Dow also contributes National Merit
Scholarships to dependents of Dow employees.

Bower said it was very unlikely that the ACFA
could be distributing Dow scholarship funds. "We don't
[give scholarships] to the public."

"[The ACFA] could claim to have connections to
any fortune 500 company," Bower continued, "any large
company has a scholarship program."

The ACFA has offices in Washington, DC
Philadelphia, PA and San Diego, CA. Sources at the

_ San Diego Better Business Bureau state that the ACFA
photo by moxiPLouGHLiN has had offices in San Diego since last November. In

deals with. One ^t short time, they have had no complaints about the
ACFA. The BBB emphasized, though, that four
months is not sufficient time to judge the legitimacy of
a company.

Officials from the ACFA were not available for
comment.

Tom Krautheim of the US Postal Inspection Service
in Washington, DC could not comment on the month-
old investigation because it is still in progress.

Sources at Postal Inspection Service office in
Charlotte, NC advised students who feel that they may
have been defrauded to report complaints immediately
More complaints to the same company will give a case
a higher priority, according to the Postal Inspection
Service.

Walter Hunt, the Postmaster in Wilmington, stated
that if there were enough evidence, the Postal Inspection
Service could issue a stop order which would prevent
the ACFA from receiving mail.

Doris Moore in the UNCW Post Office knows of
ten students from UNCW who have sent money and
applications to the ACFA so far.

HomecomingCelebrationsBegin

PHOTO BY PlIIUIPLOLGHUN

A very special beauty contest was held Monday night at the bonfire.

RY IINMFER YOUNG
STAFF WRITER

Monday the IFC, Pan-Hellenic, and

Panhellenic sponsored a bonfire at the Residence

Life Field. The UNCW Cheerleaders performed

and there was a mock beauty contest held in

which several of the Greek organizations had

representatives. The winners were Lambda Chi

AJpha and Chi Omega representatives. The
official Homecoming Court, which was chosen

last week, was presented by Jim Humphries early

in the evening. They were Tina Butler, Susan

Hurst, Ken Lemon, Peter Jones, Steve Sappe,

Beth Lynge, Rob Sappenfield, Burt Kilpatrick,

Kirki Moore, and Kelli Duncan.

On Tuesday, there was a game of Giant
Twister played in the courtyard in the University
Union. On the front lawn of the Union, students
jumped for joy on the "Moonwalk" as they
played volleyball throughout the day. Yesterday,
students played the "Dating Game" and "Victory,

Defeat or Scribble."

Though v'^vin McWhirter won a date in the

"Dating Game", The Seahawk is unable to find

who will accompany him. The victors from
Wednesday's game of "Victory, Defeat, or
Scribble" were Pete Jones, Allen Ray, and Paul
Proctor.

See Homecoming page2.

Credit Cards Are Stolen

RY AMY PFTROCELLI
STAFF WRITER

A student has been the victim

of credit card theft. After leaving

his wallet in an unattended book
bag, the student's credit cards were
stolen and used by two individuals

who were found to be off campus
students. According to Detective

Willis, upon obtaining the credit

cards, the perpetrators charged
approximately $2300 worth of

merchandise in one afternoon.

Purchased goods include $865
worth of jewelry and precious
metals, $350 worth of clothing,

and $1069 of electronic equipment.

The victim filed a report of theft

to campus police on Jan. 24th.

After receiving the report two day*
later, credit card issuers were
contacted and notified of the

incident. According to Willis, the

merchants of the charged items

were able to give descriptions of
the card users, which were
sufficient to lead to the arrest of
two suspects.

After it was alledged that they

were responsible for use of the
cards, by the descriptions and
recovery of $1880 worth of
property, the individuals were
arrested in Jan. 30. According to

Officer Hunter Davis, the property

was obtained when arresting

officers were given consent, by the

offenders, to search their apartment.

"Had they not given consent,"

states Davis, "we would have

needed a warrant."

Willis explains that each
student was charged with one count

of financial transaction theft, and

seven counts of financial

transaction card fraud, all of which

are felony charges.

The property that was recovered

will be returned to the merchants or

the issuing company of the credit

cards. The victim will be

responsible for a certain amount of

property that was not recovered,

while the merchants may be

responsible for the rest.

"The underlying message,"

states Willis, "is to take the care

to protect your property."

Willis hopes to warn students

that these things can happen.

"Although it is not something that

happens every day, it is something

that does and can happen to

anyone."

Unfortunately, there have been

credit card instances where the

offenders have not been found.

As a measure of crime
prevention, Davis explains that

those owning credit cards should

keep a list of their credit card

numbers as well as phone numbers

to call to cancel their card, should

this crime occur. "These numbers

should be kept in a safe place;

probably not in your wallet."
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The Homecoming celebrations began with a bonfire on Monday night and will feature a SGA
dance on Friday nignt.
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Rev. Hosea Williams Discusses His Experiences During the
f

60's

BY TASHA BOONE
MANAGING EDITOR

Black History Month began
with a program Feb. 1, in

Cameron Hall Auditorium in

which Rev. Hosea Williams,

Atlanta City Councilman
delivered a powerful speech to an

audience of students, faculty,

staff, and community members.

Rev. Williams began his

speech, "I came from a great

generation. . .

."

After that line Williams
addressed the audience with two

main topics: his life as a civil

rights activist during the 60's, and

the education of young Afro-

Americans today.

He remembers when black

people could not meet white

people on the street and had to

move out of their way. "I had a

chance to fight for freedom.

That's why I joined King in his

fight for equality,'' says Rev.
Williams.

Williams first met King in

Montgomery, Alabama. King
inspired Williams to follow his

lead and organize a march.

March 7, 1965 was labeled
'bloodied Sunday', the day 700
participants, blacks and whites

marched for Afro-Americans' right

to vote. Rev. Williams recalled

the day of the march. According
to him, there was a first wave of

participants that were beaten
down with police clubs.
However, a second wave of
participants came over the hill.

In this second wave there were
students of all ages. These were
pushed back, stopped, injured or

killed with fire hoses. The third

group that came was attacked by
police dogs. That didn't stop
them. Yet another wave of
participants rolled forth and were
stopped by an army tank.

Williams, a veteran from
World War II declared he had nnt

seen that much blood even in

Germany.

Experiences like these were

retold with vigor and detail. One

ARC-NET Needs Help

BY AMY WillJAMS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Association for Retarded

Citizens-National Employment
and Training Program(ARC-NET)
are in trouble and they need your

nelp.

This non-profit program
develops jobs in the community
for adults who have mental
retardation and who want to work.

They also, when necessary, "job

coach" trainees in their jobs (they

go to work with them, teach

them their jobs and help them
learn any skills necessary to

maintain employment and help

them perform their duties).

They have had funding
problems for the last few years

and have struggled to keep the

years and have placed over 200
adults who have mental
retardation in jobs (many of these

people have voluntarily given up
their Social Security income
checks to become competitively

employed as contributing
members of this community).

There is a great need in New
Hanover County for these
services. It is important to

remember that one out of every
ten citizens has a family with

mental retardation and that mental

retardation effects ten times as

many people as polio did before

the Salk vaccine. ARC is very

concerned about the future of

these citizens who want to work
and need to work.

The members of ARC-NET

If you would like to make a

donation ... contact ARC 762-

5545. Or come by the

Leadership Center...

program going financially. The
majority of their funding has

come from the Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA), which is

a federally funded program
administered through a local

office, here in Wilmington. Even

though they have written for a

grant and have secured alternate

funding, they now find
themselves in imminent danger of

shutting down the program.

Funds to operate the program will

only last through March 31.

Nicolle Nicholle and Lisa

Poteat have been operating this

program alone for almost five

Support Group are asking you to

purchase a ticket at $30.00 per

person to the "Bail Out ARC"
dinner, February 18. If you
purchase a ticket ar make a

donation you will automatically

become a program sponsor and

secure the future of the program

and the people it serves.

If you would like to make a

donation, purchase a ticket, or

know of any organizations that

would be willing to help with

fund raising efforts, contact ARC
at (919) 762-5545 or come by

The Leadership Center in room
212 of the University Union.

Greeks Help Kids

BY AMY WILLIAMS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

For their work in helping kids

at the Taylor Homes at the

Northside Center, Kappa Pi Theta

is receiving a National Service

Award from Alpha Kappa Alpha

Sorority on February 1 1, 1990 at

Saint Stevens Church.

Each week Kappa Pi Theta

chooses a fun project to do with

the children, such as taking them

to a Seahawk basketball game,
baking cookies, going to the

mall, or just giving them a tour

of the UNCW campus. They are

also responsible for supervising

their play time and helping 'hem

out with their homework during

the week.

Another Greek organization.

Delta Sigma Phi, sponsors a

little league basketball team at

YMCA. They furnished them
with their shorts and jerseys and
two of the fraternity brothers are

assistant coaches. Five to fifteen

men from Delta Sigma Phi get

up on Saturday mornings to cheer

the team on.

Playing bingo was a popular
pastime of Chi Omega Sorority

recently. About forty members
of Chi Omega went to a local rest

home and spent a few hours
playing bingo with the older
adults. Everyone was given a

chance to win twice. The winner
was given a choice of prizes

ranging from lotions to mirrors

to shampoos. The event is

annual project for the sorority.

an
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SUMMER JOBS
OPPORTUNITY!

Make the transition into the business world selling

yellow page advertising for your campus
telephone directory or for other campus
directories nationwide

EXPERIENCE!
Gain valuable experience in sales, advertising,

marketing and public relations

TRAINING!
Travel to Chapel Hill, NC for a five-day expense

paid sales training program Train with 200 other

college students from across the country.

MONEY!
Earn an average of 13.400 for the 1 1 week sales

period with an unlimited opportunity for a

profitable summer

Interviewing on Campus:

Tuesday. February 13

Sign-up: Career Center

particular incident Williams retold

was when he was in the seventh

grade and he saw a black man
dragged down the street and set on

fire in front of him and his

classmates. Kenneth Lemon,
SGA Vice President said, "It was

a very moving description and it

helped me to better understand the

conditions of the time."

Lemon's statement touches on

Rev. Williams' other topic of

discussion: the education of

young Afro-Americans.

"One mistake we made," said

Williams as he addressed the

young people in the audience,

"was we let you forget your
history."

"As soon as the doors were

opened, we lowered our guns

instead of passing on where we

came from to the younger

generation."

According to Williams, the

message was this: you must
understand the past. If you don't

you can't plan for the future.

Homecoming Cont'd.

Tonight, Melvin George will

perform at 7:00 in the University

Union's room 100. Friday, there

will be a banner contest in the

gym. Alpha Phi Alpha will

sponsor a step show in the East

Cafeteria at 5:30. The SGA's
"Dress to Impress" dance will

held in the East Cafeteria from

9:00 to 1:00, also in the East

Cafeteria.

Saturday night, the Seahawks

challenge the James Madison

Rodney White, a student that

attended the program said, "They
fought hard so that we could have
advantages today like [the ability]

attend this university. Rev.
Williams is still fighting as we
all should so that we can make it

better for the next generation of
blacks." '

This is the very reason why
we have Black History Month,
according to Rev. Williams, so

that young Afro-Americans can

learn their history and where they

came from.

He stresses to everyone,
especially the young people to

remember, "1 am somebody
because God made me
somebody."

Williams ended the address

with the folowing quote which he

aimed at the young of our

generation. "Education is

cultivating your talents and
putting it back into the

environment. Don't give up!"

Dukes in Trask Coliseum. There

will be a Greek dance sponsored

by Phi Beta Sigma and Chi Phi

which is open to the student body

following the game. The Alumni

Association will sponsor the

Alumni Show Band and Dinner at

the Wilmington Hilton. At the

dinner, Charles F. Green and

Raiford Trask, Sr. will be awarded

for their outstanding service to

the University.
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Students played volleyball in the Moonwalk on Tuesday.

Alternatives! Receives

Award For Drug Week
BY CONSTANCE FOY

STAFF WRITER

Alternatives!, the drug
education program which serves

faculty, staff, and students at

UNCW received the National

Distinguished Program Award for

last year's National Collegiate

Drug Awareness Week
(NCDAW). During NCDAW
colleges attempt to heighten drug

awareness and sponsor various

drug-free activities.

A plaque was awarded to

Alternatives! on January 29th of

this year at the National
Collegiate Drug Awareness Week
Training Conference in Atlanta.

It was one of four national

winners selected by the Inter-

Association Task Force on

Alcohol and other substance

abuse issues. Sandra Errante,

coordinator of Alternatives!, was
given the award by Linda Litter of

the National Panhellenic
Conference. Errante said, "Even

though I accepted the award for

Alternatives!, this kind of award

is one which deserves to be

accepted by everyone who
participated. It's teamwork."

Errante, Dee Hamilton of the

c dent Development Center, and

peer advisors Colleen Daugherty

and Chris Trefether all gave

presentations at the Training

Confereence.

Alternatives! will sponsor the

third annual NCDAW at UNCW
February 23rd - 28th. Many
events are planned for this year's

Drug Awareness Week. Magician

Bob Fellows, and Louise Bias,

mother of Maryland basketball

star Len Bias, will speak.

Substance abuse experts and
counselors from the campus and

the city will hold an Information

Day. For the first time, there

will be an Olympics featuring

athletic events, prizes, and food in

which fraternities, sororities,

clubs, and other organizations are

invited to participate.

Alternatives! also will sponsor a

poetry contest

According to Errante, the

award is a good sign Alternatives!

is headed in the right direction.

"At least we are raising awareness

about substance abuse," Errante

said

For more information about

NCDAW or Alternatives! call

395-3683.
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Kirki Moore tried to beat the clock in "Victory, Defeat, or Scribble."

181

/Wakevourmoi/e!
•Two distinctive Floor Plans

• Furnished or Unfurnished

•Water, Sewer, Tresh Removal,

Cable TV & FJectricitg

Allowance Included

C^JVXPUS EDGE
Racine PriYg Phone 39S-finm

Courtesy Otticer

• Professional On-Site

Maintenance Staff with

24 Hour Emergency

Service

"Large
for the price of

small!"

Get one
16"-One Item Thin tor

$7.25
Reg. $10.75

EXP DATE 2-15-90

Drinks available upon request 16 oz Fountom Drinks S 50
TO ORDER come by the Old Cote or call 395-3534
Minimum Delivery S5 00

Drivers tV Pie Makers needed - Call 799-2300

GIRLS realize you have the right to

say "NO", and don't allow your
body to be violated. Also, if you say

"NO", mean "NO". Don't send mixed
messages and be aware of your
communications, it is not wrong to

dress sexy, but be alert to mis-

understandings that could arise.

GUYS you must realize that the girl

has the ultimate right to say "NO", it

doesn't matter if you've had inter-

course with her before, because
you are bound by law to honor her
refusal. Even if you think she's say-

ing "NO", but meaning "YB", or

if you treat her to an expensive din-

ner, that is no Justification for forc-

ing someone to have sex. The bot-

tom line is. . don't assume any-

thing and if she says "NO", and you
continue you can face up to life Im-

prisonment What a way to ruin col-

lege and a career

NATIONAL CONDOM WEEK - FEBRUARY 12 - 16. 1990

Monday
February 13

• Educational Promotion
Table and T Shirt Sale

Univ. Union Hall. Mon. -

Thurs., 10:OOam-2:OOpm
• Chies for 1st Annual
Condom Treaauic Hunt

• Creative Condom
( ontcit./T thlrt Sale

J

BE SAFE
MOT SORRY]

Tuesday

• Educational Promotion
Table and T-Shlrt Sale

Univ. Union Hall

• The high coat of sex

without a condom.
Dr. Kathleen Jewell

University Union. 210
12:00 noon

• St. Valentine's Dajr

Haaaacre-Rade Dance
West Cal. 8 00- 1 1 :OOpm

Wednesday Thursday Friday

• Pint Annual
"SAFER SI
University Union
12:00 2:00pm

• "Pin the Condom on the

100

:byWLOZ
• Ever Plan to Harry?
Panel Discussion

Univ. Union 100. 7:00pm
Sponsored by
POCUS/UCCM

• Special Edition on "Safer

Sex" in the Seahawk
• Educational Table and T
Shirt Sale

• AIDS Benefit Concert
with "WINDFALL"
Contemporary mualc
from Shenandoah
Valley. UNCW Cameron
Auditorium .7:30 p.m.

$6.00 with student ID.

$10.00. others

UNCW Office of Health Promotion/LtvWELL 395-3683
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Search Committee For New Chancellor Formed
Greek Week 1990 Receives A Face Lift

* BY MAI NP.IIYFN
NEWS ED/TOR

On Thursday, February 1,

UNC President CD. Spangler
and the UNCW Board of Trustees
met to begin the long task to find

a chancellor to replace the retiring

William Wagoner.

Spangler began the special

meeting of the Board of Trustees

with an immense tribute to

William H. Wagoner. Spangler
remarked that the emergence and
growth of the campus "bears a

clear imprint of [Wagoner's]
vision." Wagoner, who has been
the University of North Carolina

at Wilmington's Chancellor since

1969 announced his retirement

effective July 1 or until a new
chancellor may fill the position.

After an overwhelming
applause by the audience,

Wagoner exited the room, an

action customary of the nature of

the proceedings. Spangler then

began to explain to the Board of

Trustees the series of events to

follow in the search for a new
chancellor. The initial step was
the formation of a search

committee which was selected by
Board Chairman F. Peter Fensel.

The committee is composed of

eight trustees, three faculty

members, one student and one
member at large. The trustee

member of the committee include

Polly White, Eugene Wright, Jr.,

Robert Warwick, Heide Trask,

Tom Rabon Jr., Albert Corbett,

John Ashby and F. Peter Fensel.

Faculty members who were
chosen include Rodney Earle,

Carole Fink and Jack Levy.

John Burney Jr. (former trustee

board chairman) and student body

president Jim Humphries were
also selected.

"Growth of the campus

bears a clear imprint

of [Wagoner's] vision."

After the all the members were

named, the search committee
chose F. Peter Fensel to be

chairman. President Spangler

stressed the importance of finding

a chancellor who will effectively

fill the role. He stated that the

committee nust identify "what

kind of university you want to

have" an( :
. then "determine how to

serve yr-ur region. . .student?
"

Then, the character and talents of

the individual who is to fulfill

these criteria must be assessed.

The process of selecting a new

chancellor will begin with public

advertisements in national news

sources such as The Chroniclefor

Higher Education. Spangler

predicts that as many as 200-300
people will send in applications.

He suggested that each committee
member review each application

submitted.

It is then the responsibility of
the committee to narrow the list

and select at least two nominees
to submit to the Board o f

Trustees for approval. He also
stressed that the committee must
not rank the candidates in order of
superiority.

After the Board of Trustees
approves of the two nominees,
Spangler will have the
opportunity to interview them.
Spangler will select one of the

two candidates and submit his or

her name to be approved by the

Board of Governors. The last

decision of acceptance will be
made by the 2-1 member Board of
Governors.

According to Spangler, costs

for the search begin around
20,000 and may go as high as

35,000. The funds will primarily

come from the General
Administration. The search for

UNCW's new chancellor will be
Spangler's ninth quest.

Although the committee may
not disclose the details of the
search (such as the names of the

candidates) to the public, they

may make occasional reports as

to the progress of (he quest to the

board of trusties.

PHYSICAL INACTIVITY

Exercise Is ... .

HEART WORK

Put Your Heart In It.

Exercise!

BY HOLLY PRIPF
STAFF WRITER

^
The 1990 Greek Week

Committee has made a tentative

schedule for this year's event to

be held March 15th through the
18th. The committee, composed
of at least one member from each
sorority and fraternity, has been
working since early January to

.organize and plan this year's
Greek Week.

A theme has finally been
reached on which everyone agrees.

"When Zeus Got Loose" seemed
to get more cheers than the earlier

picked, "And the Greeks Shall

Inherit the Earth". "Some people
hail a problem with the religious

implications, said Sheryl

Galloway, a member of the

committee."

Since 19X5 the Greeks on
campus, local and national, have

come together in a week of fun
activities. It is designed to be a

week to promote relations

between the Greeks as well as the

community and the Greeks.

This year a few changes have

been made. Firstly, Greek Week
has become Greek Weekend. It

seemed that many students
complained of the time that a

week took out of their academic
schedule. The committee has

also decided not to have the

annual float contest due to the

costly expenses and the danger

involved.

Many new activities have been

planned, however. Participation

has risen 136.5% since 1988, so

activities involving everyone
have been planned. Some of the

events will take place on campus
and others are planned at

Wrightsville Beach.

The opening ceremonies will

begin on Thursday with the

banner and lip sine contest.

On Friday, field events and a

guest speaker will be featured.

Then on Saturday everyone has

the opportunity to participate in

the tug-o-war and volleyball. On
Sunday everyone gets to bowl and

attend some final day festivities.

Events are still tentatively

scherluled.

Fratemities and sororities can
look forward to a weekend of
much competition and fun.

Research Reveals Effects of Caffeine
BY KARKN PATE

STAFF WRITER

The Cola and coffee giants

introduced caffeine free colas and
decaf after caffeine was labeled as

a possible dangerous drug. But
the medical community now has
less than solid evidence to
support this warning.

Caffeine is probably the most
popular drug there is, and it is

found in foods like coffee, tea,

chocolate and many soft drinks.

Medications are also a source of
caffeine, including: pain
relievers, cold remedies, weight
loss drugs, and stimulants.

Students know that caffeine

decreases drowsiness and increases

alertness, but the verdict is still

out on whether or not it will

improve testing abilities.

According to the University of
California, Berkeley news letter,

German researchers have found
that caffeine improves reading
speed without increasing errors.

But verbal fluency, numerical
reasoning, and short-term
memory didn't improve in other

studies.

Caffeine isn't harmful if it is

consumed in moderation, but

large doses can cause individuals

to become edgy, tense, or

anxious. Some people are more

sensitive to caffeine than others

so they may find caffeine to cause

or irritate insomnia, abnormal
heart rhythms and peptic ulcers.

Insomnia will disappear, if

caffeine is the cause, after

reducing caffeine intake.
"Caffeine is dispersed from the

system pretty fast, for example, a

cup of coffee is totally out of the

system in about three hours,"

says Dr. Jewell of the Student

Health and Wellness Center.

Inconclusive research has
failed to associate caffeine as a

harmful substance to heart

disease. After investigating

several studies, the University of

Maryland School of Medicine
found some studies to be flawed.

Subjects didn't share an identical

medical history and it was
impossible to determine how
much caffeine they had consumed
in the past. A Johns Hopkins
study failed to include factors

such as lack of exercise, a high
fat diet, stress and personality in

its caffeine research. Because of

these errors, caffeine can not be

regarded as the culprit to heart

disease.

"It certainly does have
cardiovascular effects," says Dr.

Jewell, "It causes increased heart

rate and it can cause abnormal
heart rhythms." Because of this,

individuals with heart
irregularities should avoid
caffeine, as well as those with

stomach ulcers.

Gastritis (an inflammation of
the stomach) and ulcers are the

biggest problems with caffeine

seen at UNCW. Caffeine
stimulates stomach acid and
digestive juices that irritate the

ulcers.

If a caffeine free diet is

recommended, caffeine should
slowly be removed from the diet.

Coming off caffeine abruptly may
cause withdrawal, resulting in

headaches, nausea, and fatigue.

The University of California,

Berkeley School of Public Health

states that caffeine isn't harmful

to healthy individuals and unless

there is sensitivity to caffeine,

the public should not be
extremely concerned with this

mild stimulant.

« Spread the Love around!
Videomax wants you and all of the people that you love to have the

best Valentine Day ever So since we can't bring you warm
summer nights on the beach, we want you to have some special

nights at home So from now until the end of February we are

bringing you, our best deal yet. come in and pick four movies,
get a two liter drink, and a big bag of Vies Popcorn for only ^

9.95 plus tax ?*
Now that's a deal that you can't beat

Videcmax
SUPERSTORE

****
*
*
*

Limit 2 Max Hits \^>
u

What a great

difference!

Located in the Wilmington Marketplace, 127 South College Rd 39^-646^

Videomax understands

The
Necessity of

Being Alone

Together!!!!!

and you thought we were just another
videostore
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.
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THE SEAHAWK

Tkt Seahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor. These should bt typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The

Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

Utter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd .
Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The

Seahawk.
The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 pm Monday for Thursday's paper The

Advertising deadline is also 5 p.m. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

pqf?rd

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division

PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
Editor in Chief

TASHA BOONE
Managing Editor

MAI NGUYEN
News Editor

CHRIS WRIGHT
Sports Editor

PATRICK FOWLER
Asst. Sports Editor

DAVID BURKE
Copy Editor

ALLEN RAY
Entertainment Editor

JOHN GEOFFRION
Production Manager
JENNIFER YOUNG
Photographer

DEBBIE SMITH
National Advertising

Manager
KENNETH TAYLOR
Local Advertising

Manager
JOHN AXTELL
Financial Manager

DAN HEADRICK
Advisor

Editorials]

Who Wants Homecoming?
It's homecoming week. Some students seem to know

this, but they must be the minority.

Homecoming is a tradition at most colleges around the

nation. The events that center around this tradition are

awaited with excitement. Homecoming is a chance for

alumni to get back to their alma mater and mingle with the

students. Plans for the next homecoming are made as soon

as the previous one ends.

That is how most schools do it. UNCW seems to be a

little backwards on this. A student recently commented, " oh

yeah, homecoming, the most boring event on campus."

The homecoming committee, along with SGA and ACE
are trying to change that attitude. This year's festivities

began with a bonfire. Several hundred students showed up

to yell with the cheerleaders and to cheer on the contestants

in a "beauty contest". The new program seemed to be off

and running.

The next day brought a different story. Except for the

"moonwalk" which drew a crowd, the other events bombed.

Only about three people turned up for a game of "twister"

and a sole contestant vied for the top prize in the talent show.

A homecoming dance is planned for Friday night. Some
students we questioned were surprised. "What dance?" was
the general reply. "So?" was a close second.

We realize that the days when collegians waved pennants

and raided the town saloons for the entire week before

homecoming are no more. Even so, come on! This campus
needs a little school spirit. So what that our team isn't doing

so hot? Spirit is about more than a basketball team. Here

we have an excuse to party and it is being ignored.

The Seahawk has chided the student body for apathy

before. We will not go into it again. (They didn't seem to

care anyway.) If the general student body doesn't care

enough to take part in the activities planned for them, they

should bring this up to their governing body, the SGA.
Student fees are being used to support these activities. At

least care enough to worry about how your money is being

spent. I'm sure we can find somef'.iing else to spend it on.

Maybe we could paint the campus purple or something.

The homecoming committee has worked hard this year.

They want the event to be enjoyable. If they can't get

participation, at least give them input. What do you want?

What are vjou thinking?

Write a tetter to the

editor .

Be Aware of Your Own Horizons
Sitting in an open sailboat on

a calm sea, one can see for

approximately three miles in

every direction before his view is

limited by the horizon. Thus a

circle of some six miles in

diameter delineates that sailor's

world.

We are all bounded by our

horizons and the image takes on

added significance when we
include all of our life experience

as part of our horizon with all we
can physically see. Within the

boundaries of our life experience,

i.e. our horizon, lies our limited

or wide ranging experiences of

culture, our life value (often

pretty much dictated by oui

"home town" upbringing), our

view of other people and the

world, our personal faith system,

and, most importantly, our

positive or negative view of
ourselves and our place in the

universe. All this and much
more makes up our present world

of experience contained within

our own personal horizon.

Hopefully, we are aware that

there is much more beyond our

limited horizon; much more to

see, to know, to dream, to be and

become. As a matter of fact.

there is absolutely nothing in our

experience or our world that there

is not "more to"!

When our sailor makes
landfall and climbs the single

mountain in the middle of a

tropical island, he finds his

horizon expanded ten fold. Such

is a possibility for any of us who
open ourselves to opportunities

firm* ~

that change and enlarge our
perspective. Being at the

university is a great opportunity

to climb an island mountain in

quest of larger horizons. Here

you are already having and can

continue to have new insights and

experiences that will broaden your

view of every aspect of your

personal existence. Here you will

learn that your understanding of

life's potential is too small; your

image of God is too small; your

ideas about relationships and the

possibilities of marriage are too

limited; your view of what is

possible for you in your life is

limited only by your willingness

to risk. Your ideas about people

and culture and the earth itself are

distorted by ignorance. Nothing

is safe from change of perspective

unless you try to hide out from

change, hide out in your old

world with its limited horizons.

It is, admittedly, difficult and

sometimes scary to move out

into a new and unknown
emotional, intellectual, spiritual,

and physical territory. It takes

courage and the willingness to

risk leaving the safe and known.

But it is worth it, my friends.

It really is worth it! The new
insights, the new learnings, the

new relationships all contribute

to a new and larger image of

yourself that brings a greater

degree of personal satisfaction. It

seems that we have an incredible

potential imbedded deeply in

everyone of us that we have only

begun to realize at this or any

point in our lives. Expanding
our horizons is, therefore, natural

and appropriate for us.

And it is worth venturing into

the unknown. I remember three

years ago sailing through a heavy

storm at night at the helm of a

55' sailboat in the Bahamas. 1

was scared. What if we run

aground? What if the mast

breaks? What if we run out of

fuel? We held course straight

into the teeth of a 40 knot wind

blowing on the bow and the next

morning experienced great

satisfaction at the success of

weathering the storm and making

landfall at exactly the point we
wanted to be. Our horizons got

bigger that night. I love it and

the memory of it. There are new
experiences and thoughts waiting

at every compass point of your

horizon. They are waiting in

every classroom and textbook,

every reading and research

assignment, every encounter with

a new person, every club and

organization at UNCW and even

in the silence of your own
solitude. Make your landfall

wherever you choose. Find your

mountain and begin to climb it.

However difficult the climb may
be, I assure you that the view
from the top is worth the trip.

Congress Wants Genocide Commemorated
BY WENDELL JONES

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It often occurs to me how
absolutely out of place Congress

is in the affairs of foreign policy.

I write this largely in response to

a recent front page article in the

Star News, (Sunday, Jan. 28).

The first thing that struck me
about the article was the fact that

someone in Wilmington actually

knew about this. What is "this"?

It's a resolution before both

chambers of Congress to

recognize April 24 as a national

day of commemoration for

Armenians killed during World
War I in what has come to be

known as "the Armenian
genocide." The bills, the Senate

version by Bob Dole, (R-KS),

and the House version by David

Bonoir, (D-MI), would effectively

accomplish what for 75 years

historians have been unable to--

supply the legal terminology of
"genocide" to events otherwise

disputed. Further, the Congress
would go one step further. They
would out-maneuver the entire

Soviet Foreign Ministry by doing

what the latter has been unable to

do for 45 years-sever the military

alliance between the United States

and the Republic of Turkey.

Two issues must be addressed:

what are we talking about, and;

who cares'' The first is far more
difficult than the latter to explain,

but the latter is far more difficult

to rationalize. Neither was an

issue until 1982, (when the State

Department referred to the events

as "ambiguous"). Neither

approaches understandability tor

most members of Congress. In

short, the members of Congress

lack the intellectual capacity of

the average house fly if they can't

appreciate the danger they invoke.

Issue One: What Happened.

Who knows? As mentioned,

these events took place during

World War I. Further, they took

place within the Ottoman
Republic which was at the time

engaged in a bitter confrontation

on the battlefield with Czarist

Russia. As it so happens; in the

middle of the war there lived a

fairly sizeable Armenian
population. Some lived in the

Ottoman Empire, some in the

Russian Empire. Two religious

facts should be understood:

Armenians and Russians are
Christian. Ottoman Turks are

Islamic. For reasons possibly

relating to these facts, many
Armenians residing within the

Ottoman Empire formed "fifth

column" resistance forces to
undermine the Ottoman war
effort. The Ottoman government

found absolutely no humor in

this whatsoever. Ironically, of all

that has been said about this

period of history, this is the only

thing that the vast majority of
historians are in agreement about-

-there was an Armenian fifth

column. Finding it impossible

to wage war against the Czar and

the Armenian insurgents, the

Ottomans decided to move all the

Armenians to Syria. By 1923.
five years after the war, when
Attaturk declared the new
Republic of Turkey, somewhere

between 500,000 and 2.5 million

Armenians had either died, been

displaced or simply left the

country. No one knows. The

one thing to bear in mind is, this

was a war, and a big war at that.

A lot of people died on both

sides.

Issue Two: Why Congress

Should Think

The government of the

Republic of Turkey has long been

a vital ally of the United States.

Largely, our interest in them is

strategic. Turkey borders on

Sovie't Armenia on its Eastern

WESTERN EUROPEANS
HAVE HISTORICALLY
HELD THE INCORRECT
IMAGE OF THE MOSLEM
AS A SWORD-WIELDING,
BLOOD-THIRSTY INFIDEL.

side. It borders Iran to its

Southeast. To the West there are

the straits-Dardanelles and
bosphorus. For many centuries

armies and navies alike have shed

gallons of blood to control those

straits. Russia, for 1 100 years of

Grand Prince/Czarist rule have

tried time and again to get

control. Tooay, they are no less

vital.

The resolution is ot

tremendous concern to the

Turkish people and likewise, the

government. In fact, it means so

much, they have suspended
(temporarily), the port privileges

of US naval vessels. They have

warned the Administration that

passage of the resolution will

result in the suspension
becoming permanent. They have

also indicated other military

sanctions will result with the

passage of the bills. Further, it

will indicate to them that the

time has come to "reasses" their

alliance with the United States.

It is not surprising that

Congress would be so absolutely

inane. Western Europeans, (of

which we descend by the way),

have historically held the
incorrect image of the Moslem as

a sword-wielding, blood-thirsty

infidel. With the recent events in

Soviet Azerbaijan and the

fighting between the Moslem
Azerbaijanis and the Christian

Armenians, Western sentiment

for the resolution has grown.
Such ill-placed sympathies will

most likely cost the United States

the international position we now
hold--tenuous as it may be--in

that the Soviets stand to gain

from this irresponsible gesture.

Soviet de facto control of the

straits allows them to dominate

the Eastern Mediterranean if they

so choose. We would find our

Navy unable to gain access to the

oil fields of the Middle East.

Any war efforts we might hope to

unleash would thus be severely

truncated. Who could have
known that something that may
very well have never occurred

could indirectly cost the United
States its vital security.

All this fuss just because Bob

Dole had an Armenian doctor

once.

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR: Dread Disease Is A Dreaded Concept

RV PHILLIP Lfll GHLIN
I.UITOR IN CHIEF

Some of you may remember

that friend of mine who wai to

become a father. Maybe you

don't. Anyway, he and his wife

have a baby girl now.

You can tell he has a new
child. He comes to school

unshaven with dark circles under

his eyes. His homework is

always done (because he has

nothing else to do except stay

home). He usually shows up late.

. . even for twelve o'clock classes,

but he is always pretty cheerful.

You can kind of tell there is

something really good in his life.

We had lunch together
yesterday, something we have had

rare occasion to do lately. We
talked of the usual things; you

know, baby vomit, changing

diapers, the high cost of chilrl care,

and the need for on-campus child

care.

Okay, so maybe these are not

regular Hawks' Nest
conversational topics. Maybe
most guys sit around and talk

about girls or politics or

professors who give really hard

exams. We used to.

Eventually our talk turned to

l insurance. It seems that ever since

the birth announcement hit the

Morning Star, he has been
swamped by junk mail and phone
calls. We discussed life insurance

as a very smart investment. My
own policy matures in about ten

years at which time I stand to

collect a fair sum. I advised him
to look into it.

Health insurance, on the other

hand, was a subject I could not

help him on. It is just too

confusing. But I agreed to read

over some information with him.

extra percentage of your premium,

you can cover yourself against the

possibility of AIDS. Why not

just call it an AIDS policy? Are

you going to buy this coverage in

case of another outbreak of yellow

fever?

Who is going to be purchasing

this coverage? The odds against

heterosexual contraction of AIDS
are like one in ten thousand. I

can't imagine what the odds are for

a three month old baby.

Yet, there it was in print. . .

Everything seems to be carcinogenic
today and the air we breathe is one of
those things.

Health insurance is scary!

There are policies for extended

hospitalization, decapitation, loss

of sight or hearing. No wonder he

was nervous about having the

child! Just look at all the things

those insurance people say are

going to happen to her.

The real ringer was a new
policy the group had just added. .

.

Dread Disease coverage. . . a sign

of the times if ever there was one.

I'm sorry, do I sound like I'm

laughing? This is serious. For an

"you will also want to protect

your child from the dreaded and

incurable diseases of today."

My friend looked at me with

wide eyes full of disbelief.

"They're kidding, right?" he

pleaded. "They really want me to

buy insurance in case my baby
gets AIDS. This is depressing."

I explained to him the odds

against that ever happening. I

also told him about the federal

study that reported that AIDS
related deaths are nowhere near the

incredibly high rate that was

projected. Cancer and heart disease

are still the big killers.

. . . Wrong thing to say.

"Is cancer covered under the

policy?" he asked me.

I checked and had to confirm.

This time I had no calming
statistics. Everything seems to be

carcinogenic today, and the very

air we breathe is one of those

things. We dump more and more

toxins into the atmosphere every

day. Even the ground our homes

are built on seems to be leaking

radiation into the air.

This "dread disease" is one

which we have been fighting with

limited success for years. A recent

article in Time magazine brought

up a point which bothers me
though. With the relatively recent

advent of AIDS and its resounding

furor, something like four times

more money has been dumped into

research for that disease than for

cancer which kills far more people

every year.

By the time my friend's little

girl is at an age where she would
be able to participate in high risk

behaviors such as sex and IV drug

use, she will have been exposed to

more carcinogenics than I can

count, not to mention any new
ones that will come up in that

time.

My friend put down his half-

eaten barbecue sandwich and
pushed away his diet soda. "I. . .

I. . .gotta go to class," h e

stammered. "See ya'."

I stared as he ran out of the

Hawks' Nest, leaving the
insurance information on the

table. 1 started to follow him, but

after looking over the brochures

once more, I thought better of it.

The booklet was open to the

accidental dismemberment clause.

Dear Students,

You have plans for your life -
goals to reach - a brilliant
future...

So did Linda Lancaster, a
doctoral candidate at the
University of Maine, Orono,
Maine. On February 18, 1989,
the drunken driver of a pickup
truck struck her down as she and a
classmate walked along a
sidewalk in the campus
community . Linda died three

hours later.

All her goals and plans for the

future were wiped out in one
senseless moment of drunken
violence - a violence our
legislatures have yet to recognize
as murder - and our courts of law
waiver over justice for the victim.

You have plans for your life -

but, take a moment as you walk

across campus to ponder on your
chances of becoming the random
victim of a drunken driver. We
all carry the same risk, as did
Linda. But with your help we
can - and must - keep our streets

and sidewalks safe.

Take a stand. Refuse to ride

with an intoxicated driver.
Volunteer to drive a friend who
has partied too much. Write
your congressman to initiate

deterrent legislation against killer

drivers: no time off for good
behavior - no suspending half a
sentence - no plea bargaining.

Do something positive, if not
for yourself or for a friend, then
for someone who loves you.

Keep your future alive!

Russell and Eleanor Nicholson
Parents of Linda Lancaster

^MA^MOMM
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Buckle Up For Spring Break '90

e 15" Pan Pizza

(Extra toppings

99tf each)

PUZZLE SOLUTION
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Walmart Center '

across from UNCW) |

Not valid with any other otter ,.

One Bedrooms

COURTESY OFFICER
ON PREMISES

1/2 Block. fromPharMor
and Bennigan's

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
1Q1 qrqo 5034-G Hunt Club Rd.
/3 1-ODJ^

(off New centre Dr.)

ALEXANDER PROPERTIES GROUP

Help Wanted
Want to manage a charming riverfront food-beverage

cart? April 1 -September. Fridays, Saturdays and

Sunday 4 pm-1 1 pm. Training provided. Phone Joan

at 343-9730.

Summer job interviews-average earnings $3,400.

University Directories, the nation's largest publisher

of campus directories, hires over 200 college students

for their summer sales program. Top earnings

$5,000-$8,000. Gain valuable experience in

advertising, sales and public relations selling yellow

page advertising for your campus telephone directory.

Positions available in other university markets.

Expense paid training program in Chapel Hill, NC.

Looking for enthusiastic, goal-oriented students for

challenging, well paying summer job. Internships

may be available. Interviews on campus Tuesday,

February 13. Sign up at the career center.

Market DISCOVER CARDS on Your Campus.

Flexible hours. Earn as much as $10/hr. Only 10

positions available. Call 1-800-950-8472. Ext

3006.

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS.
Student groups, frats, and sororities needed for

marketing project on campus. For details plus your

FBFF GIFT, group officers call 1-800-765-8472 Ext

50.

Tvnists Available

Experienced typist with word processor will type

resumes, term papers, etc. Delivery service can be

supplied. Call 799-1689

Typists Availahle

ExecuTypes of Wilmington. -Within walking

distance-7 days a week-Resumes, term papers, and

copies. Call 395-4040.

Typing service-resumes, manuscripts, lab reports, etc.

All work professional. Call 392-2573.

Spring Break Trios

Spring Break '90-Cancun, Jamaica, Bermuda, Rio,

Bahamas. Lowest prices!! Guaranteed trips include 7

day accomadations. Round trip air fares out of

Charlotte or Atlanta. Prices from$329. Trips are

selling fast!! Don't miss out! Call (919) 929-2579

for details.

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA FROM $449
COMPLETE!!! Enjoy hot nights, cool drinks,

reggae music and sandy beaches traveling to Jamaica

with Jamaica's oldest and largest collegiate tour

operator. Organize a group of 20 and travel free!!!

For more information and reservations contact STS at

1-800-648-4849.

Best Fundraisers on Campus
Is your fratenity, sorority or club interested in earning

$1000.00+ for a one week one campus marketing

project? You must be well organized and hard

working. Call Jenny or Myra at (800) 592-2121.

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400

IN JUST 10 DAYS!!! Objective: Fundraiser-

Committment: Minimal-Money: Raise $1,400.-

Cost: Zero investment. Campus organizations,

clubs, frats, sororities call OCMC: 1-800-932-
9528/1-800-950-8472 Ext 10.

mad
Honk,

proudly presents

Britny Fox
for a special

Valentine's Day Show
Wednesday Feb. 14th

iFood for Feet Thurs 15thi
(2 members of Oingo Boingo)

and

Bang Tango
Tuesday Feb. 20th

5430 MARKET STREET
WILMINGTON

395-0280

DON'T MISS OUT
.
17 yrs & Older a
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A HEART-SHAPED
VTZA PIZZA

1TZA AMORE.
$7.50-16" Heart 50C Item IOC Letter

Order Deadline

8 P.M., Tuesday 13th

395-3534
Delivery - 11 A.M. -2 P.M. & 4 P.M.

PEPSI
A GENERATION AHEAD

Pepsi Cola of Wilmington
•
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ENTERTAINMENT
Sushi: Japan's Fun Food

The Brady Bunch Must Die
It can't start again. The years

of torture and torment. The
endless therapy sessions trying to

get over the most traumatic

episode of my young life. To
think that it will all start again

Friday night tears at my mortal

soul. The Brady Bunch is

coming back to TV.

You may laugh at my pain,

but to me it is like being tied to a

chair and having my fillings

drilled without novacaine. I can

remember as a small child my
brother holding me down and

making me watch the episode

where Bobby saves the kitten

over and over.

The hours of crying as he

made me watch Greg's hair turn

green, or when Bobby fell out of

the treehouse. The look on

Cindy's face when no talent scout

came to see her.. ..God, have they

no mercy on me.

I couldn't let them bring back

the one thing that drives me to

the brink of insanity. As l sat on

my bed listening to an old Black

Sabbath album, my ears bleeding

technicolor streams, my dog

suggested to me what I should do.

He looked up at me and in a low

guttural voice said: "KILL
THEM".

I asked him if he was sure

that this would keep them from

coming out with the show

anyway since they had already

replaced Marsha. He said that he

was sure, and that I should
quickly buy a pistol from a pawn

shop and fly to California. Also,

he said that if I did this, it would

impress all the babes. Taking

this into account, I said good bye

to my roommate that lives in the

wall, and headed for the land of

hookers and Hollywood.

After arriving in Hollywood, I

quickly found out where the

studios were, and how to cet

there. I loved LA. All the

people looked a lot like me,

except for the alien clones that

were watching me for the

federation.

When 1 got to the studios 1

made myself invisible and was

about to walk by the guards when

one of them (he must have been

an alien clone) somehow spotted

me and threw me out of the

studio lot.

I spent the next few days

casing the studios, and then it

occurred to me. Take the studio

tour. The alien clones at the gate

never expected me to pay to get

in, and the fact that I had shaved

my head confused them further.

Inside, it was easy to find the

studio where the Brady's would

be.

It was then that I decided that

getting them all with a pistol

would be difficult. I consulted

with the curtains in a window and

they suggested that I buy an AK-

47; but if 1 was going to kill this

many people, I ought to at least

be original.

I called back to my apartment

to ask my dog what he thought,

but he wouldn't answer the

phone. An ax? A hatchet'
1

Chainsaw? Power tools? No,

they had all been done, and with

such style. I needed to think of

something original. Then it

came to me. Tiger, the family

dog. None of them would

suspect him.

I found the trainers of the dog

they were using (1 couldn't

believe that the original dog was

dead) and shot him up with

1500cc of concentrated rabies, and

then put a pair of headphones on

him and played AC/DC's
Highway to Hell album ten times

over.

1 went back to the studios the

BY MARK THF SHIRK
MUSIC REVIEWER

Welcome once again to the

Sharks den of music reviews and

opinions. Before getting on with

today's review of BOSS HOG, a

few thoughts on the next few
weeks.

Next week there is a good
possibility of a major band being

on campus (their initials are

B.F.), but lets keep it amongst
ourselves tor now. The

Grammy's are not far off,

whooppee!! After last year's

Grammy's (Granny's) the
excitement bums within me.

Enuff Z Nuff is coming at

the end of this month and so is

Bang Tango, and Britny Fox is

coming next week on Valentine's

Day. Why do these bands want

to come here? I can't figure it

out. After turning 21 don't

birthdays come along alot faster

or is it my imagination?

BOSS HOG-Drinkin, Lechin,

and Lyin

Amphetamine Reptile Records

Best Songs-Triggerman, Fix

Me, Spanish Fly

next day to see how my plan was
working. I bought tickets to the

taping and beat out an old lady for

a front row seat by giving her a

hip as she went for the seat.

When the security people helped

her away, the taping got
underway.

It was apparent that Tiger was
bothered by the rabies, and in the

opening scene Cindy was
supposed to let him in even
though Mrs. Brady tells her not
to. It was spectacular as Tiger
charged in and got Alice by the

throat; all the while Mrs. Brady is

yelling that she said not to let

him in. Tiger quickly moved on
to Ma Brady as her yelling
seemed to be bothering him.
Before he could get to her though,

one of the security gaurds shot

him.

The world began to reel as I

got up to get the rest of the cast.

As I jumped over the rail

separating the stage from the

audience; I did two full flips in

the air and performed a spinning

back kick to Greg and Peter at the

same time.

I pulled out three knives and
got Cindy and Bobby before I saw
the gaurd level his pistol at my
head. The world went into super

slow-motion as I tried to duck,

but as 1 saw the bullet coming at

me I was jolted and everything

went blank...

I came to in my bed, sitting

up and covered with sweat. 1

looked around the room. I asked

my dog what had happened, but

he merely barked and layed back

down. Thank God, it was only a

dream! What a relief. 1 mean,
could you imagine if they

actually brought back the Brady
Bunch? That could never happen.

Could it?

This album has one definite

going for it, the cover. Christina

(former member of Pussy Galore)

is standing there less clothes.

Well, what else is appealing, First

this is not something I normally

listen to (I'm for good hard rock)

but if you are into

"guitarmauling," moaning and
groaning, driving straight ahead

raunchiness, never ending
pounding drums, all done by
former members of Pussy Galore,

the Unsane and Honeymoon
Killers, than this is for you.

This album reminded me of a

jam session with very poor
sounding recording, but it is well

played. If this is your "thang"

then you might like this album
more than I, it is currently being

aired on 90.0 WLOZ in Medium
Rotation and you can request it at

395-3636 or it can be ordered at

your local record shop.

BY JENNIFER BETRAS
RESTAURANT REVIEWER

Kanki; Japanese House of
Steaks. The Sushi Bar.

Ok. So we have all fallen for

the oriental food craze; Chinese

take-out as well as Japanese chefs
cooking tableside.

Chinese restaurants are quite

numerous here in Wilmington,
but there is only one Japanese
restaurant-Kanki; Japanese House
of Steaks.

Many of us have ventured to

these oriental restaurants for the

famed rice and oriental vegetables

with some type of meat, maybe
even cooked before our eyes. But
we are actually just assimilating

some of their food and customs
into our culture.

However, we really have not

crossed that cultural barrier-yet.

When one is ready to actually

leap across that line of
ethnocentrism that America holds

so dear, and really taste the

Japanese tradition, one will try

sushi.

Sushi is known as Japan's fun

food. Rather than heading
straight to a table in the Kanki's

large dining room, take a right

and grab a seat at the Sushi bar.

You will be surprised just how
much "fun" food can be.

In front of you, at the Sushi
Bar, is a cooler which houses
many different kinds of fresh fish.

By fresh, I'd like to clarify that I

mean raw. Yes, sushi is raw
fish. There are numerous types
of fish prepared to be eaten raw.

They include tuna, mackerel,
giant squid, and even octopus.
The menu is almost unlimited,

and changes with the season.

You can order individual

pieces for about two dollars a

serving, which consists of two
small pieces of sushi. If you are

very adventurous, you will have
to try one of the sampler platters

which has many different types of

sushi for about twenty dollars.

Downtown: Starring Forrest

Whittiker, Anthony Edwards.

Rating: 4 out of a possible

10.

There isn't much more I could

say about this movie that other

reviewers haven't already said.

Except maybe that it stinks. I

mean like a dead dog that has laid

in the sun on the highway for

three days in July. Like an

ancient crypt that has been sealed

for thousands of years, and houses

a Pharoah and all of his servants

bodies. Like well, you get

the idea.

Heres the plot. Smart white

cop makes mean white crime

boss mad. Mean white crime

boss has smart white cop sent

downtown to work with mean
black cop. Mean black cop

rejects sman white cop. Smart

white cop keeps trying to gain

respect of mean black cop. Mean
black cop and smart white cop
become friends. Mean white

crime boss tries to kill smart
white cop and mean black cop.

Mean black cop is hurt real bad.

Smart white cop avenges hi;n and

solves the mystery. Evcybody

real happy. The End.

If that sounds a little simple

it's because this was a simple

movie that plays on racial

stereotypes and bad jokes. The
viewer can predict the entire film

from the opening scene, and from

there you just wait for it to get

over.

Forrest Whittiker and
Anthony Edwards are good actors

who seem to have been trapped

into this dreadful picture. I could

go on further but it would be

repetitious to continue to trash

this bust of a movie.

Flashback: Starring Dennis
Hopper, Keifer Sutherland.

Rating: First half hour 81/2

out of a possible 10.

Rating: Middle of the film 6

out of a possible 10.

Rating: End of the film 7 1/2

out of a possible 10.

This was a hard movie to

review because it was like three

movies rolled into one. The
beggining of Flashback was a

great comedy with Dennis Hopper
stealing every scene as Huey
Walker, an activist from the

sixties who escaped from the FBI
in 1969.

The middle of Flashback
slowed to a crawl and the movie
turned to a drama in which Kiefer

Sutherland as John Buckner a

straight laced FBI agent comes to

grip with the life he has chosen.

The end of Flashback turns back

towards comedy, but it tries to

shove some social commentary
down your throat before a

pleasing ending.

The story of this movie
centers around Huey Walker, who
after coming out of exile from the

FBI wants his story to be told.

The only problem is that his

publisher thinks that no one
remembers him. To alleviate this

problem Huey decides that he

needs to escape from the FBI
again. His only obstacle is the

agent assigned to take him in is a

conservative who hates the sixties

and especially hippies.

The performances in flashback

were good for most of the film,

with Dennis Hopper playing-

suprise - a hippie. I'm glad he
isn't worried about being
typecast. Keifer Sutherland is

good while he plays John
Buckner as an anal-retentive

agent, but as he loosens up his

character dissolves.

People who go see this movie
hoping for a comedy will be

dissapointed. People who go see

it for a drama will be dissapointed

as well. Don't expect anything
and you just might enjoy it, at

least parts of it.

(The meal is a delicacy, but also

an extravagance!)

Of course, in the Japanese

tradition, the skilled sushi chef

prepares your meal before you at

the bar. The meal is begun with

green tea and a small cucumber

and crab salad with ginger

dressing. . .and chopsticks.

(These are the only utensils you

will receive, so practice!)

As you pick at your salad,

you can watch the chef creating

your sushi plate. He carefully

cuts hunks of the fleshy fish and

then puts it on a little bed of

vinegar flavored rice, and some
are even rolled in seaweed raps.

Using your chopsticks, you

take a piece of the fish and dip it

into a hot mustard/soy sauce

dressing then garnish the meat

with a small sliver of ginger.

You then pop this large bit of

sushi into your mouth and chew
and chew and chew. .

.

The meat itself is very fleshy,

and chewy, and maybe even a

little slimy. However, the fish

has a very unique flavor. Each
type of fish tastes very distinct.

To some more cultured, the meal
is a delicacy. However, not all

would appreciate the culturation.

The more squemish should steer

away from sushi. An open mind
is a must. I still can't believe I

tried it all!

Sushi is a very healthful food.

It is very low in calories, fat

content, and cholesterol. It is

obviously all natural and
untainted by excess chemicals and

additives. It leaves you feeling

quite full, but it is guilt-free food,

because you can eat alot and it is

not bad for you.

The whole tradition is

wonderfully unique and quite

enlightening. Sushi is a great

part of the Japanese culture and

has also become an American
delicacy. So next time you are

feeling brave and adventurous,

cross the cultural barrier, and

College Road. Sushi, at its finst,

is available to you in

Wilmington at the Kanki Sushi

Bar.

,.,.._ , .... PIOTOBYPIIILLIP1XMJGKLIN
world l-amous Jazz Musicians played to a large crowd in the Union last week.

Here Comes The Sex Police
BY KF.VIN POTTS
ENTERTAINMENT WRITER

Better lock your bedroom door

the Sex Police are coming. The
Sex Police will be strutting their

stuff on Thursday night, February

eighth, at the Mad Monk along

with special guests, Flat Duo
Jets.

The Sex Police are a Raliegh,

NC based band that specializes in

a nitty gritty funk sound. The
group consists of a five piece

line-up, including a horn section

to highlight its already rhythm
heavy groove. Two members of

the Sex Police come from the

now defunct Pressure Boys (a

Raliegh funk band that has

broken up since their leaving).

Bill Ladd, guitarist for Johnny
Quest, was also a member of the

Sex Police until he decided to

leave and join the JQ funk

family.

Most of the music that the

Sex Police perform is original

with the exception of a few cover

tunes, including "Brick House."

As a result of their overwhelming

popularity with college crowds,

the Sex Police have appeared at

the Mad Monk on several

previous occasions.

The last time they appeared
in Wilmington was in September
and the show they put on was
packed with hard hitting energy,

and the Monk was bulging with

people who could not stand still

while they were performing. So
those of you who were able to see

them last time are sure to not
miss them this go round.

Opening for the Sex Police is

a gruop that recently made its

debut on MTV's alternative music

video show, 120 minutes, with

their video of "Wild, Wild, Wild".
The Flat Duo Jets are a fine tuned

rock-a-billy band that combines
the classic rock-n-roll sounds of
the late fifties with a little of the

new.

This Raleigh based band has
made recent appearances along the

east coast and most recently in

Greenville, NC at The New
Dehli. This show received an
outstanding response from the

college crowd of ECU and
deservedly so.

So if you enjoy the sounds of

Johnny Quest, you will love the

Sex Police, and if you are ready

for some well performed rock-a-

billy than you are sure to by
highly impressed by the Flat Duo
Jets. Don't forget to put on your

groovin' shoes because this will

definitely be the night to wear
them.

Gofong Out

Feb 8- Feb 14

Thursday

Mad Monk: The Sex
Police with special

guest Flat Duo Jet.

Seahawks: SAE
college night.

Friday

Friday

Mad Monk: Kody
Lee.

Front Street: Drink

Small (Blues Guitar).

UNCW: Step Show,
East Cafe 5:30pm.

UNCW: Homecoming
Dance "Dress To
Impress" featuring

"Risse". East Cafe, 9-

1:00am.

Saturday

Mad Monk: BIGGA
rock-n-roll.

Front Street: Drink

Small (Blues Guitar).

Monday
Ortons: College

Night. Live band
"Sabra" no cover before

10pm.

Tuesday

Front Street: Blues

Jam Society.

Wednesday

Mad Monk: Britny
Fox ( Heavy Metal).

'

Seahawks: ACE and
the Club Fottball team
present "The Voltage
Brothers".

Front Street: The

Amateurs (reggae).

For more info

call:

Mad Monk 395-0280

Front Street 763-1240

Seahawks 392-PIER

M ^M.
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Political Babbling
Echoing the immortal words

of another of the worlds greatest

egotists, Gen. Douglas Mac
Arthur, upon his arrival on the

Phillipines "I have returned!"

Yes, happy campers, I have once
again returned to the big W in

search of a good time after a hazy
but arrest free stunt in the mid-
west where I survived by
becoming a roadie for the world's

greatest rock band, Uncle Wiggly
and the Caucasian Hogs, but
that's another story in and of
itself.

Campus was about the same
as when I left. Of course they

have thrown up a few more
buildings and rambled off to build

more, but few things had
changed. The grass is still green,

well really dingy brown, the

buildings are still made of brick,

and of course that lovely
organization known fondly by all

as the campus fascists is still

(Irmly entrenched as ever.

Yes, as faithful as the sun

rises in the east, the college
republicans are still encamped in

the union with their talking heads

spewing out their vile twisted

ideals of how America should be
run.

I suppose it was inevitable

that the party that gave us

Watergate would once again rise

to power. After all the

Democratic Party has been

effectly brain dead ever since LBJ
decided to show his appendectomy

scar to the White House press

corps.

The election of Jimmy Carter

sealed our fate. His inability to

deal with anything more difficult

than a mad rabbit led to the

revival of the neo-nazis. Granted

that Carter's brain was turned to

mush from free basing peanuts all

those years, his failure to

resurrect an economy wrecked by

the combined efforts of the Nixon

and Ford administrations. Carter

was later exiled to Georgia for

this failure, and pursuing human
rights and world peace.

Whitehouse the college

Republicans are mouthing an

anti-democrat campaign with such

fever that is reminisent of Hitlers

crusade against the Jews.

All of this gave rise to the

greatest personality cult since that

of the ultimate American
Stalinist Richard Nixon, Ronald
Reagan. Reagan of course ruled

in blissfull ignorance over the
most corrupt administration since

Grant drank his way through the

White House. The Reagan Youth
quickly sprang up on campus
exalting all the goodness and
righteousness of the Republican
party while raising anything

"I suppose that it was inevitable that the party that brought

us Watergate would rise to power again.

The Democrats pick the
honorable governor of the
Peoples Republic of
Massachusettes Mike something
Greek. The man who helped
make Massachusettes one of the

last strong holds of hardline

Communism had little hope
against a thousand points of
light.

So now reinforced by a third

straight Republican term in the

tainted by the Democrats.

Meanwhile the Democrats
were diligently digging their own
grave by sending Walter Mondale
out fj do battle with the new
right. It was a slow painful
death. Apparently the old

political boss learned little from
thi !984 decible, and when the

Reagan era came to an end the

torch was picked up by mister

personality himself, George

Bush.

Senator Terry Sanford is the

latest target of their holy war
against the Democrats. They are

fully armed with fistfull of

propaganda and a lovely poster of

Sen. Sanford superimposed on a

bullseye. Forget the facts which

the "best party on campus" either

refuses to see or can not after

wrecking their eyesight from
drinking massive amounts of

cheap wood alcohol.

If they would ever take the

time to read the facts for

themselves instead of believing

the word of the congressional

club as if it were the gospel, they

would realize that Sen. Sanford is

one of North Carolina's finer elder

statesmen who has served the

people of this state for over 40
years.

Alas they only see that he is a

democrat and therefore think he

should be drawn and quartered. I

wonder how they explain the fact

that their demi-god Jesse Helms
voted with Terry in an attempt to

override Bush's veto a few weeks

ago.

Well campers, I shall spare

you any further psycho-sudo
political babbling for now. I'm

off to expand my mind by
watching my daily dose of Bugs
Bunny, a truly great American.

p n=^~

OVERWEIGHT

There's More To Weight

Than What You Ate.

Losers are Winners!

Take off that extra weight.

Letter To Spike..
Well Spike, you've really done

it now. You've got all of those

"neo-quasi-hippies" totally
flustered. GOOD JOB! 1 usually

refer to them as "Bom-again 'touch

of Grey' Heads" myself, but what's

in a name as long as we know
who we are talking about. I got
such a kick out of your Freedom
Rock article and the New Hippies

Give Spike a Week to Remember
article. I've been joking those

"born-agains" for years. When I

moved here and started going to

school in '81, no one really knew
or cared about the Dead scene.
There was one true "Dead-head" on

campus. A rather irritating

fellow, but none the less, he was a

friend. What made him a "Dead
head", not to be confused with a

hippy, was his total devotion to

the music of the Grateful Dead.
He lived to listen and become one
with each and every note that came
out of the speakers. He was a

stickler for sound quality and
musical perfection. So being his

friend I became aware of the

music.

It wasn't more than a year later

that he finally dragged me to a

Grateful Dead concert. It was
crazy. I was surrounded by this

particular fellow. True "Dead-
heads" everywhere. Indeed the

concert (notice "grey-heads" how I

use the word concert instead of

show- and while I'm on that point

why is it that you all say that

word "show"? It makes me sick.

When it's Led Zeppelin or The
Who or anybody else but the

Grateful Dead it's a concert; but

when it's the Grateful Dead it's a

show. IT'S A CONCERT. The
show's over kids, you missed it.)

Anyway, getting back to

inside, it was like a religious

ceremony, heck, it was a religious

ceremony. I, myself, was never

converted but it was no big deal I

hung out and parried and had a

great time. But now things have

changed. Face it, the Grateful

Dead sold out. They put out an

album, went on MTV, and
BOOM, tie dyes, Guatamalan
bracelets, and patchouli are all of

the sudden fashionable, and that's

when YOU jumped on the bus.

(You refers to anyone who is

offended by this or Spike's other

articles.) Let me add, that if you
were a real "Dead head" you
wouldn't be reading this article,

you wouldn't even be in school;

you'd be on tour where you
belong. . . that is if you were a

real "Dead head". I don't know
why you all didn't listen to Jerry

Garcia-I mean he came on national

TV and told you not to come to

the concerts. He said that there

were already too many Dead heads.

But no, you had to do it. I don't

know why. Maybe being a

phoney-bologna surfer or surfer

girl, whichever gender you may
be, was getting old and you needed

something new and different to

attach yourselves to. Maybe the

Grateful Dead cut their own
throats. I don't know, but I'll

predict that when all the smoke
clears from this stampede of "born

agains" that the " Dead Heads"
will still be listening to it and the

"ex-born-again-grey-heads" will

have found something new to

attach themselves to. The truth

hurts, doesn't it?

Objective Observer
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5112 MARKET STREET
WILMINGTON

FREE Wings after the game!

Redeem for up to 10 free wings

after Saturday's or Monday's
UNCW Game

the.

mad
Honk

proudly presents

Sex Police Thurs 8th
w/specques!

before TO' $2Tadies/SP men
after 10 $4 ladies/$5 men

KodyLee Friday 9th
$4 mem/$5 otherwise

,

(2 former memoe'rs oTfhe Whalers)

$5 mem/$6 otherwise

5430 MARKET STREET
WILMINGTON

17 yrs & Older
coming Valentine's Day
Britny Fox Wed. 14th
Food for Feet Thurs. 15th
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Barney's
Restaurant & Tavern

STUDENT SPECIAL

QUARTER POUND CHEESEBURGER
W/ STEAK FRIES

$1.99 with College ID

from 5-12 thru Feb. 15

Bottled Domestic Beer $1 .25

Hi-Balls $1.75 $2.75 Doubles

Located in MARKETPLACE MALL

LUNCH SERVED MON.-SAT. 1 1-4.30

DINNER SERVED NIGHTLY 4:30-12:00

LOUNGE OPEN UNTIL 1:00am NIGHTLY

All ABC Permits

;(

at the Seahawk club

Featuring

The Voltaqe

Brother

ITZA PIZZA
LVNCH

DELIVERY!
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Wednesday, Feb. 14th

9:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

V
V
V
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Campus Anti-Drug Efforts Failing

(CPS)--Even as President

Bush prepared to go to Columbia

by claiming there's been

"notable progress" in the war on

drugs, academia's officials said

anti-drug efforts on college

campus are failing.

A number of the campus
officials who are supposed to lead

the charge against illicit drugs,

moreover, have flatly refused to

do so.

"I don't think institutions

believe it's their responsibility to

become Big Brother," said Dallas

Martin of the National
Association of Student Financial

Aid Administrators (NASFAA).
Aid officials at Nebraska and

Harvard universities and at the

University of California at

Berkeley recently admitted that,

aside from collecting signatures

on aid forms, they're doing
nothing to help enforce the

federal search for student drug

users.

Aid officials at other

campuses have not reported any

student drug users' names to the

US Department of Education

since July 1, 1989, when a new

law empowered the department to

strip students convicted of drug

offenses of their federal financial

aid.

"It's a little too early to tell"

if the law will work, asserted

Education Dept. spokesman Phil

Cauthen.

Nevertheless, four state

governors advocated tightening

the noose on students a little

more in recent weeks.

In their list of new laws they

would like passed, both Nebraska

Gov. Kay Or and Georgia Gov.

Tommy Thompson separately

proposed in mid-January to make
state schools expel students
convicted of drug offenses.

In Arizona and Wisconsin,
law makers will consider bills to

cut off state financial aid to

student drug users.

"The complaint I'm hearing

is 'Why am I being held at such a

higher standard than someone
who's rich?'" reported Jim Smith

of the Wisconsin Student

Association of the measure, under

which student drug users who
don't get state aid - presumably

because they are wealthy enough

not to need it ~ could continue to

attend classes.

Statewide student
associations in Florida, Oregon,

California and Arizona have

passed resolutions denouncing

federal and state government

efforts to toe financial aid to the

"drug war''.

The 1988 Drug-Free
Workplace Act and Bush's

September, 1989, anti-drug

initiative would force students

who get Pell Grants to sign a

pledge that they will not use

illegal substances.

By 1991, all campuses are

supposed to have anti-drug

programs in place, along with the

means to expel collegians

convicted of drug offenses.

Already, campus aid officials

are supposed to report students

convicted of drug crimes to the

Dept of Education, which is then

to take the money away.

Legally, the student also

may be prosecuted for

fraudulently signing the pledge

not to use drugs, fined $10,000

and sent to jail for five years.

"Financial aid is losing its

purpose, which is to provide

higher education," said Jose

Huizar of the student government

at the University of California at

Berkeley, where in late

September about SO students and

non-students gathered on the

campus for a "smoke-in" to

protest the oath.

Few students seem to equate

such oaths and threats with a

serious anti-drug program

"I don't think it's going tc

have any bearing on anyone,"

said Julianne Marley, head of the

US Student Association, which

represents campus student

presidents in Washington, D.C.

Even the nation's top "drug

warriors" agree. "I'm sure

(national drug policy director

William J. Bennett) will concede

it's not a great deterrent," allowed

Bennett aide David Robb. "If

people are going to sign

something and not comply, that's

up to them."

Robb also maintained that,

when it comes to combating

illegal drugs, "all too often,

universities are looking the other

way."

Yet Bennett and Bush, who
on Jan. 25 proposed putting

another $1.1 billion in the effort,

both believe the drug war is

successful.

"The momentum is

shifting," Bennett said. "The

scourge is beginning to end."

Recent studies suggest that

the "scourge" has been
diminishing for several years.

Researchers at the University of

Michigan, who annually report

Conservative Students Discuss Communism

(CPS)-Looking forward to a

decade in which one of their

prime reasons for being-fighting

the threat of communism-feels
less immediate, conservative

student leaders from around the

U.S. met in Washington, DC,
Jan. 19-21 to try to map out a

new strategy.

Most denied the apparent fall

of the Iron Curtain would affect

the conservative student
movement at all.

George Uribe II, head of the

six-year-old Students for
America, which brought about

ISO rightist collegians to

Washington to hammer out a

new program, was wary of
creating any broad new post-Cold

War theme for the movement.

"We have a mission to

impact undergraduate student

leaders," Uribe said. "We want

to educate them. We don't want

to get caught up in anything but

that."

Other student conservatives

who didn't make the trip to

Washington agreed.

"I don't know any
conservatives who are saying,

look at the great changes,'" said

Tom Lizardo, head of the Young
Americans for Freedom (YAF),

Students for America's main rival

for leadership of the movement.

"We don't see any
tremendous change in Eastern

Europe," Lizardo added. "There

may be a slight change in hue,

but no changes in color. They're

still red."

During the past year,

communist governments in

Poland, Hungary, East Germany,

Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria and

; more violently, in Rumania have

fallen, been forced to share power

with noncommunist parties or

have dismantled many of their

secret police forces. Some are

r

freeing their commercial markets,

halting centralized planning,

creating legislatures and
removing penalties for criticizing

the state.

"There's a good degree of

optimism," conceded Tony
Zagotta, head of the College

Republican National Committee,

"but the Cold War is not over.

We're optimistic, but cautious."

Zagotta thinks that, with or

without an immediate threat of

worldwide communist
domination or aggression, student

conservatives will stay

committed to the cause, working

t ban abortions, fund the El

Salvadoran government and

recruiting new Republicans.

At the Students for America

conference, students met in

workshops to learn how to

scuttle the finances of local

campus enemies like Public

Interest Research Groups,

frustrate liberal student

governments, form campus

coalitions and recruit minorities.

The delegates also heard star

speakers like former Attorney

General Edwin Meese, former

United Nations Ambassador Jeane

Kirkpatrick and Free Congress

Foundation President Paul

Weyrich urge student

conservatives to start cultivating

their European counterparts.

"Students here can be very

helpful by going over there and

working with people their own
age," Weyrich maintained. "If

they can't go over there, they can

invite students from Eastern

Europe over here, and have them

work on their local issues."

Students for America
delegates, however, individually

seemed more interested in

busying themselves with issues

like abortion, literacy, drugs and

battling courses that, they say,

promote socialism

University of Nevada at

Reno junior John Lopez, who is

also vice chairman of the state

College Republicans, said his

group is trying to remove a

certain sociology class as a

graduation prerequisite.

"People take this class, and

all it does is ay how great

socialism is," Lopez said. "We
are petitioning the Board of

Regents and we are getting the

course's required reading together

now. We are going to prove that

the course is not objective, and

therefore we should not have to

take it.

"

Cary Green, a senior at

Florida International University

in Miami and Students for

America's Florida state treasurer,

said the FIU chapter wants the

federal government to expand the

military's role in President

George Bush's War on Drugs.

Nationally, Lizardo promises

Young Americans for Freedom

will continue to promote its

"freedom philosophy."

"We haven't seen great

strides in Eastern Europe or

America for freedom."

Whatever ultimately happens

if their main opponent refuses to

fight, student conservatives say

the waning of the communist

threat hasn't hurt their campus

appeal for now.

YAF's Lizardo said an

"aggressive fall offensive"

successfully recruited many new
adherents, pushing YAF's
membership to 55,000.

The College Republicans'

membership also is growing.

"Not being an election year, 1989

should have been an off year for

us," Zagotta said. "But our

numbers are increasing."

viumvtfam v» n yean Mm ahs>v&mm m*j

on drug use among high school

seniors, found that the number of

college students using illicit

drugs has been steadily declining.

In 1986, 40.9 percent of
collegians said they'd use

marijuana during the prior year.

In 1988, the figure was down to

34.6 percent. For cocaine, 17.1

percent said in 1986 they'd used it

in the past year. In 1988, 10

percent reported cocaine use in

the last year.

Crack use among college

students is relatively rare. In

1986, 1.3 percent said they'd tried

the addictive drug in the previous

year. In 1988, 1.4 percent had
used it the year before, Michigan
researchers found.

When he was secretary of

education two years ago, Bennett

I read the Seahawk!

Ifyou smoke
1Q000 cigarettes ayear,

givingup20
won't killyou.

In fact, it might save your life.

All you have to do is join

millions of other Americans

and give up smoking for a day.

Because if you can quit for a day,

you can quit for life.

For more information,

call 1-800-ACS-2345.

JoinThe

Great American Smokeout,

tar

said he was shocked to hear

campus officials complain about

enfoTing anti-drug use policies,

Robb related.

"Universities were redressing

past economic wrongs and ridding

society of moral wrongs, yet

when it came to getting tough on

drug use they were sort of wishy-

washy," Robb said.

"We're starting," he added,

"to see the beginning of the end

of that kind of thinking.

Universities are starting to see

that drugs are not consistent with

a healthy mind."

Yet Bennett, a frequent critic

of the way colleges an

universities are run, still had
harsh words for higher education

during a Dec. 11 speech at

Harvard, where he accused

scholars - notably Princeton

University researcher Ethan

Nadleman - of undermining his

efforts by suggesting the best

way to win the war is to legalize

drugs.

"In the great public-policy

debate over drugs, the academic

and intellectual communities

have, by large, had little to

contribute, and little of that has

been genuinely ureful or for that

matter mentally distinguished,"

Bennett said.

Academic officials reply that

Bennett's plan simply can't work

because it requires mat unlikely

people -- educators and aid

administrators - act like a

national drug police force.

Bomb Scares Threaten

Schools Across The Nation

(CPS)-Pipe bombs exploded at

one campus, others were discovered

before they exploded at another

school and bomb threats were
phoned in to three more colleges in

mid-January, but the incidents

probably are unrelated, a college

safety expert said •

"Bombs and bomb threats aren't

a significant problem on campus,"

said Donald Salyer, president of the

International Association of Campus
Law Enforcement Administrators, a

Hartford, Conn. -based group that

represents college and university

police.

Salyer's observation comes after

a series of bomb incidents on college

campuses.

Three small pipe bombs
exploded Jan. 10 at Oakland
University in Rochester, Mich.,

causing no injuries, but forcing

officials to close the campus for a

day. A former Oakland University

student and his roommate were later

arrested in connection with the

explosions.

A week later, Florida police
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arrested two Tallahassee Community
College students after a pipe bomb
was discovered at a fraternity house

at nearby Florida State University.

And January bomb threats at the

Sigma Delta Tau sorority at the

University of Illinois at Champaign-

Urbana, the University of Michigan

at Dearborn and Oakland
Community College at Auburn
Hills turned out to be false alarms.

Last year, West Texas State,

Michigan State and Harvard

universities, as well as F.icific

Union College and the University of

California at Santa Barbara were

shaken by bomb threats.

"Bomb threats seem to run in

cycles, and usually increase during

exam periods," Salyer observed.

Final exams were postponed at

the University of Connecticut in

1988 because a 4-inch by 4-inch

block, wrapped in duct ape with

wires leading to a six vo t battery,

was found in a classroom.

Officials speculated the fake

bomb was planted by a student

hoping to get out of taking final

exams.
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SEAHAWK SPORTS

Way Ou£ In

Field
Chris Wright
Sports Editor

Monger o:

well-armed
and anxious

When UNCW opens its baseball season next

Saturday against Clemson, it will be doing so

without the services of shortstop Trent Mongero.

Mongero, who led the Seahawks in hits (50)

-ind runs scored (38), will be out for two or three

weeks, still recovering from orthoscopic surgery he

had perormed on his right shoulder in December.

Although the surgery to remove "the unstable

part of the torn cartilage" was deemed a success,

Mongero says rehabilitating and strengthening the

shoulder has been a tedious and frustrating

experience.

"It has been tremendously frustrating,"

Mongero said Wednesday in a telephone interview.

"I hate to just sit around and watch. It was amazing,

after the surgery, my shoulder was fine, but I

couldn't throw.

"I had to basically start from scratch. I've had

to make adjustments in my motion."

Mongero began his recuperation process by

throwing tennis balls from short distances. He has

now progressed to where, he says, he can make

throws of 100 feet with a baseball.

"I don't take things I used to be able to do for

granted anymore," Mongero said. "I get ecsuuic

when I throw the ball across the infield."

Baseball, as one might expect from a

conference player-of-the-year, has a paramount

significance in Mongero's life, on and off the field.

"Baseball makes a difference in my life," he

said. "When things are going well for me on the

field, everthing thing else just falls into place."

Mongero, who gained scouts' attention

following last season's successful campaign in

which he hit .313 with 25 RBI, said that there was a

time early last semester when he was forced to come
to terms with life's nastiest curve- the possibility of

not being able to play baseball again.

"Before the sui gery, 1 was definitely concerned

about permanent dar lage," he said. "1 was afraid they

would go in and find my shoulder a lot worse. As it

turned out only a small part was damaged."

Wednesday was Mongero's third day of seeing

"live" pitching in simulated games. For every day

he plays, Mongero says, he is another day closer to

returning, but until then, he'll watch and "help out

the team however I can."

"I feel with the recruits we brought in, we
have enough talent here to win again," he said. "We
may not have the talent to beat Carolina," said

Mongero, who did that very thing with a ninth-

inning grand slam last year, "but we have guys who
want to win. And that's what it takes to be

successful, in anything."

The Seahawks, who won the CAA regular

season-title last year with a school-record 15-3

conference mark and finished 31-15 record overall,

lost several key players to graduation, including

pitchers Tony Tillman and Tommie Adams, now
touring baseball's minor leagues.

"There's no doubt we lost a lot of talent last

year," Mongero said. "But I feel we brought in a lot

talent, too."

One of those newly aquired talents could be the

starting shortstop on opening day, Greg Moss, a

graduate of Cary High.

"Greg is an exceptional shortstop," Mongero
said. "He has the potential to be one of the best by

the time he leaves here.

"As far as starting on opening day, either he or

Matt Swingle will start. Matt has the experience.

Either way, we will have someone out there who
can do just as good a job as I could."

Regardless, the Seahawks, according to

Mongero, should be ready to make another run at

the CAA title.

"I just have one goal," Mongero said, "and

that's to win the CAA championship and advance to

the regionals."

While the exact date of Mongero's return is

still being speculated, one thing remains certain.

When he finally is fit to trot out to shortstop

for his opening day, he be well-rested- and well-

armed. For CAA opponents that could spell bad

news.

Don't miss Lefty!

Saturday night at Trask Coliseum
Lefty Driescll and his JMU Dukes
will provide Homecoming entertainment
against UNCW.

—»-

Lady Hawks cream
MBC, 102-72
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Spring Training 1990
UNCW prepares for their home opener against Clemson.

Hawks bomb Navy
CHRIS WRIGHT
SPORTS EDITOR

The streak is alive and beating-

barely.

Robert McPherson's string of 24
consecutive winning seasons was kept

within reach Monday night as the

Seahawks rallied from a halftime defecit to

beat Navy, 67-53,

Previously, the Seahawks were 0-12
when trailing at the half.

"We went in at the half and Major
(Wiggins) knew (about the record when
trailing)," McPherson said. "We just came
out in the second half and picked up our
defensive intensity. We came out a little

flat early tonight."

For the third time this year, UNCW
suffered through the first ten minutes of a
half without scoring in double figures, and
trailed, 15-9, at the 9:25 mark.

Robbie Carter, who scored all six of
his points in the opening period, brought
the Seahawks back, scoring two
consecutive baskets. Brannon Lancaster's
second 3-pointer in 30 seconds tied the
game at 19-19.

Lancaster, who finished with a game-
high 19 points, hit a school-record six 3-
pointeis.

UNCW (2-7 in the conference. 7-11

overall) took its only lead of the half

moments later when Adam Porter, who
finished with 16, hit a 3-pointer for u 22-

19 advantage.

Navy, behind Eddie Reddick's 13 first-

half points, closed with a 9-4 run and led,

28-26. Rtddick was held to just three

points in the decisive second half, leading

the Midshipmen with 16 points.

Bryan Withers began the second half

by scoring UNCW's first six points, but

Navy still managed to stretch its lead to

38-32.

Then Lancaster took over, hitting four

3-pointers in a 29-10 run which put

UNCW ahead for good, 61-48.

Lancaster, who led the Colonial

Athletic Association in 3-point accuracy a

year ago, hit a school record six.

Withers then scored four straight

points whicn forced Navy to foul.

Porter, who scored 13 second-half

points, closed out Navy, hitting eight

straife.it free throws to account for the 67-

53 final margin.

Bryan Withers added 12 points for the

Seahawks, who have invited James

Madison as their Homecoming escort on
Saturday night.

Sam Cook finished with 13 points for

Navy, followed by Michael Burd with 10.

RV PATRICK FOWLER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Lady Seahawks winning

streak stands at one following a

101-72 slaughtering of Maryland-

Baltimore Monday night in Trask

Colisieum.

UNCW, who had come off a

disappointing three point defeat

(65-62) to conference rivial

George Mason, needed only the

first ten minutes of the first half

to put Maryland-Baltimore away.

Two players, Tressa Reese and
Lisa Williams, were already in

double firgures as the Seahawks
shot 65% from the field in the

first half.

"We were clicking on all

cylinders tonight and everything

we shot seemed to go in foe us,"

said coach Marilyn Christoph. "It

was a important win, a real

confidence booster."

Using a quick offense, the

Seahawks ran the court from the

opening tip. UNCW guards,

Lisa Williams and Cindy
Makowski, repeatedy penetrated

the MBC defense from the

baseline taking defenders with

them. With this inside

penetration the Seahawks guards

would feed forward Reese and

center Kelly Kincaid in the low

post or kick the ball outside for a

short jumpers in the paint.

UNCW connected on 24-37

attempts taking only eight shots

outside the foul line area. The
Seahawks shot 5C% from long

range nailing 2-4 from the three-

point stripe and went 5-7 (71%)
from the free throw line.

Turnovers which have cause

problem for UNCW were not a

factor Monday night as the

Seahawks committed only six in

the first half and 14 for the game.

In the second half, MBC
picked up their play and shooting

percentage from 31% to 43%.
Going from zone set to man to

man coverage the Retrievers
(MBC) picked up their defensive

intensity forcing eight Seahawk
turnovers. MBC attacked hard on
the offense boards too. The
Retrievers grabbed 23 missed
shots and outrebounded UNCW in

the game 42 to 38. The
Retrievers hit from the outside as

well nailing 3-6 from three-point

range. The Seahawks play

however remained steady and
smooth. UNCW maintained their

double digit lead the whole
contest despite cooling off their

shooting percentage from 65% to

59%.

"The team really worked
together tonight," said Kincaid.

"We concentrated on our plays

and rebounding and did what we
had to do to stay ahead."

The Seahawks placed five

players in double figures for the

first time this year (UNCW has

had four players in double digits

five times this year). Reese, who
Monday was named player-of-the

week for the second consecuetive

week, was the leading scorer for

the Hawks netting 26 points.

She shot 9-12 from the field and

5-7 from the free throw line. The
junior forward also nailed a three-

pointer. She has led the

Seahawks in scoring in 12 of

tlv
;
i 17 games and has scored in

do'.Me figures 10 games straight.

"Use any adjective you want
o describe her play here," said

Christoph. "She as good as any

player 1 ever had here."

The other top sl.ooters

Monday night were Kincaid (21),

Williams (18), Jennifer Bennett

(12) and Tracy Bradshaw (10).

Brannon Lancaster hits one of his six treys

Reese named player-of-the-weekfor the second straight time

Swimmers prepare for upcoming conference Championships
Tressa Reese was named for the second

conser.ietive week as player-of-the-week by the

CAA conference

In three games last week the Fayetteville

fanned averaged 26.7 points per game and ripped

down 5.7 rebounds The junior forward is first in the

league in scoring with a 19.0 point scoring average.

Reese is third in the league in free throw accuracy

shooting 80% from the line. "Tressa (Reese) is

playing a well as any player I had the pleasure to

coach," said head coach Marilyn Christoph.

The UNCW swim team will host the CAA
championships this week. This is the second
straight year that the Seahawks have hosted the

post-season tournament. Teams from William and

Mary, East Carolina, Richmond, James Madison,

American, and the Naval Academy will compete for

the number one ranking in the CAA. There is no
regular ranking of conference teams so the

Championships decide everything.

Last year the Seahawks finished fifth in the

men competition (409 pts.) and sixth in women's

play (298). The UNCW men are 4-4 on the year

and the ladies are 3-5. The Seahawks are coming

off a big win at Furman and UNC-Charolotte. The

first day of trials Wednesday will be the diving

qualifying.

On Thursday the swimming events get

underway at 1 1 p.m. with the freestyle races and

relays, 200 individual medley (IM), 400 medley

relays, and more diving competition.

Friday, the swimmers will finish up the

remaining relay races and began the butterfly,

breaststroke, and backstroke events.

All finals will be held on Saturday and medals

will be handed out for the winners. The Coach and

Athlete-of-the-Year will be awarded at the end of the

Championship along with the anouncement of the

Seahawks girls to watch are senior diver Mary
Beth Mills, freshman freestylef Amy Lewis, IM
specialist Mary Tarter, and diver Nina Pino-Marina.

Mills has broken Seahawk diving marks every year

she has dove and has qualified this year for the

regional zoning (North Carolina, Virginia, and
South Carolina are in this zone) diving competiton.

The UNCW men to keep an eye on are fly and

freestyler Nick Revelas, Brad Kinkema, Thomas
Burket, and Tim White. The Seahawks strength is

in the relay events and will try to use it to their best

advantages in the Championships.

The UNCW men's soccer team who season has

long been over won a local indoor tournament last

weekend.
Saturday night men's basketball game against

James Madison is Coke-Cola T-shirt night. T-
shirts will be passed out before the game until

supplies last. Game time is 7:30 pm.
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"
Science and Nature in the 19th Century

Exploration of the American West"

Dr. Dan Flores, Associate Professor of History at

Texas Tech University, will speak as a part of the

UNCW Science, the Humanities, and Society Lecture

Series. His lecture is on "Science and Nature in the

19th Century Exploration of the American West."

Dr. Flores will speak on Monday evening, Feb. 26 at

8 pm in King Auditorium. At 2 pm on Tuesday,

Feb. 27, Dr. Flores will offer a faculty seminar on

"The Jeffersonian Phase of Exploration." This

seminar will be held in the Randall Library

Auditorium. All students, faculty, and staff are

welcome. For further information contact Lee
Schweninger, Department of English, 395-3539.

Frozen Delights Competition

The Wilmington Civic Ballet will host the first

annual Frozen Delights Competition on Feb. 25, 1 -

4 pm, University Union Hawks Nest. The following

stores will enter their best flavors and vie for public

nomination: Baskin-Robbins, Freshens Yogurt,

Swensen's, Miss Muffet Yogurt, Dairy Express-Good

Humor, TCBY, Green's Delicatessen, Yogurt, Etc.

UNCW students can purchase advance tickets at the

University Union Information Center ($3, $2 age 10

and under) or at the door $4. All UNCW students and

friends are invited to taste test Wilmington's most

delicious Frozen Delights.

Diabetes Support Croup
Meet others with diabetes to share ideas and
strategies, learn about new developments. There will

be guest speakers and light refreshments. Educational

support group meets the 3rd Tuesday of each month.

The schedule will be as follows: on Feb 20th-Ms
Betsy Oden, "Exercise", March 20th-Dr. Paul
Whitesider, "New Technology", April 17th-Ms

Ruth Creighton, "Sexuality", The lectures will be

held in the University Union, Room 204, 7-8 pm
For more information call 395-3280 at the Student

Health and Wellness Center.

Gospel Choir Anniversary
The UNCW Gospel Choir will celebrat»4ts 11th

anniversary with a special concert at 4 pm, Sunday,

Feb. 25 at Saint Luke A.M.E. Zion Church on the

corner of Seventh and Church Street. The concert is

free and open to the public.

Annual Housing Fair

The University of North Carolina at Wilmington will

hold its Second Annual Housing Fair from 10 am to

2:30 pm, Wednesday, Feb. 28, in Room 100 of the

University Union. Representatives from
approximately 20 local apartment complexes will be

on hand to provide information material to UNCW
students.

Financial Aid Office Cautions Students

The Financial Aid Office cautions students about

application for scholarships through the recently

advertised Academic Council on Financial Assistance.

The United States Postal Service has filed against this

company for fraud.

Quest For Excellence

The Nation of Islam and Friends is proud to present

the Quest for Excellence Rally on Saturday February

24, 1990 from 5pm to 8pm at Gregory High School

Auditorium in honor of Black History Month. The
Program will include speaker Kojo Nantambu; the

Shooting Star Performers; of New Bern, NC; Reggae
Singer Tony Reese; the ABM Rappers of

Wilmington and Jazz Vocalist Nina Freelon. The
highlight of the program is a Black History Contest

for high school students. The winner will receive

$100 and will be honored at the event. The rally will

also commemorate the assassination of Malcom X.

For more information call 763-3364/343-893 1/763-

1969.

Pnetrv Contest Extended

Poetry Contest Extended!! Alternatives! has extended

the deadline for the "Sobering Thoughts" poetry

contest. Your poem dealing with any drug-related

issue will be bound and published and it could even

win you a prize. Enter now! The official deadline is

Tuesday, Feb. 20. See Alternatives!, UU room 104

for details.

Art Poster and Print Sale

There will be an Art poster and print sale on the

North Union Lawn Monday, February 19 through

Wednesday, February 21 from 9:00 am to 4:30 pm.
The sale will include Art reproductions, dance, sports,

rock and movie stills, laser images, M.C. Escher,

gallery posters, nostalgic posters, Van Gogh,
photography, Rockwell, Monet, Wildlife prints,

movies, Picasso, Asian Art, animal posters, Harvey
Edwards, Frazetta, music images, floral graphics,

science fiction, Rembrandt, modern and abstract

images, Eliot Porter, Rosamond, art deco, art

nouveau, Renoir, travel posters, science posters,

Chagall, astronomy, Dali, humor, cars, show
business personalities, Ansel Adams, Lilo Raymond,
contemporary European art and photography and

Much, Much More!! Proceeds to benefit College

Bowl.

UNCW Rnchv Tn Pl„v TanP Fp,r

The UNCW Rugby team is playing Cape Fear Rugby
Club Saturday at Brooks Field. Game time is 1pm
and admission is free.

Royalty Crowned
BY KAREN PATE

STAFF WRITER

Burt Kilpatrick and Kirki Moore were crowned

King and Queen of the 1990 Homecoming
Court last Saturday night for their outstanding

service and leadership at UNCW.

The couple

had a long list

of credentials to

impress the
panel of judges

representing the

alumni,

faculty, staff,

and student
body. Among
the services
Kilpatrick and
Moore are most

proud of i s

their

involvement in

their Greek
organizations.

Moore says her position as SGA treasurer has
also been important because it has been a great

learning experience. Kilpatrick says he most
enjoyed the time he has spent as orientation

leader (1987-88) and the position he currently

holds as student director of orientation.

All of the interviews and Homecoming
activities have been time challenging,

but Kilpatrick

and Moore
agree that it

was an
opportunity

they didn't want

to miss. "It

was something

I wanted to

make time for,"

says Moore, "it

only happens
once in a

lifetime."

"I wanted to

represent the
school," says

Kilpatrick, "so it just meant getting up earlier

and getting organized."

Both King and Queen hope to see an increase

in student involvement and greater interaction

between the community and UNCW during their

reign. Kilpatrick says he would like to see some
of the stereotypes of students changed in the

community. These stereotypes were formed
when neighborhoods began to complain about
the students' loud music and late parties.

Kilpatrick and Moore want to prove that UNCW
students are responsible individuals who are

interested in UNCW and their education.

"Everyone needs to set goals within their

reach," says Moore, "they should not only

include school but their personal life also."

Crumb Receives
Nursing Award
Sheila Crumb, a junior

nursing major at UNCW, was
named North Carolina Nursing

Student of the Year in an awards

ceremony Friday, Feb. 9, at the

annual meeting of the N C
Association of Student Nurses in

Fayetteville.

The nursing student of the

year award is a competitive
selection based on scholarship,

leadership, co-curricular activities,

and an interview by the selection

committee. Crumb has a 3.88

Grade Point Average out of a

possible top score of 4.0.

Dean Marlene Rosenkoetter of

the UNCW School of Nursing
commented that "Sheila is an

outstanding student, a role model
for others, and she has already

established that she will make
major contributions to the

profession."

Selected from among nine

nominees from associate and
baccalaureate nursing schools

from across the state, Crumb will

receive a $1,500 scholarship as

well as as serve as spokesperson

for the state's student nurses.

Each of the 47 nursing programs
in the state preparing students for

licensing as registered nurses may

nominate a candidate. For the

1988-89 academic year, there were
4,701 nursing students in North
Carolina.

Crumb, of Dublen, NC, near

Elizabethtown, is the daughter of
Mrs. Mary Robinson of
Pennsylvania and Willie James
Haire of Cedar, NC. She is the

wife of Army Sgt. Terrance
Crumb, who is currently on
assignment in Panama with the

16th Military Police Brigade of

Fort Bragg. She is also

member of ROTC at UNCW and
aspires to be an Army nurse.

The young School has already

demonstrated its quality with pass

rates on the North Carolina
registered nurse licensing
examination of 100 percent in

1989, 95 percent in 1988, and
100 percent in 1987. As of fall

semester 1989, there were 52
juniors and seniors majoring in

nursing and 102 School of
Nursing advisees. (Students are
not permitted to enroll in the
UNCW School of Nursing until

their junior year.)

Advisor to the UNCW chapter

of the NC Association of Nursing
Students is Eddith Steele, lecturer

in nursing.

National Condom Week Aims To Educate
BY AMY PFTROCF.I.LT

STAFF WRITER

National Condom Week is currently being
recognized here at UNCW as well as at many other

colleges and universities across the nation. The

programs that are being held this week in order to

promote safe sex are sponsored by the Student Health

and Wellness Center and the Office of Health

Promotion. According to Deborah Haywood, who is

the coordinator of the program, National Condom Week
is to be educational as well as fun, while the goal is to

"break down barriers people have about condoms."

According to Deborah Haywood and Dr. Kathleen

Jewell, Director of the Health and Wellness Center, the

purpose of this weeks events is to get partners to

communicate with one other regarding the use of

condoms, since "it is the responsibility of both

partners."

They would like to draw attention to their message,

which is that "people should take care of themselves as

well as their partner."

"There are probably a lot of responsible and

knowledgeable people on campus," states Jewell,

"However there are also a lot of sexually transmitted

diseases on campus."

To kick off the week's festivities, a condom treasure

hunt began. This consists of five condoms hidden

somewhere on campus that when found could be cashed

in for one of five free t-shirts. Other events include a

Valentine's Day Massacre-Ade dance, and a "safer sex

soiree." This safer sex party featured activities such as

"pin the condom on the pocket'' (a blindfolded pinning

of a condom to a larger than life poster of a male),

educational videos, and music by WLOZ. Refreshments
included Subway party platters, "sensual Seahawk
drinks", and fortune cookies containing messages

regarding condoms.

In addition to these particular events, a table has

been set up in the student union from which educational

pamphlets can be obtained. While visiting the table,

one can also try his/her luck at guessing the number of

condoms that are in a container, or submit a safe sex

slogan to win a t-shirt.

In an informational program given by Dr. Jewell,

the "high cost of sex without a condom" was presented.

Dr. Jewell explained that "students are unprepared and

shocked when they see how much things can cost when
it comes to sexually transmitted diseases."

She feels that students should better understand the

true meaning of monogamy. Out of 80% of college

students who will have sex during their college career,

she explains, few students really have one partner.

Having one sexual partner per relationship after another

has been titled "serial monogamy," by Dr. Jewell.

During the program she also touched on the fact that

STD's can cause infertility. She states, "No one wants

to believe it can happen to them. Students are not

thinking about what's going to happen down the road,

they are thinking for right now."

The way in which all of this information ties into

the events of National Condom Week is that "expenses

could be avoided if people would just use contraceptives

when having sex,", states Haywood. "A condom is free

on campus. The cost comes in when people set
diseases."

This particular week, 2,000 condoms were donated

by a company called Safetex to be passed out, according

to Haywood.

In support of National Condom Week, Rob
Sappenfield Jr. comments, "This is a time to make
people aware of safe sex practices. Hopefully this kind

of awareness will reduce the number of AIDS cases in

the future, as well as unwanted pregnancies."

On the other hand, Wes Ward disagrees with this

week's events. "Personally, I don't think pushing
condoms in the student union is right. I think it should
be an individual choice."

Trendy Wilkerson, who is assisting Deborah
Haywood with National Condom Week, stresses that,

"we are not promoting sex. We are promoting life and
wellness in relation to HIV and AIDS and STD's.
People don't realize what's out there. This program
opens people's minds and warns them of what is really

out there.''

To conclude the week's events, there will be an
AIDS benefit concert in Cameron Auditorium on Friday

at 7:30 pm. Tickets will be sold fcr $6.00 for students

and $10.00 for others. Money will be donated to the

AIDS cause.

Child Care Issue Rises Again
RY SANDY PORTER

STAFF WRITER

Ms. Toplin has heard plenty of

stories from non-trads, faculty, and staff

about the amount of energy they must

spend on arranging schedules around

child care and the countless number of

classes missed due to "no-show" baby-

sitters.

Kathy Birmingham, Director of the

Student Leadership Center, feels that

people are beginning to recognize the

lack of child care as a problem at

UNCW. Ms. Birmingham is trying to

bring people together on the campus to

joining forces. "With an academic

project focusing on the problem of child

care, and the faculty and staff starting to

worry about the approaching spring

break, immediate solutions could be

made," says Ms. Birmingham.

The question of on campus child care

remains an issue this year at UNCW.
Much of the faculty, staff, and non-

traditional students are desperately

seeking a solution to their child care

problems. As it seems now, more
people are beginning to voice their

concerns on the matter. An interested

faculty member, Aida Toplin says,

"there are many small clusters on

campus that are working on the need for

day care."

Elliot Wurtzel is a non-traditional

student who is leading a group that is

trying to arrange drop-in day care that

could be provided during the public

school's spring break. Amy Williams

is part of an educational class that is

preparing a project on the study of day

care on the campus.

NC State has recently completed a

study and Ms. Toplin has received a

copy of the "impressive" booklet that

they have put together. It is now on

reserve in the Randall Library for

anyone interested. Ms. Toplin is

waiting for a copy of the actual survey

to see if she can adapt it to the needs of

UNCW. She plans to distribute the

questionnaire to a targeted campus

population, and have a committee of

highly respected faculty members assess

and discuss the child care needs at

UNCW. Ms. Toplin feels this will

give the study more credibility which

could result in feasible action.

The small Ad-Hoc Committee on

Day Care, sponsored by AAUP, along

with the Leadership Center are planning

to present a panel discussion on the

child care issue. Speakers will be

coming from around the state in honor

of Women's History Month. A public

forum will be held on March 13

featuring speakers from NC State,

Chapel Hill , and corporate industry.

They will be discussing their own child

care problems and solutions.

The next step for the Leadership

Center is to have the many concerned

individuals break up into small groups

to talk about strategy on getting child

care here at UNCW. Saturday Nla>l'i honwcomlni fam. ktet ih. I
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Learn Better Study Skills
Most of us have at least one

semester behind us to ponder the

question, "Why aren't my grades

up to par?" The question you

may instead have to ask yourself

is "Why can't I seem to study?"

Consider the following

scenarios:

You're sitting on the couch

and the television is on; the radio

is also playing; potato chips are

on your lap and an open textbook

teetering over the arm of the

couch. You are studying (?)

You are lying in bed. It's

10:00 at night and you are nestled

underneath the covers. Your
textbook is lying open beside you

(or underneath you, whichever the

case may be.)

Do either of these scenarios

sound familiar to you? If so,

then the following points

(courtesy of Dr. Michael

Affeman, Student Development
Center) should enlighten you as

to why these scenarios do not

produce a healthy GPA.
1. For starters, no matter

what you may think, you cannot

help but to focus some attention

to the other events going on in

your environment, such as the

TV or radio. If you're not, then it

wouldn't harm you to turn them

off. Television (especially

commercials) is designed to

attract your attention, and in all

actuality, it does.

2. In addressing the issue of

studying in the couch or in bed,

there are a number of activities

one takes part in while in these

particular areas, such as watching

TV, sleeping, or even eating.

You are, through years of

practiced at these activities,

conditioned to perform these

activities in these areas. So it's

no wonder that TV and eating

come to mind when you plop

down on the couch. As far as the

bed goes, two things can happen:

a) You fall asleep while
studying

b) You can't fall asleep at

night because you can only think

about studying.

Your goal of studying,

at least in the short

run, is to do well on

tests.

The same goes for studying at

the dinner table: You naturally

think of eating when you take

your seat at the table, which
interferes with your concentration

on your studies. Even studying

at the library could mean
interference, especially in high

traffic areas where you can find

yourself looking up a lot.

3. Regarding the radio
specifically, some of us believe

sincerely that we can't study
unless we have this distraction.

Some research does suggest that

mellow musk; (soft jazz with no

words for example) may help us

to relax, and this relaxation helps

us to concentrate on information;

however, B-100 and 103 GNI do

not fall in this category. Again,

we simply cannot help but to

attend to the lyrics, which
distracts us from our studies.

Your goal of studying, at least in

the short run, is to do well on

tests. Think of it in this way-
you're not allowed to take the

radio in to the classroom, so in

no way is it rational to study in

its presence.

FIND A QUIET PLACE FOR
STUDYING AND ONLY
STUDYING. IF POSSIBLE,
STUDY THERE EVERY DAY
AND AT THE SAME TIME
EVERY DAY.

Some of you may wonder if

there is a certain time that is best

for studying. Research shows,

however, that there are individual

differences in this regard,

although it appears that it is

easier for most of us to study in

the mornings. What do you do

when it's not convenient for you

to study in the morning? It is

best, according to Dr. Affeman,

to get into a routine of studying

(say, 4:00 to 6:00 every
afternoon). In order to establish a

routine, one must make a

schedule of the hours of the day

that are available for studying.

When you get an estimate of the

hours you sleep, eat, are in class,

and work, you will discover that

there are several hours that are

unaccounted for. Use some of

them to study!!! Make it a habit

every day to study at the same
time. Once it's a routine, it's

automatic, and therefore studying

can take precedence over the

things that inhibit you. And
more than likely, your GPA will

''nnrove.

Biology Club Plants Trees
BY DAWN ALLF.MAN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Saturday members of the

UNCW Biology Club gave the

city of Wilmington a helping

hand. The Club planted 200 Bald

Cypress seedlings in the city's

newly constructed urban wetland.

The wetland area helps clean drain

water from parking lots and other

areas before it flows into

Greenfield Lake. The upper

portion of the wetland filters out

heavy silt. The lower portion,

separated from the upper by a

dam, is where the Biology Club

planted the trees. The trees along

with other vegetation in the lower

portion thrive on the excess

nutrients found in run-off water.

After the runoff passes through

the system, it is virtually pure.

Filtering the water through this

natural wetland system before it

reaches Greenfield will help

reduce the large algae population

which currently thrives on the

excess nutrients.

This is all part of the city's

efforts to clean up Greenfield.

It took the volunteers around 2

hours to complete the planting.

Later the Club visited Greenfield

to observe what its efforts will

look like in 30 years. The
wetland area is located near the

intersection of Greenfield and
16th, and is visible from the road.

I- RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE
YOU COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.

LIVWELL FACT.

ONE PLAIN 3.5 OUNCE DOUGHNUT HAS AS MANY
CALORIES AS FOUR SLICES OF WHITE BREAD WITH

JAM. ABOUT 400 CALORIES. HALF OF THE CALO-
RIES IN THE DOUGHNUT COME FROM FAT. BUT

ONLY 10% IN BREAD AND JAM.

(The Wellness Calendar, 1989)

BE SAFE
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At Army ROTC Camp Challenge you'll

learn what it takes to succeed— in college

and in life. You'll build self-confidence and
develop your leadership potential. Plus you
can also qualify to earn an Army Officer's

commission when you graduate.

Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It may be
just what you need to reach the top.

ARMY ROTC

Call

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Kris Frasure, UNCW ROTC,
bldg 16, 395-3734.
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-Buttery Caramel
-Great Study Food
-Great Party Food
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UNCW NEWS

CAPE, the Consortium for
the Advancement of Public
Education, serving the children of
Southeastern North Carolina, is

sponsoring an afternoon of
lectures designed 'to help prepare
teachers for culturally diverse

classrooms. More than 140
educators from 18 school districts

are expected to attend.

The session, scheduled for

today, at the Holiday Inn at

Wrightsville Beach, is a

continuation of the CAPE
Scholars Lecture Series held
periodically to provide educators

with access to the latest

information in a variety of fields.

Learning about sub-cultures is

significant for North Carolina

teachers. North Carolina has the

largest American Indian
population east of the

Mississippi and the fifth largest

tribal population in the United

States, according to the State

Department of Public Instruction.

Some 65,000 Indian people live

in North Carolina. They make
up less than two percent of the
total population.

The major tribes are: Eastern

Band of Cherokee, Coharie,

Haliwa-Saponi, Lumbee,
Meherrin, Person County and
Waccamaw-Siouan. Most live in

rural areas, with some urban
concentrations in Charlotte,

Fayetteville, Greensboro, and
Raleigh.

The NC Department of Public

Instruction estimates that 17,000
Indian students attend 101 public

schools and 1,300 Indian students

attend the Bureau of Indian

Affairs School at Cherokee.

The CAPE lectures will focus

on the study of sub-cultures from
a sociological and
anthropological perspective. The
program will feature Dr. Patricia

Lerch, associate professor of

anthropology at UNCW, an
expert on conducting participant

observer studies of sub-cultures;

Dr. Stanley Knick, director and
curator of the Native American
Resource Center and research
assistant professor in American

Indian Studies at Pembroke State

University; and Dr. Ray
Fogelson, an international expert

on American Indians, from the

University of Chicago.

This session is designed to

inform teachers about the

methods employed in objectively

studying other cultures, and

thereby help them have a better

understanding of other cultures,

explained Dr. Robert E. Tyndall,

executive director of CAPE.
The program schedule is as

follows:

12:30 - 1:30 pm--Lunch, with

comments form Betty Oxendine
Mangum, State Department of

Public Instruction consultant on

Indian education.

1:30-2: 15-Dr. Patricia Lerch-

"The Anthropological Approach

to the Study of Culture"

2:30-3: 15-Dr. Stanley Knick-

-" Indian Culture in the Eastern

Carolinas"

3:15-4:30--Dr. Ray Fogelson-

" Tribalism: Implications for

Education"

4:30--Reception

I
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Homecoming

Ends
BY HOMY PRICE

STAFF WRITER

This year's homecoming
entitled, "A festival of friends"

came to a close last week with

Friday and Saturday's event.

Friday, students got to attend the

1990 Homecoming dance and the

step show presented by Alpha Phi

Alpha fraternity.

Excitement was high Saturday

night when the Seahawks led the

James Madison Dukes at half

time. The homecoming banner

awards were announced and Alpha

Xi Delta won first place, followed

by Delta Kappa Pi. Delta Sigma
Phi received honorable mention.

The homecoming court, Tina

Butler, Susan Hurst, Ken Lemon,
Peter Jones, Steve Sappe, Beth
Lynge, Rob Sappenfield, Burt

Kilpatrick, Kirki Moore, and
KeUi Duncan were announced by

SGA president Jim Humphries.

The King and Queen were
crowned with a huge applause

from the crowd. Kirki Moore is

our new Queen accompanied by

Burt Kilpatrick as our King.

Excitement rose as the end of

the game brought a tie and
overtime. People rose to their

feet and cheered with real

Seahawk spirit.

Even though we lost after 2

overtimes, the homecoming
committee feels this year's
festivities were a great success.

"This year there was a lot more
student involvement than last

year and I think there will be even

more next year," stated Joe

Mithcell, a homecoming
committee member.

Plans for next year's
homecoming are already in

progress. Applications for

committee membership are

available in the student activities

office.
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Stepupasan
Air Force nurse.

Air Force technologies are high-

lighting opportunities you may have

never considered. As a nursing profes-

sional, you'll step ahead — and move up

quickly. You'll discover an environment

that cultivates your personal and profes-

sional development. You'll see where

medical miracles are born ... and where

careers grow.

See how you can meet your career

goals in the Air Force. Discover the Air

Force opportunity. Call

SGT. FRED MILLER
803-554-8759

Station-To-Station Collect
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"Large
for the price of

small!"

Get one
16"-One Item Thin for

$7.25
Reg. $10.75

EXP DATE 2-1S-90

Drinks available upon request 16 02 Fountain Drinks S 50

TO ORDER come by the Old Cafe or call 395-3534
Minimum Delivery S6 00
Drivers & Pie Makers needed — Call 799-2300
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at the Seahawk Club
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JOIN USI People ol all ages anc" cycling abilities are going to pedal their way across the country

next summer initiating dialogue and raising money for community development projects in the

third world and the US. We're looking lor riders (all the way or part ol the way), support vehicle

drivers, community hosts lor the cyclists, and donors We'll be departing Irom Seattle. San

Francisco, Portland, LA, Austin, TX. and Maine

Vesl I want to get inuolued with Bike-Rid 90!

I'd like to ride with Bike-Aid "90 for all or part of the way
My $5.00 check for the registration pack is enclosed

I'd like to help organize an event lor the cyclists as they pass through my town

Cycling isn't my thing, but I'm interested in driving a support vehicle

I'd like to make a tax deductible contribution, my check is enclosed.

This sounds great, please send more info, I'm not sure how I want to be involved

Bike-Hid 90, 2940 16th St. Suite 1 10, SF, CH 94103 (415) 431-4480

MMM^Mi ^MA. ^^—
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THE SEAHAWK

TA# Seahawk welcomts Letters to the

Editor These should be typed and include the author's

nam*, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The

Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 20S-E of the

University Union or mailed to; Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd, WUmington NC. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The
Seahawk.

The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 p.m. Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division.

PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
Editor in Chief

MAI NGUYEN
News Editor

CHRIS WRIGHT
Sports Editor

PATRICK FOWLER
Asst. Sports Editor

DAVID BURKE
Copy Editor

ALLEN RAY
Entertainment Editor

JOHN GEOFFRION
Production Manager
JENNIFER YOUNG
Photographer

DEBBIE SMITH
Na tional A dvertising

Manager
KENNETH TAYLOR
Local Advertising

Manager
JOHN AXTELL
Financial Manager

DAN HEADRICK
Advisor

Editori
Step Show Oversteps
Bounds OfGood Sense
Equal . . . "exactly the same in measure, quantity,

number, or degree; like in value, quality, status, or position.

. . . Characterized by justice; fair." ... So reads the

definition in Webster's Seventh Collegiate Dictionary .

Many groups scream for the opportunity to be equal.

They claim unfair treatment in the work place and in society.

These groups are correct in their assumption that they

deserve an equal chance. It is also true, sadly enough, that

they are not always getting these opportunities. The best way
to accomplish this goal is to make the public aware of their

problems.

Then, why do some people have to go and do something

that puts such a negative light on their cause? Why do they

go out and strengthen the same stereotypes that they rail

against?

The "Step Show" that took place last Friday did both of

these things. Sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha, the show was
to provide an opportunity for everyone to show their "stuff.

So they did. . . with heavy racial slurs, explicit sexual

comments, and vulgarity. There was not a Seahawk
representative at the event, so we will refrain from stating

anything more specific. Our information is second hand, but

is "borne out in the letter to the editor below, as well as by

first hand reports.

If people want to go out and engage in this type of

activity, they should be prepared to be treated as childish and
ignorant. For these same people to turn around and demand
something as serious as racial equality seems kind of

oxymoronic; especially when their actions perpetuate the

image of the stereotypical black minstrels. These are, after

all, some of the same people who were offended when a

white fraternity dressed up in blackface at a pledge show.

One participant is also the President of the campus chapter of

the National Association for the Advancement of Colored

People. If the public spectacle of the Step Show was an

example of advancement, it is frightening to think of what

would constitute a setback.

The behavior that was reported to The Seahawk is more
than just stupid and mindless, it is against the Code of

Student Life regulations. Under subsection B, section II,

these are offenses that may initiate disciplinary proceedings

against the perpetrators. The first offense was engaging in

disorderly conduct, including but not limited to verbally

abusive or inappropriate behavior. They also decided to

forget about the regulation prohibiting discrimination against

another student by using offensive speech ir.d behavior of a

biased or prejudiced nature related to one's personal

characterisitcs, such as race, color, national origin, sex,

religion, handicap, age, or sexual preference.

We have been told that the comments were meant to be

taken as humor. Certainly the parents of the children who
were there will find it funny when they hear their kids

repeating the terms that flew around the cafeteria. Surely the

fraternities and sororities who were referred to will just be

laughing their heads off. It is also likely that the Dean of

Students will get a smile out of the complaints that are

probably going to be filed against the jokesters. Yes, it was

humorous.
With this in mind, if these people still enjoy what they are

doing; so be it. The Seahawk is emphatically opposed to

censorship. There is, however, an appropriate place for the

vulgarity and name calling. The sidewalk in front of the East

Cafeteria is not that place.

If You Won't Be G t •!•i^vr%*j Be Careful

Condoms are not the only

option for dealing with STD's

and pregnancy prevention! It

seems to me that there is a

growing percentage of young

adults who have developed

enough maturity to consider

abstinence as a viable option

for their sexual activity.

For years there seemed to

have been a social attitude

prevalent that saw abstinence

in a negative light, as

somehow repressive to our

sexual freedom akin to the use

of chastity belts. We have

associated abstinence with an

era of repressive sexuality that

perceived sex in a negative

light. In fact, there have
always been a lot of young

adults who have chosen not to

be sexually active for some

very positive reasons. For

them, "casual" or

"recreational" sex was low

enough on their scale of values

so as to be avoided. Part of

the glory of our humanness is

the ability to manage our

emotions and passions rather

than simply being controlled

by every urge or desire.

Many young adults also

hold a high view of

relationships that precludes

sexual intimacy without a

significant degree o f

commitment. Such folks

believe that intercourse, at the

very best, is the expression of

a relationship characterized by

love, joy and long-term
commitment.

Now fear has entered the

scene, once again, because of

the possibility of AIDS and

other STD's. Along with

educational efforts aimed at

"safer sex," there is a new

attitude evolving which is

enabling more and more

people to choose abstinence.

I hope we can move
quickly beyond fear as the

motivator towards abstinence.

There is a lot of positive

energy attached to deciding on

abstinence and working out the

implications of that decision

in our relationships. It may

not be an easy position to

hold, but life is not easy under

the best of circumstances. To
take an ethical position and

develop the self confidence and

personal integrity to live out

that position develops a

strength of character and
personality that many find

attractive. Being master of our

feelings and honoring our self

chosen values and beliefs

generate personal satisfaction

that is worth the effort.

I hope more and more
persons will choose abstinence

and reclaim the high ground of

human relationships away
from the causal sexuality that,

so often, seems to be the

social norm. I guess we are

still some distance from
organizing an "abstinence
support group," but maybe we
are moving in that direction. I

hope so.

Letters: Some Complain, Some Apologize
While exiting the East

Cafeteria on Friday evening Feb

9, I was overwhelmed by a large

crowd standing around in a circle.

Surprised by such a large crowd I

inquired what this might be. 1

asked one of the onlookers what

was happening, he explained to

me that this was a step show; it

was an effort to make the pan-

Hellinic more visible, and to

show their creativity and

fraternity or sorority spirit.

1 had no idea of what I was in

store for and 1 am still having a

hard time believing what the

University let happen. Never

have I seen a more appalling,

crude, public display of vulgarity.

Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity Inc..

in their chants at the step show,

used racial slander, sexist

remarks, and abusive language.

Alpha Phi Alpha referred to their

Greek brothers as "Uncle Tom
niggers" and their Greek sisters as

"D-k Sucking Tramps."

Ironically Amos Quick,
president of the UNCW chapter of

the NAACP, was one of the

Alpha Phi Alphas participating in

the name calling and mud
slinging. As a representative of

an organization to promote racial

equality, Amos strangely enough

must have not seen my problem

in calling his fellow black

students "Uncle Tom niggers."

Ljo Jolts I Remember, tetters

to tfie editor are due Monday by
5:00pm.

Letters mat) be published
anonymously, but u>t require tfie

writer's nam*, UNCW mall box *

and, phone * for our fltes

.
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They then continued to chastise

Phi Beta Sigma for their efforts

to promote racial harmony by

organizing a dance with the white

fraternity Chi Phi, in which Chi

Phi was referred to as "Red

Necks."

However racial slanders were

not the only offensive material

used. They used sexual gestures

that degrade women by referring

to them as sex objects, and they

used language that even the most

tolerant person would deem
offensive. What was especially

shocking is that this was done in

the presence of young children

who were also there to witness

the fiasco. I felt ashamed that

this type of behavior is allowed

on public display in this campus.

I question the motives of

Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity. Why
such counter productive behavior

at a time when many efforts are

being made through out the world

to help ease racial tensions?

With the celebration of Martin

Luther King Jr.'s birthday just

behind us and during the

recognition of Black History

month, it seems that the ideals

behind these observances have

been forgotten. The irony of all

of this is frustrating for both the

black and the white communities.

Brant Harris

Concerned Student

Dear Editor,

As a non-drinking member of

the Chi Phi fraternity, I took
exception to the "Bloop" cartoon

printed in January 25 Seahawk.

Its depiction of an unidentified

Chi Phi brother as an obnoxious

drunkard seemed to imply that our

illustrious brotherhood was
founded upon the beliefs of

insobriety and disorderly conduct.

I can assure you that this isn't the

case. Founded in 1824, Chi Phi

is the nation's oldest social

fraternity. Clearly the

brotherhood has not survived 166

years bound only by the common
interests of drinking beer and

insulting women. I urge The
Seahawk, and particularly Joseph

Morton, not to stereotype the Chi

Phi fraternity and its brothers. In

doing so you've insulted the

ideals of countless thousands
nationwide.

Timothy Guiney

To Whom It May Concern:

We are indeed sorry. As
members of the Alpha Phi Alpha

Fraternity, Inc. we hereby
formally apologize for our

misrepresentation of a step show

on last Friday, February 9, 1990.

We have done a great injustice to

those who came for a true step

show; what we gave you was a

farce.

The step show has historical

roots that run as far as the early

tribes of African peoples. Its

purpose is to show which group

has the most precision, rhythm,

and fluidity in its movements.

When Afro-Americans formed
Greek letter organizations in the

early quarter of this century, we
went into our heritage and found

the step show and incorporated it

into our Greek lives. Yet we
have misused it terribly. We
have taken it and abused it, and

used it to degrade our brothers and

sisters-something we can really

ill-afford to do. And we, the

Omicron Theta chapter of Alpha

Phi Alpha, gave you one of the

worst representations of that old

African tradition and we want to

apologize. We want to apologize

to everyone in attendance for

perpetrating this fraud.

We apologize because we are

true men. Indeed if any other

group had done such-and they

have-this much uproar would not

exist. But an Alpha man is a

great man because, like a man, he

realizes his mistakes and corrects

them.

Among our membership we
have leaders of the University

community. And we especially

should have been careful because

of this fact But sometimes even

leaders slip up and do things that

in hindsight they realize was
wroag and regret their occurrence.

Such is the case here. Please, do

not think our cries of unity were

fake, they were not Only now we
have to prove it And we will.

Charge this to our heads and

not our hearts.

Omicron Theta Chapter

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.

Dear Editor,

So many times, we, as a

people, see things in only one
way--our own. The question for

today is "What makes right-right,

wrong-wrong, and does two
wrongs make everything right?

For many years, man has fought

for equality in many issues. Have
we gained that right? And if we
gain that right to be equal, why
do we belittle ourselves by
bringing each other down? Why
is there a struggle for power? We
are no longer fighting for

equality. This battle is over

power. Once we gain power, we
feel we can justify our acts, be
they moral or immoral. We hide

behind that one strength instead

of speaking up individually. We
would rather start conflicts than

solve them in order to get even.

But in the end, tell me, who is

the victor? Who wins or does
anyone really win? Are we
running an uphill battle? Are we
running from each other? We are

so busy with the concept of
"every man for himself that we
forget that in a population of

several, everyone needs to lend a

helping hand and not pull the

hand that could help away.

Animosity is a strong word
and it is a strong feeling to hold
against another. It should not
allow to grow and fester from
within. We need to express
ourselves in a way that can solve

things instead of making them
worse. Pride should step aside

and let humbleness lead the way.
But, there has to be effort on both
conflicting parties. Otherwise, to

answer the question posed earlier

as to who wins. ..nobody does.
It's just a game of chance. But,
it is time to wake up and live as

our ancestors would like us to,

what they have fought hard for

and died for. Striking out at each

other is not the answer. Getting
even is not the answer. Getting

there is what we want to

accomplish. So why can't we get

there together? My brothers and
sisters, respect your fellow man
and in turn, he'll respect you.

Signed,

A will looking for a way.

01&ci*i
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H,ln Wanted

Best Fundraiser* on Campus! Is your

fraternity, sorority or club interested

in earning $1,000,004- for a one-week,

on-campus marketing project? You

must be well-organized and hard

working. Call Jenny or Myra at (800)

592-2121.

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING!!

PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,700 IN ONLY
10 DAYS. Student groups, frats and

sororities needed for marketing project

on campus. For details plus your

FREE GIFT, Group officeri call 1-800-

765-8472 Ext SO

Market Discover Credit Cards on your

campus. Flexible Hours. Earn as

much at $10.00/hour. Only ten

positions available. Call 1-800-950-

8472, ext 3006.

Poster application* for

VISA/MasterCard and Discover Card on

campus. Earn up to S2.50 per

response. Call 1-800-950-VISA, ext.

83 or 1-800-932-0528, ext. 83.

Summer job interviews-Average

earning* $3,400. University

Directories, the nation'* largest

publisher of campu* telephone
directories, hire* over 200 college

students for their summer sales

program. Top earnings $5,000-

$8,000. Gain valuable experience in

advertising, sales and public relations

selling yellow page advertising for

your campus telephone directory.

Positions also available in other

univeraity market*. Expen»e paid

training program in Chapel Hill, NC.

Looking for enthu»ia»tic, goal-

oriented students for challenging, well-

paying summer job. Internships may
be available. Interviews on campus

Tuesday, February 13. Sign up at the

Career Center.

"Attention: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! $32,OO0/YEAR INCOME
POTENTIAL

"Attention-Hiring! Government jobs-

your area. Many immediate openings

without waiting list or .test. $17,840-

$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885. Ext

R 18742

Attention Students!: Follow our
proven plan to wealth. $5K in 90

day*. New N.L.M. Company. Call

799-0985. Leave Message.

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG

SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!

Objective: Fundraiser

Commitment: Minimal

Money: Raise $1,400

Cost: Zero Investment

Campus organizations, clubs, frats,

sororities call OCMC: 1 (800) 932-

0528/1 (800) 950-8472, ext. 10.

Lost

Lost on UNCW Campus. A W-S Police

Dept. College type ring. Reward
offered. Jeff Beane, Room 114
Graham Hall. 392-7589

Soring Break THn
SPRING BREAK JAMAICA FROM
$449 COMPLETE!!!
Enjoy hot nights, cool drinks, reggae

music and sandy beaches traveling to

GHANA, BURKINO FASO,
KENYA, IVORY COAST
Have sent new shipments

Dashikis, Kente Cloth,

Kufis to:

UAllE CARGO
JtWtLRV • CLOTHING * ACCCSSOHICS

ASIA • LATIN AMCfttCA • AFRICA

30 N. Front Street
Wilmington, NC 28401

(9l9)-762-7636

Free - 8oz. - Detergent
to students washing Mon. - Fri. from 1pm to 7 pm

Must show Student ID - Limit one per day

NO WAITING NECESSARY

KELLY'S COIN LAUNDRY
1107 PRINCESS ST. - 763-4914

Hours 7a - 7p Mon. - Sat. 7a-2p Sun.

CrulM Ship Jobs
HIRING Men -Woman, Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS.
TOUR OUIOES. RECREATION
PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus
FREE travel Carlbbaan, Hawaii.
Bahama*, South Pacific, Mexico

CALL NOWI Call refundable

1-2O6-736-0775, Eat. 600 N.

THREE FRIENDS. ..

Luxurious 3 Bedroom,

3 Bath Houses

Ctose to UNCW
Corner of Rose and Andover

Space and Storage Galore!

25(6-3© 1 8

Earn up to $100 a

month for

SPRING BREAK!!!

Get fifteen dollars

the first three visits,

fiue extra when you

bring a friend.

WILMINGTON
DONOR CENTER

CORNER OF WRIGHTSVILLE
AND 17TH

102 S. 17TH

763-5213

Coupon

Large 15" Pan Pizza

$/i-99 <extra toppings

99tf each)

Offer expires Feb. 21 , 1 990 395-2520

Coupon

Walmart Center
(across from UNCW)

Not valid with any other otter

macC
Honk

proudly presents

Food for Feet Thurs 15th
2 members of Oingo Boingo
before 10 $2 ladies/$3 men
after 10 $4 ladies/$5 men

Echo's Farm Friday 16th
$4 mem/$5 otherwise

Prowess Saturday 17th
$3 mem/$4 otherwise

Tuesday Feb. 20th
Bang Tango

w/spec guest Corruption
$5 mem/$6 otherwise

Info 395-0280

5430 MARKET STREET
WILMINGTON

17 yrs & Older

Jamaica with Jamaica's oldest and
largest collegiate tour operator.
Organize a group of 20 and travel

free!!! For more information and

reservations contact STS at 1-800-648-

4849.

Wrightsville Beach-Mature
professional female wanted to share 3

BR Apt. located 4 houses from the

Beach. Year lease Avail. March 1

$300 + 1/2 utilities Nor smoke
preferred. Call Diane 395-8308 or
leave message at 256-9237.

BURKINA FASO.GHANA, KENYA,
IVORY COAST HAVE SENT NEW
SHIPMENTS, DASHIKIS, KENTE
CLOTH, KUFIS TO: RARE CARGO 30

N. FRONT ST.

AWESOME KILLER STUFF
NEWLY ARRIVED FROM
GUATEMALA, INDIA, NEPAL,
AFRICA, ISRAEL. RARE CARGO 30

N. FRONT

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
DOWNTOWN FOR RARE CARGO
CUSTOMERS-LOT NEXT T O
KLNGOFFS, FRONT ST.

VALENTINE'S DAY GIFTS FOR HIM
AND HER AT RARE CARGO.
THERE'S JUST NO PLACE LIKE IT IN
TOWN

PiTlOUil
Tammy Baggett, I love you with all

my heart! Happy Valentine's Day.
Yours always, Kenneth Taylor

Order YourPersonalized

Graduation Announcements

Today!
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ENTERTAINMENT
Spike Holds The Trump Card Daimerous Tovs

It's been a crazy week for the Aspen as a waiter. The Trumps with one of the richest men in the C5 ^"^
t7It's been a crazy week for the

world and especially for yours

truly Spike Bensonhurst. First of

all the government of South

Africa finally released jailed

political activist Nelson Mandella

after twenty-seven years. Which

was really good
Germany got back together

after forty years apart. Then

James "I was unknown until

Saturday" Douglas knocked out

previously unbeaten (and

invincible) "Aluminum" Mike
Tyson. This caused quite an

uproar with HBO who has the

rights to the next twenty-five

Tyson fights, and with the

honorable Don "The Leach" King

who now has to find a way to

worm into another fighters life to

suck the life blood out of him
like he did Tyson.

I'm not sure if Robin Givens

and King are related, but between

the two of them they have

managed to practically ruin

Tyson's life. It will be

interesting to see how many other

people can stick their hands into

Tyson's pocket before his next

fight. Speaking of hands in

pockets, the big news of the week
is that Donald Trump and his

wife Ivana are splitting up.

The reason this is big news to

me is that many people don't

realize why they are breaking up.

As ashamed as I am to admit it,

Ivana is leaving Don for me. I

know that this is a shock to most

of you, but let me explain.

It all started about two years

ago when I was working out in

Aspen as a waiter. The Trumps
were vacationing at one of their

homes for a few weeks when they

came into the place I was
working. I didn't know it then,

but it was that day that Ivana and
I both knew we were to spend the

rest of our lives together.

It all started when she looked

me in the eyes as she ordered

extra sour cream for her baked

potato. Our eyes locked, and an

unspoken bond was created at that

instant. Throughout the meal we

continued to gaze at each other

longingly, counting the minutes

until we could be alone.

After my shift that night a

limousine was waiting out back
to take me to her. We wasted no

time upon seeing each other. We
ran into each others arms, and
kissed for what seemed an

eternity. She told me that she

was lonely, and that Donald didn't

ignite a fire in her soul the way
that I did. She said that she didn't

care to much for his money,
because money can't buy her

love.

I took into account that she

was from Czechoslovakia, and
that she probably never heard the

Beatles. I told her that I could

never offer her the lifestyle that

Don could, but that I would love

her until the end of time. She
told me that she couldn't leave

him now, but she would come to

see me at school when she could.

We spent many weekends
snuggling by a fire, looking into

each others eyes. It was a great

feeling to know that she could be

with one of the richest men in the

world, but she chose to be with

me instead. One night we were
silling down at Red Dogs
drinking a couple of beers when
she told me that she was thinking

about leaving him. I was
overwhelmed.

She told me that she had a pre-

nuptial agreement and that she

would receive twenty-five million

in the settlement, as well as a

house (mansion) in up-state

Connecticut. 1 told her that we
didn't need all that, and that we
could get by on my salary once I

graduated. However, she might

have to get a job until then.

She talked me out of wanting

to give up the settlement, and

told me that if it was a big deal

she would give back all the

jewelry he had given her. I

decided I was being hasty, and

told her that she should get as

much as she could from him.

Gosh, what a week. Mandela
is free. Germany reunited. Tyson

lost, and Ivana is finally mine. I

know it seems incredible that a

woman of her means would want
to be with a poor college student,

but take hope from this. Not all

the women go for the rich, the

powerful, the elite. Some of
them just want a nice, honest,
caring, sensitive man. And if

you believed any of that I'll sell

you the Trump Castle, the

Brooklyn Bridge, and the

Superbowl rings for the Broncos
for one low price. Better hurry.

This offer won't last.

At the touch of Love, everyone

becomes a poet.

PCato

Seagel Is Hard To Kill
Hard To Kill: Starring Steven

Seagel, and Kelly LeBrock.

Rating: 8 out of a possible

10.

I know what you're thinking.

This movie looks like your
average karate/ cop movie and
this guy for the Seahawk is

giving it a better review than he
did for some movie that I liked

and he dogged. Well, let's just

say I have a soft spot for this

genre of movie. (I always wanted
to use that word in a review. >

Hard To Kill is the second
movie for former world security

expert Steven Seagel. Seagel,

who is a 7th degree black belt in

Akido stars as Los Angeles
detective Mason Storm. Storm
while investigating a mob boss

unknowingly films an up and

coming politician making a deal

to have a Senator killed to make
his senate seat available.

Before Storm finds out who
he has filmed, corrupt officers in

his department try to asassinate

him and his family.

The only problem is that

Storm survives the attack, and
after seven years in a coma wakes
up wanting a little payback. . . .

Actually, a lot of payback.

Seagel's real life wife, Kelly

LeBrock, stars as Storm's love

interest, and let's just say I have a

soft spot for her too. Seagel is

one of those actors who really

isn't an actor in that no matter

what role he is playing he is still

There are parts of Hard To
Kill that are predictable, and even
a few that seem silly, but the

action is non-stop. One reviewer

commented on Seagel after his

first film Above The Law that he

reminded him of a combination

Bruce Lee and James Bond and
this seems an appropriate
comparison. Hard To Kill is

playing at the College Road
Cinemas.

Everybody Wins: Starring
Nick Nolte, Deborah Winger, and
Jack Warden.

Rating: 1 out of a possible

10.

What do you get when you
take an Arthur Miller screenplay,

and get Nick Nolte, Deborah
Winger, and Jack Warden to star

in it. Well, if you make it here

in Wilmington you get

something with four legs that

barks. Yes folks, the fine

cinematic tradition of movies
filmed in Wilmington continues

with this awful drama.

Not since Dream A Little

Dream has a movie been as

tedious and confusing a s

Everybody Wins. First of all the

screenplay by Arthur Miller is as

convuluded a story as any ever

put on the big screen. The movie

opens with Deborah Winger
trying to get Nick Nolte to

investigate a murder in which she

claims the wrong man was sent

to jail. That seems like a normal

plot, but ...

The story starts to go down

BY MARK THE SHARK
RECORD REVIEWER

Dangerous Toys

Columbia Records

Best songs-Sport'n A Woody,
Outlaw, Bones in the Gutter,
Scared, Teas'n Pleas'n

It's not often or easy to find a

rock group that tries to be
original, especially with a debut
album. Well look no further than

those Dangerous Toys, the

influence of the blues is very easy

to hear from first song to last.

Each song reflects on their

experiences growing up. For
example, Scared is about clowns
and how frightening they look to

a young child. The music is very

gutsy and down right dirty, but

very original. The lyrics are well

written and very interesting.

This is one album that has
very few weaknesses, if any. The
vocal range of Jason McMaster is

very impressive. The group also

has a song on the Shocker
soundtrack, and currently two
videos on MTV, which are Scared

and Teas'n n Pleas'n . The album
is available in your local music
shop and well worth picking up.

DRI-Thrashbone

Metal Blade Records

Best Songs-Thrashhard,
Strategy, Labelled Uncurable,

Worker Bee, and Give a Hoot.

One things for sure about this

album is it is not for the weak at

heart. It is meant to be played
very loud. Instrumentally this is

one of the best Heavy Metal
albums of the last year, combined
with the right touch of vocals.

DRI tackles such subjects as

AIDS, with She's One Chick I

Shouldn't of Scored, gun control,

homelessness, freedom of speech,

and drugs with their lyrics.

There are less serious

subjects included, or fun songs as

I call them. This is the most
commercial sounding DRI to

date, as they have totally

mainstreamed from Hardcore to

Thrash metal, which I find more
enjoyable. If I had to compare
DRI to another band(s) it would

be Testament and Nuclear
Assault.

The rhythm changes from
fast to slow are very well done.

If you like it fast and hard, DRI is

for you. MTV currently is airing

Beneath my Wheel o n

Headbangers Ball and 90.9 WLOZ
Campus radio's Hard and Fast

show on Thursday's at 10 pm
with Jamie Charlet has it listed as

the #3 most requested album. If

neither of these choices will do,

then go buy it for $12 at your
local record store because it's

worth it.

Hey Mon, Hungry?

hill right after the opening credits

are rolled as we find out that

Winger's character is not only a

schitzophrenic, but a former
prostitute as well. The fact that

Amy (Winger) swings from
personality to personality doesn't

seem to bother Tom (Nolte), and
in fact after knowing her two days

he tells her that he loves her.

The murder that Amy wants

investigated goes from her telling

Tom that she knows who the

killer is, to Tom finding out that

she was actually present at the

murder. The only problem is that

Amy doesn't want the cover-up of

the murder known because she

used to be the girlfriend of the

DA that rigged the case.

That is before she was a

prostitute, or a schitzo, or before

she was involved with drug-

trait icing, or before she was
friends with a homocidal drug

dealer who worships the grave of

a dead civil war soldier. Don't get

the idea that I think that this is an

interesting movie because it

wasn't.

The talents of Nolte, Winger,
and Jack Warden were wasted in

this flop. The most interesting

aspect of it was that you could
see locations in Wilmington as

you watched. However, driving

around town at rush hour is a

more interesting way to see

Wilmington than Everybody
Wins. The only way I could see

everybody winning with this film

would be for all the copies of it

to be destroyed, burned, and sent

into outerspace.

When you can't be in the

islands, you can settle for a taste

of the Caribbean at the Carribean

Cafe.

The Carribean Cafe opened in

September 1989, and is located

on 4 1 st St. off of Oleander Drive.

The restaurant was opened by

a group of 3 friends who share a

common interest in their love for

the Carribean and Island cuisine.

Darrell Carlton, Phil Potts, and

Sandi Ledbetter are Caribbean
souls who are landlocked in

Wilmington. Since they can't be

in the islands all the time, they

decided to bring a tropical taste to

Wilmington.

They felt that opening the

restaurant would appease their

souls along with the souls of

others like them who long for

warmer climates. It would also

open up a new avenue for those

who haven't travelled as much to

try the food of a different culture.

The menu is very unique and

leads to many questions from
curious diners. All of the terms

are indigeneous to the area of
their origin. Authentic dishes

from various tropical islands such

as Haiti, Martinique, Trinidad,

and Jamaica are prepared fresh

daily. In addition to the extensive

menu, daily specials are featured

via blackboard.

The entrees are all very

unique. The food is prepared
exactly as it would be prepared in

the islands. The chicken is slow

roasted on a rotisserie, other

items are grilled or sauteed, and
almost everything is marinated.

Many of the dishes are very spicy

in the Caribbean tradition. Some
special items to try are the
Jamaican "jerked" chicken,
calypso rice, the callollo, steak

hugo, and frangiapani "fat bars".

Phil Potts, an owner, is also

the head chef. He has spent many
years in the Caribbean,
researching various foods from all

the different islands. He prepares

all of the food in the style of the

Caribbean restaurants. He plans

to compile his own Caribbean

cookbook in the near future.

Vegetarians are also welcome
and easily accomodated. One can

make a meal from one of the

numerous vegetable dishes
offered. Also, the chef will

prepare any special orders to

comply with specific diets.

The prices are also authentic.

As in the Caribbean custom, one
can eat very inexpensively. The
prices are almost insulting
compared to the amount of food

that you receive. One can have

lunch and a drink for under $5,

and dinners are also modest at

around $8-$ 12 an entree.

The atmosphere lends one to

believe they are truly in the heart

of the Caribbean. The decor is

primarily light pink and green,

and many pictures adorn the walls

from various islands frequented by
the owners. Maps and flags also

add authenticity to the
surroundings. Reggae music,
calypso, soca, and Jimmy Buffet

sounds fill the air.

The business has taken off to

a great start. After five months
in operation, the restaurant is

overwhelmingly busy. The
small dining area seats about fifty

end fills up quickly. A ten to

fifteen minute wait is common
on weekend nights. The
establishment will expand soon
with the addition of an adjoining

rum bar to accomodate the public

further.

There may still be a chill in

the Wilmington air outside, but

step inside the Caribbean Cafe
and you'll feel all the warmth of

the islands. So experience the

heat of the Caribbean i n
Wilmington, at the Caribbean
Cafe.

WBnaiis

GdDnimg Onn
Feb 15- Feb 21

000

Thursday

Mad Monk: Food

For Feet.

Seahawks: SAE
college night.

Guissepe's: Big

Bump and the Stun

Gunz.

Front Street: Big

Ideas (R-n-R).

Friday

Mad Monk: Echo

Farms.

Front Street: Big

Ideas.

Guissepe's: Big
Bump and the Stun

Gunz.

Seahawks: The
Voltage Brothers.

Saturday

Mad Monk: Prowess

Front Street:

Saffire (Blues).

Guissepe's: Big

Bump and the Stun

Gunz.

Monday
Ortons:
Night.

College

Tuesday

Front Street: Blues

Jam Society.

Mad Monk: Bang
Tango.

Wednesday

Guissepe's:

Comedy Caravan.

Mad Monk 395-0280

Front Street 763-1240

Seahawks 392-PIER

Guissepe's 256-9400

I
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National Condom Week
Abstinence: Better SafeThan Sorry

I am not a virgin. I was in a

serious, monogamous
relationship that lasted almost a

year, but since my boyfriend and I

broke up six months ago, I have
not had sex and I really do not

want to.

I'm still sexual. I still get

excited when I see a good-looking

guy. I go out out parties with
my friends, and sometimes I meet

a guy there. Sometimes I dance

with him, or even kiss him. but I

do not want to go to bed with

him, even if I like him a lot.

Some of my friends are

confused by this. Many of them

have sex regularly-often as part

of a serious relationship. They
don't understand why I stopped

having sex.

I explained to them that I

haven't written sex out of my life

forever. I don't want to get

involved now, but someday I

will. Right now, I Really just

want to enjoy myself, get my
grades up, and have fun. The
break-up with my ex-boyfriend

was painful--! really just need to

take a break, so I don't want to

have sexual intercourse for a

while.

Even if I decide to have a

relationship with someone, I

don't necessarily intend to begin a

sexual relationship. I don't think

people automatically have to have

sex just because they are involved

in a relationship.

I've seen friends get involved

in a sexual relationship to "prove

they were in love," or because

their boyfriends or girlfriends

wanted to. I started sleeping with

my previous boyfriend when our

relationship was not going well; I

thought I could save it through

sex. I realize now that's not what

happened. Our problems didn't

stop being problems just because

we were having sex.

There are a lot of advantages

of being abstinent. I don't have

to worry about pregnancy, or
getting any sexually transmitted

diseases (STDs). I also don't

have the expense of birth control.

There are lots of reasons to have

or not to have sexual intercourse.

There are a lot of choices about

how, when, and where to express

your sexuality. I'm glad I took

the time to decide what's best for

me now. I don't plan to always

be abstinent, but I do always plan

to make choices that help me
enjoy my life as I want it.

THE HEALTH ADVOCATE
DECEMBER 1988
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Be Comfy With Condoms
If you have a reportable

sexually transmitted disease
(STD) (gonorrhea, chlamydia, etc)

and we do not have proof of
adequate treatment, the health

department is legally obligated to

send your name to the state

office.

You may be contacted by a

professional STD investigator.

Always call Student Health

and Wellness Center for your
^jU^9«280^^^^^^

*It's natural to feel

uncomfortable. If you can say

you're

embarrassed or uncomfortable. It

may help both of you relax.

* Be flexible about when to bring

up the subject but don't wait until

sexual intimacy is moments
away. Be ready to talk whenever

the time seems right, even if it

isn't when you'd planned.

* Be clear in your own mind
about what you will and won't do

sexually. If you're clear, it's

easier to talk about safer sex..

* Give your partner time to think

about what you've said. Myths
and fears about AIDS and other

sexually transmitted diseases

(STD's) are rampant-your partner

may need some time to adjust.

*Keep your sense of humor. Yes

AIDS and other STD's are

serious. But being able to laugh

and joke may help you both feel

more comfortable.

Pay attention to your partner's

response. If he/she seems to be

having trouble with what you're

saying, slow down. Wait a

while. If your partner resists

safer sex, then maybe you need

to think more carefully about the

relationship. Is this someone

you really want to have sex with?

Watch out for situations that

make it hard to talk about and

practice safer sex. Be wary of

romantic times when you don't

have a condom and spermicide.

Alcohol or other drugs make it

impossible to make good

decisions about safer sex.

SEX, BOOZE, AND BLUES
Have you or someone you know....

•had regrets about sex "the morning after because you drank too much the night

before?'

•suspected you might be pregnant because alcohol made you and your partner

careless about contraception?

•become sexually involved with a person you would not choose as a partner it

you had not been drinking?

•been unable to remember what happened "the night before"?

•Unfortunately, many people use alcohol and other drugs to enhance socializing

and sexual activity, and to relieve the stress involved with making decisions

about what to do sexually. Too often, alcohol or another drug makes the

decision, with clouded thinking and poor choices.

DON'T CHEAT YOURSELF!!!

The fullest enjoyment of sexuality requires maturity and the ability to think

clearly and be responsible for your sexual health. Problems can include:

•having unprotected sex, which puts you at risk for a sexually transmitted

disease, HIV infection (AIDS) or an unplanned pregnancy

•having sex against your will

•forcing someone to have sex

•awkwardness or bad feelings, guilt between you and another person

Sexually transmitted diseases (STD's) are extremely contagious.

There are more than 20 different diseases that can be sexually

transmitted.

The risk of getting an STD is greater that ever- estimates are that 1 in

5 Americans get some form of STD each year.

Some STD's can lead to serious medical complications-even death,

infertility, and cervical cancer-if not properly treated.

You can have an STD with no noticeable symptoms.

The more sexual partners you have, the more likely you are to get an

STD.
You can spread an STD to other people and not know it

HIV Infection and other STD's are preventable, with the correct and

consistent use of latex condoms with spermicides.

PLAY SAFE. 1986
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Simple Tlw same rvpc of se\ual behavior

th.it can mtect vou with gonorrhea. Kontt.il

herpes, svplulis. Mid other >evuallv

transmitted disease*. tSTIXi can aUi mln

t

vou with something else the AIDS vku>>

> ou frf STDs by having -e\ with

someone who is infected. Th.it 's bad

enough.

But il you continue the WIN
unprotected sexual behavior vou could c,cl

-omcthine, VOU oin'l aire. AIDS

II you'd liWe more information on the

relationship between AIDS and ftexufllh

transmitted dl.HMMBtl. call the National iMDS

hotline I-H4XVT42-AIDS The hotline lor the

hearing Impaired is i-noh-aids-TH

Get Smart, Get Help
Sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) are infections you catch

through sexual contact. The most common on college campuses
usually include chlamydia, genital herpes and genital warts.

Most bacterial STDs, like gonorrhea, chlamydia and syphilis, are

relatively easy to cure with antibiotics if caught early. Viral STDs,
like genital herpes and ADDS, are more difficult to treat and are often

incurable.

You do not need to feel guilty, ashamed or embarrassed if you think

you have an STD. But if you do have these feelings, do not let them
prevent you from getting treatment. STDs do not go away by

themselves, and in many cases relatively quick, painless treatments are

available.

No one is immune to STDs. Everyone who is sexually active can

get or transmit an STD. It does not matter if you are rich or poor, gay

or straight.

"Nice" people get herpes; straight people get ADDS.
It is not who you are that makes you vulnerable to a sexually

transmitted disease-it is what you do. Reduce your risk by protecting

yourself. Use a condom!

American College Health Association.

Protect Yourself From

STDs: Become Aware
Having only one sexual partner is the

best way to protect yourself from

STDs. If you have more than one

sexual partner, you need to do other

things to protect yourself. Here are

some things you can do to lower your

chances of getting STDs.

•Be careful about your partner(s).

Before you have sex, look closely at

your partner's genitalia. Look for

signs of STD- a rash, a sore, redness,

or discharge. If you see anything you

are worried about, don't have sex!

•Use a condom for all types of sexual

behavior. If you are a woman, carry

your own condoms.

•Use birth control foam, cream, or

jelly. These chemicals kill most STD
germs as well as sperm.

•Know the symptoms and signs of

STDs. If you notice a symptom that

worries you, get it checked out!

•Get checked for STDs every time

you have a health exam. This is very

important for women, who often have

no signs of STD. If you have more
than one partner, you need a regular

STD checkup every 6 months.

•If you do have an STD, your
partner(s) must get treated when you
do.

•If you have an STD, don't have sex

until your, doctor says that you are

cured.

CONDOM'S 101 P r»ctice and applications

MEN WOMEN

1. Buy a reputable brand of condom. This is no time to be

ChCAD

2. Buy condoms prelubricated with nonoxynol-9, a spermicide

that also kills the AIDS virus.

3. Buy enough to be prepared, but keep your supply fresh.

Store away from heat and light (don't carry them in your glove

compartment or wallet).

4. Read the instructions in the package.

5. Have a dress rehearsal. While not sized, condoms come in

a variety of lengths and widths. Figure out which one fits you best

6. Place a dab of lubricant inside the tip of the condom to

increase sensitivity.

7. If you buy the receptacle-tip to catch the force ot the

ejaculate.

8. Withdraw while still erect, holding on to the base of the

condom.

1. Be prepared with your own stash of condoms.

2. Etiquette of the Eighties dictates that if he is a gentlemanly

enough to provide the condom, you buy the always-necessary additional

lubricant

3. Don't use an oil-based lubricant (petroleum jelly, baby oil,

face cream). These attack rubber and account for a large proportion

of condom breakage.

4. Do use a water-soluble lubricant; several brands are readily

available over the counter at the drugstore. Dryness causes

irritation and greatly increases risk of condom breakage.

5. If you meet with the line "Baby, I don't want to use one of

those things, 'cause I won't feel as much," you may want to answer,

"Honey, if you don't use one of these, you won't feel anything at all."

PLAYBOY SEPT, 88

2-90

Ready or Not
If you aren't sure you want to have sex,

even if you've had sexual intercourse in the

past, ask yourself:

"ARE YOU READY FOR SEX?"

You are ready if:

1

.

You feel guilt-free and comfortable about your

present level of

interpersonal involvement.

2. You are confident that you will not be exploited

and that your reputation will not be harmed.

3. Neither partner is pressuring the other for sex.

4. You are not trying to:

•prove your love for the other person

•increase you self worth

•prove your maturity

•show that you can attract a sexual

partner

•bargain for attention, affection, or

love

•rebel against parents, society, or

others

5. You can discuss the potential of contracting or

transmitting sexually transmitted diseases, and the

responsibility to prevent them

6. You have discussed and agreed on an effective

method of contraception and share the details,

responsibilities, and costs of using this method.

7. You have discussed and agreed on what both of

you will do if

conception occurs, because no contraceptive

method is 100% effective.

Courtesy of Rutgers University Student

Health Service

1990 Student Health & Wellness

Office of Health Promotion/fJvWELL

--- • -- — -
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NATIONAL CONDOM WEEK
interrelated CDC Expands National Hotline
STDs
STDs may be interrelated in three

ways:

1. You may have more than one

SID at the same time. For

sample, chlamydia and gonorrhea

infections are often linked.

1 One STD may mask another

that poses a more serious health

problem. For instance, you may
have vaginitis and gonorrhea, but

only be aware of the vaginitis

because the gonorrhea symptomsare

less obvious.

3. One STD may make it easier for

another STD to flourish. For

example, trichomoniasis may
encourage the development of

genital warts. And, recent studies

suggest that STDs involving skin

eruptions or sores, such as herpes,

may facilitate the transmission of

the AIDS virus.

For these reasons, if you are

diagnosed or

exposed to one STD, tests to detect

other common
STDs should be done as well.

The Centers for Disease

Control has expanded its National

STD Hotline.

The CDC added more staff and

increased the number of telephone

lines from five to eight, and its

hours of operation by 25%. The

line now is open weekdays from 8

a.m. to 11 p.m. Eastern time.

The number is (800) 227-892.

The expanded service,

underwritten by federal funding, is

operated under contract by the

American Social Health Assn., a

national nonprofit organization

dedicated to STD prevention and

control.

The hotline has served more
than 500,000 callers since 1979.

In its first nine years, more than

one-third of callers asked for

information about genital herpes,

AIDS Kills

BENEFIT CONCERT
for

People with AIDS
FEATURING

A FOLK CROUP FROM THE SHENANDOAH VALLEY

Awareness
Saves

IN RELATIONSHIPS,
TRUST IS...

KEEPING YOUR WORD
THE WILLINGNESS TO
COMMUNICATE
BEING THERE
CONSISTENCY
SAYING, "I UNDERSTAND," I

BELIEVE IN YOU," "TOUCH
ME," "I CARE"
NOT NEEDING TO EXPLAIN
A RESPONSIBILITY
A COMPLIMENT
AN OPEN FEELING, BEING
OPEN
A WILLINGNESS TO BE
VULNERABLE
WITHOUT FEAR
A RECIPROCAL THING
KNOWING ONE ANOTHER
NOT TAKING ADVANTAGE
DIFFERENT THINGS TO
DIFFERENT PEOPLE

ABOVE ALL, TRUST IS

RISKY

COORDINATED BY:

CHURCH OF THE SERVANT
UNITY CHRIST CHURCH OF WILMINGTON
ST. MARYS ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH

CHURCH OF THE GOOD SHEPARD
ST. LUKE AME ZION CHURCH

UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST FELLOWSHIP
UNITED CHRISTIAN CAMPUS MINISTERIES AT UNCW

ARTS COUNCIL OF THE LOWER CAPE FEAR
LTV WELL/OFFICE OF HEALTH PROMOTIONS AT UNCW

7:30 P.M, FRIDAY FEB. 16,1990

CAMERON AUDITORIUM
UNC WILMINGTON

ADULTS: $10.00

STUDENTS & CHILDREN: $6.50

TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM:
School Kids Records on Kerr Ave.

Sweetwater Surf Shop on Wrightsville Beach

1-Video, 21 Market St.

Front St News, Market St.

All proceeds donated to the PWA EMERGENCY FUND
of the CROW AIDS RESOURCE PROJECT

which the group estimates may
afflict 26 million to 31 million

Americans. Other STDs
commonly asked about are

gonorrhea, chlamydia, syphilis,

and non-specific urethritis.

"The AIDS epidemic has

appropriately absorbed much
attention as a public health

problem," says Peggy Clarke,

executive director of ASHA. "But

meanwhile, other sexually
transmitted diseases are on the

rise. Because these parallel

epidemics also place people at

risk for AIDS, the prevention of

all STDs is especially important

today."

HOWDO I LOVE THEE?

Visualize love as a triangle; the

more commitment, intimacy

and passion you have, the

larger the triangle and the

greater the love.

INTIMACY, is the emotional

component of love. It is expressed

by communicating inner feelings,

sharing one's possessions, time

and self, and offering emotional

support.

PASSION, is the motivational

component of love. It is obviously

expressed by kissing, hugging,

touching, being close.

COMMITMENT, is the

cognitive component of love. It

can be expressed by fidelity, by

staying with the relationship

through the hard times that occur.

It increases gradually and grows

more rapidly as the relationship

develops.

Alone, and in combination, these

components can form many kinds

of love combinations. When all

three come together, you get

consumate love, or complete love.

Many people strive for this

kind of love-and once you've

reached it the true work begins

in keeping it olivet

"The Three Faces of Love"

Trotter, Robert J.

Psychology Today,

September 1986

UNCW Office of Health
Promotion/LIVWELL
Univ. Union 1.04 30*-<i««o

STD Infections
Any of these STDs can be

transmitted through sexual
contact (Including vaginal and

anal intercourse and oral-genital

contact) with an infected partner

who may or may not have

symptoms.

What are the signs? How do you

take care of it? Possible

problems.

CHLAMYDIA
About 75% of infected people

have no symptoms. However,

there may be a mild mucus-like

discharge from the genitals or

stinging when urinating. Also,

there may be pain in the testicles

(men) or abdomen (women).

Infected persons and their sexual

partners must be tested and treated

with antibiotics.

Painful infections of the
reproductive organs which may
lead to infertility in both men and

women.

GENITAL HERPES
Sores around genital or anus,

often with small painful blisters.

Some people have no symptoms
but are still infected and
contagious.

Infected persons should avoid

intimate sexual contact while

sores persist Acyclovir capsules

or ointment may be helpful but

will not cure herpes.

May contribute to cervical cancer

and be transmitted to infants

during childbirth.

CRAB LICE
Itching: visible, moving lice in

pubic hair and eggs (nits) attached

to hair shafts.

Treatments to kill lice. Recent

sexual partners should be treated

if infected.

GENITAL WARTS
Usually painless growths around

the genitals or anus occur about

1-3 months after contact. In rare

cases, growths may itch, burn or

bleed or may not appear for years.

Chemical treatment, liquid

nitrogen, laser beam, or surgery.

May obstruct the urethra or

complicate vaginal delivery in

childbirth; may be connected to

some forms of cancer.

TRICHOMONIASIS
Among women, symptoms may
include a vaginal discharge,

discomfort during sexual
intercourse, abdominal pain, pain

when urinating and itching in the

genital area. Most men have no

symptoms, but some men may
experience a penile discharge,

painful urination or a "tingly"

feeling in the penis.

Infected persons and their partners

are treated with antibiotics.

If untreated, may lead to bladder

and urethra infections in men and

women.

GONORRHEA
Men may have a creamy pus-like

penile discharge and pain when
urinating. However, they may
have no symptoms and still be

infected. Women may have

vaginal discharge and pain when
urinating, but often have no
symptoms.

Infected persons and their sexual

partners must be tested and treated

with antibiotics.

If untreated, can cause arthritis,

dermatitis, heart problems and

reproductive problems in both

men and women. Can be

transmitted to infants at birth.

SYPHILIS

Painless ulcer (chancre) at point

of contact, usually penile shaft,

around vaginal opening, or anus.

Secondary stage may include a

rash swollen lymph nodes.

Infected persons and their sexual

partners must be tested and treated

with antibiotics.

If untreated, may affect brain,

heart, pregnancies, or even be

fatal.

AIDS (Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome)
Unusual susceptibility to

common infections and unusual

cancers. Most people infected

with the virus may show no
symptoms for many years but are

still contagious.

No current proven treatment.

Avoid sexual contact or practice

"safer sex."

Full-blown AIDS almost always

is fatal. Outlook for carriers of

the virus or those with AIDS
Related Complex (ARC) is

uncertain.

Give
Blood

SPONSORED BY
STUDENT HEALTH

AND WELLNESS
CENTER/OFFICE OF
HEALTH PROMOTION

1. Giving blood. You
are not now, nor have
you ever been in danger

of getting AIDS from
giving blood at a blood

bank. The needles that

are used for blood
donations are brand-new.

Once they are used, they

are destroyed. There is

no way you can come
into contact with the

AIDS virus by donating

blood.

2. Receiving blood.

The risk of getting
AIDS from a blood

transfusion has been
greatly reduced. In the

interest of making the

blood supply as safe as

possible, donors are
screened for risk factors

and donated blood is

tested for the AIDS
antibody. Call your

local blood bank if you

have any questions.

• -
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Public Campuses Blast New Funding
(CPS)--Student lobbyists and

campus administrators have
almost uniformly blasted state

governors' January proposals for

how much they want to spend on
public campuses during next
school year as lean, mean and
laden with funding "gimmicks"

that won't help cash-starved

schools.

They say their governors'

budget proposals, unveiled in

most state capitols during the last

three weeks of January, almost

always broke promises made in

1989 to give more money to

colleges.

"In the world of politics,

higher education funding is called

a high priority, but it's just a lot

of rhetoric" said John Leyman.

student government president at

the University of California at

Riverside, after reviewing Gov.

George Deukmejian's Jan. 11

state campus spending proposals.

Added Julius Davis of the US
Student Association (USSA) in

Washington, DC, "It looks good
when politicians say they want to

see education get funding, but

what that means to most of them

is to maintain it at the same
level."

While it's too early to

compute whether state funding of

colleges will rise or fall for the

1990-191, only one state--

Virginia--so far is considering

cutting its higher education funds.

Outgoing Gov. Gerald Baliles

proposed cutting higher ed

funding by 5 percent, and making

up the difference by increasing

out-of-state students' tuition by 5

percent

State Sen. Dudley Ernie*,

warned more cuts could come
when legislators debate the

proposal during the next few

months: "Higher education is a

place where some major paring
could be done without harm to

the institutions."

More typically, the state

budget proposals tended to include

increases that, after inflation is

figured in, turn out to be
ephemeral.

"I think the commitment to

education is a lot of rhetoric,"

complained University of Utah
student Jay Helton after reading

Gov. Norman Bangerter's Jan. 1

1

higher education proposal.

"Nobody is putting their money
where their mouth is."

Bangerter offered Utah's

college almost $400 million, a 7

percent increase over last year.

After accounting for rising costs,

however, the additional $29
million amounts to about a 2
percent increase in real dollars.

Deukmejian suggested the 13-

campus California State
University system, the nine-

campus University of California

and the 105-campus community
college system make up the

difference between what they need

and what he offered them by

raising student's fees by almost 5

percent

Cal-Riverside's Leyman
warned fees could rise 15-to-25

percent if voters in June reject a

state constitutional amendment to

let colleges join primary and

secondary schools in sharing any

surplus state funds.

Yet legislators really are

concerned about students'

pocketbooks, maintained John

Meyers, education program
director for the National
Conference Oi. Jtate Legislatures

"In the world of politics, higher education
funding Is called a higher priority, but It's just

a lot of rhetoric."

In New York, Gov. Mario
Cuomo offered state colleges

almost $900 million less than

what they had asked for, and then

ordered them not to raise tuition

to make up the difference.

"I think they can do it without

(raising tuition) this year,"

Cuomo said.
In general, what colleges don't get

from legislatures, they have to

get from their other major sources

of funds: students and the tuition

students pay.

Virtually all the budget
proposals submitted during
January presumed campuses
would raise students' tuition rates

for next school year.

In California, for example,

(NCSL), which tracks state

capitol activities.

Meyers charged that,

statistically, cuts in federal grant

and loan programs have hurt

students more than tuition

increases mandated by state

legislatures.

And even the students who
were so disappointed by the

January proposals say they

understand the governors would

like to give more money to

colleges.

Utah's Bangerter "gave public

education all that he could. He
really bent over backwards,"

conceded critic Helton.

In most of the proposals,

however, governors favored

Frat Forced To Admit Women
(CPS)-Middlebury College's

six fraternities must begin

admitting women members by

1991 for shut down, the Vermont

school's trustees voted Jan. 13.

The board stopped short of a

special task force recommendation

to abolish all fraternities on the

Middlebury campus by May 30, a

fate that has stricken houses at

several other schools recently,

including Colby, Amherst,
Gettysburg and Castleton State

Colleges.

IN November, faculty at

Bucknell University in

Pennsylvania recommended
abolishing its 13 fraternities and

10 sororities because their

"racist, sexist, and
antointelletual."

At Middlebury, two of the

houses, Sigma Epsilon and
Kappa Delta Rho, already recruit

women. Delta Upsilon and Delta

Kappa Epsilon members have

said they'll abide by the rules, but

Chi Psi and Zeta Psi have vowed
to fight the order, said Middlebury

spokesman Ron Nief.

The frats must tell Middlebury

by March if they'll follow the

order. If the answer is no, col'ege

officials will shut the house
down, and it will be used for

student residences, Nief said.

"It's unfortunate," said
Jonathon Brant, executive director

of the National Interfratemity

Council. "It's inconsistent

coming from a college with a

liberal arts tradition."

Fraternities came under

scrutiny after Vermont's drinking

age was raised to 21 two years

ago, Nief said, and the houses

became hot spots.

"Social life at Middlebury
College was being dominated by

institutions that were already

gender restrictive," Nief said.

"Sexism was a constant

complaint. Women didn't feel

comfortable there, and sometimes

they didn't feel safe there."

Middlebury has no sororities.

Interim Student Government
Association President Louise

Totten said the decision reflects

an overwhelming vote last year

calling for retention of a reformed

fraternity system.

"Some fraternity members
will be very disappointed with the

potential necessity of severing

ties with their national
organizations, while some
students will be disappointed by

the maintenance of the fraternity

system even with reforms."

LIVWELL FACT
MAKE SURE YOUR FROZEN YOGURT IS MADE
FROM LOWFAT MILK AND THAT NO FAT IS

ADDED. BRANDS MADE FROM WHOLE MILK

CAN CONTAIN AS MUCH FAT AND SUGAR

AS ICE CREAM DOES.

(The Wellness Calendar, 1989)

SUMMER 1990
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primary and secondary schools

over higher education.

"When state legislatures

appropriate funds for schools,

they concentrate more on (grades)

K-12," observed Illinois State

University Prof. Edward Hines.,

who edits Grapevine, a newsletter

that monitors states' education

funding.

Some proposals sought to tap

"gimicky" sources of funds for

their colleges.

In Kansas, legislators

suggested raising the cigarette tax

to raise money for education. In

New York and California,

governors suggested using lottery

funds for schools.

"This is just a gimmick
because money is never earmarked

specifically for higher education,"

claimed USSA's Davis.

NCSL's Meyers agreed the

"gimmicks" bring only short

term results.

"We've found that the

dedication of these funding
sources over time doesn't increase

the amount of money to be

funded for higher education,''

Meyers said.

On the bright side, Meyers
said even the small amounts

brought in from these funds,

show the nation's governors are at

least paying more attention to

higher education.

But while legislators claim
that education is a top priority, a

NCSL survey last August found
that states' spending on prisons is

growing at a faster rate than
spending on schools.

"I don't think (higher
education in Virginia) is in a

crisis now, but if things continue

this way, it will be," said Ron
Hohauser, Student Council
president at the University of
Virginia.

Black Enrollment Drops
(CPS)--Despite intensified

efforts to recruit them, fewer
black students enrolled in US
colleges in 1988 than in 1987,

the American Council on
Education (ACE) reported Jan.

14.

The drop continued a decade-

long slide in minority college

enrollments nationwide, the

Washington, DC-based umbrella

group for college presidents found
in its annual head count of black,

Hispanic, Asian-American and
Native American students.

In its "Annual Status Report:

Minorities in Higher Education,"

ACE found only 28 percent of the

nation's college-aged black people

attended college in 1988, down
from 30 percent in 1987. By
contrast, more than a third of the

college-aged African-Americans in

1976 took college classes.

Deborah Carter, co-author of
the report, attributed the decline

in part to growing numbers of
middle-class black men who are

choosing to join the armed forces

instead of enrolling in college.

Carter also found that, while

proportion of college-age
Hispanics attending school
increased from 28.5 percent in

1987 to 3.9 percent in 1988, the

figure still falls far short of the

35.8 percent recorded in 1976.

"Since the mid-1970's, the

college participation of African-

Americans and Hispanics has

been a picture not of progress,

but of major regression," the

report said.

Blandina Ramirez, director of

ACE's Office of Minority
Concerns, speculated that many
black males, confronted by higher

college admissions standards,

might have found enlisting in the

military more palatable than

taking out loans and going into

debt to go to college.

"Our current financial aid

programs are not working to

encourage low-and moderate-
income students to go to

college," she claimed.

ACE also found that black

women are more likely to go to

college than black men. In 1988,

25 percent of college-age black
men were enrolled in higher
education institutions, while 30.5
percent of black women attended
college.

Ramirez also noted fewer
blacks, Hispanics and Native
Americans are earning education
degrees. The trend dims hopes for

bringing more minority teachers
into the system.

Some states have had more
success. Minority enrollment at

five Illinois campuses-Chicago
State, Western Illinois,
Nortiieastern Illinois, Governors
State and Eastern Illinois
universities-increased by 2.1
percent in 1989 state officials

reported Jan. 16.

Record numbers of minority
students, moreover, are taking
college-level courses in high
schools nationwide, a separate
report by the College Board, a

New York-based educational
association, found in December.

Of the 310,000 students
taking Advanced Placement
classes last May, nearly 2
percent were either black,
Hispanic, Asian-American or
Native American, almost triple

the number five years ago.

Greeks Volunteer Services

RV AMY WILLIAMS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The need for volunteers in the

Wilmington area is on the rise

and Greeks on the UNCW
campus are meeting this need.

Just in this semester alone the

Greeks have volunteered over 100

hours of their time to various

non-profit organizations in

Wilmington.

Alpha Phi sorority is selling

lollipops this whole week for

three hours a day for the price of

twenty five cents. All of the

proceeds will be donated to the

American Heart Association.

Mother Hubbard's Cupboard

ncsived help this past Friday and

Saturday from Delta Sigma Phi

fraternity and Alpha Xi Delta
sorority. These two groups went
to local grocery stores around the

community and asked people, as

they walked in the store, if they

would purchase a few extra cans

of food and drop them off in a

box as they walked out so that

the fraternity and sorority could

take the cans to Mother Hubbard's

Cupboard for them to distribute

to the hungry in times o f

emergency. Nearly four pick-up

truck loads were collected.

Kappa Sigma Phi fraternity

has been collecting cans, bottles,

tops and bottle caps for a

competition that the Suite Hall

Government on campus is

sponsoring. All of these products

will be recycled and the money
will go to the Suite Hall
Government Philantiiropy.

Each Tuesday and Thursday
afternoon, three hours a week, Pi

Kappa Phi is helping out the
Special Olympics. Each week
the brothers and pledges gst

together and train adults who will

be partxipating in the Special
Olympics The games will be held

on April 11 . Everyone is

encouraged to attend the games to

cheer on the participants.

If any other organization on
campus would like to let people
know what volunteer work they

are doing, co.iie by the Leadership

Center in the University Union,

Women's History Month Coming
BY CONSTANCE FOX

STAFF WRITER

March will mark the

observance of Women's Hi>tory

Month. Established in 1977,

Women's History Month
celebrates contributions and
achievements made by women
and focuses on issues facing

women. Various activities,

programs, and events are

scheduled throughout March and

into April at UNCW.
One highlight is a special

video project that will give

women's perceptions of race

relations on campus. Assistant

Dean of Students, Jackie Shinner,

who originally spearheaded the

drive to have Women's History

produce the video. Li-Shing

Wang and Delthea Simmons are

also on the committee. Women
on campus will be interviewed on

February 19th from 11 -2pm in

room 210 of the Student Union.

According to Skinner, they will

be asked to respond honesdy to

questions about race relations on

campus. The video will be

shown three times during March
with discussion following. "We
really need women to come out

and participate," Skinner said.

Women are urged to come by

or make an appointment. "We
want to create a dialogue for

people to become more aware and

help combat racism on campus."

Other events planned for

Women's History Month include

a brown bag lunch film series on

Wednesdays, an information and
education table in the University

Union lobby, a one-woman play

about the life of Emily
Dickinson, a performance by the

all-woman group Saffire, and a

panel discussion composed of
local women leaders. On April

4th, the Faculty Women's
Network will sponsor a speech by

prominent civil rights attorney,

Eleanor Holmes Norton, with a

discussion and reception to

follow.

More information about

participating in the video or

Women's History Month in

general, contact Jackie Skinner at

395-3735.
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SEAHAWK SPORTS
Way Out In
(W)right
Field
Chris Wright
Sports Editor

Lefty survives Hawks in 2 O.TVs

Mac not in a
"Cherry" mood

My dad, an avid sports enthusiast, recently went

to a UNC-Wilmington basketball game, his first

since seeing David Robinson turn out the lights in

Trask Coliseum with a 17-foot game-winner a few

years back.

1 tried to warn him as to some of hte potential

hazards and dull points that have plagued the

Seahawks thus far.

"Don't expect to see an up-tempo, in-your-face,

basketball game," I cautioned. "And don't be alarmed

if we go more than three trips down the court

without ever getting a shot off. Our players, while

competitive by CAA standards, aren't the same

caliber you've seen in the ACC.
My dr.d, clearly frustrated, began to wonder

aloud whether or not there were any similarities

between die two conferences.

"Well," I began, "we cheat a lot."

He wanted examples. A journalist without

facts, he says, is little more than a fortune teller.

"Do they pay blue-chip athletes big-time

money?" he inquired, "or do they set them up in

fancy European sports cars?"

"Not exactly," I said. "Our players have been

known to receive extra meal money, and I once saw

several of them standing beside a 1971 orange VW
bug."

"That's it?"

"Like I said, we're strictly small-time."

"I can only hope," my dad said before entering

the friendly confines of Trask Coliseum "that they

play better than they cheat"

Not much," I said.

Midway through trie first half, UNCW is mired

in one of its more memorable lackluster offensive

showings, nine points in 11 minutes.

I turned around just in time to see the back of

my dad's head before he escaped into the chilly night

air, silently and quickly, like a fleeing prisoner.

Was it that bad?" I asked after returning from

yet another setback.

Son," he began, in that tone that father's begin

in when they are about to say something profound

and infinitely wise. "Not since I lost $10,000 in the

stock market have I had such an enjoyable time,"

He was interested in some details. I spared him

the gory shooting percentage and highlighted the

good.

I said our guards played fairly decent, that our

center played like a Fish out of water, but that the

team gave a good effort, considering they are so

young.

I also mentioned several players' names, with

the notable exception of sophomore guard Joe

Cherry.

My dad, who remembered reading where Cherry

was named *o the CAA all-rookie team last year,

asked if he was healthy.

As ahorse," I replied.

"Isn't he your leading returning scorer?"

"Yes."

"And the coach can't find a place for him on a

team that averaged less than a point-per-minute?"

"Something like that."

"What's the problem?"

"Coach says its an in-house problem."

"There are ways around in-house problems,

especially for a coach whose job is in jeopardy."

"How so?"

"Remember when I used to coach you?" he

asked. "I benched you for disciplinary reasons in the

West Cary game. But we were trailing late, with

two on and one out, I pinch hit you. You responded

with a two-run double and we won the game.

"When we got back home, I still grounded you

for the weekend. So I won both times. Sure, you

got to hit but for the team's benefit."

I got the point- 1 can only hope that someone

else out the*e did, too.

CHRIS WRIf.HT
SPORTS EDITOR

On a night rie.-tined for monumental upsets,

UNCW had its opportunity to deliver the

knowekout blow, but fell to the canvas once more,

losing 78-70, in double overtime to James Madison

University Saturday night at Trask Coliseum.

The Seahawks had control of their own destiny

only to see it and the game fall helplessly into the

hands of the Dukes.

With no time remaining in regulation, Matt

Fish stepped to the line in hopes of breaking the 59-

59 deadlock.

As the Homecoming crowd of 5,025 anxiously

awaited, JMU called timeout, hoping to further ice

an already ice cold free throw shooter.

Fish, who hits less than half of his attempts

and earlier in the season shot an air ball from the

charity stripe, missed the front end of a one and-one

when his attempt danced off the front and back of

the rim before falling harmlessly to the floor,

giving JMU new life.

"I told our guys to foul Fish with four or five

seconds left" said JMU coach Lefty Driesell, who

won for the first time at Trask Coliseum. "We knew

he was not a real strong foul-shooter."

The Seahawks took a 59-55 lead into the final

two minutes, only to see Steve Hood tie the game
with a pair of clutch free throws with 43 seconds

remaining.

The Dukes immediately went to work in the

initial overtime, opening up a 64-59 advantage on

Hood's 3-pointer. Hood, the junior transfer from

Maryland, finished with a game-high 30 points.

"Hood was the difference tonight," said UNCW
coach Robert McPherson, who for the first time in

25 years will not coach a winning team. "The free

throw wasn't the reason we lost."

Following Hood's basket, the Seahawks
climbed to within 65-64, on Brannon Lancaster's 3-

pointer.

Claude Ferdinand then hit the front end of a

onc-and-one, giving the Dukes a 66-64 advantage

with 13 seconds remaining. UNCW freshman Tim
Shaw, one of three Seahawks to finish with nine

points, forced the second overtime when he grabbed

an offensive rebound and stuck a 10-footer as the

horn sounded.

Shaw opened up the final Deriod with a free

r

Matt Fish attempts a free throw with no time remaing in a 59-59 tie against
top-ranked JMU. Fish missed the shot and JMU won the game in 2 OT 'S.

throw, giving UNCW its last lcai!, 67-66. JMU
scored nine unanswered points to i. uild its largest

lead of the game, 75-67.

Hood, who made 10-of-13 from the free throw
line, added three down the stretch to accour.l for the

final margin.

Adam Porter, who was held to just three first-

half points, scored 13 in the second as the Seahawks

Lady Hawks win on road
BY PATRICK FOWl.F.R
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Lady Seahawks are 1-1 on the road in the

second half of the season.

UNCW defeated the American Eagles Monday
night in the nation's capital, 77-64. The Seahawks

rebounded from a defeat to James Madison on

Saturday night, a team they have never beaten in 16

tries. UNCW dropped that contest 80-61 to the

second place squad in the conference despite

shooting 47.2% from the field.

The Seahawks were close in the first half using

their inside game with center Kelly Kincaid posting

up in the paint. However, most of the scoring came

from the perimeter as forwards Tressa Reese and

Lisa Williams, and guard Cindy Makowski and

Jennifer Bennett hit from the outside.

The Seahawks hit 54.5% from the field in the

first half but were beaten solidly on the boards, 20-

10. The Dukes looked to their quick shooting guard

Paula Schuler (18 pts.) and post-up center Brandy

Cruthird(16 pts.). UNCW was down at halftime 36-

30.

In the second half James Madison dominated

again the defensive and offensive boards (38-25).

Many second chance points were put back in while

the Seahawks were limited to one shot per trip down
the court

Turnovers continued to haunt the Seahawks.

They had 24 in the contest. UNCW went cold from

the outside as the Seahawks shooting percentage

dropped from 54.5% to 41.9%. The Dukes
meanwhile got hot shooting 56.5% from the field.

Their guards continued to penetrate and burn their

Seahawk defenders. The Dukes also nailed 71.1 %
of their free throws. UNCW never recovered in the

second half as the Dukes posted their sixth CAA
win.

"The difference in the contest was they got into

the one-one early and hit all the free throws," said

Tressa Reese.

Against American the Seahawks came out

strong hitting 47.7% from the perimeter and racing

out to a 10 point lead. Reese poured in 22 points

and Lisa Williams added 21 to pace the Seahawks to

a 77-64 victory.

UNCW eliminated their mistakes they had on

Saturday night. The Seahawks were even with the

Eagles in rebounds, 42 apiece, and cut their

turnovers to 18 for the game. The guards for the

Seahawks have had the most problems with the ball

as Cindy Makowski showed that night turning the

ball over 10 times. She made up for early miscues

by nailing 3-4 from the three-point line. She also

recorded 10 steals for the Seahawks.

"We eliminated our mental mistakes and pull

the game out" said Reese. "We really needed this

second conference win."

The Eagles were off the whole game shooting a

dismal 40% from the field and 38% in the second

half. American continued to scrap and challenge

the Seahawks on every trip down the court.

"It was a hard fought game and we were

fortunate to come out on top," Reese said.

UNCW improved to 9-10 overall record. The

Seahawks are 2-7 in CAA conference play. The

Lady Seahawks' next game is Thursday against NC
A&T which they beat earlier this year at home 64-

56. The win broke a five game losing streak for the

UNCW. The Lady Seahawks return home Feb. 17

&19 against CAA foes Richmond and William and

Mary.

rallied from a J.-28 halftime deficit.

Porter's 3-po:nter followed by Bryan Withers'
layup gave UNCW its largest lead, 56-49 with 5:58
left.

Porter led the Seahawks with 15 points,

followed by Lancaster with 12. Withers and Major
Wiggins each added nine points for UNCW, which
shot a season-high 52 percent from the field.

EaglesclawHawks
IW PATRICK FOWI.FR
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The new season has begun but the Seahawks
are obtaining the same results, losses.

After a emotional and gut-wrenching defeat to

top-ranked James Madison, UNCW hosted an

American team that was hungry for a win. The
Seahawks turn the ball over 19 times and shot 36%
for the game. The Hawks lost 68-58.

"We playing as hard as we are capable of

playing but it gets to a certain point that the excuse,

"that we are a young team is wearing thin," said

forward Major Wiggins.

UNCW started the game on fire hitting their

first three shots from the field, two of them treys.

UNCW ran out to a quick 10-2 lead.

The Eagles promptly went on a 23-4 run as the

UNCW shooters went cold from the perimeter.

When the dust had settled; American had a

comanding 27-14 point lead with 5:28 left in the

first half.

UNCW then went on a 12-4 run of their own
closing the Eagle lead to five at halftime 31-26.

In the second half American increase the lead to

eight points before the Seahawks came roaring back.

Major Wiggins hit a jump hook and a layup in the

lane and Porter nailed his second three-pointer as

UNCW pulled within one. That would be as close

as the Seahawks would ever come to American.

"We died tonight emotionally and physically,"

said McPherson.

Adam Porter also had one of his best outing as

a Seahawkscoring 23 points and going 4-7 from
three-point range. Major Wiggins had 12 points for

the Seahawks and five blocked shots.

"To get back on track, we have to get our legs

under us and get ready mentally and physically," said

McPherson.

With only four games left in the season before

the tournament; the Hawks better hurry.

Seahawk swimmers excel in CAA Championships.finish fourth

"This is no good. Sooner or later, someone's
going to drive the lane and find out that he's

just a big stiff."

BY PATRICK FOWl.F.R
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The waters are calm now and the cheering has

stopped but the memories of another CAA
Championship lingers on in the Seahawk
natatorium walls.

UNC-Wilmington, which is growing into a

major swimming power in the Colonial Athletic

Conference, hosted the Swimming Championships

for the second year in a row in front of a vocal home
town crowd. This was the third time the university

has hosted the event since the Championships
started in 1986.

After the final swimmer hit the wall American

University (725 pts) had captured the men's

competition and the Naval Academy (760 pts) the

women's. The Seahawks swam extremely well and

surprised many of the visiting teams from across the

conference.

"The team here really is placing a lot of their

swimmers in the finals," said Richmond swimmer

Joseph Crooker.

Both the men and women's teams started out

the competiton redhot on Thursday night. The 200

relay team of Brad Kinkema, Nick Revelas,

Matthew Lerner, and Tim White started UNCW on

the right foot by winning the first final event in

1:25.14.

The women got off to a fast beginning by
placing swimmers in five of the sixth finals. The

Seahawks received medals in the 200 free, men's 50

free, and the women's one meter diving the first day

of competition.

UNCW's men were in third place witii 171 pts.

and the women held the fourth spot with 124 pts.

heading into Friday events.

"We really doing well today and everybody

coming together as a team unit," said an excited

Allen during day two.

The Seahawks continued their torrid swimming

pace by again placing people in six of the ten finals

events Friday afternoon. UNCW swimmers Nick

Revelas and Amy Lewis both swam to second place

finishes against stiff competition.

Revelas finished his 100-yard butterfly (50.71)

only .38 seconds slower to the bronze medalist from
the Olympic Games, Sergio Lopez (50.33), who
swims currently for American.

Lewis who broke her freshman record in the

200-yard freestyle was two seconds off American

Nicole Fiori. Fiori set a CAA record in that race

finishing in 1:53.25.

On the night the Seahawks picked up three

seconds, two fourths, and a fifth place finishes.

A 30 point deduction on leaving the block too

soon on the final reley event of the night closed the

gap from third to fourth 350-327. UNCW felt JMU
breathing down their neck.

UNCW didn't have the strong finish they

wanted on Saturday night. In the end they lost third

place to the Dukes by 15 points, 548-533. Amy
Lewis and Clifton Perkins captured second place

finishes for the Seahawks in the 100 free and 200
breastroke.

"Many teams didn't consider us a threat," said

head coach Dave Allen. "Now we have their

attention to our talent here the key is to maintain

their respect of our program."
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McPherson Plans To Resign
Diabetes Sunnort Croup

Meet others with diabetes to share ideas and
strategies, learn about new developments. There will

be guest speakers and light refreshments. Educational

support group meets the 3rd Tuesday of each month.

The schedule will be as follows: on Feb 20tfi-Ms.

Betsy Oden, "Exercise", March 20th-Dr. Paul
Whitesider, "New Technology", April 17th-Ms.

Ruth Creighton, "Sexuality", The lectures will be

held in the University Union, Room 204, 7-8 pm.
For more information call 395-3280 at the Student

Health and Wellness Center.

Financial Aid Office Cautions Students

The Financial Aid Office cautions students about

application for scholarships through the recently

advertised Academic Council on Financial Assistance.

Dead Poets Reading Series

The UNCW English Department's Creative Writing,

Program is pleased to announce THE DEAD POETS
READING SERIES, a program of Sunday evening

readings to be held at the CAFE PHOENIX on Front

St. just off Market St. downtown. Each Sunday in the

series will feature two readers, each presenting about

30 minutes worth of work for your enlightenment and

discussion. So join us for an informal chance to

engage literary matters in good company. All readings

will begin at 7:30 pm; master of ceremonies will be

Phillip Gerard.

Phvsics Colloquium

Come Explore the patterns in the sand Department
of Physics, Colloquium, "Time Dependence and
Pattern Formation in Flowing Sand" Professor Robert
Behringer from the Physics Department at Duke
University will be there on Thursday, February 22,

1990 at 3:30 pm in DeLoach Hall 218. Refreshments
will be served at 3:00 pm.

Annual Housinp Fair

The Office of the Dean of Students would like to

announce the 2nd annual Housing Fair to be held
Wednesday, February 28, from 10:00 am to 2:30 pm.
Come in to room 100 of the University Union and
enjoy food, drinks, and music (provided by WLOZ)
while inquiring about the local apartment complexes.
An attorney will be on hand to answer any legal

questions you may have concerning leases and the like.

For information, contact us a 395-31 19.

"Getting Closer To Yn.." PostpnnPri

The Office of the Dean of Students would like to

announce that the February 20th program titled

"Getting Closer to You" has been postponed to March
27. The program will be held in room 207 in the

University Union from 7 pm to 8 pm.

Film Series

Joseph Campbell, world renowned scholar and author,

will be interviewed in a series of films to be shown as

part of a seminar to be held at the UNCW campus on

March 2 and 3, 1990. The Seminar will be held on

Friday evening, March 2 from 7:30 to 10 pm and on

Saturday, March 3 from 9:30 am to 4:30 pm in

Morton Hall, Bryan Auditorium, on the UNCW
campus,. Tuition fees are$50 for adults and $35 for

students. For further information call Church of the

Servant, 395-0616.

Lost and FnnnH

Lost and Found articles may be claimed or turned in at

the Information Center of the University Union.
There are many items at present Check to see if any

of them are yours.

ACE Needs Help

The Association for Campus Entertainment is looking

for enthusiastic students interested in bringing quality

entertainment to the UNCW community. If you are

interested in planning conceits, lectures films, comedy

shows, cultural performances and/or other special

events, please visit the student activities office in UU
room 202. Applications for new officers are now

being accepted.

Drug Awareness Weelc

National Collegiate Drug Awareness Week at UNCW
begins Friday, Feb 28 with Illusionist Bob Fellows

performing "Mind Magic" in Cameron Auditorium at

8 pm and will continue through the week until

Thursday March 1st

Domestic Violence Shelter Discussion

Debra Flora of the Domestic Violence Shelter will .lead

a discussion of dating violence. Dating violence

affects not only the victim and the perpetrator but also

everyone around them. This session will take a look

at what is dating violence, why does it happen, and

what are its consequences. Feb 28, 7 pm to 8 pm.
Library Auditorium. For more information contact the

Office of the Dean of Students at 395-3 1 19.

Environmental Concerns Group to Meet

The Environmental Concerns Group is meeting this

Thursday, February 22 in UU room 201 at 6:00 pm.

Karen Gottovi, head of the Society to Preserve

Masonboro Island will be speaking.

BY PATRICK EQgLEJB
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The question that the media, students, and alumni

have been asking all season was answered at 5:21

Monday. Robert McPherson is not coming back next

year to coach the men's basketball program.

Coach McPherson tendered his letter of resignation

earlier that day to Athletic Director Bill Brooks.

McPherson was not on hand to personally announce his

resignation. That job fell in the hands of Provost and

Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs, Dr. Charles L.

Cahill. He issued the following brief statement to the

media.

"Robert McPherson, head basketball coach at the

UNCW, has submitted a letter of resignation, effective

June 30, 1990," said Cahill. "The University will

conduct a comprehensive search for an experienced,

qualified individual, to head the Seahawk men's

basketball program. The University community wishes

him well in his future endeavors."

McPherson, only the third coxh in UNCW history,

replaced Mel Gibson in 1986. McPherson came to

UNCW from Sam Houston State where he posted a

102-47 (.684) record in five seasons. He has coached on

the high school, junior college, and university level for

24 years compiling a 514-215 overall mark, never

having a losing season until this year. Both assistant

coaches, Mike Elbe and Lee Hood, tendered their letters

of resignation Monday and will vacate their offices at

the end of their contracts. Both Elbe and Hood were

said to be instrumental in recruiting new players for the

Seahawk men's basketball program. Assistant Bob
Rosenkranz has not reached a decision about where he

will be next season.

McPherson took the Seahawks to two C A A
Championship final games and finished second and

noTOBYmnxiPLOUJiin in

McPherson is scheduled to resign on June 30, 1990.

fourth (twice) in conference play. Overall he nas led

UNCW teams to a 56-58 mark in three and half

seasons. Currently this year's squad occupies seventh

place in the CAA with a 2-10 record and possesses an

overall mark of 7-17.

The 89-90 season is the worst that the 48 year old

McPherson has ever experienced as a coach He has been

under heavy fire and pressure from the media and the

community stemming from three minor NCAA
investigations and internal conflicts within the

organization.

Early this season UNCW was cleared of one of the

infractions which involved a potential recruit playing a

game of basketball with some Seahawk players. The
matter was ruled not a violation of NCAA rules because

the athlete was playing a pick-up game instead of an

organized practice.

The second violation occurred over a controversial'

illegal recruitment of player Kenny Aldrich from NC
A&T. Aldrich visited the University before his official

release from A&T and supposedly took part in a

Seahawk practice. Because of the incident, the NCAA
forced Aldrich to sit out the season.

.The latest saga of events involving the men's
basketball program is still under investigation. It

involves McPherson with receiving $300 from UNCW
trustee George Roundtree at last year's CAA
Championships. Both McPherson and Roundtree
admitted to the transaction to a UNCW athletic

investigation fact-finding committee but claim that

McPherson returned the money.
McPherson felt pressure from within his

organization, mainly with his players. Jason Moore, a

67" freshman forward from Lansing, Michigan, left the

See McPherson page 3

Senator Barnhill Investigated
RY MAI NGUYEN

NEWS.EDITOR \

and

DAVID BURKK
, STAFF WRITER

The SGA Senate passed a motion
last Monday night to investigate Budget

and Planning Committee Chairperson

Lee Barnhill for possible budgeting

rules violations.

"I have done no wrong to the Budget

Planning Committee. I have done no

wrong to the SGA. And I have done no

wrong to the gospel choir," exclaimed

Senator Lee Barnhill just moments after

the motion was passed to have him

investigated by the Judicial Committee
for SGA violations. ,

Barnhill, who is the Chairman of the

Budget .Planning Committee (BPC), is

under investigation by the Judiciary

Committee for allegedly violating the

funding guidelines dictated in Article rv\

Section 1, of the BPC operating rules.

The procedure states that "If an

organization has revenue left at the end
of the fiscal year, then that revenue shall

carry over to the following year.

However it shall not count towards the

following year's Minimum Revenue
Requirement." Barnhill is being

investigated for giving permission to

the Gospel Choir to violate this rule.

According to SGA funding
regulations of registered organizations,

the club must fill out a budget work
sheet of expected expenses. From these

expenses, the Budget Planning
Committee determines an appropriate

amount of funds to allot. The club

must raise one third of the amount SGA
allots them, according to Denny Best,

SGA Senator. This one third is called

the minimum revenue requirement

(MRR). Registered organizations must

raise this amount (through donations,

fund raising activities, etc.) in order to

receive SGA funding. Furthermore, any

money raised by the club must be turned

in to the SGA Treasury within 24 hours

of receiving it

If the club has revenue left over at

the fiscal year's end, it may carry over

the money but it cannot count it

towards MRR.
Early in the fall of 1989, Sheri Bray,

president of the Gospel Choir
approached SGA Treasurer Kirki Moore
about what to do about money the

Choir had raised. Kirki suggested she

speak to Barnhill. Barnhill allowed
Bray to use the money towards the
1989-1990 fiscal year MRR. Therefore,

See Barnhill page 3

Drug Awareness Week Begins

RY SANDY PORTER
STAFF WRITER

It's that time of year again,
when ALTERNATIVES!
provides the student body with a

crash course on the world of
drugs. A special event scheduled

this Friday will kick-off the 1990
National Collegiate Drug
Awareness Week.
ALTERNATIVES! invites all

UNCW students, faculty, and
staff to help celebrate National

Collegiate Drug Awareness week
from tomorrow February 23rd
through Wednesday, February
28th. A full slate of events has
been scheduled for the week.
ALTERNATIVES! hopes you
will come and take part in the

festivities.

Friday, at 8:00pm in Cameron
Hall Auditorium, Bob Fellows
will present a "Mind over Magic"
discussion. Bob Fellows is a

mentalist who entertains with
comedy mind reading and
illusions. Through his
performance he will show how
people can resist manipulation
and take charge of their lives.

Monday, February 26 at
3:00pm-5:00pm The First

Annual ALTERNATIVES!
Olympics will be held at the

residence life recreation field. If

you wish to take part in this

afternoon of wild and zany
competition, plans need to be
made as soon as possible. Watch
for upcoming information on the

events and prizes. Refreshments
will also be provided to

participants b y
ALTERNATIVES!

Tuesday, February 27th at

2:00pm in Morton Hall, a poetry

reading entitled "Sobering
Thoughts" will be held. Contest

entries for the "Sobering
Thoughts" poetry contest will be

presented along with
refreshments.

Later in the afternoon at

6:00pm in the East Cafeteria

Banquet Room, the movie "Clean

and Sober" starring Michael

Keaten will be shown. This

riveting film is sponsored by the

UNCW Association for Campus

Entertainment with refreshments

provided by ALTERNATIVES!
Wednesday, February 28 from

1 :00pm-4:00pm on the

University Union Lawn,
ALTERNATIVES! is presenting

a Drug Fare. Onlookers can get

the "goods" on drugs. Candy and

snacks will be available to help

teach about today's drugs.

Representatives from area
substance abuse treatment and

support centers will be present to

answer questions.

From 6:30pm-7:30pm on
Wednesday, a discussion on

"Acids, 'shrooms, and Ecstasy"

will be held at the Suites Service

building. Mark Galizio, UNCW
Professor of Psychology, will

speak on the hallucinogens

commonly found on college

campuses.

To round out Drug Awareness

week Mrs. Lonise Bias will speak

on her late son, Len Bias, in

Trask Coliseum at 8:00pm on

Wednesday, February 28. Mrs.

Bias will discuss her son's death,

and the impact of cocaine on the

user, his friends, and his family.

This event is free to all UNCW
students, and $2.00 for all non-

students.

A reception honoring Lonise

Bias will be sponsored at 4:00pm

Wednesday, February 28, in the

Hawk's Nest of the University

Union. This reception is open to

all members of the UNCW
community and NCDAW 9C

sponsor.

ALTERNATIVES! has been

hosting Drug Awareness week
since 1987. Peer educator Steve

Sappe said the purpose of Drug

Awareness week is "to make

students aware that there is a drug

problem. By providing the Drug

Fare we can educate and inform

students on drugs in our society."

Sandy Errante, coordinator of

the ALTERNATIVES! program

recently presented two programs

on "ALTERNATIVES': Drug

Prevention at the University" to

the Fifth Annual Substance

Abuse State of the Art

Conference. This same
presentation was given at FIPSE
Grantee meeting in Washington
DC and at a Drug Awareness
Week Training Conference held in

Atlanta, GA on January 28-30.

During this conference
ALTERNATIVES! received an

award for the development and
implementation of outstanding

programs to prevent drug abuse.

Errate stated, "Society's

biggest drug problem is alcohol,

and it's not just on college
campuses. By educating not only

the students, but also the faculty

and staff, we hope to give some

people alternatives to drug and

alcohol abuse".

PHOTO BY PMILLIPLOUOI QJN

Last night at halt time in the Seahawk basketball game, Brian Rowsom
was honored for hii contribution to the UNCW basketball program.

Rowsom' jersey was retired, and a huge facsimile was hung from the

Trask Coliseum rafters.

Rowsom received the award to the cheers of a crowd who once thrilled

to his excellent play here at his home court. The Charlotte Hornet

thanked God and his (Rowsom's) family for getting him where he is

today.

i
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Tryptophan Blamed For Illness

There arcHmm supplements
for nutritional drflciencies, sleep,

muscle building, premenstrual
syndrome, relaxation, stress and
much more. These "super"

supplements line pharmacy and
health food sunt isles, offering

consumers everything from cod
liver oil to amjao acids.

One of these amino acids has

been determined to cause the

Eosinophilia-Myilgia Syndrome.
L-tryptophan Is tV amino acid in

question, which Is often taken for

sleep, relaxation, PMS or muscle

building.

"We've seen body builders and

those with herpes that take L-

tryptophan, but We don't know
the extent of ill use . . anyone
taking L-tryptophan certainly has

to be concerned," lays Dr. Jewell

of the Health and Wellness
Center. UNCW has not seen any

cases of the syndrome.

Amino acids have been
considered harmless because thev

occur naturally in foods. Milk is

a common source of L-
tryptophan, so the danger varies

by dosage. Such small amounts
in food are safe but patients who
took anywhere from 26 mg to

15,000mg per day of L-
tryptophan developed the
syndrome. It is still not known
how long it must be taken to

produce this effect

L-Trptophan is tne amino
acid in question which is

often taken for sleep,
relaxation, PMS or muscle

building

According to the North
Carolina medical report "Epi
News", it was first diagnosed in

New Mexico last October.
Doctors were unable to link the

patients symptoms to any other

disease. The symptoms included

fatigue and muscle aches. New
cases appeared throughout the

country and researchers soon

found that a large majority of the

patients had been using L-
tryptophan before they became
sick.

The recovery period for the

syndrome varies between patients.

Soon after L-tryptophan products

were avoided, some patients

recovered in a few days. Others

didn't improve for weeks or

months. The Center for Disease

Control say 1046 cases have been
reported since January 9, 1990.
Twenty-two cases have been
reported in North Carolina since

December. L-tryptophan has
been responsible for seven deaths

so far.

Because of this danger the
FDA has recalled L-tryptophan,

but it still appears on some
supplement labels in low
dosages. These low dosages still

worry doctors and pharmacists.

Several local pharmacists say the

best advice they give is for

consumers to stop taking any

vitamin supplements that contain

L-tryptophan.

XI Theta Receives Awards
BY LAURA HinSON

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

UNCW's Xi Theta Chapter of

Delta Zeta attended their annual

Province XXI weekend on Feb.

17 andl8th in Charlotte, NC.
Over 560 Delta Zetas were

present. While in Charlotte they

received numeroas awards. Xi

Theta competed against ten other

chapters from North and South

Carolina including: UNC-Chapel
Hill, UNC-Charlotte, East
Carolina, Winthrop, Atlantic

Christian College, Western

Carolina, Appalachian State

University, Lenoir Rhyne, and

the University of South Carolina
in Columbia.

As a whole, the Delta Zeta's

from UNCW walked away with

12 awards. The chapter was
given 8 of the 12 as a group. Xi

Theta received: meeting quota,

meeting total. Lamp reporting

award ( a national publication of

Delta Zeta), best scrapbook, best

chapter name tag, Reference

Award, and Activities award.

They were also given an award for

their "Choices" program. This

award reflects a good job
informing the chapter about drug

and alcohol abuse.

Not only did they get chapter

awards, but several girls walked
away with well deserv.d honors.

Amy Pricer was given
Outstanding Collegian, Laura
Hudson was chosen as the Ruth

Patterson Award recipient, which

is given to the best pledge in

Province XXI. Linda Osborne
received the Most Improved GPA
of the province. The Golden
Crest Award was given to Wendi
Ahrens, DZ's past president.

Central Stores is considering operating a UPS station for

outgoing personal shipments for UNCW faculty, staff and students

We estimate a $1.00 per package service charge. Shipping/ser ~ce

charges would have to be paid at the time of shipment.

If this is a service you would like to have available, please

let us know by checking the yes block and returning this letter to

Central Stores by Monday, February 2 6th.

YES

Can you estimate freguency of use?

number
packages mailed per

specify month/year

FREE FREE FREE

SPRING BREAK SURVIVAL KIT

BRING THIS COUPON TO THE LIVWELL
ALTERNATIVES CENTER IN THE UNIVERSITY UNION,
ROOM 104 TO RECEIVE YOUR FREE SPRING BREAK
SURVIVAL KIT.

(PERSONAL CARE ITEMS, COUPONS, SNACKS!!!)

LIMITED NUMBER OF KITS/YOU MUST PRESENT COUPON
TO RECEIVE YOUR KIT/ONE PER STUDENT

PICK UF TIMES:

FREE

TUESDAY, FEB. 27, 1990

10:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 28, 1990

10:00 a.m.-l:00 p.m.

FREE FREE

mm

/VIokevourmoL/e
•Two distinctive Floor Plans

•furnished or Unfurnished

•Water, Sewer, Trash Removal,
C«bT«TV& Electricity

Allowance Included

•Courtesy Officer

• Professional On-Site

Maintenance Staff witl

24 Hour Emergency

Service

GA2VIIPUS EDGE
Racine Drive Phone 395-6001

Step Show Participants

Find Punishment Fair 00
CM

the

RV PHILLIP LOIIflHMN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

On Friday, February 9, several

predominantly black fraternities

participated in a Step Show in

front of the East Cafeteria.

During the show, there were some
derogatory slurs and vulgar name
calling which offended some
passersby.

Complaints were taken to Pat

Leonard, Dean of Students,

alledging that the vulgarity and

racial slurs were in violation of

the Code of Student Life.

According to Step Show
participant Amos Quick, a letter

was also sent by his fraternity

admitting their guilt and
requesting that Leonard handle the

action as she saw Tit.

Dean Leonard has refrained

from commenting and members of

Alpha Phi Alpha preferred to keep

the terms of the punishment
private, but Rodney White, Pan-

Hellenic Council President, did

say that they had no problems

with her decision.

"We look at it as being fair,"

he stated. "We understand the

punishment and it was not too

harsh or too lenient."

The punishment does not
prevent the organizations involved

from continuing to act as

fraternities. "We are still a

functioning organization who can

do whatever we want," he

continued. "We are not under any

of those types of restrictions."

Amos Quick also felt that

Leonard's ruling was fair. "We
turned in a complaint ourselves.

We wrote and asked her to handle

it in any way she saw fit."

Quick is also the President of

the UNCW chapter of NAACP.
His involvement in the show was

brought up by a Seahawk editorial

as poor representation of that

organization. Quick feels that he

made a mistake, but that should

not be held against the NAACP.
"I'm a twenty one year old young

man," he said. "I'm going to

make mistakes and this was one of

them. Sometimes I have to wear

two faces and I was not thinking

about that when I participated in

the Step Show."

Quick also denied the rumors

that some black students are

planning to file suit against the

university for harrassment. "We
don't feel like we have been

harrassed at all. There's nothing

like that going on that I know of."

According to White, the Step

Show is a tradition that can be

dated back to African tribes. The
point is to out-perform and to out-

chant the other participants;

pointing out their weaknesses and

faults.

White explained also that most

of what is said at the Step Shows
is not meant to be taken too

seriously. "That kind of talk has

been going on since the early

fraternities, " he said. "There are

no hard feelings between [the

fraternities involved]. We all

understand that."

"Most people shake it off," he

went on.

Neither Quick nor White
expected the response to the Step

Show that was generated. "We've
had more response from this than

any good thing we've done," said

White. "This was in the
Wilmington Star, and I've heard

that it went as far as Raleigh."

White continued. "I"m glad

some of these things happened.
We told some people that they

need to take a closer look at some
of the things that happen on this

campus. ... Not just the bad
things, but the good things too."

mad,
flonh,
m proudly presents

Thursday Mar 1st

LADIES NITE
tobearmounoed

Friday Mar 2nd

CENTERFOLD
$4 mem/$5 otherwise

Saturday Mar 3rd

SIDEWINDER
$1 off w/ Student ID
$5 mem/$6 otherwise

5430 MARKET STREET
WILMINGTON

17 yrs & Older

Earn up to $100 a
month for

SPRING BREAK!!!

Get fifteen dollars

the first three uisits,

fiue entra when you
bring a friend.

WILMINGTON
DONOR CENTER

CORNER OF WRIGHTSVILLE
AND17TH

102 S. 17TH

763-5213

The Ouerseas Development Network presents

Bffie

JOIN US! People ot all ages and cycling abilities are going to pedal their way across the country
next summer initiating dialogue and raising money lor community development projects in the
third world and the US We're looking lor riders (all the way or part of the way), support vehicle
drivers, community hosts tor the cyclists, and donors We'll be departing (rom Seattle. San
Francisco. Portland, LA. Austin. TX, and Maine

Ves! I ujont to get inuolued ujith Bike-Rid '90!

I'd like to nde with Bike-Aid "90 lor all or part ol the way
My $5 00 check tor the registration pack is enclosed

I'd like to help organize an event for the cyclists as they pass through my town

Cycling isn't my thing, but I'm interested in driving a support vehicle

I'd like to make a tax deductible contribution, my check is enclosed

This sounds great, please send more mlo. I'm not sure how I want to be involved

Bike-Hid 90, 2940 16th St. Suite 1 10, SF, Cfi 94103 (415) 431-4480
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Sweetwater Surf Shop
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McPherson Cont'd.

program three games into the
season citing irreconcilable
differences with McPherson as
one of his main reasons for
leaving the University. Just last

week Joe Cherry spoke out in the
Star News about his frustrations

with the basketball program
concerning his lack of playing
time.

Cherry's main gripe was with
the coaching staff. He reportedly

got into a shouting match with
one of the assistant coaches after

a practice and was benched for

cursing at McPherson upon being

taken out of the ECU game Jan.

27. McPherson dealt with the

issue as a "in-house problem" and

encouraged people to come out to

practice and "see for

[themselves]".

Other players have had
conflict problems with the

outspoken coach and some fear of

his wrath on the sidelines.

Seahawk guard Adam Porter

didn't see much playing action

until his senior year due to a

personality conflict with

McPherson.

Both Athletic Director Bill

Brooks and Vice Chancellor

Cahill expressed their surprise at

the coach's resignation and

reiterated that at no time had any

person from the athletic

department approach McPherson

about resigning.

"The University has no

official physical recognition to

ask a person to resign but the

issue may have been discussed,"

said Cahill

When question of possible

lack of support given to

McPherson that may have

affected his decision making

process, Cahill responded,

"I don't think [McPherson]

was hung out to dry but he was

obviously left in a sticky

situation," said Cahill "I think

too much is made of this point.

I probably shouldn't have said

that."

The University will launch a

campaign for McPherson's
successor as soon as an

advertising package can be put

together. They will run the job

opening in the NCCA News in

hopes of having a new coach by

April 15. The committee

assigned to pick a new coach

would most likely consist of

members from the board of

regents, alumni association, and

athletic offices. No possible

candidates were mentioned at the

time of the announcement.

"I'm surprised at his

resignation," said Brooks. "I

talked to him on and off during

the season informally about his

status at the University but I told

him we would talk about his

contract at the end of the season.

We would wait and see before

discussing his future at the

University."

Both Cahill and Brooks were

questioned as to whether or not

the recent NCAA investigation,

player statements, and strong

media coverage of the Seahawk

basketball program forced

McPherson into resigning.

"I would personally say yes,"

said Cahill. "Any time a man is

put under that much pressure it

has to weigh heavily on his

decision making."

In prepared statement by

McPherson given to the media he

states that ".
. .my staff and I

will do our very best to conclude

the current basketball season in

the finest possible fashion."

He plans to remain in the

Wilmington area but not in a

coaching capacity. The
Seahawks have two more games

left in the season before the CAA
championships, where UNCW
usually flourishes in post-season

play.

Public speculations on the

salary and the length of the new

coach's contract have not been

made. McPherson currently

receives $47,800 annually from

the University.

His replacement will have a

big task in front of him as he

will arrive either just before or

after the national signing date of

high school athletes. When
McPherson took over in 1986, he

missed the signing date and was

forced to rely on junior college

recruits to build his team on in

the first two years. He was

fortunate to land the talents of

Larry Houzer, Brian Rowsom,

and Antonio Howard. This year

marks his second full year of four

year recruits. Last season he

signed Matt Fish, Bryan Withers,

Joe Cherry, and Major Wiggins.

All four players have been

starters in the Seahawk line-up

this year.

McPherson has advanced the

Seahawk programs in his four

year reign. He will seek other

employment not necessarily in

coaching. He and his family will

continue to live in the

Wilmington area. The

McPherson's era is coming to an

end.

Lindstrom Visits
RV IFNNIFFR YOUNG

STAFF WRITER

On April 16, 1989, Kurt

Lindstrom was shot in the neck at

a party in Twinwood. Both
assailants were arrested and

convicted, but Kurt Lindstrom is

the prisoner. For the rest of his

life, he will be confined to a

wheelchair.

Wednesday, February 14th,

Kurt Lindstrom returned to

UNCW to visit friends. "This

might be the last time I will get

to come down," says Lindstrom.

During his visit he attended a

Greek Week Committee Meeting

and visited Assistant District

Attorney Mike DiSilva who tried

the men who shot him. The
Greek Week Committee has asked

each Greek organization on

campus to donate to the Kurt

Lindstrom Scholarship Fund. In

addition, there will be a raffle

during Greek Week in which

every Greek will be encouraged to

sell at least five tickets. The

proceeds from the raffle will go to

the scholarship fund.

This scholarship fund was

established last year by Denise

Paliwoda, a sophomore here at

UNCW . This $10,000
scholarship will be awarded to an

out-of-state marine biology major

who has been involved with

volunteer work within the

community. Further criteria

require a minimum 2.0 GPA and

at least 26 semester hours,

sophomore status. These criteria

were established by Lindstrom.

He stated, "I'm honored that

Denise took it under her wing to

do this especially since I didn't

know her before I was shot."

"The outpouring of emotion

has helped me and my family

through my injury," said

Linstrom, "There has been
tremendous support from the

people of Wilmington and up

here in New Jersey."

A benefit concert was held

last summer in New Jersey, his

home state, for the huge medical

expenses his family has incurred

since the shooting.
Unfortunately, Lindstrom was

unable to attend because he was

still hospitalized from the

shooting. This concert raised

$6,000 for his medical bills.

Others like it are being planned.

Workshop Available

FROM ROTC

With Spring Break coming

soon, so are exams. And with

exams, too often comes

frustration, cringing, and even

despair. Perfection just isn't a

predominant aspect of human

existence but the desire to

improve is common enough.

For those desiring to improve

academically (and abate test time

anxiety), the Military Science

Program (ROTC) has available a

proeram entitled" "Where There's

a Will There's an A". It was
recently displayed in Hoggard

104, open to all students. This

video is conceded to be

appropriate for freshmen as well

as students into their major.

Many potentially helpful tips

on studying, note taking,

choosing classes, and other

secrets to success are shared on

this enlightening video. Any
individuals or organizations

interested in viewing "Where
There's a Will There's an A"

should contact CPT Pominville,

at 395-3734.

TWflgg FRIENDS. ..

Luxurious 3 Bedroom,

5 Bath Houses

Close to UNCW

Corner of Rose and Andover

Space and Storage Galore!

25(6-301®

FYI.
Beginning in March, the

Seahawk will offer Greek

organizations an opportunity to

get their names in the paper with a

new section we will call Greek

Row. If a fraternity or sorority

has a newsworthy event they may

submit a write up at the Seahawk

offices in room 205 of the

University Union.

There are some basic, but

inflexible guidelines for

submissions.

1) All articles must follow a

news format; meaning they must

be objective and must avoid the

use of first and second person

pronouns (I, we, you, us).

2) Submission deadline is

5:00pm Friday and the article

must be typed.

3) Articles may not exceed one

and one half typed pages.

4) Personal messages

(congratulating pledges, thanking

associates, etc.) will not be

printed.

Also, remember that events to

benefit charities should be turned

in at Student Activities and are

written up by the Leadership

Center.

Submissions are subject to

editing for space, style, and

grammar.

Barnhill Cont'd.

the Gospel choir would not have

to raise as much money towards

their MRR this year. When
asked if she had any knowledge of

Barnhill's action Moore
commented, "I knew it wasn't

procedure, but I didn't feel it was

my place to question Lee's

decision."

According to Attorney General

Lisa Royal, "he has no right to

make that kind of decision

without the consent of the

(Budget and Planning)

committee."

There were mixed feelings

about the controversy at Monday
night's Senate meeting. Some
Senators gave support to
Barnhill. Senator Amos Quick

explained that there was "much
confusion at the beginning of the

year" regarding the newly adopted

club funding policies. He
speculated that a mistake may
have been made as a result of the

turmoil.

Several Senators expressed

concern over the fate of the

Choir's funding. They expressed

the opinion that it would be

unfair for the members of the

Choir to have to raise more
money now since they had

already been told be an official

that the money they had could be

used for MRR although it would

be unfair for the other
organizations to not be able to

carry over money to count

towards MRR.
Barnhill felt that the manner

in which the subject was brought

about was highly unfair.

According to Barnhill, the first he

heard about the discrepancies was
the previous week when another

Senator mentioned the matter to

him only in passing. The Senator

who spoke to Bamhill argues that

it was not the case. The Senator

(who asked his name be withheld)

stated that he "sat [Barnhill] at a

table and explained to him the

situation."

"I told him that other clubs

were upset about the situation

(with the Gospel Choir) and that

he needed to do something to

rectify it"

Barnhill also asserts that he
had fully intended to bring the

matter before the BPC, but lack

of time and quorums at BPC
meetings had prevented his

report

Barnhill lamented, "I can't

believe I worked my butt off for

the SGA, this committee and all

the clubs, and this happens."

Barnhill has been a senator for

3 years, President Pro-Tern for 2

years, and has twice be a

Presidential Candidate. He has

also been given the Speaker Of

the Year award.

The Judiciary Committee now
has the responsibility to

investigate the matter and decide

if formal charges against Barnhill

are warranted. A source for the

Committee commented that they

will do a thorough and fair

investigation. The source added,

"This is not a personal attack

against Lee. . .in the past he has

been a good Senator."

Barnhill believes otherwise.

"Someone is screwing me
over," he said, "They're just

trying to get me before the

elections."

One judicial committee

member predicted the date for the

results of the investigation to be

revealed at the earliest around

March 12; less than two weeks

before SGA elections.

If punitive actions actions are

taken against Barnhill, he could

face a reprimand, censure, or

impeachment If impeachment is

chosen by the senate, Barnhill

will be tried before the Supreme
Court and will face possible

removal from office.

Ultimately, the decision will

be made by the entire Senate.

The Judiciary Committee may
only make suggestions.

SGA Elections Planned
BY HOLLY PRICE

STAFF WRITER

Elections for the 1990-91
Student Government Association

will be held March 20th and 21st

Many offices are open this year.

These offices include SGA
President and Vice President,

Attorney General, Chief Justice,

Senior Class President and Vice

President, two Senior Class

Senators, Junior Class President

and Vice President, two Junior

Class Senators, Sophomore Class

President and Vice President, two

Sophomore Class Senators, and

eight representatives-at-large.

Anyone who is interested in

any of these offices may register

for elections February 26 in

University Union room 200 from

8 am - 5 pm. Campaigning
begins March 12. To run for

student body president or vice

president you must have been a

senator for two years.

The election rules and the

method of student voting have

been changed this year. Now
students will have their student

ID's run through a computer to

make sure they are enrolled.

Voting will take place on a scan-

tron sheet. Starting next year

students may be able to vote on a

ticket for president and vice

president. The student body will

vote on this in a referendum in

this years elections.

As elections for next year's

SGA begin, Jim Humphries and

his administration prepare to

leave. "I'm sad to be leaving,"

states Humphries. "There is so

much left to be done, but I feel

like my administration has laid a

good foundation for the next

administration."

This year Humphries, current

SGA President, and his

administration have accomplished

many things. They held the first

event on campus allowing

students to drink alcohol since the

drinking age was changed. They

helped wiih welcome week,

worked with the city on getting

the housing ordinance changed,

and have started plans for a legal

service here on campus.

When asked what he would

like to see from SGA in the

future, he said, "Stronger SGA
Committees, more visibility in

the community, and to be more

in tune with the students."

The following is the election

schedule:

Tuesday, February 13-

Informational Meeting, UU rm
201, 8am-5pm

Monday, Feb 26-Registration

for Elections begins, UU-200
8am-5pm

Wednesday, Feb 28-

Registration Meeting Concerning

Guidelines, UU-201, 4pm.

Friday, March 2-Registration

ends, UU-200, 5pm.

Monday, March 1 2 -

Campaigning begins.

Tuesday, March 20-
ELECTIONS

Wednesday, Marci. 21-

ELECnONS
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Are you dedicated?

Responsible?

Looking for experience?

THIS IS YOUR CHANCE!!

Editors and Managers are needed for the

UNCWpuy'cPtionB
SEAHAWK, ATLANTIS &

harfo WLOZ
for the 1990-91 school year.

Good organizational and pesonnel management skills,

a solid GPA, and previous experience necessary .

Applications are available in room 200 in the

University Union, and are due back by March !2th

.

Call 395-3553 for more information.
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THE SEAHAWK

' The Seahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The
Stahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

Utter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

eOl South College Rd.. Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The
Seahawk.

The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

th» editor is 5 pm. Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229for the editorial division.

PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
Editor in Chief

MAI NGUYEN
News Editor

CHRIS WRIGHT
Sports Editor

PATRICK FOWLER
Asst. Sports Editor

DAVID BURKE
Copy Editor

ALLEN RAY
Entertainment Editor

JOHN GEOFFRION
Production Manager
JENNIFER YOUNG
Photographer
DEBBIE SMITH
National Advertising

Manager
KENNETH TAYLOR
Local Advertising

Manager
JOHN AXTELL
Financial Manager
DAN HEADRICK
Advisor

Write , But Write Right
The Seahawk appreciates letters to the editor. They let us

know that someone is reading the paper. They help to set us

straight when we step out of line. Letters tell us when we
are mistaken, or when we do the right thing.

Unfortunately, many letter writers respond to a knee jerk

impulse and don't take time to see what the paper is trying to

say. Certainly some of this, a>> in the case of the letter from
Mr. Bethune. may be due to a lack of clarity in the piece

which they read. To set the writer straight in this case. The
Seahawk hardly challenges the equality of anyone. If we
did, we definitely would not base such a major judgement on

the behavior of one group.

The editorial that Bethune takes issue with was designed

to point out the hypocrisy of people who call other people

racist, then turn around and make blatant slurs themselves.

It also questions the wisdom of using vulgar and slanderous

language in a public place in the presence of children and
adults who do not understand what is going on.

Another letter was received about that same editorial, and
was so far off base that we decided not to print it. The
writer suggested that the only reason anything was said

about the Step Show was because the parties involved were
black. She also mentioned that another black fraternity had
held Step Shows in the past which were equally vulgar, but

that these folks were never prosecuted. What she did not

look far enough to see was that those past events were the

cause of a ruling that the shows not be held in public areas.

They could be, and still may be, held behind closed doors.

This brings up another point. People who write in are

quick to point out what they think happened, and to accuse
the paper of omitting facts intentionally, but they seldom go
so far as to check the facts themselves. Case in point. . . a

letter recently came in chastising The Seahawk for ignoring

Kurt Lindstrom's visit to campus last week. The visit was
hardly overlooked or ignored. The paper was jammed last

week and we decided to wait a week on the story. If

someone had asked, they would have known.
A final note to prospective letter writers. Show a little

maturity. A letter recieved some weeks ago concerning a

bicycle accident came complete with scrawled threat and spit

on The Seahawk door. It was not enough that the letter

writer who goes by the odd pseudonymn ED (What fool

would sign his real name to such quality work?) should

decide that the police summary from which we drew most of

the information in the article was trash; but to spit on the

door and end his note with "I'm glad you weren't here". . .

please! Aren't we in college?

The editors realize that we make mistakes. We appreciate

when people read carefully enough to spot them and let us

know. We are willing to hear opposing viewpoints. It is

nice to see that some students are willing to speak up. If

criticism is necessary, let it be constructive. If something
elicits a response, make it an intelligent response. Like
reporters, readers need to get their facts straight too.

Dear Editor.

As a board member of the

Gamma Zeta Foundation, an

alumni support group for The
Chi Phi Chapter at UNCW, I was
disappointed to read that another

fraternity has put themselves in

jeopardy with the University

through an uncalled for step show
on campus. I do however
recognize Alpha Phi Alpha's

quickness in apologizing, but
hesitate to agree that "an Alpha

man is a great man because he

realizes his mistakes and corrects

them."

1 feel a man is one who
realizes the mistake, takes the

punishment, and therefore taking

a step to become a greater man. I

feel certain that under the Code of

Student Life Regulations, a

disciplinary proceeding will begin

immediately. It is sad the Alpha
Phi Alpha's did not learn from
Chi Phi's mistake a year ago. I

can only hope the Alpha Phi

Alpha's will be able to endure the

possible long probation, which is

accompanied by close scrutiny by

their fellow students.

In closing, I am a Chi Phi and

an outstanding citizen of this

community. I took personal

offense to the Alpha's name
calling of a "redneck" towards the

brothers of Chi Phi. In my
dictionary it is stated of a

"redneck"-in the rural South, a

poor uneducated person having

violent anti-negro sentiments. I

for one do not fit this description

and feel confident I speak for all

of my brothers in this particular

case.

Sincerely,

F. Campbell Dodd, III

After reading your editorial on
the alleged misconduct (even in

your admitted absence from the

event you chose to omit one of

these important words) of Alpha

Phi Alpha Fraternity during the

most recent step show, I became
disturbed.

It was your choice to align the

opinion of The Seahawk on the

step show with, what must be
considered, the paper's position

on the question of racial equality.

You blatantly challenged the

equality of blacks, whom you
alluded as "groups" and "people",

to other races on the basis of a

performance during the show.

I am forced to ask, is your
belief in equality so feeble that

the actions of a few during an
exhibition meant for pure fun,

could cause you to nearly abandon

your acceptance of racial equality

as truth?

Sir, when you bellow against

racism and then question the very

fundamentals of equanimity
simultaneously, not only do you

Celebrate Life Even At Fifty-Five

Editorials]

AH righL folks! Are you
ready for a little ^>>od old

fashioned testimony!?

I just turned 55 years old and

feel incredibly good about that

fact. I do not feel that I am over

any hill, trapped in any rut or

jealous at those who are younger.

1 have a job that allows me to

be myself, feels productive (most

days) and includes a lot of

opportunities for laughter and
play. I am married and I work

hard at it and delight in it. It is a

relationship in which I experience

a fundamental acceptance and
affirmation that is essential for

my well being. I am blessed with

good friends and colleagues whose

relationships are affirming and
supportive and leave me feeling

like I am respected.

I feel connected with God and

rooted in a view of this world and

life's possibilities that enriches

and guides the directions in which

the Spirit is leading me. I have

good fortune to be in incredibly

good health and I take care of my
body to make it last as long as it

possibly can.

You may think that I am a

bundle of conceit. Let me hasten

to say that most of who I am is a

result of God's grace and not due

to any sense of merit and worth.

Where I was born, the kind of

parents 1 had, the economic status

of my family, the opportunities

for education were all gifts. I was
born and remain a person with a

lot of advantages.

At the same time, lest this

sound too much like a Polly-

Anna, know that this present

sense of well being emerged from

real struggles. There was a long

adolescent and young adult

struggle with low self esteem.

I've been through a divorce. In

my family several of my children

really had to struggle with their

lives in a way that has brought
pain to them and to me.

Still, at age 55, life simply
could not be better. There is

nothing more that I need, no
position that I aspire to. I still

look for an adventure and new
things to learn or new people to

meet and know and journey with.

But, in the main. I am content.

Why am I sharing all this

personal stuff with you? There is

a reason. If you are connected
with this University, then I will

automatically assume that you are

gifted with lots of advantages.

And assuming those advantages

as a starting point, I believe that

you can have a life that is filled

with meaning, joy, strength to

survive hard times and a sense of

well being that you can carry

through all stages of your life

right up until the time that you

die. . .and beyond.

The issue at the heart of this

lies in the fact that whether you

achieve such a state of well being

is a matter of choice for you.

You, and only you, can choose

not only to gain professional

skills here at the University, but

to decide to know yourself and

then take charge of the kind of

person you want to become and

the way you want to live out the

advantages that have been given

to you. Growing into a life of

energy and clarity and satisfaction

does take hard work. Struggle,

confusion, and even suffering are

almost inevitable visitors along

the way.

But I want to know and
believe that the ability to

celebrate your life exists now and
will continue to exist so that you
will be able to celebrate each of
your birthdays, even when you
get to 55!!
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Oil Spills Are the Disasters Of Choice
A major trend seems to have

taken the world by storm, this

country especially, since early

last year. It's not a new fashion

or a new food or exercise craze.

No, it's nothing like that. The
new "catchy" gimmick for the

90s seems to be oil spills.

Since the Exxon Valdez
tragedy of a year ago that vomited
1 1 million gallons of crude oil

into Alaska's Prince William
Sound there have been several

horrible spills around the w ct'i

and, as mentioned oetore,

particularly in our country's

oceans.

As this article is being written

California workmen are out on
their beaches scrubbing and
raking oil from the shores.

What's going on? Alaska,

Louisiana, Morocco, California. .

.all in one year. It is almost
reminiscent of the series of plane

crashes we witnessed a couple of

years back. But, in a sense, these

oil spills are much worse.

With each oil spill hundreds
upon hundreds of thousands of
animals are killed ranging from
creatures as large as whales and
other sea mammals all the way
down to those of microscopic
size. The Alaskan spill a year
ago alone killed upwards of
100,000 birds including 150 bald

eagles and some 1,000 or so sea

otters. Just think of the numbers

of fish and other organisms that

perished that were too many or

too small to be counted. . . not to

mention those creatures that

depend on those animals for

survival. It is almost certain that

grizzly bears and other carnivores

that consumed contaminated fish

died also.

So, when you think about it

rationally, an oil spill has the

potential to wipe out entire

populations of sea creatures and

do occur. Who else but mother

nature herself?

Unfortunately, that seems to

be just what these companies
count on most. They are content

with going in and accomplishing

what is commonly called a "half-

a- job" and relying on the ocean

itself to compensate for the rest.

One of these days that type of

rationale is going to cause a lot

of damage. The ocean's clean up

process is certainly not a fast one

With each oil spill hundreds of thousands of
animals are killed ranging from creatures as
large as whales. . . to those of microscopic size.

South America and Africa.

But, paradoxically, the oil

companies have a clean up partner

of immense prestige and power
on their sides when their spills

alter the lives of those that feed

upon them. In other words a bad
spill could alter an entire

ecosystem. And that would be a

real tragedy. As much so as the

destruction of the rain forests in

and, in the mean time, that oil

and sludge that is left behind for

nature's handiwork is continuing
to add to the death toll of
animals. But, yes, nature will in

fact overcome. Always has,
always will. But is it worth it at

such an exorbitant price?

Animals and shore line (its

own special ecosystem) are finite

resources and once they're gone,
they are gone. And our

fantastically stupid mistakes in

handling and shipping of oil are

definitely putting certain areas to

the test. These areas and these

animals, I am sure, would be
especially grateful to us to let

them live and die on their own
accord.. ."no outside help, please."

So, how is it going to

happen? When, I should say, is a

better question. When and how
are we going to stop running our
oil tankers into popular reefs?

When and how are we going to

stop puncturing our hulls with

our own anchors? Anybody
know? Not me, but I have a
good guess. When this world is

victorious over its fanatical lust

for oil, coal, gas and other carbon

compounds. That's when. "No
way!" you might say. "It'll never

happen." And you may be right.

It might not ever happen. At least

not until it is too late. BOOM!
One day, no more oil. Then
what?

Solar energy and other

alternatives have been around a

lot longer and is a lot more
successful than most people
think. Think about it. It won't
happen in our lifetimes but when
this earth is tapped of its oil

supply (if we haven't killed it yet
through oil spills, deforestation

and such) we humans, as a

species, are going to be in a

world of hurt.

Readers Respond
nullify your original objective

but you also arouse questions of

your true convictions.

Whether I condone or condemn
the actions of Alpha Phi Alpha,

one fact remains true, "us people"

are equal.

Troy E. Bethune

NON-GREEK

Dear Sir.

Any discerning reader cannot

help but raise a multitude of

questions and some concern

regarding the article by Wendell

Jones in the February 8 issue of

The Seahawk. Mr. Jones' search

for historical truth is predicated

on: "Who knows?" and "Who
cares?" In addition, his writing

clearly shows, at best, a lack of

critical thinking.

According to Mr. Jones, a

sizeable Armenian population

(200,000 to 2.5 million) was
moved to Syria because many
Armenians, residing within the

Ottoman Empire, formed a fifth

column to undermine the
Ottoman war effort during World
War I.

The word "fifth column" was

actually first applied in 1936

regarding events in Madrid,

Spain!! (Who cares?)

Readers should ask
themselves, what means of

transportation were used to

"move" the Armenians? And,

what form of government ruled

the Ottoman Empire? I believe,

the eye-witness account of Rafael

de Nogales, the Inspector-General

of the Turkish Forces in

Armenia, is self-evident: "The

thousands and ten of thousands of

deportees who issued forth from

the coastal regions of the Black

Sea and from central and western

Anatolia, bound for the deserts of

Mesopotamia and Syria, lost

three-fourths of their number
along the way—and on some
occasions perhaps even ninety and

nintey-five per cent—through
starvation and typhus. (Who
cares?). . . There can be no doubt

that the massacres and
deportations took place in

accordance with a carefully laid

out plan for which the

responsibility lay with the

retrograde party, headed by the

Grand Vizier Talaat Pasha and the

civil authorities and the civil

authorities under his orders.

(Who knows?) They aimed to

make an end first of the

Armenians, then of the Greeks

and other Christians, Ottoman

subjects, in the Empire." (Who
cares?)

Armenians were living in their

own country under Turkish

occupation. If, indeed, many
fought for their freedom from the

Turkish yoke, was a mere label of

"fifth columnist" justification of

wholesale massacres? Are the

present-day Estonians, Latvians,

and Lithuanians "fifth

columnists"? Would Mr. Jones

advise the Soviet Union to

"move" the entin.' ethnic Baltic

population on lum to Siberia?

Should the Japanese-Americans in

World War II have been merely

interned in camps and later

monetarily compensated ($20,000

per person) or would Mr. Jones

have solved the "problem" the

Ottoman way?

What Mr. Jones failed to

understand is that the U S
Constitution (articles and
amendments) sets up the structure

of our government and delineates

the avenue for resolving issues in

our society, e.g., the rights of

minorities. The Constitution

also ought to serve as the moral

basis for our foreign policy. That

is to say, if our citizens enjoy

rights under the Constitution,

shouldn't our foreign policy

reflect these same rights and
principles? Instead, Mr. Jones

advocates some so-called
"national interests" which make
a mockery of the principles stated

in such magnificent document.

If we rewrite history by failing

to condemn the past injustices,

how are we establishing Justice

and securing the Blessings of
Liberty as proclaimed in the

preamble of our Constitution?

The official commemoration of
the Armenian Genocide on April

24 is a bold expression of the
basic principles enshrined in our
Constitution.

If the above is too academic
for Mr. Jones, perhaps he should
get in contact with Sen. Dole's

Armenian doctor. (WHO
KNOWS?)

Moorad Alexanian

Physics, UNCW

X cCunno
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RACK -N- ROLL —Wilmington's ultimate billiards and deli is now looking for energetic, friendly, and

ambitious people who desire to be a part of the most unique billiards and deli in Wilmington. Applications

are now being taken at RACK -N- ROLL located at the all new Cornerstone Center on Shipyard at 17th

between 9 and 5. See Bruce or Chad. 791-9100.

Ram Money

Opportunity- Don't let others determine your income, put youself in control. $$$$ Omnitrition

International, New N.M1. Company Call 799-0985.

Best Fundraisers on Campus! Is your fraternity, sorority or club interested in earning $1,000.00+ for a one-

week, on-campus marketing project? You must be well-organized and hard working. Call Jenny or Myra at

(800) 592-2121.

Market Discover Credit Cards on your campus. Flexible Hours. Earn as much as $10.00/hour. Only ten

positions available. Call 1-800-950-8472, ext. 3006.

Poster applications for VISA/MasterCard and Discover Card on campus. Earn up to $2.50 per response.

Call 1-800-950-VISA, ext. 83 or 1-800-932-0528, ext. 83.

Summer iob interviews-Average earnings $3,400. University Directories, the nations largest publisher of

campus telephone directories, hires over 200 college students for their summer sales program Top earnings

$5 000-S8 000 Gain valuable experience in advertising, sales and public relations selling yellow page

advertising for your campus telephone directory. Positions also available in other university markets

Exoense paid training program in Chapel Hill, NC. Looking for enthusiastic, goal-oriented students for

challenging, well-paying summer job. Internships may be available. Interviews on campus Tuesday,

February 13. Sign up at the Career Center.

"Attention: EARN MONEY READING BOOKS! $32,000/YEAR INCOME POTENTIAL.

-Attention-Hiring' Government jobs-your area. Many immediate openings without waiting list or test.

$17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885. Ext R 18742

Attention Students!: Follow our proven plan to wealth. $5K in 90 days. New N.L.M. Company.

Call 700-0985. Leave Message.

PEPSI
A GENERATION AHEAD

Pepsi Cola of Wilmington

mcuf
Ttonk

proudly presents
Marshmellow Thur»

Steamshovel 21st

before 10 $1 ladies/$2 men
after 10 $3 ladies/$4 men

Back Doors
Friday 22nd

A tribute to the Doors
noff w/ student ID

4 mem/$5 otherwise

EnuffZnuff
Sat. 23rd

w/ spec quest ALTER EGO
$6 mem/$7 otherwise

Info 395-0280

5430 MARKET STREET
17 yrs & Older
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AWARENESS WEEK
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Friday
February 23

Monday
February 20

Tuesday
February 27

Wednesday
February 28

Thursday
March 1st

"MIND MAGIC"
Illusionist Hob Follows performs
Cnmernn Auditorium, R:0tfpni

ALTERNATIVES! OLYMPICS
"Nfiiurnl highs", prizes, pizzn

Ucnention Field, fttOOpin

"SOBERING THOUGHTS"
Poetry Contest entries rend mid judged
Morton llnll, 2:00pm

"CLEAN AND SOBER"
sinning Miclinel Kcntnu
Musi ('nfctcrin IJnncpirt Rnom, 0:00pm

DRUG FARE
Cel n tnsle ol it!

University Union l,;i\vn, 1:00 4:00pm

LONISE BIAS SPEAKS
Le»1 Pins' mother ncldi esses subslnnce nhuse
Reception: 4:00pm, Ilnwk's Nest
Piogrnm: 8:00pm, Trnsk Coliseum

ACID, SHROOMS AND ECSTASY
with Di

.
Mnrk Gnlitio, UNCW Professor or Psychology

Suites Service Building, 0:30 - 7:30pm

PERINATAL COMPLICATIONS OF
SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Dr. Hi inn McMiltlUl, School ot Medicine, BlJU
PnslCal'eteiin, I2:00noon

AltcDialircs!' co-sponsors lor these events include:

~ft( B. livwkiJZ BOA, iM-jjiDKNtr;Mi i-:,siui»KNi aTTaiiis, rsv« TI0T.00Y iHTi.ARA, 1T7.A I
;
177.a.

WII.MINO I ON I ItFA I MEN I CRN I EH. UNI I l.l) CAHOUNA HANK, I'EI'SI COIA SOU I II, CIH'A COLA
ll< HI UNO « OIIKS. IIAItni-DS.UOSEK^ANIICOAUCAnOFIVMlSUllSIANlTAItUSIMCNIl:!! AND

SOUI lirASIF.IlN MF.NI ALIIEAL1 II CF.NI FM

FOOD, FUN, FREE!
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ENTERTAINMENT
Well, it seems that I have

picked the wrong group of people

to pick on again. You would

think that 1 would have learned

my lesson from the hippies

nearly killing me a few weeks

ago to lay off ragging people.

Well as a fool returns to his

folly, Spike took on to much

again in last weeks Seahawk.

First of all, let me say in my

own defense that I had no idea

that Donald Trump even read the

Seahawk, or that he had such a

bad sense of humor. Who would

have known that below that

constant smile lurked the heart of

a madman.

I'm on the run again this

week, and I only wish it was the

hippies after me now. It seems

that Don didn't take my

comments about his wife really

I overheard my

cellmates

what I

like

contemplating

would look

bleeding.

wanting me real well. The first

sign of trouble was when my
apartment complex was bought

and the name was changed to

Trump apartments. This was an

immediate clue that something

was amiss.

Another clue was that when I

went to work they were changing

the sign outside from Kentucky

Fried Chicken to Trump's Fried

Chicken. I went in to see what

Welcome once again to the

Shark's den of Music Reviews

and Opinions. In this wonderful

age of Japanese Technology a rift

is developing among music

lovers, and it is getting downright

nasty. 1 was browsing in one of

the local music shops when I

overheard a conversation of these

two highschool (I assume) kids.

They were talking about how
"only old people buy records."

Well 1 took exception to this and

went over to put them in their

place. "First off I'm not old," I

said though 1 am compared to

these brats. "Secondly, records

were the first method of recording

sound and tor the same basic

technology to be around after a

hundred years or so, is pretty

incredible." They looked at me
blankly and said, "This dude is

freaked" and they ran off.

I started to chase them, but

they were to quick. Since this

incident I have given up the old

WWrWfrd
guard stance of compact discs
being too high tech, and switched
to the new guard stance of CD's
being more durable, better
sounding, and smaller because
this is all true. Most current
releases are only being released on
CD's and cassettes as vinyl are

being phased out by the record
industry.

Bntny Fox - Boys in Heat

Columbia Records

Three out of four teeth

Best Songs-Hair of the Dog,

Standing in the Shadows, Long
Way From Home

I have this terrible addiction,

at least some people think it is,

for commercialized Hard Rock.

Britny Fox is a band that sold

900,000 albums with their debut

as a part of this addiction. Never

mind that this band is from the

city of brotherly love, never mind

that these guys are really decent

people, and never mind that they

put on a good live performance

even though they were
experiencing equipment problems

(last week at the Monk).

Never mind any of that,

Britny Fox is a commercial Hard

Rock band, even they admit to

was going on and my manager
told me that the chain had been
sold to Trump, and that everyone

still had their jobs except for me.
He said that he was sorry, but for

me to get the hell out of there.

I was getting pretty depressed

when I got home and saw that

there were three messages on my
phone machine. The first

message was from my girlfriend.

She said that she was leaving me
for a model who she had just met,

and that she and him were flying

to Paris on the Trump express.

The next message was from
financial aid, and they were
cancelling my financial aid

because all of my forms had
disappeared. The third message
was from the phone company,
and they said my service was
being cancelled. This was not

what you would call a good day.

I was getting ready to break

down and cry, but before the tears

started to flow I heard a thumping

at my door. When I looked out

the door there was no one there,

but nailed to my door was an

eviction notice. At this point, I

cried.

After a box of tissues I decided

to go out and get something to

eat. As I walked outside I tried to

remember where I had parked my
car, but I couldn't see it as I

walked down the stairs. Getting

to the parking lot a tow-away

zone had been painted where my
car had been. I stopped long

enough for a barrage o f

vulgarities aimed at the ancestry

of Don, and this made me feel a

bit better.

I decided at this point to walk

up to the store to use the phone
to call a friend. I couldn't believe

that this man could ruin my life

so totally, and so quickly. At the

store I decided to buy a drink, but

1 didn't have any cash so I used

my visa to get a drink and a candy

bar. The geek behind the counter

ran my card through the phone
machine, but when it beeped he

looked at me very strangely. He
said it would be a minute and that

I would have to wait

After a minute I started

hearing sirens, and going to the

window I looked to see where the

police cars were going. To my

surprise the cars pulled into the

store parking lot and the cops
jumped out of the car running at

me. While they frisked me and

read me my rights they explained

that the credit card I was holding

had been reported stolen and that I

was going downtown.
After a few hours in a cell

with two crack dealers I decided

that maybe I should apologize to

the Trumps, and stop this before

anything worse happened to me.

The officials said that I could go
free if I apologized. I considered

my journalistic integrity, my
oath to inform the people, my
obligations to the journalists

around the world. I was about to

hold out when I overheard my cell

mates contemplating what I

would look like bleeding. At this

point I called for the guards.

Well, here it is. My apology.

I am so sorry, really, lvana and I

never met in Aspen, and we were

never lovers. I hope that this

will satisfy you Mr. Trump. So
how about getting my girlfriend

back from Paris, and a phone
would be nice also. I'm just glad

I didn't mention he was
gay just kidding Don, gosh,

you are tense! Lay off the

caffeine.

this, but their debut album sold

all of those albums without any

radio station air play, and only

three MTV videos. For Boys in

Heat, frontman "Dizzy" Dean
Davidson said they wanted to

appeal to a wider audience

without compromising their

music.

Did they do it? No, this is

definitely a better album than

their debut. Sure it lacks a little

on the lyrics, but instrumentally

it is far superior than most Hard
Rock albums. Imagine the

vocals of Tom Keifer (Cinderella)

with the sound of recent Kiss and

you got the new Britny Fox.

This is definitely a top 40

album, but nevertheless it still

rocks. It doesn't have a message

to tell, except maybe a story

about life and that is just fine
[

with me. This is definitely worth

a look. Currently MTV is airing

"Dream", one of the slower

songs on the album or you can

pick it up at your local record

store.

Moving Targets-Brave Noise

Taang Records

Best Songs-Falling, Nothing

Changes, Instrumental #3

Two and a half teeth out of

four.

Moving Target's a three man
band from Massachusetts that has

been through at least four bass

players and used two for "Brave

Noise". Moving Targets could be

one of best "aggro pop punk"

bands to recently hit college

airwaves. The album is

currently on the college Top 40
album chart.

One of the first things to

impress me about this album is

how much variety there are in the

songs. If you wonder what the

Moving Target sounds like, I

think the Ramones, with a touch

of the Cure, and the mighty
Lemon Drops sums it up. The
Ramones though, are the most
easily detected from "Brave
Noise".

It has been ten or so years

since Moving Targets first

album. Why so long? Frontman

Kenny Chambers (Bullet

LaVolta) has a revolving door

policy with bass players, you

don't like his songs you leave,

and this reflects in the quality of

the music. This results is a less

compromised and more passionate

sound.

This album contains a lot of

guitar work, excellent drumming,

and just a lot of good music. For

a chance to listen to "Moving
Targets" 90.9 WLOZ Cable FM
currently has the album in

medium rotation, you can call and

request it 395-3636, or if this

won't suffice local record shops

will be happy to order the album

for you
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Thursday

Mad Monk:
Marshmellow
Steamshovel with

special guest Outside.

Seahawks:
college night.

SAE

Front Street:

Wilmingtunes.

Friday

Mad Monk:
Doors.

Back
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Front Street:

Spongetones.

Guissepe's: Dr.

Hector and the Groove
Injectors.

Ortons: Voodoo
Squid, Second

Thoughts, and Tailand

Express.

Saturday

Mad Monk:
Nuff.

Enuff-z

Glory: War With a Score
Glory. Starring Mathew

Broderick, Morgan Freeman.

Denzel Washington, and Cary

Elwes.

Rating: 71/2 out of a

possible 10.

The word to start off this

review with is the word
dissapointment. That is the only

word that could describe how I

felt as I left the theatre from a

movie I had so long looked

forward to seeing.

After more than a month of

waiting for Glory to open in

Wilmington I was expecting alot.

In recent weeks Glory had

received so much adulation,

especially in the wake of it's

numerous academy award
nominations. But. after watching

Glory the only thing I can see it

being nominated for is it's story,

as this is one of the few

redeeming qualities of the film.

Mathew Broderick stars as

Col. Robert Shaw, who during

the height of the civil war was

placed in command of the 54th

division of the Union Army. The

54th was comprised soley of

black soldiers who had been

recently freed by President

Lincoln. The story is a very

important part of American
history that until lately has gone

largely unreported

It seems that by the end of the

civil war one third of the Union

army was comprised of black

soldiers, and that President

Lincoln credited them with

turning the tide of the war

between the states. This story is

well acted by Morgan Freeman

and Denzel Washington, but the

selection of Broderick for the lead

role was a mistake. The lead

should have been given to Cary

Elwes who plays Shaw's friend in

the movie. Not only does Elwes

look the part, but he is more of a

leading-man type actor.

I hate when actors are typecast

with a certain type of film, but

with Broderick it was hard to take

him seriously doing a Boston

advent. The movie spent too

much time doing face shots of

him standing in front of a blue

sky, with classical music blaring

in the background. I am not sure,

but the civil war was not fought

with a symphony playing beside

the battles.

As I said before this was a

very important part of American

history that deserved to be told

long ago. but it was my feeling

that more time should have been

spent on the black soldiers lives.

and less on Col. Shaw s problems

with being a white commander of

black troops.

Glory, for all its worth was a

beautifully filmed look at a brutal

time in America. The waste of

human life is vividly depicted, as

thousands die in charges on forts,

and in hand to hand combat by

the bayonette of their fellow

Americans. You will leave the

theatre a bit unsettled by the

images that Glory depicts, but it

could have been so much more.

Glory is playing at the Cinema 6

on Oleander.

Heart Condition: Starring

Bob Hoskins, and Denzel

Washington.

Rating: 7 out of a possible

10.

What would have happened if

Archie Bunker would have been a

cop, and when he needed a heart

transplant he got a black man's

heart? Well, if that question has

been burning in you since All In

The Family went off the air then

this could be the movie you have

been waiting for. Although I

doubt it

This is another one of those

movies that could have been a lot

better than the way it turned out.

The story deals with a white cop

named Jack Mooney (Hoskins)

who is obsessed with a black

lawyer Napoleon Stone

(Washington). It seems that

Mooney's ex-girlfriend is now
working as a high price

prostitute, and he feels that Stone

has something to do with it.

The movie takes an interesting

turn when Mooney has to have a

heart transplant and on the same

night Stone is killed, and the two

become one. Sort of. After the

transplant there are all the

predictable jokes about Mooney's

newly acquired rhythm, and his

endowment that one would

expect. The interesting part is

that Stone comes back to help

Mooney find the man who
murdered him and along the way

help him become a better person.

This film gives an interesting

look at racism, and in the way

that people can hold a race

responsible for the actions of a

few. However, don't go looking

for a poignant movie like Do The

Right Thing. Heart Condition

attempts to be a comedy (and

every so often it is), but that is

it.

The story becomes loo

complicated, and slows the movie

down to a crawl at points. Bob

Hoskins and Denzel Washington

both give good performances, but

the movie's script lets them down

at several moments.

This is a light movie that was
enjoyable, but you couldn't help

thinking that it could have been

better. He*rt Condition is

playing at the New Centre 3.

Ferrovia
Last week was m y

birhtday...so my boyfriend told

me to make reservations for

dinner at the "nicest" restaurant in

Wilmington.

I was at a total loss. There

are a lot of very nice restaurants

that I know of and even more that

I have not been to as of yet. So I

began to ask around, to see what

others viewed as the nicest

restaurant in Wilmington.

Many different places were

suggested, but the most frequent

reply led us to Ferrovia. I was

told this was the most elegant

restaurant around. And it is

.

The restaurant opened this

past year in the newly constructed

Coast Line Convention Center

downtown on the river, li is at

the farthest end of the convention

center overlooking the water.

The location itself is prime,

and the inside decor is exquisite.

When you enter the restaurant, it

is hard to believe you are still in

Wilmington. It has as unparalled

elegance-with a certain European

flair.

The dining room is a large

open area with about a 3 story

high ceiling accomodating a huge

tree in it's epicenter. The walls

are painted in a deep shade of rose

providing a sense of warmth to

the room. Immense artworks in

an impressionistic style add to the

character of the dining area and

small bar. The bar is on the left

when you enter and is kept

separate from the restaurant.

Large windows overlook the

river and the best tables are found

there. Dinner overlooking the

river is a pleasure. The view, the

decor, and the warm atmosphere

are the restaurant's best assets.

Everything else was very good,

but could not compare with the

environment.

The menu itself is quite

creative. It is made up of

magazine cut-outs and pieced

together in a collage. The items

on the menu are extravagant. The

appetizer menu alone is quite

extensive. Thev have all sorts of

appetizers including an artichoke

globe. Some appetizers such as

Front Street:
:*->* Rodehouse Blues Band.

Guissepe's: Dr.

Hector and the Groove

Injectors,

pasta for two and ceasar salads are

prepared tableside. The entrees

range from various specialty pasta

dishes to veal and duck plates.

These items are preceded by a

small salad and warm french

bread. The servers carry baskets

around and replace your bread

frequently. This added a very

personal touch.

Silver hoods cover the entrees

to keep the food hot from the

kitchen to the table. This is

indicative of the fine dining

tradition, and is very professional.

The food, however, did take quite

a long time in reaching our table.

The salads and entrees were

creative and delicately prepared.

The portions, however, were

meager, and the prices are

outrageously high. An average

pasta dinner included a small

greens salad, french bread, and

about six ravioli for $13.95.

Some comparable dinners went as

high as $20. This seemed to be a

lot for the amount of food

received.

The service, however, was

impeccable. There was not one

thing left unattended to by the

prompt and attentive server. The

waitresses also looked very classy

to add to the charm of the

restaurant. They were very

professional and most personable.

Ferrovia has a full bar and a

very extensive wine list

consisting of many fine wines.

For the end of your meal, there is

also cappucino. And make sure

you try some of the delicious

deserts.

As this is a fairly new
establishment, it is very clean.

They hold a sanitation rating of

A. The environment is very tidy.

You are not distracted by

unsightly wait stations or busy

kitchen doors.

It is the perfect atmosphere for

two to dine and chat privately,

definitely one of the "nicest"

restaurants here in Wilmington.

Remember Ferrovia for your fine

dining engagements and special

occasions, and when that time

arise-splurge-and enjoy the

European flair at Ferrovia.

Monday
Ortons:
Night.

College

Tuesday

Front Street:

Jam Society.

Blues

Wednesday

Guissepe's: Comedy

Caravan.

Mad Monk 395-0280

Front Street 763-1240

Seahawks 392-PIER

Guissepe's 256-9600

X
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Seahawk Team Wins Army ROTC Offers Large Scholarships
HV MAI NC.1JYEN

NEWS EDITOR

Last Tuesday evening UNCW
held its first College Bowl
Tournament in the University

Union living room. The College

Bowl is a tournament where
student teams compete b y
answering questions about

academic facts. Four teams

competed in a round robin
tournament for a chance to win an

expense paid trip to Memphis
where the regional Games
Tournament will be held March
2-4.

The teams, composed of

UNCW students, included Kappa
Alpha, Kappa Sigma, The Great

Greek Hope and The Seahawk.

Two teams faced each other at a

time in fifteen minute games.

The Seahawk team won three out

of three games to become the

victors.

The Seahawk team will be

joined by other UNCW students

who won competitions in

backgammon, billiards, chess,

and table tennis.

These students will be

competing against 400-500 other

representatives from colleges in

Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia,

North Carolina and South
Carolina.

The Games Tournament
includes other games like

bowling, bridge and table soccer.

UNCW senior Matt Noble has

won the regional chess
tournament two years in row.

Farrakhan Brings Trouble

(CPS)-For the second time in

as many weeks, Nation of Islam

leader Louis Farrakhan
inadvertently has put a campus in

turmoil.

Michigan State University's

Board of Trustees ordered the

campus's provost Feb. 2 to drop a

plan to give $5,000 to a student

group to bring to campus the

controversial speaker, whose
opinions on Zionism and Jewish

theology have caused his

detractors to called him anti-

Semeitic and racist.

At Northern Illinois

University, the student

government agreed to charge

admission to cover the costs of

Farrakhan's Jan. 30 visit, instead

of using student fees, after Jewish

students raised objectives.

At that speech, which
followed an anti-racism protest by
about 200 Northern Illinois

students, Farrakhan said racism
isn't necessarily bad and there's

nothing wrong with being
committed to one's people.

"You can call me racist

because I am committed to black

people. I am not ashamed of
that. 1 refuse to allow anybody to

make me feel bad because I love

black people," he told about
4,000 students.

The decision by Michigan
State's trustees to bar using
university money to pay for
Farrakhan's Feb. 18 visit
followed vehement protests from
student, faculty and community
leaders.

BY TIM RBAnFORD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Is the cost of school too high?

If it is, Army Reserve Officers'

Training Corps (ROTC) may be

the answer. Army ROTC offers

4, 3, and 2 year scholarships to

qualified students. Army ROTC
trains students so they will be

commissioned as Second
Lieutenants in the US Army,
Army Reserves, or National
Guard. Besides teaching the

student to be a Second
Lieutenant, Army ROTC teaches

leadership which can be used in

all walks of life.

The Army ROTC scholarship

pays for $7000 or 80% of tuition

and fees, whichever is higher.

The Army ROTC scholarship

does cover the entire tuition and

fees at UNCW. Also each
scholarship winner is allotted

$390 a year for books and $100

tax free per month in school.

That adds ups to $900 a year.

The qualifications include

being a full time student with 2
or 3 years left in school, and
being under 25 years old on June

30 of the calendar year of college

graduation. The applicant must
also have a 2.S grade point

average or above and a Scholastic

Aptitude Test score of 850 or

above. Another qualification is

to be medically and physically fit.

Anyone able to pass all these

qualifications is ready to apply.

To apply for the scholarship,

contact Captain Shelley Mahood
at 395-3734 or at the Army
ROTC building across from
Hanover gym. The application

procedures entail an application

form asking for high school
transcripts and Scholastic

Apdtude Test scores, a medical
examination provided by the

Army, an interview by the
Professor of Military Science and
a member of the UNCW faculty,

and a physical aptitude exam
(PAE) that tests athletic ability.

The PAE involves pull ups

for men and the flexed arm hang

for women. The flexed arm hang

is an exercise where the person

being tested tries to keep her chin
above the pull up bar tor as long

as she can. The average for pull

ups is 9 and the average for the

flexed arm hang is 26.1 seconds.

The next event is the broad jump
and both men and women take

this event. This involves

jumping from a standing position

as far as possible. The average

for men is 7 feet 10 inches and

the average for women is 6 feet 3

inches. Also the applicant has to

throw a basketball from his or her

knees for the longest distance

possible. The average for men
and women is 67 and 39 feet

respectively. The last event of

the PAE is the shuttle run. It

involves running 25 yards,

turning around, and running back
25 yards six times for a total of

300 yards. The test is easier than

it sounds.

There are certain requirements

for scholarship recipients.

Winners will have to attend Army
ROTC advanced camp between

the junior and senior year. Also

the recipient will have to serve up

to 4 years as a commissioned

officer in the US Army or 8 years

in the Army reserves or US Army
National Guard. If you are

interested in the bucks for school,

learn the cold hard facts from

Captain Shelley Mahood at 395-

3734 or at the Army ROTC
building across from Hanover
Gym.
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DAN BLOWS HI5 INTERVIEW.

RACK -N- ROLL
Wilmington's ultimate Billiards and Deii

featuring the only private Billiard Rooms
in Wilmington will be opening

March 1, 1990

Located at Cornerstone Center

on Shipyard and 17th ••• 791-9100

V\
H&STtttH PLEASE

TOtt KURT
WEI fcijN.

AN INHERENT PROBLEM WITH
BEING A PHILOSOPHY MAJOR!!!

I

GIRLS realize you have the right to

say "NO", and don't allow your
body to be violated. Also, if you say

"NO", mean "NO". Don't send mixed
messages and be aware of your
communications, it is not wrong to

dress sexy, but be alert to mis-

understandings that could arise.

GUYS you must realize that the girl

has the ultimate right to say "NO", it

doesn't matter if you've had inter-

course with her before, because
you are bound by law to honor her

refusal. Even if you think she's say-

ing "NO", but meaning "YES", or

If you treat her to an expensive din-

ner, that Is no Justification for forc-

ing someone to have sex. The bot-

tom line is. . .don't assume any-

thing and if she says "NO", and you
continue you can face up to life im-

prisonment What a way to ruin col-

lege andacareer

Give yourself

a hand
against

breast

cancer

Breast self-examination is easy, takes

only a few minutes and can be per-

formed in the privacy of your own

home. It's an important way you can

detect early and highly curable breast

cancer.

Take control ofyour body and your life.

Make breast self-examination a part of

your monthly routine. And see your

doctor regularly for clinical exams and

advice on mammography.

For a free pamphlet about breast self-

examination, call your local American

Cancer Society.

We're here to help.

Coupon

Large 15" Pan Pizza

k
AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY'

$,1.99 (EM, xtra toppings

99* each)
Walmart Center

(across from UNCW)
exnires Feb. 28. 1990 Not valid with any other otter

Coupon

Ifyou smoke
10,000 cigarettes a year,

giving up20

won't killyou.

In fact, it might save your life.

All vou have to do is join

millions of other Americans

and give up smoking for a day

Because if you can quit for a day,

you can quit for life.

For more information,

call 1-800-ACS-2345.

JoinThe

Great American Smokeout,

Jar

*
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Censorship Is Still A Controversy On Campuses

(CPS)--As other Catholic

colleges continued to limit what

their students can see or read on

campus, students at the

University of San Francisco won
an endorsement of their right to

talk freely while at school.

"We are reaffirming the right

of every member of the university

community to free expression,

free association and free exercise

of religion," USF President John

Lo Schiavo said Feb. 6 in

announcing a new policy to allow

free discussion even of topics

proscribed by the Roman
Catholic Church, which runs

USF.
"We are very happy," said a

spokesperson for the American

Civil Liberties Union, which had

threatened to sue USF on behalf

on the censored students.

USF and Lo Schiavo
introduced the new policy as a

way to let students speak freely

without compromising Catholic

church doctrine, which in the

USF case opposes abortion.

Under the new plan, students

can distribute materials as long as

they carry a disclaimer that USF
doesn't endorse the "Views
herein,' and that advises readers to

contact certain administrators or

the Campus Ministry to get a

"Catholic perspective" on the

issue.

Letting the students at the

nation's 200 Catholic campuses

deal with issues and solutions

that contradict church doctrine has

provoked a series o f

confrontations in recent years,

especially over abortion, alcohol,

premarital sex and condoms.

Catholic University of

America, for example, fired a

tenured professor whose
classroom teachings about birth

control differed from the official

church position.

At Alevernia College, a small

Catholic college in Reading,

Penn., administrators edited the

student handbook over the

summer to delete passages

ensuring collegians "the right to

freedom of expression without

prejudice" and to add a passage

making the Alvemian, the student

paper, the "official campus

C
ilgssrf
vo-CSi5> is ANDKEW'Di^E"
CL«- |'W\ HERE. TOTAX* TO
-toose ABOUT GUMS fRCfi.ES

C'WOW 1 AREN'T TOUJLfcT A

UTTLE HAST^ ABOUT JUMPING

Wt ARE NEARIU^ ATlME IN
THE SCMOOcTER/fl VUMBtf SOME
Sll/.PTOvS ARE BECOMING EVIDCMT
U THE STUDEJJ!STUES£ SYMPTOMS
ARE BELATED TO STRE5S PERIODS'

The designation clarified that

Alvernia itself published the

paper, and consequently had the

right to determine what it does

and does not publish.

On some campuses, officials

have used their publisher status to

try to keep their students from
reading ads for condoms.

In Milwaukee, for example,

Marquette University forbade

distributing copies of CV
Magazine inside issues of the

Marquette Tribune, noting that

someone had already distributed

copies at off-campus sites and

that the magazine included "a full-

last fall because each copy
contained a condom

Loyola has since forbidden

The Maroon, its student paper, to

run ads that promote illegal or

irresponsible drinking.

In November, Marquette
suspended Tribune editor Greg

Meyers and ad manager Brian

Kristofek from their jobs at the

paper for allowing an ad
promoting a pro-choice rally

sponsored by the National

Organization for Women. The
students were later reinstated, but

a non-student business manager
who checks the ads was fired.

page ad promoting the sale of

condoms."

The Vatican, of course, has

long opposed the use of

contraceptives like condoms.

These days condoms, however,

are frequently promoted as

important devices in slowing the

deadly spread of Acquired Immune

Deficiency Syndrome.

Similarly, the book store at

Loyola University in New
Orleans halted distribution of an

issue of Campus Connections, a

free insert in the student paper.

"There is no question that they

have the right to censor," Meyers

said. "Ideally, though, students

should get to make the decision.

That's the most educational way."

Many Catholic campus
officials maintain they not only

are well within their rights in

censoring the papers, but are

boldly protecting their religion.

"It's just common sense," said

Sister Alice Gallin of the

Association of Catholic Colleges

and Universities. "You don't take

ads for things you don't believe

in. I doubt that pro-choice

groups would take an ad from a

pro-life group."

Loyola's Knipfing agreed.

"Catholic universities have the

prerogative to monitor
publications which may promote

values contradictory to Catholic

values. We don't have to

advertise or promote" such
values.

Even student press advocates

agree that the administrators have

the right to censor the papers.

"These administrators couldn't

legally get away with this if they

were at a public university,"

noted Mark Goodman of the

Student Press Law Center in

Washington, DC. "Since they

are at a private university, they

have more leeway. But that

doesn't mean they are morally

correct."

"The church has a

responsibility to its own rules,"

conceded Erin Stephens, adviser

to The Maroon, "but a school has

a responsibility to its students.

Censoring (ads) is a violation of

their freedom."

Goodman called the practice "a

blatant form of censorship."

He cited Georgetown
University as "a good example of

a campus that realized it made a

mistake and then corrected it."

The Hoya, the student paper at

Catholic-run Georgetown in

Washington, DC, opted not to

publish its Nov. 10 paper when

the administration censored a pro-

choice rally ad.

The administration threatened

to remove editor Timothy Flen

and suspend the paper. Four days

later the school backed down,

stating that "political expression,

even in the form of advertising, is

protected in our student
newspapers."

The Georgetown and San
Francisco cases, however,
probably won't sway many other

Catholic administrators.

Campus officials, Gallin said,

can only try to judge each
incident on the basis of what is

best for their institution and its

students.
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ZQQ U. by Mark Weitzman

T>o you:

We need to mess-up this place before
everyone gets here."

• takf wellness seriously?

• try to live a futility lifestyle?

• want to 'nourish' your Body instead of

always dieting?

• want to meet others who understand the

importance of a healthy lifestyle and

healthy habits?

• want to have input on services on campus

that effect your health and wellness?

Thenjoin us!

At the meeting of the WXP^
,(

Wettness Qroup.'

Monday, February 26th at 5:00pm

University Union, %pom 210

Ifyou are unable to attend but are interested, call the

lATipW Office of Jlealth Promotion/LivWLLL
395-3683

Jrec 'Wellness Snacks Jree Wellness Snacks

NCAA May Be Liable

(CPS)-Nebraska campuses
can ignore penalties imposed on

their sports programs by the

powerful National Collegiate

Athletic Association (NCAA) if

the NCAA doesn't strictly follow

constitutional rules when it

investigates them, Nebraska's

state legislature decided.

In a direct rebuke of the

NCAA's practice of investigating

member schools' sports programs

and punishing them without

letting them defend themselves,

the legislature passed a bill Jan.

26 that would prevent the NCAA
from penalizing any Nebraska

schools if it follows those normal

procedures.

The bill, which has not yet

been signed into law by Gov.

Kay Orr, also would make the

NCAA liable for any money its

sanctions cost a school.

If it becomes law, the measure

would set up legal confrontation

with the NCAA that, in turn,

could greatly diminish the

NCAA's power to regulate how
member schools recruit and pay

athletes.

"The process our members
have set up does provide for due

process," maintained NCAA
spokesman Jim Marchiony

Asked if he thought the

NCAA will be affected by the

Nebraska bill, Marchiony replied,

"Not at all."

The bill's sponsor was Sen.

Ernie Chambers of Omaha, a

constant advocate of sports

reform. For the past nine years

he's championed legislation to

pay college football players in the

state, arguing they should share

in the ticket and television

revenues they help create.

He first introduced the due

process bill last year in response

to a 1988 U.S. Supreme Court

ruling that the NCAA is a

private, voluntary association,

and consequently doesn't have to

comply With constitutional due

process requirements when it

punishes.

That case involved University

of Nevada-Las Vegas basketball

coach Jerry Tarkanian. The

NCAA place UNLV on probation

in 1977 for violating 38

recruiting rules, including 10 by

Tarkanian himself. A Nevada
state court ruled the sanctions

were unfair because a NCAA
investigator was biased against

Tarkanian, but the high court

reversed the decision.

Ifyou smoke 4,000hours ayear,

stopping for24vvorft killyou.

In fact, it might save your life. All you have to do is join

millions of other Americans and give up smoking for a day.

Because if you can quit for a day, you can quit for life.

For more information, call 1-800-ACS-2345.

tar



CPS Shorts.
(CPS)--The University of
Wisconsin's regents, having
decided in February to keep a unit

of the Reserve Officers Training

Corps (ROTC) at their Madison
campus, will vote in March
whether or not to keep elderly

people.

Regent Herbert Grover wants UW
to stop offering people older than

62 the benefit of auditing campus

classes for free.

"We can't afford our elderly in

America anymore," said Grover,

who maintained older people

comprise the wealthiest segment

of society and don't need "one

more break' when it means using

a classroom seat denied a paying

student.

(CPS)-University of Minnesota

students should be careful not to

give in to "harassment" from
overzealous campus religious

groups, warned Rev. Peg Pfab,

head of the school's new Council

of Religious Advisers, in a letter

to 3,000 students.

Pfab added her new committee,

formed in response to student

comnlaints that the Collegiate

Association for the Research of

Principles (CARP) had exerted

pressure on them to join the

Unification Church, will handle

all student complaints about on-

and off-campus groups.

"We'd try to bring about changes

(in the way the groups approach

students) rather than coming
down hard and kicking them out,"

administrator Roger Harrold said

of the new council.

(CPS)--The University of
Tennessee-Martin should earn

about $2,400 for its scholarship

programs from a new campus-

wide aluminum can recycling

program, UTM facilities Director

Ted Council estimated Jan. 31.

(CPS)--Clemson University

became the second school in three

weeks to ban some kinds of on-

campus parties.

A ban on school parties that

involve alcohol will be in effect

at least until mid-February,

campus officials said, when the

school will begin a year-long

review of its drinking policies.

The action was precipitated by the

December death of Clemson
student Shannon Gill, who got

drunk at an Alpha Tau Omega
party and fell to her death from

the ATO house's third floor.

Ind the wake of two student

parties that ended in fights,

University of Akron President

William Muse banned on-campus

dances where admission is

charged, at least until UA can

come up with new rules to

control student behavior.

(CPS)--CALIFORNIA University

of Pennsylvania Prof. John
Folmer pleaded guilty Feb. 3 to

two charges of cruelty to animals,

and agreed to pay a fine to settle

accusations that he lured stray

cats to their death.

Police said the professor drew the

cats to his garage by leaving out

tuna fish containing antifreeze.

Neighbors testified 14 cats died

after eating the contaminated fish.

Measles Attack Campuses Again

Administration Salary Under Fire
(CPS)-In the second

controversy over campus
administrator's salaries in as

many weeks, a news media
coalition charged Jan. 22 that

raises given to top 28 California

State University administrators

were approved illegally.

CSU's Board of Trustees

violated open meetings laws

when they raised Chancellor Ann

Reynolds salary 43 percent to

$195,000, and gave 21-to-28

percent hikes to 27 other

administrators, the California

First Amendment Coalition

charged in a letter to the board

made public Jan. 25.

Two weeks earlier, a

Pennsylvania court ruled that

Pennsylvania State University

students couldn't force the school

to reveal administrator's salaries

because PSU, while state-owned,

is not a state agency.

Consequently, PSU isn't

subject to state open record laws,

the Commonwealth Court said.

In California, "sunshine laws"

require that public officials'

salaries be discussed in public,

said the coalition, which
represents various print and
broadcast media associations.

Cal State officials declined

comment
"The faculty are furious," said

Pat Nichelson of the California

Faculty Association (CFA), the

union for 20,000 CSU faculty

members. He said no one was

told about the raises before or

after the trustees raised Reynolds'

salary in the closed Nov. 1, 1989,

meeting.

At the same time, Nichelsen

added, faculty raises have been

minute. In 1989, the CSU
faculty got a 2.4 percent raise for

the year.

Nichelson, himself a trustee at

Santa Monica Community

College, said he's "amazed" at the

GSU trustees. "If we acted the

way these trustees did, we'd be

impeached."

Elsewhere, a late-Janus<-y

survey by the Topeka Capital-

Journal of college presidents in

Kansas revealed a huge salary

gap between heads of private

institutions and their better-paid

counterparts at public
universities.

Presidential salaries at private

four-year colleges ranged from the

$89, 406 paid at Friends

University down to the $33, 500

paid to the president of Friends

Bible College in Haviland.

Earnings for heads of Kansas'

four-year public universities range

from the $124,500 paid to the

University of Kansas Chancellor

Gens Budig to the $82,000 paid

to Edward Hammond, the

president of Fort Hays State

University.

(CPS) -College campuses
nationwide could be on the brink

of another rash of measles
outbreaks, warned Dr. Bill

Atkinson of the Centers for

Disease Control (CDC) in

Atlanta.

An even more virulent disease,

moreover, is threatening one

school. University of Oregon
students were warned Jan. 29 that

a dorm employee, who handled

food served to students, was

diagnosed as having hepatitis-A.

University officials are

offering students free gamma
globulin shots to minimize or

prevent the effects of the disease

on anyone who ate in the Carson

Residence Hall dining room
between Jan. 18 and Jan. 28.

Stricken students' symptoms
would include nausea, malaise,

fever and a loss of appetite,

usually followed by several days

to several weeks of darkened urine

and jaundice.

Measles cases, however,
already have spread to more than

one campus.

Since the start of the new
term, measles have been reported

at Florida State A & M
universities, both in Tallahassee,

and in Texas at Austin College

and Tarleton State University.

Another measles case was
reported at the University of

Texas-El Paso.

Austin College has the most

severe outbreak, with 31 reported

cases among its 1,300 students as

of Feb. 1.

"Any time you've got big or

small colleges that aren't

immune, the chances are there for

an outbreak," Atkinson said.

. . .Some national
health groups
called on schools to

force students to

get second
immunization shots.

He added that Spring Break hot

spot Daytona Beach is one of the

areas reporting measles cases. If

the unpredictable virus is still

brewing in March when hordes of

students descend on the town, it

could spark a nationwide

outbreak.

The disease can keep students

down and out of class for weeks.

Symptoms include a high fever,

bad cough, runny nose, watery

eyes and a bad rash.

Even before students at Notre

Dame University and the

universities of California-Los

Angeles and Santa Barbara

contracted measles last semester,

some national health groups

called on schools to force students

to get second immunization

shots.

The CDC Dec. 29 joined the

American College Health

Association and other
organizations in recommending

that people bom after 1957 get

two doses of the measles vaccine.

Additionally, the Advisory

Committee of Immunization

Practices of the CDC is

recommending that all colleges

require their students prove

they've gotten measles
vaccinations, or are otherwise
immune to the disease, before

they can register for classes.

A number of schools already

have the requirement in place,

including the universities of
North Carolina, Maryland, Rhode
Island, North Dakota and
Mississippi, as well as Kansas'

Colby Community College and
the Colorado School of Mines.

Other schools, including the

nine-campus University of
California system, are considering

adding the requirement, Atkinson

said.

Professor Fired, Colleagues Protest
(CPS)-St. Cloud State

University has fired one of its

tenured professors for accepting a

prestigious Fulbright Lecture

Grant, leaving the school's

Faculty Association incensed.

Campus President Brendan

McDonald and Business Dean
James Kelly denied Assoc. Prof.

Mark Buchanan's request for a

year-long leave of absence to take

advantage of his Fulbright grant

to visit the University of New
South Wales Law School in

Sydney, Australia.

When Buchanan, a St. Cloud

professor in 1978, went to

Australia anyway, Kelly fired

him.

"It's fairly clear (Kelly) really

didn't like this person," said

Faculty Association "'ssident

John Alessio.

"Extended leaves are very

common," srid Alessio, noting

one professor who's been on the

faculty for 16 years and has been

on leave for eight of those years.

"I'm not aware of anybody being

denied a leave of absence for

something like a Fulbright."

The Faculty Association has

filed a grievance to reverse the

firing, and on Feb. 6 voted to

censure Kelly. The faculty is

also considering censuring

McDonald.

Additionally, campus
Fulbright coordinators William

Langen and Richard Lewis

resigned their positions in

protest.

Buchanan's firing is all the

more puzzling, Alessio said,

because the university is trying to

internationalize the curriculum,

and Buchanan is teaching
international law in Australia.

Although no one knows if

other professors have been
punished for winning a Fulbright,

"it's pretty amazing," said
Jennifer Newton of the Board of

Foreign Scholarships, a

Washington D.C., federal agency

that oversees the Fulbright and

other international scholarships.

"I would think they would be

proud of it"

Education President Cuts Education Budget
(CPS)--Even as he called in

his Jan. 31 State of the Union

address to reform American

schools, President George Bush

proposed a federal budget that

would cause more than a million

collegians to lose all or part of

their financial aid, observers

maintained.

More than 300,000 students

would lose aid if two Bush budget

items-to kill the State Student

Incentive Grant (SSIG) program

and cut funding for Perkins

Student Loans-pass.

Another 1.3 million students

would lose $200 Pell Grants or

have their grants cut by $50 if

Congress approves Bush's

proposals.

The president also proposed

cutting funding for the Stafford

Loan program, used by 3.7

million students this school year,

by $500 million, down to a total

3.3 billion.

Then, in his State of the

Union address, delivered hours

after he submitted a 3-inch thick

book of budget proposals to

Congress, the president urged

schools to do better and make US
students "first in the world in

math and science" by the year

2000.

"If I was going to do a report

card for the Education President,'

I'd give him a B-plus for rhetoric,

a C-minus for finance and an A
for political science," said Dallas

Martin, head of the National

Association of Student Financial

Aid Administrators (NASFAA).

The $1.23 trillion budget for

the entire nation includes $24.6

billion for education--up from

$24.1 billion -but it is slightly

less than half of what is needed to

keep up with inflation. The

proposed budget will supply

money to the US Department of

Education, which administers

most federal college programs, for

the Oct. 1, 1990 through Sept.

30, 1991 fiscal year.

Of that amount, a $500

million increase-to 1 .9 billion-

goes for the Head Start program,

which helps underprivileged

preschoolers.

"He's certainly not the

Education President when it

comes to funds," added Susan

Frost of the Committee for

Education Funding (CEF), a

Washington, DC, lobbying

group.

"It's a mistake to measure

Bush's commitment by the

amount of money he spends,"

countered David Boaz of the Cato

Institute, a conservative think

tank that says more money isn't

the key to improving education.

Student and college lobbyists

in Washington, DC, however,

contend money is a key.

"Unless (Bush) increases

grants and loans, he's not

helping. What good is getting

students prepared to go to college

if they can't get financial aid?

asked Janet Lieberman of the

United States Student Association

(USSA), a Washington, DC,

group that represents student

government presidents.

The administration assumes

students who can't get loans will

turn to the Pell Grant program for

aid.

While Bush did propose

increasing Pell Grant funding by

$473 million, it's less than the

4.5 percent increase needed to

keep up with the inflation rate.

In addition, all but $100 million

of the added money would go

toward covering Gramm-Rudman
deficit reduction requirements for

1989 and 1990.

As a result, some analysts

predict about 14,000 students

would lose their $200 grants

altogether, and another 1.3

million students would have their

awards cut by $50.

The budget "shows
insensitivity to students who need

financial help. I think it will

definitely cause some students not

to go to college,' said Arizona

State University student Michael

Thompson.
"Bush ran on the platform that

education was important, but he

has yet to show that. What he

has done with the budget goes

against everything he said,"

asserted University of Missouri at

Columbia graduate student Scott

Cook.
"He might be saving some

bucks now, but I wonder how

much it will hurt us in the long

run. If people have to drop out of

school because they can't afford

it, (the US) will become less

competitive in the world market,"

Cook added.

Bush's first solo effort isn't

much different from the Reagan

years. Last year Bush could only

make amendments to the budget

that then-President Ronald

Reagan had submitted previously.

"Unfortunately, there isn't

much of a difference between the

Viruses Plague

College Computers

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE/ sVSrVi
b'pc

President Bush's federal budget would mean big cuts in the

financial aid, but he still wants major improvments in

education: Students must be "first in the world in math and science
."

two. Just as Reagan tried to do

away with programs, so is Bush.

The only difference is Bush

doesn't publish it," USSA's

Lieberman said.

"This is called Reagan's tenth

budget by some in Washington,

and I agree," said Becky

Timmons of the American
Council on Education.

the only real difference

between Bush and Reagan,

NASFFA's Martin said, is that

Bush doesn't make large,

sweeping cuts in the education

budget.

During his first years in

office, Reagan asked Congress to

slash as much a? 50 percent of

the federal college budget. In the

early 80s, Congress did in fact

drastically reduce or eliminate the

budgets for student Social

Security, Perkins Student Loans,

campus housing and library

programs, black colleges, College

Work-Study, Pell Grants, Stafford

Loans and Middle Income Student

Assistance funds, to name some.

The Cato's Institute's Boaz,

for one, is happy Bush didn't give

large increases to education, and

says that education funding

should be cut further.

"We've already spent more on

education than any other

country," Boaz said. "We clearly

are not getting a good return on

our money."

(CPS) An alarming number

of computer viruses have infected

college computing centers in

recent weeks.

Computer systems at Yale

University, Mankato State

University in Minnesota,

Virginia Tech and the University

of Wisconsin's Eau Claire

campus all have recently come

down with come sort of virus.

Viruses-programs that spread

themselves through other

programs-range from nothing

more than startling pranks that do

no damage to infections that can

destroy unlimited amounts of

information.

The new epidemic follows the

highly publicized trial of former

Cornell University student Robert

Morris, who in 1988 infected a

nationwide network and shut

down some 6,000 computers in

research labs and college

campuses. That incident sparked

a series of "copycat" crimes at

campuses around the country at

the time.

On Jan.22, Morris was found

guilty of tampering. He faces a

maximum sentence of five years

in prison plus a $250,000 fine.

R.C. Mendez of American
Computer Security Industries In

Nashville, Tenn., would not rule

out the possibility that the

Morris trial inspired more
copycats to start the new

epidemic, but believed it really

can be traced to the proliferation

of computers on campuses.

"More colleges are putting

more money into technology,"

said Mendez, whose company
makes hardware to protect

computers from viruses.

Whatever the reason, viruses

called "Brain," "Yankee Doodle,"

"1701-1704" and
"Stoned/Marijuana" have infected

disks at Mankato's computing

center, with varying effects. The

Yankee Doodle strain, for

instance, is a "time bomb" style

virus that waits until the

computer's clock readier 5 p.m.,

and then plays the song "Yankee

Doodle" while deleting files.

The Yankee Doodle strain also

has struck Yale. Students, many

of whom use registration packet:

"Beware MacWrite: it may
vaporize your paper."

Employees at the Academic

Computing Center at Eau Claire

had to use a disinfectant software

to rid campus computers of a

strain called "NvirA."

Virginia Tech officials think a

virus that has infected several

computers in its Department of

Management Science may have

been introduced by students in a

certain class that got copies of

university-licensed disks.J disks. J

i
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SEAHAWK SPORTS
Way Out In
(V?) right
Field
Chris Wright
Sports Editor

Mac's Gone:
His words
live On and on

Brian Rowsom made a long overdue
return to Trask Coliseum last night, just

three days before Robert McPherson will

make his long overdue departure.

McPherson, in the final days of a four-

year contract, resigned Tuesday after his

worst season in 25 years as a coach.

So on Saturday night, seconds after the

verdict of the ECU game is encased in Joe

Browning's record books, McPherson will

walk off of his home court for what will be

the last time.

He'll come into the media room and
will again talk about how the team's youth

played a major role in the course of the

game.

He will then say something about how
you can't fault the team's effort. He'll say,

for the last time behind the podium in Room
143, that they played tremendous defense,

but that they came out a little flat. Puzzled,

he'll add that they still haven't played a full

40 minutes.

He might even compliment an opposing

player, saying that he shoots well facing the

basket. That is opposed to shooting with

your back to the basket, I guess.

He will then talk about the pending

CAA tournament, which will be his last.

He'll say that George Mason has as

much talent as anybody in the league. He
may even concede that he has a greater

chance of coaching next year than of beating

either James Madison or American, both

likely opening round opponents.

If asked to comment on the speculation

surrounding him and the vacancy he's left,

he'll say that he can't comment on that right

now. He can neither confirm nor deny.

I might ask to him to reflect on his four

years here. He might not answer, thinking

that all this talk is a bit moot. If he does
answer, though, I'm sure he'll say
something nice about Rowsom. It seems
everybody has something nice to say about
Rowsom.

I might ask him which of his four

teams did he think was the most talented.

He might say Rowsom's last year, when
they narrowly lost to eventual national
champion Indiana, was his best. Probably

last year, with Larry Houzer, Antonio
Howard, and Greg Bender will be a close

second.

And this year's team?
He'll probably say this was a

disappointing season. That expectations
were not fulfilled. To his credit, he rarely

places blame, so I can't see him starting

now. Instead he'll say that a lot of factors

were involved.

If I thought he would comment, I

would ask him what he regrets most about
his brief stop in Wilmington.

He should say that he was never really

understood, by the students or the media.

He might say that he didn't intend to

come off as cold and distant, and that he
really didn't mind it when a sophomore
once stopped him in the hall, only to see his

"nice win, coach" go unnoticed.

Granted, it wasn't all bad during his

four-year tenure. But the bad was certainly

worse that the good was great. He guided
two teams to the finals of the CAA
tournament. But that accomplisment was
outnumbered by the number of times the
NCAA probed his program.

He's had several players graduate and
become successes in their chosen fields. But
he's had at least as many quit the program.
For every Greg Bender, there has been a
Jason Moore.

As students, we can at least pitch in and
give him a memorable exit during his

waning moments as head coach. Kind of
like how the Duke students treat an
opposing player when he fouls out. The
student body rises, as one, points to the exit

ramp and yells.

"Aaaaahhh-seeeeeeeee-yaaaaaa! !

!"

— *

Tribe knocks Hawks into cellar
CHRIS WRIOHT
SPORTS EDITOR

The two worst teams in the conference staged a
pretty good game, but the end result was no different
for UNC-Wilmington than its previous six home
conference games.

William and Mary climbed out of the Colonial
Athletic Association cellar with a come-from-behind
65-64 victory over the Seahawks Wednesday night
at Trask Coliseum

Todd Cauthom hit his last of six consecutive
free throws with 3 seconds remaining, giving the
Tribe the 65-64 victory. Adam Porter's desperation
shot from half court as time expired bounced ott of
the top of the backboard, leaving the Seahawks 2- 1

1

in the conference.

UNCW led 40-30 at the half, and 50-40
midway through the second half before William and
Mary rallied.

"We just always seem to crumble in the
second half," said UNCW forward Bryan Withers,
who finished with 1 1 points. "We knew we were
going to cool off. I felt like it was more of a matter
of us stopping ourselves than anything they did."

All "they" did was outscore the Seahawks 21-
12 over the final eight minutes, while completely
shutting down Brannon Lancaster, whose last basket
came at the 11:23 mark.

"Lancaster played an excellent game," said
Tribe coach Chuck Swenson. "Curtis Pride did a

good job of applying pressure defense against him
late in the game. We just didn't allow them to nail

the win down."

William and Mary grabbed its first lead of th«!

second half when Cauthorn, who finished with iu
points, converted both ends of a one-and-one for a
63-62 lead

Adam Porter then gave the Seahawks their last

lead with a pair of free throws with 22 seconds left,

setting the stage once more for Cauthorn.
"This was an exact replica of the game played

at the Hall (at William and Mary)," Swenson said.

"Up there, Major Wiggins hit a pair of free throws

Adam Porter connects on short juniper in Wednesday's 65-64 defeat to
William and Mary. Porter finished with 12 points in the contest.

PHOTO D 1 1I I J i-.P LOl'OMJN

and UNCW won by a point."

The Seahawks, who dropped into last place in

the CAA, enjoyed their largest lead with 5:57 left in

the first half, 33-19.

UNCW shot 67 percent during that first half,

led by Lancaster's 13 points.

"Not too many teams are going to shoot 67

percent for the game," Withers said. "That's when

Photo by Phillip Loughlln
Coach Robert McPherson (above) in his next-to-last home game at Trask
Coliseum. McPherson resigned on Tuesday citing pressure as a factor.
McPherson, the third basketball coach in Seahawk history, led UNCW to
two CAA tournament finals.

you have to do other things like tightening up on

defense. We just didn't do it"

Porter had 12 points for UNCW, which
entertains ECU on Saturday night. Withers added 1

1

points and Matt Fish finished with 10.

Scott Smith led William and Mary with 24

points, scoring 12 in each half.

Hawks fall to

Tribe, 82-72
BY PATRICK POWI.EP
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Lady Seahawks lost a crucial game Monday
night against CAA conference foe William & Mary.
The Seahawks and the Tribemen were fighting for

seedings placements in the upcoming CAA
Championships in March. UNCW lost the game,
82-72, and reserve guard Tracy Bradshaw for

possible the rest of the season. Bradshaw pull

ligaments in her leg in a collision under the basket.

This setback meant starting guard Cindy
Makowski had to go the full game with little rest.

With only one experience guard in the line-up the

Seahawks had to rely more on their inside game.
They dropped the ball repeatly in the low post

area as junior center Kelly Kincaid responded with

16 points and 12 rebounds shooting 5-7 from the

field.

"Our post-offensive was good tonight," said

coach Marilyn Christoph. "Kelly played a real

aggressive game for us tonight under the boards."

UNCW used one touch passing to spread the

Tribe's zones defense and open passing lanes for

Makowski to feed the ball inside to Kincaid. The
Seahawks three times had leads of three points but

couldn't maintain it as they shot a lackluster 41%
from the field. UNCW led at halftime 35-34.

In the second half the Tribe went to their inside

game as center Tiffany Stone (14 pts.) and power
forward Angie Evans (17 pts.) buried short jumpers
and layups in in the lane.

The Tribe went on a 11-2 spurt over four and

half minutes, running out to a nine point lead with

4:39 left in the contest. Following a UNCW
timeout, the Seahawks came storming back with a

7-0 run of their own on jumpers by Lisa Williams

(10 pts.) and Denise Bailey (4pts). Tressa Reese (19

pts.) added a trey.

With 3:52 remaining, UNCW had cut the Tribe lead

to two points. However that would be as close as

the Seahawks went cold for two solid minutes with

out a basket allowing William and Mary to pull

away.

UNCW track team runs to school records
By Chris Wright

launched a UHC-Wilmington
school -record throw.

Actually, Barnes typified the

Long Distance Runners Classic on
Saturday as the first Ssriawk fin-

isher in every event set a record in

the school's inaugural track meet at

the Harold Greene Complex. There
were no team totals kept.

Moments after Barnes had left

the discus pit following her second,
and final, attempt, teammate Diana
Meyer established i new mark of 64
feet, 2V* inches. Meyer finished

third, behind East Carolina's Janie
Rowe and Lolita Lee.

Meyer won the javelin competi-

tion with a toss of 90-2, while East

Carolina's Rochelle Rodgers fin-

ished second (66-2) and Barnes, who
won the women's long jump, was

thinf(66-0).
~

second in the two-woman race with
a time of 18:03.47.

"Matthewson's run in the 5,000"

was a tueiBsyjou* individual ef-

fort," Cason saMrrlJer time was one'
of the better ontfyoull find in the

Colonial AthleticTAssociation."

(P8U). 2<>vo; mnm Mar 1. uncw. 10*7 t-i,Nu i»oo..s. ecTTimTi. \/m Mtor 1. uncw
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"This was a great

finally get started and
shape everbody is in.'

fcven when tne aeanawks didn't

win, they finished first.'

UNCW's Karen Matthewsoh,
pushed by Anne Mare Welch's win-
ning time of 17 minutes, 53.4 sec-

onds, shaved 13 seconds ofT of her
previous best in the women's 5,000-

meter run Matthewson finished

day. It was great to

to find out what kind of

Bill Cason
UNCW track coach
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Student Killed InCar Accident
EX.

Ballroom D»nr» Course

A continuing ballroom dance course will be offered

at the YWCA on Mondays, March 12-April 2, from

7:30 - 9:00pm. All participants should have some
previous ballroom dance training to attend.

Emphasis will be placed on style. Annette

Crumpton, instructor for this course, has previously

taught at Arthur Murray. Cost for this four-week

course is $26 for individuals plus a YWCA yearly

membership of $15 or $42 for couples plus one

YWCA membership. For more information or to

pre-register call the YWCA at 799-6820 or come by

the office at 28 IS S. College Road.

Trarlc M**t Officials Needed

UNCW is hosting 4 major track and field meets this

semester and is in desperate need of meet officials.

The dates are 3/10, 3/17, 3/24, and 4/6-7. If you

have any interest in helping officiate any of these

meets, please call Coach Cason immediately. 395-

4747(h) or 3889(o). No prior experience necessary.

"Bright Star" Plavs At Thalian Hall

Celebration Theatre will present "Bright Star" by

Terry Theodore as part of the grand rededication

ceremonies scheduled for historic Thalian Hall. Dr.

Theodore, professor of drama in the fine arts

department, will also stage the work which features

Marjorie Megivern in the title role. "Bright Star" is

about the life of Miss Ida Vernon, a popular 19th

century American actress who performed
professionally for more than sixty years. There will

only be one performance given on Monday, March 5

on the main stage. Curtain time is 8:00 pm.

Tickets cost $5 and may be reserved by calling

Thalian Hall Center Box Office at 763-3398 or 763-

9328 from 10:00 am-5:30 pm Monday -Saturday.

Visa and Mastercard will be accepted.

Nominal R»nlnr« far I.»arl»rshin AwnrH
Faculty, staff and students arc encouraged to

nominate outstanding seniors for the "Senior
Leadership Award". Criteria for the award include

3.0 GPA, graduating in 1990 and demonstrate
superior leadership performance on campus and/or in

the community while attending UNCW. The
recipient of the award will receive $400 and a

plaque. Nominations are due March 16 and should

be sent to the Leadership Center in UU 212. For
additional information call 3877.

Sunday Night Sounding Board

90.0 WLOZ Cable FM will present a new talk

show from 7-7:30 pm, with discussion ofcurrent

issues that involve you, the student body. Get
involved. Call 395-3636 with your questions.

Nature Photogranhv Presentation To Be

Made
Bob Slaughter, a local nature photographer will

present a slide program on the wildlife at Fort

Fisher and offer advise on how to take good
pictures. Meet in the auditorium at NC Aquarium
at Fort Fisher at 3:00pm Also on the Aquarium
calendar for that afternoon will be a program at

2:00pm entitled "Coastal Birds of Prey" and at 4:00

pm, a film entitled "Waterbirds".

Newton Paintings On Display

Fifteen watercolors by artist Georgia A. Newton
will be on display until March 30 in the living

fflAM and study room of the University Union on
i''~ • campus of UNC Wilmington. The public is

.: red to view these watercolors. The Union is

(>;-cn from 7am to 1 1 pm Monday-Friday and noon
to 1 1 pm Saturday and Sunday.

Lectur* Tn R> Pr»«»nteH Nh> Thursday

The Graduate School ofUNCW is sponsoring a free

public lecture on the topic "Confusing the Natural

and the Cultural: North American Indians and
Nature in American Culture" at 7:30 pm, Thursday,
March 22, in Bryan Auditorium on the campus.

Trill PlannaH
fftr | ||nf

The FRIENDS OF DAVID WALKER, INC., is

sponsoring a 3 night excursion to Atlanta, Georgia
and Tuskegee, Alabama from June 11-15, 1990.
The trip will include a tour of the Martin Luther
king jr. Center for Non-Violent Social Change, the
historically black colleges in the Atlanta University
Complex, Six Flags over Georgia and the museum
and grounds of Tuskegee University.

Ramchand to Visit and Sn»air

"Culture and Literature of the West Indies: An
Illustrated Talk" will be the topic of a public lecture

to be presented by Professor K. Ramchand,
distinguished scholar of West Indian Literature and
Culture, at 8 pm, Monday, March 19, in Bryan
Auditorium, Morton Hall on the campus ofUNCW.
In addition to the public lecture, Ramchand will

visit several classrooms for discussion with students

and faculty. "Professor Ramchand's presence on
campus enhances UNCW's commitment to multi-

cultural and international education," said Dr.
Barbara Temple-Thurston, assistant professor of
English and coordinator of his visit.

AMY PETROCELM
STAFF WRITER

A student was killed on the afternoon

of February 23, after he had been struck

and then run over by a van. Henry

Rumley, 19, was on his way to the Chi

Phi Fraternity house to join his

fraternity brothers "For a weekend filled

with festivities," said Chi Phi president,

Rob Sappenfield Jr.

The accident occurred at

approximately 5:30pm at Wrightsville

and Wallace avenues. Rumley, who
was taken to New Hanover memorial

Hospital, was pronounced dead at 1 1:10

pm that evening.

The driver of the van, Shannon
Marie Pennington, was traveling at an

estimated speed of 25-30 mph at impact,

according to Wilmington Police.

Pennington stated that she saw the

pedestrian standing just off the road,

looking to his right as if checking for

traffic. He then stepped in front of her.

The impact was heard, and she

immediately applied her brakes. Police

declared that the 17-year old was not at

fault.

"Our feelings go out to the young

girl, also," said Sappenfield. "We know
it was an accident and we want her to

know our prayers are with her."

Responding to the accident, Chi

Phi's National director writes, "Gamma
Zeta (UNCW's Chi Phi Chapter) is no

stranger to tragedy. The brotherhood

has been tested over the years. But it

has always passed these tests."

Alumnus Joe Keffer, who is a

paramedic, happened to be outside to

hear the impact and ran to the scene.

"I made sure that no one moved him
until the paramedics could get there with

the proper equipment," he stated.

Sappenfield said that when he ran out

to see what had happened, the

ambulance and police were already there.

At that time, the news team was on the

scene and witnesses were trying to calm

down the girl driver, who was very

upset.

Sappenfield said that he immediately

called Rumley's family, of Washington,

NC. Although his parents were not at

home, he was able to contact Rumley's

grandparents, who arrived hours later.

Sappenfield also took initiative to

make sure all the brothers contacted
their own families to let them know it

was not them who would be spoken of

on the evening news. "Parents still

cried, because he was one of our

brothers," he said. "Many parents came

down."

"My first question," said
Sappenfield, "was whether or not Henry

had been drinking." He then explained,

however, that Rumley had just returned

from the bank and had not engaged in

any such activity.

Chi Phi's weekend warmup that was

to raise money for the muscular
Distrophy Association was underway at

the time and marked the beginning of

events of Alumni weekend. Sappenfield

explained that the weekend, which
centered around the basketball game
against ECU, had been planned since

December.

In support of their pledges, the
brothers still attended the pledge talent

show that was scheduled that evening at

7:00. Sappenfield emphasized the need
to stick together as a brotherhood and
stay strong. The show was preceded by

a prayer for Rumley, given by
Sappenfield.

Sappenfield explained that at about

11:30 pm he, along with Chi Phi's vice

president John Hammet, and Alumni
Vice President Eddie Hartmann all

arrived at the hospital.

"Before we could even get inside,

they told us that Henry had passed away

just ten minutes before. We were in

shock."

At the hu»piial they were met by

Faculty Advisor Dr. Harris, and
Associate Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Dr. Mellendore, who had already

been there.

"We were lucky to have Bob
Haywood," said Sappenfield. "He
immediately came over to the house

where we kept order and stayed most of

the night."

On Saturday morning, 25 brothers of

Chi Phi still carried on with "Adopt a

Highway" that was scheduled. This

consisted of picking up trash along their

adopted stretch of Wrightsville Avenue.

According to Sappenfield, this was
primarily became Rumley's name was

on the list for participation.

Rumley, a Sophomore, was taking

one religion course this semester and

working at a Japanese restaurant. His

roommate, Jeff Howe, said that he was

taking the semester off and "getting his

thoughts together."

By Saturday, flowers were already

being received from the student body.

Sappenfield commented on the
" incredible" amount of flowers that were

received from fraternities, sororities,

SGA, cheerleaders, neighbors, and little

sisters of other fraternities.

"I cannot say enough about the

support we've had from the students and

Greeks."

Rumley's funeral was held on

Monday, and a charter bus was available

to transport members to Washington.

Sappenfield commented on the

cooperation of most teachers in

excusing students who missed class in

order to attend. There were, however, a

very few who weren't so cooperative.

Sappenfield notes that Director of the

University Union Linda Moore, along

with Mellendore were present at the

service.

Commenting on the ride home,
Sappenfield stated. "It was not a silent

ride. We were happy in our hearts,

because we know Henry's spirit is in

heaven."

Upon returning to campus, the

fraternity was met by all of the

sororities. They avr.itcd the men with

food, for which Lanita Hanson,
Assistant Director of the Union for

Student Activities, was responsible.

Preceding a memorial service that

was held, a flag was put down at half

mass and left this way for three days.

The memorial service, which was
conducted by Campus Minster Bob
Haywood, was held two days after the

funeral. Sappenfield stated, "there was a

good turnout of students, faculty, and

friends." The V/ECT News team was
present as well. He also added that

Rumley's mother and aunt attended in

good spirits. Sappenfield's belief is that

they attended the service mainly because

of Henry, but also to show them the

same love that was shown to the

Rumley family. He compares the

support that the fraternity has given to

Rumley's family to that which the

students have given Chi Phi.

Following the service a Chi Phi

memorial was held at the house, which
is "a ritual known to no one but Chi
Phi's across the nation," according to

Sappenfield.

"The service marked the end of our

mournih. he stated. "Henry will

always be with us in our thoughts. He
will always be our brother, and he will

always be part us."

In regards to the intersection in

which the accident occurred, Sappenfield

explained, "In years past, we have
brought it to the attention of the city

that a traffic light is a definite need
there."

As a result of this tragedy, a
scholarship fund has been set up in the
name of Henry Rumley. According to

Sappenfield this fund that will benefit

some UNCW student h.i- already

received major i ontributions. Anyone
wishing to dcn3te should comn
BatMevV Bank.

"Pc.'iiie are always t*llne whai they

can d«. io help, saio - ippenfuld

"Suppuiung the sc-iolarsiuc iund is i ie

greatest help that can be offered rigiii

now-even if you just donate a dollai
."

Barnhill Found Guilty, Cleared by Senate
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EDITOR IN CHIEF

With budget hearings already underway, the

investigation of Budget and Planning Committee
(BPC) chairman Lee Barnhill is complete. A guilty

verdict was handed down by the Senate Judicial

Committee on Monday, with a recommendation that

he be reprimanded.

The investigation stemmed from charges that

Barnhill allowed the Gospel Choir to include last

year's financial rollover in order to fulfill this year's

minimum revenue requirement (MRR). According to

the BPC guidelines, income from a previous year can

be rolled over, but it does not count towards the,

MRR.
Attorney General Lisa Royal investigated the

charges and found that there was sufficient cause to

bring the matter before the Judiciary Committee. The

committee charged Barnhill and found him guilty of

maladministration.

The recommendation to reprimand Barnhill came
before the Senate on Monday night where it failed by
.06 votes. Out of the twenty five voters present, the

recommendation needed seventeen votes to pass. It

only received sixteen.

A senator who wished to remain anonymous felt

that Barnhill's sentence failed because it would have
jeopardized his position as a committee chairman.
"This is the second time this has happened. [The first

time was with another committee chairman] If he
received punishment, he would have lost his chair."

Barnhill felt that there was no reprimand
necessary. "I knew I didn't do anything," he stated.

"I wasn't worried."

According to Barnhill, he made the decision under
the assumption that as chairman of the BPC he had
the power to interpret the rules. There are plans on
the senate table now to make the BPC guidelines less

open to such interpretation. There will be greater

emphasis on exactly defining the regulations.

Former Hostage To Speak
BY MAI NGUYEN

NEWS EDITOR

Tonight, former Iranian

hostage Colonel Charles W.
Scott will speak on "Leadership:

an Investment in Your Future" at

7:00pm in Trask Coliseum.
Scott's speech will mark the

beginning of Greek Week 1990.

Scott has received a B.A.

degree in political science and

economics (summa cum laude)

from Benedictine College. He is

also a graduate of such

institutions as the Industrial

College of the Armed Forces,

National Defense University and

the Defense Intelligence School.

In 1979, Scott enlisted in the

U.S. Army as an infantry recruit

After devoting over thirty years in

the military service, Scott retired

with the rank of full colonel. He
has served on assignments in the

U.S., Europe, Vietnam and in the

Middle East

Scott's military honors and
awards include the Distinguished

Service Medal, the Silver Star for

heroism, the Bronze Star and the

Gallantry Cross. Col. Scott's

merit has gained him such
civilian and civic awards as
Southeast Father of the Year,

Distinguished Public Relations

Award, and Georgian of the Year.

The Pentagon has called
Colonel Scott the Army's best

qualified specialist in Middle
Eastern affairs. His reputation

and merit led to his eventual

appointment as Chief of the
Defense Liason Office in the U.S.

Embassy in Tehran, Iran.

Col. Scott was taken hostage

after Iranian extremists stormed

the U.S. Embassy in late 1979.

During his 444 days as

hostage, Scott was subjected to

such horrors as physical tortures,

brainwashing and prolonged

periods of sleep deprivation.

Since retiring from the

military, Scott has become a

consultant to several international

firms as well as an award winning
author. His book Pieces of the

Game is the definitive book of
life under terrorism. The novel

gives a personalized analysis of

Said Barnhill," Every rule will be carried out to
the fullest. There will be little grey area."

Another suggestion is that organizations attend an
orientation meeting before receiving funds. A policy
similar to this is already in effect. Funded
organization presidents must meet with the treasurer
and SGA office manager at the beginning of each year
to be briefed on SGA operations. The suggestion
calls for the meeting to include the BPC chairman and
a description of that committee's guidelines and
operations. It is hoped that these meetings will help
eliminate any confusion about how these things
should work.

Although the Gospel Choir has been exempted
from any blame in the incident there is a question
now of their standing as a funded organization. Since
Barnhill has been found guilty, the senate must decide
if they can keep their funded status. Without the

rollover, the choir would not have met their

requirement and would be ineligible for funding.

Elections to Begin
BY PHH.MP UMtfaUB

EDITOR IN CHIEF

SGA elections will begin on Tuesday. The offices

which will be filled are: SGA President SGA Vice-
President, Attorney General, Chief Justice, Senior
Class President Senior Vice-President 2 Senior Class
Senators, Junior Class President, Junior Vice-
President, 2 Junior Senators, Sophomore President
Sophomore Vice-President, 2 Sophomore Senators,
and 8 Representatives-at-Large.

SGA President Jim Humphries is expecting good
voter participation this year. "I would love to see at
least a 15% turn-out" he said optimistically.

Last year only a little over six hundred students
cast their ballots. According to Humphries though,
many schools would be glad even for that small
percentage. He hopes that by allowing two days for
the elections, more people will be able to vote.

The candidates were allowed to begin campaigning
on Monday, the twelfth, but many did not really get
started until late in the week. There will be a
candidates' forum in front of the Union, at which time
speeches and platforms will be given. Humphries
urges everyone to try to get by and hear what the

candidates have to say.

l_L JU- 4-
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At A Glance cont'd
Scholarship Available

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) is

announcing the availability of scholarships to

nursing, physical or occupational therapy students

for the 1990-91 school year.

Awards are for students in the final year of an

associate degree in nursing program, as well as

third-and fourth-year students in baccalaureate and

master's degree programs in nursing, and physical or

occupational therapy.

Recipients receive tuition, educational expenses and

a monthly stipend of $621. In exchange,

participants agree to serve as a full-time registered

nurse, or physical or occupational therapist in a VA
medical center for a period of one year for each year

of scholarship support, the maximum length of a

scholarship award is two years.

Requests for applications may be made in March

1990 to the Chief of Nursing Service or the Chief

of Rehabilitation Medicine at any VA medical

center. Applications also may be requested from the

Dean of Nursing, Director of Physical or

Occupational Therapy, or the Financial Aid

Administrator at schools with accredited programs.

Applications must be postmarked no later than May

29, 1990.

Additional information is available by writing to the

VA Health Professional Scholarship Program

(143B), Office of Academic Affairs, 810 Vermont

Ave. NW, Washington. DC 20420, or calling (202)

233-3652.

nirkin<nn Remembered in King

Auditorium

The extraordinary woman who revolutionized poetry

in America comes to life at 8pm, Monday, March

19, in King Hall Auditorium on the campus of

UNCW, when Ruth McRee performs A VISIT

WITH EMILY, a presentation of Emily Dickinson

and her work.

Postal Serves Offering FAX Services

Postal Services will be offering FAX service

beginning March 15. Students will be able to send

and receive materials across town or across the globe.

Information is available at the postal desk in the

University Union.

Committee Vacancies
Student Organization Committee (SOC) is a

standing committee appointed by the Chancellor.
It consists of 5 faculty members and S students.
The Dean of Students acts as the advisor. SOC's
responsibilities include considering policies
regarding student organizations on campus,
approving new organizations' constitutions, and
settling disputes between student organizations.
SOC meets Wednesdays from 3-5 pm.

Campus Judicial Board (CJB) is a board of the

Chancellor composed of 8 members . The Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs serves as the advisor.

CJB is the highest disciplinary hearing body of the

University and is charged with the responsibility of
hearing alleged violations of the Code of Student
Life and also has appellate power to review
decisions of disciplining bodies and the Dean of

Students. CJB meets Tuesdays from 3-5 pm
SOC and CJB members will be appointed by

April 1. Members serve a one year term.

CONTACT SGA IN ROOM 200 OR AT 395-3553
FOR AN APPLICATION.

Diahetic Support Croup MePtinps

Meet others with diabetes to share idea and

strategies, learn about new developments. There

will be guest speakers and light refreshments.

Educational support group meets the 3rd Tuesday of

each month. The schedule will be as follows:

March 20-Dr Paul Whitesider, "New Technology,"

April 17-Ms Ruth Creighton, "Sexuality." The
lectures will be held in UU room 204 from 7-8 pm.

For more information call 395-3280 at the Student

Health and Wellness Center.

Student Assistance Accenting Srholarshin

Applications
Student Assistance is now accepting applications for

scholarships, fellowships, grants and loans for the

1990-91 school year. According to the president of
Student Assistance, Mark Caffey, millions of
dollars available to students for financial aid go
unclaimed each year. Caffey believes Student
Assistance will help many students. "Education
should not be prohibited because of cost", he added.
If you are a high school student or college student

and would like to fill out an application, please send
a self-addressed-stamped envelope to: Student
Assistance, PO Box 57037, Webster, Texas 77598.

Womanhood Celebrated
BY LINDA MOORK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

March is National Women's
History Month. For roughly ten

years, the National Women's
History Project, an educational

nonprofit corporation founded to

promote the multicultural study

of women's history in the k-12

classroom, has designated the

month of March as a time to

focus on the contributions that

little-known women made to the

American way of life. This year
s theme, "Courageous Voices
Echoing in Our Lives",
recognizes one of the great

sources of inspiration for this

work. Photos and biographies of
many of these women leaders,

both past and present, can
currently be seen in the main
display case of the Union and in

the Union's living room. Items

commemorating this observance
have been on sale in the hallway
near the Post Office. To focus
more attention on this

celebration, staff from the
Division of Student Affairs joined
with interested students and
faculty to organize several
different activities this month, all

designed to raise awareness on
issues of particular importance to
today's female students. An
explanation of the remaining
events follows.

"Women On Campus"- A
campus produced video exploring
the attitudes of twelve UNCW
women students concerning race

relations. This will be shown,
with a discussion to follow, at

noon in UU 201 on Tuesday,
March 20, Thursday, March 22,

and Tuesday, March 27.

"Emily Dickinson- A
Portrayal"-a one-woman show
about the life and time of this

famous poet. Their performance

is scheduled for Monday, March

19, at eight pm in King
Auditorium. No admission

charged.

Women Leader's Panel-four

women leaders from the

Wilmington area have been

invited to speak on "Issues for

Women in the 90's". The panel

will be moderated by Anne
Devaney, Associate Director of

the Union, and will include:

Karen Gottovi, former chair of

the County Commissioners and

currently the candidate for a State

House seat; Mary Green, an

eleven year veteran of the

Wilmington Police Department;

Roselle Margolis, Private

Attorney Involvement
Coordinator/Paralegal, Legal

Services of the Lower Cape Fear;

and Stella Shelton, News
Director,WWAY. Refreshments,

provided by student living on the

Women in Business floor in

Schwartz Hall, will follow the

discussion, allowing time to

personally meet these leaders. It

is scheduled for 7:30pm on

Poetry WinnersAnnounced
FROM ALTERNATIVES!

As part ot National Drug
Awareness Week,
ALTERNATIVES! sponsored a

poetry contest called "Sobering

Thoughts". The poems entered

were required to focus on any
drug-related issue.
ALTERNATIVES! was pleased

to have so many fine entries from

UNCW faculty, staff, and
students. On Tuesday of this past

week in Morton Hall, all the

poems were read and the winners

of the contest announced and
presented with trophies and
prizes. The judges for the contest

included Mr. Earl Braggs (poet,

English instructor, and Director

of TASC at Cape Fear Substance

Abuse Center), Ms. Maggi
Maxwell (poet and fiction writer),

and Ms. Colleen Dougherty
(UNCW psychology major and
ALTERNATIVES! Peer
Advisor). Vicky Freeman
received First Place, Bruce G arris

received Second Place, and Robin
Wood received Third Place. The
three Honorable Mentions went
to Blaine Erixson, M. Johnson,
and Tony Jenzano. Others
submitting poems included Lee
Foy, Kevin Nalley, Les Welter,

Sharon Powell, Donna Hight,

Michael Fisher, Jr., Lisa
Brannock, Margaret Parrish, Beth
Cameron, Lanette Bethea, Sharon
Blackwell, Jenna Bryant, and Carl

Hart. All these poems will be
bound and published b y
ALTERNATIVES! and made
available to any person who
wishes to have a copy. The
following poems received the top

three places.

Vicky Freeman

High In Society

HIGH IN SOCIETY,
UP ON A CLOUD,
SOARING LIKE AN EAGLE,
FEELING VERY PROUD.

»

I WAS A PRO,
WITH SPEED, "COKE", AND
CRACK,
UNTIL ONE DAY OF CRAZED
MANIA,
THE SKY TURNED
IT TURNED TO BLACK.

WHO WOULD OF KNOWN
SUCH A PERSON LIKE ME,
WOULD FALL TO THE
GROUND
LIKE THE CHOPPING OF A
TREE.

PILLS SCATTERED
AS THEY LOOKED IN
DESPAIR
HOW MANY TIMES
HAD FRIENDS SEEN ME
RIGHT THERE.

ITS A LOST CASE
LIKE A MILLION A YEAR
OH NO, YOU WONT SEE ME-
NOT EVEN A TEAR

THE GLASS DOOR WAS
SHATTERED,
AND THE GROUND WAS
VERY STILL,

AS THEY LOOKED ONE
MORE TIME,
AT THE EMPTY BOTTLE OF
PILLS.

THE WAS HAPPY ME,
THAT SHINED LIKE GOLD,
TO TURN TO THOSE PILLS,
MY FACE LAY COLD.

MY FRIENDS' TEARS WERE
DROWNING,
THE NIGHTMARE OF SUCH,
WHY I DID DRUGS?
IT WAS MY ONLY CRUTCH.

YET NO ONE SAW IT,

YET, NO ONE FELT IT,

NO ONE REALLY KNEW AT
ALL,
BUT ME, A PRETTY LITTLE
PICTURE
WHO ALWAYS HUNG ON
THE WALL.

I NEVER WAS MEAN
OR EVEN LOOKED TWICE
ONLY TO THAT BOTTLE
THAT LAY EMPTY
FROM MY OVERDOSE THAT
NIGHT

"Lines"

by Bruce Garris

Movin' on down the line.

Truckin'. What a rush. But

nothing rushes between the lines

An all-star line-up. up your

nose. Until you come to the

point when you can no longer

read between the lines. Or think

between the lines. And so pretty

soon, you start to live for the

lines v,„i then you die.

Twice as Black

Free falling

out, into space,

leaving the human world

and the human race,

leaving my troubles

miles behind,

at least for now. .

.

but I'm so blind.

For hours later,

I find myself back

with my troubles still lingering

but twice as black.

By: Robin L.Wood
February 4, 1990

SPECIAL THANKS TO THE
FOLLOWING BUSINESSES
HO CONTRIBUTED TO
HE LIVWELL SPRING
REAK SURVIVAL KITS:

Ogden Optical
Sam's Wholesale *

Wilmington Fruit Baskets
Kutz-n-Kurlz
Walmart Pharmacy
Pedalpushers
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co
Hot Wax SurfShop
Domino's Pizza
Garrett's Office Supply
Elizabeth Pizza
Hilton Hotel
Sir Speedy Printers

Scotchman Stores
"My Sentiments"
"If It's Paper"
Lox, Stocks. & Bagels
Ponte Vecchio
Dunkin Donuts
T.J. Cinnamons
Subway
Coastal Engraving
Talking Threads
Island Passage
Blockbuster Video
"If Its Yogurt"

Tuesday, March 20, in Cameron
132.

"Luncheon Film Series"-Two
films with discussions following

remain this month, each shown
from 12-2 pm in UU 201. "You
Have Struck a Rock", about the

involvement of black women in

the political struggles of South
Africa, will be shown o n
Wednesday, March 21. "A Girl

Likes a Vegetable Seed", about
the experiences of Asian girls

growing up, will be shown on

Wednesday, March 28.

"Child Care Public Forum"-an

opportunity both to learn about

national, state and local child care

issues and also give your views
on the need. Dr. Pauline
Applefield from the Department
of Psychology will moderate,
with Nancy Brown, from North

Carolina State University, as

guest.

Eleanor Holmes Norton, first

woman to chair the US Equal

Employment Opportunity
Commission in Washington, DC
between 1977-81, now professoi

of law at Georgetown University

Law Center and commentator foi

National Public Radio, was
scheduled to Appear April 4 at

UNCW as the Women's History

Month featured speaker. Due to

problems with flights, this

lecture has been cancelled.

Students
Demonstrate

(CPS)-About 300 students at

Bradley University in Peoria, IL,

demonstrated Feb. 8 call for the

punishment of a student who
distributed fliers advocating the

formation of a white supremacist

group on campus.

Freshman Matt Hale, who
says that equality i s

"disadvantageous to white
people," distributed the fliers for a

group called the KKKOC, or Ku
Klux Klan on Campus, on the

private campus of 5,000 students.

The crowd carried a banner
reading "We Want Action Now,"
while speakers urged
administrators to speed their

investigation of Hale, who could

not be reached for comment.
A student formed a similar

White Student Union at Temple
University in Philadelphia in

December, 1988, and is still a

registered group today.

More recently, a White
Student Union was formed at the

University of Florida a t

Gainesville in early January.

Wellness Committee Formed
RY KARF.N PATE

STAFF WRITER

If you could change anything

about the Health and Wellness
Center, what would you do? Add
more space, more physicians and
nurses, cut the waiting time?
These changes are possible with
the help of the UNCW Student
Health and Wellness Center
Committee.

This seven member committee
is appointed by the Chancellor.

Meetings occur several times a

semester and members search for

solutions to UNCW's health care

problems. Currently, the

committee has only two faculty

members and two student
members. Mary Wasson, an
English-writing instructor, serves

as the chair and William
Woodhouse, a professor of
Spanish, is the other faculty

member. Peter Kerstetter and
Robin Davis act as the student

representatives. The UNCW
Board of Trustees member is Dr.

Eugene Wright. Committee
recommendations are considered

by c-iiher the Vice Chancellor of

Student Affairs or Business
Affairs.

Last semester, they created the

student surveys to evaluate
UNCW's health services.
Answers to the questionnaires

helped determine what services

needed to be improved.

"We're concerned about what
the students are concerned about,"

says Woodhouse.

A UNCW pharmacy is this

year's primary concern.
Committee members will present

their proposal at the next budget

meeting. Dr. Jewell, an ex

efficio member, visited ECU last

summer to tour their pharmacy
and she brought ideas back to

UNCW.
The state, she explained, buys

pharmaceuticals from the
companies for a minimal cost.

"Even if students paid the

lowest prices in town, the

University could still make
enough money to pay a
pharmacists' salary," she says.

All of the committee members
strongly favor t n i s

recommendation. Students may
fail to have prescriptions filled

because of expense and lack of
transportation, so an on-campus
pharmacy would greatly improve
health care.

But finding space for any I
health services expansion is the £
school's biggest obstacle. TheC
growing UNCW population has

,"

required more space for all"
University services. Committee £
members hope their proposals™
will take priority over some other J
recommended expansions, but J
while they wait, they encourage B
students to express their opinions i
about any health issue to**

committee members.

"This is an avenue for students I
to be heard," says Dr. Jewell.

Cadets Learn Water Survivals
m

FROM ROTC

Some interesting questions
run through your mind while
wobbling at the end of a diving

board, ten feet above the water.

Will you able to swim with that

cumbersome rifle? Will you sink

like a rock? Will the lifeguards

even bother to save you? To
make matters worse, you cannot
see the drop below because of a
blindfold. Nonetheless, you take

one last breath and leap into

oblivion. But after a noisy
splashdown, you surface to the

cheers of your classmates. It

wasn't so bad after all. In fact,

you find yourself wanting to do it

again.

Such was the case for almost
all the cadets participating in the

ROTC, Water Survival Lab. The
lab was held February 27, in

Trask Coliseum. As the cadets

went through each station of the

course they learned different water
survival techniques. The
instructors were advanced cadets,

so a feeling of comradery existed

between teacher and pupil.

Among the skills taught were
proper techniques for swimming
while fully clothed and survival

floating. The students were also"

instructed on how to use their*

clothing to create flotation-

devices. jOne of the more difficult*

parts was swimming the length.

of the pool while holding a rifle

above the water. But with a little'

help from the instructor, all thei
cadets were able to make it

Finally, each cadet had to leap,

from the high dividing board;

while blindfolded and holding a;
rifle. Some had to overcome fear^

of heights and the water. But;
supporr from fellow students*
helped even the shakiest swimmer
take tr>-< Ibnl plunge.

OUCH! WAimcncE!
UTteATION! I HOPE
you HAVE PR/ MWN
War*.*wK£-1

h t
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NOSE's National Orgasm
Week Arouses Interest

PRESS RELEASE

It's time for some good news
•tout sex. For a fourth gala year,

sexologist Dr. Roger Libby has

proclaimed the first week of

Spring (March 18-2S) to be
National Orgasm Week-a Sexual

Rite of Spring.

The first day of Spring is

traditionally when a youthful

person's fancy turns to love.

Libby advises adding a few dashes

of lust and laughter. He argues

that sexual desire and caring

flourish despite media-fueled

heterosexual AIDS paranoia. He
stresses that orgasms are healthy,

and he supports safe-sex--the use

of condoms and a lubricant with

non-oxynol 9.

National Orgasm Week is

devoted to orgasms through self-

pleasuring and with sexual
partners. The fun-filled week is a

retort to the moralistic,

censorship biases of the Bush
administration with its Religious

New Right underpinnings, and

the anti-sexual Women Against

Pornography group. Libby

wonders how Bush's "kinder,

gentler nation" applies to sexual

adventures.

He is excited about National

Orgasm Week, and aboui forming

the National Organization of

Sexual Enthusiasts (NOSE) with

syndicated radio personality Doug

Stefan. The DWA Club (Driving

While Aroused) will be part of

NOSE. Libby and Stefan feel

-rj «

. . .[Libby] supports

safe-sex-the use
of condoms and a

lubricant with non-

oxynoi 9.

that sexual arousal is preferable to

alcohol on long trips.

NOSE offers sexual
enthusiasts an option to the much
publicized National Chastity

Association. Chastity and
celibacy may suit some, but

Libby disagrees that abstinence

makes the heart grow fonder. He
recommends sexual pleasure as an

excellent conduit of caring. To
him, sex doesn't have to be a

problem!

Assisted by Roxanne Ribbit,

his five-foot, six-inch soft

scuplture frog (horny toad),

Libby's college lectures balance

sexual problems with caring,

pleasure and humor. Ribbit
symbolizes the good things about

sex. She is relaxed, fun, assertive

and independent Roxanne dresses

in a black leather mini and the T-

shirt of each college visited.

Ribbit and Libby will be at

Finky's Nightclub in Daytona
Beach for Spring Break March 18-

25 to hand out Lifestyle condoms
and ForPlay lubricants with

nonoxynol 9 (which kills the

AIDS virus and most other

sexually transmitted diseases).

Pins which exclaim "I Came for

National Orgasm Week" and "Just

Say Yes to Safe Sex" will be

available during the sensational

week.

For more information,

contact: Dr. Roger Libby, 404-

892-8102 (from March 18-25,

call 904-760-4780) or Doug
Stefan, 513-241-6565.

Business Week Be gins

Committee Takes Suggestions
PRESS RELEASE

As part of its activities

associated with hiring a new
chancellor at UNCW, the

Chancellor Search Committee has

scheduled two public hearings at

7:30pm, Monday, March 19, and

Tuesday, March 20, in Kenan

Auditorium on the campus of

UNCW.
The purpose of the open

hearings is to solicit advice and

suggestions from the community

concerning the qualifications and

selection criteria for a new
chancellor. Residents from
throughout Southeastern North

Carolina are invited to participate

in these hearings.

The first meeting is designed

to receive input from faculty,

staff, and students, and has been

extensively advertised on campus

via a letter to each student

through the March 15 edition of

the student newspaper, The
Seahawlc. Moderator for the

March 19 evening will be

Chancellor Search Committee
member Dr. Rodney S. Earle,

associate professor of education

and president of the UNCW
Faculty Senate.

The second meeting, to be

moderated by search committee

member and former UNCW
Trustee, Wilmington attorney

John J. Burney Jr., is being held

to give members of the wider

community the opportunity to

voice their opinions. Both
meetings are open to anyone who
wishes to attend.

The search committee, chaired

by F.P. Fensel, encourages
presentations from individuals,

groups, committees o r

organizations. Presenters are

asked to register in the lobby of

Kenan Auditorium by 7:15 pm if

they wish to speak. A written

copy of the presentation should

be submitted at registration.

Presentations will be made in

the order of registration and

should be brief, approximately

five minutes. Those unable to

attend may send written
comments to the Chancellor

Search Committee, PO Box
1199, Wilmington, NC 28402.

RY SANDY PORTER
STAFF WRITER

The eighth annual business

Week will begin next Monday,
March 19 and last through March

23. Business week is sponsored

by the Cameron School of

Business Administration here at

UNCW. This years theme is

"Preparing for Tomorrow Today".

Chairman of Business Week, Dr.

Lee Sherman, chose this theme to

help focus on "real world learning

designed to broaden the minds of

students through classroom and

practical application to prepare for

productive participation in the

business world of the 1990s and

the 21st century."

Business week is being held in

the new 60,000-square-foot

Cameron Hall. Admission to all

events is free and, unless

otherwise noted, events are open

to the public. Although the

events are free, tickets must be

obtained at Cameron Hall.

Tickets are being distributed to

make sure there is "full

occupancy," so people who want

to get in will have an available

space open. From the look of the

lines outside of Cameron Hall,

these tickets are in high demand
Monday, March 19, the Career

Planning and Placement Center

will sponsor Career Day. Career

Day is being held to provide

students and faculty the

opportunity to learn about

potential employment
opportunities, career preparation

needs, and employment
projections and trends i n

Southeastern North Carolina.

More than 20 area employers will

participate in Career Day from 10

am-2pm in rooms 104 and 105 of

Cameron Hall.

Also on Monday and
continuing on Tuesday, March 20
is the Commerce Cup Challenge.

This competition allows students

to demonstrate what they have
learned in the classroom. Based
on the College Bowl format, the

Commerce Cup Challenge gives

students in a group of three a

chance to compete in their

specialized field of knowledge.
Quarterfinals will be held from 4-

6:00pm on Tuesday in the same

Career Day Is being
held to provide
students and faculty
the opportunity to

learn about potential
employment
opportunities. . . .

room. Awards will be given to

the winners.

Wednesday, March 21, a

keynote address was to be given,

but it has been cancelled. Guest

speakers will be available

Wednesday and on in to Thursday.

Representatives from 40 area and

national businesses, industries,

and agencies will be on hand in

Cameron Hall to discuss issues

pertaining to their businesses

between 8am and 3pm,
Wednesday, and from 9:30am-

3pm, Thursday. Over 60

concurrent sessions are scheduled

throughout the two days with

topics ranging from "The FBI and

Busings to "Statistical Quality

Improvement-Competing with

the Internationals."

In order to accommodate
students and faculty the Cameron
School of Business
Administration has cancelled

business classes so everyone can

take full advantage of talks being

given in the areas of marketing,

management, economics, finance,

and accounting.

On Thursday, March 22, Judge

Robert F. On, will be giving the

Master of Business
Administration address. Judge
Orr is an associate judge on the

North Carolina Court of Appeals,

and he will present "The Law-
Friend or Foe for the "90's." His

speech can be heard in room 105

Cameron hall at 6 pm.
Friday, March 23 marks the

Conclusion of Business Week.
The traditional student/faculty

Softball game will be held at

3pm, at the UNCW Athletic

Field #3. The Softball game is

sponsored by Sigma Alpha Beta

Honorary Academy Fraternity.

Last year was the first year the

business faculty conquered the

students, so stakes are running

high this year.

Chairman of Business week,

Dr. Lee Sherman, feels this

program will be a "really

successful operation. We think it

il extremely beneficial for

students to talk with successful

people today, before they
graduate."

Orientation Leaders Selected

\

The Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs would like to congratulate the new summer
Orientation Leaders for 1990. The newly selected

Orientation Leaders are: Becky Astin, Donna
Butler, Sharon Collins, Karen Credle, Eddie Davis,

Kristen Grady, Jennifer Guidice, Keilah Hathcock,

Vernon Johnson, Pete Leighton, Melisa McGowan,
Kevin McWhirter, Amy Minnix, Carrier Patterson,

Lisa Petroski, Andrea Piner, Leigh Ragan, Steve

Sappe, Kim Smith, Curtis Wilson, and Donna

Yates.

The new Orientation Leaders began a training

program this week and will continue throughout the

semester. The training sessions will provide crucial

information the students will be required to know
about the University. In addition, training will be

provided in a number of skills areas. Also, a

working weekend retreat has been scheduled for late

March at an Off-campus site. The leaders will return

for more intensive training in early June in

preparation for the summer orientation sessions.

This year's orientation theme is "VISIONS" and

a creative new logo has been designed in keeping

with the theme for the program. The program is

directed by Dr. Dick Mullendore, with assistance

from the Student Directors, Tina Ford and Burt

Kilpatrick. They conducted an extensive interview

process in search of 21 outgoing and friendly

students to represent the University. This summer's

program expects to attract over 1,000 freshmen and

approximately 900 parents in three, two-day

sessions. An increased emphasis on freshman

academic success will be apparent in the 1990

summer program.

395-3534
Sip ITZA MARCH CALENDAR <Mw S> 395-3534
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SPECIAL OF THE MONTH: FINAL FOUR FRENZY!!!
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THE SEAHAWK

Tht Seahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor. These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The
Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit lettersfor the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd., Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The
Seahawk.

The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 p.m Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The Seahawk't phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division.

PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
Editor in Chief

MAI NGUYEN
News Editor

CHRIS WRIGHT
Sports Editor

PATRICK FOWLER
Asst Sports Editor

DAVIO BURKE
Copy Editor

ALLEN RAY
Entertainment Editor

JOHN GEOFFRION
Production Manager
LAUREN FULLER
Production Assistant

JENNIFER YOUNG
Photographer
DEBBIE SMITH
National Advertising

Manager
KENNETH TAYLOR
Local Advertising

Manager
JOHN AXTELL
Financial Manager
DAN HEADRICK
Advisor

Editorials
Senate makes an
untimely discovery

Elections are traditionally a time of turmoil and chaos.
Candidates and their backers become like wolves around a
wounded comrade, eagerly anticipating an opening to attack.
The SGA elections seem to be following this pattern in true
form.

At the Monday night meeting of the Senate, a suggestion
was made to form a committee to redefine a passage of the
Election Board bylaws. It seems that there is some question
as to the eligibility of Denny Best and Vickie Freeman in the
Vice-Presidential race. The ruling in question states that in

order to be eligible, the candidate must have served a full

term as a senator or senate secretary. The statement does not
define full term, nor has it been called up before.

This irregularity is made all the more striking by the
timing with which it was brought to the attention of the
Senate. . . the week before elections. Fingers have been
pointed, accusing Lee Bamhill of bringing this up in order to

disqualify his competition. Barnhill has returned the attack,
saying that he did no such thing and that everybody else is

out to get him.

The Seahawk has no hard evidence either way, short of
Barnhill's admission that he did indeed bring the question to
Election Board Chairman Bob Garlow's attention after
hearing someone else mention it. While this may or may not
convince anyone either way; our question is directed at the
Senate. The final decision will be their's. If this is such a
majoT issue, why has it not come up before? How can an
impartial and just decision be made on the night before
elections begin?

Regardless of who is ultimately responsible for bringing
the question to light, it seems quite suspicious. The final
decision could be devastating to the affected parties as well
as to the voters. Is this going to be another example of our
Senate blindly following the lead of whoever stands at the
podium urging them on? As students, and voters, you
should bear in mind their eagerness to hand over a large sum
of money to the Hurricane Hugo relief fund. You should
also know how easily they were convinced to give another
huge chunk of cash to the Gospel Choir for a trip without
any kind of itemized list of expenses. Our Senate has a
pretty good record of going off half-cocked. If not for a
handful of level headed senators and executive officers, there
is no telling what state the SGA and the pool of student
funds would be in. Remember this next week at the polls.

Do yourself a
favor.

(let involved.

End apathy at

UNCW.
UOTEI

Dear Editor,

PARTY! It's a popular
thought on the minds of many
college students, especially on
Friday nights. Even I can recall

the pounding music with a cool
brew in my hand. My mouth
goes numb-ah, a familiar
sensation. I laugh uncontrollably

at the conversation and,
eventually, the darkness reaches

out to grab me.

Am I drunk? Could be-but
would you recognize this episode

as a result of insulin shock? I am
diabetic-this disease is the #3
killer in the US-and I want to

announce the recent formation of

die Diabetic Education & Support

Group on campus.

We're still organizing and
planning and we need diabetics-

both type I and II. The group is

i

aimed at educating the diabetic

college student on issues such as

drinking, diet, exercise,

contraception, more! We're here

to help diabetics balance the body

with the life of a popular student.

Diabetics, guys and gals, we
need you. You don't need to be

in the tightest control-that's why
we're here. Come learn how
some of us adjust and make our

lives easier and healthier. Please

call the Student Health and
Wellness Center at 395-3280

,

ask for Katie Gilbert or call 392-

6230 after 6:00 and ask for Laura

Eakins-we'll be glad to give you

more information. The March

meeting is scheduled for the 19th

at 7:00 pm in room 204 in the

University Union.

Please join us!!

Laura Eakins

Suffering is a Fair Price For Freedom
I watched the emergence of

Nelson Mandella from twenty

years of imprisonment. His
stately strength carried through

the media and touched me. How
can anyone undergo twenty seven

years of harsh separation from all

that is held dear and survive with

such apparent wholeness?

More than once I have
wondered how positive change
will ever happen in the face of

massive issues like totalitarian

control of whole nations, and
widespread racism and apartheid in

South Africa. And now we see

change happening all around us!

How can that be?

We are seeing clear examples

of the power of suffering. Martin

Luther King Jr. speaking out

against racial oppression said,

"We will wear you down by our
capacity to suffer." Individual
freedom in Eastern Europe has

been oppressed for forty years but

has, all that time, been present
and simmering just beneath the

surface of outward compliance to

political forces in power. The

hopes of freedom endured
incredible repression and pain; but
they did endure and have brought

down the Berlin Wall. Not only
Nelson Mandella, but the black

community of South Africa has
endured generation after

generation of repression and their

capacity to suffer and endure,

symbolized in Mandela, now
brings them to the dawning of
new hope and possibility.

Another of my heros, Jesus of
Nazereth, also emerged victorious

over his oppressors and that
victory emerged from his
willingness and capacity to suffer
and endure. From Paul, one of
his followers who also spent a
significant time in prison, came a

paradoxical affirmation: "For the

sake of Christ, then, I am content

with a weakness, insults,

hardships, persecutions, and
calamities; for when I am weak,
then I am strong."

The power of powerlessness is

real, however paradoxical.

History is replete with example
after example of persons who
have endured suffering and, over
time, emerged victorious over
their oppressors. Mandela and
Havel are our current examples of
victims becoming victors. Most
of us have very different images
of power and what it takes to

make change. It would be well
for us to learn about the
incredible power of the human
spirit, particularly when it is

tempered in the fires of advcr>iry.

Greed only works to destroy our world
"Greed i.s good. It is right. It

works," were the words quoted by

senior Jim Kraft last semester

concerning the CAO takeover by
the College Republicans. He
concluded this amazing statement

by adding that greed "captures the

essence of the evolutionary
spirit." Perhaps I'm mistaken but

I doubt that Darwin meant to

arrive at that conclusion on
writing his Origin of Species, at

least not in the context that is

used in this case.

Greed is anything but good.

It is greed manifested as
mankind that has turned this

world of ours into a shooting

gallery and inflicted irreparable

damage to its environment and

the life it supports. But yes,

tragically it is everywhere.

Greed is in Africa where its

poachers are succeeding in

destroying that continent's uhe
world's) population of African
elephants for nothing more than
their tusks which will bring a

fine pi ice on the Asian market
and be used in ornate carvings of

the deep animal that they once
belonged to.

Greed is on the beaches of

Mexico and other countries,
awaiting the arrival of female sea

turtles to come ashore to nest
where they are easily caught and
butchered by the thousands. They
will be cut from their shells

Greed is on the high
seas, loaded in a
harpoon cannon
aimed at what remains
of the world's whale
populations.

which will be polished and
lacquered to become the latest

conversation piece on some proud
owner's wall.

Greed is on the high seas,

loaded in a harpoon cannon aimed

at what remains of the world's

whale populations. Greed wants
its women to look pretty and its

lamps to bum brighter through
the oil it extracts from these

magnificent animals to be used
for cosmetics and lamp oils.

Greed is even found in the

high, remote Himalayan
mountains around Tibet and

Nepal where it has accomplished

all but extermination of one of

nature's most wonderful creations,

the snow leopard, whose fur now
clothes some of the richest

women in the world. Greed has

brought this animal down to a

population of about ten
individuals.

Greea is anything but right.

It is greed *ho finds it

necessary to inuease its sexual

desire by unjustly labeling the

rhino's horn as an aphrodisiac
and faiuiicalK bringing this

animal ever closer to extinction.

It removes the horn, as it

removed the elephant's tusks,

leaving the dead body of the entire

animal for the buzzards.

Greed is in the forests of our
own country taking the lives of
black bears, aduli and cub alike,

whose gall bi.i.uiers have also

remarkably been linked to the
rhino's horn in having
aphrodisiacal powers. Both of
these sexual "remedies" are used
in abundance in the far east i.e.

China. Japan.

It was greed who completely

decimated this country's wolf
population at ine turn of the

century. It was greed who set

these animals on fire in their

dens, poisoned them, cut their
Achilles tendons, mutilated them
and strangled their pups in its

pathological hatred of the wolf.
Thanks be to greed for bringing
the wolf, once one of the most
numerous animals of the lower
48 states down to but one small
population in northern
Minnesota.

Greed does not work.

It was greed who brought the

American Indians to their knees;
who relentlessly cheated them,
lied to them, and finally killed

them or put them upon
reservations far from their
homelands and stripped of their

dignity. It is greed who has done
these same things to the

Aboriginese of Australia.

This is greed in all of its

splendor and for everything I've

.

mentioned of greed there are a

hundred things more that I

haven't. If anyone thinks that

greed is so good, so wonderful, so

right or so blessed then let them
be the bearers of it. I care

nothing for it Good riddance.

RY PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
EDITOR IN CHIEFLETTER FROM THE EDITOR:

Vote early and Vote often, but Vote right
At election time, I usually

try to find some place to hide

until things are all over.

This is the case whether the

elections are state, county, or

national. The mudslinging
and name calling get so
intense that I would just as

soon keep my head down to

avoid getting splattered.

I never really pictured a

campus election coming to

this type of combat. Of
course, until I became editor

of a university newspaper,
things like this never really

came to my attention. I saw
the posters, heard the
speeches, and even allowed
my hand to be shaken, but
this internal warfare eluded
my intentionally myopic
vision. Ah, those days of
ignorant bliss. . .

I find myself now in an
unenviable position. Do I

support a candidate through
The Seahawk'} Most
newspapers do. But what if

the one I back loses? Then I

would have to deal with his

opponent who would be in a

position to make my life

quite a drag. Real
newspapers aren't funded by
the Student Government
Association. If they anger a
vice-presidential candidate,

the public down into it with
them? The voters have a

right to know. (Now
doesn't that sound like a line

from every cornball movie
where the overzealous

.
.
.the voters do have a right to know when a

candidate for public office is prone to making
faulty decisions.

they don't face the possibility

of not receiving enough
money to operate and grow.
Here, though, I am sustained

by my devout pledge of
political atheism. I won't
back anybody.

But wait. . . what about
my journalistic responsibility

as watchdog to the masses?
True neutrality would require

that I not only refrain from

journalist jumps in where he
has no right to be?)

Well, the voters do have a

right to know when a

candidate for public office is

prone to making faulty

decisions. They should be
informed if that person uses

position as a shield from
justice. Someone ought to

tell them when an aspiring

elected official who will be
backing a candidate, but that instrumental in handling their

*5foafl

I ignore the faults of the
opposition. What if there is

a candidate who really bears

exposition? What if

someone digs their own
grave, then threatens to take

money ignores his own
debts. The question stands.

All I have to do is name the

candidate who is guilty of
these accusations.

Let's have some more budget.

by Tom Capizzi

hints. What candidate for

vice-president, while
chairing the budget and
planning committee, decided
to let a certain organization
discount the rules and turn
over last year's money to
meet this year's Minimum
Required Revenue (MRR)?
Who, since he was chairman
of a senate committee, faced
nothing more than a
reprimand (which failed in

the senate by .06 votes)
when he was found guilty of
maladministration in the
case? Which candidate has
chosen to disregard a debt
owed to The Seahawk for
well over a year, and as this

is being written, has yet to
pay. (And who, when
approached with this debt
early in the semester, chose
to laugh and say "Oh well".)

This Vice-presidential
candidate is not Denny Best
Nor is it Vicky Freeman.

... but I won't name
him. He might decide not to
approve The Seahawk's

TVUVN<S FORSlTT IW' COw/N
YOU KNOW, YOU DONT HAVE TO
CET RK.HT OR YOU CAM EVEN
LAV DOWN IF TOO WANT'

YET ANOTHER VICTIM OF "

FQRMtTUEE FRont HELL /

OUT

VOTE
K
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Help Wanted
Best Fundraisers on Campus! Is your fraternity, sorority or club interested in earning $1,000.00+ for a one week,

on-campus marketing project? You must be well organized and hard working. Call Jenny and Myra at (800) 592-

2121.

Cheeiieading Instructors Needed for Summer Camps in N.C. If you love cheering, this is the summer job

for you! College experience not necessary, but must have a strong high school background. Flexible scheduling and

great pay! Call collect for more information: (919) 383-0086.

COLLEGE REP WANTED to work 5-15 hours per week on campus starting next Fall term. Good income. For

more information and application write to: Collegiate Marketing Services, 251 Glenwood Drive, Mooresville, NC
28115.

Energetic girl needed to run hot dog stand at Inlet Watch Yacht Club. Good pay, flexible hours. Call Dawn for

appointment at 392-7106.

ATTENTION! GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus

^Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885 EXT.A 18742.

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO $1400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!
' Objective: Fundraiser

Commitment: Minimal

Money: Raise $1,400

J
Cost: Zero investment

Campus organizations, clubs, frats, sororities call OCMC: 1(800)932-0528 or (800)950-8472, EXT 10.

Furnished apartments. Twinwood: Get your lease for Summer and Fall 1990. Furnished. Maximum of four

students. Cascade Realty 395-0310.

ABXAEOrHIOKAMNOnePITY^QS^Z
rpfXKO, xov you pca8 Tt|io? Hafflc yo\> (kcv <rro6>|nvY yovup

aXmiapeT? Hepe 10 vi\c X^a^Xt to now ix nav o$$. tnta \a

a xowiov $op ovc $p«x 10 toop6 jicpoovaX iv ttjc OTorrjawK-

flpi\ryn)uj aS to ttjc orarjawK-oWx* pctaccv ovc avS 0inc

nfi ov $pi&ry pop peSqixnov

Attention Students!: Follow our proven plan to wealth.

$K in 90 days. New N.L.M. Company . Call 700-

0985. Leave message.

WANT THE BEST
FOR SGA?

VOTE
FOR D. BEST!

DENNV BEST

FOR U. PRES

DORIS BEST

FOR SENATOR

1990 SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM
Session I: May 21 -June 26
Session II: June 28-August 3

Fees and Tuition per Session:

Undergraduate: $100 plus

Graduate: $100 plus

NC Resident

$25 per credit hour

$35 per credit hour

Nonresident

$200 per credit hour

$21 per credit hour

UNC-CH offers, during two 5 1/2 week sessions, one of the largest summer programs

in the United States. Over 800 courses are scheduled in 40 disciplines. A typical course

load per session is two classes of three semester hours each.

Students from any college or university, teachers, rising high school seniors and

others who are not enrolled at UNC-CH may apply as Visiting Summar Students

Plaaaa s«nd me a catalog and application form:

Nam*

Straat _^
City _^_ State 2p

Mall to: The University of North Carolina at Chapel HM. Summer School. CB #3340, 200 PeMgraw Hal, Chapel

HH.NC 27S99-3340. Phone: (91») 962-1009.

(aa/eeo Inatftutlon)

UNW

>• Uli

"TheAirForcetaught
methatgolden
opportunitiesarereally
madeofsilver.".Lieutenant Paula Gansky

"My silver Air Force emblem reminds me that many nurses may not know about

the golden opportunities to be found here. The facilities are extraordinary! And I found

I could advance my education and really grow. I won't have to wait for years to move

up. There's travel and excitement, too. And I'm treated like a professional — with

respect. Everything I wanted in a nursing career has come with my decision to go

Air Force. It's an opportunity to soar in a truly sophisticated medical environment."

Discover the Air Force opportunity. Call

TSGT FRED MILLER
803-554-8759

Station-To-Station Collect

ft!

.
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ENTERTAINMENT
I hope you all had a good

spring break. I hope that none of

you experimented with drugs like

crack or tequila or any thing like

that. I hope that none of you met

a young man or woman with a

tattoo at a bar, and woke up the

next day with somebody coyote

ugly (someone you would knaw

your arm off before pulling it out

from under them and wake them

up).

I hope that none of you came

home with seafood (take some

time to think about that one), or

with luggage. Finally, I hope

that none of you had a good time

because I didn't get to go to

Florida, or Mexico, or the

Bahamas so I hope that you all

peel or got sun poisoning.

I had the pleasure of going to

Memphis for spring break and

what a joy it was. If any of you

ever get the chance to make a

pilgrimage to the home of "THE
KING" I highly recommend it.

The journey went something like

this:

The congregation of the First

Church of His Holy Rock and

Rollness met at the bus station

for the journey to the center of

the universe, Memphis.
Tennesee. There were tears in my
eyes as the bus pulled away from

the station, and in the background

the choir sang "Jail House Rock"

softly .

After a few hours of singing

Elvis songs we all sank back into

our chairs to watch "the essential"

Elvis movies. Viva Las Vegas,

Blue Hawaii, Roustabout, Kid
Galahad, and of course the 68
comeback show filled our minds

with visions of rhinestones and

jelly doughnuts.

That night I had nightmares

of an overweight Elvis popping

pills and flying in a jet eating

peanut butter and jelly

sandwiches. It was horrible. As
soon as I woke up I read through

the Graceland news to calm me
down.

The ride and the nightmares

were worth it however, because

Memphis was all I had ever

dreamed it would be. The
muslims can have Mecca, and the

Jews can take the Holy land back,

just give me Graceland and that's

all I'll ask for. The pillars

outside with all their majesty, the

naugahide couches with all their

charm, the black velvet pictures

of unicoms shimmering in the

sunlight.. .it was to wonderful to

describe.

After a candlelight vigil and a

chorus of "Love Me Tender" on
the steps of Graceland we all

departed to the Graceland Motor
Hotel for a night of blissful

slumber. Thats when I met her.

Elvis's secret love child.

She was sitting down at the

end of the bar wearing a leather

jump suit with rhinestones all

over the collar. I bought her a

couple of Wild Turkey shots and
she told me how she had grown
up on a farm a couple of miles

from Graceland and that Elvis

never disclosed her existence so

that she could lead a normal life.

However, with the popularity of

Elvis these days she decided to

stop waiting tables and cash in on
her father's name.

She was beautiful, and after a

few more drinks she sang me
some ballads. She even sounded
like him. Well, a little. I

thought to myself that she was
the woman I had been looking for

all my life. I had to have
her.. .but the bus honked and I

knew I had to leave. Leave the

only woman I would ever love,

Louise Smith-Pressley.

I guess that the real world

can't be like the movies with a

happy ending every time.

Sometimes the great loves don't

get to ride off into the sunset.

Sometimes the man has to let the

woman go. Kind of like

Casablanca, only with
bellbottoms and a Greyhound
bus. We'll always have
Memphis.

Welcome once again to the

Shark's den of music reviews and

opinions. Well spring break has

come and gone once again and so

have the Grammy Aiwarck, which

once again proved they were a

farce, (they should be renamed the

Bonnie Raid Awards). I could go
on all day but I won't

Another thing I would like to

mention is our local music scene

here in Wilmington. First off

I've seen improvements in the

clubs (at least one) in the acts

that are coming to Wilmington,

but there is a lack of visits from

bands that are labeled as

"alternauve".

For example Fugazi is

coming to Chapel Hill but what

about Wilmington? Buffalo Tom
is also going to Chapel Hill but

what about Wilmington? Maybe
the clubs are only out ot make as

much money as they can, but

these two bands would draw

pretty decent crowds. I could be

wrong with such a apathetic

campus community as we have at

this university.

Another thing, Trask

Colisieum sits unused all too

often, I'm not sure who is

responsible for providing the

student body with entertainment

(or lack of) but hey the Azalea

Festival uses it for concerts

maybe this organization should

make more use of this facility and

at the same time help unify this

camps that really lacks a soul.

The Best of Rodney on the
ROQ

Posh Boy Records-25 Songs
PO Box 4474, Palm Desert,

CA 92261-4474

Three out of four teeth

This disc is for those of us

who aren't real familar with

alternative music, because it is a

compilation album, containing a

lot of the more mainstream
alternative music from the bands

Agent Orange, Adolescents, The
Klan, Circle Jerks, T. S. O. L.,

The Vandals, Gleaming Spires,

111 Repute and others.

Rodney Bingenheimer is a L)J

in Los Angeles and this album is

more or less a tribute of sorts to

bands he had a helping hand in

their success. This is the type of

album for when you throw a

party and musically there is

something for everyone. There is

a remake of the Monkee's I'm a

Believer by Nina Hagen, which I

found enjoyable, as most of the

tracks were.

The Hunt For Rob Lowe
Bad Influence: Starring Rob

Lowe, James Spader.

Rating: 8 out of a possible

10.

For some reason I felt like I

had seen this movie before I ever

got to the theatre. From the

publicity that preempted this

movie it seemed that it was about
Rob Lowe being a bad influence

and video taping sex. Sound
Familiar?

Rob Lowe stars in this

intence thriller about a yuppie
named Michael (Spader) who
meets a mysterious stranger
named Alex (Lowe) and his life is

never the same again. Alex has

this nasty habit of bringing out
the hidden traits that we all have

locked away in our subconsious.

Spader is very good as the

sniveling yuppie who lets his co-

workers run him over and leave

him with an ulcer. However, all

of this changes when he meets
Alex who introduces him to
kinky women, wild sex, and
criminal activity like armed
robery. Michael begins to stand

up for himself and enjoy the

changes in his life, but before he

knows it Alex has pushed him
over the edge.

This is a very enjoyable

movie to watch. From the

opening scene you are sucked into

Michaels life, and see everything

crumble around him as Alex

manipulates him to do what ever

he wants. Rob Lowe is very evil

at moments, and the next very—

—

T

charming. His career should be

helped by this pre jet because he

does a very goo . job playing a

cool sleaze wh-; controls peoples

lives.

Everybody ca- say what they

want about the "sex tape" scandal

last year, but it couldn't have

been better promo for this movie.

I'm not saying they did it on

purpose, but boy it sure is a

coincidence.

Bad Influence is playing at the

New Centre 3 .

The Hunt For Red October.

Starring Sean Connery and Alec

Baldwin.

Rating: 9 out of a possible

10.

This movie from all the hype

surrounding it seemed to me to be

one of those movies that was

going to have a tough time living

up to its advanced press. I mean
it was based on the mega hit

book of the same name written

by Tom Clancy and movies are

never as good as the book.

Right? Well, this one comes
pretty close.

The story revolves around a

famous Soviet sub commander
Marko Ramius (Connery), and
his attempt to defect to the US
with a new Typhoon class

submarine the Red October. The
only problem is that the whole
Soviet fleet is out to sink him,

and only one man in the US
military knows what he is trying

to do.

Billyclub Fest:,

Funk-N-Stuff
ft
v ICFVIN POTTS

ENTERTAINMENT WRITER

Billyclub Fest, a band that

holds its roots firmly i n

Wilmington, will be performing

at the Mad Monk on Thursday,

March 15th with guests Killian

Hill. Recently, I was able to sit

in on one of their practice

sessions while they were busy

gearing up for the month of

March which is full of club dates.

Since May of 1989 Billyclub

Fest has been playing funk and

formulating a sound that is quite

original. I asked the guys about

the band's line-up of members and

received quite a long response.

"In the start" began bass

player Eric Tomasunis also

known as Dr. Bass, "we had Echo

(Brett Ekstrom) playing guitar

and singing, and on bass, and

Sweet Daddy (Steve Anthony) on

drums. After a couple of months
we took on Skinny Al (Alex

Bruton) to play guitar and then

soon after that Sweet Daddy had

to leave the band so we got LT
(Tom Landrigan) to play drums.

We kept that line-up for a while

until about a month and a half

ago when Sweet Daddy returned

and now he sings and from:, for

us."

Each of the members in BCF
have been involved with bands

before joining this funk gorup.

Both Dr. Bass and Echo wen
members of a mainstream
progressive band known as

Modern Law. Skinny Al was a

member of a local hardcore

number, Suburban Propane, for a

short period of time.

BCF's former drummer and

new frontman, Sweet Daddy
Anthony, was involved with, S-

S-P-I-t, a Wilmington artfad

group and their present drummer,
LT, was a member of the former

local hardcore band. From

Beyond. LT is also heavily
involved with his school drum
class and school band at Hoggard
High School and bases his style

on the formal school of

drumming.

After hearing the broad
spectrum of musical background
that the band has I asked the
group what exactly made them
come together and want to play

funk. Eric pointed out to me that

the whole band enjoys getting the

crowd involved and he spoke for

them all by saying "We're tired of
bands that all look alike and don't

entertain enough. . . people go to

watch and hear bands to be
entertained, that's why we play
funk to entertain."

The fellows in BCF like to be

entertained as well as entertain

but no two members of the group

could agree on influences when I

asked them about it. As a whole,
their influences stem from 3rd
Base all the way to Metallica.
LT said "Since we all got such
different influences we more or
less influence each other so our
influences constantly change."

Finally I questioned this tight-

knit group about their plans for
the future and Echo replied, "We
definitely want to increase our
originally and grow together even
more as a band as well as
growing personally a s

musicians." Dr. Bash followed
up by saying, "We want to stay

fresh with new ideas and
concentrate on getting a lot of
promo (promotion) from our
tape. Sav What'?

BCF is working hard to

promote themselves as one of the

best up and coming funk bands in

North Carolina and they assured
me that their performance on
Mar. 15th at the Mad Monk
would be one to remember.

:*:WjWl'^^n*?!9^^^?R^*??F]F?!^:
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It seems that the "cold war"

has grown tiring for Ramius and
he wants to stop the Soviet

Union from causing World War
III. Luckily for Ramius an

American CIA agent Jack Ryan
(Baldwin), figures out that what
Ramius wants to do is defect

This movie is gripping from
the opening scene to the very end.

The cast of all male actors (there

is one female in the initial scene)

does a great job in every aspect of

the film. Sam Neil, Scott Glenn,

and James Earl Jones co-star in

smaller roles, but lend
conciderable support to Connery
and Baldwin.

Baldwin does an excellent job
as Ryan, an agent that isn't a
super spy, but instead very much
real with real problems and
emotions. However, no matter

how good Baldwin is, he or

anybody else in the film can't

match Connery's presence.
Connery plays Ramius so
convincingly that not once did I

say "Oh, James Bond as a
Russian" which is hard for me to

do.

The Hunt For Red October i.

a fast paced, but some what
predictable movie. The
performances in every role are

excellent and the cinematography

is first rate throughout Don't

miss it. The Hunt For Red
October is playing at the College

Road Cinema.

One of the purposes of the

restaurant reviews here in the

Seahawk is to give students hints

on where to eat in Wilmington.

But spring break gave us all the

opportunity to take a break from
Wilmington and travel elsewhere.

Traditionally, Florida, is the

ultimate destination for most
spring breakers. The hot spots

are Ft Lauderdale and Daytona

Beach. And from first hand
experience I can tell you that

Daytona was densely populated

this year for spring break.

Many UNCW Students piled

into cars for 8 1/2 hour drive to

warmer beaches. Poolside parties

and contests along with sunny

shores kept breakers busy during

the days, and these students kept

the bars in business at night But

somewhere in between all of the

drinking and partying, breakers

had to fuel up and get some food

in their stomachs.

So the big question was:

"Where should we eat?" This

decision had fo be made nightly.

After days of Taco Bell and

Wendy's, a good meal was in

order. So let me tell you what

we decided on Friday night. .

.

I remembered talking to an

older well-traveled friend of mine

in Virginia last year about

traveling and the conservation

turned to restaurants and the name
of a restaurant stuck in my head.

She had stated that the best

restaurant she had ever come
across was in Daytona Beach,

Fla. The name she mentioned
was Aunt Catfish's on the River.

For some odd reason this name
remained in my long-term

memory.
We made reservations because

we heard this was one of the

busiest places around. Once we
arrived we immediattely realized

that making the reservation was

the only way to go because their

was a line all the way around the

building!

The building itself had quite a

nautical appearance. It was
situated directly on the

intercoastal waterway and had a

deck that stretched out into the

water.

Once inside we were delighted

to learn of the comfortable

environment This restaurant had

a really down home touch with

paper place mat menus, mason jar

glasses, and a shoe on the table

dial served as a sugar holder. The
lights were made out of upside

down metal pails and monted fish

and random fishing pictures

decorated the walls. We had

definitely come to the right place

for seafood. This place really had

character!

We were greeted immediately

by a cheerful and very helpful

waitress. She described the

dining experience we were about

to encoi'nu-:. It turned out that

all the meals came with an all

you can eat salad bar, fruit bar,

soup bar, and hot appetizer bar.

This was a meal in itself!

The entrees were also very

modestly priced. What else could

you ask for? You could get fri id

shrimp or fa nous fried catfish for

$8.95, !>.eaks for $9.95 and marv
other dinners that ranged up to

$24.95 lobJter pie. I ordered

Flounder stuffed with spinach
souffle and covered with se;isonel

Hollar'iaisfv sauce. This meal
was incredible for $10.95.

Wc all pretty much filled up
on ML ids and apetizers and were
abosil'.ely shocked when our
dinners came out about ten

minutes later. We discovered that

all cf our entrees came with
hushpuppies, baked potato, fresh

strawberries, and these huge
homebaked fresh cinnamon rolls-

and the entree itself was
enormous. This was certainly

more food than any of us could
handle!

(But, of course, we didn't

complain)

After we had reached our

limit we decided that this was the

best weal we had on our vacation,

and pro: ably the best evtr.

So MM time I visit my friend

in Virginia I will have to thank

her for the tip on such a classic

restaurant. I wish that everyone

on spring break had the

opportunity to eat as fine a meal
as we had at Aunt Catfish's. Or
maybe next year.

Wtoatts

©©Sung Onn
March 15-22

ooo

Thursday

Mad Monk: Billy

Club Fest.

Seahawks: SAE
college night.

Guiseppes: strickly

Business.

Front Street:

Wilmingtunes.

Friday

Mad Monk: Lex

Luther Reunion.

Front Street:

Rude Dogs.

Guissepe's:

Captain Cook and

The Coconuts.

Bombays: Lamda
Chi Alpha presents

the Amateurs.

Saturday

Mad Monk: The

Point.

Front Street:

Rude Dogs.

Guissepe's: Captain

Cook and the Coconuts

Seahawks: Delta

Sigma Phi presents

"IRISH FEST" featuring]

The Heydays.

Monday

Ortons: College

Night.

Tuesday

Front Street: Blue:

Jam Society.

Wednesday

Guissepe's: Strictly

Business.

Mad Monk 395-0280

Front Street 763-1240

Seahawks 392-PIER

Guissepe's 256-9600

h
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The race is on !!

sprint to the polls

VOTE
March 20th and 21st

Poll locations :

University Union

Cameron School of Busin

East Cafeteria

Don't be left behind

Sponsered by the Committee to elect

STEVE SAPPE STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT

Vote for someone

who won't sleep on the pb

Steve Sappe

Dedicated and Experienced

Good Lack Steve !

love,

beita Zeta Sorority

\

ood Luck

fev6 9

you II mak
a great

tudent

President

1

your friends

Sigma Chi Epsilon

VOTE

STEVE SAPPE

FOR

STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT

LEADERSHIP DEDICATION

EXPERIENCE

STUDENT GOVERNMENT SPRING REP-AT-LARGE

VICE-CHAIRMAN JUDICIARY COMMITTEE

PRESIDENT SPORTS CLUB COUNCIL

VICE-PRESIDENT UNCV S.A.D.D.

FRESHMAN ORIENTATION LEADER

MEMBER PHI BETA LAMBDA

MEMBER CHANCELLOR'S SUBSTANCE

ABUSE ADVISORY BOARD

-
. , . ..._
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Student Body President
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Ken Lemon, currently student body vice president, is a native of

Wilmington Other offices Lemon has held in Student Government

include Sophomore Class president and chairman of the Media

Publications Board. He has also been involved in NAACP, vice

chairman Chancellor's Student Media Task Force, Who's Who Among

Students in American University and Colleges Selection Committee

and the Student Affairs Committee. Lemon has been honored as

Student Senate Speaker of the Year, Minority Academic Award,

Minority Leadership Award, Kappa Alpha Psi Beau of the Year, and as

a guest speaker at the Martin Luther King Center. He is attending

UNCW on a Minority Presence Scholarship.

SGA
Elections
Coming
March 20
and 21.

Student Body Vice President

Chief Justice

E. Lee Barnhill, a junior from Castle Hayne, has been involved

in SGA having served as president pro tempore, parliamentarian,

chairman of the Judiciary Committee, and chairman of the Budget and
Planning Committee. Barnhill, who is actively involved in his church
and a local political party, still finds time for extracurricular school
activities such as Delta Tau Delta, North Carolina Legislature and the

Campus Judicial Board. His accomplishments include SGA Speaker of
the Year and SGA Senator of the Year.

Steve Sappe, a senior from Derwood, MD, has held numerous

positions in Student Government including spring representative at

lar^e, vice chairman Commuter Student Activities Committee, and vice

chfirman Judiciary Committee. Sappe is also a freshman orientation

lea'der, president of the Football Club and vice president of Students

Against Driving Drunk. He works as a peer advisor in

ALTERNATIVES!, UNCW's substance abuse education center.

Sappe's accomplishments include a scholarship for outstanding

achievement in Student Government and an appointment to the

Chancellor's Substance Abuse Advisory Board.

Attorney General

Jeff llolcman, a freshman from Monroe, NC, is majoring in

international marketing. He has been involved in Student Government
as Freshman Class senator, as a member of the Judiciary Committee
and as a member of the Senate Self-Analysis Committee.
Extracurricular activities include membership in the Baptist Student
Union and the North Carolina Student Legislature.

Denny Best, a junior from Wilmington currently serves as a SGA
senator, has been elected twice as a senator at large. Student
Government involvement includes membership on the Student Action
Team and the Constitution Committee. Best has also shown his

leadership skills as president of the Campus Awareness Organization,

vice president of the Historical Society, vice president and
parliamentarian of Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity, and
parliamentarian of Black Student Union. Best volunteers with Big
Buddy, Red Cross and helped in the Charleston relief efforts after

Hurricane Hugo.

Lisa Royal, a junior from Wilmington, has served as Attorney
General for Student Government for the past year and a half. Royal is

vice president of Sigma Chi Epsilon and special events chair of the

Association for Campus Entertainment. Royal is also a volunteer for

the Child Abuse Center.

Scott Walker, a junior from Charlotte, NC is a criminal justice

major. Walker has served in Student Government as a representative at

large, as a member of the Community Relations Committee, and the

Greek Housing Committee. He is a brother of Chi Phi Fraternity,

where he has served as social chairman.

Vicky Freeman, a junior from Olney, MD has been a senator for

Student Government and a member of the Judicial Committee. She is a

founding sister of Alpha Phi Sorority, serving as pledge educator,

corresponding secretary, and a rush counselor. Freeman is also involved

in the Economics club and Phi Beta Lambda Business Fraternity.

Freeman has also excelled academically having been named to the

Dean's List and Who's Who Among Students in American Universities

and Colleges.

If You Knew
WhatThey Felt Like,

YouU Be
WearingThem Now.

J^ Full Shoe Repair Service

3909-A Oleander

395-0620

15% Student Discount with I. D.
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PROGRESSIUE
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WORKING HRRD IN 1989-90

SGfl UICE PRESIDENT
WELCOME WEEK COMMITTEE

SOPHOMORE CLASS PRESIDENT

UNC-RSG REPORTING SECRETARY

MEDIA PUBLICATIONSBOARD CHAIRMAN

UICE-CHAIR MEDIAPUBLICATIONS TASKFORCE
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better tohorrow
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Sq Campuses Down On Sex

Four discount guide to American religion

THE WRADOX OF JUWISM

THE RAIN OF CULTISM

.*«

THE JOY OF PROTESTANTISM

(CPS)--A task force at the

University of Illinois, shocked by
the high rate of sexual assaults on

its students, wants to make the

campus safer by putting students

under closer adult supervision.

Among the 24 "strongest

possible remedies" the task force

suggested Feb.8 were proposals

to put a resident director in all

student housing, including
fraternities and sororities, and to

ban the school's pompon squad
because its dances are "sexually

suggestive."

The same day in Minneapolis,

six University of Minnesota
students were arrested at a sit-in

calling for similar kinds of

"remedies." They asked campus
President Nils Hasslemo for a

better escort service for women,
the restoration of peer counseling

and a crisis telephone hotline.

The Illinois task force was
prompted by a study that found an

unexpectedly large number of

campus women had suffered from

sexual violence.

More than 16 percent of the

women at UI said they have been

raped while attending school, and

63 percent of those women said

the offender was a member of a

UI fraternity.

"This survey tended to confirm

in definite numbers of what we
had feared," said Stanley Levy,

UI's vice chancellor of student

affairs.

"Not many campuses have

been willing to do such a survey,

but we wanted to know the

reality," he added. '

Those that have taken such

surveys have come up with

similar results.

The New Mexico Governor's

Rape Prevention and Prosecution

Commission in 1988 found that,

statistically, one in four college

women become rape victims, and

that their attackers are four times

more likely to be an acquaintance

than a stranger. A 1989 survey

of 6,000 college students by

Santa Monica Hospital in

California found that one in six

college women had been raped.

Stephens College in Missouri

banned all its "little sister"

programs in October after four

rapes were reported in a month at

More than 16% of the

women at UI said they

have been raped
while attending
school, and 63% of

those women said the

offender was a

member of a UI

fraternity.

the neighboring University of
Missouri campus. The incidents

were related to fraternity parties.

"It really did surprise us," said

John Ehlert, president of UI's

Interfraternity Council (IFC).

"We knew that the problem
existed, but the sheer numbers
were a surprise."

Last semester, before the
report was released, the IFC
banned open keg parties.

"We saw that many of the

assaults were connected with

alcohol," Ehlert said. "The

accessibility of alcohol at

fraternities is a real problem"

The greatest stir, however,

was created by the report's

proposal to eliminate the
Illinettes, the pompon squad that

performs at the school's football

and basketball games.

The Task Force on Sexual

Assault, Abuse and Violence
claimed "the squad promotes

women as sexual objects."

Even Illinois state Gov. James

Thompson called the proposal a

"60's sexist mentality."

"I think it's foolishness in the

extreme to target the pompon
girls for extinction because of

sexual problems on the campus,"

he said

The 28 Illinettes usually

perform in tight leotards and

boots. Some school officials say

the group creates an atmosphere

that leads to sexual violence.

Nearly 300 women try out for the

squad each year.

"It's only one of 24

recommendations. I think it's

received more attention than some

people think it deserves," said UI
spokesman Craig Chamberlain.

"The real issue isn't the

pompon squad," Levy added The
real issue is the correlation

between alcohol and sexual

assault."

The task force also suggested

eliminating alcohol from all

uniwvity sponsored events,

sending the parents of incoming

freshmen packets about alcohol

and date rape, and publishing in

the student paper, the Daily Mini,

the penalties for sexual assault

and rape.

Veterinary Deans

Under Fire, Literally
(CPS)--Someone may be out

to kill college veterinary school

deans as a protest against

laboratory research on animals.

Law enforcement agencies

issued a "security alert" to vet

school deans around the country

the last week of February,
warning them they may be targets

of extremist animal rights

croups. The aiert triggered fear

umung those in the field, and
angered animal rights groups.

The warning came weeks after

the Feb. 8 ambush-murder of
Hyram Kitchen, dean of the

University of Tennessee College

of Veterinary Medicine.

Although police have no
motive for the murder, they say

they have received second- and

third-hand information that a

radical underground animal rights

groups killed Kitchen and plans

to kill "one dean a month for the

next 12 months" to protest lab

experiments on animals.

The alert, placed on the

National Crime Information

Centet computer by Knoxville,

Tenn., police, says it's possible

that splinter groups from People

for the Ethical Treatment of

Animals (PETA) and the

underground Animal Liberation

Front (ALF) are involved.

The accusation angered the

groups.

"This is ridiculous," said

Carol Burnett, spokeswoman for

both groups, based in

Washington, DC. "There is no
basis for this reaction. Whoever
started this pulled it out of thin

air in an attempt the ruin our

credibility."

"People are trying to capitalize

on Kitchen's murder, and that is

horrible. We abhor violence.

Our movement is all about

saving animals, and he an

beings are animals," Burnett

added.

Regardless of who is

responsible, veterinary school

deans are taking the alert

seriously. Security at Texas A &
M, Ohio State, Washington State

and North Carolina State

universities, to name some, has

tightened.

Most will not elaborate on the

security measures, but Terry

Curtin, dean of North Carolina

State's veterinary college

acknowledged he is takn a

different route to work each a> <

At the University u f

Pennsylvania, where in January

Prof. Adrian Morrison's offices

were ransacked by the local ALF
group, security has increased

some, but not greatly.

"We have done what would be

reasonable in light of the
rumors," said Edwin Andrews,

dean of the Veterinary School,

declining to comment further.

Although Morrison already

has been targeted by animal rights

activists, Andrews doesn't believe

that puts him in any greater

danger than a dean at any other

school. However, he admits to a

certain element of fear.

"Anybody in this situation

would be concerned," he said.

Morrison supports researchers

Edward Taub and John Orem,

who animal rights groups
oppose. Taub was once convicted

of cruelty to animals, but his

conviction was overturned on a

technicality.

At the time of the office

break-in. an ALF spokeswoman

said Morrison was targeted

because, of his outspoken
advocacy for using animals iu

research.

YULE NOW
Bedford Fair

one of the nation's leading women's fashion catalogs, is

creating seasonal employment opportunities to start mid-march.

Immediate seasonal openings

Office

Order Takers- On line receiving telephone orders from customers.

*Data Entry Operators- Entering all mail orders

Credit Clerks- Verification of customer credit cards.

Mail Order-Processing incoming customer order.

Distribution Center

Order Pickers-processing order

Order Packer-packing order for customer orders

Days-Monday-Sunday

Seasonal Positions lasting 4-9 weeks

Applications can be obtained either through the CPPC

or apply directly to Bedford Fair,

507 Covil Ave. 763-7111.

THREE FRIENDS. ..

Luxurious 5 Bedroom,

3 Batfv Houses

Close to IWCW

Corner of Rose and Andover

Space and Storage Galore!

256-301 8

FLASH PHOTO
30 MINUTE FILM_PROCESS.NG

~»iJ6b off i
-posters

C0L0RPRINT FILM PROCESSING
j dements
I -passport photosm I

35mm A 110
ONE ROLL PER COUPON

_____ not valid with other offers i University Centre

J ^SSSSXmiSSX^m^^Ji Between Wal-Mart &"~ ~*
Little King Pi«a

799-5211

Earn up to $100 a

month for

SPRING BREAK!!!

Get fifteen dollars

the first three uisits,

fine extra when you

bring a friend.

WILMINGTON
DONOR CENTER

CORNER OF WRIGHTSVILLE
AND 17TH

102 S. 17TH

763-5213

mad
Monk,

proudly presents
Thursday Mar. 15th

Billy Club Fest
before 10 $1 ladies/$2 men
after 10 $3 ladies/$4 men

Friday Mar. 16th

Lexx Luther
w/spec quest Revion
$4 mem/$5 otherwise

Saturday Mar. 17th

The POINT
$5 mem/$6 otherwise

Info 395-0280

5430 MARKET STREET
WILMINGTON

17 yrs & Older
llllllllllllllllllllllimillllllllllllllllllllllllllllliillllllllliHll

Got fl Storage Problem?
l€TUSH€U»l

mini-
storaqe_i

24
Hour

Access

morning/tar
I I | I II. ««M A, I

Vote for Commitment

Vote for

Vicky Freeman

for

Vice-President of

Student Government

25% Off
with student I. D.

ttmOailMt •

avl I Blflw BC

799-t7£7

MANVUZH-
TfHol

from J ilaSiS
Slav tan TmWMM » Tan Van
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And Jump over to Campus Edge

We're Dealing out The Deals!

jjCome Live Like a King!

Microwave installed with anj

lease through July 31,1990

But Don't Pay a King's Ransom],
Campus Edge

Racine Drive 395-6001 I

i\
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SEAHAWK SPORTS

Way Out In
(W) right
Field
Chris Wright
Sports Editor

The logical

selection
The search has ended.

Because of my overall concern for the

University of North Carolina-Wilmington-
my university— I hereby declare myself as

the chosen one to lead the basketball

program from its horrid depths of the CAA
cellar to the pinnacle of perfection.

Sound ridiculous? Well of course it

does, but since Terry Holland has made it

clear that he doesn't want the job, I think

I've got a pretty good shot. Granted there

are a few obstacles standing in my way
before I am able to rule the "friendly

confines" (my favorite sports cliche') of

Trask Coliseum.

The most obvious is that I have yet to

graduate. I've now been here longer than

four academic buildings, a pair of dorms
and the wardrobes of some of my English

professors.

My credentials, however, are

sparkling.

Aside from the fact that 1 already know
most of the players and key booster
members, I also have a wonderful working
relationship with the local media, a major
downfall of my soon-to-be-predecessors.

I work with some of these guys and
once witnessed a local TV folkhero dancing

on the top of a table in a foreign tavern. I

also know who goes to Hooter's and why.
I am a perfectionist. Just ask my Great

British Writers instructors if you don't think

so. If I can't get it absolutely right, then I

will stay there until I do. Currently I am
staying for the fourth straight semester in

this same English class, not reading the
same poems that I haven't read the previous
times.

My ability to adjust to adversity is

unparalleled. This is evident in my attitude

towards that British Writers class. Rather
than go all out for a C plus, I've decided to

settle for just 70 percent right

I, too, have never endured a losing

season and once coached a team back from a

28-4 deficit with less time remaining than it

takes to microwave a frozen Patio burrito. I

didn't even mind my four-game suspension

I received after instructing my players to

foul- HARD. I discovered that it is almost

impossible to prelect a 28-4 lead with two
players.

I can maintain an open-door line of

communication with the players, like the

time a former player shared a life-

threatening problem with me just before a

major exam.

"If I don't pass this test," the former
player told me, "Then I don't play
tomorrow night. Now give me the answer
to number 3."

Out of my concern for our university's

image being blemished worse than a pair of

after-market Reeboks, I told him the

answer. He got it right, passed the test,

played the next night and we won. It was
my first victory as a college coach.

When questioned about the suspicious

Bdtaiw. of our conversation, I told the

inquiring professor that I was merely
explaining how overplaying Kenny
Atkinson would force him to go to his right,

thereby reducing his ability to penetrate and
score.

In doing so, I fulfilled another
prerequisite of college coaches: If caught, lie

and deny 'til the day you resign.

I have also been schooled as to the do's

and don'ts of recruiting high school talent.

Do like former Kansas coach Larry Brown.
If you're after some stud player, hire the

guys father.

I really don't need to waste a lot of time

worrying about the don'ts because in

another couple of months, our chief

perpetrator, err, recruiter will be sent

packing.

And finally, I don't like McDonald's,
which is where the current team is forced to

eat following a road loss.

Hire me, and we'll eat at Maxx's
Mexican Eatery after every practice.

Besides, over the past four years, I think

we've had just about all of "Big Mac" that

we can stomach.

#

'Hawks lose to eventual champ Richmond
RV PATRICK FOWLER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Seahawk basketball season finished the

same way it had started, on a losing note. Head

coach, Robert McPherson, would walk off the

Richmond Coliseum floor for the last time, his

four year reign was officially over. UNCW was

ousted by the Richmond Spiders, 67-52, in the

opening round CAA tournament

The Seahawks never led in the contest, falling

behind the Spiders by eight and nine point margins

in the first half. Freshman Tim Shaw and junior

Scott Ticrney kept UNCW within striking distance

nailing both baseline jumpers and treys. UNCW
shot 38.5% from the field and 30% from three-point

range in the fust half.

The Seahawks received inside help from Major

Wiggins and Byran Withers who tipped miss shots

after crashing the offensive boards. UNCW cut the

Spider's lead to three following a 9-3 run with 6:22

remaining in the half. Both teams would match each

other basket for basket as Richmond would

maintaining it's three-point cushion at the

intermission, 26-23.

"We felt pretty confident with our chances of

winning the game being only down three at half,"

said junior point guard Brannon Lancaster. "We
knew we had to continue to contain Kenny
Atkinson in the second half but unfortunately we
didn't do it."

Atkinson would have a field day in the second

half scoring 19 of his 23 points in it. Atkinson

recovered from his dismal first 20 minutes shooting

display of 1-7 from the field and two free throws.

He received help from two freshman sensations,

Tim Weathers and Kenny Wood, who poured in 10

and 13 point efforts.

"Kenny and Tim turned their play up a notch,"

said Atkinson. "You don t expect that kind of help

from the freshmen."

Both Wood and Atkinson were dominating on

the offensive boards stuffing put backs after put

backs. Senior Scott Stapleton added 13 points as

the Spiders shot 45.8% from the floor. Richmond
had commanding leads of 12, 10, and 9 points before

the Seahawks finally made a run at the 7:54 mark.

Lancaster who had struggled all night fron the

three-point line hit back to back threes drawing

UNCW once again within three points of the

Spiders, 47-44.

Atkinson promptly ran off three baskets of his

own to insure the Spiders would maintain control.

A Wiccins's hook shot and a dunk bv 'ophmore

Matt Fish narrowed the Richmond advantage to four

but they would be close as UNCW would come to

the Spiders. The trio of Stapleton, Wood, and
Atkinson shut the door on the Seahawk season with

a 13-2 run in the final three minutes of the contest

"Our kids played hard out there but it's hard to

win when your two best scorers didn't shoot the ball

very well," said McPherson. (Lancaster was 3-14

from the field and Adam Porter was 0-9 on the

night, 0-5 from three-point distance)The Seahawks
finished the year with a 8-20 record and a 3-12 mark
in the CAA.

James Madison, George Mason, and American

also won in the first round with victories over

William and Mary, ECU, and Navy. Richmond
defeated American in a thrilling double overtime

contest, 91-90, to advance to the finals to take on
JMU, who defeated the GMU Patriots by ten, 67-

57.

Richmond won the CAA crown by upsetting

the top-ranked Dukes 74-71 and will play the Duke
Bluedevils in the first round of the NCAA
tournament in the East bracket Richmond was the

only member of the CAA invited to the NCAA 64
team tournament but James Madison received a bid

to National Invitational Tourney. The Dukes take

on New Orleans University Wednesday night

Cherry boycotts Colonial Tournament
BY CHRIS WRIfiHT

SPORTS EDITOR

The strained relationship

between UNC-Wilmington
basketball coach Robert
McPherson and former starter Joe

Cherry took a turn for the worse,

prompting the sophomore guard to

boycott the Colonial Athletic

Association Tournament in

Richmond, Va.

Cherry admitted that last week
he violated a team nle afainst

drinking. But he said Thursday

that the punishment was more

severe than the standard team
policy.

Coach (McPherson) used
Procedure JI when he should have

used Procedure I," Ch?rry said. "It

was my first violation, but he

treated it like a repeat offense."

Procedure I is used following

first offenses and consists of 10

sprints, or "suicides," and the

second procedure requires 30
sprints, Cherry explained.

"I was expecting to have to run

10 suicides," he said. "Instead

coach tells me that if I don't run

30 by Friday, then I wouldn't be

able to gc to tlie tournament"

McPherson, in a telephone
interview before the team's

departn. e, refused to discuss the

matter.

"It's an in-house matter," he

said. "We take care of those

probler.s within the program."

Ch rry said i:c learned of

McPh-.:ison's decision o n

Wednesday and attempted to

contact the coach several times

that night

"I called his house six times,"

Cherry said. "I left messages; I

feel like I made the attempt. I'm

the rme putting in all the effon.

It s>'.e > ied clear to me that the man
was avoiding me."

McPSerson, however, said li>a:

he w.ts jt a friend's house and

didn't return until nearly midnight.

Cherry's playing time dwine led

through the season, although he

was the too returning scorer and a

member of last seasons's CAA all-

rookie team.

Cherry did not play in six of

the Seahawks' last eight games.

McPherson has said Cherry's

attitude and performance in

practice kept him on the bench.

A fistful! of excuses

Outta here!

UNC-Wilmington shortstop Trent Mongero

throws out a runner in a name against Fairfield

last week at Brooks F'eld.

BY PATttTrK FDW1FP
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

There has been lots of talk on the

stunning 10th round knockout of former
heavyweight champion "Iron" Mike
Tyson by virtually unknown James
"Buster" Douglas. The fact that I

predicted Tyson would lose in the 90s (

Jan. IS issue ofThe Seahawk) has no
bearing on why I am writing this

article. However, to the readers who
didn't believe me before, I have one
thing to say, "I told ya so !"

Tyson's promoter, Don King, has

argued that the fight should had been

stopped in the eighth round because
Douglas stayed on the canvas longer

than the allotted eight seconds in the

standing count. King claimed the

referee didn't start his count immediately

following the knockdown. This delay

supposely allowed Douglas extra time

to recuperate from Tyson's blow.

After reviewing the fight tapes, the

two boxing commissions, recognized

Douglas as. the new heavyweight
champion and King withdrew his

complaint

However having more time to

reflect on the fight and his recent failure

to proclaim himself Douglas manager
too; I'm sure this boxing leech will

come up with a new barrage of excuses
of why Tyson lost Not wanting the
ole boy to strain his brain cells, I made
up the following excuses for him. Hey
Don, feel free to pick one from the list

for your own personal use. Start every

excuse as Mike lost because he . .

.

1) Wasn't given enough
information by his corner like: Duck,
Hit back, Hit him back, and Punches
hurt

2) Thought Buster was a musician.

(Buster Pointedexter not Douglas)

3) Lost sleep trying to wash off

green paint from taping of The Death of

the Incredible Hulk

4) Wanted to see how the other

half lived.

5) Didn't know Buster was a master

at his Nintendo boxing game

6) Didn't realize that opponents are

allowed get back up.

7) Has an split personality named

Mike also, Michael Landon that is.

Guess who showed up in the ring.

8) Misread depression pill

prescription. Instead of taking two
tablets he took 200.

9) Left his mind elsewhere, if

Mike had a mind.

10) Forgot to eat his Wheaties.

1 1) Didn't realize Japanese bowing
custom doesn't apply in the ring

12) Wasn't aware that Robin wasn't

the only person with a knockout punch.

13) Got something caught in his

eye (Like Buster's right fist).

14) Was blinded by Japanese's
Nikon flash cameras.

15) Was trying to get out of
refereeing WFA wrestling match
between Hulk Hogan and Randy Savage.

16) Didn't know there was more
than four rounds in boxing

17) Got better odds betting on
Douglas in Las Vegas.

18) Got to keep Don and his hair if

he won
That should get you started Don. If

I come up with anymore I'll ship them
to you at no extra charge. Come to
think of it the deal's off. Douglas won
the match fair and square. Let Mike
solve his own problems where they
count in the ring.

The UNCW women's basketball team lost in

the opening round of the CAA tournament in

Richmond to East Carolina, 77-67 . The Lady

Seahawks finshed the season with a 10-16 overall

record, and 2-11 in the CAA.
The Lady Seahawks and Pirates split the season

meeting between the two with both squads winning

on their home court. UNCW was victorious 90-86,

Jan. 7 in Trask and ECU was the victor 85-62,Feb.

24 in Minges Coliseum. Tressa Reese led all scorers

with 25 points as Cindy Makowski and Lisa

Williams added 15 and eight points respectively.

The Lady Seahawks shot 40.9 from the floor

and 28.6 from three-point range but couldn't

overcome the inside game of powei forwards Sarah

Gray (14), Tonya Hargrove (13), and center Sandra

Grace (15). ECU also bombed the Hawks from the

perimeter as guard Irish Hamilton (14) went 5-8

from the field. The four Pirates players accounted

for 56 of the team 77 points as ECU shot 48.3% tor

the game.

The Lady Seahawk softball team have five days

to recuperate before competing in the ECU
Invitational, Saturday, Mar. 17. Last Sunday the

team dropped a double-header to the Pirates 6-1 and

5-2 at Brooks Field. The team is 6-15 overall on

the year and will return home Tuesday to take home

Mercer and Wright State after the Tournament.

The Track and Field season is off and running

as UNCW's runners shined in the Seahawk

Invitational last Saturday at the Harold Greene Track

and Field Complex. The invitational involved 14

teams and 400 athletes. Dave Simmons had the

highlight of the day by capturing the 1,500 meters

in record time of 3:55.37. Simmons beat out 25

entries for the victory. Shawn Briston also posted

school records in the 3,000 and 5,000 meters with

two second place finishes.

1

"We're off to a very good start," said coach
Bill Cason. "We've had a lot of personal best across

the board. With the caliber of the meets, it's a good
sign."

The men's baseball squad up it's record to 6-7

on the year with a twinbill sweep over Radford last

Saturday. UNCW, after dropping their first five

outings, has come on strong winning six of their

last eight games. Five of the seven Seahawks lost

have been of two runs or less as UNCW played

eight games in a week's time.

Currently the Seahawk own a .272 batting

average and 5.03 earn run aveerage. "We learn alot

of things over spring break," said head coach Bobby
Gunthrie. "We got to play every day and I feel like

we're doing things much better now. We're putting

together a whole bail game now instead of just parts

of the game."

-Jr
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Seahawk
Election Results In, Lemon Wins

"l.ahnratnrv Astrophysics is Not a

Contradiction"

There will be a colloquium sponsored by the

department of physics titled "Laboratory

Astrophysics is Not a Contradiction". Dr. Steven

N. Shore of the NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center

in Greenbelt, Maryland will be speaking on Friday,

March 23 at 3:00pm. Refreshments will be served

at 2:30 pm in Deloach 218.

g.Ball Tournament

A men's and women's 9-ball tournament will be

held March 31st at 2:00pm in the University Union

game room. Prizes will be awarded. 1st pi ace-

8

free hours in the game room 2nd place 5 free hours

in the game room, 3rd place-2 free hours in the

game room. Register by March 29th at information

center. A $2.00 fee is required at the time of

registration. The tournament is limited to the first

16 who sign up.

Christian Educators To Hold Dinner

Meeting

The fellowship of Christian Educators of New
Hanover County is having a dinner meeting on

Monday, April 9, at 6:00pm at the Western Steer

Family Steak House, 3917 Market Street,

Wilmington. Mr. Bill Hill, Attorney for the New
Hanover County Public Schools, will be the

speaker. The fellowship is open to parents,

teachers, principals, and anyone else interested in

education. No reservations are required for the

dinner meeting.

A/alpa TiiP.of.War Registration To
Begin

Registration opens Wednesday, March 21, at

8:30 am for the Azalea Festival Miller Lite Tug-of-

War Tournament at die Wrighuville Beach Park

Office. Teams will consist of 7 members, 2 of

which must be females. The entry fee for each team

is $10.00. Round-robin elimination tugs will take

place Saturday, April 7, on the beach strand North

of Crystal Pier, beginning at 12:00 noon. The

finals are scheduled at 4:00pm. This sanctioned

Azalea Festival Event is sponsored by Coastal

Beverage Company and Wrightsville Beach Parks

and Recreation Department. For more information,

contact the park office at 256-4744, Monday
through Friday, from 9:00am to 5:00pm.

"The Anatomy of Memory"
As a part of the UNCW Science, the

Humanities, and Society Lecture Series, Dr.

Mortimer Mishkin, Chief of the Laboratory of

Neuropsychology at the National Institute of Mental

Health, Bethesda, Maryland, will speak on "The

Anatomy of Memory" on Monday evening, 8:00pm

26 March in King Auditorium on the UNCW
campus. On Tuesday afternoon at 2pm (27 March

1990) in the Randall Library Auditorium, Dr.

Mishkin will the talk on "The Anatomy of Habit

Formation." For further information contact Lee

Schweniger, Department of English, 395-3539.

Pre-repistration To Begin March 29

Pre-registration for Summer I, II and Fall 1990

is March 29-April 11. All outstanding debts owed
to the University must be paid before registering.

Any questions concerning debts should be directed to

Student Accounts in James Hall or call 395-3147.

Child Care Forum

A child care forum will take place on Thursday,

March 29 at 7:00pm in Room 100 of the University

Union. This forum is being planned by students,

faculty and staff who are trying to establish child

care services on our campus. Limited babysitting

services will be available to parents who want to

attend. Please call 395-3877 for more information.

"S~ „nH Politics in th* HMD's"

The history department will host guest lecturer

John DEmilio who will give the lecture, "Sex and

Politics in the 1960's" on Monday, April 16th at

4:00. D'Emilio is a noted historian who co-wrote

"Intimate Matters". Presently, he is professor of

history at UNC-Greensboro.

)MAT 111 Snmm*r Enrollment

If you are planning to preregister for MAT 111

for summer I, II or Fall 1990, you must have a

satisfactory, up-to-date score (no more than 1 year

old) on the UNCW Math Placement Test. To

check to see whether you meet this prerequisite call

Ms. Sandy Wager Ext 3885 or the Mathematical

Sciences Department Ext 3290. Students who do

not meet the prerequisite for MAT 1 1 1 must take

the placement test during one uf.^Kulliliin i—
(Call Ext 3290 to sign up) or call Ms. Wager for an

appointment. March 27 8:Q8ant 10t-«t* tfau>
March 28 3:00 pm 101 Bear HjH,Up« #3*)0pnV

'

101 Bear Hall. Don't run the risk of being

disenrolled from MAT 111. Check to see if you

satisfy the prerequisite before you reregister for the

course. • ^ # .
- *

Continued on page 2

BY PHILLIP I.OUfiHl IN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Excitement and nervous chatter filled

the Leadership center as SGA candidates

awaited the outcome of this week's

elections. As Election Board Chairman

Bob Garlow entered the room expectant,

Christmas-morning faces turned and

watched him to his seat

The results were close. After a record

voter turnout of 1046 students, UNCW's
new student leaders had been selected.

Ken Lemon found himself the new SGA
President and will be innaugurated on
March 28. His victory was close,

defeating Steve Sappe by a mere 7

1

votes.

"I guess I mostly just feel a sense of

relief," said the President-elect. "I was
prepared just in case I lost, but I am
really glad the whole thing is over."

Lemon plans to continue working
towards the goals set out by the present

administration as well as setting some
goals of his own. Sappe also plans to

keep working with the SGA.
"I hope to petition for a seat on the

senate," he said. "I want to stay

involved, possibly as treasurer if Ken

continued. "Ken did a good job, he with the way it came out"
worked hard I want to congratulate him He credited the extra day of voting and
and his committee. I also want to thank the fact that there were two polling
all those who helped me out." places set up with the high number of

Vicki Freeman took the Vice- voters. For comparison, last year's

Presidential position with a more elections only showed a turnout of
substantial lead. The strain of the around six hundred voters,

campaign trail barely showed on her face "I think it was great," he finished. "I

outside the Leadership center after the wish SGA the best next year."

announcements. The other election winners are: In

"I'm ready to roll. I'm also really SGA :

excited and relieved. Everybody who Chief Justice- Jeff Holeman
helped me really did a great job. I'm Attorney General-Lisa Royal
looking forward to working this coming Representative at large- John Blake,

year." Eric Shapiro, William Brown, Kelli

Denny Best, Freeman's opponent was Shaffer, Becky Astin, Craig Horton,
a little sullen. "Of course I'm Fulton Wooten, Joe Mitchell

piotody moj.iPiouoin.iN

hasn't already made a selection for that

position.

"I am not really disappointed," he

disappointed," he said. "I've put the last

couple of weeks into this. I have no
complaints though. I'm glad for Vicki.

We were and still are friends."

Best plans to stay involved in the

senate. "My term runs out next Fall, but

I will run again. My voice needs to be

heard in SGA."
President Jim Humphries was very

pleased with this year's turnout at the

polls. "My goal for this year was 15%.
We had a 16% turnout. I'm very pleased

Senior Class Officers are:

President- Hal Tumage
Vice-President- Matthew Green
Senate- Chris Bahr, Beth Jones

Junior Class Officers are:

President- Curtis Wilson
Vice-President- Heather Houston
Senate- Wes Ward, Jules Richie

Sophomore Class Officers:

President- Susan Hurst

Vice-President- Michael Bowman
Senate- Man Barbour, Dave Shaffer

Kappa Sigma and Sigma Pi Zeta Victorious

BX HQ1.I.Y PRICE
STAFF WRITER

Last Thursday evening Greeks here at UNCW
gathered in Trask coliseum to hear former Iranian

hostage Charles Scott speak on leadership. This was
the official beginning of Greek Weekend 1990.

For almost two hours students sat and listened as

Charles Scott took his unbelievable experience as a

hostage and related it to being strong leaders in todays

society. "When we first sat down, I thought it was

going to be really boring, but as he continued to speak

you really got interested in what he was saying,"

commented one Greek.

At promptly two o'clock Friday afternoon master of

ceremonies Ken Pennington, Chi Phi, began the days

festivities. Representatives, if not most of the

fraternities and sororities, gathered on Brooks Field to

participate. Events included an obstacle course, potato

sack race, three legged race, and a building of a pyramid

by each group. Everybody seemed to be out to have fun

instead of really hard competition. "I think it's great

how everybody was cheering for everybody else," said a

smiling sorority member.
Friday night the Greeks met in Trask for the annual

Lip Sync. Almost everyone participated in this event
and people really seemed to enjoy the presentation.
Kappa Pi Theta won the event with their rendition of
Janet Jackson's Rhythm Nation. Their message, as in
Janet's, seemed to be no prejudices against anyone and
that we are all equal and we need to work together.

Saturday at high noon volleyball at Wrightsville
Beach was the name of the game. With three volleyball

pits the games didn't take too long. When the sand had
settled Sigma Pi Zeta had won for the sororities and
Kappa Sigma for the fraternities.

On Sunday, at Johnny Mercer's Pier, the infamous
tug-of-war took place. Pi Kappa Phi and Sigma Pi Zeta

took first place.

The rest of the awards were announced Sunday at the

Mad Monk's closing ceremonies. Best Greek Man went

to Rob Sappenfield. Best Greek Women went to

Wendy Ahrens. Best Advisor went to Sara Schilling.

Best faculty member went to Dr. Johnson
(Psychology). Alpha Xi Delta got most spirit and best

banner. Alpha Phi got highest GPA. ncno by mnxiPLOtciiuN

Bryan Appointed

to Drug Abuse

Planning Group
UNCW NEWS

Dr. William A. Bryan, vice chancellor for

student affairs, has been appointed by Dick W.
Hayes, director of the Drug Abuse Prevention

Oversight Staff in the US Department of Education,

to serve on the planning group for the Network of

Colleges and Universities Committed to the

Elimination of Drug and Alcohol Abuse.

The planning group is a key element in

implementing the Department of Education's

initiatives associated with the Network of Colleges

and Universities which consists of approximately

1,400 educational institutions.

The planning group serves in an advisory

capacity to the US Department of Education and

works with staff in the Office of Educational

Research and Improvement (OERI). This group
assists in identifying current needs in the higher

education community as it relates to alcohol and

other drug abuse; assists in identifying ways to

implement standards established by the network on

college campuses; assists in developing linkages

with other professional associations; assists in

identifying ways that the Department of Education

can gain assistance of other agencies; and, identifies

resources, strategies and initiatives undertaken by

other associations and assesses how they can

dovetail with the efforts of the network.

Bryan is one of the 22 people appointed to this

planning group, made up of university presidents,

vice presidents of student affairs, campus substance

abuse directors, deans, and directors of health

services. He is the only representative from North

Carolina.

1*

Biotech Receives Research Grant
UNCW NEWS

With a $100,000 facilities

grant from the NC Biotechnology

Center, UNCW has become the

third university in the nation to

establish a formal permanent
multidisciplinary biotechnology

program in marine botany, a

program that could have
significant economic development

impact on the coastal region.

Other universities with marine

biotechnology programs in

botany are the University of

Maryland and the University of

California at Santa Barbara

The grant will provide funding

through Jan. 15, 1991, and will

be used primarily to purchase

research equipment and to fund an

aquaculture center.

Through the efforts of Dr.

Donald F. (Fritz) Kapraun,

professor of biological sciences,

UNCW has already achieved
recognition for its work using

biotechnology to propagate
economically important species

of seaweed. Joining Kapraun at

UNCW as coordinator of the new
marine biotechnology program is

Dr. Kimon Bird. Bird cane to

Wilmington in November, 1989,

from the position of director of

the division of applied biology at

Harbor Branch Oceanographic
Institution at Fort Pierce, FL.

In addition to pursuing his

own research in the

micropropagation of aquatic

plants suitable for use in

revegetating wetlands, as program

coordinator Bird will b e

responsible for developing the

marine biotechnology program at

UNCW.
"The marine biotechnology

program will focus on the

development and improvement of

marine organisms for a variety of

applied purposes," Bird explained.

"These will include the

development of organisms as the

sources of drugs, improvements

in clam aquaculture, propagation

of seaweed as a food additive, or

the cultivation of aquatic plants

such as water lilies and marsh
grass for environmental
restoration.

"The formation of the marine

biotechnology program puts

UNCAW right on the forefront of

American universities," said Bird.

"The biotechnology industry

promises to be one of the most

vigorous growth opportunities in

the nation in the 1990s and the

new century."

Bird is well qualified to assist

in the economic development
aspects of biotechnology
opportunities. In addition to his

work in the micropropagation of

aquatic plants, he is interested in

the economic uses of seaweed in

food products. He consults with

a number of food companies, and

Bird has negotiated the sale of his

own Harbor Branch patent for a

new strain of agar producing

seaweed to a small biotechnology

company. He was instrumental

in transferring to Malaysia and

the Philippines an algal strain for

the production of food industry

agar (seaweed).

Asked about the significance

of this program, Dr. James
Merritt, director of the UNCWQ
Center for Marine Science

Research, commented, "This

program will allow us to explore

the areas of genetic biodiversity

of poorly understood or

underutilized marine bioresources.

"We know a lot about marine

organisms that have traditionally

been used by humans, such as

fish and shellfish. But there are

many other organisms that have

potential as a food source or a

source of natural products about

which we know very little.

"This program will begin by

looking at plants, but we expect

it to expand to include a larger

spectrum of marine organisms to

determine if they have potential

for economic development.

"The potential for genetic

manipulation of organisms is

significant. The marine
biotechnology program at UNCW
is expected to very active in the

process of modifying the genetics

of species which will make them

more culturable, and thus make
their products more cost efficient

for human usage."

With the NC Biotechnology

grant, the biotechnology program

has become a major component

of the UNCW Center for Marine

Science Research at Wrightsville

Beach. In addition to Bird and

Kapraun, a third professor, plant

physiologist and former dean of

the UNCW College of Arts and

Sciences, Dr. Daniel B. Plyler,

has joined the biotechnology

faculty.

Funding from other sources is

supporting the work of the

program, including support from

the National Science Foundation

to conduct collaborative research

on Venezuelan agarophytes; from

Sea Grant, for work on the

micropropagation of marine

angiosperms; and equipment from

FMC-Marine Colloids.

<«
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At A Glance cont'd

Registrations for C.O.O.L. to Begin

Are you interested in serving YOUR
community? The Leadership Center is taking

registrations for the first 12-15 interested individuals

to attend Guilford College's Project Community
C.O.O.L. (Campus Outreach Opportunity League)

• conference on community service. The conference

will be on the campus of Guilford College April 6,

7, and 8, 1990. The conference will focus on such

areas as starting an organization, developing

leadership qualities, and student activism in the 90s.

Register in UU 212 ASAP. Registration is $15 and

includes all meals and housing. Don't miss this

opportunity.

Applications for LEAD Are Available

Applications are available for LEAD (Leadership,

Education, and Development) Consultants in The

Leadership Center. LEAD Consultants are student

leaders who have had significant leadership

experience and want to share their experience and

training with other students. Fifteen LEAD
Consultants will be selected to train and work with

student organizations in the areas of leadership and
organizational development. LEAD Consultants

requirements are: Full time student, Rising Junior

or Senior, Minimum 2.5 GPA, Available for

training on August 20, 21, 22, 1990, Available for

meetings on Thursdays from 3:30-5:00 during the

1990-91 academic year. Available six hours a week
for office hours. For more information, contact The
Leadership Center in UU 212, 395-3877.

i

International Students Gathering

This semester's second gathering of international

students is slated for Friday, March 23, Noon to

1:00pm in the west wing of the Hawk's Nest.

Everyone is invited to attend to greet and eat with

UNCW's international students. Bring your lunch

and enjoy!! For more information, contact the

office of the Dean of Students at 395-31 19.

Do Not Forget to UseSunscreen

SGA Gives Day Care Project Money
:
ry sandy portf.r

,2 f STAFF WRITER

Throughout this past academic

year the controversy of child care

bn campus has continuously
risen. But with the continued

publicity, added support, and
more administrative
acknowledgment, nothing has

come of the issue, until now.

SGA has appropriated $700 to a

day care being provided during the

local school's spring break. The
child care project will begin April

J 6th and last until April 21st,

during the times of 7:45am-
5il5pm. This service will be

pftrv'ided to the faculty, staff, and

students and will be held in room
100 of the Student Union. These
funds will also allow the Institute

of Research to conduct a survey

on child care at UNCW.
;

This giant step toward a

permanent child care facility came

about entirely by chance. Ms.
Jaida Toplin, who is a leading

force in the fight for child care,

had previously allotted $700 from

the SGA for a speaker to

comment on Women's History

Month. Some time later the

speaker cancelled and Ms. Toplin

was left with an extra $700
Toplin proceeded to go before the

Senate and ask if she could

transfer the funds into a child care

project. The Senate agreed and

Toplin began to distribute the

money. Three-hundred dollars

was given to the Research
Institute to mail surveys
concerning child care to students'

homes. For the convenience of
students every survey mailed will

provide a self-addressed stamped

envelope. The $400 left was
allocated to carry out the child

care service. Toys and snacks to

be provided for the children will

be purchased with the remaining

money. Much of the other

supplies that will be needed is

being donated. Student
volunteers from the Education

Department and SGA will be on
the hand to care for the children.

Now that the child care issue

has its foot in the administrative

door, the question is whether or

not it will be able to push on
through. Ken Lemon, Vice-
President of SGA, says "no more
money will be allotted to child

care through the SGA at this

time." Lemon hopes that the

next academic year will bring

child care a little closer to

becoming a reality. Lemon says,

"It is harder for child care to be
provided, because a permanent
facility must be found. SGA will

continue looking into an
establishment and lending support

toward child care at UNCW."

BY KAREN PATF
STAFF WRITER

Now that you've had time to
work on that dark tan for this

spring, its time to review the
basics. There is a new sunscreen
on the market, more do's and
don'ts of sunburn care, and signs
to look out for that could signal
skin cancer.

Most sunscreens block UVB
waves (short waves occurring
between 10-2 pm) but accept
UVA waves (long waves that are
present all day). UVB waves
cause the immediate effects of sun
exposure-burns. The other
harmful rays are UVA waves and
their effects can't be seen until
years later. UVA waves penetrate
deep into the skin, so they are a

major factor in the premature
wrinkling of the skin.

Until recently, Americans had
to settle for sunscreens that

blocked only UVB waves but this

is changing, thanks to
technology. According to the US
Pharmacist, Europeans have been

using a sunscreen made of Parsol

1789 and padimate O for years,

but the product has finally gained

approval here in the US. This

UVB and UVA protection is sold

under the name Photoplex.

If sunscreen wasn't packed
with beach towels and suits last

week, you probably came to class

with a sunburn. Although the

Aspirin or ibuprofen is

recommended Tor pain,
they help get rid of the
redness and swelling.

Health and Wellness Center
advises students to wear a high

SPF of sunscreen and stay out of

the sun during peak hours, they

are handing out sunburn tips to

those that didn't head their advice.

Aspirin or ibuprofen is

recommended for pain, they help

get rid of the redness and
swelling. Dr. Jewell of the

Center says only very gentle

soaps should be used on a bum.

Deodorant soaps and Ivory will

irritate the skin. The soap that is

99.44% pure is too drying for

inflamed skin.

Taking care of tanned or

burned skin should also include

examining your skin. The Skin

Cancer Foundation warns against

any skin growth that changes

color, size, texture, or becomes
irregular in outline and any spot

that continues to hurt or bleed.

Dr. Jewell would like to see

society's attitudes become
healthier, but there are two factors

standing in the way.

"It's still an accepted standard

(tanning) of beauty in our culture

and a lot of the effects of sun
exposure are not very immediate,"

says Dr. Jewell.

She thinks it is interesting

that this standard isn't shared by
America's beauty authority-

Hollywood. Meryl Streep and
Cybil Shepard are just two
examples of stars that st,ay out of
the rays.

Police to Auction Unclaimed Bikes
EX. AMY PFTROCF.I.I.l

STAFF WRITER

Campus Police have taken an
inventory of stolen and lost bikes
that have been recovered on
campus. According to officer

Hunter Davis, they are preparing

for a possible bike auction.

Before campus police proceed
with this tentative plan they
would like to make final attempts

to locate the owners of the bikes.

Of the 53 bikes in their

possession, only about half were
able to be identified. According
to Davis, they were able to

determine the owners of these

bikes because they had been
registered. These owners were
then contacted by letter in which
they were asked to pick up their

bikes. Davis goes on to explain,

however, that many of the owners
never came for their bikes. He
then stated that once the bikes

have gone unclaimed for a certain

amount of time, they become

eligible for auctioning.

Detective Willis asks those

who have received letters saying

that their bikes are with campus
police to make the effort to claim

their property.

Davis and Willis have
expressed a great concern for

those bikes that are unidentifiable

as well. These are the bikes that

have not been registered and
therefore cannot be positively

identified. They suggest that

anyone who has not filed a report

for his or her missing bike to

stop by campus police and give a

description of it.

"Maybe it's here," said Davis.

"We do not want to sell

anyone's bike if it can be
identified and returned to the
owner," stated Willis.

According to Davis, if a good
number of bikes are claimed, the

auction will not take place. If it

does take place, the event will be

mandated by Pate Law. Campus

Police must follow certain rules

as to exactly how they can hold

an auction. Factors that are taken

into account include
advertisement for the event at

least 30 days in advance, and

holding the bikes for the correct

amount of time before selling

them.

Willis commented that many
of the bikes had been found in

unauthorized areas on campus,
such as in the woods.

"As always," stated Davis,
"We ask that you secure you
bikes. The best way to do that is

with a U Bolt type lock through
the frame and a stationary object

such as a bike rack."

With an emphasis on crime
prevention, Campus Police would
like to stress the registration on
bikes.

"If a bike is registered we are

able to make an attempt to

contact its owner," he stated.

"Those that are unregistered are

basically unidentifiable."
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Campuses Work to Ban Tuna
(CPS)--Tuna will remain a

staple of campus diners despite
the efforts of students at two
campuses to have the fish banned
from their cafeteria menus.

Groups at the State University
of New York at Buffalo (SUNY)
and the University of Colorado at

Boulder (CU) asked their food
services to stop serving tuna
because dolphins often drown in

the nets to catch the fish.

Colorado students also wanted
to ban veal.

Both campus food services

turned them down.
Buffalo officials did agree to

offer students an alternative.

"Neptuna," which is made from
pilchard fish, will be served in the

cafeterias along with tuna fish.

SUNY dining halls will display

posters saying "Save the

Dolphins, Choose Neptuna."

"It surprises me. 1 thought

that students might have bigger

issues to be concerned about than

dolphins," said Clark DeHaven,

. . . even if students

vote overwhelmingly to

ban tuna or veal . . .

food services won't be

bound by it.

executive director of National

Association of College and
University Food Services.

Yet after CU animal rights

activists persuaded the Residence

Hall Representative Council
(RHRC) to survey students, 75
percent of the 1,100 dorm
residents questioned said they
wanted tuna banned from cafeteria

menus.

Derrick Hodovance, co-
chairman of the council, said the

food service director Jack Kemper
won't take action until at least 75
percent of all 6,000 dorm
residents on campus agree to

banning tuna from the menu.

A more complete survey will

be conducted later this spring.

However, even if students vote

overwhelmingly to ban tuna or
veal, the RHRC can only make a

recommendation, and food
services won't be bound by it.

"Even if we decide we want to

boycott both products, all we can
do is make a suggestion,"

Hodovance said

Brownlow Tries to Save Dolphins
BY CONSTANT FOX

STAFF WRITER

Alec Brownlow decided to get

Chunk-Light tuna off the food

service menus at UNCW after

hearing Charlie Bolles of the

Sierra Club speak at a meeting of

the Environmental Concerns
Group. Bolles discussed how
dolphins were being killed in the

nets of fishermen trying to obtain

"Chunk-Light" tuna. Brownlow,
who writes an environmental

column for The Seahawk, started

a petition campaign to get

Albacore tuna served on campus
instead. Albacore is more
expensive, but dolphins are not

killed to obtain it.

With the help of Bill Clarke,

Brownlow passed the petition

around for about a week and

Planning Board Rejects Greek Row
BY MAI NCIIVRN

NEWS EDITOR

On March 2,1990, the New
Hanover County Planning Board
advised the County
Commissioners against allowing

the students at UNCW to build a

Greek Row. The planning board

voted 6-1 against the

establishment of a Greek Row in

the area near Marketplace Mall on
Racine Drive.

According to Michael Jordan,

vice-chairperson of the New
Hanover County Planning Board
who spoke for the Board, there

were two primary reasons why it

was rejected. The board felt that

"the needs of the students are not

served juxtaposed in a residential

setting."

Secondly, the board felt that it

would be more beneficial to the

students to have a housing project

on the UNCW campus.
However, this idea has not been

well received by the
administration according to
student body president Jim
Humphries. He continues, "I

don't feel as if this area has been

researched enough. [On-campus
Greek Row] has never been an
option for the Greeks."

Residents near the area voiced

the concerns that noise pollution

and parking would bring serious

problems to the neighborhood.

The ultimate decision to allow

the Greeks to build on Racine

Drive will be made by the New
Hanover County Commissioners.

On April 2, the Commissioners
will hear sworn statements from

individuals to speak for and

against the issue.

The Greek Row issue has iong

been a controversy at the UNCW
campus. In November of last

year, interested Greek
organizations met with two
development companies to
discuss housing proposals. Dick

BLOOP

Cronk and Hal Worth of the

College Dorm Corporation
offered to develop the land near

Marketplace Mall. University

Concepts Partnership offered to

develop land at an undisclosed

location.

After hearing these proposals,

the Greek President's Council,

which has the authority to speak

for the Greek System and
UNCW's Board of Trustees passed

similar resolutions in January of

1990 in support of Greek housing

in one location.

Presently, both developers are

actively competing to create an

off campus Greek housing area.

The Greek Presidents' Council
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has decided to investigate and

review both proposals.

In a memo from Vice
Chancellor of Student Affairs

William Bryan to the Greek

National Offices, Bryan stated

that "the University is supportive

of the above process. It is our

hope that both short and long-

term needs, benefits and

consequences for the entire Greek

system are fully addressed before a

final decision is made."

On Saturday, March 24, all

interested Greek organization will

meet to hear final presentations

from the developers. They will

then decide how to proceed.

by Joseph Morton
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North Carolina Azalea Festival at Wilmington

ALABAMA AND EXPOSF.' TICKETS AVAILAMLF

Alabama and Special Guests

Thursday, April 5, 1990

8:00P.M.

Trask Coliseum

Tickets $25 Each

F.ipose' and Special (JiksIs

Tuesday, April S, 1990

7:30 P. M.
Trask Coliseum

Ticket* 118 Kiuli

Both Performances will be in thrust stagefor stage end) and tickets behind the

stage will be sold. Orders will be filled on a first paid, best available seat basis

Please add $2.00 per order for handling and mailing Festival policy does not

allow refunds

To order by mail, send the fully completed form below to

Azalea Festival Tickets

Notlh Carolina Azalea Festival

Tost Office Box 51

Wilmington, North Carolina 78102

(Please Print)

Name
Address
Phone

No. of Cost per Total

tickets tickets Amount

Alabama and Special Guests 2500

Expose' and Special Guests 1500

Handling Fee 200

Total

Payment Method Check Money Order fTbtN make rayahie to N C AmIm WeaMi

Visa Mastercard _American Express

Card Number: Expiration dale _

Prelerred Sealing Bleacher

celebrities and patrons)

(An attempt will be made to honor your requests)

Balcony (Floor seating is generally reserved lor

Ifyou smoke
1QO00 cigarettes a year,

giving up20
won't killyou.

In fact, it might save your life.

All you have to do is join

millions of other Americans

and give up smoking for a day.

Because if you can quit for a day

you can quit for life.

For more information,

call 1-800-ACS-2345.

JoinThe

Great American Smokeout,

collected over 500 signatures.

This was taken to David Long,
head of ARA dining services to

persuade him to replace Chunk-
Light with Albacore. Brownlow
was asked to draw up a

questionnaire, in order to give all

students a chance to respond to

the issue.

Before this could be done, a
new development occurred.
Brownlow came upon a cheaper
alternative to Albacore— Pilchard.

Pilchard is a small white fish

which according to Brownlow
looks and tastes like tuna and has
twice the nutrition. Many
Northern schools such a s

Rutgers, NYU and University of

Pennsylvania have already
switched to Pilchard. It is even
used by the Pentagon. Pilchard is

distributed by Westward

Distributors Inc. of
Massachusetts.

When Brownlow receives

some, he plans to give ARA
officials a taste test so that they

can make a decision. He would
like to have UNCW switch to

pilchard on or about April 22,

which is Earth Day 1990.

"If this can be done by April

22 it would really be a great
step," says Brownlow. He feels a

school like UNCW with its large

Marine Biology Department
should be committed t o
environmental issues like this.

Brownlow is holding on to the

petition in order to recirculate it if

the switch to Pilchard is not
made. He would also like to take

the petition to stores and
businesses off-campus who serve

or sell Chunk-Light tuna.

MULO. CONGRESS? I

DONT SUPPOSE
TOUVE CONSIDERED
OVT&STTOPUIC UCALTU
INSURANCE FOR.
COLLEGE STUDENTS?

mini-
storoqeCi

r
24
Hour

Access

morning/tor
J

25% Off
with student I. D.

SailMoftntSt.

799-1717
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PUZZLE SOLUTION
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We at the Monk are trying to

bring you the best in live

entertainment. To do this,

we need your help Your input

is very important to the

success of the club. Please

list 5 bands, within reason,

which you would like to see

perform at the MONK.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Good for $1 off when

filled out. Thank you

Expires 4/27/90
iilliilllillllillllliilllillllllllllllllllllllllllilliliilllllllllllllll

Give yourself

a hand
against

breast

cancer

Breast self-examination is easy, takes

only a few minutes and can be per-

formed in the privacy of your own
home It's an important way you can

detect earlv and highly curable breast

cancer.

Take control ofyour body and your lift.

Make breast self-examination a pan of

your monthly routine And see your

doctor regularly for clinical exams and
advice on mammography.

For a free pamphlet about breast self-

examination, call your local American
Cancer Society.

We're here to help.

AMERICAN
VCANCER
fsocimr

We're Dealing out The Deals!

Come Live Like a King!

But Don't Pay a King's Ransom!
Campus Edge

Racine Drive 395-6001
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THE SEAHAWK

The Seahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor. These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned tellers will not be published. The
Stahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit lettersfor the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205 E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd.. Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The
Seahawk.

The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 pm. Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division.

PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
Editor in Chief

MAI NGUYEN
News Editor

CHRIS WRIGHT
Sports Editor

PATRICK FOWLER
Asst. Sports Editor

DAVID BURKE
Copy Editor

ALLEN RAY
Entertainment Editor

JOHN GEOFFRION
Production Manager
LAUREN FULLER
Production Assistant

JENNIFER YOUNG
Photographer

DEBBIE SMITH
National Advertising

Manager
KENNETH TAYLOR
Local Advertising

Manager
JOHN AXTELL
Financial Manager
DAN HEADRICK
Advisor

Stillpoint-ActionsAre Revealing

Editorials]

I think we can learn a lot

about ourselves paying attention

to how we act in certain
situations. Even when we're on a
Spring Break sailing cruise in the
Bahamas!

One of my basic beliefs is that

we are amazingly consistent in

our behavior. We act our our
basic feelings about ourselves and
others just about the same way
all the time, no matter now much
the context for our behavior
changes. Each moment is life

writ small.

Therefore it was interesting to

watch how I and others acted
during our Spring holiday trip. I

basically am a positive person
and like to bring back glowing
positive insights from this trip.

This year, however, I observed a

trait common to most of us that I

don't feel functions well in our
lives.

It seems that some folks are
bound and determined to look for

something negative in every

experience. On our First day in

the Bahamas, the sea was calm
and we were anchored off our first

beautiful white sand Bahamian
beach with shallow water
abounding in shells and a

beautiful reef on the other side of
the island. The water was clear

and warm. It did happen that the

day was overcast and, sure

enough, there came the
complaint, "This would be
perfect, if we only had the sun
out." Some of us went
swimming and when we got out I

heard the complaint "The water's

warm but the air sure is cold
when you get out." The very

next day, the sun was shining

beautifully and we were anchored

by another island over another

reef and, sure enough, (now that

the air was very warm), "I don't

want to go in, the water's cold."

The above was a very minor

dynamic on a trip characterized by

beautifully clear, warm water, a

sense of swimming in the middle

of a giant salt water aquarium,

weekend or a great semester,

BUT. . .

I believe such a reaction to life

situations that can be changed by

paying attention to ourselves and

discovering how much of a "yes,

but" person we were. Just listen

to yourself as you talk a out your

days of work and play. I,

personally, have discovered great

value in pushing through the

"buts" of life and getting in the

ocean even of the sky is trey or in

the water even if it feels cool.

Such decisions not to let negative

elements in daily experiences stop

us from doing what we would

smooth seas, great food and a

fairly compatible group of people

a crew on our 65 foot sailboat. I

will long remember one long sail

before the wind which was
blowing 20 knots gusting to 30
knots and sailing in calm seas

hour after hour wing on wing and

going like crazy! But, I still

think it is worth noting these

small instances of a tendency that

many people have to live "yes,

but" lives. It's probably just a

manifestation of the old

optimist/pessimist attitude, but

some do have a tendency to point

out some negative dimension of

every experience, to say, in effect,

"yes, that was a great day, BUT.

.

." that was a great class or a great

date or a great meal or a great

like to do can have all kinds of

pay off in experiencing new and
deeper satisfactions.

It does require paying attention

to ourselves. Are you a "Let's

go" or a "yes, but" sort of person.

It makes a difference.

Bob Haywood is the campus minister.

SGA - The Time for Even a Great Cause May Have Flaws
Rhetoric Has Passed

A: ,.l>: Moadlj s SGA senate meeting, after the executive

and committee reports had been given, the only issue on the

senate floor uas in ar.gr> reaction to last week's articles

concerning Lee Barnhill in The Seahawk.
Words like "biased ". "terrible", and "reprehensible" were

used. Perhaps Senator Vernon Johnson epitomized the

opinion of the senate when he waxed eloquent on the senate

floor. "To hell with The Seahawk'." he said. "I'm with Lee
Barnhill."

The speeches continued.

"UNCW lost a really good leader [when Barnhill
withdrew from the Vice presidential race]," lamented Senator
Cybil King.

".
. The Seahawk mentioned three bad things about Lee,

and no good things," said Senator David Rose.
Senator James Teague even brought up the idea of

freezing Seahawk funds as a show of protest. One might
think that such a blatant move against the first amendment
could never have been suggested in the senate. Think again.

Sometimes the senate seems to make decisions without
any similance of reason at all. Emotion seems to take over
the SGA every so often.

Maybe instead of worrying about things over which the

senate has no control, it should look in its own backyard for

things to worry about.

One does not have to look hard for examples of senate

blunders. Last Monday they provided another example.

Lisa Royal brought proposed constitutional amendments
to the senate for approval. These amendments added to the

requirements for SGA president and vice president. They
were intended to clarify the requirements for candidates in

order to avoid future controversy similar to that involving the

eligibility of Denny Bqst and Vicki Freeman in yesterday's

election. Unfortunately, the language of the amendments
offered little revelation as to what a "full term" is. Senator
Rose pointed out the ambiguity and even brought up a

hypothetical situation which the amendment did not address.

It took a long, laborious explanation from Vice President
Lemon and some other senators to satisfy Rose.

Finally, the senate had a chance to make some real

progress. They could change the wording of the amendment
to address the new possibilities brought up by Rose. But
did they? Of course not.

The senate proceeded to pass the amendment with the

original language! President Jim Humphries is looking into

the matter now and is considering a veto.

The Seahawk is becoming exhausted with these gut-
wrenching displays of feeble-mindedness. So should the

student body.

The moral of this story can be explained with one final

tale from last Monday.
Lee Barnhill came up to the Seahawk reporter covering

the meeting and said, "What's going on? I always get
nervous when The Seahawk sends someone [to senate
meetings]."

Rest assured SGA. Just stop doing such ridiculous
things and you will have nothing to fear from us.

vmmm7
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BY WENDELL JONES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In 1693 in Salem,
Massachusetts, there occurred a

horrid chapter in American
history as 21 individuals were put

to death for the crime o f

"witchery." In the 1950's, an

equally horrific incident took

place in the United States as

Senator Joseph McCarthy
launched his now infamous
"witch-hunt," of "Communists."

To my knowledge, no one was
hanged or burned-at-the-stake.

However, there were several

individuals whose lives were

ruined, (including, justifiably,

Senator McCarthy's). In both of

these chapters of American
history, conviction was a rather

simple procedure. All that was

required by the inquisitorial body,

a self-appointed group of

overpious reactionaries, was that

someone be accused of the

respective crime. Once accused,

the defendant had the choice of

denying his guilt and being

burned for his now double sin;

confessing and repenting his sin

as well as demonstrating
his refined faith by accusing

others-and then burning; or

saying nothing and burning for

his insolence, (one dog suffered

this result).

Recently, a similar witch-hunt

has gathered strength. This one

has as its central aim to rid

acceptable society of racism and

prejudice. As was the case with

the previous two examples, the

goal is both worthy and noble.

One must bear in mind that in

Salem these people were
genuinely afraid of witches, (we
laugh because in modern society

only the pathological lower class

sail believes in such things). In

the 1950's, with the Cold War at

full speed, the fear of U.S.
national security being
compromised from within was
overwhelming, (though probably

What is generally over-looked

when dealing with any type of
jingoism is understanding that
those who most vocally proclaim

their superiority are, to a man,
suffering from an acute sense of
insecurity. The declarative self or

group superiority usually an
indication not of a genuine self-

assuredness, but instead the single

most significant symptom of
doubt. What is most important
to understand about jingoism in

any form is that the internecine

If the movement to achieve racial harmony in

the United States continues the witch hunt upon
which it has embarked, it will not just fail, but
it will do so to such a degree that it will
reverse the progress to date.

not realistic). Today, the

existence of racism and prejudice

are very real and very frightening.

In the last decade, the number of

racial, ethnic or other assorted

"hate crimes" has dramatically

increased. However, in our over

zealous quest to end this tragedy,

we are finding blame easy to

spread, difficult to define and

fundamentally impossible to

accept. Thus, like our ancestors,

we have become self-appointed

Grand Inquisitors and have totally

ignored the axiom of "innocent

until proven guilty", in favor of

the "more efficient" method of

accusing then burning.

segregation it has fostered is

maintained not by an externally-

directed, but an internally-directed

prophylaxis. The racist is

virtually schizophrenic in his fear

that his race may not be superior.

The net result of the

misunderstanding that we have of

jingoism is the labeling of

ignorance as "racism." The sum
total of our actions, however, are

far more destructive. The witch-

hunt mentality accepts only guilt.

Therefore, noble, viable partisans

in the cause are lost to the entire

movement because they are

"unable to prove their innocence."

The very fact that they are

3"cused is sufficient to burn
them. Further, it is not for overt

acts of racism that one is

generally accused, it is most often

for taking a stand for a position
that others oppose, or the

blasphemies, criticizing the
movement in general. It is no

more "racist" to criticize the
faults of the Civil Rights
movement than it is "unpatriotic"

to criticize the faults of the

government.

If the movement to achieve
racial harmony in the United
States continues the witch-hunt

upon which it has embarked, it

will not just fail, but will do so

to such a degree that it will

reverse the progress to date. The
movement will, in "burning" its

critics, eliminate the element all

movements need the most-its
conscience. The very people who
most desire to see the movement
succeed will, in time, tire of the

abuse and become the
movement's greatest enemies.
Failing internal improvements, I

fear the Civil Rights movement,
like the Salem Trials and the

McCarthy Hearings, will "fall on
its own sword." In short, if we
continue to look for witches, not

only will we not find them-but
will, instead, most assuredly
create them.

Wendell Jones

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR:
Non-Trads Suffer Untold Hardships
My friend's wife was angry at

him. Let me rephrase that; she

was pissed. He came to sleep at

my place last night. That's how
mad she was.

It seems that yesterday was his

day to pick up the baby from day-

care. Unfortunately, his job

called him away and his wife had

to go get the child.

"She said she understood," he

lamented. "I never suspected she

had any problem with picking her

up. I mean. . . just because she

had to go to work at midnight and

she was just getting out of class.

.

. how was I to know she would
be too tired to deal with a fussy

infant?"

I could not bring myself to

show him the flaw in his

reasoning.

"Anyway, with both of us in

school and working, she knew that

problems like this would come
up.

"I wish there was somewhere
on campus to keep the baby.

Even if we had to pay the same as

we do off campus, the convenience

would really help our situation."

This made sense to me. Like

many non-traditionals, my friend

and his wife are caught in a

delicate situation. They have to

work their extra-curricular lives

around their education. Many
students look at non-traditionals

andsav oh yeah, they come back

to school and do so well because

they have nothing else to do".

Nothing could be farther from the

truth.

I hear students complain about

a fifteen hour course load because

it takes away from their party

time. Are they really ready for

real life? To these students, I

suggest a try at the regimen my
friend and his wife keep. Even
without the child, both are full-

time (Dean's List) students as well

as full-time employees.
Somewhere between sleeping and

studying, they also find time to

keep their relationship strong.

Add to this the job of changing

diapers, warming and washing
bottles, comforting a sick infant,

and just spending time forming

Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor,

Recently, a vote was taken by

the city planning council that

effectively blocked the Greek
community's latest effort to

obtain housing. This is a slap in

the face to Greek organizations on

this campus, many of whose
members are outraged at this

decision and rightly so. The six

committee members that voted

against Greek Housing are not to

blame, but their ignorance of the

facts is inexcusable. Although
the primary concern voiced by the

council was for the environment,

it's obvious that what they were
really concerned with was the

behavior of the Greek
community. It's almost certain

that events of the past and scenes

from "Animal House" were
running through their minds as

they cast their votes.

Unfortunately, what the
council members failed to realize

was that every Greek
organizations in different now
from what it has been in the past.

Gone are the days of
irresponsibility. They have been

the parent-child bond. With all

this in mind, worrying about

getting across town in time to

pick up their little girl before the

day-care center closes is an

unnecessary hassle.

I told my friend about the

program being looked into now on

campus. The SGA Senate

appropriated seven hundred dollars

to be used for setting up a day care

project during the local public

school system's spring break. The

money will also be used to send

surveys to decide the demand for a

regular day-care facility. The
question is also due to go before

the faculty senate soon.

"Yeah," he said, "but what

about now? By the time anything

goes through ail that beaurocracy,

I'll be graduated and the baby will

be a student. Even if anything

does look like it will come
through, what will happen when
the new Chancellor steps in?

He'll have so much to do, he's

bound to let things like child-care

sit on a shelf."

I could only explain that you

replaced by cool headed adult

behavior. Collectively, the Greek
organizations of UNCW
contribute large amounts of

money, time and effort to

national and local charities. As
for responsibility, well-known
student organizations such as

SADD are heavily staffed by
Greeks and their principles are

exposed by every Greek
organization. We Greeks would
ask the council members to

reconsider their decision. Many
upstanding members of the

Wilmington community are

can't rush a program as major as

campus child-care. It must be
completely planned out if it is to

last. As for the new chancellor
letting projects drop after he takes

office, it is up to the concerned
parties to keep him (or her) on
track. That was one of the

purposes of the recent Chancellor
Search Committee forum held
earlier this week. At the forum
faculty, staff, and students were
offered a chance to tell the search
committee exactly what they
wanted from the new chancellor.

Unfortunately, very few students,

non-trad or otherwise, took
advantage of that opportunity.

As we discussed this, the
phone rang. It was his wife. I

handed him the phone and
discreetly left the room. When he
hung up, he asked if I could drive
him home. "But first you need to

take me by the store," he said

apologetically. "She forgot to
buy diapers again."

alumni of Greek organizations

and members of present day
organizations are following in

their footsteps. Greeks have
given much to this community
and all we ask is for a place to

live. A place of our own. A
place we Greeks and the

community at large can be proud
of.

Will Mitchell

VP ofGAMMA
Greeks Advocating the Mature

Management of Alcohol

h s f,
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LOOP METER SPRINTS

UNCW CREW
vs.

SKIDMORE

FRIDAY MARCH 23RD
WHERE: FROM MEMORIAL BRIDGE TO

WILMINGTON HILTON

TIME: 2 pm - 5 pm
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macC
Monk,
proudly presents

Thursday Mar. 22nd

Mr. POTATOHEAD
before 10
after 10

>1 ladies/$2 men
S3 ladies/$4 rren

Friday Mar. 23rd

The CREEK
$5 mem/$6 otherwise

Saturday Mar 17th

CORRUPTION
$3 mem/$4 otherwise

Info 395-0280

5430 MARKET STREET

i.i'Mi

"WE INCREPlBie SHRINKING MAItMAN

FLASH PHOTO
30 MINUTE FILM PROCESSING

*1.00 OFF
COLOR PRINT FILM PROCESSING

35mm & 110
ONE ROLL PER COUPON

NOT VALID WITH OTHER Of F ERS

| -posters

I -cameras
I -enlargements
1 -passport photos
University Centre

J ^SSSHSXS^SSSSiaiZ J Between Wal-Mart &
Little King Pizza

799-521 1

Earn up to $100 a
month for

SPRING BREAK!!!

Get fifteen dollars

the first three uisits,

fiue e«tra ujhen you
bring a friend.

WILMINGTON
DONOR CENTER

CORNER OF WRIGHTSVILLE
AND 17TH

102 S. 17TH

763-5213

The staff of Alternatives!, the UNCW substance abuse education and

prevention program, wish to thank the following University and

Community sponsors for helping to make February 23 - March 1, National

Collegiate Drug Awareness Week 1990, a tremendous success!

UNIVERSITY

ACE
Apartments Government

ARA
Dept. of Athletics

Dept. of Psychology

ITZA Pizza

LivWELL
Office of Residence Life

Office of the Dean of Students

SADD
SCA
Student Activities

Student Affairs

Student Development Center

University Advancement

WLOZ

COMMUNITY

AI-Anon

Alcoholics Anonymous
Annabelle's Restaurants

Boddie-Noell Enterprises, Inc. and

Hardee's of S. College Road

Cape Fear Substance Abuse Center

Coca-Cola Bottling Works Inc.

Pepsi-Cola Bottling Corp.

Rose Ice and Coal Co.

Southeastern Mental Health Center

United Carolina Bank

Wilmington Police Dept., K-9 Unit

Wilmington Treatment Center

Write
A

Letter

To

The

Editorl

Today
H»ln Wanted

Best Fundraisers on Campus! Is

your fraternity, sorority or club

interested in earning $1,000.00+

for a one week, on-campus
marketing project? You must be

well organized and hard working.

Call Jenny and Myra at (800)

592-2121.

Cheerleading Instructors

Needed for Summer Camps in

N.C. If you love cheering, this

is the summer job for you!

College experience not necessary,

but must have a strong high

school background. Flexible

scheduling and great pay! Call

collect for more information:

(919) 383-0086.

COLLEGE REP WANTED to

work 5-15 hours per week on

campus starting next Fall term.

Good income. For more
information and application write

to: Collegiate Marketing
Services, 251 Glenwood Drive,

Mooresville, NC 28115.

ATTENTION! - HIRING!
Government jobs - your area.

Many immediate openings

without waiting list or test.

$17,840 - $69,485. Call 1-602-

838-885. Ext R 18743.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
READING BOOKS!
$32,0O0/year income potential.

Details. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext.

BK 18742.

ATTENTION: EASY WORK
EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble

products at home. Details. (1)

602-838-8885 Ext. W- 18742.

MUrHlaneous
ATTENTION! GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100.

Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.

1-602-838-8885 EXT.A 18742.
•

Personals

Happy Birthday GBC! Thanks

for the mildly amusing card. Let's

go get a drink! --DB

WIN A HAWAIIAN
VACATION OR BIG SCREEN
TV PLUS RAISE UP TO $1400

IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!

Objective: Fundraiser

Commitment: Minimal

Money: Raise $1,400

Cost Zero investment

Campus organizations, clubs,

frats, sororities call OCMC:
1(800)932-0528 or (800)950-

8472, EXT 10.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
Twinwood: Get your lease for

Summer and Fall 1990.

Furnished. Maximum of four

students. Cascade Realty 395-

0310.

1BR Fully Furnished. TV,

Tennis courts, and pool and

clubhouse. Avail-May 1-Aug

26. Contact Dr. Ravi Kalia.

Ext. 3319, home 343-1553.
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SEEK AND YOU SHALL FIND!!!

ALL THESE AND MORE!
WHEN

YOU LIVE AT

"THE EDGE"

395-6001
800 FEET FROM CAMPUS
RACINE DRIVE

WILMINGTON. N.C.

CLUBHOUSE
APARTMENT
LIFESTYLE

POOL
CLOSETS
EFFICIENT

WEEKENDS
LAUNDRY FACILITY

PATIOS

BALCONY
STORAGE
SCHOOLS
MINIBLINDS

CABLE
LOCATION

/ REASONABLE
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ENTERTAINMENT
Spike and the Trans-
Sexual Cross-Dressers
This week we are starting a

new show on your local public

cable access channel: Spike. The
Talk Show. I know what you're

thinking... That this is going to

be another one of those talk

shows with boring guests,
moronic topics, and a host who
runs around showing a

microphone in audience member's

faces. Is that what you thought?

Well, guess again. And this

time try D, none of the above.

To give you an idea of the

format of Spike, The Talk Show
here are some highlights from our

first week in production. These

were taped for replay at a later

date.

Show Number One—Fashion

problems for Transsexual Cross
dressers. How to stay vogue, and
still be comfortable.

Joining us today are five of

Wilmington's most prominent
transsexual cross dressers. Billie

Jean is an MBA student out at

UNCW. Billie Jean says that

spreadsheets "get her hot."

Roberta is a former basketball

coach who enjoys the feel of her

leather holster as she gives out

tickets to parking violators.

Bubba is a construction worker
who is currently awaiting his

hormone injections. His hobbies

include drinking beer, football,

and collocating Milli Vanilli

pictures. Donny is a bouncer at a

local club. He enjoys the feel of

suede as he escorts drunks from
the bar.

On today's show we took pro

vs. con looks at polyester,

cotton, rayon, and terrycloth. We
examined the issues of wearing

their old clothes after the

operation in respect to their

newly shaped bodies. We
provided a full fashion makeover

to all guest panelists, and closed

the show with an open forum on

"floral colors and you"

Show Number Two---
Televangelism. Is it a career for

you? How to do it, and when to

do it. Practical tips from inside

the industry.

On today's show we had a

forum of top evangelists from
around the country talking to our

studio audience about a career in

the fast paced world of tele-

religion. Today's panelists

included Jerry Falwell, Oral

Roberts, Jimmy Swaggart,
Tammy Faye Bakker, and live via

satellite from Minnesota, Jim
Bakker.

After the initial group prayer

session, and the passing of the

collection plate (All major credit

cards, travelers checks, money
orders, certified checks, and US
bonds accepted. Sorry no

personal checks without proper
ID.) the panel took questions

from the audience about topics

like TV makeup tips, crying on

cue, faith healing by phone (1-

900-U-R-Saved, $1.50 first

minute, 95 cents each additional

minute. If now miracle is

received please keep trying.)

After the tip session Jim Bakker
reported on his fundraising efforts

in prison. With only one

thousand more carton of cigarettes

to go, the prison is almost ready

for its new water slide. (Can I

have an Amen!)
The show ended with Oral

Roberts pleading to the audience

for 10,000 dollars or the Lord was
going to call him home. As the

credits rolled, a spot light crashed

down on Roberts and on Jimmy
Swaggart on what was two-fer

Tuesday. (Way to go GOD!)
Show Number Three---

Professors that give good grades

on the basis of how much you
brown nose.

On today's show we tricked

all those professors who give

good grades to those who kiss -ss

to come on the show and answer
questions. After a few questions

we led the professors out into a

specially prepared area. Once
outside we released lions that

hadn't eaten in four days upon the

unsuspecting educators. Those
who were foolish enough to jump
in a pool located in the same area

were met with poranhas that

hadn't been fed since Christmas.

At the end of the show all

the students in the studio audience

sang "We Shall Overcome"' and
promised the same fate to other

professors with the same habits.

I hope that you get the idea

of what Spike, The Talk Show is

going to be about. If you want
to tune in and see for yourself,

look for it following the Arsenio
Hall Show at 12:30am on cable

access channel 39. See ya.

Shark Devours
Salty Dog

BY MARK THE SHARK
RECORD REVIEWER

After last weeks attack on the
night clubs, and a certain campus
organization, I've decided to let

loose once again. OK I will
admit that ACE does present us
with those "really funny"
comedians, and the folksingers,
jazz artists and generally all other
entertainment around campus.
My complaint is not the lack of
entertainment, there are a few that

are worthwhile, but what about a
major concert.

Trask Collesium was used
twice this year for concerts and
both were really successful from
what I hear. Now if this is so,

why not have more concerts. It

makes sense to me as a rational

(sometimes) person. Now a word
from our sponsor, just joking.

I want to offer a word of
praise to the local night clubs for

supporting local bands. Even
though Wilmington has a lot of
local bands, the clubs do a fine

job of supporting them. Whether
or not they deserve it is a whole
other issue, in which I have just

one comment "this isn't Kansas,
Toto."

MOHAN IS TH£ L£SS£fi HAN, AND ALL THy
PASSIONS, HATCHED WITH HIN£,
Afit AS HOONLldHT UJSTO SUNLIGHT, AND AS
U>AT£H UNTO U>IN£. ..."

—Alfred, Lord Tennyson

Salty Dog-Every Dog Has Its

Day
Geffen Records

Two Teeth

Best Songs-Come Along, Just

Like a Woman, Sacrifice Me

I had a lot of trouble deciding

whether or not I liked this album.

So I settled in the middle of the

road, the Led Zeppelin influence

is very (maybe too) obvious. At
times this album is sleazoid rock

at its best and other times keep
your hands on the next track

button. When I say sleazoid

rock, LA Guns and Faster

Pussycat are two examples of the

genre.

The vocal ability of frontman

Jimi Bleacher rivals that of
Taime Downe (the frontman for

Faster Pussycat). As far as the

music goes, when they get past
the Zeppelin imitation, they are

powerful with a real down and
dirty appeal. The album has

thirteen tracks and only three were
really good, the rest are not worth
mentioning. The one thing that

stops me from saying this is a

worth while album is my good
taste.

UfHD IS If?

HeeFvee! That's

what X always say!
Kerry Waghorn

lalk Show Host
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It's Krazy, Krazy,
Krazy Pizza

Jamie Lee Curtis Cold As Steel
Blue Steel: Starring Jamie Lee
Curtis, and Ron Silver.

Rating: 5 out of a possible 10.

This could have been a very good
movie. For the first fifteen

minutes of Blue Steel the viewer

is treated to a good suspense

thriller. An interesting look into

the life of a female rookie cop in

New York City. A movie that

shakes off over-used cliches to get

its point across. Then when it

really starts to look interesting

Blue Steel disintegrates into a

dumb, predictable, and very long

loser.

Jamie Lee Curtis stars as Megan
Turner, a rookie cop, who on her
first night on the job shoots and
kills an armed robber, and is

suspended for the shooting. It

seems that one of the witnesses

decided that he needed the gun to

start his own string of murders in

hopes of winning Megan's love.

That sounds pretty normal,
doesn't it?

The psycho-gone-mad is played

by Ron Silver, who at times is

convincing, but more often is

wimpy acting and uninteresting.

Most of his scenes reminded me
of someone doing a (bad) Robert

DeNiro imitation from Taxi
Driver (You talking to me?).

The movie goes on and on with

several places that the director

could have ended it humanely, but

instead she drags out the outcome

until the crowd was screaming

"kill him this time, don't let him

get away again." Unfortunately

however, he keeps getting away
until his death in one of the worst

endings ever written. Don't waste

your time or effort to see this

movie.

For some reason there seems
to be a strong correlation between

college students and pizza. Pizza

just seems to be such a great

addition to fun and friendships. It

mixes well with everything.

Students have pizzas delivered to

them. And, sometimes, we all

like to go out for pizza. It's

really Krazy.

So where do we go for good
pizza when we go out? Well, we
usually like to go somewhere that

is casual, inexpensive, quick, and

that has great pizza. We go to

Krazy Pizza.

Krazy Pizza is a great little

pizza parlor right behind the

UNCW campus in the University

Landing. It has been open for

about four years now, and has

built a reputation in Wilmington

for having the best pizza around.

Krazy's was the winner of the

1989 Independent Pizza
Association Pizza Contest for the

best pizza in the Cape Fear

region.

Their pizza is thick crusted

and has a lot of sauce, tons of

cheese, and generous amounts of

"extras" on top. In addition to

their famous pizza, they also

serve huge subs, anitpasto salads

and they even have spaghetti and
lasagne dinners.

Krazy's is very generous with

their serving sizes, and they use

only the best quality ingredients.

Special orders are never a

problem. Pride is taken in

pleasing the customers.

The restaurant itself is kept

very clean. They hold a very

high sanitation rating of 95, an

A. The kitchen is open, blocked
only by a counter, so you can see

the cooks preparing various

items, and tossing pizza dough.
All can see the kitchen and know
that their food is prepared in a

clean area. It is also entertaining

to watch the chefs at work.

Although, it never takes more
than about 10 minutes for your
order, there are video machines to

amuse you while you wait Drop
a quarter in , let the frustration

build, and time will fly- your

food will be ready in no time.

If there is anything you need,

it is easy to get the attention of

one of the waitstaff who are

easily identifiable in their red
shirts. They will be happy to

help you.

You will also be glad to know
that this restaurant appeals to

college students in their desire for

pizza as well as their tight

budgets. Krazy's prices are very

low. You can easily split a pizza

and a pitcher of beer for under five

dollars a person. And the lunch

specials are also a treat. A slice

of pizza and a salad for $2.50, or

a sub and a salad for $3.80 on
weekdays!

You can't beat Krazy Pizza for

the best quality, the best deal, and

the best pizza in town. See foi

yourself. Try Krazy Pizza in the

University Landing.

WSnsifts I

G(D)nnng (CDuHooo

March 22-29

Thursday

Mad Monk: Mr.

Potato Head.

Seahawks: SAE
college night.

Guiseppes: Strictly

Business.

Front Street:

Wilmingtunes.

Friday

Mad Monk: The
Creek.

Front Street:
Drop Plus.

Guissepe's:
Flashback.

One

Saturday

Mad Monk:
Corruption.

Front Street: One
Drop Plus.

Guissepe's:
Flashback.

Monday

Ortons: College

Night. Killians Hill.

Tuesday

Front Street:

Blues Jam Society.

Wednesday

Guissepe's:

Strictly Business.

Mad Monk 395-0280

Front Street 763-1240

Seahawks 392-PIER

Guissepe's 256-9600
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MARCH IS NATIONAL NUTRITION MONTH
Don't Make These Nutrional Mistakes

Nick is just an ordinary guy, a 22-year-old college
student who, he says, eats "pretty much what
everybody else eats." Yesterday Nick ate the
following "ordinary meals." What's wrong with
them?
* Breakfast: Bacon and eggs, toasted white bread
with butter, orange juice

* Lunch: Fast-food cheeseburger, french fries, apple
pie, milk
* Dinner. Steak, baked potato with sour cream and
butter, broccoli and cheese casserole, iced tea
* Evening snack: Two beers, potato chips

Can you spot the 16 nutritional mistakes
he made? Here's what Nick did wrong:

1. Bacon: High in fat, loaded with
sodium.

2. Eggs: The yolks are high in heart-

harming cholesterol.

3. Toasted white bread: Whole wheat
would have provided

more nutrients as well as fiber.

4. Butter Lots of saturated fats.

5. Fast-food cheeseburger Riddled with
fat, high in sodium,

whole-milk cheese adds fat and calories.

6. French fries: High in fat, usually
heavily salted.

7. Apple pie: More sugar, far fewer
vitamins, much less fiber than a fresh apple.

8. Milk: A good choice if it's low-fat or

nonfat, but having it

with a cheeseburger probably cancelled

out some of its

benefits because the phosphorus in

meat may interfere

with absorption of calcium from milk.

9. Steak: Nick's third serving of red meat

in a day-far too

much fat and more protein than he
needs.

10. Potato with sour cream and butter: The

potato was wise,

but the sour cream and butter added

lots of unneeded fat

11. Broccoli and cheese casserole: Broccoli

was a good bet, but whole-milk

cheese added even more fat to the meal.

12. Tea: Not bad in itself but not a good

choice with broccoli, a good source

of iron, because it may interfere with iron

absorption.

13. Beer Not high in any nutrients.

14. Potato chips: High in fat, salt, and

calories.

15. Too little fiber overall: Not enough
whole-grain products.

fresh fruit, or vegetables.

16. Too much salt: Nick went over his

recommended salt

intake with his bacon breakfast but

kept adding more all

day long.

Cholesterol Reducing Tips

Tips to Prevent Cancer
It seems like all you usually hear about cancer are all the things that

cause it.

But the good news is that 60% of all cancers can be prevented-with the
help of a good diet, a safe work place and a healthy lifestyle.

1. FRESH AIR Fill your lungs every chance you get. And don't

smoke.

2. A LITTLE REFRESHMENT But if that involves alcohol, don't

overdo it

3. HIGH FIBER FOnns Fiber foods, like popcorn, are just plain

good. Others include whole grains and fruit

4. PINEAPPLE. (MANOR nr PEAR Fruits are a source of the

vitamins you need to stay healthy. And a healthy person has a
better chance of staying that way.
5. BROCCOLI IETTUCE nr PARROTS When your mom said eat

vegetables, she was right-again.

6. CHICKEN. FISH nr LEAN mfats Reducing your fat intake

decreases your risk of cancer.

7. EXERCISE. It keeps your weight down, and down goes your

cancer risk.

8. LEMONADE IN THE SHADE It keeps you cool and out of the

'sun. Too much sun can cause skin cancer.

9. relaxation Some like yoga, some like to fish. Whatever you
choose, it's important.

10. A GOOD DAY'S PAY Be careful of your work environment and

be sure it's safe.

11. A QQOP LAWfiH. Keep your chin up; cancer can be prevented.

Few people can follow the IS

cholesterol-reducing tips listed

below all of the time. Instead of

giving up, why not tackle just a

few? Even little changes can
make a big difference. The
National Institutes of Health

estimates that 100,000 lives

could be saved each year if the

national cholesterol level were
reduced a mere 10 percent. One
of those lives could be yours.

Directions: Check off three

changes you can, and will, make
to reduce your cholesterol intake.

(If you want to check off more
than three, all the better.)

I WILL:
Choose lean cuts of red meat

such as round or flank steak, a

good grade chuck or sirloin, lamb
foreshank or pork tenderloin and
lean hamburger. Other cuts of
meat tend to have inner (marbled)

fat so even trimming the fat off

won't make them lean.

Avoid fatty lunch meats like

salami, hot dogs and sausage.

Eat smaller portions of lean

meat, chicken and fish-3 to 4

ounces.

Eat chicken, only after

trimming the fat and removing its

skin.

Eat low fat dairy products like

skim milk, low fat yogurt and
part-skim cheeses (mozzarclla,

cottage cheese, ricotta cheese)

instead of whole milk products.

Substitute safflower.
sunflower or com oil for solid

vegetable shortening or butter-

these polyunsaturated fats can
reduce cholesterol. There is some
evidence that monounsaturated

fats, like olive oil, can also

reduce cholesterol. I will eat all

fats in moderation, because even

"good" fat are fattening.

Eat fish-salmon, trout,

mackerel, bluefish, herring,

sardines, tuna and shellfish-at

least twice a week. Fish oil can

lower cholesterol and help to

prevent clotting.

Avoid fried foods. Bake, broil,

microwave, boil or barbecue
instead

Avoid commercial baked goods
made with lard, coconut or palm
oil and shortening, such as

donuts, croissants and cookies.

Eat more vegetables and fruits,

which can lower or slow the

absorption of cholesterol.

Eat more fiber, especially oat

bran and legumes, such as kidney,

navy and pinto beans and split

peas.

Order from the salad or
vegetable sections, or order foods
that are boiled (not in butter),

steamed or baked when eating
out.

Order sauces and dressings on
the side, when eating out

Make an effort to relax.
Hormonal changes caused by
stress can raise cholesterol levels-

-especially among Type A
personalities.

FYI. . .

-Scientists have estimated that as many as half of human

cancers are diet related.

New York Times

Oct. 2, 1979

-One should eat to live, not live to eat

Moliere

-What this country needs is a 5 course 500 calorie dinner.

EvanEsar

-The diet of the average person is between 60 and 70 percent

fat and sugar.

Rudolph Ballentine, M.D.

Do Not Forget

to Eat Breakfast

Be sure not to neglect breakfast.

But don't rely too much on ail-

American favorites like bacon and

eggs (high in saturated fat and

cholesterol) or pre-sweetened
cereals, some of which are more
than 50 percent surgar. Also be

wary of granolas or "natural"

cereals, which contain large

amounts of harmful fats.

* Always preplan low-calorie,

low-fat meals so moods,
weekends, holidays or schedules

don't interfere with your goals.

* Remove all visible fat from
meat and all skin from poultry.

If you buy oil-packed tuna, rinse

thoroughly to eliminate fat.

* Use spray instead of shortening

when frying eggs, hash-brown,
meats. Substitute a margarine
high in polyunsaturated fats for

butter. Reduce margarine by 50
percent in all recipes except
pastries.

* Gradually switch from whole
milk to 2-percent to skim or

nonfat milk. Substitute low-fat

plain yogurt for sour cream.
* Put tempting high-calorie foods

at the back of your freezer and
cupboards. Don't leave any
fattening foods in sight.

* Place baskets of washed, ready-

to-munch fruits in the kitchen,

family room, dining room. Keep
"bouquets" of celery and carrot

sticks in the refrigerator.

* Use low-calorie salad dressings

or lemon juice.

Give Up Salt

The best way to give up salt

without suffering is to cut back
gradually and try substitute
seasonings. Here are some ideas:
* Add lemon juice or vinegar to

fresh vegetables.

* Experiment with different herbs
and spices, such as
marjoram, basil, nutmeg, dill,

oregano, celery, caraway or poppy
seeds, dry mustrad, thyme,
chopped chives, green pepper,
cloves, orange juice, parsley,
rosemary, tarragon, garlic, grated
onion, mint, cloves, cinnamon,
or ginger.

* Combine vegetables, with or
without seasonings. Some good
pairs are peas and mushrooms,
carrots and cauliflower,
cucumbers and sliced onions, corn
and tomatoes, brussels sprouts
and water chestnuts.

Potato Power
The superstar of starches is the humble

potato. A medium-size baked potato supplies 5

percent of the protein and iron, 8 percent of the

phosphorus, 10 percent of the thiamin, 1 1 percent of

the niacin, and 50 percent of the vitamin C we need

in our daily diets. Plus it's 99.9 percent fat-free, salt-

free, and a mere 100 calories in the eating. When it

comes to cooking, baking is best: It concentrates

proteins, potassium, phosphorus, and iron in the

white part of the potato.

Positions Open For The
Seahawk Newspaper

STAFF WRITERS -TYPISTS

ENTERTAINMENT writers -secretary

LAYOUT/PRODUCTION -ADVERTISING SALES

TRANSPORTATION/DELIVERY -GRAPHICS

Positions pay varying salaries/wages ;

if interested, please apply in person in the

_, - -' Seahawk office,

Room 205E in the University Union

'i> '. i I «
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Rousing Fair Provides Helpful Hints

The 2nd Annual UNCW
Housing Fair was a success again

this year. Approximately 350
students walked into UU Room
100 to inquire about the various

apartment complexes around
Wilmington.

One topic that arose several

times that day was concerning
contracts with new roommates.

Last semester the Off Campus
Connection featured an article

about drawing up written
contracts with new roommates.
This is imperative because it

makes for a more peaceful co-

existence between yourself and
your roommate(s), whether they

are good friends or virtual

strangers. The following is a

condensed reiteration of last

semester's article.

Reasons for non-peaceful co-

existence:

1. Your roommate's boyfriend

or girlfriend is constantly at your

house or apartment.

2. He or she does not pay

their share of the bills.

3. He or she leaves you high

and dry with the rent and bills

they incurred.

4. He or she is basically

inconsiderate, for example they

play music too loud or eat all of

the food, etc.

Here are some tips to help

prevent the above from occurring:

1. Prior to moving in,

discuss one another's living

habits and needs. Agree to work
on a peaceful co-existence.

2. Write up and sign a

contract that specify bills to be

paid and the like. This will help

to keep one another attuned to his

or her responsibilities. If not, it

will make the case against them

in small claims court much

easier.

3. If a conflict arises, try to

work it out yourselves first. If

not:

4. You may resort to

mediation by the Office of the

Dean of Students.

For further guidance on
contracts and other issues of

living in off campus housing,

consult with our new edition of

"Digs, Dwellings, and

Domiciles." You may obtain a

free copy of this publication in

front of the post office workroom

or by coming to the Office of the

Dean of Students, UU Room
209.

PIOTO BY miU.IPIjOUGI0.IN

THREE FRIENDS. ..

Luxurious 3 Bedroom,

3 Bath Houses

Close to UNCW

Corner of Rose and Andover

Space and Storage Galore!

256-3011

Bedford Fair
one of the nation's leading women's fashion catalogs, is

creating seasonal employment opportunities to start mid-march.

Immediate seasonal openings

Office

Order Takers- On line receiving telephone orders from customers

•Data Entry Operators- Entering all mail orders.

•Credit Clerks-Verification of customer credit cards

Mail Order-Processing incoming customer order.

Distribution Center

Order Pickers-processing order

•Order Packer-packing order for customer orders

Days-Monday Sunday

Seasonal Positions lasting 4-9 weeks

Applications can be obtained either through the CPPC

or apply directly to Bedford Fair,

507 Covil Ave 763-7111.

Professor Hackney Finds New Species

UNCW NEWS

Dr. Courtney T. Hackney,
professor of biological sciences at

UNCW, and his co-worker
Rosemarie F. Ganucheau have
discovered a new species of
isopod in the high intertidal

marsh of Bradley Creek, in New
Hanover County near
Wrightsville Beach.

The new species, Cyathura
madelina (Isopoda, Anthuridae)
was identified by them in the
winter of 1987-88, but official

recognition of the new discovery

came with the publication in fall

1989 of the scientific journal
CRUSTACEANA.

"The only known location of
Cyathura madelinae at this time

is in the black needlerush marsh
of Bradley Creek near where

Sorority Goes National

BY JENNIFER YOUNG
STAFF WHITE!!

Two weeks before spring

break, the sisters of Sigma Pi

Zeta listened to the national

representatives of Alpha Gamma
Delta hoping to find a national

chapter they may represent at

UNCW. Last week, they chose
which national sorority they

would like to represent. They
applied to represent Alpha
Gamma Delta and received the

phone call accepting their bid

Sunday evening. "Before the

night was over, we were all

chanting 'Alpha Gamma, Alpha
Gamma!"' said Kay Oakley, a

sister of Sigma Pi Zeta.

The sorority cooperated with

the University's expansion policy

while searching for a national

sorority. Last semester, the
sorority met university size

limitations with sixty-five

sisters. At that point, "...We were
not allowed to accept any more
pledges," says Leigh Ann Daniel,

Sigma Pi Zeta secretary.

Sigma Pi Zeta was formed last

March. They were among five

other local sororities. Since then,

two other local sororities have

gone national. Xi Delta Phi

became a chapter of Chi Omega
earlier this year and Gamma Delta

Chi became a chapter of Alpha
Phi last spring. Each of the

remaining local sororities has

long term plans to become a

chapter of a national sorority.

The sisters will represent the

eighth national sorority on

campus. Oakley expressed some
concern about the rising number
of Greek organizations o n

campus. "There are more Greeks

on this campus than at UNC-
Charlotte. Soon, there will be ten

people for each Greek
(organization) on campus."

girls realize you have the right to

say "NO", and dont allow your

body to be violated. Also, if you say

"NO", mean "NO". Dont send mixed
messages and be aware of your
communications, it is not wrong to

dress sexy, but be alert to mis-

understandings that could arise.

GUYS you must realize that the girl

has the ultimate right to say "NO", it

doesn't matter if you've had inter-

course with her before, because

you are bound by law to honor her

refusal. Even if you think she's say-

ing "NO", but meaning "YES", or

if you treat her to an expensive din-

ner, that is no justification for forc-

ing someone to have sex. The bot-

tom line is. . .don't assume any-

thing and if she says "NO", and you
continue you can face up to life im-

prisonment. What a way to ruin col-

lege and a career.

PEPSI
A GENERATION AHEAD

Pepsi Cola of Wilmington

Wrightsville Avenue crosses the

creek," Hackney said. "We have

collected hundreds of specimens,

male and female, at all seasons.

They are very abundant at this

habitat."

Samples of the isopod are on

deposit in the National Museum
of Natural History, Washington,

DC,
A specialist in marine

ecology, Hackney noted that these

isopods are significant in the food

chain. He said the pillbug-like

creatures are consumed primarily

by small marine fishes such as

spot and croaker.

Hackney is worried, however,

that runoff caused by extensive

development alonp Military

Cutoff Road could alter the

habitat of the tiny creatures.

"They thrive in salinity levels

of about half-strength seawater in

the top centimeter and sediment

and detritus in the high marshes.

We are monitoring the area

carefully. A permanent change in

salinity from increased runoff

could destroy the species.

"North Americans are so

worried about the destruction of

the South American rain forests

and natural habitats far from us,

and yet the same thing may be

happening right in our back

yard," Hackney said.

Hackney, a resident of Rocky

Point, represents marine ecology

interests on the 15-member NC
Coastal Resources Commision.
The commission sets rules

designed to protect the coastal

environment and regulate
development in the state's 20
coastal counties.

Jennifer Tolar Parks, right, a UNCW Freshman, received the Phi Eta
Sigma Outstanding Freshman Award in February. This award goes to the

freshman with the highest grade point average for his or her first semester.

Parks has a 4.0 GPA and is currently carrying 15 credit hours.

Phi Eta Sigma is a national honor society. Qualifying students are invited

to join the fraternity after completing their freshman year. They must have a

cumulative GPA of at least 3.5 and make no grade below a C while taking a

full course load.

Jennifer is the daughter of Diana Parks of Whispering Pines, NC and Tracy
parks of Sanford, NC.

Presenting a thesaurus to Jennifer is Chris Bricker, President of Phi Eta

Sigma and last year's award recipient.

Ifyou smoke 4,000hours ayear,

stopping for24won't killyou.

In fact, it might save your life. All you have to do is join

millions of other Americans and give up smoking for a day.

Because if you can quit for a day, you can quit for life.

For more information, call 1-800-ACS-2345.
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Incidences Cause Turmoil From the CPS Wire

(CPS)--No fewer than seven

campuses were disturbed by racial

confrontations, cross burnings

and charges of insensitivity in

mid-February.

Students at Bradley, Villanova

and Slippery Rock universities,

Cabrini and Vassar colleges, the

University of Illinois and the

New School for Social Research

in New York all found
themselves contending with some

sort of racial problem.

There was no common cause

of the disparate, unrelated

incidents-which have erupted at

scores of schools throughout the

1989-90 school year-but some
i

observers blamed the racially'

segregated lives most students led

before getting to campus.

"Part of the problem is not

enough education in the (pre-

college) or college system in

terms of what to do about feeling

of conflict or tension," said

Richard Anliot of Pennsylvania's

Human Relations Commission.

"Students on college campuses

are coming from all-black or all-

white schools."

Many of the problems have

been in Anliot's own state.

At Cabrini college in

Pennsylvania, officials Feb. 11

discovered the word "nigger"

scrawled over a poster naming
college staff member Tyrone
Carr, who is of Caribbean
descent. It was the eighth

incident of racism on the campus

in 13 months.

The college's 1,200 students-

about 4 percent of whom are

black-were ordered to attend a

campuswide meeting with college

President Eileen Currie Feb. 15

to discuss the outbreak.

At Villanova, also in

Pennsylvania, students say the

school unfairly treated a black

student who tried to steal a piece

of fruit out of a school dining

hall by demanding he present

identification.

The student refused, and local

police arrested the student

"Some students allege had he
net been black he would not have
bsen asked to give identification,"

Villanova spokesman Eugene
I'oune said.

Bradley University freshman

Matt Hale faces campus
disciplinary action after he tried to

recruit members for a white

supremacist group on the Peoria,

Part of the problem is not

enough education in

the(pre-college) or

college system in terms
of what to do about
feeling of conflict or

tension.

IL campus without permission.

Hale distributed fliers the second

week in February urging students

to join the American White

Supremacist Party, sparking

student protests against Hale and

his followers.

Anliot said such supremacist

groups seem to be becoming
more /isible.

The K.u Klux Klan, he noted,

started making an appearance in

Pennsylvania two years ago. "In

33 years, I'd never even heard ol

the existence of the KKK" in the

north, m state.

A pre-dawn fight between
Mack and white students Feb. 1

1

at Slippery Rock University in

Pennsylvania and a cross burning

later that day has resulted in the

Nude Olympics Staged

(CPS)--While Purdue
University authorized the arrest of

students who participated in its

now-banned "Nude Olympics" in

January, students at the

University of Pennsylvania are

trying to establish an annual

streak through the Philadelphia

campus's Quadrangle.

About 20 males, wearing

nothing but their socks and tennis

shoes, shouted "get naked" as

they ran through Pennsylvania's

campus Feb.12.

Although this is the second

consecutive year students have

streaked through the quad, a

university spokesman denied it's

become a Pennsylvania tradition.

"This was just a spontaneous

thing done by a group of

students," said spokesman Carl

Maugeri. Penn has no rule

against streaking.

arrest of two student wrestlers,

both of whom were charged with

ethnic intimidation and
harassment

In New York City, some

students at the New School for

.Social Research charged
administrators were racist for

allowing a certain poster, which

depicted a caricature of a black

man, to be displayed in a campus

exhibit.

Students, professors and deans

Feb. 14 discussed the poster,

which was shown last fall as part

of a 350-piece Shin Matsanuga
collection shown at the school.

It depicted a black man whose
face was dominated by the whites

of his eyes and his white lips. It

was originally used in a 1983

advertising campaign for a

Japanese soft drink.

"The main aim is to protest

racism, sexism, and
homophobia," said George
Argyrous, an economics grad

student

On Feb. 7 a group of students

at the University of Illinois

gathered to protest "racist"

material on their campus, too,

thh dme in The Daily Mini, the

student paper.

The group objected to several

items recently printed in the

paper, saying they were racist and

perpetuate black stereotypes.

Vassar students, angry over a

racial slur that New York Sen.

Daniel Moynihan allegedly made,

ended their 35-hour occupation of

a campus building after

Moynihan returned a $1,000

lectureship grant and college

officials agreed to discuss other

demands, including setting up a

task force to deal with racial

harassment.

(CPS)--College faculty members'

salaries rose by 12 percent during

the 1980s, but their buying
power "is lower than it was in

1972," the American Council on

Education (ACE) reported Feb.

27.

The average college faculty

member made $39,410 in 1989,

but those dollars could buy less

in goods and services than the

average campus teacher could buy

in 1972.

"Faculty salaries have never

recovered from the 1970s, when
inflation rates as high as 1 3

percent outpaced far lower salary'

increases," ACE researcher Elaine

El-Khawas said.

(CPS)--Angered by an
"overzealous alumnus" whose
favors for University of Kansas

basketball team members caused

the National Collegiate Athletic

Association to put KU o n

probation in 1988, state Senate

Democratic leader Michael

Johnston proposed a bill Feb.26

to let state universities sue

boosters who get them in trouble.

The bill, apparently the first of

its kind in the nation, "quite

simply gives a university a cause

of action against an individual

who may have induced a student-

athlete into violating rules,"

Johnston said.

Damages could include money
lost because of lower game
attendance and missed television

appearances.

(CPS)--University o f

Massachusetts President David
Knapp, who had delayed retiring

until he could convince the state

legislature to devote more money
to higher education, said Feb. 22
he had given up waiting, and
resigned.

Other college presidents also

complained about state funding.

Departing University of Delaware

President E.A. Trabant told a

budget hearing the school would

have to cut back services unless it

got $2 million more in 1991. A
group of Michigan college

officials told a public forum Feb.

27 that the state's higher ed

system "will start to crumble"

unless the state increases funding

by at least 8.5 percent for each of

the next five years.

(CPS)-The Wisconsin state

Senate passed a bill Feb. 27 that

would let students sue the

University of Wisconsin if UW
discriminates against them on the

basis of race, sexual orientation

or "other minority status."

UW officials "don't want to be

held accountable for their

discrimination, and that's a fact,"

claimed Sen. Don Stitt, who
sponsored the measure. Gov.

Tommy Thompson has not said

whether he will sign the bill into

law, which supporter Sen. Lynn
Adelman characterized as a

"strong sword" to force UW to

avoid discrimination problems.

Student Officials Misuse Funds
(CPS)--Student government

officials at Florida International

University are in hot water with

students because they spent $318

in student fees to buy precious

on-campus parking privileges for

themselves.

Student Government
Association (SGA) President

Manny Lamazares, Vice President

Tom Jelke and Comptroller Jose

Delgado each used $106 from the

escrow account -which is used to

fund student activities-to buy the

parking spaces after the parking

lot they used to park their cars

was closed.

Not even faculty can get the

"class A" decals, which grant th?

choice parking spaces t o

administrators.

"We work very hard for the

students. We deserve the decals,"

Lamazares said.

Jelke, though, did have some

qualms about using student fees.

"Taking it out of our paycheck

would have been more
acceptable," he said.

Most students agree with

Jelke, saying the student

government shouldn't get special

treatment

"SGA members get paid a

salary. Why should they get to

use SGA funds to pay for their

decals?" asked Silvia Gonzalez.

"I'm sure that money could have

been used towards things that

would really benefit students."

Separately, on-campus traffic

issues also roiled Rutgers

University in New Jersey, where

students and union employees

promised to try to force top

administrators to give up their

free university cars.

At a rally, student speakers

blasted 13 administrators for

driving cars paid for by Rutgers at

a time when the school i s

considering raising tuition again.

Last May a tuition protest at

Rutgers ended with 71 arrests.

This year, students plan to pack

the March 9 Rutgers Board of

Governors meeting if acting

President T. Alexander Pond

doesn't end the practice of free

can before the meeting.

Censorship Questioned

Purdue does. Hoping to end a

circus-like atmosphere and the

potential health hazards involved

in naked students dashing through

the frigid January nights of
Indiana, Purdue banned the annual

"Olympics" in 1985.

Since then, however, a hearty

band of students was arrested for

its participation in the nude race

through the Purdue campus Jan.

26.

Other schools are more relaxed

about the issue. In 1988 the

University of Texas at Austin

officially recognized the student

group NUDE, which sought to

promote clothing-optional

lifestyle.

The group, which sponsored

trips to nude beaches, naked

volleyball tournaments and hot

tub parties, disbanded last spring

because of lack of membership.

(CPS) -A University of South

Florida student lost her job as the

school's production director after

she refused to censor a flier

advertising a campus concert by

Elvis Hitler.

Student government president

Brian Tannebaum said he didn't

rehire Kristin Loomis, who
booked the heavy metal band,

partly because she refused to

change fliers promoting the

band's Feb. 15 concert to "Elvis

Hi-ler."

"There was a lot of concern on

campus by both Jewish and non-

Jewish students," Tannebaum
claimed. "I just can't let free

speech hamper complaints about

an ethnic or racial slur."

"There aren't any swastikas on

(the fliers) or anything," Loomis

retorted.

The band, which plays fast-

paced "psychabilly" tunes,

received $400 from student fees

for the concert.

"It's a joke," said John Paul

Williams of Electric Artists, the

band's Dallas-based promoter.

The band's title is meant to be

facetious, he said. "Most people

take it as tongue-in-cheek."

"We think that the forces

leading to the continued

downward trends in marijuana and 9

cocaine are much the same as

they have been in the past,"

Johnston said. "That is, a

heightened concern about the

health and other effects of these

drugs."

Rhythmic Dancing Banned

ZOO U. by Mark Weitzman

(CPS)-The University of

Minnesota banned "rhythmic

dancing" at one of its arenas in

early February, but Baylor
University in Texas is

considering lifting a 145-year-old

ban on dancing at its campus.

Dale Schatzlein, university

director of concerts and lectures,

prohibited campus programmers
from booking any acts at the

campus' Northrop Auditorium
that may get students up and

dancing in unison.

The officials said they were

acting not as critics, but as

guardians of safety. Under the

weight of dancing students, a

chunk of plaster fell from
Northrop's balcony onto the main

floor during a Jan. 26 B-52's

concert

Baylor students, however, may
soon be dancing in the streets of

the Southern Baptist campus if

the school's board of trustees

votes in March to lift a ban on

dancing.

The school is considering
ending the rule because students

just venture off campus to go
dancing.

"There is too much danger on
the highways and there is the

availability of drugs and alcohol"

at off-campus dance halls, said

university spokesman Eugene
Baker of the reasons Baylor

might drop its ban.

Plastic Packaging Banned

See Puzzle Solution pg. 3

1

1

"That's gross, Bob. That's really gross.'

(CPS)-Following the lead of

a member of other campuses, the

University of New Mexico's

student union voted to ban plastic

foam packaging from its food

service in late February.

The union, which serves about

7,000 students daily, will switch

to china, paper and cardboard cups

and plates when the current

supply of polystyrene containers

runs out in the fall.

Environmentalists maintain

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) are

released into the air when

polystyrene is manufactured.

Some scientists suspect CFCs, in

turn, thin the ozone layer around

Earth, and cause global warming.

Polystyrene products, moreover,

are nonbiodegradable, meaning

they clog up landfills.

Their arguments are attracting

support on many campuses. A
few weeks before New Mexico

dropped plastic foam packaging,

Marriott Dining Services at

George Mason University in

Virginia announced it had

switched from foam to paper cups

because of pressure from

environmental groups.

"We hear a lot from students

about (plastic foam containers)

because they hear they have

chlorofluorocarbons," said Clark

DeHaven, executive director of

the National Association of

College and University Food
Services.

"Students bring sensitivity to

the issue," he said.

Tulane University, Lake
Forest College and the University

of Kansas, to name a few, already

have banned polystyrene in

campus food services. In

December, students at Loyola

University in New Orleans

circulated a petition asking

Marriott Food Services to stop

using such products.

ACROSS

1 Container
4 Rocky hills

8 Sleeveless cloak

12 One of Guido's
notes

13 Again
14 Hebrew

measure
15 Footlike part

16 Pierce
18 Surfeits

20 Paradise
21 Note of scale

22 Female sheep
23 Wife of Geraint

27 River in

Scotland
29 Abstract being

30 Rock
31 Cyprinoid fish

32 Crimson
33 Dance step
34 Printer's

measure

35 Badgerlike
mammal

37 Outfit

38 Legal matters

39 Man's name
40 Part of tennis

match
41 Three-toed

sloth

42 Highest point

44 Growing out of

47 Box or crate

51 Paving
substance

52 Century plant

53 Mother of

Apollo

54 Mohammedan
name

55 Care tor

56 Periods of time

57 Diocese

DOWN
1 Headgear, pi

2 Region

The
Weekly

Crossword
Puzzle

Cuddle up
Hits lightly

Single

Renovates
European

8 Musical
instruments

9 Wine cup
10 Fondle
1

1

Before
17 Symbol tor

tellurium

19 Babylonian
deity

22 Goal
24 Negative
25 Arrow poison

26 Lairs

27 Extremely
terrible

28 Kind of cheese
29 Moray
30 Ceased to stand
32 Told
33 Fruit seed
36 Agave plant

37 Sharper
38 Lassos
40 Facial

expression
41 Article

43 Symbol for

calcium
44 God of love

45 Story
46 Great Lake
47 Household pet

48 Spanish cheer
49 Negative prefix

50 Japanese
outcast
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SEAHAWK SPORTS

Way Out In
(W)rigiit
Field
Chris Wright
Sports Editor

Righting
the wrong
Loyola's march to the Final Four

You've heard it before. In adversity

you discover, reach, and fulfill the upmost
of your potential.

James Douglas, better known due to

the death of his mother than for his previous

boxing abilities, stared adversity in the face.

And won.
The University of Colorado, better

known as the doormat of Big Eight football,

overcame the death of its starting
quarterback. And won.

Kenny Walker, better known as the

man who didn't lead Kentucky to the

promised land, mourned the death of his

mother by dedicating his performance in the

NBA's Slam-Dunk contest. And won.
And now, of course, is Loyola-

Marymount, better known as the k>p-

scoring team in the nation, which is trying

to overcome the tragic death of Hank
Gathers. And win.

Not since a cocaine overdose took the

life of Len Bias has a single death shattered

America, and the tiny microcosm of college

basketball, with such utter atrociousness.

There are similarities between these two
former college stars, more than just the end
result.

Both, it has been written, were
marvelous people, charitable and gracious

for the opportunities God had given them.

Both, too, unfortunately, entered
prominently in their overall fate.

No one told Len Bias to overdose on
cocaine, just as no one told Hank Gathers to

underdose on his prescribed medication.

But these two were viewed as more
than merely basketball players. They were
strong if not invincible. Yet now they are

gone and somehow we must struggle to go
on.

And if for only one night, Hank
Gathers' spirit was alive and well on the

night that the Lions marred Michigan, 149-

1 1 5, in a rage of fury and precise execution.

In case you missed it, Loyola destroyed

the defending NCAA tournament
champions, hitting a blistering 65 percent of

its field goals. This came on the heels of a

slightly less spectacular victory over New
Mexico State.

It remains to be seen, of course,

whether or not Loyola can continue its

crusade to the NCAA Championship, which

they have dedicated to Gathers, their

spiritual leader.

Regardless, they will have the nation's

support to guide them along.

More importantly, they will have the

memory of Gathers, to push them when

their bodies are worn, to pick them up when

their minds are spent, and to ask for that

extra sacrifice that it takes to become a

champion.
I'm hoping Loyola keeps going, not

just for Hank Gathers' sake, but for his

lifetime friend and teammate, Bo Kimble.

All too often this year, we've heard of

the horrors of college basketball, the

allegations of wrongdoings within several

programs, iiM imlinj our own.

A Loyola v idury in the championship

will erase that li will return the emphasis of

amateur sport back to the kids.

It would be almost too perfect for

Kimble, who has promised to shoot his first

free throw every game lefthanded in

memory of Gathers, to step to the line on
Monday night, April 2, in Denver's

McNichols Arena, with a chance to make
Loyola's wish come true. To shoot a free-

throw with time running out to right the

wrong.

He'd hit it too, you know. He would.

For Hank, whose time ran out decades too

earlv.

Wolfpack turns back Seahawks
Chris Wrifht
Sports Editor

It was Steve Shingledecker's last strike that was the
most devastating.

Shingledecker, who pitched two scoreless innings in

relief before moving to leftfleld, gunned down the po-

tential tying run in the eighth inning, and Vinnie
Hughes added a two-run insurance single in the ninth
as N.C. State won its 17 consecutive college baseball

game, 5-2 over UNC-Wilmington at Brooks Field.

Trailing 3-2 entering the eighth inning, UNCW's
Perry Currin opened with a line-drive single to center

field, but was forced at second on Curtis White's sacri-

fice bunt attempt. White, aboard on the fielder's choice,

advanced to second after Trent Mongero was hit by a

pitch on an 0-2 count.

As Tim Hooks looked at a 1-2 fastball, White and
Mongero completed a double steal. Bobby Russell, who
had earlier thrown out Mongero attempting to steal

second, threw wildly into left field, giving UNCW an
opportunity to tie the score.

But White was slow to recover from his head-first

slide, and then slipped coming around third and was no
contest for Shingledecker's throw, which beat the run-

ner by nearly three steps.

"We were trying to make something happen,"
UNCW coach Bobby Guthrie said. "We thought we had
a chance. We tried to take them by surprise, but it just

didn't work on that occasion."

UNCW spotted the Wolfpack (24-4) three unearned
runs before countering with a two-run fifth inning.

"Against a team like State, you can't afford to make
too many mistakes," Guthrie said. "I didn't feel like

they had to work very hard for their first three runs. I

felt like we gave them away."
Jeff Pierce, State's starting pitcher who moonlighted

as the designated hitter, reached first base on an error
to open the fourth inning. Garry Crompton followed
with a walk and both runners advanced ninety feet on
Hughes' two-strike sacrifice bunt.

Robbie Bark's single scored Pierce, who pitched five

innings to improve to 2-0. Crompton scored on a groun-
dout before Bark came home on a bases-loaded walk to

Ed Stoudenmire prepares to field a ground ball against N.C.

State. The Seahawks lost, 5-2, Wednesday at Brooks Field.

Chris Long tor a 3-0 lead against losing pitcher Bryant
Balentine.

"It's tough for us to play at Wilmington," said Wolf-
pack coach Ray Tanner, who guided his club to their
11th straight win in games decided by three runs or
less. "Our team has the ability to manafacture runs and
today it paid off for us."

Sir pes and Mongero had two hits apiece tor the
Seahawks (11-9), who will open the Colonial Athletic
Association regular season Saturday at James Madi-
son.

NC. Stat*
UNCW

Pierce, Shi
oogn (5). Chai

000 300 002 —« 7
000 020 000 2 8 1

ier (6). Bar* (8). Holland (9) and Russell. Balentine. Scartxx
irtain (9) and Ferrell WP-Piefce (2-0) LP—Balentine (2-2) 2B

Notes.... Hawks down Tigers twice
The UNCW baseball made it two win* in a row

over Towson Slate downing the Tigers 2- 1 ! .oday
in an extra inning affair at Brooks Field. The win
was the Seahawks eleventh of the season as

sophomore hurler John Schultz picked up his first

win of the season.

Pinch-hitter hit a two outs, base loaded, 0-2

pii«, ti to right field to score Heath Altman from third

with the winning run in the bottom of the tenth.

Altman had led off the inning with a single and

moved to second an error. He advanced to third on a

wild pitch by Towson pitcher Larry Raynor.

Raynor promptly walked the next two batters to

load die bases and set up Hardee's fame-winning

RBI.

UNCW won Monday > contest 8-2 on a sizzling

six-hitter by Keith Jarman. The Seahawks bats

exploded for seven hits and seven runs in less than

four innings sending Tiger's pitcher, Mark Evans. In

the showers early. Senior shortstop Trent Mong«.n>

had three hits in the contest and rei eived help from

Mark Chamberlin (2 hits, 2 RBI's; ano i ory Boom.

(2 hits).

In UNCW tennis, the men's team was destroyed

by Cambell University 8-1 at Buies Creek. The
Seahawks managed to capture the sixth seeded single

play. The women's team dropped only one set to

the Campbell at home with a clean sweep of the

Camels 9-0.

The selection committee has been name for the

purpose of finding a new coach for the UNCW's
basketball program. They met for the first time

Tuesday with provost vice chancellor for academics

of affairs, Charles Cahill, to outline the procedures

of choosing Robert McPherson's successor. The

third coach in UNCW's history resigned on Feb. ly

from the basketball program as he finished the final

year of his four year contract with the Seahawks.

His team was 8-20 on the season, their worst

season ever in the Colonial Athletic Conference. The
new coach will be selected out of 85 applicants and

the commmitee first task will to narrow the group

down to three or four finalists. The finalists will

then go through another evaluation by the commitee

and a recomendation of a canadiate will be issued to

Cahill.

"We're looking for someone with Division I

experience," said Jim Sabella, a UNCW faculty

representive and committee member. "He doesn't

necessarily have to have Division I experience, but

in general we are looking for someone who does."

Kenneth Gurganus, assistant professor of

mathmatics will head the search commitee that

includes three faculty members, one student, foui

alumnus, and two athletic members. The names ~ r

the committee members are as followed in order ^
name above: Kenneth Gurganus, Jim Sabella

(Sociology and Anthropology Chairman). Saul

Bachner (Curricular studies, Education), Smith Long
(freshman > < . • president). Jim Fugate, Buzz
Birzenieks, l'.it«.f Griffen, Jim Ballantine, Bill

Brooks (Athletic Director), and Mel Gibson (former

coach).

"We all have agreed not to say anything about

the process until a coach is selected," said Sabella.

"I want a broad representauon of opinions, and I

want the various interested groups to have their

input," said Cahill.

A new coach is slated to be picked out by early
April.

Hawks take two
BY PATRICK FOWLER
ASSISTANT SrORTS EDITOR

The UNCW Lady Softball team, who had been

struggling of late, put together a barrage of hoi

hitting and strong defensive play to sweep a

doubleheader from Wright State Tuesday, 4-2, 9-8.

"The game here was as tough as you can get

and we responded well to the pressure," said head

coach Maggie Saint Ledger.

UNCW jumped out on Wright State, 3-0, in

the opener by scoring three runs in the first three

innings. A home run by right fielder Yuki Henry in

the first inning got the Seahawks rolling. Henry
was 8-10 on the day with three homers, a triple, a

double, three singles, and five r.b.i's.

In the first game she would bat for the cycle,

hitting a homer, a triple, a double, and a single.

Wright State stormed backed in the fourth and

pushed across two runs of their own making the

score close at 3-2. The Seahawks answered only an

inning later on a long home run by sophmore
centerfielder Sheri Jernigan. Junior Ingrid Meyer
shut down Wright State the rest of the way allowing

only one run on a homer in the top of the seventh.

In game two of the twinbill, the Seahawks
jumped out to a 6-0 lead on homers by pitcher

Kathlenn Courtner and Henry. Wright State came
back with a run in the fourth, four in the fourth, and

three in the bottom of the seventh to net the game
at eight apiece.

The Seahawks had added a two run blast by
pitcher Courter in the sixth. Their comeback was all

for naught as UNCW knocked the winning run in

on a single by Cornia Keece, a balk by the Wright

State pitcher and Jemigan's single to right field.

Gathers, a star who fell too soon
BY PATRICK FOWLER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

March Madness is in full swing on the

basketball courts across the country as teams try to

put together six straight wins and capture the

NCAA Championship. There are bands playing
fight songs and fans screaming their lungs out for

their favorite team. It's" an exciting emotionally

wrenching spectacle that is fun to watch and easy to

be caught up in.

However, we shouldn't forget an event that

happened on March 4,1990. A human tragedy that

will hopefully shed some light on the human side of

what has become big time college sports.

The game started innocently filled with the

usual tense excitement of tournament play as Hank
Gathers, Loyala-Marymount's star forward,
electrified the ground with a vicious slam dunk.

Following the bucket he hustled over to guard his

man on the inbounds pass. Seconds later he

stumbled two steps sideways and fell to the floor

suffering from a major heart attack. He was
pronounced dead one hour later in a Los Angeles

hospital. His parents horribly witnessed the turn of

events from the nearby stands.

The event received wide media coverage from

the network and cable sports channels like ESPN
Every night for a week they would show the hornd

scene as people continually questioned both the LA
medical profession and Loyola-Marymount on their

ethical conduct. Why had the doctors approved

Gathers fit for play after he had fainted earlier in the

season from an abnormal heartbeat. Why did head

coach Paul Westhead allow him back on the squad.

The media and the American public would point

fingers, blaming others for this senseless lost of a

human life. The people they should be angry at is

themselves and the big corporate sponsers.

Sports today has become a big money business

for the universities, the networks, and advertising

firms. Billions of dollars are spent promoting

tournament, selling out stadiums, boosting Nielsen

ratings, and pushing products every single year.

The pressure to be ranked nationally and maintain a

winning athlectic program has forever changed the

course of sports.

Teams are so driven to win and add more money
to their sports programs (although it is supose to go
to education and scholarships) that many try to take

short cuts by cheating and defrauding the system.

Prime culprits being N.C. State, Maryland
(basketball), Southern Methodist, Clemson
(football), and there are many others.

Players are used and discarded much to often

with little or no consideration given to the purpose

people attend college, to learn. Bribes, payoffs, and

point shaving are all part of this ugly scene college

athletics has created. No coaching job is safe

because the bottom line is; you win or you are out.

Coaches know that and so very often they look the

other way when it come to what is right and what it

takes to win.

This pressure, this life or death scenario to

constantly win is what claimed Hank Gathers' life.

Oh sure, it was Gathers' decison ultim ;wri?>to v een

himself off his heart medication bu» he did iiVnly to

improve his play. The coach knew he was taking

less medicine but he didn't stop him. !-<<• didn't say

no. The doctor didn't tell Gathers there was more
than life than basketball. Funny, neither did we.

Indirectly, by supporting this hoopla we call

college athletics with our dollars, we contributed to

his death. We pushed him and countless other

athletes to do more, play harder, and win at any
cost. Why? When did sports become more than a

child's game? How did it it become the cut throat

competition it is today? Where did the fun go?
I often wonder if Gathers' death would have

received such attention had he not been an athlete or

died on the basketball court. We, as Seahawks lost

. .ue of our own before Spring Break but the world
loesn't know it Why? Is it just because the

individual doesn't happen to be an athlete? Is his

life less important than another. Think about it;

what have we created in a society where sports

become first and foremost

I admired the tournament for ending further play
and its declaration of Loyola-Marymount as the
champion but that was the least they could have
done. What an ultimate price to play to reach
another tournament the NCAAs.

It was a sad day in sports but thai won't stop

the games from being played. The tournament will

rage on. Hopefully, it will make people realize

what is really important in life, life itself.

After all a game is just that a game.

J / >
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Greek Row Gets A Go Ahead
R> An ALTERNATIVES! Peer Advisor

ALTERNATIVES!, the drug education and outreach

program is now recruiting for PEER ADVISORS
for the 1990-91 academic year!! PEER ADVISORS
are specially trained student assistants who are part

of the substance abuse education and prevention

program at UNCW. They act as a referral source for

students whose lives have been affected by the abuse

of drugs, including alcohol. PEER ADVISORS
encourage participation in fun "alternative" activities

that do not involve the use of drugs. They offer

programs, videos and discussions for student

organizations and classes and provide resources on

drugs and drug abuse to all members of the

university community. PEERS work 10 hours per

week and are paid -staff members of

ALTERNATIVES!.
If you are: a caring person, enthusiastic, creative, a

self-starter, responsible, and a hard worker and if

you like to have fun, consider becoming and

ALTERNATIVES! PEER ADVISOR!! To apply,

come by the University Union, Room 104 for an

application or call 395-3683 for information.

(Deadline for applications is Friday, April 6. All

applicants will be expected to attend an orientation

session and group interviews on campus on Sunday,

April 8 from 3 - 8:30 pm

'"" Tn Sign

Cape Fear Community College will be teaching

American Sign Language each Thursday morning

from I0am-12noon beginning April 12 and ending

June 28. This eleven week class will be limited to

IS students and registration will take place during

the first class on the CFCC campus in room S-416.

The cost is $15. For more information call 343-

0481, ext 217.

Sherry Williams, CCFC instructor for this class

states that there are four levels in the series and this

is the first level. American Sign Language is being

used across the country in the interpreter training

program for those who choose to do this

professionally. Interested individuals must register

in person.

ftBJM And Panic In Concert

Expose and special guest Panic will be in concert at

Trask Coliseum on Tuesday, April 3 at 7:30 pm.

Tickets are on sale for $15 at the University Union

Information Center and also at the Azalea Festival

ticket office in Long Leaf Mall. Great seats are

available.

r>pi ta httMtinm Carii Anril 3

On April 3rd in Kenan Auditorium at 8pm, the

Theta Iota chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority

will be sponsoring a Delta extravaganza. It will

include a fashion show, singing, dancing, jazz, and a

finale. Tickets can be purchased in advance for $1

or at the door for $2.

IBtl '»" EUttal Coming This

Wookgnrt

World renowned trombonist, Slide Hampton, will

be the featured clinician at the Eighth Annual

UNCW Jazz Festival March 30, 31 and April 1.

He will also be a featured soloist with the UNCW
Jazz Ensembles at a concert 8pm, Sunday, April 1

in Kenan Auditorium.

General Admission for the Sunday evening concert

will be $5, senior citizens and children $2, UNCW
students free.

rhiirf ParP jinn Will Be Assesed

Off campus students between the ages of 23 and 55

who live in New Hanover and surrounding counties

will be receiving a Child Care Needs Assessment

Survey. Sponsored by the Student Government

Association, the American Association of

University Professors, and the office of Institutional

Research, this survey attempts to determine the

needs and concerns of students who are parents of

children under age 14. Since we would also like to

get information on family size and determine the

proportion of students with children, it is important

that all persons contacted completed the first section

of the survey whether or not they have children.

Local students under age 23 or over age 55 with

young children who would like to complete a survey

or students who have questions about the survey

can call Gail Craddock in the Office of Institutional

Research (395-3520)

Forth nnv Alliance Meeting

The next general meeting of the Earth Day Alliance

of the Lower Cape Fear will be held April 5th, 1990

at 7:30pm in the ballroom of city hall/Thalian Hall.

Anyone interested in learning how we can help

preserve our environment through conservation,

recycling, tree planting and more is invited. April

22nd, 1990 has been declared official Earth Day with

April 16 through April 22 set aside for public

activities. For more information call Andy Wood at

458-8257. Please pledge your support for Earth

Day every day.

RV MAI NGUYEN
NEWS EDITOR

On Saturday March 24, UNCW
Greek organizations voted to accept a

proposal by the Raleigh based developer

College Dorm Corporation to build

Greek housing in a site different from
the original proposed location.

The new site chosen by the group is

located on Racine Drive, in an area

behind Marketplace Mall. This
location, unlike the original site, allows

fraternities and sororities to build

housing without the use of special

permits. Earlier this month the New
Hanover Planning Board voted against

recommending approval of a permit for

the residentially zoned area.

A final presentation was given by

representatives of College Dorm
Corporation(CDC) who offered to
develop the tract of land. University

Concepts Partnership(UCP), the other

competitor, chose not to make an

appearance. Rather, UCP submitted a

letter of response indicating that they

still wanted to be considered.

After listening to the presentation by

CDC, the Greeks retired to review the

proposal. The groups then reconvened
and discussed the future growth of the

Greek system. Following the

discussion, the Greeks voted
unanimously to endorse the concepts

proposed by CDC.
Presently, there are two adjacent sites

under consideration. One proposed site

encompasses 1 5 acres and is bound by
Racine Drive, Marketplace Mall Drive
and Oriole Drive. The other 22 acre

tract of land which also extends along

the length of Racine Drive is being

considered for the possible future

expansion.

Currently, of the 24 Greek
organizations, four fraternities would
like to build their own houses. The
remaining groups will consider building

suite type homes according to CDC
executive director for planning and
research, Hal Worth.

/ think that it's going
to be a challenge for
everyone to establish
positive working
relationships. . . .

The entire project is estimated to

cost between $4 to $6 million, Worth
continues. He further notes, "We are

designing the facility with the neighbors
in mind."

Worth estimates that construction on
the project may begin as early as May
or sooner depending on how quickly the

building plans are finalized.

Opponents of Greek Row argue that

it will bring litter, noise pollution and

traffic hazards to the neighborhood. Jim
Medlin, who is the president of the
Homeowners Association of the College
Acres area, adamantly opposes the
development. "I do not feel that the

proper place for fraternity housing is off

campus, " he states.

Junior Pete Jones, president of the
Interfraternity Council, comments,
"[Greek Row] can only add to the
quality of the education that we are
receiving. I feel positive that this
proposal will dispel the stereotypes
often associated with fraternities and
sororities."

Assistant director of the University
Union for student activities Lanita
Hanson is very much in favor of the
project. Hanson state;.. 'I think that it's

going to be a challenge for everyone to
establish positive working
relationships, but 1 think it can be
done."

PHOTO BY FHUXII'LOUGin.IN

Being a student and a parent is more than a handful. A rally was held Tuesday
to demonstrate the need Tor a childcare program on the UNCW campus.

See related story on page 8.

Parker Gets Recognition

!

BY AMY PETROCEHI
STAFF WRITER

Director of Minority Affairs

Ralph H. Parker, was given an

award on March 1. The award
was a certificate by which the

New Hanover County Human
Relations Commission
recognized Parker's services to the

community in the Human
Relations Area.

According to Bill Jessup,

Executive Director of the
commission, the organization is a

New Hanover County agency that

is responsible for developing
positive inter-group relations as

well as the enforcement of civil

rights. The area of group
relations deals with things such
as community race relations, and
problems with disabled or
handicapped people. The Human
Relations Commission frequently

holds workshops and conferences

dealing with such problems.

Parker received the certificate

at a banquet that was held in the

state capitol building in Raleigh.

The banquet, which was held by
the Human Relations
Commissions was to recognize
all recipients of this award.
Parker explained that there were
other local winners as well.

"The reception was definitely

the climax of the evening," he
stated. During the reception

governor Jim Martin made the

presentation of awards. Parker

felt it was gratifying to see in the

governor's attendance, and that he

regarded the evening as a

significant event

During the banquet, the

statement from the individual

who nominated Parker for the

award was read. The statement

brought to light Parker's

involvement in campus work,
community work and his

interaction with students. "These

are things that my job description

calls for," said Parker.

Last year Parker was
recognized as Educator of the Year

and was awarded with a plaque.

Jessup explained that the Human
Relations Commission annually

sponsors Human Relations

month to identify the educator of

the year who contributed
significantly to human relations.

"We sent his name in to the state

council as a result of receiving

the previous award," he stated.

"I enjoyed receiving
recognition on the state level,"

said Parker. "It was a rewarding

experience to be a part of a

gathering of people who have
made major contributions to the

community."

Parker stated that he is very

thankful for the certificate. He
expressed the honor of
recognition when ne stated,

"Aside from a plaque or a

certificate, it is always good when
people say nice things about
you."

rnoronYmo.i.iPLOt <<hli>

Presidentelect Ken Lemon takes the oath of office Wednesday

NewSGA Execs Take Office For 90-91

rUTtOIIY 11111 1 II'LOMOIUJN

BY PHILLIP LflKiHLIlN
EDITOR /A' CHIEF

SGA inaugurations commenced in the

University Union Courtyard Wednesday.
Students and staff members looked on as the

exiting executives stepped down after

administering the oath of office to the new
members.

Leadership Center Director and SGA
Adviser, Cathy Birmingham, welcomed the

new officials. In her brief speech, she
pointed out the factors involved in making a

successful member of student government.

These factors were an ability to work well

with others, and to stay focussed on their

goals. Birmingham challenged the new
people not to let the occasionally

overwhelming beaurocracy get in their way.

"Every one of you can be a superstar," she

quipped.

Out-going President Jim Humphries
centered his final presidential speech on

"Keeping the Main Thing the Main Thing".

He encouraged the new administration to

stick to their plans and see them through.

"Set high standards and let motivation be

your vehicle to attain your goals," he said.

11 *

Humphries then swore in President-elect Ken

Lemon and Vice-president-elect, Vicki

Freeman.

Lemon spoke briefly concerning the

expectations he had for the upcoming year.

He visualized SGA as ushering their peers

into the nineties, a task he said would require

"humility, dedication, and understanding".

The new President looked forward to a term

in which SGA would be committed to the

idea of a better tomorrow.

Freeman also spoke, outlining some
more concrete plans for the near future.

Some of the issues she intends to address are

daycare, better community/campus
relations, improving public relations

through campus media, and an increase in

size and participation in the senate. The

Vice-president closed with a call to the

student body to be remembered, not as "good

people who took care of themselves. . . but

as great people whose conduct went beyond

the call of duty as they met the challenges

faced by our University".

Humphries closed the inauguration with

best wishes for the new officers, and a

reading of an anonymous poem entitled "A
Wish For Leaders".

4 -
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Graduate Student Needed For Biology Work

UNCW NEWS

WANTED: GRADUATE
STUDENT TO LIVE AT BALD
HEAD ISLAND, CONDUCT
RESEARCH ON LOGGERHEAD
TURTLES, AND PURSUE
MASTER'S DEGREE IN MARINE
BIOLOGY OR BIOLOGY AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH
CAROLINA AT WILMINGTON.
DUTIES: W ORK AS
NATURALIST ON THREE
BARRIER ISLANDS WHICH
MAKE UP NORTH CAROLINA'S
THIRD CAPE, CAPE FEAR,
INCLUDING THE RESORT ISLAND
BALD HEAD. LEAD SEA TURTLE
CONSERVATION PROJECT.
COORDINATE FIELD TRIPS FOR
VISITING SCIENTISTS AND
VOLUNTEERS.
•QUALIFICATIONS: SPECIAL

BLEND OF RESEARCH,
COMMUNICATION, AND
ADMINISTRATIVE SKILLS.
MUST BE ADMITTED TO OR
ENROLLED IN UNCW'S
GRADUATE PROGRAM IN
MARINE BIOLOGY. PAY: $1,000

A MONTH, FREE ROOM.
POSITION AVAILABLE: AUGUST
1990.

This ad paraphrases a position

announcement sent out in March
to 150 major state and regional

colleges and universities by the

Biological Sciences Department

at UNCW. The University is

.seeking to fill a graduate research

fellowship made possible by
funding from the Bald Head Island

Conservancy.

"The graduate student chosen

for this fellowship would attend

classes during spring semester and

live on Bald Head during the

summer and fall months,"

explained Dr. Ron Sizemore,

professor and chair of the

Department of Biological

Sciences at UNCW. "I don't

know of another fellowship like

it in the United States."

"With the right type of

individual we think the

stipend and research

opportunities are

attractive enough to

allow UNCW to compete

with the bigger schools."

"The package is designed to

enhance the recruitment of first

rate students into our graduate

program and give them a little

extra incentive to come here,"

Sizemore said. "With the right

type of individual, we think the

stipend and research opportunities

are attractive enough to allow

UNCW to compete with the

bigger schools."

Sizemore expressed
appreciation to Janet Crisp-Lacy

of Greensboro and Bald Head

Island, president of the Bald Head

island Conservancy, and Dr. Paul

Hosier, assistant vice chancellor

for academic affairs at UNCW, for

arranging the cooperative
fellowship.

The Bald Head Island

Conservancy is a non-profit

organization dedicated to the

conservation of the natural

resources of the island complex,

which includes Bluff, Middle and

Bald Head Islands. The three

forested barrier islands are

interconnected by a continuous

beach strand. Access is possible

only by boat.

The conservancy operates an

intensive sea turtle protection

program, provides educational

programs for the island

community, and serves as an

environmental monitor for the

island ecosystem. In addition to

working as the island's naturalist,

the fellowship recipient will

supervise four summer research

interns who are usually

undergraduate biology majors at

UNCW.
Individuals interested in

applying for graduate study in

marine biology or biology and

thus being considered for the Bald

Head Island Conservancy
Research Fellowship should write

to Graduate Office, University of

North Carolina at Wilmington,

601 South College Road,
Wilmington, NC 28403-3297.

For additional information,

contact Dr. Sizemore at 919/395-

3470.

Earth Day Raises Awareness

Of Environmental Issues
BY CONSTANCE FOX

STAFF WRITER

Earth day began twenty years

ago as a way to raise awareness of

environmental issues. The result

of that effort was the passing of

many important laws designed to

protect the air, water, and land.

Given problems such as the

destruction of rain forests, holes

in the ozone, global warming,

pollution, and waste removal,

Earth Day 1990 has an even

bigger agenda. Several activities

are planned all over the country to

observe, celebrate and educate.

According to Paula Ackerman

of the Environmental Concerns

Group, there will be many events

scheduled at UNCW during Earth

Week April 16-22. They include:

--Talks in the Union with

information about environmental

groups, fact sheets on issues, and

as many free trees as anyone

wants in order to plant them.

Ackerman encourages clubs,

fraternities, sororities, and other

campus organizations to send

representatives to pick up trees

for them.

-A film in the library on the

1 6th about the tuna industry.

-A display in the window of

LivWeUVAlternatives

"Earth Day is an attempt

to get people invovled

that are not normally

aware of environmental

issues."

--Campus Awareness
Organization is trying to get Jeff

Hinkle, Field Manager for

Greenpeace, to be a speaker. This

is a tentative event.

-On Sunday April 22, Earth

Day, a community-wide March

for the Environment will take

place. Students will meet at

12pm in the Cape Fear
Community College parking lot.

-There will be recycling in

the apartment complexes.

-There will be Earth Day
1990 Green Pledges which
students can sign. These pledges

encourage one to take an active

part in saving the environment by

the way they act, purchase, vote,

and land support for laws and
treaties to protect the

environment.

-An environmental audit of

UNCW will be done, evaluating

recycling, hazardous and medical

waste disposal, water use, and

energy.

In addition, SGA passed a

resolution proclaiming April 22
Earth Day 1990 at UNCW.

"Earth Day is an attempt to

get people involved that are not

normally aware of environmental

issues," Ackerman said. "We
want to make the environment a

mainstream issue."

Pap Smears Provide Early Detection

AT A GLANCE cont'd

SGA To Appoint Committee Members
Student Government will soon begin selecting

students to fill over 40 positions for the

Chancellor's Committees, the Faculty Senate

Committees, and the Student Senate Committees

for fall 1990. The positions are open to all student

"It is important to take an active part in making
decisions that will affect your school" remarked Ken

Lemon, newly elected president of the student body.

I encourage everyone to apply."

If interested come by the student government office

in room 200 of the University Union.

Savre To Mak« Architect And Sculpture

Presentation

Sculptor and architect Thomas Sayre of Raleigh,

will give a free presentation to the public of his

work as an architect and sculptor. Lecture begins at

7:30 pm, Tuesday, April 17, in 121 Kenan Hall on

the campus of UNCW. This presentation is part of

the spring visiting artist lecture series sponsored by

the UNCW Department of Fine Arts.

"Harrv. Noon And Niyht" To Plav At

SRO Theatre

The University Theatre will produce Ronald
Ribman's outrageous comedy, "Harry, Noon and

Night" on campus in the SRO Theatre in Kenan
Hall, April 18-22 with an 8pm curtain. Tickets are

$4.00 and can be purchased in advance from the

UNCW Drama division office, Kenan Hall, Room
107. For more information, please call 395-3440.

This play is for mature audiences only.

Nnn-Trarl Student Meeting

The April 4th meeting of nontraditional students

will be headed by Doris Best, who will be

discussing "Bridging the Generation Gap" from 11

Senior Class Meeting

Tuesday, April 10th at 4pm, UU RmlOO. Very

Important— if you plan on walking May 12th, then

you need to attend this meeting,

am to 1 pm in the Student Development Center.

For more information, contact the Student

Development Center at 395-3746 or the Office of

the Dean of Students at 395-31 19.

BY KAREN PATE
STAFF WRITER

This is one of those tests that

isn't discussed often but its the

best method available for

discovering crucial cell

abnormalities that could later

become cancerous-its a Pap
Smear.

Although the Pap smear is

one of the most important aspects

of a gynecological exam, many
women don't have one as often as

medical associations recommend.

All women who are sexually

active or are overl8 years old

should have the Pap smear once a

year for at least three successive

years and then as often as a doctor

advises.

About 60,000 new cases of

cancer appear exh year, according

to a Roche Biomedical Laboratory

report. The Health and Wellness

Center hasn't seen any cancer, but

Dr. Jewell says there is still

reason for concern.

"The more sexual partners and

the earlier one starts having

the

l mad,Mo nh,
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Give yourself

a hand
against

breast

cancer

Brcasi self-examination is easy, takes

only a few minutes and can be per-

formed in the privacy of your own
home It's an important way you can

detect early and highly curable breast

cancer

Take control ofyour body and your life.

Make breast self-examination a pan of

your monthly routine And see your

doctor regularly for clinical exams and

advice on mammography

For a free pamphlet about breast self-

examination, call your local American

Cancer Society.

We're here 10 help

. . Colonial StoraGe
IHHHI Centers

Don't Haul It - "Stall" It!

Colonial Storage Others has stalls in a variety

o* sizes to fit any storage need Visit our resident

manager to reserve your stall for the summer or

by the month

CLEAN • CONVENIENT • LOW RATES

AMERICAN
4?CANCER
f SOCIETY"

^—r*

Reserve your Space Today!
426 S. College Rd.

799-7610

J

100 SUPER SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS
North Carolina 4-H Camps

FIVE DIFFERENT PROGRAMS & ENVIRONMENTS
Coast to Mountains

Need college students for:

• cabin counselors

Program staff for

:

• swimming sailing,

• marine ecology, pioneer life,

• canoeing, archery,

• natural resources (wildlife, forestry, water biology) ect.

For applications contact,

• J. Roland Flory

Box 7606

N.C. State University

Raleigh, NC 27695

919-737-3242

Join us for the most memorable summer of your life

helping kids
WILL INTERVIEW ON CAMPUS WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4, 1990 CONTACT THE CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER FOR MORE INFORMATION AND INTERVIEW TIMES

sexual intercourse, the greater the

risk for cervical cancer
development, she says.

The lab reports may not be
revealing cancer but they are

exposing other abnormalities.

Last year, the Health and

"the earlier one starts

having sexual

intercourse , the greater

the risk for cervical

cancer."

Wellness Center performed 484

Pap smears. There were 201

abnormal results. Many of the

abnormalities were caused by

bacterial infections that can be

treated by antibiotics. Other

problems aren't as easily treated

and students are sent to a local

gynecologist if the abnormality is

serious.

Over the last few years the

accuracy of Pap smear results

have been questioned, but

standards are improving and Dr.

Jewell says that if there are any

surprises, she asks that the screen

be repeated. She blames some of

the inaccuracy on inexpensive

labs that screen tests for medical

centers that want to save money.
The Health and Wellness Center

sends all of its tests to Roche
Biomedical Laboratories and
Azalea Pathologists -labs that are

more expensive.

The labs may be more
expensive, but the $5.00 fee for a

Pap smear at the Health and
Wellness Center is a small price

to pay for such an important test,

insists Dr. Jewell.

"We're trying to encourage as

much knowledge of the Pap
smear and follow-up as possible.

It's really something that will

influence future reproductive

health."

Ifyou smoke 4,000hours ayear,
stopping for24worft killyou.

In fact, it might save your life. All you have to do is join

millions of other Americans and give up smoking for a day.

Because if you can quit for a day, you can quit for life.

For more information, call 1-800-ACS-2345.
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Senator Sperling Proposes
Declining Balance Debit Cards

pvjfOl.l.Y PRICE
STAIT WHITER

UNCW may be operating on a

debit card system as early as this

summer. Colleges and
universities all over North
Carolina have for years used some
type of declining balance meal
cards. Unlike some of these

larger universities such as Duke
and UNC-CH, UNCW students

have to pay one set fee for dining

regardless of the number of meals

eaten.

While dining with a friend

who attends Duke University,

freshman Benjamen Sperling

decided the Duke students had it a

little better than the UNCW
students.

After being appointed by Jim

Humphries, SGA president, to be

a special student senator, Sperling

decided to work on the debit card

project. "I took a little of each

plan from Duke, UNC-CH,
Appalachian and others to form
ours," he states.

Sperling has presented his

plan to the student affairs

committee and the SGA with a

whole hearted response. He and

his committee must now present

it to Margaret Taylor Robinson,

director of Auxiliary Services, and

Charlie King, Vice Chancellor for

business affairs. The board of

"What we're trying to do

is have no checks o r

pulling money out of the

bank. Students will

have less of a reason to

leave campus."

trustees must finally pass the

plan.

The plan is as follows.

Students will receive an ID card

which will contain two codes,

each corresponding to a special

group of services on campus.
The first use will be for a meal

plan or ARA usage. This service

will include eating in the East

Cafeteria, Itza Pizza, a new
hawk's nest menu, Pizza and subs

in the new union annex, and a

grocery store and pharmacy
upstairs in the West Cafeteria.

All of these conveniences are

strongly proposed except the

union annex which is firm. "All

of these things can be bought on
the new card like a credit card,"

Sperling states.

Students will be asked to pay

a minimum balance or more at

the beginning of the semester.

Each time they eat that amount
will be deducted from the
individual balance. Students can

eat as often as they wish, and
whenever they wish.

The second code will be used
for general purposes including

library fines, book store

purchases, games in the Union
game room, movie tickets,

parking tickets, and laundry.

"What we're trying to do is

have no checks or pulling money
out of the bank. Students will

have less of a reason to leave

campus. It works for both

parties," Sperling states.

At the beginning of each year

students will put money into

both the food and the general

account. If their food account

runs out they may transfer general

money over to their food account.

Students may never withdraw
money, so parents putting money
in can be assured it will stay

there. The food account down
payment will be less for off
campus students.

The school is going to take a

percentage of what students pay
in to invest in future projects.

Monthly statements giving

account information will be sent

to students.

Some equipment needs to be

bought by the school to carry out

this project, but within seven

years it will have payed itself off.

This summer a trial program
may be offered. "1 hope to see all

these things happen in the next

three years," Sperling says.

Search For New Coach Begins

UNCW NEWS

Dr. Charles L. Cahill, provost

and vice chancellor for academic

affairs, this afternoon announced
the formation of a 10- member
search committee to assist in the

selection of a new men's
basketball coach.

The search committee includes

three representatives from the

faculty, one student, one
alumnus, three members of the

Student Aid Association
(Seahawk Club), and two
members of the UNCW Athletic

Department. Selection was
completed March 20.

Members of the committee are

as follows: Faculty--Dr. Kenneth

R. Gurganus, assistant professor

of mathematical sciences at

UNCW, who will serve as

chairman; Dr. James C. Sabella,

professor and chairman of the

Department of Sociology and
Anthropology; and Dr. Saul
Bachner, professor of curricular

studies in the School of
Education. Student-Smith Long,

president of the Freshman Class.

Alumnus -Jim Fugate of
Jacksonville, NC, president of the

UNCW Alumni Griffin, and Jim
Ballantine. UNCW Athletic

Department-William J. Brooks,

director of athletics, and Mel
Gibson, assistant athletics
director: facilities manager.

"The committee will begin
immediately to review the

applicant pool to identify as soon
as possible the people we are
going to bring in for an
interview," Cahill said. "I want a

broad representation of opinions,

and I want the various interested

groups to have their input. I

think the committee membership
reflects those who have the
greatest stake in the success of
the new coach."

The initial task of the
committee is to narrow the field

of 85 candidates to the top three

or four individuals who will be
interviewed. The search
committee will make its

recommendations to Cahill on
whom to interview as soon as

possible. Cahill is still hoping
to have a new coach named
sometime in early April.

Delta Sigma Theta Creates

Fund For UNCW Women

PY TINA FQRP
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The UNCW chapter of Delta

Sigma Theta Sorority has
established a scholarship fund for

UNCW women.
"It's a great accomplishment

worth working for knowing that

there's someone who deserves the

opportunity to accomplish her

goals. It's my hope that it is not

only successful but that it may
serve as a stimulus for other

organizations," said Wanda
Credle, chapter president

The scholarship is based on

academic achievement and will be

awarded to a young lady who
successfully meets the

requirements and the chapter's

approval. The recipient of this

year's award for the 1990-1991

academic semester will be awarded

on May 5, 1990. The present

amount of the scholarship is a

minimum of $600.00.

As a fundraiser for the

scholarship, there will be a Delta

Extravaganza on April 3rd at 8

pm in Kenan Auditorium.

This will be a one night

performance composed of

members within the sorority

exhibiting their talents as well as

a fashion show, jazz, and a finale.

Tickets can be purchased in

advance for a dollar or at the door

for two dollars.
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INTRODUCING

S0H0 NATURAL SESSIONS

A NEW HALF HOUR WEEKLY RADIO
SHOW FEATURING

uvr session-

^ _ HVl^
(0(K

and more'.

ENTER THE SOHO NATURAL
SESSIONS SWEEPSTAKES
YOU CAN WIN:
• i ^-^ KRAMER/FERRINGTON ACOUSTIC
GUITAR

• i SONY. CD/AM/FM/CASSETTE
QJBB. PORTABLE STEREO

• 50 LIMITED EDITION SOHO NATURAL
SESSIONS T-SHIRTS

• 100 CDs FEATURING ARTISTS APPEARING
ON SOHO NATURAL SESSIONS

JUST SEND US THE NAME
OF YOUR FAVORITE MUSICIAN
OR GROUP TO ENTER

ac
°ustic

j
Mail In This Coupon To Enter j

' NAME

,
ADDRESS ,

I CITY i

• STATE ZIP 1

j mail to SOHO NATURAL SESSIONS |

i JAY GROUP, P.O.BOX 4801 I

60 NORTH RONKS ROAD '

I
RONKS, PA 17573 |

1 MY FAVORITE MUSICIAN OR GROUP IS '

1 MY COLLEGE IS

J
Entries must be received by April 25, 1990

OFFICIAL RULES/NO PURCHASE REOUMEO

1 To enter the Soho Natural Sessions Sweepstakes simply write down you' favorite musician or group on
the above entry blank and mail to the address indicated Alternate method ol entry Wnte on a 3"*5" piece

ol paper the sweepstakes name along with your name, address, college and the name ol your favorite

musican or group Enter as often as you wish, but each entry must be mailed separately and must be
received no later than 4/25/90 2. Prize winners will be selected through a random drawing by The Jay
Group, an independent |udging organization whose decisions are final All prizes w* be awarded. 3.

Prizes The Grand Prize Winner will receive a n««na» /Ferrtngton Acoustic Guriar (Model KFS iTC) valued

at WOO 00 The First Prize Winner will lecerve a »onv CD/FM/AM cassette portable stereo (Model CFO
DW83, value 1500) 50 Second Prize Winners will receive Limited Edition Sono Natural Sessions i shirts

100 Third Prize Winners will receive CDs featuring artists appearing on Sono Natural Sessions 4.

Sweepstakes open to residents ol the u S . aged 1 8 or older Employees of Joseph E Seagram and Son*.
the« tameies, ill affiliates and subsidiary companies, liquor and beer wholesalers and retailers, advertising

agencies and fudging organizations are not eligible Sweepstakes void where prohMed by law All federal

stale and local laws apply The Grand Prize and First Prtze winners wis be required to execute an affidavit

of eligrbiity and release, including publicity irjhts to use name and picture ol winner without compensation

S- The names ol trie winners may be obtained by sending a stamped, sen addressed envelops to Sono
Natural Sessions Winner's List Request Jay Group. PO Boa 4801 B 60 North Ronks Road. Rooks. PA
17573
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Greeks Ain't So Bad
The Greek Row issue has drummed up a strong

opposition from some members of the community. Their

arguments and fears range from an increase in drunk driving

to the possibility that their children's morals may be
perverted by the proximity of "those damned frat kids".

Although this resistance was expected, the protesters have

reached some new lows in their reasoning. First of all, one
reason for centralized Greek Housing is to reduce the

number of individuals who must drive across town to reach

their diverse homes after fraternity gatherings. Of course

there will be drinking going on. As one student less than

elegantly stated to the Chancellor Search Committee during a

forum, drinking is a part of the college experience. It is

going to go on. If drinking is banned on campus, then

students will leave campus to do it. If Greeks are going to

drink, then it only makes sense that the best option is to have

an area where that kind of thing will basically be self-

contained.

Fraternities have a hard-earned reputation for wildness.

Although there may be some argument, the "Animal House"
fraternity lifestyle was not wholely the creation of National

Lampoon. Fortunately for academia and fraternities, that

image is not the norm. In fact, it is now spurned by fraternal

organizations at most campuses across the nation.

Unfortunately, some groups still get involved in the

stereotypical behavior that has caused so much controversy,

and it is those groups that make the news.

UNCW fraternities have taken increasingly large steps to

correct their image. Many participate in charity programs
such as chopping firewood and collecting food for the

needy. Hazing is no longer permitted. The housing will be
built in a commercialy zoned area, so whatever noise

problems arise are Figured into the zoning ordinances.

Finally, as for perverting the morals of the neighborhood
kids, The Seahawk prefers not to dignify that with a

response. Suffice it to say that those children are attending

schools where drawings and words are written on bathroom
walls equal or surpass anything they might see or hear
around Greek Row. If anyone remembers playing "doctor"
when they were wee little "innocents", they might also
remember that those tricks weren't learned by watching

college students.

Oops!
In last week's Seahawk, we mistakenly declared Kappa
Sigma victorious in Greek Week. The actual overall winner

was Kappa Alpha.

Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor,

This is an open letter to

express my sincere gratitude to all

of the fraternities and sororities

who contributed to the Kurt

Lindstrom Scholarship Fund
during Greek Weekend 1990. I

commend all of you for pulling

together as a whole to aid in my
reaching the $10,000 goal that is

needed for the scholarship to be

initiated. We as Greeks raised

funds in excess of over $2000;

we should all be very proud of

that. AJthough my goal is quite

far from being reached, the effort

displayed by the Greeks is one
that should be commended by all

who attend UNCW. I would like

to personally thank: Alpha Phi,

Chi Phi, Delta Zeta, Delta Kappa
Pi, Kappa Sigma, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, Sigma Phi Sigma,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Kappa
Alpha, Chi Omega, Kappa Pi

Theta, Sigma Pi Zeta, Sigma Chi

Epsilon, Pi Kappa Phi, Alpha
Delta Pi, Alpha Xi Delta, and
Lambda Chi Alpha for all of their

efforts in contributing to the

scholarship fund. You should all

pat yourselves on the back!

Thank You,

Denise Paliwoda

Delta Kappa Pi
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Students Shouldn't Let God Die

Editorials
|

There is no such thing as a

hand-me-down religion.

Some people come to the

University struggling for all they

are worth to hang on to a

religious pattern of life, an image

of God and a belief system that

they have been taught for all their

pre-young adult years. Others,

having begun to feel
uncomfortable, usually in high

school, with church activities and

specific religious teachings that

seem too out of touch with their

experience and needs, and cast

religion aside during college years

and avoid any connection with

this life and even spiritual

thought.

Both of these attitudes miss

out on an incredibly exciting

journey! It is the journey into

spiritual maturity that has

important contributions to make
to our sense of meaning and

purpose, our view of life and

death and leads to the very core of

our sense of self. And how adept

we become and avoiding this trip!

We label the churches
hypocritical and people who
mention religion as fanatics. We
become very quick in articulating

the doctrine we reject and the God

in whom we no longer believe or

have time for. And whether we

are rejecting our old categories or

hiding our in hand-me-down
beliefs, we miss out on a n

exciting and scary adventure.

As Scott Peck notes in The

Road Less Traveled, "to be vital,

to be the best of which we are

capable, our religion must be a

wholly personal one, forged

entirely through the fire of our

questioning and doubting in the

crucible of our experience of

reality."

1 am with Paul Tillich who

once described his responsibility

as a theologian to "bring faith to

the faithless and doubt to the

faithful." All moving on in our

life means leaving somewhere.

We leave not only home and

parents, but obsolescent attitudes

about self, some parental values

and even our image of God. For

our mental health and spiritual

growth we set out on an exciting,

scary personal/spiritual journey

into the unknown. It i s

uncertain, filled with questions,

but holds promise of adding depth

and richness and joy to our life

that rewards whatever time and

every we are willing to invest.

The journey "home" is the

adventuresome journey to our
own spiritual center. To take the

journey is to discover new, vital

images of God, of Self and of our

world and holds promise of life

with meaning and increasing

personal power. I hope you
won't miss the trip!

US Foreign Policy Lacks Consistency, Certainly Not Fallacy

WENDELL JONES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In the United States there is a

popular misconception
concerning the precepts of US
foreign policy. The most notable

victim of this flaw is former

president Jimmy Carter, who was
thoroughly convinced that foreign

policy should be based upon
human rights. Approaching
policy questions with this in

mind, however, left Carter

woefully unprepared to deal
effectively with allies and foes

alike as US policy took on the

appearance of an irrational

assemblage of random decisions.

Another notable example of more
recent occurrence is Dr. Moorad
Alexanian's recent criticism of

one of my earlier articles that

appeared in these pages. M y
specific differences with Dr.

Alexanian are irrelevant to this

Note. What is at issue for the

current purposes is to establish

why it is that such an approach to

US foreign policy i s

inappropriate.

Frequently, American
presidents demagogue on die

"human rights" violations of
other sovereign states. The
purpose and effect of these

demonstrations is not to initiate

change in those governments, but

to serve tendencious domestic
concerns. A comparison will

serve to illustrate this point.

South Africa has long been a

favorite whipping-boy for

American politicians because of

apartheid. Despite strategic

concerns, American leaders have

seldom hesitated to cast
disparaging words toward
Pretoria. Largely, the purpose of

their comments was to placate me
American black population and in

the process, serve to further

retrench the policy in the South

African government. Eight years

of Dr. Chester Crocker dictating

US policy at the State

Department and the paucity of

criticism handed out by the

only true democracy in the Middle

East."

It is not at all uncommon to

hear calls for liberty and
democracy from Americans with

respect to other nations. More

often than not, this is the

argument used when engaged in

active criticism of communists

states. The reality is, however,

that we neither truly believe in

the concept of liberty nor the

notion of equality. The struggle

against Marxism has never been

on egalitarian grounds. In fact,

It is not at all uncommon to hear calls for

liberty and democracy from Americans with

respect to other nations.

Reagan administration, however,

allowed reform to take a pace
more comforting to the white

minority. Meanwhile, very litde

criticism has been cast upon
Israel for its occupation of

Palestine and its brutal policies

towards the indigenous
population. Further, Arab-Israeli

citizens lack equal rights in Israel

itself. Since, however, the
Jewish lobby in the US is more
influential than the Arab lobby,

Israel remains, (officially), "the

Marxism is more egalitarian than

we are willing to be. Despite

Marx's words to the contrary, he

was not taking direct exception

to Jefferson or Locke, he was
taking exception to Smith and
Calvin. As, however, Jefferson

accepted the principle of
economic-Darwinism, (though

obviously not called mat at the

time), neither he nor any
American to follow has found the

notion of economic
egalitarianism palatable. Thus,

Letter From The Editor

the struggle against communism
has never been one for "liberty",

but one for markets and wealth.

But, before we ourselves condemn
the cold-hearted rationale of such

a motivation, we should take note

of the degree to which we
ourselves have contributed to and
ratified this purpose. Truly, had

the United States not historically

taken this position, we would be

in roughly the same abysmal
economic plight and near famine

now being experienced in the

Soviet Union.

We Americans tend to be very

uncomfortable with our power.
The foreign policy of the U S
never has, nor will it ever, allow

our vital interest to be
compromised because we happen
to take exception to the conduct

of another regime toward its

neighbors, its subjects or its

citizens. From the perspective of

the government, the prime
directive is the protection of
America, anywhere in the world
where she is challenged. Within
questions of security, there is a

debate as to what constitutes US
"vital interests," and what
constitutes US "peripheral
interests." But there has never
been a question as to what the US
should do, or be willing to do, to

protect the former. Protection of

our vital interest is absolutely
fundamental-period. If in the

process, we can assist another
population, the better still.

However, so far as questions of
survival persist, if it comes down
to us or them, they will suffer.

Mopeds Should Keep Off The Sidewalk
Walking to class on our

campus is pretty much a hit or

miss proposition. You may be

hit by a bicyclist or you may be

missed.

There are various ways to

eliminate this problem like

restricting bicycle traffic from the

walkways, but that is not what we
want to see. Besides, dodging

bicycles is kind of invigorating on

the way to an eight o'clock class.

One reason many people ride

bikes on campus is because they

are forced to walk so far from
parking areas. I often ride a

bicycle, although 1 might add that

I usually ride on the road.

Unfortunately, the road situation

makes cross-campus travel a pretty

roundabout affair at best. The
sidewalks are the shortest distance

between points. At any rate,

having participated in

bicycle/pedestrian collisions from
both points of vantage, they are

not usually that bad.

What is rapidly becoming a

real menace though is die use of
mopeds on the walkways. The
operation of a motor vehicle on
sidewalks has long been illegal,

but mopeds seem to have found
some type of immunity. This
was brought sharply to my
attention Tuesday during the

childcare rally when one of the

motorized bicycles roared across

the union lawn, apparently
disregarding the fact that young

children were running and playing

in that same area.

OK, so children at play are not

a regular obstacle on campus, but

if any group of people are less

observant of their surroundings

than kids playing , students on
their way to class fit the bill. I

have seen them, so engrossed in

an exam they have just taken that

they would not notice if a DC 10

went down behind them. They
walk on other people's feet, step

out in front of cars, and ignore

their best friends' shouts of

greeting. Needless to say, they

would not hear a moped roaring up
at thirty five miles per hour.

They might not even notice until

they woke up in a hospital ward.

You might be thinking, "This
guy is really exaggerating." You
would be partially right. I have
only seen a handful of mopeds
scooting around the sidewalks and
lawns. I have not seen any of
mem involved in collisions with
pedestrians. . . yet Do you want
to be first?
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mini-
stofoqe

fDorning/tor
• El ECTRONICALIY
CON1ROIIFD

5811 Marfc«tSt.

799-t7£7
Located across from Coble Dairy

FLASH PHOTO
30 MINUTE FILM PROCESSING

*1.00 OFF
COLOR PRINT FILM PROCESSING

US 35mm & 110
ONE ROLL PER COUPON

NCT VALID WITH OTHER OFFERS

| -posters

I -cameras
I -enlargements
I -passport photos

University Centre
1 OLEASE PRESENT COUPON* EXPIRES 7 31 '90 In. \17 I w . cJ_ __^_^_____^__— -J Between Wal-Mart &

Little King Pizza

799-521 1

Earn up to $100 a

month for

SPRING BREAK!!!

Get fifteen dollars

the first three uisits,

fiue extra when you
bring a friend.

WILMINGTON
DONOR CENTER

CORNER OF WRIGHTSVILLE
AND 17TH

102 S. 17TH

763-5213

flflp Wanted

Best Fundraiser on Campus! Is

your fraternity, sorority or club

interested in earning $1,000.00+

for a one week, on campus

marketing project? You must be

well organized and hard working.

Call Jenny and Myra at (800)

592-2121.

Cheer-leading Instructors

Needed for Summer Camps in

N.C. If you love cheering, this

is the summer job for you!

College experience not necessary,

but you must have a strong high

school background. Flexible

scheduling and great pay! Call

collect for more information:

(919) 383-0086.

COLLEGE REP WANTED to

work 5-15 hours per week on

campus starting next Fall term.

Good income. For more

information and application write

to: Collegiate Marketing

Services , 251 Glenwood Drive,

Mooresville, NC 28115.

ATTENTION! - HIRING!

Government jobs in your area.

Many immediate openings

without waiting list or test.

$17,840-$69.485. Call 602-838-

8885. Ext. R 18743.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
READING BOOKS!
$32,0O0/year income potential.

Details call (602)-838-8885 Ext.

BK 18742

ATTENTION: EASY WORK
EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble

products at home. Details (602)-

838-8885 Ext. W 18742.

Wanted- Associate Brokers need

microcomputer experience. No
selling, no fixed hours. Call PC-

Broker 3434301.

Now Hiring: Itza Pizza -8

Delivery Drivers. Must be 18

years old, have valid drivers

license and insurance. Pay

$3.85/hr plus mileage. Apply at

West Cafe. Ask for Tony.

Miscellaneous

ATTENTION! GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100.

Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.

1-602-838-8885 Ext. A18742.

1BR Fully furnished. TV, tennis

courts and pool and clubhouse.

Avail-May 1-Aug 26. Contact

Dr. Ravi Kalia. Ext. 3319, home

343-1553.

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION
OR BIG SCREEN TV PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1400 IN JUST
10 DAYS!!!
Objective: Fundraiser

Commitment: Minimal

Money; Raise $1,400

Cost: Zero investment

Campus organization, clubs,

frats, sororities call OCMC:
(800)-932-0528 or (800)-950-

8472 EXT 10.

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS

SUMMER? Jet there anytime

from DC or NYC for $160 or

less with AIRHITCH(as reported

in Consumer Reports, NY times,

& Let's Go!) For details, call

AIRHITCH 212-864-2000.

Come shop - Apple Macintosh
512KE$799 like new. Call PC
Broker 343-4301.

Someone you know is shopping

for a computer friend? Relative

& Employer? Call PC Broker

with the name and number of the

shopper. If they buy from us,

you get $100 for your tip. 343-

4301.

We Want You To Come Live At

"THE EDGE'
DESIGNED FOR CONVENIENT, COMFORTABLE, AND AFFORDABLE LIVING

WITH PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT AND A MAINTENANC E PROGRAM
SECOND TO NONE, YOUR NEW HOME WILl BE ALL YOU EVER DREAMED OF'

SO COME ON OVER AND SEE HOW YOU CAN WAKE UP IN CLASS"

SOOO MUCH FOR SO little !!!

(ALL OF THIS)

1 & 2 BEDROOM
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISFTED

FLECTRICITY ALLOWANCE
NO ELECTRICAL DEPOSIT
21 CHANNEL BASIC CABLE
CUSTOM MINIBLINDS
COURTESY OFFICERS
OUTSIDE LIGHTING
GORGEOUS POOL & CLUBHOUSE
RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT
ROOMMATE PLACEMENT
CLOTHES CARE FACILITY

PLANNED RESIDENT ACTIVITIES

VARIABLE LEASE TERMS
OPEN DOOR POLICY
800' FROM CAMPUS
BIKE RACKS
PATIOS & BALCONIES
WATER, SEWER & TRASH REMOVAL

(FOR THIS)

ONE SMALL RENT CHECK

Ifyou smoke
10,000 ci^irettes ayear,

giving up20
won't killyou.

In fact, it might save your life.

All you have to do is join

millions of other Americans

and give up smoking for a day.

Because if you can quit for a day

you can quit for life.

For more information,

call 1-800-ACS-2345.

JoinThe
Great American Smokeout,

k

BLOOP
TWATfe NOT StLLOW IDIOT,

ITS AMBE-Ri

by Joseph Morton

NEVER"!
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ENTERTAINMENT
Spike: Live Via Satellite

I have one question. What in

the hell was up with the Academy
Awards?

I mean what was with the live

via satellite fronj everywhere on
earth awards? I'm not claiming to

be an expert on the cost of
running a major awards show on
TV, or how much it costs for

satellite link-ups with the rest of

the world, but it has to cost a

bunch. I'm also not claiming to

be an expert on how much it

costs for one of those glow in the

dark, tacky dresses that all the

starlets wear to the ceremony.
Let it also be said that I am not

claiming to know what everyone

in America is interested in, but I

am sure there wasn't much
r interest in the Best Short Film

I Under Ten Minutes award. So
why am I worrying about all of

this? Let me digress.

First of all is it just me or is

it every time you turn on the TV
some celebrity in Hollywood is

asking for you to donate just 50

cents a day to save the whales, or

the children, or the homeless, or

the whole world? As a matter of

fact I believe that Billy Crystal,

who was the host of the Academy
I Awards, is also a host for comic
relief, a benefit for the homeless.

For all the pleading for us to send

in some money, or to spend time

for their respective causes it

seems that celebrities are so far

removed from the problem I don't

know how they can go on

television and preach at the rest of

us. It is easy to appear on a

show, or in a commercial for a

cause, but to really get out and

work for one is another thing all

together. Many times I have
heard famous actors and actresses

say that for the money spent on

one nuclear missile we could

house the homeless. I don't

know how much was spent on

the Academy Awards, or on the

satellite links, or on all the

limos, or the fabulous gowns, or

for the messengers from Price

Waterhouse to be flown all over

the world to deliver the envelopes

with the winners in them, but I

imagine it is enough money to

buy many a house and feed many
people.

If there is anything I hate in

life more than inconsistency I

cannot think of it now. I would
be very pleased to see the
Academy Awards scaled down to a

reasonable length and to a

reasonable cost. A one hour

show with all the major awards

and a musical number or two
would be plenty for most of us.

The satellite links, the scripted

banter between presenters, and the

constant commercials could be

toned down also. Let the rest of

the awards be presented at a

banquet for those in Hollywood
in the industry who actually care,

sort of like an insurance banquet

where awards like Best Short

Animation would be appreciated.

Not seen as stalling until the

awards we care about can be
presented after twenty Diet Pepsi

commercials with Elton John and

Paula Abdul (two people I always

think of together?)

Now I would like to make a

few observations about the show
itself. First of all, did it seem
that there could have been more
references to Spike Lee getting

shafted by the Academy. I can't

remember an Academy Awards
show where every presenter poked
fun at the Academy for leaving

out a film or a director so many
times. Another thing was the

constant shots taken at the

Academy for not nominating the

director of Driving Miss Daisy.

Obviously, most people forget

that sometimes (actually all the

time) the Academy leaves out

deserving films, actors, and
directors. Cary Grant, John
Wayne, and Steven Spielburg
never have received Oscars for

their work. Spike Lee will

receive many awards before he is

through, one must realize that the

Oscar is a fickle award that does

not always go to the most
deserving.

The funniest thing about the

whole show was the amount of

thought that goes into the show
itself. Hollywood is so good at

choreographing itself that there

are actually people hired for the

ceremony to fill seats. When
someone wins an award and they

go on stage there is someone who
goes out and sits in their seat

until they return so that when the

camera shows the crowd every
seat is full. I wonder how much
that costs? Probably enough to

buy a homeless family a condo.
Oh well, that's Hollywood.
Drinking champagne from a gold
challis on Saturday, and on their

soapbox on Sunday. Ain't

America Great.

CDs: Fact and Fiction
Compact disc, digital audio,

fact and fiction.

Fact l)-compact discs can

offer sound superior to that of

almost all other recorded formats

excluding Digital Audio Tape
(DAT). DAT is equal to CD's as

far as sound is concerned. Fact

2)-compact discs are not infallible

to smoke, dust, fingerprints, and

scratches on a CD can cause it to

skip.

Fiction-compact disc are

indestructible, though they can be

broken. Fiction-all discs are the

same. On the back of most discs

there is a label, usually with with

AAD written on it. What do
these letters stand for? The first

A is for a analog tape recorder

used during the recording session,

a D in this first position would
mean a digital recorder was used.

The second A is for analog

mixing and editing of the music,

once again a D would mean the

mixing and editing was done

digitally (most likely a

computer). Now the last letter is

a D for digital mastering or

transfer to compact disc. All discs

have been digitally mastered.

Compact discs are actually a lot

like a computer disc, and your

compact disc player is like a

computer (actually it is!).

The disc are coded with

information. Now, a disc that

has been digitally mastered
(DDD) is going to sound better

than a disc that is AAD because

the limitations of analog tape

will be transferred during the

mastering. Now why will a disc

skip?

This is because smoke, dust,

fingerprints, and scratches block

out bits of the encoded
information and the CD player is

unable to retrieve the information

but it continues to play. Now
newer CD players have features

like quadruple oversampling to

Campus Paperback Bestsellers

An I RaaNy Naad to Know I Laamad m KmrJargartan. iiy Robert

Furghum |fvy K> 95 I
Uncommon thoughts on common timgs

The Hunt lor Red October by Tom Clancy IBerWey (4 50

1

The mcreatte chase ot a nuclear submarine

Codapendenl no Mora, by Mucin, BeatOe iHuelden S8*

,

Serving your own problems

50 Simple Thing» you can do to Save the Earth by the Earth

works Group lEarthworVs Press $4 95 ) Sa,-ng the environment

The Prehistory ot the Far SkJa. by Gary Larson

lAnr>ews & MrMeel $' 2 95 1 Larsons notes and sketches

Wab of Draama, by V C Andrews {Pocket. S5 50

)

The brrth ot a famtry curse

Star, bv Dan««e Steel (Den S595I Explores nv-

dreams ot two women and one man deserted lor

prevent skipping, but it is less

risky if you just take care of them

the same as you would a record.

Now on with the review:

Slaughter - Stick It To Ya

Chrysalis-AAD

3 1/2 teeth out of 4

Slaughter! I know the name
sounds too commercial, wimpy,
boring, and maybe typical for a

"heavy metal" band which this

band is not. Mark Slaughter and

Dana Strum are former members
of Vinnie Vincent Invasion and

Slaughter is in some ways very

much similar to VVI. But the

similarities end there.

Slaughter sets off on their

own way. Mark Slaughters vocal

ability is one of the best in heavy

metal, he can scream, moan,
groan, and even sing. Combine
Slaughter's bluesy style of vocals

with guitarist Tim Kelly's

ripping riffs and with Bias Elias

excellent drumming, add the hum
of Dana Strum's bass and zowwy
you got an album that is real

magic.

All the songs are well written

and yes, there is a ballad in two
versions, and it is dedicated to a

friend that passed away. One
with the full ballad and an

acoustic version (and needless to

say it is really powerful). Several

tunes really let it rip and a couple

of suggestions to listen for are

"Eye to Eye" and "Burnin
Bridges."

Slaughter took a big risk with

this album, first with the name
Slaughter is not for a rock band,

but a metal band, secondly this

type of album is likely not to get

much airplay. But I can say this,

I like this album almost as much
as Skid Row's debut which would
have received four teeth. But I

can safely recommend this album
without any hesitation, "Look
out for the loaded gun."

Yukon Hot. hy But WarJersor (Andrews I MAM M95:
The latest Calvin and Hobbes cartoons

9 The Car,* and Hobbas Lajy Sunday Book, by B*
Wallerson (Andrews A IVfcMeei $995 1 Collected cartoons

10. The Shad limn, by Rosamunde Pitcher {Dei. U 95

)

Novel ot passion and heartirear. set rn London and Cornwall

New G Recommended

A Whack on the Side ot the Head, by Roger vcvi Och
IWamer $12 96) Unlocking your rran) tor oraatrve »w*>ng

m> Mind, by Robert Omste»i s Paul Ehrtich

iTouchstone $1 4 95 1 Chennjng the way we MM about tie future

Joeeph Campbell An Introduction, by Robert A Segal
|NAL Mentor $4 95 ) Myth and the man - an m-depth look at

Campbell and hrs works

Frank Tascone entertains the student employees of the Union with his one man show: Frank The Musical *T.
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1
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Opportunity Knocks At House Party Locals Beware of Raw Bar
Party. Starring Kid

(Christopher Reid), Play
(Christopher Martin), and Robin

Harris.

Rating: 8 out of a possible

10.

Yo! This movie is def, hip

hop cool, dope, stupid fresh, and

any other thing you can think of.

I mean it is out of this world like

Elvis! (Sorry for two hours after

House Party I couldn't stop

talking like that)

Actually, this movie is all of

the above things, and has a good
message. The movie centers

around a house party at Play's

house that everybody in school is

going to. The only problem is

that Kid got in trouble at school

with some hoods and now his

father (Harris) won't let him go.

Did you ever stay home from a

party in high school just because

your parents told you to? Neither

does Kid.

On his way to the party Kid
runs into the hoods from school

(played by the rap group Full

Force), and some cops, and a

night of dancing, rapping,

running, and necking begins.

Once Kid arrives at the party the

fun begins with some great dance

numbers, and the highlight of the

film Kid vs. Play in a rap-off.

Throughout the film there is

plenty of laughs provided by all

members of the cast, and
especially by Robin Harris, who
is great as the constantly grouchy

father. Another highlight of the

film is Kid rapping his way out

of a tough spot in jail (y'all

wanna rock, like Hudson!). This

movies laughs go beyond Kid's 8

inch flat top with much of the

humor focused on stereotypes,

and on interpersonal tension

caused by jealousy. Another

aspect of the film is its stance on
such topics as teenage pregnancy,

alcohol and drug use, and the

benefits of education.

This film is funny and timely.

It is a lighter look at black

America than a Spike Lee film,

but it is nevertheless poignant,

and well conceived. Don't get the

idea that this is a movie that

beats you over the head with its

message, it does not. It does,

however, beat you over the head

with laughs and with funky tunes

to keep you interested all the way
through. House Party is playing

at the College Road Cinemas.

Opportunity Knocks:
Starring Dana Carvey, and Robert

Loggia.

Rating: fl/I ou t f a

possible 10.

What would happen if you
broke into a house, and while you

were inside the phone rang and

you found out the owner was in

India for three months and the

message on the recorder was from

the house sitter saying he couldn't

make it. Well, if you were a con-

man this might sound like

opportunity knocking. Gosh,

thats a good title for a movie.

In Opportunity Knocks Dana
Carvey stars as a down on his

luck con- man who finds himself

mistaken for a successful Harvard
graduate after moving into a

house he found unoccupied.

After establishing himself as

a friend of the nouses owner, he
starts to worm his way in to the
family by trying a "love scam"
on the families beautiful
daughter. The only problem is

that his new life is much better

than his old, and the "love scam"
is turning out better than he could
have imagined.

Will everything work out for

the best, or will the scam backfire

in his face? Come on, you know
whats going to happen. This is

not the most original movie I

have ever seen, nor the funniest.

It is basically like watching
Fletch with Dana Carvey
changing from character to
character much the way Chevy
Chase did.

At its best Opportunity
Knocks is a funny comedy that

provides Carvey with a chance to

show off his impressions that he
made famous on Saturday Night
Live (sorry, no Church Lady). It

is, as I said predictable, and kind

of unoriginal, but in a good way.
I still reccomend that you go see

this movie because it is fun. It is

as simple as that. Opportunity
Knocks opens this Friday at the

College Road Cinemas.

Spring is here. The beach is

already starting to attract the sun

worshipers. Azalea Festival is

next weekend, and summer is

right around the comer.

We all know that with the

warming weather we can also

expect that many tourists will be

arriving soon. Northerners and
inlanders flock to the beach for

summer vacations. They come
for rest, relaxation, sun, fun, and
don't forget seafood.

Seafood is a large attraction to

people when they visit the beach.

And what better place would
attract them, than a place called

"The Raw Bar?" The name itself

denotes the seafood tradition that

these people long for.

The location itself is also an

attraction. The Raw Bar, on
Wrightsville Beach, is just a

short walk off the sand. It is

situated right behind Johnny
Mercer's Pier where most tourists

frequent.

So, The Raw Bar does attract

a lot of diners in the peak season.

About a year and a half ago, they

bought out the bar next door to

them, The Palm Room because

they needed to expand. (Yes, that

is what happened to The Palm
Room. ...sorry. ..no more 25c
draft) They cleaned it up, dressed

it up, and added extra seating.

The finished product looks

great. The panelled walls and
local pictures make the

atmosphere very cozy. It is a

nice environment, and the bar

now looks classy and adds to the

charm of the restaurant. The
wooden booths and tables are very

casual.

The menu itself, however, is

somewhat limited. You can order

most ordinary fried or broiled

seafood dinners, or stuffed
flounder, but nothing really too

original.

They do have an original

must-try specialty. The Raw Bar

shrimp soup is an excellent

appetizer.

The portions are quite

generous, and also quite costly.

The prices are a bit high for the

average seafood that they serve.

So the food was just OK. There

is a saying that.. .if you go to a

restaurant and the food is bad but

the service is great, you will

return anyway. ..Well, the service

wasn't great either.

The food took a long time to

reach our table, and the service

overall was less than prompt.

This seemed a litde peculiar, as

they are not even busy yet It

must be crazy in the summer.
The casual environment

makes you very comfortable. It

is conducive to spending time

with close friends. The company
we had was enough to make our

evening great. The Raw Bar is a

fun, belch style, seafood
restaurant that will attract many
seafood loving tourists this

summer, but locals beware.

Whati
©©filing CMo oo

March 29-April 4

Thursday

Mad Monk:
Freedom of Expression

Seahawks: SAP
college night.

Guiseppes: strictly

Business

Front Street:

Award Night.

Friday

Mad Monk: Cry of

Love and special guest

Alter Ego.

Front Street:

Mirage.

Guissepe's: Uptown
Posse (Reggae).

Saturday

Mad Monk: Eclipse

Front Street:

Mirage.

Guissepe's:
Uptown Posse.

Monday
Ortons: College

Night. .

Tuesday

Mad Monk: Dirty

Looks.

Front Street: Blues
Jam Society.

Mad Monk 395-0280

Front Street 763-1240

Seahawks 392-PIER

Guissepe's 256-9600

! t
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Tonight at 10 and
midnight in UU Room
100.

Admission is IFIB

and Party Packs will

be provided.
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The 43rd Annual Azalea Fest
Is On The Way To Wilmington

Tuition Hikes May Come Soon -._

The 43rd Annual NC Azalea

Festival at Wilmington is

scheduled April 3-8, 1990 on the

Waterfront in downtown
Wilmington.

This year's Azalea Festival

Queen is Kate Collins who plays

Natalie Hunter in ABC's All My
Children. Queen Azalea and her

court, (made up of queens from
previous preliminary Miss NC
Scholarship pageants), will attend

many of this year's festival
activities which include garden
tours, street fairs, a variety show,
the Coleman Brothers Circus, a

mammoth parade, and more.
Queen Azalea's coronation will

take place Saturday, April 7 at 8

pm and will feature recording
artist Kenny Rogers.

Although there are no longer

tickets available for Kenny
Rogers' performance, there are

still available seats for Expose
who will perform on Tuesday,
April 3 at 7:30 pm and Alabama
on Thursday, April 5. Tickets

may be purchased at the Azalea

Festival Ticket Office in Long
Leaf Mall.

Other Azalea Festival
activities include a Miller Lite

Tug O' War and a Miller Lite

Festival activities

Include a Miller Lite

Tug-O-War and a

Miller Lite voiieyoaii

Tournament.

Volleyball Tournament. Both
events are scheduled to occur at

Crystal Pier in Wrightsville

Beach and a Sports/TV Celebrity

will attend each function. Airlie

Gardens, The USS Morrison,

USS Kauffman, USS NC and

Orion Plantation will be open for

tours.

The Clyde Beatty-Cole
Brothers Circus will perform at

4:30 pm and 8:00 pm on Friday,

April 6 and at 1:30 pm, 4:30 pm
and 8:00 pm on Saturday April 7

and 1:30 pm on Sunday April 8.

There will be a street fair on

Saturday April 7 and Sunday

April 8.

Most of the Azalea Festival

activities and entertainment are

free of charge and the general

public is welcome to attend. The

Azalea Festival will continue

April 21 and 22 with an air show
at New Hanover County
Municipal Airport with headliner

act "The Flying Blue Angels".

Tickets may be ordered

through the Azalea Festival

Ticket Office. For more
information about any of these

events contact the Azalea Festival

Office at 763-0905 or the

Information Booth at 762-5726.

PUBLIC SCHOOL SPRING BREAK
DAY CARE REGISTRATION FORM

APRIL 16 - 20, 1990

For the week of April 16 - 20. 1990. will your child (children) need on

campus daycare? If so, please fill out the registration form and return to

one of the boxes located at
Social & Behav. Sciences Building

Hawk's Nest

King Hall (Education Building)
If you cannot drop your response m one of the above listed boxes, please

Nur (Hoooard Hall)
drop m campus mail to PO Box 25554 Please respond as soon as possible

F)eQistrar
.

s office
due to the fact that the campus day care will be on a first come

sen/ed basis. THANK Y

first

Please keep in mind 1) You are to provide food for your child (make sure

it does not require refrigeration, and NO sweets please!) 2) You are

responsible for administering any medications 3) You are to adhere to the

schedule that you make out on the application 4) Your child must be

signed in and out of the daycare at each visit 5) You are to dearly label

any toys, games, lunches, snacks etc. that your child brings

1. Name Home Phone:

Address

2 Classify yourself as faculty. staff. student.

3 List the name and age of each of your children that will need day care

the week of April 16-20 (Only children Kindergarten - 6th Grade can

be accepted this one week
)

l Please fill in the chan below for the time your child will need to

attend the campus child care center. With a pencil, shade in the

actual time your child will need to be at the center. For each hour

of operation, there are 45 possible open positions for your child;

15 for faculty, 15 for students, 15 for staff member's children.

Hour Days

16 17 18
Mon Tue Wed

7:45-9:00

9-10:00

10-11:00

11-12.00

12-1 00

1-2 00

2-3:00

3-4:00

4-5:15

19

Thur

20

Fri

5 If you can volunteer time to the daycare center, please check here

(CPS)--One by one, college

administrators are announcing
tuition hikes for next school year

that, once again, promise to make
the price of education rise faster

than prices for any other kind of

good or service.

While the general inflation

rate hovers around 4.5 percent,

officials at the universities of

Miami and Chicago, and Rutgers,

Stanford, Central Michigan,
Loyola and Duke universities,

among others, announced in

February they were raising tuition

by 5.5 percent to 1 1 percent next

year.

Two-year college students
don't seem much better off.

Southeast Community College in

Lincoln, Neb., for example, will

raise prices 6.5 percent in 1990-

91.

Though it's still too early to

compute a national average for

1990-91 increases, most students

can expect jumps ranging from 5

percent to 9 percent if the trends

established in February continue.

Tuition has risen faster than

the inflation rate during each of

the nine years.

For 1989-90, tuition at four-

year public campuses rose 7

percent, to an average $1,694 per

term, the College Board reports.

It rose by 9 percent, to an average

$8,737, at four-year private

campuses.

Students at public two-year

schools fared a little better. Their

tuition increased an average of 5

percent, to $842. Private two-

year colleges raised their rates by
7 percent for the 1989-90 year.

Community and junior

colleges "try real hard to stay at

or below the rate of inflation,"

said Judy Tomczak of the

American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges.

Many students, however,

complain the price has gone up
too far, too fast

By the time she graduates,

first-year Wesleyan University

student Susan Chun figures she'll

be paying 25 percent more than

she is now for tuition, room and

board, books and personal
expenses.

Chun now pays about
$20,000. If rates continue

increasing by 7 percent every
year, she will probably need
$25,000 for her senior year in

1993.

"That's a hell of a lot of

money," Chun said. "An
education shouldn't be such a

financial burden."

To protest $1,000 tuition

hikes for out-of-staters, Arizona
State University (ASU) students

took over the Student Services

building for 55 hours Feb. 21
through Feb. 23.

In-state tuition at ASU, the

University of Arizona and
Northern Arizona University will

We're trying to keep

tuition affordable, so

we don't raise tuition

unless we are really

pressed.

go up $116.

"We aren't getting our
money's worth," said John
Kierman of ASU's student
government, where in-state
students now pay $1,644 and out-

of-staters fork over $5,485
annually.

Despite tuition increases, the

45,000-student campus in Tempe
suffers form overcrowded classes,

underpaid faculty, and too many
graduate students teaching,
Kierman charges.

The California native said he
now has a student loan, a Pell

grant and a part-time job.

Mozingo is in the Marine Corps
Reserve, so he is trying to get a

GI Bill grant and is applying for

"every scholarship that I see" so

that he can continue at NAU.
"I don't think I should have to

worry about paying for school. If

I have to work more and try to

excel in school, eventually one of

them is going to give," he said.

At Syracuse University, the

board of trustees approved a 9.94

percent tuition increase Feb. 2

that sent tuition, fees, and room
and board up to $11,830, and
provoked students into a

campuswide protest

For a week, students boycotted

all university facilities-such as

the book store and food services-

where they pay to use or buy
products.

"It was very effective in that

most students participated," said

Mark Root. In the past, he said,

students have been apathetic.

Root, a junior, figured his

costs have risen 35.8 pe-cent
since he enrolled at Syracuse.

"I know a lot of people who
have left, or who will be leaving,

because of increasing tuition. It's

not fair," he said.

A University of New Mexico
task force found that, for every
$100 tuition hike, 1.3 percent of
the student population will have
to leave because of the financial

burden.

Using the formula, the task

force calculated that about 364
students will be forced to drop out

if UNM proceeds with its plans
to raise prices by 7.9 percent for

1990-91.

The perpetual increases will

end, he asserts, "when the federal

government sees education, as

opposed to research, as a

priority."

For some lucky students, they

already have ended. Lorain

County Community College in

Elyria, Ohio, probably won't

increase tuition for the next year,

said Pauline Latkovic, a

spokeswoman for the school.

"We're trying to keep school

afforJaVe, so we don't raise

tuition unless we're really
pressed," she said.

Child Care Rally Shows Support
BY PHILLIP LOUr.HLIN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Crying and squealing children

are not a regular sight in front of

the University Union, but on
Tuesday several student/parents

brought their children to show
support for the Campus Childcare

proposal. The rally was organized

by Elliott Wurtzel and Samantha
Gallman.

During the hour long rally, a

petition was passed to collect

signatures in favor of having a

childcare program on the UNCW
campus. Aida Toplin, an active

proponent of the plan was happy

with student response to the

petitions. "Everybody we've
stopped has signed," she said.

"It's a great show of support"

The rally was timed to come
only a few hours before
representatives of the childcare

committee were scheduled to meet
with Dean of Students Pat Leonard

and Special Assistant to the
Chancellor for Legal Affairs, Paul

Eaglin to discuss the planned

"Spring Break" daycare program.

At the time of printing, the

program seemed to be moving
ahead. "Spring Break" will

provide an opportunity for

student/parents as well as faculty

and staff to have their children

cared for over the public school

holidays.

"Spring Break" is to be run

under the auspices of the

Department of Psychology and the

School of Education. According

to Paul Eaglin there will have to

be evidence of a real need though,

before any plan is finalized. A
registration form is being printed

in this edition of The Seahawk.
Response to that form will help to

determine if the "Spring Break"

program will be held.

"I'm excited about [Spring

Break]," said Aida Toplin, " but

that is not my main goal."

Toplin wants to see a lasting

childcare program on the campus
that will serve the needs of all

members of the campus
community. A survey was
recently mailed, polling non-

traditional students to decide if

there is real support for the issue.

There will also be an open forum
tonight at 7:00 pm at UU 100, to

discuss childcare. Toplin
encouraged students, faculty, and
staff to attend.

Leah Soloff is one of the many

student/parents on the UNCW
campus. "I think [childcare] is

absolutely necessary. I've had to

miss classes, and my husband has
had to miss work."

"If my babysitter falls through,

I'm paralyzed," she continued.

"It's hard to find a babysitter at a

moment's notice. What we really

need is an emergency drop-in day
care center."

A sign posted in front of the

rally stated "Its not a matter of

want- It's a matter of need!" The
sign seemed to state the prevailing

attitude among the handful of

demonstrators. According to
Denny Best, one of the rally-

goers, the Department of
Institutional Research has
estimated nearly twelve hundred
student/parents at UNCW. These
students face the problem, not

only of keeping up grades and
schoolwork, but of having a

homelife and, in most cases, a

job. Lisa Bennett, another
student/parent stated those exact

sentiments. "It's hard to be
actively involved in school and
have a home, a husband, and a

baby. . . plus to keep your grades

up. . . which is the main reason

I am here."

Positions Open For The
Seahawk Newspaper

-STAFF WRITERS -TYPISTS

ENTERTAINMENT WRITERS -SECRETARY

LAYOUT/PRODUCTION -ADVERTISING SALES

TRANSPORTATION/DELIVERY -GRAPHICS

Positions pay varying salaries/wages;
If interested, please apply in person in the

Seahawk office,

Room 205E in the University Union Wl

'
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Many College Students

In Order To Have Sex

Lie

>

(CPS)--Many collegians lie in

order to have sex, a survey of

California students has found.

Psychologists Susan Cochran

of California State University-

Northridge and Vickie Mays of

the University of California-Los

Angeles recruited 665 Southern

California collegians to answer

questions about lying and sex. A
total of 422 of the respondents

said they were sexually active.

Of those sexually active, 34

percent of the men and 10 percent

of the women said they had lied

so their partner would have sex

with them. Much higher

percentages—47 percent of the

men and 60 percent of the

women-said they had been lied

to, the survey found.

Although* those surveyed
weren't chosen to represent

college students in general,

Cochran and Mays said the results

show that asking dates about their

sexual behavior won't guarantee

protection from the AIDS virus

and other sexually transmitted

diseases because the answers can't

always be believed.

One student said people at his

school don't lie because most

aren't too concerned about the

sexual history of their partners.

"We're a little freer here with

sexual attitudes," said Steven

Segal a student government

member at the University of

I don't think (AIDS) is

quite as big a concern
here. We have wilder

attitudes.

Nevada in Las Vegas. "1 don't

think (AIDS) is quite as big a

concern here. We have wilder

attitudes."

The results are especially

troubling in light o'f a 1989 study

by the American College Health

Association (ACHA) that found

two out of every 1,000 collegians

are infected with the AIDS virus.

"It's just another thing that

shows students have to be very

careful," said Joanne Hellebrand

of the Maryland-based ACHA.
"Students need to protect

themselves even if they're

pressured from their partner."

When asked what aspects of

their past they would be most

willing to lie about, 47 percent of

the men and 42 percent of the

women said they would understate

the number of their sexual

partners. Twenty percent of the

men, but only 4 percent of the

women, said they would lie about

their results on a blood test for

the AIDS virus.

The men were less likely than

the women to confess to

infidelity or tell a lover that they

were also involved with someone

else. Forty-three percent of the

men and 61 percent of the women

said they'd tell a partner about the

other relationship "When (it

seemed) safe to do so" or "only if

asked."

Universities Infringe On School Papers

Student leaders a t

Pennsylvania's Millersville

University, citing election

violations and a failure to run a

certain column, slapped The
Snapper, the campus paper, with

a two-week suspension March 15.

The student government's

action, said Mark Goodman of the

Student Press Law Center in

Washington, DC, "is blatently

unconstitutional under the First

Amendment"
"It's just plain an offensive

notion. They don't even do this

in South Africa anymore,"
Goodman added

The suspension is the first to

be reported this term, Goodman
said, although a similar
controversy erupted in February

1989, at Duquesne University,

also in Pennsylvania, when
student politicians abruptly

changed the locks of the paper's

office in the middle of the night.

They claimed the editor of The

Duke was guilty of misconduct.

With a little more than two-

thirds of the 40-member
Millersville student government

present, the vote was 12-8 in

favor of stopping the paper, with

six members abstaining.

The student politicians cited

violations in last semester's

newspaper and the failure of the

editor-in-chief, who has since

resigned, to run a certain student

column.

"Because of the importance of

the matter, we will take the

recommendation of the Senate

before the legal counsel to be

certain that there are no violations

of the US Constitution and the

freedom of speech amendment,"

Reighard said.

Many have already decided the

suspension is illegal.

"To cease publication," said

journalism Prof. Paul Belgrade,

"is beyond the right of anyone."

"It sort of bothers me this is

student-on-student," added

Snapper adviser Ralph Anttonen,

"and I find it very strange to have

students trying to stifle others."

"It was wrongdoing by the

Millersville University Student

Senate to suspend the

newspaper," said Charles

Williams, president of the Black

Student Union.

Yet student government
member Kathy Rinino said the

journalists deserve the
suspension.

"We are here to be educated,"

she told the Intelligencer Journal,

the local paper. "We are not here

to be on a newspaper."

Nearby campus papers,

including those at Franklin and

Marshall College and

Elizabethtown College, have

offered to help The Snapper print

during the suspensions.

About 300 marchort protest hot* crimes at and around Iowa Stat* F«b. 24 COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE/JIM IEE

Good.News About Tuition Reported

by Tom Capizzi
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Score Better On Tests With Charts
(CPS)-Students who want to

get high scores on tests should

depend less on going over study

questions and more on diagrams

and charts, a Syracuse University

professor said in releasing a study

of how collegians learn.

Robert Branch, an assistant

professor in the School o f

Education said his study proves

siudents retain knowledge more

effectively when the information

is presented in flow diagram

<oftn-a graphic design made up of

pictures and short text, presented

in sequence-than when it's in text

form.

"Flow charts work well for the

cyclical information or logical

reasoning," said Branch, who

conducted the study at Virginia

Tech last year while earning his

doctorate degree.

The hydraulic cycle of clouds,

rain, water and evaporation is a

good example of the type of

information that can be more

easily learned in a diagram than

from study questions, Branch

said.

The researcher randomly

divided 129 undergraduates and

graduate students into four groups

to prepare for the same test Each

group had 15 minutes to study

different materials presenting the

same information about earth

science. One group used a

textbook, another a flow diagram.

The other two groups used a

textbook with study questions,

and a diagram with study

questions.

The group that used only the

flow diagram outscored all other

groups with an average 18.7 out

of 24 points. The group that

used the diagram and study

questions came in second with a

16.9 score.

Study questions are beneficial,

but only when students use them

correctly, Branch said. The

problem with them, he added, is

that students use them to seek and

find answers rather than trying to

understand the information.

"Study questions help but the

conditions must be clearly

understood," Branch said.

"Students tend to find information

that will satisfy the question.

They just locate the answei

instead of taking advantage

stimulus response."

(CPS)-Even as schools

around the country announce

hefty new tuition hikes for next

year, tuition won't rise as fast

during the rest of the 1990s as it

did the past decade, a new study

predicts.

"There are many favorable

things happening all at once" to

keep tuition increases from rising

sharply, said economist Carol

Frances.

Frances cited slight increases

in state appropriations for public

campuses and in public support

for financial aid. In addition,

most institutions have almost

finished raising their faculty

member's salaries to levels that

are competitive with private

industry.

"The rate in year-to-year

change (in tuition) peaked in the

1980s," Frances said. "If you

look back, the slowdown in state

funding in the early 80s is when

tuition increased so rapidly."

Frances, who conducted the

study for the American
Association of Community and

Junior Colleges, the American

Association of University

Professors and the Association of

Urban Universities, predicts

yearly tuition increases of about 7

percent during the next few years.

Tuition hikes averaged 12

percent annually in the early 80s

and have dropped to about 8

percent in the last three years, she

reports.

"Neither student aid nor family

incomes kept pace with rising

college costs in the 1980s," added

the College Board's annual report,

"Trends in Student Aid."

"I think the education people

who are running the institutions

are extremely concerned about the

costs of education and are trying

to keep students from having to

borrow," Frances said.

Even so, while many
campuses boast their tuition

hikes for the 1990-91 year are the

lowest in 15 years, students at

most schools can still say they

pay a lot more for college than

their predecessors.

For example, students at

Loyola University in New
Orleans will pay 216 percent

more in 1990-991 than did

students who attended in 1983-84.

Similarly, students who attended

Duke University in 1979 paid

$4,230 annually, compared to

$12,800 for the 1989-90 year.

Other schools that have

announced tuition increases for

the next academic year include the

universities of Tennessee, New
Mexico and Miami,
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, and Syracuse,

Stanford, Wesleyan, Pacific

Lutheran and West Virginia

universities, to name a few.
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SEAHAWK SPORTS

Way Out In
(W)rigJit
Field
Chris Wright
Sports Editor

Lean on me
And I thought Lee Hood didn't like me.

Imagine my surprise the other day when
I stumbled into my office and found an

envelope addressed from the basketball

office on my desk.

After carefully listening for ticking

noises, I paid one of our part-timers to open

it.

She obliged. I was amazed that the roof

remained intact, but it did.

I carefully pulled the white piece of

paper from the envelope, still expecting it to

detonate in my palm at any second.

I opened it up: A Peanuts cartoon leaped

out at me. Gee, I hadn't even read this one,

either.

To summarize, Charlie Brown was the

coach and Lucy was the school reporter, in

search of "the story."

Charlie Brown said that the rightfielder,

who was very pretty, couldn't play a lick.

He then added that there were never any
spectators at the game.

Lucy then inferred that the coach said

that the reason the stands were empty was
because the team was not as attractive as the

rightfielder.

Charlie Brown, the innocent victim,

shouts "Joe Misquote."

By now, you must be thinking, as 1

was, what in the world does this have to do
with anything?

Then it fell on me like a ton of NCAA
investigations.

Somewhere, in one of my previous

columns, I must have mentioned what an

avid autograph collector I am. I currently

have over 100 of the brightest and most

talented stars of the sporting world,

including such notables as Mike Schmidt,

Nolan Ryan, Darryl Strawberry, Wayne
Gretzky, Andre Agassi and many, many
more.

The one glaring exception was, of

course, Lee Hood's.

You see, on the top of the cartoon,

Hood, who sent me the cartoon, scribbled

some nasty little note. But I was too caught

up in the emotional aspect of this historical

moment in autograph collecting to care

about his remarks.

The important thing was that Hood
signed his name below the message. I was

so excited that I immediately went to Kmart
and purchased one of those cheap, tin-

looking picture frames to showcase my
prize possession.

I mean, it was like I was eight years old

again, waiting by the mailbox, hoping that

the picture I sent out to a Mike Schmidt or a

George Brett would come back signed.

What was even more special than the

fact that Hood signed it, was that he took

time out of his valuable schedule- time that

could have been used to find a job- to write

me a personal note.

Personal notes can make or break a

good autograph.

I remember when I got back Steve
Garvey's autographed picture. It said,

"Chris, good luck in life." Gary Carter also

wished me luck and added a "God bless

you." To this day I've oftened wondered
how Gary Carter knew that I had missed the

previous two Sunday services.

Personal notes, or the lack thereof, can

also lessen opinions. Like I used to think

that Bjorn Borg was such a nice guy, right

up until the time he merely signed his name
to a picture I threw at him following an

exhibition match.

I felt like yelling, "Hey, Bjorn, where's

the message, the letter of endearment, the

encouraging words that I will treasure

always and forever?" But I didn't.

With Hood's autograph, however, I

never even had to lift a finger.

So, I can't help but feel a little special.

Autographs have this mystical ability to

bring the seeker and the signer somewhat
closer. For instance, I now feel like Lee

Hood is my friend.

And Lee, pal, if you're reading, when
June 30th rolls around and you need help

moving, don't hesitate to call.

I'll be there. Lean on me.

I

Hawks row down the Cape Fear
BY PATRICK FOWLER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

When thinking of rowing most of us relate it to

that favorite childhood verse "Row, row, row your

boat, gently down the stream", but don't be
deceived. This isn't a sport to be taken lightly.

Crewers work together to propel a canoe shaped

scull over 800-1,500 meters at top speed. The sport

has been around since the days of the Vikings but

developed into organized racing during the late

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in England.

Ferry-boat oarsmen would test their rowing skills

against one another in races across the Thames river.

Rowing matches didn't begin in the United

States until the 1840s. The sport has become
popular but failed to spawn many teams below the

Mason-Dixon line. The majority of the U.S. crew

teams are located in the northeastern states. Ivey

League squads at Harvard, Yale, and Pennsylvania

flourish in the sport. The rowing tradition

continues however at UNCW.
"It's a great opportunity to work on the Cape

Fear River and the Wilmington area," said

sophomore Ashley Bath.

The Seahawk squad was formed in 1987 by five

members who discovered two unused rowing vessels

at the Intercoastal Waterway Regatta. The members

put those two boats back into active service and

purchased two more vessels from the Newroche

Rowing Club in New Jersey. That year with little

or no outside assistance the basic UNCW crew team

was formed as they competed in four regattas that

season.

"The discipline and sacrifices you put yourself

through are the hardest things to do," said Bridget

Girouard. "There was no one in the early going to

really push us."

Two and half seasons later the team is

composed of 12 women and 13 men who compete

in 1,000 meters sprints and three mile head races.

Sprints consist of crews of four to eight rowers and

mixed squads. Competiton between lightweight and

heavyweight boats are also part of the racing regatta.

Rowing requires both mental and physical

prowess. An oarsman has to have an excellent

cardivascular system tc withstand uie burst ot

energy put out in a race. Breathing techniques are

essential as muscles are worked extensively in the

legs, back, and biceps.

"Seventy-five percent of the work done out

there is in the legs," said Browder. "The other

twenty-five percent is recoiling back to the starting

tuck position."

On Friday UNCW and Skidmore University

challenged one another's skills in the four, eight,

and mixed group competition at the varsity and non-

varsity levels. Each category of sprints was a best

out of three affair with Skidmore sweeping the

Seaha vks in all divisons but one. UNCW rallied

from one race down to capture the eight-man mixed

crew competition, winning the next two sprints.

"The race went really well from us as our

spirits rose considerably with the win," said two and

half year veteran Curt Browder. "It lifted us all up

and we were so excited with our performace."

Frisbee frenzy hits UNCW
BY PATRICK FOWLER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The frisbees were flying last weekend as

ultimate players from across the eastern coastline

invaded Brooks Field for the first annual Collegiate

Eastern Ultimate Championships. Teams from
Albany to East Carolina showed up for the two day

tournament compearing in division pools on

Saturday with quarterfinals, semifinals, and finals on

Sunday.

The competition took part on eleven playing

fields as the teams played within their pool to earn

the right to play on Sunday. There were nine teams

in two divisons in the women's field and 20 teams

in five team pools in the men's play. The UNCW
women's team, the Seaweeds, finished first in their

divison with wins over Pennsylvania, Tufts,

Virginia, and Virginia Tech Universities.

Taking their perfect 4-0 mark into the

quarterfinals they defeated Brown and Columbia.

They bested ECU for the title, 11-6.

"The competition was evenly match in the

tournament especially in the finals against our sister

team (ECU)," said junior Jodi McKenzie. "We had

some great play in the finals and supported each

well as a team."

The UNCW men's team, the Seamen, also did

well as they won their divison defeating squads from

Weslian, Albany, Navy, and Rutgers. On Sunday

UNCW defeated Vermont in the quarterfinals but

lost to the eventual champions the E-Men from

Tufts University in the semis 16-11.

"We didn't play as well as we are capable," said

ten-year veteran captain Toad Leber. "We were

making some fundemental errors out there and Tufts

simply took advantage of them."

Both teams acknowledged that the tournament

had increased the interest and knowledge in the sport

of ultimate. Ultimate is better known and played in

the North r-s Southern teams find themselves

traveling long distances to find competition. Crowds

were on hand both days to witness the frisbee

passing and catching display.

"The tournament was great for the school, great

for the town, and great for the sport of ultimate,"

said an excited Leber. "Hopefully it will become an

annual thing at UNCW.
Both teams will gear up for more tournaments

hoping to qualify for the national in late May.

PHOTO BY JOK MCKENZIE
Female ultimate players practice for ao upcoming tournament game.

PIOTO BY PHILLIP LOUGttLIN

IJNCW tennis players prepare for upcoming matches.

School records fall
FROM STAFF REPORTS

UNC-Wilmington established 1 1 school records Saturday in the

Wilmington Invitational Track Meet held at the Harold Greene Track

and Field Complex.

Shawn Britton shattered the previous mark in the men's 3,000-

meter steeplechase, finishing first in the event in 9 minutes, 19.8

seconds.

Larry Jackson set a new best in the men's 5,000, edging teammate

Keith Gorski in the process. Jackson finished in a school-record 15:04.3

while Gorski came in at 15:04.6.

David Simmons eclipsed the prior school record in the men's

1,500, running the event in 3:53.19, one second faster than Phil

Hemery of North Carolina.

Don Scott, who finished 10th, ran the event in 4:03.02.

Amy Jackson, who finished fourth in the women's 1,500, set a

new record of 4:52.06. Jackson also established a school-best 10:15.14

in the women's 3,000.

Nicole Delaine had a record time of 58.28 in the women's 400,
and finished third overall in the event.

Hal Turnage ran the men's 400 individual medley in a school-
record 59.48. Eric Young, who finished sixth overall, jumped a school-

record 6 feet, 8 inches in the men's high jump.

Carmen McLamb finished third in the women's high jump with a

school-best leap of 5-0.

Tommy Hoke threw the javelin 173-1 to set a new record and

finish ninth overall. Dianna Meyer's toss of 92-5 broke the former

record in the women's javelin.

The women's 1,600 relay team established a new mark as well,

finishing fourth in 4:17.58. The men's 1,600 relay team also

established a new mark, finishing sixth in a record time of 3:25.98.

Notes. .CAA soccer tournament to be held
The CAA announced Monday that they will

hold a soccer tournament at the end of the reguiar

scheduled season starting in the fall of 1990. The

winner would receive the CAA's automatic bid to

the NCAA tournament. Presently that honor goes

to the regular season conference champion. Head

soccer coach at UNCW, Jackie Blackmore, expressed

his approval of the tournament as an excellent way

to determine a champion.

The Seahawks were hit hard this season as

injuries played a key role as Blackmore suffered his

first losing season at the helm. The Seahawks

finished 5-10-1 on die year and 2-4-1 in league play.

Two-time Olympic gold meadlist Karch Kiraly

will headline a number of well-known names in the

volleyball world at a summer camp program at

UNCW. He will teach top players and coaches on

the finer and latest techniques to improve one's skill

at the game.

Kiraly is a member of the indoor and outdoor

world championship teams as well as the winner of

three beach world tides. The camp is slated for July

9-13 and will also feature former U.S. Olympic

coach Doug Beal.

The camp is one of three being held across the

I t
—

country at both Elmhurst College in Chicago (June

23-29) and Pacific Lutheran University (July 16-20).

The United States Volleyball Association and

Sports Camps International are sponsering the mini-

camps. Thoses who may be interested in the camp

can call the Karch Kiraly hotline for more

information at 1 -800-825-7867.

UNCW golfer Paula Brzostowski was named

the Golfer of the Month in As college edition of

Golf Wesk magazine. The senk. from Pinehurst,

N.C recently won the prestigious Peggy Kirk Bell

Golf Tournament in Lake Mary, Florida. The

commercial recreation major has a career stroke

average of 76.20 and beat out 90 players for the

title. She hopes somediy to compeate on the

LPGA (Ladies Professional Golfer Association)

circuit

The UNCW chearleading squad will make a

visit to the 1990 National Collegiate Cheerleading

Championships April 5-9 in San Antonio, Texas.

The Seahawks are making a return visit there this

season as they place third in last year's competition.

UNCW joins seven other Division I teams for

the contest which includes a musical number, crowd

particpation segment, and structure building. Teams

from George Mason, James Madison, Wright State,

Furman, Appalachian State, Alabama-Birmingham,

and Morehead State will compete against the

Seahawks in Texas.

Cliff Drysdale, a two-time semifinalist at

Wimbledon and once at the French Open, will be

the guest speaker at UNCW annual Athletic Awards

Banquet. The 49-year old was a driving force in the

70s decade of the tennis world. During the height of
his career he held singles tennis titles in Germany,
Holland, Belgium, Switzerland, Ireland, and South
America.

The banquet is being held on Wednesday, April

25, at the Coastline Convention Center. Local
WJKA-TV sports personality Phil Wen will emcee
the affair that begins at 7 pm.

Former UNCW soccer coach Calvin Lane was
honor by the Cape Fear Youth Soccer Association

as they named a field after him at the Hugh McRae
Athletic Complex in Wilmington. City officials

honored Lane for his contributions to youth soccer

in Wilmington. Lane was a key figure in the

installment of youth soccer leagues locally.

I
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Verene To Give Lecture

Dr. Donald P. Verene, professor of philosophy at

Emory University, will present a lecture on the

topic "Philosophical Memory" at 8pm, Thursday,

April 5 in King Hall auditorium on the campus of

UNCW. Sponsored by the Department of
Philosophy and Religion, the lecture is free and

open to the public.

C— Takers NfPripri

$6.80/hr. $.24 a mile. Flexible hours. Work now
and/or during the summer. The US Census Bureau
is testing at UNCW. Today, Thursday April 5th 10

am or 12pm and Friday, April 6th 10am or 12pm.
For more information contact Career Planning and

Placement UU 106.

D'Emilio To fiiv Ljflm
Reconsidering the Sexual Revolution: Sex,

Politics, and Society in the 1990's. John D'Emilio

presented by the UNCW Department of History.

Monday, April 16, 1990 at 4:30 pm in the William
Randall Library Auditorium.

Cang Fear Community Tollppp Prints
Seminar Strip?

The Small Business Center at Cape Fear
Community College announces the following

seminars for April, May, and June. All of these

seminars will be held on the CFCC campus in

Room SS01 and are free with the exception of

Managing Stvle of the 90's. Registration is required

for all seminars. Call ext 297 or 298.

OPERATING A BUSINESS: SOME
ESSENTIALS: 4/9 from 6:30-9:30PM. FREE.
SUPERWOMAN: ARE YOU INVINCIBLE OR
ARE YOU NOT? 4/24 from 2-5pm. FREE.
SMALL BUSINESS TAXES: 5/5 from 9AM-
1PM. FREE.
MANAGING STYLE OF THE 90S: 5/23 from

9AM-4PM. Cost is $20.

SEED CAPITAL FINANCING OPPORTUNITIES
FOR INDIVIUDALS OR TECHNOLOGY-BASED
SMALL COMPANIES: 6/4 from 2-4PM. FREE.

E«tw Egg Hunt

The Wilmington Parks and Recreation Department

will be sponsoring a city-wide Easter egg hunt on

Saturday, April 14 from l-4pm at Greenfield Park.

In addition to the egg hunt, there will be food,

games, prizes, entertainment, and fun for the entire

family! The Wilmington Parks and Recreation

cordially invites the public to attend!

T.. f For 2(10 Burks

Azalea Beach Tug-of-War Tournament is looking for

teams to participate on Saturday, April 7. Coastal

Beverage Company has offered a $200.00 cash prize

to the winning team. Trophies and T-shirts will

also be given out

Registration for the Tug-of-War will remain open

until Thursday, April 5, at 5:00 pm. Teams will

consist of 7 members, 2 of which must be females.

The entry fee is $10.00. Round-robin elimination

tugs will begin at 12:00 noon, on Saturday, April

7 on the beach strand North of Oceanic Restaurant

& Grill, beginning at 12:00 noon.

This sanctioned Azalea Festival event is sponsored

by Coastal Beverage Company and Wrightsville

Beach Parks & Recreation Department.

For more information, contact the Park office at

256-4744, Monday through Friday, from 9:00am-

5:00pm.

filimnrr Workshons Coming This

The campus of UNC Wilmington will play host to

two sessions of TAKING YOUR PLACE!
EXPLORING TECHNOLOGY AND
TOMORROW SUMMER INSTITUTE 1990,

JULY 16-27 and July 30-August 10. The program

is sponsored by New Hanover County Schools,

Cape Fear Community College, UNCWs Office of

Special Programs, and the Greater Wilmington

Chamber of Commerce. The program is for current

and rising eighth and ninth grade girls interested in

learning more about the workplace and the talents

and skills necessary for success.

Non-traditional careers will be introduced to

participants through instruction by University,

community college, and vocational instructors.

They will gain "hands on" experience in computer

programming, electronics, robotics, marine science,

chemistry, and math. Visiting area businesses and

industries, along with intensive group counseling to

assess career objectives, are some of the highlights.

The tuition is paid through scholarships provided by

a grant from the NC Department of Public

Instruction. Criteria for selection includes career

objectives and other items. Applicants will be

notified of acceptance by June 1, 1990.
Registration deadline is April 30k Applications are

available from high school guidance counselors.

For more information call 395-3195; >K

' i
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ACFA Awaits Ruling
Misrepresentation Hearing Adjourned Until June

BY DAVID BURKE
STAFF WRITER

Following allegations o f

misrepresentation, the U.S. Postal
Service brought the Academic Council
on Financial Assistance (ACFA) into a

hearing last Wednesday. After two days
of hearing the case a continuance was
issued. The hearing will continue in

approximately two months.

Postal Service Attorney Elizabeth
Martin argued that the ACFA violated

title 39-3005 of the US Code which
states that "false representation" is

unlawful.

Martin said that the ACFA violated

this title by falsely implying that it was
associated with the federal government,
and private scholarship-providing
corporations and organizations. She
went on to argue that the letters sent to

potential student customers were
misleading.

Representatives from the ACFA argue

that they do not imply these ideas in

their advertising and that anyone who
thoroughly reads ACFA literature will

understand that he is not necessarily

guaranteed a scholarship. The ACFA
does, however, guarantee that any student

who does not receive at least $300 dollars

in scholarships will have his $60
processing fee refunded.

A representative of the ACFA, who
receives calls on an "800" phone number,
stated that ACFA "deals with thousands"
of corporations that give scholarships,

and that the scholarship applications
from these corporations that are
distributed by ACFA, are "pre-approved".

Kelly Grady, an Information Center
Manager for the ACFA, said," [phone

If found guilty, the ACFA
will receive a "cease and
desist" order.

representatives] shouldn't be saying we
have 'ties' with the corporations."

She went on to say that such
statements were "misleading".

If found guilty, the ACFA will

receive a "cease and desist" order from the

Postal Service preventing them from
receiving any mail, including mail in the

hands of the postal service, which would
be returned to the senders.

The ACFA voluntarily agreed not to

receive mail in Washington, DC pending
the outcome of the hearing. Two days

later though, the company opened two
additional post boxes in San Diego, CA,
according to Assistant US Attorney
Karen Shichman. Shichman represented
the Postal Service in attempting to get a
temporary court injunction to prevent the
ACTA from receiving mail in San Diego
until the Washington hearing was
completed.

ACFA defense attorney William J.

Olson argued that the ACFA was not
only being honest in its advertising, but
it was providing a unique and valuable
service to students.

San Diego federal court judge Judith
N. Keep ruled in favor of the ACFA
saying that there was not sufficient

evidence to justify the injunction.
According to a letter from ACFA
Information Center Manager Monica
Howe, Keep went on to say that an
injunction would "harm the students by
not allowing them to participate in a

beneficial program for financial aid."

At present, the worst penalty the

ACFA can face is the cease and desist

order. Postal Investigator Tom
Krautheim said that while the Postal

Service is not ruling out any options at

present, no fraud charges are being
planned.

Seniors
Take Note

As graduation time nears

many students, parents and friends

are preparing to celebrate the
happy occasion. Caps and gowns
will be arriving and may be picked
up from April ninth through May
twelfth. Graduate students will be
able to pick up their paraphernalia
from May seventh through the
twelfth.

Because of the record numbers
of graduates expected, there will be
limited seating in Trask
Coliseum. Therefore, tickets will

be issued when the student picks
up his cap and gown, with each
individual receiving three tickets.

It is important to bear this in

mind when making plans for the
ceremony.

After the commencement
exercises, there will be receptions
for each academic department at

which diplomas will be awarded.
Any student with unpaid debts
will not be issued a diplomaor
have his transcripts forwarded until

the matter is cleared.

UNCW Undergoes Reaccreditation Process

ILL SANDY PORTFR
STAFF WRITER

The Southern Association for Colleges and Schools

(SACS) has begun its reaccrediation of UNCW. The

agency's purpose is to ensure quality in our schools by

providing credentials after a complete and thorough study

has been conducted. According to Dr. James McGowan,

Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, not to

be accredited by the Southern Association is similar to

the kiss of death."

Reaccreditation is a process of helping institutions

improve through a systematic program of evaluation and
the application of educational standards or criteria.

Reaccreditation means not only that minimum standards

are met, but also that the school community is

committed to raising the quality of its program.

Every ten years an institution must do a self study

to present itself and get reaccredited. UNCW has been
accredited twice, in 1971 and 1982, since opening of its

doors.

The report is an extremely intense ari demanding
study that requires a review of the entire make-up of the

campus. It involves all aspects of UNCWs Collegiate
Community. Regional reaccreditation is comprehensive;
it covers the total school, not just certain programs.
Universities undertake exhaustive self-studies involving
teachers, administrators, students, and those on
governing bodies. Then there is an evaluation by a

visiting committee of peers-administrative officers and
professors from other southern schools. They will

provide an objective and candid reaction to the self-study

and make recommendations based on their assessment of

the instituiton.

the reports will be sent to a steering committee to put
together.

Dr. Charles R. Ward, Director of the Science and
Math Center, is the Faculty Chairman of the Self-Study
Steering Committee. McGowan commented that Ward
h really makinr the studv "more on campus" Ward i*

ic>pon.Mblc lui completing the tuwd icpon iu Ot tunica
into SACS as well as for guidance the committees.
Each committee will be composed primarily of faculty
members along with student representatives and
administrators. After Ward's steering committee
combines all the reports sent in by the individual unit

The school will respond to any recommendations, committees and it is then sent to SACS. A team of
set priorities, and design short-term and long-range plans investigators will be sent to study the creditability of the

for improvement document, visit the campus for approximately a week
Accrediation is not a permanent status. Continued and then reccommend reaffirmation of accreditation,

membership within SACS depends on continued Although this study is extremely technical and
improvement through periodic full re-evaluations with a extensive, it is important to our institutions. SACS's
self-study and visiting team. goal is to continually have its members bettering

Dr. McGowan is the liason between UNCW and the themselves as a whole. Dr. McGowan stated that, "with
Southern Association. He says this study will be "very the Association, changes are going on all the time and
demanding to the students, faculty and administrators" this allows formulizing to come about"
who will make up the self-study committees. After the

committees have completed their own indiviudal studies

Azalea Festivities

Are Underway

BY JENNIFER YOIINn
STAFF WRITER

The Azalea Festival began
unofficially Tuesday as Expose
played to a sparsely peopled Trask

Coliseum. The trio played many
of their top 40 hits as well as a

few of their new songs. During
their performance Expose took a

member of the audience onstage to

dance. In their next set, while
singing "The Point of No
Return", a member of the audience

ran onstage and was quickly
removed. After performing for an
hour and forty five minutes, the

group returned to the stage for a

short encore.

In other unofficial Azalea
Festival activities, a small crowd
gathered at New Hanover County
Municipal Airport to welcome
Kate Collins, the 43rd Azalea
Queen. Among those present were
Mayor Don Betz, the Azalea
Festival officers and committee

,

and local personalities. During an

interview with Frances Weller of
WECT, Ms. Collins discussed the

upcoming events for her character,

Natalie Hunter of ABC's "All My
Children." She was graciously
welcomed by the Azalea Princess,

other members of the Queen's
Court, the Azalea Belles, and the

Azalea Festival Committee.

Azalea Festival activities will

continue today as Queen Azalea

officially opens the festival by

riding down the Cape Fear River

on the Henrietta II. She will open

the Riverfront walk and visit the

Wilmington Art Association
Spring Show. Tomorrow night,

Alabama will perform at Trask
Coliseum at 8:00. The Clyde
Beatty-Cole Brothers Circus starts

performances Friday and continues

until Sunday afternoon. The
variety show starts at 6:30 pm,

Friday at Legion Stadium.

Saturday, the Mammoth Parade

begins at 9:15 am downtown. At
noon a street fair will take place

downtown and several
performances will be given at

Riverfront stage. The street fair

will continue Sunday. Miller Lite

will sponsor events at Crystal Pier

both Saturday and Sunday. Kenny

Rogers will headline events

Saturday as Kate Collins is

crowned as the 43rd Azalea Queen.

Later on this month, also as a

part of the Azalea Festival, the US
Navy Blue Angels will perform a

two day show at New Hanover

County Airport. For more
information about any of the

Azalea Festival Activities please

contact the Azalea Festival Office

at 763-0905.

!
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Mission Statement To Be Revised
BY PHILLIP LQllfiflLffl

EDITOR IN CHIEF

In conjunction with the ten

year reaccreditation process, a

committee has been convened to

revise the mission statement of

the University. The revision,

according to Committee Chairman

Dr. Stephen Harper, "is the first

domino of the [reaccreditation]

process."

The present mission statement

sets forth three basic charges for

UNCW. These charges are

teaching, research, and service.

"We are now a Comprehensive
Level One university," said

Harper. "We are authorized to

have graduate programs. The role

of research is increased. We are

also interested in developing new
knowledge instead of just

teaching."

These changes are just a few of

the factors that the mission

statement committee will be

looking at. The Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools, the accreditation agency

for colleges in the south gives a

basic definition of what the

mission statement should do. It is

an outsider's objective view of

what the school is doing now and

if they are doing what they should.

The committee's goal is to set

out a new statement to reflect

UNCW's values and efforts.

According to Harper, "we want to

step back and say we are different

from what we were ten years ago.

What can we do to show where we
are headed? Everyone is looking

into where we want to be ten years

from now."

The revision will go before the

Board of Trustees at their July

meeting. "We are in an exciting

time," said Harper. "There are lots

of opportunities. If we can clearly

articulate what we are and what we

want to be, then we can expect

growth and support. That is the

challenge. ... to put the

intangibles into words."

The Seahawk will carry a

survey this week to allow students

a chance for input. Copies of the

same survey will also be available

at the Information center and in

the residence halls. All members
of SGA and student organization

presidents will receive the survey

directly. Harper admits that this is

a multi-pronged process, but he

and the others on the committee
feel that it will cut the turn-around

time. He hopes that students will

look ahead and identify future

directions they see for the

university.

Harper emphasized that the

committee is seeking student

input during the process.

"Students have a chance to be the

architects of what UNCW is to

become," he said.

Spend your summer at the

College of Charleston,

where the degrees are hot!

In addition to local beaches and waterways, the College of Charleston's Summer Sessions 1990

offer 334 challenging undergraduate, graduate, and non-credit day and evening courses in 25

areas, ranging from business and computers to the arts, languages, and sciences, from education

and literature to sailing and South Carolina history.

Benefit from every aspect of summer study at the College of Charleston. The tree-lined campus

in the heart of historic, beautiful Charleston is a fitting back-drop for state-of-the-art classrooms,

laboratories, and programs.

Mayuusii- May 15 -June 4

Sumnuv Session i June 11 -July 11

Siunmer Session II July 18 - August 16

Evening Session I May 15 -June 28

Evening Session II July 2 - August 16

Fall applications are due by June 11

AH the resources of ihe College »rc available lo summer students, including a library of over 300,000 volumes , computers,

recreational facilities, social and cultural activities, residence halls, and dining services

To receive the Schedule of Courses, call

S~^A College oj

A

Charleston
Summer Sessions, (803) 792-6912

Charleston, South Carolina 29424

800 FEET FROM CAMPUS
450 RACINE DRIVE

(919)395-6001

We Want You To Come Live At

"THE EDGE"
WE ARE DESIGNED FOR CONVENIENT, COMFORTABLE, AND AFFORDABLE LIVING!

WITH PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT AND A MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
SECOND TO NONE, YOUR NEW HOME WILL BE ALL YOU EVER DREAMED OF!!

SO COME ON OVER AND SEE HOW YOU CAN WAKE UP IN "CLASS"

SOOO MUCH FOR SO little !!!

(ALL OF THIS)

I & 2 BEDROOM
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED

ELECTRICITY ALLOWANCE
NO ELECTRICAL DEPOSIT
21 CHANNEL BASIC CABLE
CUSTOM MINIBLINDS
COURTESY OFFICERS
OUTSIDE LIGHTING
GORGEOUS POOL & CLUBHOUSE
RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT
ROOMMATE PLACEMENT
CLOTHES CARE FACILITY

PLANNED RESIDENT ACTIVITIES

VARIABLE LEASE TERMS
OPEN DOOR POLICY
800' FROM CAMPUS
BIKE RACKS
PATIOS & BALCONIES
WATER, SEWER & TRASH REMOVAL

(FOR THIS)

ONE SMALL RENT CHECK

Welcome to the
IBM PS/2 Fair

Come to the IBM PS/2* Fair. Nave some Inn with the IBM
Personal Syst<W2.K

Try it—see how von can <.'«'! morv
(lour io less time.Then iisk about:

• rusv-tn-usr. |>rcloa<lnl

soltwarr

• special student prices*

• allonlahlc loan payments*
I he IBM PS/2 lair is a Inn way to Irani some valuahlc lessons lor

college and beyond.

von can gel morv

PS2 it!

Look For The PS/2 Fair In The
Union On Wednesday, April 18.

9:00am to 3:00pm. The Solution Is

IBM.

I > *
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Lecture Series To Begin
UNCW NEWS

"Rethinking Europe" will be

the topic of a series of three

lectures it UNCW to take place

on consecutive Thursday evenings

beginning April 12.

"The changes taking place in

Europe today are staggering," said

Dr. James McNab, chair of the

Department of Foreign Languages

and Literature at UNCW and
organizer of the series.

"Our department will be
bringing in three experts in the

field of contemporary European

studies. While it is impossible

to keep pace with the

monumental upheavals in

contemporary Europe, our
speakers will help our
community to understand better

the meaning of changes."

The free lectures, to be held in

Bryan Auditorium of Morton
Hall, will begin at 7:30pm. The
public is invited. Lecture topics

and speakers are listed below:

April 12-Dr. Michael Geisler

(Guilford College) will speak on
Germany: "A New Song, A
Better Song?" Geisler, who has

degrees from the University of

Mannheim and from Pittsburgh

University visits Germany several

times a year and is a world

renowned specialist in German
television documentary films. He

The free lectures, to

be held In Bryan
Auditorium of Morton

hell, will begin at

7:30pm.

has written extensively on the

Holocaust and on journalistic

writing, and is now completing a

book on German television.

April 19-Dr. Allen Josephs

(University of West Florida) will

speak on Spain: "The
Hispanophile Imperative"
Josephs, a university research

professor, has written many'
books on Garcia Lorca and on
Spanish culture. He has degrees

from the University of North
Carolina, the University of
Madrid, New York University,

and Rutgers.

May 3-Dr. John Coombes
(University of Essex, England and
the University of New Mexico)
will address the question of
contemporary France and Great

Britain: "Reflections on the Left

Socialism in France and Great
Britain Since 1945." Coombes
has written extensively on
politics and literature, including a

book on the French Popular
Front.

In addition to the Department
of Foreign Language and
Literatures, other sponsors
include the Office of the Dean of

College of Arts and Sciences and
the Office of International
Programs. For additional

information, please contact Dr.

McNab at 395-3340.

Off Campus Connection
Good Nutrition Comes With Knowlege

As an off campus student,

especially for those who are first-

time renters, it is very easy to

make nutritional mistakes while

away from home.

One mistake in general is

eating out: Most (if not all) fast

food establishments pack their

meals with fat, salt and sugar-all

to enhance the flavor and to make
it cheaper to produce. Fried foods
are high in calories and fat—3 or 4

times that of its normal calorie

content. Cheese and dressings

together can add up to 200
calories to a burger or sandwich.
Pizza is generally high in fat and
calories mainly due to cheeses,

sausage and pepperoni, and thick

crusts. Mexican food is generally

packed with nutrients and is

reasonable in calories, but adding
cheese and guacamole can triple

the calorie count. So be very
cautious about eating out a lot.

Mistake number two: Grocery

shopping. The same fat and
calories facts can be applied to

processed foods. For instance,

crackers are very high in sodium
(Can have as much as half our
daily allowance for sodium in one
serving of crackers) and high in

hydrogenated fats, such as
coconut and cottonseed oils.

These hydrogenated oils cannot be
easily digested and therefore stay

in our bodies and can clog our
arteries. Polyunsaturated and
monounsaturated oils and high
fiber foods can help rid the body
of these saturated fats. The best

bet when grocery shopping is to

purchase fresh meats (including

beef) and vegetables and prepare

these at home. Tip: DONT GO
SHOPPING HUNGRY!!! If you
go shopping hungry, then you'll

be more tempted to buy the "easy

access" foods such as crackers,

donuts, HoHo's, etc., which are

very high in fat, salt, and sugar.

The third major mistake one

makes while living away from
home is skipping breakfast.

When you skip breakfast, your

daily metabolism slows down in

to what is called the "starvation

mode." Whatever you eat later in

the day will not be metabolized

properly and will result in the

"bulge". And unless you are in a

tremendous hurry, shy away from

fast food breakfast items-they are

loaded with fat calories, and one

breakfast at one of these fast food

establishments can provide a full

day's fat allowance (and

sometimes half your suggested

daily caloric intake)!!

If you are interested in more
nutrition tips, LivWell Center is

a great resource for information

on nutrition, including facts

about your favorite fast food

restaurants and a video tape about

food shopping. Contact LivWell

at 395-3683 or stop by room
104-UU.

Leadership Center Needs Volunteers
Po|ice q^ g^ M p^^

BY IDLES RICHIE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Ever since it was established,

The Leadership Center has been

actively recruiting volunteers to

assist local and national volunteer

programs. The volunteer

program was developed last year

by The Leadership Center for

students and organizations at

UNCW interested in helping with

community service projects.

Agencies needing volunteers

contact The Leadership Center

who in turn networks these

opportunities to interested
individuals and organizations on
campus.

In September of last year The
Leadership Center held the first

Volunteer Fair in conjunction

with the Student Activities fair.

This was UNCW's first fair held

for the purpose of recruiting

volunteers for community service

agencies. Over twenty agencies

sent representatives to recruit

volunteers, and more than fifty

students responded b y
volunteering their time and efforts

to help these agencies.

One group that has benefited

from The Leadership Center

volunteer program is the UNCW
Greeks. The sororities and

fraternities on campus are able to

collect information from The
Leadership Center about various

philanthropic programs in need of

volunteer help. The Greeks on

campus have held various projects

to aid local and national non-
profit agencies. Over Greek
Weekend, which was held March
15-18, IFC and Panhellenic

Council sponsored a raffle to

benefit the Kurt Lindstrom

Volunteer Fund. Over 1000

Greeks sold raffle tickets and

participated in the Greek Weekend
festivities.

Cape Fear Litera recently

received help from Kappa Sigma,

Chi Omega, Delta Sigma Theta,

Omega Psi Phi, and Phi Beta

Sigma.

Chi Phi fraternity continues to

hold various projects to raise

money for the Muscular
Dystrophy Association. Delta

Sigma Phi participated in Walk
America to raise money for the

March of Dimes, and the

fraternity has also worked with

the local YMCA by sponsoring a

little league basketball team.
Kappa Pi Theta and Alpha Delta

Phi have made many new "little"

friends by tutoring children after

school. For almost a year, Kappa

Pi Theta sorority has gone daily

to Taylor Homes Family Services

Northside Center to tutor the

children in their studies. The
sorority has also held two car

washes to raise money for the

Northside Center. Alpha Delta Pi

has recently adopted a mini-

mentor program to tutor local

elementary children that are
behind in their learning level.

People Understanding the

Severely Handicapped, PUSH,
got help from Pi Kappa Phi when
the fraternity wheeled each other

around in wheel chairs for 48
hours, and managed to raise

almost fifteen hundred dollars for

this national agency.

The Leadership Center hopes

to further the volunteer program
next year by publishing a

monthly volunteer newsletter

which will highlight
organizations community service

projects and offer information

about agencies in need of
volunteers.

If anyone is interested in

learning more about the available

community volunteer program,

please contact The Leadership

Center at 395-3877.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT WILMINGTON MISSION STATEMENT

Instructions; You are invited to share your thoughts about the future of our

university. Your comments will be considereel as the university's mission

statement is revised to reflect what we value and what UNCW should become in

the years ahead.

TEACHING; (Including the role of advising, curriculum development,

instructional matters as well as the future direction of academic programs at

the undergraduate and graduate levels.)

BY AMY PETROrn.l.l
STAFF WRITER

UNCW campus police
provides, through intramurals, the

opportunity to learn self defense.

This "free" opportunity available

to students, faculty, and staff,

deals strictly with Japanese
martial arts, all of which are

taught by Parker Howies.
Howies, after six years experience

in maitial arts, is a first degree
black belt. His job here on
campus is athletic security, while

his career plans lie with law
enforcement

Howies explained that in the

defense classes, a few weeks are

spent on each of the arts, so that

the students are sufficient in what
they are learning. Although
Howies emphasizes that Karate is

used for defense only, the students

learn to use their entire body as a

weapon itself, using punches,
blocks, kicks and strikes. Judo is

the art in which the opposition's

center of balance is used against

them. In Judo, flips are executed
and the resulting fall is what
injures the assailant. The third

area of concentration, Aikedo, is a

defensive art involving nerves and
holds,

Howies believes that one
factor holding people's interest in

the class is that they also learn

defense against guns, knives, and
sticks. "People cant believe that

they can remove a weapon from

another person's hand," he stated.

"All of these techniques fit in

well with rape awareness. All

martial arts are applicable to

positions or situations people

may encounter."

Officer Hunter Davis feels that

what is learned in the classes can

be applied to any potentially

violent situation. "There are a lot

of real simple things people can

do to defend themselves from an

attacker," he stated. Although
there is no guarantee that these

things will always work, Davis

points out that at least there is an

option. He also points out

though, that common sense and
better judgment should always be

used, for even if someone knows

People can't believe that

they can remove a

weapon from another

person's hand.

self defense, it is not always best

to try it.

"The best way to avoid a bad
situation," said Davis, "is to

avoid it, even though that sounds
over simplistic."

Davis went on to explain that

anytime someone feels
uncomfortable, they should try to

get away from the situation

before anything can occur.

Davis emphasizes the crime
prevention aspect of the defense

program. "The last thing we
want to do is teach people to

fight and initiate a bad situation

whenever possible."

According to Davis, the

classes are kept simple so that

anyone can attend at any time and

learn the "basic simple things

that can be easily recalled."

Howies feels that one can fully

benefit from about ten classes.

He explained that each class

would feature something different

and that after ten classes the
student concentrates on toning up
his skills. "Repetition is

necessary until you are affluent,"

he said. He commented that the

process of learning a martial art is

long and gradual. "The hard
part," he said, "is initially getting

there."

Although the program has
been going on since the fall,

Howies feels that "People aren't

aware that it is being offered."

He estimated a participation

range from 6-30 students. The
number of students, he explained,

generally depends on the
advertisement for the classes.

According to Davis, campus
police started the program when
they say a good opportunity to

make defense education available

to people. Both Davis and
Howies consider the program to

be a success. "The students have
gotten so good," stated Howies.

"We are going to try to
continue the program through

next year," said Davis. "I think

its a good program to have
available."

The main focus for next year,

according to Davis, will be more
publicity for the program.
During the remaining weeks of
the semester, the classes will be
held as they have been, on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6-7

pm in the mat room at Hanover
Hall.

RESEARCH. SCHOLARSHIP. AND ARTISTIC ACHIEVEMENT; (In relation to the

expanding role of faculty development, intellectual climate, regional and

.national visibility, etc.)

SERVICE; (To the academic community and the community at large.)

Day Care Services Available For Vacation

*

igroDEWT-RELATED MATTERS; (Size of UNCW, type of students to attract,

qualities and skills to be developed, related support services, etc.)

make it different from other colleges and universities?)
irrgnNOT AiWTHJTES; (When you think of UNCW, what are the attributes that

ormER tiNirasiTV-REIATED MATTERS; (Please feel free to provide additional

ideas about the mission and future direction of UNCW on a separate sheet.

)
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NEWS EDITOR

As the result of tremendous

support given by proponents of

child care, the UNCW
administration has agreed to allow

the School of Education and the

Department of Psychology to run

a day care program during the

week of public school Spring

Break, April 16-20.

The University has conceded

to sponsor the program
temporarily. Volunteers from the

community, university student

body and faculty have offered to

help run the program.

According to Aida Toplin, a

strong proponent of child care on

campus, the extraordinary
response to the registration form

printed in last week's edition of

The Seahawk helped
administrators to determine the

need for the week of day care.

Although day care will bring a

tremendous amount of relief for

some people, Toplin indicated

that the University will have to

deal with several problems.
Liability and program supervision

were two primary concerns of the

administration, Toplin said.

"The goal is to establish a

permanent child care system,"

commented psychology professor

Polly Applefield who will be

coordinating the Spring Break

child care program. She adds, "It

will take a lot of time and work

to establish this type of program

permanently. Presently, we are

working with the academic areas

and the University to plan an

outstanding service."

Currently, 10 out of the 16

Universities in the UNC system

have child care services.

Advocate Nancy Brown, who

works for The Early Childhood

Development Center of North

Carolina, spoke to students,

faculty and staff about models and

procedures for child care services

during a meeting held last week.

Although child care services

are still very much in the

planning stages, Toplin is

confident that they will become a

reality at UNCW. "The
University has been cooperative

and I feel that they will definitely

pass [the child care program]."

Seniors Take Note For Graduation
As graduation time nears many students, parents and friends are preparing to celebrate the happy occasion.

Caps and gowns will be arriving and may be picked up from April ninth through May twelfth. Graduate

students will be able to pick up their paraphernalia from May seventh through the twelfth.

Because of the record numbers of graduates expected, there will be limited seating in Trask Coliseum.

Therefore, tickets will be issued when the student picks up his cap and gown.
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any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The

Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication of any
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University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd . Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The

Seahawk.
The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 p.m. Monday for Thursday's paper. The
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Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor,

This letter is in response to

the article in the March 22 edition

of the Seahawk about Alec
Brownlow's attempt to have the

"Chunk Light" tuna banned from

the cafeteria. Before Alec takes it

upon himself to have this product

banned I think he needs to get

some facts straight. First is the

fact that the purse-seiners that

catch the tuna have improved their

techniques to help the dolphins

survive. The nets have been
improved by making the mesh

smaller so the dolphins won't get

entangled and they now put divers

into the water to help the dolphins

out of the net. Also, instead of

killing dolphins that don't escape

the net, they put them back in the

water with little or no harm done.

To me it does not make sense that

the fishermen would senselessly

kill the dolphins since they rely

on the dolphins to help them find

the tuna. Does this make any

sense to you, Mr. Brownlow?

Another thing that needs to be

taken into consideration is what is

happening to the fishermen. By
banning the tuna, the fishermen

will be losing their jobs. For

most of these men. fishing is their

unly livelihood, and the only

thing they know how to do. Their

trade has been handed down to

them from their fathers and

grandfathers. If their trade is taken

Editor's Note:

To respond to this letter, we
must contradict some of your

assumptions. First of all, no one

is trying to put commercial
fishermen out of business. In

fact, American tuna '»« rmen are

not the primary tu-vit of the

boycott, although many are

i ontribuling to the problem.

Dolphins, like many other sea

dwelling mammals do not

replenish themselves at a rate

sufficient to bear this depletion.

They do not reach sexual maturity

until they are several years old,

and they do not breed every year.

To place this in perspective, the

damage to the Atlantic inshore

dolphin population from the red

tide (Approximately 100
creatures) is not expected to be

corrected for almost a hundred

years.

Present US Department of
Marine Fisheries regulations in

the Pacific allow fishermen to kill

twenty times that number each
year. When that number is

reached, fishing is stopped. The
changes in the nets, and the use of
divers are helping to keep the

seasons open longer. Even so,

fishing was called to a halt last

season when the number of
dolphins killed reached thr limit.

away they won't have anything to

fall back on. Also, they would

lose their boats which can cost

several million dollars. They

wouldn't be able to sell them

because the boats would be

obsolete. Furthermore, it

wouldn't be just the purse-seiners

that would be losing their jobs. A
majority of the yellowfin tuna

caught are caught by hook and line

fishermen. The hook and line

fishermen in no wa> harm the

dolphins.

Altogether, the actions taken

by Mr. Brownlow and people like

him around the country could wind

up harming thousands of people.

Don't just think of the jobs lost,

also think about the lost revenue.

Fishermen have to pay taxes on

their boats, engines, equipment,

fuel and other miscellaneous

items. These taxes would all be

lost. I hope that everybody that

signed Mr. Brownlow's petition

will reconsider their decisions and

decide whether the effect on the

fishermen and the community
outweigh the effects of a few

dolphins being killed. 1

understand Mr. Brownlow's
concern over the dolphins, but 1

think that there are other

environmental issues that deserve

more attention.

Andrew Kraft

Commereial-charterboat fisherman

Somehow, government
officials have decided that this

huge annual loss is acceptable.

The problem that follows is that

American fishermen who don't

like the regulations re-register

their boats in Mexico and Central

America. By doing this, they are

exempted from the US laws. The

tuna canneries don't care who
supplies the fish they sell, as long

as the price is right. These
canneries and their suppliers are

the targets of the boycotts, not

American fishermen.

As for the statement that the

majority of tuna caught are taken

by hook and line, we have no

argument. It is accepted that most

tuna are not caught by the
controversial method (although

one wonders at the validity of the

hook and line statement). This is

one of the reasons that The
Seahawk is hesitant to come out

in support of a general boyc »tt of

tuna. We feel that it would be

more productive to boycott

companies that use tuna caught by

non-US registered boats, and to

lobby strongly that the acceptable

kill limits be reevaluated and
lowered. The Seahawk does

however fully support Brownlow's

plan tofind a substitute for chunk-

light tuna on the UNCW campus.
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Objectivism Leads To A Shallow Education

I've been reading a book about

education that really has my mind

churning. One of the author's

themes is that our external

classroom education process does

not support and even represses

another component that is

essential for any growing sense of

well-being, that is, internal

development of the self. The

conventional classroom focuses

almost always outward--on

nature, on history, on someone

else's vision of reality.

Objectivism is the norm. Even

in the laboratory or on field trips

we are dealing with matters that

are "out there", apart from us and

knowing becomes a kind off

spectator sport. The result is that

our universities often produce

people who are capable of

functioning with confidence in

our technological society, but

move into the world without

having achieved any kind of inner

clarity.

E.F. Schumacher writes

"world crises multiply and

everyone deplores the shortage, or

even total lack, of 'wise'

men/women, unselfish leaders,

trustworthy counselors, etc. It is

hardly rational to expect such

high quality from people who
have never done any inner work

and would not even understand

what is meant by the words."

I remember my graduate
program in counseling that

functioned in a very different

manner and focused more on inner

work than objective knowledge
about counseling. Well over half

the hours required for the degree

were taken up in the group work

wherein the participants were

encouraged and challenged to deal

with the issues within themselves

that got in the way their being

effective counselors. The theory,

which I believe is correct, is that

the best kind of counselor is one

who is in touch with him or

herself, able to claim strengths

was valued just as highly as

learning the specific theories and

techniques of counseling.

When I ask about people's

goals, I consistently hear the

desire expressed that "I want to be

happy". I am absolutely

convinced that we have absolutely

no chance for satisfaction and

happiness in life if we do not take

seriously the inner work o f

personal and spiritual formation

along with the outward work that

involves the "mastery" of a

certain kind, and amount of

knowledge. In an

autobiographical note, the author

of the book 1 am reading notes,

"Having survived the competition

of the academic community, I've

formed a 'successful' self image

that carried me confidently into

adulthood (an adulthood that

proceeded to batter my self image,

demanding a deeper sort of

assurance than success can ever

provide)." He is right.

Many people who work hard

to be successful in their careers

and succeed, find that MCtcv< to

be hollow because they have not

done the inner work that provides

and take responsibilitv for

weaknesses. Such "inner work"

the true internal security that is '<

critical to sustain the fleeting and I

changing images of success.

m

The inner work of consciously -

focusing on our personal and
spiritual development (formation)

is critical. The university
provides all kinds of experiences,

both within the classroom and in

all that goes on outside the

classroom, that challenge our

beliefs and values and disturbs us

personally in all kinds of ways.

The resources in terms of "inner

work" are readily available. What
appears to be missing is the

insight that doing such "inner

work" is important and the

courage to reach out to find that

person or group that will share

and, perhaps, lead us on this

exciting, disturbing journey of

personal growth and
transformation.

The possibility of joy and the

power that sustains life in a

complex world lies not in our

transcripts. It lies in our seeing

this whole experience we call

higher education as an invitation

to "Know Thyself."

Dear Editor,

It's very hard for me to accept

the fact that John Evans, an
eloquent and vivacious English

professor at UNCW, is being told

to leave at the end of the

semester. What kind of human
being would make such a

terminal decision without
consulting other people, mainly

students, in this matter.

John Evans taught me to

think for myself and to believe

that my views count as well as

anyone else's. He brings
imagination to a literature that I

used to think was totally

irrelevant. He has the
determination that encourages

each student to seek beyond the

literary repertoire of a text to

create his/her own meanings of

the readings.

John has all the fine qualities

that make a great teacher:

patience, feedback, organization,

discipline, mastery of the subject,

and most of all love of teaching.

He has taught his class that

literature can hold a mirror up for

us to see how things really are.

How can we hold a mirror up to

the University and let them see

their actions and how the students

will suffer by not benefitting

from his insightful teaching?

Why can't the school give a really

good lecturer the chance to do

what he does well?

My purpose for writing is to

let students know what decisions

are being made behind their

backs. We pay the University to

provide us with the best education

possible, and how can this be

accomplished when good teachers

are removed from their positions?

I ask that students who know or

have had John as a teacher, let our

school know how we feel about

this injustice.

Ola Ahmad
Junior

Dear Editor,

The UNCW Football club is

entering into its 14th season next

semester. In that time, our club

team has won a number of Easter

Division titles. This year looks

to be a promising season. Yet,

without the hope to one day

become a varsity team, it's very

hard to keep players and fans

interested.

Everyone I talk to seems to

want a football team. I, myself,

am very tired of having to travel

two and a half hours just to see a

real UNC team, which by the

way could probably have been

beaten by UNCW last year.

It's kind of a two way street

deal. Let me explain. . . let's see,

the students won't support

football here at UNCW because

it's not a varsity program, but

wait, what do the people who
make the decisions think? Well,

there is no support of the team

we have now, so why spend

money on a program with no

support?

1 don't have all the answers,

and I don't know how much one
person can do, but I do know that

I want a real football team (no

offense guys). I'm going to show
that by going to the games our

club will be providing us with

next season. I've been to quite a

few in the past and they are fun to

watch. How about this idea? If

everyone that reads this gets one

other person to go to the first

home game we may have. . .well

what's the circulation? How
many students will read this?

Well let's say we'd be on our way
to filling the bleachers and maybe
showing the people with the pens

that we mean business and want a

varsity program.

Another way to help out

before the season might be to

look for those few green sheets of

paper floating around with the

UNCW helmets at the top. Then
sign your name to it. Yes, a

petition is being circulated to

gain support of a varsity football

program. Please, please, please.

.

. take 4.2 seconds to sign your

name. Help the football team
that has been building the

foundation for almost 14 years

here at UNCW, take the next step

towards the real thing. Maybe if

we show our support, the team
may have a chance.

Let's bring some spirit to this

campus of ours. Let's bring

football to UNCW!
Then maybe we can really

show some Seahawk pride!

Steve Sappe

Letter From The Editor
BY PHILLIP I.OIICHI TN

ED/TOR IN CHIEF

Father Knows Best, or Was That Big Brother?
Six years ago many people had

a laugh at George Orwell's

expense. After four years of

ignorant bliss under the Reagan

Administration, and an intense

wave of super-patriotism, most

Americans gave little thought to

the concept of Big Brother.

Of course, and here I apologize

to Mr. Orwell, Big Brother was

there all the time. The media

hype that played on that

patriotism and re-elected Reagan

was merely a subtle form of

"Newspeak". Military might

meant peace, hence "War is

Peace". The "Drug Epidemic" had

become a convenient excuse for

governmental scrutiny of our

private lives. . . Big Brother is

watching.

Now we are two years into

Reagan III, the Sequel to the

Sequel. The "Red Menace" has

become the pink haze and there is

panic among the war hawks. Not

to worry though, just channel all

that national paranoia into

something else, like a Drug War.

Or maybe find a Central American

bully and squash him like a

Panamanian cockroach. (Funny,

by the way, how an ex-Cia

Director had to resort to the use of

thousands of stormtroopers to

remove one dictator from office.

At least they were kinder, gentler

stormtroopers.)

Suddenly there is an
opportunity for panic right here in

our own little country.
Something is perverting our

youth. Something is turning their

minds to mush and causing

deviant behavior. A threat! A
cause! Bring out the blind lady

and crush this plague upon our

land! Call out the caped crusader

(played by none other than

Reverend Donald Wildmon) and

his trusty sidekick (played by
Tipper Gore). The evil is none
other than . . . Rock and Roll!

Mrs. Gore's reasoning is that

the music is becoming too
sexually and immorally explicit.

So, instead of telling her child,

"No little one, you can't listen to

that most disgusts the adult

oriented society and flaunt it in

their faces. It is the same
tendency which leads so many kids

to drugs and gangs.

Teen rebellion is also the

reason that the record labeling

mandates are going to fail. If a

record is labeled offensive, then

what teen-ager is going to be able

to resist buying it

Music is a soapbox, for expression,
just like any other medium. . .

that stuff anymore", she is trying

to tell America, "No, none of you

can listen to this anymore."

It is as though the sexuality of

rock music has finally struck her.

Come on! The very term, Rock'n
Roll was coined by a black lady

musician in reference to the sex

act. It was applied to an

unclassifiable form of music by a

witty DJ and the rest, as is too

often said, is history. This may
have been an underground secret in

1954, but it is fairly general

knowledge today.

Other parents jumped on the

band wagon and accused rock
music of turning their children

into Devil worshippers or causing

them to commit suicide. True,

some bands did try to portray

certain taboo lifestyles, and their

album covers and music were
decorated with symbolism that

they probably understood less than

the kids who bought it. Even so,

the kids were attracted by the

taboo, not the devil. It is natural

teen-age rebellion to find the thing

Rock music was founded on
rebellion. It is the music of three

generations of rebels. For almost

forty years, the establishment has

fought it and lost. Ed Sullivan

forbade the camera crews from

showing Elvis from the waist

down. He made Mick Jagger

change the lyrics of a song before

a television appearance. Now
Elvis is remembered for that

swinging pelvis, and the Stones'

"Let's Spend the "Night Together"

gets as much airplay as it ever did

during the late sixties.

Labeling records is not the

answer, but if the establishment

wants to make another futile

gesture, fine. A parent who really

is concerned with bringing his

child up in some idyllic fantasy

world where there is no bad
language or racism or sexual

promiscuity, does have the right

to know that his child's choice of

music contains lyrics that convey
explicit sexual conduct. Of
course, this parent would hardly

allow his child to buy an album

l b ^

by a group named Lubricated Goat
or Do It Doggie Style, or Niggers

With Attitudes. (These are all real

bands.)

Some songs do contain racist,

homophobic, and xenophobic
lyrics. Therefore, if you are of a

race other than that of the artist, if

you are homosexual, or if you are

from another country, don't buy
the album. That is how the

labeling could be justifiable.

Unfortunately, there is a

superior court judge in Florida

who does not think labeling is

enough. He has decided that

because a certain album contains

especially bad words, it should be
illegal to sell. He has passed an
ordinance that makes record store

owners subject to arrest if they

stock this record in their shops.

This ruling sets a precedent that, if

not defeated, alters t h e

interpretation of the Constitution.

Several other states are considering

similar laws.

Music is a soap box for the

expression of ideas and opinions,

just like any other medium. If

you disagree with what the artist
' is saying, don't buy the album. It

is not for political sycophants or
bible waving frantics to say what
we or our children should be
allowed to hear. It is time,
people, to quit letting others fight

against these injustices for us.

Make your opinions known to

congress and the senate. Big
Brother is poised for a major strike

against another freedom that once
meant so much us. If things are

allowed to continue, columns like

this may one day be little more
than a vague memory.

».
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Help Wanted
Summer application for Motel Desk Clerk and store clerk (one position). Housing possible-Freshman

status or higher and returning to school. Gilbert Alphin Kure Beach, NC Call 458-5752.

Cheerleading Instructors Needed for Summer Camps in N.C. If you love cheering, this is the

summer job for you! College experience not necessary, but you must have a strong high school

background. Flexible scheduling and great pay! Call collect for more information: (919)383-0086.

Wanted-Associate Brokers need microcomputer experience. No selling, no fixed hours. Call PC-Broker

343-4301.

Miscellaneous
Roommate needed: Furnished 2 bedroom 2 bath, non smoking female needed as summer roommate. $22

month + 1/2 utilities 395-6912.

DOCK STREET INN Comfortable elegance in the heart of historic district. All rooms have private baths.

Full breakfast. Near all attractions. ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS-special rates for your family

members attending May graduation exercises. For reservations call 919-763-7 128.

Typing: Fast, Accurate, Reasonable Rates. Call 392-6892.

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet there anytime from DC or NYC for $160 or less

with AIRHITCH (as reported in Consumer Reports, NY Times, ALet's Go!) For details , call 212-864-

2000

WIN A HAWAnAN VACATION OR BIG SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO $1400 IN

JUST 10 DAYS!!!!
Objective: Fundraiser

Commitment: Minimal

Money: Raise $1,400

Cost: Zero Investment

Campus organization, clubs, frats, sororities call OCMC: (800)932-0528 or (800)950 8472 EXT 10

Come shop- Apple Macintosh 512E $799 like new. Call PC Broker 343-4301.

Someone you know is shopping for a computer friend? Relative & employer? Call PC Broker with the

name and number of the shopper. If they buy from us, you get $100 for you tip. 343-4301.

ICISIC
Colonial Storace

Centers

Don't Haul It - "Stall" It!

Colonial Storage Centers has stalls m a variety

of sizes to fit any storage need Visit our resident
manager to reserve your stall for the summer or
by the month

CLEAN • CONVENIENT • LOW RATES

Reserve your Space Today'
426 S. College Rd.

799-7610

BMW
A

in

PEPSI
A GENERATION AHEAD

Pepsi Cola of Wilmington

Earn up to $100 a

month for

SPRING BREAK!!!

Get fifteen dollars

the first three uisits,

fi'JG e»tra ujhen you
bring a friend.

WILMINGTON
DONOR CENTER

CORNER OF WRIGHTSVILLE
AND17TH

102 S. 17TH

763-5213

r'VlLLE &S

530 CAUSEWAY DRIVE WRIGHTSVILLE BEACH 256-2265
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Spike Knows Sports? You Want To Bet Do ya Know Radio?
Do you want to make a

million dollars? Do you want to

be rich beyond your wildest

dreams? Would you like to have

so much money that Donald
Trump calls you for a loan? Wait

no longer, the answer is here!

Yes, for a limited time you can

assure yourself the winning pick

in any sporting event

It's the all new Spike
Bensonhurst sports hotline. For

a mere $1.95 per minute you can

hear who I pick for upcoming
events. Then all you have to do is

bet on whoever 1 pick to loose.

For $1.95 per minute you
must be thinking how can you be

sure that Spike will pick the

wrong team? Let's take a look at

my record.

1980: 1 started the year

picking the Rams over the

Steelers. Next 1 bet a dollar with

my best friend on the NCAA
finals that year that UCLA would

beat Louisville. for 2.

1981: 1 picked North
Carolina over Indiana in the

NCAA finals. Lost two bucks

on that one. For some unknown
reason I bet on Philadelphia to

beat the Raiders. Another dollar

down the crapper.

1982: Bad year. One of two

times in my life that 1 bet on

Georgetown. I didn't know who
Michael Jordan was. Lived to

regret it

1983: Another bad call on
my part. Thought Houston was
too strong for Coach Valvano's

"Cardiac Pack". Cost me five

dollars.

1984: Picked Houston again.

this time to beat Georgetown.
Beggining to become discouraged

at this point. Another five

dollars down the tube.

1985: Thought for sure this

year I had the right team.

Georgetown looked like a lock to

win again. Villanova cost me ten

bucks (first time I had a job so I

bet a little more to recoup

previous losses.)

1986: I pulled against
Louisville again like in 1980, and

this time it cost me ten bucks.

Picked the Broncos to beat the

Giants and of course the Giants

destroyed them. Looked like a

good bet because I got a 14 point

spread. Another 10 spot gone.

1987: Very bad year tor me.

Started off by picking the

Broncos (again) over the

Redskins. Didn t seem like a bad

bet at the time because the guy I

bet with gave me 21 points this

time. (What's really depressing is

the guy I bet with lives in

Colorado and he keeps betting on

the other team.) Continued my
streak by taking Syracuse to beat

Indiana and again the Big East

cost me money. O for 2 and lost

twenty bucks.

1988: In April I put my
money on Oklahoma to beat

Kansas. Didn't think Manning
could carry them. Obviously he

was stronger than he looked.

(Resisted betting on the Super

Bowl this year, but I felt that the

Bengals would take the 49er's.)

1989: Tried my luck in three

sports this year. Started with a

resounding loss when I picked

Seton Hall over Michigan

(another damn Big East team).

Thought I would make up for this

with a sure thing (the Lakers over

the Pistons), but when I bet on
LA, Magic and Byron Scott got

injured. I kind of felt
responsible.

Closed out a perfect season

by taking the Broncos (brain

damage) over the 49er's, and this

time got a 28 point spread. At
this point I was sure that John

Elway and all the coaches in the

Big East were conspiring against

me.

1990: I really hoped that the

new decade would bring me luck,

but so far it doesn't look

promising. So far this year I

have allready blown the NCAA
tournament. 1 boasted to all who
would listen that the ACC was
overrated, and just to prove me
wrong all of them made it to the

sweet sixteen (well, maybe not

all of them, but it seemed like it).

Thank God 1 changed my
mind in time to bet on Duke in

the finals. In fact my old buddy

called me when Duke fell behind

by 8 and asked me if I wanted to

double the bet. And as you

guessed, I figured Duke would
come back. I guess I doomed
them. . . sorry.

Oh well, I guess I am just not

cut out to pick the winner, but if

you want to be one, call now.

That's 1-900-IM-CLUELESS.
Remember the NBA finals are

coming up, and don't forget the

Kentucky Derby. I've never tried

horse racing, but I am sure I

could get the hang of it.

Coming Soon On Video
Look Who's Talking: John Travolta,

Kirstie Alley.

Sea of Love: Al Pacino, Ellen

Barken.

Black Rain: Michael Douglas, Andy
Garcia.

cps ISH ...ir

Sex, Lies, and Videotapes: James

Spader, Andie MacDowell.
Johnny Handsome: Mickey Rourke,

Ellen Barken.

Eric The Viking: Tim Robbins, John

Cleese.

New Releases On Video
Field of Dreams: Kevin Costner,

James Earl Jones, Amy Madigan.
Dead Poets Society: Robin
Williams.

Young Einstien: Yahoo Serious.

Honey, I Shrunk The Kids: Rick

Moranis.

Little Monsters: Fred Savage.

An Innocent Man: Tom Selleck.

Casualties of War: Sean Penn,

Michael J. Fox.

Shocker: Directed by Wes Craven.
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Pretty Woman: Richard Gere,

Julia Roberts.

Rating: 8 out of a possible

10.

In Pretty Woman Julia

Roberts stars as Vivian, a young
uneducated prostitute who meets

Prince Charming while turning a

trick. Prince Charming it turns

out is actually a wealthy
corporate raider named Edward
(Gere). Edward, it seems has
grown tired of women trying to

marry him for his money, so he
finds a woman who asks for the

money in advance.

Once Edward spends one night

with Vivian he decides to make
her on offer to spend the week
with him, for a fee of course.

During the next week they find

that they are more alike than they

ever imagined.

The rest of the movie is a

little predictable, with an ending

you would expect. However,
getting there is a lot of fun.

The supporting cast is

excellent, with several fine

performances. Ralph Bellamy
plays an aging corporate
executive, whose company is

being taken over by Edward as an
investment

Hector Elizando (Tom Hanks
boss in Nothing In Common) is

good as the Hotel manager who
gives Vivian tips on etiquette,

and falls for her charm. Another
solid performance was turned in

by Laura San Giacoma (Sex, Lies
and Videotapes), who plays
Vivian's nice-but-dumb friend.

There are several good points

made about American business in

this film. Edward is confused
when he tells Vivian that he buys
companies, and then sells them in

pieces. She can't understand how
he is rich since he doesn't

actually make a product. She
points out to him that their

professions are actually very

similar. This is shown when
Edward says: "We both screw
people for money".

Both stars should be happy
with their performances in Pretty

Woman. Gere is coming off

being a complete sleaze in

Internal Affairs, while Julia

Roberts turns in a great

performance coming off her

nomination for best supporting

actress in Steel Magnolias. This

is a funny, and romantic movie.

Take a date. Pretty Woman is

playing at the Oleander 6.

By the way, if you see

someone who looks like Julia

Roberts or Keifer Sutherland in

Wilmingion it might be them.

Several Seahawk writers have
seen the couple around
Wilmington at Max's Mexican
Eatery, and at Red Dogs.

One, or both of them are

working on a movie so be on the

lookout. And Julia, if Keifer

gives you any trouble, there were

at least twenty to thirty guys at

the movies the other night who
would volunteer to take his place.

The line starts right behind me.

Last week CD's, this week
college radio. Do ya know!? Do
ya know!? Do ya know!?
UNCW has a campus radio
station sitting at 90.9 on your
FM dial, but there is one catch,

it's on cable fm. What's the

difference? Well I'm just getting

to that.

Cable FM is a relatively

new concept, it incorporates all of

the advantages of regular "over

the air" radio. But there is one
disadvantage, the cable that is

hooked up into your television

will either have to be split or

connected into your stereo.

The connection is made right

where you would hook up your
antenna. Currently all on-campus

housing receives cable FM and
anyone off campus who has cable

can call Vision Cable, and for a

"slight" fee they will install a

device that will allow you to

watch cable tv and cable FM at

the same time (what a country).

First off 90.9 WLOZ like I said

is on cable FM and almost
everyone who reads this article

can receive it.

WLOZ operates seven days

a week and stops broadcasting at

twelve midnight. If you are

wondering what kind of music
WLOZ plays, it ranges from
alternative music of all forms:

heavy metal, reggae, jazz, and in

the works gospel and rap. Each
of the aforementioned types of

music is presented in specialty

shows which last about two-

hours, the remainder of the

broadcast hours consist of
alternative music.

WLOZ also has Thirsty

Thursday in which they give

away six packs of soda from 5pm
to 1 1pm. WLOZ is planning to

go "over the air" FM within the

next twelve months, they are in

the process of applying for a

Federal Communications
Commision license which is a
long drawn out process.

So now that you know t'lat,

you do have an alternative source

of music available, and if you

have any questions or comments,
I urge you to call WLOZ at 395-
3086 and leave a message.
Staying with the same topic of
alternative music, let's get on
with the review. Did ya know,
did ya know, did ya know! Now
You Do!!

Nice Strong Arm-Stress City

Homestead

two 1/2 teeth

This is the third album from
this Austin, Texas based trio.

This is my first experience with
this group, and I found it hard to

compare them with other groups
because they sound like Nice
Strong Arm and not 50 million
other bands. The music is

definitely rock oriented as each
track is harshly strummed and
often similar to early Cure, but
different in its own right.

For those people who don't

like harsh (word of the day)
vocals, I found the vocals,

smooth most of the time with a

few moans and groans. The
guitar and drums are handled well

and the album really shines. The
moods shift from what seems to

be depression to ecstasy as the
tempo changes.

Some recommended tracks

include Stress City, White
Wonder, and Lost Sleep. Don't
be afraid to get this album if you
are a fan of Joy Division or the

Cure, Nice Strong Arm's Stress

City is a worthwhile purchase.

OOPs: Last weeks review of the Raw Bar should not have been entitled

"Locals Beware of Raw Bar", nor should that sentence been included at the

end of the review.
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April 5- April 11

Thursday

Mad Monk:
Johnny Quest.

Guiseppes: Live

Entertainment.

Front Street:

Wilmingtunes.

Trask Coliseum:

Alabama.

Friday

Mad Monk:
Chairman of the Board.

Guissepe's: Big
Bump and the Stun

Gunz.

Front Street:

Mike Edwards and the

Banned.

^Ai

Dine In Or Take Out At
Lox Stock & Bagels

Pretty Woman: Don't Walk On By

South College Road is

booming. Four years ago forests

lined the road, and today, many
plazas have capitalized on the

available land.

Within these plazas, there are

grocery stores, discount
department stores, clothing
stores, and specialty shops, and
also some new restaurants.

With the addition of the

Walmart Plaza, came the

emergence of Wilmington's first

bagel shop; Lox Stock & Bagels.

The store was opened by a few

ex-New Yorkers in the fall. The
owners came here to open their

store taking advantage of the fact

that Wilmington is on the uprise.

Also, we did not have a bagel
store, so they could monopolize
the market

Their business is doing very

well. Bagels are their business,

and they serve all different kinds

of bagels, from plain to

pumpernickel with about ten

varieties in between. These
bagels are special, and they are

huge. (I'd say about the size of a

small pizza!!)

You can get butter, jelly,

eight different kinds of cream
cheese, eggs, mixed salads, or

even deli meats and cheeses on
your bagel. They can definitely

make a full meal.

In addition to bagels, Lox
Stock & Bagels also serves other

deli sandwiches served on different

kinds of bread or croissants,

hotdogs, homemade mixed salads,

tossed salads, homemade desserts,

and daily hot specials. All can be

pleased with the wide selection

offered

Service is very quick. You

order your meal by speaking with

one of the attendants behind the

counter, then they themselves

prepare your food. In a minute or

two, it's in your hands. You can
either get your food to go, or they

will put it in a basket and you
can dine in their shop.

The inside of the shop is

really cute. There are about ten

parlor style tables in a New York

Deli type setting. It's a very
comfortable atmosphere to read
the paper and have a bagel.

Lox Stock & Bagels is

convenient with their speedy
service and their long hours.

(Ever wonder where to go for
breakfast besides Hardees?) They
open at 6am on weekdays and
stay open until 8pm. On
Saturday they don't open until

7 am. Sunday hours are shorter;

8am to 5 pm. It is a verv
convenient place for breakfast and
lunch dates-especially for those in

a rush.

In their on premise bakery,
they bake their own breads and
bagels fresh daily. They also
make all of their other items fresh

in the shop. The bakery is open
for all to view and everything is

prepared before your eyes. Also,
it's good to know that they have a

sanitation rating of an A.

The prices are a little more
than you would probably expect a

bagel to cost. But, you get what
you pay for, and these are not
your ordinary bagels. Try one,

you will be impressed.

As stated earlier, Lox Stock &
Bagels is in the new Walmart
Plaza off South College Road
about 1/4 mile from UNCW.
Another convenience.

Saturday

Front Street:

Mike Edwards and

the Banned.

Guissepe's: Big

Bump and the Stun

Gunz.

Mad Monk: Molly

Hatchet.

Trask Coliseum:

Kenny Rogers.

Monday

Ortons: College

Night. .

Wednesday

Guissepe's: Live

Entertainment.

Tuesday

Front Street:

Blues Jam Society.

Mad Monk 395-0280

Front Street 763-1240

Seahawks 392-PIER

Guissepe's 256-9600
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Help Fulfill A Special Wish
Craig Shergold is a seven year

old boy who is facing life's

ultimate challenge. Craig is

dying from an inoperable brain

tumor.

The Children's Wish
Foundation, which is in the

business of granting the last

wishes of children with terminal

diseases, may be up against their

greatest challenge since talking

with Craig. This remarkable
young man does not want
something as bland as visiting

Disney World, as many other

children have requested.

Craigs wants his name in the

Guiness Book of World Records.

Craig wants to be remembered as

the person who received the

largest number of cards ever

postmarked.

Children's Wish Foundation

would like to help Craig
accomplish this goal, but to date

1,200,000+ is the standing

record. You can see why your

card and every card possible is

needed. The cards do not have to

be elaborate. They can be mailed

to;

Craig Shergold

Cl\'. .Jrens Wish Foundation

Suite 100

32 Perimeter Center East

Atlanta, GA 30346-1901

Please share this with your

family, friends, organizations, and

church groups. Help give Craig a

fighting chance.

SADD Holds Successful Tourney
BY PHI1.MP imir.HUN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

The UNCW Students Against

Drunk Driving (SADD) held their

semi-annual volleyball tourney at

Wrightsville Beach Sunday, with

around eighty participants and over

two hundred spectators. B-100
provided live radio coverage.

Steve Sappe, President of

SADD, was pleased with the

turnout. Eight greek

organizations were represented, and

two dormitories had teams. The

The competitors vie

for a 'traveling' trophy
which they are
allowed to keep until

the next tournament.

Laney High School SADD chapter

sent a men's and a women's team.

The high school teams, especially

the girls, were tough competition,

surprising the older players. The
girls' team Finished in second
place, falling only to the women
of Alpha Gamma Delta. Kappa
Sigma won the men's title. The
competitors vie for a "travelling"

trophy which they are allowed to

keep until the next tournament.

According to Sappe, the event

was held more to raise awareness

than for profit. "We want to

spread awareness about driving

drunk," he said. "We try to do it

[the tourney] every semester."

"We appreciate everybody's

support," he continued. "All year

we participate in fraternity events,

shuttling them from the bars and

parties. It is nice when they come
out and show their support for

us."

mini-
storciqe

morning/tor
EA

24
Hour

Recess

25% Off
with student I. D.

MIlMoitwtSt.

799-t7t7

FLASH PHOTO
30 MINUTE FILM_PROCESSING

hToooff"
COLOR PRINT FILM PROCESSING

ra 35mm & 110
ONE ROLL PER COUPON

NOT VAU0 WITH OTHER OFFERS

-posters

-cameras
-enlargements

-passport photos
University Centre

} XSSSStSXSSXSSS I Between Wal-Mart &
Little King Tizza

799-52H

Alpha-Omega Players
In

Neil Simon's

LAST
OF THE
RED HOT
LOVERS

A FUNNY-BONE TICKLER ON THE SUBJECTOF SEDUCTION!

ACE Presents The Alpha -Omega Players In

Neil Simon'sLast of the Red Hot Lovers

Dessert Theater Tuesday April 10 7:00 pm
East Cafe Private Dining Room Cost: $1

Produced By £

REPERTORY THEATER OF AMERICA Alpha -Omeqa Plav.rs :

Ifyou smoke 4,000hours ayear,

stopping for24won't kill you.

In fact, it might save your '.'.ft.' A!', vou have to do if join

millions of other Americans and give up smoking for a day

Because if you can quit for a day, you can quit for life.

For more information, call 1-800-ACS-2345.

*
AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY

•

^n the computeryou need to

succeed in the realworldand a

chance to use it there.

It's easy Just try our Real World Demo on a Macintosh*

computer to enter Apple's Real World Sweepstakes.

Ifyou're one of 14 Grand Prize winners, you'll get to

spend s week this summer at the organization ofyour choice

listed helow, where you'll see Macintosh computers hard at

work And when you get home, you can use your own new

Macintosh SE/30 to write your resume and follow-up letters.

There will also be 20 First Prize winners who will

receive Macintosh SE computers and 1,000 Second Prte

winners who will get Apple* T-shirts.

You really can't lose ifyou come in and get your

hands on a Macintosh today. Because once you do, you'll

see how easy it is to use and how much one could do for

you now.

You'll appreciate the value of a Macintosh computer

after you leave campus and head out into the real world,

too. But don't take our word for it Come in and try a

Macintosh and see for yourself. And ifyou

win the Grand Prize, you'll be seeing the

real world sooner than you think.

Enter Apple's RealWorld Sweepstakes and you couldwin aweek at

one ofthese leading organizations and a Macintosh computer.

I

Enter April 9 - April 27 at

the UNCW Bookstore

See your Campus Computer Resellt r fc I * te and Regulations.

O W0 An* Computer. Inc Apr*', it* Apple Ioro. Ml Mi ah art np * I tJermrfo of Apple Computer. Inc

(
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Efforts To Discourage Vacationing Students' Drinking Are Failing
(CPS) -The elaborate efforts to

discourage vacationing students

from drinking alcohol seem to be

failing.

Despite an intense campaign
urging collegians visiting

Daytona Beach, FL, to "Party

Smart," police there are making

arrests in record numbers, and

students don't show any signs of

slowing their alcohol intake.

And at South Padre Island,

Texas, the preferred spring break

spot for the western half of the

country, revelers are getting their

t ill of alcohol either by skipping

across the border to Mexico where

the drinking age is only 18 or

simply staying in South Padre

Island, where police resources are

stretched to the limits.

Daytona police are making
arrests-mostly for disorderly

conduct and illegal drinking in

record numbers. Last year, 1,898

were arrested during the five week

period.

This time around, police have

arrested 4,117 from March 2

through March 23. During the

first two weeks of break, the

Daytona Beach Rangers, a special

deputy group, arrested an

additional 2,200 people for

having open containers on the

beach.

And since Easter falls late this

year, students are expected to

continue descending on Daytona

and other hot spots through the

third week in April, leaving

plenty of time for more arrests.

The burgeoning arrest totals

haven't fazed police. "There've

been no major problems,"

declared Daytona police Sgt. John

Power, "although we've had a lot

of minor violations."

The only incident of note was

a March 6 fight between two
students-one from St. Francis

College in Pennsylvania and the

other from West Virginia

University-and four or five local

men who beat the visitors up

during an argument

While the police may be

satisfied, many students say

they're angry about the crackdown

on alcohol. "People should be

able to drink on the beach,"

complained Steven Polansky, a

sophomore at St. Petersburg

Junior College Florida. "The

cops up here suck."

"Ponch and John are
everywhere," added vacationer

Christopher Stainton. "You can

see [police officers] on every

street."

The huge show of uniforms

notwithstanding, collegians are

apparently getting all they want

to drink.

Journalism students at Ohio
University, Northwestern
University and Columbia
University conducted an informal

survey of 50 collegians
vacationing at Daytona Beach.
Fifty-nine percent of them said

that, after hotel and travel

expenses, alcohol was their No. 1

expense.

Another 26 percent said they

were spending most of their

money on food. Ten percent cited

recreational activities as their

main expense, while 4 percent

said they spent more on souvenirs

than anything else.

"I'm sure lots of alcohol's

been consumed," admitted
Daytona Beach ranger Joe Waller.

Daytona officials.citing the

lack of tragedies and destruction

of property that plagued last

year's affair, insist that
everything's going great.

"So far, things have been very

well," maintained Suzanne
Smith, executive director of the

Spring Break Festival Task
Force. The city organized the task

force to prevent a repeat of last

year's free-for-all break, in which

400,000 collegians alit on the

four-mile stretch of beach,

snarling traffic, urinating on
lawns and tearing up public and
private property.

The task force adopted the

"Party Smart" theme and sent out

a message to collegians around

the country begging them to

behave this spring break. It now

hands out blue plastic wristbands

-

-emblazoned with the "Party

Smart" phrase and, apparently

without a trace of irony, the

Budweiser logo-to students.

Smith, mindful of the
approximately $120 million in

revenue the spring breakers

provide, already is claiming a

victory.

"Daytona Beach is very much
interested in having college kids

come here. We like it and we
want it."

At South Padre Island, where

police are averaging 30-40 arrests

The spring break crowd at Daytona Beach, Flo.: "The cops up here suck
"

a day, officials also believe their

anti-drinking efforts are working.

"Things have been fairly hectic,

but nothing out of the ordinary,"

said police Capt. Tommy
Atkinson. "We're not clamping
down on anything. We're simply

answering the calls."

Hordes of students in South
Padre Island simply cross the

border into Matamoros, Mexico,

in search of cheap beer. Last

year, University of Texas student

Mark Kilroy was murdered and

dismembered during a side trip to

Matamoros.

Mexican officials started a

voluntary sign-in program for

spring breakers as a a means of

keeping track of who's there, but

few students are signing in.

Meanwhile, Texas Alcoholic

Beverage Commission agents are

stationed at the border to arrest

UVA Students Re-create Apartheid Scene
(CPS)-As part of what seems

to be a national upsurge in

student concern about apartheid in

South Africa, University of

Virginia students are planning to

give themselves a first-hand

experience in what it's like to

live in a racially segregated
country.

On April 12, UVA's librar^s,

dining halls, building entrances

and maybe even buses will be

segregated to give 15 percent of

the school population advantages

over the rest.

Project leaders will randomly

divide faculty and students into

the class groups represented in

South Africa. About 75 percent

will be in the oppressed majority.

Ten percent will be military and

15 percent will be the elite, the

class that rules the country.

Participants will wear arm bands

to designate their class.

The effort follows activity of

anti-apartheid activism on other

campuses. Students at Tulane,

Columbia and Purdue
universities, Wesleyan and

Trustees of Gettysburg
College voted Feb. 24 to pull

approximately $5.4 million out

of companies connected to South

Africa.

Observers date the renewed

stirrings on US campuses from

. . . students are planning to give
themselves a first-hand experience in what
it's like to live in a racially segregated
country.

Occidental colleges and
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology recently have issued

calls for their schools to sell off

shares in companies that do
business in South Africa.

Nelson Mandela's release from

prison Feb. 11 and the

legalization of his National
African Congress.

"Nelson Mandela's release had

a lot to do with the resurgence,"

said Kara Thompson, president of

Purdue's Association of Black

Students, which along with the

African Student Association and

the African-American Graduate

Student Association are pressing

Purdue leaders to divest.

"People have been talking

about divestment for a number of

years," Thompson said. "His

release has given people hope that

we can make a difference."

Others claim the issue never

fully faded among American
students.

"It's true [the anti-apartheid

movement] wasn't and hasn't been

as active and high profile as it

was in 1984 and 1985, but we
have always fought apartheid,"

says Rob Jones, project director

of the New York-based American

Committee on Africa.

Brown University Survey Shows Women's
Sexual Habits Have Not Changed In 15 Years
(CPS)--College women

haven't changed their sexual

habits much during the past 15

years, despite the threat of AIDS
and other sexually transmitted

diseases, a survey conducted by

Brown University professors

found.

Just a week earlier, another

study by two California

professors charged that as many

as a third of the nation's
collegians had lied in order to

have sex with someone.

The Brown study indicated that

about the same number of college

women--88 percent-said they

were sexually active as in a

survey done in 1975. About 21

percent of today's women said

they'd had more than six sex

partners, compared to 22 percent

NEWSMAKb

in 1975.

The results concerned the

researchers, who noted that kind

of promiscuity doesn't bode well

for the women's survival during

the age of AIDS.

They suggest "that public

health campaigns have not had a

substantial influence on the

habits and behavior of these well-

educated young adults," the

researchers wrote in the study,

which was published in the

March 22 edition of the New
England Journal of Medicine.

Fifteen percent to the 20
percent of the women said they

knew somebody with AIDS, but

about half said they only
occasionally worried about
getting the disease.

Public education efforts about

safe sex haven't been very

effective, agreed a California State

University-Sonoma student who
didn't want to be named. "There's

room for more advocacy," she

said.

Nevertheless, women who had

their partners use condoms
increased from 14 percent in 1975

to 41 percent in 1989.

Brown University researcher

Stephen Zinner, who co-authored

the survey with William

McCormack of the State

University of New York Health

Sciences Center and Brown
colleagues Dr. Barbara Debuono,

Maxim Daamen and Roger

Williams, said that while the

condom statistic is encouraging,

it still isn't comforting.

"If less than 50 percent of the

women in this educated college

group use condoms, one would
have to wonder what the

proportion is in other groups," he

said.

"Students have to protect

themselves even if they feel

pressured by their partners," said

Joanne Hellebrand of the

American College Health
Association in the wake of the

campus sex lies study released

March 12 by professors at

California State University-

Northridge and the University of

California-Los Angles.

Results of the Brown study

were based on questionnaires

filled out by women who
researchers described only as

attending the same "large private

university in the Northeast."
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anyone under 21 who crosses the

border with alcohol in hand.

South Padre's Atkinson, for

one, says an excursion to Mexico
isn't worth the risk of being

arrested upon returning to the US
or finding a worse fate in Mexico. !

"They don't need to go to

Mexico to drink," Atkinson says.

They can drink right here. Where '

there's a will there's a way."

From The Wire. . .

(CPS)--A computer virus called

"Stoned" -which zaps files and

replaces them with the message

Your computer has been stoned.

Legalize marijuana"-- circulated

through an estimated 30
computers at North Carolina

State University March 21-22.

"It has been nightmarish,"

complained Tracy Carver of the

Humanities Computer Lab,
which had to shut down for a day

and a half to restore its machines

to working order.

(CPS) -About 100 students ended

a two-day sit-in at Adrian (Mich.)

College March 23 after President

Stanley Craine agreed to
reprimand college choir Director

Art Jones for scheduling a concert

at and exposing them to insults at

an apparently segregated church in

Richland, Ga.

Two black students had angrily

withdrawn from the choir when
Richland church officials

expressed "concerns" about

finding housing for Adrian's
racially integrated choir.

Jones also personally apologized

to the demonstrators for the

singers' "pain and anguish."

Meanwhile, police arrested 45
University of California-Berkeley

students during a violent two-day
sit-in demanding that officials

hire two more minority
professors and start a department

for gay, lesbian and bisexual

studies.

(CPS)--Two-year college students

paid an average of 6 percent more
tuition in 1989-90 than they did

in 1988-89, but their school's

spending on teachers, buildings

and resources fell about 1 percent,

the National Association of

College and University Business

Officers (NACUBO) reported

March 23.

States also cut their financial

support of the two-year schools

by 4 percent during the same
period, NACUBO added.
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Gay ROTC Student

Clashes With School
(CPS)--A ROTC student at

Washington University in St.

Louis may have to repay his

$25,000 ROTC scholarship

because he disclosed he is gay.

The school's Reserve Officers

Training Corps (ROTC)
"disenrolled" senior James
Holobaugh, who was scheduled to

be commissioned in the Army in

May, last Fall after discovering

Holobaugh is a homosexual.

It is the latest in a string of

clashes over the military's policy

of not knowingly allowing
homosexuals to serve in the

armed forces. The US Supreme
Court twice upheld the policy in

(ate February. Gay students can

lake ROTC classes but can't be

commissioned into military

service.

Most recently, students and

faculty have challenged ROTC's
discrimination policy at the

universities of California,

Wisconsin, Minnesota, Illinois

and Iowa, as well as Harvard,

Yale, Northwestern, and Northern

Illinois universities.

"This is the first case of its

kind we've heard of," said

William Rubenstein, a n

American Civil Liberties Union

(ACLU) lawyer representing

Holobaugh, although it's not

unusual for homosexual students

to be forced out of ROTC.
Military policy holds that

homosexuals "would seriously

impair discipline, good order,

morale and security." It was

upheld by the US Supreme Court

in two decisions Feb. 26.

The ROTC normally asks for

its scholarships back only from
recruits who have deceived the

corps. Holobaugh says he dated

women when he entered the

ROTC in 1984, and only recently

realized he is gay.

The commander of the Army
Second Region at Fort Knox,
KY, is reviewing Holobaugh's
case.

Holobaugh—who was one of
the top performers in his ROTC
class and even appeared in a
national advertising campaign to

lure students into joining ROTC-
-sdll wants to serve as an Army
officer.

Depending on the Army's
decision, he "may sue to be able

to serve," Rubenstein said.

Washington University, which

has publicly stated its support for

Holobaugh, may decide to drop

the ROTC because of the policy,

which Provost Edward Macias

called "clearly inconsistent with

the non-discriminatory values of

this [and I should think virtually

all] universities."

"The university," said
spokeswoman Judy Jasper, "is

waiting to hear the final decision"

about Holobaugh from the Army
before it decides what to do with

its ROTC program.

A group of 24 members of

Congress issued a statement
March 7 in Holobaugh's defense,

and blasted the military's anti-gay

policy.

Playboy Protested
(CPS)-Presidents of colleges

belonging to the Atlantic Coast

Conference (ACC) agreed March

10 to send a letter to Playboy
protesting the magazine's April

pictorial on the "Girls of the

ACC".
The April issue, which hit the

stands Feb. 27, features photos of

36 women from each of the eight

ACC schools in clothed, semi-

M nude and nude poses.

"It doesn't change anything,"
' Playboy spokesman Bill Page

said of the president's complaint.

Playboy has published IS of

the features in the past 13 years,

Page said, and each time, protests

have been part of it. "These

things happen every time we do a

campus pictorial."

And the extra press caused by

controversy simply helps sell

more magazines. "The louder

they protest, the more people

know we're in town," Page said.

"The magazine," he added,

"always sells very well in the area

of the schools we're covering."

The magazine is currently

trolling campuses in New
Mexico, Utah, Nevada and

California for a feature on "Girls

of the Big West."

At Utah State University,

students are taking the whole
issue pretty much in stride.

Although both the student paper,

The Statesman, and the Logan
paper, The Herald-Journal, refused

to run advertisements promoting

the off-campus interviews, the

two papers covered the event

"It's caused quite a stir on
campus," declared USU student

Steve Barth. "A lot of women I

know are mad at the press for

making it taboo," he continued.

"They think they should have the

decision as to whether it's

degrading or not"

"As far as students are

concerned," added a USU student

senator who didn't want her name
used, "they really don't care one

way or the other."

Other campuses to be featured

in the pictorial schools of the

"Big West"-a conference that

exists only in the minds of

Playboy's editors-are New
Mexico State San Jose State

universities, California State

universities at Fresno, Fullerton

and Long Beach, the universities

of California at Santa Barbara and

Irvine, and the University of the

Pacific.

Suspicions Afoot
(CPS)-After following a

month-long trail, University of

Akron police have finally caught

up with an elusive "foot-fetish

man" who had been scaring

students as they studied in the

campus libraries.

The man, who had victimized

at least six students since mid-

January, apparently would
approach students studying in the

library "and stare at their feet,"

university spokesman Phil

Zimmer said.

One vicdm recounted how the

man sat down in a study carrel

hext to where she was studying

With her shoes off, and then

removed his shoe and touched her

foot with his

Upon nabbing the man, a 24-

year-old non-student, police

warned him to stay off campus

and away from students' feet

The incidents don't seem to be

related to a long-running series of

shoe thefts from libraries at the

universities of Illinois at

Champaign-Urbana, Wisconsin-

Madison and Illinois State

University in Normal.

Wisconsin police arrested a

33-year-old Iowa man last

December who admitted to taking

side trips to Wisconsin and
Illinois for five years to steal

shoes at campus libraries from

students who had kicked them off

while studying.
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T-shirts Tell All
(<JPS)~ They work hard.

They master difficult bodies of

thought. They conduct scientific

research and converse in foreign

languages.

But now that spring is here,

students again are communicating

with each other a little more
primitively: with their T-shirts.

"Students have their identities

tied up with shirts to a very great

extent, and I believe they do
communicate with one another

through their 'shirtspeak'

language," said Prof. Shay Sayre

of San Jose State University,

who surveyed students at six

campuses about their T-shirt

preferences.

"T-shirts give you a group

identity, it shows your loyalty to

a particular team or group," added

Memphis State Univesity's

Bettina Cornwell, who also has

conducted scholarly research into

why T-shirts, of all things, are so

popular on campuses.

"Colleges are wonderful areas

to look at and study T-shirts

because so many students wear

them," Cornwell noted.

Not everyone is happy that

students wear T-shirts, or with

what they're saying.

In early March, University of

Southwestern Louisiana Dean of

Student Life Mary McPhaul told

a USL fraternity to stop selling

T-shirts with messages that

"could be construed as negative

when the university is trying to

put its best foot forward."

USL business fraternity Pi

Sigma Epsilon had been selling

shirts emblazoned with the "Top

Ten Reasons I Chose To Attend

The University of Southwestern

Louisiana," including "Wanted a

foreign graduate student to teach

me English" and "Could Not
Spell L S-."

A similar shirt - listing 15

reasons why "Beer Is Better Than

Women At Tufts" - was sold last

spring at Tufts University in

Massachusetts. It led to a ban on

potentially offensive shirts in

certain campus "zones," which

later was overturned on free

speech grounds.

Such shirts say more about

the wearers than about the

schools they attend, Sayre and

Cornwell contend.

Both professors said that shirts

sporting collegiate logos or the

Hard Rock Cafe T-shirts are

popular at nearly all campuses.

"These shirts say 'I'm well-

traveled,' Cornwell said.

Some are better-traveled than

others. When eight Soviet
exchange students arrived at

Gnnnell College in Iowa earlier

this term, Grinnellians chose to

greet them with a T-shirt reading,

"Not Your Average Communist
Party."

"Students covet shirts from

places furthest from their campus.

Hard Rock Cafe shirts are

popular, but the more scarce the

shin, the more status it receives

from other wearers," Sayre said.

Sayre, who surveyed 563

students at the universities of

Wisconsin, Colorado, Southern

California and Texas, as well as

Florida State and San Jose State

universities, found regional

differences in what shirts are the

most popular.

For example, students at

Florida State (FSU) tend to wear

T-shirts with Greek letters,

particularly sororities. Wisconsin

students like Spuds MacKenzie
and Corona Beer shirts, while

Colorado students go for a more

natural look, favoring plain white

T-shirts.

Students sport T-shirts to show off their pride.

Of the students surveyed, 88

percent said their T-shirts reflect

their lifestyle, and 87 percent

agreed with the statement "T-

shirts tell me about people."

Corona and Spuds shirts are

popular because they glorify

alcohol, speculates University of

Wisconsin's Mike Veveer. 'You

could say that this is a big party

school."

Most of Veveer's 15 T-shirts

have a political message.

"I think kids want to belong,

and some types pf products

symbolize belonging," Sayre

concluded. "Whatever you want

to be, you wear on your chest.'

For example, in her survey,

Sayre found that FSU students

often thought "1 wish I were a

member" when they saw others

wearing shirts with Greek
symbols.

"I'd agree that to some degree

it's a status symbol," noted Maria

Palios of FSU's Kappa Kappa
Gamma.

University of Southern

California (USC) students are

more apt to wear shirts from their

own campus than any other type

of shirt maintained USC student

Attila Weixer. "School pride is

real big here."

"I'm willing to bet that every

student here has at least one USC
T-shirt," said Weixer, who has

about 25 T-shirts. Four are

USC-related.

T-shirts are such a big deal at

Southern Cal, he noted, that

many enterprising students design

and sell their own. For example,

one student-made shirt that

Weixer owns has a BMW
emblem and says "USC-the

Ultimate Business Machine."

Nationwide, the enduring fad

adds up to a big business,

especially for college book stores.

Of the 1,200 book stores that

are members of the Ohio-based

National Association of College

Stores (NACS), 98.3 percent

carry T-shirts with scholarly

logos.

"I'd imagine (book stores)

probably make 35 percent profit

margin from T-shirts,' speculated

the NACS's Hans St-ichow. "I'm

sure they do much better on T-

shirts than they do on textbooks."

University Research Facility To Use Primates In Medical Research
(CPS)- -A new research

facility at the University of

Oregon is under heavy security

after the university announced

mat primates will be used in a

three year medical study.

; "Everything has been beefed

up," said Professor Richard

Marroco, who will conduct the

research with a $720,000 grant

from the James S. McDonnell

Foundation of St. Louis and The

Pew Charitable Trusts of
Philadelphia.

i

i The security includes

electronic surveillance and alarm

systems, as well as patrols from

the campus security.

! The tightened security comes

after a warning in late February to

vet school deans that they may be

targets of extremist animal rights

\

groups. Police speculated

extremists might have been

responsible for the February

murder of University o f

Tennessee vet school dean Hyram
Kitchen, and issued a warning to

animal research labs around the

nation.

Animal rights groups
vehemently denied any connection

to the Tennessee murder.

Oregon police nevertheless

note that members of the Animal

Liberation Front (ALF) broke

into a UO psychology lab in

October 1986 and stole 127 cats,

mice, rabbits, pigeons and rats.

They also spray-painted walls,

smashed windows and vandalized

nearly $50,000 worth of
equipment

Separately, on March 16 eight

people protested Bloomsburg
University of Pennsylvania's

handling of the death of 71

laboratory rats.

A graduate student, whose

name was not released, lost his

university should also reprimand

the faculty members who hire and

supervise the people who care for

the lab animals.

Marroc's research at UO is a

part of a larger cognitive

It is wrong not to do the research if it

leads to the alleviation of pain in

humans.

paid job after he left the rats

unattended for nearly three weeks

during the university's winter

break. Two faculty members

found the rats - which had all

starved to death -- January 1 1

.

But the protestors thought the

neuroscience study, and will focus

on how attention centers in the

brain receive and compute
information.

"If you pick any major
university, I'm sure they have

some type of animal experiments,

and many of them use primates,"

said Ann Chynoweth of the

People for the Ethical Treatment

of Animals (PETA). "It probably

happens more often than people

realize."

Animal rights activists are

angry because the primates in the

Oregon study, which will arrive

sometime this summer, will

undergo brain surgery and then

will be killed at the end of the

experiment

"It's quite disturbing (that the

study was approved) because of

their past record of animal care,"

said Chynoweth, a researcher at

the Washington, D.C. -based
PETA. "They have no credibility

in judging what is and what is

not animal abuse."

Chynoweth charges that in

the past, UO has kept animals in

unsanitary and inhumane
conditions, an accusation that

Marroco disputes.

"We run a tight ship and make
extra efforts to care for our
animals," he countered. "People

have to understand that in order to

partake of the benefits of

medicine, this type of research is

necessary. As long as researchers

are following the law, (people)

should let them do their job in

peace. The alternative is that

medical information will slow
down or stop."

"The potential benefit to

humans is great," he argued. "It

is wrong not to do the research if

it leads to the alleviation of pain

in humans."
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SEAHAWK SPORTS

Way Out In
(W)rigJit
Field \

Chris Wright
Sports Editor

Hard work
always pays

All is not bad in the athletic office these

days, despite the rampant turnover
underway in both basketball programs.
There is still some good news.

Robbie Carter, a senior
Communications major will be given a
scholarship continuance.

Carter, whose basketball eligibility has
run up, needs eight more hours in order to

complete his necessary requirements in

order to graduate. He plans on doing so
over the summer. For a while, though, it

looked like he was going to have to pay his

own way because his basketball scholarship

ended seconds after Richmond eliminated
the Seahawks from the Colonial Athletic
Association tournament at the beginning of
last month.

"I was a little worried for a while,"
Carter said last week. "But then Coach
Brooks (Athletic Director Bill Brooks) held
a team meeting and told the guys that he
hoped we all came back.

"He gave me a scholarship for the
summer. I think he was probably a little

worried about people transferring . . . then
he gave Jason (Moore) his scholarship
back. So I am really grateful."

Carter was asked if outgoing coacb
Robert McPherson initiated the move, oi

had anything at all to do with it.

"I never talked to coach about it,"

Carter said. "I think it was pretty much
Brooks' decision. Either way, I'm just
relieved. That's one less thing I have to

worry about. That out-of-state tuition was
expensive."

Indeed.

In case you're wondering why Carter
doesn't go and get a job to help offset some
of the costs, like many students do, keep in

mind that scholarship athletes are prohibited

by the NCAA from obtaining jobs.

It makes it too easy for boosters to
cheat, the NCAA powers-that-be reason,
and I suppose that there is some validity in
that belief.

Besides, Carter has already held a
steady job for over two years now- as a
power forward on the basketball team,
working nearly two-to-three hours every
day. Only instead of receiving a little extra
spending money, he received a scholarship.

Not a bad exchange, but not exactly a
perfect solution either.

Brooks' action is commendable
because Carter can no longer benefit the
school on the basketball court, which was
the reason the school paid for him to come
here.

He can, however, benefit the school in
a far more important way, by obtaining his
degree.

Both sides win. Brooks gets to add
Carter's name to the list of student-athletes
that have graduated, and T!atter gets
something back from the system he put so
much hard work and effort into.

I kind of like that idea.

To kill time, Kevin tried to starts "Wave," bin}'

the others in line weren't Jn the mood.

Christoph let go by University
BY PATRICK FOWLER

ASSISTAtTT SPORTS EDITOR

The UNCW Athlectic department appears to be
cleanning out its basketball programs. The
University decided last week not to renew women's
basketball head coach Marilyn Christoph's contract,

which expires on June 30, 1990. There has been no
indication of any extensions beyond that deadline.

Christoph, who recently finished her '89-90 year

with the Seahawks, is the fourth and most successful

coach in UNCW history. The first women's coach

was Jan Donahue. She managed the team for three

seasons from 1973-75.

Over that two year period she compiled a 16-26

record and 38% winning percentage with the fledgling

program. Two other women headed up the

basketball programs for short times. Ann Kraft

directed the Seahawk attack for one season winning

only two of 14 games (.143) and was succeeded the

next year by Eve Carmen. Carmen led the green and

gold for two seasons, '77-79, losing 1 1 of 21 (.344)

in that time.

Since 1979, Christoph has been the sole voice in

command of the squads compiling a 172-1 16 record

and a 59.6% winning percentage. Her departure,

although news to some, was not unexpected.

Christoph had several personnel problems within the

program regarding alcohol policy violations and

grievances with strict rules enforced on her teams.

Neither administration nor players would comment if

the grievances were the reasons considered in her

departure from the campus.

"The business of coach Christoph's release by the

University is an internal athletic decision that I can't

discuss," said Athletic Director Bill Brooks.

Many players expressed surprise, while others

Head women's basketball coach Marilyn Christoph's contract was not
renewed by the university. She coached the proeram for eleven years

accepted it when Christoph told the squad in a private

team meeting last week.

"We're going to miss her but we've got to pull

together as a team," said Jennifer Bennet. "It's going
to be a tpugh transition to a new coach."

"I don't really know how I feel," said Tressa

Reese "I think it was a bad effect that we lost her but
we will be alright. Hopefully, whoever we get as a

coach next year will help the program, but I'm not
saying coach Christoph didn't help us."

There has been no notification whether assistant

coach Darci Wilson will leave the program with

„wr, ..... .
,

PHOTO BY PHILLIP LOUCHLIN
u INC-Wilmington's softball team swept a pair of games from Mount Olive
Saturday at Brooks Field. The women won the opener, 6-4, before taking
the nightcap, 4-2.

Christoph. Wilson joined the Seahawks this year

after a one year stint as head coach of the American
Eagles. She is the third assistant coach Christoph

has had under her direction. Christoph suffered only
her second losing season at UNCW as the Seahawks
finished the '89-90 season with an overall mark of 10

16 with a 2-1 1 record in the CAA.
UNCW went 9-15 on Christoph's first season at

the helm in 1979. The last two seasons have been

down ones for the women's basketball programs

dropping from 19 to 18 win seasons in '86 and '87 to

subpar years at and below the five hundred level( 14-

14, '88, and 10-16, '89).

This year was no exception as the Seahawks
started out strong, winning their first four games,
only to fizzle after the Christmas break dropping five

contest in a row. The rest of the season consisted of

inconsisitant play with wins and losses alternating

one another.

A search committee will be put together by

Provost and Vice-Chancellor of Affairs Charles Cahill

and ads for the position will be run starting April 18

in the NCAA News. The News is a coaching

magazine that runs across the country.

According to Brooks, a replacement will be

selected around the first week of May before the

recruiting season is over. This will allow the new
incoming coach a chance to recruit four players from
the high schol ranks.

Otherwise, the coach will have to resort to two-

year junior college transfer like former coach Robert

McPherson did in his first year at the helm of the

men's program. No members have been named to the

second selection committee as of yet

Maybe freshman center Alexia Moffit expressed

best the current shuffling of coaches in the basketball

program stating "Maybe it is time for a change."

Hawks hostClassic
BY PATRIPK l?nwi

|F|R
ASSISTAm SPORTS EDITOR

The UNCW track team is tuning up for the
upcoming Colonial Athletic Track and Field
Championships held next Saturday, April 14, at
James Madison University. Coach Cason brings a
squad of 14 women and 28 men into their first real

taste of heavy track competition.

This is the first Track and Field Championships
ever held in the conference as the sport is catching
on. Currently six of the eight CAA schools have
track teams with William and Mary and Richmond
University beginning next fall. With emotions and
tensions high, three teams look to dominate the
Championships, George Mason, Navy, and James
Madison.

"The team to beat on April 14 will be George
Mason," said Cason. "They are ranked fourth in the
nation and have some of the best runners in the
country. I'm hoping to go in there and gain
experience for our club scoring points wherever we
can."

The Seahawks recently returned from the
Raleigh Relays this past weekend. At the relays,
UNCW runners posted oustanding times. Freshman
Keith Gorski of Mastic, N.Y., became the first

Seahawk ever to qualify for the TAC Junior
Nationals. He did it by running to a impressive time
of 14:37.7 in the 5,000 meters. The Junior
Nationals are open to all athletes under 19 years of
age.

"Gorski's 5,000 time was simply unbelivable
for a freshman!," said an exited Cason.

Runners Shawn Brition and Larry Jackson also
finished weU for UNCW in the 5,000 posting times
of 14:26.7 and 15:04.1 respectively. Junior David
Simmons will be one of the favorites going into the
Championships in the 1,500 distance category. The
Laurinburg native was clocked at 3:54.25 at the
Relays.

On the women's side freshman Amy Jackson
continued to bum up the pavement by running to
18:16.2 mark in the 5,000 meters. Sophomore
Karen Mattheson turned in a solid performace also
finishing in 18:21.9.

"Amy (Jackson) continues to improve every
meet and is a excellent competitor on the track,"
said Cason.

The Seahawks will host he Seahawk Trask
Classic this Friday and Saturday as the squad gears
up for the Championships. The action runs 2 -7
p.m. on Friday and 8:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m. on
Sunday.

Notes. . Lady Hawks take two over Mt. Olive
The Seahawk women's softball team swept a

doubleheader from Mount Olive College Sunday, 6

4, and 4-2, at Brooks Field. UNCW improved its

mark to 11-19 on the year. The Seahawks, who
were hampered in the early season with injuries, are

starting to make a comeback as they've raised their

level of play. The team plays Coastal Carolina

today at 3 p.m. before heading up the road to Chapel
Hill on the weekend to participate in the UNC
Invitational.

The Seahawk golf team turned in one of its best

performaces of the season as they captured second

place at the Camp Lejeune Intercollegiate Golf
^Tournament in Greenville, S.C. The event
scheduled for three days was shorted to two by rain

as the Seahawks weren't given an opportunity to

catch frontrunner Elon College. UNCW's two-day

total, 587, was only three stroke behind Eton's 584
winning score.

"Without a doubt, we put the best numbers on
the board this season," said head coach Calvin Lane.
"All the kids played well. We were impressive each
day. I think we gained a lot confidence."

UNCW had four golfers finished among the top
seven for the tournament. Richard Kimble (74-71-
145) tied for fourth as Chris Spath (74-72-146) tied

for sixth place. Golfers Glenn Nelson (74-74-148)
and Scott Croker (74-74-148) tied each other for the
seventh position.

The women's golf team continues its quest for

an NCAA birth in the post-season tournament. The
Lady Seahawks hope to further their chances in

obtainning a bid by taking part in the Furman
Invitational in Greensville, S.C. The team finished
the eighth in their last outing at the South Carolina
Women's Tourney two weeks ago.

Currently the Seahawks are ranked twenty-fifth

in the nation and third in the Mideast region behind

Duke and the University of Kentucky. UNCW's
star player, senior Paula Brzostowski, is the number
one player in the Mideast region and fifth overall
nationally. She trails only Brandie Burton (Arizona
State), Kelly Robbins (Tulsa), Cathy Mockett
(Tulsa), and Jean Zedlitz (UCLA) in the polls.

The men's tennis team fell 5-4 to Withrop and
9-0 to UNC-Charlottte in two matches over the

weekend..The two losses drops the team mark to 2-

1 1 on the season.

And finally former Seahawk basketball great
Larry Houzer concluded his first professional season
in the Continental Basketball Conference with the
Penascola Tornado. The two-time All-Conference
player averaged 1 1 points and 5.9 rebounds in the
CBA. The Alabama eager pl;ayed in 52 of 56
games shooting a steady 51.6% from the field and
77.7% from the free throw line.

V t i fr



The Seahawk

American Cancw Society To Conduct
ppcirfpntiai cumin

The American Cancer Society will conduct its

residential campaign from April 22 to May 5.

During the "Walk of Life", volunteers will go door-

to-door distributing information and soliciting funds

for the Cancer Society.

yPMMMM FMttval

Awareness Festival- An organizational meeting to

discuss plans for the awareness festival will be held

Monday, April 23 at 7:30 pm Rm 210 of the

University Union. Everyone is welcome. Items to

be discussed include arranging 2nd contacting bands,

vendors, speakers and on and off campus

organizations about possible participation in the

festival. For more information call 343-9728 or

791-3697 and leave your name and phone number.

r,w„t inn a I loans Available

Educational loans from College Foundation Inc.

(CFI) are available for summer school attendance as

well as for the academic year.

CFI's loans are for North Carolina residents

attending college, universities, technical and

vocational schools in or out of state and for

nonresidents attending postsecondary institutions in

North Carolina. The loans are for both

undergraduate and graduate students. Parents of

dependent students may qualify for one of the three

types of educational loans.

For more information, contact College Foundation

Inc., 2100 Yonkers Road, P.O. Box 12100,

Raleigh, NC 27605-2100 or call 919/821-4771.

WI.OZ and SADD To Sponsor Live Music

WLOZ and SADD are co-sponsoring an evening of

live music on campus at the Gazebo on April 21st

from 7:00 pm to midnight. Appearing will be:

Access, Sapp, Vodoo Squid, and Rural Swine. Free

of charge with free munchies!

International Student Get Together

The April gathering of international students is

scheduled for Friday, April 20, 1990, 4:00pm-

6:00pm university union rm 206.

Free pizza, cookies, and sodas for all to enjoy!!

Bring a friend (or friends) and join us for food, fun

and conversation.

Rpj« To Lecture On The Amazon

As a part of the UNCW Science, the Humanities,

and Society Program, Bob Reiss, journalist,

novelist, and nonaction writer, will present two

lectures concerning the Amazon and its importance

to the rest of the world. On Monday evening, 8 pm
23 April 1990, Reiss will talk about his "Travels in

the Amazon" in Bear Hall, Room 105 on the

UNCW campus. On Tuesday afternoon at 2pm in

the Randall library auditorium (24 April 1990) he

will talk about "Life Along Amazon Highway BR-
364."

The lectures are open to the public and admission is

free. For further information about the lecture

series, contact Lee Schweninger, Department of

English, UNCW, 395-3539.

CAP Tn Host BttagUI lam

The Campus Awareness Organization is hosting a

pre-exam jam featuring Brickbat. This Saturday, the

21 at 10:00pm at the Seahawk Night Club. Cover

is $5. Everyone welcome.

Ceramics Show
The UNCW ceramics class will hold its semi-annual

ceramics show and sale from 9am to 2pm, April 19

and 20 in Kenan Hall. The public is invited to view

the works on display. Proceeds from any sales will

go into a fund established for use by the ceramics

program

nn.ni.tt lr Violence SheltPr Nn>rf«

Volunteers
Domestic Violence Shelter and Services needs

volunteers to staff a soda booth at the Family Fun

Fair on April 26, 27, and 28. Have your club

sponsor a booth. We need your support. Also,

DVSS needs volunteer movie extras for April 24

and 25 from 8:00pm to midnight and/or midnight to

6am. Call for information. Leave name, phone

number and position interested in. 799-0422.

Bin* An»eU Presentation

The United States Navy Blue Angels will be on

campus at 8:30am, in room 201 of the University

Union, to give a presentation. Sponsored by Career

Planning and Placement. Students, faculty, and

staff are invited.

Photographic Exhibition

The Museum of World Cultures at The University

of North Carolina at Wilmington presents Dr.

Moshe Amon "A Pi! s anal Perspective" A
photographic exhibition on Monday, April 23,

1990. The exhibition will be in The William

Madison Randall Library on the campus of UNCW.
The opening of exhibition U on main floor: 7:30

pm. Discussion w?" be held in the Library

Auditorium: 8:00. Everyone welcome.

Eastman Named Coach
CHttIS VVRir.HT

SPORTS EDITOR

Th? search is over.

UNC-Wilmington ended Is two month long search

for a men's head basketball coach Wednesday night

when it appointed former Tulsa assistant coach Kevin
Eastman to the position vacated by Robert McPherson.

Almost immediately, Eastman, addressing the

media for the first time in his new facility, set the tone,

carefully diagramming the direction he hopes to take the

basketball program
"The thing I will tell our players to be most

concerned about is their image," he said. "We need to

concentrate on winning the battle off the floor before we
worry about winning on the floor.

"Secondly, we need to ensure that everything is in

order academically. For the most part, I think

everything is."

Eastman, 34, becomes .lie fourth basketball coach

in the school's history, and third in the past five years.

"I don't think I was hired as a quick fix," Eastman

said. "We want to win some games, but we want to do

it the right way."

Doing it the "right way" has been a recent problem

for the basketball program, which has been investigated

twice bv the National Collegiate Athletic Association

in the last year for wrongdoings within the program.

According to Eastman, that will no longer be a

problem.

"We have a great potential for success. We'll

concentrate on the work eihic. I believe very much in

integrity. I want to have a team that the fans,

community and media can be proud of."

Eastman, who comes to the University after a one-

year stint at Tulsa where he served his apprenticeship

under head coach J.D. Barnett, said he chose
Wilmington because he felt comfortable with the

school's approach to intercollegiate athletics.

"The whole thing is about a fit," he said. "This is

the one school that I felt was a fit for me."

Like his predecessor, McPherson who resigned on
Feb. 19, Eastman will be put to the test almost
immediately, given that he has only two official days in

which to go and visit potential recruits, and admits that

finding an abundance of quality players at this late date

may pose a problem.

However, Eastman said there are other alternatives.

"I feel like it is more important for me to be with

the team in the next 48 hours than to go out and try to

bring players in," he said. "The most important players

in the program are those who are already here. We're

going to do the best we can. There are still some
players out there.

"But I'm not going to bring in players just to bring
them in. We will only recruit those we feel can be
help."

One of those players who might be able to help is

Matt Otto, who originally signed with the Seahawks,
only to later renege over the coaching vacancy.

"We'll call him," Eastman said. "If he decides to go
elsewhere, then we'll wish him the best, but the phone
call will definitely be made."

A self-described "players coach", Eastman promises
a hard-working squad, one in which he insists will be
the hardest working team in the conference.

"I am going to tell each of the players to think
back to last year and the game that they felt they tried

the most, put the most into and then multiply that by
100. That's what our practices are going to be like.

"There will be times when we'll probably be too
hard on them. I feel one of my strengths is my ability

to read people. Communication is the key to a
successful program."

The position at UNCW is the second head coaching
job Eastman has held. Before moving to Tulsa, he
served as both the athletic director and basketball coach

See Eastman, P. 2

PHOTO BY PHILLIP LOUOHLIN

A sleep-in for the environment was held in front of the Union Tuesday night Participants listened to

various speakers discuss environmental concerns and issues. Wednesday night there was a program

about the plight of dolphins, both in the Pacific and the Atlantic.

The Spring Break daycare program is underway this week in UU100. Kids from kindergarten age
through sixth grade participated in projects, games, and other activities while their parents worked or

studied.

Earth Day 1990 Is Well Underway
BY SANDY PORTFR

STAFF WRITER

This Sunday marks the 20th
anniversary of the first Earth Day. The
environmental leader, Gaylord Nelson,

proclaimed April 22nd 1970 to be the

first Earth Day. From the start, the

environmental day was projected toward

college campuses as a teach-in

campaign. Some say that it was largely

responsible for the modern
environmental movement.

This year the Earth Day theme is

"Earth Day Every Day" and was
provided by the National Wildlife

Federation.

The Wildlife Federation and other

organizations have sent information

packets to many schools in honor of

Earth Day. Another major project of

the Earth Day 1990 group encourages

students and citizens to conduct

environmental audits of their campuses,

homes and businesses. Capital cities

across the nation have also been

encouraged to fly an "earth flag." The
Federation is continuing to produce a

public service announcement program

for state-wide radio and television.

Andy Wood, environmentalist,

education curator for the NC Aquarium

at Fort Fisher and president of the Earth

Day Alliance of the Lower Cape Fear

(EDALCF) has "hopes for this area and

the world that man can preserve what is

pristine and restore what has been

altered".

This non-profit organization was
formed in February by local

environmentalists and crusaders. The
members have been "dedicated to

maintaining a safe, just and sustainable

planet through proactive educational

programs designed to increase

environmental awareness among the

citizenry," said Wood.
On April 22 the group's hard work

to spread the environmental knowledge

will come together with the universal

celebration of Earth Day. Twenty years

ago 20 million people turned out for the

celebration. This year it is estimated

that 100 million people across America

and the world will gather as one massive

voice to promote public awareness and

to force public and political attention on

the world's environmental problem. As

a result of the public attention toward

Earth Day in 1970 congress passed the

Clean Air Act, the Environmental
Protection Agency was created, the

Endangered Species Act was instituted

and major federal laws concerning the

environment were passed.

Monday April 16, Wednesday April

18, and Friday April 20, are the days

that UNCW will be recognizing Earth

Day. Tables in the University Union
will be providing fact sheets involving

many environmental issues. Pine trees

and hardwoods will be given away and

bumper stickers and T-shirts will be

sold with the profit going back to

EDALCF.
Last Tuesday night a rally/sleep-in

began at 9:00 pm in front of the Union.

Don Nolan and Bob Haywood were just

a few of the informal speakers
discussing the environment. A student

walk in UNCW's Wildflower refuge

ended the rally to begin the sleep-in.

Student environmentalist, Paula
Ackerman, feels the sleep-in will

promote a togetherness toward the earth

with guitar playing and the reading of

poetry. She hopes the planned events

will raise student awareness about

environmental issues.

Last night a Dolphin Campaign
sponsored by the local Sierra Club of

Cape Fear will be showing a film and
slide show concerning the tuna

industries killing of dolphins due to

netting techniques. Alec Brownlow of

the Biology club along with
environmentalists, Charlie Boiles of the

Sierra Club, Dr. Amanda Noe, and Guy
Stefanski will be speaking. The films

will be shown at Morton Hall in the

Bryan Auditorium at 7:30pm.

Fire Starts in Preserve
RV PHILLIP I.OIir.Hl IN

EDITOR IN-CHIEF

Fire destroyed a mapbox in the Bluethenthal Wildflower Preserve

yesterday afternoon. An unnamed Professor at Morton Hall noticed

smoke rising from the Bluethenthal Wildflower Preserve at about 5:30,

and called the Campus Police. Two officers responded to the call and
found that someone had set the mapbox on fire. The fire spread to the

underbrush and dense pine mulch around the box, burning a patch about

thirty feet in diameter.

Sgt. C.H. Page was the officer in charge. "We knocked most of [the

fire] down with extinguishers before the fire department arrived," said

Page. "They wet down the area and made sure it was out. . . . We're
lucky we've had plenty of rain lately."

Page was certain that the fire was no accident. "It was done on purpose.

... no question about that."

This was the first time, to Page's knowledge, that anyone has set a fire

in the Wildflower Preserve.

"I just hope we can get our hands on the idiot that did this," Pag? said.

PHOTO BY PHtLLff LOUOHLIN

Annual Freshman Essay Winners (Kneeling) and their Professors (Standing):

Standing left to right: Kathleen Gould, Jerry Seiple, Ginny Jones, Jim Collier

Kneeling I to r: David Ball, Beverly Bower, Mike Johnson, Lynn Benton, James Manley
Not pictured: Susan Guy
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Wellness Center Needs More Space
BY KAREN PATE

STAFF WRITER

She holds a piece of paper in

her hands, reading and marking

off a list of accomplishments and

areas that still need improvement.

Some goals were met, other were

not, including the long student

wait to see a doctor in an often

overcrowded room. Dr. Kathleen

Jewell also waits for University

approval of recommendations that

were submitted in February.

The improvements that the

Wellness Center hopes for include

space and staff increases. Even

without a larger staff, Dr. Jewell

believes the Center would run

much smoother if there were only

more space.

"We could do a lot more with

our staff if we had more space,"

she says, "we don't have room for

offices or places where students

can wait for test results."

Dr. Jewell says that with or

without added space, a half-time

practitioner and a registered nurse

are needed to assist the present

staff. The status on the proposed

pharmacy is still under
consideration. One

We could do a lot more

with our staff if we had

more space

recommendation that may not

please students is an increase in

the health fee. This
recommendation would have to

undergo several steps before

approved, so students may not

have to worry about an increase

this fall.

A half-time RN was hired this

year, and the diabetes support

group was formed. The Center is

also in the process of forming

student self-care information that

will instruct students on what to

do about everything from insect

bites to problems in a

relationship. Several
pharmaceutical companies have

contributed money towards these

self-care manuals.

Improvements, says Dr.

Jewell, often depend on student

participation because the money
spent within the University

comes from student money.

"[The student] voice is very

strong, the Vice Chancellor
listens to students because they're

paying the fees. . . we would love

to get feedback on any issues that

students are concerned about at

the Health and Wellness Center,"

says Dr. Jewell.

SUMMER STUDYABROAD
an international education column

A.

Q Why should I

study abroad

during the summer?

If you've consid-

ered studying or

irjvelmg oversea1;, summer
is an excellent ume 10 do so

Many students prefer sum-

mer siudy because they com-

bine academics with travel

and see another country and

culture. Use a summer
abroad program to get a jump

on course requirements and

broaden vour education

however, to make sure what

credits earned will transfer to

;. cjr institLlion

Q.

Q.

A.

Can I earn

college credit?

Many summer
srudy abroad pro-

grams enable you to cam
credit and gain an academic

benefit while you enjoy a

unique experience Check

with your Study Abroad

Advisor before you sign up.

What summer

opportunities are

available overseas?

A You can find cv-

cry type of interna-

tional opportunity during the

summer Choose Irom a uni-

versity srudy program . a pro-

gram that allows you to live

with a family abroad, a vaca-

tion work program, an inter-

national internship or an edu

cational excursion Programs

are offered on every conti-

runt for any number of

weeks

placement personnel agree

that a study abroad expen-

ence helps you "sell" your

self to a future employer

Study abroad demonstrates

maturity, interpersonal

skills, international aware-

ness, independence and other

qualities strongly valued by

potential employers

Q.
umme

A.

Q.
How can I join a

program when I

need to earn money during

the summer?

What destina-

tions are hot this

summer?

Study abroad Ian

guagc programs in

the Soviet Union arc panicu-

lariy in demand this summer

Multi-country study pro-

grams with j focus on the

coming "single market'' Eu-

ropean Community in 1992

have caught the imagination

ofmany college students Art

history and studio art pro-

grams in Italy arc expanding

A.

How will study

abroad help my

tuture career plans?

Q.
titure c

A.
Most counsel-
ors and career

Don't dismiss a

summer abroad

even if you need to work

during the summer You can

still participate in a short term

summer program for three,

four or five weeks and cam
money at home before or af

ter you go abroad There arc

also some programs that let

you work oversea;

Q.
How do I

lind out about

summer abroad options?

A
The Institute for

. International Ed-

ucation (HE) publishes a

guide called Vacation Study

Abroad which lists summer

programs offered around the

world Write I IE at 809

United Nations Plaza. New
York. NY 10017-3580 for

order information. The
American Institute For For-

eign Study (AIFS) publishes

a free 280-page catalog of

study abroad programs in-

cluding summer, semester

and academic year opportu-

nities. Call toll free (800)

727-AIFS or write AIFS.
College Programs, Dcpt. CN.
102 Greenwich Avenue,

Greenwich. CT 06830.

Dm'i forget to ek

your itadj abroad

far •ddJttoail

ttoaiboatsw

from The American Institute For Foreign Study

mini-
storoqe

morning/tar

Child Care
Program
Successful

25% Off
with student I. D.

MllMonutk

799-1717

lii.

.i

GIRLS realize you have the right to
say "NO", and don't allow your
body to be violated. Also, if you say
"NO", mean "NO". Don't send mixed
messages and be aware of your
communications. It is not wrong to
dress sexy, but be alert to mis-

understandings that could arise.

GUYS you must realize that the girl

has the ultimate right to say "NO". It

doesn't matter if you've had inter-

course with her before, because
you are bound by law to honor her
refusal. Even if you think she's say-

ing "NO", but meaning "YES", or
if you treat her to an expensive din-

ner, that is no justification for forc-

ing someone to have sex. The bot-

tom line is . . . don't assume any-

thing and if she says "NO", and you
continue you can face up to life im-

prisonment. What a way to ruin col-

lege and a -career.

1FNNIFF.R YOllNr.
STAFF WRITER

After hours of deliberation,

conversation, and planning, a

temporary child care program was

established at UNCW from

Monday through Friday this week

in UU100 from 7:45am to

5:15pm. This week was chosen

because New Hanover County

Schools are on spring vacation.

Aida Topi in of the Foreign

Language Department described

this week's scene as "full of kids,

bubbling with people".

On Wednesday morning there

were more than twenty children

participating in the program.
According to Elliot Wurtzel, one

of the coordinators of the child

care facility this week, there were

more children during the morning

hours.

Dr. Polly Applefield
commented, "The goal is to

establish a permanent child care

system. It will take a lot of time

and work to establish this type of

program permanently. Presently,

we are working with the academic

areas and the University to plan an

outstanding service."

Among the responsibilities of

the University are liability for the

children and their well being as

long as they are under the care of

volunteers helping with the

operation of the child care facility.

Wurtzel stated, "I think this is an

issue that is becoming more and
more prominent in recruiting

considerations."

Earth Day
Saturday April 21 a River to

Sea bike ride will be held for the

community at large. At 9:00
anyone interested in the ride is to

meet at River Front Park. From
there the ride will continue on
designated roads to Wrightsville

Beach Park.

Sunday April 22, the official

Earth Day will begin at 1 1:00am
with a gathering of concerned
citizens and students alike, in the

Cape Fear Community parking
lot. From 11:00 until 1:00pm
people will be allowed to gather

at the Riverfront Park. At 2:00

pm the rally will begin and will

be featuring speakers and r.ingers.

The rally is sponsored in part by

the city of Wilmington. All

students are encouraged and asked

to please attend these events in

order to start out the 1990's as

the beginning of the "Green

Decade." Dennis Hayes, who
coordinated Earth Day at age 24

says "if we wait until 1993 o:

1994, we will have waited too

long to make meaningful
'decisions for the environment.

We're all apart of the problem;

now is the time to become apart

of the solution as well especially

the young people."

Wicker To Speak
Commencement

At

Eastman
at Belmont Abbey. During his three-year stint,

he compiled a 65-22 record, was named the

District 26 Coach of the Year, but more
! importantly, graduated all nine of his seniors.

Eastman called his four-year contract at

; UNCW, worth $52,000 per year, "very fair,"

: adding that, "We didn't ask for a lot; they didn't

give a lot."

Almost forgotten in this highly ethical coach's

inaugural address was winning.

"This program is not down," he said. "It just

.'needs a little improving. We'll probably be

'down at the lower end of the spectrum (in the

"conference), but I'm not sure that's all that bad.

"We have some areas we need to address, and I

will have a better idea after I sit down and take

a look at the films. I do know that last year we
shot 44%. That tells me one ot two things.

Either we have great shooters taking

horrendous shots or we have horrendous

shooters."

As far as his coaching philosophy or style of

play, Eastman promises only hustle.

"I think we'll be fun to watch. Well want to

run, but I feel the most competitive teams at

this level are those that can adjust"

Adjusting and fitting in, are two areas of

expertise for Eastman.

Wednesday night, speaking articulately and

with the confidence of a man who believes in

himself and his program, he showed why.

"There's one thing I particulary like," said

athletic director Bill Brooks. "He's looking at

the challenge in the job and I think that's a big

plus."

BY BETH I VrVHF
UNCW NEWS

The University will graduate
approximately 1,150 men and
women at 10am, Saturday, May
12, at Trask Coliseum. Of the

1150 graduates, 67 will receive

graduate degrees.

Commencement speaker for

the 41st graduation program will

be Thomas G. Wicker, political

columnist for the New York
Times. He will be presented the

Honorary Doctor of Letters during

this ceremony. Wicker, a native

North Carolinian, received his

bachelor's degree from the
University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill. He began his

journalistic career as an editor for

the Sandhill Citizen in Aberdeen,
NC. Wicker later served as editor

of the Nashville Tennesseean, and
joined the New York Times in

1960. He writes the nationally

syndicated political column "In
the Nation". In addition to the

column, Wicker has written

several books including the best

sellers, A Time to Die and Facing
the Lions.

Wicker, a Nieman Fellow at

Harvard University in 1957, is a

member of the Society of Nieman
Fellows. He has also received
honorary degrees from other
colleges and universities,
including Duke University,
Rutgers University, Nortre Dame
University, and New York Law
School.

Also participating in the

commencement ceremonies will

be Robert L. Jones, chairman of
UNC Board of Governors;
Raymond H. Dawson, senior vice

president of UNC General
Administration; F.P. Fensel,

chairman UNCW Board of
Trustees; and Robert W .

Sappenfield, Jr., UNCW senior

class president.

Commencement will be a

convocation of all graduates,

faculty, participants, and guests

followed by smaller departmental

ceremonies where graduates will

be personally recognized and
presented their diplomas. Each
department will hold a reception

for graduates and their guests

following the diploma
presentation. Locations for the

receptions will be listed in the

commencement program. The
commencement schedule for

Saturday, May 12 is as follows:

CONTINENTAL
BREAKFAST for graduates and
their guests, University Union.
8-9:15 am.

GRADUATES ROBE and
prepare for processional in

Hanover Gym. 9:15am
ACADEMIC

PROCESSIONAL in Trask
Coliseum. 10am
COMMENCEMENT

EXERCISES 10-12 noon
DEPARTMENTAL

RECEPTIONS will take place at

various departments and
professional schools. Graduates
will receive their diplomas at

these receptions. 12:15 pm

PHOTO BY PHILLIP LOUOHLIN

Denny Dent presented his two-fisted "Art Attack" Tuesday afternoon in front of the East
Cafeteria. Dent offered "art with a message", urging observers to "find whatever it is you
do best and stick to it".

DOT
Dedicates
Bikeway
m HOMY PRICE

STAFF WRITER

This Saturday at 9:00am,

Mayor Don Betz and Wilmington

Department of Transportation

officials will dedicate the River

To The Sea Bikeway. The
bikeway, which has been under
construction for several years is a

concrete path is eight to ter) feet

wide. Running ten miles long

through neighborhoods by parks

and schools, and along less

traveled streets, the bikeway goes

through the city on its way to

Wrightsville Beach.

Earth Day, which is

celebrating its 20th anniversary

this year, is a celebration of our

environment. The Bikeway
celebration is in conjunction with

Earth Day.

At 9:00am after the ribbon is

*cut hundreds of people will

"bicycle along the bikeway on

their way to the beach. It should

take from an hour to hour and

twenty minutes for the crowd to

arrive at Wrightsville Beach Park

where there will be entertainment,

food, a drawing for a new beach

cruiser, plus other prizes. Along
the way there will be stops for

people to join the crowd.

Officials hope this event will

promote the new bikeway as well

as bicycling as a sport.

Awards
Program
To Be Held

UNCW NEWS
The Fifth Annual Awards

Program for Minority Students
will be held at 8pm, Tuesday,
April 24 in the Hawk's Nest of
the University Union.

Linda Melvin-Rawley, a 1986
speech communication graduate
of UNCW, will be the guest
speaker. She is assignment editor

and senior reporter for WJKA-TV
26. Entertainment will be
provided by Charlene and Stephen
Bradley, a local musical duo.

There will be 29 leadership

and 96 academic awards presented

to qualified black students. For
the academic award, a student
must have completed 12 semester

hours with a grade point average

of 3.0 for the Spring 1989 or Fall

1989 semesters. Also, there will

be presentation of several other

special awards.

The awards program was
organized by Ralph Parker,

director of minority affairs at

UNCW. "Our intention with this

program is to compliment and to

give recognition to those students

who have excelled in academic
and leadership roles," Parker said.

"In addition, it is hoped that an
activity of this nature will inspire

other minority students to pursue

a higher level of achievement in

!

all aspects of their lives."

A reception will follow the

program, and the public is invited

to attend. For more information,

call Parker at 395-3832 or 395-

3439.

ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

STEP UP TO TODAY'S
AIR FORCE.

Discover a challenging future with opportuni-
ties for professional growth. Serve your coun-
try while you serve your career with:

• great pay and benefits

• normal working hours
• complete medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation with pay per year

Find out how to qualify for today's Air Force.

Call

SGT TOM CARR
STATION-TO-STATION COLLECT

803-760-2682
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College Republicans Honored Sexual Assault Survey
«V AMY STAPLING
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The North Carolina Federation

of College Republicans held its

Spring Convention April 6-8 in

Greensboro, North Carolina. The
College Republicans at UNCW
had 10 delegates in attendance.

The central focus for the

convention was the election of

officers to the executive board of

the NCFCR for the 1990-91 year.

Ed Roberts, a UNCW junior, was
elected as administrative vice-

chairman. Under the chairman

these are the two highest offices

in the federation. The outgoing

executive director to the

federation.

The NCFCR is broken down
into four different regions, each

with its own regional director.

Mike Nave, a UNCW junior, was

chosen to be the eastern regional

director. The outgoing eastern

regional director was Ed Roberts.

An awards ceremony was
included in the Saturday evening

banquet The UNCW club and

members received more
recognition than any other school

in the federation. The UNCW
club received the Man Mile

Award. This goes to the school

who brings the most people and

travels the most total miles to get

to the convention. The UNCW
club traveled a total of over 4,00

miles to and from the convention.

Also, the club was awarded
honorable mention for the best

club in the federation. The Best

Club Award is given to the club

who shows activism, dedication,

and provides leadership to other

clubs. UNCW came in second

only to UNC-Chapel Hill for this

honor.

Sam Mils, a UNCW
freshman, received the Best Club

Member Award. Each club cho -e

one member to receive this

honor. Mills was cited as being

very dedicated and dependable to

the club and the values it stands

for.

Jim Kraft, a UNCW graduate

of this past December, received

the John Porter East Award.
Kraft was chosen because of his

services to the federation as

executive director in the fall of

T989. His merits were his

dedication and leadership.

The Jesse Helms Activist
Award went to David Rose. This

honor became his because of his

defending of the values of

conservatism. He was cited for

not only hard work but also for

dedication and dependability.

The UNCW club and
members received

more recognition

than any other

school in the

federation.

Kenny Kidd and Amy Starling

each received an Achievement
Award. Only four such awards

were given throughout the state.

Kidd and Starling were chosen for

this honor because of strong

leadership, dedication,
dependability, and several years

service to the federation.

Starling was also presented the

Best Region Award. This went
to the regional director who aided

in the most new clubs to be
federated during the year and

provided leadership and advice to

the existing clubs in her region.

The east had the highest growth

during the 1990-91 school year.

Starling was eastern regional

directci during the fall of 1989.

Throughout the weekend there

were several Republican leaders

who spoke to the group. These

included Hon. Sam Currin who is

running for NC Supreme Court

Judge. Currin is currently

serving on the NC Superior

Court Also, speaking was the

Hon. Janus Booker, a candidate

for NC Superior Court. Booker
presently resides as a judge for the

Superior Court but in an

appointed position by Gov.
Martin. Statt Moore, campaign
manager for Sen. Jesse Helms,

showed a video on the strategy of

the 1984 Senatorial campaign
against Jim Hunt. He spoke of

when and why certain

commercials were aired. Bill

Boyd, candidate for NC House of

Representatives, attended a

reception Friday evening. Rep.

Howard Coble, congressman from

Winston -Salem addressed the

group at a luncheon held

Saturday. The special guest of

the weekend was Ambassador
Charles Litchenstein, who serves

as ambassador to the United

Nations. He spoke at the

Saturday evening banquet and

presented the awards to the

recipients.

The UNCW College
Republicans formed in the fall of

1987 and has been a strong club

since, providing many executive

board officers as well as many
volunteers on such projects as

County Party meetings, candidate

fund-raisers, and working at the

New Hanover County Republican

Headquarters. The UNCW CR's

were founded by Kidd who came
to UNCW as a transfer student

from Louisburg College. Kidd,

Kraft and Starling were the first

officers of the club at

Wilmington.

UNCW CR's meet every
Thursday at 6:30pm in the

University Union Room 207.

Shows Campus Ignorance

Club Football Changes Image
RV MAI NGUYEN

NEWS EDITOR

Despite a troubled past filled

with rumors of fund
mismanagement and allegations

concerning inappropriate team
behavior, UNCW's Club Football

is taking a new image. Jim
Nidiffer, the new Club Football

president is optimistic about the

future of the team. However, he

contends that they are facing

several difficulties.

On Tuesday, April 17, the

SGA Budget and Planning

Committee (BPC) voted to deny

Club Football's request for

$4000. The BPC had previously

allocated $7000 in funds for the

club. According to Nidiffer, the

club intended to use the money to

purchase standard football

equipment to replace the existing

thirteen year old equipment.

Currently, the club's helmets and
shoulder pads do not meet
standard equipment guidelines.

Without the extra $4000, Club
Football will not have enough
funds to adequately meet their

expenses. "My main concern is

the safety of my players and if we
are unable to purchase new
equipment than we may have to

postpone the games next season,"

he said.

Nidiffer is also working on a

project to establish a varsity

football program at UNCW that

would comply with NCAA
regulations. He comments that

the petition has elicited many
positive responses. "I would first

like to get the support of the

SGA, student body and faculty.

So far, the students have been
very supportive of the idea, " he

adds.

However Bill Brooks,
UNCW's athletic director,

believes that the establishment of

a varsity program is not a

realistic concept. "I'd love to see

us have a football team, but I

think it's going to take a lot of

money and I don't know where

it's going to come from."

The establishment of a varsity

football team will require

scholarship funding, training

facilities, and other personnel. "It

is just not a practical idea to

explore," he adds.

Nidiffer is currently planning

to generate support for the club

which he hopes will provide

school spirit and involvement

opportunities. "I'd like to

establish a network that is run

professionally and will provide

the students a chance to get

involved," he said.

UNCW NEWS

This February, the UNCW
Sexual Assault Advisory Board
conducted a survey among 1120
students in English 100 level

courses, the 33-question survey

dealt with three areas of concern

about the issue of rape: the

knowledge level, attitudes, and
personal experiences. The results

of the survey (which was self-

administered, anonymous, and
voluntary in nature) are being

studied by the Board to assist the

University in providing education

and developing policy. To ensure

a pro-active approach to the

problems and lack of awareness of

sexual assault issues, the Board
surveyed a student sample mainly

comprised of freshmen (90.3%)
and sophomores (7%). Ninety

percent of the 992 students who
disclosed their ages were eighteen

or nineteen years of age; 58.7%
were female, and 41.3% were
male. The survey did not assess

if any of the respondents' rapes

occurred on campus or when they

occurred. National statistics

indicate that the sixteen-to-

nineteen year-old age group is

most affected by crimes of sexual

assault. The age group surveyed

at UNCW thus gives the Board an

idea where UNCW students stand

in relation to national statistics.

According to various studies on
college campuses, at least 20% of

female students have been raped-

12% during the past year. Of the

women who were raped, 33% had
been assaulted more than once.

While some responses were
encouraging in terms of student

awareness and attitudes, a

surprising number, particularly

among males, showed common
myths and misinformation that

appear to be prevalent among the

UNCW student population
sample. These results can be

significant in showing various

University and community
agencies that students need
accurate information. In some
cases, counseling may be required

to change attitudes and behaviors.

The results certainly emphasize

the importance of sexual assault

awareness workshops which,
unfortunately, are often poorly

attended.

Among significant responses

were those related to rape
occurrences. (Figures have been

rounded to the nearest percentage

point.) The majority of students

(69% of males, 55% of females)

either did not recognize date rape

as a serious problem, or did not

know if it was a problem. A
sizeable percentage (30% of

males, 29% of females) did not

think or did not know that over

505 of all rapes are acquaintance

rapes (between people who have
met before). Among college

students nationally, over 80% of

attacks are acquaintance or date

rapes.

The circumstances and
motivations for rape were also
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areas of misinformation among
respondents. Surprisingly, the

majority of students were either

wrong about or date rapes.

The circumstances and
motivations for rape were also

areas of misinformation among
respondents. Surprisingly, the

majority of students were either

wrong about or unaware of the

following facts:

The majority of rapes neenr in

private residences.

(25% of males and 27% of

females disagreed; 43% of males

and 42% of females did not know)
Actually, 60% of all rapes occur

in the victims' or assailants' own
homes.

Nearly all black females rap*

victims are raped bv black males

and nearly all white female rape

victims are raped bv white males

(59% of males and 69a% of

females disagreed; 27% of males

and 23% of females did not

know.) Statistics show that 80%
of rapes are intraracial. Black

male-white female accounts for

about 3.3% of reported rapes;

white male-black female accounts

for 3.6%.

Rape victims are not ifs^lly

Physically injured hv the rapist,

(70% of males and 64% of

females were wrong, while 18%
of both males and females did not

know.) Although there may not

be physical injuries,
psychological damage can be
devastating. Often survivors are

in shock or withdrawn. Feelings

of guilt and shame are common
reactions. After a rape, about

once in three college women say

that they thought of suicide, one

in three seek counseling, and one

in four take self-defense courses.

Over 80% of survivors of sexual

assault report the rape

permanently changed their lives.

Most rapists are not sexually

frustrated.

(46% of males and 32% of

females were wrong, while 31%
of males and 32% of females did

not know.) Actually, most
rapists have wives or girlfriends

in satisfying relationships at the

time of their offense. Rape is a

crime of violence and anger, not

of sexual attraction.

A person who pets another

person drunk or dniggeri in qrd,er

to have intercourse i s guilty of

rape.

While a majority of students

knew this to be true, a surprising

number were incorrect or did not

know (42% of males, 22% of

females). Among college
students nationally, over half of

the survivors and three-quarters of

attackers had been drinking prior

to a sexual assault

The results of the attitudes

surveyed also show some areas

for serious concern. Commonly-

held myths often form a basis for

action or inaction in potentially

dangerous situations. For

instance, an alarming number of

respondents (shown in

parentheses) slill believe the

following myths, or said they did

not know whether the statements

were true. Remember, all of
these myths are false:

*Women sometimes say no to

sex with men, but really mean
yes. (49% males, 25% females)

*Many women fantasize about

getting raped. (46% males, 21%
females)

Many reports of rape are

made by women who are angry or

who "get caught" having sex.

(60% males, 33% females)

*In most rapes, the woman
does something to provoke the

attack, or "asks for it." (33%
males, 10% females)

*A woman can stop a man
who is trying to rape her if she

really wants to. (36% males,

11% females)

Women who verbally and
physically resist a rape are about

as likely to be seriously injured

or killed as a women who don't.

(68% male, 75% females)

The responses dealing with
personal experiences revealed that

about 46% of women and 11-18%
of men report being "touched
sexually" or coerced into kissing

or petting against their will.

While 15% of women (close to

the national college average) and
3%of men said they had been
"forced to engage in sexual

intercourse", only 10% of women
and 3% said they had been raped.

Such conflicting results among
females may imply difficulty in

coming to terms with being a

rape victim or they may imply
lack of awareness of the definition

of rape. On nearly all of the

topics in our study, males shoed
lower levels of awareness than the

females. These statistics bear out
the urgency of continuing
education, particularly among
younger less experienced students

who are h the most vulnerable

age groups.

The survey study was
coordinated by Ginny Jones,
lecturer in the English
Department and chairperson of the

Advisory Boards' Education
Subcommittee. The survey was
composed by Ms. jones and
Jacqueline Skinner, Assistant

Dean of Students. Dr. Rick
Dixon of the Sociology
Department assisted with the

survey's format. Ms. Li-Shing
Wang, Director of Student Life

Studies, compiled the survey the

results and cross-tabulated
responses based on gender and
specific requests from the

Education Subcommittee.

GRADUATING? ...
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Earth Day Is Not A Moment Too Soon

Editorials

Take Pride, Act Now!
Pride in one's school is something that most people take

for granted at a university. Even if the athletic teams are not

so great, or if the academic programs don't merit national

praise, students usually can find something they like about

the college they are attending.

Even if a person is not happy with their school, he should

at least have respect for the others in that school and for the

property there. In the men's restroom beside the television

room in the Union, someone urinated on the walls and the

floor. Why? Was he angry? Drunk? Did he do poorly on

an exam?
Someone set fire to a mapbox in the Wildflower Preserve.

What did that mapbox ever do to him? The question sounds

childish, but think about it. . . . What does the arsonist

stand to gain by burning University property? It doesn't

even make a statement. At least the firebug could have sa;d

something by setting the match to something that opposes

him. Not, of course, that burning a building or some books

would make much sense in a realistic light, but a mapbox ?

It is a shame to end The Seahawk's print year with an

editorial like this, but it must be said. When stupid

individuals do stupid things that affect other individuals,

someone needs to takje action. At The Seahawk, our actions

can be little more than words. But those words are aimed at

motivating the readers. If one reader finds out who set fie

fire in the Preserve and turns him in, then our mission is

accomplished. If someone catches a person urinating on tie

walls and makes that person clean up their own mess, se

have done what we set out to do. We have tried throughc ut

the year to get students involved and raise the fog of apauiy

which has become a trademark at UKCW. In some cases

we have succeeded. In others, we fell dismally short.

Letter to the Editor

The earth is sick and getting

sicker. All of us are well aware

of what it means for our bodies to

be sick. We know by experience

or personal knowledge the power

of viruses and cancers. We hear,

almost daily, about the

mutilating power of automobile

accidents and cigarette smoke.

Well, our earth-body is also

sick. This wonderful blue planet,

hanging in the darkness of space,

vibrant and alive, is ill. A
variety of cancers are raging

across the skin of this fragile

biosphere and other destructive

forces are working on the souls of

its inhabitants. Names of the

diseases include habitat
destruction, species extinction,

degradation of the land, global

toxification, the green house

effect and ozone depletion, and

human cultural degradation.

Never before has our own species

wielded so much power over

creation. Our ever-increasing

population, now 5.2 billion,

combined with our use of

instruments to press earth's

immense energy systems into our

own service, makes the human a

formidable force. And it appears,

that in many ways, we are doing

ourselves in. While it is an
awful image, a case can be made
to support this statement that we
humans are slowly committing

planetary suicide.

It is a global issue but it is an

issue that each of us needs to take

very personally. There are two
distinct rationales that call each of

us to be involved. The first is the

rationale of reason and logic.

All of us can understand that we
simply cannot go on abusing our

environment and maintain our

way of life.

Cigarette smoke kills. Toxic

wastes kill. It is that simple and

ignoring these issues makes us

culpable for the problem as the

silence of German Christians

made them culpable in the horror

of the holocaust.

The other rationale is

spiritual. "The earth is the Lord's

and all that it contains." This

earth is our home, a beautiful

gift, containing all the resources

for the human family to live

together in peace. The name of

the beast that fuels the destruction

is greed and hunger for power.

God's design is for us humans to

be caretakers of the garden, not

rapists. God's judgement comes
in the form of allowing us to reap

the consequences of our own
choices. Those who smoke get

lung cancer. Those who dump
garbage in the oceans play on
beaches strewn with syringes.

Love* and care for our
environment is one of the surest

forms of worship.

Your responsibility? Become

informed. Earth Day is this

Sunday and the activities that are

going this week provide you an

ample opportunity to learn about

the details of specific

environmental issues. Then,

choose! Think about and pick

one issue and one group that is

involved in dealing with that

issue and make it you own. You
cannot change the world by

yourself, but you can become part

of an organization that does wield

power. Find out what it is you

genuinely care about and focus

your energy there. And finally,

examine your own values and

your own lifestyle and try to

discern what it means for you to

live a just and humble lifestyle.

We can all recycle the material

things that our culture generates.

We can all cultivate a sense of

awe and reverence that allows us

to celebrate the earth, and respect

it.

There are real battles to be

fought, many politically. Learn!

Act! for the love of the earth.

Saving The World Isn't All Fun And Games
RY DAVID BURKE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Earth Day 1970 had some
admirable results. Among these

are the Clean Air Act and the

creation of the Environmental
Protection Agency. I wonder what

events facilitated these
breakthroughs, specifically. I

wonder if a big Earth made of

paper mache had anything to do
with it. Maybe it was a ten mile

biking festival. Somehow, I

doubt it

It seems more likely to me that

serious work done by organized

groups had a bigger effect on the

environment.

Many activists involved in

Earth Day 1990 seem to have
fallen in to a very common trap in

America today. They plan events

in the name of the environment,

or peace, or some other worthy
cause that are, at best, symbolic.

They are, at worst, completely

irrelevant and distracting.

Earth week activities at UNC
Chapel Hill include the

construction of a cardboard rain

forest in the student union, mass
consumption of rain forest ice

cream, three Earth Day Dances,

and an Earth Day parade and street

fair.

At ECU, festivities include a

Barefoot-On-The-Mall festival,

concerts from music groups like

Traffic Jam (jazz), the Greenville

Youth Orchestra, and the Swamp
Gypsies.

year didn't make the world a safer

place. Neither did the various

groups that have had campaigns to

plant a tree for peace. Planting a

tree does not a peaceful world
make.

In all of the commercialization,

maybe we are missing the point.

There is nothing symbolic
about the problems facing the

world. They are real. And real

problems require real solutions.

/ wonder if, after the parades are over and

the Greenhouse Cookies are all eaten,

there will be any more ozone in the sky.

I wonder if, after the parades are

over and the Greenhouse Cookies

are all eaten, there will be any
more ozone in the sky. Will the

dances save the Utah prairie dogs?

The same ideas hold true for

many groups advocating world

peace. The group in Florida that

distributed "peace Frisbees" last

If we want to encourage people

to use resources more efficiently,

why would we take paper and
make a paper mache earth? Talk

about irony!

The paper would be better used

in the form of letters t o

government officials encouraging

them to pass more stringent

Letter From The Editor

environmental bills and to allocate

more funds for the research and

development of better exhaust

scrubbers and waste treatment

techniques.

Instead of teaching our children

that peace can be achieved by

planting trees and throwing
Frisbees, we should teach them
what really has kept world peace:

competent diplomacy and a strong

military force.

I realize that there are some
useful and informative events

happening on campus and around

America. I am not knocking all

of the efforts associated with Earth

Day. I think some of the events

on campus have and will prove to

be informative and useful. And, I

nppiaud the work of people like

Denny Best and Alec Brownlow.
I realize also that the real

solutions are not nearly as

glamorous and fun as the

symbolic ones. But these are

formidable issues. If we really

care about them, we can suspend
the fun for a while and make some
serious progress.

BY PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Dear Editor,

I am writing to express my
concerns and disappointment in

the recent news concerning a

superior English lecturer, John

Evans, being let go. Something

is not right when a teacher of his

caliber is dismissed. He is not

one of those "stand up in front of

the class and babble" instructors.

He listens to his students. Every

opinion and view is looked at and

talked about. He is the type of

person that makes students

THINK about issues even after

class is over. He has opened my
eyes to new thoughts and ways to

view the world. Isn't that what

learning is all about? I feel the

student body should question the

motives of the University. Why
should such a wonderful

contributor of the University be

dismissed? When students

arrange their schedules to work in

his class, don't you think they

should keep him? Does it make
sense to lose him? I ask

everyone to think about this and

let the English Department know
that we will not sit ideally by and

see this happen. Take the time to

send them a letter telling them

about what his lectures are all

about. Let them know that the

students want him to stay. It is

time that the University listened

to the students voice. As the old

saying goes. . .without us they

would not be here.

A very concerned student,

Laura Hudson

Consider The Past, And Affect The Future
This is it, the final issue.

We've been the route.

Through the last two
semesters we have seen some
interesting and some stupid

things. . . some good, and some
not so good. Last semester we
were impressed or angered by the

takeover of a funded organization

by a group of radical right

wingers. Justice prevailed and the

ousted organization was
reinstated. In China, the old

guard decided that they'd had
enough protests and sent tanks

into Tiannemen Square to
eradicate the source of their

discomfort.

LET'S FACE If- IT'S STIIL THERE. AS MUCH AS WE TRY TO DISGUISE IT

DESPITE THE TRAPPINGS OF CIVILIZATION,

JNDffiNUTH THE SUIT IS A SAVME'

WE WERENT HUNT TO SIT HERE ON

OUR PAST/ BFHIND5- WE'RE HUNTERS/

BORN TO STALK, BORN TO KILL...

EVER7THIN6 ABOUT MAN POUTS TO IT-

IT'S THERE WHEN WE COMPETE FOR A

JOB, A GAME Of? A WOflAN

THE ADRENALIN. THE A6GRES90W

THE BURSTS Of ENERG/.. THE WIUMG-

NESS 10 MURDER AT A MOMENT'S

NOTICE.

WE MEN WERE MEANT To LIVE IN THE

FOREST, TO WAIT, TO SNEAK UP

NoisELEssiy, our victim mm
(X ITS IMPENDING DOOM.

.

We watched the seedling of

on-campus child care take root

and begin to sprout. Hurricane

Hugo dealt our neighbors in

South Carolina a harsh blow and

several UNCW students responded

with helping hands. The
semester ended while Germany
was being reunited and control

began to sift away through the red

fist of communism.
Spring semester brought us

the resignation of our Chancellor,

and , shortly thereafter, the

resignation of the head basketball

coach. Homecoming came and

went with better than average

turnout. Turnout also surpassed

expectations at SGA elections

with well over 1000 voters.

Campus child care was tested

during spring vacation. UNCW
lost a student, and the Chi Phi's

lost a brother when Henry
Rumley was killed by a van on

his way back from the bank.

From a wider perspective, we
saw Nelson Mandela released

from prison. We watched one

country after another break away

from Russia and strike out for

independence. Lithuania is even

now standing face to face with the

Bear, steady against threats of

"serious" reprisals.

Speaking of bullies, George

Bush decided that he had wimped

STOP THAT,,, I

out when he blew his first chance

to capture Manuel Noriega, so he

made up for it by sending

thousands of troops into Panama

to affect the dictator's arrest. Not

too long thereafter, Nicaragua

held legitimate elections and the

Sandinista dictator confidently

allowed a fair count; only to find

himself ousted and replaced by the

candidate supported by none other

than. . . Uncle Sam.

As the semester progresses

toward an end, we're ushering in a

new decade and waving farewell to

a Chancellor who has seen

UNCW through more than

twenty years of growth. We are

seeing the athletic department

swept clean and refurbished. We
are still wondering if we will see

the multi-million dollar fiasco

they are calling "the Landmark"

project come to fruition, while

sports teams get dropped or turned

down for lack of funding. Some
of us are looking en in awestruck

wonder as the power play in the

English department enters the

realm of the twilight zone (or the

nursery school zone).

On a national level, we are

seeing an escalation in the "Drug

War" in the form of billions of

dollars in allocations. Someone

seems to honestly think we can

win this one. Even as some

members of government agree to

spend these tax dollars on
fighting a losing battle, ctheis are

admitting that it is a battle

beyond our capabilities. We are

also watching in dumb
fascination as legislators consider

reinterpreting the constitution to

satisfy a group of people who
want to impose their moral

standards on the entire country.

Whatever happened to the

separation of church and stat

7

We are watching all this, but

are wc taking a part? Are we
making a sund? With Ear, Ji Day
coming up, we are encouraged to

look ahead to the future of, not

only our environment, but the

world we iive in . . . the big

picture. Where is the UNCW
campus environment heading?
What is the administration
planning for the future of our

university? What is the
government planning for the

future of America? For that

matter, what are we planning?

Where do we want to go from
here? We are the future, you and

I. We are the ones who will

make the difference in that future.

Let's start now.

l|WHW«JW-POW5CftMP0Or
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Bed Fundmier on Ctmput! It your fraternity, lorority or club interested in earning $1,000.00+ for a one week, on campus marketing
project? You mutt be well organized and hard working. Call Jenny and Myra at (800) 592-2121.
"ATTENTION: EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at home. Details. (1)602-838-8885 Ext W-18 742
"ATTENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT HOME! 32,000/yr income potential. Details ( 1 ) 602-838-8885 Ext T- 1 8 742"
"Attention. EARN MONEY READING! 32,000/year income potential Details (1) 602-838-8885 Ext Kb 18 742
"ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start $1 1.41/hour! For application info call (1)602-838-8885. Ext. Ml 8,742.' 6am 10pm, 7 days ."

^fmm̂ f"*m *»** ele* »«• «ore clerk (one position) Housing possible. Freshman status or higher and returning to school
Gilbert Alphin Kure Beach, NC Call 458-5752

Mlictll»in>nu«

"ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys Surplus Buyers Guide. (1)602-

838-885 EXT. A 18,742.

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet there anytime from DC or NYC for $160 or less with AIRHITCH(as reported in

Consumer Reports. NY times, Jt Lett Go!) For details, call AIRHITCH 212-864-2000.

REFRIGERATOR FOR SALE large dorm refrigerator for tale $40 or best offer. Only had one year. Call 392-759 1 or leave message

Excellent typist1 5 years experience typing term papers, dissertations, and theses for Duke and UNC students. Reasonable rates Call
Linda 395-4035

IBRFuly furnished. TV, tennis courts and pool and clubhouse Avail-May 1-Aug 26. Contact Dr Ravi Kalia. Ext. 3319, home 343
1553.

FOUND.
Laborador Retriever Looking for owner Call 799-5632 and ask for Beth or Charlanne Must describe dog

forit!
! Go
S
e
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WINNER TO RECEIVE CASH PRIZE AND COMPETE ON CBS

ANNOUNCING THE 1991

MISS NORTH CAROLINA USA and MISS NORTH CAROLINA
TEEN USA PAGEANTS

NORTH CAROLINA S ONLY
PRELIMINARY TO THE

MISS TEEN USA.

^^^^^^^^^ MISS USA

and MISS UNIVERSE PAGEANTS ^^
NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED
The search n on to find Mns North Carolina

USA 1991 and Miss North Carolina Twn USA
1991 Entrants will be fudged on beauty ooiw

and personality The Miss North Carolina USA
and Miss North Carolina Teen USA pageants

will be hHd on the weekend of Auqust 10th

To find out if you qualify till out the following

request form and return it to

THE 1991 MISS NORTH CAROLINA
USA/TEEN USA PAGEANTS

c/o TEL-AIR INTERESTS, INC.

1755 N.E. 149 STREET

MIAMI, FL 33111-10*9
W ALTMAN ALLEN

jf MISS NORTH CAROLINA
USA 1990

HEATHER SIMMONS
MISS NORTH CAROLINA

TEEN USA 1990

•
•

(30S) 944-3261

PLEASE SEND ME INFORMATION ON THE 1991 MISS NORTH CAROLINA USA/
TEEN USA PAGEANTS

NAME BIRTH DATE

ADDRESS

STATE ZIP

•
• C,TY

jf PHONE ( )

fV IF THIS DOES NOT PERTAIN TO YOU PASS IT ON TO A FRIEND

•*•••••••••••••••••••**•,*

FLASH PHOTO
30 MINUTE FH.M PROCESSING
$1.00 OFF I P oster s

COLOR PRINT FILM PROCESSING '
cameras

03 35mm & 110
ONE BOLL PER COUPON •

NOT VALID WITH OTHER OFFERS "

PLFASE PRESENT COUPON* EXPIRES 7 ]l'90

I -enlargements
I -passport photos)

University Centre

Between Wal-Mart &
Little King Pizza

799-521 I

800 FEET FROM CAMPUS
450 RACINE DRIVE

(919) 395-6001

We Want You To Come Live At
"THE EDGE\9f

DESIGNED FOR CONVENIENT. COMFORTABLE. AND AFFORDABLE LIVINCWITH PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT AND A MAINTENANCE PROGRAMSECOND TO NONE, YOUR NEW HOME WILL BE ALL YOU EVER DREAMED OF"SO COME ON OVER AND SEE HOW YOU CAN WAKE UP IN "CLASS"

SOOO MUCH FOR SO umi !!!

(ALL OF THIS)
I & 2 BEDROOM
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED

ELECTRICITY ALLOWANCE
NO ELECTRICAL DEPOSIT
21 CHANNEL BASIC CABLE
CUSTOM MINIBLINDS
COURTESY OFFICERS
OUTSIDE LIGHTING
GORGEOUS POOL A CLUBHOUSE
RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT
ROOMMATE PLACEMENT
CLOTHES CARE FACILITY
PLANNED RESIDENT ACTIVITIES
VARIABLE LEASE TERMS
OPEN DOOR POLICY
800' FROM CAMPUS
BIKE RACKS
PATIOS & BALCONIES
WATER, SEWER & TRASH REMOVAL

(FOR THIS)

ONf SMALL RENT CHECK

Letter

To

The

Editor

Today

Cruiftt) Ship Jobs
HIRING Mon . Woman Summer/
Vaa> F»ouoO PHOTOGRAPHERS
TOUR GUIDES RECREATION
PERSONNEL E»cai»ot pay plus

FREE Iramtl CanDOaan. Hawaii.

banamat Souf Pacific. Maaicc

CALL NOW! Cad ratunoau*

V2O6-736-077S. En 600NK

Jobs in Alaska
HIRING Men - Women • Summer/
Year Round CANNERIES. FISHING.
LOGGING. TOURISM, CONSTRUCTION
up to $600 weekly, plus FREE room
and board CALL NOW! Call refundable

1-206-736-0777. Ext.600E!T

Give yourself

a hand
against

breast

cancer

Breast self-examination is easy, takes

only a few minutes and can be per-

formed in the privacy of your own
home. It's an important way you can
delect early and highly curable breast

cancer.

Take control ofyour body and your Itfe.

Make breast self-examinaiion a part of

your monthly routine. And see vour

doctor regularly for clinical exams and
advice on mammography.

For a free pamphlet about breast self-

examination, call vour local American
Cancer Society.

We're here to help

L. AMERICAN¥CANCER
? SOCIETY 5

PUZZLE SOLUTION

Earn up to $100 a

month for

SPRING BREAK!!!

Get fifteen dollars

the first three uisits,

fiue extra when you
bring a friend.

WILMINGTON
DONOR CENTER

CORNER OF WRIGHTSVILLE
AND 17TH

102 S. 17TH

763-5213
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ENTERTAINMENT

Have a good summer, and don't Jorget never drink,

tequila with someone named "Jose. The question to ponder

this summer is: What is a snails Jury?

Spike fiensonfiurst

Monk

24-7 SPYZ will pry into

Wilmington's scene upon their

appearance at the Mad Monk on

Sunday, April 22nd with

Wilmington's own Betrayer.

The Spyz are an exciting

combination of funk, hardcore,

reggae, metal, and jazz that is

new and refreshing and even

brings new light to the New York

Cities' hardcore scene. This

awesome culmination of music

styles creates a powerful and fully

energetic blend that has been

taking crowds by storm. Rip

Magazine has referred to 24-7

Spyz as "an all-black outfit that

energetically combines the

freshest elements of Living
Colour, Fishbone, and Bad,

Brains."

Peter Fluid fronts for this

four-piece group from the Bronx

vhile adding a major element to

the stage show tht is truly

outrageous. Jimi Hazel, who
moves his fingers up and down
the fret board as if it were child

play, plays guitar and has given

the Spyz a sound that they have

definitely patented. Thumping
the bass is Rick Skatore which

gives the Spyz a variety of

characteristics, while Anthony

Johnson beats the drum and plays

the single kick drum quicker than

most can play a double kick set.

24-7 spyz formed in 1986 in

the Bronx when Peter Fluid and
Kendu, their original drummer,
were pulling together the
fragments of an earlier band.
Through their efforts they
managed to incorporate Jimi
Hazel and Rick Skatore in time to

decide on the name 24-7 Spyz.

the spyz are an

exciting combination

of funk, hard core,

reggae, metal, and

jazz. . .

Hard times fell upon the band

when Kendu was shot in the

streets of the Bronx. Though his

wounds have sinced healed, the

other three members say that it

strengthened them as a group and

they connected with former

drummer of the A-Kings,

Anthony Johnson.

The Spyz were signed on In-

Effect Records after having many
prospective companies on their

trail, but the band says they
wanted a small label with fewer
bands rather than a large label

carrying many groups.

Faster than the Easter Bunny
trying to get across the road
without being flattened. More
daring than Andrew Dice Clay,

and more insane than Charles

Manson, its Mark the Shark.
These past few months have been

a real pleasure writing for the

Seahawk.

It has given me an
opportunity to express m y
opinions on music in general and,

to review some really good music

along with some really bad
music. Once more I would like

to remind everyone, to take a

stand against censorship, as you
have a right to choose what is

right for you.

Censorship of any kind will

prohibit your freedom of choice,

will and reduce America to a

country no better than China.

(There are not many commies
left!)

Faster Pussycat-Wake me
when it's over.

Elektra

Three teeth out of four.

This is the second major label

release from this five man
California band. Their first

release was very different and
came out the same time as Guns
and Roses.

Appetite for Destruction

(Guns-n-Roses) was more
mainstream so they get more
airplay, thus were as bigger

commercial success than Faster

Pussycat. So I guess what FP
figured what worked for Guns
would work for them right?

Right! Sure this is more of a

rock album, but it is far superior

to anything G&R will ever put

out.

These guys are aware of their

abilities and they never push
them. You got your standard

ballad, which I found very tasteful

( a personal favorite) and every

other tune is pretty much laced

with excellent guitar work. The
album is well written and not

overly produced, no frills rock

with a little roll.

Mudhoney-Boiled Beef and
Rotting Teeth

SubPop Records-Import Only
Three teeth out of four

First of all, these guys really

rip. This six track compact disc
only release is a must for every
mudhoney fan. All six have been
released either on 45's or the

Moudo Stereo compilation
album. "You Got it" is different

from the Mudhoney album
version. It is not quite as
polished off as that version, but
none of the tracks are for that

matter. This four man band from
Seattle is well rounded as a band,
as each tune is laced with searing

rythms of distorted "noise" guitar.

The vocals of Mark Aron
remind me of Jimi Hendrix, and
the music is a little moody. My
favorite tracks were "Hate the
Police", "Sweet Young Thing
ain't Sweet No More" and "You
Got it". Basically, the whole
album is very good and
enjoyable. If you have a CD
player this is a must for your
collection, if you don't have a CD
player then get one!

Pfeiffer Art Exibit
The walls of the university

living room and study lounge

have been transformed into a

backdrop for bright, thought-

provoking abstract art, courtesy

of Mr. Eric Pfeiffer.

Originally from Pennsylvania,

Pfeiffer has lived in Yaupon
Beach on Oak Island for the past

six years. He recently had a very

successful one-man exhibit at the

Blue Dolphin Gallery i n

Southport, where some of his

work can still be seen. He is also

on permanent display at tne

Franklin Square Gallery in

Southport. A member of the

Brunswick Arts Council and of

the associated artists of southport,

Pfeiffer also served as chairman of

the Brunswick County Literacy

Council in 1987.

Pfeiffer developed his love of

art while studying under John
White at the Sewickley Academy,
and later at the University of

Massachusetts. His work is

considered by some a s

controversial, because it evokes
strong emotions in those who
view it. Student comments have
ranged from "wild!" "I like it very

much" "Pretty Cool" and "Easy
to look at' to Disturbing".

First Power Warrants A Six
Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles: Starring Raphaello,
Danatello, Michael-Angelo, and

Leonardo.

Rating: If you're under 10:

10 out of a possible 10.

Rating: If you are over 10:

61/2 out of a possible 10.

If you can swallow the

premise of this movie you will

really enjoy it. But, if a human
size rat teaching four human size

turtles the art of ninja seems a

little far fetched you might want

to hesitate from seeing Teenage

Mutant Ninja Turtles.

It seems that Splinter (the

afore mentioned human-size rat)

came apon four baby turtles

wallowing in radioactive waste.

The radioactive waste made
Splinter and the turtles grow to

human size and develop the

capability to talk. As they grew
Splinter named them after

renaissance painters and taught

them to be ninja warriors. It

could happen.

The turtles are called to action

when a group known as the foot

clan starts to terrorize the city.

They (the turtles) are joined in

their cause by a pretty TV news*

reporter, and by a ski-mask clad

vigilante named Casey Jones.

But just as everything starts to go

their way Splinter is kidnapped.

Oh my gosh! Do you think they

will save him in time?

As an added bonus to seeing

Ninja Turtles let it be known that

it was filmed in Wilmington.
Look for local newscaster Kitty

Fitzgibbon as a newscaster
"suprise" in a small role (what an

actress!). This movie was made
for little kids so don't go looking

for a socially moving movie.

Expect a silly, kind of dumb
movie and you just might enjoy

it I did. Kowabunga Dude.

The First Power: Starring
Lou Diamond Phillips.

Rating: 6 out of a possible

10.

This looked like a really good
movie from all the promotional
clips. It looked like a tight,

suspenceful, thriller that would
please the most reluctant movie-
goer. For the first half hour or so
The First Power seemed to be the

real thing... then the dreaded
sequel jinx took over.

The premise of the movie is

really simple. Your average

"neighbors described him as a

loner" takes off on a serial killing

spree and carves pentagrams in

the chest of his victims. Enter

The name of their first album

on In-Effect is "Harder Than You"

and is full of music made to be

witnessed at a live performance.

The music on "Harder Than You"
jumps back and forth from a

metal sound like on the track

"Grandma Dynamite", to the true

funk sound of "Jungle Boogie",

originally done by Kool and The
Gang. The album also contains

reggae tunes like "Ballads not

Bullets" and punk hardcore sonds

like those on the track "Tango
Skin Polka".

Opening up this legendary

show will be Betrayer, a

Wilmingbton based band that is

as hardcore heavy metal crossover

group. Betrayer ventures all the

way form slow, heavy crunch to

fast, heavy hardcore chord
progressions.

Betrayer is Steve Koroly on
rhythm guitar, Keith Wrench
playing lead, Brian Steding

pumping out a mean bass line,

Ramzi Ateyeh maintaining the

beat on drums, and Kevin Potts

up front on vocals. Recently,

Betrayer has been very busy
playing with such big acts as

Corrosion of Conformity
(COCO), Confessor, and The
Ugly Americans.

With a combination like 24-7

Spyz and Betrayer, Sunday April

22nd is bound to be an
extraordinary event. /?T!T!T!*TT!IIT!TIT

iJTTTTI^^
"*'
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brightest pieces most of all, and
agree tht art in the student union
is a great idea. Pfeiffer is About three-and-a-half years entrees on the menu feature items

satisfied with any reaction to his a8°> tw0 brothers from the New like 'London Broil, Stuffed

art, as long as it gets the viewer Jersey shore came here to Flounder, BBQ Chicken Kabobs,

involved in thinking and in art
Wilmington to bring their dream Shrimp Scampi, and a Broiled

He feels that "there is a soothing t0 life" t0 open their own Seafood Combination as well as

comfort to abstractions that I find restaurant many others,

immensely appealing. Tney found a P,ace on Route The Blackboard Specials

A successful canvas will draw 17 > a" * beg™ their work. They include such items as Escargot,

the viewer's eye into it, looking rebuilt the inside, hand built a Calamari, Broiled Mahi Mahi,

all about the field of color and nu8e magnificent bar, decorated Stuffed Chicken Breasts, Cornish

pattern with the mind's inate the place with class, and called it Game Hens, Duck, Lamb, Fried

curiosity to see what's next. Market Street Restaraunt. Oyster Platters, Cajun Blackened

These images are constantly Without any extensive Fishes, and Shrimp and Scallop

changing, for they reside in the advertising, the business today is Marinara over linguine. Of

viewer's mind. booming! It seems to have course there are many others, but

established a clientele, and has this is just a sampling tho whet

built a great reputation with the your taste buds,

people in Wilmington. Nightly specials are also

It seems most appropriate that offered for each night of the week.

Market Street's motto is "Casual por example, every Monday they

Dining." Market Street have baby back ribs for $7.95,

Restaurant is a Northern style bar and Friday is always reserved for

and restaurant with a very cozy Prime Rib at a special price,

atmosphere. It is definitely Cal1 ahead to see which night of

casual and comfortable. It is the the week sounds the most

kind of place you go to relax, appealing to you.

spend some time with friends, and The prices at Market Street are

enjoy a great meal. It is a very average. You can get a great

personal kind of environment. hamburger and chips for $3.50 or

The bar has a "Cheers" a giant plate of Seafood Marinara

personality. It is all very and pasta for $11.95 or any of the

welcoming. fresh seafood plates o r

The dining room is accented combinations for about $9.95 to

by candlelight, and is separated $12.95. Other prices range

from the large wooden bar by a between two extremes with the

window paned glass wall and average dinner at about $8.95.

flower boxes. The bar is covered Nothing is extraordinarily

by a large awning and low overpriced considering the

hanging lights. A bit of a excellent quality and huge
country touch is seen in the print quantity of all of the meals. You

table cloths and in the definitely get what you pay for!

decorations. The huge decorative wooden

Market Street's food is
bar is fully stocked with all of the

equally as good as the atmosphere best liquors, and an extensive

in which it is served. They use w»«e list. Only the Best!

only the finest quality and the Specials are also offered at the bar

freshest ingredients available. nightly. For example,
Seafood specials change nightly Wednesday is Margarita night, for

according to what is caught off of on'y $ I -50 each,

our coast that afternoon. The Market Street's charm, high

featured "Blackboard Specials" quality food, excellent sarvice,

are the best way to go. These are great prices, and inviting personal

usually the most exciting warmth make it a great place for

entrees. dining out, or just a nice place to

The menu list appetizers,
sit *"* have a dth± Next time

soups (Manhattan style clam y°u • In mc mood for Mark«
chowder-thafs the red! The best

Street, it is located on Market

around!), salads, huge hamburgers
Street (appropriately enough !)

(always served with sauteed toward Ogden. It is open for

mushrooms and onions !!),
dinner only seven nights a week,

specialty sandwiches, and a wide Experience "casual dining" at its

array of dinner entrees. The finest!

the good guy cop (Lou Diamond
Phillips) who has a history of

catching serial killers, and with

the help of a psychic finds and

kills the bad guy in the first ten

minutes of the film.

The only problem is that this

allows him (the psycho) to be set

free in spirit form and to receive

"the first power" of eternal life.

You can see how this would be a

problem for the police, a n

immortal nut from hell (literally).

This could have been a good
movie if it wasn't for the obvious

ending of the film. For the last

hour of the movie the makers
decided to focus on special effects

and on leaving the ending open
for a sequel. The effect of this

was to kill the edge the film had
and to make the movie bad
enough that no one will want to

see a sequel.

The makers also made a

mistake in casting Phillips in the

role of the hero. Phillips is a

talented actor who would be better

suited to this role in five more
years. He was hard to take as a

veteran cop who looked to young
to have been a cop five years

unless he started in junior high.

Could have been good, but it

wasn't.

Wlhiais

(S©niing Oe oo o

April 19- April 26

Thursday

Mad Monk: Left

Wing Facists.

Guiseppes: Live

Entertainment.

Front Street:

Wilmingtunes.

Friday

Trask Coliseum:
The Connells

Mad Monk:
Ptowess.

Front Street: Big

Ideas with special

guest The Woods.

Guissepe's: Local

Rock music.

Saturday
"'».'...>.••

Mad Monk:
Clearlight (Pink Floyd).

Front Street: Big

Ideas.

Sunday

Mad Monk: 24-7

Spyz with special

guest Betrayer.

Monday

Ortons: College

Night.!•

Tuesday

Front Street: Blues

Jam Society.

Wednesday

Guissepe's: Live

Entertainment.

Mad Monk 395-0280

Front Street 763-124C

Seahawks 392-PIER

Guissepe's 256-9600
«
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Schools Want Big Speakers For Graduation
(CPS)-It's almost graduation

time. For students, it is a time

of saying good-bye to old friends

and nervously stepping into the

job market or on to the next

college. For their schools,

however, it is a time of racing to

sign up the richest, most famous

commencement speaker possible.

"The universities are all for it,

it generates a lot of publicity for

them," said John Palmer,

president of the National Speakers

Bureau, a Chicago-based agent for

many prominent speakers.

"Schools get a big-name

speaker for several purposes," he

explained. "One is just to

provide an interesting speaker for

graduates and their parents. The

other is to generate publicity."

In deciding whom to ask to

speak, one Utah State University

(USU) commencement committee
member said schools keep an eye

on both politics and money.

"The speaker should have the

same politics as the university's

administration, yet it should be a

big enough name that it attract

attention and bring in more

donations to the university," said

the committee member, who
asked not to be named.

"That would make sense," said

Priscilla Lewis of the Council for

Aid to Education, a New York
group that tracks donations to

schools.

"If you chose someone
controversial, it can have a

negative impact. For example, if

you have a speaker that alumni

find offensive, it might effect

their contributions," Lewis said.

Things can go wrong along

the way. USU, for one,

originally had magazine publisher

and corporate bon vivant Malcom

Forbes scheduled to speak at its

commencement ceremonies.

Forbes passed away in March. In

his stead USU managed to sign

up Nobel laureate Manfred Eigen,

a West German chemist, whose

reknown, while considerable in

academic circles, doesn't match

Forbes' in the corporate world of

donating money to colleges.

Talking heads from television

are among this year's most
sought-after speakers. Palmer
noted multiple campus offers for

Sam Donaldson, Tom Brokaw
and Dan Rather, adding that some
of his other clients like Adm.
William Crowe and former UN
Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick

also are in demand.

Palmer maintained that former

Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger, who had to cancel his

last attempt at a campus tour

because of student protests in the

early 1980's, has been asked to

speak at several schools this

spring.

said he wrote a letter to Cavazos,

who grew up in Kingsville,

asking if he or Bush would speak

at the ceremony. Cavazos
reportedly convinced Bush, also

from Texas, to speak. The
secretary later decided that he

would like to attend as well.

South Carolina and Texas at

Austin, as well as at Texas A&I
University in Kingsville.

Texas A&I, in fact, hit pay

dirt in the commencement
competition when it also got US
Secretary of Education Lauro

Cavazos to appear with Bush.

Schools
several

provide
graduates

get big name
purposes . . .

an interesting

speakers for

one is just to

speaker for

and their parents.

"But everybody," Palmer
added, "wants (Soviet leader

Mikhail) Gorbachev. It's a really

big deal."

Rumors are flying that

Gorbachev will speak at Brown
University's commencement May
28. While NSB's Palmer

confirmed the date, Brown
officials refused to verify that

Gorbachev would attend. The
Associated Press reported April 6

that the Soviet will not go to

Brown.

"Brown doesn't schedule

outside speakers as such," and

most seniors don't seem upset

that Gorbachev probably won't

appear.

"The tradition at Brown is to

have senior speakers," said senior

Sondra Berger. "I like it that

way. It's more representative of

our class, and it's not just

somebody preaching at us."

The Soviet embassy in

Washington, DC, would not

comment.

President Bush, on the other

hand, will speak at graduation

ceremonies at the universities of

A&I President Manuel Ibanez

Kingsville has formed two

committees-one to promote the

university and another to promote

the city-to prepare for the

president's visit

"It's very exciting, not just for

the campus, but also for the

community. We will be putting

our best foot forward," said Mary

Sherwod, Texas A & I's assistant

director of public affairs.

While it may be a great

publicity event for the area,

student's friends and families may

be left out in the cold. For

security reasons, the ceremony

most likely will be held in a gym

that seats only 4,00 people.

While only 300 students are

graduating, news people and other

observers will crowd out most of

the graduate's families and other

students who might like to

attend.

"It's very likely that some

people who want to attend won't

be able to," Sherwood said.

Last year's graduation at

Boston University, which featured

Bush and French President

Francois Mitterand, had more of

the atmosphere that surrounds the

Super Bowl rather than a n

academic event. Because of the

huge crowds expected-about

30,000 attended-each senior was
allotted four tickets. Some
enterprising students scalped their

tickets for as much as $100.

Florida State University

students filed a class-action suit

against FSU April 2 to prevent

the same thing from happening

there. Even though there is no
big-name speaker signed for the

ceremony, the 3,500 seniors will

receive four guest tickets each,

and some are scalping their free

tickets for $60.

"A public institution of higher

learning should not be allowed to

create a black market for resale of

tickets for admission to a public

meeting held' ostensibly for the

purpose of honoring its new
graduates,' says the suit, which
was filed in Leon County Circuit

Court by seven students.

"It's for safety purposes only,"

said Susan Sheppard of FSU's
ticket committee. "Last spring

there was about 4,000 people

sitting in the aisles, and there

would have been no way to get

out in case of an emergency."

Wesleyan University, on the

other hand, holds its ceremonies

on a big grassy field, and anybody

who wants to attend may. This

year, Archbishop Desmond Tutu

will be the featured speaker.

While getting a speaker has

become big business-costing

anywhere from $2,000 to

$20,000 depending on the

popularity of the speaker-few

administrators readily admit they

want to attract attention to their

school.

"I don't get a sense that it is a

competition," said William
Holder, who was part of the

committee to bring Tutu to

Wesleyan. "Each university

wants to get somebody who can

make the event memorable and

meaningful."

A & 1, however, isn't bashful

about trying to draw attention to

the university. "We certainly

hope this will attract potential

students," Sherwood said.
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From The Wire.
(CPS)-Calling for their

schools to hire more minority

faculty members, law students at

dozens of law schools picketed,

boycotted classes and handed out

petitions April 5.

In the second annual
nationwide protest about the

issue, students from the

universities of Pittsburgh,

Oregon, California-Los Angeles

as well as Indiana, Columbia and

Harvard universities, among
approximately 35 others, joined

the effort.

The Inselbergs said they knew
of cheating in the class, and
confronted Newsome with their

suspicions that she had access to

some stolen tests. When
Newsome grabbed for a folder on

the professor's desk, Edgar
Inselberg said he restrained

Newsome with an arm across her

chest while Rachel Inselberg

attempted to wrest the folder from

the student

(CPS)-Western Michigan
University President Diether

Haenicke suspended Professor

Edgar with pay, pending an

investigation into an incident in

which Inselberg and his wife

Rachel, also a WMU professor,

allegedly physically attacked a

freshman who the Inselbergs

suspected of cheating.

Freshman Toyoda Newsome
said Edgar Inselberg had her in a

"headlock" while Rachel
Inselberg, who had been
monitoring a test in her husband's

class, bit and scratched her.

Newsome then sought medical

attention.

(CPS)-Hoping to keep its

liability insurance rates down,

West Virginia University's

chapter of the Phi Kappa Sigma

fraternity said April 5 it would

have party goers take breathalyzer

tests before being allowed to drive

home.

Under the plan, students would

check their keys at the door when

they arrive at the party, and not

get them back until they pass a

test to assure Phi Kappa monitors

they are not intoxicated.

"I think a lot of it is due to

the liability insurance the

fraternities are faced with today,

and this is just another way to

keep that low," WVU fraternity

adviser Ron Justice said.

Campus Police Offer Final Advice

nv amy PFTRnrFi.u
STAFF WRITER

As the semester is coming to

an end, campus police would like

to present some reminders and

helpful hints to students as they

prepare to leave campus while

simultaneously studying for

exams. First of all, detective

Willis reminds that students need

to make arrangements to remove

bikes from campus and have them

stored. "We do offer the service

of storing a limited number of

bicycles," he stated.

He mentioned that it is

especially a good idea for those

attending summer school, to

leave their bikes with campus

police for the two week period

prior to the start of summer
school. Those bikes unable to be

left with campus police should be

taken home or stored in one of

the many storage places in the

Wilmington area. "Any bicycles

left after graduation will be
impounded," stated Willis.

Secondly Willis expressed a

concern for the protection of

students' property. "With the

pressures from exams, we would

like to remind students to be

aware that people will steal from

them, and hope that they will

still be sure to protect their

property."

He mainly referred to the

protection of book bags and

books, since they can easily be

converted to cash.

To prevent any initial theft,

Willis makes note of the

available lockers in the cafeteria.

"Lockers are secure arid free of

cost" he stated. The lockers do

require a 25 cent deposit which is

refunded upon retrieval of

property.

Campus police recommend
use of the facilities for the

students' own protection.

Not only should students be

cautious of their books, but they

should be more aware of their

personal belongings in their

rooms as well.

"At this time of year," said

Willis, "people will be leaving

and for this reason may see the

opportunity to do something they

may not normally do, where theft

is concerned."

Although Willis feels it will

be stressful for students to pack

up their belongings during
exams, he asks that students

remember to discard properly any

items intended to be left behind,

for any reason. For example,

items should be placed in a

Dumpster or the trash, rather than

left in the room or in the hall.

Finally in the event that a

student should leave campus and

realize they've left property, they

can simply call campus police.

Willis stated, "We will make an

attempt to retrieve any items

accidentally left behind."
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Food Services Battle University
(CPS)-Students at the

University of Texas-Pan
American have become entangled

in a bizarre battle between
university officials and the
school's food service contractor.

The battle almost left them
eating porcupine steak.

Southwest Dining Services,

which after a series of money
disputes with the university, lost

its contract, which was to expire

May 1. Ralph Severson, director

of Southwest Dining, said he

wouldn't leave until the
university paid up on $42,000 in

outstanding bills.

In protest he posted a menu
for the week of April 9 that

included such cuisine as

porcupine meat over rice, baked

carp, chitlins, liver and onions,

grilled cheese spread sandwich,

minced scrambled eggs over

meshed potatoes and soy burgers.

The bottom of the menu
sarcastically reads "Happy
Eating!!! Bon Apetit!!!"

At the last minute, however,

Severson and his company agreed

to leave campus April 7, and let

the new contractor -- Morrison's,

the company that had the contract

before Southwest Dining -- take

over early.

And although the 300 dorm
residents and other students whe
frequent the cafeteria escaped
Severson's wrath, they say the

quality of food had dropped
severely in prior weeks.

When Southwest Dining
started last July, students dined

on steak and fries, had a fancy

soup and salad bar and,
occasionally, even banana splits

and candy. On Valentine's Day,
red-and-white-checkered

tablecloths were laid out and
violinists were there to set the

mood.

But when the university
officials didn't renew the
Southwest Dining's contract, the

quality o f food dropped
considerably, students say.

The salad bar dropped to

lettuce and lit'l** more, said one

disappointed student "They took
everything. There're no choices
offered."

Most students were subsisting

on lettuce and cereal, added Erna
Marlene Lugo, a student senator.

"We, the students, are caught in

the middle."

Students Don't Ask Enough In Class

(CPS)--College students don't

ask enough questions in class, a

University of Missouri-Columbia
professor says.

The average student generates

only three questions during a 16-

week course, noted Candace
Stout an assistant art professor at

MU who analyzed students'

questions in art history classes.

Three-fourths of the questions,

moreover, were never actually

verbalized, she added.

"Students have been socialized

from grade school to believe that

asking questions is often a

negative behavior," SiOat said.

"At this time you often are told

you are not independent if you
can't figure things out on your
own, so students see qjestioning

as dependent behavior.

"

The 161 students participating

in Stout's study were asked to

keep a record of the questions
they asked in class, along with

those they thought of but never
verbalized. At the end of the 16

weeks, only 451 questions had

been generated in both written and

oral form. Only 113 of those

questions were actually asked.

"A large percentage of them
said they didn't feel the need to

ask questions because the lecture

material was adequate," Stout

said. "They want just enough
information to prepare them for

the test, a disappointing,

mechanistic view of learning."

One student suggested it

might be the professor's faults.

"Usually the professor fails to

answer a question so that the

student understands it," said Kyle

Kitterman, a student at Boise
State university in Idaho.

"Sometimes, they're very

sarcastic and make students feel

stupid."

Robert Miler, chairman of the

English Dept. at the University

of Louisville in Kentucky, said

he fields at least thice questions

each lecture frcn a class of 40-50

students. "It certcmly hasn't

coincided with rry experience."

Stout fou.u> thai studeius

generally did not allow peer

pressure to keep them from
asking questions. Although 35

percent of the students said they

did think about their peers when
asking questions, 81 percent did

not allow peer pressure to keep

them from asking.

She also asked the students if

they feared negative opinions

from the professor when they ask

questions. Forty percent admitted

that they "consider" the

professors' opinions, but 8 6

percent did not let it keep them
from asking.

Additionally, 70 percent said

the professor actually encourages
inquiry by asking openly for

questions, by showing
enthusiasm, by the use of body
language and by giving thorough
answers.
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Worth Saving.

Remember §

When?
Here are a few
memories some of
us will carry with us
as we head off into

the proverbial
sunset. Even if we
are coming back.

CPS^

ACROSS

1 Unhappy
4 That man
6 Foreign

1 1 Correct

13 Seller

15 Three-toed

sloth

16 Speech
18 Agave plant

19 Therefore

2

1

Greek peak
22 Undergarment
24 Lucre

26 Dines

28 High card

29 Small island

31 Travel about
33 Printer's

measure
34 Dry

36 Highway

COUfGC HKSS SERVO

38 French abbr
40 Want
42 Aggregation of

people

45 Hawaiian

wreath

47 Pierce

49 College official

50 Part of church
52 War god
54 Symbol for tin

55 That is: abbr.

56 Vegetable

59 As far as
61 Dried grape
63 Destined

65 Woody plants

66 Saint: abbr
67 Before

1 Health resort

2 Gets up

3 Fulfill

4 Courageous
person

5 Wipe out

6 Flier

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ,0

It 12 13

|

14
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•
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1
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ttH

55

p

' "B"

W FT
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il TT

7 Zodiac sign

8 Hostelries

9 Revised: abbr
10 Public

announcement
12 River in Italy

14 Mature
17 Former Russian

ruler

20 Spanish pot

23 Note of scale

24 Greek letter

25 Flowerless plant

27 Narrow opening
30 Stalemates
32 Fat of swine
35 Holds back
37 Expires

38 Aptitude

39 Iterate

41 Mend with

cotton

43 Ridicule

44 Half an em
46 Exists

48 Trinkets

51 Actual being
53 Highlander
57 Baker's product
56 Exclamation
60 Poem
62 Negative prefix

64 Myself

See puzzle solution on page 5.
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Hawks hostCAATourney

PHOTO BY PHOXIPUJUCHLIN

££A UNCW baseball player takes a pitch high for a ball. The Seahawks were stymied by Tarheel pitching all-night

^mistering only one run on four hits. The Seahawks still miss the services of all-conference centerfielder Perry

;
;Cunin who out with a leg injury. Trent Mongero led all Seahwks with two hits on the night and one RBI.

^UNCW
The Seahawks, losers of seven straight,

Z and winless against Atlantic Coast
'Conference opponents this season, jumped
ahead, 1 C, in the fifth inning when Mongero

" jingled home John Schultz, who had earlier

jingled and stole second.

But the Heels, who stranded eight

TTunners, battled back with a run in he sixth

" on Holbrook's RBI sacrifice lineout to right

field.

"We expect our freshman to contribute,"

UNC coach Mike Roberts said. "We were

fortunate to get the win, though. I thought

our pitcher (Frank Maney) did an outstanding

job for us."

For Holbrook, the run-scoring drive

couldn't have come at a better time.

"I've been struggling at the plate lately,"

he said. "I was looking for a pitch to drive.

Hitting that ball hard gave me some
confidence when I came up in the ninth."

Meanwhile, Maney, who had not pitched

into the second inning in either of his

previous two starts, continued io dazzle,

keeping the Seahawks off balance with a

sequence of change-ups and slow curves.

The sophomore lefthander allowed just four

singles before handing the game over to

closer Brad Woodall.

"He was outstanding," Roberts said.

'We told him we needed him to go five. He

gave us that and more."

Woodall, second in the nation last

season in earned run average, picked up his

sixth victory with two shutout innings.

Mongero led UNCW (17-10), which

again played without the services of all-

conference centerfielder Perry Currin, with

two base hits.

BY PATRICK FOWI FP
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR ,

Baseball teams across three states are gearing up

for the upcoming CAA baseball championships to

be held May 11-14 at Brooks field. Teams from

East Carolina, George Mason, James Madison,

Richmond, and UNCW will compete in the post-

season tournament with the victor gaining an

automatic bid to the NCAA baseball

Championships in June.

Last season the Seahawks won the CAA regular

season for the second time in three years. UNCW
used strong pitching performances from graduated

seniors Tommie Adams (9-3, 34 k's), Tony Tillman

(4-3,49 k's), E.H. Kennedy (3-1,18 k's), and clutch

hitting by Player-of-the-Year Trent Mongero (.313)

and sophomore Perry Currin (.300) to rocket to a

31-15-0 record, 15-3 in the CAA last season.

Both Adams and Tillman were drafted into

professional ball in the minor leagues farm system.

Adams was picked up by the Atlanta Braves and

Tillman by the Cleveland Indians. Adams was cut

by the Braves this year however.

UNCW had to fight off close and long time

rival ECU for the tide, beating the Pirates two out

of three games in the final meeting of the season

between the two squads. Coach Bobby Guthrie in

his sixth season captured Coach-of-the-Year honors

at last year's CAA baseball banquet.

UNCW was the number one seed heading into

the tournament played on their home turf et Brooks

Field. They won their opening round game against

sixth seeded William and Mary 8-4 before losing to

East Carolina in the semifinal round the next day, 6-

The Seahawks were then eliminated from the

tournament with a 7-2 defeat to the Richmond

Spiders. East Carolina went on to win the

Championships defeating George Mason in the

finals. The Pirates were knocked out in the early

rounds of the NCAA Tournament as they concluded

their season.

This season has been a particularly hard one for

UNCW as it had to rebuild its ranks losing four

solid fielders (Al Catucci, Randy Fennel, Tom
Heitler, Desi Williams) and three pitchers to

graduation (Adams, Tillman, Kennedy). The team

got off to a slow start losing their first five outing

before registering a victory over Atlantic Christian,

6-5.

UNCW during the 1990 season has gone on

two winning streaks of four and five games before

cooling off later in the month of April. Currently

they are on a seven game losing streak and haven't

put together more than two wins since March 17.

The Seahawks are 17-19 overall and 2-6 in the

CAA.
The CAA championships will follow the same

format as last year wiih the regular season standings

determining the seedings. The tournament is a

double lost elimination with winners of games
moving on in the bracket and the losers needing in

their bracket to get back in the first bracket. ECU is

a top the CAA conference this season while UNCW
currently occupies fifth position.

The year has been full of mishaps and injuries

for the Seahawks. Veterans Trent Mongero (arm)
and Perry Currin (leg) are one of many major
setbacks for the squad this season. Coach Guthrie
had counted on power from the 4,5,6, hitters' spot
to help the team score more runs than last year.

"We hoped well be all right this year,"Guthrie

said "Contact in the middle of the lineup is our
biggest concern. We'd liked to see someone jump
in there and take command. We have guys who can
get on base. We just need other guys who can make
contact consistently and drive in runs."

That help for a good part was answered by
Currin, who was tearing up the base paths batting

.417 with 43 hits and 15 RBI's before injuring his

leg against ECU.
Mongero underwent arm surgery before the

season is still trying to fully recover to his MVP
form of last year.

Mike Ferrell (.302), Tim Hooks (.320) and
Mike Siopes (.320) also have been solid for the

Seahawks in the middle of the lineup but not lately

where UNCW has been outscored by its opponents
36-12 over its current losing streak.

The Seahawks have seven more games left in

their season before preparation for the CAA
Tournament begins. The first game is at Noon on
the eleventh featuring the top seed versus the sixth

seed. Two other games will follow at 3:30 p.m.
and 8 p.m.

1990 Baseball Championship

Schedule
Thurdav. Mnv tn

10 a.m. -5 p.m. ~ Practices at UNCW (one hour

for each team)

Championship Awards Dinner at

UNCW

Friday. May 11

12:00 Noon - Game 1 (Seed #6) vs. (Seed #1)

3:30 p.m. -- Game 2 (Seed #4) vs. (Seed #3)

8:00 p.m. - Game 3 (Seed # 5) vs. (Seed #2)

Saturday. May 12

12:00 Noon -- Game 4 (Loser Game 1 vs. Loser

Game 2)

3:30 p.m.- Game 5 (Winner Game 1 vs. Loser

Game 3)

8:00 p.m. Game 6 (Winner Game 7 vs.

Winner Game 3)

Rest of games held on Sunday and Monday tor the

CAA tide are determine on the outcome of the

winners of second round play.
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SEAHAWK SPORTS

Way Out In
(W)rigJit
Field
Chris Wright
Sports Editor

Twenty-three
and too old:

Life in the minors

Twenty-three and too old.

That's what the Atlanta Braves told

Tommie Adams, a former UNC-
Wilmington pitching standout, who was
recently released following what Adams
described as his "best spring yet."

"I knew something was up when I

talked to two other pitchers who were

younger than I was," Adams said while

attending the Seahawks' doubleheader with

East Carolina.

"We were at a Pizza Hut and they told

me they had been released because they

were too old. These guys were younger
than me, and threw just as well, so I pretty

much knew then."

Adams, who as a junior had the

Seahawks' lowest earned-run-average,
spent last season in the Braves' farm
system, playing for Pulaski, Atlanta's Class

A Rookie League affiliate.

While there, the hard-throwing
righthander posted a 3-0 mark and a 4.50

ERA.
"I felt good about it," Adams said in a

recent interview with The Cary News. "My
ERA was not as good as I had liked it to be.

It was a lot different than college ball. In

college, baseball was just something to do.

Now the coaches tell you it's your job,

wh'ch it is.

"You go to the field, have a game.
Seven days a week."

He continued his seven-day-a-week-
baseball-diet until the Braves released him
three weeks after the opening of the minor
league camps.

All his life, Adams has dreamed of the

chance to get a glimpse of life in the big

leagues, and when it finally came, he almost

missed it, sort of anyway.

"I was standing two feet from Dale

Murphy (the Braves' slugger), but didn't

realize it. I kept asking a teammate who is

that. He said 'yeah, that's Murphy'. I

wouldn't have known. He only looked like

he was 23, himself. But I don't guess he's

too old."

Life in the minors can be a trying, and
sometimes painful experience, as Adams
can attest to.

"Up there, if a guy gets two or three

hits in a game the catcher will put down a

sign telling the pitcher to hit him," Adams

said. "We had one game where our

shortstop was taken out on a double play

late in the game. The guy who did it didn't

come up again.

"But the next time we played them,

about three weeks later, his first time up, we
knocked him on his ..."

Now, at an age where most college

students are just beginning their careers,

Tommie Adams is ending his most loved.

"It's ironic, sort of," he said. "I pitched

better than I have in four years and I get

released. I can't believe 23 is too old."

Brooks retires from A.D. post
BY PATRICK FOWLER
ASSISTANT SPOUTS EDITOR

The UNCW athletic department shrunk in

numbers by one more as Athletic Director Bill

Brooks announced his retirement last Wednesday in

a press conference held in Trask Coliseum.

Brooks, who has been the cornerstone of
athletics at UNCW since the early days of

Wilmington College leaves the institution he has

helped enveloped into the highly respected university

it is today. Brooks wil' step down from his job on

March 15,1991.

"First of a'.l, Lill Brooks is a consummate
gentleman," said Chancellor William Wagoner. "He
has impeccable integrity and a dedication to the

overall growth of the university."

The 67-year old director has held various jobs at

the university daring his foui decades of service. He
coached the baseball (26 yer.rs) and basketball (21

years) teams until 198? ard was instrumental in

helping the schoo! *n its transition from a two-year

to a four-year institution. During that time he also

served as chairman for the physical education
department and inherited the Athletic Director job in

1951.

Brooks in his time here at UNCW, has seen a

lot of changes. The establishment of UNCW as a

Milestones in the Bill Brooks Era
Soring. 1961

Brooks leads Wilmington College to national junior

college baseball Championship
F»"- 1969
Wilmington College becomes UNCW and joins the

University of North Carolina Svstem
Fa"- 1976
UNCW joins the National Collegiate Athletic

Association (NCAA)
Fall. 1977

Trask Coliseum is dedicated with fust game against

Wake Forest

Spring. 1982
Brooks claims 500th baseball victory

Fall, 1984
UNCW becomes member of the Colonial Athletic

I

Association (CAA) I

four year institution in the fall of 1969, the joining

of the NCAA ranks in 1976 and CAA conference

(formally the ECAC South Conference) in 1984,

the completions of Trask Coliseum (1984), Harold

Track (1988) and the William P. Nixon Junior

Athletic Annex are but a few of the highlights of a

long successful career.

"To be associated with a continually growing

program like UNCW and seeing it gain respect as a

top college by the people of southeastern North
Carolina has to be one of the highlight of my life,"

said Brooks.

Brooks who came to Wilmington college in

1951 served in World War II before obtaining his

B.A. degree from Atlantic Christian in 1948 and his

Masters from East Carolina. He also played minor
league professional baseball in the now defunct New-

York Giants farm system. His retirement comes at

a massive changing of the guards scenario here at

UNCW.
Next year the Seahawks will have five new

faces on campus, four of them seen in the athletic

department. UNCW hopes to have named the men's

basketball coach this week and is looking for head
coaching openings in the women's programs of

basketball and tennis. The university will also gain

a new chancellor as Dr. Wagoner is retiring from his

post also this year.

"I just think it is time to make a move," said

Brooks. "With Dr. Wagoner retiring the vacancy

will give a new chancellor time to get situated in

his post and pick a athletic director of his choosing.

Hopefully we will have all the coaching positions

full and a full year of active play in the conference

so the A.D. won't have to make any heavy decisions

right away."

PHOTO IY PHILLIP LOUOHLIN

Seahawk hurler Jerome Hunt gets set to throw a strike past a Tarheel batter. Hunt, making
his first start in two months held the Tarheels to four hits and a run over eight innings. He
lost the game in the ninth on a two-run single by Carolina designated hitter Chad Holbrook.

Holbrook f

s single

lifts Heels past

slumping Hawks
CHRIS WRIGHT
SPORTS EDITOR

The University of North Carolina and UNC-
Wilmington have baseball programs headed in different

directions, and Tuesday night they both showed why.
The 1 1th ranked Tar Heels, winners of 22 of their last

26 games, spoiled a magnificent pitching performance by
UNCW's Jerome Hunt, rallying for four runs in the decisive

ninth inning to beat the Seahawks, 5-1 in front of a Brooks
Field crowd that included Kevin Eastman, who was named
the new men's head basketball coach.

Hunt, making his first start in nearly two months,
stifled North Carolina on four hits through eight innings.

The Tar Heels added four more in the ninth, including three

off of Hunt. Freshman designated hitter Chad Holbrook

delivered the key blow- a two-run bases loaded single which

broke open a 1-1 deadlock.

"I thought Jerome threw the ball especially well,"

UNCW coach Bobby Guthrie said. "We weren't sure how
many innings he would go tonight. Once again, pitching

kept us in the ballgame.

"But nobody talks about nice losses. Last year, we
would have found a way to win a game like this."

Holbrook's game-winning hit was set up when
shortstop Trent Mongero misplayed Don Leshnock's infield

pop-up, loading the bases with one out.

"I would have like to have seen what would have

happened if we could have had them with runners on second

and third with two outs," Guthrie said. "The reason we
didn't walk (Leshnock) was because we didn't figure we
could turn two on Holbrook (the next batter). We made him
hit the pitch we wanted. We're just continuing to make
crucial mistakes at crucial times."

SEE UNCW, page 9.

Cheerleaders finish fourth
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Stealth linebackers

The UNCW cheerleading squad came in

fourth in the recent National Collegiate

Cheerleading Championships for their region.

The competition between seven other

Division I universities was held in San
Antonio, Texas on April 5-9. The Seahawks,

who were making their second appearance at

the competition, were judged in three separate

areas during the two and half minute program.

The contest included a musical dance section,

a crowd participation segment, and various

human pyramids structures and flips.

Last year was UNCW's first trip to the

Championships as they placed in third. The
1990 crew of Seahawk supporters were long

on excitement, energy, and talent but short on

experience. There were only three members
from the 1988-89 team who stay on for the

1989-90 season.

The CAA conference made an excellent

showing at the Championships with George
Mason taking home the title followed by a

second place showing by James Madison.

Morehead State took third ahead of the

Seahawks. New trynuts for mascots and

cheerleaders for next season squad are already

underway.

The UNCW men's golf team finished

concluded its season at the CAA Golf
Championships at the Cascades Golf Course

in Hot Springs, Virginia. The three day

tournament, April 14-16, featured five man
teams averaging their golf scores over 54

holes. East Carolina won the
Championships by one stroke over Richmond
916-917.

The Pirates used a final day total of 295

to overcome a seven stoke deficit and nip the

Spiders who led the tournament from the

beginning. The Seahawks finished fourth

among the Colonial teams with a three day

total of 942. William and Mary finished

third

The women's golf team will be traveling

to Williamsburg, Virginia to participate in

the William and Mary Invitational this

weekend in a three day affair. The Seahawks

who are ranked twenty-fifth in the nation are

led by senior sensation Paula Brzostowski.

Brzostowski is the number one golfer in the

Mideast region and fifth nationally. The
UNCW team will try to increases their

chances of an NCAA Championship birth by

a impressive showing.

The men's ultimate frisbee teams finished

second in a tournament held on Brooks Field

during Easter Break. The team finished third

at the First Annual Eastern Ultimate

Championships three weeks ago also held ot

the UNCW campus. The Seamen (UNCW)
lost in the title game to a team from
Washington, D.C. known as the YO!
Mamas, 14-5.

The Athletic Award Banquet is to be held

on Wednesday, April 25 at the Coastline

Convention Center. Local sports personality

Phil Wertz will emcee the affair with former
tennis great Cliff Drysdale as the keynote
speaker. Drysdale was a two-time
semifinalist at Wimbledon and a once at the

French Open. The festivities get under way
at 7 pm.
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1An UNCW Seaman Ultimate player snares a frisbee in a Ultimate 1
Tournament held on Brooks Field over Easter Break. The Seamen 1
finished second in the tournament losing to the YO! Mamas 14-5. |



EXTRA!!!
Search Commitee Procedure Questioned
by Faculty- Student Involvement Sought
BYPHH.I.I1M.OIIKHI.1N

Battle lines are being drawn as the search for the second Chancellor in UNCW history comes to an end.
Faculty members arc angered by what they feel is an unfair selection process.

The conflict arose after faculty members discovered that they would have no part in the selection of the final

candidates. The only opportunity for unlimited input by any group outside of the Chancellor Search Committee
(CSC) came at a pair of open forums in early March. Faculty, students, and administration were also admitted to
the briefing session when UNC system President CD. Spanglcr assigned the CSC their mission.

The CSC is composed of six trustees, two alumni, one at-largc member of the public community, two
students, and three faculty members. According to Pete Fcnscl, CSC chairman, the student and faculty
representation is quite sufficient. Some faculty members disagree however, stating that they were "outnumbered".

Student representation was also minimal after Jim Humphries, ex- Student Body President and member of the

CSC, left the slate and his spot on the committee unfilled. In respect to the student representatives, Fensel said,

"Their input was very good. . . . They were good representatives of the students and I was very happy with both
of them."

Dr. Bill Bryan, Vice- Chancellor for Student Affairs, felt that it "was unfortunate that at the end of the
process, the Student Body President was not there." Bryan docs agree that there has been an effort to include
student representation on the committee.

Burt Kilpalrick, one of the student leaders who were allowed to interview the candidates also felt that

Humphrics's absence hurt the students. "I think there was a problem with Jim being supposed to represent us,

but he moved to Texas."

Fensel said that Humphries had expressed a desire to continue to be a part of the process, but that he had left

no way to contact him in Texas. Because of Humphrics's wish to be included, there was no attempt to replace him
on the committee.

Faculty members have stated the small number of representatives as one of the causes of the present furor.

They feel in general that their input has not been listened to, particularly in the area of job qualifications for the

candidates. One of the most pressing issues is a desire for the finalists to have a strong background in academic
administration, and a teaching background. The faculty feel that these qualities are vital to the relationship
between faculty and administration. One of the finalists put forward by the CSC and the Board of Trustees has no
teaching experience and shows no evidence of scholarly pursuits.

Dr. Rodney Earlc, Faculty Senate Chair and member of the CSC, said that as a representative, he and the other
faculty members on the CSC were able to present the viewpoints of the faculty at large. "All three members have
made their feelings known. . . . there has been a mixed acceptance of faculty insights."

Richard Vcit, Faculty Senate Secretary and English Professor, feels that the faculty reps on the CSC arc not to
blame for the problems. "There is no feeling that the faculty members are not holding up their end," he said. "I

think they did a fine job and represented us well."

Fcnscl argued that the faculty had their chance for input during the open hearings and Spangler's visit. "We
used the criteria of faculty, students, and the public and put it together and made our own criteria."

Dr. Eugene Wright is also a trustee and member of the CSC. His impression is that the questions being
raised now should have come up earlier. "It was clear from the outset that the process was one that would be
outlined by [Spanglcr]. If anyone feels that those rules weren't fair, the time to raise those questions is not at the
end of the game."

Wright was non-committal on the question of whether representation was adequate, but he did say that

questions about that should have come up earlier in the process as well. "You just cannot bring this up at the
end," he explained. "Maybe they should have had more people on the panel. . . . You have to realize that the

majority rules. ... If faculty had had a majority on the committee, then maybe the decision would have been
different"

Faculty members stress that they have made their desires very clear from the beginning. In a meeting Sunday
night one faculty rep exclaimed, "We have said everything you could have wanted us to say! [The Trustees] didn't

give a damn!"

To the question of qualifications, Wright agreed that academic background is a major factor, but that fund
raising and business may be the most pressing area of focus over the next several years of UNCW's future. Wright
cited proposals to cut Federal education spending, and the comparatively diminutive endowment fund the
University has acquired so far as reasons for this consideration. At the Sunday night meeting, faculty members
argued that a qualified academian would be as capable of raising funds as a businessman.

Wright pointed out what he felt to be a misconception that faculty would set the qualifications for a
chancellor. "They do not. The criteria were set by the selection committee. We went through broad categories
and tried to submit those best qualified to meet the needs of the future."

Veil felt that the committee made the job description far more general than that proposed by the faculty early on.
A petition was sent to the board stating the qualifications that the Faculty Senate Steering committee supported.

Turn Page Please»»»
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The petition urged the board "to recommend tor chancellor ot the University only candidates whose potential

for leadership is rooted in their long-standing, demonstrated experience as faculty members and academic

administrators in institutions of higher learning.'
1

The petition was signed by 160 faculty members.

The petition followed nearly two weeks of trying to get campus input into the final selection process. The
CSC finally acquiesced and set up several brief interviews between the candidates and various factions of the

campus community. Faculty members who attended the interviews were asked by Fenscl to compile their

responses to the candidates in an evaluation which would be presented to the board.

Several faculty sources felt that the evaluation was never used in the decision making process. According to

Vcit, " We arc not looking to make the decision. . . but to be totally ignored, treated with contempt, grossly

insulted as we have been, is extremely disheartening."

Students who attended similar interviews had mixed feelings about the way their responses were handled. Tina

Ford said that she "was very pleased that we were asked to come out. I feel like students were able to inject what
they think and feel."

Student Body President Ken Ixmon hesitated to comment on th equality of student representation. "I really

can't comment at this point, because 1 don't know how many meetings they have held without Jim | Humphries]. I

do think the process should have been more open to students. They should have been more informed."

Kilpatrick did not think student opinions were given the credence they deserved. "I don't believe [our input]

was weighed, not weighed at all.

"

Dr. Rodney Fade also pointed out that student responses were not given import. He said that some students

met with the candidates, but did not really have the opportunity for input.

Student response has been minimal. That point was addressed by Ken Lemon. "1 think we should have been
more involved. Students were invited to the open forums and very few turned up. This selection, more than any

Other in the past, is going to have a profound effect on students."

Lemon did not want to attribute the low turnout to apathy on the part of the students, but he could not explain

why they did not come out. He stressed that it is not too late. "The key to this thing is involvement," he said. "I

sec a possibility of us not getting what we deserve. I want to hear what students have to say. I want to be sure it

is not just me that feels this way. If there is anybody that disagrees, I want to know why and I want to represent

the majority."

With a final decision scheduled for Friday's Board of Governors meeting, faculty members arc looking for a

way to let the board and President Spangler know of their displeasure with the procedure and the final candidates

that were selected. According to Dr. Jo Ann Seiple, Acting Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, the faculty

are leaning towards two possible courses of action. One is to push for abortion of the entire process and start over

with some changes in die procedure.

A major change that is proposed is allowing the main constiiuencics on campus (students, faculty, and
administration) to have more information about the final candidates. Information was not released until after the

interviews had been conducted, leaving interviewers at a loss for pertinent questions and background. In the case of

the Faculty Senate Steering Committee, the interviewers were not even able to ask questions.

Another suggestion is to allow more campus input in the selection criteria. Although there was an

opportunity to speak up at the very beginning, most faculty members felt that that was not adequate. "Meeting
before the search begins is quite different from having input when finalists arc being selected," said Veit.

The other alternative Seiple pointed out is for the faculty to come out strongly in favor of the one candidate

they feel is fully qualified. At Sunday night's meeting, the need to look for a short-term goal was stressed. That
goal was to get the best candidate elected. A general agreement appeared to be that the chances of getting the

process dropped were slim. Dr. Kenneth Gurganus, Vice-Chairman of the Faculty Senate made the point. "The
odds arc against aborting the process. We need to stand strongly behind the one acceptable candidate."

Dr. Joanna Mount, Foreign Language Professor, brought the issue back to the process. " We would not have
to do that (stand behind one candidate) if the process were correct. Had the process functioned properly, we may
have had four different candidates. There would not be the pressure to select one of the three."

Foreign Language Department Chair, Dr. James M cNab, agreed. "We have to get the message out very, very

,vcry clearly. 'We arc mad as hell.' The entire process has been very unprofessional."

McNab also felt that whatever decision the faculty made should also represent student views.

Dr. Gene Wright responded to the charges against the process by phone after the meeting. "I feel very
comfortable defending the procedure we used. We followed a democratic model and you must remember that there

is one ground rule for democracy. . . . Majority rules.
"

Wright continued, "We can't look at the system and say 'if we don't get what we like, the process is not good'.

That is very unfair to say. A lot has been made on the campus about this process and I think much of the concern
is out of frustration, helplessness, and a lack of input. The faculty probably should have had more people on the

panel."

A faculty meeting has been called for Monday afternoon to discuss which of these approaches to take. An
attempt has been made to set an appointment with President Spangler to discuss the faculty's grievances, and
copies of news articles chronicling the controversy arc being sent to members of the Board of Governors.

In reference to the faculty's actions in this matter, Veit commented that "I have never seen the kind of unity

and activism they have displayed."

The faculty encourages and invites student reaction. From interviews with students, it is apparent that they
share the same feelings and concerns about what qualifications they are expecting in a chancellor. Ken Lemon
stated that "I think candidates should be well-rounded. They should have a firm grasp on higher education and I

don't sec that in all of the finalists."

Burt Kilpatrick agreed. "I'd like to sec someone who has been where the faculty is and understands their

needs."

One fact that was stressed by faculty and students equally is that there is still a need for student inpuL Even
Dr. Wright indicated that student opinions can still be brought up. "There is no point in this process, up until the
decision has been made by the Board of Governors, that there would be no room for input."

President Lemon has said that if there is anything students want to communicate concerning the process or die
selection, he can be reached through the SGA office. A final decision is set to be announced on Friday, June 8.
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International Student ID Card
Planning to travel abroad this summer or sometime

during the 1990-91 school year? Purchase
International ID for travel discounts, admission to

museums, insurance package, and 24 hour assistance

line. Stop by Parking and ID Center at Burney
Support Center or call 395-3537.

Attention New Students

UNCW Landlord/Tenant Council and Off-Campus
Crime Prevention Committee are looking for new
student members. Contact the Office of The Dean of

Students at 395-31 19.

Ride Board
Need a ride home for the weekend or holidays? Want
to car pool to UNCW from out of town? Check out

the Ride Board located beside the first floor elevator

in the University Union.

Peer Advisor for International Students

Anyone interested in working with international

students may inquire at the Dean of Students' office.

Call 395-3119.

Off-Campus Students
The Office of the Dean of Students is the resource

center for all students, who live off campus. We can

assist you in finding an apartment, provide
roommate mediation, and landlord/tenant mediation.

Stop by room 209 of the University Union for a

handbook.

UNCW MEDIA NEEDS YOU!

The Seahawk, UNCW's student newspaper is

looking for writers, photographers, salespeople, and

cartoonists. We offer a chance to get experience in

many aspects of the journalism field.

WLOZ, the campus radio station also needs good
people to DJ and cover news. Apply today at The
Seahawk in Room 205 of the University Union, or

at WLOZ in Room 211.

Warning!

There has been an outbreak of unruly behavior at

UNCW. Particularly by twenty students who call

themselves "Orientation Leaders". Beware of these

characters. They are a rare breed of students who
assist incoming students and their parents during
orientation. They are easily identified by their

matching outfits and name tags. They have been
known to help students and parents at check-in and
check-out, escort student groups, share their

knowledge of campus resources, and be very
energetic! Their leader is Dr. Richard Mullendore,

Associate Vice-Chancellor of Student Affairs, who is

reportedly the most energetic hyper one of the lot.

Upon approaching one of these individuals,

formulate tons of questions about the University so

you can distract them. Beware!

Do gou:

• take wellness seriously?

• try to live a healthy

lifestyle?

• want to "nourish" your

body instead of always

dieting

• want to meet others who
understand the

importance of a healthy

lifestqle and healthy

habit's?

• want to have input on

services on campuses

that effect your health

and wellness?

Than come meat representatives of the

UI1CW Health Style Club at Orientation

1990

Student HctivitiM/tmitersity flesources

DRY TV/M June U-tB-W,
Outdoors at the Suites

New Chancellor Will Welcome Class of
'94 When Fall Semester Begins
BY PHILLIP LOIIOHMN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Students coming into UNCW for the

first time in 1990 will do so under the

auspices of the first new Chancellor in

the 22 year history of the University.

Dr. William Wagoner, who became
UNCW's Chancellor when the school
first achieved status as a four-year

institution, announced his retirement in

January of 1990. Wagoner presided over

UNCW as it grew from only around
1200 students in 1968, to just over 7000
students in the 1989-90 semesters.

By distribution time for this issue of

The Seahawk, a replacement will

probably have been named to succeed
Wagoner. This naming will not have
taken place without some furor however.
The search process has been called into

question by the UNCW faculty and

tempers have risen over what many
faculty members and students feel are

inconsistencies and unfair practices.

According to the faculty sources, the

entire search took place under a veil of
secrecy. Dr. James Sabella, Chairman of
the Sociology and Anthropology
department, was quoted in the
Wilmington Morning Star saying that

the secrecy of the process could raise

questions about the qualifications of the

candidates. Faculty members had
received no information about the
candidates because of a concern for the

confidentiality of the applicants.

Faculty were also upset by the lack

of credence and attention paid to their

input on the qualifications necessary for

an effective chancellor. One of their

primary concerns was that the candidates

have experience in education and
academic administration. One of the

three candidates selected as finalists was
totally lacking that kind of experience,

while another candidate that students and
faculty alike had rated highly, was
dismissed by the Board of Trustees.

The Chairman of the Search
Committee, Pete Fensel, explained that

the opportunity for input was given
during a pair of open forums in March.
He also said that the faculty's opinions

were taken into consideration, but the

final criteria were to be set by the Search

Committee under the guidelines set up
by CD. Spangler, th? President of the

UNC system.

The battle raged over the two weeks
prior to the final selection by the Board

of Governors on June 8. As this

Seahawk was going to press on the night

of June 6, the questions had not been
settled. Chairman Fensel expressed his

point that the Search Committee was
through with the matter, and that it now
in the hands of President Spangler.

The Faculty senate met on Monday,
June 4, and passed a resolution to present

to the Board of Governors. Th;
resolution demonstrates faculty support

for Dr. James Leutze, the only candidate

they deemed acceptable of the three

finalists. In a second point, the

resolution calls into question the search

process itself, suggesting that if Leutze
is not chosen, then the search should be

recommenced.

The Seahawk will follow events and
present reports when printing for the fall

semester begins on August 30.

Other new names in high places at

UNCW will also be seen. In the College
of Arts and Sciences, Dr. Carolyn
Simmons will take over duties as the

Dean of that, the largest college in the

University.

A new Basketball Coach will be
leading the Seahawk squad in 1990 also.

Kevin Eastman comes to the coast after a

stint at Tulsa where he spent a year as

assistant coach. A new women's
basketball coach has also been named.

WELCOME FRESHMEN!
SEAHAWK SPECIAL
ORIENTATION EDITION

Survey Shows Need For Rape Awareness
BY CINNY IQNFS

ADVISORY BOARDS' EDUCATION SUBCOMMITTEE

This February, the UNCW Sexual Assault Advisory

Board conducted a survey among 1120 students in

English 100 level courses. The 33 question survey dealt

with three areas of concern about the issue of rape: the

knowledge level, attitudes, and personal experiences.

The results of the survey (which was self-

administered, anonymous, and voluntary in nature) are

being studied by the Board to assist the University in

providing education and developing policy. To ensure a

proactive approach to the problems and lack of awareness

of sexual assault issues, the Board surveyed a student

sample mainly comprised of freshmen (90.3%) and

sophomores (7%). Ninety percent of the 992 students

who disclosed their ages were eighteen or nineteen years

of age; 58.7% were female, and 41.3% were male. The

survey did not assess if any of the respondents' rapes

occurred on campus or when they occurred.

Among college students

nationally, over 80% of

attacks are acquaintance

or date rapes.

National statistics indicate that the sixteen-to-

nineteen year-old group age group is most affected by

crimes of sexual assault. The age group surveyed at

UNCW thus gives the Board an idea where UNCW
students stand in relation to national statistics.

According to various studies on college campuses, at

least 20% of female students have been raped- 12%
during the past year. Of the women students who were

raped, 33% had been assaulted more than once.

While some responses were encouraging in terms of

student awareness and attitudes, a surprising number,

particularly among males, showed common myths and

misinformation that appear to be prevalent among the

UNCW student population sample. These results can be

significant in snowing various University and

community agencies that students need accurate

information. In some cases counseling may be required

to change attitudes and behaviors. The results certainly

emphasize the importance of sexual awareness
workshops which are often poorly attended.

Among significant responses were those related to

rape occurrences. (Figures have been rounded to the

nearest percentage point.) The majority of students (69%

of males, 55% of females) either did not recognize date

rape as a serious problem. A sizeable percentage (30%

of males, 29% of females) did not know that over 50%
of all rapes are acquaintance rapes (between people who

have met before). Among college students nationally,

over 80% of attacks are acquaintance or date rapes.

t

The circumstances and motivations for rape were

also areas of misinformation among respondents.

Surprisingly, the majority of students were either wrong

about or unaware of the following facts.

thp majority of ranes orrnr in private

residences.

(25% of males and 27% of females disagreed; 43% of

males and 42% of females did not know.) Actually, 60%

of all rapes occur in the victims' or the assailants' own
homes.

Nearly all black female rape victims are raped

hv black males and nearly all white female

rape victims are raped bv white males.

(59% of males and 69% of females disagreed. 27% of

males and 23% of females did not know.) Statistics

show that 80% of rapes are intra-racial. Black male-

white female accounts for about 3.3% of reported rapes;

white male-black female accounts for about 3.6%.

Rane victims are not usually physically

injured hv the rapist.

(70% of males and 64% of females were wrong, while

18% of males and females did not know.) Although

there may not be physical injuries, psychological damage
can be devastating. Often survivors are in shock or

withdrawn. Feelings of guilt and shame are common
reactions. After a rape, about one in three college

women say that they thought of suicide, one in three

seek counseling, and one in four take self-defense

courses. Over 80% of survivors of sexual assault report

that rape permanently changed their lives.

Most rapists are not sexually frustrated.

(46% of males and 32% of females were wrong, while

31% of males and 32% of females did not know.)

Actually, most rapists have wives or girlfriends in

satisfying relationships at the time of their offense.

Rape is a crime of violence and anger, not of sexual

attraction.

A person who gets another person drunk or

drnyped in order to have intercourse is guilty

of rape.

the attackers had been drinking prior to a sexual assault.

The results of the attitudes surveyed also show some

areas for serious concern. Commonly held myths often

form a basis for action or inaction in potentially

dangerous situations. For instance, an alarming number

of respondents (shown in parentheses) still believe the

following myths, or said they did not know whether the

statements were true. Remember, all these myths

are FALSE:

Women sometimes say no to sex with men, but they

really mean yes. (49% males, 25% females)

*Many women fantasize about getting raped,

males, 21% females)

(46%

While a majority of students knew this to be true, a

surprising number were incorrect or did not know (42%

of males, 22% of females). Among college students

nationally, over half of the survivors and three quarters of

* Many reports of rape are made by women who are

angry or who "get caught" having sex. (60% males.

33% females)
w. .u^/v.., uib wunidii uoes something to provoke

trie attack, or "asks for it". (33% males, 10% females)

*A woman can stop a man who is trying to rape her if

she really wants to. (36% males, 1 1% females)

Women who verbally and physically resist a rape are

about as likely to be seriously injured or killed as

women who don't. (68% males, 75% females)

The responses dealing with personal experiences
revealed that about 46% of women and 1 1-18% of men
report being "touched sexually" or coerced into kissing

and petting against their will. While 15% of women
(close to the national college average) and 3% of men say

they had been "forced to engage in sexual intercourse",

only 10% of women and 3% of men said they had been
raped. Such conflicting results among females may
imply difficulty in coming to terms with being a rape

victim, or they may imply a lack of awareness of the

definition of rape. On nearly all of the topics in the

study, males showed lower levels of awareness than
females. These statistics bear out the urgency of
continuing education, particularly among younger, less

experienced students who are in the most vulnerable age
groups.

The survey study was coordinated by Ginny Jones,

lecturer in the English department and chairperson of the

Advisory Boards' Education Subcommittee. The survey
was composed by Ms. Jones' and Jacqueline Skinner,

Assistant Dean of Students. Dr. Rick Dixon of the

Sociology Department assisted with the survey's format.

Ms. Li-Shing Wang, Director of Student Life Studies,

compiled the survey results and cross-tabulated responses

based on gender and specific requests from the Education
Subcommittee. •
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WELLNESS S
• a liteityla whero you are responsible in control, and in chargo ol

your own health and well-being.

a choice a positive decision you make toward good health.

• a oroceee an understanding thai wellness is ongoing, with daily

satisfactions and payolts.

A WELLNESS LIFESTYLE involves six dimensions ot your lite:
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DROP-IN SERVICE
blood pressure checks

• weight scales
• wellness resource library

• pamphlets/brochures
• information on community wellness services

video library

PRESENTATIONS LIVWCLL SEMINARS
* wellness

litestyle issues

• healthy relationships

• Mness eiercise
• weight control

• other health related issues

STUDENT WORK OPPORTUNITIES
• work assistant

work study

• practicum/internship

volunteer

QUESTIONS/REQUESTS FOR SEMINARS
3(1-3(11
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SELF HELP SUNBURN CARE

Sunburn is common, painful, and

AVOIDABLE . However, there are

several things you can do to care for

your overexposure to the sun. The oain

of sunburn is worst between six and 48

hours after sun exposure.

WHEN YOU FIRST REALIZE YOU HAVE
OVEREXPOSEDYOURSELF TO THE SUN:

• take 2 Advil and a long, cool or cold

shower
• repeat Advil and shower 4 hours

later

YOU CAN ALSO:

• use cool vinegar compresses 4 times

daily as desired (mix 1 cup white

vinegar to one quart cool water)

• use Advil to lower body

temperatures, every 4 hours (do not

exceed 12 tablets of either per 24

hours)

• take an antihistamine to relieve

itching and burning (Chlor-Trimeton,

Dimetane or Benadryl can be

purchased over the counter)

• use a steroid cream (purchased over

the counter) on burned areas,

(example: Cortaid). Do not use

vaseline because it retains heat

• avoid the use of ivory or deodorant

soaps - they dry and irritate the skin.

Suggested soaps are Dove, Lux,

Camay, Caress, and Tone
• stay out of the sun at least 2 to 3

days.

THE BEST SUNBURN CARE IS

PREVENTION. THERE ARE MANY
EFFECTIVE SUNSCREENS AVAILABLE -

USE ONE AT LEAST 5% PABA AND
APPLY 30 MUNUTES BEFORE EXPOSURE

UNCW STUDENT HEALTH AND WELLNESS
CENTEfVOFFCE OF HEALTH PfKDMOTtON/UVWELL

Real men accept the responsibility to
not harm another person.

It is never OK to force yourself on
woman even If

she teases you
dresses provocatively or leads
you on

she says "no" and you think she
means "yes"
you've had sex before with her
you've paid for her dinner or
given her expensive gifts
you think women enjoy being
forced to have sex or want to
be persuaded
the woman 1s under the influence
of alcohol or drugs

- Rape 1s a crime of violence. It 1s
motivated primarily by desire to
control and dominate rather than by
sex. It is illegal.

- If you are getting a double message
from a woman, speak up and clarify
what she wants. If you find yourself
in a situation with a woman who 1s
unsure about having sex or is saying
"no", back off. Suggest talking about
it.

- Do not assume you know what
partner wants; check out
assumptions.

your
your

- Be sensitive to women who are
unsure whether they want to have sex.
If you put pressure on them, you may
be forcing them.

- Do not assume you both want the
same degree of intimacy. She may be
interested in some sexual contact
other than intercourse. There may be
several kinds of sexual activity you
might mutually agree to share.

- Stay in touch with your sexual
desires. Ask yourself if you are
really hearing what she wants. Do not
let your desires control your actions.

- Communicate your sexual desires
honestly and as early as possible.

- If you have any doubts about what
your partner wants, STOP ,ASK .CLARIFY.

- Your desires may be beyond your
control, but your actions are within
your control. Sexual excitement does
not justify forced sex.

- Do not assume her desire for
affection 1s the same as a desire for
intercourse.

- Not having sex or not "scoring"
does not mean you are not a "real
man". It 1s OK not to "score".

- A woman who turns you down for sex
1s not necessarily rejecting you as a

person; she is expressing her
decision not to participate in a

single act at that time.

- No one asks to be raped. No matter
how a woman behaves, she does not
deserve to have her body used in ways
she does not want.

- "no" means no. If you do not accept
a woman's "no^ you might risk raping
someone whom you thought meant "yes".

- Taking sexual advantage of a person
who 1s mentally or physically
incapable of giving consent (for
example, drunk) is rape. If a woman
has had too much to drink and has
passed out, or is not in control of
herself, having sex with her 1s rape.

- The fact that you were Intoxicated
is not a legal defense to rape. You
are responsible for your actions,
whether you are sober or not.

- Be aware that a man's size and
physical presence can be intimidating
to a woman. Many victims report that
the fear they felt based on the man's
size and presence was the reason why
they did not fight back or struggle.

IBEAT THE PARKING CRUNCH!

Wilmington's authorized dealer for Raleigh, Fuji,

Bianchi, and Ross.

Full line of all-terrain, cross-terrain, sport, racing.

and cruising bikes.

Pedalpushers
221 S.KERR AVE.
Wilmington, N.C. 28403

(919) 791-4186

THE BICYCLE IS THE BEST WAY TO GET AROUND ON CAMPUS

Full service repair shop-
Guaranteed repairs

One year free service on all new
bikes

Conveniently located- One mile
from campus
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The Dean of Students Is Here to Help
FROM THE OFFICE OF THEDEAN OF STUDENTS

Welcome to UNC By The Sea and to the office

of the Dean of Students. Our office serves as the

primary focal point for addressing students' needs,

issues, and concerns, as well as serving as a resource

and referral center for all faculty, staff, and students.

Acting in an advocacy role, the Dean and
Assistant Dean of Students represent the student

perspective to the University community. Our
office works with all segments of the University to

help students develop through opportunities, advice,

and assistance. As a student, you should feel free to

stop by our office to voice any academic, personal,

or social concern that may arise. We will answer
your questions, help you resolve your problem, or
direct you to the person who can best assist you.

Within the Student Affairs Division, our office

provides consultation, new program development,
and assistance to the Vice-Chancellor with special

projects. Specifically, the office assists in the

orientation of new freshmen and transfer students;

assists international, non-traditional, and commuter

students; publishes the Student Handbook and Code

of Student Life: administers the student judicial

system, including violations of the Academic Honor

Code; coordinates the official withdrawal process

from the University for undergraduate students; and

assists the Compliance Officer in processing cases of

discriminatory personnel conduct, including sexual

harassment. In addition, our office coordinates

policy on rape prevention and assistance, and

substance abuse; and implements developmental

programs to meet assessed and perceived student

needs.

As you can see, we are very much involved in

all areas of student life at UNCW. Our main role,

however, is to assess students' needs and concerns

and to help them identify their options. Please come

by the Dean's office located in room 209 of the

University Union just to meet the staff or to find

out more on how we can assist you.

Have A Thought For Your Community

Party Responsibly-Be a Good Neighbor

Students Don't Ask Enough In Class

(CPS)-College students don't

ask enough questions in class, a

University of Missouri-Columbia
professor says.

The average student generates

only three questions during a 16-

week course, noted Candace
Stout, an assistant art professor at

MU who analyzed students'
questions in art history classes.

Three-fourths of the questions,

moreover, were never actually

verbalized, she added.

"Students have been socialized

from grade school to believe that

asking questions is often a

negative behavior," Stout said.

"At this time you often are told

you are not independent if you
can't figure things out on your

own, so students see questioning

as dependent behavior.''

The 161 students participating

in Stout's study were asked to

keep a record of the questions

they asked in class, along with

those they thought of but never
verbalized. At the end of the 16

weeks, only 451 questions had

been generated in both written and

oral form. Only 113 of those

questions were actually asked.

"A large percentage of them
said they didn't feel the need to

ask questions because the lecture

material was adequate," Stout

said. "They want just enough
information to prepare them fcr

the test, a disappointing,

mechanistic view of learning."

One student suggested it

might be the professor's faults.

"Usually the professor fails to

answer a question so that the

student understands it," said Kyle

Kitterman, a student at Boise
State university in Idaho.

"Sometimes, they're very

sarcastic and make students feel

stupid."

Robert Miler, chairman of the

English Dept. at the Ur.iversity

of Louisville in Kentucky, s.iid

he fields at lenst thit-.e questions

each lecture frcm a class of 40-50

students. "It certainly hasn't

coincided with rry experience."

Stout fou.to thai studeius

generally did not allow peer

pressure to keep them from
asking questions. Although 35

percent of the students said they

did think about their peers when
asking questions, 81 percent did

not allow peer pressure to keep

them from asking.

She also asked the students if

they feared negative opinions

from the professor when they ask

questions. Forty percent admitted

that they "consider" the

professors' opinions, but 8 6

percent did not let it keep them

from asking.

Additionally, 70 percent said

the professor actually encourages

inquiry by asking openly for

questions, by showing
enthusiasm, by the use of body
language and by giving thorough

answers.

FROM THE OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS

Attending college for the first time provides a

unique opportunity to be on one's own. Parents are

not around to discipline all the time and one can
come and go as one pleases. There are parties to go
to on the weekends, and they may be on or off
campus; parties most assuredly abound at the
beginning of each year- - - So, where is all this

leading?

... To partying responsibly and respecting
community residents.

When you go to a party off campus, be
responsible by making you friends ( and yourself)
accountable for undisciplined behavior. Make sure
empty cans and bottles are pitched into refuse
containers provided for that purpose.

Avoid being noisy late at night while walking
through neighborhoods. Remember, there are

working people and families with small children in

those homes. Yelling and cursing is not only rude
and ill-mannered, it disturbs people's rest. Most
importantly, that type of behavior does not represent
the calibre of a UNCW student.

If you see a group of your friends doing
something in a neighbor's yard that they shouldn't be
doing, STOP THEM! After all, you want to
continue going to parties and having fun without
complaints from the neighbors and/or police
interruptions.

For those living in residence halls, don't be

disruptive on the floor when returning from off

campus parties. Respect the resident assistant (RA)
or Campus Police Officer if they request that you be

quiet in the hall. Remember, there are other students

trying to get a good night's sleep.

In August 1989, Chancellor Wagoner endorsed a

"Statement on Community Responsibility" which
reads:

"A large part of the collegiate experience
involves the development of a sense of community-
of learning to live with a variety of other people.

"While you're at UNCW, you will share the life

of two communities- that of the campus and that of
the city.

"We encourage you to exercise your
responsibility in respecting the rights of your
neighbors. You will find that by communicating
with your neighbor, you will resolve any difficulties

or conflicts that may occur. We believe that respect

and communication are the keys to peaceful
coexistence among neighbors.

"The campus and the city each has its own set

of complexities, but both are part of the rich

experience you have when you live and work here.

"It is our hope that these words will help you
take responsibility for and grow in your sense of
community."

REMEMBER: HAVING A GOOD
NEIGHBOR IN YOU HALL AND/OR
COMMUNITY MEANS BEING A GOOD
NEIGHBOR, AND BEING A GOOD NEIGHBOR
MEANS PARTYING RESPONSIBLY.

Expand Your Leadership Skills EMERGE

A condom and sex are a responsible

pair. They're friends and lovers

everywhere

.

by tina nam
LEADERSHIP CENTER

"An instant opportunity for

involvement. An excellent
program to explore personal
growth and development. A must
for incoming Freshmen."(Billy
DeYoung)

"It is wonderful. An excellent

experience for an incoming
freshman.. Emerge.dealt with
topics relevant in everyday life,

not just leadership. Emerge has

helped me off to a great start at

UNCW!"(Ashley Gamer)
"The Emerge program was

excellent. It helped me grow in so

many ways. Without being

involved in the program, I really

don't think I would have been
.involved as much around

campus."(Tracie Shelly)

The Leadership Center would

like to welcome the new students

to UNCW. We hope that you
enjoy your stay here. We would
also like to introduce you to a

program that we have developed
exclusively for freshmen. It is the

Emerging Leaders Program,
(EMERGE). The above quotes are

from students that participated in

the Emerge program this past

year. This program is for students

interested in developing their

leadership potential and becoming
active in campus life, regardless of

their previous leadership
experience. Participants in the

program attend weekly sessions

for a complete school year. Here,

they discuss things such as

communication skills, leadership

styles, appreciation of diversity,

and ethical leadership. They work

on public speaking, building

confidence, and balancing
academics and activities. They
will go through team building, a

personal assessment, and personal

planning and goal setting.

Students interested in joining

this program should check their

Orientation packet for more
information about the Emerging

Leaders Program, (EMERGE). If

the information is unavailable or

you wish for more information,

call or come by The Leadership

Center. It is located in room 21?

of the University Union and the

phone number is 395-3877.

"Emerge are leaders who
happen to be your
friends'."(DiShon Cain)
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; Listen to Surf 107 for details.

Surf 107
association with

Ocean
Breeze
Productions
proudly welcomes

Crosby,
Stills, and
NaSh June 19 at

Trask Coliseum and

Little Feat.
July 13, also at Trask.
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THE SEAHAWK

The Seahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor. These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The
Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205 -E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,
601 South College Rd.. Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The
Seahawk.

The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 pm. Monday for Thursday's paper. The
Advertising deadline is also 5 pjn. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The SeaMawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division.

Observing Model Behavior

As the University is preparing to welcome new students, one

would think that they would want to offer an image of esteem, a sense

of grandeur that accompanies the image of an "institute of higher

learning".

Instead, we find the faculty embroiled in a bitter dispute with the

Board of Trustees over the selection of candidates for Chancellor

Wagoner's successor. We watched these models of academia and society

carry their argument into the realm of childishness.

The faculty members who stood outside of the Madeline Suite at

the new cafeteria (Wagoner Hall) with photocopies of candidates'

pictures had crossed out the face of the candidate they did not like.

Now, whether the search process was right or wrong, that personal

attack was not the way one might expect a leader in the academic

community to act. The man applied for the job believing that he was

qualified. That he did not suit the faculty's criteria was not his fault,

and his selection was made by the Board of Trustees. ... he did not

select himself as a finalist. The Seahawk is in agreement with the

faculty that their input should have been given more credit, and that the

Search Committee should have made more information available to

students and faculty much earlier than they did. We also agree that the

Chancellor of a university should have teaching and administrative

background, of which this candidate had neither. We stand behind the

faculty's protest in principle, although; in action, the poster episode

was a little too much.

But the faculty's action, as much as The Seahawk disagrees with it

was nothing compared to the behavior of one of the Trustees. Mr.

Heide Trask was quoted in the Wilmington newspaper as saying that the

reason the three faculty members on the search committee were opposed

to Straughan was that they were from different religions than he was.

Mr. Trask! If a writer on The Seahawk made such a comment, he

would be immediately relieved of his position. In fact, if the Editor

made such a comment, there would be a justified outcry for him to give

up his office. Trustees are supposed to be respected members of society

who represent our University. We realize that the Trask name carries a

bit of clout around here, but respect should involve more than monetary

influence. Every man is entitled to his opinion, and the right to

express that opinion is guaranteed. Even so, any individual who can

make such a bigoted and stupid statement knowing full well his

responsibility to the University community should consider

disassociating himself from that community. The other members of

the Board of Trustees should help him in that direction. A resolution

was passed in the Faculty Senate meeting on Monday conveying

similar sentiments.

Incoming freshmen, The Seahawk hopes that this introduction is

not indicative of the collegiate world you are about to enter. It is,

however, a brief glimpse of the wider horizons you are about to explore

as you leave behind the simple life and enter the complicated arena of

adulthood.

Don't Hide From Life In A Snug Harbor

Editorials
j

I have studied many times

The marble which as chiseled for

me
A boat with a furled sail at rest in

harbor.

In truth it pictures not my
destination

But my life

For love was offered me and I

shrank from its disillusionment;

Sorrow knocked at my door, but I

was afraid;

Ambition called to me, but I

dreaded the chances.

And now I know that we must lift

the sail

And catch the winds of destiny

Wherever they may drive my boat.

To put meaning in one's life may
end in madness,

But life without meaning is the

torture

Of restlessness and vague desire-

It is a boat longing for the sea and

yet afraid.

Edgar Lee Masters

Spoon River Anthology, "George

Gray"

Each of you who comes to

UNCW is like that sailboat in a

snug harbor. You are coming

from the snug harbor of a familiar

community, families, high school

friends, people and places feeling

safe because of the familiarity

developed over years.

To come to UNCW may
seem like you are sailing out into

the storm tossed waters from a

snug harbor. You will indeed find

yourself in brand new situations,

starting out witnout knowing a

whole lot of people, struggling to

choose your major when you may
not be clear about it, coping with

the necessity of being self-

motivated, learning to deal with

the pressures you experience from

people who you want to know and

be with, but who live by a very

different set of values than yours.

I hope you will have the courage

to stay at sea and weather the

storms. Most of the things that

will bring your life a sense of

meaning and worth and fulfillment

demand letting go of the familiar

and taking risks by getting
involved in classes and issues and
relationships and all of the

opportunities of which you are not

at all sure you can handle.

The majority of students do
not stay out at sea, but make of

their university experience yet

another safe harbor. As the poet

notes love's disillusionment,
sorrow's fear, ambition's riskiness,

are too much for him. Too many
of you will too quickly seek out

just a few friends and make that

the sum total of your
relationships; or go home too
many weekends to avoid dealing

with your own loneliness; or

become quickly satisfied with
simply passing classes with as

little work as possible rather than

engaging both professors and

materials with a genuine hunger to

learn. Some of you won't last a

week here in August simply

because you are unwilling to reach

out and avail yourself of the vast

array of supportive services that

are available to you to cope with

insecurity, anxiety, loneliness, or

hurt.

Listen to the poet! This

university is a place where you
can catch the winds of destiny and

follow them wherever they drive

your boat. Real depth of

meaning, real fulfillment lies only

before those who will set sail,

even when insecurity and anxiety

seem, at times, to be your only

crew members. Come here to

UNCW. But come determined not

to seek another safe harbor, but to

seek the adventure and those

people and experiences that will

support your journey. My name
is Bob Haywood, Protestant

Minister at UNCW. I happen to

have a 27 foot sailboat and would

enjoy meeting any of you who are

coming for the adventure, for the

journey. Give me a call, 799-

8497.

SGA President Writes - Get Involved

Future Seahawks,

As Student Body President I

would like to welcome you to

UNCW, the fastest growing
school in the UNC system. We
plan on making your visit here as

eventful and enlightening as

possible and assisting you in

making a smooth transition into

college life.

College is an exciting
experience that offers a great deal

to students. . . the opportunity to

learn, grow, and achieve in and

outside of the classroom
environment. One of the most
important aspects of college life is

your opportunity to get involved

and take part in the processes that

affect your future.

Becoming an active member
of student government is the key

way of taking full advantage your

opportunity for involvement.

Student Government serves as a

voice for the student body. Some
of our duties include passing and

executing legislation on issues

that affect the student body and

allocating funds to clubs and
organizations (we have the largest

fee allocation of any university in

the UNC system).

This coming September Fall

elections will be held. Freshman

Class President, Vice-President,

Senators(2), and Representatives at

Large (7) will be elected.
Freshmen are eligible to run for

all available seats.

For answers to any questions

you may have, feel free to drop by
the SGA office in room 200 of the

University Union. I look forward
to seeing you.

With Seahawk Pride,

Ken Lemon
Student Body President

L

life UP Side To GlpffAL V\|WN&

Make your
opinions
known. Don't
sit on your
hands, get

involved.
Write a letter

to the editor

today!

BY PHILLIP LOUfiHUN
EDITOR IN CHIEFLetter From The Editor wKwwstisffjc^ses-^^

Prepare to Explore the Wonderful World of Academia- with a surprise behind every door

Welcome Freshmen! You are

going to be hearing those words a

lot during the next few months,

but you may not always feel so

welcome. You are facing a new
world at the beginning of your

college experience. With this

newness will come changes and

pressures that never popped up

before. Deadlines and
commitments, studying,
homework, friends, parties, grades,

and holidays (official and

unofficial) will become the mad
collage that will be your world for

the next four or five years.

Many of you will be living

away from home for the first time

this fall. Independent life is, in

itself, an experience to be treasured

and explored. Mom is not going

to be there yelling at you for

playing that loud music. Of
course the neighbors may pound

on the ceiling and the walls, but

who cares? . . . unless they are

seven feet tall and/or subscribe to

Soldier of Fortune magazine.

(No, seriously, have some respect

for your neighbors. Besides, there

is a noise ordinance in

Wilmington.) Another great thing

about living away from home is

that there will be no one waiting

up for you if you come in late. . .

or if you don't come in at all.

Along with the benefits of

life on your own comes a

downside. No one is going to be

there to do your laundry. And
sometimes, life with a roommate

is a real drag. There will not be

anyone to remind you to study.

Sometimes it's hard to remember

why you are here. (Sometimes it's

hard to remember anything).

This brings us to another

facet of college life. Just because

the drinking age has been jacked

up to 21, freshmen will probably

consume as much alcohol as any

upperclassmen. It's no secret, and

you've probably been drinking

since high school anyway. If not,

well, excuse the generalization. It

really doesn't matter. Drinking

isn't as big a deal as many people

would like to make it.

Personally, I feel like most of the

drinking laws and regulations are

pretty misdirected. But let's not

get political yet. There is a whole

semester coming up to do that. I

say, enjoy yourself. If that

involves drinking, then it is not

my place to say it is wrong.

Of course, remember I just

said enjoy yourself. Enjoyment

does not usually involve praying

to the porcelain goddess. I never

found much pleasure in getting

blottoed to the point where I

couldn't tell if I was having a good

time or not ... and the morning

after is never that great. What's

worse is having to call the folks

to come bail you out of a DWI.

Of course, even that can get

worse. When you pick up the car

keys after a four keg party, picture

your parents getting a call at three

in the morning to come identify

your remains. We are young, we
have a long life ahead of us, but

we are not immortal. Driving

drunk could put that mortality to

the test.

Speaking of parties and

enjoyment, college and living

away from home opens up another

wide open world for exploration.

will make it seem as if sex were

not supposed to be fun. They

want to instill some strict moral

codes as if we lived in a perfectly

moral world. Well, we know the

truth of that don't we?

Sex also compares to drinking

in that it can be abused, and the

results of that abuse are less than

enjoyable. Remember that "No"

means No. According to a study

in this issue of The Seahawk,
some 80% of rapes on college

campuses are date or acquaintance

Another negative aspect
of sex i$ that it sometimes
kills rabbits. . . .

SEX! (Oh boy, I'm really

pushing those taboos now!)

Some of you discovered this world

in the recent past during high

school and some of you started

even earlier if studies are anything

to go by. Yet others of you are

waiting for Mr. or Ms. Right.

But odds are, most of you are

going to participate in sex during

your college years.

Like drinking, sex can be
great fun or it can be a very

special thing between two people.

Of course, most authority figures

rape. If in doubt, wai>. Talk

openly with your chosen partner

and be sure of how you both feel.

Another negative aspect of

sex is that it sometimes kills

rabbits. We all know there is a

shortage of bunnies, and who
wants to contribute to their

downfall. Seriously though, the

main purpose of sex, on a purely

animalistic basis, is procreation.

Therefore, when you use sex for

recreational purposes, take
precautions. An unexpected little

bundle could really put a damper

on a bright college career.

Sexually transmitted diseases

(STD's) are a popular topic when
people think about sex these days,

and college students are part of a

group who face a high risk. You
have probably heard jokes about

coming home with something you

didn't have when you left. It may
not seem so funny when you
really do. Some of the curable,

less serious diseases are bad

enough, but others, AIDS in

particular, are hardly a laughing

matter. I'm not trying to scare

you away from sex ( I couldn't

anyway) with the "sex is death"

propaganda, but I think that you
can't be warned too many times.

Be careful.

So we've turned up the music,

had a beer, and hopped in and out

of the sack. Is that the college

experience? This could be a really

great life, right? Well, no and
yes. It is a great life, but; as I

said earlier, it's easy to forget why
you are here. At the risk of
sounding like somebody's father,

there is definitely more to college

than booze and sex. Those of you

who don't believe this will

probably not make it through this

freshman year.

So, that brings up one last

side of this wonderful world of

college that you are about to enter.

As the school year winds on,

some of you are going to get a

feeling that you don't belong here.

You are going to think that maybe
you would rather be out in the real

world, working and living a

different life. Well, maybe you
are right.

Succeeding in college is a

matter of priorities. It is not a

breeze through the "hallowed halls

of wisdom". College is hard work
and everybody is not cut out for it

If you begin to think that you are

one of these people, take a long
realistic look at your priorities.

You have to want it. Some
people find that they don't want it

as bad as they thought. I'm not
saying that you should quit

because you are frustrated at a bad
grade or you hate your roommate.
But, this is your world, and
college is the time for you to

make your own decisions. You
can always come back later.

But for now, think positive.

Most of you are going to make
the most out of this opportunity.

Anywhere from four to five or six

(or seven or eight or nine etc. etc.)

years from now, you will walk
across that stage and receive the
end result of all that hard work.
You will have learned a lot but as

you think back, you will
remember this freshman year as

the year you learned the most. . .

not just about books, but about
life.

Welcome Freshmen!
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CHnPUS ERRTDDniSTS URnTED
Can you draw humor? If so, The Seahawk
offers you a chance to get published and win a
little dinero in the process. Contact The
Seahawk for details. Come to UU 205 or call

395-3789.
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Appearing live:

tnacC
Honk

Call

Thur 14th

Johnny Quest

Fri 15th

Stairway to Heaven
Zeppelin Tribute

Sat 16th

Scatterbrain

17 yrs & OlderWWWWWWrt

5430 MARKET STREET
WILMINGTON

395-0280

Thur 21st

H.R. From Bad Brains

Fri 22nd

Helix

Hard Rockers!

Sat 23rd

Corrosion of Conformity

17 yrs & Older

Shades of St. Crok
44

B1 •

Your Sunglass Shop
in the

Lower Cape Fearv

All our
sunglasses
have a total

UV Block

• Vuarnet

• Ray Ban

Serengeti

Revo

Pro

Ziari

Hicon

X-isle

Ski Optiks

benetton

Maui Jim

Style Eyes

bolle'

Microlites

Men's, Women';
and Children's

Styles Priced
from $7.00#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Cape Fear Shiftworks

"Quality Imprinted Sportswear"
• T-Shirts, Sweats
• Beach Cover-ups
• Golf Shirts

• Caps, Totes, and More
• All EXCLUSIVE designs-

Beach, Wilmington, Historic

• Custom Screen Printing Available

All our T-Shirts are

100% pre-shrunk

cotton

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown

Wilmington

763-1188
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Spike: Live Via Satellite
First Power Warrants A Six

I have one question. What in

the hell was up with the Academy
Awards?

I mean what was with the live

via satellite from everywhere on

earth awards? I'm not claiming to

be an expert on the cost of
running a major awards show on

TV, or how much it costs for

satellite link-ups with the rest of

the world, but it has to cost a

bunch. I'm also not claiming to

be an expert on how much it

costs for one of those glow in the

dark, tacky dresses that all the

starlets wear to the ceremony.

Let it also be said that I am not

claiming to know what everyone

in America is interested in, but I

am sure there wasn't much
interest in the Best Short Film

Under Ten Minutes award. So
why am I worrying about all of

this? Let me digress.

First of all is it just me or is

it every time you turn on the TV
some celebrity in Hollywood is

asking for you to donate just 50

cents a day to save the whales, or

the children, or the homeless, or

the whole world? As a matter of

fact I believe that Billy Crystal,

who was the host of the Academy
Awards, is also a host for comic

relief, a benefit for the homeless.

For all the pleading for us to send

in some money, or to spend time

for their respective causes it

seems that celebrities are so far

removed from the problem I don't

know how they can go on

television and preach at the rest of

us. It is easy to appear on a

show, or in a commercial for a

cause, but to really get out and

work for one is another thing all

together. Many times I have
heard famous actors and actresses

say that for the money spent on

one nuclear missile we could

house the homeless. I don't

know how much was spent on

the Academy Awards, or on the

satellite links, or on all the

limos, or the fabulous gowns, or

for the messengers from Price

Waterhouse to be flown all over

the world to deliver the envelopes

with the winners in them, but I

imagine it is enough money to

buy many a house and feed many
people.

If there is anything I hate in

life more than inconsistency I

cannot think of it now. I would
be very pleased to see the
Academy Awards scaled down to a

reasonable length and to a

reasonable cost. A one hour

show with all the major awards

and a musical number or two
would be plenty for most of us.

The satellite links, the scripted

banter between presenters, and the

constant commercials could be

toned down also. Let the rest of

the awards be presented at a

banquet for those in Hollywood
in the industry who actually care,

sort of like an insurance banquet

where awards like Best Short

Animation would be appreciated.

Not seen as stalling until the

awards we care about can be
presented after twenty Diet Pepsi

commercials with Elton John and

Paula Abdul (two people 1 always

think of together?)

Now I would like to make a

few observations about the show
itself. First of all, did it seem
that there could have been more
references to Spike Lee getting

shafted by the Academy. I can't

remember an Academy Awards
show where every presenter poked
fun at the Academy for leaving

out a film or a director so many
times. Another thing was the

constant shots taken at the

Academy for not nominating the

director of Driving Miss Daisy.

Obviously, most people forget

that sometimes (actually all the

time) the Academy leaves out

deserving films, actors, and
directors. Cary Grant, John
Wayne, and Steven Spielburg
never have received Oscars for

their work. Spike Lee will

receive many awards before he is

through, one must realize that the

Oscar is a fickle award that does

not always go to the most
deserving.

The funniest thing about the

whole show was the amount of
thought that goes into the show
itself. Hollywood is so good at

choreographing itself that there

are actually people hired for the

ceremony to fill seats. When
someone wins an award and they

go on stage there is someone who
goes out and sits in their seat

until they return so that when the

camera shows the crowd every
seat is full. I wonder how much
that costs? Probably enough to

buy a homeless family a condo.
Oh well, that's Hollywood.
Drinking champagne from a gold
challis on Saturday, and on their

soapbox on Sunday. Ain't

America Great.

CDs: Fact and Fiction
Compact disc, digital audio,

fact and fiction.

Fact l)-compact discs can

offer sound superior to that of

almost all other recorded formats

excluding Digital Audio Tape
(DAT). DAT is equal to CD's as

far as sound is concerned. Fact
2)-compact discs are not infallible

to smoke, dust, fingerprints, and
scratches on a CD can cause it to

skip.

Fiction-compact disc are

indestructible, though they can be
broken. Fiction-all discs are the

same. On the back of most discs

there is a label, usually with with
AAD written on it. What do
these letters stand for? The first

A is for a analog tape recorder

used during the recording session,

a D in this first position would
mean a digital recorder was used.

The second A is for analog

mixing and editing of the music,
once again a D would mean the

mixing and editing was done
digitally (most likely a

computer). Now the last letter is

a D for digital mastering or

transfer to compact disc. All discs

have been digitally mastered.
Compact discs are actually a lot

like a computer disc, and your
compact disc player is like a

computer (actually it is!).

The disc are coded with

information. Now, a disc that

has been digitally mastered
(DDD) is going to sound better

than a disc that is AAD because

the limitations of analog tape

will be transferred during the

mastering. Now why will a disc

skip?

This is because smoke, dust,

fingerprints, and scratches block

out bits of the encoded
information and the CD player is

unable to retrieve the information

but it continues to play. Now
newer CD players have features

like quadruple oversampling to

prevent skipping, but it is less

risky if you just take care of them
the same as you would a record.

Now on with the review:

Slaughter - Stick It To Ya

Chrysalis-AAD

3 1/2 teeth out of 4

Slaughter? I know the name
sounds too commercial, wimpy,
boring, and maybe typical for a

"heavy metal" band which this

band is not. Mark Slaughter and
Dana Strum are former members
of Vinnie Vincent Invasion and

Slaughter is in some ways very

much similar to VVI. But the

similarities end there.

Slaughter sets off on their

own way. Mark Slaughters vocal

ability is one of the best in heavy

metal, he can scream, moan,
groan, and even sing. Combine
Slaughter's bluesy style of vocals

with guitarist Tim Kelly's

ripping riffs and with Bias Elias

excellent drumming, add the hum
of Dana Strum's bass and zowwy
you got an album that is real

magic.

All the songs are well written

and yes, there is a ballad in two
versions, and it is dedicated to a

friend that passed away. One
with the full ballad and an
acoustic version (and needless to

say it is really powerful). Several
tunes really let it rip and a couple
of suggestions to listen for are

"Eye to Eye" and "Burnin
Bridges."

Slaughter took a big risk with

this album, first with the name.
Slaughter is not for a rock band,"

but a metal band, secondly this

type of album is likely not to get

much airplay. But I can say this,

I like this album almost as much
as Skid Row's debut which would
have received four teeth. But I

can safely recommend this album
without any hesitation, "Look
out for the loaded gun."

Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles: Starring Raphaello,
Danatello, Michael-Angelo, and
Leonardo.

Rating: If you're under 10:

10 out of a possible 10.

Rating: If you are over 10:

61/2 out of a possible 10.

If you can swallow the

premise of this movie you will

really enjoy it. But, if a human
size rat teaching four human size

turtles the art of ninja seems a

little far fetched you might want
to hesitate from seeing Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles.

It seems that Splinter (the

afore mentioned human-size rat)

came apon four baby turtles

wallowing in radioactive waste.

The radioactive waste made
Splinter and the turtles grow to

human size and develop the

capability to talk. As they grew
Splinter named them after
renaissance painters and taught

them to be ninja warriors. It

could happen.

The turtles are called to action

when a group known as the foot

clan starts to terrorize the city.

They (the turtles) are joined in

their cause by a pretty TV news
reporter, and by a ski-mask clad

vigilante named Casey Jones.
But just as everything starts to go

their way Splinter is kidnapped.
Oh my gosh! Do you think they

will save him in time?

As an added bonus to seeing
Ninja Turtles let it be known that

it was filmed in Wilmington.
Look for local newscaster Kitty

Fitzgibbon as a newscaster
"suprise" in a small role (what an

actress!). This movie was made
for little kids so don't go looking

for a socially moving movie.
Expect a silly, kind of dumb
movie and you just might enjoy

it I did. Kowabunga Dude.

The First Power: Starring
Lou Diamond Phillips.

Rating: 6 out of a possible
10.

This looked like a really good
movie from all the promotional
clips. It looked like a tight,

suspenceful, thriller that would
please the most reluctant movie-
goer. For the first half hour or so
The First Power seemed to be the

real thing... then the dreaded
sequel jinx took over.

The premise of the movie is

really simple. Your average
"neighbors described him as a

loner" takes off on a serial killing

spree and carves pentagrams in

the chest of his victims. Enter

the good guy cop (Lou Diamond
Phillips) who has a history of
catching serial killers, and with

the help of a psychic finds and
kills the bad guy in the first ten

minutes of the film.

The only problem is that this

allows him (the psycho) to be set

free in spirit form and to receive

"the first power" of eternal life.

You can see how this would be a

problem for the police, an
immortal nut from hell (literally).

This could have been a good
movie if it wasn't for the obvious
ending of the film. For the last

hour of the movie the makers
decided to focus on special effects
and on leaving the ending open
for a sequel. The effect of this

was to kill the edge the film had
and to make the movie bad
enough that no one will want to
see a sequel.

The makers also made a
mistake in casting Phillips in the
role of the hero. Phillips is a
talented actor who would be better

suited to this role in five more
years. He was hard to take as a

veteran cop who looked to young
to have been a cop five years
unless he started in junior high.

Could have been good, but it

wasn't.
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Johnny Quest Offers A Funky Alternative

BY phii.i.ip i.nnr.m in
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Rick James meets Aerosmith!
For those of you too young to

remember the "Funkadelic" sounds
of Rick James and his

predecessors, Johnny Quest has a

little refresher course in funk and
roll. The Raleigh based band
throws down a jam so deeply
based in the throbbing sound of

James and Co. that one is almost
forced to dance, if only because the

bass line vibrates the floor

mercilessly.

But wait. . . there was a

mention of Aerosmith. Yes, the

funksters also show the metal that

must have at least crossed their

musical paths. On their demo,
The Heisman, the title cut is

reminiscent of a funked up cover

of "Sweet Emotion". Some tunes

on the demo are more
contemporary sounding Rap, but

they offer a screaming lead guitar

in places where you would expect

recorded sampling at best from

most recording artists in that

genre. If all rap-bands offered riffs

like that, it would make even the

most intense metal-head consider

buying MC Hammer albums.

Comparisons aside, Johnny

Quest offers an original mix that

only reminds you of other bands
in that so many influences are

combined. Lyrically, the music
separates even further from
established routes. The band
claims no deep social statements.

They are in it for fun, and fun is

what they bring to their recording

and their live shows. Their songs

run the gamut from girlfriend

problems (The Heisman) to

takeoffs on other bands' songs

(Jemima). The live show offers

the opportunity to experience the

band's stage antics which usually

equal the foolishness in their

songs, and keep the breaks lively

as well.

Johnny Quest is regularly

booked at the Mad Monk and they

are scheduled to make an

appearance there on June 14.

Those of you who just happen to

be in town that Thursday should

do yourselves a favor and check

out the funkadelia firsthand. If

you miss this show, keep your
eyes open. They'll be back.
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SUR
AT THE BEACH! WHERE THE WAVES ARE

THE LANDING - 530 CAUSEWAY DRIVE

SURF REPORT LINE
256-4353

WELCOME UNCW
STUDENTS!

E SURF C
EXPIRES 8/31/90

i

i

i° i

r

4620 Oleander Drive

xo
791-2009

K A

Present

co££ege auos^a
every Tuesday & Thursday

Tuesdag nights

<Wlld-n-Crazy Contest
PRIZES PRIZES PRIZES!!!
$100 CASH PRIZE!

Admission:
$3.00 w/ college ID

$5.00 w/o college ID

Thursdag nights

Miss Hawaiian Tropic

Swim Suit Contest
$1000 cash to final winner!
To compete in International Contest In Daytona Beach, Fla.

$100 cash to weekly winner

and many prizes and gift certificates

Sponsors:
Hawaiian Tropic

Travel Unlimited

Shell Island Resort

Rave Revue
UNCW Organizations

B-100 Radio

Tony's Foreign Car

Endless Summer Tanning

School Kids Videos and Records i

CBS Construction

2 Clubs iiwkn om Root mom *>pl<i*TiCATi<f Ikjut & sound. or4y
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,4420 OUwKka D« WiImmoion. ISC 2MO> (VI9) 791-2003.

9:00pm-2:00am
18 & Older admitted

o

WILMINGTON'S frtmut

ENTEKTAWMENT COMPLU

SSQ/

Good for one free:

College Membership
w/ coupon
•spirts July 10, 1990
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DOYOU WANT TO
CHANGE THE WORLD?
Start now! The Seahawh can use

world shahing journalists. Kpply

at The Seahawh offices in room 205
of the University Union.

We need:
Sports Writers

Hews Writers
Entertainment Writers

lUore Sports Writers
TSTore Hews Writers

CI
was a Seahawk News

Writer. Now look at

me!

X

You too can experience word processor meltdown!

Hi's fun, Jt's

profitable, and

Jfs legal IN

It's the most fun

you can have

without medical

insurance!

Some Writing Positions are eligible for limited

monetary rewards, but that's not the point . . .

is it?

FAso available are several
Rd -Sales positions, ffd Sales
requires massive self-motivation
and an ability to handle rejection.
Payment is based on a 10%
commission. PA\ you have to do
is sell advertising in The
G)CQilQY\7l\! Personal Transportation R Wust

Photographers with
darhroom experience are also

needed. Enjoy your hobby and
get your worh published!

Fittend concerts and sporting
events for free!



"The Seahawk

Office of the Dean nf Students

Office hours for the Office of the Dean of Students are

8:00 a. m.-6:00 p. m., Monday-Thursday, and 8:00 a.

m. -5:00 p. m. on Fridays. The office is located in

Room 209 in the University Union, 395-3119.

Student Tenant Handbook

This handbook is available free of charge to all

students who currently live off campus and are renting

either an apartment or house. This valuable

handbook contains information on how to protect

your security deposit, the eviction process, subletting

your apartment/house and other pertinent information

relating to off campus living. Students may stop by

the Office of the Dean of Students located in Room
209 of the University Union or call 395-31 19.

Student Mpmhers Needed!

The UNCW Landlord/Tenant Council and the UNCW
Off Campus Crime Prevention Committee is in need

of new student members for the 1990-1991 school

year. The Landlord/Tenant Council serves as a

sounding board for those students experiencing

problems or misunderstandings with landlords and

vice versa; be available as a communication resource

to share information on University policies and

procedures as they relate to off campus students; and

co-sponsor programs and activities for off campus.

The Off Campus Crime Prevention Committee

provides recommendations and assistance to area

apartment complexes regarding crime prevention

education for off campus students and safety/security

issues. Interested students should contact the Office

of the Dean of Students at 395-3 1 19.

Attention Non-traditional Students!

The term "Non-traditional" refers to students who can

be described as any of the following: persons who
have been away from formal education (high school

or college) for a period of time; are single or married,

divorced widowed, or parents; are interested in

retraining for a new career or for a career advancement;

or are veterans. You should not feei out of place at

UNCW since approximately 21% of our students

meet this criteria and is over the age of 23. In an

effort to meet the unique needs of non-traditional

students, the Office of the Dean of Students has been

designated as a source of contact for "nontrads." If

you are a nontrad student, and need any type of

assistance, please stop by the office located in Room
209, University Union or call 395-31 19

"Welcome Reception" for IJNCW's

International Students

Students, staff and faculty are cordially invited to a

"Welcome Reception" to officially welcome the

university's international students. The reception is

scheduled for Wednesday, September 5, 1990, 4 pm
in Room 201 in the University Union. Refreshments

will be served. The countries the students represent

are: Bahamas, Barbados, Brazil, Venezuela, Scotland,

Costa Rica, People's Republic of China, Uganda,

Zimbabwe, Kenya, Canada, Panama, England, Jordan,

Sweden, Taiwan and Mexico. For more info call

395-3119.

Ride Board

Looking for a ride to get back and forth to classes?

Need someone to share gas expenses with on those

weekend/holiday excursions? Why not check out the

Ride Board located on the first floor bulletin board by

the elevator. We encourage you to use this service as

a way to keep your travel expenses down.

Slemenda Receives Award
The Leadership Center is pleased to announce that at

the end of last semester, Ms. Christine J. Slemenda

was selected for the 1989-1990 Senior Leadership

Award for her outstanding leadership and service on

campus and in the community. She was nominated

by the Department of History, and the Offices of the

Dean of Students and Student Activities. The award

includes adding her name to a roster plaque in the The

Leadership Center and an award of $400 which is

made possible by the UNCW Alumni Association. It

is awarded at the end of each academic year.

Election Registration

Dates 4th, 5th, and 6th of September

SGA Office

U.U. Room 200

Positions Open

Freshman Class President

Freshman Class Vice President

Freshman Class (2) Senate

7 Rep. at Large Positions

(Everyone eligible)

Homecoming Committee

There are positions available on the 1991

Homecoming Committee. All persons interested,

please call Kipp at 392-9123. Thank you.

Leutze Takes Office
BY PHILLIP LOlir.HMN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

For the first time in twenty two years, UNCW has

a new chancellor. Dr. James Leutze was selected for the

position five months after Dr. William Wagoner
announced his decision to retire. Wagoner had held the

position for the twenty two years that UNCW has been

a part of the UNC system.

Dr. Leutze was chosen from a field of over two
hundred applicants. Before coming to UNCW Leutze

was the President of Hampton-Sydney College in

Virginia. Prior to Hampton-Sydney, Dr. Leutze taught

history for nineteen years at UNC-Chapel Hill. The
combined background in academics and administration

made Leutze a choice candidate during the search.

Although his actual inauguration will not take

place until Spring, Leutze took office in August.

"It's been busy," he said. "I've tried to hit the

ground running. . . . You know. . . get out and meet

people and put people and positions and activities into

some kind of coherent fashion."

"I've tried to keep moving around," Leutze

continued. "I guess we'll see if there has been any

product, but I've tried not to let any grass grow under

my feet."

Leutze sees the University as "ready to take off.

He refers to the design and layout of the campus and the

quality of the staff and faculty as examples.

"I think we're in the position now to begin doing

some things. What kinds of things? First of all, I

want to see us establish ourselves as the, or at least, a

preeminent teaching university. 1 see service to the

undergraduate student body as our primary role, and I

Dr. Leutze

hopes for

has hit the ground

the future.

PHOTO BY JENNIFER YOUNG

running with high

want us to become an outstanding student-oriented

university."

He continued. "I also want to see us work on
building some of our strengths. . . . most particularly

in the marine sciences. Then we can build that into a

nationally recognized and more nationally prominent
part of the institution. That is sort of the jewel in the

crown of this particular university and so I'd like to

build on that strength. I'd like the University to

become a regional force for constructive change."

Some of Leutze's main goals also include retention

of students. He feels that UNCW loses too many
students who transfer or drop out He sees students not

only as a "product" of the University, but as its

"customers". Part of his plan to keep students is to find

out why they are leaving and try to cater more to their

needs and wants.

Catering to the needs of the community is also part

of the new Chancellor's plan to improve relations with

the Wilmington residents. Through more programs that

encourage community members to make use of campus
facilities and offering more cultural events, Leutze
hopes to get more area residents involved with what is

happening on campus. He also wants to try to get

UNCW involved in community events.

There are some problems standing in the way
however. "An obstacle is money," he acknowledged.

"That is something I plan to concentrate some time on,

and I hope our board of trustees and some others will

concentrate some time on. This is a big issue . . .

raising money."

SEE LEUTZE PAGE 3

Greeks Wait UNCW Receives
Research GrantBY BRIAN BULLART)

STAFF WRITER

Six months ago the Greek
system as a whole chose to

endorse College Dorm
Corporation for Greek housing.

The Greeks were told that

approximately fifteen days after a

decision was reached, construction

would begin. As of Aug. 26,

ground is yet to be broken.

Neither Hal Worth nor Dick

Cronk, executive officers of

College Dorm Corporation, were

available for comment on the

delay. A letter was faxed from

DCD on July 24, to Lanita

Hanson, Assistant Director for

Student Activities. In this letter,

Hal Worth states, "Securing
financing for [Greek Row] has

become a nightmare for one small

reason: the savings and loan

crisis. The obvious effect has

been that all banks-even the

healthy ones-have tightened the

money supply and their
willingness to make loans on real

estate projects.

The project, named "Little

Athens", is a real estate deal and a

student housing development
expressly for Greeks. The glaring

negative stereotype usually

attribute to Greeks could arise and

this has commercial banks filled

with trepidation. These two

stumbling blocks can be averted,

according to DCD, by one of two

ways: "1) we find limited

partners who will put up enough

cash up front (about $1 million)

and who have strong enough

financial statements to personally

guarantee a $5 million project; or

2) we find limited partners strong

enough and interested enough in

the project to finance the deal out

of their own pockets-1 hang out

with guys like this regularly."

According to Hanson, DCD is

currently soliciting backing in

Canada. Their letter to her slated,

"We feel like we are close [to

attaining backing], but do not

wish to get into a situation of

promising more dates.

Everyone's hopes have had

enough of the roller coaster ride.

We feel confident that the limited

partners will be identified, and we
are a show piece for UNCW and

CDC."

Lanita Hanson said that

because the project is not ready,

this has harmed the system's

desire to live there. She feels

that the system will be very
careful in its dealings in the
future, and that the confidence

level of Greeks towards this

project is waning. She stresses

adamantly, however, that Greek
life will definitely continue, with

or without Greek Row.

In an interview with the Star
News this past week, CDC said

that they hope to begin
construction within a month and
have the project completed by
January.

Dr. Bill Bryan, Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs,

stated that he is disappointed that

"Little Athens" is not on schedule

as proposed, because this means

students will perhaps have to

move from their temporary
dwellings, on and off campus,
into the houses and suites

midway through the year, which

would be very chaotic. When
asked how the administration felt

about these developments (or lack

of developments), he said that the

administration "wants to work
closely with the Greeks in

attaining their goal of a Greek

row."

Merritt Hooper, who is

president of the Inter-Fraternity

Council, feels that part of the

delay is related to the Greek
system being unable to make a

definite decision in a set amount
of time. He feels administrative

beaurocracy was partially to

blame for this inability to decide.

Merritt says that there were
always doubts as to whether or

not Greek Row would be ready on
time. He went on to say that the

contracts signed by organizations

planning to live in the houses

agreed to house students at the

expense ofCDC if the houses and

suites were not ready on time.

Currently CDC is paying any
cost above the $227 per month
that it would cost them to house
Greeks in their suites. It costs

$260 per month to live on
campus in the apartments, and

$350 per two-man room to live at

Campus Walk, both working
with CDC to provide housing for

the homeless Greeks.

BY PHIMJP l,QU(?HMN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Eradicating scientific illiteracy is the

thrust behind a $ 1 .47 million grant awarded to

UNCW Wednesday. The grant, handed out by
the National Science Foundation (NSF), is one
of five in the nation. The money will be used

to oversee development of a new science

curriculum.

"Students don't understand the underlying

principles of science," said Dr. James Leutze,

"largely because they have too few
opportunities to engage in hands-on science.

As a result we end up with far fewer students

entering the pool of scientists and engineers,

plus a less scientifically literate citizenry."

Leutze said that he was concerned with the

decreasing ability of students to compete
internationally. He illustrated his point with

some statistics. Fifty percent of students

enrolled in American college science and
technical fields are foreign, while an equally

high percentage of American high school
students don't take any science classes at all

after tenth grade.

The concept behind the research project is

to combine the sciences and create a "spacing

effect" as opposed to the "layer cake" method
currently in use. The "layer cake" system is

teaching each science totally separate of the

others.

Dr. David Andrews, Associate Director of

the Science and Mathematics Education Center

and co-director of the project, describes the

"spacing effect" concept. "The most important

elements of our project are spacing science

education over a longer period, moving from

the concrete to the abstract, and coordination of

the sciences. Coordination will allow us to

break down the walls of the disciplines so that

biology, for instance, is not taught in isolation

from chemistry, physics, and earth sciences

which it now often is."

"Research has shown," he continued, "that

students retain and learn new material better if

they study it in spaced intervals rather than all

at once. This way, they revisit a concept or

idea at successively higher levels of
abstraction."

The project will be undertaken as a

cooperative effort between UNCW and ECU.
Besides Andrews, Dr.'s Carolyn Dunn and
Charles Ward will be participating from
UNCW. Dunn is an associate professor of
biology and Ward is the director of the UNCW
Center for Mathematics and Science Education.

Dr. Dunn will head up a curriculum
development committee and Ward will act as

project liaison to the state Math and Science
Education Network.

Dr. Charles Coble, dean of the School of

Education at ECU will oversee ECU'S

PHOTO BY JENNIFER YOUNG

Dr. David Andrews it correcting the research project

involvement in the project as well as act as

project co-director.

Said Coble," Our country is at least

challenged if not in trouble when it comes to

science and technology. We need to make
science more accessible to more of our
citizens. The economy of the U.S. is

dependent on the scientific literacy of our
people."

Coble went on to explain the concept of
integrated learning. "We don't encounter the

world as a series of separate disciplines. What
we are trying to do is integrate the various

disciplines such as biology and physics."

The project will be tested using a pilot

system in public schools in Buncombe,
Greene, Guilford, Mecklenburg, New Hanover,
and Pitt counties. According to the plan set

forth by Dr. Andrews, implementation is

spread over three years, with sixth grade
science classes scheduled to begin in the Fall

of 1991. Over the next two successive years,

the program will be introduced into the seventh
and eighth grades. Upon completion of this

initial phase, UNCW will seek additional

funding to carry the program into the high
school curriculum. Although the researchers
are primarily faculty members now, it will
eventually include students in the schools of
education.

According to Dr. Carolyn Dunn, "We
want to prepare our students to meet the
challenges of the future. ... We will
incorporate real life into science. . . present
science as a discovery of our world. Perhaps
we can make it a more positive experience for
our kids."
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Fnnthall Team Needs You

Seahawk Football Team needs football players,

coaching staff, sideline crew, statisticians, trainers,

andEMTs!
Positions available for men and women.

Anyone interested must be in the University Union
Room 201 at 3 p. m. Thursday, August 30. If

unable to attend, call Steve at 452-1006.

Orchestra To Hold Auditions

The Wilmington Symphony Orchestra will hold

auditions for new members Monday, August 27, 7:30

p. m . in Kenan Hall, Room 121, on the campus of

UNCW. Interested musicians should bring a prepared

piece and plan to do some sight-reading.

The 4? member orchestra is made up of talented

musicians from the local high schools, UNCW, and

the surrounding community. During the concert

season rehearsals are held every Tuesday evening,

7:30, in Kenan Hall. Public concerts, under the

direction of Dr. Steven Errante, conductor, are

performed in Kenan Auditorium in October,

November, December, February, and April.

For further information, call the WSO office at 791-

9262.

NC Student Legislature Meetiny
The North Carolina Student Legislature will be
meeting Tuesday at 5:30 in Cameron, Room 101.

All persons interested are invited to attend. Or call

392-9123 and ask for Kipp.

Volunteer Fair

Students, faculty, and staff who have been thinking

about getting involved in the community are invited

to the second annual Volunteer Fair to explore die

many opportunities available for service. The
Leadership Center has invited local community
service agencies to campus on Wednesday, September

5, 1990 from 10 AM to 2 PM on the North Lawn of

the University Union to share with the campus
information about their agencies and to recruit

volunteers. Also, this is an ideal opportunity for

students who have volunteer service as a class

requirement to explore alternatives.

The agencies who will be attending are Parks and

Recreation, American Red Cross, Cape Fear Literacy

Council, Crossroads, Planned Parenthood, American
Cancer Society, Yahweh Center, Family Services

After School Enrichment, Domestic Violence Shelter,

Food Distribution Center, NC Aquarium/Fort Fisher,

TEACCH Center, Rape Crisis Center, Big Buddy,
and Lower Cape Fear Hospice. These organizations

need over 250 volunteers.

StudentsAre Welcomed L^eJA? H?st
Globe Watch

RV HOLLY PRICE
STAFF WRITER

UNCW's second annual
Welcome Week started off with i

bang last Sunday with speeches by

Wilmington's mayor Don Betz and

UNCW's new chancellor, James

Leutze.

Mayor Betz dedicated this week

to UNCW's students and, in a

proclamation addressed to the

students, he proclaimed Welcome
UNCW Students Week.

Chancellor Leutze continued

this by welcoming all. He
stressed the students roll in the

community. "When you are out

in the community you you are

representing UNCW," Leutze
stated.

The chancellor went on to

discuss a few of his plans for the

upcoming school year.

Welcome Week was organized

by several campus organizations

including SGA, 1FC, and

Residence Life as a way to

introduce UNCW activities not

only to freshmen, but

upperclassmen as well.

"We had a really good turn out

this year. More people seemed to

be interested this y?,ar. Most of

the student rurn out was Ireshmen

but ether students and l'pculty took

pavt also," Lenita Hanson,
UNCWs Greek Advisor reported.

Events started on Sunday with

a cookout on the North University

Union lawn. Monday was beach

day, with activities from 2-6pm.

Tuesday, students participated in

the air walk and the dunking

booth. Some students ate at the

pig pickin' that night and searched

for bargains Friday at a print sale

in Jie Union. "I think it's great

how all these prints are on sale

here, so we don't have to go out

and buy anything to go on our

walls," said freshman Lisa Night.

Participants in the All-Star

Field Day signed up in Wagoner
Hall for the event on Wednesday.

Teams were created for volleyball,

tug-of-war, sack races, and other

events.

Welcome Week '90 ended
Friday night with the Welcome
Back Dance where everyone was

entertained by Liquid Pleasure.

BY NOLA M. CUMMINflS
STAFF WRITER

Chancellor Leutze will host

Globe Watch which will air eight

30-minute programs focusing on
the Caribbean. These programs
will run every Wednesday at

7:30pm on all public television

stations, including Channel 39,

WUNJ in Wilmington. "Europe

in 1992" will premiere October

24, 1990 at 7:30pm.

Individual program topics are:

Sept 5, "Gunboats and Baseball:

U.S. Caribbean Relations"; Sept.

12, "Canefields to Cruise Ships:

A Political Economic Map of the

Caribbean"; Sept. 19, "Bootstraps

and Bolsheviks: A Comparative

History of Puerto Rico and
Cuba"; Sept. 26, "The Caribbean

Soul: Caribbean Culture From
Repression to Expression"; Oct.

3, "Grenada: The Spice of
History"; Oct. 10, "Martinique:

France in the Caribbean"; Oct.

17, "Miami: Alabaster City or

concrete Jungle".

-
IvKtJ do people starve ivFven there is enough Jood to feed the world?

WrVtl are women not safe, even in their >wn homes?

U/hy do ive use natural resources as if they could Cast forever?

Why not volunteer?

IJou Can ?lab a Difference.

Visit the

Votunteer Fair
to see whatyou can do this year to

change your world.
Wednesday, Sept. 5 North Lawn of the

\tiAT\-2VTt University Union

Sponsored, by The Leactersfitp Center

WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL
If you're happy about being back celebrate with a visit to RARE CARGO.

If you're unhappy about being back cheer up with a visit to RARE CARGO.
If you've never been to RARE CARGO you're in for a Mtt It's headquarters for the

UNIQUE, UNUSUAL and ETHNIC.

At RARE CARCO you'll find:

CLOTHING: Unisex from Guatemala - SHIRTS, PANTS, BAGS, BELTS, CAPS
Other clothes from Africa, Greece, Mexico (Baja Jackets)...

JEWELRY: Unique imports from India, Indonesia Greece, Mexico...

ROOM DECOR: Mexican and Guatemalan rugs, Indian bedspreads,

Wall Hangings, Paper Lanterns from Tibet, Bookends,
Camel Bells, Gourds...

ALSO: Incense, Backpacks, Beads, Worry Dolls...

and there's more. Come see.

For each "A" each semester we will give you a 5% discount

on anything in the store.

IMPORTED HANDICRAFTS

RAM? CARGO
30 North Front Street

Downtown between Market and Princess Streets.

762-7636

Joslens Cold Sale Tor one week only. Order and save on the gold ring of your choice

J()STENS
Date,

AMFRICA s COllFGt i? I N O '»

JEpk fr/l lime: /£/-* W Deposit Required: 2.Q —

Race
Morf•I with ymif InMom t<f*rvnt.ilivp I™ ** .Irl.iiK

r
v-* ,«„ complete nn|

Paymrm n»n «tuii»

Bd
raie vk-rtnn on rlispl.iv '" your coHrge tiookstote

I'lmcmi*

It's Hard To Believe!

All For Under *20

Shoe Express
BRAND NAMES FOR LESS

University Commons Shopping Center
341 S. College Road • Wilmington

(Near Pharmor) 791-3888
Raleigh • Durham • High Point • Winston-Salem • Fairfax

Not All Styles Available in All Stores
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LEUTZE CONT'D.

According to Dr. Leutze, the

endowment fund for UNCW is too

small. An endowment fund is

money contributed to the college

which is then banked. The
merest is used for whatever
rurpose (i.e. scholarship
endowments or building
ndowments) the contribution was
ade for. The Chancellor stressed

i :ie2d to increase the UNCW
i.-idowmsnt fund. "We are not

where we should be."

Another problem Leutze sees

is a lack of minority students. "I

don't think we have enough racial

or ethnic diversity in our
environment."

The figures for minority
student enrollment at UNCW
show that about six percent of

students here are non-white. "That

is too low," said Leutze. "I want

to work to see what we can do to

have a more diverse student body

which I think will provide a richer

learning environment here."

Leutze is seeking reasons for

the low number, but no one

answer has presented itself. "I've

heard a lot of different kinds of

explanations. For some reason or

other," he explained, "we are not

perceived as being as welcoming

an environment as we ought to. I

don't know exactly why."

With these obstacles and

problems in mind, the new

Chancellor is very interested in

being accessible to the student

body. He is organizing a student

advisory board to act as a

"sounding board for ideas". He
also plans a staff advisory board

and a similar board for faculty.

The boards will meet monthly to

discuss problems and some

solutions to those problems.

"Sometimes you'll have

similar concerns and often you'll

have quite different ones," he

explained. "I want to meet

regularly with those kinds of

groups, but 1 also find it quite

helpful to get out and talk

informally to the students."

He finds it difficult to find

students who will talk openly and

he hopes to overcome this

problem by letting them see thai

their concerns are important tc

him.

"Once I can establish at

contact with the students, I feel 1

can learn a lot." He continued..

"The same is true for custodians;

and groundskeepers. I like to walk

around and chat with people so I

can kind of find out what's going

on and the conditions they are

working under."

He explained that the main

concept behind this policy is

called "empowerment". It gives

people a sense of power over their

work environment. This way
people are more willing to work if

they know that by letting

management know what changes

would make the job go more
smoothly their input is taken into

serious consideration.

So far, Leutze's ideas appear

to be working. Dr. William
Bryan, Vice-Chancellor for student

affairs, is very happy with the new
Chancellor. "I'm enjoying

[working with him]. He's very

student oriented and he has a lot of

interesting ideas. All of my staff

have met with him and they are

also very pleased. We feel he
values what we do. I'm looking

forward to the year."

Mimi Cunningham is also

thrilled with Chancellor Leutze.

As Executive Director of
University Relations,
Cunningham's job is mainly
public relations. She finds that

Leutze makes the job easier.

"He's wonderful to work
with," she said. "He's very

interested in getting UNCW's
name out into the community.
He's also very accessible to the

media."

As examples of his

willingness to work with local

media, Cunningham pointed out

that Leutze has offered to share his

expertise in military affairs during

the Iraq crisis. Some of his work
to these ends has been published

locally, and he has appeared on
radio talk shows.

His interest in international

affairs partially reflects his ideas of

what a college education should

present. "The campus, and all

campuses are a reflection of a

larger world with all the larger

world's problems. Whether they

be racism or rape or AIDS, we are

not living in a bell jar."

Chi Phi Gives Awards

If you've quit smoking, CONGRATULA-
TIONS! The hardest part is over. Now
make up your mind that it's for good.

Remind yourself of the reasons you
quit.

Be aware of times when you may be

tempted to smoke (under stress, at

parties, on vacation), and take action

to deal with or avoid those situations.

Reward yourself for not smoking.

Write down new reasons for not

smoking.

Celebrate on the anniversary date of

your quitting.

Quit for good. You've already made it

through the toughest part.

RY TTMnTHV BA1 L
STAFF WRITER

With school budget cuts and

mounting student fees, the cost of

a college education keeps getting

more and more expensive. The
Chi Phi Fraternity has found a

way to beat that pressure with the

formation of a support group of

local Chi Phi alumni. Last night

in a ceremony performed in

Wagoner Hall, the first project of

the Chi Phi Gamma Zeta
Foundation provided three $250
scholarships to three active Chi

Phi's.

John Hammett, Chi Phi

chapter president, was the

recipient of the Chi Phi

Sportsman of the Year
Scholarship.

Hammett, a senior, has
worked for the last three years

with New Hanover High School's

football team as an assistant

coach. The sportsman scholarship

was named for the most active

alumni as voted by the active Chi

Phi brothers. This year's award
was named for F. Campbell
Dodd, a 1983 graduate ofUNCW,
who acts as treasurer for the
Gamma Zeta Foundation.

Henry Rumley IV, a Chi Phi

brother killed in a tragic traffic

accident last year, was
remembered by the Chi Phi

brothers and alumni in a

scholarship.

The scholarship named after

Rumley was awarded to the

brother who personified Rumley s

views on life and his dedication to

the Chi Phi fraternity. David

Hare received the scholarship.

Paul Crowley, in recognition

of his leadership skills and above

average work in school, won the

Samuel Cory Gore Scholarship.

The scholarship was named for

the president of the local Chi Phi

Gamma Zeta Foundation.

The scholarships stemmed
from the work of alumni in fund

raising projects. The goal of the

alumni foundation was to

promote better relations between

the fraternity, UNCW, and the

community.

When speaking of the work of

the foundation, Hammett was
quick in his praise for the alumni.

"They installed $17,000
worth of repairs and renovation to

the house over the summer. Now
with the scholarships, we sure do

appreciate all the help... [the

foundation has] ... given us."

Outdoor Programs Combs Wins Award

J

Offered Soon

Brock Snyder

The Leadership Center

Campus recreation is an
important part of the college

experience. Many college

campuses across the country are

providing the opportunity for

students to participate in

challenging and meaningful

recreational pursuits. The
Leadership Center on UNCW's
campus is taking steps to provide

students here with the opportunity

to take part in the same kinds of

experiences.

The Leadership Center is

working to establish "The Outdoor

Adventure Network." Students

who have interests in outdoor

recreation such as backpacking,

rock climbing, white water

rafting, sailing, and mountain

biking are encouraged to become a

part of this network. The Outdoor

Adventure Network will not only

provide students with the
opportunity to participate in these

types of pursuits, but they will

also have the chance to get hands-

on-experience in the leadership and

planning of such outdoor
programs.

If you would like to become a

part of The Outdoor Adventure

Network or have any questions

please stop by The Leadership

Center located in room 212 of the

Union.

Ifyousmoke
1Q000 cigarettes ayear,

givingup20
won't killyou.

In fart, it might save your life.

All you have to do is join

millions of other Americans

and give up smoking for a day.

Because if you can quit for a day,

you can quit for life.

For more information,

call 1-80O-ACS-2345.

Create your own masterpiece from the

following choices or try our supreme with

all 14 toppings.

CHEESE
ONIONS
BACON
ITALIAN SAUSAGE

HAM
BLACK OLIVES
GROUND BEEF

PEPPERONI

MUSHROOMS
BANANA PEPPERS
DOUBLE CHEESE
JALAPENO PEPPERS

PINEAPPLE
GREEN PEPPERS

6" PAN 14" PAN 12 " THIN 16" THIN

CHEESE 2.00 8.50 6.50 9.50

1 TOPPING 2.00 9.50 7.25 10.75

2 TOPPINGS 2.25 10.50 8.00 12.00

3 TOPPINGS 2.50 11.50 8.75 13.25

EXTRAS .25 1.00 .75 1.25

SUBS 8'

HOT HAM & CHEZ

' BUN - 3.50

ITALIAN VEGGIE

Drinks available upon request. 16 oz Fountain Drinks $.50.

TO OftDfR com* by Wett Cafotwta or eaR 39*4534.
Minimum Delivery: $5.00

Drivers & Pie Makers needed —

services

Of Excellence

WILMINGTON- Dr. C. Sue

Combs, associate professor in the

department of Health, Physical

Education and Recreation has

been named the recipient of the

UNCW Board of Trustees

Teaching Excellence Award for

1990.

Combs received her bachelor's

degree in Health and Physical

Education from the University of

Wisconsin-Oshkosh. She went

on to receive master's and doctoral

degrees in Physical Education

from the Ohio State University.

Her specialization is working

with the moderately, severely and

profoundly retarded.

The purpose of the Teaching

Excellence Award is to recognize

a faculty member who has made

and continues to make significant

contributions to higher education

through dedication and service to

students. The award is $1,000.

In addition to her teaching

duties, Combs has been involved

in several other activities. She

advises students, directs
competition and training for the

New Hanover County Special

Olympics, and developed a new

course in motor development in

her department.

Combs is a native of Polar,

Wisconsin. She came to UNCW
in August of 1986. She is the

daughter of Roland and Ruby
Combs of Polar, Wisconsin.

Nursing Dean
Recognized
The dean of the School of

Nursing at UNCW has been
appointed to the American
Academy of Nursing.

Dr. Marlene M. Rosenkoetter,

the dean of the department she
helped establish in 1984, was
elected a fellow of the prestigious

academy. Of the nearly 2.5

million nurses in the United
States, only 626 have been
elected to the prestigious
academy.

In her nomination for this

honor, Rosenkoetter was cited for

ha distinguished achievements in

the field of health care. She
developed the first code of ethics

for nursing educators, was
instrumental in national nursing

organizations, and worked as a

consultant to more than 3
hospitals and health care agencies
in the U.S., Mexico, Canada,
Germany, and the Philippines.

Rosenkoetter's scholarly and
professional activities, as well as

her community involvement were
also noted.

The recipient of numerous
grants and honors, Rosenkoetter
will be formally inducted into the

academy at its annual meeting in

October.
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The Stakawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor. These should be typtd and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The
Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,
601 South College Rd., Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The
Seahawk.

The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 pm.. Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229for the editorial division.
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We Need Our Funding

As students, we are at the mercy of our educational

institutions. What we learn and how it serves us later are

dependent on the quality of our instructors and the curricula

they present. It ir probably not necessary to inform you of

these self-evident facts, but it appear? that some of our State

and Federal legislators either do not understand or think that

we are too ignorant to see them. These legislators have

decided that, in order to cut the budget deficit, they shall cut

educational funding.

"This will save us the billions of dollars we need to

cover the rubber checks we have writt :n for Savings and

Loan losses," they might say. "Besides, why should we
worry that European and Japanese students are so far

advanced over our own scholars? We're America, land of

the brave and home of the free compulsory education. Kids

here don't pay for their education, the government does."

Well, who the hell pays for the government? We, the

people, pay of course. We, the people, pay for troops and

ships sent to South America to lose the "drug war" at a cost

of billions yearly. We, the people, pay for research and

development of armaments and weapons that don't work.

At the risk of redundancy, it is "we, die people" who foot

the bill for everything the government does.

But we should foot the bill. After all, our government

only does what we want it to ... right? We get what we
pay for. . . . right?

Where does the N.C. legislature get the idea that we
don't need more and better paid professors in the university

system? Who told the government that education funding

was a dispensable resource. Who wrote to their

congressman and asked that universities be forced to depend
or their trust funds for expansion and everyday cash flow?

it probably wasn't a UNCW student who can't fulfill his

requirements because there are no professors to teach the

courses. It's doubtful that it was a faculty member who has

been reduced to running off class handouts on an outdated

mimeograph machine because the photocopier is too
expensive. It certainly wasn't the parents who can't afford a

college education for their child because tuition rates are

booming while financial aid becomes scarce. No, it was
probably someone up in Raleigh or Washington, D.C. who
panicked when the number of zeroes in the deficit outgrew

the columns on his accounting ledger.

At any rate, the cost of a college education is becoming
prohibitive. At the same time, the quality and availability of

that education is threatened by budget cuts on all levels. In

the UNC system, we are lucky to have access to cheap
education in comparison with costs in other states.

Unfortunately, in light of die present budget cuts, those

costr. may soon catch up with others, while the quality of the

systcr- remains nearly the same.

What can we do? Pick up pen and paper and write to

your government representatives. It can be that easy. One
reason these problems arc growing is that they are barely

being protested by the very students they affect There is no
guarantee that your letters will be effective. . . but . . there

is no doubt that if no one says anything, the government of
the people, by the people, and for the people is going to

screw the people.

Letter From Chancellor

Believe it or not, 1 am as

excited about the beginning of the

1990-91 year as are all the other

freshmen on campus. I
1

is an

exciting adventure for all of us.

In a very real sense, each

opening of a fall semester at any

campus is a time for new
optimism and hope for the whole
university community.

In that spir.t, I welcome all of

you, old hands and new, to this

beautiful, vital campus.

The faculty and staff join me
in pledging to do all we can to

make your stay with us richly

rewarding-inteilectually and
socially--as you hone your minds

and social skills. Most

particularly we want you to know

that teaching you is our primary

goal. You are the focus of our

efforts and we will do everything

we possibly can to provide you

with the education you want.

This is a teaching-centered

institution.

Meet us ualf-way. Give all

you have to your studies, to your

participation in campus life, to

broadening your lives in all

possible ways. Take up the

challenge of our motto-Dare To
Learn-in class and out. Join me
in making this the best year of

our lives.

Dr. James Leutze

New Beginnings Provide Opportunity

Editorials
|

As you begin this school year,

I hope you can appreciate the

wonderful gift that is being

offered to you - New Beginnings.

The majority of people in this

world never have the opportunity

to start over again. They are

trapped in cycles of poverty or

hunger or political oppression.

We who gather here are a

privileged minority, for no matter

what life has brought to us until

this point, good or bad, we can

come to this point in our lives

and choose to begin again.

UNCW itself is experiencing a

new beginning with the advent of

our new chancellor, building on

a foundation of what has been

developed over die years, most

faculty and staff are thinking

about new and renewed
possibilities for achieving
excellence as an institution of

higher education.

For you personally, New
Beginnings mean letting go of

some things related to our past.

To some extent, it means giving

up home and the familiar patterns

of daily life that often made us

feel secure. It means letting go

of some significant relationships

on which you have depended. It

means being willing to examine

old ideas and beliefs mat we live

by, often without any serious

examination. It may mean
letting go of patterns of relating

to others or that have proven

ineffective.

Some of you come into this

New Beginning damaged and hurt

You may have had to cope with

the divorce of your parents, with

being abused, with not being very

popular, with the fear of breaking

up with a significant boyfriend or

girlfriend or the continuing

struggle of being gay in a straight

world. New Beginnings for you

may mean deciding to let the hurt

related to these issues go by

determining to do whatever you

need to do to overcome the forces

in you that cause this new
beginning to be filled with

anxiety.

To claim the possibilities of

New Beginnings is to approach

this year with a real sense of

hope. Hope is rooted in your

dreams and visions for your future

that lead to the establishment of

some manageable goals. What is

your vision for the way this

world should be and what might

your place in that world be?
What are your dreams for your

own personal future and what do

you need to be about to move in

that direction? What are the

values that underlie your behavior

and what can you do to strengthen

them? Do you need to increase

your self-esteem? Do you need to

commit yourself to improve your

academic record? Do you need to

become more self-directed that

directed by the wishes and
behaviors of your psers? Do you
need to learn more about what it

takes to build and maintain
effective and meaningful
relationships? Do you need to

reflect on your spiritual life?

This New Beginning is rich

with these and many other

possibilities. But it does demand
a willingness to risk new
relationships, new people,
moving in new directions where
outcomes are uncertain. It

demands small acts of courage
like speaking to a new person in

the dining hall, speaking up in

class or going to a professor's

office, getting involved in an
organization or an issue that you
genuinely care about. Sometimes
it takes large acts of courage like

seeking counseling or confronting

an uncomfortable relationship

because you know that your
future demands your coping with

a non-productive situation.

Making New Beginnings work
for you means venturing into the

unknown, no matter how ordinary

the activities may seem to you.

Courage to do so comes from

your dreams, your vision, your
hopes and clearly identified needs.

Claiming the possibilities of

New Beginnings is to move
toward the edge of the known,
motivated by the dreams of what

lies beyond.

Dancing on the edge is a

life worth living,

Singing a new song is a

breath worth breathing.

Rejoice, Rejoice,
Rejoice and be free,

Rejoice, Rejoice,
Rejo.ce don't you see

The world is alive with

new possibilities,

And I am a child being

born.

So Rejoice, Rejoice,

Rejoice, Rejoice

And give thanks to the

Lord.

I wish for you courage, energy,

love and the power of God's
Spirit.

View From The Left With Denny Best
By now you would have to

have been asleep for the past

month not to know about the

Persian Gulf crisis and our
decision to send troops to deal

with "insane" Hussein. Don't get

me wrong, I think what Saddam
has done is wrong, but we don't

have any business sending troops

to the Middle East Why? Allow
me to explain.

First we are not there for the

right reasons. Contrary to what

has been said by White House
officials, we are not there to

protect the rights of sovereign

nations or any other great moral

cause. Why are we there then?

To protect our economic
dependency on oil, or in other

words, the right to cheap oil. Do
you think if Iraq, Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia, had not a drop of

oil that we would be there? Of
course not. To prove my point

allow me to quote from a Bush
official: "Had the chief export of

Kuwait and Saudi Arabia been
oranges a mid-level state

department official would have

released a statement and we would

have closed down Washington for

a month."

Let us also look at some
history before we condemn Iraq

and praise Bush. Iraq has never

recognized Kuwait and has

claimed Kuwait as its own since

1947 when Kuwait was given its

independence by the British. The
problem over boarders arises from

the fact that both Iraq and Kuwait
were part of the Ottaman Empire
and were occupied by the British

afterWW I. However, instead of

setting up one government the

British formed two different

governments and gave them their

independence separately. This led

to the Iraq claim that Kuwait was

technically part of Iraq since both

had been part of the same country

before the British Occupation.

Iraq has continued to push ihese

claims since the decolonization of

both Iraq and Kuwait by the

British after WW II. The
invasion of Kuwait was an

extension of the battle of the

boarders that has been going on

for the last 40 years.

Also let's look at some of

American actions in the past few

years. Everyone remember the

invasion of Grenada? We, the

U.S., went in there under the

pretense of stopping the Cubans,

never mind that the Cubans were

there under the invitation of the

number of civilians and destroyed

several neighborhoods leaving a

few thousand people homeless,
all to capture one man. After
reviewing just these two pieces of

foreign policy "success" maybe
ycu can sec why we should be the

last nation to call wolf over the

Iraq invasion of Kuwait
But how is the problem in the

Gulf our making? Easy, by a

dependency on cheap oil, not just

foreign but all oil. That is a
problem caused by the Reagan
White House. One of the first

things Reagan did was to slash

research on alternative energies by

half and he continued to phase it

out until it no longer existed.

Such alternate sources of energy

But how is the problem in the gulf our making? It

is a problem caused by the Reagan White House.

Grenadians. In reality the

invasion was to caver up the

incompetence that came from the

bombing of the marine barracks

in Lebanon and it also gave the

American public a feel-good

victory and kept them from
pointing fingers at the Reagan
government. Also, how about

the invasion of Panama last

year? Why did we go in there?

Certainly not to t;;ke out a major

drug kingpin as tie government
told us. We went in there to take

out a man who was a potential

embarrassment to our country

because he had been a CIA
operative and had information on

the U.S. th ;} other countries

would have loved to have. In the

process we killed an untold

U/VU a Lettet to the, editor

Dear UNCW Students,

To all returning students,

welcome back! And to all new
students, I hope this coming
school year will be the best! I

would like to encourage all

students to get involved in some
of the many campus activities

that are available.

Whether you get involved in a

fraternity, sorority, the Student

Government, F.O.C.U.S.,
Ambassadors, Seahawk. Associ-

ation for Campus Entertainment

or one of the many other

wonderful organizations.

The main thing is to get
involved in something you feel

comfortable with, that you enjoy

doing and with the same concerns

and interests that you have.

Involved students are generally

much happier in school- they

feel a part of the campus and have

a wide variety of friends.

For those interested in the

SGA, elections are being held

Sept. 18. There are freshmen

class positions and seven at large

positions open. Filing for

candidacy will take place in the

SGA office, upstairs in the

Union, room 200.

One of the many opportunities

for freshmen is the Emerge
program. Emerge is for freshmen

who would like to be leaders at

UNCW. It is a year long

program helping to develop

effective leadership and
communication skills. It is a

such as geo-thermal, solar, and
other forms of clean renewable

energies could have been
improved in the ten years since

the budget cuts, and would have

lightened our dependency on
foreign oil and on nuclear power
as well. Let me give you just

one example. Out in California

there is a windmill project that

has over 400 windmills and
generates enough energy to power
100,000 homes. Also because
of Reagan's insistence of laissez-

faire such companies that could
help cut down on the amount of
oil imported and used have been
left alone. Before the Persian

Gulf crisis we imported only
about 10 percent of our oil from
the Persian Gulf and only three

great way for freshmen to meet

other emerging leaders.

It is also a wonderful way to

meet upperclassmen who are

student leaders. Applications are

available in the Leadership
Center, upstairs in the Union,

room 212. They are due Sept.

24, and can be returned to the

Leadership Center.

Whatever you decide, I hope

you have a wonderful school year,

including plenty of learning and

fun. Thari you for your time. I

greatly appreciate it. Please take

ai^-
Sincerely,

Joe Mitchell

Dear Editor:
Just recently ! read that the

new Union Annex is between
one-third and cne-half office
space. In addiuon, one of the
offices that will be in the Annex
is the personnel effice. These
two pieces of information seem
quite appalling to me.

First of all, I was under the

percent from Kuwait and Iraq,

with the alternate sources of
energy we could have had in

place, they could have taken care

of any shortages of oil from the

crisis, therefore there would have

been no need to send troops. So
why with this being so attractive

were alternate energies cut?

Mainly because of the insistence

of the major oil and gas
companies. They have had
people on Capital Hill for years

whose main job is to lobby on
their profits. Of course the

politicians voted not to help the

public by voting for cheaper and

cleaner forms of energy but with

the big oil and nuclear, who by

the way give huge amounts of
money to these same politicians

every election year. Also we can

shift some of the blame to car

companies who for years have had

the technology available to

produce cars that could get 60,

70, and even 100 miles to the

gallon. Why has the government
not required car companies to

produce these cars? Because it

would cause them "unnecessary"

pain to retool their factories and

cause "unnecessary expense they

have effectively lobbied against

such regulations."

In closing let me end with

couple of things. First, a
statement I learned in my class on
the history of the Soviet Union.
While in Switzerland at the start

of WW I Lenin noted that war
was the ultimate state of
capitalism It looks like we may
prove him right. Second, until

we get rid of this addiction to oil

and Bush changes his mind I

guess all we can do is wear a
yellow ribbon and hope none of
our soldiers lose their life over a
barrel of oil.

impression that the Annex wrs
needed to produce more meeting
rooms because of the lack of
space that currently exi:.i;. (By
the way, I left out a vital piece of
information: in the remaining
two-thirds or one half of the
annex that is NOT office space,

there is only_QNJi room - that

can be divided into three -- that is

designated as potential meeting
space).

Secondly, the personnel office

is scheduled to move into the'
Annex once it is ready. The
Union Annex is built by student
fees. Personne 1

is not a student
service nor does i! remotely relate

to students in the way that Career
Planning and Placement Center,
Dean of Students, Student
Activities, Minority Affairs,
SGA, and the Leadership C -"ter

do.

If you want office space, why
not build an office building. If

you want a Union Annev lit the

students decide v/hat goes ir. il!

hawn Libowitz
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Employment

Are you looking for a part-time campus job that pays $4.00 per hour? We
need 8 responsible , motivated students to work early evenings. You will be
off all holidays , breaks and weekends. Gain good experience, and earn extra
money. For further information, Contact: Denise Barnes at 395-3601

Part-time farm work on area Christmas Tree Farm - Flexible Hours - good pay -

must have farm experience. 762-0523 (days) Ask for Tom.

Apartments

Elegant Condo, 2 Bedroom, 2 Bathrooms. Oceanview. Preferably a grad student,
professor, or upperclassman. $500 per month. Call 718-279-3556. Leave
message.

Services

Typing. No job too small/large. School papers, resumes, contracts, etc.

Reasonable Rates. Will meet your deadlines. 392-7236

For Sale

Saab 900S - Clean. One Owner (1982) Asking $3000. Call 270-4043.

For Sale: 1978 Plymouth Horizon. High mileage, but runs well. $500.
Call Scott Hilborn at 791-4846.

HOURS OF OPERATION
4 P.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT

7 DAYS A WEEK

services

Seahawk
Student
Special

As a student a\ University of North Carolina at Wilmington, you are entitled

to receive up to a 30% discount on the subscription rate to the Wilmington
Star-News!

In addition to receiving the newspaper each day at this special student rate,

you will also become a member in the Preferred Customer Club. You will be
issued a personalized identification card which entitles you to discounts at

nearly 200 area merchants — including pizza shops, dry cleaners, clothing
stores, auto repair, book stores, and many many more establishments'

On Campus Residents: Your newspaper will be delivered to the cafeteria

each morning. Simply present you student ID. and pick up your paper anytime
after 7 a.m. Off Campus Residents: Delivery will be made to your home.

Payment must accompany order. Good for active UNCW students who
have not had delivery ot the newspaper for the past 30 days. Subscription
will begin the following day after order Is received (subscription rate will not
be prorated). Special offer excludes vacation delivery.

$25Fall semester
Save over 20°/ol $45 Fall & Spring

Save over 30%.'

Pleat* begin the delivery of the Star-Newt at the

special student rate available to me Enclosed Is my
payment for the semester(s) Indicated Send me my
Pnternd Customer Card so I may enjoy dis-

counts at local merchants

Name.

Phone.

P.O. Box #. ID #.

Delivery address <on campus onty)

City/Zip.

Offer expires September 15, 1990

D Enclosed is $25 00 for the fall semester
(6123190 to 12H8I90) I save over 20% off the
regular subscription rate

Enclosed is $45 00 for both the fall and spring
semesters (8 2390 to 12H8I90; 1 17191 to 514/91)
I save over 30%

Check/money order

Charge to

D VISA D MasterCard
AMEX Discover

Card #

I I I I I I I I I I I l l

Exp date. .Signature

.

Morning Star
Sunday Star-News

Mall to: Star News
UNCW Special
P O Box 3248
WilminQteR NC 28402

MM
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"Yeah. . . rigfor
with RA.MDNA HUPP
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Welcome, oh studious ones! My name is

Mona, and I'm your friendly Arts & Entertainment

Editor. I will try to keep you updated in all the

decadence going on in "Wilmy-wood". For those of

you that are new to Wilmington, the area has a lot

to offer if your willing to search. Luckily, I'll be

doing this for you! For instance, it is possible to

watch a film being made just about anywhere in,

and around the city. Watch for filming to begin on

another Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles" movie in

"Wilmy-wood" any day now.

Yes, Wilmington has its very own movie studio,

by the name of Carolco. Carolco bought the studio

about a year ago from DEG, which was owned by

Dino DeLaurentis (who gave David Lynch his start

with the ill-fated movie "Dunes"!) But now that

Carolco has taken over, the soundstages are

flourishing once again, and with this activity come

the "stars". I've personally talked with Pierce

Brosnan(Remington Steele), Kim Bassinger, Diane

Keaton, not to mention "stars" that I've seen from a

distance, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Molly Ringwald,

and Emilio Estevez! So you may be seeing stars in

your eyes very soon (be sure to see this column to

your right).

Wilmington also has more movie theaters per

square mile then most cities of it's size. (Why they

all choose to run the same movie is beyond me.)

We also have one of the oldest theatres (no this isn't

a typo, it refers to the stage, ard is "culturally

correct". I can teach you so many things!) in the

"nation. Thalian Hall, that has just received scne

much needed renovations, i'nd is worth the price of

admission just to see. (Bui you don't have to.

Tours" are free.)

Wilmington is also bles;ed with, a wide array

of independent theatre, plavwright. and acting

groups that meet and/or perform regularly. Not to

mention our own symphony and two theatres that

are located right here on campus which you can

partake in for free.

There are also many, MANY groups and
organizations here on campus that I encourage you

to get involved in. Whatever your interest, UNCW
has got it! For instance, WLOZ "the drop of honey

in an endless sea of top 40 vomit" (catchy slogan

guys), is currently looking for D.J.'s, who have

little or no experience. This is a great way to (a)

get involved, (b) gain experience (c) and catch up on

the latest music. From Student Government to set

design there's a smorgasbord to choose from! Don't

delay. Do it today!

So, you can see that there is a lot you can do
and see, you just have to read this page every week

to find out what it is! Heck, I'll even be your

personal guide and chauffeur...."Yea, right!"

ROAD TRIP

CONCERTS YOU'RE GONNA
HAVE TO SKIP CLASSES
TO SEE! (Mon.-Thur.)

BILLY IDOL/ FAITH NO MORE
(What a line up! Two, two,

two concerts for the price

of one!)

Chapel Hill 9/26

(2-3 hours "drive time")

CONCERTS THAT YOU'RE
GONNA HAVE TO SKIP
GOING HOME FOR:

(Fri.-Sun.)

HEART
Charlotte 9/7

(4-5 hours "drive time")

ARTS-PLOSURE (Jazz Festival)

Raleigh 9/7-9/8

(2 hours "drive time")

("Drive times" is an estimate

for ONE WAY ONLY!)

Liquid Pleasure entertains at Welcome Week.

Be Seen And Heard

The following appeared on the

jacket of Anlisesn's 1988 album,

Honor Among Thieves (Bona
Fide Records).

"I fist saw ANTISEEN in

1983. This show, like so many
to follow in years to come, was a

literal Pearl Harbor attack on the

senses, none of the crowd
expecting such a violent display of

reckless abandon. It's hard to say

which is more fun to watch, the

band or the band's audience.

Clayton cuts loose or cuts up
depending on his mo?d, breaking

bottles, [throwing] mike stands,

amplifiers, unlucky stage-divers,

and sometimes himself at the

crowd, that he seems hell-bent on
killing. And there next to him
[is] Joe Young...screaming insults

at the unappreciative elements in

the crowd. Some nights, Joe
freaks out and smashes his guitar

and amp, throwing the remains at

the other band members or the

audience. I've attended shows
where every last piece of

equipment was destroyed, set on
fire, or blown up. "

,

Mike Cook
May 1988

This is an excerpt taken from

the jacket of ANTISEEN's 1988

album. If your in to this kind of

thing , and you have adequate

health insurance, you can catch

ANTISEEN at The Mad Monk on

Friday. I'm sure you'll have a

"smashing time".

VOUK^^
and in "Wilmy-wood"
(da-da-da-da-da-da-da

"Wilmy-wood"!)

She might be sitting

right next to you!

WHATS GOING TO
KEEP YOU FROM
STUDYING? SEE
BELOW 1

THURSDAY:
Sex Police / Annable Lee

MAD MONK

Blues Rythym Club

FRONT STREET NEWS

FRIDAY:
Antiseen (See related

article.) with Brickback

MAD MONK

All Star Jazz Band

(Try it! You might like it!)

FRONT STREET NEWS

A RAISIN IN THE SUN
A play by L. Hansberry

THALIAN HALL

SATURDAY:
The Point

MAD MONK

"Rock-n-Roll Night"

(A band had not been

decided on as of yet!)

FRONT STREET NEWS

A RAISIN DM THE SUN
Thalian Hall

I

I

I ARTS ANDENTERTAINMENT I

i

i

"Wt cam* })zvz to stvte
©o&. . . flirt also to i*t
nefc." 5BB«rtiaI H&taj

PHOTO BY PHJLLIPLOUOHLW-

UTTLE FEAT JAMMED TRASK OVER THE SUMMER WATCH
THE SEAHAWK FOR UPCOMING EVENTS!

HAVE YOU SEEN A TWIN PEAK?

The Shark Gives A Damn
BY MARK SrHARAGA

MUSIC REVIEWER

Before I get into any

reviewing, I would first like to

pay a tribute to one of the finest

Rock, Rythym k Blues guitarist

to ever perform in concert or

vinyl, Mr. Stevio: Ray Vaughn.

Vaughn died in a helicopter crash

late Sunday evening, while he was

being transported from a concert in

East Troy, Wisconsin. It is a

great loss to the .lusic world.

The two time Grammy winner

will be remembered by all.

On to a lighter note, let me
explain my methods of reviewing

albums. I like most kinds of

music, but my favorite is Rock-n-

Roll. I try not to criticize an

album or group, but occasionally I

do. I've got to have my fun! I

rate on a Shark's Tooth scale: the

best being a 10, and worst being a

one. If you have any suggestions,

forget them! I'm perfect! I don't

need no stinking suggestions.

DAMN YANKEES (Warner

Bros.) 7.5

Reuben (on rye) Blades, of

NIGHT RANGER fame, Tommy

• i

Shaw of STYX, Ted Nugent and

"some drummer guy" are the

members of this group. Yes, Ted

Nugent has sold out to "MTV
Rock". His talents are layed to

waste, as his solos are predictable

and pure MTV. As a colaborative

band DAMN YANKEES seems to

jell well together, and all the

songs are well written, with a

definite mix of variety: blues,

some ballads and some songs that

just plain "jam". This is typical

Rock fare; basically easy on the

ears, but occasionally kicks you in

the rear. And hey, who won the

Civil War? Those DAMN
YANKEES!

BEST TRACKS: Damn
Yankees, Coming of Age, and

High Enough.

[Editors note: It may be of

interest to note that the DAMN
YANKEES, who are all from

America, reportedly decided on this

name as a direct result of another

colaborative band BAD
ENGLISH, who are all European!

I'm full of ihis kind of stuff. It's

pretty useless, but it does come in

handy.]

BY RAMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

For those of you that missed

the premiere and subsequent

episodes of "Twin Peaks" (what

fools! ), there is still rime to catch

up on the most talked about, most

speculated television series cliff-

hanger since J.R. was shot on

"Dallas". For your amusement or

disgust, I will attempt to give you

a synopsis of the events that have

happened so far.

To understand the storyline

(which is fairly simple), you will

need to know the characters,

(which is not so simple). David

Lynch, who is the creator and

sometimes Director of the series,

has set out to either spoof modern

soap operas, or real life. These

characters are so bizzare, they're

normal. Does this make any

sense? I don't think it is suppose

to. One of the oddest fellows is

Agent Cooper, an F.B.I, agent

sent to investigate a death in Twin

Peaks, and to get "damn fine

coffee", and "the best cherry pie

this side of the Mississippi".

This guy gives meticulous a new

meaning. His methods of

solving the crime are perhaps the

most bizarre element of the show,

interweaving Zen rituals with

surreal dream analysis. The
characterization of Agent Cooper

is said to be a homage to Lynch.

Can anyone be this wierd?

Okay, so here we go with tin.

synopsis. Stay with me on this.

There was a body found at the base

of the river, and it turned out to be
a "prom and beauty queen type" by
the name of Laura Palmer. Well,

needless to stay the town was
shocked, but not as shocked as

they were when they found out she

wasn't the sweet little innocent
girl they thought she was. Agent
Cooper was brought in due to the

fact that her body had supposedly

been transported across the
country's border into Canada. It

was first supected that her current

boyfriend was under suspicion,

until her former disgruntled
boyfriend was picked up and
questioned , who is also carrying

on a torid love affair with married

woman, who's husband is a

lunatic and also suspected of the

murder, or of the drug running that

also surfaced during "the Palmer

investigation. Are you confused

yet? Good.you're supposed to be.

This is only a small capsule of

info that is going on in Twin
Peaks, but I will coherently, if not

faithfully .try to keep you updated.

There are still several re -run

episodes to air in the next few

weeks (right now you can catch it

at 10:00 pm on ABC). If you're

not home, tape them. It's destined

to shape episodic television in the

nir.ties.

BY TREY WYATT
STAFF WRITER

Rarely does a film come out

that has any lasting meaning or

significance that doesn't put you

to sleep. 1 categorize movies by
their ability to move the audience

in their seat: "I was on the edge
of my seat!", "I was standing in

my se.
n
.t cheering.', or "I got up

and w; Iked out" Spike Lee's new
film, 'Mo' Better Blues" is epic,

has social relevance, and won't put

you to sleep.

The storyline centers, around

Denzel Washington's role of a

self-centered musician who
simultaneously carries v on a

relationship with two women: his

wife, and his mistress, without

much remorse. (The sex scenes

are worth the admission alone.)

Washington's (.urtrayal is

outstanding, and I predict he's on

his way to the "Brando-Status".

Spike Lee corUiuns himrelf as a

flawlessly annoying sidekick to

Washington's character, lending

credit to both his acting and

writing skills. His directing, and

writing provide the passion that

drives this film! There are no
bomb!;, car crashes, de-capitations,

or gratuitous (look it up!) sex

which seems to be a pre-requ^ite

for so many films today.

If you are thinking of not

Eoing to see "Mo' Better Blues"

because you think it's a "biack

thing", you really need to

reconsider. As |tt "Spike Lee
join-.s" it packs :< powerful
message that should not be
missed! That's the way I sec it.

Yor. can see it across the street at

College Road Cinema.

DID YOU KNOW?

Nicolas (Moonstruck) Cage's

real name is Nicolas Coppola.

and he got his start from his

uncle, Francis FordKJust goes

to prove, it's who ya know.

Or in this case* who you're

related to!"*

DID YOU CARE?

SUNDAY:
Lava Love

FRONT STREET NEWS

Fast Foward

Alternative Music
Countdown on B 100

TUESDAY:
Blues Night

FRONT STREET NEWS

ACE (Assoc, for Campus
Entertainment. My kind

of guys.) Presents:

"Jumpin' Jack Flash"

(Room 100 U.U., 7:00 pm)
It'll be a gas, gas, gas!

WEDNESDAY:
Fast Forward Live!

FRONT STREET NEWS

(Not much happening

tonight! You need to

study anyway!)

FOR PHONE NUMBERS OF
AREA CLUBS, GET OUT
YOUR PHONE BOOK!
IF YOU FIND THIS TOO
DIFFICULT, CALLUS.
(Warning: this could

subject you to extreme
ridicule!)
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DOYOU WANT TO
CHANGE THE WORLD?
Start now! The Seahawh can use

world shaking journalists. Rpply

at The Seahawh offices in room 205
of the University Union.

We need:
Sports Writers

Hews Writers
Entertainment Writers

ETore Sports Writers
Hlore Hews Writers

Some Writing Positions are eligible for limited

monetary rewards, but that's not the point . . .

is it?

Hlso available are several
Rd-Sales positions. Rd Sales
requires massive self-motivation
and an ability to handle rejection.

Payment is based on a 10%
commission. R\\ you have to do
is sell advertising in The
Seahawh!

You too can experience word processor meltdown!

2ts fun, Jt's

profitable, and

Jts legal \\\

Jt's the most fun

you can have

without medical

insurance!

Personal Transportation R HTust

Photographers with
darkroom experience are also

needed. Enjoy your hobby and
get your worh published!

attend concerts and sporting
events for free!
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No Minimum Monthly Balance.

No Monllilv Service Charges Or Ices

I'lus I ice Check* And Olhcr Money-Saving Icaturcs.

ikmto&ltoH
thCarghjm

. JCflBSl

Totally Free

Checking

No ATM Charge

124 Princess Street 762-5851*

it008 Oleander Drive 392-2600

Member FDIC

Free Hot Dog or Hamburger
with purchase of same Just a Bike

UNCW
^^ACTnJ/^M-. Ride Away

Expiration \\ -£\ f|
Tj • ^L^ From Campus

^*"
/Ve.rf ro

Blockbuster

Video

Sept. 30. 1990

SpyiihI Assimlt Information

MYTH: Men can't stop themselves once they

become aroused.

FACT: Men are responsible for their actions and
controlling their minds and bodies, just like women
are. When a man says he couldn't help himself or

couldn't stop - he is doing some self-serving

rationalization. The pressure of sexual desire does

not overpower a man and is never the motive for rape.

- Provided by UNCW Sexual Assault Prevention and
Education Program

hot aogs

CompuPower
$3.17
pfday

S&Mnrftm. Compfn jywwrr

inctuamg nam oak ana pmtar amy
$85.00/ month, inauootwon
proaatsnq, spnaOMn—L ana tHWiiw
tcnttmn . bat CompuPowar hate you
an/oy POWER computing today. Cat tor

Personal Computer Rentals

Wilmington Office (919)395-4032

Free Pick-Up / Delivery In WilmingtonAna

THE HAWK'S NEST
w> CHECK OUT OUR BREAKFAST SPECIALS

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

. LUNCH SPECIALS • SEPTEMBER 3-7 •

ROAST BEEF SUB
CHIPS

16 0Z. DRINK

$3.10

GRILLED CHEESE

&

BOWL OF SOUP

$1.60

CAROLINA COIN LAUNDRY
952 South Kerr Avenue

"Watch Soaps & Sports on our TV"

WASH • DRY • FOLD
• DRY CLEANING*

Monday-Saturday

7: 00 AM - 9:00 PM

ATTENDANT ON DUTY

Sunday
GOO AM - 830 PM

AIR CONDITIONED

DOMINO'S
STUDENT
SPECIAL
1

1

INCH PIZZA

WITH ONE ITEM

AND 2 - 12 OZ.
CAN DRINKS

$5.74

ITZA
PIZZA

STUDENT SPECIAL
12 INCH PIZZA

WITH ONE ITEM

(i.e. 29 Pepperoni
each) AND

2-16 0Z. ICED
FOUNTAIN DRINK

$5.00

services

622

LL.0D

GO

Shades of St. Croix
"
Your Sunglass Shop

in the

Lower Cape Fear"

Ray Ban
Vuamet
Serengeti

Revo
boUe

AME
Ziari

•Mani Jim

•Pro
• Costa Del Mar
• X-isle

• Ski Optics
• Style Eyes
• Boris Becker

All our Sunglasses
Have a total UV Block

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Styles Priced

From $7.00

All our T-shins

are 100%
Pre-Shrunk Cotton

Cape Fear Shiftworks
"Quality Imprinted Sportswear"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts

*^cS0ver" uPs
' Tank Topc

•UolfSHirts K

• Caps, Totes and More
• All EXCLUSIVE Designs-
ueach, Wilmington, Historic

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

»!^
gr^TTrfiii

l
I 'i

'

W^ZM^WK^j ,

When
Quality

Counts

Cape Fea r Screen Printing
"Custom Screen Printing"

T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
Golf Shirts, Caps
Bandannas, Totes, Aprons and More
In House Artist & Graphic Design Department
Whether you need 12 or 1200 call us!

#12 Market Street
Historic Downtown Wilmington

763-1188

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
LOX • STOCK
& BAGELS

DELI-CAFE

Wilmington's Original Bagel Store

Featuring:

HOMEMADE ON PREMISE
Bagels & Cream Cheeses

We proudly serve
* Boars Head Provision Cold Cuts on all our sandwiches
* Wide variety of freshly prepared salads
* Assorted desserts and pastries

Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner

Eat-In - Take out - Catering

Monday - Friday 6am - 6pm

Saturday 7am - 6pm Sunday 8am - 3pm

332 S. College Rd.

University Centre - Next to Kwik-Kopy

\ SIX FREE
J BAGELS
J

WITH THE

J
PURCHASE OF

j
ANY DOZEN

J

expires 9/30/90

;
392-0002 '•

FREE
J

MEDIUM SODA *

; WITH THE !

;
PURCHASE OF ANY J

;
DELI SANDWICH

J

;
expires 9/30/90

J
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SEAHAWK SPORTS

Way Out In

(W)right
Field
Chris Wright
Sports Columnist

Drug Testing -

A very simple

choice to make
Last week, the UNC board of trustees

narrowly passed a resolution that will effectively

permit the testing of athletes for uncontrolled

substances, or drugs. The margin of victory was two

votes.

Our school has made similar efforts to

maintain and ensure that our athletes remain drug-

free. However, there is a motion being made by our

Student Government Association to ban the testing.

I guess they feel like they're next on the list.

I've talked to a number of athletes. Some

favor the testing. Some don't. Two babbled about

jhe "inconsistencies" and "unconstitutionalness" of

the whole situation, whatever that means. I figured

them to be political science majors.

Frankly, I fail to see what all the fuss is

about. It seems to me, the only ones fretting oyer

this decision are those who are in danger of being

xaught and subsequendy penalized.

1 can understand the boosters' fury. All they

need is one of their star athletes getting busted,

getting tossed, and their team losing the "big

game". I can just imagine the embarrassment that

loss would cause. Never mind the athlete. They are

jnterchangable parts to a constantly flowing

assembly line. The sooner they realize this, the

better they will be.

There is so much good that can evolve from
'

this decision to test the athletes. Most importantly,

it may save lives.

3 I talked to one woman who knows all too

well the perils of drug use.

She talked long and she talked hard. She

. talked about the utter rage she felt for the drug that

S prematurely stopped her son's heart. It is not a new

S story. It made front pages everywhere. It's one of

| those days of infamy you'll always remember.

The death was one woman's tragic loss; it

J was a country's fatal reminder.

Lonise Bias now gives clinics and speeches

! around the country, lecturing youths and parents

alike to the deadly effects of drug use.

She is an expert on the subject, though not

by choice.

George to lead ground attack

Last year, she stopped at UNCW. And we

talked.

To capsule, on a summer night in 1986,

while the rest of the nation slept, her son, Leonard

Bias, lay motionless on the floor of his UM dorm

room. It had been an exhausting week for the

national player of the year. A first round selection of

the Boston Celtics, a multi-million dollar

endorsement contract with Reebok. Certainly, there

was cause for celebration. The next 24 hours still

remain sketchy. A career destined for greatness

began to quickly unravel. Len Bias never got the

opportunity he'd worked a lifetime to achieve. The

culprit: cocaine intoxication.

It was rumored that Bias was the innocent

victim, that his first contact with the drug was his

last. Medical evidence differed severely. The amount

of cocaine scattered throughout Bias' 6-8, 230 lb.

body was enormous. Bias, they determined, was a

steady user. An addict

The University of Maryland, Bias school,

had no policy governing athletic drug testing, and

therefore, no way of knowing.

The ensuing investigation pointed a great

many fingers, led to various resignations, and in

general, forced the nation's lawmakers to sit up and

- take notice. Just saying no clearly wasn't enough. It

;" was time to stop talking tough and start acting.

It was probably the most difficult question I

"
have ever had to ask, and I didn't even come close to

I finishing before the woman took my hand and said.

m
m

"Lenny's death woke up this country. People

Z became aware of how dangerous drugs can be. They

S weie raying, 'If it killed Len Bias' then..."

I had just one more question. And it was just

I as obvious as my first.
(

Could drug testing have saved her son s life?

"I don't place blame," she said. "We'll never

; know." . mm A .

Maybe not. But before the SGA does

something it may later regret and before I ever ask

another parent that question. I would at least like the

: comfort of knowing ..^ome protective strides

.were made.

RY PATRICK FOWLER
SPORTS EDITOR

The key word for the Seahawks' men's soccer

team this year is injury-free.

UNCW heads into the 1990 season with a squad

that is an even balance of seasoned veterans and

aggressive freshmen. The Seahawks return 14

upperclassmen (nine seniors) to the their starting

line-up, many who had to sit out last season due to

untimely injuries. Their depth in game experience

will prove pivotal in UNCW's chances this year.

"We should be a mature, experienced team,"

head coach Jackie Blackmore said. "We have a

strong senior class leading us this year. Most of the

players know what to expect, so we have been able

to spend time on important things."

UNCW will try to better last season's dismal

record of 5- 10- 1 . The Seahawks will again look to

all-Colonial Athletic Association striker Chris

George for the bulk of their scoring output. Last

season, UNCW was outscored by their opponents,

29-23. George, who poses great explosive power

and speed, was often double- and triple-teamed

.

This constant attention he recieved last season

greatly limited his scoring output (six goals on 52

shots) to that of his sensational sophomore season

(13 goals). Blackmore hopes to relieve some of the

pressure off George with inside help from seniors

Charlie Mitchell and Dean Mamell

.

"One of our weaknesses is that we don't have a

proven goal-scorer other than Chris (George),"

Blackmore said. "We need at least five goals out of

Charlie (Mitchell) and support from Dean (Mamell)

and sophmore Scotty Lefteris."

Lefteris, Marnell, and Mitchell accounted for

five goals and four assists last season.

The mainstay of the Seahawks once again will

be their defense. UNCW's defense recorded five

shutouts. They also allowed two goals or less in

four other contests.

Returning senior goalie John Pinters, who had

four of the five shutouts last season, has the inside

track to start in the net for the Seahawks again this

season. The 5-11, 175-pound Bethesda, Md. native

Photo courtesy or Sporti lnfonnauon Office

Senior Chris George gains control of a loose ball in a game against Coastal Carolina last season. George will again be the main

scoring machine for the Seahawks. He netted six goals and two assists last year as UNCW finished the '89 season 5-10-1.

made 70 saves in '89 with ar Impressive 1.74 goal

scoring average. He will be aided in the net by

senior Tom Redmond and sophomore Doug Bonney.

Both shared in the other shutout for UNCW.
The backfield will have experienced players in

fullbacks Greg Diamond, Sean Wallace, and Paul

Caimey. Cairney, who is still recovering from knee

surgery this summer, will be out of action until mid

or late season. The Clydebank, Scotland native was

Jie heart of the Seahawks' defense until his injury

against James Madison in the second game of the

'89 season.

His replacement, however, is a solid transfer

student from th<* United States Air Force Academy.

Carlos Davis was a standout sweeper for the Eagler

for a season before transferring to UNCW last year.

Last season he was forced to sit out as required by

NCAA rules.

"We are almost completely back to full strengtn

defensively with Carlos in the line-up," Blackmore

said. "He is a very poised and physical player.

We've got a player here that will be very hard to get

by."

The Seahawks have a tough schedule ahead of

them, which includes eight away games and seven

home contests. UNCW opened its season against

Campbell late Wednesday.

Seahawk spikers set high goalsfor season

fly PATPIPK FOWLER
SPORTS EDITOR

The women's volleyball team is ready to

challenge for the Colonial Athletic Association

title.

The Seahawks are deep in experience, talent,

and power. Head coach Kathy McDaniel, who is

entering her sixth season at the helm, possesses a

squad who is returning five of six sfrters to their

line-up and has proven themselves well in match

play.

McDaniel's team posted a impressive 15-9 mark

last season, a year that many felt was a rebuilding

year. Only one starter was lost to graduation

(Yvonne Holan) as the Seahawks' main firepowers

are another year stronger and quicker.

Seniors Hannah Helton, Diane Lynn, Heather

Kimble, and Christy Montford will be die heavy

artillery upfront for the Seahawks. Both Helton and

Lynn were all-CAA selections. Helton led the

league in block average (1.59) and finished second in

total hitting percentage (.340) en route to first team

honors.

"Hannah is a great all-around player," McDaniel

said. "She so agile we could use her in the middle or

the outside."

Lynn, a 5' 11" standout from Waynesboro, Va.,

earned second team recognitions by posting a carear

season, winning the dig average title (3.65) in her

first year as a starter.

"Diane is one of those players that just gets

better and better each year," McDaniel said. "She is

definitely a first-team all-conference candidate this

year."

Montford and Kimble will strengthen the attack

even more as both players had enjoyed good

seasons last year. Montford finished second in digs

and fourth on kills on the team, while Kimble

finished fifth in digs.

| PTntn courtesy of Sporti Information Office

Spiker Heather Kimble practices her serve as the Seahawks gear up for a

tough season. UNCW will play top twenty squads this season.

McDaniel will rely heavily on these four

players to set the pace for the Seahawks' success

rate. "You always look to those types of players for

leadership," McDaniel said. "Hannah and Dianne's

statistics speak for themselves. Heather is probably

our best defensive player, and Christy adds some

good power to our front line."

The Seahawks will have ample experience in

the setter positon as well in junior Julie Shouse and

sophomore Sheldon Plentovich. Shouse led the

squad with 506 assists last season in her first full

year as a starter.

The 5'3", Winston-Salem native averaged 5.82

assists a game in feeding power hitters Holan,

Helton, Lynn, and Kimble. Plentovich had a strong

output averaging 4.91 assists per contest

"I expect a lot out of Julie this season,"

McDaniel said.

UNCW had a good recruiting off-season

capturing, 6'0" Onondaga Junior College transfer,

Kim Cavanaugh, 5'10", Amy Chilausky, and 5'10"

Bobby Pates. Chilausky was a 4-A MVP standout

last year for Jordan High. Pates was a 1-A MVP in

1989 for Dixon.

The Seahawks' lone weak spot is lack of

height. The recent additons have raised UNCW's
average height from 5'7" to 5'9" and has given them

a better advantage against taller teams in the

conference like William and Mary.

The Seahawks' recent success in the past two

years have opened their schedule for tougher

opponents. UNCW will face volleyball powers

Duke University, George Washington, Towson

State, as well as CAA foes Navy and William and

Mary. UNCW will also be the sight of the CAA
Tournament held Nov. 16 and 17.

"Our goal is always to win the conference

tournament and advance to the NCAA
Championships," McDaniel said. "But if we don't

make it to the NCAAs, them we hope to earn a

berth in the Women's Invitational Volleyball

Championship," (a new postseason tournament

comparable to the NIT Tournament in basketball).

The volleyball team opens their '90 season

against Winthrop on Sept. 5 in Hanover Hall.

Game time is 7 p.m.

SVOHTSWUVTEkS
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Alternatives! Trip To Masonboro
From Alternatives! Grab your snorkel and fins!

Alternatives! presents a trip to Masonboro Island.

A weekend of fun and adventure awaits you
September 14-15. Your great time includes

camping, surfing, snorkeling, and living it up for a

total cost of $10. For more information, stop by

the University Union, Room 104.

loin The Swim Team
Want to get your feet wet here at UNCW? Well

here's your chance! The UNCW Swimming
Program is looking for a responsible person to be

the team manager for the 1990 season. Contact

Coach Dave Allen at 395-3287.

Earth Dav Alliance Meeting

The Earth Day Alliance of the Lower Cape Fear
will have a general meeting on Monday, September

17, 7:30 PM at the New Hanover County Library

meeting room. Come hear about the projects

already underway in the Cape Fear area and find out

how you can help encourage greater environmental

awareness. Join the Earth Day Alliance at their

meeting on Monday, September 17, 7:30 PM at

the New Hanover County Library and help make
Earth Day every day.

Open Poetry Contest

SANTA CRUZ, CA - The deadline for the
American Poetry Association's contest is

Septembei 30. The contest is open to everyone,
and entry is free.

The Grand Prize is $1,000, and the First Prize

$500. There are 152 prizes worth $1 1,000 in all.

"Every student who writes poetry should enter this

contest. The judges look for new and unknown
poets, and students often win," said Robert Nelson,
publisher for the association. "You don't have to

be a professional poet. Your sincerity, originality

and feeling are what the judges are looking for."

Poets should send one original poem, no more than

20 lines, name and address on the top of the page,
to American Poetry Association, Dept. CO-84,
250-A Potrero St., P.O. Box 1803, Santa Cruz,
CA 95061. Entries must be postmarked by
September 30. A new contest opens October 1.

Each poem is considered for publication in the

American Poetry Anthology , a treasury of current

verse.

Entrants receive the "Poet's Guide to Getting
Published," a four-page booklet full of information
every poet needs to know.
The American Poetry Association has sponsored
poetry contests for 8 years and has awarded
$200,000 in prizes to 3,400 poets.

SP.A Flections

SGA FALL ELECTIONS ARE HERE!
Registration begins September 4, 5, & 6. ALL
candidates must meet Sept. 7. ALL petitions must

be in on/by Sept. 11. Elections are on Sept. 18 &
19. The positions that are available are: Freshman

Class President, Vice President, & Senators (2), 7

Representative-At-Large Positions, and 3 Spring

Representatives-At-Large. For further information,

call the SGA Office at 395-3553 or stop by Room
200 of the University Union.

Smoothifllkers Meeting
Join us on Tuesday, September 11, 1990 at 5:00
p.m. in Cameron Hall Room 212 as we learn to

untwist those tongues and think on our feet.

Smoothtalkers is an affiliate of Toastmasters
International and is comprised entirely of those
students who care about developing and improving
their speaking skills in preparation for interviews,

career, classroom presentations, and their own
gratification. Format is informal, everyone is

welcome to visit

Service Project Needs A<;<;ktanre

The Service Project for UNCW Student
Organizations needs to raise $400 to $1,000 for

Hoggard High School so that they can provide free

Seahawk basketball tickets to their students who
achieve perfect attendance. For more information

contact: Frank Tascone in the Student Activities

Office, University Union Room 202.

Budget Cuts Tax Education
BY NOLA M . CUMMINGS

STAFF WRITER

In July the General Assembly imposed

a three percent across-the-board budget

reduction for all state budgets due to

shortfalls in projected state revenues.

Included in these cuts was the UNC
system.

The entire UNC budget was slashed by

close to $54 million with UNCW's
reduction totalling almost $1.3 million.

According to Dr. Tim Jordan, Assistant

Vice Chancellor of Business Affairs, the

various departments received their cuts in a

prorated manner based upon their budget

gross.

While almost ten percent of the

teaching positions were cut overall, many
of the departments made up for this with

the enrollment awards they received.

These awards were based upon the increase

of enrollment compared to that of last

year.

Dr. Joseph Capell, director of Financial

Aid, stressed the fact that the availability

of aid has not been hindered by the UNC
budget cuts. What Dr. Capell did confirm

was that his operating expenses have been

reduced.

professors, part-time faculty were hired to

fill these positions. Enrollment awards
were then given to the Business School.
Had they been anticipated, the awards
could have prevented the loss of any full-

time positions to begin with.

The entire UNC budget was slashed by close

to $54 million, UNCW's total almost $1.3

million.

"It is very important for our staff to

attend workshops and keep updated on the

different programs we offer," Dr. Capell

said. "With the cuts in effect, fewer staff

will be attending only select workshops."

The reduction in federal aid is due to the

failure of national lenders and has nothing

to do with N.C. state budget cuts.

The Cameron School of Business
initially lost several teaching positions

due to the cuts. Realizing the need for

Dr. Norman Kaylor, of Cameron
School of Business, said he did not

anticipate losing any more positions but

feels certain there will be no more money
for next year.

The biggest let down was that the State

Legislature did not approve funding for a

Physical Science building for the College

of Arts and Sciences. Carolyn Simmons,
Dean of Arts and Sciences, reinforced the

fact that budgets for supplies and class

instruction will be tight. However no
teaching positions were lost as originally

thought.

The library has not had to cut back in

service. Mr. Eugene Hugulet, Director of

Randall Library stated that the library had
not been hit too badly. The enrollment

award, along with the increase in the book
budget have helped to relieve the pain that

the cuts have inflicted.

Campus Police officials say that the

cuts have not significantly affected normal

operations. Chief Donaldson has lost no
police officers and assures the students,

"We're doing fine. There will be no cuts

in our service in any way, shape or form."

Overall, the UNCW campus will be

experiencing tighter spending budgets with

no impact on the quality of education the

students will be receiving. According to

Dr. Tim Jordan the financial future of

UNCW depends upon state revenues

meeting projections.

Leutze Speaks On Iraq
BY BRIAN BIlM.ARn

STAFF WRITER

Students with a keen

interest in the Middle-East crisis

met with Chancellor James
Leutze Tuesday and listened as the

military historian spoke about
the current conflict.

Approximately ^5 student"

came to the suite service building

to hear the Chancellor speak.

Chancellor Leutze has
distinguished himself as a

military historian, scholar, and an

expert on foreign affairs. He was

named chair of the curriculum in

peace, war and defense, and in

1986 was appointed the first

Dowd professor of war and peace.

Chancellor Leutze also produces

and hosts GLOBE WATCH, an

international affairs series that has

aired on public television

networks for eight years.

Chancellor Leutze began his

talk with a brief history of the

Middle-East, and the constant

conflict experienced between the

Western nations, (especially the

U.S.), and the Arab nations.

According to Luetze, Moslam
fundamentalism is a big

stumbling block between Western

and Mid-Eastern relations.

According to Leutze, this

Moslem Fundamentalism
"contradicts much of what the

West stands for.

"Moslems and Arabs have
been exploited by Western powers
for quite some time," he said.

Middle-Eastern countries
view Israel as the main agressor
in their region, and they feel that

Israel doc's not belong triere,

Leutze said. "The United States

exports more weapons to Isreal

than any other country."

According to Leutze, "There

has been a power vacuum in the

Mid-East since the fall of the

Shah of Iran.

"A clear objective is a must

for troop deployment," he said.

"There are many reasons why we
have deployed troops, but there

has not been a clear objective

stated yet"

Some of the reasons
mentioned were: 1) To keep

Hussein out of Saudi Arabia, 2)

To destroy Saddam Hussein, 3)

To keep Hussein from making a

nuclear arsenal, 4) To get Hussein

out of Kuwait, and 5) To regain

and protect our oil supply.

Luetze felt that the primary

objective at this point is to "keep

Hussein out of Saudi Arabia."

He is also quick to point out that

the objectives may have changed,

and that the Saudi Arabians want

U.S. troops in their country only

as a defensive force. Luetze said

thai the Saudis are seen as "the

protectors of faith" to the resst of

the Arab world because two major

Moslem shrines are situated in

Saudi Arabia. For this reason,
the Saudis are walking on a tight

rope as far as relations between

the U.S. and the rest of the Arab

world

Although Leutze drew
several parallels between the

current conflict and World War II,

he said he doesn't believe the

situation will escalate to the

point where nuclear weapons will

be used

"There will not be a nuclear

wax between any of the major

countries (U.S., Russia, Great

Britain, France, etc-), during this

century; but there will almost

certainly be a nuclear engagement

between lesser countries in the

next ten years."

Leutze likened Hussein's

attempt to invade Kuwait to

Hitler's assault on Poland.

See Iraq Page 2

PHOTO RY JENNIFER YOUNO
The United Christian Campus Ministries placed this board in the Union living room to show
support for UNCW alumni, students, and friends in the Middle-East.

•VOrlO BY JENNIFEft YOUNO

Questions are being asked about the new Union Annex.

Check The Seahawk next week for answers.

Faculty Speaks
BY TIMOTHY RAM

STAFF WRITER
Claude Farrell, professor of Economics, sits in his office

with framed pictures of Jimi Hendrix and Janis Joplin hanging
on his concrete walls. "I am not a 'peacenik'," he said,

laughing, "but I can't see us going to war over the price of

gasoline.

I didn't see any action during the Vietnam War, but I did

serve six years in the Air Force at the time," Farrell said.

Iraq's invasion and the subsequent deployment of American
troops and reservists in Saudi Arabia is beginning to strike

home.

Farrell has some very pointed views on the United Nations

embargo of goods entering and leaving Iraq and occupied
Kuwait.

"Embargos don't work," he said. Those kind of sanctions

never work because there is always someone, whether they are

American, Israeli, Arab or Turkish, who wants to make a

profit. Iraq might have to pay more, but if they desperately

need something they will be able to buy it from someone
somewhere.

"I don't understand Saddam Hussein," Farrell said. "I think

he is a crazy man. But what real difference does it make who
sells us the fuel? There is an optimal price where alternative

forms of oil or energy, become cheaper."

Dan Nolan, a self-described environmentalist and professor

of English, has the same ideas, but fears that the greed of

American companies has gotten us involved in the war.

"I just want to know," Nolan asks, "what is the American
national interest in Kuwait?

"Hussein is a wicked man in every sense of the word. But,

why are we getting so outraged over the bloodless invasion of

a western installed government, when we said nothing of

Hussein when he began the bloody war with Iran? It seems to

me that we are applying a double standard to the entire issue.

See Responses Page 8

Gantt To Visit Campus
BY TIMOTHY IAU

STAFF WRITER

With the focus on the North Carolina senate race, Harvey

Gantt and Jesse Helms are becoming household names across

the country. Most are watching the senate race with some

questions in mind.

The answers to some of the questions will be revealed at

10:15 A.M. Friday when Gantt speaks to UNCW students on

the University Union steps (the rally will be held in Room
100 in the event of rain.)

Gantt, the Democratic candidate for senate, was twice

elected mayor of Charlotte after serving three terms on the

Charlotte city council.

Gantt, a Charleston, S.C. native, was the first black

student to be admitted to Clemson University, and graduated in

1965. He has earned a masters degree in city planning from

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

Gantt will speak to students informally about his policies

and views on diverse topics from environmental protection,

equal opportunity, freedom of choice for women, sex education

and pregnancy prevention, children day care, and family units

care. He will address all student's questions
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Home Taping To Be Investigated By OTA Iraq Cont'd.

WASHINGTON-- Popular
consumer practices such as taping

an album or compact disc to play

on portable or car stereo
systems, or compiling a

collection of personal favorite

single recordings on one tape, are

likely to be the focus of an

intense legislative fight over

home taping when the 102nd
Congress convenes in January of

1991.

In fact, several events during the

current year appear to have been

a dress rehearsal for an expected

campaign to restrict the consumer
practice for an expected of home
taping The most recent of these

events, a lawsuit to bar the sale

of a new consumer home taping

technology known as the digital

audio tape recorder (DAT), was
initiated this past July. DATs
combine the mechanical
technology of the VCR with the

digital technology of the compact
disc to produce cleaner sound with

a superior dynamic range. The
litigation came as an unpleasant

surprise to many consumers,

audio retailers, and members of

the manufacturing and music
communities who had been
encouraged by an agreement

between the various groups on a

legislative proposal, still pending

in Congress, to remove any

obstacles to the introduction of

the new technology.

"Consumers have been looking

forward to sales of DAT in the

United States for a long time,"

said Gary Shapiro, Chairman of

the Home Recording Rights

Coalition (HRRC), "and there is

no reason they should be denied

the right to enjoy this new
format"
Shapiro said that the DAT is the

latest in a line of consumer
electronics innovations, such as

the VCR, that have created

opportunities for t h e

entertainment industry as well.

"Rather than hurt the music

business," Shapiro said, "the tape

recorder has opened up vast new
markets for everyone involved in

music." He stated that DAT's
will be valuable not only to

consumers but also to young
musicians seeking to make high

quality home recordings of their

rehearsals and performances.

In Congressional hearings during

the summer of 1990 on the issue

of the DAT technology, the

National Music Publishers

Association, which is supporting

the lawsuit to ban DATs in the

United States, testified in support

of royalty taxes on the sales of

blank tapes and tape recorders.

HRRC has maintained that

noncommercial home taping for

private purposes in encompassed

in basic rights of American

consumers, and it has, in past

years, helped defeat several
attempts in Congress to enact

royalty taxes that would infringe

on such rights. HRRC Chairman

Shapiro pointed out that
obtaining such royalty tax

legislation appears to be the real

goal of the anti-DAT lawsuit.

Shapiro said that it is ironic for

this suit to be filed so soon after

a long-awaited study by Congress'

Office of Technology Assessment

Arts Council Accepting Award Applications
The Arts Council of the

Lower Cape Fear announces that

applications are currently
available for the 199 0-91
Emerging Artists Program. This

grant program provides financial

support and recognition to

committed, accomplished artists

in their formative years, enabling

them to advance their work and

career in their respective art form.

On Monday, September 10 at

7:00 p.m., the Arts Council will

host an "Open Dialogue" artists'

meeting for information on the

Emerging Artists Program in the

main meeting room of New
Hanover County Public Library.

Application forms and
information are also available at

the Arts Council office at 20

Market Street, or by calling 763-

ARTS. The application deadline

is Friday, October 12, 1990.

Artists in all art forms (visual

art, music, dance, theatre, film,

literature or interdisciplinary) are

eligible to receive grants.

However, an artist must have
resided or been fully employed in

New Hanover County for at least

one year. Applications should be

written with a specific project in

mind which will assist with the

development of the artist's career

as the artists sees fit.

1990-91 marks the third year

of the Emerging Artists Program

in New Hanover County. The
program is sponsored by the Arts

Council of the Lower Cape Fear

with support from the North

Carolina Arts Council and other

interested organizations and

individuals. The program was

begun in 1984 as a pilot project

of the North Carolina Arts

Council with matching funds

from the Mary Duke Biddle

Foundation. The Durham Arts

Council successfully conducted

the state's initial Emerging
Artists Program, which
subsequently has served as a

model followed by other
communities in North Carolina.

An Emerging Artist is defined

as an exceptionally talented

visual, performing, literary or

interdisciplinary artist who
already has a strong record of

accomplishment but has not yet
firmly established their career as a

professional. Typical awards
include funds for training, travel

expenses incurred in association

with special training, career

promotion,

completion/production of new
work, and equipment. Selection

criteria is based on demonstration

of exceptional talent and overall

excellence of the artist's work,

demonstrated commitment to a

career as a practicing professional

artist, and degree to which the

project for which funding is

requested will contribute to the

artist's professional growth.

Applications are judged by a 12-

member multidisciplinary panel.

Previous recipients o f

Emerging Artists Program awards

include, in 1989-90, playwright

James Burke, potter Robert Ely,

painter and printmaker Donald

Furst, painter Georgeann Haas,

guitarist Robert Nathanson, and

ceramist Dina Wilde-Ramsing.

In the program's first year (1988-

89), award-winners were painter

Elizabeth Darrow, composer
Steven Errante, storyteller Steven

Henegar, fiction writer Steven
Hill, organist Clair Rozier,
ceramist Hiroshi Sueyoshi, and

collage artist Margaret
Worth ington.
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(OTA) found there to be no
evidence to confirm that home
audio taping hurts record sales.

To the contrary, the OTA's study,

released in late 1989, found that

most consumers tape from
albums they already own. The

reason given most often was
portability-- making tapes for car

tape players, personal stereos,

"boom boxes," etc. The OTA
found that, overwhelmingly,
most consumers see nothing

wrong with home taping and

would not favor any legislation

that would prohibit it or impose

royalties on private taping. In

fact, the study concluded that

preventing home taping "would

be harmful'

to consumers, resulting in a net

loss of benefits to society of

billions of dollars."

"In light of the OTA study

conclusions, attacks on home
taping are clearly unfounded and

unsupported," HRRC Chairman
Shapiro said, "but lawsuits and
calls for royalty taxes indicate

that there is no end in sight."

Leutze was asked if he felt

the U.S. would refrain from
bombing Iraqui targets for fear of

worsening the situation for

American hostages.

"You can't conduct a nations

policy around those people who
are trapped in a war zone," he

said. "You are damned if you do,

and damned if you don't." Luetze

said that the best alternative,

though he doesn't condone it, is

to "hope that someone kills

Hussein, though

it may be technically
against the law."

The conflict, though fought

overseas, has had a dramatic

impact on at least two groups of

college students -- the ROTC and

reservists.

Leutze was asked whether he

believed programs would be

reinstated at schools that, due to

budget cuts, were forced to

eliminate them.

"People were lulled into

thinking that peace had broken

out when the wall came down,"

he said. "Peace has not broken

out because the soul of man has

not changed." Luetze felt that

people will see the need for

reservists and the ROTC. He said

that he graduated from an ROTC
program, and they paid for part of

his graduate schooling.

With the conflict entereing

its second month, Luetze stated

that he sees "No immediate

sollution to the Mid-East crisis.

The waiting game is on."

He quickly added, however,

that the result would be a

foregone conclusion. "We would

win," he said. "This would not be

another Viet Nam because it

would not drag on."
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International Programs Expand
BY HOU.Y PRIfF,

STAFF WRITER

The office of International
Programs at UNCW is expanding
»ts study- abroad programs and is

planning for an exciting second
year in operation. Many new
study-abroad opportunities have
been added for the Spring, Summer,
and Fall of 1991. Countries
included in the agenda are Great
Britain, Costa Rica, Barbados,
France, and Ecuador.

Dr. Gary Faulkner was put in

charge of UNCW's International
Programs two years ago by the
former chancellor, Dr. William H.
Wagoner.

"Most UNC campuses have had
international exchange programs for

years," Faulkner said. "We felt it

was time UNCW got in tune with
everyone else." Still a growing
organization, the office of
international programs (OIP) would
like for students to become more
aware as well as participate in the

activities they have to offer.

The number of North Carolina

students studying abroad each year

continues to increase. Dr. Faulkner

said he would like students to be
aware that spending a semester
abroad doesn't cost much more than

it would to attend UNCW for a

semester.

The only difference could

possibly be the range in the cost of

living for some countries like

France. The OIP hopes offer some
financial aid to students in the

future. As of now students seeking

aid can look into the many groups

who offer this sort of help for

studies abroad. Dr. Faulkner won
the Fulbright scholarship to study

in Germany for a year.

. . .spending a
semester abroad
doesn't cost much
more than it would
to attend UNCW for
a semester.

Tentative stipulations for
students to participate in the
program include being a sophomore
and having a cumulative GPA of at

least 2.4.

For more information and details

please come by the office of
International Programs, second
floor, James Hall, Dr. Gary
Faulkner, Director. Phone: 395-
3113.

SUMMER 1991:

The University of Wales at

Swansea. Up to 25 students will

be traveling to Wales to take a full

semester of courses at this beautiful

university in the coastal city of

Swansea in Great Britain. Students

will live on Campus, have time for

travel and sightseeing in England
and Europe, and to experience life

on the Bay of Swansea.

SUMMER 1991:

The OIP will be offering three

summer school study abroad
programs this year in Costa Rica,

Barbados, and Ecuador. Each of
these will be 3-4 week courses
where students can earn up to 6-7

credits at a cost comparable to

summer school at UNCW.
Students who attended these
programs in past summers report

great experiences.

FALL 1991:

Next Fall UNCW will provide the

opportunity to study in Paris.

Students will stay with French

Families, take courses at the

Sorbonne, visit the Louvre and

other museums, and of course travel

will be an integral part of this

program.

STUDENT EXCHANGES
In any semester, students may take

advantage of student exchange

arrangements we have with the

University of Wales at Swansea and

the Universidad San Francisco De
Quito in Ecuador. Students pay

tuition at UNCW and switch places

with a student from these two

schools.

Debit Card Expected to Benefit All

Program Development Planned

BY SANDY PORTER
STAFF WRITER

Last year, UNCW acquired an
ambitious young freshman who
had major plans for the
University. Benjamin Sperling
worked hard to see that UNCW
would someday operate on a debit

card system. For years, many of
the universities in the North
Carolina system have used
declining balance meal cards.
Sperling said he felt UNCW
needed to keep up with its peers.

Senator Sperling said that "the

debit card allows the student to

have purchasing power without
having to carry cash." Students

and their parents will determine
how much money will be placed
in each individual's account

During the summer, the debit

card went through a trial basis

with a fair amount of success.

The debit system is also available

this fall semester. ARA Campus
Dining services are encouraging
the debit card by allowing
purchases to be made from Itza

Pizza, and a birthday cake service.

The Cash Plus Program, as the

debit system is called by ARA, is

easy to join with a minimum of

$25 being added to your account.
The card can be used to eat in the

Hawk's Nest and to take to dinner
at the dining hall.

Director of ARA services,
David Long, is extremely excited
about Cash Plus.

"Students have all the
convenience of cash without the
concerns of carrying it. Each
purchase is subtracted from your
account. And if a student loses
his card, they can just let u s

know and we'll cancel their lost

card and transfer their balance to a
new card."

Mr. Long estimated that

approximately 50 students are

currently on the Cash Plus
system, but he said that students
are being added to the program
daily. Any student who wishes
to enter this program will receive
a ten percent bonus if done so by
Monday.

Senator Sperling said the debit

card system is not here to stay

until a final ruling is made by the

Board of Trustees. Although
Sperling said he is pleased with
the Cash Plus Program, he is not
satisfied. The debit card system
Sperling has designed has two

functions: a food account and a

general account. With the general

account, students will be allowed

to pay parking fines, library

fines, resident hall expenses,

make copies, shop at the book

store, purchase movie tickets and

play games in the Student Union.

"This way the student will be

completely free of cash," Sperling

said.

To realize the full potential

with this kind of system,

Sperling said he would like to see

a grocery store and a fine

restaurant placed on campus in

the future. Sperling said this will

help to keep students on campus
and create a community
atmosphere.

Although this plan is

elaborate compared to the Cash
Plus system now in use, it is

only the beginning. Sperling
said that the only drawback to

continuing his plan is approval
from the Board of Trustees. A
drawback for the Trustees is if the

program continues, special
equipment will have to b e
purchased and a system of
distributing balance sheets will

have to be discussed.

ISCREAM 'N'MORE
You Scream, We All Scream

For Ice Cream

\*«^

BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE

Buy One Single Scoop
Cone or Cup Of Our
Homemade'Ice Cream

& Get One Free

Not valid with
other offers

Offer good through
Sept. 12, >090

Located In The Gallcria
800WRIC.HTSVILLR AVE.iNoxt Toll OKI)

256-3227

SUMMER ITEMS

CLEARANCE SRLE
NEW FALL ITEMS RRRIUING DRILVI

CFinpus cnRTnnni5T5 urhted
Can you draw humor? If so, The Seahawk
offers you a chance to get published and win a
little dinero in the process. Contact The
Seahawk for details. Come to UU 205 or call
395-3789.

—————_
i
—
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CompuPower

10% OFF REGULAR PRICED ITEMS

SUjoertRma Compete system
.nauoing hart aistt ana prmut any
$95.00 / month, nauaeswora
processing, sonaosn&m. ana amaaasa
inflwan IM CompuPowe hakj you
sn/oy POWER oomoutinq rooay. Call for

valuta.

Personal Computer Rentals

Wilmington Office (919)395-4032

Free Pick-Up / Delivery In Wilmington Area

Sailing to New
Destinations. . .

With the

WHAT IS AN AMBASSADOR?

UNCW. AMBASSADOR n. 1. A very energized and flamboyant

student who knows his/her University and is a representative of it to

everyone.

WHO ARE UNCW AMBASSADORS?

UNCW Ambassadors are enthusiastic students like yourself who love

their school and work hard to show the positive image to everyone. The
Ambassadors are Seniors, Juniors, Sophomores, and yes, Freshmen too!

Most are in other organizations as well as Ambassadors, which adds to the

diversity of our group.

WHAT DO UNCW AMBASSADORS DO?

You may have first come in contact with Ambassadors while attending a

tour during your first visit to UNCW. The UNCW Ambassadors program

works with University Advancement in promoting a positive image for

UNCW. Activities include giving campus tours, assisting the Parents and

Alumni telefund programs, and hosting social functions for parents, alumni,

faculty, administration, and friends.

HOW DO I JOIN?

We generally have one membership drive per semester. All you have

to do is apply by filling out an application, be interviewed by the membership

committee, and maintain a 2.0 cumulative GPA. So fill out an application

now and join us in the fun, excitement and experience that cannot be

learned or taught in the classroom.

Pick up an application in ALDERMAN HALL, Room 108.
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University Union or mailed to: Editor, Tke Seakawk,

601 South College Rd., Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of Tke
Seakawk.

The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 pm. Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has
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business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division.
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Drawing Lines In The Sand

The Seahawk Editorial has been cut out this week to make room

tor Dr. Moshe Amon's Column. We didn't have much to say that

hasn't been said before. The Iraq thing has been at the top ot our minds

over the last couple of weeks, and that was the intended subject of this

week's piece. It seems that everybody else has the subject covered so

we'll let it slide this week.

Once again we stand poised

on the brink of armed conflict.

Somewhere in the deserts of the

Middle East there is a line. I

doubt it can even be seen except

where there are road signs, but the

line is there. It is the line

between Us and Them. Once
more we are reminded how far

away we are from overcoming the

kind of petty territorial pursuit

that has proven so destructive

time and time again.

It seems we are functioning

more on the level of the teenage

gangs in urban Los Angeles than

mature adults who have
discovered something important

about global interdependence.

One of the marks of a mature
relationship between two humans
is to move beyond the sense of,

"this is mine!" to a kind of

collaboration so that the needs of

both persons are tended to in an

atmosphere of deep trust.

Oink Oink Everywhere!
"The generals gather in their

masses, just like witches at black

masses. Evil minds that plot

destruction, cross the row of deaths

construction. In the field the body's

burning, as the war machine keeps

turning. Death and hatred to

mankind. Poison in their brainless

minds."

W.ir Pigs nv Black Sabbath

Who you may ask am I calling

"War Pigs?"

Am I referring to the

politicians? Would the Armed
Forces Generals be the target of this

accusation? Could it be the press

that thrives on crisis for their

ratings that I would call such a

nasty name? Well, to a point they

all do deserve some part of "War

Pig," but is this who 1 mean NO!
Jump up and run to the nearest

mirror and look to see if a curly

little tail is sticking out of your

pants. You may also have a

problem with your nose looking a

little snoutich. If this is the case

you may be a "War Pig" and didn't

even know it.

If these obvious signs are

missing there is another test to

check on your swineness. Quick,

how many times have you seen

Rambo I, II, III, Delta Force,

Commando, and the other hundred

movies that show war as a quick

victory over some evil leader who

sneers at the Americans, only to be

wrapped in the old Red, White, and

Blue? Say you liked Commando,
but hey, you know that's not what

war is like. Is It?

Over the past few weeks we
have moved from the world at

peace, Germany reuniting, Russia

mellowing out, to a world where all

the 18 year old males are laughing a

little nervously and kidding each

other about the di aft. Hey, anybody
know how to sing the Canadian

national anthem? No. Of course

not! This is the country that

Reagan built. Where the men are

manly, and the women are brave.

Let's face it. Any protestors spit

on a soldier these days, and the

college students would probably

kill 'em. And rightly so, I think.

So what am I talking about? I

mean everybody knows that Saddam

guy is crazy and deserves to die.

Hell, he poison gassed his own
people, and you just can't run

around invading little countries and

then robbing them to wipe out your

debt. That Kuwait thing was more

like a mugging than an invasion.

So who am I calling War Pigs?

All of us. I think that when
we go for a while without a war we
all forget how bad they are. We
forget (or were not old enough to

remember) the flag draped coffins

pulled off the planes. The agony of

friends and relatives dying in a place

you were not aware existed before

the war started. We forget about

the wasted youth.

Now, I realize that we have to

be ready to offer up our lives to

maintain freedom. I realize that

death in the name of a greater cause

is honorable, but has anybody that

died ever commented on this? No,
because they can't. They can never
play, run, eat, sleep, drink, love,

grow old, or anything else ever

again.

Saddam Hussein is a dangerous

man. In five years he may have

nuclear capability, and that scares

me as much as anything I ever read,

or heard about. There is a valid

point that he must be stopped now
before he can hold the world
hostage. Just remember the old

joke about the man holding a gun
with one bullet on ten men. One
of the ten tells him that he can't

get them all, but who will be the

one to move first? Who wants to

be the one?

I am not trying to make a

point, or take a stand on the issue.

I just want everybody to realize that

in a real war, even one that is won
quickly, the soldiers don't get up
after the take and go back to their

dressing rooms. They lie there.

They lie there a very long time...

Eternity I believe is the term.
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Crisis Threatens More Than Just Mid-East

The Persian Gulf crisis. A threat

to our soldiers, our pocketbooks

and wallets, our way of life and,

yes, our national parks. Our
national parks? How could this be?

Well, it seems to be turning out

that this situation in the Middle

East is just what a select few in

this country have been waiting

for... namely oil industry and state

officials in such places as Alaska,

where it is likely that an enormous
oil reserve rests under the Arctic

National Wildlife Refuge, the

largest and most spectacular park in

the U. S. park system.

These people have long awaited

the opportunity to get their hands
and their machinery into these

forbidden lands and, on cue from a

nation whose lust for oil is as

fanatic as ours, see this as the

chance of a lifetime.

Our parks are sacred to many,
perhaps the majority, of us. Those
of us who have never been to a

"major" park (i. e. Yellowstone,

Yosemite, etc.) have certainly all

seen pictures and television specials

focused on these areas and must

surely recognize we are seeing what

little remains of wilderness in a

country otherwise overrun by high-

rises, farms, and condominiums.
We're staring at the remnants of

true nature (if that's the correct

phrase) of our heritage.

The Arctic National Wildlife

Refuge, an 18.4 million acre tract

of land in the very northwest corner

of Alaska is bordered to the east by

Canada's Yukon Territory, by the

Arctic Ocean to the north and
hundreds of miles of tundra to the

west and south. It is habitat to

polar and grizzly bears, wolves,

wolverines, moose, arctic foxes,

thousands of ducks, geese, swans,

loons, golden eagles, peregrine

falcons, numerous species of fish

and perhaps is home to the last

viable population of caribou on the

North American continent.

It's beauty is defies description,

being called "America's Serengeti"

and a place of "endless rhythm and

beauty" by John Muir (before being

designated a park.)

Well, all of this is at stake now.

Should it come to pass that this and

other state parks are opened to oil

exploration and exploitation the

only appropriate finger to point is

at ourselves. My generation, our

generation, has been raised on oil.

taking it for granted as an infinitely

renewable resource which, of

course, it is not.

There has been little if any effort

on the part of the auto industry to

manufacture a more energy efficient

combustible engine or alternate fuel

source. In fact, 1990 saw the return

of large, long and overweight cars

that had left the market in the late

'70s as a result of oil crisis/shortage

in this country.

Why is nobody taking this

seriously? Even now, in this time

of $1.31 per gallon of unleaded

gasoline I'm amazed to see people

drive from across the street in

College Green apartments to their

classes on campus. Or even more
pathetic, those students who live on
campus driving to class or the

cafeteria. We've really become a

lazy and apathetic nation that really

can't, or doesn't want to, get the big

picture.

The threat of war in the Persian

Gulf is scary and disturbing enough
but opening up our national parks

to compensate for the oil deficiency

we feel right now is a terrible

solution that would spoil once
wild, beautiful land for generations

to come. It's just not worth it.

Partners realize their own
individual well-being is rooted in

a sense of deep connectedness so

that the operative word is less "I"

or "you", but "we." "We" learn

that our individual needs can only

be satisfactorily met with a

sharing of power in the context of

trusting that my partner is as

genuinely concerned about my
welfare as about their's.

Nations must learn that the

Peaceable Kingdom can exist

only when we move beyond the

"us" versus "them" that leads

inevitably to mutually opposing

forces standing opposite one

another and come to understand

that we are more alike than

different. The new reality is that

we are global citizens who live

together on this beautiful but

fragile ecosystem that we call

Earth. Its resources are sufficient

but limited and unless we begin

to address some of the human and

environmental needs from the

global perspective, we will surely

destroy ourselves if not through

wars, then through the economic
dislocation that maintaining a

military economy demands.

But, for now, people have

once again become enemies and

stand on two sides of a line.

People that you know and care

about have had their lives

disrupted by either being detained

inside Iraq and Kuwait or being

shipped over to Saudi Arabia as

part of our militaiy forces. In the

University Union living room,
one alcove has been set apart for

you to list the name of a friend or

family member whom you are

concerned about. Some names
are already there. Our UNCW
family is being touched by these'

events in some very direct ways.

I invite you to go by and add a

name to those already displayed or

simply to reflect on those whose
lives have been touched. We need

to keep these people in our hearts

and minds until this conflict is

over.

Yellow ribbons are an

appropriate symbol for everyone

involved, including us to some
extent, for we are all being held

hostage by the possibility of
armed conflict. All we can do is

keep those involved in our
conscious concerns, put out or

wear our yellow ribbons and wait.

Students: Ask More From UNCW
TtV DR. MOSHE AMON
riiiLosopirr and reugios dept.

A version of the following
column appeared in the Sunday
edition of the Wilmington Star

News. Dr. Amon permitted The
Seahawk to reprint the piece with

the stipulation that we not make
any changes. It was his feeling

that the editors at the Star cut out

portions that were vital t o

understanding his meaning.

"There is a Jewish law," he
explained, " that says that the

reason God destroyed Sodom and
Gomorrah was because every home
had a guest bed. If the guests did

not fit the bed, there feet were cut

off, or they were stretched to fit.

That is what happened to my
qpluna."

"I did not write this in

criticism, but out of concern. I am
not willing to lake a stand for [the

article as it appeared in the Star],

but 1 am willing to stand behind

[the following version]."

Every day I get into my car and
drive to work. Every day on my
way in I pass a host of other cars.

Every day the sight of all those

license plates disquietens me.

On each I read the same slogan:

"First in flight", and I know that

North Carolina is proud of being

the home of the Wright brothers

because they were trailbreakers.

That is, not first among others who
did the same thing but first to do
something that had never been done
before by anybody else. In the way
that all America is proud of Charles

Lindbergh, because he - and he
alone - was first to cross the

Atlantic Ocean. Not first among a

crowd of pilots.

So why am I disquieted? I work
at UNCW. That is no cause for

disquiet. But because I work there I

know that as things have been until

now, it is not very likely that any
of the students who graduate from
the Wilmington campus with a B.

A. degree will ever be first - so that

North Carolina might be proud of
his of her achievements one or two
hundred years hence.

Not so long ago I attended the

university commencement cere-

mony. Commencement provides a

rare opportunity to meet, talk and
share ideas with other teachers in

the absence of a faculty club.
While talking with professors from
other departments, it became clear

that all those who took part in the

conversation shared the same
impression: that the average B. A.
who graduates from this campus is

unable to read (and understand) on
his own, even a relatively simple
college-level text.

One of the professors I talked

with on that occasion mentioned as

an example texts written by people
like Burke or Machiavelli. (Which
are not more difficult than the
Lincoln - Douglas debates, or the

Federalist papers.) By an
interesting coincidence, the next day
I read a review of a certain book on
education in which the reviewer

mentioned how grateful he was to a

high school teacher who had

introduced his class to Burke's
writings.

And if that were not enough, the

following week I happened to be in

the Cloister (the medieval extension
of the Metropolitan Museum in

N.Y.) during the visit of a class of
junior high school students.
Listening to the exchange between
them and their teachers I became
uneasy, as it was clear that those

youngsters knew much more about
medieval history, art and thought
than the average student who had

graduated from UNCW just a few
days earlier.

Knowing that the mental
abilities of an average UNCW
student are not different from those

of any other student, my first

reaction was to assume that the

source of the trouble was in junior

and high school. But then it

occurred to me that perhaps the

students I saw at the museum were
more fortunately located.

They studied at what seemed to

be a good private school, and lived

in a city that has some of the best

museums in the world, good book
stores and so on. But still,

something was wrong with my
argument.

It was reasonable to assume that

the students who attend a good
private school will later continue

their education at prestigious

universities. In that case, it is very

likely that their teachers at the

undergraduate level will be not

professors but teaching assistants

i.e. graduate students.

In contrast, all the teachers at

UNCW are professors. They have a

much wider and better education
than the teachers at the above high

school or graduate students even in

prestigious universities. Our
students are therefore in a better

position to get a wide education

than the N.Y. kids. Yet, it was
clear that those 12- and 13-year-olds

were already much more
knowledgeable than the average
graduate of UNCW. Something
clearly was wrong. I was puzzled.

The more I deliberated over the

problem the more it became clear to

me that in no way can our students

be considered underprivileged in any

way, nor do they lack the

opportunity to acquire knowledge.
What is absent is the sense of how
to utilize this opportunity. It is

quite evident to me that our

students are bereft of the joy of

cultivating their natural curiosity

and imagination, the joy of

exploring, of questioning and
probably the greatest joy of all: that

of discovery.

This statement calls for some
words about the nature of education:

I like to think that I am a professor

not because of what I know but

because of what I do not know. To
put it somewhat differently: I can

teach because I know how to study.

My drive to study stems from the

anguish caused by ignorance and

desire to alleviate the pain caused

by it.

My expertise is knowing what
questions to ask. The more I study,

the more proficient I become in the

art of studying and acquiring

knowledge. And because I am
continuously absorbed in the

process of satisfying my curiosity I

am almost permanently in a state of

excitement, I am inundated by
opiates. Personally, I have never

taken drugs but I am convinced that

the "high" achieved by drugs is not

half as high as that attained by
satisfying the desire to study and
overcome ignorance.

The reason why university

professors are expected to be

continually involved in research is

that it is assumed that if you have

no drive to ask questions, no
unyielding wish to know what's

behind the next block and why it is

there, then you are unfit to teach.

Because in order to become a

teacher one has first of all to know
how to be a student. To kindle the

light of knowledge one has to be

himself on fire.

The university is therefore the

apotheosis of the open society.

Studying is a process of asking

questions and because of the open
nature of the inquiry, questions
pave the way to eternity. Students

at large are not expected to be

masters in the art of questioning

and by definition do not know
enough to raise all the right

questions in any given field of
study.

But what may characterize
j

UNCW students in particular is the

fact that they have problems in the

mere fact of raising questions. It is

my impression that this problem
stems from what seems to be an

almost innate inability to grasp

abstract thought and ideas. In a

world that is changing almost daily

they are still immured within the

confines of the concrete and expect

therefore to get concrete and definite

answers in all areas.

The belief that there is a
solution to every problem and
consequently the tendency to search

for concrete answers are peculiarly

American traits. With their

difficulty in conceiving abstract

ideas UNCW students strongly

exemplify this pattern.

The distance from UNCW to

Research Triangle is only two i

hours drive. Yet it seems that'.!

graduates of Chapel Hill campus
and Duke University have a better

chance to reach the place. And not

only because they are closer. Are
they taught so much better? Not at

the undergraduate level. (Judging

from the situation in my
department I would also say that a

good percentage of UNCW.
professors are probably fit to teach

at the graduate level at any
university.)

Surely the main difference lies

in the fact that Chapel Hill and
Duke are getting students who are

more eager to ask questions, while,

we are getting students who expect,
to get answers to questions they

!

have never asked i.e. they expect to

be told what to think, what to do
and how to do it.

The quality of a university

depends not so much upon what the

teachers can teach as upon the
ability of the students to draw
knowledge from their professors. I

do not know if the fact that UNCW
students are inadequately prepared

for such a task is the fault of their

elementary and high school teachers

alone. I have never met any of
them but I suspect that the problem
is not so much in what they teach

as in what they expect of the

students.

Wilmington is a lovely place

and I can appreciate the wish of so

many students to go on living here

for the rest of their lives. But the

relationship between the city and
the world outside has been changing

dramatically even in the short time
that I have been living here.

The reason is not just in the

opening of 1-40, the constant flow

of new people, fax machines,
computers etc., but also, and
probably mainly, because what is;

happening in remote places of the

globe can have a direct impact on
local events.

The links are many and
proliferating. In order to understand

and deal with them one has first of
all to be able to comprehend the

issues on an abstract level. Only
this will enable the city to really

benefit from the university and
secure local graduates who can soar
off into the unknown in the wake
of the Wright brothers.

I
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[Employment

Part-lime farm work on area Christmas Tree Farm - Flexible Hours - good pay - must have farm experience. 762-0523

(days) Ask for Tom.

Elegant Condo, 2 Bedroom, 2 Bathrooms. Oceanview. Preferably a grad student, professor, or upperclassman. $500 per

month. Call 718-279-3556. Leave message.

S e r vices

Typing. No job too small/large. School papers, resumes, contracts, etc. Reasonable Rates. Will meet your deadlines.

392-7236

F.'jt Fundralslng Program $1000 In Just one week. Earn up to $1000 for your campus organization. Plus a

chance at $5000 more! This program works! No investment needed. Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

1985 Mercury Lyni - 5 door , with AC. One family owner. $2800. Call 270-3458.

PUZZLE SOLUTION

the ma£>
MONK
WUmtngUm. Worth Cmima

TONITC
JOHNNIJ QUEST

VITH HOOTlt

& 1H£ BLOVriSH

mwAu
TH£ CJIZBK

SATURDAIJ
INDECISION I

CAM*
(JIMCW BOOKSTORE

MYLARS $2.50 ea.

LATEX $1.00 ea.

FREE DELIVERY ON CAMPUS

WITH $8.00 ORDER

GOOD TIMES
GOOD FOOD

ON THE WAY TO THE BEACH

WELCOME BACK!

Present your Student ID and get
15% off all lunch and dinner purchases'

•excluding alcohol

a*

LUNCH AND DINNER SPECIALS EVERY DAY!

EVERYTHING ON OUR MENU IS AVAILABLE TO GOI

$2.00 OFF
ANY DELI PURCHASE
OF $10.00 OR MORE
WITH THIS COUPON

SUMMER'S NOT OVER TILL SEPTEMBER 22
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

Down Front with Trey Wyatt

The editors apologize for the

discrepancies in last weeks movie

review. In Mo Better Blues, Denzel

Washington's character had two lovers.

Neither of them was his wife as was
staled in the erroneous article. That

mistake and some stylistic changes were

made by editonal staff, not by Mr. Wyatt

who enjoyed and recommended the

movie. Please don't hold it against him

or us.

The Editor

Moving on to a darker note,

THE EXORCIST III is bad, and not

as in to the bone.The poor story

and the rambling plot could not be

saved by the violence and gore- too

litde ,too late. George C. should

have parked it after PATTON. The

theater at College Road Cinemas

was noticeably clean , primarily

because it was noticeably empty.

David Lynch's WILD AT
HEART is also on exhibition there.

Falling somewhere between
WIZARD OF OZ and
ERASERHEAD, if you couldn't

handle or stomach (much less

understand) BLUE VELVET
continue your "D.Lynch 101"with

the candy-coated TWIN PEAKS.
WILD AT HEART runs like a 2

hour porno preview starring Elvis,

R.J. Reynolds some bimbo we all

knew in high school and Isabella

Rosellini. If one were to compare

Dave to Edgar Allen, it could be

imagined that little Dave's
formative years were spent in less

than normal conditions. It's a great

escape . It's a great movie, original,

flawless, singularly unique. It also

answers some important questions-

#1 How can a girl pack a

month's worth of clothes in her

pocket book?

#2 What do the XL cafeteria

babes look like in the buff?

#3 Does crime pay?

#4 What's the worst possible

scenario for improper oral hygiene?

WILD AT HEART is better

rhan BLUE VELVET but it's not as

good as FRANKENHOOKER.

In this world of confusion and

David Lynch, the blurry line

between right and wrong gets made

real clear in a Chuck Norris flick.

DELTA FORCE II is a twist on

the traditional good vs. bad plot;

here it's good vs. really, really

bad.Who better to hack through the

bleeding heart liberal bueracracy

than the man with the voice of a

kindergarden teacher and the

decision making process of a

gladiator. Norris gives us what we
expect without bogging us down
with the unecessary things like

story, acting and dialogue. The
punching, kicking, twisting,

detonating, choking, stabbing,

shooting and rocket- launching are

Chuck's keys to the audiences

emotional comprehension. My only

doubt of realism in these movies is-

"you're crazy to mix it up with

some dude that just punched,

kicked.twisted, detonated, choked,

stabbed, shot , and rocket launched

40 or 50 of your comrades in

short order, all by himself.

In this one Chuck lives out

every boys dream, not the one

where you singlehandedly save the

good 'ol U.S.A. and not the one

where you do the chick in the

Billy Idol video. He goes for broke

in a big black Caddie, giving new
dimension to "off road driving ". As
Norris trashes the car, you can

almost hear Grandma saying "...it's

really not meant to be driven like

this.."

DELTA FORCE II is not as

good as LONE WOLF McQUADE
, but it's 72 million times as good

as EXORCIST IIl.This pugilists

dream is playing at New Center

Cinema (between Bennipan's and

Hooters).Hey that's the way I see it

P.S. If Chuck Norris comes up

to you, puts his arm around you

and says he " loves you like a

brother " gather your family and

run for your lives.

Interests
Piqued
By Peaks

BY RAMONA HUPP
ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

David Lynch is one of those true

visionaries who makes you worry

about the future.

This week's episode brings us

about to where we left off last

winter. We know that (a) a young

woman's body had been found, (b)

that she was involved in drugs,

sex, and pornography, among
other things, and (c) just about

everyone is suspected of killing

her. This episode brought the

entrance of Madeline, Laura
Palmer's almost identical cousin,

to help soothe her grieving Aunt
and Uncle over the loss of their

beloved daughter. This is

probably NOT a coincidence,

hence the title Twin Peaks. This

adds to a slightly obscure theory

that Laura Palmer killed herself

and is still alive! What? M y
theory is that Laura actually killed

her cousin and made it look like

she herself had been killed. Why?
Because it sounds just perverse

enough to be "Lynchian".

ABC, the network that carries

Twin Peaks (currently on

Saturday, 10:00pm), is promising

that the killer will be identified in

the first few episodes. Mr. Lynch

seems to think otherwise. He has

suggested that unmasking the

killer would kill the show. He
has a point. What would the

show be without Agent Cooper's

ongoing investigation? Or the

general torment of not knowing
the outcome? It will make for

interesting viewing just to see the

outcome of the outcome! If you

really can't stand not knowing any

longer, you could hop on a plane

to Europe and rent it on video.

Those heathens have known for

weeks.

Be "Steel" My Heart

BY MARK SCHARAGA
MUSIC REVIEWER

Okay, so the Shark is not

always right. The frontman for

Damn Yankees is Jack Blades,

who was the former lead singer

for Night Ranger, not Reuben (on

rye) Blades.

Now today's topic: Compact
Disc prices. Why are they higher

at some stores? For instance, my
parents live in Baltimore,

Maryland, and CD.
prices for brand new discs

average about $11.99 (+ tax) .

Now, here in Wilmywood they are

about $13.99 (+ tax). Baltimore's

cost of living is higher, so in

theory their cost should be more
and ours lest. Right? Sounds
reasonable, huh? It's just not so.

The stores here charge even more
for the new releases from the big

commercial bands and artists. An
example of this is Winger's latest

release, "In the Heart of the
Young" which is currently "on

sale" locally at one of the chain

record stores for $14.99.

My advice . to you, the

consumer, is to search for the best

price possible. Some helpful

hints: the pawn shops, and

department stores usually have the

best deals. But there are also local

record stores that buys trade-ins,

and then resales them at bargain

prices. Buying used discs is

relatively safe, but it is important

to check for scratches. Also cut

out sections provide some good

deals and offer relatively the same

sound quality as premium quality

discs.

Now for the review this week.

STEELHEART (MCA)

Forget the fact that the name
Steelheart sounds typical for a

rock band. These guys know how
to ROCK, and pretty well I might

add. Although the influences

seem to be old: Motley Crue,

Deep Purple, Led Zeppelin, or

Helix, this is not a copycat band!
I first heard these guys on a radio

station in Baltimore (98 ROCK),
and loved the track "Everybody
Loves Eileen". So I called a few

friends, got a tape of the album
and I was hooked! Every song

rips, with one exception of "She's

Gone" (those damn ballads).

These guy's actually have

talent; songs with lyrics, good
vocals, guitar riffs with "Shark's

teeth* and thundering drum work.

I have to call Steelheart the

best new rock band of 1990.

Considering we are more than half

way through the year, this is a

BIG compliment coming from
me!

Best Songs: Every one is

basically "damned good".

WLOZ TOP JEN LIST
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'•yeah...right!"
wifc RAMONA HIPP

Arts and Entertainment Editor
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It Was A Doozie

Well, last week was, in the immortal words of

Hazel (the Baxter's sometimes overbearing maid), a

doozie". A whirlwind of monotony, severe sleep

deprivation, eleventh hour decision (some of them

wrong I might add) and the overwhelming fear of not

having enough articles to cover up the dreaded "white

space". This week you may notice, if you were

paying attention, that the design of the page is a little

different .mostly because there are fewer mistakes!

But we all survived. Thanks for asking! It may not

be perfect, but we're working on it.... On to less

stressful topics....

I've read that two films will soon begin filming

here in Wilmywood, one I've already told you about,

TMNT II, and the other film stars Laura Dem and her

mother. They must really enjoy working together.

You can currendy catch them hunting for buffalo,

with "Elvis" in the Wizard of Oz. (This is an

extremely hip and obscure thought. You must see

Wild at Heart for it to make any sense. But before

you see it, you'd better read "The Guy in Front of

You"'s review.

Other exciting news for Carolco, our own movie

studio, is that the film company is currently

expanding an existing studio which will make it one

of the largest soundstages in possibly the world. It

is rumored that the expansion is in anticipation of

Sylvester Stallones hundredth sequel to Rambo or

Rocky ( I always get those two mixed up.)

Can you guess who is one of the major
stockholders of Carolco? Yes, it's Rambo, it's

Rocky, it's Sly himself, and it is no wonder since

these surprise blockbuster hits are the backbone (or

bankroll) of this company. If you know anything at

all about the movie business, you'd know just how
exceptionally rare it is for a totally independent film

company to survive, which Carolco seems to be

doing!

Now on the the Theatre (pronounced the-ah-tah).

Guys. ..(and girls), show how wonderfully sensitive

and cultural you are, take your date to a play! This

week you can experience a production written by a

local writer James Burke called "The Garden". If that

doesn't seem your speed, you can take them to

"Dracula", both are playing at Thalian Hall. If you

are cheap.. .ah, excuse me... not made of money, you

will be happy to know the campus productions

(which are free) should be starting very soon. Culture

for free! What a country! And you thought we were

all capitalists. ...yeah right!

WHAT'S GOING TO
KEEPYOUFROM
STUDYING? SEE
BELOW:

1

PHOTO BY PHILLIP LOUOHLIN

Quest Returns To Monk
BY PHILLIP LOlir.Hl.TN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

It's kind of funkadelic. . . .

Then again, it's kind of metallic. .

.

But, sometimes it's rap.

Defining the sound of Johnny

Quest is no mean feat. Defining

the show on the other hand is

simple. . . . It's fun!

It would be easy to compare

Quest to other bands, but

classifying these guys in one genre

is impossible. They just don't fit

in. First you have Jack Campbell,

a bassist who makes the floor

bounce (along with any other object

in a two square mile area). Add to

this a lead guitar played by Bill

Ladd that might make Eddie Van

Halen wince. Okay, maybe I'm

exaggerating just a little, but he is

pretty hot. The drummer, Steve

Hill, pounds away so smoothly that

the beat just seems to come

naturally from the rest of the

music. However, when he takes off

on a solo rampage, he makes his

presence known beyond a doubt

Finally, there is the vocalist,

Joe Fanner. Johnny Quest's music

doesn't lend itself to virtuoso

lyricizing, so vocal ability is not a

prime factor. However, the

outrageous lyrics and the antics that

usually come with them find a

perfect outlet in Farmer j stage

presence. He whoops, he hollers,

he raps, and he even sings All the

while he thrashes around on stage,

dances with die band members, and

mimes various themes lrom the

songs.

Although their latest demo tape

is pretty good, JQ is a show that

really has to be seen to be

appreciated. Catch them Thursday

night at the Mad Monk with special

guests Hootie and the Blowfish.

Antiseen Shocks
BY PHILLIP LOlIflHLIN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

I would never have believed it if I hadn't seen it.

The AntiSeen show at the Mad Monk last Friday

night was easily one of the wildest performances I

ever witnessed on stage. I thought of bullfights and

the strange fascination people have for watching

another human being meet death or dismemberment.

As the show went on, I thought of people,

rubbernecks we call them, who absolutely have to

slow down to stare at the carnage of an auto accident.

. . . The perverse thrill that comes from

experiencing someone else's agony. I guess it's the

same thing that makes movies like Nightmare on
Elm Street or Friday the Thirteenth so popular.

Many regular Monk-goers who missed Friday's

show have heard already, but let me describe the

scene. If you read last week's issue of The Seahawk,

you probably saw a description taken from an album

cover. It was accurate. The lead vocalist appeared to

lose all sense of reality on stage. He threw himself

into the crowd, heedless of whether or not they

would catch him, and facing punches and kicks from

the frenzied mob. Onstage, he repeatedly bashed

himself with the microphone, drawing some blood

and abrasions.

Towards the end of the show, a Heineken bottle

was thrown onstage. The singer promptly smashed

it on the microphone and, here it gets weird, drove

the jagged neck into his arm. Before you say "oh

yeah, it was probably faked", let me tell you that I

had the zoom lens of a camera on him the whole

time. It was too real. I looked away or went for a

drink or something, but when I looked again, not

only was the vocalist bleeding, so was the guitarist.

I remember seeing Pete Townsend bloody his

fingertips once, but I never saw anything like the

masochistic performance on that stage.

Again, don't be too quick to judge. The singer

claims not to do any drugs or alcohol. I spoke to

him after his next night's show in Myrtle Beach and

he seemed quite normal. In fact, he was extremely

laid back. He talked without the wildness and rage

that I had witnessed the night before. Besides the

fact that he bears an uncanny resemblance to Charles

Manson, you would never think it was the same
person. He told me that the act fed on the energy of

the crowd. A wild audience made for a wild show.

As for the music. It was hardcore punk/metal.

The crowd loved it. I thought it was pretty hot too,

but I was so shocked by the performance, it was a

little hard to gain a perspective. If you need a

comparison, you might picture the Sex Pistols with

a little bit of Metallica thrown in just to keep them
up to date. In retrospect, I have to wonder if even

Sid Vicious had the same capacity for self-

destruction as these guys demonstrated.

THURSDAY:

Jonnhy Quest with

Judy and The Blowfish

MAD MONK
• •••••

Eidolon (Progressive)

FRONT STREET NEWS

Comedy Zone

BLOCKADERUNNER

FRIDAY:

Larry Price (Jazz)

FRONT STREET NEWS

SATURDAY:
Indecision

MADMONK

Dirty Dozen Band
(Cajun Style Brass)

FRONT STREET NEWS

SUNDAY:

Fast Foward

Alternative Music
Countdown on B100

THE GARDEN
A Play by James Burke

Thalian Hall

Sept. 5-9 8:00pm

DRACULA
Thalian Hall

Sept. 5-9 8:00pm

10NDAY:
)Y, STUDY, STUDY

TUESDAY:
ll*IIIMMtMI|||||imuilillll|in«HMN '

Blues Society (Open

Jam)

FRONT STREET NEWS

WEDNESDAY:

Fast Forward Live!

FRONT STREET NEWS

FOR PHONE NUMBERS

OF AREA CLUBS, GET

OUTYOUR PHONE,BOOK

IF YOU FIND THIS TOO
DIFFICULT, CALLUS.
(Warning: this could

subject you to extreme
ridicule!)

,tm •! /1'Mii^.n-uiunin.iN
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Loans Awarded
The Associate Degree Nursing Division of Cape Fear

Community College announced that out of nineteen nursing
students nominated to receive a $3,000 Nursing Scholars
Award, seventeen were selected to receive the scholarship.
One student is an alternate. Forty-nine different community
colleges and hospital nursing programs nominated individuals

for these monetary awards-approximately 300 were chosen
with Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute,

Hudson, placing second on the list with eleven recipients

being chosen. Susan Vinson-Greene, CFCC Director of
Nursing Programs, stated that she is most pleased that the
ADN Department had so many chosen for this award. The
total scholarship amount represents $102,000 over a two-year
period. According to Greene, this will enable the students to
study more and spend less time working to pay expenses.
ADN students are guaranteed another $3,000 for their second
year, if they have maintained a 2.5 grade point average.

This Nurse Scholar Program is a merit scholarship loan
program that was offered for the first time this year. The
1989 General Assembly enacted this measure (NSP) to
address the shortage of practicing nurses in N.C. Financial
need is not a selection criteria, but to be eligible, applicants
must have a 3.0 grade point average for recent high school
graduates or prior college work. Applicants must also
demonstrate leadership potential and agree to practice in N.C.
as a registered nurse for one year for every year the loan was
provided.

Frankly Speaking if ?%& fohfk^

Sexual Assault Survey Reveals That
Rape Myths Are Still Widely Held

Feeling like a swall fteh

in a \?ig pond fs not <3n

unusual e*peneftoe for

BY C.TNNY IONRS
ADVISORY BOARDS' EDUCATION COMMITTEE

This February, the UNCW Sexual Assault

Advisory Board conducted a survey among 1120

students in English 100 level courses. The 33

question survey dealt with three areas of concern

about the issue of rape: the knowledge level,

attitudes, and personal experiences.

The results of the survey (which was self-

administered, anonymous, and voluntary in nature)

are being studied by the Board to assist the

University in providing education and developing

policy. To ensure a proactive approach to the

problems and lack of awareness of sexual assault

issues, the Board surveyed a student sample mainly

comprised of freshmen (90.3%) and sophomores

(7%). Ninety percent of the 992 students who
disclosed their ages were eighteen or nineteen years

of age; 58.7% were female, and 41.3% were male.

The survey did not assess if any of the respondents'

rapes occurred on campus or when they occurred.

National statistics indicate that the sixteen-to-

nineteen year-old group age group is most affected

by crimes of sexual assault. The age group surveyed

at UNCW thus gives the Board an idea where

UNCW students stand in relation to national

statistics. According to various studies on college

campuses, at least 20% of female students have been

raped- 12% during the past year. Of the women
students who were raped, 33% had been assaulted

more than once.

While some responses were encouraging in

terms of student awareness and attitudes, a surprising

number, particularly among males, showed common
myths and misinformation that appear to be
prevalent among the UNCW student population

sample. These results can be significant in showing

various University and community agencies that

students need accurate information. In some cases

counseling may be required to change attitudes and

behaviors. The results certainly emphasize the need

for sexual awareness workshops which are often

poorly attended.

Among significant responses were those related

to rape occurrences. (Figures have been rounded to

the nearest percentage point.) The majority of

students (69% of males, 55% of females) either did

not recognize date rape as a serious problem or did

not know if it was a problem. A sizeable percentage

(30% of males, 29% of females) did not know that

over 50% of all rapes are acquaintance rapes

(between people who have met before). Among
college students nationally, over 80% of attacks are

acquaintance or date rapes.

The circumstances and motivations for rape

were also areas of misinformation among
respondents. Surprisingly, the majority of students

The majority of rapes occur in private

residences.

(25% of males and 27% of females disagreed; 43%
of males and 42% of females did not know.)

Actually, 60% of all rapes occur in the victims' or

the assailants' own homes.

Nearly all hlack female rape victims are

raped bv black males and nearly all while

female rape victims are raped bv white

ma'es,
(59% of males and 69% of females disagreed. 27%

of males and 23% of females did not know.)

Statistics show that 80% of rapes are intra-racial.

Black male-white female accounts for about 3.3% of

reported rapes; white male-black female accounts for

about 3.6%.

Rape victims are not usually physically

injured bv the rapist.

(70% of males and 64% of females were wrong,

while 18% of males and females did not know.)

Although there may not be physical injuries,

psychological damage can be devastating. Often

survivors are in shock or withdrawn. Feelings of

guilt and shame are common reactions. After a rape,

about one in three college women say that they

thought of suicide, one in three seek counseling, and

one in four take self-defense courses. Over 80% of

survivors of sexual assault report that rape

permanently changed their lives.

Most ranists are not sexually frustrated.

(46% of males and 32% of females were wrong,

while 31% of males and 32% of females did not

know.) Actually, most rapists have wives or

girlfriends in satisfying relationships at the time of

their offense. Rape is a crime of violence and anger,

not of sexual attraction.

A person who pets another person drunk

or drugged in order to hav e intercourse is

guilty of rape.

While a majority of students knew this to be true, a

surprising number were incorrect or did not know
(42% of males, 22% of females). Among college

students nationally, over half of the survivors and

three quarters of the attackers had been drinking prior

to a sexual assault.

The results of the attitudes surveyed also show
some areas for serious concern. Commonly held

myths often form a basis for action or inaction in

potentially dangerous situations. For instance, an

were either wrong about or unaware of the following

facts.

alarming number of respondents (shown in

parentheses) still believe the following myths, or

said they did not know whether the statements were
true. Remember, all these mvths are

EALSE:

*Women sometimes say no to sex with men, but
they really mean yes. (49% males, 25% females)

*Many women fantasize about getting raped. (46%
males, 21% females)

* Many reports of rape are made by women who are

angry or who "get caught" having sex. (60% males,
33% females)

*In most rapes, the woman does something to

provoke the attack, or "asks for it". (33% males.

10% females)

*A woman can stop a man who is trying to rape her
if she really wants to. (36% males, 11% females)

•Women who verbally and physically resist a rape

are about as likely to be seriously injured or killed

as women who don't. (68% males, 75% females)

The responses dealing with personal experiences
revealed that about 46% of women and 11-18% of
men report being "touched sexually" or coerced into

kissing and petting against their will. While 15%
of women (close to the national college average) and
3% of men say they had been "forced to engage in

sexual intercourse", only 10% of women and 3% of
men said they had been raped. Such conflicting

results among females may imply difficulty in

coming to terms with being a rape victim, or they
may imply a lack of awareness of the definition of
rape. On nearly all of the topics in the study, males
showed lower levels of awareness than females.
These statistics bear out the urgency of continuing
education, particularly among younger, less

experienced students who are in the most vulnerable
age groups.

The survey study was coordinated by Ginny
Jones, lecturer in the English department and
chairperson of the Advisory Boards' Education
Committee. The survey was composed by Ms.
Jones and Jacqueline Skinner, Assistant Dean of
Students. Dr. Rick Dixon of the Sociology
Department assisted with the survey's format. Ms.
Li-Shing Wang, Director of Student Life Studies,

compiled the survey results and cross-tabulated

responses based on gender and specific requests from
the Education Subcommittee.

CREATIVE MEDIA SERVICES Box 5965 Berkeley, Ca. 94705

Reg. NOW
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Future Looks Bright For Dean Simmons
RY RAMONA HIPP
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

No, she doesn't climb in and out

of telephone booths when
emergency calls. And she doesn't

wear a cape or even work at a local

newspaper. But Dr. Carolyn

Simmons, the Dean of Arts and

Sciences, is UNCW's equivelant to

the story-book character Superman.

Simmons, who took over as

Dean of Arts and Sciences in July,

seems to be cruising along quite

nicely in her duties.

To say she holds a "middle-

management position" -- as she

suggests- is like saying George
Steinbrenner is one of several

owners of the New York Yankees.

In actuality, Simmons, like

Steinbrenner, runs the show.

Her position has been defined as

budgeting and supervising sixteen

different departments. She acts as a

liaison between the departments and

the administration, who all work
together towards "a mutual desire to

nurture the growth of that

department."

The departments under her

supervision are a disparate group,

ranging from English and Math,

which are the largest based on
student credit hours; to Psychology,

and Biological Sciences, which
have the highest numbers of degrees

given.

In addition to these tasks, Dr.

Simmons also "oversees hiring and

promoting of faculty," a job in

which the less you do, the better off

you are. Already, Simmons has

been asked to replace Dr. Dennis

Sporre (Fine Arts Chair), and Dr.

Charles Fort (English Department),

both of whom resigned.

She said that the procedure is to

temporarily till that position with a

one year post while the

administration attempts to find a

qualified replacement

Along with changes in faculty,

Dr Simmons predicts a change in

our current student population. She

explains the 80s gave us an

increase of "traditional students"

(18-22 years old) coming to the

University, but this decade we are

going to see more "non-traditional

students" re-enrolling or returning

after an absence from college.

She also points out that

UNCW is experiencing a high

number of transfer students,

something she feels speaks highly

of the school, and its improving

academic reputation.

Dr. Simmons' diverse

educational background can be

traced to a love of liberal arts. She

earned her Bachelor of Arts degree

in English at Wellesley College,

and went on to the University of

Kentucky where she received her

Master of Arts, and then a Ph.D. in

Social Psychology.

In 1967 she became an

Associate Professor at the

University of Colorado at Denver,

and then joined UC-D's
administration as the Associate

Dean , first in the Undergraduate

and Academic Affairs Department

in 1984, and then the

Administration and Graduate Affairs

Department in 1987.

When asked what UNCW had to

offer that could persuade her to

leave her 20-year union with UC-D,
she said she based her decision on

UNCW's "fantastic faculty [that

has] a strong commitment to

teaching excellence" and also the

University's ability to "involve the

students in the [school's] research

agenda."

Greeks Try Something New: Dry Rush
BY BRIAN BI1I.I.ARD

STAFF WRITER

Citing better qualified

applicants, the chance to give

fraternities equal exposure and a

solidified right to do so, UNCW's
Inter-Fraternity Commission
(IFC) has chosen to ban alcoholic

consumption during this year's

fall rush parties.

Mike Drummond, Rush
Chairman of IFC explains that

while "dry" rush was first

introduced last year, it has just

recently undergone some changes.

"We have cleared up some
ambiguous rush rules, and
charged $5 per rushee," he said.

According to Drummond, the $5

helped pay for the pizza and sodas

that were consumed at the IFC
open house, as well as the 1,500

rush flyers that were printed and

sent out to incoming freshmen.

This was done jointly with
Panhellenic, and helped gain

exposure for the Greek system.

Last week, "dry rush" began
as 80 potential rushees met with

members from each fraternity, of

which 48 paid the standard fee.

Drummond said that several

fraternity leaders favored the

move, adding that "(the

fraternities) have a better

opportunity to show what their

organization is about."

Evidently, those rushing the

fraternities aren't objecting to the

new legislature, said Lanita
Hanson.

She said that even though

there are 400 less freshmen this

year, the interest level in

fraternities is higher, a trait she

attributes to the widespread

publicity.

"We will see a continuation

of persons interested in existing

fraternities," she said. "The trend

is going up, even though in the

next four-to-five years, there

won't be as many students going
to college."

Responses Cont'd.

"American considerations
appear to drive out all other

considerations," Nolan said. "Is

the world's oil supply worth the

death of men?"

Pamela Graham-Wilson, a

lecturer in the UNCW School of

Nursing, sees the world situation

from a different viewpoint.

"I hate that our service people

are over there, but I feel that they

need to be there," Graham-Wilson
said.

Graham-Wilson admits that

she has several red, white, and
blue ribbons hanging in hopes
that the American troops return

safely. She has some indirect

experience with the loss of men
being transferred over to Saudi
Arabia. Her minister's son is in

the army and has been sent

somewhere in the Middle East.

Three nursing student's husbands
have been sent overseas in

response to Iraq's aggression. Dr.

Allen Gray, a reservist who
teaches in the School of Nursing,

had his unit called and is awaiting

re-assignment to the Middle East.

Jane Lowe, another lecturer in the

School of Nursing, has her son

going to the Middle East in the

mobilization.

Graham-Wilson feels there is a

need for American troops in Saudi

Arabia. "This man, Saddam
Hussein, attacked another country

for economic reasons. One of

the world powers, like America,
needs to protect American
interests and the world interests.

I think that we need to be there."

The idea of alternatives to

conflict appeals to Sandra

McLaurin, an associate professor

of mathematics. She said that the

war is being fought over

gasoline.

"I think we can improve ... we

can increase our American oil

supply."

The topic of offshore drilling,

a very controversial issue with

environmentalists, was brought

up as an alternate energy source.

"I hate that idea." McLaurin said.

She speaks calmly about the oil

in Alaska and Texas, but her ideas

about the possibility of offshore

drilling reflect those of her peers.

"I don't approve of offshore

drilling, but I don't think that we
can discount it all together. We
need to plan ... to prepare."

McLaurin sees the conflict as

complex game. "It's a chessboard

war. Losing men though is an
expensive price to pay."

This semester, take some electives

in communications.
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Staff Offers Tips
PV DAVID R11RKF

NEWS EDITOR

Students beginning their first year of college this semester
will undoubtedly cross some unexplored territory in the next few
months. In order to make the transition as smooth as possible,

and as productive, members of the University staff have offered

some hints which might be useful to all students.

•Lanita Hanson of Student Activities suggested that students

keep check on their mail boxes, read local newspapers, and avoid

going home every weekend. Forming these kinds of habits, says

Hanson, will develop a sense of "home" in Wilmington.

•Jacquie Skinner, Assistant Dean of Students, said that a very

important skill to develop is that of time management.
Freshmen may be tempted by their new freedom to allow too
little time for schoolwork. "[Students should] schedule enough
time for studying as well as relaxing," Skinner said.

Skinner also noted that, when academic problems arise,

freshmen should find a tutor or extra help. She warned, "Don't
wait until the problem snowballs."

Skinner also suggested that freshmen not hesitate to take

advantage of services offered in facilities like the Student

Development Center. She said that students should talk about
personal problems or other concerns with someone before they

develop into distractions from study.

•The transition from high school to college presents students

with vastly different academic demands. To avoid disaster,

students might take heed from Dr. Sue Lamb, assistant dean of
the college of arts and sciences. She suggests reading the
syllabus provided by the professor, especially the attendance

policy; and when it comes to the attendance policy, Dr. Lamb
said, "Assume [the professors] mean what they say."

Dr. Lamb also recommends that students check with oilier

students for information about what course material is most
stressed by an individual professor, learning the names of their

professors, and developing an individual relationship with the

professors.

•Health care is also something which is more of an individual

responsibility in the university environment. Dr. Kathleen
Jewell, Director of the University Health and Wellness Center,
said that students should keep a first aid kit containing items like

acetaminophen, over-the-counter Benadryl, bandages, cortisone;,

peroxide, cotton balls, antibiotic ointment, and a thermometer.
A thermometer is very important so that if health care is needed,
the student can give his temperature, rather than simply saying
the he has a fever.

Using the first aid kit and other self-help methods can prevent
the progression of an illness, as well as time spent in the Health
and Wellness waiting room. "People should try to help
themselves and come to us if they don't get better," Jewell said.

To avoid illness in the first place, Dr. Jewell prescribes a

healthy diet, aerobic exercise at least three times per week to
reduce stress, and plenty of sleep.

While the Health and Wellness Center can treat a variety J)f

minor illnesses and prescribe drugs, more serious afflictions wjll

require a trip to Cape Fear Memorial Hospital (53§1
Wrightsville Avenue) or New Hanover Memorial Hospital (2131

S. 17th Street). These conditions include acute abdominal pam,
severe head trauma, severe allergic reactions, and injuries

requiring sutures.

•When members of the University staff were asked for their

suggestions for beginning students, the one concept invariably

mentioned and accentuated was this: students should get
involved in campus activities. There is more to UNCW than

just going to class and researching new and exciting methods of
ingesting cheap beer. Believe it or not, it gets boring afteC a

while.
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Iraq Face Off Threatens Campus Finances
(CPS) - The face-off with Iraq in

the Middle East may hurt colleges

in the United States in a very

vulnerable place: their finances.

Higher energy prices and the

nationwide recession they might
bring would increase most
campuses' costs, rob them of much-

needed state and federal money and

potentially drive up tuition even

more rapidly, some observers say.

In 1973 and 1979, when previous

"oil shocks" rocked the U.S.,

government funding of education

nose-dived while schools' expenses

skyrocketed.

As a result, strapped colleges

began deferring maintenance on

their buildings. Faculty members'

raises became so meager that many
teachers left the profession and, in

the late 70s and early 80s, tuition

rose by more than 10 percent a

year.

Now, years later, many colleges

are just beginning to emerge from

the financial rubble of that period.

"Now, on top of everything else,"

said Harvey Kaiser, a vice president

at Syracuse University, "we have

this unanticipated development."

The problem is oil prices,

various campus business officers

say.

Since Aug. 2, when Iraqi ruler

Saddam Hussein invaded the oil-rich

emirate of Kuwait and gained
control of more than 20 percent of

the world's proven reserves of oil,

prices shot up from about $20 a

barrel to somewhere around $25 a

barrel.

A Serious Effect

If the crisis worsens dramatically

- through, for instance, the

bombing of Saudi Arabian oil fields

- world oil prices could jump to

well above $50 a barrel, economists

fear.

Many experts predict prices will

stay in the $22 to $28 range over

the next few months, assuming that

other nations produce more oil to

make up for the Iraqi and Kuwaiti

oil not making it to market.

Higher oil prices have a drastic,

far-reaching effect on the rest of the

economy. For instance, farmers

have to pay more for fertilizer,

agricultural chemicals, fuel and

power for their irrigation wells.

Transportation, such as airlines

and truckers, will be hurt.

Since it costs more to produce

and transport farm goods, higher

food prices will soon follow. All

things that contain plastic, which is

made from petrochemicals, also rise

in price.

Colleges spend an average of less

than one percent of their budgets on

fuel and heating oil, said Research

Associates of Washington, which

tracks campus spending.

"At some institutions," Kent

Halstead of Research Associates

said, "it may be more serious, but

on average, it's not going to have
__^

much of an effect because it's such

a small share."

Most colleges will feel the brunt

of the crisis in other ways.

"Indirectly," he admitted, "it'll

have a serious effect on everybody.

"Goods that colleges and

universities buy will be affected

immediately," Halstead added.

"Some of that, especially in the

private sector, will be passed on to

students."

"The first thing that has to be

covered are higher energy costs,"

said William Burford, chair of the

economics department at the

University of Denver. Other

things, such as campus
improvements, "will be the last to

be considered."

Sacrificing Education
"There will be unanticipated cost

rises, which many colleges will

have difficulty addressing because

many of them are already under

budget constraints," Kaiser added

Campus officials, Kaiser said, are

already under increased pressure to

keep tuition stable while dealing

with troubling financial trends.

For instance, many education

observers think this fall may be the

beginning of the great enrollment

bust, which has been expected

annually since 1981. In May, the

National Association of College

Admission Counselors found that

670 of 800 colleges it surveyed still

had openings for first-year students.

That's about 13 percent more

schools with openings than the

association found in May 1989.

From a budget point of view, of

course, fewer students means fewer

tuition dollars that a school has to

spend.

Worse yet, the long-expected

faculty shortage may have arrived.

In its annual survey of campus

presidents, the American Council

on Education (ACE) found that 59

percent of the 364 leaders it asked

list faculty staffing as one of the

TURKEY

three most serious problems they

face.

Study author Elaine El-Khawas

said the shortage could have far-

reaching effects.

"Greater competition for qualified

faculty has serious implications for

the financing of higher education."

Economic troubles in some states

already have robbed colleges of state

money they need to operate.

On Aug. 10, for example, San

Francisco State University

announced it could have to cancel

250 class sections, affecting 5,000

students, to compensate for a loss

of $4.6 million in state funds.

All 20 California State

University campuses and the nine

University of California campuses

will suffer budget cuts under a new
state plan signed in July.

MILES

CPS Shorts
WASHINGTON (CPS) - One of

four Americans drop out of high

school, but "about half of them

eventually return to some kind of

classroom and complete their

studies," contended Michael
McLaughlin Aug. 13 in a study for

the conservative Heritage
Foundation.

The report said the widely
reported "dropout crisis" is "gready

exaggerated," resulting from
inconsistencies in the ways states

report their dropout rates.

"In truth," McLaughlin said,

"this is not the dropout rate at all.

It merely is the rate of those not

graduating 'on time.'"

BTSA defectors also cited Rojas-

Cardona's plans to get the BTSA to

collect commissions for gathering

student credit card applications for a

bank, saying the fund-raising tactic

would divert the group, founded last

January, from its efforts to

exchange information about campus

and student government issues.

UNIVERSITY PARK, PA. (CPS)

Citing ethical concerns about

former University of Iowa student

body President Pepe' Rojas-

Cardona, student leaders of all the

Big Ten schools except
Northwestern University and the

University of Michigan quit the

fledgling Big Ten Student

Association (BTSA), which Rojas-

Cardona founded, the last week of

July, and formed a new group called

Net 10.

Iowa state auditors found Rojas-

Cardona had used student funds for

alcohol and personal travel, for a

meal that cost $100, and for renting

a Cadillac.

BOSTON (CPS) - In a compilation

of answers from women at

Elmhurst College in Illinois and at

the universities of Georgia and

Louisville, three sociologists told

an American Psychological
Association conference Aug. 13

that campus females think men
who look "rugged but also cuddly"

are the most desirable.

"The most attractive male face

was intermediate rather than
extremely mature or baby-faced,"

said sociologists Michael
Cunningham and Anita Barbee of

the University of Louisville arid

Carolyn Pike of North Carolina

State University in a summary of

recent research into what type of

men college women like.

In the studies, women associated

features like round faces, thin

eyebrows, large eyes and thin noses

with "babyishness."

They associated features like

angular faces, large smiles and
visible beard stubble with

"maturity."

ETHIOPIA
Arabian

Foreign Students at

U.S. Colleges

(1989-90 School Year)

Iraq

Kuwait

Saudi Arabia

770

2,280

4,110

ZOO U. by Mark Weitzman Students Sue Schools
(CPS) - Two more student

newspapers have opened battles to

get their schools to let them report

crimes on their campuses.

In Michigan, Oakland
University's student paper, the

Oakland Post, sued the university

in June, demanding the release of a

campus police report about the May
kidnapping and rape of a student in

a campus parking lot.

On the day the matter was to go

to court, the school agreed to open

the information to the journalists.

Similarly, student reporters at

West Virginia University in

Morgantown are trying to pry

complete crime reports from the

campus police department

Many colleges argue that

releasing information about crimes

violates the 1974 Buckley Privacy

Amendment
Congress is close to passing

legislation that would require

college administrators to tell the

public when crimes occur on their

campuses.

"I just want to know what the

police are doing all day, and I want

to see their records," said Dawn
Miller, managing editor of the

Daily Athenaeum at West Virginia.

A weekly summary she receives

from the campus police chief has

watered down versions of crimes,

and some crimes never make the

report at all, Miller explained.

"Whenever there's something
serious, we just hear about it."

The paper is trying to work out a

solution with the university

without taking the matter to court,"

Miller said

In February, the Statesman, the

student paper at Southwest
Missouri State University, sued the

school to try to pry crime stats

from unwilling administrators.
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1 Reproach

6 Sumptuous
meal

1

1

Fastens tightly

12 Mistakes

14 Sun god

15 Bores into

17 Silkworm

18 In addition

20 Carries

23 tikely

24 Strikebreaker

26 Danger

28 French article

29 Termagant
31 Pretentious

homes
33 Fruit cake

35 Soft drink

36 Dinner course

39 Part of flower

42 Hypothetical

force

43 Unit of Chinese

currency

45 Roman tyrant

46 Gratuity

48 At present

50 Tear

51 Short jacket

53 Asterisk

55 Compass point

56 Somber
59 Wing-footed

61 Cowboy
competition

62 Citrus fruit
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1 Limb
2 Note of scale

3 High card

4 Flesh

5 Bar legally
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6 Symbol for iron

7 Teutonic deity

8 Metric measure
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10 Three-base hit

1

1

Metal
13 Surfeits

16 Walk
19 Arrows
21 Periods of time

22 Farm structures

25 Animal
27 Burdened
30 Take from
32 Prance
34 Group of three

36 Lavishes

fondness
on

37 Newspaper
executive

38 Spreads for

drying

40 Gotten up
4

1

Ran easily

44 Pertaining to

birth

47 Game played on
horseback

49 ivy League
university

52 Man's nickname
54 Edge
57 Myself

58 Japanese
drama

60 River in Italy

CORNER
That's DAT

Sounds like a good idea: a bet-

ter-than-ever type of tape recorder

called a Digital Audio Tape recorder.

Actually, report the experts at the

Home Recording Rights Coalition

( HRRC ), the DAT, as it's called, has

been around for a while. Most
Americans, however, have not been

able to get one and hear its better

quality and clarity and crisp digital

sound in a conventional cassette

tape format because of legal wran-

gling.

COUEGt HKSS SfRVCt

A new form of tape recording

can make your favorite music sound

better than ever— if Congress lets

you get one.

Now, however, the problem may
soon be solved. Congress is cur-

rently considering a bill that would

standardize the DAT format and

allow direct digital recording from

Compact Discs but prevent digital

copying of the copies.

The experts at HRRC say this

bill is a step forward in bringing

advanced technology to consumers

and consider it a positive, pro-con-

sumer approach to DAT You can

learn what you can do to encourage

passage of the DAT bill by calling.

1-800-282-TAPE. You can also let

your legislators know what you think

by writing to the U.S. Senate. Wash-

ington. DC 20510 and the House

of Representatives. Washington.

D.C 20615

Asociate Degrees Offer Advantages

(CPS) - Students with two-year

degrees may earn more initially

than their counterparts with four-

year degrees, a University of Florida

study released in mid-August
maintained.

Job-placement counselors at

community colleges weren't
surprised by the finding.

"I wouldn't be surprised that

associate degree holders earn more
in the first three-to-five years (after

graduation)" than bachelor's degree

holders, said Bernard Fils-Aime,

placement director at Miami-Dade
Community College.

The study, done by University of

Florida doctoral candidate Bruce
Judd, compared the wages of 2,810

workers eight years after earning

Associate in Arts degrees from five

Florida community colleges to

holders of bachelor's degrees.

In five of eight employment
categories, people with associate

degrees earned about the same or

more money as bachelor's degree

holders.

Fils-Aime attributed the higher

salaries to a profusion of technical

fields for which high school
graduates are under-qualified and

four-year college graduates are

overqualified.

"That may translate into higher

salaries (for two-year degree

holders)," Fils-Aime said.

The study found that associate

degree holders did better than

bachelor'sholders in communica-
tion and public administration jobs.

"That surprises me," said Bonnie

Sieften of the career services office

at Nebraska's Wayne State College.

"What kind of associate degree

would you get in public
administration?"

Sieften and Fils-Aime agreed that

a two-year degree only goes so far.

"After five years (the salary

discrepancy) reverses," Fils-Aime

said.

"People who are ambitious will

look to finish their degrees."

Dancers Banned At U of Minn

(CPS) - The University of

Minnesota dance line, banished in

June by an administrator who said

the group is degrading to women,

has been revived, at least

temporarily.

The spirit group's future now is

in the hands of a university task

force, which will examine the

future of the dance line and "a lot of

issues regarding women and women

on campus," said task force

chairwoman Mary Louise Fellows,

a law professor at the school.

Minnesota is the second campus

in three months to consider

banishing a dancing spirit group.

Last spring, a University of

Illinois task force on sexual

violence called for. among other

things, the dissolution of the

dancing Illinettes.

At Minnesota, Vice President for

External Relations Rick Heydinger

abruptly suspended the dance line's

performances at men's athletic

events indefinitely until the group

changed its "inappropriate" image.

But after heavy criticism from

other administrators, parents and

students, university President Nils

Hasselmo reinstated the group in

July. He then appointed a task

force to discuss the group's future.

The 16-member group performs

at six basketball and football games

each year, plus other men's athletic

department functions.

Dance line members are still up

in the air over their future.

"I know we will be performing

but I'm not sure how often," said

Jennifer Bennett, dance line co-

captain. "If they limit our

appearances, it will cause some
problems," she said, adding she

fears the dance line will have to

change its costume and choreograph

to please administrators.

Bennett, for one, can't figure out

what spurred Heydinger to want to

suspend the dance line.

"There are dance lines all over the

country, and I don't understand why
this one man at this one college

decided to take us on."

Birds Cause Problems
(CPS) - The University of

Minnesota is trying to find a good
way to get rid of birds that threaten

its experimental crops, but campus
animal rights activists, who want

to give the creatures away, keep
protesting the school's efforts as

too cruel.

After weighing objections from
the Animal Rights Coalition,

College of Agriculture Dean Keith

Wharton changed plans to suffocate

the captured birds. In early August,

he suggested killing them with
carbon dioxide instead.

One way or another the birds - a

collection of blackbirds, starlings,

grackles and English sparrows -

must be killed because they

interfere with the school's crop

research, administrators insist.

"The new plant varieties produced

from the research will be used to

increase and improve food

production and quality on a

worldwide scale, thus having a

dramatic impact on reducing world

hunger," Wharton said in his

written reply to Animal Rights

Coalition officer Dan Oldre.

The bird problem is compounded
because the experiment station is in

the middle of an urban area,

explained Richard Jones, the

project's interim associate director.

"We've got the only grain in town."

Most stations around the country

are in rural areas.

Jones said the school kills the

birds only when less drastic

measures - such as trying to spook

the birds away with balloons that

feature the faces of their natural

enemies - fail.

Oldre and other members of the

coalition want to release the
captured birds elsewhere, but
they've yet to find a location to take

the unwanted birds.

MM mm
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ideline

ensations
Patrick Fowler
Sports Editor

In Search Of,

The Few,

The Proud,

The Insane
As every new year rolls around the newspaper

staff is left with a small number of returning

employees. Much of the first two weeks of

production is spent reestablishing old contacts,

finding the person called the editor-in-chief, and

remembering where you last laid that pastrami on rye

during the final story last season.

After accomplishing two out three of these teats

(never did find that sandwich), the department editor,

me, dutifully attempts to take the place of four

writers. Working night and day I slave under a hot

computer terminal trying to decipher from my jarbled

collection of notes, a story worthy of running in the

student paper.

Not able to do this, I slap together what I can.

Hmmm, let me see, was it the volleyball squad

that picked up the new goalie this year, or the soccer

team?

Now why would the baseball coach be happy

with the new freshman girls recruits coming in.

More fan supports 1 suppose.

And how about that surfing club, why are they

so excitied with their new guy from Oklahoma. I

didn't even know there was ocean there.

Hmmm! The things you discover between jelly

stains on your notebook.

Through smear marks, food stains, and bleary

eyes I finally tape together a story. Then the editing

begins. Headlines, cutlines, cut fingers, and glued

ones too are seen, felt, and first-aided as the

formatting process of the page goes in full force.

It is here where precise measurements are made

by precise tools. In other words two pencils are taped

together as all the rulers have disappeared yet again.

And it's the first day. I size and sigh, in a vain effort

to make a lour inch headline fit a three inch space.

Sweat pours down my face as deadlines grow

nearer and nearer. The editor-in-chief s eyes start to

peer over my shoulder. My stomach tightens and

throat goes dry, after hearing a non-approving hmmp
behind me! Hands tighten, nerves frazzle, hair begins

to fall out in clumps, and... and ....

The stories are finally complete but now I have

to come up with a snazzy headlines that will entice

the reader's eyes to peruse the article. My boss

reminds me it also has to be exactly 2, 6, 8, inches

long so that it can be squeezed into the small space

left between the preceding story and text under it.

This is where creativity and insanity take over.

Okay- How bout Hawks dump, sink, drop, beat,

smear, decapitate, and whallop East Carolina,

William and Mary, George Mason, themselves, the

referees, their next of kin and Navy. Nope, What if

wc used booted, killed, coasted, obliterate, (they're,

getting really violent here), and crushed instead.

Provided of course that we win the contest or go to

war.

More measuring and refiguring (my geometry

teacher would be so proud) is required to insure correct

picture size and straight headlines. Headlines that

appear straighter and straighter the longer I'm in the

office. Somehow then by the grace of the newspaper

god in the sky the page is miraculously complete for

another issue.

Completely exhausted I drag myself to the

computer keyboard and with all my remaining

strength type....

Wanted: Dead or Alive (Preferred Alive)

Sports Staff Writers

No experience necesssary to apply, (But

welcomed, blessed, and drooled over).

Will train or Attempt to.

Must be able to type somewhat, somewhere,

sometime

Hours Good: (Between 1:00pm -1:05pm.)

Pay: Ha, Ha, Ha, Ha,- Someone stop me
Apply at the Seahawk . room 205 (Just follow

the trail of story clippings, loud screams of anguish,

and suicide notes)

See the editor for details (Provided he still

breathing!)

UNCW Undefeated In Play
RV S117.I SHFRFIFLD
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

The UNCW's men opened their 1990 soccer

season with a win and a tie. After working hard

during the off-season with practices three times a

day, the Seahawks are undefeated.

UNCW won their seasonal opener against

Campbell last Wednesaday, 4-2, at Campbell.

Miguel Bordo, a freshman out of New Hanover

High School, got off to a good start scoring two

goals for the Seahawks. His first coming just undu

three minute mark in the first half. Bordo may

prove to be a "scoring threat" for opposing teams

said head coach Jackie Blackmore. Seniors Chris

George and Dean Mamell also scored for UNCW.
George netted one goal and had two assists while

Mamell scored the first goal of the game for the

Seahawks.

Starting goalkeeper, senior John Pinter, played

a tough game and was truly\sted according to

goalie trainer Buck Rowlee. Rowlfce said, "John had

a solid game against Campbell and was tested

frequently. He made a lot of key saves that enabled

us to dominate both offensively and defensively"

On Sunday, Sept. 2, against the College of

Charleston, Pinter recorded his eighth career shut

out as UNCW tied 0-0 in overtime. This is Pinter's

final season and both he and the coaches, expect a

lot out of his performance. "I want to play up to

my full potential that I don't feel I have reached here

at Wilmington yet. I think this is my year to do it

for myself and the team," Pinter said. Pinter wants

success for himself but his teammates are not

forgotten.

"If we do well in the tournament, success can't

help but come to all of us." Although Pinter was

disappointed with the final score, the team came

home with a general feeling of confidence about

their performance, especially in the overtime. Two
of the last three contests with Charelston have

resulted in overtime.

Scahawk striker, Chris George, attempts to free the ball from his Charleston opponent in a non-conference game Sunday afternoon
UNCW opened it's 1990 season with a 4-2, win over Campbell University, Wcncsday. Neither the Seahawks or Cougers could score in
their battle with one another as the final result was a 0-0 tie.

\ The Seahawks fought hard to the end. UNCW
outshot Charleston, 11 -10, as both teams "created

scoring opportunities", said Blackmore.
Charleston's goalie Doug Campbell saved a

potential winning goal by deflecting a Chris George
shot with 30 seconds remaining in the game.

Morale is high and the Seahawks are on the

road again in full force. They play back to back

weekend matches against James Madison and George

Mason. JMU's contest is at 1 p.m Saturday and

Mason's game is noon Sunday.

Sherri Tynes, The New Seahawk On The Block

Head coach Shem Tynes hopes a positive attitude and hard work

arc the key ingredients in turning a Women's basketball program

around from a dismal season last year.

.Sherri Tvnes's File:

Bachelor degree: East Tennessee State (1983)

Master degree : JMU (1985)

Experience: Graduate Asst. ('83-'85)-JMU

Assit. coach ('85-'88) - UNCC
Head coach ('88-'90)- Francis Marion

Past Performace: Finished in fourth and fifth

with Patriots last two seasons

Overall Record: 43-16 (.729)

UNCY '- Fifth women coach in 17 years

BY 1IM STARRETTF,
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

The UNCW women's
basketball team will open the

90's under new leadership, coach

Sherri Tynes.

Sherri Tynes became the

fifth head coach in UNCW's
women basketball in late May
following the departure of former

coach Marilyn Christoph.
Christoph directed the Lady
Seahawks for 1 1 seasons before

leaving last year when the

university opted not to renew her

contract.

UNCW fell on hard times

last season finishing 2-11 in the

CAA and 10-16 overall.

However, with 11 players
returning from last year's squad

and a good recruiting class; the

new skipper is looking forward to

a great season with the Seahawks.

Tynes was selected out of 73

candidates who applied for the

position. Before coming to

UNCW, she lead the Patriots of

Francis Marion to fourth and third

place finishes in NAIA play
"(Division 2). In two years, she

'compilied a 28-8 winning mark

(.729). Her teams featured two

NAIA All-americans, Brenda Cain

and Mary Jackson.

Tynes, who earned her

bachelor's degree in Physical

Education at East Tennesse State

and master's at James Madison, is

only the third coach from Francis

Marion to make it to division one

coaching ranks. Prior to arriving

at Francis Marion, Tynes spent

two years as a graduate assistant

at JMU and served three seasons

under former UNC-Charolotte
coach Cindy Connelley.

She was familiar with the

Seahawks having played UNCW
on several ocassions. Tynes found

the progressive attitude of the

athletic program a plus. She
liked that it is "a fairly young

university with a tremendous

amount of room for growth and

development , and that the

university itself has made a

commitment to excellence, in

academics and athletics".

She looks for her players to

be well-rounded and to perform in

the classroom as well as on the

court. Hard work and dedication

are the keys to a good team and
that is what she looks tor in her

players.

"They [the players] have to

be motivated and have the desire

to succeed," Tynes said.

Another goal of the

basketball program is that the

players be enthusiastic and enjoy

college as well as the game itself.

At the same time, however, she

expects their best out of them at

all times, be it on or off the

court.

Although Tynes considers

putting points on the scoreboard

important, she's more defensively

oriented. She wants an aggressive

defense that can cause many
turnovers The return of junior

Cindy Makowski to the line-up

should help considerably. The

Bayonne, New Jersey native was

named to the league All-

Defensive team after recording 72

steals last season before being

sidelined with a knee problems

sustained from a collison early at

Trask.

Offensively, she doesn't

know what to run because she

hasn't seen the women in action

this year. Tynes prefers a fast

pace but says the style of play

will depend on where the team's

strengths lie. However, she rely

heavily on returning senior Tressa

Reese. Reese captured the

conference scoring championship

last season and was an ALL-CAA
first team selection. The 6'0"

guard averaged 20.1 points, 6.3

rebounds, and 1.5 assists for the

Lady Seahawks in '89.

The new coach felt that the

Lady Seahawks' strength will be

in experience. All Five starters are

returning this season along with a

seasoned bench. However,
rebounding, would most likely be

the Seahawk's weakness because

of the lack of size on the team.

Still, her emphasis is on hard
work and 110% effort.

Sheri Tynes makes no secret

that she goes into every game to

win. But from start to finish, she

wants a positive state of mind and

all out effort from everyone.

-

Ultimate Team Finishes Second In Nation
BY SAL PARADISE
SEAHAWK CORRESPONDANT

The frisbee stop here.

The UNCW "Seamen" and their entourage

traveled to Scottsdale, Arizona , Memorial Day
weekend, May 25-27, to compete in the 7th Annual

National Collegiate Ultimate Tournament . The

"Seamen" went into the Championships with a

number one national ranking. On Friday, May 25,

the "Seamen" went two for two defeating Georgia

and upsetting two-time defending champion UCSB
"Blacktide", 15-10.

In Saturday's action the "Seamen" finished 2-1

on the day with victories over Kansas (15-9) and

Vermont (15-7) and a heartbreaking one point defeat

to Carlton of Minnesota, 17-6. The loss to

Minnesota help the team to refocus it's game plan

and pushed themselves even harder. They used this

momentum to roll past Vermont and into the semi-

finals on Sunday.

In the semi's UNCW faced off against the

Atomic Dogs of S.U.N.Y. Purchase. The three

hour game displayed both heavy strategic moves and

solid basic physical fundmentals. Through the long

tedious contest the "Seamen" finally emerged
victorous with a one point win. UNCW would
meet the defending champion. "Blacktide" again in

the Finals. However, this time it was for the

national title.

The fourteen "Seamen", who were still

suffering the physical and mental effects from the

semifinal could not maintain their stamina necessary

to keep up with their stronger opponents. Though
only down 11-8, at the half, the "Seamen" ran out

of steam in the second period.

They scored just four more points the rest ot

the contest as the 35-man strong "Blacktide" rolled

to their third consecutive national title, 21-12.

"All in all," co-captain Danny Wrenn said,
"

The competition at the national level was a great

learning experience for our young team and that

experience will hopefully enable us to bring the

national title to Wilmington next spring.

More recently, the club team, composed of

mostly UNCW players, finished second in the

traditional Labor Day Tournament hosted by

Charlotte. Although losing their opening game 17-

16 to Blueridge, they still were able to make it to

the finals. There they met long time nemesis

Braning Ring of Fire (from the triangle area) and

were defeated 17-10.

Wilmington's women, however, took first place

at the tourney which had femine play for the first

time.

This weekend marks the annual Fall Fling held

on Brooks Field. Both the men and women's team

will be in action. Game play can be seen most of

the day and the teams really appreciate your support.
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Pool Hours Posted

The UNCW Swimming Pool is open for a free

swim from 1 1 AM lo 1 PM Monday-Friday and also

from 6:30 PM to 9 PM Monday-Wednesday.

Nautilus Room (Wn Tn Students

The UNCW Nautilus Room is open from 8 AM
to 9 Am and 12 PM to 2 PM on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday. On Tuesday and Thursday it

is open from 12:15 PM to 2 PM. In the evenings on
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday it is

open from 7:30 to 9. Also, on Saturdays it is open
from 10 AM to Noon.

History Society LookinP For Members
You don't have to be a history major to join the

Historical Society of UNCW. Its fun, informative

and it looks good on a resume. There is a $5

membership fee per semester. Dr. Shinn will be

addressing the society September 19 on the Museum
of World Cultures. Come join us Wednesday at 4

PM in Morton Room 212.

For Students With Diahctes:

Meet others with diabetes and learn about new
developments. Share ideas and strategies. There will

be quest speakers and light refreshments. The
Educational/Support group meets the 3rd Monday of

each month. The next three meetings will be on

September 17, October 15, and November 19 in the

University Union Room 203 from 7 PM to 8 PM.
For more information call the Student Health and
Wellness Center at 395-3280.

Ouestionaire Deadline Approaches
The deadline for the Black Student Leadership

Network Questionnaire is September 24. Several

"Questionnaire Drop Boxes" have been placed around

campus. You may return the completed questionnaire

to any one of these boxes or to the Leadership Center

located in Room 212 of the University Union.

Public Service Applications Due
Deadline for applications for the National Forum

on Public Service is September 14. It will feature a

two-day discussion of national and world issues

| moderated by Senator Terry Sanford. Applications

can be picked up at The Leadership Center, University

Union Room 212.

Beach Music Bash Coming

ACE concerts, UNCW Football, and KOOL 98

present the Seahawk Beach Music Bash Sunday

September 30 at the Gazebo. It will last from 1

1

AM to 4 PM with a BBQ Pig Pickin' c/o ARA from

1 1:30 to 1. Kickoff will be at Noon for the UNCW
Seahawk Football Club -vs- N.C. State football

game. There will then be beach music with

Chairmen of the Board from 2 PM until 4 PM. Free

admission to all UNCW Students. Wear your school

colors! For more information call 395-3827.

r.nv Anri l.eshian Snnnort Meeting

Scheduled

The UNCW Gay and Lesbian Association, a

confidential, supportive organization will hold its

first organizational meeting next week, Saturday,

September 22 on campus. Call Dr. Kate Bruce

(Psychology) at 395-3374 or the Student

Development Center at 395-3746 for further details.

TAP SfPks roncfrn^H Students

Are you interested in human rights, animal

rights, peace or the environment? Then you might

consider joining CAO (Campus Awareness

Organization). We are now in the process of

planning the second Awareness Festival, two days of

bands, speakers and display by organizations who
help to make our world a better place. Come join us.

We meet Thursday at 3:30 in Rom 210 of the Union.

Sneak Up!!

We don't have beer, we don't have food, we don't

even have sweatshirts... so why join Smooth talkers?

Where else can you get a captive audience and run

your mouth to your heart's content once a week?

Join us on Tuesday, September 18, 1990 at 5:00

pm in Cameron Hall Room 212 for an education in

public speaking that you won't acquire in the

classroom... and have fun to boot! Smoothtalkers

is an affiliate of Toastmasters International and

is comprised entirely of those students who want to

develop and improve their speaking skills in

preparation for interviews, career, classroom

presentations, parties... Format is informal, everyone

is welcome to visit.

Info Center Offers Services

The Information Center is located on the first

floor of the University Union and is open Mon-Fri, 8

am - 10 pm and Sat-Sun, Noon- 10 pm (hours may

vary during school vacations). Some services

provided are campus Lost and Found, campus-wide

vending machine refunds, change, bus schedules,

discount movie tickets, campus maps and telephone

numbers, and game room equipment check-out. If

you have any questions concerning the campus or

Wilmington area, feel free to drop by or call 395-

3841 or 395-3846.

Gantt Speaks
To Students

BY DAVTD BURKE
NEWSEDITOR

Senatorial candidate Harvey Gantt spoke to approximately

150 students, faculty, and staff on the Union steps in a rally

last Friday.

Gantt said his reasons for coming to the UNCW campus

included encouraging involvement in the political process.

"I'm here to. . .urge you to get involved, particularly you

students. ..." He went on to call the senatorial election "a

referendum on our future"

.

Gantt said that the main focus of his visit was to be on

education, saying, "It is important to Harvey Gantt that we. .

.

in North Carolina, have the best educated youth anywhere and

that we should be arming [North Carolina students] with the

best education that. . . this nation can give them."

He said he wanted to attain that goal by improving early

childhood education, and to improve the national system of

college student loans and grants, calling them "the greatest

opportunities that we can give to working families".

Gantt stated that he supports more severe penalties for

students who default on loans and grants, in order to reduce the

default rate in the U.S. He also indicated support for programs

which would allow loan and grant recipients to repay loans by

working in rural or other areas of need.

Jesse Helms' voting record on education was emphasized by

Gantt. "Jesse Helms has consistently voted against bills that

would increase or restore funds to student loan programs and he

has voted against student loan [bills] 12 times in the last 10

years," said Gantt.

"These votes have prevented thousands of North Carolina

students from getting the financial aid to attend college and to

improve their prospects for the future,'' said Gantt. "
. . You

ought to go to Washington to do something other than . .

.

[be] on the short end of a 99 to one vote all the time."

After his prepared speech, Gantt took questions from the

press and students.

Students' questions involved issues ranging from abortion,

to environmental protection, to cuts in the defense budget.

Gantt's answers were consistent with the stated Democratic

platform. He said that the question of abortion was up to

individual women, with the restrictions stated in the current

North Carolina laws. These laws, Gantt pointed out, do not

allow abortion in the ninth month.

He said that he stood against exploratory drilling off the

coast of Cape Hatteras and that he stood for reduction of the

defense budget. Gantt responded to questions about the current

Helms television ad, which states that Gantt supports cutting

the defense budget by $300 billion. "The ad states an outright

lie," said Gantt. According to Gantt, $300 billion constitutes

the entire defense budget

PHaro BY JENNIFa» YOUNQ
The 2nd annual Volunteer and Student Activities Fair was held on the North Lawn of the University Union on September 5.
Over 170 students signed up to volunteer their time at one of the 19 community service agencies present. If you would like
information on volunteering, please stop by The Leadership Center, Room 212 of the University Union or call 395-3877.

Child Care Is Still

Being Researched

pi crro Y FMLUP UXJOHLiN

Harvey Gantt encouraged students to vote at Friday's rally

education, defense cuts, and environmental issues.

Other topics included

ftY "HI A M rUMMINGS
STAFF WRITER

The UNCW campus has almost 7,000

students, of which 22.5% are non-traditional.

One of the leading concerns of this group today

is that of child care. According to the Office of

Institutional Research, non-trads parent

approximately 259 children under the age of 14.

Combined with the 416 children the University's

faculty and staff have, the number of children

under 14 totals almost 700.

After these figures were reviewed, a

committee to study child care was enacted. This

committee, headed by Chairperson Aida Topplin,

represents a broad cross-section of University

stiff and students.

Topplin stated that she is very concerned with

this problem facing the non-traditional students,

faculty and staff. The survey cited the three

biggest problems regarding child care as care for

sick children, care during the summer, and care

for children when they have school holidays.

Topplin believes that by eliminating these

problems students would not be forced to miss

classes due to a child's illness or time off from

school. The University would also benefit as

faculty and staff would not be forced to miss

work. "Child care is not just a child issue,"

said Mrs. Topplin, "it is a family issue which is

critically important."

According to Topplin, the Committee to

Study Child Care has the responsibility of

submitting to the UNCW Trustees a

recommendation for a child care model. One of

the proposals being researched involves an

would offer the students experience in either a

business or educational situation

Topplin made it quite clear that the committee

does not want to replicate something that already

exists. "As an educational institution we should

be able to come up with something exciting,

something better," Mrs. Topplin said. "We do

not want a holding pen. We want children to

obtain a sound educational and social experience."

The committee is researching various

campuses in N.C. as well as out of state It is

critical for the committee to get as much
information on as many different child care

facilities as possible so that they may offer a

well developed recommendation.

Topplin said that the job of the committee is

being well supported by the UNCW
administration. Topplin said, "Chancellor

Leutze is making a commitment to the non-

traditional students. The overall support we are

receiving gives the issue of child care a very

optimistic future."

Mr. Elliot Wurtzel, a student and new parent

on the committee, sees child care for the children

of UNCW students as extremely vital. Wurtzel

stated in his Report on Child Care at UNCW,
"Prudent investment in human beings makes

sense socially, economically, and politically.

The earlier the investment is made, the more

beneficial the results."

Wurtzel said he wants to see a prudent

investment made at UNCW in the form of

excellent and immediate child care.

Faculty and staff will be experiencing some

help in the child care area. On October 1, faculty

Lemon Urges Voter

Registration For Students

independent facility coming on to campus and and staff members have the opportunity to
* a a m • . Mnvfininnfa in frita rV>tv>n/4anl t nrts Arnrtln^.1 Dl'in

RV PHIM.IP LOlir.HLIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Voter registration is the thrust

of a new Student Government
Association project. A
registration booth will be set up

in the University Union on

September nineteenth and

twentieth. The SGA project will

coincide with a similar project by

Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority on

the eighteenth and nineteenth.

SGA President Ken Lemon
hopes that by providing this

opportunity, more students will

get involved in the election

process. "I encourage all students

to get out and vote," he said,

echoing the sentiments of Senate

hopeful Harvey Gantt. "The
reason being that over the past

ten years money has been cut

from the education budget. It's

become so habitual that the

question on Capital Hill now is

not whether they should add to

education, but how much more to

cut.

"We need representation!"

While on the subject of
representation, Lemon also

encouraged students to get

involved in the SGA elections

providing care. The second is what Topplin

refers to as the "educational model". This model

would be entirely operated by UNCW. It would

function as a learning device for the children as

well as students. The Cameron School of

Business or the Department of Education could

utilize this model into their curricula which

participate in the Dependent Care Assistance Plan

being implemented by the State of North

Carolina. This program will work by allowing

the parents to allot a certain amount of money

See Child Care
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Faculty Senate Discusses Plans
RV SANDY PORTER

STAFF WRITER

Committee to complete the Chancellor's
Advisory Committee. This group consists of
several staff, student and faculty members who

Tuesday afternoon, Dr. Kenneth Gurganus, would basically be advising the Chancellor on
president of the Faculty Senate, called together matters dealing with UNCW.

coming up on the eighteenth of this organization for the year's first meeting. "In Campus minister. Bob Haywood, and Cathy

September. He offered an open general, this meeting was an organizational Birmingham gave a ten minute presentation on
invitation to any students who period. We elected officers and members of the "1990 World Day Teleconference Panel."

want to get involved in SGA to steering committees," commented Gurganus. This is an experimental closed-circuit broadcast

come by room 200 of the Although the meeting did get most of the that will be held Oct. 16 from 12 pm- 3pm. The
University Union. preliminaries out of the way, several important meme this year is

"
Food for Future Science,

"I likewise encourage all plans and goals were discussed. Policy, and Ethics." The broadcast's purpose is

students to get out and vote in The Faculty Senate heard reports from t0 dramatize the future outlook of the world's

the SGA elections." said Lemon. Chancellor Leutze discussing how high the food production. The University was chosen as a

"If you have any questions, come quality of teaching was on his agenda concerning
s jgm along with 500 other sights in the nation,

by room 200 (UU) and let us UNCW. The Chancellor had previously asked « p ..

assist you." for recommendations from the Senate Steering oee Senate rage 1
1
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Music Ffllowshin Offered

St. Paul's Episcopal Church, located at 16th and

Market Streets in Wilmington, is offering four music

fellowships honoring Madeline H. Wagoner and

beginning with the September school term.

Fellowships will be awarded for organ (1) and

Choral and Solo Music (3), that is: Alto, Tenor and

Bass. The voice fellowships offer $800 and the organ

fellowship offers $1000 for the academic year.

Interested .Choral and Solo students should

contact either Dr. Richard Deas, Dr. Sherrill Martin,

Ms. Lori White of the Music Division, or The Rev.

Hamilton Fuller of St. Paul's Episcopal Church at

762-4578. Interested organ applicants should contact

Dr. Clair Rozier at the Music Division number, 395-

3390. 1

Carolina Beach To Hold Free Program

How many times have you felt disappointed after

taking a walk outdoors because you didn't see any

wildlife? Learn how to read the signs left by animals

and make plaster casts of animal tracks in a program

on Saturday, September IS at Carolina Beach State

Park. Meet at the picnic area parking lot at 10:30

am. This program is free and open to the public.

For more information call 458-8206.

Police To Auction Property

On Saturday, October 20, 1990, the UNCW
Campus Police Department will auction all

unclaimed, recovered and seized property. The auction

will be located behind the Police Building located on
Price Drive. All items to be auctioned will be

available for pre viewing from 7:00 am until auction

time at 9:00 am. For further information please

contact Lt. Riley of the Campus Police Department.

AAUW To Host Panel Discussion

The American Association of University
Women- Wilmington will present on Sept. 19 at

7:30 PM at the UNCW Hawk's Nest a panel
discussion of Women Leaders in Government Jobs in

New Hanover County. Admission is free and
everyone is welcome. For further information call

Betty Stone at 251-9465.

Study Abroad Programs To Begin

Poet James Dickey Coming To UNCW
Poet and novelist James

Dickey will spend two days at

UNCW as the first CAPE
distinguished scholar of the new
school year. CAPE, the

Consortium for the Advancement
of Public Education, is

headquartered in the UNCW
School of Education and works to

improve public education for

children of southeastern North

Carolina.

Dickey will present his first

talk at 10 am, Thursday, Sept.

13, in Randall Library

Auditorium. This lecture and

poetry reading is for selected

students and members of the

faculty from the School of

Education and the English

Department. That afternoon, he

will have lunch with invited

students and faculty and give a

poetry reading at the Oceanic at

Wrightsville Beach. The public

is invited to hear Dickey speak

and read his poetry at 3 pm,
Friday, Sept. 14, in King Hall

Auditorium. Special guests
public school teachers in the

CAPE service area and UNCW
faculty, staff, and students. The
program is free.

Dicfey joined the faculty at

the University of South Carolina

in 1968, and in 1970, was named
the university's first Carolina

Professor. A member of the

American Academy of Arts and

Letters, considered to be the

nation's most prestigious arts and

academic organization, Dickey
has been writing poetry for more
than 30 years.

His novel, Deliverance, was
made into a movie an'd was
nominated for an Academy Award
in 1972. Dickey has a bachelor's

and master's degree from
Vanderbilt University.

In the Spring of 1991, UNCW
will introduce its first semester

abroad program in Great Britain.

Scheduled for the period January

10-May 7, UNCW students will

receive fifteen credits for their

studies at the University of Wales

at Swansea.

Dr. Larry Usilton of the

UNCW history department will

lead the student group to Britain

and teach one of the courses in

the program. Professors at the

University of Wales will teach

the remaining four courses. It

will include trips to castles,

monasteries, and battlefields

along with other historical sites.

Courses taught by the British

faculty will deal with subjects

such as Welsh History and
Culture, European Politics, and
Modern Britain. During the final

weeks of the program, students

will have an opportunity to

participate in an internship by

BLOOP
SLOOP'S FIRST STOP Oil

HIS JOURMEY TO OTHER
CARTOON WORLDS, IN AN
EFFORT TO FIND THE KEY
TO SYNDICATION, FAME,
AND GLOBS OF DOUGH, IS
THE NO* MOSTLY DESERTED
BLOOM COUNTY 1

HOWEVTR, THERE ARE STILL
SOME INHABITANTS, SUCH AS
THE GIANT PURPLE SNORXLE-
HACKER IN BINKLEY'S CLOSET
OF ANXIETIES, WHICH MIGHT
GIVE BLOOP SOME HOPEFUL
INFORMATION...

working on a project with an
organization in Swansea (such as

a museum, radio or television

station, or public service agency).

Swansea is in an excellent

location for enjoying leisure and

planning travel. It is an attractive

seacoast town with abundant

beaches. Boating and hang
gliding are among the favorite

recreational activities of the

region. Swansea boasts of one of

the largest indoor pools in

Britain. The city, which is about

the size of Wilmington, is less

than three hours from London by
train. Overnight ferries leave

Swansea regularly for Ireland.

France and the rest of Europe are

only a short trip away (students

can easily visit Paris for an

extended weekend).

$3700 covers tuition, room
and meals for the period of study.

Students will be responsible for

their own transportation costs and

incidental expenses. Professor

Usilton has additional
information about the program

and can answer questions (his

office is in Morton Hall 226; he

has office hours 10 to 11 a.m.

and 1 to 2 p.m. on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays). The
deadline for applying is December
1, 1990, but inteiested students

should try to apply earlier,

because enrollment will be closed

once the maximum number of

students is reached.

by Joseph Morton

This semester, take some electives

in communications.

IntroducingAT&T
Student Saver Plus.

This year it'll be easier to

get through college. Because
AT&T has put together a

program oi products and
services that can save you

money Whether you live on
or off campus

60 minutes of

longdistance*.

For free.

Movies. Videos.

And more.

For less.

Just by choosing any Stu-

dent Saver Plus program, you'll

get up to 60 minutes of free long

distance calls. You'll also get a

free coupon booklet good for

savings all

around
town.

Call from

anywhere to

anywhere.
Well give you a

free APST Calling

Card, even if you
don't have a phone.

So you'll be able to

make a call from
almost any phone and
have it billed to you,

wherever you live.

Keep your

roommates

inline.
Well separate

your long distance

calls from your room
mates' calls with

AT&T Call Manager'
And well do it for free

To enroll in the ATST Student Saver

Plus programs that are right for you, or to

get the best value in long distance service,

call us. They just rnightbe the most
profitable electives youll ever take.

1800 654-0471 Ext. 1230
ARST. Helping make
college life a little easier.

WE WERE WRONG.
In last week's Seahawk, we reported that

the office of International Programs is

planning a semester at the University of
Whales in the Summer of 1991. The trip is

actually planned for the Spring of 1991.
We regret any inconvenience this error may
have caused.

CompuPower
StudmrtHtf. Comptf jyMvn
mctuttng htrd dlMk tna pnrmr only

$96.00 1 month, inaud»»word

MffMVR ut CompuPowtfMP you
trim POWER comouDnq today CM for

Personal Computer Rentals
Wilmington Otflco (919) 39*4032'

Fno Pick-Up/Ddlvry In Wilmington Art*

\

-or
-M -^* -- *c

3B Lons."

AT&T
The right choice.

This service may not be available m residence halls on your campus
"Discouni applies to out oi *aic rails direct dialed > • 10 pm Sunday lixlav

• «o«nv
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Off -Campus Connection: Having Good Neighbors Means Being Good Neighbors
Welcome to the first edition

of the Off Campus Connection!
This column was developed
through the Office of the Dean of

Students and the Seahawk as a

service for UNCW's commuter
students to better inform you of

the issues and concerns involved

in off campus living.

We at the Office of the Dean
of Students want you to know that

we do recognize that the commuter
student's experience at UNCW is

different in many ways from that

of students living in campus
residence halls and apartments.

Since commuter students make
up the majority of UNCW
students (70%), we believe it

necessary that services and
programs are provided for any
special nesds and concerns.

If you live off campus, then

you are a member of two

communities- that of UNCW and
that of Wilmington. The main
focus of this week's column
concerns UNCW students'
responsibilities as members of the

Wilmington community.

"The Office of the Dean of
Students in past years has received

numerous phone calls from the
community residents regarding
student behavior at neighborhood
parties. The complaints vary from
disruptive yelling and cursing late

at night , to beer cans being
thrown in homeowners' yards and
trampled bushes and flowers.

The question most often asked
of us by community residents is

"Can't you control your students'

behavior?!" It is assuredly the

most difficult question to answer.

As mentioned before, off
campus students live in two

communities-UNCW and
Wilmington. Because some
partying behavior is perceived as

wild and unruly by concerned
community residents, this

perception becomes a reflection of
the University as a whole. This is

surely not the perception you, the

off campus student, want the
community to have.

So what is the answer? The
answer to better community
relations is communication and

behaving in a responsible manner.

In communicating with your
neighbors you may find that

elderly individuals, couples with

small children and professionals

also reside in your neighborhood.

Introduce yourself to them.
"Let them know when you plan to

have a party, and ask them to let

you know if the music becomes

WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL
If you're happy about being back celebrate with a visit to RARE CARGO.

If you're unhappy about being back cheer up with a visit to RARE CARGO.

If you've never been to RARE CARGO you're in for a treat. It's headquarters for the

UNIQUE, UNUSUAL and ETHNIC.

At RARE CARGO you'll find:

CLOTHING: Unisex from Guatemala - SHIRTS, PANTS, BAGS, BELTS, CAPS
Other clothes from Africa, Greece, Mexico (Baja Jackets)...

JEWELRY: Unique imports from India, Indonesia, Greece, Mexico...

ROOM DECOR: Mexican and Guatemalan rugs, Indian bedspreads,

Wall Hangings, Paper Lanterns from Tibet, Bookends,
Camel Bells, Gourds...

ALSO: Incense, Backpacks, Beads, Worry Dolls...

and there's more. Come see.

For each "A" each semester we will give you a 5% discount

on anything in the store.

IMPORTED HANDICRAFTS

11ARE CARGO
30 North Front Street

Downtown between Market and Princess Streets.

762-7636

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SALE
Arts - The areas largest supplier of name brand art supplies

Crafts - Supplies of all types, Including the latest trends

Hobbies - All types, Including models, games, rockets and morel

Independence Mall

(next to J. C. Penney)

799-2738

Buy a single sided key

and receive another

single sidrd key • Ibe

same or different cut

- absolutely free.

Ilungute's

Independence Hall

up 10-31-90

Save $5

on any purchase over $25.00

Slock up now on the items YOU
need with this valuable coupon.

Hurry offer expires October 31,

1990.

Sotiy <loct not include tale Menu.

Ilungute's

Independence Mall

e«p 10-31-90

$2 Off

Poster purchases over $10.00

Choose from our large selection of

popular prints great for your

dorm c. apartment!

We also slock a wide variety of

poster frames

Ilungute's

Independence Hall
e«p 10-31-90

T

A
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too loud." Be responsible by
making your friends (and yourself)

accountable for undisciplined
behavior. Make sure there are

enough trash cans for people to

pitch their empty cans and bottles

into.

If you see a group of folks

doing something in your
neighbor's yard that they shouldn't

be doing STOP THEM! After all,

you want to continue to provide
parties and have fun without
complaints from neighbors and/or
police interruptions.

1. Take the time to meet
your neighbors.

2. Be conscious of the noise

coming from your home or
apartment at all times.

3. Be sure to inform your
neighbors if you plan to have
more than a few visitors.

4. Offer your assistance to

your neighbors when you see that

they are in neul of help.

5. Contribute to your
neighbor's right to clean, safe

environment through an attempt
to do away with careless and
inconsiderate behavior..

During Summer 1989, the
Chancellor endorsed a "Statement
on Community Responsibility"

which reads:

A large part of the collegiate

experience involves the
development of a sense o f

community--of learning to live

and work with a variety of other

people.

While you are at the
University of North Carolina at

Wilmington, you will share the

life of two communities-that ot
the campus and the city.

JETHE HAWK'S NESTJB
CHECK OUT OUR 990 BREAKFAST SPECIALS

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

LUNCH SPECIALS • SEPTEMBER 17-21 •

BLT

CHIPS

16 0Z. DRINK

$2.45

GRILLED HAM
& CHEESE, FRIES

16 OZ. DRINK

$2.75

The 2nd Annual
Coastal

ARTS & CRAFTS
SHOW

Sept. 1 5th & 1 6th
Trask Coliseum • UNC-W

601 S. College Rd., Wilmington, NC
^mmmmm Featuring mhhbbm

Jewelry and Accessories of every description.

Painted, Tie-dyed & Appliqued clothing.

Special Handcrafted items for decorating.

Stop by and experience the unexpected.

15% Off

Art Supplies

Choose from paints, brushes,

canvas, papers and accessories.

We are (he areas largest and
most complete supplier.

Ask about our art discount

proRam!

llungtitcVt

Indepcnd.net Mali

_ tip 10-3190

10% Off

Adventure Games
and

Models

On your next purchase receive a

10% discount when you present

this coupon.

Sorry - doe« nol include sale items

Show Hours:

Saturday.... 10:00 am - 600 pm
Sunday... Noon - 6:00 pm

Admissions:

Adults $2.00

Senior Citizens $1.50

proudly presented by:

Southern Shores
Promotion*

ftnht*

For booth info,

call: (919)362-0230

We encourage you to exercise

your responsibility in respecting'

the rights of your neighbors. You
will find that by communicating
with your neighbor, you will

resolve any difficulties or conflicts

that may occur. We believe that

respect and communication are the

keys to peaceful coexistence
among neighbors.

The campus and the city each

has its own set of complexities,

but both are part of the rich

experience you have when you
live and work here.

It is our hope that these words
will help you take responsibility

for and grow in your sense of

community.

Remember: Having good
neighbors means being a good
neighbor, and being a good
neighbor means partying
responsibly...

Phi Kappa

Phi Begins

Evaluations

The UNCW Chapter of Phi

Kappa Phi, the national honor
society for distinguished students

in all academic fields, has begun
its evaluation of student records

for consideration of election to

the Society. The Society's By-
Laws allow a r-dent to be
considered for membership with a

3.75 GPA for Sophomo.>* with

74 hours or more completed, a

3.68 GPA for Seniors with 89 to

105 hours, and a 3.60 GPA for

Seniors with more than 105
hours completed.

The National Honor Society

of Phi Kappa Phi was founded in

1897 at the University of Maine.
Men and women in all academic

disciplines are eligible for
membership, on the basis of

scholarship, integrity, and
character. The society's motto is

"Let the love of learning rule
mankind." There are about 250
chapters of the Society,
established at leading colleges and
universities throughout the
country.

The UNCW chapter of the
Society was established in 1980.
The fact that an institution has to

prove its excellence before a

chapter of Phi Kappa Phi can be

chartered makes membership in

this Society a valuable asset to

the graduating student. The
Society is convinced that
recognizing persons of good
character who have excelled in an

academic area will stimulate

others toward this achievement.

The Chapter's officers for the

current year are Dr. Carol Ellis,

President; Dr. Eric Bolen, Vice-

President; Dr. Lewis Nance,
Secretary-Treasurer; and Dr.
Charles West, Public Relations

Officer.

Elections to the Society are

made each semester, after analysis

of the University's academic
records to determine eligible

outstanding students. Final

decision is made by the student

and faculty members of the
UNCW Chapter. A formal

initiation ceremony will be held

in the "spring, shortly before

graduation, with the date to be

announced.

Buy 1

Get1

Free!

Highlighters

You know you will need

them so now is your

chance to slock up

Mnny styles to choose from.

Itaaptfc'i

Independence Hall
e»p 10-31 -90 e«p iuji-to

Mimuiitr's

Independence 1U11
e»p 1031 W

TWO WHEELER DEALER

(iAOTH CPHIUP
The Original Fat Tire Cruiser

4606 WRIGHTSVILLE AVE.
WILMINGTON, N.C.

919-799-6444
OPEN MON.-SAT. 10am-6pm

TWO
VHEELER
OEALER
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THE SEAHAWK

The Seahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor. These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The
Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit lettersfor the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,
601 South College Rd., Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The
Seahawk.

The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 pm. Monday for Thursday's paper. The
Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229for the editorial division.
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On Retaining Your Spirituality

The Supreme Court Shouldn't

Interefere With Abortion Laws
Judge David Souter's Supreme Court confirmation

hearings will begin on Capitol hill today. Sen. Joseph
Biden (D) Del., chairman of the Senate Judicial
Committee, has already stated that Souter's views on
abortion, among other issues, will be thoroughly
questioned.

With the abortion issue so prevalent in the press, in the

upcoming senate election, and, perhaps most importantly,
in the Supreme Court, it is important to look at the raw
Constitutional issues involved.

In the Webster case of last spring, the Supreme Court
ruled that individual states have the right to pass laws
restricting abortion. The ruling was considered a

significant blow to the Pro-choice movement It inhibited

a woman's reproductive rights and it violated Americans'
constitutional rights to privacy, according to some.

Well, there is no constitutional right to privacy. The
fourteenth amendment, which is so often cited, says
nothing about privacy.

Furthermore, merely saying that every woman has a
right to "control her reproductive life" misses the point that

the Pro-life groups are making. No one has the right to

commit murder, which is what the Pro-life groups are

p
saying abortion is. The Pro-choice groups must admit that

the abortion issue is a life issue. Until they do, they won't
gain the support of conservative members of society.

Anyway, back to the Constitution. The abortion issue

is controversial because, among other things, it cannot be
directly referenced in the Constitution. The framers failed

to mention when an American life begins. They also
neglected to set out constitutional reproductive rights. This
is obvious, of course; but it is fundamental to the issues in

Roe v. Wade and Webster v. Missouri.
The Supreme Court's job is to declare void any laws

which are contradictory to the language in the Constitution.
They are not engaged to protect rights which do not exist

in the Constitution, whether they are reproductive rights or
rights of unborn fetuses. Protection of those rights is the

responsibility of the legislative branch.

Therefore, as unjust and counter-productive as abortion-

restricting laws may be, they are not in conflict with the

U.S. Constitution. Therefore, sadly, it is not within the

Supreme Court's power to prevent their enactment.

One of the aspects of the

influx of students into UNCW
each fall is the tendency of so

many to leave religion behind
along with high school friends and

parents. It is a common, and in

some ways normal occurrence for

college students to turn off
religion during their student years,

and, in some cases, for the rest of

their lives. A whole new social

grouping is gathered under the tide
" Churchless Christians", people

who have grown up in the church,

and left it behind.

What concerns me about this

conscious or unconscious decision

to give up religious practices is

that in doing so, they may be

giving up something more
significant to their lives than they

realize. There is the element of

throwing out the proverbial " baby
with the bath water".

Let me explain. From my
perspective there is in humans an

innate yearning for coherence in

our lives and communion with

•4
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something that we sense is greater

than we are; however, we name or

define that reality. In another

direction, many people find

themselves caught up in a sense of

shallowness or loss of soul and

disillusionment about life.

Whether motivated by yearning or

emptiness, we find ourselves
searching for "God" and personal

meaning in our lives. These kinds

of feelings and thoughts comprise
our spirituality which is the most
basic term that I have discovered

to describe a central aspect of our

human experience.

Religion, whether personal or

institutional, describes a way
various groups have chosen to

organize their spiritual experience

for their common benefit, I.E.

religion emerges from spirituality.

The problem comes when many
young people find their religious

upbringing filled with "musts",

"oughts", and "shoulds" . Our
concern is that in blocking out
religion practices that no longer
seem to fit us ( the bath water),

would also block out our
spirituality ( the baby).

My hope and wish is that

more of you will see the
distinction between religion and
spirituality and let negative
feelings about religious experience

and other questions and doubts
about what you have been taught
to believe become the basis for a

spiritual search that is totally

appropriate for this stage of your

personal growth and development.
Radicr than turning off the whole
process by turning off religion, I

wish that you might choose to
live through the questions, seeing
the process as a significant part of
your shaping yourself and what is

important for you for the future.

If you wish to explore any of your
spiritual issues give me a call. I

would enjoy talking with you and
I promise not to talk "at" you. I

am Bob Haywood and can be
reached at 799-8497.

Don't Judge Folks By Their Labels
Liberal. Conservative.

Extremist. Right winger. Left

winger. Fascist. Socialist.
Communist. Contra. Hippie.
ROTC-Nazi. Dove. Hawk.
Redneck. Intellectual.' Homo.
Idiot. Frat boy. Carterite.

Reaganite... LABELS!!!!!!!

You are for this, or you are

for that. There is no middle
ground. You are either for

abortion, or you are against it.

You either support the death
penalty or you are for letting drug

dealers, rapists, and murderers
move into your neighborhood and
date your daughter. Either you are

for a strong defense budget, or you
are for letting the Russians move
into America without a fight The
point is either black o r

white...WRONG!.
What is the problem with our

society? Why have we become a

country that feeds on false

dilemmas? Why do we want to be
able to label everybody as a

Liberal or a Conservative? Does
it make it easier for us is we don't

have to listen to someone else's

point of view because it is easier

»o just label? It would b e

pompous and egotistical for me to

assume that I have the answer to

any of this. I don't!! What I do
have is some questions that I want

answered and some reasoning from

those who disagree with what I

say. I want to know.

Right from the start, I want

you may want to check with a
psychology professor and ask what
paranoid means. I tend to think
that politicians left to themselves
will screw up just like all the rest

of us.

I even hate to admit that I

think public officials that receive

What is the problem with our country?
Why do we want to label everybody?

to tell you that 1 consider myself

intelligent because I agree with

Socrates. Intelligence begins with

knowing what you do not know.
I know very little. However, just

let me say that I do have lots of
opinions. If I hear a reasonable
argument though, I tend to reshape
my viewpoint to represent this

new idea or concept

I also want to say that I read

the paper and listen to the news
for the information that I hear on
world events. I tend to think

about the points that the "liberal"

press brings up. If you believe

that the press is always distorting

the facts to suit their liberal ideas,

donations from organizations that

represent " special interest" groups

like the tobacco industry and the

oil industry may even tailor their

own views to fit these groups.

Gosh, I even believe that we have
a free press in this country. I'm

so ashamed to admit it, but even I

watch This Week with David
Brinkley, and the McLaughlin
Group. Naive? Well I guess I

am.

I have had a lot problems
lately with friends of mine. It

seems that I am a little too
LIBERAL for them. This is a
situation that worries me greatly.

It seems that on issues Mike

%<&%%&%$» a:© €#<£ e®m®z %<£ftft@£g z® %'S)€ 4BBM&Z
* Dear Students,

. • We have been deployed to West
^Africa since July 5, 19 90.
l^Presendy we are evacuating civilian

'.personnel out of Liberia. We are

rescheduled to be deployed to Liberia

"ijor quite some time. Could you, if

',possible, see if there is anyone
^"interested in being pen pals with

jailors deployed in West Africa?

^Mail is our only contact with die

;
outside world and the more the

faster tiny goes. Thank you,

EM 2 Scott Wigal
North Carolina Age 24

EM 3 Dale Kuntz
Pennsylvania 21

FN Ben Kolodiez
Texas 23

FN Von Flagler(Black)

North Carolina 21

EM 2 Danny Ware
Missouri 23

USS Barnstable CTY. LST
1197

FPO NY NY 09565-1818

Dear Editor,

Last week, I was pleased to

read that the Little Athens ( Greek

Row ) project had not been totally

trashed. Hopefully, the Greeks

will have housing within the next

year and that the Greeks will use

the housing to their advantage- not

just a big excuse and location to

have large major keg bashers
where the lovely College Acres

Homeowners Association can say,
" Told ya' it was going to be party

central!"

However, I did not agree with

one of the comments that made
reference to the " Administrative

burocracy" causing the hold up.

The University has tried to help

the Greeks achieve this long

overdue dream of housing since

day one. The university

administration knows quite a bit

more than some of the Greek
"

leaders" give them credit for, and

they definitely know much more

|__ about housing and. student life

communities.

So... why wasn't College
Dorm Corporation the chief

contributor to this temporary

stand-still of man and medicine at

the proposed Little Athens site?

Maybe if CDC wouldn't try to

ram the project up everybody's

butt and out their mouths, we
would now be able to visit all the

Greeks down on Racine Dr. and

not have to hunt through the

various apartment complexes to

find diem. Maybe if the Greek
"

system" was even partially unified

and strived for common goals this

Little Athens would be making
plans for expansion, and not for

initial groundbreaking. It is sad to

see that these Greeks can not even

get together" on something as

big and permanent as housing.

CDC is jerking the Greeks around,

and if they want to see a house

before they graduate, they better

get their act together and do
something NOW!!

Sincerely,

Fawn Libowitz

Editor,

I am writing in response to

the recent article published once in

the Star News entitled "Passive

UNCW Students Miss True
Education", and again ( this time

unedited) in the Seahawk under the

title of " Students Ask More From
UNCW." The writer, Dr. Moshe
Amon ( who is one of our

Associate Professors of Religion),

hoped that the version published

in the Seahawk would enable us to

stomach many of the indigestible

claims that were presented so

boldly in the first article.

Unfortunately, the only qualitative

difference thai I can see lies in the

tone of the titles, both of which

seem to me to be misleading.

The temptation to point out

every contradiction and stylistic

blunder in such a derogatory article

is great. But doing so is mighty

close to a complete w^ste of time.

Instead, I would like to comment
on education from my perspective,

as a student and former employee
of Wake and New Hanover county

public schools.

First of all, ignorance so far

from being a barrier, is the

fundamental presupposition of
every educational institution. The
fact that such things as public

schools and universities exist

indicates that more than a few
people take the development of
human potential very seriously.

Admittedly, there are problems,
big problems. But problems are

for solving, not lamenting.

Secondly, education is not a

race. If it was a race, then there

would be a finish line. There is

never a finish line. Anyone who
believes that there is a " finish

line " is doomed to running in

place, so to speak.

Finally, I would like to call

attention to the fact that students

are vulnerable creatures. We are in

a position such that we very often

make fools of ourselves several

times a day. Accordingly, Johnny
will never learn to read by being

told, over and over, that he cannot

read

Catharine Leila

Student of Philosophy

To the Editor,

As a student of UNCW, I feel

compelled to answer for myself (

and perhaps other students),

concerning the article published by

Dr. Amon. While I agree with his

argument I feel that he has not

justly considered all of the aspects

relating to modern-day education.

Let us first examine the

motivations that drive many
students to come to this

(archaically termed) "Institute of

Learning". There are three very

general groups of students.

First, there are are the "Peter

Pan's" who see with joy the

opportunity of cutting Momma's

purse strings 4 or 5 years down
the road, rather than immediately

after graduating high school.

College is a free ride with the

fringe benefits of absolute freedom

and unlimited beer. For these,

classes are mere distractions.

Then there are the more
"practical souls" ( as if souls can

be practical) that do come to

school for an education. Of
course, their definition of

education must be considered.

College is thought of as a kind of

"job school" that guarantees a

place in our economically minded

society. For them, learning is a

rote process that is necessary to

attain the degree that begins the

yellow brick road to success (

success being a large office with a

shiny gold name plate and a

$50,000 a year paycheck). Their

philosophy is this: There is no
job stability in going out on a

limb to be first in anything. This

is the largest group of college
students at UNCW, and
presumably every University ,

regardless of prestige.

The final, and probably
smallest, group of students at

UNCW are those with which I

include myself. We are those
hungry souls that Dr. Amon feels

we lack so pathetically at our
university, who want out of
experience a " Wisdom of
Thought", an ability to think and
be the supreme individualist we
can be. To us, our success is not
measured in dollars and cents ( or

even the shininess of our gold
name plate), but rather in the

growth of our soul through the

obliteration of ignorance and the

beauty of the human experience.

the logical question that

follows is WHY??? Why don't

most students seek real

knowledge? Why have our

universities turned into "job
schools"? Dr. Amon has answered

this question for us already. It is

typically American. And what can
one expect? In a society where
wealth and economic position

judge a man, truly learned men
have no place. Until our society

rearranges it's values, this
situation in our universities will

not change. But for now, today's

students has no need, and therefore

no want, for a fulfilling education.

It is up to the thinkers of our
nation to nurture the seeds of

wisdom through generations of
ignorance until that great day
when our desire for thoughts

transcends the pressure for

meaningless economical
accomplishments.

Gina M. Gambony, Student

Dear Editor,

I am writing in response to

the recent letter you printed from
Dr. Moshe Amon regarding the

quality of students at UNCW. I

am a student at UNCW now and
have taken over 60 credit hours at

this school. Of course, I can only

speak for myself from my own
experience, and I feel compelled to

do so as it has been quite different

from that of Dr. Amon's
experience.

I have been in many classes

with students who ask very good
questions and are very interested in

learning. It seemed rather ironic

to me that last Thursday, the day
Dr. Amon's letter came out, both

of my classes ran over time
because of all of the questions

which had been raised and the

discussions which resulted. The
final words spoken in my last

class that day were of the professor

saying, "That is a very good
question, but I am afraid we are

already past time."

I don't think it is fair to

expect every student to be excited
by and interested in every subject.

Some classes inspire me far more
than others. But when I look
back carefully it is clear to me that

the classes which have inspired me

the most have been the ones in

which the professor has made it so

. Based on this observation I

would have to guess that it is Dr.

Amon's teaching style which must
be uninspiring. I have so

thoroughly enjoyed so many
classes that I feel confident Dr.

Amon and the professors who
agreed with his overgeneralization

regarding the students have either

bored their students to tears or

have so intimidated them that they

are afraid to ask their questions in

class.

I know that there are students

here that are just here because they

have to be and would really rather

not be in any school. I can't

imagine that you would not find

some students like that at every

school. I would just appreciate it

if Dr. Amon would not

characterize all students as having

"problems in the mere fact of

raising questions" stemming from
" an almost innate inability to

grasp abstract thought and ideas."

Dr. Amon admits that "the mental

abilities of an average UNCW
student are not different from those

of any other student" which leads

me to wonder why he so quickly

brushes off the chance that the

fault might lie with him. Perhaps

Dr. Amon should check and see

how many students come back
after one class with him to take

another. This might be an

indicator of how inspiring he is in

the classroom. He may then be
able to make a fairer assessment of

the students after an assessment of

himself.

I think it is well past time

that the students organized a

network, other than the grapevine,

to exchange evaluations of all the

professors on campus so we can
get the educauon v»e'rc paying for

and never again have to waste Our
time or money on a class which
does not serve our needs.

Peggy Schroeder

abortion ( if you have a penis, you
should have no say on this), the

death penalty, drugs, and crime I

am so far away from the middle
that I am obviously dangerous to

society. I mean I want murderers
and drug dealers to go to the chair,

and I think that women should
have the right to safe legal
abortions. I am obviously
deranged.

Wait. What do you mean that

you are a conservative and you
think that murderers should be put
to death, and you think that

women have the right to choose
for themselves what happens to

their bodies? Do you mean that

we agree on some issues? Does
this mean that I am a

conservative? Is the big difference

between our points of view the

labels we attach to each other?

I mean that if the important
thing was what we really believed

and not what we labeled each
other, Hell, I might agree with
some of those weird conservatives.

Naw, Labels are what is

important. Not dumb things like

how we really feel. You right

wing, conseivative « .

.
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Leutze Responds To Professor Amon Letter From The Editor
Maybe Amon Has A Point

Dear Editor

I am writing in response to

the column printed in the Sept. 2,

1990 issue of the Wilmington
Star-News by Moshe Amon,
"Passive UNCW students miss
true education", while Dr. Amon
is free to formulate and express
his own opinion, he does not
speak for all UNCW faculty, and
I, as chancellor, strongly disagree
with his opinion.

Based on telephone calls from
alumni and discussions with
students, there obviously are

others in this community who
also disagree with Dr. Amon.

May I present some facts that

reveal the caliber of the product of

this institution, our graduates?

Let me point to three

graduates of UNCW who
continued their education to the

level of the doctoral degree and
then returned to UNCW to teach -

- Dr. Anne Bowden McCrary,
retired now after teaching 21 years

of marine invertebrate zoology
and who won the coveted
Teaching Excellence Award in

1984. Dr. David Webster,
associate professor of biology and

loggerhead turtle expert, graduated

from UNCW in 1976. Dr.

Robert Hakan, new to the

psychology faculty, has already

received the largest individual

research award to a UNCW
faculty member. A 1980 UNCW
graduate, he is studying drug

addiction. These are not isolated

examples of alumni achievement

There is also the UNCW
School of Nursing. The 1990
graduates taking the licensure

examination all passed on the

first try - that's a 100 percent

pass rate. And, the pass rate for

the 1989 nursing graduates was
100 percent. The 1988 rate

dropped to 95 percent after a

banner 100 percent in 1987. I

evidence, and I question the

generalization that UNCW
students have an inability to

grasp abstract ideas, a

generalization that seems unfair at

least. I can guarantee that the

assumption, again a

generalization, that students at

Chapel Hill or Duke are better at

grasping abstractions is false.

Having taught at both
institutions, it is my experience

May I present some facts that reveal

the calibre of the product of this

institution. . . ?

question whether these are the

scores of students who are
"unable to read (and understand)

on his or her own, even a

relatively simple college-level

text."

Our graduates compare well

with other UNC system
graduates. One figure recently

released by UNC General
Administration examined median

earnings of full-time employed
graduates in the class of 1988.

Median earnings for graduates of

UNCW earned $19,176; graduates

of UNC Chapel Hill earned

$20,196.

Dr. Amon has chosen to

characterize UNCW students as

being unable to read or understand

simple texts based on anecdotal

that he is wrong. Chapel Hill

and Duke students are not

inherently better - some are good
at abstract reasoning, some are

not.

Dr. Amon's article also
contains strong criticism of

public school educators, many of

whom are our UNCW graduates.

As I have said often publicly, this

institution is very interested in

helping public school teachers

become better trained As a result

of the National Science
Foundation grant just awarded to

UNCW, we will have a greater

opportunity to assist in the

development of a stronger
curriculum in science in North

Carolina's public schools.

We must address the issues of

student passivity and how to

stimulate learning at all levels of

education. But starting with a

broadcast criticism is not a route

that is likely to be successful.

I am happy to learn of Dr.

Amon's desire to teach and to do

research to enhance his teaching.

I would hope that the positive

product of his literary effort

would be further discussion of

ways we might improve the

intellectual atmosphere to lessen

student passivity. I will assure

him that it is a question also

being asked at Chapel Hill, Duke
and Hampden-Sydney.

I challenge Dr. Amon and all

UNCW faculty to set high their

expectations of our students. We
have higher quality students that

ever before. In 10 years, the

average SAT score for the UNCW
freshman class has increased

almost 80 points at a time when
national SAT scores were
declining. In the same time

frame, the high school grade

point average for new freshmen

went from 2.4 in 1980 to 3.07 in

1990. It is the faculty's
responsibility to cultivate our

students' natural curiosity and
imagination, the joy of

exploring, of questioning, and the

joy of discovery. My challenge

is to guide the university to focus

on student-centered education, a

challenge I accept with
determination and a promise of

perseverance.

BY PH1I I IP LOlir.HLIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Entering into my second year

as Editor of The Seahawk, I had
begun to despair of ever seeing

anything resembling student
reaction on this campus. Imagine

my surprise, when after the

appearance of Dr. Moshe Amon's
column in the Wilmington
Morning Star, and the following

reappearance in The Seahawk, this

office was swamped with letters.

At the risk of imitating the

Star, I felt that Chancellor
Leutze's response should also be

run in The Seahawk. The fact that

Leutze felt a need to respond
should pose as a sign of the

possible far-reaching effects of
Amon's piece.

The question is, at least in

my mind, how far off the mark
was the "offensive" article? How
prepared for the great big world
outside is the average UNCW
graduate? I'm not talking about

the folks who go on to doctorates

and research. I mean the average

individual who comes to school

because his folks want him to.

The one who slinks through the

semester one day at a time,

attending class only enough not to

be considered dropped.

These are the same ones who
come out of our public schools

having never read Byron or

FiftyReasonsTbOpenA
WhoviaCheckingAccountNow

Start your semester off right. Open
a Wachovia Checking Account now,

and get 50 free personalized checks.

More Freebies:

When you open a Wachovia Checking

or Statement Savings Account, you'll

get a free Wachovia Banking Card.

It lets you get cash or make deposits

at any Teller II? Relay or CIRRUS®
automatic teller machine, any time

day or night, seven days a week.

It's the perfect card for midnight

pizza runs.

And when exams hit and there's

no time to go to the bank, grab the

nearest phone and call our free Quick

Access 24SM number to get a quick

account update or find out if the

check Mom sent has cleared.

So stop by your local Wachovia
branch at 530 S. College Road with

your Student ID card, apply for an

account, and start your semester off

right. You'll get 50 free checks.

That's The Wachovia Way.

Shelley. . . whose only contact

with Hemingway was The Old

Man and the Sea . These are the:

kids who felt that the reward for

asking a question in class was the

'

laughter of classmates and a sharp

look from a teacher. Most
students learned to provide

formulaic answers to formulaic

questions. Let's face it, for

average students, our public

schools are little more than bulk

processing plants.

I admit that my experience

here has not taken me far from the

English department. I haven't

seen how things are among
students of Philosophy or History.

I have, however, sat in Literature

classes and watched as a hush

descended when the professor asked

a basic question. I have heard the

titters as someone ventured to

offer forth their own opinion.

It is on these points that I

agree wholeheartedly with Dr.

Amon's column. I think that he

could have said the things he felt

in a better way, without the

generalizations. However, he has

pointed to some serious

weaknesses. Maybe the majority

of students just don't want any

more than they are getting. But

those who do will never get it

without asking.

"Let1

it be

said in a

whisper,

experience

is certainly

worth
more than

theory •"

Rmerigo
Vespucci
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

DOWn FrOnt wKhTreyWyttt

Trust (trust) n. 1. Confidence

in the integrity, ability, character,

and truth of a person or thing.

Or so it goes in The American

Heritage Dictionary. Trust is

often demonstrated at those

chummy Charade Parties and

groovy Encounter Group
meetings, by falling backwards

into the arms of your peers,

depending on them to keep you

from hitting the floor.

Ooh, scary, hitting the floor,

hurting your wittle head, soiling

your Cotton Dockers. Trust is

something with consequences.

Trust has it's stakes raised in

FLATLINERS where the game of

Trust is played with your life.

With all this National Inquirer

malarkey about those dudes that

saw their lifeless human husks

lying on the operating table as

they ascended into a wonderful

tunnel, towards a beautiful

light...." what if a couple of

those 99th percentile S.A.T. ,

med-school, book-monkies with a

cowboy attitude used a little

technology to assume room
temperature, and depend on their

peers to bring them back? Keifer

Southerland's character
"Frankensteins" the whole idea

and shames his peers , Julia

Roberts, Kevin Bacon, Alex

Baldwin's brother, and a token

chubby dude with a conscience,

into participating. This doesn't

begin to reveal the layers of the

plot that fill this movie start to

finish and exhaust the mind of all

of us that are not M.D.s.

FLATLINERS can easily be

watched more than once. You
might get a deja vu thing going

because of the ALTERED
STATES kind of a slant, as the

daring "brainiacs" venture into a

forbidden question of ethics. The

sets are reminiscent of RAIDERS
OF THE LOST ARC or

something , hopefully it will

entrance you also, and not throw

you off.

During the movie, a healthy

mind may try to race ahead and

figure out - where did they get

that equipment, has this

experiment ever been earned out,

why doesn't someone slap that

chubby dude, - but most likely -

is this whole sedation thing just a

ploy by these med-heads to get in

Julia Roberts pants? The
possibilities of what lies beyond

that are presented are rattling.

What if we are accountable for

our actions, actions that may
have been over looked as

insignificant? Don't think it's

some Oral-Bakker-Swaggart
production but then again don't

assume it's some Demonic
recruitment film either. The
subjects are exciting but not by

the beat Satanic counter cultuie

theme. The possibilities are

refreshing and original- which is

refreshing and original in itself.

FLATLINERS is actually

better than ALTERED STATES
and as long as you can tolerate

the hyper-technical faux pas,

FLATLINERS is one of the best

Sci-Fi-ish films of recent years.

TRUST ME , what have you got

to lose.

Hey, that's the way I see it.

You can see it at the lovely New
Center Cinemas, somewhere
between Bennigans and Hooters.

Tlease be aware that discount

movie tickets are available in the

Student Union but only for the

Carmike Cinemas ( all theaters

but the ones across the street) and

they are valid Sunday through

Thursday for any show.

"yeah... right!"
with RAMONA HUPP

Arts and Entertainment Editor

IF JEOPARDY HAD ONLY
T.V. CATEGORIES, ALEX
WOULD BE MY SLAVE!
Ah, the fall, my most favorite time of the year,

aside from ratings sweeps of course. The fall, when

the air begins getting a little cooler. The fall, when

the leafs start changing color and drop to the ground.

The fall, when all the networks besiege you with a

bombardment of new shows. What can I say, I love

it! Ever since I can remember I have waited with

baited breath for this time of year. I recall that one

particular year when my mom finally changed my
"bed time ", another whole hour of shows that I had

begged to watch were suddenly within my grasp. If

I'm not mistaken, Starsky and Hutch was big that

year and I had an immediate crush on both. (I was

such an impressionable child!)

It's no wonder that my main source of education

comes from immortal television characters, believe

me I know them all! I not only know the

characters, I could probably name the actors who
portrayed them. I'm a sick person! But I have a

feeling that I'm not the only one in this category.

Take for instance John Landis(Director of The

Twilight Zone and sometimes partner of Steven

Speilberg) who is currently producing a show called

Dream On, on HBO. He has made a show that

combines a better then average sitcom with some of

our favorite memories from television. It centers on

a recently divorced literary agent trying to survive

dating and living in New York city. The

enterprising idea behind this show is the use of old

television footage that is spliced in at crucial spots.

These snippets serve as the main character's

conscience, and the results are hilarious.

This show is such a refreshing change from tired

network fare. The flexibility that cable offers them

also makes for a refreshing and honest tone. Ah
cable, where you have the luxury of never having to

worry about how many times the word "condom" is

used within a thirty minute span. Dream On runs

twice a week on HBO, and is well worth asking

someone to tape it for you if you don't have cable.

Speaking of cable, I caught a glimpse or two of

this year's MTV awards. Why was Cher wearing all

her clothes? I mean the one thing you could count

on was seeing her in some skimpy outfit that put all

other bodies to shame. And she shows up covered

head to toe. Go figure! And what was Arsenio

wearing? Granted, everyone was pushing the

"setting a trend" thing a little too far, but his outfit

made him look like a cross between the rabbit who
was late in Alice and Wonderland , and a very pastel

gangster. Gee, maybe I'm getting a little too old to

know wfiat "hip" is. Yefch... right!

"LYNCHING"
FORWARD
BY RAMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Well Peakettes, one more

episode of Twin Peaks is left, and

I still haven't heard when we can

expect the new shows to begin,

but as soon as I do... Last week

ABC gave us a double doozie!

They aired two episodes of the

series without even asking me!

Heads are gonna roll, let me tell

you.

This week Madeline (who as

you recall is probably really

Laura) decided to help James,

Laura's boyfriend, and her best

friend find out who the killer is.

They believe it was Dr. Jacoby

that killed her, and to get proof

they disguised Madi as Laura,

(yea, like that was a stretch) and

made Dr. Jacoby believe that

Laura wanted to see him.

Well, he fell for it, and her

friends got in. What they found

was some pretty weird stuff,

including a necklace that Laura
was wearing the night she was
killed, which James and this

other chick had thought they had
buried under a rock somewhere.
How Dr. Jacoby found it was a

mystery to them and us. Unless

of course, Laura gave these

necklaces out to every man she

slept with (she probably bought
them in bulk).

Oh, and Waldo bit the dust.

Waldo was a bird that was
supposedly present at the time of
the murder(what a great eye
witness!). You see, it was a

talking bird and Agent Cooper
believed that it could repeat that

fateful nights events. Maybe it

did, maybe it didn't! We're
never really sure.

Agent Cooper and "Big Ed"
(I'd like to know how he got this

nick-name) went to The One
Eyed Jack, the gambling/
whorehouse were Laura spent
some valuable time. (What a

slut!)

Be sure to watch the exciting

cliff hanger this Saturday at

10:00pm on ABC.

AT LEAST THE SET WAS GREAT
pv RAMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
I am always utterly amazed at the ability of a

group of individuals to "pull off a live stage

production. The skill, or dedication, or insanity (I

haven't figured out which one yet) to transform

yourself into another personality for a couple of

hours each evening absolutely amazes me.

The set design by Michael Clark and Amy
Chandler was so rich in color and detail that Henrik

Ibsen would have been proud. The acuon on stage

was also nicely enhanced by some eye catching

effects and haunting background music.

Unfortunately it was not enough to save the overall

performance of the play. It really didn't matter

because it was "Dracula" that stole the show.

Michael Titterton, who portrayed Dracula was

wonderful, and the play seemed to "click" the best

when he was on stage. His command of the

audience far exceeded his cast-mates'. Even
Titterton's stature was ominous, reigning a full

foot taller then the others. I was so entranced by his

performance that by the end of Act I (where there is

a scene that is very effective), I was as willing as

the girl on stage to suck blood. (Well, okay maybe

not suck blood, but ....)

The lead female, played by Lynette Ashby, also

gave a good performance. But the scene stealer of

the evening was the "Attendant", played by Phil

Loch, who added much needed humorous interludes

throughout the play.

It is unfortunate that this is the last performance

for Opera House Theatre's season. With an

exception of a few, the performances were not

convincing and the play lacked originality, and

believability. If you are going to just one stage

production this semester, I don't suggest thisfone.

SHARK CHECKS INTO ASYLUM
BY MARK SCHARAGA

MUSIC REVIEWER

Do you ever wonder what life

would be like, without music?

Do you know how big of a

part music plays in our every day

lives, whether we are listening to

it in our care, at home, exercising

(which is against my religion),

watching a movie or a television

show? Music is everywhere, in

malls, department stores, and

grocery stores. Next time you are

out, listen. I am willing to bet

you'll hear some type of music

(hopefully it will not be a low

rider pickup truck alongside of

you). Music, it relaxes us,

energizes us, makes us laugh,

smile, and sometimes think.

Imagine a world without music,

No MTV music video award

shows (hey sounds pretty good so

far!), "Sadam baby" wouldn't be

calling us a bunch of Satanists,

and life would be boring.

SOUL ASYLUM
And the Horse They
Rode in on
A&M Records

7 Sharks Teeth

What is there to do in

Minneapolis, Minnesota? Make
music, the city that has brought

us plaid flannel shifted Husker Du
and the Replacements also offers

us Soul Asylum. " And the

Horse They Rode in on" is Soul

Asylum's fourth album with the

current line up of Daniel Murphy

( guitars and vocals ), Dave Pimer

( vocals, piano, and guitars), Karl

Mueller (bass), and Grant Young
(drums). This is their weakest
offering so far, why? Because it

is a total departure from their

style of gut wrenching "buzzsaw"

rock to a more melodic A. O. R.

type sound ( Surf 107). Some
songs are folksy ( Gullible's

Travels) and some really show
flashes of this past band's glory (

Spinnin, Bitter Pill, Veil of
tears), as a whole the album is

not that bad, it's just not what I

expected and if you're familiar

with Soul Asylum, it's not what
you'll expect either.

BEST SONGS - The above
mentioned.

Although I've never met "Mark

the Shark", I hear he's a multi-

faceted guy. He not only writes

stunning music reviews, but

DJ.s at WLOZ as well. And he

finds time to study, too. What a

guy!

The Editor

WLOZ'S TOP TEN
Bv DANIF1. l.INft

WLOZ Music Director

1. Teenage Fan Club

A Catholic Education

2. Stoned Again

A Tribute to the Stone

3. Tar
Roundhouse

4. Soul Asylum
And the Horse They
Rode in on

5. Boredoms
Soul Discharge -

6. If 6 Was 9

Tribute to Jimi Hendri
7. The Bats

The Law of Things

8. FrequeNCy --

9. Pixies

Bossanova
10. Sister Ray

To Spite My Face

SHE LIKED IT!

SHE REALLY
LIKED IT

BY LAUREL CLANTON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Bravo to Michael Clark, Amy
Chandler and their crew who
designed and worked on the set of

Dracula. This awesome stage set

the scene for the last Opera House
Theatre Company production

currently playing at Thalian Hall.

It was a terrific! The set

combined with the special effects

really gave the audience a thrill.

The make-shift lightning
encompassed the whole theatre,

giving us all an eerie feeling.

And the set also included a

fireplace that set a warm glow

over the entire stage. To add to

the feel of reality, the casting

was, for the most part,

wonderfully done.

Michael Titterton was
especially good as "Dracula". He
seemed to command everyone's

attention. Steve Cooley as

"Renfield", the resident lunatic,

played his role well. Maybe too

well! His character really came
alive.

As the play is set in England,

a English accent was a necessity

for the actors to master, which

some did better then others.

Lynette Ashby, as Lucy, the

latest victim of Dracula's charms,

did quite well at perfecting her

accent, and Phil Loch, who
played the resident lunatic guard,

swayed us with a wonderful Irish

brogue.

Dr. Seward plays Lucy's father

with believable compassion and

concern. The only cast member
that seemed mis-cast was Corey

Smith, who played Lucy's lover.

To put it mildly, he was a wimp,

and his attempt at an accent was

poor at best!

With all things considered,

Dracula was a grand production

and is a definite must see!

Dracula is currently playing

at Thalian Hall on September

14-15, and the following

weekend of the 21-23 at

8:00pm. Tickets are $10.00

to $ 12.00. L

DID YOU KNOW?
The new musical group

WILSON PHILLIPS is

made up Wendy and

Carnie Wilson , who's

father is Brian Wilson

of BEACH BOY fame,

and Chyna Phillips,

who's parents were

members of the

MAMAS AND THE
PAPAS. I

Steven Speilberg bought

each of his leading stars

of the ill-fated ALWAYS
a new Mazda Miata with

their character's names
inscribed on the license

plate just to show how
pleased he was with

their work!

DID YOU CARE?

JUST READ IT
' — " .—-,— -——

RV LAUREL fLANTON
BOOK REVIEWER

Silent Partners ... no this is

not a description of Helen Keller

and her teacher, it is the name of

a great book I just read. It was
written by Jonathan Kellerman
and published by Bantam Books.

I chose it because it was in

paperback and one of the cheapest

forms of entertainment for a

whole weekend (only $5.95 at

Kroger).

My weekend began with Alex

Delaware, child psychologist;

Alex Delaware, private dick; Alex

Delaware, rejected lover. The
many faces of Alex . . . only he
isn't the one with the problem, at

least he would like to pretend that

is the case. Dr. Sharon Ransom,
once shy graduate student (and
Alex's former lover) turned

psychologist is the one with the

problem, or problems (you figure

it out!).

With soap opera undertones,

the story line is full of surprises

but easy to follow. WARNING:
This book may be hazardous to

your schoolwork. I didn't want to

put it down and you won'feither.

WHAT'S GOING TO
KEEPYOU FROM
STUDYING? SEE
BELOW:

THURSDAY

THE STATEMENTS
Mad Monk

COMEDYZONE
Blockade Runner

DOUBTING THOMAS
Front Street News

FRIDAY

ICE WATER MANSION
Mad Monk

ONE DROP PLUS
Front Street News

DRACULA
Thalian Hall

Sept. 14 -15

SATURDAY

Coastal Arts & Crafts

Trask Coliseum

PUBLIC NUISANCE
Mad Monk

Raggae
(with a Twist & Shout)

DRACULA
Thalian Hall

8:00pm

MONDAY

Guitar Scouts of

America

Front Street News

TUESDAY

BLUES SOCIETY JAM
Front Street News

WEDNESDAY

FAST FORWARD
Front Street News

I'M GIVING IN!

HERE ARE THE
PHONE NUMBERS
OF AREA CLUBS

Front Street News
762-6397

Mad Monk
395-0280

IComedy Zone

256-2251

iThalian Hall

763-3398
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WKSfc I

CAROLINA COIN LAUNDRY
952 South Kerr Avenue

"Watch Soaps & Sports on our TV"

WASH • DRY • FOLD
• DRY CLEANING •

oHk

6f?lMMYH0IA)

we ?ca
TRlCK.FfflfZ,

okawitz,
R0U0V6R/ M

6 6RIMMV |«J§«g«l

po& school?! pypwes.

we0U9TRWiK7H6M,
FOR WSTAMC6.M
tA65iefSAM"A"
RWTIAIT/MISA"B"
B6NJIISAX".
AMP 50 ON.

WHAT
RANK IS

WW., IF I

com? speak ,

6RAMPON7He
V6TT6RMM
SHOW,

For Sale

Hey students -Great car for school! 1983 Honda Accord, Blue, 4Dr. 5 Speed, Good tires, all service

records. High miles (75% highway miles), immaculate interior. Blaukpunt stereo + equalizer. First S30UU

gets this great car! Contact Don at 256-8582, leave message, if before 5:00.

Kayak - Touring Chinook Aquaterra with paddle, skirt, rudder and flotation. Only $645. Call Tommy.

395-1797

Brother Electronic typewriter, word processing functions.

Sum* Dictionary, carry case new condition. Call 341- 7438 or 762-6579 (Carolyn) $150.

Kayak. Must Sell, $1400 value, will sell $645. Call Tommy,

395-1797.

Typing, "no job too small/large. School papers, Resumes, contracts, etc. Reasonable Rates. Will meet

your deadline. 392-7236.

Typing Services - Resumes, Term Papers, lab Reports, etc. Reasonable Rates. Call 392-2513.

ParTti^"arn?workon area Christmas Tree Farm-Flexible hours-good pay-Must have farm experience.

763-0523 (days) Ask for Tom.

Fund Raising
Fast Fundraising Program $1000 in just one week. Earn up to $1000 *3J» «""£• ...

organization. Plus a chance at $5000 more! This program works! No investment needed. Call 1-8UU-9JZ-

0528 Ext. 50

ON 1 O FOOT SCREEN WITH
FRIDAY 9/14

6:00 TURNER & HOOCH
7:39 DRIVING MISS DAISY

SATURDAY 9/15

12:00 FIELD OF DREAMS
1:46 DEAD POETS SOCIETY
3:48 DRIVING MISS DAISY

5:27 UHF
7:04 MICHAEL JORDAN
7:49 DAD

SUNDAY 9/16
12:00 BACK TO THE FUTURE 2

1:47 WHO'S HARRY CRUMB?
3:1 6 WHO FRAMED ROGER RABBIT?

5:00 DRIVING MISS DAISY

6:39 HONEY, I SHRUNK THE KIDS

SURROUND SOUND STEREO
MONDAY 9/17

6:00 STEEL MAGNOLIAS
7:58 THEBURBS
TUESDAY 9/18

6:00 HOOSIERS
7:55 MASS APPEAL

WEDNESDAY 9/19

6:00 DRIVING MISS DAISY

7:39 TURNERS HOOCH

THURSDAY 9/20

6:00 OLDYELLER
7:24 DRIVING MISS DAISY

Little King
Deli & Pizza

WHILE ENJOYING THE MOVIE FEAST ON

Little King
DeH & Pizzo

LARGE PAN PIZZA $3.95
EXTRA TOPPING 99$

OFFER EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 30, 1990

I Shades of St. Croix

All our Sunglasses

Have a total UV Block

"Your Sunglass Shop
in the

Lower Cape Fear"

Ray Ban • Maui Jim

Vuarnet • Pro

Serengeti • Costa Del Mar
Revo • X-isle

boll6 • Ski Optiks

AME • Style Eyes

Ziari • Boris Becker

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Styles Priced

From $7.00

Cape Fear Shirtworks
"
Quality Imprinted Sportswear"

T-Shirts, Sweatshirts

Beach Cover-ups, Tank Tops
Golf Shirts

Caps, Totes and More
All EXCLUSIVE Designs-

Beach, Wilmington, Historic

All our T-shirts

are 100%
Pre-Shrunk Cotton

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Cape Fear Screen Printing
"Custom Screen Printing"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Golf Shirts, Caps
• Bandanas, Totes, Aprons and More
• Greeks- All your Garment Needs
• Team Numbers and Lettering

• Embriodery - Shirts and Caps
• In House Artist & Graphic Design Department
• Whether you need 12 or 1200 call us!

When
Quality

Counts
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GAMMA Teaches Alcohol Management
M_ BRIAN BLLLARD

STAFF WKTTFM

Greeks Advocating the Mature

Management of Alcohol

(GAMMA) is an organization

that gives the memhers of
fraternities and sororities the

opportunity to create, implement

and participate in more campus
»l<'ohol education programs

Hirough project GAMMA. Greek

undergraduates are re examining

'he role alcohol has played in

rh-vr ,-hapters and are ;oming up

with new and vMMi <tr iteities for

oromoting fun. healthy and safe

•oter acrivin><

Project G AMM A part of J

national Greek movement to

educate us memhers on

vsponsihle faciSMM making
.•oncemwg alcohol sdueation and

fhi-ie jrvvention Vhe jniforn

•nereis* V he trnk.ng «*»• o

Md IM MMi Iff
""nv national

itemifies and tOfOf M
tUtmg purchase of alcoholic

v. ., ,...., » ih ;hapte> 'im1<

MMM hM "duoation about
y.\i ni(ter;rjnding lahility

s a ttikd events

MMMd I '""1 «loohol m\* * M
MM important

Will Mitchell, pre^dent if he

x ••< .,•.•.-. •• '. aMMa
a, i hi* '.wic .rj.im '«t»ons

need to he educated on alcohol

liabilities "We are an accident

waiting to happen There have

been no lawsuits recently,

involving social functions at

UNCW, but nationwide, there

have been numerous lawsuits

usually in the 2-} million dollar

range."

Mitchell spoke of a lawsuit at

University of Texas can be

alleviated if Greek organizations

will sign social contracts before

an event involving alcohol, and

turn it in to a GAMMA rep , or

the Greek advisor. Mitchell

states, "This takes the liability off

of the Greeks, and if a case is

taken to court, it will be

theoretically thrown out if the

. . . They think it's just another group waiting

to take away party rights...

-he University of Texas that

nv %ived drunken fraternity

•nember% and a vehicle The

incident *nded with the fraternity

individual members, and the

school being <ued and having to

pay a $2! million settlement.

With stories like this circulating,

anita Hanson, assistant director

if student activities, nook it upon

Vrself to buy a GAMMA
manual, and begin a GAMMA
chapter

Mitchell says that situations

like those encountered at the

MMNM I >igmvt and turned in a

week prior to the event
'

Mitchell says that the
community sees Greeks as

irresponsible m their management

of alcohol, but he says that when

at least 20% of an organization is

'of age", alcohol use can be
expected He says that this is the

same situation as an office party.

or a business Christmas party,

only involving college students.

"If we can get GAMMA on its

feet, jwith a representative from

each organization, we can show

the community that we are

responsible because we will have

set up our own national program

that works
'

Mitchell says that "once all

groups are represented, we are

planning on inviting a town

council member to view exactly

what is going on. We want
positive publicity for the Greeks,

not what is going on in the

police blotter every week."

Mitchell feels that the media

is not really interested in the good

things Greeks do for the school

and community, but that perhaps

through GAMMA this will

change.

Mitchell strongly encourages

all Greek organizations to unite

for this common cause, and

stresses that this is not an

organization attempting to

abolish drinking. "When some
Greeks hear GAMMA', this

makes them nervous because they

might think that it is just another

group wanting to take away party

rights. This is not the case. We
just want positive press, and to

work closely with Greeks, the

administration, and the

community in order to promote

responsible management of

alcohol. .

."

istorical Symposium Offers Glimpse Of The Past
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Williamsburg, Virginia, Dr
Robert Browning, a historian for

the United States Coast Guard.

John Barden. director of
interpretation at the Tryon Palace

IUMbYI fi'-.n and Tw Irn Berlin.

MtfHf and editor of award
"inning books on African

American bi<»'>rv and Professor of

history al the University of
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There will be coffee and
r»£i oration at 8 30 am followed

Sjr opening remarks and an
introduction at 9.15 am Dr.

Richard Sauers will then speak at

9 }0 am with a break at 10:30 am
Polly Long'worth will pick the

pr-igram back up with a talk at

1 1 (X! am There will then be a

h.n limch at the Commission
House at noon After lunch. Dr

Rotjtfl Biowning will speak at

«iii ijvav at J 00 pa followed b|

^ r ig r ; ' kin ai n ^ pm I aMlv.

Dr Ira Berlin «•" «peak at 8:00

pm

**ditK»nal eventv will be
op" '- the Civil War
Svm'V'- 1"" oa'ticioants at no
additiona charge on Saturday.

:?mbe: 22. For more
iriformatiOT or a registration

pamohit comae the Office of

Specu. VTorram or the UNCW
campus or call (919) 395-3195
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Laadcfthip Center to

rtf.rei.ve the panu.ipation in, arid

u\e of. The Ixaderihip Center*

*i.n one* and rev/urce» To attain

thu goaj ton network of Mudenti

and tl'iVjt-. have dntributed a

queitionnaire among Black
students on (.ampus designed to

: II the Leadership Center what

types <jf programs are needed.

The overall objective of the

i Nwod is to establish a Black

Student Leadership course on

'.amput t/j help develop black

student leaden (Jther goal* of the

network include providing quality

program* designed primarily to

meet the need* of the black student

population, identifying specific

problems black student leaders

have and encouraging leadership

outside of the Black Student

Organizations

Periodically, a member of the

Black Student Leadership Network

will be stationed at one of the

solicitation tables in the
University Union. If you have

any questions concerning the

questionnaire, The Leadership

Center, or the committee itself,

please feel free to stop by the table

or come by The Leadership Center

located in Room 212 of the

University Union.

For your convenience, several

"Questionnaire Drop Boxes" have

been placed around campus. You

may return the completed

questionnaire to any one of these

boxes or return it to The

Leadership Center. The deadline

for the questionnaire is September

24.

CHILD CARE,
CONT'D.

per pay period for child care.

This money will be taken out at

the employees pay prior to taxes

being taken out. This monev

will then be deposited into a fund

which will reimburse the

employees for the amount ^f the

monthly child care expenses. The

benefit of this program is that

parents will not be taxed on the

monies allocated for child care.

Dae downfall of this program is

that any monies leftover in the

account cannot be returned to the

employee or rolled over into the

next year

The Committee to Study

Child care plans to present a

recommendation to the Board of

Trustees by November. After

this recommendation is made it

will be up to UNCW to
implement the program
According to Topplin, "We could

conceivably have child care by

next year

"

Housekeepers Recognized
BY TIMOTHY BAl.l.

STAFF WRITER

Walking out of the library at

nine o'clock at night, after the

last class of the day has let out,

you can see the lights of Bear

Hall slowly and mysteriously

turn on. One might dismiss the

unexplained sight without even a

thought. However, the careful

observer might nodce the most

unnoticed workers on the campus.

The housekeepers.

The week of September 9-15

has been designated to be UNCW
Housekeepers Week.
Housekeepers, who are

responsible for the upkeep and

maintenance of the UNCW
academic and office buildings, are

recognized during this one week

for the difficult job that they do

year round. Events for the week

include a coffee and doughnut

social for all of the housekeepers.

Housekeeping is the largest

division of the UNCW physical

plant. Die Physical Plant is the

campus department that is

responsible for the upkeep and
maintenance of the school
grounds and office buildings. The
Physical Plant performs a variety

of tasks ranging from routine

maintenance to the various

unnoticed tasks such as changing
toilet paper.

Roughly 22 people work in

various buildings on campus at

night cleaning and preparing each
room for the academic day. Each
housekeeper is responsible for

roughly 20,000 square feet of
space.

Roger Fry, Director of the

UNCW physical plant, describes

the week as a celebration of the

"pride and professionalism that

these people" have in regards to

their job.

Film Seeks To Promote Rape Awareness

Leadership Network Aids Black Students

As 12 million college students

start back to classes this week,

the Rape Treatment Center at

Santa Monica Hospital Medical

Center has asked college students

and administrators to |oin them in

the fight aK""i"it i'"" < ampus tape

epidemic by supporting the first

i omprehemive national campaign

against campus sexual assault.

At a pirss conference ^ep(. 4,

"LA. Lax* " telex ision series stars

Susan Dex and Corbm Bernsen

joined Rape Treatment Center

Director Gail Abarbanel to

announce the national program
which include* a new 20-minute

film about :;umnir sexual assault

The film titled. "Campus Rape
'

is hosted by Dey anc Bernsen and

iid. abeadx been distributed by the

Center to more than half the

universities it' the country The

Center encourages college

adnuiui.uaujrt to adopt the film

w pan of orientation programs

for all inoomjng students The

I »« ft?^mJy endorsed by the

National Inter! raterni t y

Conference, which distributed

copa:s Uj its members

I he goal ot the campaign and

die film is to reduce the epidemic

number of campus sexual

assaults," stated Abarbanel.

'Recent studies indicate that each

year, one in every six college

women is a victim of rape or

attempted rape and one in every

15 college men admit to

committing sexual assault."

In addition to the film, which

contains important information

about rape and prevention

strategies, campaign materials

include powerful ads and posters

for colleges to adopt, and
proposals for state legislation

requiring colleges to implement

written procedures for handling

sexual assault cases and
mandatory rape prevention

programs for freshmen.

"Students must understand that

rape is not sex; it's an act of

violence with devastating

consequences," stated actress Dey,

who thinks the film is a valuable

valuable resource in educating

students by exploring campus
rape and its impact through

interviews with four college

women actually assaulted on
college campuses. "I hope our

film will help reverse the

alarming campus rape statistics."

Actor Bernsen cited his

support for the campaign,
commenting, "Men must take a

strong stand against rape. The
campaign gives college men an
opportunity to become part of the

solution, rather than part of the

problem."

"College students are more
vulnerable to rape than any other

age group," said Abarbanel. "To
compound the problem, studies

have shown that more than 90
percent of campus rapes go
unreported. Our campaign
provides colleges with effective

materials and programs to end
rape on campus."

"College administrators and

student groups have to work
together to solve the problem of

campus sexual assaults," said

Jonathan Brant, executive vice

president of the National

Interfraternity Conference. "We
strongly endorse the campaign

and have distributed the film to

our members nation-wide to

initiate student support of this

effort."

To specifically address college

administrators, the Rape

Treatment Center mailed jts

booklet, "Sexual Assault on

Campus: What Colleges Can
Do", to every college president.

The booklet urges adoption of a

10-point rape prevention program

model which includes mandatory

educational programs about rape,

increased disciplinary hearings for

offenders and comprehensive
programs for assisting victims.

The Rape Treatment Center

has also been a pioneering force

in initiating tougher sexual
assault legislation. As part of its

national campaign, the Center has

called upon governors nationwide

to support legislation requiring

colleges to have a written

procedure for handling sexual

assault cases, similar to a new
California law supported by the

Center. The Center is also

encouraging the states to require

that colleges provide rape

prevention information during

freshmen orientation, as New
York state recently did.

Abarbanel also commended the

many talented members of the

entertainment industry who
contributed their time and made
the film and ads possible.

"Campus Rape" was written by

Emmy award winners Allan

Burns and Seth Fredman.
Compact Video donated film

duplication services. The public

service ads and posters were
contributed by the prestigious

advertising agency Dailey and
Associates.

Abarbanel said, "The
campaign's recommendations are

inexpensive, yet effective. They
will help reduce the incidence of

rape on campus and ensure that

victims are not revictimized by an

insensitive system."

The Rape Treatment Center
(RTC) at Santa Monica Hospital

Medical Center was founded in

1974. It is nationally recognized

for its model treatment,
prevention and education
programs that reach 20,000
teenagers each year; consultation

to news media, television and
film production companies; and
expert testimony in court
proceedings and at legislative

hearings.

i
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$2.00 Off • Expires Oct. 31. 1990 • S'2.00 Off

Tijuana Fats'
Present this Coupon When Ordering

$2.00 Off ANY DINNER ENTREE

ISCREAM 'N'MORE
You Scream, We AN Scream

For Ice Cream
BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE

dinner only
Sunday Thur*d«r

9P I lp TIJUANA FATS'
GREAT MEXICAN FOOD

not raltd
with other
• pertalt or
lakroutt

232 Causeway Drive Wrighlsvllle Beach
256-8048

$2.00 off with coupon $2.00 off
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i

Buy One Single Scoop
Cone or Cup Of Our
Homemade Ice Cream

& Get One Free

roOLAtti)
Not valid with
other offers

Offer good through
Sept. 20. 1990

Located In The (Znllrrin
fiHOOWRICHTSVII.LKAVE.NrxilMMOHi)

2563227
1

National Co-Ed Service Fraternity

Alpha Phi Omega Wants You! Regardless

of race, color, creed, sex, national origin, looks,

grades, or financial status. Our combination of

fellowship and service distinguishes our frater-

nity from the traditional social fraternities.

Come to our 1st Rush on September 14th at 8:00

p.m. in Room 100, Student Union and find out

what we're all about (or call Denny Best 343-

9827).

Pledging Requirements:

• Achieve Service Hours

• Carry Pledge Book
• Wear Pledge Pin

• Interview Brothers

• Take Written Tests

Costs To Pledge:

• $ 5.00 Pledge Fee

•$10.00 Supply Fee

• $25.00 Initiation Fee

•$15.00 Brotherhood

Dues Per Semester
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KCE CONCERTS S

present

THE SMITHEREENS

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4TH 1990

8PM TRASK COLISEUM

TICKETS:$8 WITH STUDENT ID

$12 GENERAL PUBLIC

TICKETS WILL BE ON SALE MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 17 AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS

UNCW INFO CENTER
scho6l KIDS RECORDS

FOR MORE INFO CALL 395-3827

fa(U^ vm
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A EIEGTION DAY PTE
COME VOTE IN THE
UNIVERSITY UNION

OR THE EAST CAFETERIA

Pio

fik

THE

CANDIDATES

FRESHMAN CLASS PRESIDENT
DANIELLE ALLEN
MICHELLE R. DAVIS

JENNIFER DIANE KAPLAN
SUNSHINEOMEAL

FRESHMAN CLASS VICE- PRESIDENT
MARCI PTAK

CHRISTYSANDERS

FRESHMAN CLASS SENATOR

LEEPERSON
SEAN WILLIAMS

REPRESENTATIVE-AT-LARGE

DENNYBEST

LORI ANN CZANIECKI

LAURA L DOEPP

LEVERNGRANGER

KRISLEGGETT

VANESSA NYE

CHRISTOPHER E. POWELL

MARrTARENAUER

JAMES D. WILSON
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(Students May Be CalledTo Middle East
Z (CPS) - As many as 187,000
- college students across the

Z country had their fall term plans

I cast into doubt Aug. 22, when
" President George Bush said he

Z would soon call up military

3 reservists to support and replace

Z troops already sent to the Middle
I East
- If and when the call comes, the
I students would have to leave
Z school abruptly, sometimes

-"I

unsure if they will have a place
Z when they return or if the tuition

I money they paid will be wasted.

* " I don't know what frame of mind
£ I'll be in for my studies," said

£ Junior Waldron, an Army
Z reservist who is a sophomore
Z engineering major at Rensselaer
~ Polytechnic Institute in New
1 York.

1 No one knows exactly how many

Z of the reservists are subject to

- being called to active military

* duty are college students.

- Joe Hanley, spokesman for the

I U.S. Army Reserves, estimated

• that 61 percent of his group's

* 579,000 members are full- or

1 part-time college students.

2 The other branches of the military

Z do not keep figures on how many
Z of their reservists are students.

Z Colleges themselves typically

fi don't know how many of their

Z students are subject to the

2 military call-up.

;
To find out, Drexel University in

Pennsylvania set up a hotline

J Aug. 23 for any students or staff

•* who would be affected by the

Middle East crisis, but received

just four calls - only one from a

student reservist - during its first

week of operation, reported Vice

President for Student Affairs

Richard Woodring.

When Iraq invaded Kuwait, its

small but oil-rich neighbor Aug,

2, life became uncertain for both

students and their^chools.

Soon after, President Bush sent

40,000 U. S. troops to Saudi

Arabia to defend against a

possible Iraqi invasion of that

country.

Originally Pentagon officials

thought only 100,000 soldiers

would be needed, but raised the

figure to 230,000 a week later.

No Law Protecting
Students: On Aug. 22, Bush
said he would activate 40,000
reservists to support and replace

the troops he had already sent to

the Persian Gulf region. It was
the first time reservists had been

called to active duty since the Tet

Offensive in Vietnam in 1968.

Suddenly campuses were forced to

ponder a significant number of

students and staffers leaving mid-

semester to serve. Course
sections could lose their

instructors. School finances

could be disrupted if fewer
students were around to pay
tuition and dorm fees. Students

themselves could have their

studies interrupted, without a

guarantee of being able to resume
them when they returned to

civilian life.

Although there is a federal law

that protects the jobs of workers

who are called to duty, there is no
law protecting students, Hanley

said.

To ease uncertainty among
student reservists, Purdue
University published a detailed

letter assuring students they

would get their fees refunded and

earn a certain amount of credit,

depending on when they
withdraw.

"The department of personnel

services was getting a lot of calls,

and student services was getting

calls as well," said Tim Newton,
an editor for Purdue's news
service.

Newton said the school didn't

know how many of its students

are reservists.

"I think it's a pretty small

percentage," Newton said. "At

this point we don't know."

Whatever the number, the
financial impact on campuses
probably would be minimal,

added John Huie, Purdue's vice

president for state relations. If

students were missing from

school when the state surveys the

campus to determine its

appropriation, "it could
potentially have a modest impact"

on state funding.

However, Huie added, "any
change in enrollment doesn't

show up (in terms of funding) for

two years. We're not talking

about a sufficient number of

SAT Scores Are Down- Again
(CPS) - Although their math

scores held steady, this year's

college freshmen's average verbal

scores on the Scholastic Aptitude

Test (SAT) were lower than

previous classes', the College
Board reported Aug. 28.

It was the fourth consecutive

year in which average verbal

scores declined, prompting
education experts to look for

scapegoats and standardized test

opponents to repeat their

warnings that the tests are

essentially meaningless.

"The verbal decline this year is

disturbing, but not particularly

surprising," said Donald M.
Stewart, president of the College

Board, the New York-based
organization that manages the

SAT and other standardized

student tests.

The verbal score for the high

school class of 1990 fell three

points to 424 out of a possible

800. The average math score

stayed at 476 out of 800.

Stewart blamed the decline of

verbal scores on students who
watch too much television.

"Students must pay less

attention to video games and

musjc videos, and begin to read

more," Stewart advised.

"Reading is in danger of

' becoming a 'lost art' among too

> many American students, and that

would be a national tragedy," he

continued.

Lynne Cheney, chairwoman of

the National Endowment for the

Humanities, cited "dumbed-down"

textbooks, unprepared teachers

and course work that is "not as

demanding as it should be" for the

decline.

Last October, after her group

sponsored a study showing that a

large percentage of college seniors

didn't know key historical dates

and phrases, Cheney called for

colleges to implement a 50-hour

core curriculum for their
humanities programs.

The College Board report

found that minority students

constituted 27 percent of the

students who took the SAT, 2
percent more than last year.

However, their scores showed
little or no improvement.

A Bunch Of Bizarre
Guys: Mexican Americans and
Puerto Ricans dropped one point

each in verbal and math while

other Hispanic students fell six

points in verbal and two points in

math.

Verbal scores for African-
American students rose one point

but fell one point in math.

American Indians posted a

four-point verbal increase and a

nine-point math increase, while

Asian-Americans improved by a

point in the verbal and three

points in the math test.

Yet critics shouldn't bother

measuring the ups and downs of

various groups' scores on the

tests because the tests themselves

are flawed, SAT critics

maintained.

"You can't accurately measure

the nation's academic temperature

with a defective thermometer,"

said Bob Schaeffer of Fairtest, a

Massachusetts organization which

opposes standardized testing.

Schaeffer agrees American
education is decaying, but blames

public schools' fixation with
multiple choice testing for the

phenomenon.

John Katzman, president of

the Princeton Review, which
coaches students, taking the SAX,
called the College Board "a bunch

of bizarre guys."

"The important thing to

remember is that the SAT this

year is a little less relevant to

anything going on in high

school, college or business,"

Katzman said.

Both Schaeffer and Katzman
found irony in the fact that the

College Board is reportedly

looking into adding essay tests

and open-ended math questions to

the SAT to make it less
coachable.

"[The College Board keeps]

saying the SAT is not coachable,

but then they say they're going to

make it less coachable," Katzman
said.
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#
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students" to cause funding

problems.

Smaller schools said they will

deal with the situation on a case-

by-case basis.

Leaving A Bride: "If any

[students] were called up, we
would do all we could to make
the if re-entry after serving their

country as easy as possible," said

Edward Macias, provost at

Washington University in

Missouri.

Meanwhile the student reservists

and their families try to prepare

for what may lie ahead.

Andy Wilson, a senior political

science major at Purdue and a

student reservist, "wouldn't
hesitate at all if a call went out"
However, while Wilson would
have no regrets about leaving

school, he admitted it would be

hard to leave Kathleen, his wife

of a month and a half.

Being married "doesn't make it

any easier," Wilson said.

Rensselaer's Waldron, on the

other hand, joined the Army
Reserves "more to pay for

college" than to fight a war.

When he enlisted, he didn't think

he might be sent to battle.

However, Dean of Students Eddie

Knowles assured Waldron he

would get an automatic leave of

absence if he is called to active

duty in the middle of the

semester.

"If I get called, I can just pick up
where I left off," Waldron said.

Parents Week
Planned

BY AMY PETROCELLI
STAFF WRITER

The parents of UNCW
students have recently been

contacted by mail regarding
Family Weekend "90. This affair

is scheduled for Oct 5-7, which is

the same weekend a s

Wilmington's annual RiverfesL It

is sponsored by the UNCW
Parents Association and co-

sponsored by Coca-Cola.

The purpose of Family
Weekend, according to Howard
Lipman, Executive Director of

Resource Development, is "for

families to come to town, learn

about UNCW, have fun, and enjoy

Wilmington." The Parents
Association hopes to reach this

goal through events that will be

taking place throughout the 3 day

period.

Chancellor James Leutze
contacted leaders of student-

recognized groups on campus to

get them involved in these events.

An incentive program has been

designed by which cash prizes will

be awarded to groups having the

most participants in Family
Weekend events. Included are a

lipsynch contest that will take

place on Oct. 6, and a group-

planned activity for the parents

sometime during the weekend.
Winners of Family Weekend will

be awarded during half time of the

soccer game.

Other activities include a wine

and cheese reception with the

faculty and administration, and

entertainment by the UNCW jazz

band. Faculty-conducted programs

on advising, "Home Away From
Home", financial aid, and money
managing are scheduled as well.

Lipman added that there will also

be plenty of free time for families

to enjoy Riverfest and the beach.

The sponsoring group of

Family Weekend '90 has been in

existence for 3 years and working

on its 4th. During the first, the

•rents Association sponsored

arents Day. The following year

the event was extended to Parents

Weekend, which has this year been

further extended to Family
Weekend. The past turnouts have

been very positive, according to

Lipman. The first year turned out

a 250 person participation. Last

year the figure was increased to

660 Lipman believes that the key

to this expectation is students

actually calling their parents to

invite them to Family Weekend
'90. Lipman stated that the

weekend is very affordable, and is

costless to students who are with

their families.

He concluded that "the

weekend will be a fun atmosphere

with a lot going on around

campus. We want students to ask

their families to come for Family

Weekend. This is a once a

semester or once a year

opportunity for students' parents

to visit."

i

t

Senate Cont...

Howard Lipman, Executive Director of
Research Development, discussed Parents
Weekend which is to be held on Oct. 5-6. Two
faculty representatives from each department were
invited to a social gathering sponsored by the

Parents Association. The faculty will meet with
parents and discuss the fundamentals and
procedures at UNCW.

Offering a Library Shuttle service was also

touched upon by the Faculty Senate. This
service will be offered once a month, on the

weekends, to any faculty member or graduate
student. The Library Shuttle will travel to the

Duke or Chapel Hill libraries for a fee. The
shuttle will allow extra research to be done at a

minimum cost.

One major concern with the Faculty Senate
is the reaccreditation process. The Senate must
see that the new regulations set by the Southern
Association for Colleges and Schools is met in a

timely manner. Dr. Ward, Director of the

Science and Math Center is the Chairman of the

self-study steering committee, which is

responsible for completing the final report.

With the Senate, Dr. Gurganus, feels the faculty

"may become a tool in voting new mechanisms
into the UNCW Curriculum."

Iraqi Students Threatened
(CPS) - Hoping to avoid

fights and violence between
Middle Eastern and American
collegians here at home, Iowa
State University (ISU) said it

would set up a forum to let

students vent their emotions
about the United States'

confrontation with Iraq

peacefully.

"Human nature being what it

is, there will be patriotic

overtures on both sides," said

Tom Thielen, ISU's vice

president for student affairs.

"We're not looking for anything

of a severe nature, but we think

things will happen."

Ohio State University officials

are also braced.

"It is inevitable that there will

be some problems of harassment

towards the Middle Eastern

students," said John Greisberger,

program director for International

Students and Scholars.

It's happened before.

In the 1970s, before Shah
Mohammed Reza Pahlavi was
ousted by the Ayatollah Ruhollah

Khomeini's revolution,
supporters and opponents of the

Shah regularly battled, often

violently, on U. S. campuses.

After Khomeini took power

and seized 52 American embassy
employees in Teheran as hostages

in November, 1979, anti-Iranian

demonstrations rocked American
campuses. Pro- Khomeini
Iranians also held rallies, which
were often disrupted by American
students.

But Bill Carroll of the

National Association for Foreign

Student Affairs, based in

Washington, D. C, doesn't

anticipate much fighting among
Middle Eastern and American
students on U. S. campuses
during this round of tension,

mostly because of the difference

in population.

In the late 1970s, more than

50,000 Iranian students were
enrolled at U. S. colleges. In the

early 1980s, students from oil-

producing countries still made up

more than a third of all foreign
students registered here.

"It's not like in 1980, when
we had a large group of Iranian

students," Carroll said.

Based on figures from the New
York-based Institute of
International Education, 770 Iraqi

students were enrolled o n
American campuses in 1989-90.
The number of Kuwaiti students
was 2,280.

CPS Shorts
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (CPS) -

The murders of five collegians in

and around the University of

Florida (UF) within three days

have left the campus community
in a state of panic, provoking

some students to leave campus
and others to hold protective

slumber parties.

"We can't emphasize too much
that students and other members
of the community have to be
keenly and intensely aware of

security issues," said John
Lombardi, president of UF, which

invited off-campus students to

move into newly secured on-

campus dorms.

All five of the slain students -

two of whom attended nearby

Santa Fe Community College -

were found within two miles of

the UF campus.

University of Illinois at

Champaign-Urbana students also

have raised concerns and
complaints about safety in the

wake of an Aug. 13 murder of a

student in her off-campus
apartment

society," Hobby said at a

legislative committee meeting,
"you cannot also be intellectually

honest and advocate black
universities any more than you
can advocate white universities."

Former TSU Regent Mack
Hannah replied, "I am shocked.
He is dead wrong about Texas
Southern."

HOUSTON (CPS) - Lt. Gov.
Bill Hobby suggested the state

close financially ailing,
predominantly black Texas
Southern University Aug. 27.

"If you believe in an integrated

NEWARK, N.J. (CPS) •

Rutgers University official David

Burns said Aug. 22 that his

school had become the first in the

country to stop giving
scholarships to ROTC (Reserve

Officer Training Corps) students

because of ROTC's policy

banning homosexuals from the

military.

Following ROTC's ultimately

futile efforts in March to retrieve

scholarship money from students

at Washington University in' St.

Louis, Harvard University and the

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology who it ultimately

found out were gay, more than 20

campus presidents signed letters

to the Pentagon asking it to

change its policy.

None of the schools, however,

has yet carried out a threat to

disassociate from the ROTC
program.
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SEAHAWK SPORTS

Uielinz

ensation.
Patrick Fowler
Sports Editor

Yes, Dear
It's Back

Hawks Ready for Home Meet

Again
It's September, the leaves are changing colors,

bands can be heard late Friday night, and the smell

of nachos and cold beer is everywhere. Yes, football

season is here once again, (sorry, girls.)

Let's face it, baseball might be called "the

American pastime'' but football is the one true

American sport. Where else can fans dress

themselves in outfits that look like a cross of

Liberace, Wayne Newton, Don Ho, and Bozo the

Clown.

Tell me another place that allows men (at least

I think they're men) to dress like Scarlet O'Hara in

need of a good nose job (pig snouts) holding the

world's tackiest umbrella into a ball park. Most
people would have them arrested for indecent

exposure and actions unbecoming a pig. It's

football, it's fanatical, it's weird!

Girls, brace yourself for sixteen weeks of sheer

living hell. Those who are rookies this season...

take all the advice you can from the girlfriends that

have been through this chaos known as the National

Football League.

It is something you can't stop, sidetrack, or

outdo. It's a sickness that will attack men at their

weak point, sheer animal violence. They will

become married to their T.V. sets, in love with their

hot pizzas, and enchanted with their remote controls.

There will be absolute quiet maintained in the

room, for they will claim they are studying and

analyzing every move made by the quarterback.

^Meaning if the play is successful for the home
team, it's good, otherwise it ain't worth sh%*!)

You might hear yelling and arguing coming
from the T.V. room... just ignore it. They are only

pleading with the teams to use reason and common
sense and stop torturing them to death.

A smash, crash, yelp, or loud thumps should

cause you no great worries, for they are either the

T.V. set getting the heave-ho out the window or

someone falling out of an easy chair yet again.

This usually occurs following a turnover by the

home team again.

If they comes in the kitchen at breakneck
speed just get out of their way it's not a hurricane,

only halftime, unless University of Miami is

playing that day.

Football occasionally brings out die best, more
often the worst, and always the animal in men. In

order to prepare you first-timers, and refresh you
veterans out there, I compiled ten do's and don'ts

that non-football fans should adhere to during a

game.

1) Don t ever ask a question during a play or

crucial moment. Always wait till the end of the

action and nicely inquire why the man in the white

hat threw a perfectly good yellow hankey on the

ground.

2) A T.V time-out is two minutes long. Stay

where you are unless you happen to be in front of

the kitchen door or bathroom. If you're there, hit

the deck and don't look up until you hear "And we're

back"

3) Have a endless supply of "Duracell" batteries

and a spare remote control on hand. A man who
can't find his remote to check the game on the other

channel is qoj a happy camper".

4) One Life To Live, Ryan's Hope and/or

General Hospital are never important enough to turn

to even if the home team is losing 63-0.

5) Beer... needs no explanation.

6) The words Touchdown, Clipping, wide
receiver, cut back, cornerback, and aerial assault are

not part of a foreign language but you never figure

them out anyway so don't bother to ask about them.

7) Never say number 43 has a cute butt. Most
men don't think so or care. All they want to know
is "Can he catch the damn ball?!"

8) Laughing at a fan who is having a fit over

his team turmoils is FOREBIDDEN. He doesn't

say a word to you while you in that mud pack!

9) Reaching for a piece of food in front of a

game could be hazardous to your health, not to

mention your arm.

10) It'sneverjustagame!!!!!

If you follow these simple helpful hints you
will be able to make your man happy and content.

And possibly extend your lifetime until basketball

season rolls around.

BY PATRICK FOWLER
SPORTS EDITOR

The Seahawks are off and running.

The UNCW men's and women's cross-country

teams are gearing up for the sixth annual Seahawk
Invitational being held Saturday at Brooks Field.

UNCW, under the direction of third year coach Bill

Cason expects to challenge perennial powers Navy
and William and Mary for the CAA title in

November.

Last season the Seahawks finished fourth in

the conference behind Navy, George Mason, and
William and Mary. The cross-country program is

still undergoing a facelift since the change from a

club program to varsity two years ago. The team is

still small in numbers and experience, but Cason
felt confident in the teams' chances this season.

"Teamwise, we're still a young, inexperienced

college team. We've set up a tough schedule so that

we'll running well in November, but we also have a

real chance to win every meet we're in," Cason said.

Junior Shawn Briton will lead the men's attack

this season. The Medford, N.Y., native was named
All-Conference after placing ninth in the CAA
Championships. Briton also finished in the top 50
(39) at the NCAA Southern Regional meet last

year. Briton led all Seahawk runners last season
with the lowest times and highest finishes.

"We're looking for Shawn to move up from the

conference level, where he has shown he is

competitive, to the national level," Cason said.

"We're hoping he will be able to take several

invitational victories and be the one to challenge for

the individual championships at the conference
meet."

Three other runners will challenge Briton for

the top spot on the men's side. Junior Larry
Jackson, sophomore Keith Gorski, Sam Bobbitt,

and newcomer Kristian Agnew will test one another
throughout the season.

Jackson, who is nursing a sore foot and may
not run Saturday, finished thirteenth at the CAA
meet last fall. Gorski was a strong long distance
runner for Cason during the '89 track season. The
sophomore finished second in the 10,000 meters at

the CAA outdoor meet last year.

Agnew who is part of the first real recruiting

class selected by Cason was ranked fourth nationally

at the high school level at the two mile distance.

riumcrrr
Fornier Seahawk cross-country runner, Beth Holt, tries to hold off t
charging opponnet in last year Seahawk InviuUonal.

The freshman also placed fourth in the 3,000 at the

Penn Relays in his senior season.

"These four runners should give Shawn all he
can handle," Cason said. "If they stay healthy, they
have the potential to finish in the top 10 at the
conference meet"

According to Cason the women's side of the
team will be anchored by the trio of Amy Jackson,
Karen Mattewson, and Kris Scott. Jackson and
Mattewson both had excellent freshman seasons.
The duo finished 14 and 16 in the CAA
Championships in '89. Scott, a fifdi year senior, is

returning to UNCW after four years. The last time
she raced for UNCW was in '86 conference
championships where she placed tenth.

"Both Amy and Karen finished were very young
last year and each has progressed a lot from last
season," said Cason. "Kris had an excellent summer
and is running stride for stride with the other two."

Cason is still looking for two more runners to
complete a solid first team attack. The spots will
be heavily contested as senior Jamie Oxendine,
junior Lalonnie Walker, and freshmen Trace Foley
and Janet Adams will all be gunning for the
positions.

UNCW finished second (men) and third
(women) at last year's Seahawk Invitational. The
meet will include teams from 13 universities. Last
year N.C. State was victorious in both the men's
and women's divisions. South Carolina finished
second ahead of the Lady Seahawks. Both UNCW
finishes were the highest in the school history at the
meet.

"It would be good for both teams to open the
year with victories," Cason said. "The women have
never won an invitational and the men won their
first last year."

The team has been training since school started
gearing up for their first meet. They run twice a
day, five days a week. Two of the days are spent in
the weight room lifting and strengthening muscles.
Following their weight workouts they head out for
their daily runs.

"The guys right now are averaging 10-12 miles
while the girls run 6-8," said Cason. "To say the
crew is a little hungry for the first meet would be an
understatement."

The Invitational will began on Brooks Field in
front of the new University Union. The men's race
starts at 8:30 am and the women's meet at 9:15.
High schools will also take part in the Invitational
as 20-25 teams begin competition af 10:15
following the women's race.

UNCW Drops Two Over Weekend
BY SIgl SHF,R1FIF,1,P
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

UNCW lost a pair of Colonial Athletic

Association men's soccer matches this weekend,
falling to James Madison and George Mason by

identical 3-0 scores.

The Seahawks (1-2-1), faced what Blackmore
felt were the two toughest teams in the league this

season. JMU and GMU were both preseason top

twenty canadiates. Blackmore had felt before the

season started that both JMU and GMU would be

tough contests.

Saturday, playing without fullback Mike
Gerics, who was suspended after picking up his

second yellow card, the Seahawks fell behind early

when JMU's Ricky Engelfried headed a corner kick

for a 1-0 lead. The score came just 14 minutes into

the contest putting the Seahawks in a early defeciL

"A man down against a good team means
problems," head coach Jackie Blackmore said. He
also felt if the intensity of the team had been higher,

the match against Madison could have resulted in a

one goal game instead of the Seahawks's shutout.

JMU attacked relentlessly outshooting the

Seahawks 14-4 on the day. The furious action in

front of the UNCW net kept senior goaltender, John
Pinter, always on the move.

"The pressure was on," Blackmore exclaimed.

In Sunday's contest with GMU, the Seahawks
played with more intensity and aggressiveness.

Blackmore expressed he was pleased with the

performace level of the Seahawks showed against

the Patriots compared to Saturday's action.

"We played pretty hard (Sunday) and we are

headed in the right direction," Blackmore said.

GMU benefitting from the Gerics's penalty
Saturday that forced him to sit out the contest,was

on the attack all day. Using a one man advantage

the Patriots swarmed the Seahawks's goal mouth.
Only the solid performace of goalie John Pinter kept

the margin respectable.

"John made excellent saves against George
Mason; he saved a lot of shots," said keeper trainer,

Buck Rawler. Pinter made 16 saves over the

weekend. The defeat extends a seven game losing

streak to the Patriots.

UNCW has never beat GMU since they began

playing them in '84. In that time they have been

outscored 26-1 with their closeest margin of defeat

being a 2-0 loss in '88.

"The best part of this weekend was that four out
of these five road games are over, " Blackmore said.

The Seahawks face Methodist today for their

fifth consecutive away match. Then the Seahawks
returns home for three home contest against the

Citadel, Navy, and American. The Seahawks have
never beaten Navy and American only once since

'84. However last season, UNCW battled the
Midshipmen to a 0-0 tie and lost to American
narrowly 1-0. The Seahawks also played the games
back to back during an injured-filled year.

UNCW has never lost to Methodist holding a
5-0-1 advantage over them. The last UNCW victory

coming in "85 when the Seahawks won 3-1.

Blackmore felt that the match could be victorious

for UNCW if they play with the same intensity they
showed in their first two games.

"If we can do that, we will be all-right,"

Blackmore said. " Methodist is a strong team, a lot

like Campbell."

Came time of the match is 4 p.m.

Notes. Hawks Set To Par The Course
The men's and women's golf team swing into

action this week as the teams begin their 1990
campaigns.

The women's team opens their season Friday in

Farmville, Virginia to defend their title at the

Longwood Invitational. Last season the Lady
Seahawks enjoyed one of their best years. The team
won three tournaments last season including the

Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference (ECAC)
Championships.

The Seahawks finished the year ranked 25 in the

nation and third among teams in the
Mideast/Atlantic region. UNCW also set several

firsts for the squad. The Seahawks broke their

school team stroke average 315.33 mark. Four
times during the season, the team shot rounds of
300 strokes or less.

Individually, graduated senior Paula
Brzostowski was invited to play in the NCAA
women's Golf Championships in Hilton Head, S.C.

Brzostowski was the top rated player in the Mideast

region and ranked 16 in the country last year. She
finished 42 at the Championships and was named an

honorable mention All-America.

The loss of Brzotowski will be tough but head

coach Lee Dudley felt this year's team could surpass

last year squad.

"With the girl's we redshirted and the incoming

freshman, along with the improvement of those

returning, we should be even stronger," said Dudley.

Dudley will rely on the experience of senior

Nina van Drumpt and sophomore Linda Hull to

' *

assume a leadership position on the squad. Van
Drumpy finished last season with the second best

strokes per-round average (78.19). She shot her

lowest round of the season (69) on the final day of

competition against Longwood. Hulls, who over
the summer finished second in the Richmond City

Women's Tournament, returns this season after

being redshirted last year.

Calvin Lane's men are prime and ready to go as

the men's golf team begin the first of five fall

tournaments appearances at the Tom O'Briant

Memorial on the campus of Gilford College in

Greensboro, N.C. The Seahawks will again have a

young team but will have the needed experience that

they lacked last season.

"It's seem like you're always young, but we
have youth and talent," Lane said. All of the

sophomores this year have played in a lot of
tournaments, so they're been fortunate to get that

experience."

Scott Crocker is the top returning player for

Lane. Last season, as a freshman ,he began slow but

used the experience of match play to become one of
the clutch players for UNCW toward the end of the

year. He finished with a 77.7 stroke average and
was a principal contributor to the team best total

turnout (234) at last year CAA Championships.

Be sure to check the Seahawk sports page next
week for an indepth look at the status of our UNCW
Football Club and it's fight to be upgraded to a

varsity program.

I

tv,_ c - _ ~ ., PHOTO PY AMY BAKERTwo Seahawk blocker! stuff a spike attempt in UNCW s home win
Wednesday s night against Winlhrop. The Hawks won lS-'O 15-1

1

9-15, 15-10.
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Volunteer Through Th e Leadership Center
The LEADERSHIP CENTER encourages students
to seek volunteer opportunities. To assist students
in pursuing community service, The Leadership
Center has numerous agencies that are in need of

student volunteers on file. The Leadership Center
would also like to recognize students for their
volunteer efforts by selecting a VOLUNTEER OF
THE MONTH. If you or your student group is

actively pursuing community service please let The
Leadership Center know of your efforts. If you have
any questions concerning volunteer opportunities
please contact The Leadership Center.

Imnrovf Writing SkilU
Freewriting, clustering and other techniques for
improving writing skills and increasing productivity
as well as marketing strategies and critiquing skills
will be discussed at a beginner's creative writing
class offered by UNCW's office of Special
Programs.

The class will meet Wednesdays, October 3-
November 28 (no class November 21) from 7-8
p.m. Registration deadline is September 26. Fee is

$55 if registration is received by September 19, and
$60 after that date. For more information or to
register by credit card, call (919) 395-3195.

Eckankar r,rn
1in Holding M^'w

Do you wonder what that yearning feeling is deep
inside your self? Do you wonder why your
"hunches" and dreams come true? Do you wonder
why you dream at all? Does your religious path
answer all of your questions about life, love and
God? Do you wonder if there isn't more to "life"

than what you know of?
If you "wonder" about such things then you are
welcome to attend an introductory talk on
ECKANKAR. The talk will be on September 20,
1990 in Room 206 of the Social & Behavioral
Science Building and will last one hour from 7:30-

8:30 p.m. Everyone is welcome and there is no fee.

If you have any questions, call Dan Geis at 395-
7541 (work) or 675-9939 after 7:30 p.m.

Astronomy Class Offered

A course designed for anyone interested in the night

sky will be offered by the UNCW Office of Special

Programs, on Thursdays, October 4- November 15,

from 8-9:30 p.m. Discussions will include famous
astronomers, the solar system (the planets),

constellations, how to choose a telescope and use it

, colors of stars, black holes and life in space.

Registration deadline is September 27. Fee is $35
if registration is received by September 20, $40 after

that date. For more information or to register by
credit card, call (919) 395-3195.

I.nst And Found

The campus Lost and Found is located at the

Information Center in the University Union. If you

have found anything, please bring it by. If you have

lost anything, please stop by and leave your name,

phone number and description of the item so you

can be notified if it is found. Common things to

look for in the Lost and Found include keys, books,

glasses, clothing, jewelry, wallets, and ID cards.

Regular hours are Mon-Fri, 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. and

Sat-Sun, Noon - 10 p.m.

loin The Fellowship Of Christian

Athletes

The Fellowship of Christian Athletes meets every

Tuesday night in Trask Coliseum Room 142 at

7:30 p.m. Everyone is welcome! You do not have

to be an athlete to attend- the purpose of the group

is to present to coaches and athletes, and all who

they influence, the challenge and adventure of

receiving Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord, serving

Him in their relationships and in the fellowship of

the church.

Learn More About Health

The UNCW Healthstyles Club will be presenting a

speaker on Monday, September 24 in Room 206 of

the University Union. The speaker's name is Kathy

Steele from the general Health Department. She
will cover such topics as nutritional tips for

students, fast food and healthy eating for sports.

Armv Recruitment Forum

Interested in receiving a commission in the U.S.

Army? Major John Creech from the North Carolina

Army National Guard will hold an information

forum for all students interested in Officer Candidate

School. It will be held at the ROTC classroom on

September 26 at 3 p.m. Contact Captain Shelley

Mahood for more information at 395-3734.

Outdoor Adventure Network Meeting

The Outdoor Adventure Network will hold its first

meeting September 24 at 7:oo p.m. in the

Leadership Center, Room 212 of the University

Union. This program is aimed at students who
would like to help organize or participate in outdoor

activities such as backpacking, rock climbing, white

water rafting, sailing and mountain biking. If you
are interested, please stop by the Leadership Center

in Room 212 of the University Union to sign up.

Christoph Claims Discrimination
BY PATRICK EWI,FR

SPORTS EDITOR

Monday morning an executive committee of the

UNCW board of trustees met in the Madeline Suite and
listened to fourteen and one half hours of testimony
revolving around sexual discrimination charges made by
former head women's basketball coach, Marilyn
Christoph levied against the university and Athletic
Director Bill Brooks. After hearing closing arguments
into the wee hours of Tuesday morning, the committee
decided to defer its decision until after the October third

meeting of the full board of trustees.

Last Thursday, the former coach was back on the

UNCW campus but this time she was armed with an
attorney and sexual discrimination charges. . . .

Charges she claims were brought on by Athletic
Director Bill Brooks' lack of concern for women's
athletics. Christoph is seeking to be reinstated by the

University and be rehired for the remaining three years
she can teach before mandatory retirement. She is

asking the board to grant her a salary comparable to

what she received before her departure. Last season
Christoph was paid $37,000 by the University to coach
the women's basketball team and to teach.

Christoph charged that UNCW had violated Title

IX of the Education Federal Amendments of 1972 in

regards to sexual discrimination. The text, as found in

the student handbook, reads as follows ".
. .No person

in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of,

or be subjected to discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance."

Students To Pay For
Administrative Move

Ex-women's basketball coach Marilyn Christoph is claiming
that she faced sexual bias during her employ at UNCW. A
recommendation to the Board of Trustees is due October third.

Christoph maintained that she faced discrimination

in both benefits and funding for her program. She felt

that Brooks had neglected to tell her of problems that

existed in her program and the reasons behind her

dismissal from the university last year.

"If there was any problem with me or my coaching

program, why didn't anyone talk to me about it?" said

Christoph.

According to A.D. Brooks, Provost and Vice
Chancellor of Affairs Cahill, and Chancellor William
Wagoner, the university officially released coach
Christoph because of low graduation rates, morale
problems, threats of boycotts, and money
appropriations.

Christoph denied knowledge of any of the above
charges except that graduation rates and money
expenditures. She contended that Mr. Brooks brought
her a pie chart on Feb. 1, outlining the graduation rates

of her teams over a ten year period from '79-'89. It

supposedly showed that the women's basketball
program contained the lowest percentage of athletes that

graduated compared to the other sports at UNCW.
It was at that time that Brooks asked the coach for

her resignation from the women's program. The chart

was argued by Christoph attorney.Lynn Fontana, as

inaccurate and unfair comparison to other sports at

UNCW. Christoph claimed that she had graduated 21-

22 players who remained with the program but said

Brooks counted all the recruits they played under her.

See Christoph
page 3
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BY JENNIFER YOUNG
STAFF WRITER

For the second time in ten years,

the University Union is expanding.

Last spring, construction began on

the Union Annex building which is

scheduled to be completed b y

February 1st.

Vice Chancellor Bob Walton said

student fees paid for this University

Union and are also paying for the

Annex building. Before construction

could begin, a University warehouse

had to be "moved" as well as the

ROTC and physical plant buildings.

According to Walton and members of

his staff, student fees paid for a new
metal warehouse and more that half

of a new physical plant building as

well as moving the ROTC department

into a new building. As construction

began, the old brick warehouse
building was renovated and became

part of the new building said Carl

Dempsey, Associate Vice Chancellor

for Business Affairs. The cost of the

new warehouse was nearly one
million dollars. The amount of

student generated funds that paid for

the physical plant and the ROTC
move is unknown by those

questioned about this project.

In the minutes of the Union

Expansion Project Committee, the

Student Affairs office was told that

approximately 1000 square feet would
be reserved for a group of University

offices. Though the Annex building

is not scheduled to be completed
until February 1, Anne Devaney said

the personnel division will be

occupying 4,400 square feet by mid

October, more than four times the

original estimate. According to the

Student Affairs office, there was
never a choice given to the students

or the Student Affairs office to place

offices in the Union Annex that

would provide student services.

One of the reasons the Annex was

built was to allow for increased

meeting space for the many
registered student organizations and

other campus groups. The blueprints

for the new Annex contain one small

meeting room (up to 25 people). The
building does allow for increased
large areas such as room 100 in the

present Union. The Annex will house

a coffeehouse, a game room, a

ballroom which will be divisible into

three smaller rooms, and a new post

office. The post office will open
January 2. The remainder of the

building is not scheduled to be open
until after spring break.
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The Union annex is being built with student fees, yet, administrative offices are planned to take up
over 4000 square feet of the building space. Some students feel that this is unfair. Student Affairs
sources claim that they were never given an opportunity to claim space for student-oriented offices such
as the Dean of Students.

Leutze Posts Hours- For Students
On this past Monday, Chancellor Leutze put into effect a policy that offers student

hours to anyone who wishes to voice a problem or talk with the Chancellor. Previously,

it was a custom for a student to schedule an appointment. The Chancellor hopes this new
policy will result in better communications between the student body and himself.

"With posted student hours, students will have access to me on a drop in basis,

convenient to them and me. Knowing what is going on with the students is good for me
as well as the institution."

The student hours are from 3:00 p.m.-5:0O p.m. every Monday, and any student who
has an emergency is given immediate access to Chancellor Leutze.

UNCW Responds To Negative Commentary
RV PHILLIP LOIir.HLIN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

A mixture of anger and agreement
greeted a letter to the editor by Dr.

Moshe Amon which appeared in the

Wilmington Morning Star and again

in The Seahawk two weeks ago. The
letter contained what many felt to be
a condemnation of students at

UNCW. Among the controversial
points were the suggestions that "it

is not likely that any of the students

who graduate from the Wilmington
campus with a B.A. degree will ever
be first ... " and that "the average

B.A. who graduates from this campus
is unable to read (and understand) on
his own, even a relatively simple
college-level text."

"I wasn't trying to criticize,"

said Dr. Amon in response to the

furor. "I only wanted to point out
some of my concerns."

Amon felt that the editors at the

Star had cut his letter in such a way
as to make it seem too harsh. H e

compared the treatment of the letter

to that of guests in the legendary
city of Sodom and Gomorrah. "Every
home had a bed for guests. The
thing is, if the guesj did not fit the

bed perfectly ... if their feet hung
out, then they would be cut off. That

is what happened to my article,"

said Amon, "they cut off my feet."

In order for The Seahawk to run

the letter, the editor agreed not to

make any changes. This, thought
Amon, would help people to better

understand the true meaning of his

writing. After the second run of the

piece, letters poured into The
Seahawk offices. Students and
faculty members were still incensed

at some of the statements which
seemed overly critical.

Chancellor Leutze responded to

the letter with a letter of his own
which appeared in the Star and The
Seahawk the next week. In the

letter, Leutze pointed out successful

graduates that defied the

generalizations of Amon's column.
Some of his examples included the

100% pass rate of UNCW nursing

students and the earnings level of

UNCW graduates.

Later, Leutze stated that, "I'm not

angry with Dr. Amon. I want it

clear that I have no personal debate

with him. He is perfectly free to

state his opinion.

"However, it was my feeling that

I should say something in defense of

the majority of our students," he
continued. "Not to do so was to

acquiesce in what I read to be a

general indictment of our students.

"In some cases, the issue is one

of whether one can or should make a

sweeping generalization. ... It

doesn't seem to be fair or

reasonable."

Leutze agrees that he i s

interested in promoting an active

learning environment. "I do think

that they need to ask questions and

be involved," said the Chancellor.

"I am very interested in improving

the intellectu: 1 atmosphere around
campus."

The Chancellor also said that he

thought it may be a question of

which formula to use for

improvement. "Myself, I don't find

it effective to open a discussion with

criticism."

Dr. James Megivern, Chairman
of the Department of Philosophy and

Religion (Amon's department),
echoed many of Leutze's sentiments.

He felt that Amon has every right to

voice his concerns. "I had no

objection to his expressing his

opinion," said Megivern. "I think

that's part of what the University is

about. ... I agreed with some of

what he had to say and disagreed with

some. That is what I would expect

from any of my colleagues."

Megivern felt that some of the

concern may have come from the
timing of the piece. "Being at the

beginning of the year, everyone is

still trying to get off on a good
start."

"One great problem," Megivern
acknowledged, was
overgeneralization. You can count
on that (overgeneralization) being
erroneous. Some of what he said,

though, is without contradiction. It's

not malicious or finger pointing.

He's trying to draw sharper attention

to problems."

Megivern said that some of the
problem may be purely geographic,
pointing out the fact that UNCW is

in a rare position as the only
university in a one hundred mile
radius. This fact, coupled with the

economic status of the area

See Responses
page 3
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Alliance Keeps Earth Day Every Day Health And wellness
BY TIMOTHY B All,

STAFF WRITER

Forty people sat quietly
in the light blue meeting room
of New Hanover Library on
Monday September 17. Some
sat waiting to express concerns.
Some sat waiting to express an
idea. Qjhers were there only to

see what others had to say.

They were all joined by a

common concern over the local

environment.

It was the first meeting
of the Earth Day Alliance since

Earth Day '90. A strong

sentiment existed in all of the

members of the Earth Day
Alliance not to let another
twenty years pass before the

environment and environmental
problems are approached again.

Group leader, Andy Wood,
stated even though Earth Day
'90 (April 22, 1990) was a

success around the world, what
are we going to do about 1991?

It is the intention of
members of Earth Day Alliance
Inc. to make every day a
celebration of the planet Earth
and to make a step forward in
the environmental education of
the American public.

Last April, volunteers
with the Earth Day Alliance
bought and planted over 47,000
trees in the southeastern North
Carolina area. A convention on
environmental concerns at the
Coast Line Convention Center
attracted approximately 5,000
people. People around the
world remembered and worked
towards solutions to the
environmental problems of the
world.

"The environmental
movement seems to have lost

some of its momentum since

last April." said Wood. He is

quick to add that he does not

intend that to be a negative
statement, but rather that he

wants the concerns of the
environment to be in the

forefront of peoples minds as

much as possible. "Earth Day
was good." muttered a young
lady from one of the local high

Members of the Earth

Day Alliance want to live

according to the credo of
thinking globally and acting

locally. "We can not do much
about the problems on the other

side of the world, but we can

influence what happens here in

southeastern North Carolina."

Wood said.

Wood speaks easily on
the subject. He finds there are

environmental concerns that

Big Sweep will be taking place on
North Carolina beaches Saturday,

September 22.

schools. "But when people
still pollute, we need to still

tell them what we are doing to

the Earth."

Members of the Earth

Day Alliance want the group to

remain a grassroots movement.
It focuses on the local

community, and wants people

to get involved in the area

where they live. Some of the

projects that they are working
on include the restoration if the

bicycle path around Greenfield

Park, and planting of trees in

high erosion areas. They are

also involved in the actions of

the Big Sweep that will b e

taking place on North Carolina

beaches Saturday, September
22.

need to be addressed in our own
community. He is worried
about the increasing destruction

of the native wetlands and the
cutting of trees in areas that

were ecologically sound.

Despite his concern
over environmental problems,
Wood sees his role and the role

of the Earth Day Alliance as
one that is not confrontational,

but educational in nature.
Wood does not want to be the

spokeperson in an
environmental confrontation.

•
"Earth Day Alliance is

not Greenpeace. It is not the

Sierra Club. We don't have the

money or manpower for that

kind of work, what we can do is

educate the people about the

problems that the environment

is going through." Wood says.

"I don't mean that as a negative

but there is a limit to what we
can do. We don't have zodiac

boats and a mother ship like

Greenpeace, so we have to put

our primary interest into
education."

University students
during the late sixties and early

seventies had the time to

organize and lead the
environmental movement during

that era. Students have time
schedules that are more fluid

and adaptable to search for
environmental problems and to

work towards productive
solutions. Wood listed a

variety of ways that the average

college student can help the

environment. Ideas ranging
from asking UNCW grounds
keepers what fertilizer they use
on the university lawns,
recycling and using recycled

materials, to taking an extra

bag to beach year round (not
just during Big Sweep) to pick
up the debris others have left

behind.

Wood puts the problem
in perspective. "At one time, I

believed that we were the

stewards of the planet. But now
I think that we are simply
stewards of ourselves The
planet is going to survive no
matter what we do to it

However, we may not survive
all of the problems that we
create for ourselves."
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
EARN EXTRA MONEY FOR THOSE
UNEXPECTED EXPENSES AND
SAVE A LIFE AT THE SAME TIME

BICYCLE TO BE GIVEN AWAY
DRAWING OCTOBER 1ST

Bring A Buddy To

S Donate With You And

Earn
$5.00 Extra

\\
J

With Coupon. Expir«» 10/4/90

Wilmington Donor Comer
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New Donors Receive :

$15.00 I

First 3 Donations
With Coupon. Expires 10/4/90 >

Wilmington Donor Center ;

Wilmington Donor Center
763-5213-763-0224

Hours: Mon.-Frl. 8 A.M.-6 P.M. • Sat. 8 AM -2 P.M.

1
BSN

STUDENTS.

Enter the Air Force

immediately after gradua-

tion — without waiting for the

results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air

Force nurse officer. And if selected

during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship

at a major Air Force medical facili-

ty. To apply, you'll need an overall

2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the

Air Force. Call

SGT FRED MILLER
STATION-TO-STATION COLLECT

803-554-8759
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ISCREAM
You Scream, Wi All Scream
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BETTER THAN SE X
OUR ANNUAL
CHOCOLATE
lVvers SALE

20% OFF ALL

MUNSON'S CHOCOLATES
SUGAR FREE CHOCOLATES TOO!

WE GIFT WRAP AND SHIP

MESSAGE BALLOONS $1.79

WE ALSO DO ICE CREAM
CAKES AND. PARTIES

LOCATED IN THE GALLERIA
6800 WRIGHTSVILLE AVE.

256-3227

Provides Services
BY TAWANA WATTS

STAFF WRITER

The Student Health and
Wellness Center provides many
services but the center's goal is to

provide quality health care for all

students. Any student who is

enrolled at the University for six

or more credit hours are eligible to

receive medical care. Students
taking less than six credit hours
are also eligible to receive medical
care , but for a minimal fee.

The center's services include
treatment of upper respiratory
infections, accidents, urinary tract

infections, contraceptive
counseling, allergy injections,

gynecological examinations,
sexually transmitted diseases,
laboratory testing, and crisis

intervention/referral.

In addition to all of these
services there is a free self-help

cold care machine located in the

Wellness office. It dispenses
Sudafed, Benadryl, Ibuprofen,
Tylenol, thermometers, and
condoms. All instructions and
precautions are written on the

medication, but if you have any
questions about the medication
you wish to take, the staff are

more than helpful in answering
any questions.

Besides the wellness of the

students, the center is also

interested in prevention health
care, and they reflect this through

they're involvement with a variety .

of groups on campus.

Contraceptive Seminars are

held at the Residence Life
Activities Center every other
week. The Diabetes Support
Group, Health Style Group, and
the Wellness Pod are also

associated with the center. The
Contraceptive Seminars are
informative and before
contraceptives are prescribed , the

patient's attendance is mandatory.

The Diabetes Support Group is

structured to help people with
diabetes adjust to college life

without feeling restricted. The
Health Style Group and the

Wellness Pod are interested in

promoting a healthy attitude in

their lifestyle. The Health Style

Club is trying to promote fitness

on campus. One of the projects

they're working on i s

collaborating with the Food
Service Committee to improve the

selections at the cafeteria. There
is an entire floor at Schwartz Hall
called the Wellness Pod. These
students are very active, and they
all promote a healthy attitude.

The Health and Wellness
Center is open from 8:30 a.m. to

5:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday. There is also an
emergency number that students

can call 24 hours a day for medical
information 763-5182.

Alumnus Estell Lee
Donates Athletic Grant

Estell C. Lee, former owner
and president of Almont Shipping

Company and a 1955 graduate of

Wilmington College (now the

University of North Carolina at

Wilmington), has endowed two
athletic scholarships to the

UNCW Student Aid Association,

also known as the Seahawk Club.

"Estell Lee's gift of more than

$140,000 is the largest single

contribution ever made to the
Student Aid Association," said

Jennifer Alley, executive director

of the association. "It will

permanently endow two athletic

scholarships."

"Because of people like Estell

our athletic program can continue

to grow and succeed in the

recruiting of the finest student

athletes in the country. We are

very appreciative of her generosity

in endowing these scholarships for

the young men and women who
wear the green and gold of
UNCW," said Alley.

A native of Loris, S.C., Lee
earned her Associate in Arts degree

in business from Wilmington
College in 1955. She has lived in

Wilmington since 1953.

Lee currently serves on the

Board of Directors of Wachovia
Corporation, Carolina Power &
Light, Cape Fear Memorial
Hospital, the UNCW Student Aid
Association, and is a member of
the N.C. Board of Transportation.

She is former chairman of United

sWay and President of Greater
Wilmington Chamber of
Commerce.

"I believe in the university's
system of supporting education
through a scholarship program.
The caliber of students
participation in our athletic
programs can and win be enhanced
by the scholarship program,"
stated Lee.

"It is my desire to help
support UNCW athletics with an
ongoing gift. I believe endowing
these scholarships is the best way
to show my support in lasting
manner."
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esponses Cont.

contribute to a potential
problem. He stated that the
economy has not been used to

support the educational system
like it has in other parts of the

country. "It's clear that many
students here have less
familiarity with the world than

others. . . . There is no need
to blame anybody for it, but it

remains bottom line that there

are problems with the early
education of many of our
students."

Some other faculty
members showed ambiguous
feelings toward the letter. "It

was provocative," said one,

who wished to be anonymous.
"But it's good to stir things up.

. . . to have a devil's advocate
around.

"It was not carefully written

though. It seemed a little

offensive, but there was an
element of truth. Even so, we
do have good students."

Dr. Charles Lewis,
Chairman of Health and
Physical Education felt that

most of the response to the

letter has been reactionary. "I

think some of what he says is

probably worth merit, although

I would hate to overgeneralize.

I've taught some very capable

students. I am pleased to see

that someone is at least

onsidering how they perceive

students."

Kenneth Lemon, Student
Body President, also found the

generalizations unfortunate. "I

feel that the quality of UNCW
students is higher than the

generalizations made in Dr.

Amon's commentary. I do
believe that all students should

strive for a higher level of
excellence.

"I think [Amon's] concerns

are legitimate. I don't know
that he used the best material

for backing his statements, for

example, the level of training

the N.Y. students were on. I

don't in any way disagree with

the system of learning
established by UNCW. The
primary function is to make
students marketable in the job
field, however; I do agree with

Dr. Amon that certain values

should be pursued by students

on an individual basis."

According to Mimi
Cunningham, Executive
Director of University
Relations, there has been little

reaction from the off-campus
community. "I haven't heard a

lot," she said, "but some
people have mentioned it to

me."

Cunningham is glad that

Leutze responded to the letter

though. "Not all of our
students are passive. . . . That

is a key point. . . that you
can't overgeneralize."

Sexual Assnalt Information

MYTH: Men can't stop themselves once they
become aroused.

FACT: Men are responsible for their actions and
controlling their minds and bodies, just like women
are. When a man says he couldn't help himself or
couldn't stop - he is doing some self-serving

rationalization. The pressure of sexual desire does
not overpower a man and is never the motive for rape.
- Provided by UNCW Sexual Assault Prevention and
Education Program

Christoph Cont.

She also contends that several

graduates were not mention in the

survey, like former assistant Darci

Wilson.

"Mr. Brooks told me that the

chart reflected the lowest

graduation rate on campus,"
Christoph said "He also said the

press determines personnel matters

at this university. He gave me no

other reason for asking me to

resign"

Brooks admitted that he did

take in consideration several Star

News sports stories in determining

that a look into the women's
program was needed. However, he

insisted the articles had no bearing

on his decision to recommend
Christoph's removal as coach.

"I based my decision on
several precedents," said Brooks.

"Those being complaints made by

players, possible boycotts, and

graduation rates," said Brooks

Another charge made by
Christoph was that the Athletic

Department continued to give

"second class treatment" to the

women's programs. They, [the

women's basketball team}, had to

use a classroom for changing and

the men's restroom because the

department hadn't given them a

spot near the court for home
contest. Christoph produced a

memo she sent to Brooks on Dec.

IS '89 requesting better facilities

for the athletes. She was told

instead that she would have to use

the locker room in Hanover Hall

because the visiting teams in the

referees were to occupy the locker

rooms in the back of Trask.

"I asked Brooks for alternate

facilities to place my athletes

since their normal locker room is

located way back in Hanover Hall

during home games," Christoph

said. "He got back to me a couple

days later and told me that I

couldn't use the locker room

l I I I I I I I I l I l
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located in Trask because they had

been reserved. That left us with

the classroom so we put up pieces

of paper in front of the window to

insure privacy."

Brooks deny ever saying that

the team had to used a classroom

as a changing area. He contends

he only told them that they
couldn't use the locker rooms at

the back of the court in Trask.

Brooks contends that decision

was motivated by a CAA letter

requesting better security for the

referees. The letter was the result

of officials reporting that they

were being hassle at the men's

games last season by fans.

"I made the decision to treat

the officials for the women's
games the same as the one for the

men's contest," Brooks said. "I

told her (Christoph) she couldn't

use the courtside locker rooms. I

never told them they had to use a

classroom at halftime. That was
her decision."

Christoph throughout the

hearing denied knowledge of any

morale problems, meal monies
appropriations, or dissention

between herself and the athletic

department. Although Christoph

did receive a memo May 26, '89.

from Provost and Vice Chancellor

of Academic Affairs stating that

her program would be closely

monitor during the '89-'90 season.

She was never under the

impression that the inspection

wasn't short of anything routine.

"It was never my perception

from his memo, that my job was

in jeopardy," Christoph said. "I

went to see Cahill after Mr.

Brooks asked me to resign. Dr.

Cahill said he was extremely

surprised, because I always gotten

good recommendations."

Paul Eaglin, legal counsel for

the defense, stipulated during the

hearing that Christoph was
unaware and unsympathetic to the

players she coached. Eaglin tried

to call former players to the stand.

A move that was heavily

objected to by prosecuting

counselor Fontana. She
stimulated that either all the

players should be called up or

none at all. Chairman Peter

Fensel allowed Eaglin to call two
players to testify. Both Kelly

Kincaid and Jennifer Bennett stated

there was severe morale problems

on the team. The players were
also concern with how money
would be given to them on the

road

"We're are suppose to sign a

form before we could get our

money to eat but several times the

forms were blank," said Kincaid.

"I didn't want to sign the blank

piece paper but Darci (Wilson)

told me to just sign it."

Bennett agreed with Kincaid

that there were times that she too

didn't know how much money she

was suppose to receive per meal

but acknowledge that there was a

dollar amount of some kind on the

paper.

"We were told to not question

the money given out but the

amount shown on th paper wasn't

the amount I receive," said

Bennett. "It might be a total

amount that we would receive as a

team but I'm not sure."

"During the course of the

season there were many times

when I and the team felt that coach

gave up on us," Kincaid said

"Several times during the season

we call meeting together and

discuss our problems."

One of those meetings took

place at Kincaid's apartment.

After talking several hours as a

team, they called Assistant

Athletic Director Pat Howie for

help. Howie in turn set up a

meeting with Christoph. The

players met with Christoph and

assistant coach Darci Wilson to

discuss morale problems, missing

sweat suits, and money
appropriations given to the players

on the road. Both players said that

most of the players came out of

the program with no more clear

understating of the meal
appropriations that when they

started.

Eaglin, surmised that it was
incidents like this happen often
and were the grievance that Brooks
kept hearing from individual
players. The defense also called
former assistant coach Laura
Gunnels to the stand to testify her
accounts that Christoph kept a
"slush fund" for herself with the
extra money left over for meal
appropriations by the university.

However this charge wasn't never
proven convincingly but added
further doubt to the character of
the former coach.

These were the facts presented

before the executive committee.

They met after the hearing to

discuss the evidence presented

before them. After sifting through

all the information the committee

will issue a recommendation
before the full board of trustees,

Oct. 3.

Christoph has asked if her

claims are found valid that she

would like to return to the

university as a P.E teacher for

three more years. Currently she is

employed at Enloe High School in

Raleigh as a Physical Education

teacher.

"I think that's a fair request,"

said Christoph. "This is my
home. I need a job."

Eaglin disagrees, "She isn't in

need of a job she has one already."

Both parties will have stay

put until the Board decide where
anyone works.
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THE SEAHAWK

The Seahawk welcomes Letters to the
Editor. These should be typed and include the authors
name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The
Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany
letter or to edit lettersfor the purpose of space or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,
601 South College Rd., Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The
Seahawk.

The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 p.m. Monday for Thursday's paper. The
Advertising deadline is also 5 p.m. Monday. There is a
20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has
passed.

The Siahawk't phone numbers are 395-3789 for
business staffand 395-3229for the editorial division.
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True Friendship Requires Sincerity:

Editorials
|

Helms' Stand On
Drugs Is Riddled
With Contradiction

In the recent onslaught of political ads on television, Jesse

Helms has attacked Harvey Gantt as being soft on drug
dealers. "The death penalty for drug dealers. Jesse Helms
says 'yes'. Harvey Gantt says 'no'."

Why is it then that Helms supports the market for a drug
that killed over 300,000 Americans last year? He continues

to stand for price support programs in the federal

government which perpetuate growing of tobacco and
continued profits for large tobacco companies.

For years, the Surgeon General's office has tried to
educate the American people and discpurage them from
smoking. In fact, the programs have significantly reduced
the rate of smoking in America. (This bears a striking

contradiction to the rate of illegal drug use, which has
skyrocketed in the last few years, despite the Drug War.)
The Surgeon General may have had more success saving the

lives of Americans, if not for Jesse Helms. The money
necessary to supply the tobacco companies' marketing

^strategies was supplied, in some part, by the federal
"government. (That is the same government, by the way,
"•which cannot seem to scrape up enough money to improve
-the dismal state of education, or reduce the staggering federal

deficiL)

According to the Gantt political ads, Helms has one of the

worst voting records on education in the senate. Granted,
the information in political ads must be taken with a grain of
salt. But if the ads are even close to the truth, Helms must
think that government money is better spent on an industry

that we don't even need, than on education. And the
financial losses don't end there.

The tobacco industry's continued existence doesn't just

mean higher taxes; America is paying for it in the higher cost

of health care, the increasing costs in health insurance, and
loss of productivity.

But by far the most ridiculous battle over smoking is the
one in the federal government. It is a battle between tha
likes of Jesse Helms and the likes of the Surgeon General.
Where do the American people fit in? In their usual role

—

footing the bill. . . for both sides.

It is time for the people to take a stand on one side or the
other. They can support Jesse Helms who wants to kill drug
dealers (and 300,000 smokers per year), or they can support
the Surgeon General's office and similar organizations "

Which seek to eradicate drug abuse in all forms. The people
will be best heard in one place: the voting booth.

"I'm tired of being around so
many insincere people." "So
many of my friends seem
shallow." "I wish people would
stop playing so many games; they

say they feel one way and behave
another." Over and over again I

hear statements like these spoken
out of the frustration of not
finding the kind of relationships

they are seeking.

All of us yearn to find other

persons who will become
significant relationships in our
lives. We both want and are afraid

to share the inner thoughts and
feelings that we care tenderly in

our heart. We often see ourselves

as fragile, perhaps unlikable and,

consequently, we are sensitive to

any sign that we can interpret as

rejection as we reach out to meet
new people and form new

friendships.

One of the ways we and
others protect ourselves is to

develop a mask that we present to

aO.f
/

Sim**'
the public so as to hide our real

thoughts and feelings. Sometimes

the mask is a role we hide behind-

we are student or fraternity man,

or Christian, or what ever. And
we decide how that person is

supposed to behave and try to act

out that image with others.

Sometimes the mask we wear is

an attitude we put on. Common
attitudes we use as masks are, "if I

tell you what you want to hear,

maybe you'll like me" or "I don't

need you or anybody." With the

first attitude, we tell people what
we think they want to hear or do

things we don't really want to do

in order to please them.

With the second attitude, we
keep ourselves kind of aloof and

send out all kinds of verbal and

behavioral messages about having

everything under control. I

believe masks are counter
productive and are the reasons that

we or others come across as

insincere or shallow.

Real friendships can only

emerge when a relationship

becomes characterized b y

genuiness. Significant

relationships demand that we let

ourselves be known, our hopes
and dreams, our fears and
inadequacies. Such relationships

also demand that we seek the

deeper dimensions of other folks

and take some risks to get behind
the masks we meeL

If "shallowness" a n d -

"insincerity" in others bothers
"

you, the place to begin is with «

yourself. Seek to become aware
"

of the masks that you wear, where
"

you wear them and why. Perhaps
"

you might decide that, out of your !

need for deeper and more fulfilling I

friendships, you might choose to*
embark on a quest for more *

genuine and open expression of
*

yourself with those whom you ;'

know or meet.

Does The University Really Need A
Landmark? Let's Look At The Alternative

i

t

In the August of 1983 the

UNCW Board of Trustees
proposed the idea of a landmark to

be built on this campus , a

campus that contains no true

"center". This was to be the

landmark's function; to act as the

central meeting place of this

college , as the old well at Chapel

Hill or the clock tower at State.

A number of suggestions were
proposed as to just what this

landmark should be and in the end
five were agreed upon. They are:

1. An edicula - a 100' by 100'

large map of the Cape Fear
Region of North Carolina made of
inlaid marble and granite with real

running water which would flow
into a small reflecting pool.

Surrounding this would be five

monoliths ranging from 12' to 18'

high inscribed with various
historic facts of the area. A wall

of arches would also be erected

around the map.

This is the main landmark to

be constructed and located adjacent

to and north of the Student Center.

2.JK. flagpole between 50 and
85 feet to fly the Am|rican, North
Carolina and school flags(yet to be
created). This would be located on
the traffic circle in front of campus
directly in front of Hoggard Hall.

This is also the cheapest of the

five sites at $50,000-$75,000.

3. A statue of a true Seahawk

constructed of stainless steel to be

expensive of the five projects, not
only is the price outstanding but it

also seems to be the prime target

for vandals with spray paint and
cutting tools.

respectfully quiet and somber.
Certainly not the type of place to

placed in front of Trask Coliseum.

4. A gazebo large enough
to accommodate a band, speaker or

covered meeting area. This also

would be placed in the area around

Student Center.

The proposed cost of all this
is somewhere in the ballpark
of $1 .5 million . . .

Yes, this campus does need a
central point, especially one where
students can meet between or after

classes or even one where classes

could meet. You see none of that

here. At all of the colleges I've

been to, either attending or
visiting, there has always been
some sort of area outside where
you could find students and faculty

mingling, studying or having a

cup of coffee. And I don't see it

happening with this edicula.

Stone, especially marble and
granite, would give me the
impression of being at some kind
of monument where I should be

5. Finally, and least
understood, is a statue or sculpture
that would depict the school's
emphasis of "striving for
perfection, high moral values, and
an aesthetically uplifting feeling."

Now, the proposed cost of all

of this is somewhere in the
ballpark of one-and- a-half million
dollars. That is an awful lot of
money to put into creating a

central point for the campus.
Focusing on the edicula, the most
sit and have a few laughs with
friends.

This past fall, a friend of

X<£W«g HI® %%)<& <BMW&
An open letter to all students

in the N.C. University system.
Does this sound familiar ?

- Class size exceeding seat
capacity.

-Full-time faculty workloads
doubled as a result of the

elimination of part-time
faculty.

- Class sections cancelled
after registration.

There is one single factor
behind these problems- our State
Government. Our public servants,

paid with our money, have
betrayed us.They have backed out
on their commitment to higher
education by their massive and
maliciously timed budget
slashing. Not only did they cut
the University System's budget a
drastic five pvcent , which is 50
million dollars from all 1 6
Universities, but they also raised
tuition $41 .50 and claimed it to be
a "one time" student fee.
Although each University is

struggling through these cuts in a
different manner, the end result is

the same- a lower quality of*
education on our campuses.

Our only recourse is united
action. No University alone has a
strong enough voice to reverse
this wrong. Together we have the
power to stand up and do the right

thing.

To effectively fight for a

quality education, we must
become one; under one name ,The

North Carolina Union of Students

(NCUS). This group, our group,
is not a political party. It's not a

liberal or conservative group. It's

not controlled by your student

government. NCUS is forming as

you read this. It's purpose is to

correct the wrong of the budget
cuts. It is composed of all us and
run by ail of us.

Now is the call for each
campus to begin organizing. This
is everyone's fight Don't wait for

your student government to take

action and don't exclude yourself

when 'another group' begins
organizing. We are all
one...College Democrats, College

Republicans, Greeks, Non-Greeks,

Liberal arts, and Engineering. We
must all work together.

To begin on your campus
1) Make sure everyone on

your campus knows
how budget cuts are

affecting them.

2) Hold open meetings to

get everyone involved

and discuss the problem.
At these meetings

keep a roster of those

attending and encourage

others to take part in

further organization.

3) Those of you taking the

iniative and are organizing

your campus need to send
yourname(s), address(es),

and phone nuiuber(s) to
me so all universities can be

linked and you can have a
complete list of contacts.

Remember , if you're not a
part of the solution, then you're a
victim. Join your fight! Join the
NCUS!

Thank you,

Thomas Williams-UNCC
1817 Hall Ave.

Charlotte, NC 28205 ,

(704)-333-9132

To The Editor

This is in response to the

sexist column("Yes,Dear It's Back
Again", Sept. 13th) written by

Patrick Fowler, Sports Editor.

I do not know if I took the

most offense from the sexist

language which he used
(i.e.,"girls" instead of women) or

the assumption he made that men,

and only men, eagerly await the

pro-football season. Regardless,

the sexist tone of this article was
offensive to me as a woman.

As a long-time Chicago Bears

fan (over 15 years - 1 grew up on
Dick Butkus and Gale Sayers), I

watch the games EVERY season.

I detest the pre-season games
because they are definitely not the

real thing. I do not want to answer
the phone , be asked a question, or

have any other type of interruption

while I am watching the games. I

also dislike the long time-outs,

the constant replays of the replay,

and God forbid if my remote
control goes on the blink!! In
addition , I question the referee

calls with the "little" yellow flags

; I like Buddy Ryan, Coach for the

Philadelphia Eagles (he used to be

defensive coach with the Chicago
Bean , you know); Warren Moon,
quarterback with the Houston
Oilers, has gotten off to a shaky
start ; and my rompin', stompin'

Bears have started the season 2-0!

In essence .WOMEN as well as

men are die-hard football fans and

comprise a significant portion of

the game audience. What a slap

in the face to still not be

recognized by other "die-hard-

male fans!

So to Patrick I say, propel *

mine, who attends Boston
College, pointed out a small gate

that was built with imported stone

at the cost of nearly two million

dollars only to be inoperable due
to unforeseen irrigation problems.

I'm sure that was a thrill for those

who paid for it ( student's parents

and alumni ) to hear. Why do
schools feel the necessity to outdo
each other in areas as ridiculous as

campus art ? Don't reputations

matter anymore? This school
could do so much more with one-
and-a-half million dollars.

If proposals are still open for

discussion , why not create an area

where students could meet and
classes could be held on days
wonderful enough to be outside?

A garden of some sort could fit

onto the side of the Union
opposite from the Student Center
and benches could be placed and
perhaps even have a small
fountain ,if funds permitted. Or,

even a grove of trees planted to

create a type of enclosure, such as

a quadrangle. Neither of these
ideas would come close to

reaching the enormous price
associated with the current plan.

If it is necessary to create
something why not let it be a
living area and not one of granite

and marble. Think about it.

yourself from the dark ages and
awaken in the 90s. It is a new
day with new fans who also say
"IT'S NEVER JUST A GAME!"
Sincerely,

Jacquie Skinner

Concerned Woman Football Fan

To the Editor:

This is in response to your
article entitled "Film Seeks to

Promote Rape Awareness" which
appeared in the September 13th
issue.

The Office of the Dean of
Students has a copy of the
videotape "Campus Rage" which
features Susan Dey and Corbin
Bernsen of the "L.A. Law"
television series. It is an excellent

videotape and we are now using it

in our presentations on
acquaintance rape.We also have
two copies of the booklet "Sexual
Assault on Campus: What
Colleges Can Do" which is the

publication from the Santa
Monica Rape Treatment Center.

We encourage student
organizations to sponsor an
acquaintance rape presentation to

help raise awareness of this issue
among UNCW students.Faculty
are encouraged to borrow a copy
of the publication or videotape to
enhance their own knowledge base
and to do classroom presentations.
Our office is available to do
classroom presentations as well.

For more information, please
contact our office at 395-31 19

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Skinner

Assistant Dean of Students
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HEALTHY PRIZES LUNG CAPACITY "LITE" JAZZ

LivWELL '90!
on
C/i

UNCW campus-wide
health promotion event

c

SERVICES OFFERED

Typing. No job too small or large. School papers, resumes, contracts, etc. Reasonable

rates. Will meet your deadline. 392-7236.

CLUBS

Cape Fear Lacrosse. Anyone interested in Fall Lacrosse Please call to receive

information and put your name on the roster. 799-6223. Leave a message and your phone

number.

We need self motivated students. Earn up to $10/hr. Market credit cards on campus.

Flexible Hours. Only 10 positions available. Call Now 1-800-950-8472 Ext. 20.

Part-time farm work on area Christmas Tree Farm - Flexible hours - Good pay- Must have

farm experience. Call763-0523 (days.) Ask for Tom.

Addressers wanted immediately! No experience necessary. Excellent pay! Work at home.

Call toll-free: 1-800-395-3283.

FOR RENT

Apartment for rent. Twin Wood- 2BR, 2 bath. Unfurnished $400 per month. Furnished

$425 per month. Cascade Realty 395-0310.

Roomate needed to share four bedroom house in quiet neighborhood. Great place for

serious student. No drugs or smoking. $200 per month includes utilities, washer / dryer,

full kitchen privileges. Call Phillip or Debi, 395-6386.

PERSONALS

Romantic, intelligent, fun-loving female seeks same qualities in European gentleman for

companionship, cultural exchanges, and possible relationship. UNCW PO Box 22717.

WHEN:

WHERE:

PURPOSE:

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1990

10:00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M. - RAINDATE.
OCTOBER 3, 1990

UNIVERSITY UNION, NORTH LAWN

EDUCATION, PARTICIPATION,
INFORMATION, DISEASE PREVENTION,
DEMONSTRATION, FUN!!!

taw

u

HOURLY DRAWINGS FOR HEALTHY PRIZES

PEDALPUSHERS - FUTI BOULEVARD XC BICYCLE AND HELMET
BENNIGAN-S - DINNER FOR TWO

KANKI JAPANESE HOUSE OF STEAKS - DINNER FOR TWO
LIFETIME SPORTS - CARIBOU DAY PACK

CREST FITNESS CLUB - THREE MONTH MEMBERSHIP
CAMPUS MINISTRY - AFTERNOON OF SAILING FOR FOUR ABOARD -STILLPOINT

HOT WAX SURF SHOP - HOT WAX T-SHIRT
KTTEMASTERS - STUNT KITE

SIGHTSEEING CRUISE ON THE HENRIETTA H
UNCW BOOKSTORE - SWEATSHIRT

CARIBBEAN TRADING CO - BICYCLE RENTALS AT WRIGHTSVILLE BEACH
SLATER'S - DINNER FOR TWO

COLORWHEEL - FRAMED POSTER
CAPE FEAR HOSPTTAL - CHOLESTEROL CHECK

Winners need not be present

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 395-3683

Sponsored by
UNCW Student Health and Wellness Center

Office of Health Promotion/LivW_£LI

z

O

1
CD
CD
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RECYCLING % BODY FAT BLOOD PRESSURE

MYRTLE BEACH'S BEST PARTY SPOT!

vswtf^

UNCW COLLEGE
NIGHT

TIRED OF THE SAME OLD
CLUBS?

"MAKE A ROAD TRIP!"

• 500 DRAFT •

FREE ADMISSION WITH ID
• FREE PIZZA TILL 11 •

HOTEL ROOMS
AVAILABLE
NEXT DOOR

AT WINTER RATES!
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
"YEAH...RIGHT!"

with RAMONA HUPP
Arts and Entertainment Editor

PRAYING TO THE CABLE
GODS FROM UP ABOVE
Would you like to know what

I was doing on Sunday evening?

Well, I'm going to tell you

anyway. I was cursing the "Big

Cable God's" from up above.

How dare they deprive me of

watching this years Emmy's. It

may not seem like a big deal to

you, but to me it was a disaster

of catastrophic proportions, a

breaking of a ten or fifteen year

union that I have had with the

almighty "Emmy".
I was cheated out of seeing

the major stars, the major
winners, the major fashion faux

pas! How dare "they"! I say

"they", because I have no idea

who "they" are. But if I find

them, I'll get themand their little

dog too!

Yo, big cable God's from up

above. I pray to thee. I beg to

thee. Ple-e-e-ease, please descend

upon Wilmington and bestow

your almighty satellite waves
onto our meager cable system.

Let us witness the bizarre humor
of "The Simpson's", the much
talked about " In Living Color",

and the warped "Bundy's".
Please don't make me humbly
wait any longer for Fox's

majestic presence. Descend, oh

"Big One", descend.

Speaking of descend, if you'd

rather watch "great culture" from

your living room couch, you can

catch Orpheus Descending on

TNT this month. TNT is another

offspring of Ted Turner's multi-

successful WTBS, which was
originally conceived as an
alternative viewing source for

those tired of standard network

offerings.

Turner now commands his fair

share of television viewers with a

twenty four hour news channel

(which had an overwhelming
amount of sceptics), a classic and

original movie channel, another

news format channel, and of
course the "granddaddy" of them
all, re-run heaven, WTBS.
Turner also tried his hand at a

twenty four hour music video

channel, but it was no
competition for MTV, who
eventually bought him out

So, we get four stinking

channels from Ted and no
stinking Fox? What is the world

coming to? I feel a boycott
coming on. Until the day Fox
arrives, I shall not watch one
single solitary moment of

television. ..even though it is Fall

preview time. Even though I'll

miss the premiere episodes of my
favorite shows.

Okay, maybe I'll just
boycott every other day, or.. .or

just the re-runs. Okay, I promise

to boycott all the re-runs on
television until we receive Fox.

I'm sure my viewing abstinence

will be sorely felt by all the
networks. ..yeah.. .right!

IWLOZ'S TOP TEN
1 Bv DANIEL I IMP. 5. Boredoms
1 WLOZ Music Director Soul Discharge -

11. Teenage Fan Club 6. If 6 Was 9

1 A Catholic Education Tribute to Jimi Hendri*
2. Stoned Again 7. The Bats

1 A Tribute to the Stones The Law of Things

|3. Tar 8. FrequeNCy -

1 Roundhouse 9. Pixies

1 4 Soul Asylum Bossanova
1 And the Horse They 10. Sistek- Ray

To Spite My Face| Rode in on

SHARK LIKES BOSSANOVA'S FACELIFT

BY MARK SCHARA.QA
MUSIC REVIEWER

Well, this has been a very busy

week as far as new releases are

concerned. Every band and their

mamma's have released, or are

soon to release a new album.

Some of the biggies include

QUEENRYCHE, DON
DOKKEN, ANTHRAX, RATT,
MEGADETH, THE CURE, and

LIVING COLOR. Why so many?

Most albums are released during

the beginning of the school year

since this is the biggest period of

sales for most retailers, besides

Christmas of course.

Another note of importance for

you musicians is the Snickers

New Music Search. If you think

your band is good enough to be on

the major record label EMP, then

bring a tape of just TWO songs

(anything longer will be tossed!)

to WLOZ ( Room 211, U.U.) in

care of the Shark and it will be

entered in a play-off. I MUST
HAVE ALL ENTRIES BEFORE
OCTOBER 3, 1990. Bands like

Throwing Muse and the Gin

Blossoms have been discovered

through this search . All types of

music are eligible, except for

bands signed on independents.

PIXIES
BOSSANOVA
Elektra Records

8 Sharks Teeth

Poetic, surferish, rockabilly

with a pop attitude. That's the

only way I know how to describe

this fourth album from the

PIXIES, a band that originated out

of the Boston area. Bossanova is

typical of all the PIXIES previous

offerings^ at times very danceable,

other times it reminds me of the

PSYCHEDELIC FURS, and a

million other bands. The PIXIES
are a very diverse band, as

members Black Francis, Kim
Deal, and Joey Santiago all sing.

The guitar work is pretty good on
some songs, and the opening
instrumental is very catchy. I

really like the change of tempo's
that are consistent throughout the

entire album. Their fans should be

happy with this release. If you've

never heard the PIXIES, and like

surferish rockabilly that you can
dance to, then head to the record

store and whip out your
checkbook. Or you can tune into

WLOZ, and catch it on our current

rotation list.

Best songs- Dig for Fire,

Velouria, Cecilia Ann.

ALICE IN CHAINS
FACELIFT
Columbia

8 Sharks Teeth

This is Soundgarden without the

cussing. "We Die Young" is the

first video and can be seen on
Headbangers Ball (MTV). I can't

call this heavy metal, because it is

more like hard rock than metal. I

found this not typical of many
new bands of this MTV age,

ballads, love songs, etc. At times

there is a minuscule resemblance

to FAITH NO MORE and

LOVE/HATE, but it is probably

closer to LED ZEPPLIN mixed

with METALLICA. I could be

stretching it a little bit, but I

found "A:C" kind of hard to

describe. There are a lot of really

good "axe attacks", and the

vocalist won't hurt your ears.

Best songs- We Die Young, Sea

of Sorrow, Confusion.

DICKEY
SPEAKS

BY EMILY DOTSON
STAFF WRITER

On Friday, September 14th, the

Consortium for the Advancement of

Public Education, presented James
Dickey as part of their visiting

scholars program. Dickey's
colorful past includes such roles as

poet, novelist, scriptwriter, actor,

athlete, businessmen, war hero,

father, grandfather, and teacher.

Currently he is professor at the

University of South Carolina,

where he teaches two poetry
courses.

At UNCW, to a packed
auditorium, Dickey began his

presentation with a limerick of an

English lord catapulting prunes at

the crowd, Dickey drew the audience

into the poems. After warming up

the crowd, he read more serious

poems from his new book of

poetry, The Eagles Mile. Dickey
had no problem drawing his

audience into his poems with his

slow Georgian drawl. Even the

smallest details were created in fresh

original descriptions, such as the

"vapor of breath on a cold morning

as a helmet around your head".

Then Dickey read an excerpt

from his new novel, To The White

Sea. This is a war story, describing

the road to insanity of a shot down
pilot in wartime.

In his usual dramatic style, he

ended his readings with a remark on

poetry as a medium of creation

through which the poet can be "God
like". He referenced the importance

of language with the biblical quote:

"In the beginning there was the

word....".

IT HAS SEVEN
STAIR CASES!

RY RAMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Have you ever been to Thalian

Hall? No, I mean really been,

looked around, asked questions? I

bet you didn't know that Thalian

Hall in the 19th century offered

performances by some of the top

stars of the day, like Tom
Thumb, and John Phillip Sousa.

Shows that appeared on Broadway
came directly to Thalian Hall by
way of Wilmington's once vital

and vibrant railroad hub.

The hall was erected in 1858,

which makes it one of the oldest

in the nation. It went through

some renovations in 1904-1907,

but it wasn't until last year's

renovation that the Hall received

hot running water for the first

time.

The most recent modifications

included adding on a new lobby to

what once was the back of the

theatre. It is also of note that in

the 19th century, when the Hall

was built, it was customary for

the town hall to be adjacent to the

town theatre. Thalian Hall is one
of the few existing theatres in the

United States that can still claim
this.

Thalian Hall offers an amazing

sight for the eyes, with it's ornate

wood carved columns, it's seven
different staircases, three varying

stages, and the original curtain

dating back to the 1800's that is

prominently displayed in the

small old lobby, which today
serves as no more then a hallway

to the parquet floor seating.

All of this was
enthusiastically shown to me by

Angela Rowe, the Director of

Marketing at Thalian Hall. Her
task is making sure the public is

as aware as it possibly can be
about Thalian's events.

Rowe would like to see more
awareness from the students here

at UNCW, and offered her

invitation for all students to

volunteer for various jobs at the

Hall, as ushers, ticket takers, and

more. "It's a great way to see a

performance for free. You'll miss

about fifteen minutes of the

opening, but if you're on a budget

its a great way to afford

[culture]."

If you would like to take a

tour of the theatre, it is probably

best to make an appointment by

calling the box office at 763-

9328. Perhaps the best way to

see Thalian Hall is to attend one

of the many and varied

performances that grace their

stages each weekend.

DARKMAN IS OVER THE EDGE,
RIPPING UP LOST POSTCARDS

Rv TBEV WYATT
Movie Reviewer

About twelve years ago, a low

budget, seemingly insignificant

and "trashy'Tilm came and went

almost unnoticed. It's fuzzy

previews consisted of high-speed

car crashes, psycho-biker parties,

eye-balls popping out of their

sockets, and a lot of one-point

perspective, highway chase
scenes. For the few that

originally saw the picture, there

was a voyeuristic charge to it,

kind of like you were watching a

skin-flick before you knew what

sex was. Mad Max went on to

become one of the greatest profit

making films of all time as well

as one of the most successful

sequel series, ( Road Warrior and

Thunderdome )

.

Darkman also has that

feeling, and undoubtedly, a sequel

in the works. Darkman works

that classic angle of "dude with

totally heinous face mashes-out a

few of society's less desirables

while trying to figure out how to

keep his babe". Sounds, a little

dopey but consider the plot's

notable offspring- Phantom of the

Opera, Hunchback of Notre
Dame, Cerano de Burgerac? , as

well as the offspring locked in the

attic- The Fly, The incredible

Shrinking Man, The Incredible

Melting Man, Swamp Thing,

The Fly II, and anything with a

werewolf in it There is

something unique vested here,

with the reviews Darkman has

been getting, it's destined to be a

cult film if nothing else.

Director, Sam Riami (Evil

Dead I&JI ) is far more concerned

with providing a unique motion

picture experience, than winning

some materialistic award ( not

that he won't ). Riami takes

several actors that you almost

recognize and creates new exciting

characters without relying on a

stereotyped super star, previously

established simply to carry it at

the box office. The anonymity of

the actors stymies the audiences

habit of predisposing the events.

This anonymity is true to all but

the chief bad guy, played

everyone's favorite, Azalea

Festival 1990s Queen Kong, the

guy that plays "Benny" on "L.A.

Law".( Geez! Who'd figure such a

great retard impersonator could be

so mean!)

Darkman's got action and

violence; from a really, really,

really close manicure, to the old

face in the acid vat trick, to a

way-rad torture sequence
involving a helicopter, a 50 foot

cable, freeway traffic and a dude
with a tragic case of bad luck very

reminiscent of the old cowboys
dragging their nemesis through
the cacti. Darkman also has a

classic story and a clean ending as

well as cool effects, (cool?).

Postcards from the Edge is

somewhat of a let down. Not that

it totally sucks or anything, just

maybe to much effort was put

into the all star cast and not
enough towards fleshing out the

story line. Meryl Streep is very

enjoyable as usual: with
exception to that 90 minute piece

of nuclear waste -She devil:

Richard Dreyfus is tastefully

rationed through the film, but

sorry loo see way to much of

Shirley McClaine , but she is

cast well as an unlikable

character. Dennis Quaid makes
Streeps character a little more
exciting.

The highlight of the film is

the awkwardness of a producer,

face to face with his post-dope
fiend star in her cramped quarters

,

trying to"casually" tell her he
needs her to pee in a cup to

qualify the company for
insurance. It seems like the book
was probably great

Post Cards From The Edge is

better than Broadcast News but

it's no Ordinary People.
Darkman is better than Doc
Savage and Swamp Thing and it

's almost as good as Mad Max.
Hey, that's the way I see it. You
can see Darkman at Independence
Mall Cinemas and Post Cards
From The Edge is playing across

the street at College Road
Cinemas.

* Lukewarm Tip - Men at

Work, starring Emilio Estevez
and Charlie Sheen is a hoot!

Catch it at the discount theater or

when it comes out on video.

HOLY SOAP OPERA, THE SAW MILL IS ON FIRE,
AND WILL DALE EVER GET THOSE BULLET HOLES
OUT OF HIS SPIFFY WHITE TUXEDO SHIRT ??????

BY RAMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

I want everyone that isn't

mortally sick of this Twin Peaks
phenomenon to be sure and tune in

to the season premiere that should
be airing next weekend. Even if

you haven't been keeping up with
the series, it should prove to be
some great entertainment (and
relatively cheap entertainment at

that). The fist couple of shows are

going to be directed by Mr. Lynch
himself. His style is hopefully

going to set trends throughout
"TV. Land".

Last week was the final

installment brought us to the all

important cliff hanger: Who killed

Laura Palmer?. Watching it for the

second time ( no one forced me), I

was noticing a lot more. First of

all, Waldo, the talking bird, was
saying "Leo,no....No, Leo."

Leo is the resident drug king,

who was shot by the guy who just

got out of jail, because (a) Leo had
gone a little too far with his absent

partner's "business", and (b) Leo
was just plain ugly. Leo's new
partner, Jaque, was set up by Agent
Cooper, and latter squealed like a

pig on Leo. He admitted that Laura
was with them the night she died,

but she was still alive when he left.

Then Jaque sucked pillow feathers

as Laura's distraught father
suffocated him. Could it have been

WHAT'S GOING TO
KEEPYOUFROM
STUDYING? SEE
BELOW:

THURSDAY

MAGISTERLUDI
Front Street News

BILLYCLUB FEST
Mad Monk

SMTTHEREEN TICKETS
go on sale at the

U.U. Information

booth. ($8.00) First

come, first serve!

FRIDAY

ONE EXTREMEBAND
Front Street News

QUADRA-NLXX
Mad Monk

DRACULA
THALIAN HALL
8:00 pm

SATURDAY

ONE EXTREMEBAND
(Again)

Mad Monk

ARTS AWARENESS
ENSEMBLE (REGGAE)
MADMONK

DRACULA
THALIAN HALL
8:00 pm

Laura's father? He was wearing a

black trench coat, the same kind

that the person was wearing when
Agent Cooper was shot! Yes, Dale

was shot three times in the chest.

But of course he was wearing a

bullet proof vest. Wasn't he?

Another underlying theme that

made much more sense the second

time around was the "saw mill

thing". Okay, the mill was owned
by some old guy who died and left

it to his young beautiful wife, who
has conspired with "the guy who
just got out of jail" to burn down
the mill so that the really powerful

lodge owner can develop the land

for those noisy Scandinavians who
haven't let Dale sleep for days.

Which is ironic, not that Dale
hasn't slept ,but because the sister

of the old man who died, who hates

his young beautiful wife, has been
having a torrid love affair with the

powerful lodge owner for years
now. Which makes the powerful
lodge owner one ruthless
!<§>#%!©#!

Before the jail bird killed Leo,
he got him to set the mill on fire,

but not before Leo tied up his wife
inside the mill, because he found
out she was having an affair. Then
the sister of the former mill owner
was drawn to the mill for some
reason and found the girl and the

fire. Did they get out? Do you
care? Only Mr. Lynch can tell!

DID YOU KNOW? DID YOU CARE?
Kyle McLaughlin (Agent Cooper) : : Twin Peaks was
is rumored to be dating Sheryl : ; virtually shut out
Flynn (Laura Palmer's

:: : at the recent Emmys?
best friend)?

:: Bummer!
DID YOU KNOW? DID YOU CARE?

Do you know of

anything going on?

Let me know!

MONDAY

Do you know of

anything going on?

Let me know!

TUESDAY

BLUES SOCIETY JAM
Front Street News

This town aches for

more excitement!

WEDNESDAY

FAST FORWARD
Front Street News
CONFESSIONS OF
A NIGHTINGALE
Thalian Hall

Front Street News
762-6397

Mad Monk
395-0280

Comedy Zone

256-2251

Thalian Hall

763-3398
GIUSEPPE'S
256-9600

1
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RCE C0HCEKTS
UNCW FOOTBALL &

KOOL 98.7 FM
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PRESENT

1ST ANNUAL
BEACH MUSIC BASH

WITH

THE CHAIRMEN OF THE BOARD
"FREE TO ALL UNCW STUDENTS"

SUNDAY, SEPT. 30 FROM 11:30 AM TO 4 PM AT THE RESIDENCE LIFE GAZEBO

11:30-1:00

12:00-2:00

2:00-4:00

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

BBQ Pig Pickin' by ARA
UNCW Seahawk Football Club

vs.

Defending Champions NC State

Pack Club
Beach Music Concert Featuring
The Chairmen of the Board

FOR MORE INFO CALL 395-3827

Show your School Spirit and Wear your School Colors and Greek Letters & Support our Football Team
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SAMS Begins Annual Drive For Memberships
On your mark, get set, sign

up NOW, during the fall

Recruitment Drive for the
Students Against Multiple

Sclerosis (SAMS) Program.

SAMS is coming back full force

for the 7 th straight year with lots

of fun, surprises, and awards.

"This unique national collegiate

fund raising and awareness
Program will take place on over

150 campuses this year,"
announced Vice Admiral Thor

Hanson, the Society's president

and chief executive tfficer.

"Across the country, thousands of

college students will be joining

forces to help fight multiple

sclerosis, a disease that commonly
affects their own age group. We're

proud to support their efforts on

behalf of the Society's worthwhile

mission—the eradication of

multiple sclerosis for future

generations."

Throughout the 1990-91

school year, and especially in

February-"BUST MS MONTH" -

college students will be going all

out to raise funds and awareness

for the National Multiple

Sclerosis Society. Some of the

popular activities include SKIP-

A

MEAL FOR MS, hair cut-a-

thons, miracle mile of quarters,

and dance marathons, just to

mention a few. These educational

and fund raising activities are

designed toward increasing public

awareness of multiple sclerosis,

and establishing long-term fund

raising support for the Society's

vital research efforts aimed at

finding the cause and cure for MS.

Another major exciting event

is ROCK ALIKE, a zany national

lip-sync competition in which
students impersonate their favorite

rock stars to raise money for the

National Multiple Sclerosis
Society. The Contest culminates

at the National Finals which are

broadcast from Spring Break at

Daytona Beach on MTV: Music
Television.

While the real incentive of the

SAMS Program is to help those

with MS, prizes and recognition

awards are given to top campuses
and chairpeople.

Of the many SAMS Chair-
persons, Chris Ferguson, a Senior

at Xavier University in

Cincinnati, whose mother has
multiple sclerosis, says, My
involvement with SAMS has not
only helped those who are afflicted

with MS, especially my mother;
but also helped me as a person to

cope with the disease in the
family. There's also been a lot of
fun, especially enjoying events
and working with the people on
campus."

Since 1985, SAMS has
grown from 12 campuses to over
150, involving thousands of
students across the country.

SAMS has also received the

enthusiastic endorsement of major

corporations including General

Foods/Maxwell HouseCoffee,
Parker Brothers, Maxell, and
Hertz; and many national student

organizations, including Sigma Pi

and Theta Xi fraternities. This

year, popular NBC-TV "TODAY

SHOW" weatherman, Willard

Scott, will once again serve as the

Honorary National Chair-person of

SAMS.
Leading SAMS on campus

affords students the opportunity to

develop skills in leadership,

organization, and management,

while gaining valuable business

experiences in such areas as

marketing, public relations, and
event planning. In addition, on
many campuses students can earn

internship credit for participating

in the program.

"We're very proud that college

students have adopted SAMS as

their own personal cause, and in

doing so are helping our efforts to

eradicate multiple sclerosis as a

major disabler of young adults in

this country," Admiral Hanson
added

To find out more about
SAMS and how you can get

involved, call 1-800-I-BUST-MS.

In New York call (212) 986-3240.

You can also contact your local

National Multiple Sclerosis
Society Chapter.

Rho Chi's Get Rushees Off To A Good Start In 1990
M. BRIAN BH.I.ARD

STAFF WRITER

No, there has not been

another local sorority to pop up

on campus. Yes, there were quite

a few girls around campus last

week wearing the letters "PX."

These were actually the rush

counselors of Panhellenic rushing

around campus to ensure that

formal rush went smoothly and

was a great success.

The letters "PX" stand for rho

chi, or rush counselor. What is a

rush counselor, you might ask.

According to Mandy Hartman, a

rho chi is "a friend, listener,

communicator, counselor, and

unbiased observer." Mandy
explains that their main purpose is

to "guide women through rush and

help them decide which sorority is

right for them." In order to do

this, all rho chi's must have no

affiliation with their sorority after

the end of school in the spring.

They must not wear their

individual sorority letters, and they

must not speak to any potential

rushees about their individual

sorortiy. Mandy says that "it was
tough not being able to affiliate

with my sisters because I really

missed them."

Mandy said that the week of

formal rush was the toughest

because "it was so hectic and time

Consuming." She says that it was

also "hard at times to understand

rushees and what exactly they

wanted from rush. It was very

frustrating when you couldn't help

them." Surprisingly enough,
Mandy stated that it was not

"tough being objective because I

had to think for the system, not

one particular sorority."

national this year, space in the

student union will be exhausted.

The whole union was taken up
this year for the whole week.

When asked if there were any

rush violations this year, Wendy
said that there had been rush

infractions for the first time, and

attributed this to this to the rivalry

It seems that there aren't enough women
coming through rush to sustain the current

sororities...

Wendy Ahrens, President of

Panhellenic and a rho chi, says

that approximately ISO girls came

through rush this year. When
asked how this compared with the

past few years, she stated that "in

1988, we had 75 girls come
through rush, last year the number
doubled to 150, and it remained

the same this year." She says that

this is indicative of the "remaining

interest" in sororities, and she

feels that there are "plenty of girls

to go around." According to

Wendy, there will be a problem

with where to have rush, because

with two local sororities going

between the growing sororities.

She is not sure how these

infractions will be handled, and

she says that the presidents of
these groups are being met with to

discuss this.

Wendy says that this year

there were sixteen rho chi's and
this made for a tighter bond
between these girls. "Because we
could not associate with our
sorority sisters, we (rho chi's) did

almost everything together. We
were practically a sorority
ourselves." This close unity could

only help the Panhellenic system.

Wendy feels that being a rho chi

was a "great experience that created

close friendships. It was a

challenge to get 500 people

organized and we had to learn to

really budget our time. Luckily

I'm not too far behind in my
classes because we haven't had any

tests."

Heather Seagroves, rush chair-

person for Alpha Xi Delta
Sorority, says that it was quite a

job preparing for rush this fall. "I

began preparing for rush back in

April," she states. Heather states

that she is "pleased that we(AZD)
did well, but some of the other

sororities did not do as well as

they could have. It seems as if

there aren't enough women
coming through rush to sustain

the current sororities plus the two
locals that are going national."

When asked if the Panhellenic

rules were too stringent, Heather

stated "they're (the rules) always

too strict, but this ensures fairness

and equality for each sorority.

These rules give equal opportunity

to meet a lot of people. This is a

good experience for rushers as well

as rushees.

Wendy Ahrens wished to

thank all the sororities for their

hard work, and especially the rho

chi's. She wishes the rushees the

best of luck in their chosen
sororities.

T.A.'s Need Fluency
Responding to student

complaints that they sometimes
have trouble understanding
foreign-born college instructors,

Pennsylvania has become the

most recent state to pass a law
requiring that all campus teachers

be fluent in English.

"This law is not the first (of

its kind) around, but I won't give

the impression that such laws are

plentiful. They're very, very
sparse," said Jerry Sabol,
spokesman for state Sen. Vincent

Fumo, who sponsored the bill.

Missouri, Illinois, Ohio,
Florida, California, North Dakota,

Texas and Oklahoma also have
laws requiring campus instructors

to prove that they can speak
English well enough to be
understood by their students.

Some schools - Syracuse,
Temple and Stanford universities,

among others - hold courses to

help graduate teaching assistants

with their English.

Student complaints about
having trouble understanding their

instructors began spreading about

cps

10 years ago, when foreign-born

people began to account for a

growing percentage of the graduate

students of U. S. campuses.

Schools, of course, often
employ grad studetns to teach

lower-level courses and lead

discussion groups.

"the loser in the whole thing

is the (undergraduate) student,"

maintained Sabol, who said

Fumo's office got "numerous"
complaints from students having

trouble with instructors in

complex courses like the sciences.

Under the new Pennsylvania

law, schools now have to certify

to the state Department of
Education that their instructors are

fluent in English.

The grad students themselves

do not seem to mind the new
regulations.

"I think T.A.s should speak

good English," Jun Mie, a

Chinese teaching assistant at the

University of Pittsburgh's math
department. "All students should

understand (the coursework)

completely."

TfeCWKH... ^»s*T*$T
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Panel Examines And
Discusses Middle East Crisis

This town aches for

more excitement!

RV AMY PETROCELLI
STAFF WRITER

The Philosophy and Religion

Society sponsored a panel
discussion in which four speakers

examined the historical, cultural,

international, and military

perspectives of what is now
happening in the Middle East.

One of the purposes of the

discussion, which was held in

King Auditorium on Monday
night, was "to inform students of

a topic that is interesting and
important and will affect all of

us," according to Dr. Habibi,

who organized the program. Dr.

Habibi also explained that most

people obtain this information

from television, which is brief

and superficial. He mentioned

that often times in a crisis such

as this one, if a video tape of a

particular event is unavailable for

television, then the public doesn't

hear about it. He stated that his

overall feeling is that the media's

version lacks depth. Therefore,

he explained that the objective of

the panel discussion was to

present different perspectives that

are not seen in the media and

examine more closely those that

are.

Professor Andrew Clark of

the History Department kicked off

the program with a historical

look at the Middle East. He
stated that there is a critically

important historical context in

the crisis and that "history

influences current events in all

parts of the world." For this

reason, he provided background
information on the long-standing

Iraqi claim to Kuwait. Clark felt

that before August 2nd,
Americans just didn't think about

factors that are important in

understanding why Iraq did what it

did.

Coming from a different

angle, Dr. Ahmad of the Political

Science Department, who
specializes in International

Relations, reflected upon the

"lies" and "half truths" that are

presented to us by our own
government. He refuted claims

that have been made, and pointed

out that a lot of what we are

being told is only "half true".

For example, where media claims

that this is the first cold war
crises, he stated that the invasion

of Panama was actually the first.

He also mentioned that we are in

the Middle East for the defense of
Saudi Arabia. He sarcastically

questioned, "Do we need 200,000
troops to defend Saudi Arabia?"

Regarding a "new world
order" that is supposedly being
created, he doubted that the

evident "greed" and "desire to

dominate" is anything new at all.

Ahmad concluded that the only
resolution to the crisis would be
through diplomacy. "War has
unanticipated consequences," he
stated. "We will get ourselves

bogged down, not knowing who
our friends are and who our
enemies are. War will only cause
problems. Therefore, we must
solve this through diplomatic
means."

Dr. Amon, of Philosophy
and Religion, focused on the idea

that the opposing cultures of this

crisis are drastically different. He ,'

stated that for this reason, there is

poor communication between the

nations. He explained that since

we can only rely on what we see

on television where "cultural :

body language" is sometimes
misunderstood, our interpretations

of other countries may be
different from what is actually

there. From a religious '

standpoint, Dr. Amon cited the *

U.S. government's lack of }t
understanding of the individual

sects in the Islamic community
as an example of philosophical

barriers which separate the two
societies. These barriers, Amon
said, could prove to be injurious

to the diplomatic efforts for

peace.

The final panelist,
Chancellor James Leutze, spoke '

on issues related to military "

affairs. After disputing points *

made by previous panelists, he
"

stated that this has basically come
down to a military confrontation.

Regarding Clark's historical

.

perspective he stated, "I agree \

that history has to play a role on
how we understand these issues,.

,

however, it is not necessarily a ,,

guiding principle in what is,

,

involved."
• .»

Commenting on Dr.

»

Ahmad's views he stated, " It it

«

easy to point out mistakes that
"

have been made, or to raise

questions about the president's

decision-making process, 'II

however the president nor any of' '.

us asked for what has happened."
."'

He went on to say that as
"•

much as he would agree with and
would like to see a diplomatic

solution, there has been no
flexibility on the part of Iraq or

'

President Bush. Leutze stated

that he did not want to see

military conflict, but that the

reality of the situation is that
"

once our forces are in place and
our opponent is not willing to

meet our objectives, the end '

result will be a military conflict"
"That will mean the death of
American soldiers," he stated. "It •

will mean the death of some
hostages, and it will not be
something that any of us will

like to see."

Leutze said he believes that*"

America can win this war that he '

thinks is likely to occur. "It will

not be a Panama; it will not be a

Grenada; it will not be a Vietnam
either. But it will be a war in

which there will be casualties." -

Following Leutze's
commentary, the floor was
opened to the audience for a

vigorous question and answer
period that lasted approximately
45 minutes. Habibi stated that

the program, which attracted
many students, faculty, members
of the community, and local

"
media, went quite well. He said

*

that although certain points could
-'

have been discussed for hours, and
the panel members were each '

allotted only ten minutes for their »*

presentations, the discussion was
still "significantly better than • :

what you would get from TV." "

BLOOP

Authority without wisdom is like a
heavy axe without an edge, fitter to

bruise than to polish.

Anne Bradstreet

by Joseph Morton
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Digest Article Offers Tips And Advice For Students Concerned About Campus Violence

Jeanne Clery, Lehigh
University Class of '89, would
have graduated last June 4.

Instead, her dreams and her parents'

hopes for her ended forever on
April 5, 1986. At 5 a.m. that

day, the 19-year-old freshman
awoke to find fellow student
Josoph Henry burglarizing her
dorm room Henry raped and beat

Jeanne savagely. Then he
strangled her.

At the University of
California at Berkeley in 1987, a

gang of teens police call a "rat

pack" followed three students to

their dormitory. Words were
exchanged, and a pack member
suddenly smashed the face of a

female student with a brick.

Despite the idyllic images college

brochures present, violence is a

fact of life on the nation's

campuses. Last year colleges

reported to the FBI a total of 1990

violent crimes- robbery,
aggravated assault, . rape and
murder. This is a startling

number, considering the fact that

almost 90 percent of U.S. colleges

do not report crime statistics. The
incidence of property crime was
even greater- more than 107,000

cases of burglary, larceny, arson

and motor-vehicle theft at

reporting schools alone.

Shockingly, 78 percent of the

violent crimes were committed by

students, according to the Center

for the Study and Prevention of

Campus Violence, at Towson
State University in Maryland.

Traditionally most colleges

have kept quiet about crime.

Fearing adverse publicity, they

have tended to deal with offenders

internally instead of referring them

for prosecution.

The Clerys were a major torce

behind a new Pennsylvania law

that requires all colleges in the

state to disclose crime statistics.

They also advocate federal

legislation requiring such
disclosure.

The failure of colleges to

warn about crime has created a

dangerous situation. Too often,

parents and students are unaware of

the hazards of life on campus. But

concerned parents, students and

college administrators are taking

action around the country and

setting examples for others to

follow.

Here's what every college

should do to control violence on

campus.

Start a campus-watch
program. Security experts agree

that any community can reduce

crime simply by remaining alert

Colleges are no exception. The

proof can be found at Drexel

University in the tough
neighborhood of West
Philadelphia.

Crime used to be rampant

near campus. "Every night cars

were stolen, apartments
burglarized, windows smashed,"

recalls Hank Margolis, a 1988

graduate of Drexel. One evening

in October 1987, Margolis heard a

scream outside his window. When
he investigated, he found a woman
lying on the sidewalk, her face

bloody. Later the same night, two
University students were jumped
and beaten by neighborhood thugs.

Determined to fight back,

Margolis called a meeting of

Drexel's Interfraternity Association

and formed Town Watch.
Fraternity volunteers now patrol

the campus and its surroundings

from evening until the early-

morning hours. Traveling in

pairs, they report suspicious

activity via walkie-talkie to a

central radio post staffed by

sorority volunteers, who then

contact Philadelphia police.

"There's no doubt the program has

reduced crime in the Town Watch

area," says John Hood, crime-

prevention officer in the police

department's 16th district

Lock and monitor doors. The

night Jeanne Clery was murdered,

dorm residents had propped open a

locked door, as was frequently

done to permit late-night pizza

deliveries. Jeanne may also have

left her own door unlocked, in

anticipation of her roommate's

return.

Lehigh was aware of its door

problem. Security patrols kept

records, and relocked propped
doors. "In the six and a half

months Jeanne was at Lehigh,

there were 2000 incidents of

propped doors," says her father,

Howard Clery. "In Jeanne's dorm
alone there were 180 proppings."

Although Lehigh has a policy

of disciplining door proppers, "no

one has ever been caught," admits

Marsha Duncan, vice president of

student affairs.

Now, as part Of an out-of-

court settlement with the Clerys,

Lehigh has agreed to try a pilot

door-alarm program. In this, keys

are replaced with plastic cards; a

machine records the time and the

identity of each card user; and a

building-wide alarm sounds in case

of intrusion. Also, exterior doors

are wired to notify police if they

are propped open, a simple
measure that may be the obstacle

preventing another burglary, rape

or murder.

Improve lighting and install

emergency phones. At night,

beautifully landscaped campuses

offer shadowy hiding places for

muggers, rapists and robbers. One
solution to this problem is

improved lighting.

After the University of
Virginia in Charlottesville

instituted a campus watch,
trimmed back bushes and installed

lighting and emergency telephone

call boxes, violent crime on
campus dropped 38 percent and

property crime 47 percent.

At any call box, a students in

trouble can reach campus police

without dialing. If he or she
cannot talk, the system tells

police which phone was activated,

and an officer is immediately
dispatched to the scene.

Use escort and van services.

Students at the University of
California at Los Angeles don't

have to worry about walking
home alone at night. They can

use U.CL.A.'s campus escort

service. Started with just seven

volunteers in 1977, it now has

200 part-time student employees

who shepherd more than 100

students a night around the 411-

acre campus. In addition, vans

provide nearlv 385,000 rides a

year.

Thanks to escort and van
services says John Barber, chief of

Students Are As Smart As
Ever Study Finds

College students today work

just as hard as their predecessors of

30 or 40 years ago, a University

of California at Los Angeles study

claims.

The assertion seems to
disagree with shelves full of

studies saying past colleges are

easier and students are not as well

educated as in the past

Students today "spend the

same amount of time on academic

work as the average business or

governmental employee at a full-

time job," said UCLA Prof. C.

Robert Pace of his study of
students' work habits.

"This had not changed much
since the 1940s," added Pace, who
on Sept. 1 released his survey of

some 2,400 undergraduate students

at 74 campuses spanning the years

1983-86.

Students rated the frequency

and quality of their involvement in

142 activities "that would
contribute to their learning and

development in college."

Pace then compared the

answers to date found
ty

logs

some college students kept during

the 1930s and forties.

"For me all it means is that

on average, things are no worse"

than 50 years ago," Pace said.

:" Much of the college reform
' movement building since 1983-

and most of the political rhetoric

4fctflh»
cdUGt MIS SERVCt

justifying cutting federal funding

of colleges has been based on the

notion that today's students don't

work as hard or know as much as

their predecessors.

Reformers, however, are

unsure that Pace's study

contradicts their contentions.

Students may work as hard,

but their knowledge still may not

be as broad as students of the past

said Gene I. Maeroff of the

Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching, which

wants to require all students to

take more humanities courses to

graduate.

One reason is that the

curriculum has changed since the

1950s.

"Today, undergraduate
programs are more occupationally

oriented. Today, one out of four

students is in business school. It

wasn't like that then," Maeroff
asserted

University of Pacific senior

Melinda Sealander wondered if

things have changed even that

much.

There are just as many people

in school (today) who aren't

interested in education" as there

were in the 1950s, speculated

Sealander, who estimated she

spends only about 15 hours a

week on homework.

U.CL.A.'s police, violent crime

is five to six times lower on
campus than in surrounding

communities.

Curb alcohol abuse.
According to studies by Towson
State University, alcohol is

involved in 80 percent of rapes,

assaults and acts of vandalism on
campus. Most states have raised

their legal drinking age to 21,

disqualifying roughly three-fourths

of undergraduates. But the laws
are useless unless schools enforce

them.

Since Texas raised the

drinking age in 1986, alcohol

consumption at Rice University in

Houston has dropped markedly.

"Alcohol-related crimes at Rice-

assaults, criminal mischief and

public intoxication- are trending

downward too," says Mary
Voswinkel, chief of the Rice

police.

A key factor has been the

involvement of Rice students in

designing the school's policies.

Any campus party where alcohol

is served must have a student

bartender trained by Rice's police

to know when to cut off an
intoxicated person's liquor before

trouble starts. Parties that last

more than two hours and have
more than 200 people must have
two university police officers in

attendance. And trained student

"drunk sitters" stay with
intoxicated party-goers until they

sober up.

At first, attendance at on-

campus* parties was down, but no
longer. "Before the law changed
in 1986, the main draw was all the

alcohol you wanted for only a

dollar," says Scott Wiggers, a

recent graduate. "Now alcohol is

secondary, and people are having

fun just dancing and socializing."

Even Rice students out on the

town are protected, thanks to a

transportation service that picks

up those who have had too much
to drink at area ban. The school

also has a counseling center to

help students deal with alcohol

abuse, stress, depression and other

problems.

Fight rape with education.

The chances of a woman's being

raped at college are astonishingly

high. "Some 25 percent of the

female college population have

been victims of rape or attempted

rape," says Claire Walsh, director

of the Sexual Assault Recovery
Service at the University of
Florida. In most cases, the rapist

is an acquaintance or date.

Gang rapes, which typically

occur at fraternity parties, "are all

too common on many campuses,"
report Julie Ehrhart and Bemice
Sandler, who studied the subject

for the Association of American
Colleges. They've documented
1,000 such cases at colleges of
every stripe- public, private, big,

small, religiously affiliated and
Ivy League.

Determined to reduce rape,

Claire Walsh established Campus
Organized Against Rape (COAR)
in 1982. Her research shows that

women who recognize potential

danger are better able to avoid an

attack. So COAR runs awareness

seminars, which are attended by
men as well as women. Walsh
stresses that men need to take

responsibility for stopping rape

and that most men are allies of

women in the war against rape;

they have an interest in protecting

their mothers, sisters and
girlfriends.

Walsh's advice to women for

avoiding rape: Date in groups
until you get to know your dates.

Avoid being in any isolated

situation. Don't drink with people

you don't know well. Beware of
men who talk about women as

conquests or as adversaries.

Keep students and parents

informed. "Students must be
aware that there is crime on
campus," says Dan Smith,
Stanford University's special

services manager. Since 1984,

Stanford has issued a 48-page
booklet on safety, covering
everything from protecting dorm
rooms or apartments from
burglary to describing a suspect.

The university also offers crime-

prevention seminars.

Clean up bad neighborhoods.

No college can isolate itself from
the community. If a school is

surrounded by a high-crime area,

crime will seep onto campus
unless people fight back. The
typical response is to close ranks

and battle crime at the gate. Lt.

Calvin Handy, of the University

of California at Berkely campus
police force, took a different

approach.

On Friday and Saturday
nights, more than 1,000 teen-agers

would swarm onto Berkeley's

Telegraph Avenue and hang out.

Gangs saw an opportunity, and rat

packs of ten or twelve youths

began robbing and assaulting

students and residents alike.

Vagrants and panhandlers were
drawn to the area; drug-related

crimes were rampant.

Then Handy began working
with Berkeley plice to clean up
this Southside neighborhood. He
aggressively moved his troops off

campus. Joint city and university

police foot patrols were increased.

Task forces were established,

which over the p*ast two years

have made more than 1,000 drug-

or weapons-related arrests.

Doormen were installed in

university buildings and residence

halls to check for school ID cards.

Campus lighting was improved,

escort services were increased, and

crime-prevention seminars taught

students to protect themselves.

Although crime has not been

eliminated, results have been
dramatic. Stranger rapes were
reduced from seven in 1986 to zero

in 1988. Violent crimes were cut

40 percent. The rat packs have

been driven out. Most important

students and residents have
reclaimed the community from the

gangs, drug dealers and other

criminals. "Statistics don't

measure fear," says Handy. "Our

students had given up the

Southside. Now they have it

back."

To ensure the safety of

students, colleges must develop an

aggressive strategy against crime.

Parents should encourage college

administrators to adopt proven

safeguards, and students must
exercise common-sense
precautions. If all do their part

the scandal of campus violence can

be ended.

Reprinted with permission

from the October 1989 Reader's

Digest copyright 1989 by the

Reader's Digest Association, Inc.
"

THE 404 PERMIT PROCESS
to regulate discharge ol dredged or fill material into wetlands

Permit application
Anyone intending to dump dredged or nil material into wetlands must apply

for o permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

JW
Corps issuoi public notice

The public notice will give you a brief description of the proposed activity, its location,

potential environmental impacts, a deadline for receiving written comments ond the

address for the agency receiving those comments.

Comment period
Application is reviewed by Corps ond other interested federal ond state agencies,

organizations ond individuals. The normal comment period K 30 days. You may

request an extension if necessary to gather information and prepare your statement

Public Hearing
Normally the Corps does not hold a public hearing on a permit; citizens

need to request that one be held. The Corps will use the testimony presented

ot the hearing in its permit review.

^K
Corps evaluates permit application

based on guidelines listed to comply with the Clean Water Act

%
Environmental assesment and

statement off finding
For every permit issued, the Corps prepares a stotement of finding that explains why the

permit was granted. This document is public information and con provide doto that will

assist you in monitoring permit compliance or reevohrting o permit.

Permit issued

S"

¥
Permit denied

EPA veto authority
EPA does have the authority to veto a permit >t objected to

This veto authority is referred to as a "Section 4,M(r )" oction

Your input and community support can be very I —Ipful in

convincing EPA to exercise its veto authority

Permit vetoed

OiVkNtNlfMiThl)
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Sideline

Sensations
Patrick Fowler
Sports Editor

Can You
Hear Me

Communication is the name of the game.

Monday night I sat and sat and sat in the

Madeline Suite dining area listening to testimony

revolving around sexual discrimination charges

levied against the university by former head

women's basketball coach Marilyn Christoph.

Charges that she claims led to her contract not

being renewed last season.

After fourteen and a half hours of lengthy

d^cussions, objections, and bewildered looks on the

faces of the participants the whole thing became

perfectly clear to me. The athletic department has

no clue what is going on in it's individual

departments.

The events taking place from September to

March in the women's basketball program last year

are filled with so many inconsistencies, missed

communications, and misunderstandings it is a

miracle that anything gets accomplished in Trask.

In fact, the disputing parties throughout the

night kept reminding me of clueless characters of

years past.

Discussions between Athletic Director Bill

Brooks and Christoph could easily pass for Abbott

and Costello's famous routine "Who's On First."

Each party was listening but not comprehending the

meaning behind the statements exchanged.

"I asked Brooks if he could find better facilities

for my players during home contests that were

closer to the gym," said Christoph. "He came back

the next day and informed me that I couldn't use the

iixker rooms at the back of Trask because they were

reserved for the officials."

Huh?.' Are we missing something here?

Like... did he ever answer her question?

Our entertainment continues when two

members of the '89 women's basketball team take

the stand. Now entering the center ring, the

Keystone Kops.

The testimony that night revolved around one

player's claim there weren't any dollar amounts

placed on the food ticket they had to sign for eating

purposes on the road. Her teammate who had been

in the room when the first remarks were made, then

preceded to contradict everything the first player had

said. She stated there was always a dollar amount

on the paper but it represented the total amount the

whole team would get for the trip. Strangely, both

these young ladies were for the defense.

Then came the case of the missing Nike sweat

suits. Both players told the committee that they

were promised a sweat suit and a handbag by coach

Christoph. However, neither of them could recollect

the terms Christoph set in order to get the items.

Was it winning that all important big game or was
it a set number of wins for the team during the

season?

The players also didn't know that Christoph

alone had a contract with the Nike company for the

sweats and could distribute the endorsement items

as she saw fit. All they knew is that they didn't get

them. So, logically, they confront their problem

with the one person they should, athletic director

Bill Brooks?!

Brooks himself wasn't totally sure when he

talked to the girls about their grievance with the

program or if he mentioned their grievances to the

coach. In fact Monday night he couldn't recall many

past events or remember whole conversations, thus

making him a prime candidate for the lead role of

the remake of "The Absent-Minded Professor."

Now let us turn to the coaching side of the

table where the communication lines really were

out of order.

We return you to a lost episode of the "Lone

Stranger" featuring Marilyn Christoph as Gracie

Allen (wife of famous actor George Bums). Here is

a person whose team is disintegrating around her

and she is unaware of any morale problems. The

Athletic Director avoids her most of the season and

when he does have a serious talk with her it is

about her resignation. Morale problems usually

appear in team play and, how can she not see a

change? The team won only two games. Something

had to be wrong.

Couldn't she, as a committee member pointed

out, walk down the hall and have a friendly

impromptu conversation with their Athletic

Director about the status of their program.

Christoph knew that she was only signed to a one

year contract each year. Knowing this, it seems
only logical that she would constantly be

evaluating her program throughout the year.

Making sure her status with university was solid.

Possibly, if she had done this she might not have

been so shocked about the university's decision to

not renew her contract

Is it me, or does it seem everyone missed the

boat... or in this case the whole dock over there.

Someone needs to wake up the people in Trask

really fast and tell them to listen to one another.

Otherwise we might be journeying once again into

the "Twilight Zone."

Football Club Seeks Respect
BY PATRICK FOWLER

SPORTS EDITOR

As Rodney Dangerfield says "I don't get no
respect."

This is the plight of the Seahawk football Club
as they continue to struggle to gain acceptance from
the university. The team which has been in

existence for 14 years is still awaiting the green

light from the athletic department to implement a

varsity program. The main stumbling block for

the Seahawks is financial backing.

"I'd love to have a football program here at

UNCW and for the people of in Southeastern,

N.C.," said Athletic Director Bill Brooks.
"However at this point and time we don't have the

money in our athletic budget to attempt such a
venture. The first thing we have to do is support

the eight sports we do have."

The Seahawk football team members disagree.

"The athletic department simply doesn't want a

program here," said assistant coach Steve Crisco.

"They don't want a program that will make the

university overshadow the city of Wilmington.
"They (the university) will spend eight million

for a landmark that just takes up parking places but

they won't support a team that will, down the road,

make money for them," said president Steve Sappe.

The Seahawk team which was founded by Frank
Zerbinos and Bill Dover in 1976 has competed
fourteen seasons in the North Carolina Club
Football Association. In the team's first year of

existence they received no funding from the athletic

department and were forced to support themselves

out of their own pockets.

Fourteen years later, very few things have
changed. The club now receives funds of $7,000
from the Student Government Association and has

more updated equipment, but its relationship with

the athletic department remains the same.

"We've been a club too long ," said president

Steve Sappe. "It's time we moved up the ladder to at

least a varsity status." This university is lacking in

school spirit and pride. A football team could give

that unity.".

The complaints voiced by Seahawk players and
personnel aren't new to the athletic department.
These comments have been expressed many times

previously, and each time the athletic department
has turned down the club's request for varsity status

based solely on one thing . . . money.

FIE PHOTO
The UNCW Football Club takes on one of it's NCCFA opponents last year in a conference game on Brooks field.

Presently the university uses a study released by

Old Dominion University in 1985 that lists initial

cost projection of a Division I program. Their

study states that a program would cost between

$1,329,000-$ 1,38 1,000 in the beginning with cost

increases to $1,714,000- $1,771,000 in 1990. The
report lists twenty seven areas of expenditure with

the highest money put-out being for coaches

($100,000), travel ($70,000), benefits ($60,000)and

guarantee games for home opponents ($50,000).

"You're talking about money for insurance,

uniforms, equipment, referees, linesmen, travel,

guarantees (home contest opponents), recruitment,

qualified coaches, and new facilities to house the

athletes," Brooks said. "We simply don't have the

money to support that or offer the sixty-four

scholarships that comes with a Division I program."

Currently in the Colonial Athletic Association

(CAA) ECU is the only team in Division I A, the

highest Division I ranking. Two other CAA
schools compete in Division IAA, William and

Mary and James Madison but that limits the

football scene in the CAA. The only main

difference between Division I A and AA is the

scholarship requirement of the team. Teams in

Division I AA are only required to have sixty-four

scholarships while Division IA teams must have
ninety-five.

Both Sappe and Crisco felt that costs could be
shaved if the team didn't go directly to a Division I

program but moved from a club team to one at the

Division III level.

"We realize the program will be expensive at

first, but in the future the program will pay for

itself," Crisco said.

The athletic department maintains that it cannot

leap-frog from one division level to another like

other universities have in the past. They must go
directly into Division I play or none at all.

"A school that had eight teams competing in

Division I A ball and one group in Division III

would be frowned on by other Division I

universities," Brooks said. "Besides, come January,

we won't be able to do this anyway because CAA
commissioner Tom Yeager is recommending a rule

stating that all Division I schools play Division I

schedules. We are hoping that a Division I AAA
section will open up and provide more teams an

opportunity to have a football program."

The athletic department maintains that until

that time there will be not a varsity program here at

UNCW.

Seahawks End Losing Streak, Win 5-0
BY SUZI SHERIFIFI.n

SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

After five consecutive away games, the UNCW
men's soccer team were looking forward to

returning home for a contest Tuesday against The
Citadel.

The Seahawks captured their second win of the

season by blanking the Bulldogs 5-0 and ended a

three game losing streak. UNCW, used an
aggressive front line attack, to run out to an early

2-0 halftime lead. Chris George netted the first

goal for the Seahawks at the 17:28 mark in the first

half on an assist by midfielder Peter Clay. Greg
Diamond scored his first goal of the season in the

first half also on an assist from Alex Sibinovic.

"Team morale is up now," senior Greg
Diamond said. "Things are coming together for us

as a team."

In the second half, the Seahawks exploded out
of the blocks scoring early for two more goals
again. Diamond was again involved in the scoring
as he had a great day in the field. He scored his
second goal of the year on a penalty kick in the

second half and fed Dean Marnell for UNCW's
fourth goal. Senior Charlie Mitchell rounded out

the scoring on assist from freshman Carlos Davis.
" We came out with two goals in mind," head

coach Jackie Blackmore said, "to play rock solid

and score early. We did both well."

"Everybody played with their hearts, and that's

how you have to play to win," Davis said.

Schilling said.

Sophomore Paul Cairney, who was injured

most of last season, made his comeback complete
Tuesday by playing in the second half of the

contest Cairney was one of the many causualities

suffered by Blackmore during the '89 season. He
injured the knee in a crash with another player and
spent most of the off-season working the strength

back into his knee after corrective surgery.

"It is difficult to come in a game with only

twenty minutes left and play," Cairney said.

Both Blackmore and the players expressed that

they missed Cairney leadership and presence on the

field. A presence that many players feel makes a

definite change in team morale and confidence
levels.

Last Thursday the Seahawks suffered their third

loss of the season in a 2-1 defeat to Methodist.

Methodist scored the winning goal with only 8:23

left in the second half. Scott Lefteris, a sophomore

midfielder received two yellow cards in the contest

and was thrown out of die game. UNCW had to

play most of the second half one player down.

"We played well to be a man down,"

sophomore Mike Ingram said. "We picked up

intensity and came together when we knew we had

to."

The general attitude of the team throughout

the season has been positive. As for the remainder
of the season, the team feels if they can play with
the same intensity they showed in Tuesday game,
they will prove to be an challenger in the Colonial

Athletic Association.

This weekend the Seahawk square off against
two strong CAA opponents Navy and American.
UNCW has never beaten the Naval Academy in five
tries and only tasted victory over American once.
UNCW plays Navy on Saturday and American on
Sunday. Both games begin at 1:00 p.m. at Brooks
Field.

Seahawks Run Off With Titles
BY IIM STARLFTTF.
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

What started as just another competitive meet
quickly turned into one of the biggest days ever for

the men's and women's cross-country teams. The
men came away with their second invitational

victory while the women won their first ever.

"I knew we were running well out there and our

goal was to win both competitions but I didn't

think we really would," head cross-country coach

Bill Cason said.

Teams from North Carolina A & T, Eastern

Carolina University, Virginia Commonwealth,
Campbell, Baptist, and Coastal Carolina were
represented at the second annual Seahawk
Invitational on Brooks Field. The races began

across from the new Student Union with the men
competing over a eight kilometer course and the

women over five kilometers. The competition was
fierce but UNCW managed to pull away from the

pack with a victory.

In cross-country scoring, the lower the point

total the better the team score. Each runner is

awarded a point total in relation to what place he or

she finished. For example the winner of the race

would receive one point with the runner-up getting

two points. The runners coming in at faster time

would accumulate fewer points. The most a team

could score if it swept the top five places is fifteen

points. Both UNCW men's and the women's teams

had scores at least thirty points lower than their

closet Competitors. \

Runners from six competing schools participated iii the second annual
Seahawk Invitational last Saturday won by UNCW.

UNCW's men's team won their contest easily

taking third, fourth, fifth, seventh, and eighth
places in the competition. Their twenty-two points

total soundly defeated their nearest competitors
Campbell (81) and Baptist (99.)

The women's team also won by a comfortable
margin. The Seahawks recorded their first tide win
by taking three of the top five places in recording a

team high 40 point total. Th|y, too, outdistanced

their closest opponents, CAA rivals Richmond (72)

and ECU (84.)

Cross-country coach Bill Cason stressed that

the Seahawks won because of teamwork. With the

team's top runner, Larry Jackson, sitting the meet
out due to a stress fracture, the team had to run their

best. The Seahawks came through, with the men
and women placing three runners in the top five.

Individual times for the men were as follows:

Shawn Briton, who made All-Conference last year,

led UNCW with a time of twenty-six minutes flat,

placed second overall. Sam Bobbit and Keith
Gorski finished right behind Briton posting times
of 26:22 and 26:27.

Sophomore Karen Mathewson was the top
finisher for the women's team. She finished in

second place overall with a time of 18:40. Amy
Jackson and Kris Scott were close on her heels
running to third and fourth place finishes with
times of 19:08 and 19:17.

Cason was also pleased with the performance
of runner Rob McHenry, who moved up solidly in

the field, finishing eighth in the competition.

"Last year Rob was my eight runner on the

team," Cason said. "Now he up there challenging
the leaders for the top spot."

On September 29 UNCW will be competing
in the William and Mary invitational in

Williamsburg, VA. The meet will be a tune-up for

the Seahawks who will return to Williamsburg in

early Nc/vember for the CAA Championships. i
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The Friends of David Walker will hold the third

annual David Walker Day on Saturday, September
29, 1990 from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. at the Martin

Luther King Center, on the corner of 8th and Ann
St. in Wilmington. Chancellor Leutze and Dr.

James Megivern, chairman of the P & R department,

will present talks at this event. On Sunday,
September 30 at 8 p.m., the Friends of David
Walker will sponsor the Chuck Davis African

American Dance Ensemble at 8 p.m. on the main
stage at Thalian Hall. Proceeds from these events

will help to establish the David Walker Multi-

Cultural Arts Center, a facility which will offer

programs in multi-cultural music, dance, theater,

visual arts and literature to the youth of our
community. For tickets to Chuck Davis or more
information contact Jimmy Reeves, DL 232, 395-

3456.

Being articulate means never having to say

"Huh?" Join us on Tuesday, September 25, 1990 at

5 p.m. in Cameron Hall Room 212 for an education

in public speaking that you won't acquire in the

classroom... and have fun to boot! Smoothtalkers is

an affiliate of Toastmasters International and is

comprised entirely of those students who want to

develop and improve their speaking skills in

preparation for interviews, career, classroom
presentations, parties... Format is informal,

everyone is welcome to visit

Attention: SENIORS. Do you graduate in

December? Would you like to have a December
graduation? We will meet to discuss these questions

on Monday, October 1 in Cameron Auditorium
Room 105 at 5 p.m. The only way this will happen
is if a majority of you show up! If you cannot make
it please contact PDS315BRH on Vaxmail.

Epsilon Sigma Alpha will be chartering a

Chapter at UNC-Wilmington in early October. The
membership in this international Greek service

organization is open to all students. Now is the

time to help your future and the future of this

chapter.

Freely translated, ESA means "Pursuit of
learning." In keeping with this creed, ESA stresses

personal growth, leadership development and lifetime

membership. With over 1200 chapters in the United

States and abroad, we are not affiliated with the

Panhellenic Council. Since we have no limits
concerning our membership, males and females both

are welcomed.

An information/planning meeting will be held

on Oct. 3, 1990, at 7:30 p.m. in the University

Union - room 206. ESA pamphlets, flyers and
membership applications will be available.

Members will be needed to fill officer's

positions and those of chair-persons and committees.

Become involved today, EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS, PROJECTS, SOCIALS and
LEADERSHIP SKILLS will be available to you as

an ESA member.
For more information, call Kym at 452-7741.

Since fall is a time of new beginnings, the Big

Buddy Program has made September, Volunteer

Recruitment Month . Many children are waiting to

become "Little Buddies". However, because there is

a shortage of adult volunteers, especially men and

minorities, it has been impossible to enroll them
actively in the program.

For a child, growing up can be difficult. The
world is a confusing and frustrating place. The Big

Buddy Program's goal is to help these children by

matching them with adult volunteers who will

support them in a variety of ways while they are

going through this difficult time.

A Big Buddy is someone who cared and has time

to spend with a child. Fishing, picnics, ball games
and beach trips are just a few of the activities the Big

and Little Buddies share. Many organizations donate

complimentary tickets to special events. The Big
Buddy Program sponsors several activities each year

such as parties, field days, boat trips and camping
trips.

Most of the children come from one parent

families where the single parent is overloaded with

responsibilities and is in need of additional help.

Some children have gotten into trouble with the law

through shoplifting or running away. Others have

difficulty because of emotional problems or poor

school attendance. Some just need someone who
cares.

The UNCW Gay and Lesbian Association, a

confidential, supportive organization will hold its

first organizational meeting this week, Saturday,

September 22 on campus. Call Dr. Kate Bruce

(Psychology) at 395-3374 or Katharine Tate (Student

Development Center) at 395-3746 for further details.

The Campus Awareness Organization will be

hosting a voter registration party featuring ALL
TORE UP and INJUN JOE this Friday, September

28 from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in Room 100 of the

Union.

IFC Fights For Funding
BY PHILLIP LOUr.Hl.TN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Interpretation of the Budget and Planning
Committee (BPC) funding guidelines is the central

issue in a rising controversy now before the SGA.
The Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) has come

before the senate requesting that they be funded
through student funds. The executive board of SGA
and several senators spoke out against the

proposal, quoting the BPC guidelines. Item D. on
these guidelines reads, "SGA shall not fund

organizations that are selective in their
membership". The rule goes on to define

"selective" as a group in which members are chosen
by a voting process by existing members or where
prospective members must undergo a pledging

process.

Denny Best, senate representative at-large was
one who spoke against the plan. "The constitution

clearly says they can't have funding," he said.

"[SGA President Ken Lemon] noted that it was out

of order. The Attorney General also noted twice

that it was out of order, but nobody was listening

to her."

President Lemon was equally concerned.
"[Monday night] we basically ran over our
constitution. ... I did everything in my power to

show that it was out of order. '

"It's a question of constitutionality," Lemon
continued. "Their selective membership excludes

them from funding. A real concern of mine is that

they are asking us to violate our own operating

rules."

Merritt Hooper is the IFC President. It is his

opinion that the organization is not excluded from
eligibility. "We are a separate body from
fraternities," Hooper explained. "It is a matter of

the interpretation of the regulation. We are not
selective, we are a governing organization. We
don't have any say about who comes into the IFC. .

. they are selected by the various fraternities."

Hooper feels that although only fraternity
members can serve on IFC, any student can join a
Greek organization.

Wes Ward, a member of IFC, agrees with
Hooper that the question is one of interpretation.

"Guidelines can be interpreted different ways by
different people," he said. "I heard the comment
that the BPC violated their own constitution. I say
that we didn't, we just interpreted it differently."

"A real concern of mine is that
they are asking us to violate
our own operating rules.

"

•President Lemon

Ward is concerned that the Attorney General's
interpretation was taken to be "supreme law" by the

executive board. "I don't think the Attorney
General has the right to interpret the constitution.

. . . Saying that the Attorney General is the
'supreme law' just seems to me a scary, scary, scary
abuse of power."

Ward felt that these cases should be looked at

on an individual basis, saying that "you can't
blanket the whole thing."

Ward is also a voting member of the BPC.
President Lemon and several others have pointed
out this fact and suggested that Ward's vote would
be biased. "I asked Wes to refrain from voting,"
said Lemon. "For him to vote would be unethical;

there is clearly a conflict of interest."

Ward feels that his position does not present a

conflict of interest. "I'm a student," he said. "I

have every right to vote. I'm not going to cower
out of voting. I know I'm going to take some heat
on this, but I feel that I am right."

President Lemon did offer a suggestion to IFC
that they could apply for specific event funds.
"Basically, the option is there for IFC to be given
money," he said. "But not as a club or
organization under BPC."

Lemon said that the SGA has the power to

grant money to organizations for some events. He
used the example of LivWell which comes forth

every year for money to put on the LivWell fair.

This money carries no minimum revenue
requirement (MRR) like club funding.

Hooper feels that it is contradictory to offer

this money when the SGA does not want to approve
funding. "What we want is a steady supply of
money. We need it for various functions."

Hooper says that IFC does not have sufficient

income from its dues program to cover the

programs they want to sponsor. He points out that

the programs benefit a large number of students as

well as helping out charities such as MDA, the

Shriners, and Cerebral Palsy.

The BPC met on Tuesday night and passed the

proposal. At the next senate meeting, a final vote

will be taken to decide the issue. Lemon denies

rumors that he has said he will veto the plan if it

passes, but he has not ruled out the possibility of
that action. Hooper has said that the IFC has made
no plans to pursue it any further, but, like Lemon,
he admitted that these plans may arise. He has not
said what form of action IFC will pursue, but that

he doesn't want this to turn into some kind of
personal battle.

:^*JK
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Festival Promotes Health
BY DAVID BURKE

NEWS EDITOR

Students who happened by the

North Lawn of the University
Union Wednesday between 10:00

and 2:00 got a chance view
displays and talk to representatives

from a wide array of campus and

community organizations.

The event was LivWELL.
Activities included health tests,

free refreshments (over 1000 bags

of Vies Popcorn served, with

plenty of Alternatives!
"mocktails" to wash them down),

and information tables provided by

organizations ranging from the

Writing Place to Carolina Organ

Procurement Agency.

The Office of Health
Promotion sponsors LivWELL
annually.

In addition to the information

available, students were able to

enter a drawing for prizes which

were given away throughout the

event.

The students and
representatives alike expressed

enjoyment of the event.

Denny Best, while competing

with the afternoon breeze for

control of the pamphlets and flyers

on the Campus Awareness
Organization table, commented,
"[LivWELL] gives students an

opportunity to learn not only

about themselves, but about the

world they live in."

Tasha Boone, who manned
the Office of Minority Affairs

table, pointed out the increased

awareness of campus organizations

which LivWELL facilitates. "...

it helps the Office of Minority

Affairs spread the word that it is

there to help all students,

regardless of race," she said.

Lee Barnhill said of the event

(in a burst of rhetorical

verbalization), "I think it is

wonderful."

One student observer summed
up the unique experience offered

by LivWELL, "Where else can

you learn to save the environment

and your cardiovascular system in

one easy step?"

Trade Schools Questioned
To get a prospective student

to enroll, trade school owner
Tommy Wayne Downs said he
once accompanied him to a pawn
shop to get the money the student

needed for a titan down payment.
Then, as Downs admitted to

the Senate's Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations

Sept 21, he helped the student get

a federally guaranteed college loan,

and reimbursed himself from the

students down payment. From the

rest of the loan check, he took the

remainder of what was owed for

tuition to his school.

The testimony was part of the

Senate's look into how trade

schools- typically private
businesses that offer two-year
courses in trades ranging from
paperhanging to automotive
mechanics to

secretarial skills- may have

helped push the federal student

loan program default rate up to

crisis proportions.

Only 22 percent of the college

loans made nationwide went to

trade school students, but trade

school student loans make up 44

percent of the loans that are in

default U.S. Dept of Education

figures indicate.

See Trade P. 9

Leutze Speaks

To Senate
BY SANDY POPTFR

STAFF WRITER

Chancellor Leutze addressed the Faculty Senate Meeting on
September 1 1th. The issue of teaching vs. research was one of
the most important and difficult topics the Chancellor
discussed. Due to an ignorance on the history, culture,

tradition, and value system of UNCW, Chancellor Leutze
declined to explore this subject too deeply. Although he did

offer his opinion on how the two subjects should be treated by
the faculty.

Leutze stressed that undergraduates are largely neglected on
American campuses. He proposed that the faculty of UNCW
has previously and should continue "to put the teaching of
undergraduate students first in terms of time, commitment
focus, and value."

To achieve the teaching abilities that undergraduates need,

Leutze suggested that the teachers need some sort of
stimulation, recognition, and reward. He hopes to encourage
methodology teaching, provide additional teaching rewards, and
promote public recognition from the deans and department
chairs.

At the opposite end of the spectrum, Leutze committed
himself to working hard "to ensure more funding for faculty

development in the areas of travel, research, and academic
conferences." Leutze said that in order for the faculty to stay

alert to the latest developments in their fields "they would have

to stay up to date in their chosen disciplines."

Leutze continued to encourage professors to not only have a

12 hour work load, but to also combine their teachings with a

research project. Leutze challenged the faculty by saying,

"they were not hired for an easy job." The Chancellor also

stressed the importance to not evolve into two classes of

professors; one being researchers obtaining rewards and the

other putting more emphasis on teaching.

With regard to UNCW's graduate program, Leutze is

looking to put an even greater emphasis on the Marine Science

Program. He said that his goal is to see the Marine Science
field become one of the major programs in the country. To
achieve this goal, the Chancellor suggested building a new
facility behind Masonboro Island on property which the

university owns.

A more recent goal the Chancellor stated was to have the

business school get its MBA program accredited within the

next three years. He also hopes to strengthen several other

programs including biology, marine biology, chemistry, and
English. He wants to obtain more tuition waivers and office

and lab space for graduate students. The Chancellor ended his

remarks by saying the University can add more graduate

programs, but only if there is a need and a chance at their

success.

Forgive us.
Last week's Seahawk article entitled "Students

To Pay For Administrative Move" contained some

erroneous statements. We are researching the

issue. Look to next week's Seahawk for

corrections.

I
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CPPC Provides Useful Services To Students

The Career Planning and

Placement Center is a service

offered by UNCW to all students

and Alumni. The service can be

utilized to find part time jobs, co-

ops, internships, and even federal

government job opportunities.

Cathy Olson, Placement

Manager, explained that the Career

Planning and Placement Center

(CPPC) is not only a place where

"domestic type" jobs are sought,

nor is it a place only for seniors

awaiting the job world, as myths

suggest. Olson stressed that

CCPC can help any and every

student in some way.

Regarding part-time jobs, she

stated, "We do carry baby-sitting

type jobs, but that's not all. We
are the central job locater for

students as far as part-time jobs

(other than work study, which is

handled through financial aid)."

Jim Braye, director of CPPC,

stressed the advantage of the center

to both students and employers.

"This is the one stop center for

student employment. All people

list their jobs here." He explained

that while employers are able to

advertise to many students their

need for employment, students are

able to learn of all of these

opportunities without going out

to the individual places.

Examples given of jobs that hire

from CCPC and pay well over

minimum wage include computer

operators and trucking firms such

as UPS.

Regarding job placement for

graduates, Olson stated that

recruiters come to campus each

semester looking to hire UNCW
students. She said that there are

job orders from employers all over

the country, and that more than

100 employers come to UNCW
each year. "However," she added,

"students must be registered with

CCPC to take advantage of this

service."

Recruiters who visit the

campus include major banks of

North Carolina, such as NCNB,
Wachovia, First Union, and

Southern National, as well as

N.C. State Government,
Burlington Industries, and the

Research Triangle Institute.

According to CCPC, "These

recruiters have hired several from

all of the majors UNCW has to

offer."

CPPC also provides for

students the opportunity to begin

careers with the federal

government. According to Braye,

Administrative Careers with

America (ACWA), will administer

tests for six different occupational

groups. Interested students must

apply before October 31st to take

one or more of these exams. He
stated, "the federal government is

the largest employers in the world,

hiring about 20,000 people per

month in all types of jobs.

Information on how to apply for

these jobs is located in the Career

Planning and Placement Center."

Olson staled that the state

government is also offering

summer internships. "There are a

lot of opportunities for students to

get experience in the real world,"

she said.

Internships are being offered

through the North Carolina
Institution of Government and the

Office of State Personnel,
according to Olson. The
application date is in December,

with notification by January.

Representatives of these

opportunities will be present at

Career Day, which will be held in

Track Coliseum on October 24th.

Braye mentioned several other

representatives who will also

participate in career day, which is

one of the many events that

CCPC sponsors during the year.

Among the representatives are

major industrial firms, public

accounting firms, major retailers,

and state and municipal
governments.

Aside from jobs that
employers list in the CCPC,
Olson explained that students are

also provided with access to other

jobs that aren't always listed there.

UNCW has a special contractual

agreement with the Employment

Security Commission that allows

Cathy Olson, UNCW's

representative, to make available

to students those job opportunities

that would otherwise remain in

town. Braye noted that she
provides this service while also

serving as full time counselor and
placement advisor to students.

Olson explained t h e

importance of another service
offered by CPPC, which deals
with preparing students for the

procedures of job placement.
Such preparations include the
writing of resumes, job search
strategies, and job interviewing.

She explained that students may
find job opportunities, yet if they
produce a resume that an employer
wont want to look at, they're

really hurting themselves. The
preparatory skills are taught during

workshops, which are conducted
on a regular basis. Students
should check with the Career
Planning and Placement Office
located in the University Union
Room 106. Braye invites students

to "come and see us" Monday
through Friday between 8 am and
5 pm and by special appointment.

Crime Prevention Starts With Good Habits
Crime rates have risen

dramatically in the last few years.

We are all potential victims of

crime. If you answer 'yes' to any

of the following questions , you

may be placing yourself

unnecessarily at risk!

Do you:

.leave residence keys and car

keys dangling in their locks?

.habitually call, " Come on

in, it's open", when there's a

knock on your entry door?

.admit service workers to your

residence without checking their

identification?

.jog alone at night?

.leave residence windows open

when not at home?

.place radar detectors or other

valuables in plain view in your

car?

These are just a few of the

ways in which you may be

exposing yourself to personal

attack and property loss.

According to Deputy Stan

Crowder of the New Hanover

County Sheriffs Department,

criminals normally look for easy

access to residences, vehicles, and

items they can carry off without

calling attention to themselves.

Here are some steps you might

take to minimize your chances of

becoming a crime victim.

Get to know your neighbors.

Crime rates tend to be lower in

areas where residents are

acquainted. When neighbors know

each other's habits, unusual

activity will not go unnoticed.

Give your home a "lived in"

look , even when you are away.

See that your yard is mowed
regularly. Tall grass gives an

impression that occupants are

seldom around. Keep shrubs cut

to a low level around windows and

walkways. High shrubs may
shield an intruder from public

view while he gains access to your

property. Don't let newspapers

and mail pile up outside your

residence. Delivery can be stopped

temporarily or arrange for a friend

or neighbor to collect them daily.

Lighting helps deter crime.

Leave interior lamps on at night

or connect them to timers that

come on automatically at various -

times during the evening in

different locations of your
residence. Lighting entries and

yards exposes anyone who
approaches to public view.

Promptly replace burnt out bulbs

or ask your landlord to do it.

It is tempting to leave
windows open and let the cool

breezes blow in. But it only takes

a few minutes for an intruder to

slip through an open door or first

floor window. Sturdy door and
window locks can provide a barrier

against crime. Secure sliding

glass doors with metal locking

devices or a snug fitting dowel in

the slider track. Dead bolts on

entry doors are most effective,

whereas chain locking devices can

easily be broken. A "peephole" in

your door will allow you to view

callers without letting them in.

Hunter Davis of the UNCW
Campus Police Department,
advises students to take advantages

of Operation identification. This

nationwide program instructs

people on how to mark personal

ATAGLANCECONT..
To become a Big Buddy, a person 18 or older

must complete an orientation process which includes

an interview and training. A match is then made

between the Big Buddy volunteer and a child.

Matches are based on the needs of the child. Having

interests in common are also important. The Big

Buddy is asked to spend 4 hours a week with the

child for a year.

Big Buddy, a program of Family Services of the

Lower Cape Fear is supported by the United Way, 2

state grants and New Hanover County.

A training session is scheduled for Thursday,

October 4 between 6:30 and 9:30 p.m. in the Family

Service Offices at 2841 Carolina Beach Road in

Wilmington. For further information and to register

for the training session call 392-7051 .

Do you know what these numbers mean: 642,

7857, and 8500? These numbers represent the

number of violent crimes, non-violent crimes and

the total crime rate, respectively, for New Hanover

County during 1989. Will you be the victim of a

crime in 1990?

Attend the program "Assault, Theft and Break-

Ins: Are You The Next Victim?" on Tuesday,

October 9, 1990 at 7 p.m. in the Living Room in

the University Union. Representatives from

Campus Police, Sheriffs Department and the

Wilmington Police will be on hand to talk about

basic self-defense steps, home and property security,

and auto protection. DONT BE A VICTIM OF
CRIME IN 1990!

MYTH: Men who rape other men are gay.

FACT: Rape is not about sexual preference or

desire - it is an act of power and control. The
motivation of the rapist is to humiliate and brutalize

another person. A survey of convicted rapists found

that at least half of these men did not care about the

sex of their victims, they raped both men and
women. Most male rapists are either heterosexual or

suffer great confusion about their sexual identity.

Alcoholics Anonymous meet Tuesdays at 4

p.m. in the University Union Room 206 or 203.

There is a big book meeting with an open
discussion. Join us.

A 35 mm Camera in a blue case in the vicinity

of the track and field was lost during the Seahawk
Invitational on Sept. 15. If found, please return to

the U.U. Room 214. There is a reward. Call collect

at 919-327-2240 mornings or evenings.

IMPORTED HANDICRAFTS

RARE CARGO
B WARE!
•Belts (Guatemala)

•Bells (India)

•Bags (Variety)

•Books (Blank)

Backpacks (Nepal)

•Bracelets (Variety)

•Burners (Incense)

•Bajas (Mexico)

•Baskets (Africa)

•Barrets (France)

•Beads (Wide Variety)'Blankets (Mexico)

•Berets (Unusual) 'Buttons (Russia)

•Bumper Stickers • Baubles • Bangles •

IMPORTEO HANDICRAFTS

HA11K CARGO
30 North Front Street • 762-7636

Downtown Between Market and Princess Streets

• 5% Discount for each report "A" each semester •
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property with an ID number (

driver's license number). A record

of one's ID number is kept on file

along with a description of marked

items. This is useful for

identifying recovered property and

making insurance claims. Free

bicycle registration is offered on

campus, and by city and county

law enforcement agencies as well.

They also recommend using a

sturdy U bolt to secure a bicycle

frame to some stationery object.

Remember, it is important to

party responsibly. Keep alert to

what is going on around you.

Stay in groups. Let someone
know where you are going and

when to expect you to return.

Be sure you have enough
gasoline before setting off on a

trip. Should a stranger approach

your car broken down on the

highway, do no let them inside

your car. Give them a phone

number of someone you do know
who can help you.

Park in well lighted areas near

a building entrance. Place

valuables out of sight. Have keys

available when you approach your

car. Avoid overloading yourself

with packages as you could easily

be overpowered. Check inside

your car before entering it to

ensure no one is lurking there to

surprise you.

Avoid jogging or walking

alone and at dusk or dawn when
visibility is at it's worst.

Carrying mace for self protection

is legal and it can be purchased at

gun and pawn shops.

Did you know that the

emergency 911 system is in place

county wide? If you have

concerns about conditions in your

neighborhood, representatives

from city and county Crime
Prevention Offices are available to

assess your situation, determine

how to improve it, and help you

develop a Community Watch
Program.

So, how safety conscious are

you? None of us are immune to

crime! Consider NOW which
steps you need to focus on to

reduce your chances of becoming a

crime victim.

Crumb Get!

Award
Shelia Crumb, senior at th

University of North Carolina a

Wilmington, was presented th

Women's Forum of Nort!

Carolina Young Adult Leadershi;

Award Friday, Sept. 21, i

ceremonies in Raleigh. Her
selection was made from five

finalists across the state.

Nominated for the award by

UNCW Nursing School Dean
Marlene Rosenkoetter. Crumb is

also the 1990-91 North Carolina

Nursing Student of the Year. In

capacity, she has been active as a

spokesperson for nursing students

as well as in recruiting young
people to go into the nursing

profession. After graduation, she

plans to enter the Army Nurses

Corps and pursue graduate studies

in nurse anesthesia.

Crumb is from Dublin, near

Elizabethtown. She was
accompanied to the award
presentation by her mother-in-law

Opal Crumb, who also lives near

Elizabethtown.

The Young Adult Leadership

Award includes a $500 check. It

is offered annually by the

Women's Forum to a young North

Carolinian between the ages of 18

and 30, who has shown
outstanding leadership in
improving the lives of people in

our state, particularly women.
An organization comprised of

approximately 100 members from
across the state, the Women's
Forum of North Carolina describes

itself as "a vehicle through which
women of proven influence and
personal achievement are effective

agents for constructive change."
The Young Adult Leadership
Award was first presented in 1987.

LET THE AIR FORCE
INVEST IN YOUR

MEDICAL FUTURE.
If you're a medical student, you have
enough on your mind. Today's Air

Force offers a scholarship program
that can greatly reduce your financial

burden. Under this scholarship, you
continue your present studies—
focusing on your medical training

instead of how to pay for it. Participa-

tion is based on competitive selection.

For information, talk to an Air Force
representative. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
1-800-423-USAF
TOLL FREE

iWR»a
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ANDREW MCCARTHY JONATHAN SILVERMAN

-Bemie may be dead, but he's still the life of the party.

October 3 at 3:30 and 7:30 PM
UU Room 100

Sponsored by KCE Film Committee

Wilmmfkm. JMk (Mim

•TONITE*
I MARY ON THE DASH
•FRIDAY SEP 28TH*
PROWESS w/

| TUNNEL VISION
•SATURDAY SEP 29TH«

I STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN :

A TRIBUTE TO
LED ZEPPELIN
•TUESDAY OCT 2ND«
NO REASON TO HATE
•SATURDAY OCT 6TH*
LOVE TRACTOR w/

MARSHMELLOW
STEAMSHOVEL

»
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English Dept. Boosts Curriculum NOW Rally Postponed
BY NOI.A M. CIIMMINGS

STAFF WRITER

UNCW English Department
has an undergraduate program with

over 300 students claiming

.English as their major. In order to

help students develop, several new
courses have been designed and
will begin this spring semester.

Dr. Joann Seiple, chair-person

of the English Department, stated"

I believe we have done really well

with the spring schedule."

A few unique courses for

UNCW will include Beginning

and Advanced Journalism ( Eng
202 & 302). Both of these classes

will be offered this spring.

Professional Magazine Writing (

Eng 311) is also a new topic to

the department. Editing ( Eng
310) will involve students editing

the papers of their colleagues with

the possible assistance of The
Writing Place.

Even with the overriding

budget cuts and the cutbacks that

had to be made, sources in the

English Department say they are

optimistic. The positions that the

budget cuts eliminated were not

extremely detrimental and three

new full-time professors will be

hired to replace professors which

have left.

According to Seiple, the

student/faculty ratio has not been

adversely affected by the loss of

faculty or the budget cuts. In

order for the English Department
to fulfill the need for students to

obtain individual attention in

writing courses, Dr. Seiple
recommends that professors
teaching beginning composition
classes hold them to 25 students.

The revised 1990-91 Student

catalog mandates students to

choose at least one class in each of
the four categories under the

humanities subdivision. This
development has led to the

increase in Literature courses.
Literature of England and Ireland

will be another new course
addition. These classes will

include the option of traveling to

these countries over spring break.

Another new development is the

cross listed course in Multi-

Cultural Literature which will

focus on the feminist point of

view. A new non-fiction course

will involve writing and the

reading of literature models.

North Carolina Writers is a

course that will include lectures by
accomplished writers from North

Carolina. Two courses that may
be on the schedule for next year

are Journalism and professional

Journal Editing.

The scare of future cuts
however, may hinder further

advancement Dr. Seiple stated on
this subject, " I hope that we will

be able to come out lof future

budget cuts] as well as we came
through these."

Chi Phi Receives National Award
BY BRIAN BULLARD

STAFF WRITER

Four alumni's and five active

brothers were on hand to accept the

prestegious Thomas Gehrig Award
on behalf of the Gamma Zeta

Chapter of Chi Phi. This award,

presented at the Chi Phi National

Congress, went to the best five

chapters nationwide. Out of sixty

chapters nationwide, the Gamma
Zeta Chapter finished in second
place behind Auburn. Auburn
racked up a record score of 207

points and Gamma Zeta finished

with 206 points. These two scores

were the highest ever in the history

of the award. The reason that these

scores were higher was because for

the first time, the application

process was changed. Chapter
consultants and the persons from

the national office also filled out

reports on behalf of the individual

chapters.

According to John Hammett,
President of the Gamma Zeta
Chapter of Chi Phi, the judging

was based on the entire year in

review. "The application was
alphabetized from A-X. We were

judged on rush, pledge programs,

budgeting, chapter operations,

scholarship, community
envolvement, campus
envolvement, philanthropy,
alumni envolvement, etc-." To fill

out this comprehensive

BLOOP
HE.V! LETfe GO SQOANDER
OUR FREEDOM ON AN
EVENIN6 OF BEER 60ZZJJNG,
STAR TREK RE-RUNS, AND

CC0KIETC6SIN&J

NO! HOI I CANT BE PASSIVE!

TVE GOTTA READ B0RKE
AND MACHIAWELU • I
GOTTA EXPLORE, OJE5TI0N,Mb DISCOVER* ^^

ON k NIGHT 6*

PI&DUN'MPLfclN'
TO- TO-
STUDY!?!

application, John said that it took

he and the secretary, Dave Hare,

"forty hours strait, with only two
breaks for food." This diligence

resulted in approximately fifty

typed pages, which went on to win
the award. John said that he,

as well as the entire chapter was
"very excited, we shoot for it every

year, and we have always been in

the top ten, though it's usually

been sixth or seventh. In 1985 we
won the Gehrig award also."
While the award only consists of a

plaque and recognition, John says

that it is "very helpful in gaining

money from nationals. They give

educational grants and we got one
for $5,000 to purchase our

by Joseph Morton

computer. Hopefully we will be

able to get more in order to

remodel our library."

When asked who was mainly
responsible for the winning of the

Gehrig award, John said "It was a

total chapter effort, not one
individual was responsible. Our
alumni did play a large part

however, because thirty percent of
them paid alumni dues, with the

next highest chapter being only ten

percent"

John also felt that chapter
retreats played a key role in the

winning of the award. "We visited

three other chaapters, and seven
chapters visited us. This helped us

out a lot."

AY HOLLY PniPE
STAFF WRITER

The National Organization for

Women (NOW) was scheduled to

appear on UNCWs campus this

Friday at noon. Their Campus
Caravan for Women's Lives has
been tentatively rescheduled for

October 15th or 16th. Due to

NOW's involvement in the

controversial nomination of David
Souter to the Supreme Court by
President Bush, Molly Yard,
NOW's President, is occupied in

Washington preparing a rally

protest "We are sorry we have
had to postpone our coming to

UNCW, but we feel we have our
hands full here in Washington
right now," NOW's press office

representative stated on Monday.

According to NOW press
releases, NOW will be targeting

key campuses in North Carolina

on a three day tour to "organize

students and galvanize pro-choice

voters." NOW intends the

Campus Caravan to "politically

LOOSE SCREWS

empower those most directly
affected by the recent U.S.
Supreme Court decision on
parental involvement - young
Americans."

Molly Yard will speak on
women's rights, reproductive
freedom, and the importance of the

upcoming Senate elections at the
rally, according to NOW sources.

Founded in 1966, NOW's
membership has grown to almost
250,000 members. NOW's
members consist of men and
women who support full equality
for women and an end to prejudice

and discrimination against women
in government and other
professions. Supporters engage in

lobbying and litigation. They
also work to increase the number
of women elected to office.

Other North Carolina Campus
Caravan stops will include Queens
College in Charlotte, Duke
University in Durham, and East
Carolina University in Greenville.

If you would like to help with the

rally call 350-0961.

by Joseph Morton
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HOW FLOWER PARENTS GET THEIR KIDS
TO BEHAVE ! 1 1

Jfttlantis no&ds

an editor!
applications may be picked up in at the

&gjl offiice, <U<U20O.

applicants must have knowledge and

interests in prose, poetry, visual arts, and

photography. Organizational skills are a
must.

Ji 2.0 Q<2.Jl. is required, as is one semester

experience with Atlantis (or equivalent

experience).

^Responsibilities include:

appointing editorial staff

^Recruiting and training staff

Otanaging budget
<Working with advisor

Selecting and meeting with printer

Serve as ex-officio member of

cMedia/CPublications "Board
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The Seahawk welcomes Litters to the

Editor. These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The
Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-B of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd.. Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The
Seahawk.

The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 p.m. Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 3953229 for the editorial division.
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PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
Editor in Chief

DAVID BURKE
News Editor

PATRICK FOWLER
Sports Editor

RAMONA HUPP
Entertainment Editor

LAUREN FULLER
Production Manager

KRISTEN KURCZAK
Production Assistant

JENNIFER YOUNG
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Local Advertising

Manager
JOEL ASHLEY
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Editorials J
BPC Rules Are Disregarded

In Considering IFC Funding

One must wonder what is happening in the Student

Government these days. The answer is, "not much". The

Monday night meeting was only the second time this year

that there was a quorum. For those who don't know,
without quorum the senate is powerless to take any new
actions, to hear and decide any issues, or to do anything

worthwhile.

It appears however, that even when the senate does

fill the appropriate number of seats, they accomplish very

little that is worthwhile. Monday night's meeting

consisted primarily of one long argument about whether

or not the Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) should or could

be funded. The argument was carried on, even voted on,

in spite of the clearly worded Budget and Planning

Committee (BPC)constitution which states ,"SGA shall

not fund organizations that are selective in their

membership. An organization shall be considered

selective if new members are are chosen through a voting

process, by existing members. Also organizations which
require pledging shall be considered selective."

Those supportive of the LFC say that the question is

one of interpretation. After reading and rereading the

BPC ruling, it seems hard to interpret it any other way.
When the interpretation argument doesn't work out,

the IFC members quickly switch tacks and bring up the

federal law, Title 9, which says that fraternities and

sororities are exempt from exclusionary status. If this law

were binding, which it does not appear to be, it would
mean that the BPC ruling did not hold water and that any

fraternity could plead for and be eligible for funding.

Fortunately, for students and the SGA, Title 9 is an

optionary law. It is there primarily to protect fraternities

and sororities from charges of sex discrimination. The
law does not bind the SGA to fund IFC.

Yet again, the IFC backers try another approach. This

time they say that they are only a governing body and that

this makes them a non-selective organization. Of course,

only Greeks can be IFC members, so it would appear that

there is still a high level of selectivity.

To sum up, the IFC is barking up an empty tree,

battering their collective head against a brick wall, or any

number of other cliches that signify a futile effort. The
Greek system is thriving and fairly self-supportive. It is a

strong system which should continue to build on its own.
Beyond that, the offer has been made and stands that if

the Greeks are in need of money, the SGA has a process

that can provide for specific needs. SGA will not let the

Greek system founder, but it should not use student fees

to further Greek goals either.

For this fiasco to succeed would be reason for all

students to storm SGA and overthrow the entire system.
That is what worries us. The SGA senate approved a

BPC hearing of the IFC proposal. It was not a unanimous
agreement; the executive board stated repeatedly that the

proposal was out of order, but the senate moved on it

regardless. (The Seahawk does not want to imply that all

senators are in favor of funding IFC.) The BPC then

proceeded to pass the proposal. The regulations, very

clearly stated, were ignored. On top of this, one of the

nine voting members of BPC is an IFC member as well.

He claims that he is unconcerned about the possibility of

conflict of interest the situation presents. Of course he is

unconcerned, they are voting for their own proposal! It is

we, the students who should be concerned about this.

Students, this is our elected leadership. Maybe it

doesn't matter to some that certain senators feel that they

can twist the rules to fit their wants, or even ignore them
completely. If it does matter, remember, you voted

them in, you can have them removed.

<T)o€.1l tLomdLhuxQ h.othe.1 you? fitc
you a LUttU /lecvcd? LUMte. a
C.d±£\ to Vie. CdUtx/L noLLi!

Dear Editor,

This past weekend I saw a

bumper sticker that said,

"PROCTOLOGISTS FOR
JESSE; IT TAKES ONE TO
KNOW ONE!"

That kind of humor is in bad

taste. I'm sure Jesse doesn't like

to be the butt of a joke. Also, it

might offend some proctologists.

It is falacy to assume that there is

a correlation between their

professional frame of reference and

their political point of view.

We must be vocal in our

opposition to negative campaign

advertising. This kind of asinine

behavior does nothing to enhance

political dialogue and hurts

democracy in the end.

Sincerely,

Elliott Wurtzel

non-traditional student

Let's Hear It For Stress!
Stress is in! As if stress has

never been heard of before, our

culture has discovered and named
"stress" as public enemy #1. The
amount of books and workshops

that are being carried out for the

purpose of stress reduction is

amazing. A generalized message
seems to be coming at all of us

which says, "if you want to lead a

good life, you must reduce stress

in your life."

Now I know full well that

high stress has an incredibly

negative impact on people's bodies

and spirits. But I just can't jump
completely on the anti-stress

bandwagon.

I am one of those who thinks

that the way of life taught by
Jesus makes a lot of sense, i.e. is

true. My belief is that salvation

is as much, if not more oriented

towards how we humans can get

5»«w\f
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the most of goodness out of life

on Planet Earth as it is about

going to Heaven.

The problem is that if anyone

chooses to seek this way of life

and to be drawn to it's values, that

person is automatically choosing a

stressful path. Bishop Oscar
Romero of El Salvador, took on

the power structure in the name of

the victims of Death Squads, was

censored and then assassinated.

Daniel Barrigan and the

"Plowsharers Eight" took on
nuclear weapons and went to jail.

Martin Luther King took on

racism and was beaten and then

jailed. Jesus taught the simple

message of love and hope and was

crucified. It all seems kind of

stressful to me!

The way of love is also the

way of justice and compassion,

both of which will lead one into

the stress brought on by conflict

or simply being over extended.

For too many, happiness has

the connotation of life with little

or no stress. Such life is

envisioned to be available when
we have enough money to have

things we want and the lifestyle

we enjoy, all in life-long financial

security. This is a false dream I

believe one finds a much deeper

kind of satisfaction in choosing

values taught by the great masters

of human life and thought. To do

so is to know that one is

accepting a significant amount of

stress in one's life. But the

integrity of a value oriented life is

worth whatever stress may come.

So let's hear it for stress!

There's an awful lot in this world

that deserves our being stressed

out Of course there's a place for

managing some of the stress of

our lives, but there's even more of

a place for our consciously
choosing our values and the places

where we will engage situations

and people in the world that we
see being destructive to human
well-being. The way of truth and

love is very difficult. The stress

is great! But the rewards are

beyond measure.

Letter From The Editor: Anti-hunters Back Off
RY PHILLIP LOUfiHLIN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

As the chill mornings of

autumn replace the steamy
summer sunrise, my thoughts,

like those of millions around
the nation, turn to the woods
and the pursuit of wild game.
With the first dip of the

thermometer below eighty
degrees, the gun-oil comes out

and the rifle and shotgun come
down from the closet. My
daydreams turn to freezing

winter mornings in the marsh

with the whistle of wings
overhead, or to silent, misty

dawns as I scan a deer trail from

my stand.

There are people who
cannot understand the strange

urges that take hunters out of

warm beds and into the cold.

They have never experienced

the daybreak over frosty

woodlands and the serenity of

being alone with the majesty of

nature closing on all sides;

seeming to press in so
powerfully that your ears might
pop, yet so unobtrusive that

you wonder if you might not
wake up and lose it. There is as

well, the thrill of spotting your

quarry, and the strangely
intermingling senses of loss

and victory upon making the

kill.

There are others though,

who not only do not understand

the mind of a hunter, but are

violently opposed to the fact

that the hunter is there at all.

Some have gone so far as to

call hunting "unnatural". I have

no problem with people who
don't want to kill game. That

is their choice. It is the same
with people who don't want to

eat meat, wear furs, or use any

animal products. But they have

no right to tell me that I can't,

or shouldn't hunt.

These anti-hunters have
amassed a huge movement in

the U.S., mainly by feeding on

the ignorance of non-hunters
who otherwise had never held

any real opinion. The antis

portray hunters as bloodthirsty,

hateful, cruel abominations of

humanity, who would as soon

shoot your kitten as see it

scamper across the living room

floor. They feed
misinformation to the
uneducated public at a rate that

would have made Hitler proud.

In the process, they whip the

non-hunting public into an

anti-hunting frenzy.

You might ask, "what kind

of frenzy?" I might enumerate,

but the list would be far too

long. Instead, I will point out

some of the more extreme

cases. In Florida a couple of

years ago, several islands in the

Everglades became
overpopulated with whitetail

deer. The wildlife department

researched the problem and

decided that a controlled shoot

of the animals would be the

best way to alleviate the

problem. Anti-hunters got wind

of the decision and railed

against this "inhumane
slaughter". Many of them
gathered together and began
"the great deer relocation" as it

has been called.

The idea was to capture the

deer and transplant them to the

mainland where they could

spread out. Maybe not a bad
idea, and worthy of
commendation, but the wildlife

biologists knew it would not

work. At the end of the fiasco,

hundreds of dead whitetails

littered the shorelines. Most
died of shock from the chase
and capture. Some were chased
into the water and drowned.
Still others were killed in the

process of being captured. I

will admit that some hunters
participated in the stupidity, but

the point is that the original

plan would have been far more
humane and effective.

Anti-hunters have taken to

harassment techniques as well.

Their methods range from
simple demonstrations o n

public lands, to spreading

excrement in hunting stands and

running boats through duck
hunters' decoys. It must reflect

some credit on the hunters that

no anti has been shot or

severely beaten yet.

I am not sure exactly what

the antis' motivation is. I do
think that most of them truly

believe that they are doing

something worthwhile, but

why. What warped sense of

reality makes them believe that

hunting is such a terrible thing?

Do they believe the Bambi
myth? I mean, do they really

see animals as friendly little

creatures who talk and play

together in innocence and
purity? Come on! Remember
the owl who stood benevolently

upon his oak limb and
dispensed advice and wisdom to

Thumper and Bambi? Next time

you are in the woods near a

large, hollow oak tree, look

around. If you see little balls

of fur and splintered bone, you

see what would have become of

li'l Thumper in real life.

I think though, that many
anti-hunters are a bit more

intelligent than that. Most are

familiar with the harsh reality

of the laws of survival that are

in play in the wild. Then
again, if the antis were aware of

these laws, then surely they

must realize that man has

eliminated most of the

predators of big game. "Aha!"

you are saying. "You admit

that hunters have wiped out the

predators!"

Sorry, wrong. . . . hunters

took more than their share of

predators it is true. But they

did so in the days before

conservation, when bounties

were offered that made it

irresistible to pass up a shot at

a wolf or a mountain lion.

Modern conservation piactices,

of which hunting is one, could

have restored these carnivorous

beasts had not another facet of

man's presence made their

existence nearly impossible.
That facet is progress, of which

even the most adamant
antihunter is one.

So, you doubt me? "I am
an environmentalist and an

antihunter," you say? Then I

ask you, do you live in a

house? Do you drive a car on a

paved and level road? Then you

are as much a part of the

problem as any hunter. The
fact is that man's encroachment

on wildlife's environment has

contributed the largest part to

the downfall of endangered
species. Market and bounty

hundng certainly lowered the
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Once again the readers of the

Seahawk have had to open this

paper to find another Helms
bashing article. This week is

different though, there wasn't a

picture of Harvey Gantt on the

front page with the normal two
articles.

The editors of the Seahawk
obviously find Gantt's record as

the mayor of Charlotte too trivial

to mention. The candidate for

Senate, who is running for the

working man, supported several
new taxes during his four year
term as mayor of Charlotte. He
supported the taxes the year before

he was defeated for the mayor's
job. The first tax was printed in

the Charlotte Observer on March
27. 1986.

The second tax was a payroll

tax for city workers; saying it

would force commuters to help

pay for city services. Gantt then

pushed for a real estate tax;

another sales tax when the

working people try to sell their

homes. Gantt has also shown
support for a 1% payroll tax, a 1 %
income tax, a 2 cent local tax. a

transfer tax, and up to 2% sales

tax on commercial and
professional services.

That should be sufficient

proof what the " working man's

candidate" really stands for!

There is one other thing the

Seahawk and the readers need to

keep in mind. Tobacco is North

Carolina's largest legal cash crop.

It is one of the state's biggest

employers also. It is the crop that

the economy of North Carolina

has been based on for decades. A
senator's job, after all , is to

protect his home state's job
market, economy, and people.

Jesse Helms has worked for the

working men and women and the

good Christian people of North

Carolina longer than Harvey Gantt

has been in politics.

Thank you,

Lee Person

College Republicans

Dear Editor,

In response to Alec
Brownlow's column last week, I

would like to say 1 am weary from

hearing bitter complaints about

UNCW's landmark dilemma. I

think it is the fallacy of many on

this campus, student and faculty

critics alike, to view situations

from subjective perspectives only,

entertaining short-term
possibilities while failing
completely to look at the ethical,

good intentions of others.

My grandfather, Adrian D.

Hurst, faithfully served on the

landmark committee along with

my now deceased aunt, Crockette

Hewlett. Granddaddy drafted the

original proposal of one such
landmark and clearly had
outstanding motives in mind.

I think it is a shame that

people are so quick to criticize

proposals they know very little

about. Whether or not it is

economically feasible at this point

in time to construct a landmark is

really irrelevant anyway, because

obviously this is a long-term

goal. (Therefore, debates over cost

now are really out of the

question.)

I have been blessed to have

relatives who cared so much about

this campus development that

their unrelenting passion for the

numbers, but when those things

were abolished, the game could

have recovered. We farm and

fill the vulnerable pot hole

country that serves as a nesting

area for the majority of the U.S.

waterfowl. We pave forests and

mountainsides which once
supported grizzly bears and
cougars. If the antis want to

blame hunters for the decline of

game animals, who will they

blame for the decline of non-

game species, such as raptors?

With the predators gone,

what is to stop the rapid

overpopulation of their prey?
Nature will not do it anymore.

The environment is man's now.
The diseases with which nature

once controlled overpopulation

would now contaminate
domesticated animals. Crops

right in North Carolina are

destroyed at an alarming rate by

the surging number of deer. I

do not have the figures at hand,
but a number in the billions of

dollars yearly rings in my
mind. Obviously, even with
sport hunting, wildlife is able

to prosper.

The only reasonable
question then, is one of morals.

Is killing a wild animal wrong?
I must retreat to my personal

opinion here, that morals are a

purely individual thing. It is

wrong to impose a set of
morals on anyone else. I have
no intention of dragging a non-
hunter into the woods, then
forcing him to kill. I likewise

have no desire to go out and
kill any living thing that I will

not use. This is the basic code
of hunters everywhere. I see
shooting a deer in the same
light as the slaughterhouse
employee who brings the sledge
hammer down on cattle.

There are the unfortunate
cases of hunters who have no
respect for nature, and kill out
of season or who shoot
indiscriminately. These are the

scourge of legitimate hunters
and the boon of the antis.

They are the examples
presented to the public in

antihunting propaganda. For
them, I make no excuses. I

only say that they are not
representative of the majority.

university remains even after they

have passed on. Hurst Drive was
named after my grandfather;

Hewlett Hall was named after my
uncle, Addison Hewlett; Alderman
Hall, after a cousin of mine; and
Cameron Hall, after another

cousin of mine.

My relatives have served on
the Board of Trustees, Marine
Science Councils, and other such

committees FAITHFULLY and
with exemplary intentions of

making UNCW a university we
can all be proud of today.

There are many, many others

who, without credit or acclaim,

have shaped the future of UNCW
through their hard work and
dedication. It is far time we house

a more open view and see the

merit in others who have devoted

their lives to improving YOUR
EDUCATION AND MINE.
Think about it: "It isn't necessary

to blow out the other person's

candle to let your own light

shine." I believe in that , and so
should you.

Sincerely.

Susan p. Hurst
|
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INGRID AIELLO
LAUREN BIRKS
SONYA BRANSON
PRISCILLA CARSON
HEATHER CONNELLY
JENNIFER FENNELL
LISA FOLLESf

JULIA GARRISON
BRANDI GOERTEMILLER
VIRGINIA HUNT
CHRISTY MATHSON
KATHY MILLINGTON
JENNIFER O'NEILL

CONGRATULATIONS!

WELCOME
NEW ALPHA PHIS!

STACEY PARK
AMY PEEL
CYNTHIA PEET
HOLLY RAINS
CINDY RUPE
KELLI SHAFER
AMYSHIDELER
BRIDGETE STEVENS
ANGELA STEEVER
ANGJETERV
SUSAN TRAVIS
HEATHERWOOD

ltfe the real thing.

FROMYOUR
ALPHA PHI
SISTERS!

Shades of St. Croix
"Your Sunglass Shop

in the

Lower Cape Fear"

Ray Ban • Maui Jim

Vuamet • Pro

Serengeti • Costa Del Mar
Revo • X-isle

• bolle • Ski Optiks

. AME • Style Eyes
• Ziari • Boris Becker

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Styles Priced

From $7.00

Cape Fear Shirtworks
"
Quality Imprinted Sportswear"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts

• Beach Cover-ups, Tank Tops
• Golf Shirts

• Caps, Totes and More
• All EXCLUSIVE Designs-

Beach, Wilmington, Historic

HELP WANTED

Addressers wanted immediately !

No experience necessary.
Excellent pay! Work at home.

Call toll-free: 1-800-395-3283

Travel Free Quality vacations

to exotic destinations. Affordable

Spring Break packages to Jamaica

and Cancun. Free Travel and

$$$. 1-800-426-7710.

Sprinf Rreak 1991 " ^dividual or

student organization needed to

promote Spring Break trip. Earn

money, free trips and valuable

work experience. CALL NOW!!

InterCampus Programs: 1-800-

327-6013.

Earn $2500 and FREE Spring

Break Trips to Bahamas, Jamaica

as part-time Campus Rep for

Spring Break Travel 1-800-638-

6786.

Raise a Thou$and in a

week: The fundraiser

that's working on 1800

campuses. Your campus group

can earn up to $1000 in just one

week. No investment needed. Be

first on your campus. A FREE
gift just for calling. Call Now
1-800-765-8472 ext. 90.

Need sales experience? The
Seahawk needs Ad Salesmen.

Personal transportation necessary.

Payment by commission. Come
by Room 205E in the Union or

call 395-3789.

PART-TIME. Earn easy extra

money. Positive feelings for

LESBIANS/GAYS and THEIR
FAMILIES/FRIENDS is a must.

Write Reebekka, POB 76087,

Atlanta, GA 30358.

Scholarships, Loans for any

student, regardless of GPA or

need. $100 Gurantee. Future

Perfect, P.O. Box 5066, Raleigh,

NC 27650-5066.

ATTENTION:
Fraternities, Sororities,
Clubs and Individuals. Trip

Organizers wanted for fantastic

Ski and Sun Tours. Earn cash

commissions and/or go for free.

Call the #1 company in college

travel, Moguls Ski and Sun
Tours, Inc., 1-800-666-4857.

PERSONALS

Personals- Just 100 a word!

Come by Room 205E in the

Union and send a message to that

special person.

FOR RENT

Roomate needed to share four-

bedroom house in quiet
neighborhood. Great place for

serious student . No drugs or

smoking. $200 per month:
includes utilities, washer/dryer,

full kitchen privileges. Call

Phillip or Debi. 395-6386.

All our T-shirts

are 100%
Pre-Shrunk Cotton

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Cape Fear Screen Printing

When
Quality

Counts

"Custom Screen Printing"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Golf Shirts, Caps
• Bandanas, Totes, Aprons and More
• Greeks- All your Garment Needs
• Team Numbers and Lettering

• Embriodery - Shirts and Caps
• In House Artist & Graphic Design Department
• Whether you need 12 or 1200 call us!

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

I
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
A.C.E. IN

Wr;, farr action
SHARK IS ON A MISSION FOR THE
MIGHTY "DEMIGODS OF METAL !"

RV MARK SCHARAGA
MUSIC RE\'IEWER

Welcome once again boys and

girls to the wonderful world of

music. Tickets for the

SMITHEREENS seem to be
selling well, which raises a

question in my mind. Why can't

we have a true heavy metal show,

*ala MEGADEATH/JUDAS
PRIEST play at Trask?

I know you probably heard the

rumors that MEGADETH will be

coming to Trask during an

upcoming break in their tour with

JUDAS PRIEST. So, I, being as

nosy as Cyrano, armed myself

with a handful of ammo and

explosives, packed up a few

assault rifles, and headed up to the

A.C.E. office in the Union, (yes,

the people who provide us with

those really funny comedians), to

find out if the "demigods of

metal" would be gracing our very

humble campus coliseum.

I blew off the door to the

office , and there was the

secretary. I beat up the secretary

while trying to get information

out of her. But the dame didn't

know anything. Then a pizza

delivery boy walked in. I beat

him up just because he was
smiling. Hey, I was on a

mission and no one was going to

get in my way. ..NOT EVEN
RAMBO!

Aha, over there, hiding under

his desk I found Frank Tascone,

Student Activities Advisor who
advises A.C.E..( What does it

stand for anyway?) I picked him

up by the throat, and said in a

voice Howie Mandel would of

been proud of, " Aga-gu-gu".

Okay, let's try it again. I

cleared my throat and repeated the

question.

" Your most excellent

holiness, are the "demigods of
metal" MEGADETH going to be

gracing our campus?"

"Well no, man as far as I

know, "he replied, "but Mike
Durham, of Ocean Breeze

Productions ( sponsor of the

White Lion/ Cinderella show last

year) might be doing it."

Okay, so it was not the "yes"

I was looking for. But there was
still hope. I rushed over to the

phone and dialed up Ocean Breeze

Productions. The secretary

answered (.she sounded real cute).

I told her my name was "Mark
the Shark Rambo". It sounded
like she almost fainted. (1 had no
idea my popularity was reaching

into the farthest crevices of
Wilmington such a s

downtown.) After she recovered,

she patched me directly through

to Mike.

"Hello", he said.

I, in my most poetic frame of

mind said, " What are the odds
that the mighty "demigods of
metal"' will be a petal on our
flower of a town?" "What?" He
replied with a resounding voice.

Okay, so that approach didn't

work either. How about an
honest, straight forward approach?

"Hi, I'm George Bush," I said,

"wouldn't it be prudent at this

juncture if Megadeth would play

at UNCW's Trask Coliseum in

November?" His answer was big

fat "NO".

"Furthermore," he added," I

don't know how such a rumor got

started. But it it untrue. George,
if I may call you that, Trask is a

nice coliseum, but not the place
for a show of that sort."

As I heard this, tears were
forming in my eyes. I said a

polite "Thanks anyway", and
hung up the phone.

Well, that closes this tale of
the search for the truth, no
mighty "demigods of metal" such
as MEGADEATH are coming to

Wilmington. But there is a

possibility of Fayetteville Civic

Center having both JUDAS
PRIEST and MEGADEATH.
With enough student support,

this show might be possible for

Trask, but it's up to the
metalloids" of UNCW to

circulate a petition that requests

MEGADETH be enshrined in
Trask for our pleasure. If you
can't write your name (which
according to Dr. Amon, is all of

us) feel free to express your
interest by placing a call to ACE
at 395-3842, and tell them the

"Shark" sent you.

After spending so much time

on this search, I'm bereft of time

to review anything but my
eyelids.

BLAST US TO SMITHEREENS!
BY RAMONA HI PP
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

The Smithereens are coming!

The Smithereens are coming! Do
you have your tickets? The
Smithereens will be performing

at Trask Coliseum on October

4th. The concert is brought to

you by ACE and Surf 107, (with

a little help from Frank
Tascone and Steve Sappe.)

The group began forming
when Jim Babjak, Mike Mesaros,

and Dennis Diken were in

elementary school. Pat DiNizio

later joined the group when he

answered a classified ad. The
band members were influenced by

a number of groups from THE
WHO, BLACK SABBATH, and

THE KINKS, to Buddy Holly,

and THE BEATLES.
The Smithereens were

"discovered" by Enigma Records

in 1985 from a demo cassette.

(You see, it can happen!) They
were signed under Enigma with

Columbia Records, and quickly

entered the Billboard's Top 100

list soon after, with such songs

as "Blood and Roses", and "In a

Lonely Place". Their current hit

single is "A Girl Like You" from
their third album. Smithereens
11

.

The bands bassist, Mike
Mesaros described in recent
interview that their new album
has more " "crisper sounding,
louder.. .in your-face guitar
sound". Mesaros said the band
has always been "fairly heavy and
raunchy live", and he hoped that

came across in their latest effort.

The producer that helped them
achieve this was Ed Stasium,
who has worked with the
RAMONES, SOUL ASYLUM,
and most recently LIVING
COLOUR.

Also appearing with THE
SMITHEREENS is a band named
CARRY NATION. This group
is described as "folJcy psyche-
pop... with the unusual
combination of flute and violin

melodies. ..and a solid electric

backdrop". The band's sound is

"grounded more in pop and less in

the realms of experimental
music".

You can experience both at

your local coliseum on October
4th!

RY RAMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Are you going to The
Smithereens concert? O r

planning on seeing The Rocky
Horror Picture Show on
Halloween? Then you can thank

ACE, Association for Campus
Entertainment. You may
remember them as the University

Program Board. Whatever their

name is, you can be sure they are

working their little fingers to the

bone to bring you constant
enjoyment!

In the past,ACE has brought a

number of fledgling comedians
like Walli Collins, Bertrice Berry,

Rondell Sheridan, and Don Reed.

Okay, so what did you expect?

Big names cost big money! Just

think of them as comedians that

are going to be big! And you

saw them right here on our

campus! (Be sure to get their

autographs! You can never tell.)

ACE is comprised of several

different committees (which can

always use some volunteers!)

from Film/Video to Cultural
Arts. If you know anyone that

might be interested in performing

or volunteering just give them a

call, 395-3842!

TOPTEN
Bv DANTFI. MNfi
WLOZ Music Director

1. SISTER RAY
To Spite My Face

2. THE BATS
The Law Of Things

3. FLAMING LIPS
In A Priest Driven Ambulance

4. PIXIES

Bossanova

BOB MOULD
Black Sheets ofRain

6. WRECK
Soul Train

7. WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS
Dead City Radio

8. LEMONHEADS
Lovey

9. KJLLDOZER
For Ladies Only

10.SOUL ASYLUM
^h^iors^nteyRode In On

GOT A
BAND?
BY MARK SCHARAP.A

MUSIC REVIEWER

It is time again for the Snickers

New Music Search.

If you think your band is good
enough to be on the major record

label EMI, then bring a tape of

just TWO songs (anything else

will be tossed!) to WLOZ (room

211, U.U.) in care of the "Shark",

and it will be entered in a play-

off.

I MUST HAVE ALL ENTRIES
BEFORE OCTOBER 3, 1990.

Bands like THROWING
MUSE and the GIN BLOSSOMS
have been discovered through this

search. All types of music are

eligible , except for bands signed

on independents.

THE DUDE .Ik, DOWN FRONT

. *

BY TREY WVATT
MOVIE REVIEWER

Imagine a high performance
personnel carrier stroking through
time and space as the coed crew
gleefully converse and translate

emissions from their receiver,

passing through degenerate zones
of life in search of a rare and
controversial structure. The
vehicle maintains warp speed,

void of any part that doesn't
function towards its propulsion.

Stars twinkle and meteors pass by
a mere two or three light years

away. The aging process seems
to accelerate as the Captain and
his all female crew blast towards
their rendezvous with destiny.

The temperature strangely
increases as they are speeding
away from the nearest sun. The
core temperature of the vessel

exceeds it's limit and the Captain

is forced to stop at an alien fuel

depot for service. The attendants

appeared to be friendly, and by
best guess, were the female
representatives of the native

species. Their extremely hairy

appendages, foul smell and
synthetic tunics made identifying

them difficult. Elated that the

aliens accepted his currency and
made no demands for body parts,

or personal favors, the Captain
and crew continued to the strange

fabled world.

Tales of death and destruction

were the only illumination in this

foreign land. The set course led

them straight into the "Village of

Pillage". The camp seemed
deserted as if the balance of the

population was out to infiltrate.

With the final check of the

directional coordinates, they had
arrived at the mecca of military

intelligence: Cinema Six in

Jacksonville, N.C.. (Okay, okay,

but itwas a "long strange trip".)

The lights dimmed, and the

previews started. After several

promising clips, "it" was first

heard. Too horrible to conceive,

"it" was ignored, but "it" was
still there.

This is the first run of
HARDWARE. That
controversial "robo-gore" movie

by Miramax that was supposed to

get an X-rating.

There's no way you would
hear that in this theater. But "it"

was there. Two rows ahead, one
isle over, every movie lovers
nightmare. NO, not the
"geriatrics" on their "Frijole
Diets", and not the factional drum
corps from Hells Angels. They
were two sub human life forms,

"guano-blanca", "pestilence",

welfare rejects, a gnarly white-

trash inbred couple with "it": a

BABY! Don't misunderstand the

baby was beautiful. The parents

were the problem.

This movie is

HARDWARE.. .so violent the

dudes at the Cannes Film Festival

applauded it and gave it great

acclaim out of fear.

Who in their right mind would
bring a baby to any movie, much
less this one? It screamed, it

squealed, it cried bloody murder.

"Shhhhh!" someone said.

The baby's mother only
belched. The baby did that motor

boat thing with his lips.

"Shut him up!" someone else

pleaded.

A few deceiving minutes
passed as the thermographic sex

scene began, then the kids
incisors cut a little more gum.
Whaaaaa!

"Shoot that kid!!" "Someone
yelled.

"Shoot his parents!" Someone
retorted.

Iggy Pops voice called
attention back to the screen just

about the time the hero-ish guy
stepped over the radioactive
midget. This guy Moses, then

rushes to the futuristic pay phone
to warn his date, but hey - pay
phones don't work in the future

either.

About that time the baby
screamed "farfenugen" and spewed
a continuum of fetal obscenities

for the remainder of the film. His
parents enjoyed themselves,
picking mites off one another,

and popping unsightly acne from
each others necks.

"Where's a good marine when
you need one" the gentleman
behind me asked.

Hardware is a "rocking-good"

film with one exception - the

"robo-fiend" never really gets out
of creator-chick's condo! Global
terror is hardly sensed as this

cross between Michael Myers and
Number V does some exploratory

surgery on a few unwilling but

very deserving members of the

cast. Hardware is not dull. It's

very artistic in a CALIGULA
kind of way. If you drive to

Jacksonville to see it don't stop
in Ogden and load up on pork,

whatever you do.

HARDWARE is a lot better

than any of those alien flicks, but

its not as good as THE
TERMINATOR. Hey, that's the

way I see it. You can see it at

Jacksonvill Cinema 6. And by
all means, don't take small
children.

For anyone that missed the

classic "Flesh Eating Mothers"
on the USA Channel this

weekend, get the video. Among
other things, a troubled youth
threatens to run away while his

mother is chewing up and
swallowing a chunk of his scalp

she'd just bitten off, and a father

claims he had to shoot his wife
because she was eating their son
while he was still wearing the

new mit he'd given him.

WHO THE HELL IS BART SIMPSON?
BY BRIAN SIMKINS

STAFF WRITER

In a college students' never-

ending search for

entertainment, television is

salvation, and Bart Simpson is

God. If you are a UNCW
student, you may have no
concept of "The Simpson's"

enjoyment staying power.
Why is this? Why do students

from other campuses know all

about Bart and his family while

UNC- Wilmington remains in

the dark?

The answer is as simple as

turning on your television and

flipping the cable channels

until you come to the FOX
Network. What, you don't get

FOX Network? So, call your
cable office and ask them about

installing it. What's that?

THEY DONT HAVE IT?

NO!!! No one in Wilmington
offers "FOX". The large

network affiliates like Channel

6 aren't going to get it; their

hands are tied with network

programming. So who can the

students turn to?

Out of the murky seas of doubt

and desperation emerges

Channel 10. WIOBZ,
operating on 10 watts of
power, boasting a 95 foot

broadcast tower, and an

estimated 35,000 viewers is a

low powered, highly motivated

television channel competing
with the networks ( ABC,
NBC, and CBS). Mark
Leavenworth and David
Barringer run the show at

Channel 10, and in an effort to

move to cable, they are

attempting to bring "The
Simpsons" to Wilmington.
The problem is that the FOX
Network doesn't believe that

WIOBZ has the punch, or the

power to run "The Simpsons".

The FOX Network's only other

option is to set up a channel

relay system to receive the

FOX signal from New York
and bounce it out to

greaterWilmington. The
problem with this ingenious

plan is that it takes an

estimated two years to build a

relay station, says David
Barringer, production manager
for Channel 10. " If they give

us a call and say 'you can
broadcast', we'll begin

broadcasting immediately."

The sooner Channel 10 can get

"The Simpsons" on the air, the

sooner UNCW students can
rise from their depressed,
entertainment deprived states

and become human again.

So, how does Channel 10

convince the FOX Network
that they have enough potential

viewers to make it worth the

effort? Petitions! Petitions

have been distributed
throughout the UNCW
campus. The leaders of most
clubs, all the fraternities and
sororities, the student housing,

and the communications
building have copies of the

"

We want Bart Simpson"
petitions. Students can also

find copies on the Student
Union billboard, and in the

Student Activities Office.

This is a new generation of

student TV enthusiasts. There

was a time when campuses
rang with the phrase "

I want
my M-TV". Now, the refined,

more discriminating student

wants to see Bart Simpson
take a picture of his butt.

(

HARDWARE WONT PUT YOU TO SLEEP

WHAT'S GOING TO
KEEPYOU FROM
STUDYING? SEE
BELOW:

THURSDAY

MARY ON THE DASH
Mad Monk

SPRING HOUSE
Front Street News

SMTTHEREEN TICKETS
U.U. Information

booth. ($8.00) First

come, first serve!

RUDEDOGS
Front Street News

THE AMATEURS
Giuseppe's

STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN
A Tribute to

LED ZEPPELIN
Vlad Monk

FRIDAY

RUDE DOGS
Front Street News

PROWESS
Mad Monk

MICKEY MILLS
AND STEEL
Giuseppe's

SATURDAY

TWIN PEAKS
SEASON PERMIERE
ABC 9:00pm

SUNDAY:

"Bright Star"

A Play
by Dr. Terry Theodore

Brookgreen Garden,S.C

Chairmen of the Board

BEACH MUSIC BASH
Residence Life Gazebo

Fast Foward
Alternative Music
Countdown on B100

MONDAY
This town aches for

more excitement!

TUESDAY

BLUES SOCIETY JAM
Front Street News

WEDNESDAY

I

FAST FORWARD

"Holy Ghost"

by Romulus Linney
|(Kenan Hall)

OF AREA CLUBS

Front Street News
762-6397

Mad Monk
395-0280

Comedy Zone
256-2251

Thalian Hall

763-3398
GIUSEPPE'S
256-9600



"

RCE CONCERTS
UNCW FOOTBALL &

KOOL 98.7 FM
1ST ANNUAL

BEACH MUSIC BASH
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THE CHAIRMEN OF THE BOARD
"FREE TO ALL UNCW STUDENTS"

SUNDAY, SEPT. 30 FROM 11:30 AM TO 4 PM AT THE RESIDENCE LIFE GAZEBO

11:30-1:00
12:00-2:00

2:00-4:00

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

BBQ Pig Pickin* by ARA
UNCW Seahawk Football Club

vs.

Defending Champions NC State

Pack Club
Beach Music Concert Featuring

The Chairmen of the Board

FOR MORE INFO CALL 395-3827

THE SMITHEREENS
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4TH 1990

8PM TRASK COLISEUM

TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE
$8 WITH STUDENT ID

$12 GENERAL PUBLIC

AVAILABLE AT UNCW INFO CENTER &
SCHOOL KIDS RECORDS

SPONSORED BY KCE C0HCERTS *

Show your School Spirit and Wear your School Colors and Greek Letters & Support our Football Team

This will be Great Practice for Greek Week Competition

A SPIRIT AWARD will be given to the Fraternity, Sorority or

Student Organization which has the Best Attendance and shows

the most School Spirit at the Football Game

wmmmm
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to
BLOOP

From The Wire..

University of Bridgeport

professors, on strike for higher

wages since the start of the school

year, said they would return to

work Sept. 14 if campus officials

agreed to keep negotiating,

striking Prof. Alfred Gerteiny said.

In Pennsylvania, a union

representing 5,000 state university

professors said it would return to

the bargaining table with the State

System of Higher Education,

which runs the state's 14 public

universities.

However James Tinsman,

head of the Association of

Pennsylvania State Colleges and

Universities, said he would ask the

professors to authorize a strike if

talks failed.

Despite a near strike in 1985,

faculty members have never

stopped work in a labor dispute

with the Penn State

administrations.

campus

University of Illinois police

found another stash of marijuana

in the attic of the Acacia fraternity

Sept. 5, bringing the total to

about 15 pounds, filling four

garbage bags.

Workers for the university,

which bought the house after

alumni donations fell short of
what was necessary to pay off

outstanding loans, first discovered

the marijuana Aug. 31 in an

unfinished area of the attic.

Acacia chapter President Rick

Kenyon denied knowing about the

pot. "I didn't even know the area

(the police) were talking about

existed," he told the Daily Illini,

the student paper.

Citing a "lack of respect for

basic constitutional protections,

including the rights of rape

victims, reproductive freedom and

civil rights," the United States

Student Association (USSA) urged

students to oppose the nomination

of New Hampshire Judge David

Souter to the U.S. Supreme

Court.

Souter, who is now being

evaluated by a Senate committee,

has written legal opinions that

show a "complete insensitivity

toward women," asserted Tajel

Shah, vice president of USSA,
which represents student body

presidents in Washington.

"This," added Shah in urging

students to ask their senators to

vote against Souter's appointment,

"is especially disturbing since one

out of every seven women on

college campuses today has been

raped. Souter's attitude toward rape

victims would only increase

women's fear of reporting this

violent act."

by Joseph Morton
SO. MASTER OP ALLTMftT 15 RUt£,GLU6l~ WHV WD I HWE 70 '

"TAIxE THL UW SCJVttl
ADMISSION TtST'URp*

ecopGufei

WW/
HICk i

2 For 1 Expires Dec. 3 1, 1990 2 Fori

Tijuana Fats'
Present this Coupon When Ordering

Buy One Dinner Entree, Get One FREE

v.tlui for dlnnrr

S-jn Thur*
5 00 p.m.- 11 p.m.

TIJUANA FATS'
GREAT MEXICAN FOOD

To kill time, Kevin tried to start a "Wave," but

the others in line weren't in the mood.

232 Causeway Drive Wrightsvllle Beach
256-8048

2 For 1 with coupon 2 For 1

i i I I i i i i i i i i i i r i i i i

CompuPower
$3.17
pnday

Stuaent Rite Confute system

incnjamg rmro dtstc ana prmter onrV

395.00 / month, nauovs *ora

processing, spreads/wet jna tJtuaase

iorJwem Let CorwuPrmer het> vou

ejpf POWER aomputmg looey. CM 'or

Mb

Personal Computer Rentals
Wilmington Office (919)395-4032

Free Plck-Up / Delivery In Wilmington Area

FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES AND CLUBS!

Now you CAN Stay in Touch

with All your Members!

CALL
^k "THE MESSAGE OPERATOR"

.
* HOTLINE AT

392-6740
I
*0m MAIL

ENTER EXTENSION 862 24 HOUR RECORDING

CAROLINA COIN LAUNDRY
952 South Kerr Avenue

"Watch Soaps & Sports on our TV"

WASH • DRY • FOLD
• DRY CLEANING •

Monday-Saturday
7: 00 AM -9:00 PM

ATTENDANT ON DUTY

Sunday
GOO AM - 830 PM

AIR CONDITIONED

Doctors Vision Center Open House

What Can MakeACUVUF
Disposable Contact Lenses

Even Better?

A Free Trial Pair!
Game to our Open House and open
your eyes to the convenience and

comfort ofACUVUE" Disposable

Contact Lenses. It they're nght for

you, we'll give you a free trial pair.

I In lirsl nispus.ihU Ctmt.icl Li-ns (|vUmcn.»tyoJ»'

Thursday, October 4from 4 to 7p.m.

Dr. Edward L. Paul, Jr.
348 South College Rd./ University Centre 395-6050

Examination md other professional service fees are not included in this free trial pair offer

JKTHE HAWK'S NESTS
CHECK OUT OUR 990 BREAKFAST SPECIALS

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

. LUNCH SPECIALS • OCTOBER 1-5 •

TURKEY SUB
CHIPS

16 0Z. DRINK

$3.10

CHEESEBURGER
FRIES

16 OZ. DRINK

$2.15

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
EARN EXTRA MONEY FOR THOSE
UNEXPECTED EXPENSES AND

SAVE A LIFE AT THE SAME TIME

BICYCLE TO BE GIVEN AWAY
DRAWING OCTOBER 1ST

\\\\\\\\\\^\X\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\^X\>\\\\\>

Bring A Buddy To

Donate With You And

Earn
$5.00 Extra

\\\\\\\\\\X\>\\\\\X\\\\\\\X\\\\\\\\x\

New Donors Receive

$15.00
First 3 Donations

With Coupon. Expires 10/4/90

Wilmington Donor Center
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'

Wilmington Donor Center
763-5213 •763-0224

Hours: Mon.-Frl. 8AM 6 P.M. • Sat. 8 AM -2 P.M.

With Coupon. Expires 10/4/90

Wilmington Donor C»nwr
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Parties Are Getting Out Of Hand
The school year has opened

with a seemingly unusual number

of mass arrests at campuses
nationwide.

A number of private student

parties, a mainstay of the season

as collegians return to

campus, have eroded into

confrontations, sometimes
violent, with police.

Big parties, sometimes
spilling outdoors from apartments

and fraternity houses, have ended

in clashes at Bowling Green State

University and at the universities

of Arizona, New Mexico,
Missouri-Columbia and
Southwestern Louisiana, among
other campuses, in recent weeks.

Observers cite relatively new

drinking age limit laws and a new

campus willingness to crack down

on student drinking for the

increased number o f

confrontations.

Students say their social lives

effectively are being pushed out of

bars and sponsored campus
functions and into unsupervised

private parties.

"There's the broadening
propensity for people to go to

private residences, where they
party hard, long and noisily," said

Kevin Scully, police chief in

Burlington, Vt., home state of the

University of Vermont campus.

"The bars aren't as crowded as

they used to be a couple of years

ago," observed Marty Freeman,
head of Vermont's student
association, "and every year,

residential life policies get

stricter."

"The general feeling you get

is that they're moving toward a dry

campus."

Now many schools are trying

to break up, or at least regulate,

the private student parties, too.

Many collegians think their

"unspoken rights as college*

students are being violated," said

Felix Savino, head of drug and
alcohol program at the University

of Wisconsin, where Madison
police have been busy breaking up
large parties this fall.

Gunfire And Racism
At the same time, there's "an

increased recognition of the
devastating effects of alcohol,"

said David Storm, president of the

International Association o f

Campus Law Enforcement
Administrators (IACLEA), a

Connecticut-based group.

Moves to break up parties

ended in tragedy at the University

of Arizona, where a campus
security police officer was killed at

a fraternity party on Aug. 24,

during what is usually the biggest

party weekend of the semester.

Apparently, some women
students arrived at the party with

two uninvited male guests. They
were asked to leave, words were
exchanged, and one of them
returned with a gun. Corporal

Kevin Barleycorn was shot and
killed as he and another officer

tried to wrest the gun away.

The killing has led to an
invitation-only rule at fraternity

parties.

One day later, on Aug. 25,

University of New Mexico (UNM)
campus police, trying to control a

Lambda Chi Alpha street party

that apparently got out of hand,

arrested 14 students.

In process, police barricaded

the streets of the school's

fraternity row, brought in a canine

unit and then turned the episode

into a racial issue by first trying

to round up students at Alpha Phi

Alpha, the only predominantly

black fraternity in the area.

"When they got there, the

action they took was against us,"

complained Shiunwa Crum, head

of the Black Student Union.

While UNM officials

investigate the incident, Campus
Police Chief Berry Cox has been

put on paid leave and students got

stiff new rules to govern greek

parties.

Elsewhere, police arrested

more than 100 people at a block

party near Bowling Green in Ohio,

Sept. 7. Many students say the

Bowling Green police were
overzealous, and the city council

is evaluating the situation.

And at Missouri, an annual
fraternity-sorority gathering went
haywire Aug. 24. A 17-year-old

youth was seriously injured when
he accidentally touched high-

voltage wires on a utility pole,

but emergency personnel trying to

reach him were pelted by beer

bottles from the crowd, which
numbered between 5,000 and
10,000.

Not Just Drinking, But
Getting 'Smashed'

"I've noticed the tendency in

the past few years on the part of

students that it's not a question of
going out drinking, but of going

out to get smashed," says
IACLEA's Storm, who also is

head of security at Penn State.

Perversely, students may be

drinking less responsibly precisely

because of the new prohibitions,

suggests David Hanson, a

sociology professor at the State

University of New York's

Potsdam campus.

"Just telling people not to do
something makes them more
likely to do it," Hanson said.

In a 1989 study, Hanson
found that when states increased

the legal drinking age, the

percentage of students drinking

rose dramatically. Similarly,

Hanson said, drinkers living in

"dry" counties tend to consume
more alcohol than drinkers living

in counties that allow liquor sales.

"Excessive drinking in

uncontrolled places can lead to riot

situations," Hanson said.

To try to keep students out of

"uncontrolled places," Burlington

police in early September warned
returning students they would
enforce the city's noise ordinance,

which forbids loud parties after 1

1

pm., and make a point of looking

for underage drinkers. Moreover,
they said they would immediately

issue citations, not warnings, to

students they collared.

On the busy Labor Day
weekend, police issued 16
citations.

Scully himself knows
students won't stop having parties.

"I don't think things will calm
down, but people are acting more
civilized.

Riots Develop
The huge riots that marred the

1989 college Labor Day gathering

at Virginia Beach , Va., were only

one of several outdoor student

parties that turned into ugly
confrontations with police last

school year.

This fall already has gotten

off to a bad start. Most recently, a

weekend Bid Day Party- an annual

fraternity-sorority gathering at the

University of Missouri-Columbia
- turned tragic Aug. 24 when a 17-

year-old youth was seriously

injured when he accidentally

touched high-voltage wires on a

utility pole.

Emergency personnel trying

to reach the victim were by beer

bottles from the crowd, which
numbered between 5,000 and
10,000 students.

University officials have said

they'll take measures to prevent

similar occurrences.

Last spring, block parties and

campus functions deteriorated into

riots and near-riots at the
universities of Wisconsin-Stout

and Oregon, Purdue and Kutztown

universities, California
Polytechnic State University,

Fitchburg State College and
California State University at

Chico.

Trade, Cont.
Critics say it is because trade

schools are too loosely regulated,

and that, as a result, some
unscrupulous one really don't

deliver the education they
advertise.

"Far too many of these bad
schools continue to be licensed,

accredited and certified for federal

funds," Subcommittee Chairman
Sam Nunn, D-Ga., said in a
statement

"Obviously, the student loan

program as now structured and
administered is based on a quality

of student rather than on quality of
education."

Once they get a student to

enroll, they help the student get a

federal loan. The student then

uses the loan money to pay the

school. The student, of course,

must then repay the loan to the

bank. If the student fails to repay

the bank, the federal government,

which guaranteed the loan,
ultimately pays the bank.

Some students either can't get

appropriate jobs after finishing the

courses, or for other reasons can't

repay the debt to the government

Since 1985, the amount of

money in default has nearly

doubled to $2 billion a year.

The $2 billion that goes to

repay banks could instead be lent

to students at repuuble trade

schools, as well as at more
traditional nonprofit four-year and

two-year campuses.The problem is

made worse because some trade

school operators recruit people

who, though they may profit

greatly from more education, need

grants- not loans- to get it.

"in the proprietary school

business, what you sell is

basically one thing," Downs told

the subcommittee. "You sell

dreams."

"So 99 percent of my sales were

made in the poor, black areas of

Nashville," said Downs, who has

h^en a recruiter, financial aid

officer and owner of trade schools.

They continue hearings first held

in February.

In conjunction with the
hearings, Education Secretary

Lacro Cavazos announced Sejt.

10 that his department, whtah
oversees most federal col lei

e

programs, will conduct speo*al

reviews of the loan practices at $9
institutions, mostly trade schools.

Students at those institutions

accounted for 30 percent of all die

loans that went bad in 1988. Z

Cavazos also ordered a specjal

review of seven agencies tljat

accredit trade schools. With-it
"accreditation," a school would Jpe

barred from accepting students

who who use federal college Jo$is

to pay for tuition.

"I am convinced that a»y
accrediting agency that takes «ts

role seriously must be concerned

that institutions with high default

rates are held accountable1,"

Cavazos said in announcing the

special reviews. Z
a
m

But Cavazos' review of {he

accrediting agencies ang?red
Robert E. Taylor of the National

Association of Trade and Technical

Schools, a Washington, D.C.-base

group that promotes proprietary

schools' causes.

"The Department's (of
Education) own recognition
criteria for accrediting bodies make
no reference to default rates, and
the policing of default rates is

clearly an area for the federal

regulatory enforcement" he said.

Taylor, however, said he
supported the hearing, which are

aimed at unearthing ideas that will

eventually be part of the all-

important Higher Education
Reathorization Act of 1991,
explained Kim Wherry, staff

counsel for the subcommittee.

The Higher Education Act,

passed in 1965, sets most federal

college policies, and i s

reauthorized every five years.

"Let me express our desire to

work constructively with the

Congress," Taylor said.

He does not think the new
Reauthorization Act needs any
new trade school regulations. "In

our view, the tools are already at

hand to hold schools to high
standards of educational excellence

and institutional integrity."

Dread Zepplin Rocks Campuses Just Like The King, Sort Of
"I was actually created by

aliens, and I was patterned and

modeled after the most popular

person to ever walk the earth, who
of course is Elvis Presley. And I

look like him, and sound like

him, and everything, and a lot of

people mistake me for him, but

I'm actually not."

Are these the words of a

National Enquirer interviewee?

The real subject of those Elvis

sightings at the Burger King in

Kalamazoo? Nope. Meet
Tortelvis, the Elvis impersonator

who sings lead for Dread Zeppelin,

arguably the strangest new group

of the season.

The group's repertoire
consists almost entirely of reggae

covers of Led Zeppelin songs,

which are now collected on Un-
led-Ed, its newly released album
from IRS Records.

The record already has climbed

to 23rd place on the album chars

in the Aug. 31 edition of CMJ
New Music Report, a trade
magazine that tracks the college

music scene.

The music is as eccentric as

Tortelvis, who just a few months

ago was claiming to be the actual

legitimate son of the king

himself.

rhiragn Sun-Times. Friday,

March 16, 1990: "...my Daddy,

who of course was Elvis

Presley..."

The Daily Texan. Friday,

March 2, 1990: "My Daddy who,

of course, is Elvis Presley..."

Chicago Tribune. Friday,

March 16, 1990:

"Q. You are the son of Elvis

Presley?

A. I'm the legitimate son,

yes."

Then again, he might have

come from outer space.

"I'm really vague about the

aliens themselves," Tortelvis

admits. "All I know is that as a

child, for the first couple years of

my life, I believe I orbited the

earth in Skylab or something and I

fell down into Daddy Telvis's

backyard in California. He's the

one who raised me from a small

child, and the way he figured out

that I was modeled after Elvis

Presley was, of course, by my
beautiful singing voice.''

As for where he got the idea

for the reggae/Zeppelin thing, "It

was actually Elvis Presley's idea.

He came to me in 1977. He just

told me simply, 'Do Led Zeppelin

songs reggae style, the way they

were supposed to be done.'"

But then there were rumblings

from nonbelieving lawyers from

Graceland. "Well, boy we've had

quite a bit of problems with (the

son-of-Elvis story)," the singer

recalls. "We've had bad PR people

and rumors getting around, but it's

actually not true, that whole
thing. Oh yeah, I guess rumors

have gotten around that I'm the

illegitimate or legitimate son of

Elvis, but it's not really true."

"They changed the story on
their own," says David Millman,

an IRS publicist, of the band's

recent disavowal of the Elvis

story. "They would get bored

doing the same show all the

time."

Just to be safe from legal

claims that the band was

trespassing on any Graceland

copyrights, the record company

issued a video press kit along with

a letter from company President

Miles Copeland letting everyone

know that the band was kidding.

IRS's mock-tabloid bio of the

band carefully avoids all Presley

references.

"Writers press me for details

all the time," says Millman.
"What are their real names?
Where are they really from? But I

always say the less that's real

about this band, the better."

So, in the interest of fact-free

journalism, here's that man with

the beautiful singing voice, on

how the band started.

While making his appointed

• rounds as a milkman, "I ran into

the back of a Ford Pinto. In case

you're wondering, it didn't blow
up or anything, but out popped

about five reggae musicians, and I

pretty much hired them on the

spot and we've been doing it

pretty much since then. That was

about two years ago."

Thus destiny was served.

"Yeah, it was just pure luck.

Yeah, that was one of the things

that was just fulfilling the whole.

The whole thing made sense to

me, you know? Everything kind

of fell together."

The lucky guys in the Pinto

were rhythm guitarist Jah Paul Jo,

bass player But Mon,
percussionist Ed Zeppelin, lead

guitarist Carl Jah - who Tortelvis

calls "one of the top 500,000

guitar players ever to live in the

Richmond, Virginia area" - and

drummer Fresh Cheese, "the

former light heavyweight
champion of the world."

Although he wasn't in the ill-

fated Pinto, no Dread Zeppelin'

show is complete without the

sixth Dtead, Charlie Hodge, whose

sole function is to bring Tortelvis

water and towels on stage.

"He pretty much makes the

show happen," says Tortelvis. "If

I sweat he wipes me down. If I'm

thirsty, he gives me water. If I'm

hungry, he'll give me a jelly

doughnut or a peanut butter and

banana sandwich."

Like any man of destiny,

Tortelvis is sure of his future.

"I've got only 13 more years to

live," he states. "I'm 29 years old

now, and I probably will be dying

at the age of 42, just as Elvis did,

and Elvis's mother did. So I've

pretty much got to do everything

that I want to do within the next

few years."

Dread Zeppelin's whole
National Enquirer-inspired gestait

may be silly, but if you hear the

music, you won't be able to

dismiss them as pure novelty.

Sure, the whole concept of an
Elvis impersonator fronting a band

doing reggae covers of Zeppelin

tunes is wholly preposterous, but

their version of "Whole Lqjt,

Love" cooks like nobody's
business. No matter what
Tortelvis's real name and life story

are, he really does possess a

beautiful singing voice.

If you're already a fin,

however, Tortelvis has a very
special massage for you: "There's

something wrong with my lip!

There's something wrong with it'

Charlie, help me out with my^ip
here, would ya? God, Charlie, jet
away from me."
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Professor Teaches Students

To Talk About AIDS

'N 3Affctt oF JufrjE gjjjyj ggttj»VOfi-l

Dr. Reginald Fennell goes to

great lengths to make his students

think about AIDS.
For example, the bearded

Fennell sometimes will arrive at

his Health Education for AIDS
class at Miami University in Ohio

dressed in a green dress with a

pink hat and shoes. He will call

himself Abiline Bertha Stinence,

or A.B. Stinence (as in

"abstinence") for short

"Some reports in journal

articles say that humor is the

better way to go" when teaching

about AIDS, Fennell explained.

A number of schools recently

have tried to demystify the subject

by trying to make it "fun."

A gorilla-costumed "King

Condom" has toured the

University of Texas- Austin
campus to show passerby how to

put a condom on a banana. The
State University of New York at

Albany held a "Sexuality Week"
that included a condom dance.

A private company called

College Condoms sells condoms
that come in school colors at the

universities of Southern
California, California at Los
Angeles, California at Santa

Barbara, San Jose University and

other campuses in Arizona,
Florida, Iowa and Kansas.

At Miami of Ohio, Fennell's

students once handed out 1,000

coupons for novelty "Kiss of

Mint" and "Gold Coin" condoms
designed by Joan Scott, a

Columbus grandmother who first

started decorating the devices to

encourage her sons to use them.

And when crossdressing isn't

enough to get his students'

attention, Fennell also has held

contest to see who in the class can

get a condom on a banana the

fastest

It's all to get students to feel

more comfortable discussing

AIDS, said Fennell, who added the

class has been full almost every

semester since he started teaching

it in January, 1988.

"I'm certainly not trying to

make light of a serious disease

like AIDS," Fennell said.

"I try to do things to make
my students think."
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SEAHAWK SPORTS
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ensations
Patrick Fowler
Sports Editor

2 4,

A Dream
Odyssey

Well, the bashing is over. After two columns

of stinging commentary directed at women (or so

I'm told) and the administration this columnist is

tired of offending anyone, everyone, or no one.

This week 1 vow to say nothing to raise an hair of

indignation on anybody's neck. Instead 111 relate to

you a dream 1 had last night. One that will instill

excitement, joy, and civic pride. A dream where an

angel came down to me like a soft breeze and softly

whispered in my ear, 2004.

"What?! huh?, I said. "2004, what's that, the

time! Man, I really overslept this time."

Again it whispered "2004, 2004." Now, wide

awake, I leaped out of the bed demanding what the

year meant but the voice was gone. All that could

be heard in the room was the pounding on the wall

of my next door neighbor telling me to shut the hell

up! Confused, I sat on my bed and tried to figured

out if I was going insane or still suffering from that

fifth of vodka I consume two hours before.

Then, as I glanced to the right of my bed I saw

it. It was just lying open on top of my empty

Domino's pizza box, glowing like a piece of gold.

Actually it was only my Sports Illustrated, but

that's not important. In the magazine was a story

about Adanta trying to capture the 1994 Olympics.

The city was a long shot, at best, to capture the

100th anniversary of the event but last week they

were named the host city. Sc you're saying, what

does that have to do with us. Then it hit me. 2004,

a long shot, the beach, a strange calling from the

gods above, yes sir, the Olympics are destined to be

in Wilmington.

Think about it! We have the sun, the sand, the

smell, (uh, on second thought forget about the

smell) all right here in Wilmington. We have

friendly people, historical buildings, Interstate 40,

and a shopping mall. What more could you ask for

in a host Olympic City?!

Of course we'll have to construct some new

buildings and facilities to accommodate the athletes

and spectators but, as Bart Simpson says "No
problem, Dude."

I see an Olympic Village spread across the

UNCW campus. The Soviet team in Bear Hall.

All the athletes sleep in one room and eat the

cafeteria food to feel more at home. "We must be

tough and hungry to win." Uh, right

The Swedish is training out on the tennis

court "Ya, We hite the ball very harda and veil."

Ah, 1 see the Jamaican Team has arrived and

wait, "Hey guys, the bobsled is for the Winter

Olympics not Summer."

"Damn, hey man, I knew we should have taken

a right at Albuquerque," says one of them.

And here is,uh, the Bulgarian men or women's

team. The restrooms are marked for your
convenience.

Just think of the possibilities we as a city could

have hosting the games. For starters, we can

introduce new games to the grand event. The games

of course would be exhibition at first, but they

could catch on very easily. How 'bout surfing?

Both team and individual medals could be handed

out. Perhaps windsailing or snorkeling relays are

the next great Olympic sport, one can nevei tell.

And how about a friendly mascot for the games!

Every Olympic has had one from Sam the Eagle,

Sasha the Bear to that odd looking creature in

Montreal. Just think, Tiny the Tidal Wave or

Harvey the Halibut or Spotty the Spot maybe the

next goodwill ambassador to the world. It doesn't

really matter, I suppose, because no could tell you

it's name two days after the event anyway.

We also have to erect a special monument
showcase Wilmington and the beach to the world.

After all, Los Angeles had those bronze naked

sculptures of a man and a women in front of their

coliseum. I've got it! I see giant sandcasUes with

intricate carved windows and doors on either side of

Legion stadium. There is a moat and a drawbridge

that runs on a AAA Duracell battery. I see the

different flags of the countries waving from the top

and inscribed on the front of the building the

immortal words "Made in Japan."

So it is decided! Wilmington will host the 2004

Summer Olympics and to get the proverbial ball

rolling I've drawn up top ten reasons why
Wilmington should host the games. I suggest we

summit it to the Olympic Planning Committee

pronto to insure a chance for the flaming torch to

touch our seaboard.

1) It's a safe and friendly place to live. Not

counting of course, the corner of 10th and Orange

after sunset but that's a minor detail.

2) 1-40. It brings the world to our doorstep

along with their cars, wallets, and bratty kids.

3) The Budget Hmmm!
On second thought I think the angel said 2008,

Yeah, I'm almost sure of that Just think of the

improvements we can do with the extra four years to

prepare! I can see it all now we could

Hawks Split, Pull The Upset
BY MATTHEW MARSHRI1RN

SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

The Seahawk soccer team split a pair of
Colonial Athletic Association games over the

weekend as they lost to the Navy 3-2 Saturday and
pulled an upset Sunday with a 1-0 win over
American.

In Saturday's game, the Midshipmen came out

and scored in less than eight minutes into the contest

putting UNCW into an early 1-0 deficit. The goal

came as Greg Williams drilled a shot that senior

goalkeeper John Pinter just missed.

Senior midfielder, Peter Clay, tied the score at

the 22: 1 6 mark with a header over the goalie off a

throw-in by Todd Pascarella. This completed the

scoring in the first half.

The Seahawks seemed to dominate the action in

the first half with many near misses but could come
away with only a 1-1 tie at the intermission.

Just as UNCW dominated the first half, Navy
dominated the second half, though the score doesn't

indicate it.

Navy came out of the locker room and scored

two goals in about twelve minutes and seemed to

have the game well in hand, but the Seahawks had
other ideas.

Senior, Dean Marnell, scored his third goal of

the season when he headed back his own rebound

that had struck the top of the goalpost.

Navy's defense bent but didn't break the rest of

the day as Navy won, 3-2, but the score could have

been worse if not for the great saves by goalie, John

Pinter.

"I thought we came out flat today," said head
coach, Jackie Blackmore, "It was a hard fought

game. I was disappointed with the goals we gave up

because we played good defense."

With the win, Navy moved their record to 3-5-0

overall and 1-2-0 in the CAA and remained

The men's soccer team split weekend games on Brooks field. After losing to Navy on Saturday (2-3), the Seahawks came out and upscttcd
undefeated and twenty-ranked American (1-0) Sunday. UNCW is not 3-4-1 on the year and head up to ECU to take on the Pirates on Saturday

undefeated against UNCW with a 6-0-1 record; the

tie coming last year at Annapolis (0-0).

The Seahawks needed a huge defensive effort

Sunday against the American University Eagles, and

they got one.
" We are playing one of the top twenty teams in

the nation (AU) so we are going to have to be at our

best to have a chance to win." Blackmore said.

There was only one goal scored in the game and
that was a header by senior, Chris George.
Sophomore midfielder, Scott Lefteris, got the assist.

The score came at the 20:22 mark of the second half.

UNCW maintained the slim margin as

goalkeeper Pinter again had a strong outing and the
Seahawks defense stiffen. The Eagles did put the
ball in the net twice, but both were disallowed
because of offsides penalties.

The loss was American's first this season
snapping a eight game winning streak. They are 1-

1-0 in the conference. They were ranked twentieth in

the country. The team did really well today. " I'm
really happy with the win." said Coach Blackmore.

UNCW is now 3-4-1 on the year and 1-3-0 in

the CAA. Their next game is Saturday at East
Carolina. Game time is 1 p.m.

Lady Seahawks Sink Pesky Pirates

PHOlD BY JENNIFER YOUNJ)
The UNCW women's volleyball team took on the East Carolina Pirates in a CAA conference battle in Hanover Hall

The Seahawks dropped the opening game only to rally and win the next three and the match 11-15, 15-11, 15-10, 15-6.

UNCW betters its record to 7 - 1 on the year and a perf:ct 3-0 in the conference.

BY SHEILA FOWLER
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

UNCW *s arch rival, the

ECU Pirates, invaded Hanover
Hall Tuesday night for a

volleyball battle in front of a full

house. The Seahawks won the

match in four games extending

the Pirates losing streak to five,

but not after a long hard fight.

ECU put a scare into the Lady
Hawks early by jumping off to a

S- 1 lead in the first game. The
Seahawks rallied back twice

impressively but were left with

the on the short end 11-15.

The Pirates' momentum
carried over to the next game, as

they again started quickly,

jumping out 2-0. However, the

Seahawks quickly tied it 2-2

before an ECU time-out. The
score then jumped back and forth

with ties at four and five all.

Teamwork seemed to be the key
for the Seahawks, who went on a

run scoring five straight points.

ECU rallied to knot it again a ten

a piece. Julie Shouse's ace broke

the tie and the Seahawks took the

second game 15-11.

Adrenaline was high as the

Lady Hawks took charge of game
three 6-2. The Pirates would not

quit charging back yet again to tie

it a ten all. Hanna Helton, a 5'9"

senior for the Seahawks,
contributed 18 kills in the match.

She also ended game three with a

game winning ace.

Other top performers for the

Seahawks were seniors Christy

Montford with 18 kills, and
Diane Lynn with 27 digs. The
tired Pirates tensed up in game
four. The Seahawks soared to a

7-1 lead before ECU made a short

comeback. The capacity crowd
cheered the Lady Hawks on to an

easy 15-6 win. The win brings

the UNCW volleyball record to 7-

1 for the season. Coach Kathy
McDaniel had these comments
after the match.

"I think that we certainly put

forth a good team effort. Hanna
Helton and Christy Montford
were definitely key players. We

had a slow start, but got up at the

end," McDaniel said. "The team
also had outstanding effort from
the bench."

UNCW Off And Scrumming
BY PAUL THOMPSON

SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

It's back!

Rugby that fast-paced sport which is a cross
between European soccer and American football is

back on the UNCW campus. It's a full contact sport

with no protection and no respect for the human
body.

The UNCW rugby team, who finished in the

division cellar last year, opened its fall season on
Sunday with a devastating defeat at the hands of the

defending state champions, the East Carolina Pirates.

The teams faced off in two matches in which UNCW
lost 50-12 and 20-7, but the scores do not reflect the

intensity and spirit that the Seahawks played with.

Coach Juni Andrews, in his 3rd season with the

Seahawks and his 27th in the sport, was impressed
with his teams' effort.

"We were very strong at the forward position
and got some outstanding play from our younger
players," said Andrews. "East Carolina had us
outmatched at the back position, but I feel that our
forwards outplayed theirs. The Pirate backs were
just too big, strong and fast for our backs and they
pretty much ran right over us."

The Seahawks played an incredible 1st half only
trailing by a point at halftime, 7-6.

"Our strategy was to deny their backs the ball as

much as possible," said Andrews. "I feel we shocked
them and gave them more than they expected,
especially in the first half. But they adjusted well

and wore us down in the second half."

Most of the Seahawks' points were scored by
back, Allan Callahan and scrum-half, Chris Wagner.
The Pirates spread the scoring out between many

nr rune
Rugby players form a scrub in an effort to kicked the ball back to an
open teammate and advance the ball to their goal.

players as a team they worked well together.

The Seahawks can largely attribute the loss to
their lack of experience. The team consists of
mostly freshmen and sophomores, many who had
never seen or heard of rugby until they tried out this

year. President of the team, Dan Jacobavitz,
commended his younger players on how hard they
played and how quickly they picked up the game.

" For a lot of these players, it was the first time
they had ever played rugby and we cannot expect
them to play like professionals in their first game,"
said Jacbavitz. "It takes a while to adjust to the style
and rules of the game."

Coach Andrews added, "... some of these guys
have had experience in soccer and/or football but
rugby is a completely different game. I was really
surprised at how fast they caught on. I was
impressed by the play of newcomers Rod Lancaster
and Jimbo Miller and veterans , Jerry Spencer,
George Kuba, and Mark Scarface' Ferina. Another
rookie that I feel will have an excellent future with
us is Alan Wyatt."

The Seahawks next game is Saturday against
N.C. State in Raleigh. The Wolfpack were runners-
up in the state last year and will be a tough
opponent for the Seahawks. Coach Andrews
admitted that his team has a lot to work on but he
feels they will be ready.

"We're going to work on aspects like timing,
play calling, and tackling this week. Also, we are
going to concentrate on our aggressiveness and
improving our back's play. We have a lot of speed
in our backfield but now we need to learn how to
utilize it."
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F.MF.RCF. Deadline Extended

The EMERGE deadline has been extended for

any freshmen who are still interested in joining

the program. Applications can be picked up in

the leadership center in room 212 of the

University Union.

Leadership Conference Scheduled

The 2nd annual Student Leadership

Conference will be held Saturday, October 20
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in the University

Union. Over 20 workshops will be offered on

various leadership topics. Registration forms

can be picked up in the leadership center in

room 212 of the University Union. Registration

deadline is October 9.

Fond For The Future Conference

Coming
The 1990 World Food Day Teleconference

will be held on October 16 from the 12:00 -

3:00 p.m. in Cameron Auditorium. The theme of

the program will be "Food For the Future:

Science, Policy and Ethics." Anyone concerned

with the world development and hunger relief is

encouraged to attend. Additional information on

the Teleconference is available in the leadership

center in room 212 of the University Union or

through Campus Ministries at 799-8497.

Prerepistration for MAT 111

Students who plan to preregister for MAT
111 Spring Semester 1991 must have a

satisfactory, up-to-date (less than 1 year old)

UNCW Mathematics Placement Test score before

you preregister. If you need to take the

placement test, call the Mathematical Sciences

Department (Extension 3885) or sign up for one

of the following testing sessions.

October 15 4:00 p.m. 101 Bear

October 17 4:00 p.m. 101 Bear

October 22 4:00 p.m. 101 Bear

If you can not come during any of these

times, call Mrs. Sandy Wager (Extension 3885)
to schedule the test by appointment.

MYTHS AND FACTS
MYTH: Men who rape other men are

psychotic.

FACT: There is no evidence to support this

belief. Rape is a reflection of a "macho"
society which trains men to strive to dominate

and control others and to avoid the open
expression and acknowledgment of feelings.

Orientation Leader Selection Process

Moved To The Fall

The Orientation Leader selection process will

begin with an informational meeting (optional)

on Tuesday, October 23, in Room 100 of the

Univeisity Union at 8:00 p.m. Applications will

be available October 15 - November 16 at the

Information Center, Residence Life Activities

Center, and the office of the Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs (101 Alderman). The application

deadline will be 5:00 p.m. on November 16.

Interviews will take place November 27 -

December 7. The new 1991 Student Orientation

Leaders will be notified by the end of the fall

semester. Energetic, dedicated, and outgoing

students are encouraged to apply.

WHO'S WHO Nominations For 1990

Nominations are once again sought for

outstanding Junior, Senior and Graduate Students

to be named to Who's Who Among American

Universities and Colleges. Faculty and staff

members are encouraged to nominate qualified

students. Nomination forms are available from

your Dean, Director or Department Head, or at

the University Union Information Desk.

Nominations close at 5:00 p.m. on Friday,

October 19. For further information, contact the

Student Activities Office at 3827.

Alumni To Hold Shrimnaroo

The Cape Fear Chapter of the UNCW Alumni

Association plans to kick off the 1990-1991

year and to welcome Chancellor James Leutze

and men's basketball coach Kevin Eastman to

UNCW with a Shrimparoo on Saturday, October

13 for area alumni and their guests. The event

will be held from 6:30 to midnight in Wagner

Hall on the UNCW campus. Organizers of the

local chapter plan an evening of "food, fun and

dancing" with music to be provided by DJ Craig

Thomas. The cost is $15.00 per person and

reservations may be made by phoning 395-3751

by October 5.

Alumni interested in becoming active in the

local chapter may call chapter president

Jessiebeth Geddie at 395-3054 or alumni director

Carol King at 395-3616.

IFC Wins Funding Battle
BY DAVID RDRKF.

NEWSEDITOR
The SGA senate, in an unprecedented

action, voted Monday night to fund the

Inter-Fraternity Council, a Greek
governing body. If President Ken Lemon
does not veto the measure by Oct. 9, the

IPC will receive a seed account of $200.

The senate passed the resolution by
approving of the Budget and Planning
Committee's (BPC) motion on the senate

floor.

BPC members reported that
recommendation for funding of the
selective organization was passed by
invoking Section O of the BPC bylaws.
Section O states that the BPC may make
exceptions to the stated rules of the BPC,
one of which prohibits funding of
selective organizations. The committee
members, four of whom are Greeks,
made this exception with a 6-1 vote.

One BPC member, Wes Ward, is also a
member of IPC.

The exception was also made for the
UNCW Dance Team, which has been
selective in the past

According to Ward, the committee
recognized that IPC was selective, but
felt that the exception was in order. He
went on to say that constitutionality was
no longer an issue, because the BPC had
followed proper procedure in the bylaws.

BPC Chair-person Heather Houston,

who made the IFC motion on the senate

floor, was asked what the basis for the

exception was. She responded that, "The
committee felt like [IFC and Dance
Team] were important clubs on campus
and represented a strong majority of
students, and felt that they ought to have

an opportunity to be funded"

Houston said that she didn't know
how many students were included in that

"strong majority", but she noted that

there are currently 1,002 Greeks on
campus.

The Student Activities Office reported

that of those 1,002 Greeks, 486 are

fraternity members. The IFC's voting

membership consists of two
representatives from each member
fraternity—totalling less than 30
members.

Several senators questioned Houston
as to the validity of the exception.

Senator Curtis Wilson queried Houston,
saying, "Are we changing the rules to

fund. . .one club?"

"Not one club. More than one club,"

replied Houston.

The validity of the BPC vote was
endorsed by Ward, who called it "a
mandate". Other SGA members,
however, are disputing the intentions of
the BPC members. Some feel that they

passed the exception in order to allow the

full senate to decide; rather than actually

mandating the approval of IPC funding.

A large number of SGA members
also expressed concern about a conflict of
interest both in the BPC and in the

senate. Most of the controversy

surrounds Ward's membership in the

IPC, BPC, and SGA senate.

Ward denied the charges by saying,

"I'm not pocketing any money" from the

decision. He continued, "It's no more a

conflict of interest than when a black

man in Washington votes on a civil

rights [bill]."

Lemon pointed out contradictions in

Ward's comments about conflict of
interest compared to remarks he made last

year.

At that time the president of College

Republicans, Ward requested an
investigation of Attorney General Lisa
Royal at the November 6, 1989 meeting
of the SGA senate. At this meeting he

stated, "The UNCW College Republicans

formally request that [Royal] be placed

under investigation for a conflict of

interest in the investigation of the

Campus Awareness Organization. We
further urge that the harshest punishment
be rendered upon disclosure of [her]

'uilt."

SGA sources recalled that Ward's

accusation of Royal was based on the fact

that Royal and CAO President Denny
Best were friends.

Lemon said, "You can't accuse

conflict of interest and then ignore it

yourself."

Requests for investigation of Ward for

conflict of interest had not been filed as

of Wednesday.

The word now on many of the SGA
members' lips is "Veto".

Lemon has given no indication as to

whether or not he will veto the

resolution. "At this point, I am keeping

all of my options open."

Petitions are being circulated by Doris

Best, president of the Historical Society,

to have the funding question decided by
referendum. She said that even if the

referendum is not possible, the petitions

could be used to indicate student dissent.

She said, "I'm hoping [the petitions]

will persuade [Lemon] to veto."

She reported that demand for the

petitions is great

Mrs. Best, like many others, said that

she fears that the resolution will set a

precedent for future organizations to use.

"[The resolution provides] a loophole for

anyone with a vested interest to use."

Ward stated at the senate meeting that

if IFC is funded, it would be only fair to

fund all Greek governing bodies,

including Pan-Hellenic and Panhellenic.

Chairmen of the Board entertained

See related story on page 3.

students at the Gazebo
PHOTO BY CARRJE PATTERSON

on Sunday.

Questions About
Annex Answered
BY PHILLIP LOHfiHMN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Questions about the new
University Union Annex
increased following an article in

The Seahawk. The article from
the September 20 issue, was
entitled "Students To Pay For
Administrative Move", and
suggested that student fees were

used to move two buildings in

order for construction to begin

on the annex.

According to Bob Walton,
Vice Chancellor for Business

Affairs, fees were not used to

move the buildings. "The only

thing the students paid for was
the old warehouse," said

Walton. "They got in

exchange, a new building. The
ROTC building was moved at

the state's expense."

Dr. Bill Bryan, Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs

agreed that the "trade-off as he

called it, was a fair one. "The
entire project was seen as a

trade-off to replace an existing

building with another," he said.

Another question raised in

the earlier article was why
personnel offices were being
put into a building that was to

be built entirely by student

fees. Personnel falls under
administrative jurisdiction and
does not directly serve students.

Bryan stated that there was
never a question about placing

the offices in the new location.

"We have known from the

beginning what would go into

that building."

Walton explained that the

personnel office serves staff

members who are paid by
student fees in areas such as the

Leadership Center and
University Union

Administration. Said Walton,
"this building is very much
what Student Affairs wanted.

Approval of this project came
from a full board, including the

Trustees, Student Affairs, and

Business Affairs."

Bryan also mentioned that

a student forum was held when
the annex was first being

considered, to see what the

students felt they needed. Most
of the ideas generated in the

forum were considered in
programming the annex.
Expanded meeting space was a

primary concern. By moving
such existing areas as the game
room out of the old building,

more space will be created.

Also, a larger activities area

was requested. That request was
answered in the form of the

ballroom. According to both
Bryan and Walton, the annex
should provide exactly what
students want.

The personnel offices will

occupy 2800 square feet as
opposed to the figure of 4400
feet quoted in the earlier

Seahawk article. This figure has

been endorsed by both Walton
and Linda Moore, Director of
the University Union. Total
square footage for the annex is

just under 43,000, making the

percentage taken up by
personnel just over five
percent. When questioned
about whether this figure was in

excess of the original estimate,

Walton conceded that it might
be, explaining that during the

course of planning, estimates
often fall short.

The new building will be
accessible to Student Affairs

around January 1, and students

should have use of the facilities

after Spring Break.

Discrimination Denied
BY TIMOTHY RAl,|,

STAFF WRITER

A legal milestone for the University may
have been passed Wednesday. The UNCW
Board of Trustees voted unanimously to

dismiss charges of discrimination leveled at the

women athletic programs and to uphold the

March dismissal of Marilyn Christoph. The
dismissal .that was supposedly based on
aUscriminatory practices of the UNCW Athletic

Department, was resolved yesterday.

Marilyn Christoph, after her announced
dismissal as UNCW Head Women's Basketball

Couch, leveled charges at UNCW and UNCW
officials. In a formal grievance to the UNCW
Board of Trustees, she accused the University

and, in particular, UNCW Athletic Director

Bill Brooks of sexual discrimination in

practices relating to the UNCW Women's
Basketball team.

In her grievance put before the Executive

Board on the 17th of September, Ms.
Christoph made the charge that the women's
athletic departments were not treated in the

same fashion as the men's athletic department
Ms. Christoph stated that her dismissal was
"based upon sexual discrimination, including

retaliation for the assertion of rights pursuant

to Title IX [of the Education Amendments of
1972]." She, also, made the point that part of

her dismissal was due to her knowledge of the

rights and privileges that her teams where due
under federal guidelines. She stated that her

vocal disapproval of discrimination practices

was a motivating factor in her non-renewal.

Christoph's contention that the school was
acting in violation of Title IX of the Education
Federal Amendments of 1972 inferred that the

schools policies were sexually discriminatory

in nature and illegal. The text of Title IX is

reprinted often as a disclaimer to sex
discrimination. It states "

... No person in the

United States shall, on the basis of sex, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the

benefits of, or be subject to discrimination

under any educational program " Ms.
Christoph stated that discrimination reached
into funding and benefits for her athletic

programs. This action would be in violation

of federal law that prohibits such
discrimination in institutions that receive
federal funding.

UNCW, in response to the allegations of

discrimination, defended the dismissal decision

S. '
''..•
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of UNCW Athletic Director Bill Brooks and
former UNCW Chancellor Wagoner. UNCW
cited morale problems, low athlete graduation
rates

, and alleged money appropriation as the

reasons behind the decisions not to renew the

contract of Ms. Christoph. In an earlier

statements quoted in The Seahawk, Bill

Brooks said "I based my decision on several

precedents, those being complaints made by
players, possible boycotts, and (low)
graduation rates."

On September 17, the grievance case went
before the UNCW Board of Trustees Executive

Committee. Ms. Christoph was represented

by Lynn Fontana, an attorney. UNCW was
represented by the University Attorney, Paul

Eaglin. This case was the first such case to

appear before the board which acts in it normal
capacity as a part of the appeal system.

Most trustee meetings of a personal nature take

place in a closed session. Ms. Christoph

requested a public meeting to determine the

nature of her nonreappointment . Closed
sessions were still held when by the nature of

the discussion, it was determined necessary for

board members to confer privately among
themselves.

In a case such as Ms. Christoph's, where
reappointment or contract renewal has not been

awarded, the burden of proving wrongdoing lies

on the accuser. (The accuser in this case was
Ms. Christoph.) This is different from the case

of a dismissal where the nature of the charge is

based on a wrongdoing of the dismissed
official.

The Trustee Executive Board felt, after the case

was presented, no irrefutable evidence had been

presented on the behalf of Ms. Christoph.

She had not shown sufficient evidence, in the

opinion of the board, that the charges of

discrimination were in fact directed towards her.

The Board stated that "There is some evidence

to support Ms. Christoph's contentions about

impropriety. There is some evidence to

support the institution's .... explanations. In

this type of case, the burden of proof rests on
the grievant in our judgement, Ms.
Christoph's assertion ... is not established ...."

After the reading of the Executive Board's

decision, the matter of the grievance was placed

before the entire Board of Trustee's. A
unanimous vote against Ms. Christoph's

grievance was passed. The grievance was
denied
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off -campus connection: Waste Products Piling Up i
Management of solid waste

products has become a

monumental task. Landfill and
dump sites are filling to capacity.

Related issues such as natural

resources depletion and
environmental pollution threaten

our global society. As
individuals, we tend to distance

ourselves from these problems.
We deposit our trash in a refuse

container and let the city or county
take it from there. Yet, one way
in which we can all make the

difference is recycling!

The amount of trash we
accumulate is staggering! The
following are statistics issued by
Wilmington's Solid Waste
Management Office:

... EACH YEAR THE U.S.
PRODUCES ENOUGH TRASH
TO BURY 26,000 FOOTBALL
FIELDS IN A 10-FOOT DEEP
LAYER OF GARBAGE.

... THE U.S. THROWS
AWAY ENOUGH ALUMINUM
TO REBUILD THE ENTIRE
U.S. COMMERCIAL
AIRFLEET EVERY THREE
MONTHS.

... ONE SUNDAY EDITION
OF THE NEW YORK TIMES
CONSUMES ABOUT 62,000
TREES.

... THE U.S. THROWS
AWAY ENOUGH GLASS
BOTTLES AND JARS TO FILL
THE 1350 FOOT TWIN
TOWERS OF THE NEW YORK
TRADE CENTER EVERY TWO
WEEKS.

... THE EPA ESTIMATES
THAT BY 1993 45% OF THE
COUNTRY'S LANDFILLS
WILL REACH THEIR
CAPACITY AND HAVE TO BE
CLOSED.

After several years in the

planning stage, the city of

Wilmington executed a recycling

program in January 1990 which
has met with incredible support.

At present they collect:

1. aluminum cans

2. clear, green, and brown
glass food and beverage containers

3. newsprint (without glossy

inserts)

4. plastic milk bottles and

beverage containers

5. yard waste: leaves, straw,

limbs, and grass clippings

Although other products may
have recyclable potential, lack of

transportation and available buyers

are limiting factors at present.

There are three aspects to the

city's recycle program. First,

curbside collection for city
customers. Second, processing

recyclables: flatten aluminum
cans, smash glass, and bail

plastics and newsprint. Third,

marketing to established buyers.

According to Mr. Bill Reed,

Wilmington's Recycle
Coordinator, the city's aim is to

save costs: "The average

collection (of recyclables) is over

50,000 lbs. daily... this

constitutes 30% of the waste
stream." At this rate, recycling

saves the city approximately $970
per day compared to the cost of

transportation and burning or

landfill fees. This does not even
consider the hidden costs of

mining raw materials, energy cost

of producing new products, and
damage to our environment.

Besides saving recyclables and
placing them curbside for

collection, little preparation is

required of customers who recycle:

rinse out containers, remove caps

and lids, and separate recyclables.

Place yard waste in neat bundles or

plastic bags.

Residents of apartment
complexes and homes contracting

with private collection companies
must take it upon themselves to

see that items for recycle get to

collection centers. Tim Cole,

Solid Waste Manager for New
Hanover County, reports that there

are county collection sites for

residents who are not on the city

»curbside system:

Wednesday - Wilson's Store,

at the intersection of Murrayville
Road and State Route 132.
11 am to 6 pm

Thursday - Ogden Food Lion

on Highway 17 North. 11 am
to 6 pm

Friday - On Oleander Road in

the parking lot of the Garment

Goose, next to Flip's BBQ.
1 1 am to 6 pm

Saturday - KMart at Monkey
Junction. 9 am
to 4 pm

Friday and Saturday -

Wrightsville Beach, Sea Water
Drive, between the Police and Fire

Departments

7:30 am to 2 pm
Look for the opening of a

new collection facility at the

processing plant on North 23rd

Street slated to open in November
199°-

No yard waste will be

collected at these locations.

However, marked containers are

available for on-site separation of

recyclables.

Still, there is more we can do!

When making purchases, look for

items which display the recycle

symbol. Take a few minutes to

consider whether packaging and

product contents are recyclable.*

Aluminum can be melted down

and repeatedly recycled. Plastic is

limited by technology. Look for

plastic items with a #1 or a #2

displayed inside the recycle

symbol. This grade of plastic is

more easily reprocessed than

others.

Did you know plastic

beverage containers can be recycled

into furniture? Check out the park

bench located at the North 23 rd

Street recycling plant!

Steer away from products

composed of several metals and

plastics, such as aerosol cans, or

plastic/cardboard/aluminum juice

boxes.

Recycle furniture, clothing,

books, toys and jewelry by giving

them to a charitable organization

for redistribution; or sell them at a

garage sale; or give them to needy

and homeless people.

Are you a do-it-yourself auto

mechanic? After an oil change,

don't dump the old fluid where it

PPlymay get into a water supply.

Check around for a garage that

collects oil for recycling.

Batteries, starters, and tires can

also be recycled.

Before discarding any 'item

consider how it might be reused in

a different way.

Use a fabric shopping' bag.

They are sturdy, washable,

decorative, store easily, and this

reduces the number of paper and

plastic bags stores use. Or reuse

or return the shopping bags stores

issue with your purchases. _
',

Is there a recycling program at

your work site? If not, consider

how you can initiate one with

coworkers!

Senate Bill 111 mandates that

the recycling rate must be 25% by

1993. While Wilmington is near

that level now, New Hanoytr
County collections stand near"9it.

As government officials deal wi(h

the problem of waste
management, there is much we
can do as individuals. If you are

already recycling, keep the

momentum going. Encourage
others to take part in recycling

programs. Together we CAN bje

effective in reducing waste and

protecting our environment!

Rape Remains A
Problem on Campus

Faculty Speaks On Value Of Voting
BY TWANNA BATTS

STAFF WRITER

A rape occurs every six

minutes in the United States. A
commonly held myth is that rapes

occur between strangers. Actually

80% of reported cases are date

rape.

Women who are raped often

feel that it is their fault because

they were dressed in revealing

clothes or agreed to go to a

deserted place. No one asks to be

raped. Women should remember
that they have a right to say no
and men should respect that right

The Health and Wellness

Center offers some precautions

everyone can take to reduce the

chances of being raped. Avoid

alohol or drugs, which might

impair judgement. Go out on

double dates or go out with
groups. Don't open the door to

strangers. Keep the : doors,

windows, and your car locked.

Don't carry too many packages.

Report any crime immediately.

Last year nine reported cases

of rape occurred on campus. The
Health and Wellness Center and

The Rape Crisis Center (763-

3695) are both here to help

students who have been raped.

The Rape Crisis Center is open

day and night

|lf you are raped do not bathe,

douche, change clothes or even
comb your hair. You may be

destroying evidence. Seek medical

attention, including testing for V.

D. and pregnancy. Report the

crime to law enforcement.

Through The Rape Crisis Center a

rape victim advocate can come to

the hospital, and be with the

victim through the ordeal. The
Rape Crisis Center can also
provide some assistance with the

medical costs as a result of rape.

BY JENNIFER FROST
STAFF WRTTER

Ever since voting rights came
into effect in 1920, men and
women of the United States have

been able to play a part in

government Unfortunately, ever

since that 1920 amendment to the

Constitution, people have also

taken the right to vote for granted.

For the past 20 years, voter

turnout and registration has
gradually declined. Dr. McLaurin,

head of the History Department
said that this trend will continue.

He said apathy was the spirit

of the 80s for young as well as

older adults. He said that young

people today are a part of a

consumer culture, not particularly

concerned with politics. He
explained that in the 60's people

were more politically involved

than they are now. The strong

feelings were due to the civil

rights issue. Today, many people

feel like there are no major

worthwhile causes.

Dr. Sheridan, a Political

Science professor, says that many

people feel like their vote makes

no difference. He also feels that

there is a direct correlation

between the class distinctions and

the decline in voter participation.

In fact, the poor have the least

voter turnout of any class.

If voter turnout continues to

decline, not just in North Carolina

but in every state, a situation

similar to the one in Virginia

could arise. In a recent election,

only 8% of the voters turned out.

The result was a benign
government. . . a government in

which politicians aren't as

concerned with what they do and

there is less accountability to the

people.

Dr. Sheridan said that it is

especially important that students

register and vote. Many of the

decisions made in Congress affect

students directly. Privileges that

we take for granted such as federal

aid and university services rely

heavily on the decisions made in

government.

In his opinion, more youbg
adults would turn out to vote

"

there were a greater choice
candidates, easier registration laws,

and if there were issues at hand
such as the drinking age, which
would direcdy affect them.

The upcoming Congressional

elections are on November 6. If

you are 18 years of age or oldej

and are not yet registered to vote.,

you can do so at the election office

in Wilmington. The office hour*

are 8:00-5:00, Monday through

Friday. The deadline for

registering is October 8 for thfc

general elections.
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ITZA PICK-UP SPECIALS
Two Six Inch Three Item Pans w/Two Drinks

Only $4.75 Reg. Price $6.00

12 Inch Three Item
Only $6.75 Reg. Price $8.75

16 Inch Three Item
Only $11.25 Reg. Price $13.25

14 Inch Three Item Pan
Only $9.50 Reg. Price $11.50

ITZA SUBS
Best Subs in The Free World!

Eight Inch Buns
Hot Ham & Cheese

Italian

Veggie
Big Grab Bag Chips - 75$

SPECiAL!!!
Two-Eight Inch Subs

Grab Bag Chips mm wmm*
Two Drinks 7./D

$3.50
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SIX , IN, OM Will Be Calling UNCW Home
BY BP1AM MJLUM

STAFF NWTfift

This week has been quite
week for two local sororities and

one local fraternity. Kappa Pi

JwtJ. Delta Kappa Pi, and Sigma
rni Sigma have all found national

*

affiliation, after almost a year and
a half of waiting.

Kappa Pi Theta was
founded as a local sorority on
April 12, 1989. Finally, this
week the fifty-one sisters and
pledges had the opportunity to

procure national affiliation. Linda

Hull President of Kappa Pi Theta

(toon to be Phi Mu), says they

chose Phi Mu Sorority because
"We asked them a lot of questions

and they had the right answers.

Their presentation was really

energetic and I feel that we made a

good decision." Linda stated that

Phi Mu is one of the oldest

sororities in the nation and was
founded in Georgia in 18S2. The
mascot is the lion and the

predominant color is pink. These

things, along with an excellent

presentation helped Linda and her

sisters choose which sorority to

go national with. " We only

chose two national sororities to

make presentations to us, and we
had to take time to think about it

and respect each others decision."

Evidently they made the right

decision, because "My sisters are

psyched, we all came together on

this one", states Linda. The new
Phi Mu's will be pledged Oct.28,

r

and they will receive their charter

sometime after this. States

Linda,"There is no set pledge

period, it's up to us as to when we
get our charter." Linda wished
Delta Kappa Pi the best of luck

with Tri-Sig, thanked the entire

Greek system for their support,

and wished to thank Lanita
Hanson for everything she did. "I

bet she's glad there's no more
expansion" said Linda.

Delta Kappa Pi has been
a local since March 13, 1989.
According to Julie McKean,
president of DKP, they chose
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority as

their national because they had "A
lot of alumni support, there are a

lot of other chapters in North

Carolina (S), and they were
willing to accommodate our
needs." Julie elaborated about her

sorority by saying "Tri-Sig was
founded in 1898, and the sailboat

was adopted as a symbol because

it symbolizes continual forward

motion, never moving backward,

but progressing towards it's

destination." According to Julie it

was tough for her 28 sisters to

choose a national "they both had a

lot to offer, both were excellent

nationally, and this made us have

a hard time deciding." At the

beginning of November the sisters

will be pledged, and they will

receive their charter in the spring.

"We are very excited," states Julie,

"we are looking forward to going

Tri-Sig." When asked who she

AT A GLANCE CONT.
St. Paul'* Off>r< Music Fellowship

St. Paul's Episcopal Church, located at 16th
and Market Streets in Wilmington, is offering
five music fellowships to UNCW students.
These fellowships honor Madeline H. Wagoner
and they begin with the September 1990 school
term.

One fellowship is left. It will be awarded for

bass. The voice fellowships offer $800 and the

assistant to the organist offers $1,000 for the

academic year.

Interested students should contact one of the

following: Dr. Sherrill Martin, Ms. Lori White,

Dr. Richard Deas of the UNCW Music Division

at 395-3390, or The Rev. Hamilton Fuller of St.

Paul's Episcopal Church at 762-4578. Interested

Organ applicants should contact Dr. Clair Rozier

of the UNCW Music Division at 395-3390.

Fall Break Hours Pr.^rl

For your convenience, the University Union
will be open during Fall Break. Hours of

operation will be:

Wednesday, Oct. 10, 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Thurs-Fri, Oct 11-12, 7 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Saturday, Oct 13, CLOSED
Sunday, Oct 14, Noon - 1 1 p.m.

The Information Center & Game room will

also be open the following hours:

Wednesday, Oct 10, 8 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Thursday, Oct 11, 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Fri-Sat Oct 12-13, CLOSED
Sunday, Oct 14, Noon - 10 p.m.

wished to thank, Julie stated "I

thank all my sisters for being
there and working as hard as they

did, Lanita Hanson, and especially

the entire Greek system"

Sigma Phi Sigma local
fraternity was founded April 11,

1989. This past week they
listened to presentations from
Delta Kappa Epsilon, Alpha Tau
Omega, Beta Theta Pi, and Sigma
Nu, all national fraternities.

According to Jeff Griffin, president

of Sigma Phi Sigma, "We chose
Sigma Nu because they sounded
the best Six different schools
called us, and it seemed like they
had a lot to offer. Sigma was the

largest of the fraternities presented,

and this was a big factor. There

Chairmen Of The
Board Entertain

were also many goals to shoot for

with them." The 50 brothers and

pledges of Sigma Phi Sigma were

glad to finally go national,

because "After being a local for a

year, you run out of things to do.

You are unorganized, and you

want organization. We were

hoping to go national with Sigma

Chi or Pi Kappa Alpha, but they

could not expand any further at the

time. Sigma Nu was our second

choice, and I feel we made a good

one. It was a unanimous decision

because we really wanted them and

there really was not any discussion

on it." Jeff wished to thank Chi

Phi, Delta Sigma Phi, and

Lambda Chi Alpha for their help

along the way.

%WUmiM0M. North Cantiw m
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The campus Gazebo was the

place to be last Sunday afternoon.

The Football Club, A.C.E., and
98.7 FM sponsored the campus's
first annual Beach Music Bash.

Students from several groups
on campus began to arrive around
11:30a.m. for the BBQ Pig
Picking catered by A R A .

Students on the meal plan had
only to show their I.D.'s to eat.

Otherwise the cost was $4.90.

Around 12:30, the UNCW
Seahawk Football Club took on
the defending champions of N.C.
State Pack Club. Even though
the Seahawks lost their second
game of the season six to nine,

the support by students was
greatly increased. Fraternities and
sororities as well as other groups
on campus came out in full force

to support the Seahawks .# The
game ball was given to Alpha Xi
Delta sorority and coming in

second was Sigma Phi Epsilon

fraternity. These two groups
showed outstanding school spirit.

"We were really pleased with the

turn out. I saw more people in

letters and showing spirit than I

ever have before," stated Steve

Sappe, president of the club
football team.

Sappe said they reached one of

their goals Sunday. "One thing

that the football program is trying

to do is bring school spirit and
unity to our campus," he
explained. October 21 is their next

home game against Carolina.

Something like the events last

Sunday are in the process of being

scheduled.

As a light drizzle began to fall

about 3:00 p.m. a- announcement
could be heard above the noise of

the crowd, "I would like ld present

to you The Chairman of the

Board." For almost two hours
people shagged, sang along, or

just stood and clapped to great

beach classics. The weather didn't

seem to put a damper on
anybody's good time. At one
point students were up in stage
with the band singing and dancing.

When Kevin Moore says, "I

has a really great time," he
summed up the after noon. "We
hope to do more things like this

in the future," says Steve Sappe.

**&%««

Manager's Special!!!
One-12 Inch Four Item

Only $8.75
Get Two for $13.50

(Two Meats, Two Vegetables)

TWOSOME TUESDAY
#1 — One 16 Inch Two Item

Only $10.50 Reg. Price $12.00

#2 — One 14 Inch One Item w/Two Drinks

Only $8.50 Reg. Price $10.50

THREESOME THURSDAY
#3 — Three Six Inch One Item Pan

Only $5.00 Reg. Price $6.00

#4 — One 14 Inch Three Item Pan

Only $10.00 Reg. Price $11.50

FREAKY FRIDAY
Specials #1 and #4

SUPER SATURDAY
Includes Ail Specials

#1, #2, #3 9 #4

New Hours off Delivery
Sunday - Thursday 4 p.m. - Midnight
Friday and Saturday 7 p.m. - Midnight

Pick-Up Still 4 p.m. - Midnight - 7 Days a Week

HOTVAXetfAUEME

V
d>^I

October 13th and 14th

8:00 a.m. at Crystal Pier

Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina cauiilksilx/sre

271
PiMIS
SURfWUR

Contact: HOTb/AX^ti Shop JIMMY'/.
Wilmington

:

Atlantic Beach:

New Bern:

791-9283

726-7873

636-3340

Check Ihe Events you will be entering 'j/fSJ**&fl/JJ*rJSM/'1/J*SArsHrsj**J**M

Women - All Ages

Boys Bodyboard - 1 1 and under

Jr Bodyboard- 12 to 17

Sr Bodyboard - 18 & older

Menehunes - 1 1 & under

Beys- 12 to 14

Juniors 1 5 to 17

Men- 18 to 24

Masl 3rs - 25 to 34

Sr Men - 35 & up

Jr Longboard - 34 and under

Sr Longboard - 35 and up

Total $

rjsssjssjfnrjjjrrj/Hrsj^swTsrrsjri/TssrrsusrTrsyirsj^sjfsjrsj^s.

$20.00 Regular Entry

(includes free tee shirt

and awards cookout)

$5.00 per Additional Event

S.N.C. E.S A. Points Contest

Out ot Town
Entries Welcome:

H0TUAK
351 S College Rood

Wilmington, North Carolina 2S403

ENTRY DEADLINE: Musv be received by October 10 ot 5:00 !!!

DON 1 BE LATE Maximum entries is 200 people. «

In consideration of the acceptance of my entry, I hereby release all sponsors of this

competition from all liability and/or damages whatsoever arising from my participation in

or presence at this event I agree to stay clear of the competition area while not in the

contest.

Signature -

Parent or Guardian

Hof^X

• Christian Surfing Association •
(PUS© LO'NISURFSOARDS

•ill

.^v
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The Seahawk welctmts Letters to the

Editor. These should be typ*d and incited* tht author's

nam: address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The

Stahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd., Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The

Seahawk.
The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 pm. Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

mrfpJ

Tht Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229for the editorial division.

PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
Editor in Chief

DAVID BURKE
News Editor

PATRICK FOWLER
Sports Editor

MICHELLE MAYO
Copy Editor

RAMONA HUPP
Entertainment Editor

LAUREN FULLER
Production Manager
JENNIFER YOUNG
Photographer

JOEL ASHLEY
Financial Manager

Guidelines Are A
Good Idea For Artists

It may well be that The Seahawk does not particularly support

a certain overly staunch republican N.C. senator. Accusations

placing this newspaper in a more liberal light might not be far

from true. From these things we do not shirk. The charges we do

not deny. However. . . we also believe that there are certain

borders of the leftist realm over which we will not cross.

One of these lines of demarcation is drawn in the form of a

recently circulated flyer depicting the aforementioned senator in a

serious state of dishabille, holding a lovely bouquet of what

appear to be irises. The picture itself appears to come from a

popular men's magazine, but the inset words must have come from

a stack of magazines. After some interpretation, they might be

deciphered to read, "Jesse says no to freedom of expression. . .

say no to Jesse. . . Rock the vote now."

Admittedly, some might find humor in this example of free

expression. Still, does this kind of thing shed the proper light

on a very serious situation? How many converts to the cause of

free expression will be won by disgusting them with hard core

propaganda? The creators of this material uliould think about the

possibility that they are achieving an opposite goal by making
themselves look like radicals. For people already leaning toward

the right, this is only fodder for their impressions of wacky
liberal thought.

The question also comes down to one of what is the real issue

at hand here? For those individuals who don't read the news and
- flip the channel to TNN or ESPN at six o'clock, the poster may
S lead them to the impression that Helms is against public nudity.
* Any nudist will certainly agree that going unclad is a statement of

personal expression. While the senator most probably is against

E public nudity, so are most people on both sides of the political
" line.

To those more in the know, those familiar with the

Cincinnati museum fiasco and the NEA, the poster suggests that

. Helms is against the right of artists to express themselves freely.

* Maybe this is in his agenda somewhere down the line, but for the

present, he is primarily opposed to using tax money to fund
- artists who think that such topics as homoeroticism and sado-
- masochism are "artsy".

Hold onto your seats liberals! Helms might just be onto
* something here. Yes, the "liberal press" is in partial agreement
" with a hard-line conservative politician! Pornography should not
' be subsidized with the tax dollar of the American public.

Here is the most difficult aspect of the situation. How does

E one judge pornography from art? What is offensive to one person
* may be attractive to another. Differences in the world are what

; make life interesting. Nudity is not pornography. Naked children

.'„ are not pornography. "Debbie Does Dallas", on the other hand,
~ is pornography. A man sticking the handle of a whip into his

* anus is pornography (this is the subject of one of Mapplethorpe's

2 controversial photos).

A man urinating into another's mouth (Mapplethorpe again) is

-« pornography. How difficult can it be to set up a series of

m guidelines to* distinguish pornographic material from erotic or

• merely artistic?

Someone has applied such guidelines in other areas. For

- example, in Wilmington, it is unlawful to sell magazines or

movies depicting explicit sex. Apparently "explicit" is judged by

guidelines such as genital insertion and ejaculation. Magazines

are not forbidden which show photos more suggestive of

gynecological examination charts than erotica. Some video stores

rent movies which offer "soft-core" sex, and more nudity than

- that little beach down in Brunswick county.

It is difficult to believe that the NEA grants are just

distributed blindly. It would not be a totally bad idea to have

«• some guidelines which, if crossed, would negate the eligibility of

an artist or foundation to receive these monies. Perhaps these

4 lines should not be as strict as Mr. Helms proposes, but there is a

I! point to his argument. Taxpayers are paying for too many things

"Z now which, if asked to donate to the same causes, they would

laugh hysterically at and walk away.

If a student wants a grant for his studies, he has to meet

certain requirements and follow certain guidelines. An artist or

^ museum should have to proceed by a similar procedure. If the

artist wants to paint the Virgin Mary performing fellatio with

2 Satan's horde, let him do so. . . . at his own expense. Some one

will buy it. The taxpayers shouldn't have to.

By the way, we did get a laugh out of the poster.

In this world, shipmates, Sin that
pays Its way can travel freely

and without a passport; whereas
Virtue, if a pauper, is stopped at

all frontiers.

Herman Melville -

"father Mapple's Sermon"
Moby Dick

A Challenge: You Can Shape Your Life

Editorials!

"Our real journey in life is

interior;

It is a matter of growth,

deepening,

And an ever greater

surrender to

The creative action of love

and grace

In our hearts" (Thomas

Merton)

We place too much
significance on events external

to us. Our culture and the way
we experience it dictates too

much of our values, our image
of who we are supposed to be in

order to be successful, our sense

of what is important. We grow

up learning to defer to the

thinking of others, considering

them in their role as adult or

authority to be "right" and

ourselves "wrong." Think how

ShJvf
firm* » _

your experiences of the world

around you influences your

mood, your hopes and fears,

your sense of how you will

spend this day.

Merton invites us into a

different perspective. The

forces that truly shape us, are

interior forces - our mind, our

feelings, our sense of well

being or dis-ease. Events

external to us have only the

power our internal self gives

them. If someone we love

breaks up with us, there is

inevitable pain at that

separation, that loss. What we

do with that pain is totally ours

to determine. Some hurt for a

while, deal with the hurt by
having it and move on into

other relationships. Some feel

damaged so severely that they

label themselves failures and
will not reach out or move on

at all. Either way, the choice is

ours; it goes on inside us and
shapes us one way or another.

We need for the sake of our

own growth to try and pay more

attention to what is going on

inside us; to let our agenda be

set by the questions, the

doubts, the yearnings that we

discover within. Too much do
we hide from this struggle by

joining a group that sets our
agenda or by losing ourselves

in activities, busyness and even
partying.

Love and grace are at work
in you if you would but learn to

attend to its voice, a voice
heard just as much (if not more)
in times when we do not have
our act together as in times
when life feels good and all

seems to be well. The fact is

that whether in good times or

bad, it is the forces in ourselves
that set our agenda for living.

We would do ourselves a favor

in deciding to listen to
ourselves, to try to open our
awareness to the "creative
action of love and grace in our
hearts."

Bush Doubletalks on Environment
The northern spotted owl of

the old growth forests in the

Pacific Northwest has been the

focal point of a lot of controversy

lately..and for good reason. Being

that there are only between 3,000

and 5,000 mating pairs left in the

wild, this shy bird has been
recently added to the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service's list of threatened

and endangered species. Along
with this listing comes the

mandatory protection of its

habitat, in this case the ancient

forests of Washington, Oregon,
and northern California where
redwoods, Douglas firs and Sitka

spruce have stood for the past 600
to 800 years. This is the land of
sequoias, the largest living things

on our planet reaching as high as

270 feet into the sky. This is also

the land of the loggers whose
clearcutting practices of the past

few decades have left what was
once lush temperate rainforest a

barren wasteland that will take at

least another 600-800 years to

reach the point it was at the turn

of the century, if it can return at

all due to massive amounts of soil

erosion that this area has
witnessed. But that is a whole
other story in itself. With the

protection of these forests to

maintain the owl's presence on
earth, the logging industry must,

of course, be quelled tremendously

or halted; and it is here that

tension rises.

Entire towns have been
founded around the logging

industry. It is a way of life for

thousands of loggers, truckers, and

mill workers. To thorn the
spotted owl means

If Bush's proposal
goes through. . . it

will mean hypocrisy
to a major extent

unemployment. President Bush
has handled this problem in a

manner that, unfortunately,
disregards his intentions and
campaign promises of being an

environmental president. He has

proposed the weakening of the

Endangered Species Act itself in

the interest of economy and
industry. The Endangered Species

Act of 1973 has provided a means

to conserve and protect ecosystems

in which endangered or threatened

species are located and has made it

illegal to harm, harass or capture

such species in the U.S. It is

because of this act undoubtedly
that developers and industry and
the military haven't taken over as

much of our wilderness areas as

they have. To unfurl and dilute

this important legislature would

do so much harm to endangered

species that recovery of some
would be impossible.

So we wipe out the northern

spotted owl and the remnants of

old growth forest in the U.S. in

the name of progress and
economics. Then what. Just

think of the interpretation that

Bush's proposal can promote.
There go the sea turtles in the

wake of the shrimping industry.

There go the dolphins in the wake
of the tuna industry. There fo the

wulvcs in the wake of ranching.

Where does it stop? I guess I

happen to be one of those rare

individuals labeled as a "radical

environmentalist" who can't

fathom the idea of putting a price

on wilderness and the creatures

found within it.

If Bush's proposal goes

through and is accepted by

Congress it will mean hypocrisy

to a major extent. We have

denounced Brazil and other tropical

countries who have been a major

cause of deforestation in the

tropical rainforests and have sent

experts of every type and training

to solve the problem. How are we
to be taken seriously by Brazil and

world community if we're waving

our finger with one hand and

waving an axe with the other?

But this isn't the end of the story.

We sell, almost exclusively, all of

this lumber, all of these ancient

trees, trees that were here before

the first settlers, to Japan for

about $5 or $10/tree!!!! It's just

ridiculous. Our heritage is

vanishing in front of our eyes and
manifesting itself as furniture in

Asia. This is progress?

But, back to the spotted owl
vs. the loggers. It is a sticky
subject and obviously a source of
enormous controversy yet it must
be seen through an ecologic set of

eyes as well as (if not in place of)

an economic set. Extinction is

forever. Gone is gone and there is

no turning back. Should logging

industry continue to remove the

habitat of the few remaining sets

of owls extinction will almost
certainly claim another victim. Of
course I sympathize with the
loggers and, if put in their shoes,

may feel as they do. But with the

federal aid and implementation of

an extensive replanting and
management program this

suffering could be lessened
tremendously. From the actions

and proposals of President Bush, it

seems that this solution he has
either not considered or chosen to

ignore. For the owl's sake, for the

forest's sake and for our own...

let's hope not.

Free Speech Threatened At Some Colleges
Free speech is under attack on

college campuses, and even its

traditionally staunch defenders
have joined in the assault.

Student journalist and free

speech advocates are concerned
about a proliferation of college

speech codes so widespread that,

according to Time magazine,
"Nowhere is the First Amendment
more imperiled than on college

campuses." As is often the case

with censorship, these codes have

been adopted with the best

intentions: Campus racism is on
the rise and something has to be

done about it. So token measures

are taken which exacerbate racial

tensions and ignore the First

Amendment
Speech codes drafted in

response to this important issue

are dividing the American Civil

Liberties Union, which has always

tended toward an "absolute"
position on free speech. While
the Wisconsin and Michigan
affiliates have sued their respective

state universities over the codes,

the northern and southern

California affiliates adopted a

resolution in July favoring

narrowly drawn policies which

prohibit harassing speech.

John Powell, national legal

director of the ACLU, asserts:

"My concern is less with the

strength of the First Amendment
than with the wave of racial

harassment that has swept the

country. The campus is not under

the threat of being silenced."

Defending their resolution,

the California affiliates cite the

legal need to balance the First

Amendment against "conduct that

interferes with the Fourteenth
Amendment right of students to an

equal education." They argue thai

the resolution only advocates a

ban on speech which is clearly

harassing and that "hostile, even
offensive speech in classroom

debates and public discourse is

something students must endure or

challenge with speech of their

own."

Free speech proponents such

as writer Nat Hentoff are not
buying. Pointing out that cases

brought under the codes will be

heard by untrained college judicial

panels, not civil libertarians or

ACULU attorneys, Mr. Hentoff

decries the inevitably vague nature

of speech codes. "Most colleges

whose 'due process' hearing I've

covered are unshakably fond of the

moderate than those of the

ACLU's California affiliates. At
Stanford University, law
professors provided the
philosophical rationale for a new
student conduct policy that one
student sponsor candidly admitted

"is not entirely in line with the

First Amendment." ABA Journal,

(he publication of the American
Bar Association, quotes Stanford

Law Professor Mari Matsuda, who
argues that traditional views of
free speech act as a self-serving

cover for continued domination by
major elites.

In Orwellian fashion,
advocates of the code argue that

speech limitations would actually

. . . hostile, euen offensiue speech in

classroom debates and public discourse is

something students must endure or challenge
with speech of their own.

British Star Chamber model of the

17th century," he remarks
sarcastically. "Just the places to

deal with these broad and vague
restrictions on speech."

Rules which limit speech are

only as good as those who enforce

them. Eleanor Holmes Norton,
President Carter's chair of the

federal Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission,
explained this bitter reality: "It is

technically impossible to write an

anti-speech code that cannot be

twisted against speech nobody
means to bar. It has been tried and

tried and died."

Indeed, speech codes have

been defended by voices far less

increase free speech and vigorous

debate." Discriminatory speech,

they reason, is meant to silence

the victim.

Such arguments are not only

clearly opposed to First
Amendment principles, they also

threaten to undercut tne
achievement of equal rights. Civil
rights activists have always relied

on speech as their principle
weapon. In the long run, any
compromise of principles of free
speech works to detriment of
minorities.

In addition to infringing on
free speech, these codes may
actually fuel racism. As the recent

incident with the music group 2

Live Crew dramatically
demonstrates, attempts to censor
offensive views makes martyrs out
of the censored. Did the censoring
of the album "As Nasty as They
Wanna Be" silence the misogynist
lyrics of 2 Live Crew? Definitely

not. It showered the band in

publicity, thereby propelling then
to the top of the charts.

Alan Keyes, a former
assistant secretary of state, point

out that the codes themselves arise

out of a racist and condescending
reasoning. In a debate with the

professor who wrote the code
adopted by Stanford University
this spring, Mr. Keyes argued
against the "patronizing
paternalistic assumptions" upon
which the code is founded. He
expressed surprise that " someone
would actually think that I will

actually sit in a chair and be told

that white folks have the moral
character to shrug off insults and I

do not."

Racism is a problem which
must be addressed with more than
misguided measures like limiting

offensive speech. Not only are
such measures open to abuse, they

also drive racism underground
where it thrives.

An academic environment
characterized by an unfettered
pursuit of truth and knowledge
should be the ideal forum to

expose and defeat the ignorance

that fuels racism.

The ACLU's John Powell
forcefully argues, "The primary
problem is that we haven't begun
to seriously discuss racial issues."

He is absolutely right. But the

speech-restricting policies he

seems to advocate will only have a

chilling effect on the needed
discussion.
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HELP WANTED

ATTENTION:
Fraternities, Sororities,

Clubs and Individuals. Trip

Organizers wanted for fantastic

Ski and Sun Tours. Earn cash

commissions and/or go for free.

Call the #1 company in college

travel, Moguls Ski and Sun
Tours, Inc., 1-800-666-4857.

Raise a Thou$and in a

week: The fundraiser

that's working on 1800

campuses. Your campus group

can earn up to $1000 in just one

week. No investment needed. Be

first on your campus. A FREE

gift just for calling. Call Now
1-800 765-8472 ext. 90.

fiprinf P"-ak 1991 ^dividual or

student organization needed to

promote Spring Break trip. Earn

money, free trips and valuable

work experience. CALL NOW!!
InterCampus Programs: 1-800-

327-6013.

PART-TIME. Earn easy extra

money. Positive feelings for

LESBIANS/GAYS and THEIR
FAMILIES/FRIENDS is a must.

Write Reebekka, FOB 76087,

Atlanta, GA 30358.

Earn $2500 and FREE Spring

Break Trips to Bahamas, Jamaica

as part-time Campus Rep for

Spring Break Travel 1-800-638-

6786.

Need sales experience? The
Seahawk needs Ad Salesmen.

Personal transportation necessary.

Payment by commission. Come

by Room 205E in the Union or

call 395-3789.

MODELS? What kind of

pictures should you have in your

portfolio? My Free brochure

gives the answer. Reply to Free

Brochure, PO Box 57,

Wilmington, N.C. 28492

FOR SALE

FOR SALE: two queen

sized, quilted bedspreads-

black/white or tan/black

design-like brand new-$25
each. 395-3606, leave
message.

PERSONALS

Personals- Just 100 a word!

Come by Room 205E in the

Union and send a message to that

special person.

FOR RENT

Roomate needed to share four-

bedroom house in quiet
neighborhood. Great place for

serios student. No drugs or

smoking. $200 per month:
includes utilities, washer/dryer,

full kitchen privileges. Call

Phillip or Debi, 395-6386.

f f f

The Seahawk needs
advertising

salespersons. . . and
how!

We offer commissions, experience, and, most
importantly, the appreciation of the Editor!

But wait! That's not all!

We also offer rejection by clients, complaints for

messed up ads, and arguments over rates. Yes,
all the things you will face in the real world after

your collegiate golden years.
Commissions begin at 10% on ads sold. A
special incentive program offers a 15%

commission for sales over $400!
Marketing Majors, remember, most companies

will require sales experience. Get that

experience here with the opportunity to make
your student newspaper grow.

All we ask is dedication, perseverance, the will

to learn, and personal transportation. A little

experience with computers wouldn't hurt either.

So come on! What more could you ask for?
Apply now at The Seahawk Offices, UU 205.

, GOOD TIMES
GOOD FOOD

ON THE WAY TO THE BEACH

FOR THE VIRTUOSO'S COLLECTION:

The pen with which Faust signed away his salvation with a drop of

blood dried on it.

WELCOME BACK!

Present your Student ID and get

15% off all lunch and dinner purchases 4

"excluding alcohol

LUNCH AND DINNER SPECIALS EVERY DAY!

EVERYTHING ON OUR MENU IS AVAILABLE TO GO!

$2.00 OFF
RnY DELI PURCHASE

OF $10 DO OR IT1DRE

WITH THIS COUPOn

EVERYTHinG in THE CAFE IS AVAILABLE TO GDI
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
"YEAH...RIGHT!"

with RAMONA HUPP
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Cooper Thwarted By A Wood Tick

Well kids, what a busy week!

The television networks are

spewing out new shows left and

right (how ironic it is that I'm

much too busy to catch any of

them), the movie ratings board

finally conceited to a new rating,

NC 17 (no children under

seventeen), and Twin Peaks has

gotten "..curiouser and
curioser..."

Bare with me as 1 indulge ever

so slightly, and divulge this

weekends main points of the two

hour premiere.

Agent Cooper was of course

wearing his F.B.I, issued bullet

proof vest, but darn if a little old

wood tick didn't get up under it,

causing Dale to pull it up past

his ribs, where he was
coincidently shot. But fear not

buckaroos. after lying on his

hotel room floor for God knows
how long, where he was visited

by a giant who told him three

prophecies, and a senile waiter

who was oblivious to poor Dale's

wounds, he was finally taken to

the hospital, where he promptly
walked out! My hero!

Of course they didn't reveal

Laura Palmer's killer, what did

you expect? It has been promised
that the killer will be

unquestionable found by their

seventh episode Yeah right!

1$&MmHfod
The Shark's Bored To "Deth"
BY MARK SCHARAGA

MUSIC REVIEWER

Back to reality this week with...

(drum roll please!) Ban the Box.

In this age of recycling and

environmental concern a new

coalition has formed. Their

complaint: excess compact disc

packaging.

I personally keep all of my
boxes, but most people toss them

along with the plastic wrap into

the garbage. "The Ban the Box"

coalition wants the record

companies to stop the practice of

"boxing" C. D.'s. This is a bit

extreme I feel, as most boxes

contain larger versions of the

cover.

Record stores in some cities

recycle the boxes along with the

plastic wrap, and those customers

who want to keep the box can.

Some of the record companies are

using recycled paper. What can

you do to help ease landfill

stress? Recycle both the plastic

and the box from your C. D.

purchases.

Another note of interest is the

fact that the Snicker New Music

Search has yet to recieve an entry

for the contest from Wilmington.

What's the problem folks? I

know we have a local music

scene; Voodoo Squid, Billyclub

Fest, Johnny Quest, Prowess.

Even if your band hasn't played

the Mad Monk (big deal!) bring a

tape of totally original material,

limit it to two songs for your

chance at an EMI recording

contract (Queensryche, Red Hot

Chili Peppers) to WLOZ in care

of "Mark the Shark". You have

until Monday, October 8, 1990 to

do so.

MEGADETH

-

Rust In Peace

Capitol Records

7 Sharks Teeth

1 thought I'd finally scored really

big when this passed by my
face... "MEGADETH - Rust In

Peace three days before it is due

out to the public" but this is not

exactly what I thought it would
be. Let me explain.

First, MEGADETH has
experienced two line up changes.

Marty Friedman picks up the axe

instead of Jeff Young, and Nick
Menza is the new drummer.
Friedman has played with Jason

Becker before, and has also done a

lot of solo work. His riffs on
this album though are very, very

boring and very, very ordinary.

Secondly, I really like

MEGADETH, but I was having

an extremely hard time listening

to this album, it was flat out

boring (which is the word of the

day). There are a few songs

which saved Rust In Peace from

total destruction (Holywars,
Tornado of Souls)... but...

choke... choke... THERE
AREN'T ENOUGH! This could

be an album you have to listen to

over and over again, for it might

"grow on you", or then again,

maybe it is a band impersonating

MEGADETH, trying to ruin

MEGADETH's image.

Best Songs - Holywars,
Punishment, Tornado of Souls

Stephen Is The King Of Fiction

BY CARRIE PATTF.RSON
Book Reviewer

I had just started my required

reading for Anthropology, when I

ran across Stephen King's new

book. Four Past Midnight. Then

came the big decision: to read it,

or not to read it? Of course, my
love of Stephen King prevailed,

and my procrastination won out.

It was really no contest. I

immediately decided that my brain

needed a "vacation" from those

Trobriander Indians of South

America.

Four Past Midnight is a

collection of four stories, all of

which are "typical King fare". If

you are a King fan, you'll be sure

to appreciate King's skillful uses

of intricate plot lines, and great

irony that makes his readers

believe that they have guessed the

outcome, but in fact.they are

really kept in the dark until the

last possible moment. These
four stories are no exception to

the "King's rule".

Ir> the first sampling, "The
Langoliers", eleven passengers

awaken on an airplane to find that

the world around them has

disappeared. I thought this would

be a problem when landing time

arrives, but the problems they

encounter when they finally touch

ground are far more complicated.

Ahhh, but not to worry dear

readers, King, with his trusty pen

and vivid imagination, once again

works a miracle within the pages

in order to No, I am not
going to tell you what he does

that would take the fun out of it

for you.

"Secret Window, Secret

Garden", the second in this

collection, also has an interesting

twist. A depressed and lonely

man is haunted by an apparition,

who is a bit too familiar. This

ghost terrorizes the main character

by bringing up his own past. It

was, well. ...lets say interesting.

King has a great way of
combining the present with the

past, as in the third story, "The

Library Policeman". (Way to go
Steve! Scare us away from our

favorite pastime! Ha ha!) In this

story, a man who has never

stepped foot into a library before,

finally takes the step, and all hell

breaks loose. He is assisted by a

librarian that doesn't exist
anymore, and is suddenly haunted

by the towns past, as well as his

own. Once again, King twists a

great tale and doesn't pull you out

until the last paragraph.

"The Sun Dog" is the fourth,

and final story , and it is bizarre,

to say the least. That's the only

description that comes to mind
about a Polaroid camera that

contains a wild dog, and a mind

of it's own. Read it, you'll

understand maybe.

There is really a lot more to

these stories than what I'm telling

you. But hey, I don't want to

give it all away. The details

entwined in King's work are my
favorite part anyway, so I'll leave

you with that.

Now, where did I leave that

Anthropology book....?

The Smithereens

Cancel Concert

BY RAMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

The Smithereens regrettable

had to cancel their scheduled
concert on October 4, 1990, at

Trask Coliseum due to Pat

DiNizio's, lead singer for the

group, apparent suffering from
appendicitis.

The concert will try to be

rescheduled for sometime in

November, possibly somewhere
in between November 12-20.

The A.C.E. concert committee

is asking that you keep your

tickets until a date can b e

confirmed.

"The problem will be getting

Trask coliseum again" according

to Frank Tascone. It seems that

the dates in November might
conflict with our basketball

season.

The A.C.E. concert committee

will meet on Tuesday, October

9th, in the Union, at four o'clock

to discuss this matter, as well as

all other upcoming concert

possibility. All are welcomed to

attend!

WLOZ'S
TOPTEN
1. KILLDOZER

For Ladies Only

2. FLAMING LIPS

In a Priest Driven

Ambulance
3. BOB MOULD

Black Sheets of Rain

4. DWARVES
Blood, Guts & Pussy

5. SISTER RAY
To Spite My Face

6. GALAXIE 500

Fourth of July

7. WRECK
Soul Train

8. LEMONHEADS
Lovey

9. MX-80
Das Love Boat

1O.SOLOMON GRUNDY
Solomon Grundy

Holy Ghost

Presented
The UNCW Department of

Fine Arts University Theatre will

present it's first production of the

season, "Holy Ghosts" by
Romulus Linney, scheduled to

run October 3rd through 7th in

SRO Theatre in Kenan Hall.

Directed by Doug Swink, the

production features ten men and
five women who portray the

delightful and often pathetic story

of a small flock of faith seekers

in the Appalachain Mountain
country.

The play concerns the lives of

numerous characters but centers

around the domestic strife of
Nancy Shedman ( Susan Caracio,

) and her estranged husband,

Coleman Shedman( Tyler
Zimba). Coleman Shedman and
his lawyer, Rogers Canfield (

Chip Tayloe, ) visit a pentecostal

house of worship where Nancy
has fled to seek safety and
protection, since her marital
stress became unbearable. Nancy
has sought solace and comfort
from the church pastor, Rev.
Obediah Buckhorn ( Stan
Norman).

Also featured in the production

are Ed Wagensellar as Virgil

Tides; Lauren Coccia as Lorena

Cosburg; Troy Swisher as Orin
Hart; Marshall Carroll as Howard
Rudd; Anne Vivian Smith as
Mrs. Wall; Teresa Campana as

Muriel Boggs; Christian Enojado,

as Muriel's husband, Billy Boggs;
Karen Durda as Bonnie Bridge;

Corey Mitchell as Carl Specter;

Shane Duhe as Cancer Man; and
Dean Hall as Obediah Buckhorn,
Jr.

Shaney Curran serves a stage

manager and Matt Johnson is

assistant stage manager. Scenery
and lighting are designed by Tom
Macie with costume design by
Toni Bratton.

Admission is $5 for adults and

$2 for students, (UNCW students

are free with valid I.D.). For
more information, o r

reservations, call 791-9695.

THE DUDE in, DOWN FRONT

%» r r •

•
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Why Would I Like Pacific Heights?

BY TREY WYATT
MOVIE REVIEWER

"Billy Blaze" was Henry
Winkler"s (the "Fonz")
innovative sidekick in Night

Shift..."Feed mayonnaise to the

tuna, call Starkist." He was Mr.

Mom, and a good one at that,
"

I'll buy you a T-Bird if you
doodie!". He was Gung Ho-
"Good Raffs", and took a turn at

being CLEAN AND SOBER; but

who would have figured Michael

Keaton as millionaire Bruce
Wayne? " Alfred get him
$1000." Now Keaton is in

PACIFIC HEIGHTS, " Doing for

real estate what Glen Close did

for extramarital affairs in FATAL
ATTRACTION. This dude is

evil.

Matthew M o d i n e

( Visionquest, Full Metal Jacket)

and Don Johnson's squeeze

Melanie Griffith, have their

relationship put to the test by a

renter that knows slightly more
about California real estate law
and human nature than they do.

Michael Keaton slips any
chance of being pegged as type

cast by emercing himself as a

brilliant, calculating, heartless

con-man. The only glimpse of

his comic traits comes when he

has a mock tantrum i.e. "GUNG
HO, CRAZY PEOPLE, and

NIGHTSHIFT."
Modine and Griffith are drawn

into a downward spiral as they

flounder with " their virginity in

the real world". Without
divulging too much of the plot,

it's your basic " Boy meets girl,

meets big bad wolf-and-gets-

eaten-alive-story.

The bizarre background music

will give you the creeps, as does

the camera work Some of that

dizzying circumnavigational
cinematography will add to your

being drawn into this film.

If you wonder what
entertaining value such a plot in

Pacific Heights can yield for the

average college student they are

listed for you.

1. Breast Shot: in first 2

minutes of film.

2. Merciless beating of a

nude-unarmed man in first 5

minutes of film.

3. Shift recovery and
development of socially

acceptable plot

4. When the bad guy

terrorizes, he does not

discriminate against sex, or race.

5. Pneumatic nail gun is

accessible to all members of the

cast

WHATS GOING TO
KEEPYOUFROM
STUDYING? SEE
BELOW:

6. Ever present chance that

the kitty may end up in the

microwave.

7. Great tips on gaining a

new identity & screwing your
landlord.

8. Somebody gets beat up.

9. Somebody gets shot.

10. Someone tees off with a

two iron without yelling "fore"

But most importantly,

1 1. The Babe that played Ms.
Griswold ( Chevy Chase's wife in

VACATION) talks dirty to

Melanie Griffith.

If you're a renter- take notes, if

you are a rentier- take valium.

It's a 90's twist on a Hitchcock
kind of hell.

PACIFIC HEIGHTS is a little

like DEAD CALM, but better.

It's better than FATAL
ATTRACTION, but it's not as

universally relevant. Michael
Keaton is the bad guy.
BATMAN is evil. MR. MOM
is possessed , the dude from
GUNG HO is pissed, and he's

living in your house rent free.

Hey, that's the way I see it,

you can see if at Wilmington's

nicest theater Cinema 6 on
Oleander Drive. Don't forget to

get your discount movie tickets at

the information desk in the
University Union.

OTHER MOVIES PLAYING
IN WILMTNGTON-
MO BETTER BLUES- Homy

dude in a band, works two

women until his bad karma junks

him, and makes him grow up.

TOTAL RECALL-
Schwarzenegger wins a trip to

Mars and kills a lot of people.

Best "cat-fight" of the decade.

PUMP UP THE VOLUME-
Christian Slater is a rogue D.J.

that almost does the "wild thang"

with a skinny chick next to the

Grill Master.

POST CARDS FROM THE
EDGE- Another film spoiled
because Shirley MacClaine
doesn't get killed.

HARDWARE- Bored chick
repairs top secret government
genocidal- Cyborg by accident,

and it cuisinarts her male
acquaintances.

EXORCIST HI- sucks

YOUNG GUNS II- Classic

adventure. Cowboys , shoot

outs, saloons, shoot outs,

posse's, shoot outs, big busted

bar babes, and a shoot out
DELTA FORCE II- Chuck

Norris finishes his dinner, and
beats up some heavily armed
South American country to save

the USA.

THURSDAY

"Holy Ghost"

by Romulus

(Kenan Hall)

October 3-7

8:00 pm

dylan"fence
Mad Monk

Linney

OOMEDYZONE
Blockade Runner

FRIDAY

MIKE EDWARDS
(classic rock)

Front Street News

BRICE STREET
Giuseppe's

CONFESSOR
WITH BETRAYER
Mad Monk

SATURDAY

RiverFest

BEAUSOLTEL
Thalian Hall

BRICE STREET
Giuseppe's

MIKE EDWARDS
Front Street News

LOVE TRACTOR with

Marshmallow
Steamshovel

Mad Monk

SUNDAY:

"Holy Ghost"

A play by

Romulus Linney

RiverFest
(Downtown/waterfront
Races, crafts, food

and fun!

Fast Foward
Alternative Music
Countdown on B100

MONDAY
This town aches for

more excitement!

TUESDAY

BLUES SOCIETY JAM
Front Street News

WEDNESDAY

FAST FORWARD
Front Street News

Know of Anything?
Let me know!

The Cajun bud BEAUSOLEIL will kick off the" Thalian Hall Presents 1990/91"

performing arts series on October 6, 1990 , in conjuction with this year* RiverFest

activities. Tickets are S8.00-t2.oo.

This Cajun Band Really Cooks!
BY RAMONA HtJPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

The Cajun music group,

BEAUSOLIEL, will be
performing in Wilmington, at

Thalian Hall on October 6, 1990,

as part of this years RiverFest

BEAUSOLIEL is a Louisiana

based band that captures the New
Orleans feeling in every way.

The group has been performing

together for over twelve years,

and has played all over the world

from Washington D.C., to

Scotland. Their albums have

garnered rave reviews from The

Washington Post, calling them

the "...leading ambassador of
Cajun music", to Rolling Stone,

who describes the band as

"...capturing [the] party-time

spirit".

I had a chance to listen to their

tape, and I honestly couldn't sit

still. You won't be able to

either. It's toe tappin', hip

slappin' music! So, if you are

planning to attend this years

RiverFest activities, be sure to

reserve time for this. The tickets

are $8 to $15 available at Thalian

Hall Box Office. You'll be glad

you did! I "GAR-un-tee" it!

WIonCTJOHBErT
OF AREA CLUBS

Front Street News
762-6397

••••••••••*••••

Mad Monk
395-0280

Comedy Zone
256-?251

Thalian Hall

763-3398
GIUSEPPE'S
256-9600
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Student Leadership Conference

What:

A Leadership Conference for UNCW students

\^ho:

You and 199 other students as well as faculty

and staff

Where:
UNCW University Union

When:
Saturday, October 20, 1990, 9am-4pm

Cost:

$7 if registered by October 9, 1990

(The day before Fall Break)

How:
Stop by the Leadership Center

University Union 212

Session Topics:
Being active and a good student

Time management
Running effective meetings

Managing conflict

MIDNIGHT MADNESS

SEAHAWK FLIGHT 1990

Featuring:
SUNDAY. OCTOBER 14. 1990

10:30 P.M.

talc by ECLIPSE
TEASE COLISEUM

Men's and Women's
Basketball teams
UNCW Cheerleaders _
THE UNCW Seahawk
a Banner Contest

and thousands of screaming, excited
SEAHAWK FANSIIIIIII * 3

1

'Call Student Activities for more Information 393-3827

Sponsored by The Student Activities Office, ACE Concerts.
Seahawk Club, and the Basketball Program.

GO HAtL)£rS!j
,
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600 Parents Expected For Family Weekend '90
BY AMY PFTROCELLI

STAFF WRITER

UNCW's family weekend "90

is upon us. The event that has

been set for Oct. 5-7, has attracted

approximately 600 registered

people, according to Howard
Lipman, executive Director of

Resource Development. Lipman,

pleased with this figure stated it is

a "fantastic turnout"

While a scheduled lip synch

contest has been cancelled due to

"lack of student participation,"

said Lipman, the remainder of the

previously scheduled events for

Family Weekend will run as

planned. Lipman explained that

he would have liked at least ten

student groups registered for

participation in the lip synch

contest. While "any recognized

student organization" was eligible,

five groups had registered, which

lead to the cancellation of the

event. Lipman expressed his

"disappointment in students as far

as getting involved with the group

activity."

The eventful weekend will

kick off on Friday at 5:30 p.m. at

which time there will be a wine
and cheese reception in the

Alderman Quadrangle. At this

time parents will have the

opportunity to meet the faculty,

staff, and administration while
being entertained by the UNCW
Jazz Band

Registration for weekend
events will take place at 8:00 a.m.

Saturday in Wagner Hall. Also at

this time parents can enjoy

breakfast with their students. All

guests will receive a "University

Welcome" in Cameron Hall at

9.30 by Chancellor James Leutze

and Family Weekend Chairs, Mile

and Carol Rose.

Beginning at 10:30
"concurrent and informational

sessions" will be held. These
sessions, which will all be held in

Cameron Hall, will be presented

by "students elected speakers,"

according to Lipman. Scheduled

programs include the following.

-"Current Diplomatic Affairs"

presented by Dr. James Leutze.

10:30- Room 105.

-"Philosophy in the Nude"
presented by Dr. Gerald Shinn.

10:30- Room 212, 11:15, 12:00-

Room 105.

presented by Chief Dawson,
Associate Dean of Students

Residence Life Mr. Johnson, and

Assistant Dean of Students Ms.

Jaqueline Skinner. 10:30, Room
123, 12:00 Room 133.

"Preparing for a career in the

1990s and Beyond," presented by
Mr. Jim Braye, Director of the

Career Planning and Placement
Center, and Mrs. Sandra Harkin,

Registration for weekend events will take

place at 8:00am Saturday in Wagoner
Hall.

-"Separation Anxiety 101.-

Changes You Wouldn't Expect in

Your Son/Daughter and Yourself

presented by Dr. Paul Johnston.

10:30, 11:15- Room 132.

"Home Away From Home,"

which is a program designed to
"

discuss what really happens on
UNCW's campus," will be

manager of Placement and
Experienced Learning. 10:30,

11:15, 12:00- Room 214.

"Money Management and the

College Student," presented by

Mr. Hank Fuller, Associate

Director of Financial Aid. 10:30,

11:15, 12:00- Room 210.

"Advising tt UNCW,"

UNCW Sponsors Spring Break Abroad

presented by Dr. Calvin Doss,

Associate Dean of Education, and

Dr. John Stokes, Assistant Dean
of College of Arts and Sciences.

10:30- Room 101, 12:00- Room
132.

"Dealing with
Communication Anxieties,"

presented by Dr. Stephen Pullam,

Assistant Professor of Creative

Arts. 10:30- Room 135, 12:00-

Room 123.

"Learning Services at

UNCW," presented by Dr.

Thomas MacLennan, Director of

the Writing Place, Mr. Ralph

Parker, Director of Minority

Affairs, Ms. Margaret Sheridan,

Coordinator of Disabled Student

Services, and Dr. Sandra
McLaurin. 11:15- Room 101,

12:00- Room 135.

"Entrepreneurship," presented

by Dr. Steven Harper. 11:15 and

12:00 noon- Room 212.

"In Pursuit of Excellence,"

presented by Dr.* Rodney Earle.

LOOSE SCREWS

11:15- Room 123, 12:00- Room
101.

"The UNCW parents
Association- How Can I Get

Involved," presented by members

of the UNCW Parents Advisory

Council. 11:15- Room 135.

The Parents Advisory Council

will also hold a meeting, which is

open to all parents, in room 100

of the University Union on

Sunday, Oct. 7. Lipman stated,

"All parents are welcome to attend

and get involved, that's what we

like."

The events of Saturday also

include campus tours, and a soccer

game with UNCW vs. William

and Mary, all beginning at 1:00.

"Boxed lunches will be provided"

said Lipman, and a banner contest

will be held.

Though the weekend is packed

with events, Lipman noted that

there will still be plenty of time

for parents to enjoy Riverfest

festivities with their students.

p
The ultimate Spring Break

destination? Forget Daytona and

Ft Lauderdale. This March sixteen

UNCW students will be spending

their breaks sightseeing in

London, Dublin, and other locales

in the British Isles.

The group, which will be lead

by English professor Richard Veil,

will spend seven nights in

England and three nights in

Ireland. The trip is open to all

interested students, faculty, and

their guests.

UNCW is placing an

increasing emphasis o n

international studies, Veit said.

The world is now an interrelated

community. Foreign travel is an

important part of an education that

will prepare students for life in the

1990's."

In England, the group will

stay in Oxford, the famous

university city. From this central

point they will take day trips to

London, Stonehenge, Stratford,

and other places of interest.

Among their activities will attend

a play by the Royal Shakespeare

Company.

The travelers will eat in

student hangouts, traditional

working class pubs, and ancient

thatched-roof inns. Experiencing

British culture and meeting people

are important aspects of the trip.

The group will also explore

Ireland by mini van, spending

their last night in Dublin.

"American travelers are

amazed by the scope of history in

Europe," Veit said. "We are

brought face to face with events

that occurred hundreds of years

before Columbus. In front of the

J5THE HAWK'S NESTJK
CHECK OUT OUR 99C BREAKFAST SPECIALS

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

LUNCH SPECIALS • OCTOBER 8-12

BOLOGNA SUB
CHIPS

16 0Z. DRINK

$2.45

CHICKEN FILLET

FRIES

16 0Z. DRINK

$3.10

BREATH!
Women, Children and AIDS

Photographic Project

by Ann Meredith

UNCW Randall Library

October 4 -26J 990

Meet the Artist

Weds. October 17, 1990
UNCW Randall Library

1:30pm -4:30pm

Evening Viewing of Exhibit

Presentation by Ann Meredith
Weds., October 17, 1990

UNCW Randall Library

7:00pm

Breath! portrays the personal struggles, hopes, tears

and dreams experienced by women who have
AIDS.

'oonsofd by
UNTW5iu'V"ii neo"h and *trti**u Cr"'r"

Ufir.w /v«)S Adv'xw Co*wp*e«
tlrw Mckx>v«« Cot* 1** l^l"h Drpl

roi"K)">«i»o'mo''o" Ca» Q"'ce ol ugann I'ioihoIick» W> V>6]

bed-and-breakfast inn where we

stay in Oxford is an unobtrusive

little marker stating that King

Richard the Lion Hearted was bom
on that site i.i 1157."

Cost for the trip is $998,
which includes air fare,

accommodations, breakfasts,

theater tickets, and van rental in

Ireland. Other meals and personal

expenditures are not included. "The

cost is Quite reasonable," Veit

said, "and the experience is

invaluable. Students will never

forget this trip."

Those wishing to sign up or

inquire about the trip should

contact Professor Veit in the

English department or to call

Allen Travel, which is making the

arrangements. A deposit of $150

is required by October 22. The trip

is limited to the first sixteen who
sign up.

Veit is also teaching a course

during the spring semester,
Literature in England and Ireland,

English 290. This is a regular

semester-long course, but it will

feature works set in the locales

the group will visit. The course

is related to but separate from the

trip. Not everyone taking the
course will make the trip and vice

versa. The trip itself will not

involve any classroom work.

The theme of Veit's course is

"mystery, romance, and coming of

age in England and Ireland."
Works to be read range from Jane
Austen's Gothic novel Northanger
Abbey to modem mystery novels
set in Oxford and Stratford. Veit

says the course will be of interest

to the general student as well as to

English majors.

DARN! NO FD0D!!l

Postal, Business and Communication Services

TM/VM1L BOXES ETC.

Mail Bones Etc. ,M
is your neighborhood resource.

Phone 452-4482
Western Union

Copies Fax Typing Key Duplicating

Package Delivery

Packing Service Laminating

Word Processing Service

[NO FOOD OR MONE^
""

"*THEfc!&N0
A?ooND-nus...

by Joseph Morton

OH! NO!! THERE^
N0...&E.ERr%
MONEY!!!

/TV

r REV, MOM! YEAH.
I'M C0MIN6 HOME
THIS WEEKEMDl

Business Cards Passport and ID Photos

Stamps and Letters

A dream, the other night, that the world had become
dissatisfied with the inaccurate manner in which facts are

reported, and had employed me, with a salary of a

thousand dollars, to relate things ofpublic importance

exactly as they happen.

! N. Hawthorne-Story idea from "The American

I Notebooks"

lesuxne Service

Located In Phar-Mor Shopping Center next

to Wilsons. 10% discount w/ UNCW ID

i i i i i i i i i

2 For 1 Expires Dec. 3 1, 1990 2 Fori

Tijuana Fats'
Present this Coupon When Ordering I

Buy One Dinner Entree. Get One FREE

SHI TIJUANA FATS' -•*<
r> OO p HI - I I p m. I.mrn'/t

GREAT MEXICAN FOOD
232 Causeway Drive WrightsvMc Beach

256-8048
2 For 1 with coupon 2 For 1

i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i

W^ Ent<

1991 BSN
STUDENTS.

* Enter the Air Force

immediately after gradua-

tion— without waiting for the

results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air

Force nurse officer. And if selected

during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship

at a major Air Force medical facili-

ty. To apply, you'll need an overall

2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the

Air Force. Call

SGT TOM PIGFORD
STATION-TO-STATION COLLECT

919-850-9549

SFinancial Rid$
1 Top Loans On:

| T.U.'s, Stereos, UCR's,

8 Beach Bikes, and Jewelry!

I BUV, SELL, TRADE
§ ALL BUSINESS CONFIDENTIAL

Doctors Vision Center Open House

What Can MakeACUVUF
Disposable Contact Lenses

Even Better?

Jims
WiltNlnqlon

1 7'10-l.UA

PAWN A GUNS
\ .lyrttrvillf

DM /'.'/(I

J
Mon f rl i^md pm, SHt 9 im B pin

liw
v

l1<&^ 1 &>
</>

$$ </»

A Free Trial Pair!
Come to our Open House and open

1 your eyes to the convenience and
comfort ofACUVUE -

Disposable

Contact Lenses. If they're right for

you. we'll give you a free trial pair.

Thursday, October 4from 4 to 7p.m.

Dr. Edward L. PauL Jr.
348 South College Rd./ University Centre 395-6050

E»;imin;iiKm .ml other profcanMJ mte fev* m not iiwIikUI in this hw m .,| p,mp.nr ntlt
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War Opposition Is hifhited
It was going to be a show of

student opposition to the United
States' military intervention in the

Middle East.

But only about 20 University

of Illinois-Campaign students
showed up to protest at the- Sept.

5 rally.

The lukewarm turnout was, in

fact, typical of student anti-war

demonstration that have been held

nationwide since President Bush
announced Operation Desert
Shield, in which he sent 40,000
U.S. troops to defend Saudi Arabia
against a possible Iraqi invasion.

Rallies generally have been
sparsely attended and erratically

held.

Student Desert Shield
opponents say the vaunted campus
anti-war movement, born in the

days of Vietnam, will come to life

soon.

The issue "is whether people

will accept a military
confrontation," maintained grad

student Robert Naiman, who
organized the Illinois

demonstration. He thinks it will

take a while for it to take hold.

"There wasn't anything

specifically set up for this issue,"

he noted. "It's simply the shock

of the new. It takes a little bit of

time for people to react to the

situation."

Others attribute the anti-war

movement's slumber to students

unwillingness to concede there

really may be a war.

"There won't be any (anti-war

protests) here unless shots are

fired," said John Doherty, student

body president at Santa Clara

(Calif.) University. "I don't think

the majority of students think
there will be a war."

He thinks students tacitly

agree with Bush.

"There are very few people

who disagree with protecting

Saudi Arabia and other Arab

countries," Doherty added.

"least supportive" of military

intervention, said Leslie McAney
of the Gallup Organization, based

in New Jersey.

In a Aug. 31- Sept 2 Gallup

Poll, 68 percent of those 18-to-29

years old approved of Bush's

handling of the crisis. Eighty

percent of those 30-to 49
approved, and 73 percent of those

SO and over endorsed the

president's actions.

What's more, a smaller

percentage (68 percent) of the

younger segment approved of

'There are very few people who disagree

with protecting Saudi Arabia and other

Arab countries.'

National polls do show
younger people (18-10-29 years

old) consistently are the most

critical of U.S. policy on the

issue, although a majority still

support the government.

Even while student
dissatisfaction with U.S.
intervention in affairs of the

Nicaraguan and El Salvadoran

governments seems to ride high,

"our actions seem more justifiable

in the Middle East," said Rice
University political science
Professor Richard Stoll.

The younger segment of the

population has been the group

sending troops than did the middle

age-group (81 percent) an older

people (74 percent).

Historically, younger people

are more supportive of

government actions than their

older counterparts, Stoll says.

During the course of the
Vietnam War, while public
support for U.S. involvement

steadily decreased, young people

actually were more supportive of

the war than their older

counterparts, Stoll said.

"The image we have of all

college kids out protesting the

Vietnam War is really not an

accurate picture," he said.

Stoll doesn't foresee much
student opposition to Desert

Shield without "a combination of

American casualties in

conjunction with a military

stalemate and a resumption of

draft."

Anti-war students have indeed

tried to rally support by offering

the prospect of bloodshed.

About SO students at the

University of Colorado at Boulder

and about 300 University of
California-Berkeley students
separately protested Aug. 30, each

with speakers casting the conflict

as a matter of "dying for oil

profits." They called on
Americans to solve the crisis by
decreasing their energy
consumption.

At George Mason University

in Virginia, supporters of Lyndon

LaRouche, a frequent presidential

candidate now serving a prison

term for fraud, are trying to launch

a campus anti-war group.

At Illinois, protesters carried

signs that asked "Die for OIL?"

and "Why Wait For the Body
Bags?

"The U.S. saw the Iraqi

invasion of Kuwait as a rare

opportunity to gain a long-sought

military foothold from which to

dominate world oil production and

intimidate Iraq into abandoning its

campaign to put the control of oil

production and oil prices into the

hands of the oil-producing

nations," contended a flier handed

out by the anti-war group.

Three Newspapers Battle Censorship
Amid threatened lawsuits,

flurries of new rules and
campaign to remove an

administrator from the office,

three campus newspapers mounted

efforts in mid-September to fight

what they say are attempts to

control what they report.

At the University of

Michigan, new rules imposed by

a representative of the school's

Board for Student Publications

have "seriously threatened the

control of the (Michigan) Daily's

25 student editors," said Editor-in-

chief Noah Finkel.

At California State
Polytechnic University in

Pomona, former Poly Post

Advisor David C. Henley got his

job bock after threatening to sue

the school.

Cal Poly Dean James Wilson

had dismissed Henley three weeks

after Henley wrote and published

an editorial charging that "we

have people here (at Cal Poly)

who think it is heretical for the

Post even to question authority or

university leadership."

Wilson thought the editorial

"heretical" enough to dismiss

Henley from the paper.

In a letter, Wilson wrote,

"your final editorial in the Poly

Post did not convey the kind of

leadership that I expect from a

media faculty member who has

many students under his/her

tutelage."

But in mid-September,
Henley said the school offered to

reinstate him soon after he

threatened to sue. He decided to

wait a year before returning to the

paper because Cal Poly already

had hired another adviser.

"I feel vindicated," Henley

said. "They made a mistake, they

apologized and it's over."

And at the State University of

New York at Brockport's Stylus,

editor John Dahhlia sent out press

releases in mid-September asking

for support to stop student

government officials from

allegedly trying to control what is

printed.

•

Last spring, student
politicians obliquely threatened to

cut student funding of Stylus,
asking for more favorable coverage

of the student government at the

same time it grudgingly approved
paper's budget, Dahlia said

Dahlia now wants to remove

the paper from direct student

government control by forming a

"student publications board" that

would oversee the Stylus.

It is just such a board that is

disrupting operations at the

Michigan Daily, Finkel said.

Nancy McGlothlin, whom the

publications board appointed to

keep an eye on the Daily's

operations, opened the term by
imposing several unusual rules

on the newspaper staff.

Among other things,

McGlothlin limited editors to

inserting only two late-breaking

stories or photos in each edition

of the paper. She also ruled that

stories, once laid out and pasted

down, could not be changed.

Editors traditionally keep
changing, updating and fixing

mistakes in stories until printing

presses start rolling.

Finkel also claims
McGlothlin has tried to take

editorial control out of the paper

by examining all stories as they

come out of the computer printer.

Finkel said the newspaper
staff is trying to rally students and
alumni to have McGlothlin
removed from office.

"A lot of students have shown
some concern," Finkel said.

"We've had great support from the

alums (of past Daily staffs)."

McGlothlin said she had no
comment.

However, in a letter printed

in the Daily on Sept. 19,

publications board Chairman Dr.

Amnon Rosenthal maintained
"Daily editors have always had
freedom from censorship. The
editors in 1990 want economic
freedom. That is not in the power

of the Board of Publications to

grant."

I Parkway To Ease Traffic Problems
BV TIMOTHY RAM.

STAFF WRITER

Despite the threat to the

gasoline supply posed by the Mid-

East crisis, traffic counts show

that traffic in Wilmington is

i steadily increasing. Market Street

pushes its Department o f

Transportation projected capacity

daily as rush hour traffic increases

; to flood the roadway.

UNCW is one of the largest

;
projected traffic generators in New

;
Hanover County. Students,

'

faculty and staff driving to and

i from the campus deal with the

! realities of a large traffic flow
' commonplace on all of the major

I traffic arteries of Wilmington.
' The large amount of traffic from
- the university, the opening of

j Interstate 40, and overall growth

I. of Wilmington has caused New
Hanover County to develop new
traffic^problems.

i

During the late seventies and

the early eighties, comprehensive

studies sponsored by the
Wilmington Planning Board
anticipated some significant

deficiencies in the current city

traffic plans. One of the most
glaring deficiencies was the lack

of significant transportation routes

going east-west in the eastern pan

of the city. The routes of
Oleander Drive and Market S*eet

were projected to be inadequate to

handle the flows of traffic that the

city would create with a decade of

expected growth. In 1980, a plan

was drawn up for the creation of

"University Parkway."

University Parkway (now
called Randall Parkway), as

originally proposed in 1980 public

records, would carry traffic from

the intersection of Wrightsville

Avenue and Dawson Street along

the railroad tracks to the southern

edge of the UNCW campus where

it would eventually intersect again

with Wrightsville Avenue, west of

Oleander Drive.

UNCW, in 1980 (according to

city records), expressed serious

concern over the proposed route of

a four lane thoroughfare going

beside a planned pedestrian

campus. Through attorneys,

UNCW encouraged the City of

Wilmington to rethink their plans.

The university, projected to be a

major traffic generator, was
approached on different levels.

The eventual conclusion was that

Smith Creek Parkway, a northern

bypass, South 17th Street

extension, and several street

widenings.

Construction of the parkway

began in the Summer of '90.

Completion of the parkway by
Propst Construction is expected in

March of 1991.

According to Lib DeChesere,

project director, the parkway's

name was changed from
University Parkway to Randall

Parkway after the opening of

several shopping areas named
University, (i.e. University
Commons and University Center).

The confusion of an added parkway

named after the university would

'People will probably have a lot mbre to

say when heavy machinery pulls up In

their yards.'

the university and city needs

would be better satisfied with a

east-west access going to the
northern part of the campus, not

through the campus itself.

According to a non-published

report from the Planning
Department of City of
Wilmington for the Wilmington
City Council , a re-evaluation of

the plan occurred during the years

1982-1985, removing the planned

length of the parkway points west

of Covil Avenue and East of
College Road

In 1987, city voters
authorized a bond referendum for

"street improvements" that

included funding for the creation of

University Parkway, as well as

be too much for postal and city

services, so the name was changed

to Randall Parkway.

"Starting some time in mid-

November portions of Randall

Drive will be closed to all through

traffic until March of 1991 when

Randall Parkway is completed,"

stated Ms. DeChesere. The

students living in those areas

might find getting to and from

their apartments in a car difficult

as Randall Drive is expanded to

the three lane Randall Parkway.

Ms. DeChesere said that she

is open to comments of the people

affected by the changes that the

Randall Parkway Construction

will place on the surrounding

neighborhoods. She said that she

From The Wire..

Budget Woes Move To
Nebraska

Nebraska public colleges
would lose millions, have to defer

maintaining their buildings and
probably cut most student aid

programs if voters approve a

constitutional amendment Nov. 6

that would forbid the state

government from increasing
spending by more than 2 percent a

year, University of Nebraska-

Lincoln Chancellor Martin
Massengale warned.

The effects would b e

"immediately and cumulatively

severe," he said at a Nebraska

Board of Regents meeting, adding

that students' tuition would have
to rise substantially to help

compensate.

Under the gun of a similar

budget crunch, Virginia Gov. L.

Douglas Wilder proposed raising

tuition this fall to forestall layoffs

of some 1,100 people at the

state's campuses.

The incidents were the most

recent in a series of mass arrests of

students at outdoor patties this

season. Confrontations also have

occurred at the Universities of

New Mexico, Southwestern
Louisiana and Arizona, as well as

at Bowling Green State University

in Ohio.

Police Break Up Parties

At Middle Tennessee,
Ball state

Police arrested 218 people -

mostly students - at two private

parties off the Ball State

University campus in Muncie,

Ind. Sept. 16. Most of the

charges involved illegal drinking.

Police also had to break up

student parties celebrating Middle

Tennessee State University's

football victory over Georgia

Southern.

sees the construction as a positive

action for the whole community.
The people of the area have been

given community forums to

express their views and worries.

In a telephone interview, Ms.

DeChesere stated that community

response to the potential changes

has not been all that the

Department of Planning has hoped

that it would be. 13 people, out

of the potential 500 people that

would be affected by the changes

showed for the last public forum.

"People will probably have a lot

more to say when heavy

machinery pulls up in their front

yards," said Ms. DeChesere.

Environmental impact was
determined not to be detrimental

during initial studies of the area.

Two of the primary tests

performed before construction, a

check on wetland area and search

for endangered species, were

negative. No further studies have

been down since the initial impact

study was completed in 1980.

The land that surrounds the

parkway has not been rezoned for

different commercial or residential

purposes. The Randall Drive

section will remain zoned for

small offices and residences up to

Kerr Avenue. Across Kerr

Avenue, the land remains zoned

for tight and heavy industrial uses.

When the $994,000 project is

completed, there will be two or

three lanes of traffic going either

way, sidewalks for pedestrians, and

a bicycle path. According to

traffic studies, the most significant

long term effect though will be

the reduction of traffic on Wilshire

Blvd. and Market Street.

Student's 'Right-to-
Know' Bill Nears Passage

The U.S. Senate passed its

own version Sept 17 of a bill that

would required campuses to make
public how many of their students

graduate, how many get jobs soon

after graduation, and how many
get jobs soon after graduation, and

how many are victimized by crime

while at school.

The Senate version, however,

includes an amendment dealing

with student loan defaults earlier

in the year.

A conference committee will

meet later this fall to try to write a

compromise version of the bill.

Counterfeit Money
Found In Cal State Sewer

Campus police plumbers
found an estimated $1 million in

counterfeit bills in a sewer line

underneath the California State

University-Long Beach campus
Sept. 15, prompting a Secret

Service probe to see if the phony
money was printed on campus.

"Let the state cut our budget

all they want," joked Engineering

Dept. secretary Alicia Franz,

"we'll just make our own money."

College Remains
Women-

Chatham College has decided
to postpone deciding whether to
become the latest women's college
to allow men to enroll.

Jane Beckwith, Chatham's
public affairs director, said the

121 -year-old Pennsylvania college

instead has hired four consultants

to help it find ways- outside of

going coed- of increasing its

enrollment, which has dwindled to

650 students.

Similar enrollment drops,
which can cause severe financial

problems, have convinced a

number of women's colleges to

start admitting men in recent
years.

The students at the women's
colleges, however, typically

protest vehemently when
administrators do it.

Students, faculty and alumnae
of Mills College in California

virtually shut down the school in

April, when trustees there
announced they would make the

school coed.

On May 18, Mills' Board of

Trustees reversed itself, saying it

would try to keep the school
exclusively female.

"In a way, (the student victory

at Mills) gave us a lot of

encouragement," said Amy
Raufman, a junior at Chatham.

In April, Chatham's trustees

had said they would vote, probably

in October, whether or not to

Only
make Chatham coed.

In mid-September, the
trustees said they would wait to

vote on the issue until consultants

offered others ideas for saving the

school. "The coed issue is

secondary," Beckwith said. "Like

most liberal arts colleges, we are

looking at our goals and mission."

She said the uproar at Mills

didn't influence Chatham.

"I never got the feeling that

people were being reactive to

Mills," Beckwith noted. "We
were really listening to what our

students and alumnae were saying

(last spring)."

Many said they did not want
men on campus.

"People are still against it

(going coed)," Raufman reported.

"I hope that (Chatham) always

remains a women's college. If

there's one student like me (who
likes an all-women's college) or

one million, I think they should

keep it all women."

Still, Raufman doesn't foresee

a wild, Mils-type protest if the

trustees ultimately decide to admit

men.

"We'd never be able to do
anything like that," she said.

Raufman explained that many
students at Chatham are older

women who are returning to

college.

"A 40-year-old- woman isn't

going to shave her head." she

quipped, referring to one of the

tactics used by Mills students.

PiTLPiHTSS
Heeds on Editor

Requirements are:

Knowledge and understanding of

prose, poetry, visual arts,

and photography

Good organizational skills

2.0 GPA
One semester experience on Atlantis

or related experience

Responsibilities include selecting

staff, training staff, managing budget,

working with advisor and publisher,

and serving on Media-Publications

Board

Apply at SGfl office, UU200.

mmmt
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SEAHAWK SPORTS

ideline

ensations
Patrick Fowler
Sports Editor

Sports 101

LearningThe

Bare Facts
Somethings never change.unfortunately.

Two weeks ago Boston HeraJd reporter Lisa

Olson entered the New England Patriots locker room
and started interviewing players. She claims she

was approached by a player coming out of the

showers who stood naked in front of her and said

"You know you want it. Why not take a bite."

According to Olson five other players then

surrounded her, all of them naked too, barraged her

with lewd suggestions and comments. She didn't

look at them, keeping her eyes riveted to the floor.

Finally she couldn't take the abuse anymore and left

the room.

The next day she grilled the Patriot players,

naming wide receiver Zeke Mowatt as one of the

individuals harassing her. She also blamed Patriot

management, namely owner Victor Kiam who seem
to condone their actions. Kiam was later accused by

Olson of calling her a "classic bitch" a week later

after a road lost to Cincinnati A charge, Kiam
vehemendy denies every saying.

What 1 have to say to Ms. Olson is, welcome
to the real world of sports journalism. What did

you expect, that everyone is as nice and wholesome
as Joe Namath ? Now before I ruffle the feathers of

all the feminists out there hear me out. I for one

don't condone or support the derogatory comments,

gestures, and actions of the players that day, nor of

the comments made by owner Victor Kiam. I for

one believe everything Ms. Olson said is true and

she has a right to be offended.

But as a professional journalist she should be

prepared for the immature behavior often found in

the locker rooms of athletes. I've seen and had my
share of asinine comments and lewd gestures at the

col/egiate level but I chalk it up to part of the

business. Ms. Olson and other women reporters

have to expect opposition to their presence in the

dressing area.

Let's face it, the notion of women being the the

weaker sex is still prevalent in our society. It

doesn't make it right nor do I agree with it But I do
acknowledge that it exists and probably will remain

for a long time. A fact which I feel many women
reporters refuse to accept.

Which brings me to the question, "Should
women reporters be allowed in the locker room?."

My gut reaction says no. Not that I don't respect

women journalists or feel they can't do the same
quality work as men but I feel their presence adds

more tension to an already tight and chaotic

atmosphere. I know if I was changing in th? locker

room I wouldn't want a woman walking in there and
interview me while I was in my birthday suit Many
player's wifes have also opposed allowing reporters

of the opposite sex in the locker room. They don't

want their husband's naked body seen by strangers.

Ever since Adam and Eve, we as a society have
been covering our private extremities from one
another. Why should that common practice end at

the locker room?. True, the athletes are given 10-20
minutes to themselves before the press is let in but
50 athletes can't all shower and change in that time
period.

Women won the right to enter male dressing

rooms in 1985 but just because they legally won
that privileged doesn't mean the athletes are

comfortable with them in there. Early this year

Detroit pitcher Jack Morris was fined for lewd
comments made at a female reporter. The
resentment of feeling scared of walking out of a

shower makes many players feel angry and upset

To them the locker room is their private

domain where they shouldn't have to worry about

their appearance or state of dress. Any woman
entering this private sanctuary is violating their

right to privacy and subject to being lashed out at.

Is it fair, no!, but often true.

Still journalist have deadlines and have to get

our stories in to the paper quickly. After all, it's

how we make our livelihood but I think some lines

need to be drawn to avoid further clashes. One, ban

women from the locker room along with their male

counterpart. Do what many journalists do. Ask for

certain players to come out and speak to reporters.

Each reporter could name two-three players he

or she wishes to speak too. Let's give the athletes

their privacy as we would want in our own homes.

Let the players and coaches cool off and regain their

composure for a minute.

As for the case involving Ms. Olson, I offer

these words of encouragement. Stick with your

profession, keep fighting, don't be intimidated by

any player. But prepare yourself for a bumpy career

and relax a little. These stupid and sexist comments

are part of the territory. Those medieval stereo

types are still out there and as long as they know

they can hurt you they will keep doing it

Hawks Bitten ByWolfpack, 9-6
BY JENNIFER OLSON
SEAHAWK SPORTSWR1TER

UNCW's club football team played N. C.

State's J.V team Sunday, Sept. 30. The game was

held at noon on the recreation field by the campus

gazebo. The Seahawks normally hold contests on

Brooks field but switched to Residence Life field in

hopes of increasing student support for the home
team. A pig-picking by ARA was held before the

game and band. Chairmen of the Board, played after

the contest to keep the students busy the rest of the

afternoon.

The game was UNCW second of the year and

the home team was still pumped up from upsetting

the Duke's Blue Devils the Sunday before. However

as the day wore on the Seahawks lacked an effective

1-2 offensive punch losing the contest 9-6.

The first quarter, the teams held each other

offenses in check. The Seahawks had more success

with ball movement early on as quarterback, Leon

Lennon, completed his first two passes. UNCW
most effective weapon was its option play that

netted five to ten yards per carry for the home team.

However the Seahawks couldn't maintain a drive

long enough to get into scoring range.

State's offense, on the other hand, sputtered

completely as the Wolfpack failed to get one first

down in the first quarter. The State quarterback

continuously went to his strength, the passing

game, but finished 0-6 for the quarter as the

Seahawk defense apply pressure on him forcing him

to scramble in the pocket all day long.

The second quarter saw the defenses tighten

their holds on the action even more as both team's

offense were shut down. Neither team crossed

midfield for ten minutes of play. UNCW did

managed to score late in the quarter following a

State turnover. The turnover gave the Seahawks the

PtEPHDTl.'

UNCW took on N.C. Sute last Sunday in a NCCFA contest

UNCW lost to the defending champions by three 9-6.

ball on the Wolfpack 45 yard line. Two plays

later.Leon Lennon.threw a 20 yard scoring strike for

a touchdown. The extra point following the score

was no good as the Seahawks left the field leading

6-0 at the half.

The third quarter saw State's tie the game on

it's second possession. The Wolfpack marched 45

yards in three plays highlighted by a 15-yard passing

hook-up to the wideout for the touchdown. The
Seahawks however blocked the ensuing extra point

kick and kept the game deadlock at six apiece.

UNCW offense remained stymied as the

Wolfpack defense continually stuffed the Seahawk's

passing and running game. State's offensive

although not running smoothly either managed to

get into field goal range and netted another three

points. This score propelled the Wolfpack into the

lead for good as third quarter ended with the

Seahawks behind 9-6.

„_„~«-~„. ilium**

P1WTO BY JENNIFER YOUNO
The women's tennis team defeated Saint Andrew college nine game to zero in an non-conference home match last

Wednesday . The squad is under the direction of their first every full time coach, Jeri Whiting. Winners from
Wednesday are Karen John, Sandy Willford, Casy Kinney, Clare McQuillion, Joanne Pautz,Kary Symons.

The fourth quarter was again a defensive battle

as neither the Seahawks or the Wolfpack could

move the ball effectively. When eidier side managed
to gain a few yards and begin to make an strong

offensive attack, penalties would hold them back.

The fourth period saw several big yardage plays
called back.

The game ended with neither team putting any

additional points on the board. UNCW found itself

on the short end of a 9-6 final score. Many Seahawk
players felt frustrated at ineptness of the UNCW
offense to put more points on the board.

"We handed them them the game," defensive

lineman Steve Sappe said. "We flat out beat them!
Our defense was great but our offense played
terribly."

Another teammate, Trey Humphrey, agreed
with Sappe by stating, "Our offense and special

teams gave it (the game) to them."

These comments seemed to echo the overall

opinion felt by both the players and coaches. Head
coach, Les Strayhorn commented later,

"We didn't execute on offense. If you don't

execute, you simply don't win."

The Seahawks overall mark drops to one and
one on the year as the squad travels up to Raleigh

this week to challenge the Wolfpack club in another

North Carolina Club Football Association
(NCCFA) contest. The defending NCCFA
champions are undefeated on the year with two wins

under their belts.

The Seahawks who finished strongly in last

year conference race looks to take the title this

season away from the Wolfpack. The UNCW team

is one full of veterans players and eager young
rookies. Yet they will have to find some offense

somewhere otherwise it will be a long season.

Pirates Sink

Hawks,! -0
BY PAUL THOMPSON
SEAHAWK SPORTSWMTER

The UNCW women's club soccer team opened
the 1990 season Sunday with a heartbreaking 1-0

defeat at the hands of the ECU Pirates. The loss

comes after a disappointing 1989 season in which
the Seahawks did not win a game. UNCW head
coach Jeff Pittman admitted the loss was a bit of a
setback but he seemed to be fairly impressed with

his teams play.

"They played really well over all. ..a big

improvement from last year," Pittman said. "It's a

hard loss to lose 1-0 especially playing as well as

we were in practice."

The game was really a defensive showcase with

both goalies warding off many goal attempts. ECU
sent a barrage of shots at the UNCW goal but the

Seahawk goalkeeper, Ann Marie Fay, held strong

and allowed only one shot to sneak past her. The
goal came midway through the first half.

"Ann Marie played great, she blocked several

hard shots," Pittman said.

The head coach was equally pleased with the
play of the defense, pointing it out as a main reason
that UNCW was able to stay close to the Pirates in

the contest. The Seahawks were under constant
pressure from the pressing ECU's forwards and
midfielders.

"The defense played great the offense played
good too," Pittman said "The goal that ECU scored
was tough, something that we could not have
stopped."

Pittman admitted his team needs some work
but feels they will be ready to play.

"The main thing we need to work on is

finishing the shots," Pittman said "We were one
pass away from the goal several times but just
couldn't finish it off."

Another area needing attention is conditioning.

Pittman feels that exhaustion is a key reason for the

team's inability to score.

"They tire early ... so we will have to work on
conditioning and endurance," Pittman said.

The team strong points seem to be Fay,
Gibbons, Kristin Price and center-half Kara
Sidmons. In addition the team has many returning

players that are looking forward to a hopeful season.

UNCW Destroys ECU, Tribe Next
BY SI 171 SHERIFIELD
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITEft

The UNCW men's soccer team won their

Colonial Athletic Association contest against East

Carolina Saturday, Sept. 29, 4-1. Winning three

out of the past four games, the Seahawks are now 4-

4-1 on the year and team moral is high.

"We were ready to play Saturday," head coach

Jackie Blackmore said. "The conference matches we
need to win to get a good seat in the tournament."

The Seahawks are 2-3 in the CAA. The
Seahawks controlled the game from the beginning

as senior midfielder Peter Gay scored the fust goal

at the 9:42 mark with an assist from Miguel Bordo.

Dean Marnell scored later off a throw-in by Tom
Pascarella at the 11:35 mark bringing the score up

to 2-0 before the Pirates retaliated midway in the

opening period with a goal of their own. Seahawk
striker Scott Lefteris scored UNCW's third goal on

an assist from Marnell at the 44:50 mark to round

out the scoring in the first half.

The second period found no goals for the Pirates

but Alex Sibinovic scored a goal on a penalty kick

for the Seahawks. Scoring opportunities were

everywhere in Saturday's matched as UNCW broke

it's season high in shots taken. Throughout the

match the Seahawks dominated offensively but

employed a strong defense as well to balance the

UNCW attack.

The defensive plan against ECU according to

Blackmore was, "play defense on their (the Pirates)

end of the field."

Senior goal keeper, John Pinter deflected the

ball away on a penalty kick near the end of the

match. One of the most difficult plays that a

goalkeeper can make for he is not allowed to move
until the ball is kicked a mere 18 yards in front of

him. Pinter also made equal impressive play saving

knocking away a point-blank header in front of

UNCW's net. This being his final season with the

Seahawks, Pinter hopes to perform in every match

to his full potential.

Though he is disappointed with the success of

the Pirates' goal in the first period, overall Pinter

played a solid game against ECU. Only five games

are left before the CAA tournament and Blackmore

is confident of the stability of the team's integrity.

This season, all players are injury free, a luxury

Blackmore didn't have last season.

"We don't look past any game,'
1

Blackmore

said. "We're taking one game at a time and
focussing on it"

The Seahawks take on William & Mary this

Saturday, Oct.6, in another CAA conference clash.

The game will be held during Family Weekend on

Brooks field that now has a new fence encircling it

as well as a new flag pole. UNCW will take on

Richmond in Legion stadium Oct. 13 as a part of a

double header with a local high school. Game times

are Oct 6, 1:00 pm and Oct 13, 8:00 pm.

M941x9g!fail MudxauYT
Wh»t Is It?

The kickoff to the basketball season a* teams

officially can begin practice after the NCAA deadline

of Oct. 15 passes at 12:01am, Oct 16.

Whv should 1 po?

There will be music provideo oy Eclispe (10:30 pm and

1 am), cheerleaders showing their school spirit,

introduction of men and women's team, and a men's

basketball scrimmage. Besides it's fun.

Where and when Is It?

Oct. 15 in Trask. The doors will be opened at 10:30pm

so plan to get back early

I
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Absents Ballot Request Forms
Students who wish to vote in the November

elections by absentee ballot may pick up request

letters at the SGA office. These form letters may be
sent to the individual election offices in your home
district to request that an absentee ballot be sent to

you. Contact Denny Best at the SGA office,
upstairs in the Union, for more information.

Leadership Conference

The 2nd annual student leadership conference
will be held Saturday, October 20 from 9:00 a.m. to

4:00 p.m. in the University Union. Over 20
workshops will be offered on various leadership

topics. Keynote speakers include Chancellor James
Leutze and Men's Basketball coach Kevin Eastman.
Registration fee is $10.00, which will include lunch
and all handouts. Registration forms can be picked
up today and Friday in the Leadership Center in

Room 212 of the University Union.

.lobs Available

Any groups interested in working concessions
for basketball games this season should attend a

meeting on October 29th at 3.00 pm in Wagoner
Hall to draw for games and discuss requirements.

Parking Office Loratinn

Please be reminded that the Parking
Administration Office is located in the Burney
Student Support Center, beside the Bookstore.

An important announcement from
ALTERNATIVES!

NCAAW- National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week is here once again! Come join us
for a week full of fun and activities What's the
catch? Only the chance to win the NCAAW grand
prize: a 6- month membership to Wilmington
Athletic Club plus the Chance to "DISCOVER
YOUR NATURAL HIGHS!" Now whtrt could be
more exciting? It's a great week- planned for you!!!!
We'll see you there !!!!!

!

Awareness Festival

UNCW will be rocking on Oct. 20 and 21 as

the Campus Awareness Organization wil be hosting

the 2nd Awareness Festival. The Festival this year
is being held in conjunction with the SADD
Volleyball Tournament on the 21st. The Festival

itself will consist of 13 bands, everything from Rap
to Blues to Progressive, 1 1 speakers on topics from
Domestic Violence to the Environment, Poetry
readings, vendors, and most important volunteer
organizations from the college, community, and also

some national groups such as the Sierra Club and

Amnesty International. "The Festival is a way to

get the college student involved in the local

community", says student Denny Best, organizer of
this year's Festival. "We also try to get the student

to think about what is going on in the the world as

in the old saying 'Thinl Globally, Act Locally ".

This year, the Festival will be better than ever,

thanks in part to the Association of Campus
Entertainment agreement to fund the Festival. "This

money has allowed us to book speakers from
Greenpeace and other organizations, and has allowed

us to get some bands from out of town", says Best.

If you are looking for a way to get involved in your
community or are just looking for some fun, come
out to the Awareness Festival.

Pre registration for MATlll
Students who plan to pre-register for MAT 1 1

1

spring semester 1991 must have a satisfactory, up-
to-date (less than one year old) UNCW Mathematics
Placement Test score before you preregister. If you
need to take the placement test, call the

Mathematical Sciences Department (Ext. 3885) to

sign up for one of the following testing sessions.

Octoba 15 4:00 pm 101 Bear
October 17 4:00 pm 101 Bear
October 22 4:00 pm 101 Bear

If you can not come during any of these times,

call Ms. Sandy Wager (Ext. 3885) to schedule the

test by appointment.

New Shared Leave Policy

Shared Leave: UNCW has adopted a voluntary

shared leave program which permits employees to

donate vacation leave to another employee who had
an extended personal illness. Beverly Eakins in the

Payroll Office has applied for 218 hours of shared

leave and Pat Coston, formerly of Randall Library,

has applied for 97 hours of shared leave. Employees
may donate vacation leave in one-hour increments

(with a minimumof 4 hours). To donate leave, fill

out a UNCW "Application for Leave" showing the

number hours of leave and the individual to whom
you wish to donate. Have your supervisor sign the

leave slip and forward it to Human Resources by

Oct 25. (Don't forget to record donated hours on
your October timesheet in column 8 and subtract

from available total.) For additional information call

Dale Lockwood at 3161.

Yard Speaks Out On Abortion
BY HOLLY PRTCR

STAFF WRITER

Molly Yard, National Organization For Women
(NOW) president, spoke to a crowd of about 250

students and community members, Tuesday. Abortion

was the main target of Yard's speech. "It is the

constitutional right of women to control their lives, to

decide when or whether to have children."

Yard said that voters can send a pro-choice message

to the Supreme Court by electing pro-choice legislators.

"We need to become aware of how we, as citizens, in

our voting privileges can stop Roe v. Wade from

getting overturned."

Yard stated North Carolinians could start with their

support of senatorial canadate Harvey Gantt. "The

election of Gantt will be a clear message to the political

leadership of this country everywhere, not just in North

Carolina."

Other than abortion rights Yard spoke on the

importance of sex education in schools as well as the

availability of birth control for all women regardless of

their economic state. She argued this point with the

pro-lifers. "If our opposition was really serious about

stopping abortions they would join us in providing

birth control for the poor instead of opposing it It's

not just the right to abortion, it's the right to birth

control."

Parental Consent for an abortion was also a topic.

These laws say to have an abortion in some states a

"It's the right of women ... to

decide when or whether to have
children." Yard

female must be 18 years old or she must gain parental

consent. Yard used examples of young women dying
due to unsafe abortions.

Jean Amelang, president of the local NOW chapter

emphasized the need for volunteers to help with tthe

local group. "We need volunteers to make phone calls

or any level of involvement would be appreciated to

continue the fight."

Not all who were present were there because they

believed in pro-choice. North Carolina's Right To Life

local chapter came out with about 30 members. They

carried picket signs saying such things as "Don't let

them murder the Children". Raymond Groh, director of

this group, said they were simply there to represent

their side. "We represent women's rights also, and thats

what we are here for." He stated that the group is

mostly made up of conservative Christians.

The rally, Called the Caravan for Life, was
sponsored by NOW and the UNCW Faculty Women's
Network. UNCW was the first stop of a four day tour

of North Carolina's campuses. They will also be at

ECU, Duke, and Queens as well as presenting a press

briefing on the campus of NCSU. Yard stated that

"Students can make a profound difference in voting. A
large amount of young people are the ones at the polls".

Molly Yard was elected president of NOW in July

of 1987. Since then NOW has grown rapidly in

population as well as in accomplishments towards its

goal.

WLOZ Awaits FM Go Ahead
BY PHILUP LQUCiHLIN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

WLOZ may be coming over the

FM waves in as little as two years.

According to Aimee Lanier, WLOZ
station manager, work is underway to

submit an application to the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC)
for FM licensing.

Lanier pointed out that FM status

is far from assured however. She has
gone before the SGA senate seeking
funds to begin the application
process. The licensing process and

associated costs will total around six

thousand dollars. She felt that her

reception was fairly warm. "People

who were supportive were pretty

vocal. There may have been some
opposition, but they were silent."

The request has gone to the

Budget and Planning Committee for

consideration.

Another major block in the

process is securing University

support. One of the requirements for

setting up an FM broadcast station is

having a board to be responsible for

fiscal matters. Originally, WLOZ
considered having the Board of

Trustees serve in that capacity.

According to Dr. George Bair, Special

Assistant to the Chancellor, the
Trustees have decided that it would
not be feasible to take this

responsibility. "The door is closed to

this institution seeking a FM
broadcasting frequency in the name of

the Board of Trustees," he said. "To
be realistic, the University has taken
some deep cuts in the budget that

would make it unfeasible to pay for

this thing."

Besides the budget cuts, Bair
pointed out that it would be hard to

justify funding a radio station at a

campus that does not have a

supporting curriculum. "In most other

campuses where there are FM stations,

there is a communications and
broadcasting curriculum," he said.

"There is a solid base for this kind of

thing. It is hard to justify funding an

FM station when you don't even have

an academic program to back it"

The six thousand dollars requested

by Lanier would only cover applying

for the license and the studies and
legal costs included in that process.

Actual construction and equipment
costs were projected by Bair at

between $100k and $250k. A n

annual operating budget would also

have to be set at a higher rate than

current SGA budget agreements would
allow. Lanier has looked into this

problem as weil, and hai found that it

may be possible to get started in the
range of $60k or less. The figures are

still very tentative. Lanier has said

that if the University will not fund
the project, then she will look for

private donations, grants, and other

sources.

The opportunity to file for an FM
frequency came as a surprise to Lanier.

Only one frequency was available in

this area and another station recently

filed for it. According to Lanier,

WLOZ's only chance to get the

frequency was to file a competing
application. Bair gave a temporary
go ahead, but the final decision rested

with Chancellor Leutze. "He told us
to go ahead and get the application

together," said Lanier of Bair. "If the

Chancellor approved, we would be
ready to file."

The station has two months to

file for the frequency.

The filing and decision making
process may take anywhere fromi
twelve to eighteen months. Upon
acceptance, conauucuon woald Uu>«_

approximately eighteen months more.

According to Lanier, the station could

be on the air in three years if

unimpeded. An estimated completion

time of two to five years was given in

a report to the Media Task Force last

year.

Lanier is optimistic about the

station's future. "If this doesn't work,

we have options," she said. "We're
ready to make the best of what we've
got.

Spangler Donates Salary
Gives $10,000 To Each UNC Campus

BY TIMOTHY RAI
j

STAFF WRITER

The President of the University of North

Carolina will not be getting paid for his

work this year. He has donated his entire

salary plus $17,480 to help the schools

operate during the latest state budget crisis.

C. D. Spangler, a 1954 graduate of UNf-
Chapel Hill and president of the UNC
system for the past five years, has sent each

of the sixteen universities in the UNC
system a check for $10,000. The $160,000
gift to the UNC system exceeds Spangler's

$142,520 salary. Spangler says he does not

mind reaching in his own pocket.

"Education in North Carolina is important"

stated Spangler during a telephone interview

Tuesday, "I think that we need to recognize

that fact."

Spangler cites several main reasons as

contributing to the decision to donate his

salary to the UNC system. He has heard

rumors from people around the state saying

there are professors who are reaching in to

their own pockets to provide funding for

classroom exercises. If people, who are on a

lower salary than Spangler, can afford to

supplement the classroom, Spangler feels

that he can do this as well.

Charity may be one of the few ways to

beat the massive cuts that have occured in

the UNCW budget Three percent across the

board budget cuts slashed nearly $54 million

dollars from the budget of the entire UNC
system and 1.3 million from the budget of

UNCW. Funds were cut in everything from
the budget for publication subscriptions in

Randall Library to full time teaching

positions in the Cameron School of
Business.

The North Carolina General Assembly,
which had sliced the budget of the state

school systems, recently voted a 6 percent

increase in the salaries of the state

employees. Editorials, in Raleigh-Durham
newspapers, have raised a lot of questions

about the priorities of the state and the state

education when a apparent budget crisis is in

effect

The Board of Governors of the University

of North Carolina voted recently to increase

the salary of UNC president, C. D.

Spangler, by the same six percent Spangler

did not feel that this was the right thing to

do. In a release sent to the chancellors

office, Spangler writes, "... resentment of

my compensation too easily transfers to a

resentment of me and the University..."

As a graduate of the UNC system,
Spangler wants to show support for the

schools. He expresses that he wants very

strongly to show support for the school
system. In a memorandum sent to each
Chancellor's Office, Spangler writes "I am
fortunate to work for the University with or

without compensation."

Spangler say the he feels it is important
that the state schools retain their competitive

edge.

Recent discussion in the N. C. General
Assembly has centered around capping the

salaries of faculty and staff that are paid over
$70,000 a year for their services. Spangler
wants this not to happen. If this were to

happen, Spangler contends, the UNC
system would lose it's competitive edge.
The loss of research scientists, department
heads, and other high paid faculty members
would be a tremendous blow to the system.
In the same memorandum, Spangler writes,

"To (cap the salary levels) would drive away
the best scientists, surgeons, finance
professors and other distinguished scholars

who push forward the frontiers of knowledge
through there research and training."

The $10,000 check was sent to the

Chancellor's Office with no restrictions on
it No decision has been made to where the

funds are going to be placed.

When discussing the personal reasons
behind the donation. Spangler simply stated

"It was the right thing to do."

PHOTO BY JENNIFER YOUNO

The Amateurs entertain during Rlverfest In Downtown
Wilmington.

Lemon Vetoes IFC Funding
Beats Senate Override

BY DAVID BURKE
NEWS EDITOR

Student body president Ken
Lemon vetoed the SGA senate's

vote to fund the Inter-fraternity

Council (ITC). A bid to override

the veto on the senate floor was

unsuccessful.

Lemon said that his decision

to veto was based on student

reaction to the initial passage of

the bill. He said that he observed

an "overwhelming student
response against IFC [funding]".

He said that Greeks as well as

non-Greeks indicated support of

the veto.

In support of the override,

Senator Wes Ward said that the

veto was wrong. "What we have

here is an executive abuse,

again."

Lemon said that he was within

his rights as SGA president and

that there was no "executive

abuse".

The SGA constitution states,

"The president of SGA shall veto

legislation that he feels is. . . not

in the best interests of the student

body."

Lemon said that the issue

should be allowed to conclude.

"It's time to tackle other issues."

"We're ready to work on
recreational facilities, costs in the

book store, and information

dissemination," Lemon said.
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NCAAW Raises Alcohol Awareness
WV AMY PETROCELLI

STAFF WRITER

National Collegiate Alcohol

Awareness Week (NCAAW) is

scheduled for Oct. 22-26. The
program is sponsored by
Alternatives! and is co-sponsored

Campus Police, AAA, the office

of residence life, and other campus
offices. A number of programs
and events have been scheduled for

the five-day period. According to

Diane Reichard of Alternatives!,

there will be "fun and informative

activities to promote alcohol
education, development of student

decision making skills and
positive peer influence."

The purpose of NCAAW,
Reichard explained, is not to tell

students not to drink, but rather

"to help students gain skills so
they can make responsible

decisions concerning alcohol."

Officer Hunter Davis of
Campus Police elaborated on the

destruction that is often times due

to the misuse of alcohol.
" Alcohol plays a big part in a lot

of incidents we run into on
campus ranging from vandalism to

sexual assault because it impairs

judgement and slows sown the

decision making process, which

makes communication inhibited."

Davis emphasized the fact that

lack of communication is

definitely a problem that leads to

sexual assault. He stated that

because alcohol impairs
communication, 90% of sexual

assaults are alcohol related.

Furthermore, Davis explained

that over 90% of the people in

prison have charges either drug or

alcohol related. However he

stated, "I don't like to downplay
the drug problem, but the number
of deaths related to drug us does

not even touch the number of

alcohol related deaths."

He stated an approximate
future of 165,000 alcohol related

deaths in the U.S. each year. "We
have a tremendous problem with

alcohol," said Davis, "yet it is

overlooked because alcohol is

legal over the age of 21, and is

socially acceptable. However, it

is still a drug—a dangerous drug."

Programs addressing these

problems resulting from alcohol

misuse include a presentation by

former NBA and ABA star David
Thompson. The program, titled

"Athletics and Alcohol" will be

held on Thursday, Oct. 25 in

Bryan Auditorium at 8:00pm and

will focus on the role of alcohol

and other drugs in Thompson's
career.

Campus Police will present

the programs "Prison, Drugs, and
You" on Monday, Oct 22 in the

Suite Service building at 7:00pm.

"Think Smart", will feature an
inmate from the North Carolina

Department of Corrections. A
controlled drinking demonstration

will take place on Wednesday Oct
24 at 4:00pm.

Other programs include
"Discover Your Natural Highs",

which will be Monday Oct. 22 at

11:00am on the Union lawn, and
"What's in Your BeerT which will

be held on Wednesday at 8:00pm
in Cameron Hall Room 123.

"Discover Your Natural

Highs", explained Davis, will be a

program in which athletes and

others will demonstrate a variety

of activities that are fun, and do
not involve the use of alcohol.

Designed to discuss and
answer vital questions concerning

the problems of substance abuse

and depressive illness on campuses

and throughout the general
population, a teleconference will

be held live via satellite in

Cameron Auditorium Tuesday
Oct. 23 from 6:30-8:00pm. The
program, which will feature

speakers from the University of
Pittsburgh School of Medicine and
the U.S. department of health and
Human Services, will be presented

by the Office of Special Programs,

the Student Development Center
and Alternatives!.

Other events that will take

place on campus during NCAAW
include a Mocktail recipe contest,

a pogo-athon, and other events,

said Reichard.

Also, various information

tables will be set up in the Union
throughout the week.

To conclude the festivities of

NCAAW, a Hawaiian Luau will

take place at the Gazebo on Friday

Oct. 26 at 4:00pm. ARA will be

serving dinner; music will be

provided by the island jazz group

Psalms, and WLOZ. During the

Luau, contest winners will be
announced. Students who will

have attended eight or more
NCAAW events may enter a grand

prize drawing for six months free

membership to the Wilmington
Athletic Club.

Awareness Festival

Is This Weekend
BY SANDY PORTFR

STAFF WRITER

The Campus Awareness
Organization (CAO) is sponsoring

their annual festival on October

20-21. Saturday events will be

held from 10:00am-6:00pm and on

Sunday l:00pm-6:00pm at the

Gazebo located near the Residence

Life Field.

Denny Best, president of the

CAO, said he hopes the fair will

get students involved in the

surrounding community.

Several booths promoting
local volunteer groups will be

enlisting student volunteers. "By
helping the citizens in

Wilmington it allows UNCW
students to integrate into the

community," said Best

In order to bring out the
students the CAO is providing free

entertainment throughout the

Awareness fair. The following

bands will be appearing on one of

the two days: Creeping Charley,

Blue Rhythm Club, Injun Joe,

Voodoo Squid, Well Neigh

Forgotten, Two Live Productions,

Brick Batt, Valence, Rural Swine,

Jeff Hinkle, Kenyatta. As of yet a

definite schedule has not been

made concerning the performance

times.

Bands will be playing every

hour on the hour with a special

speaker inspiring students to do
volunteer work 15 minutes before

the hour.

Several speakers have been
scheduled with more being added

daily. The following students are

planning to speak out for their

individual cause. Reg in a

Reynolds, Domestic Violence; Jeff

Hinkle, Greenpeace; Mary Beth
Maxwell, Student Activism;
Denny Best, Social Awareness;
Leo Teachout, Gay Rights.

Refreshments will b e

available to those who attend and

several vendors from the
community will be selling goods

for those who wish to shop.

JBTHE HAWK'S NESTS
CHECK OUT OUR 990 BREAKFAST SPECIALS

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

. LUNCH SPECIALS • OCTOBER 22-26

BOLOGNA SUB
CHIPS

16 0Z. DRINK

$2.45

CHICKEN FILLET

FRIES

16 OZ. DRINK

$3.10

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

EARN 18.00 THIS WEEK.

DONATE BLOOD PLASMA.

HELP SAVE A LIFE.

Wilmington Donor Center
763-521 3 • 763-0224

Hours: Mon.-Frl. 8 AM -6 P.M. Sat. 8 AM -2 P.M.

I I I

CAROLINA COIN LAUNDRY
952 South Kerr Avenue

(1 Block from School Kid s Records)

"Watch Soaps & Sports on our TV"

WASH • DRY • FOLD
• DRY CLEANING •

Monday-Saturday

7: 00 AM -9:00 PM

ATTENDANT ON DUTY

Sunday
GOO AM - 830 PM

AIR CONDITIONED

I I I I I I I

The UNCW Pep Band

is looking for a few

GOOD MUSICIANS!

So dust off that horn

and

COME PLAY!

' i

REHEARSALS: WEDNESDAY, 4-6 P M
KENAN HALL - ROOM K1 1

4

!

2 For 1 Expires Dec. 31, 1990 2 For 1

Tijuana Fats'
Present this Coupon When Ordering

Buy One Dinner Entree, Get One FREE

x >

£Er TIJUANA FATS' ss.
S OO p mil p.m. Lakroun

GREAT MEXICAN FOOD
232 Causeway Drive Wrightsville Beach

256-8048
2 For 1 with coupon 2 For 1

i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i t i

I

Visit Captain Williams at the Placement Centerfrom
10Mam to 2:00pm, 24-25 Oct 1990 or call 1-800-722-6715

I t
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Career Day '90 Provides Job Info AT A GLANCE CONT

BY DAVin miPKir
NEWS EDITOR

Students will have an
opportunity to talk to

representatives from
approximately 67 potential
employers during Career Day '90.

The event will be held in Trask
Coliseum on Wednesday, October
24 from 10:00am to 2:30pm.

The representatives, from
businesses, industries, the armed
forces, and other governmental
agencies, will show displays and
will distribute information to

interested students.

James Braye, director of the

Career Planning and Placement
Center said the event "gives

Professor Profile—

students and faculty the

opportunity to learn about
potential employment
opportunities, career preparation

needs, and employment
projections and trends."

Braye said that students need
not dress up or bring resumes.

Students should simply "come
with curiosity" as the event is

more of an occasion for
"information exchange", he said.

Since all of the scheduled
organizations are registered with
the CPPC, students can simply
browse around the displays and
then use CPPC to arrange more
formal meetings with potential
employers later, Braye said.

While the event might be of

immediate importance to seniors,

Braye said that all students could

benefit from the experience.

"Most students start too late,

making it impossible to complete

the process and start a rewarding

career immediately upon
graduation."

In addition to sponsoring
Career Day in the fall, and

Business Week in the spring,

CPPC offers students a wealth of

information about career
opportunities, potential
employers, part-time and summer
employment, and post-graduate

education. Braye said that he

encourages students to take

advantage of the services CPPC
has to offer.

Gauthier Excels In Medical Ethics
BY CTNr.BB I.1TT1.K

STAFF WRITER

Consider this hypothetical
situation; it's four o' clock in the

morning, and you are the doctor

on emergency call in the area's

largest medical facility. You
have just examined a twenty-one

year old accident victim who has

irreversible brain damage and all

vital signs are unstable. The
family has requested that no
heroic measures be taken because

of the victim's personal beliefs.

You understand the family's

request, but are uncomfortable
with the ethical implications.

What do you do. . .you call in a

Medical Ethicist.

UNCW professor Dr. Candace

Gauthier is such a person. She

counsels and trains health care

providers to deal with patients in

these situations.

Her's is a fairly new and

innovative Field born from the

recent advancements in medical
technology.

Dr. Gauthier received her Ph.

D from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill in

Philosophy with a specialization

in Ethics.

The Medical Ethics field

entails the investigation and
research of those medical

questions facing the health care
system as a whole. Dr. Gauthier,

for example, may be called in to

work with doctors and nurses
when ethical questions arise. Her
job would not be to tell doctors

and nurses what to do, but merely
to present the ethical and legal

pros and cons involved under the

circumstances.

Four years ago, Dr. Gauthier

entered the first phase of her

career when she became associated

with UNCW as an instructor in

Ethics, Philosophy, and Medical

Ethics. During the course of her

Medical Ethics class, Dr.
Gauthier has three objectives; the

first being to present
controversies, secondly, to make
distinctions between various

concepts, and finally, provide her

students with arguments from
both sides of topics. Such topics

are medical codes of ethics, truth

telling, informed consent,
confidentiality, and the different

forms of euthanasia.

However, Dr. Gauthier has not

restricted her time and knowledge
to UNCW. She is also in

collaboration with New Hanover
Memorial Hospital, where she is

involved with numerous ethics

committees.

The Infant Care Review
Committee and the Neo Natal

Intensive Care Unit Patient
Status Report, are two infant care

committees in which Dr.
Gauthier contributes her
knowledge. These groups meet
and discuss the status of unstable

infants; then decide, in

conjunction with the family
members, the proper course of

treatment to pursue.

Two health care groups meet
bimonthly, under the lead of Dr.

Gauthier, to learn about and to

discuss the issues and questions

of Medical Ethics. The first

group is composed of the New
Hanover Intensive Care Nurses.

Dr. Gauthier is also an instructor

in the Internal Medical Residency

Program, which consists of

medical residents being trained in

New Hanover.

Public speaking has also been

a facet in Dr. Gauthier's career.

She has been invited to speak at

conferences in Chapel Hill,

Alabama, and Tennessee to

elaborate on the issues involved

in the Medical Ethics field.

Dr. Gauthier has been a

forerunner of Medical Ethics in

this area. Her actions and
contributions have set standards,

and influenced individuals in all

areas of the health care system.

Dr. Gauthier chose this field in

hopes of helping others, in

making a difference—and she has.

VISIONS
Don't miss an opportunity

to enhance your summer
vacation while

strengthening your

leadership abilities!

Be A
Summer

Orientation Leader!
QUALIFICATIONS:

• Must maintain at least a 2.0 GPA
• A million dollar smile

• The ability to make over 1 ,000 friends in 8 days
• An infinite amount of time and energy

Informational meeting for interested applicants is Tuesday,
October 23, at 8:00 p.m. in Room 100 of the University Union.

Application Deadline - November 16

Applications are available now at

the following locations:
Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Residence Life Activities Center

University Union Information Center

For more information, contact Dr. Richard Muliendore at 395-3089

Come on by the Commons Room Thursday
between 1:00 and 3:15. Refreshments will be
served. Meet the professors and pick up a class list

ATTENTION*
Our first art exhibit of the school year will be

on display from October 7 thru November 3, in the

Union Living Room. The exhibit is entitled

"Portraits of Spanish Women", by Gladys Villegas

Escobar. Join your friends at the Union and Enjoy
the show!

Stephanie B. Whetstone

Art coordinator

Myth: Rape is something that doesn't happen
to "real men".

Fact: Rape is something that can and does
happen to an entire spectrum of men, regardless of
physical strength or fighting prowess. Reported
survivors have included a boxer and a man over 6'2"

and 200 lbs. Being raped does not mean that the

survivor is weak or "a wimp". Anyone can be
overpowered or taken by surprise. Size and strength

are often no match for weapons, overwhelming odds
or surprise attack.

Message From SC.A VirP.Pr^irtpnt

To all Clubs, Organizations, Students,
Faculty, and Staff

In an effort to organize Student Government
meetings, we are establishing an agenda for our
meetings. I feel an agenda is an effective tool to

running an efficient meeting.

I welcome all students, faculty, and staff to
come forward with any ideas, valid information, or
concems.If anyone would like to be recognized at our
meetings, I would like a written notice submitted
to the SGA office by 12:00 noon, Wednesday,
preceding the meeting.

We are excited about a successful year and hope
through our iniative and drive, we as your
representatives will help to improve and carry on the

success ofUNC Wilmington.

Vicky Freeman
SGA Vice-President

Preregistration Ruction nr«>ntPrf hv
the Historical SnrJPty of 1INPW

Want to know what upper level courses will be
taught during the Spring Semester? Check out the

Historical Society to see what we are all about.

Free Skin Cancer Serening Tlinir

The New Hanover County Health Department and
the American Cancer Society are sponsoring a Skin
Cancer Screening Clinic to be held Saturday,
October 27, 1990.

The Clinic will be held at the New Hanover County
Health Department, 2029 So. 17th Street from 9:00
am thru 2:00 pm.

Screening will be performed by Dr. Mary Lou
Courrege, Dr. Michael J. Donahue, Dr. John R.
Krohn, Dr. Victor M. Nava, and Dr. Kenneth S.

White.

The screening is free to the public and no pre-
registration is necessary.

NOONTIME WAIKAROIIT
Student Health and Wellness Center is sponsoring a

1-mile walk starting October 16 through December
12, every Tuesday and Wednesday from 12:15pm-
1:00pm. Faculty, staff and students who are

interested are welcome to meet Student Health and
Wellness Center staff on the back steps of the

Burney Student Support Building each week for the

walk.

All those who participate at least 50% of the time
will be eligible on December 12 for a drawing of a

$25 gift certificate from Boseman's Sporting Goods
toward some walking shoes.

Attention Potential Orientation leaders
The Orientation Leader selection process will begin
with an informational meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 23,
in room 100 of the Union at 8:00pm. Applications

ar available through November 16 at the

Information Center, Residence Life Activities

Center, and the office of the Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs (101 Alderman). The application

deadline will be 5:00pm on November 16.

Energetic, dedicated, and outgoing student are
encouraged to apply.

JOHNNY APPLE SAUCE

Alternatives! Presents

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE
ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK

at UNCW

Monday
October 22

Tuesday
October 23

Wednesday
October 24

Thursday
October 25

Friday
October 2Q

"Discover Your Natural Highs" Fair
Sports Equipment and Demos; Crafts Exhibits

University Union Lawn, 11 am - 2 pm

"What'll It Be?"
Mocktail Recipe Contest, University Union Lobby, Noon-2 pm

"Prison, Drugs and You"
Suite Services, 7 pm

"Tie One On" with Alternatives!
Tie-Dye Festival, University Union Lawn, 1 1 am - 2 pm

"Substance Abuse and Depressive
Illness on Campus: Dual Diagnosis"
Live Teleconference, Cameron Hall Auditorium, 6:30 - 8 pm

"Pop 'Til You Drop"
Pogo-thon, University Union Lawn, Noon - 2 pm

"What'll It Be?"
Mocktail Recipe Contest, University Union Lobby, 1 - 3 pm

"What's In Your Beer?"
•***

Jackson Beverage Co., Room 123, Cameron Hall, 8 - 9 pm

"Strung Out with Alternatives!"
Bead Building, University Union Lawn, 10 am - 3 pm

Athletics and AlcohohDavid Thompson
Four-Time NBA All-Star Speaks on Drugs and His Career
Morion Hall, 8:00 pm

Hawaiian Luau
Music by "Psalms" and WLOZ, Gazebo, 4 - 9 pm

Alternatives! co-sponsors for these events include:

AA, ACE/Arts & Lectures, ACE/Concerts, Al Anon, ARA, Campus Police, Coca-Cola Mottling

Works, Jackson Beverage Co., Office of Residence Life, Office of Special Programs, Pepsi-Cola
of Wilmington, Student Development Center, and WLOZ.
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Sports Editor

MICHELLE MAYO
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RAMONA HUPP
Entertainment Editor

LAUREN FULLER
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JENNIFER YOUNG
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JOEL ASHLEY
Financial Manager

Pay Attention To Internal Messages

Editorials
Wilmington Residents'

Priorities Are Questionable

In Israel, government troops and police are killing

Palestinians. In South Africa, Zulus are being massacred

by the forces of the ANC (and vice versa). Several

Americans have already died in Operation Desert Shield,

despite the fact that a shot has yet to be fired.

In America, our forests are being decimated at a

ridiculous rate. Meanwhile, our government is bogged
down in arguments over who to tax and which special

interests are going to lose funding. The murder rate in

New York City has given the Big Apple the dubious
distinction of ranking number one on the violent crime

charts.

The water quality in the Cape Fear river is still below
acceptable standards. North Carolina has risen to the

immense height of forty-ninth on national SAT scores, up
one spot from last year's fiftieth spot. It is getting hard to

keep track of the number of violent crimes in
Wilmington, particularly over the last three or four

weeks.

All this rambling has but one small purpose. In the

midst of this confusion and killing and chaos, Wilmington
has apparently set their priorities. "Ah," one might say.

".
. . tighter law enforcement measures. . .

"

Nope. The focus of argument and news has been the

issue of the huge flag flying over the Gas World station

on Market Street. According to city officials, the
grotesquely large flag represents an advertising ploy, thus
breaking the city billboard ordinance. According to

station managers and owners, the flag is a show of their

immense patriotism. To force its removal, would be un-
American. "Let us keep our flag," they wail.

Citizens of the town are polarized on the issue.

Some agree with the city; others are singing "Stars and
Stripes Forever". One Cape Fear Community College
Student went so far as to chain herself to the flag pole. A
local recreational vehicle company lent her a R.V. to use
for her convenience, so it was a little difficult to feel that

a sacrifice was involved.

While this was going on, a literal swath was being
carved through the woods only two or three blocks away
to make room for a "parkway" (Why don't they call it a
driveway?) which will connect College Road with Covil
Avenue and thereby (or so they say) reduce traffic flow on
Market Street. At a public forum concerning this
construction, less than fifteen people showed up. Another
marvelous example of the screwed up priorities in our
wonderful ctiy. Hmmm. . .

An afterward to the above:

The Wilmington City Council decided that the flag
'. does not represent a violation of the billboard ordinance,

Z therefore; the flag does not have to come down.
According to at least one local television news network,

credit for the decision goes to the testimony of the young
lady who chained herself to the flagpole.

It seems more likely that someone on the council

realized what a stupid fight they had started. Imagine. . .

a flag as an advertising gimmick. . . what a silly idea.

I am sick and tired of hearing

about people complaining about

IFC getting funding from the

SGA. The fraternities and

sororities on this campus, from

what I've seen, do more for the

community and this campus than

any other organizations at UNC-

W. In my opinion, The Seahawk

has done an extremely good job

reporting this story, from one side

that is. Wes Ward's name has

been run through the mud the past

. few issues of The Seahawk. I

'. don't see where Mr. Ward has done

anything to deserve this abuse. He
*

is just doing his job as a

concerned student and as a member

1 of SGA.
I realize that it states in the

SGA constitution that groups like

IFC can't get funding because not

every student is a member. But if

SGA wanted this argument to

stand up they shouldn't have

Section in the Budget and

"Our real journey in life is

interior;

It is a matter of growth,
deepening,

And an ever greater surrender

to

The creative action of love

and grace

In our hearts" (Thomas
Merton)

We place too much
significance on events external to

us. Our culture and the way we
experience it dictates too much of

our values, our image of who we
are supposed to be in order to be

successful, our sense of what is

important. We grow up learning

to defer to the thinking of others,

considering them in their role as

adult or authority to be "right" and

ourselves "wrong." Think how
your experiences of the world

around you influences your mood,

your hopes and fears, your sense

of how you will spend this day.

Merton invites us into a

different perspective. The forces

that truly shape us, are interior

forces - our mind, our feelings,

our sense of well being or dis-

ease. Events external to us have

only the power our internal self

gives them. If someone we love

breaks up with us, there is

inevitable pain at that separation,

that loss. What we do with that

pain is totally ours to determine.

Some hurt for a while, deal with

the hurt by having it and move on

into other relationships. Some
feel damaged so severely that they

label themselves failures and will

not reach out or move on at all.

Either way, the choice is ours; it

goes on inside us and shapes us

one way or another.

We need for the sake of our
own growth to try and pay more
attention to what is going on
inside us; to let our agenda be set

by the questions, the doubts, the

yearnings that we discover within.

Too much do we hide from this

struggle by joining a group that

sets our agenda or by losing

ourselves in activities, busyness
and even partying.

Love and grace are at work in

you if you would but learn to

attend to its voice, a voice heard

just as much (if not more) in

times when we do _noj have our

act together as in times when life

feels good and all seems to be
well. The fact is that whether in

good times or bad, it is the forces

in ourselves that set our agenda for

living. We would do ourselves a
favor in deciding to listen to

ourselves, to try to open our
awareness to the "creative action

of love and grace in our hearts."

NOW And ProLife On The Wrong Track
Yesterday was a monumental

day for the campus of UNCW.
Anti abortion nuts and pro-choice

nuts (to call a spade a spade) cf all

kinds turned out to voice their

respective opinions on the topic of

abortions. It was a spectacle to

behold.

The anti-abortion crew was

ouj with their usual fare of

posters, picturing beautiful young

babies next to statements like "26

million babies have already died",

and "Abortion is murder". You
know the normal reasonable stuff

they usually come up with for this

type of occasion. Even a few

brought their children to hold

signs for their parents' cause. It

sure brought back memories of the

Ku Klux Klan pictures I saw once

in a magazine. You remember the

one where the proud dad had his

son .'<)) dressed up in his Klan

robe. I'm sure that child had about

as much choice to form his own
opinion on racism as the small

child holding the anti- abortion

sign had forming his on abortion.

It was especially pleasing to see

the child applaud for Molly Yard

when the crowd did. It is sick to

use a litde child like that no

matter what the reason or the

ideology of the parent.

The pro-choice people were
out in numbers also, and not to be

out- weirded, they brought along

their odd balls too. It seemed that

butch haircuts were the fashion of

the day, along with muscle tee-

shirts. The men were odd also.

The events included a confusing

opening speaker who bored the

crowd in to submission before

Ms. Yard spoke. When Ms. Yard
spoke on women's rights she made
many valid points, but she was
too^ar from the center on many
issues to make herself believable.

She was, for my tastes, just the

flip side of the pro-lifers behind

me. The rally ended with a

ridiculous chant that left many
chuckling to themselves as they

left

I personally was disappointed

that the two sides did not come to

blows. I felt that a good abortion

riot would give UNCW the

national exposure we have been

needing. Just picture it, a big

brawny NOW member wrestling

one of those signs away from a

pro-lifer and then beating him/her

about the head and ears with it (

notice I didn't leave women out).

Imagine the excitement of a pro-

lifer coming off the third

turnbuckle with an elbow smash
to the head of a feminist. And all

this on film, CNN would have run

it every 30 minutes, it would
have been glorious!

I guess that's a little selfish of

me, but everybody has to have a

dream

All of this pro-choice and
anti-abortion talk got me thinking

about the abortion issue. First, it

seems to me that both sides are

farging crazy. Don't get me
wrong, I can see merit in both
sides. The anti-abortion side
fervently believes that life begins

at conception, and that terminating

pregnancy for any reason is

murder. The pro-choice side feels

that women have the right to

determine when and if they want
children, and that that decision is

theirs and theirs alone.

The funny thing it that they
are both right. Once conception
occurs the life process is

underway, and if you terminate (a

euphemism for kill) that fetus you
have stopped a life from existing.

However, the woman who is

carrying that fetus is in charge of

that child until it becomes fully

developed and is delivered.

So what does all this mean?

Exactly this, there is no black and

white answer to this question,

except that both sides are wrong.

I don't think that either side is

representative of what your

average American thinks on the

issue. Until GOD interrupts the

Simpsons to explain this issue to

all of us no one knows what is

right and what is wrong. Right

now its all opinions, and opinions

are like.... well you know.

It is true that some women
have used abortion for birth

control, sex selection, and for

many other wrong reasons, but do
we make it illegal for everyone
else because of a few abuses. If

this were the case the first

amendment would be in danger
every time someone said

something that was offensive. I

would rather have some abuses in

the current system than have no
system at all.

It isn't an easy decision for

anyone so let's remember that

verse from the bible that we all

need to remember: "Judge not,

least ye be judged." Besides, both

sides in this issue ate for the most

part so ugly that no one would

want to impregnate them.... sorry

that was a judgement, wasn't it?

a£TT£<R &<ROW T+j£ £<D<}T-0<R:
BY PHILLIP LQIir.HI.IN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Who Has To Make The Choice Anyway ?

Planning Committee's bylaws.

So even though IFC is selective,

to an extent, this Section makes
it possible for these selective

groups to get funding if they are

passed by the BPC. Since IFC
was passed by the BPC and then

by the Senate I can't see why SGA
president Ken Lemon vetoed the

resolution. I realize there are

some people against IFC getting

funding but I don't think one or

two people going around
soliciting signatures for a petition

is reason enough for a veto.

IFC, Pan-Hellenic and
Panhellenic do so much for this

campus and community. I believe

if President Lemon looks at the

facts and the opinions of the

WHOLE campus he will see that

IFC should get the funding they

deserve.

Sincerely,

Mike Drummond

Tuesday I joined my friend

to check out the NOW rally in

front of the Union. A larger

crowd than I had expected

gathered in the midday sun to

watch as Molly Yard harangued

the conservatives and "pro-

choicers" and cheered on the

"right to lifers".

As might be imagined, the

crowd included several anti-

abortion types, waving signs

and booing Yard's hard-made

points. My friend pointed out

to me the large number of

antagonists who had children

with them. As some Seahawk

readers may remember, my
friend is a non-trad, who was

visited by the stork last

November.

He nudged me, pointing at

the "right-to-life" crowd. "I

should have brought my little

girl and a pro-choice sign," he

said. "Why is it that these

people think having children

makes them experts on the

abortion issue? Where are the

women who have had abortions

and have been burning in a

living hell ever since?
Wouldn't they be more
legitimate spokes-people?"

I pondered his words. He
had a point. The majority of

right- to- lifers I have met only

operate from second hand
knowledge. They don't come
from underprivileged lifestyles

where another mouth to feed

could cause another child to

starve. Oh, there are some
exceptions. There are women
who have been raped and kept

the resultant child. But, wasn't

that a choice? The abortion

option was more than likely

laid out more than once. No
one made these women keep

their children.

Religious views are a

legitimate reason not to have
an abortion. If a woman is

zealous enough to believe that

she will be forever cursed by
having an abortion, then she

should not have one. Most
women are not that

fundamentally religious. If it

were a question of religion,

then it would have no place in

the courts anyway. To do so

would be an initial step in the

direction of a state church, and

subsidized religious persecution.

Happily, this is not the case.

What the case actually is

rests on the idea that an unborn

fetus is already a person. This

is the thinking that suggests

that abortion is nothing short

of murder. This is also the kind

of thinking that is wrong.

Aborting a fetus is the same as

capturing millions of sperm in

the reservoir tip of a condom.

I asked my friend about

this. He has a photo of the

sonogram they did on his wife

when she was four months
pregnant. In the picture, there

is a little creature there,
wriggling around, and looking

for all the world like a human.

If anyone should defend the

pro-life stand on this, I thought

he would. WRONG...
"Look," he said. "It was a

choice to have that child. The
reason it was there for the

picture was because we wanted it

there. If we had not wanted it,

it never would have gone to a

fourth month of development.

"One of the reasons for the

picture was to see if there were

any major problems with the

baby," he went on as I shrank

back thinking, here comes the

soap box again. "If there had

been problems, we would have

had the option of ending the

pregnancy right there rather

than subject a child to the

cruelties and prejudices a badly

deformed or retarded child would

face in the world. I don't
honestly know if we could have

made that decision, but we had

the choice and I think it would
be a sad day in the U.S. if we
were to lose it."

"And another thing," he

continued (yep, soap box time),

"My wife and I are not living

a tenement. We are not
starving. If our situation was
reversed, we might very well
have decided to abort. The
choice to have the baby was
not one anybody else could
have made for us. The choice

not to should not be handed
down by someone in a black

robe either."

I took a deep breath and cut

in. "Well, what about
adoption," I asked? "Isn't that

an option?"

"For me it could have
been," he answered. I knew
more was coming. "Our child

was a healthy white baby. She
would probably have been
snatched up from an agency
before the cradle was warm.
But again, change my situation.

Darken my skin, or give the

child some defect and see how
long it took to get the adoption
papers signed. Prejudice is

probably nowhere more evident

than in the adoption business."

I wanted to bait him out
now. "So you are saying then
that abortion is viable as a
form of birth control?"

"Yes and no," was his

prompt answer. "I think there

are enough devices out to take

care of birth control. But none
of these is truly one hundred
percent. I believe a woman
whose birth control doesn't
work should have the

opportunity to decide if she
wants to abort. She obviously

didn't want to have a baby, she

should not be forced by law to

do so.

"The same is true in the

case of rape. No one should be

forced to bear a living memorial
to such a horrible event This

is a choice that should never be

questioned in the first place. If

the suits in Washington really

think they can legislate a

woman's use of her own body,

then at least they should take

cases of rape, incest, and a

threat to the mother's life off

the table."

I couldn't believe we agreeu

so closely on something after

all our years of friendly

argument. His thoughts eerily

paralleled my own. I heartily

believe that abortion is a matter

of choice, and that it should be

left for the individual to decide.

It makes no sense to me that

any woman should be handed
the burden of carrying,

delivering, and raising an

unwanted child.

V
'
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HELP WANTED

ATTENTION:
Fraternities, Sororities,

Clubs and Individuals. Trip

Organizers wanted for fantastic

Ski and Sun Tours. Earn cash

commissions and/or go for free.

Call the #1 company in college

travel, Moguls Ski and Sun
Tours, Inc., 1-800-666^857.

Raise a Thou$and in a

week: The fundraiser

that's working on 1800

campuses. Your campus group

can earn up to $1000 in just one

week. No investment needed. Be

first on your campus. A FREE_
gift just for calling. Call Now
1-800 765-8472 ext. 90.

ft
ppng Break 1991 - Individual or

student organization needed to

promote Spring Break trip. Earn

money, free trips and valuable

work experience. CALL NOW!!
InterCampus Programs: 1-800-

327-6013.

Earn $2500 and FREE Spring

Break Trips to Bahamas, Jamaica

as part-time Campus Rep for

Spring Break Travel 1-800-638-

6786.

Need sales experience? The
Seahawk needs Ad Salesmen.
Personal transportation necessary.

Payment by commission. Come
by Room 205E in the Union or
call 395-3789.

MODELS! What kind of

pictures should you have in your
portfolio? My Free brochure
gives the answer. Reply to Free

Brochure, PO Box 57,
Wilmington, N.C. 28492

TRAVEL FREE QUALITY
VACATIONS TO EXOTIC
DESTINATIONS.
AFFORDABLE SPRING BREAK
PACKAGES TO JAMAICA
AND CANCUN. FREE
TRAVEL AND $$$.

1-800-426-7710

FREE SPRING BREAK
TRIPS CASH!
JAMAICA! BAHAMAS!
Sell trips on your campus and

earn free trip for you plus

bonus cash! Call FOUR
SEASONS 1-800-331-

3136!

Give yourself

a hand
against

breast

cancer 0"

Breast self-examination is easy, takes

only a few minutes and can be per-

formed in the privacy of your own

home. It's an important way you can

detect early and highly curable breast

cancer.

Take control ofyour body and your life.

Make breast self-examination a part of

your monthly routine. And see ydur

doctor regularly for clinical exams and

advice on mammography.

For a free pamphlet about breast self-

examination, call your local American

Cancer Society.

We're here to help.

LAMERICAN
^CANCER
f SOCIETY

8

Shades of St. Cmix
"
Your Sunglass Shop

in the

Lower Cape Fear"

• Ray Ban
• Vuamet
• Serengeti

•Revo
•bolld

•AME
•Ziari

• Maui Jim
•Pro
• Costa Del Mar
• X-isle

•SkiOptiks
• Style Eyes
• Boris Becker

Styles Priced

From 17.00

All our Sunglasses
Have a total UV Block

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

iM!*0,

m!i'0'U»'m'>'*,M'<!A."'>

7* K

Cane Fear Shirtworks
"Qjiaiiiy_Imprinted Sportswear"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Beach Cover-ups, Tank Tops
• Golf Shirts

• Caps, Totes and More
•All EXCLUSIVE Designs-
Beach, Wilmington, Historic

All our T-shirts

are 100%
Pre-Shrunk Cotton

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Cape Fear Screen Printing
"Custom Screen Printing"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Golf Shirts, Caps
• Bandanas, Totes, Aprons and More
• Greeks- All your Garment Needs
• Team Numbers and Lettering
• Embriodery - Shirts and Caps
• In House Artist & Graphic Design Department
• Whether you need 12 or 1200 call us!

When
Quality

Counts

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

It's Hard To Believe!

swnwr

All For Under *20

Shoe Express
BRAND NAMES FOR LESS

University Commons Shopping Center

341 S. College Roed • Wilmington
(Neer Pharmor) 791-3888

Raleigh • Durham • High Point • Winston-Salem Fairfax

Not All Styles Available in All Stores

T
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
"YEAH...RIGHT"

With RaMONA HUPP
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Yes Virginia, There Is A West Virginia!

THE DUDEE | i|, DOWN FRONT

rate?
. <

I hope everyone had a great Fall Break! I

certainly did. There is something I just love about

getting into the car and taking off for the mountains

'\>i Wild, Wonderful, WEST Virginia. Who can

explain that true phenomoenon that suddenly allows

your radio to pick up only country and western

stations as soon as you start ascending? Another

puzzling event is that most poeple don't consider, or

won't admit its even exists. I don't how many
tjihes I've heard it refered to as "western Virginia",

df worse yet, just Virginia.

Well, for the record WEST Virginia broke from

Virginia in 1863, due to the conflict over the

slavery issue. They have been out on their own
ever since. So you see, there is a WEST Virginia,

which is not be confused with western Virginia,

which WEST Virginia once was. and eventhough

the two are closely related geographically and

historically, they are TWO separate states!

WEST Virginia is the state that elected a

governor who was indicted, but found not guilty in

his fust term, only to be re-elected several terms

later, and indicted again on different charges. I'm

sure he'll be re-elected has soon as his jail term is

over.

WEST Virginia is the state that reported

sightings of "Moth Man". A man-like creature with

an eight feet wing span, and bright red eyes that

hovered over the local lover's lane.

WEST Virginia is the state John Denver refers to

as "mountain mama".

If all of this weren't embarrassing enough,

WEST Virginia is the state I was born and
raised....Enough said. So, now you know! The
secret is out. I just like to make a few things clear:

(a) No, I was not born on the side of a mountain,

(well not literally anyway), (b) I did go barefoot, but

only in the summer, (c) And at no time was I, or

any members of my family, ever married to any of

my cousins!

It's funny how much more I appreciate it now
that I no longer live there. I'm not sure if that has

to do with age, or maybe the saying "abscence

makes the heart grow fonder" it true. This is

making me so homesick. I just want to pack up
those bags and move back to the mountains, the

scenery, the fresh air, the snow, the ice, the cold,

cold winters. ..Yeah.. .right!

You Too Can Spend Desperate

Hours Getting Up Close And
Personal With Kelly Lynch

Let's Try It One More Time
BY RAMONA HI PP

. ENTERTAINMENTEDD OR
-

The Smithereens concert,

with special guest Carry
Nation, has been re-scheduled

for November 15, 1990 at 8:00

pm, at Trask Coliseum. If you

have already bought a ticket

for the cancelled October 4th
show and you need a refund,

you must go to the SGA office

in the University Union. You
can only receive refunds during

the week of October 15-19.

If you would like to buy a

ticket to the re-scheduled

performance, you may do so

October 22-November 15, in

the University Union
Information booth only.
Tickets will no longer be

available through School Kids
Records.

BY TREV WYATT
MOVIE REVIEWER

Under the direction of Michael

Cimino (Year Of The Dragon),

Desperate Hours is expected to

be two things; one, a reversed

perspective on a different issue,

two, a severe strain on the special

FX crew to produce copious

amounts of warm, wet stage

blood. It's an unexpected pleasure

to see current headlines played out

by intelligent and competent

criminals, victims, and law
enforcement officials as fate is the

only thing that brings them

together.

Mickey Rourke (Pope of
Greenwich Village, Johnny

Handsome, Bar Fly) is the

measured genius, sporting a

Georgio Armani suit. Anthony

Hopkins (Magic) is the estranged

husband of Mimi Rogers (Tom
Cruise's ex). Kelly Lynch
(Drugstore Cowboy) is Rourke's

girl-friend/lawyer. With
exception of "Albert" the villains

token-deranged-assistant-sidekick,

who makes "Lenny" of

Steinbeck's Of Mice and Men
look like Carl Sagan, the

characters are all smart,

reasonable, and relatively human.

The most interesting of which

is the F.B.I, chief, who is female

and talks with a thick North

Carolina accent; but is

incumbered by neither of these

traditional stigmas. The F.B.I,

operation is run with that deft

big-brother-stop-at-no-cost-

precision. She gives orders that

Rambo would follow, and is

neither portrayed as a lesbian or a

manipulative vixen. Refreshing.

This unique character's successful

synthesis of hero and woman is

displayed best when she says she

may shoot somebody because

she's "... had a long day and her

earrings are killing her..." She

didn't run in heels. She didn't

crumble when it all came down.

But best of all she could handle

an arsenal of weapons that would

make "Gina" and "Big Booty

Trudy" of Miami Vice fame

request a desk job.

The struggle in Desperate
Hours is one of intelligence and
nerve not "wits". Cimino's
direction is at it's best, without

it's usual unnecessary bloodshed.

Don't be misled, the body count

is not established by natural

causes. It's a stressful,
unpredictable, violent, thinking

movie. Scenes are highlighted by

the F.B.I, sniper's red-laser beads

on the unknowing Kidnapper's

skulls and the special beauty of

"on location-Utah."

The only humorous aspect of

the Desperate Hours is Comino's

infatuation with Kelly Lynch's

"hooters".

"Yo, Mike-baby, sure those

two immaculate scoops of

feminine flesh are works of art,

but come on!"

Without even the premise or

hint of a "love" scene, these

perfect-38-D's are forever burned

into the audience's brain.. ..several

times. Cimino's cleverly places

spontaneous shots of Lynch's

breasts could bring the movie to a

screeching halt Maybe a classic

ah-oooh-gah!, horn would have

been appropriate at these

intermittent exhibitions.

Desperate Hours has
something for everyone although

the tension and copious amounts

of blood may weed out the

unconditioned. It's better than

"Presumed Innocent" but it's.. .it's

really in a class by itself. Things

are different here. It's good vs.

bad but there's no patsies or
hidden circumstances.

Hey, that's the way I see it.

You can see it at Cinema Six on

Oleander Drive. The nicest

theater in town.

Mark The Shark Survives His

Week On The Razor's Edge

How Safe Is It To Turn On Your Television?

BY MARK SCHARAP.A
MUSIC REVIEWER

Hello BOYZ and GORYZ
(that's girls for those who are not

up on their slang)! The Shark is

back and ready to kick serious

butt. The week before fall break

was complete Hell, even for the

Shark. Try this one on for size;

four tests in one day or five in

two, lost my woman (could it

have been the dinner at Mickey

D's?) , and I had no place to stay

for two days. Who said you can

keep a good man down?

I want to thank all the bands

who brought me samples of their

music, we recieved some really

interesting music. The local

winner was the band BIRDS AT
THE END OF THE ROAD. I

think they will do really well

nationally. I'll try to keep you

updated as things progress.

AC/DC
The Razors Edge

ATCO
7 1/2 Shark's Teeth

So you like the old AC/DC?
You know the stuff from the mid

70's to mid 80s? Me too! But,

this bird is of a different feather.

Brian Johnson still sounds the

same, and the Youngs are both

back and they are as good as ever.

AC/DC has been reduced to

mainstream POP/Metal, with the

exception of Got You by the

Balls (sounds pretty painful) and

Are You Ready. The album is

basically good and the rhythms

are uplifting. Thunderstruck is

the first video from the Edge if

you like it you will like the rest

of the album. There aren't any

ballads either, which is

something to be proud of today.

Overall this is typical stuff, not

great, but not bad, AC/DC is

tight as ever and Angus Young is

still one of the best guitarists'

around

BEST SONGS- Every song is

alright, but the best are all

mentioned above.

CHILD'S PLAY
RAT RACE
Chrysalis

8 1/2 Shark's Teeth

Have you ever been to

Baltimore? They really know
how to rock, from the alternative

to the thrash metal. If your into

it, they got it. Hammer Jack's

(the Mad Monk would easily fit

inside of it!) is the place to go to

see up and coming POP/Metal
(Hard Rock) bands. Anyway,

CHILD'S PLAY is the third band

within the last couple of years to

hail from the "rock capital" of the

eastern seaboard, the other two are

KIX and WRATHCHILD
AMERICA. Most of the bands

up there sound like KIX or

WRATHCHILD AMERICA
except for CHILD'S PLAY. This

is the first offering from these

guys, and MTV currently airs the

title track on video, of course.

Take a blender, mix in a dash

of rawness (KIX) and a dash of

Dirty rock n roll (DANGEROUS
TOYS) mix on high speed and

the result is really just CHILD'S
PLAY. The lyrics are somewhat

trite for the most part but some

songs are exceptional {Wind,

Evicted, and Pay Your Dues), the

raw exciting energy of the music

is really what makes it a good

addition to anyones collection.

BEST SONGS- Just about

the entire album is worth

listening to.

BYMICHELEMAYQ
Contributing Writer

They are off and
running. ..It's the new Fall line

up! But is it really safe to turn

on your television?

The Fresh Prince ofBel Air-

It's the rapping sensation in

stereo where available"

Rosanne- even if she can't

sing. ..she is still cool.

Full House- For those of us

who are home on Friday
nights, this is a great show.

What can I say.'There's a car

in the kitchen!"

Family Matters- It's Urkel
mania! The nerd is back to

hang for a while! "Laura, hands

as delicate as yours should

never handle trash!"(Urkel

exit, trip going out the door.)

You had to be there, I guess.

However, make plans to go

out after 9:00 pm (at least,

until November 6, when Dallas

returns with Erica Cane
herself!) Or tape it while your

out!

Who's The Boss? (They are

both wishy-washy) Still good,

but it would be so much better

if Angela and Tony would just

do it already!

Different World -Does
anyone really miss Lisa Bonet

(who the show was designed

for) at all?

The Cosby Show - Still

funny, but will he have a cow
as the Neilsen ratings come
in...?

Head of the Class- Thumbs
up. ..much improved since
Howard Hessman departed. But

hey, how many years can these

kids stay in high school for

God's sake? They are supposed

to be gifted students, aren't

they?

Young Riders - I'm not into

westerns, but I like this one
(which has nothing to do with

the predominantly all male

cast).

Cheers- Well, Sam and
Rebecca finally did it, and it's

still a good show.

Thirtysomething -Those
men ummmm....Nearer to me, I

wish they could be.

The Father Dowling
Mysteries- Hey, what convent
did this woman run from ?

Hey, if you committed a crime

would you want to be caught

by a team who has connections

with the BIG GUY!
Murder, She Wrote- And

well written at that. Jessica
has killed off everyone in

Cabot Cove, so now she has to

go off to some other cities for

her murderous plots. Can too

much of a good thing kill you,

Jessi?

China Beach- The
M*A*S*H* of the 90's.

Coleen McMurphy and K.C. try

to fill Hawkeye and
Honeycutt's shoe's, but there's

no martinis for these girls.

And isn't it nice that Boomer
is so much nicer looking than

Alan Alda ?

Twin Peaks- This season's

begining has left me in doubt

about who really killed Laura

Palmer...Will Agent Cooper be

able to do it in the next five

episodes? Are the owls really

what they seem?
Midnight Caller-

Entertaining, but it also makes

you aware of issues within our

own society. Sometimes it not

that far-fetched. Scary, huh?

Major Dad- It's an okay

show. ..He's a Marine, I'll let

him speak for himself.

Carol & Co.- Carol Burnett

is definetly making a

comeback with this multi-

colored show.

Empty Nest- Who ever
thought Kristy McNichol could
be a cop? Or that a show
about a pediatrician and his

eccentric daughters would be a

hit?

THURSDAY

Murphy Brown- Possibly

the best show on T.V.. She is

an inspiration to all women in

the work force to be able to

stand up for your values, and

still make it funny, what a

gift!

Designing Women-
Television's Steel
Magnolias. ..exudes cool self-

assurance.

There seems to be a growing
trend in television to try and
turn hit movies into sitcoms
these days. ...It aint workin'

guys. How long will it be

until Ernest will have his

weekly show? They can call it

"Ernest Goes To (fill in the

blank).

Ferris Bueller- "Dorky"
Matthew Broderick, he aint.

Uncle Buck- John Candy he

ain't.

The Trials of Rosie O'Neal-

Sharon Gless is still Sgt.

Cagney with an attitude,

posing as a D.A. divorcee.

Grand- Stupid, stupid,

stupid.. .no plot. If the old

man was "laid by the maid"

he'd die of a heart attack, thus

killing the show. ..which
wouldn't really be a bad idea.

Growing Pains- Carol, give

up your idealistic (and
unrealistic) news job. Ben,

taking after his big bro Mike,

is gettin' the babes. So
typical! Grow up already.

Coach- Do these guys ever

leave their offices for the field?

Is it any wonder Minnesota has

yet to win with Luther and
Dobber on their side?

Doogie- Cute, but it's hard

to imagine him as a real

doctor. When will the poor

guy be able to drink a

beer.. .legally?

Dear John- How long is

this guy going to be in
therapy...who cares?

Sunday Nights- Just go out,

or do homework or something.

SEABREEZE
with Dreamsicles

Yellow Rose Saloon

New Hanover Jaycees

County Fair

Carolina Beach Road

"I'm Not Rappaport"

Thalian Hall

MARSHMALLOW
STEAMSHOVEL with

Tunnel Vision

Mad Monk

FRIDAY

New Hanover Jaycees

County Fair

CAPTAIN COOK AND
THECOCNUTS
Front Street News

"I'm Not Rappaport"

Thalian Hall

MOVIN' PARTS
Guiseppe's

VOLTAGE BROTHERS
Mad Monk

ROCKINHORSEwith
THE PLANET ROCKERS
Yellow Rose Saloon

SATURDAY

ROCKINGHORSEwith
THE PLANET ROCKERS
Yellow Rose Saloon

New Hanover Jaycees
County Fair

Movin' Parts

Guiseppe's

"I'm Not Rappaport
Thalian Hall

CAPTAIN COOK AND
THEOOCUNUTS
Front Street News

CRY OF LOVE with

Tunnel Vision

Mad Monk

Bud Light Chili

Cook Off

HughMacRae Park

SUNDAY

New Hanover County
Museum (FREE)

TUESDAY

LIBERTY
Yellow Rose Saloon

The Blues Society

Front Street News

\^NESDAY

Fast Forward
Front Street News

Comedy Zone
256-2251
Front Street News
762-6397
Mad Monk
395-0280
Thalian Hall

763-3398
Guiseppe's

256-9600
Yellow Rose Saloon

791-2001

1/ r K
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Unless you really enjoy reading manuals,

get a Macintosh.

Tim Moses
Computer Science

Vanderbilt University

"Macintosh practically eliminates the

need to keep manuals next to my computer,

because-regardless ofwhich program I'm

using-I can open, close, save, and print files

in exactly the same way And you can't say

that about any other computer.

Today lots of other computers are attempting

to look and work like a Macintosh, but it's just not

f§B&h, possible.They're too fundamentally different

to begin with.This may sound a little

strange, but comparing a Macintosh to

other computers is like comparing

apples to oranges.You can squash the

orange into shape and paint it to look

like an apple, but underneath the

makeup, it's still an orange.

"It's funny-I work at the Vanderbilt

computer store and IVe seen lots

of people switch from other com-

puters to Macintosh, but IVe never seen

anybody with a Macintosh switch to

another computer."

For further information, visit:

The UNCW Bookstore

*
Why do people love Macintosh?

Ask them.

<. imo*wMComou»> >K •«»• f» An* ego «W htecnM* •» '•»«•<•<! ftadtm**. ol «CM ComeuW «K

( t
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SOPHOMORES
If you're enrolled in the second year of a

college program leading to an associate

degree, or have already received an associate

degree from an accredited junior/community
college, heres an opportunity offered to you

bv the Navy. If you continue on to a 4-year

college/university you could earn more than

Sl.lOO a month during your junior and senior

vears. As much as $40,000 by graduation. You
must be less than 26 at the time of enrollment

in a 4-vear institution, be a United States

citizen and have a GPA of 3.0 or better.

Navy representatives will be at the Career
Planning and Placement Center conducting
interviews on October 25 and administering the

Officer Aptitude Rating Test on October 26.

Interested students may sign up at the CPPC. For
more information call J.T. Howze at 1-800-662-

NAVY OFFICER
YOU AND THE NAVY.
FULL SPEED AHEAD.

mo matu
MONK

$ WlmmgtCK, Ncrtk Cmlim

«!

TonLaftt 10/ 18

<MafiAhjnallouL

StEjam&hjovel

QMday 70/79

| Jtotmrfqy 70/20

% Cly Ot Cove.

| Jtattttrffly 10/27
dlouiman
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IMPORTED HANDICRAFTS

RARE CARGO
B WARE!
•Belts (Guatemala)

•Bells (India)

•Bags (Variety)

•Books (Blank)

Backpacks (Nepal)

•Bracelets (Variety)

•Burners (Incense)

•Bajas (Mexico)

•Baskets (Africa)

•Barrets (France)

•Beads (Wide Variety)#Blankets (Mexico)

•Berets (Unusual) 'Buttons (Russia)

•Bumper Stickers • Baubles • Bangles •

IMPORTED HANDICRAFTS

RARE CARGO
30 North Front Street • 762-7636

Downtown Between Market and Princess Streets

5% Discount for each report "A" each semester •

Wforth SaviSaving.

BLOOP

/Vo/xr/v and Casualty Division

Cordially Inrilcs You to Attend Our

Am, ', . ;, tin, :!,,,! X >

I'm,,)) Hml. linun, 20',

THE SESSION WILL INCLUDE:

• Company Information
• InformationonCareerOpportunities in P&C Claims

• Benefit Information
• Pre-Employment Testing

We are looking for CLAIM'S ADJUSTERS who are deci-

sion makers, who can set priorities and work independ-

ently in a fast paced, stressful environment. Bachelor's

degree is preferred with a minimum GPA of 2.5. Must

have excellent communication, organizational and inter-

personal skills.

IN EXCHANGE FOR YOUR EXPERTISE,

WE WILL PROVIDE:

An Extensive Training Program

An Excellent Starting Salary

Career Advancement Opportunities

Flexible Benefits Package

A Challenging and Professional Work Environment

9
INTEGON"
INSURANCE

For Further Information

Please Call

THE CAREER PLANNING
And PLACEMENT CENTER

ON AKDIVINC IN BIS OWN CARTOON
bloop errs a chance to apply ii
NEWLY LEAHNED »,JprNtS5 TECHN10U

BO?' YEW WAS A DOW ,

165 ON D6 HERE NEW
{
TANGLE, KicE SftNftF

THROUGH ItoNDER REDj
sMl+toevi

WHV THAT UGrfT WAS AS
veoou: as these coffee
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THERE'S SOMETHING GOING ON AT UNCW. .

.

WHAT IS IT?

ITZA PIZZA ! !

I

FINALLY, DELICIOUS HAND-TOSSED PIZZA IS A REALITY IN MINUTES

EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOU! ITZA PIZZA OFFERS THE BEST PIZZA IN WILMINGTON

AND IT'S RIGHT HERE ON CAMPUS. NO MORE BUSY SIGNALS AND NO MORE

WAITING AROUND FOR THE OTHER GUYS ACROSS TOWN. ITZA PIZZA IS LOCATED

AT THE HAWK'S NEST WITH OVENS CRANKED AND VEHICLES PRIMED TO BRING YOU

AND YOUR FRIENDS HANDMADE PIZZAS WITH A VARIETY OF HEAT. CHEESE AND

FRESH VEGETABLE TOPPINGS.

WE MAKE OUR DOUGH DAILY AND YOU HAVE YOUR CHOICE OF REGULAR OR

WHOLE WHEAT CRUST. WE ALSO OFFER ICY COLD FOUNTAIN DRINKS AND A MOUTH

WATERING SELECTION OF SUBS. ALL THIS CAN BE DELIVERED AT THE LOWEST

PRICES AROUND BY THE FASTEST AND FRIENDLIEST FOLKS ON CAMPUS! WE HAVE

DAILY SPECIALS THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE WEEK AND GROUP RATES ARE

AVAILABLE, SO HAVE A PARTY WITH US!

GET TO KNOW ITZA PIZZA TODAY! GIVE US A CALL AT 395-3534 4-12 ANY

DAY OF THE WEEK. OUR FREE DELIVERY FOR ORDERS OF $5.00 OR MORE IS

SUN-THURS 4-12 AND FRI-SAT 7-12. PICK-UP ORDERS ONLY FRI-SAT 4-7.

THANKS FOR CHOOSING ITZA PIZZA!

TONY SLOAN, MANAGER

October, 1990
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CAMPUS SPECIALS- "THE SUITES"
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College Tuition Trend Continues, Prices Rise
For the tenth year in a row,

college tuition has risen faster

than the rate of inflation, the

College Board reported Sept. 27.

Students, moreover, can
expect tuition to keep rising faster

than other prices into the

foreseeable future, other sources
say.

"This year's college
undergraduates are paying an
average of 5 to 8 percent more for

tuition and fees over the last year,

depending upon the type of

institution they attend," the

organization's annual national
accounting of campus prices

stated.

By contrast the Consumer
price Index, the federal
government's barometer of how
much Americans pay for

everything from food to gas to

housing, rose by 4.5 percent from
1989 to 1990.

The College Board, a New
York-based nonprofit group best

known as the overseer o f

standardized admission tests,

blamed declining state funding for

the price hikes at most public
campuses.

In late September, for

example, many Virginia public

campuses added emergency tuition

"surcharges" to help them make
up for a drastic cut in state

education funding.

The College of William and

October Is The

Month ForAIDS

Awareness

October is National AIDS
Awareness Month. To heighten

awareness about the disease, those

it impacts, and how it can be

prevented, UNC Wilmington and

the New Hanover County Health

Department are joining forces to

present a photo exhibition-

"Breath! Women, Children, and

AIDS" until October 26 in on
the campus of UNCW.

Fourteen photos by nationally

known photographer Ann
Meredith will be on display. The
exhibit is the first of its kind to

focus on the hidden population of

the AIDS epidemic.

The artist will visit
Wilmington Oct. 17. From
1:30-4 pm, she will be in Randall

Library to share information and

discuss her photographs with

students and other interested

individuals. Then that evening
from 7-7:30, she will again be

available with her portraits

followed by a 7:30 lecture by the

artist in the auditorium of Randall

Library. The public is invited to

view the documentary
photographs and attend the free

lecture.

Ann Meredith began taking

pictures of women and children

who have AIDS in 1987.

Through the photographs and
accompanying text, Breath!

portrays the personal struggles,

hopes, fears and dreams
experienced by women who have

AIDS. The tender, intimate
images depict the women at

home, alone, on the street, in the

hospital and together with their

family and friends. Meredith has

combined the inevitable tragedy

of this disease with the courage

and strength each woman exudes

as she lives out her commitment
to living her life in a meaningful

way. A documentary
photographer who has filmed

women's culture for the last 20

years, Meredith said her works

show "women living with this

disease, not dying with it. I

convey the courage and strength,

fears and hopes of women as they

confront, on a aaily basis, the

physical, spiritual, psychological

and emotional ramifications of

this disease in their lives."

Mary and the University of

Virginia want to add 5 percent and

10 percent surcharges, respectively

to already-announced tuition hikes.

California state campuses,
facing similar cuts, may increase

registration fees by 10 percent

next year, even after trying to save

money this year by cancelling

course sections and laying off

employees.

Enrollment declines also left

many schools with fewer students

around to pay them tuition.

"All types of colleges and

universities were affected by a

decline in the number of

traditional students," noted the

College Board report

Troubles At 'Mid-Echelon"

Campuses
Private campuses generally

had to raise their prices to cover

the costs of higher faculty salaries

and maintaining buildings.

Students at "middle echelon"

private campuses tended to suffer

the biggest price hikes of all this

year, added Arthur Hauptman, a

consultant to the American
Council on Education in

Washington, D.C.

For example, University of

Puget Sound students are paying

$1,120, or 10.9 percent, more in

tuition this year than in 1989-90.

"We held a protest," said Lisa

Larson of the Washington's

school's student government

"When you come to this

university , they don't tell you to

expect a 10.9 percent increase

every year. The rate of financial

aid doesn't increase to cover extra

expense," Larson maintained.

Puget Sound President Philip

M. Phibbs said the extra money,
which adds up to $3.3 million,

would pay for faculty salaries,

improved services and increased

student aid.

"We want to be in a

competitive position in the
1990s," he explained.

Campuses as diverse as

Jacksonville State, Temple, Penn
State, Michigan State and Harvard

universities, the universities of
Utah and Tennessee, and
Madisonville (Ky.) and Tyler

(Texas) community colleges sited

similar reasons for raising their

prices this year.

Yet the benefits are not
always obvious to students.

While Puget Sound's Larson

agreed some of her professors

deserve to be paid more, "it's

disappointing when I have

professors that aren't worth (the

increase)."

Back-door Hikes

The few campuses that did not

impose hikes this year say they

may lose faculty members who,

living on modest salaries, could

opt for higher-paying jobs at other

schools or in private industry.

"Our faculty salary increases

(this year) were minimal," said

Bob Woggon, a spokesman for

Northern Illinois University,
which along with Illinois State

and Sagamon State universities

froze tuition at 1989-90 levels.

"That puts (the university) in a

very bad position."

But a tuition increase
predicted for next year may scare

away students, said Sagamon State

spokesman Porter McNeil. "We're

afraid we're going to lose

students," he said.

"It's always a last resort to

raise tuition," he said.

A variety of schools that don't

want to raise tuition precipitously

raise student fees instead.

In the past year, the

universities of Wisconsin,
California and North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, as well as Michigan

State and Indiana universities

announced fee hikes.

Fee raising is "especially
prevalent in states where colleges

have little or no control" over
their budgets, said Hauptman,
author of several national tuition

studies.

Officials at the 34 State

University of New York
campuses, for example, created or

drastically hiked a half dozen fees

students must pay for

Orientation Leaders Sought
The Office of the Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs is

looking for twenty energetic,

dedicated, responsible students to

be 1991 Summer Orientation

Leaders. The Orientation

program is directed by Dr.
Richard Mullendore, Associate

Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs. Tina Ford and Kimberly

Smith have been selected as

Student Directors for the 1991

program, and they will assist in

the selection process, leader

training, and implementation of

the summer program.

For the first time, the
Orientation Leader selection

process is being held in the fall.

These leaders will assist entering

freshmen in getting acquainted

with UNCW this summer. The

theme for the 1991 program will

once again be "VISIONS".

An informational meeting will

be held on October 23, 1990, at

8:00 pm in the University Union
room 100. This meeting is not

mandatory, but will give

applicants a chance to learn about

and discuss the responsibilities of

Orientation Leaders. There will

also be past Orientation Leaders

on hand to answer questioned.

Applications will be available at

this meeting.

From October IS until

November 16, applications will

be available in the Office of the

Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs (101 Alderman),
Residence Life Activities Center

and the University Union
Information Center. Applications

must be turned in to the Office of
the Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs no later that Friday,

November 16, 1990, at 5:00 pm.
Applicants will schedule
interviews upon submitting the

application, and interviews will

be held after Thanksgiving break.

Applicants must maintain at

least a 2.0 GPA and be available

for all three Summer Orientation

sessions (June 13-14, 16-17, 20-

21) and all training sessions.

There will be valuable training

two nights per week (Monday and

Wednesday 8:30 pm-9:30 pm)

from February 4 through April

10.

This is an excellent
opportunity for leaders and
potential leaders to use and

enhance their leadership skills.

Each Orientation Leader will

receive $200.00 for all three

sessions plus meals and a

residence hall room during

Orientation. Freshmen and
upperclassmen are encouraged to

apply, and former Orientation

Leaders who wish to apply may

do so.

Network Adventures Outdoors
The Leadership Center's Outdoor

Adventure Network sponsored a

backpacking trip over Fall Break

to the Birkhead Wilderness area

near Asheboro, North Carolina.

Seven UNCW students
accompanied Brock Snyder on

this three day adventure.

The purpose of this trip was not

just to have fun but also to teach

outdoor adventure skills. Despite

the rather wet weather conditions,

this trip provided the opportunity

for the participants to experience

wilderness travel, outdoor
cooking, map and compass
reading and other camping
techniques that are safe to the

environment.

This trip was designed to orient

these students with the type of

camping trips that the Outdoor

Adventure Network will continue

to offer students throughout this

year. The following students will

work together to provide at least

five more trips like this one

throughout the year; Patrick

Campbell, Mike MacDonald,
Tiffin Vaugn, Mandy Holliday,

Kathleen Mercer, Jim Baker, and

Paula Frueler.

The Leadership Center provided

most of the equipment for the

trips and will continue to do so.

Students who are interested are

strongly encouraged to contact

Brock Snyder in the Leadership

Center, room 212 of the

University Union or call 395-

3877.
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ACROSS

1 Lift

6 Band
1

1

Hunting dog
12 Mum
14 Near
15 Mechanical

contrivance

17 Concerning

18 Possessive

pronoun
20 Glisten

21 Kingof Judah

22 Zest

24 Greek letter

25 Halt

26 Moves about

furtively

28 Citrus fruit: pi.

30 Simian

31 Edge
32 Keepsakes

35 Befall

38 War god
39 Also

41 Man's name
42 Through
43 South American

mammal
45 Dine

46 For example:

abbr.

47 Spotted

49 Hebrew letter

50 Spin

52 Football team
54 Famed
55 Units of physical

force

DOWN
1 Climbing palm

2 Equally

3 Doctrine

4 Oceans

The
Weekly

Crnsswnrd
Puzzle

5 Engraves with

add
6 Pertaining to

the backbone
7 Pitch
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8 Single

9 Hypothetical

force

10 Individual

11 Badgers
13 Harvests

16 Strike

19 Rubber-bot-

tomed footwear

21 Reduce to fine

particles

23 Yawns
25 Strike

27 Range of

knowledge

29 Before

32 Candle
33 A state

34 Declared

35 Cooked in hot

water

36 Arranges in

folds

37 Consumed
40 Choose
43 Carry

44 Depend on
47 Small rug

48 Lair

51 As far as

53 Brother ot Odin
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transportation, health and other
services.

The fees are "chiefly a

revenue-raiser for the university,"

asserted Judith Krebs of the state

wide SUNY student association.

More Increases To Come
Students at the University of

Buffalo, where tuition did not rise

this year, were so angered by a

stiff new bus fee that they stormed

a campus building in late August.

College prices, Hauptman
said, will keep rising.

About the only thing that

will keep them from going up
faster than the inflation rate, he

added, is if the inflation rate itself

accelerated.

If there was a huge jump in

inflation next year it might be the

other first year college costs didn't

go up faster than the prices of

other services, Hauptman said.

But then colleges would

probably have to catch up by

raising their prices faster, too.

"Typically, college tuition

rates tend to lag a year or two

behind inflation," he said.

All bets are off, however, if

current economic uncertainties

bloom into a full-scale recession.

In that instance, states would
collect less tax money, and

consequently have less to give

their colleges. Short of money,

campuses would have little choice

but to ask their students to pay
more for their classes, Hauptman
noted.

he thought that, in a

recession, tuition at private

colleges would probably remain

stable to meet market demands.

Four-year private campuses
tended to impose the steepest

tuition price hikes for the 1990-91

school year, the College Board
found in its annual accounting of

what students pay for higher

education. Among other
conclusions:

Two-year public colleges:

Tuition and fees average $884, a 5

percent increase over 1989-90.

Two-yeat private colleges:

Students this year are paying an

average of $5,003, 8 percent more
than the $4,638 they spent last

year.

Four-year public colleges:

Tuition and fees this year averaged

$1,809, up 7 percent from the

$1,696 sudents paid last school

year.

Four-year private colleges*

Tuition increased, on average, 8

percent to $9,393, up from the

1989-90 average of $8,663.

Leadership Conference
Eastman And Leutze To Speak
On Saturday , October 20th

from 9am to 4pm, the second

annual Student Leadership
Conference (SIX) will take place

in the University Union. Over

20 workshops will be offered on

various leadership topics.

This conference is designed to

teach different aspects of
leadership skills to UNCW
students as well as students from

local high schools and members
of the community. Among the

;many topics that will be covered

are delegation, communication

skills, running effective

meetings, time management,
being active and a good student.

Chancellor James Leutze and
Coach Kevin Eastman are just

two of the speakers scheduled.

This is an exciting opportunity

for UNCW students who want to

improve their leadership skills.

Last year, over ISO students

participated in the conference

which was held in January.

Many of the students who
attended last year asked that the

conference be held during the fall

semester so that they would have

the entire year to use what they

had learned about leadership.

Just last year, the conference

is planned completely by student

leaders. This year's Emerge II

class planned the Student
Leadership Conference; they are

David Garriga, Susan Hurst,

Krister. Grady, Billy DeYoung,
DiShon Cain, Ann Marie Fay,

Track Shelly, and Sheila Walker.

There is a $10 registration fee.

This fee includes lunch and
handouts. Registration forms

may be picked up in the
Leadership Center, room 212 of

the University Union.
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PiTLRHTelS
Heeds an Editor

Requirements are:

Knowledge and understanding of

prose, poetry, visual arts,

and photography

Good organizational skills

2.0 GPA
One semester experience on Atlantis

or related experience

Responsibilities include selecting

staff, training staff, managing budget,
working with advisor and publisher,

and serving on Media-Publications

Board

Deadline for Applications

Today at 5:00pm

Apply at SGfl office, UU200.
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SEAHAWK SPORTS

Uieline

ensations
Patrick Fowler
Sports Editor

We
We

Will

Will

RockYou!
After a week sabbatical to the beach and a break

from the pressure of an ever present deadline my
mind has had time to explore new areas of concern

in the sports world. However the only thought

coming to my mind now is how short Fall Break

was. I want another one. Of course I also want to

win McMillions but I don't think my chances are

any better for getting that than a second paid

vacation. So since I'm stuck here at the computer I

might as well write something intelligent I know,

that never stopped me before.

From the look of tired faces on students

Monday morning, I say Midnight Madness was a

success. This is a really exciting tradition that is

being started here. For those who don't know what

Midnight Madness is or missed the festivities

Sunday night I will endeavor to explain.

Midnight Madness is the official opening of the

basketball season. NCAA rules prohibit any

organized practice of teams until Oct. 15. So many

teams have given their fans a taste of the acuon that

will come during the season by holding their first

practice precisely at 12:01 a.m. The practice itself

isn't much of practice, more like a showcase with

high-flying slam dunks, fancy passing, and

booming rock music in the background.

The Madness is a throw-back to the pep rallies

of the fifties where spirit assemblies and bonfires

were essential before a crucial home match. It is an

attempt to get both the players and the fans excited

about a start of a new season. Coach Kevin Eastman

said Sunday night, that he wanted Trask to be the

toughest area to play in the Colonial Athletic

Conference. Just think, we could be the Cameron
Indoor Stadium of the CAA.

Teams from across the country would cringe at

the thought of coming to Wilmington to play.

Sports broadcasters like Al Michael would timidly

venture out on the parquet floor of Trask in suits of

armor equipped with a can of mace and a shield.

They would call us savages, animals, unruly

heathens. It would be awesome!!

A decibel meter naturally would be installed

over the scoreboard measuring every single fan's

screams of joy and anguish. The ground would
rattle, stands shake, as sounds would echo loudly

the walls. Temperature levels would rise, blood

levels and emotions too. And nobody better whistle

a foul against the home team.We would of course

have to come up with some original cheers of our

own as well to rival those of Duke.

Instead of standing up and pointing at the exit

when a opposing player fouled out we could give

the old baseball ejection signal and sing "Hit the

Road, Jack and don't come back no more, no more,

no more." Air balls would be followed by laughter

and renditions of "You.You.You" would be heard if

the vistors committed a turnover, fouled, or went to

the bathroom. Every team we play in the CAA
would be at our mercy. No rival could escape the

razzing from Seahawk fans.

The Blue Devil fans tossed shoes at N.C. State

players at the start of their game in Duke. They did

this because of the NCAA investigation involving

State players selling university paid basketball

hightops. We could do outdo them easily; we have

lots of characters in the CAA. Here are just a very

suggestions for some Seahawk opponents.

James Madison Lefty Drisell, definite bald

head night, George Mason—Has coach Ernie

(Nestor), Where's Bert game?, East Carolina-— Dee

(Copeland) Yugo Go Home (Copeland played on the

CAA team in Yugoslavia, Navy—- (Make head

coach Pete Hermann Smile Night) or pictures of the

Little Rascals dog, Petey on sticks an posters,

Richmond— Fly swatters night for those pesky

spiders, William and Mary—-Swenson's (Chuck) Ice

Cream Hat Night, featuring Apple (Jimmy) pies.

These are only a few of the possibilities we
could attain. With huge, energetic, creative fans,

the sky's the limit. There could be tidal waves,

crowd cheers ("We Will Rock You"), and count

downs of the final ten seconds. Anybody in back of

the enemy basketball goal would be expected to

distract the free-throw shooter by any means
possible. This would include but not limited to

posters of pretty women, waving hands, screaming,

and promises of first born child if the shooter will

misses. Losing teams would naturally be escorted

out of Trask curtsey of a rounding rendition of

"Hey, Hey, Good Bye!!"

But this fan fanaticism can only take off if

people are willing to get out to the game and go
nuts in the stands. Trask is not one of the largest

coliseums in the CAA or the newest but it can be

the rowdyish. But not with you. This is a sports

saying that's there is no place to play like home.

Teams thrive on student support and pump
themselves by it. With a little effort we could make
the statement "A home court-advantage" really ring

true.

<

Tribe, Spiders Feast On Hawks
BY SIJZI SHRRIFfKI n
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRTTER

The UNCW men's soccer team finished out
their Colonial Athletic Association scheldule this

season with two home stands against William &
Mary and Richmond. The next time the Seahawks
encounter CAA, opponents will be in the conference

championship Nov. 1-4. UNCW has a 2-5 overall

in the CAA and will be seated fifth in the
tournament James Madison will be the top seed.

"Although the 2-5 mark doesn't seem so great,

the CAA is a competitive conference and it will
place us sort of near the middle," said midfielder
Greg Diamond.

Within Brooks field's newly constructed player
fence, which enhances the stadium effect of the
soccer field, the UNCW Seahawks were defeated by
William & Mary Oct. 6 by a final count of 3-1.
The Tribe scored their three goals in the first half,

two coming off penalty kicks. UNCW netted a goal
in the first half as well when Alex Sibinovic scored
on a penalty kick. The goal was the only shot the
Seahawks attempted in the first half. William &
Mary outshot UNCW 14-7 in the match.

Defensively, the Seahawks were successful in

shutting down the William & Mary attack in the
second half. Most of the second period proved to be
a defensive struggle with neither team able to mount
a successful attack on the goal. The Seahawks did
put more shots on goal but could not seem to find
the range. Carlos Davis received a red card during
the contest preventing him from participating in the
UNCW's last CAA game against Richmond on
Saturday.

Dean Marnell replaced Davis in the field and
played aggresively, as did the team as a whole.
Though the Seahawks lost 1-0, UNCW proved
competitive in one of their toughest matches this
season. The Seahawks high pressure defense

SS^Sr Seni°r ££ PiK,tr dirtC'S *S " Brooks Field where the Seahawks played one of their two coifed

resulted in a "sea-saw" battle on the field with the

teams fighting it out on both ends. Mike Gerics
"had an assignment", as he called it to shut down
the fourth scorer in the nation and was successful.

"I feel pretty excited that we shut him down
except for that one little mistake and it cost us,"

Gerics said.

The mistake, was a Spider goal with only 5:19
left in the second half. UNCW had four saves
against Richmond but was outshot 8-6. Overall
Gerics does not feel Richmond proposed much of
threat to the team. "We can play with anyone in the

league, we just have to be on the high of the wave
and ride it through," Gerics said.

Both Marnell and Diamond played impressively
against the Spiders both with near goals. Marnell
has been a leader on the team and has put forth
much effort this, his last season according to head
coach Jackie Blackmore. Both intensity and great
effort showed itself on the field Saturday through
the entire UNCW team. This combination proves
to be a healthy one both physically and mentally for
the team in CAA season contests where the
tournament is concerned.

"After all the conference games we play this
season, they (CAA teams) don't seem out of reach
in the tournament" said Scott Lefteris.

UNCW plays Lenoir Rhyne on Saturday.

Seahawk Spikers Sweep Chanticleers 15-11,15-8,15-7
BY PATRICK FOWIFR

SPORTS EDITOR

The Lady Seahawks bounced back in a big way
Tuesday night by downing Coastal Carolina in three
straight games 15-11, 15-8, 15-7, in Hanover Hall.

UNCW who had just begun their Colonial
Athletic Association schedule this past weekend
took on a team that they had difficulties earlier this

season. Last Saturday, the Seahawks split a pair of
matches in Greenville, N.C. in the East Carolina
Round-Robin Tournament. UNCW defeated
American University in three straight games (16-14,
15-3, 15-13) before being given a taste of their own
medicine in the afternoon match against George
Mason. The Patriots destroyed the Seahawks 9-15
9-15,4-15.

UNCW enter the match against Coastal with a
8-5 record overall and 1-1 record in the CAA. The
Seahawks were cautious entering Tuesday contest
still harboring memories of what happen last time
these two teams met in early Sept in Conway, S.
C . There, the Lady Chants jumped out to a two to
nothing lead in games and looked to finished
UNCW off in the game three. It took an "all or
nothing" effort by the Seahawks to escaped the
upset and win three games to two, 9-15,11-15, 15-
10,15-13, 15-7.

The Seahawks had a scare early in game one
falling behind early but composed themselves and
pounded their opponents with quick sets spikes and
strong defensive plays, especially in the block
department

In game one the Lady Chants ran out to a 5-2
lead using a soft spike that found the Seahawk
players caught out of position. Adjustment were
made and following a Heather Kimble Spike the
Seahawks went on an 8-2 run and vaulted into the
lead 10-7.

The score was knotted at 10 a piece moments
later as Coastal Carolina players dug in their heels.
The teams traded sideout twice before UNCW got
rolling again. Christy ended the first game with a

vicious spike, 15-11.

"It always seems to take us a while to get

started but once we came back and tied the score at

six I knew we would be alright." said head coach
Kathy McDaniel.

Game two saw the Seahawks seize command
jumping out 12-1 before Coastal begin to fight

back. The Lady Gents ran off five unanswered
points and seem to be mounting a comeback but the

Seahawks slowed them down enough to win 15-8.

UNCW used it's height superiority to stuff Chant's

shot all night long.

In the final game of the evening the Seahawks
showed signs of fatigue on the floor falling behind
quickly 3-6. The emergence of Kimble back in as

server seemed to rallied UNCW as the Lady
Seahawks reeled off five unanswered points on a 12-

1 run winning the game and the match 15-7.

"They're (Coastal Carolina) not a power team
like us but they keep the ball in play and force you
to make the mistake," said junior setter Julie
Shouse.

Top performers for UNCW included were senior
Hannah Helton and junior Kim Cavanaugh. Helton
had 23 digs on the night and eight kills while
Cavanaugh stuffed the ball ten times on blocks.

Cavanaugh leads the Seahawks in kills (17),
solo blocks (12), and hitting percentage (.254).
Currently she is ranked fifteenth in the nation in

block with a average of 1.595 a game.
"To have ten blocks in one night is really

amazing," said assistant coach Elaine Penn. "Most
of the time you see block numbers like that at the
end of a week of matches."

"We had a power line-up in their tonight and it

looks like it will be a plus for us this season," said
head coach McDaniel.

The Seahawks go on the road next to take on
more CAA competition against James Madison and
William and Mary this weekend. UNCW remaining
home games are against Campbell (Oct. 30) and
Baptist (Nov. 6).

nWTO BY IRNN1FER YOUNO
Sophomore setter , Sheldon Plentovich, readies a ball to be
spike by one of her teammates. UNCW look en Coastal Caroline
before an enthusiatic crowd Tuesday night

Underdog Rugby Team Pulls The Upset
BY PAUL THDMPCniU ci__i w-._ r^ ,. .. .... - ;-. . . .

-*BY PAUL THOMPSON)
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRTTER

The UNC-Wilmington rugby team is off to a 1-

3 start this season, one win better than their record
at this point last season. But despite what seems to
be a disappointing position, the team is very
confident and spirits are remaining high.

A great deal of that confidence came from what
could be one of the most stunning upsets in UNCW
rugby history. After losing to N.C. State, 50-0, in
the second week of the season, the Seahawks
defeated the Duke Blue Devils in Durham 9-3. The
Seahawks went into the game 38 1/2 point
underdogs but played past everyone's expectations.

Coach Andrews was elated by his team's-victory
and had nothing but praise for the young squad

"The guys figured they had nothing to lose, so
they went out there and just hit as hard as they
could. We kept the ball in our possession alot and
threw their game plan off."

The match itself, was a defensive showcase
with the Blue Devil's only scoring on a penalty kick
in the second period.

"Our defense is really what kept us in it they
shut down the offense and didn't allow us to score
they really played better than I expected. All of the
boys played with guts, determination, and hard
playing and that's what it takes to win games. I'm
extremely proud of them," Andrews said.

Flanker Mark Farina scored the points for the

Seahawks with backside help from Jim Ferguson.
"Mark (Ferina) played well on both sides of the

ball while fullback John Meiser played outstanding

by blocking everything they kicked at us."

The preceding week UNCW traveled to Raleigh
to take on the N.C. State Wolfpack, who were
runners-up to ECU in 1989. Although the

Seahawks played well, they were outmanned and
were defeated 50-0. Coach Andrews was puzzled
with the loss, but felt the team was playing well.

"They (N.C. State) are always a perennial
power and outplayed us at every position. They
have more experience and j us t wore us out"

Last week (Oct. 6), the rugby team rode their

emotional high into Jacksonville to meet Camp
Lejeune, a team who was the national military

runners-up in 1989. The Seahawks were major
underdogs in this game and escaped with a 22-7
loss. Coach Andrews considered this an emotional
victory for the team and the team felt pretty good
about holding their own with Camp Lejeune.

Team president Dan Jacobavitz was impressed
with the team's effort, "... the new players are
catching on faster than we thought and the veterans
are learning more with each game. We are looking
stronger after each game."

Coach Andrews cited the excellent depth as a
reason that the team is playing so well,

"We have more players coming out each week

a fairly healthy team
and that helps us keep
together." Jacobavitz said

He later added, "At the beginning of the season
we had just enough players to cover one side (15)
plus a few more, but now we have 50 guys, which
allows us to cover two sides and back-ups at most
positions."

Andrews also noted that the team is
communicating well and that is a big factor in
putting together a winning club.

"This team has all the tools to compete for a
championship in the next year or two but its just a
matter of getting them to come together as a team.
Right now they are on a mid-season high after
beating Duke and holding on with Camp Lejeune

"

If they can take that high and use it to glue together
the loose ends, UNCW's rugby team is looking at a
very promising future.

Coach Andrews has a lot of young talent on
this team and immediately came up with four
newcomers that he expects major contributions
from. Freshmen Wade McGowen and Eric Hales
will do well for us, they have a lot of potential
Scott Hagan is a big guy (6'5") and is looking good
already, and Raymond Oluoch is one that we are
expecting a lot from. He played high school in
Kenya and has the experience we need.''

The Seahawks next game is this Saturday
against the Myrtle Beach community team

h
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Orientation Leader Applications

Available
The Orientation Leader selection process has

begun. Applications are available through
November 16 at the Information Center, Residence

Life Activities Center, and the office of the Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs (101 Alderman). The
application deadline will be 5:00 p.m. on November
16. Interviews will take place November 27-

December 7. The new 1991 Student Orientation

Leaders will be notified by the end of the fall

semester. Energetic, dedicated, and outgoing
students are encouraged to apply.

Trout Farm Trip
UNCW Aquaculture Club Meeting. All

welcome. Will be discussing future trip to trout

farm. Meeting November 1 at 5:00 in Friday Hall

Room 120.

Health Style Club Meeting
There will be a Health Style Club meeting 7:00

p.m. in Room 206 of the University Union on
Monday, November 5.

Ace Presents "Hands Off, Let's Talk"
Having problems in your love life? Confused

about last night's date? Well, we have just what you
need. ACE Arts and Lectures in conjunction with

Sexual Assault Awareness Week presents "Hands Off
Let's Talk", a lecture on sex and dating with Bob
Hall on Monday, November 12 at 8 p.m. in

Cameron Auditorium. Bring a date or bring a friend.

Free admission for free advice.

No More Refunds!!!!!

There will be no more refunds for Smithereens

tickets as of today. For information on the show
call Student Activities at 395-3827.

Information for Non-trads and
Commuters

Nontraditional and Off Cammis Commuter
Students look for an information table in the

University Union on Wednesday, November 7 th

from 11 am to 2 pm providing you with an

opportunity to discuss your specific needs and
concerns.

Sexual Assault and Awareness Week
"Breaking The Bonds of Silence and Violence"

is the theme of the 1990 Sexual Assault and
Awareness Week, observed Nov. 12-16. Numerous
activities are planned. Look for a schedule of events

in next week's Seahawk!

University Union Applications

The University Union is currently accepting

applications for Office Assistants, Information

Center Attendants, Facility Assistants, and Building

Managers. Applications and information are

available in the University Union Administration

Office (Room 214).

House and Yard Sweep
Fifty enthusiastic women representing the Chi

Omega fraternity organized and participated in a

community wide "House and Yard Sweep" October

18th through the 20th. A total of five houses were
visited over the three day period. The New Hanover
County Department of Aging provided Chi Omega
with names of incapacitated individuals who had

requested such help as raking leaves and
miscellaneous house work. Congratulations Chi
Omega for well done! If your club or organization is

actively volunteering please contact The Leadership

Center in the University Union Room 212 so we
can recognize your groups accomplishments.

Delta Sigma Theta And Sigma Phi
Epsilon to Hold Dance

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority and Sigma Phi
Epsilon Fraternity will be sponsoring a dance/step
show on November 17 in Room 100 of the
University Union. It will be held from 10:00 to
2:00. Thank you for your cooperation and support.
If you have any questions please leave a message for
JoiFalana at (919) 395-3553.

Grand Opening for New Union
Plans have begun for the Grand Opening of the

new union facility. Interested in supplying ideas

and/or in helping plan the events? If so, stop by
Room 214 in the University Union, or leave your
name at the Information Center.

The Search Is On!!!

Could you be a UNCW Global Volunteer? The
search is on for students to go on the
UNCW/Mexico Service Learning Project scheduled

for May 12-May 24, 1991. If you are interested,

come to an informational meeting on Wednesday,
November 7, 1990 in The Leadership Center, UU
212 from 5-6 p.m. Call Bob Haywood at

799-8497 or Cathy Birmingham at 395-3877 for

more information.

Ztrut ^Four Stuff. . .

KAPPA ALPHA PLEDGES did their They managed to rate the highest
"chain gang" skit at the annual Pledge fraternity score of the night. See the story

Show at Kenan Auditorium last Friday, on page 8.

Alternatives! Receives Award
BY DAVID BURKE

NEWS EDITOR

Alternatives!, UNCW's substance abuse prevention

organization, was recognized for "outstanding efforts in

the<fight against drug and alcohol abuse" at a conference

in Raleigh Monday and Tuesday.

The conference, called Decision '90, was sponsored

by the state Alcohol Board of Control.

Larry Height, Director of Decisions '90, said that the

award was made to give Alternatives! "special

recognition" for its work in alcohol awareness. "We
encourage other schools to do likewise," Height said.

The award was the only one given at the conference.

Christine Stump, Peer Advisor at Alternatives!, said

that a presentation given at the Decisions '89 conference

had gone a long way to develop state-wide interest in

the UNCW program. Even so, Stump said that the

award came as a complete surprise.

Dianne Reichard, Acting Coordinator at Alternatives!

said, "I think UNCW and Alternatives! is fortunate to

receive this kind of recognition on the state level."

Reichard said that the key to the success of

Alternatives! is student involvement. Students prove to

be more effective than faculty or staff members in

promoting awareness and responsibility for drugs and

alcohol, Reichard said.

Reichard said that an award which gives recognition

in front of similar North Carolina organizations "means

a lot".

Stump also credited University and Administration

support in improving the ability of Alternatives! to

achieve its goals. Peer Advisor Lauren Fuller agreed,

saying, "The staff at UNCW is so supportive of our

program, they really try to involve themselves in what
we do, and help us whenever they can."

Height said that approximately 350 representatives

from 40 schools in North Carolina, including all of the

16 state universities, attended the one and one half day
conference, which was held at the North Raleigh Hilton.

The conference was held for the second year to educate

the college community about alcohol on campus. This

year the conference also focused on alcohol advertising

on campus, featuring representatives from beer
manufacturers and from Mothers Against Drunk
Driving.

Stump and Peer Advisor Heather Houston gave a

presentation at the conference Tuesday called "A Look
At Alternatives!" discussing peer education programs at

UNCW.
Alternatives! peer advisors can do any of five

presentations for classes, organizations, and clubs. The
presentations are titled "Alternatives! Overview", "Nuts
and Bolts of Drugs and Dope", "Decisions and
Consequences", "Outdoor Adventure and 'Natural

Highs'", and "Alcoholism: The Disease".

"We don't preach abstinence," Reichard said, but

instead try to insure safety with alcohol.

Alternatives! is already gearing up for National

Collegiate Drunk and Drugged Driving Awareness

Week, which will be December 3-7. The group will be

distributing information about the penalties and

alternatives to driving while impaired by drugs or

alcohol.

UNCW Feels
Double Loss

BY PHILLIP I nimHITN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Tragedy struck a double blow to the UNCW
community last Wednesday with the deaths of
eighteen year-old Sarah Kidder-Lyne and
Chairman of the Board of Trustees, F. Pete
Fensel.

Kidder-Lyne, a freshman from Takoma Park,
Md., was found dead Wednesday afternoon in her
room at Graham hall. No apparent signs of
violence or suicide were found. According to

various sources, Kidder-Lyne had a mild-case of
cerebral palsy, but as of Wednesday, there had
been no definite link between the disease and
her death.

Friends described her as "sweet" and "smart",
and also as an "activist" and "non-conformist";
saying that she did not hesitate to get involved
with issues that mattered to her. She was a

member of the campus chapter of SADD and was
also involved with the environmental
organization ECO. According to her roommate,
Kidder-Lyne was not completely happy with
UNCW and Wilmington. She had discussed
transferring back to Maryland.

A memorial service was held for Kidder-Lyne
in the Union Sunday. Later that afternoon, a
tree was planted in her memory in front of
Graham Hall where she lived.

Pete Fensel died in his sleep early last

Wednesday morning of a heart attack. Fensel,

72, had served for seven years as a member of
the Board of Trustees at UNCW, the last two of
which were spent in the position of Chairman.
He was also involved as a trustee at New
Hanover Memorial Hospital. These, with his

other accomplishments portray him as very
civic-minded and outgoing.

Fensel was a graduate of Notre Dame. After

a year of medical school, he joined the Army Air
Corps and served during World War II as a

bomber pilot, earning several awards. After his

return, he founded F.P. Fensel Supply Company
in Wilmington. Community leadership
positions he has held range from a director of
the Committee of 100 to President of the 1969
Azalea Festival.

In a statement to the press, Chancellor
Leutze said that the university community was
"shocked and saddened by the death of Peter

Fensel". T
,tze then pointed out the many

contrib> ^os Fensel had made to UNCW over
the •

.,, and his services to the community.
)oNC President CD. Spangler also eulogized

Fensel in a prepared statement, saying that "he

left a legacy in selecting Chancellor James
Leutze which will benefit the University of
North Carolina at Wilmington and cause all of us

to remember Pete's diligent efforts to obtain the

very best leadership for our university".

Fensel chaired the Chancellor Search
Committee during the past summer. A resolution

passed by the Board of Trustees commends him
for his service in that capacity as well as for the

other accomplishments during the seven years he
spent on the Board.

Teach-in Gives

Persian Gulf Update

Ninja Turtles, Ghouls, and Goblins ran amock last night as Wilmington celebrated another
All Hallows Eve.

A Teach-in on the Persian
Gulf crisis will be held on the

campus of the University of North
Carolina at Wilmington on the

night of November 7. The event,

scheduled for Cameron Hall
Auditorium, will begin at 7:30
p.m. and continue until about
11:30 p.m. The teach-in format
allows visitors to enter and leave

the auditorium at any time during

the lengthy program.

During the evening, a number
of different speakers from the

University and the community
will address major questions about

the current crisis such as: What is

the history of the dispute between
Kuwait and Iraq? To what degree

is Saddam Hussein's actions a

threat to peace and security in the

Middle East? What policy should
the United States follow in the

crisis? Can an economic
embargo work against Iraq? Is war
imminent? How costly would a

war be? Could a war against Iraq

promote American goals, or would
it prove counterproductive?

Each speaker will present a
brief perspective on the crisis and
then open the floor for questions

and ideas from tlie U leilPe'.
"

'13

Included among the speakers are

Professors Larry Cable, Andrew
Clark, and Bob Toplin of the

History Department, Professor

James Megivern of the
Department of Philosophy and
Religion, Professor Claude Farrell

of the Cameron School of

Business, Professor Syed Ahmad
of the Department of Politic.il

Science and Fred Nasseri, who
held a high leadership post in

Iran's government in the 1970s.

Organizers of the Teach-In
aim to provide a forum in which
students, faculty and the public

can explore a variety of
perspectives on the current crisis.

They want to give opportunities

for expression of a wide range of
opinion. With that goal in mind,
they plan a lengthy discussion
involving people representing
diverse fields of study and points

of view.

This event appears to be the

first Teach-in in the nation on the

threat of war in the Middle East.

Teach-ins first began on college
campuses in the 1960s.

The program is sponsored by
the Department of History at

TJWCW. A
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At A Glance, Cont'd.

Preliminary Meeting for Sailing Club
All students and faculty interested in a campus

Sailing Club are asked to attend a preliminary

meeting to be held at Trask Coliseum, Room 143,

Monday evening, Nov. 5, at 7:30 p.m. Laser class

boats have been approved for club use and racing

plans with other universities are in the works. For

further information, contact Frank Chapman at 256-

3721.

Reservations for Union Rooms
If any registered club or organization needs a

meeting room in the University Union, contact

Heather Smith in Room 214, ext 3833. The Union

is now taking reservations for the spring semester.

FACT: The rape of men in prisons is a classic

example of men using rape as a means of
experiencing themselves as powerful and in control.

Male rape happens much more often in society at

large than we realize: but the victims rarely tell

anyone.Many rape crisis centers report that as many
as 10 percent of their callers are male survivors.

•Provided by UNCW Sexual Assault Prevention

and Education Program

MYTH: Male rape only happens in prison, and

is due to the lack of sexually available women.

Epsilon Sigma Alpha Seeks New
Members

There is a new leadership/service organization

on campus that is a coed Greek international

organization. Epsilon Sigma Alpha is chartering at

UNC-Wilmington. There will be an informational

open house on Wednesday from 8-10 p.m. in the

Belk Hall study room. Additional information,

materials and membership applications will be
available at this meeting. Come and bring your
friends. Be a charter member of the ESA Chapter at

UNCW. For additional information, call Vicki

Olmstead, ESA member at 392-0161 or Susan
Murphy at 452-9038 after 6 p.m.

Old Cafeteria Gets New Change:
nY SANDY PORTPP

STAFF WRITER

The old West Cafeteria, that

closed down last year when
Wagoner Dining Hall was
finished, is now under
construction for several different

purposes.

The ARA Itza Pizza program
began working out of the kitchen

located in the downstairs portion

of the cafeteria. With the new
Student Union Annex completed,
Itza Pizza will be moving its

business to the new Coffee House.

Once again this leaves the

building empty, but not for long.

Immediate renovation is planned
for the nearly twenty-year old

Coming
Soon...

4544 Fountain Drive

St. James Village

Wilmington
392-2293

College Koad
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Teaching Award Nominations Begin
BY GINGER MTTI.E

STAFF WRITER

The UNCW senate has opened

the floor for the 1990 excellence

in Teaching Award Nominations.

This award is presented annually

to a UNCW instructor who has

excelled in his or her field

To be considered for the 1990

award, a letter of recommendation

must be submitted to the

chancellor's office by November
30. Nominations are not restricted

to students. A submission by a

Wilmington citizen and/or a

fellow faculty member would be
considered appropriate as well.

Once a professor's name is

submitted, Dr. Bair, the assistant

chancellor, who is responsible for

JETHE HAWK'S NESTJB
CHECK OUT OUR 990 BREAKFAST SPECIALS

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

LUNCH SPECIALS .NOVEMBER 5-9.

CHICKEN SALAD,
CHIPS, & 16oz.

DRINK $3.15

TWO HOI DOGS
16oz. DRINK

$1.95

&

the oversight of these procedures,

contacts the nominee. Dr. Bab-

requests permission to seek out

filed information that would be

prevalent in backing the

instructor's recommendation. This

information would include such

dates as a summation of the

professor's students evaluation

results.

Dr. Leutze, Dr. Bair, and the

faculty chair president will then

appoint a nomination committee
to study the conglomeration of
recommended names and
information. The nomination
committee is responsible for the

selection of the most desirable

nominee.

In July 1991, the board of
trustees will present the selected

recipient the Excellence in

Teaching honor. This award
entails a gift of $1,500 in cash,

along with speaking opportunities

in which to express his or her

teaching views and opinions.

All persons are encouraged to

participate in the selection of our

1990 recipient. Consider this

nomination period a perfect time

to express appreciation and respect

to an instructor who has gone
above and beyond the call of duty.

Q

A

Why does UNCW and
Wilmington need Planned
Parenthood?

Because Planned Parenthood
can provide . . .

• low cost, accessible, reproductive health care for women and men

• physical examinations including pap smears, pelvic exams,
pregnancy testing

• information, counseling, and referral to educate the community
about responsible human sexuality.

You and/or your organization is needed to help bring Planned
Parenthood to New Hanover County! Please complete the following and
offer our support! For more information call:

Deborah Haywood, UNCW Office of Health Promotion at 395-3683, 8 am - 5 pm
Allan Riggs, 675-1027, evenings and weekends

Name:
Organization (if applicable):

UNCW P.O. Box: .

Phone:

- 1 want to help bring Planned Parenthood to Wilmington.Yes

YeS My organization (fraternity, sorority, club) would like to sponsor a

fundraiser.

IGS - My organization would like to invite a speaker about Planned
Parenthood.

Please return this sheet to Deborah Haywood, Office of Health
Promotion/LivWELL, University Union 104, or call 395-3683.

building. In the upstairs portion
of the building the Student Health
Center will be constructing offices

for a future move from its location

near the bookstore.

When this process is

complete upstairs, plans for the
downstairs portion to be renovated

will go into effect The end result

will be a restaurant complete with
menus, student waiters, and
waitresses.

Charles Maimone, Director of

Housing and Food Service, said he

hopes the restaurant will provide

faculty and students with other

options, which in turn, people

will like it and want to use it.

"The goals in food service is

to provide a variety of choices to

people," stated Maimone. In _

beginning the restaurant will ope]
to a lunch crowd and if there is

good enough response fror.,

students the restaurant will open
for dinner and possibly for

breakfast

Charles Maimone also
predicts that a debit card system!
will be in use by the time thel

restaurant opens. Students will be!
allowed to use the debit card in the

restaurant. The debit card system

'

will be in full swing by next fall

if the designed proposal is feasible

to the Vice Chancellor.

Due to the longevity of
construction, further plans to be
designed, and a. possible budget
crunch, we probably will not see

the opening of the restaurant until
this time next year.

Summer Jobs In
Government Open

Sophomores, juniors, and
seniors currently enrolled in a

North Carolina college or North

Carolina residents attending an

out-of-state college have until

January 25, 1991, to apply for

paid summer jobs in the Summer
Intern Program of the Institute of

Government of the the University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Thirty students will b e
selected to participate in a living-

learning internship in North
Carolina state and local
government directed by the
Institute of Government

The interns will work 40
hours each week from May 29 to

August 9 in responsible positions

in state departments (or in local

government). They will be paid

$200 per week. They will live

together and share evening
seminars with leaders from all

areas of North Carolina

government and from private
leaders interested in public policy

issues.

Students interested in the

program should secure an

information brochure and an
Institute of Government
application form from their

college of university placement

office or from the Institute of

Government. A brief description

of the 1991 internship is available

in college placement offices.

Completed applications
should be mailed to: Summer
Intern Program, Institute of

Government, CB#3330 Knapp
Building, The University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel
Hill, NC 27599-330.
Applications must be postmarked

by January 25, 1991, or hand
delivered to the Institute of
Government through January 27.

Living Treasures
Come To Campus

BY HOLLY PRirr
STAFF WRITER

The north lawn of the Union
sounded like a blacksmiths shop
Thursday, as master craftsman,
Bea Hensley worked away at

something he's been doing for

forty-five years. Mr. Hensley has
been chosen as the 1990 Living
Treasure of North Carolina by the
Institute for Human Potential at

UNCW. Hensley is the fourth
person to be honored as a Living
Treasure.

Hensley and son Mike
demonstrated their trade to the
sound of bell-like rings that
attracted more than 30 students and
faculty. UNCWs Dr. George
Shinn said Hensley vm honored
because of the scarcity of this art.

"It's a dying art and wc need to

realize that," he stated.

Hensley made several pieces
while at UNCW. He hammered
out several metal leaves that he
said would become part of a larger

project. "It's like a puzzle, you
have to start with the smaller and
put all the pieces together,"

Hensley said.

Hensley has been a

professional blacksmith for forty-

five years. He has done work for

Macy's of New York, the

restoration of Williamsburg, and
the late President Johnson. A
permanent exhibit of his work is

on display at the Smithsonian
Institute.

Hensley said he first got his

start watching Daniel Boone at his

Blacksmith's Shop near the

Hensley home in the mountain
community of Spruce Pine, North
Carolina.

Friday evening Hensley was
recognized and presented the

Living Treasure award at a banquet
in Wagoner Hall. The Living
Treasure Award has been given for

the last four years to an individual

who represents talent and master

craftsmanship in North Carolina

GREEKS UNLIMITED
4525 Franklin Ave., Suite 4

Tel. 452-3480

Custom made Fraternity & Sorority Letters

ASSAULT RAPE MURDER

Q. "What Can We Do To Protect Ourselves?"

A. Chemical Key Chain Sprayers

-contains Oleoresin Capsicum-same
formula that the FBI, U.S. Postal Service

and police dept.'s use.

-effective on animals, and persons
under the influence of alcohol and

/or narcotics.

-a non lethal self defense device

-manufactureres 1 yr. warranty

Send $12.95 shipping and handling

to:

U.B. Safe

Box 4711

W.B. N.C. 28480

1-800-835-7148 (919) 452-4421
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Off-Campus Connection

Write
A

Letter

To

The

Editorl

T oday

PUZZLE SOLUTION
Answer to Previous Puzzle
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Students.Learn To Balance Your Budget
As students settle into the

mid-Fall semester period, plans for

Spring semester are formulating.

Not only is course selection a

concern for us, financing tuition

and related expenses may also be

distressing. And what about

everyday expenses? Are you

having a tough time making ends

meet?

Financially related stress may
interfere with one's performance in

the classroom, at work, and

socially. Planning ahead can help

to relieve some of the pressure.

Begin now to investigate possible

sources of assistance for

educational expenses!

While there are specific

qualifying factors to securing

student loans and financial aid,

Ms. Pat Cochran, Assistant

Director ofUNCWs Financial Aid

Office advises there are also

misconceptions which tend to

deter students from applying.

Often they feel their parents'

economic status may not qualify

them for assistance. Y e t

numerous other factors (such as

parental employment in state

government jobs) may work in

one's favor. Because each
student's situation is unique, it

takes working one-on-one with a

Financial Aid counselor to explore

one's options.

Some students feel their is a

stigma attached to asking for

financial aid. However, it is tax

dollars (which we and our parents

have contributed to) that make
educational loans available to

students. This is not welfare. So,

consider pursuing financial aid a

business transaction. It may be

the key to solving your

educational financial woes.

Another form of financial

stress may be related to everyday

budget mismanagement. If you

have overextended your credibility,

you are not alone. According to

Ms. Theresa Morgan, Program
Director of consumer Credit

Counseling, a division of Family

services of Wilmington, annually

hundreds of people from all

economic levels seek help because

of credit problems, the National

Foundation of Consumer
Counseling reports the following

statistics regarding consumers
seeking aid:

- average age is 34.3 years

- owe an average of ten

creditors

- have an average of 2.71

dependents

- have an average income of

$1,295 net monthly
- have an average non-secured

debt of $1,200 (credit cards and
non-

secured loans)

- 55% are married

- 65% of the single clients are

male

- 42% are overextended

- 43% are buying homes
How do you avoid the

pitfalls? Set goals now, develop a

plan for reaching your goals, and

make a concerted effort to suck to

it! Ms. Morgan has indicated the

outstanding problem consumer
Credit Counseling sees is a lack of

management skills -- consumers

who have no budget at all.

Guidelines for budgeting your

income have been issued by the

National Foundation for

Consumer Counseling.
Following are their "Ideal

Percentages For Spending." Keep
in mind that individual
circumstances affect our spending

pattern.

1. SHELTER - 35%
(Mortgage or rent, repairs,

insurance, taxes,

utilities)

2. FOOD - 15-30% (All

food items, meals taken out and

petfood)

3. RECREATION AND
ENTERTAINMENT - 4-7%
(Admissions, games,

hobbies, club dues,
alcohol, tobacco, photo supplies,,

music,

sporting goods,
vacations)

4. AUTO AND
TRANSPORTATION - 6-20%
(Payments, gas, oil, tires,

repairs, insurance, license

fees, tags, tolls, rental, taxi, bus

fares)

5. MEDICAL - 4-8%
(Insurance, prescriptions and over-

the-counter

drugs, hospital, doctor,

dental)

6. FAMILY
NECESSSITIES - 2-4% (Laundry

and dry cleaning,

toiletries, cosmedes, hair

dressers/barbers, postage, small

home
furnishings)

7. OUTLAYS FOR FIXED
ASSETS - 2-8% (Major purchases

or

installment payments
appliances, garden equipment,
furniture

and repairs on televisions

and appliances)

8. CLOTHING - 3-8% (All

clothing, from inside out)

9. SAVINGS - 5-10%
(Emergency money, or long- or

short-term

goals)

10. MAD MONEY - 1-4%
(Occasional spending spree or

indulgences)

11. MISCELLANEOUS -

3% (Bank charges, school events,

allowances)

12. CREDIT - 20% (Charge

accounts, loans - not to include

mortgage

or auto payments)

To determine where your

budget problem lies, itemize your

monthly expenditures. Be realistic

about what you spend. A visual

record may help to pinpoint
problematic areas for change.

How does this compare with the

recommended percentages?

Analyze your lifestyle and

determine how you can cut
spending. Perhaps you dine out

often. Preparing more meals at

home can save you money. Avoid

expensively packaged foods.

National brands are often more

expensive than store brands.
People who shop for food when
they are tired or hungry tend to

purchase more than they actually

need. Look for specials, and

utilize coupons. Compare the

cost of a campus meal plan with

what you spend on groceries.

Housing constitutes the

largest portion of one's budget
normally. If you pay high

rent/mortgage, look for cheaper

digs. Move close to campus or

work, and walk or ride a bicycle to

save on gasoline money.
Substitute letter writing for long

distance telephone calls.

Clothing is another area to

target. Designer labels are costly.

Look for good quality alternatives.

Trendy styles fade quickly.

Choose good basic lines which
can be worn longer. Impulse

buying is often costly. Compare
the price of an item in several

ships to get the best bargain.

Avoid using credit cards and

paying by check. Counting out

cash will more likely call

attention to how much you are

actually spending. If you need a

credit card for emergencies, use

just one that has a wide array of

purchasing capabilities (instead of

carrying credit cards for different

types fo purchases. It will be

easier to keep track of your
purchases with one card.)

Take advantage of on-campus
musical, sports, and other
entertainment events where the

price of a student ticket 'is

minimal.

These are just a few ways in

which one can cut spending.

Students who would like

professional assistance jn

formulating a personal budget plan

can contact either the Financial

Aid Office or Consumer Credit

Counseling. Consumer Credit

Counseling charges between $2
and $10, depending upon one's

income. Debt management
programs are available for those

who have creditors knocking at

their door. Counselors can help

one to deal with creditors and to

organize debts in a more
manageable way.

In case of emergency, the

Financial Aid Office has a short-

term loan fund where students may
borrow up to $100 for 30 days.

There is no interest charged,

however there is a small service

fee. Like any other loan, this too

must be repaid. Failure to do so

would resui: in the student's

inability to re-register for classes.

Take steps now to explore

financial assistance options for

next semester anu establish a

budget you can live 'th. As
students balance studies, work and
the social scene, the Financial Aid
Office and Consumer Credit

Counseling and two services

available to help students maintain

that balance and reach their goals.

For more information, contact the

Financial Aid Office in Hinton

James Hall, (395-3177), or

Consumer Credit Counseling,

2841 Carolina Beach Road,
Wilmington, 9779-87340. I

Three new ways to survive college.

The Macintosh Classic

With Apple's introduction of three new

Macintosh* computers, meeting the challenges of college

life just got a whole lot easier. Because now, everybody

can afford a Macintosh.

TheDO I is our most affordable

model, yet it comeswith everything you need-including

a hard disk drive.The BRffiBDES combines color

capabilities with aff< liability. And the BBSIDDBDO is

perfect for students who need a computer with extra

power and expandability

No matter which Macintosh you choose, you'll

have a computer that lightens your work load without

The Macintosh Ik

giving you another tough subject to learn. Every Macintosh

computer is easy to set up and even easier to master. And

when you've learned one program, you're well on your

way to learning them all. That's because thousands of

available programs all work in the same, consistent manner.

You can even share information with someonewho uses a

different type of computer-thanks to Apple's versatile

SuperDriver which reads from and writes to Macintosh,

MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple' II floppy disks.

See the new Macintosh computers for yourself,

and find out how surviving college just got a whole lot

easier.

|Fo r further information visit the

[University Bookstore
1395-3188

|or talk to Kane McKenzie at the Bookstore

|Mon-Fri 9 :45am- 10:45am

« The power to be your best™
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Editorials
)

Don't Just Talk About
It, Do Something

The Seahawk has been accused of many things. Some
have said that we were racist. Others called us sexist. A
new one on us though, is that we "preach apathy".

Preach apathy? Of course, we asked for examples.

They use our recent editorial response to the IFC
shenanigans to back the claims. We admit, we called for

a stop to the foolishness. It has gone on long enough.

The idea for a student referendum is a good one. Let's do
that. But a recall election because the President vetoed a

proposal that he felt was not fair to the students is stupid.

The accuser came to us and said that we are

constantly telling students to get involved, then, when
they do, we tell them to stop. Sorry, but we never

suggested that getting involved meant making silly power
plays. Students need to get out and do constructive

things. They need to look at the way the system that

holds sway over their lives, collegiate and otherwise, is

operated. They need to take a stance in determining how
their tax dollars (or student fees) are used. With this in

mind, the IFC thing started out as a good idea. They saw
something in the system that needed scrutiny and made
the SGA stop and look.

The Greek system on this campus is one of the most
active groups at the University, and in the community.
They are involved in helping charities, the
underprivileged, and the school. When campus elections

roll around, a large part of the turnout is Greek. For this,

we salute the IFC, Pan-Hellenic, Panhellenic, and the

service fraternities.

It is the non-Greek population that we- are trying to

reach. Maybe we have helped, maybe it was something

else, but some students are getting more involved in

things. They are not enough. As students and the

"customers" of this university, everyone needs to realize

that they can make a difference. One chance at doing

exactly this is to vote on Tuesday, the sixth.

Another way to get involved is to let The Seahawk
know what is on your minds. If there is something

happening that you find news-worthy, let us know. If you

disagree with something we say, tell us about it. There

are two sides to every story (I really love cliches).

Sometimes we only hear one side. You don't have to

make everything a letter to the editor, although those are

always accepted. Just a note to say how much you think

we should look into something on campus, or to say that

we did a really bad job on some article (if you do the

latter, please try to use solid facts and be constructive). If

we don't get any input, it's kind of hard to improve. We
are here to serve you, not just stick some pages out for

your pemsal.

Send letters to The Seahawk through the SGA office,

or come up to room 205 in the Union. You can also call

us at 395-3229.

Sex Is More Than Physical
I want to talk about sex! I try

my very best to hang in with

changing values of our society,

particularly as they are reflected in

this university setting. But I find

myself troubled once more about

our current sexual values which

seem to assume and bless casual

sexual relationships as the norm
of young adult relationships. And
now with the advent of AIDS we
have backed into a new level of

approval of casual sex as long as

we engage in "safe sex".

It would be easy to lift up the

negative aspects of being sexually

active, not only because of AIDS,

but also because I have worked
with so many whose sexual
activity has wound up causing

diem to deal with an unwanted

pregnancy.

But, scare tactics are not an

effective means of dealing with

any problem over the long haul.

My real, bottom line concern is

one step deeper than the problems

associated with casual sexual
activity. It seems to me that we
are losing sight of the incredible

positive potential that our

sexuality is designed for. There is

too much surface sexual

stimulation and sexual noise to be

able to perceive the depth of

promise our sexuality holds for

us.

A phrase in Genesis reads,

"Now Adam knew Eve his wife,

and she conceived and bore Cain".

Clearly, by design, intercourse

conotes conception and
knowledge. A fundamental
dimension of our sexuality is

p. ^creation. We are designed for

marriage and family and in that

context, children are to be born,

nurtured and hopefully, blossom.

But our sexuality also conotes a

deep knowing of another person

when we are committed to them.

We do not know a person until we
have plummed their depth and met

their spirit and the phrase from
Genesis connects intercourse with

that kind of deep knowing.

Our sexuality, at its very

best, contains a sense of deep

union, not only body to body but

spirit to spirit, center to center. It

is a possibility almost never

realized in casual sex and, often

not realized in many marriages.

Still such knowing of the other is

possible. The best context for the

realization of this possibility is in

a marriage charactered by

commitment, exclusiveness, trust,,*

deep communication, and deep x

friendship. Our sexuality in its

fullest moments occasions a

letting go of Self and a mutual

caring between two people that is-"

experienced no where else except ".

perhaps, in the deepest dimensions

of contemplative prayer. 2
The commercial use of sex.'

and the sex of casual relationships

for
: imediate gratification

triv alizes sex in such a way that

there is no possibility of two
persons "knowing" one another.

For such "knowing" we are

designed and in such "knowing"
'

we can find some of our deepest

joy and fulfillment. There is so
J

much more possible than short* .

term pleasure. «
Such knowing takes time and

slowly develops in a carefully

developed context of trust and
intimacy. I hope that the day will

come when you will truly "know"
'.

a life partner.

Curriculum Is On The Decline
In the spring of 1987,

Professor Allan Bloom a member
of the Committee on Social

Thought at the University of
Chicago and the author of a well-

regarded translation of Rousseau's

Emile . among other scholarly

works, published a book about

higher education in America.
Issued in a first printing of five

thousand by Simon & Schuster,

The Closing of the American

Mind sold over a million copies.

Its author, to his utter amazement,

found himself an American
Celebrity, interviewed by Oprah

Winfrey, profiled in Time, his

photograph on the cover of The
New York Times Mapazine. For

once, the life of the mind was a

public issue.

What was it about this

difficult, demanding book that

made it such a best-seller? Surely

it couldn't have been entitled "The

Nietzscheanization of the Left or

Vice Versa" and "From Socrates'

Apology to Heidegger's

Rektnratsrede." Bloom's real

subject was revealed in his

incendiary subtitle: How Higher

Education Has Failed Democracy

and Impoverished the Souls of

Today's Students. America's

colleges and universities were in

trouble, Bloom declared; students

could no longer expect to come
away from their four years on

campus with even a rudimentary

grasp of their own culture and
civilization. "Every educational

system has a moral goal that it

tries to attain and that informs its

curriculum," wrote Bloom Ours,

it so happened, was bankrupt.

The permissiveness ushered in by

the 1960's had destroyed the old

Great Books idea: namely, that to

be educated was to have some

acquaintance with the classics of

Western Civilization. Those

classics were now ideologically

suspect; the tradition they
represented was an instrument of

oppression. Indeed, the whole idea

of tradition was elitist, a literary

form of white (male) supremacy.

To study the great works was to

suffer the domination of a colonial

power.

This kind of thinking had

practical consequences. By the

late 80s, the curriculum - the

courses that universities offer --

was a campus free-for-all.

"America has no-fault automobile

accidents, no-fault divorces, and it

is moving with the aid of modern

philosophy toward no-fault

choices," Bloom noted with

characteristic acerbity. Course

requirements were largely a thing

of the past. At a vast majority of

American colleges and
universities, a student could

graduate without having taken a

single course in Western
Civilization. The idea that there

existed a hierarchy of knowledge, a

cultural tradition made up of those

works that had survived the harsh

discriminations of the time -- in

Matthew Arnold's famous phrase

"the best that has been thought

and said" -- was obsolete. AH
over the country, colleges and
universities were busy renovating

their humanities departments,

tossing out traditional survey

courses and replacing them with

new, more "relevant" offerings.

At Stanford, the core list of

classics was reduced to make room
for works by "women, minorities,

and persons of color." At
Berkeley, freshmen and
sophomores would have to pass a

one-semester course focusing on at

least three out of five ethnic

groups: Afro-Americans, Latinos,

Asian-Americans, Native
Americans, and European-
Americans.

In itself, the debate over the

curriculum has turned out to be a

good thing. The canon, or core of

great books, is not immutable; in

some ways, the history of
literature is the history of taste.

And minorities have been slighted

in the curriculum as much as in

other departments of American
life. It could be argued that the

study of one's own literature does

promote ethnic self-pride. At the

very least, we ought to follow the

advice of Gerald Graff, a professor

of English at Northwestern and a

visible commentator on the book
wars, who urges: Teach the

Debate. Examine the processes by
which books find their way into

the classroom - what makes them
representative of their culture?

How are the criteria of literary

"greatness" ultimately determined?

What has been lost in this

debate is a fundamental premise of

our culture: that to be American is

to be assimilated, to define
ourselves by what is common in

our heritage - the shared tradition

of our language, our literature, our

ideas about the social covenant
that constitutes democracy. "As

our land becomes more diverse,"

warns Donald Kagan, the Dean of

%ewez§> %® %j)& qm%®\%
Wes Ward, spearhead of the

IFC (and last years takeover of

Campus Awareness), is at it

again. You've probably read or

heard something about the IFC's

struggle with President Lemon
over a $200 seed account from the

SGA. If noj, here's the scoop.

The Greek-controlled senate

overwhelmingly voted to allot the

IFC with a $200 seed account, but

Lemon vetoed it. His justification

was that the constitution wouldn't

allow it. As a result, the IFC is

calling for two student body

referendums. One, to award the

IFC the $200, and two, to

impeach Ken Lemon.

I approve of the first

referendum (that will allot the IFC

with $200.) Bring it to the student

body and let the populace decide

what to do with qui money. But

impeachment! The IFC claims

that Lemon has not supported the

Greeks 100% as promised. Has

Lemon broken his campaign

promise, or has he done what he

thought was right? He promised

to support the Greeks in any way
possible. Lemon obviously felt

this was not in the realm of

possibility.

How about this? Instead of

impeachment, let's have a

referendum to take away Lemon's

parking place in front of the

union!!!

Actions like Ward's are

childish games that do nothing to

improve the image of the

University. And isn't that what

these organizations are about?

Now imagine this. Take all the

time and energy put into this

impeachment and referendum bit,

and focus that energy into another

direction. A positive direction.

Ask the president from each
fraternity to help put together a

fund raiser. You could make S

times the amount the SGA was

going to allot you.

All I am asking is the

SINCE GRANTS HAVE BEE*

ELIMINATED, PLEASE COMPtETE

THESE HI6H-IKTEREST LOAN

APPLICATIONS. IF YOU FAIL

THE CREDIT CHECK, YOU'LL

HEED A WEALTHY PMtHT

TO C0-SI6N

nonsense stop. There are more
important games than king of the

hill.

Ed Wagenseller

I'd like to address the current

debate over IFC funding and the

possible impeachment of Ken
Lemon. I was just wondering
how many students out there
know where their money is going.

SGA gets its money from student

fees.

The fact is that fraternities and
sororities are selective
organizations. I do not want my
money going toward a n
organization in which I may or
may not be admitted to. If you are

not in a fraternity or sorority, you
would still be supporting them -

Is that what you want?

I speak of fraternities and
sororities because if IFC gets the

funding they want, we could
eventually be supporting all of the

Greek organizations. I feel my

XHI'lLH ft ELI6IBLE FO*|
A MINIMUM WAGE'WORK STUD/1m EITHER IN THE LIBRARY

SHELVING BOOKS OK IN THE

CAFETERIA WASHING PISHES.

Yale College, "the danger of

separation, segregation by ethnic
'

group, mutual suspicion and "

hostility increases." A core *;

curriculum presupposes *

agreement: if not about what the

Great Books are, at the very least •

that there are Great Books. The
university today is like the nature-

theater of Oklahoma in Franz

Kafka's novel America - where

everyone is welcome, everyone

can be an artist." to distinguish

among cultures is to be guilty of

"cultural relativism" - to establish

hierarchies of value. And that's

anti-American.

But is it? The books we read

and teach reflect the way
1

this

county defines itself as a collective

enterprise, to read English and
American literature, the classics of

our Western culture, is to discover

the sources of a national identity.

And that identity makes itself felt

in a global way: our foreign
policy is an expression of our self-

image. "Just as in politics the

responsibility for the fate of

freedom in the world has developed

upon our universities, and the two
are related as they have never been

before," writes Bloom on the last

page of his humanities. What we
read, he's saying - if we read -

will determine American's fate.

That's why college catalogues
should be required reading for
anyone concerned about
American's future. They say a lot

about us. In the end, we are what
we read.

-James Atlas

Distributed by The Collegiate
Network, a program of the
Madison Center for Educational
Affairs.

money could be better spent.

Now this letter is not meant
to be anti-Greek, but Greeks are

able to raise money by other
means.

Ken Lemon, I feel, is doing a

good job as SGA president. He is

presently working on getting

lower prices for us at the
bookstore. He is also trying to

provide a Recreation facility for

us, as well as other stated

objectives.

If I can do anything about this

situation, it would be to urge you
to talk about this with your
friends and Find out all the
information you can about Ken
Lemon and IFC funding.

As it stands, the Greeks
dominate the SGA. There are 40
members, 25 of which are Greek.

We need a representative
population of students to be
voting in order to get what we
want So please vote.

Stephanie Whetstone

WHO SAYS COLLEGE DOESN'T

PREPARE WU F0tl THE

REAL WORLD? -
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Raise a Thousand in a week: The fundraiser that's working on 1800

campuses. Your campus group can earn up to $1000 in just one

week. No investments needed. Be first on your campus. A FREE
gift just for calling. Call Now. 1-800-765-8472.

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to students or student organizations

promoting our Spring Break Packaages. Good Pay & Fun. Call CMI.

1-800-423-5264.

Travel Sales Representative Wanted: Outgoing, aggressive, self-

motivated individuals or groups to market Winter and Spring Break

trips on campus. For more information call Student Travel Services

at 1-800-648-4849.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS. Hiring Men- Women. Summer/ Year Round.

PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL Excellent

pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific,

Mexico. CALL NOW! Call refundable. 1-206-736-0775, Ext. C714.

I need a ride to Duke on November 2 and a ride back on the 4. Will

pay one-half gas. Call Al at 395-1856.

.ijwrnauve?' wishes lo ihank the following individuals the UfljvffSJlv

department* and student organizations and community members who
helped make National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week 1090 a great

success! Thank you for helpinR Alternative?! promote alcohol education the

development of found decision -making skills and positive peer prerrure

through NCAAW 1990 events

A A - A Icoho!K? A nonv mou ?

tCI

Al-AftOfl

Alpha Phi

Alpha Xi Delta

Aquatic Safari?

AftA
EddJC ri'e<1enhach

hfttn Buliard

fturger king

Campus Police

Canady j Sports Center

Cape Fear Substance Abuse Center

Chi Omega
Coca-Cola Bottling Works

Hunter Davis

uean ol Students Office

John Geddie

Delta Sigma Phi

Gold in* 5

Hot Wax Surf Shop

Housing Office

jdckfcffl Beverage Company
Charlie Maimone
Towana Moore

Office of Residence Life

Office of Special Programs

Pepsi Cola ot Wilmington

ken Pennington

Post Office

Barbara Rogers

Students Against Driving Drunk

Student Development Center

Frank Tascone

University I'nion Stall

Wilmington Athletic Club

WLOZ
and all other persons and

groups who participated in

NCAAW....1990! THANKS!

A SPECIAL THANK YOU" TO THE FOLLOWING FACULTY MEMBERS
FOR THEIR PARTICIPATION:

Dr. T. Earl Allen

Dr. James Applefield

Or Pauline Applefield

Or Saul Bachner
N Jackson Black more
Dr. Michael Bradley

Dr Sybil k. Burgess
Dr. Sue Combs
Dr Deborah A. Dowd
Dr. Donnalee Frega
Dr. Mark Galizjo

Mel Gibson

Dr Graham Haicher

Dr. Frederick M. Hornack

Dr. Richard Huber

Dr. Jon Huer

Dr. Kathleen Kowal
Dr. Sue Lamb
Dr Louis J. Lanunziata

Dr. Sally Mackam
Dr. Eleanor McKenoa
Dr. Robert K Miller

Dr. William H. Overman
Victoria Parker

Dr. Judy C. Peel

Dr. Robert A. Prehn
Dr. Lee Schweninger
David E. Warner
Dr. David Webster
Dr. Eleanor B Wright
William M. Zinkus

Shades of St. Croix
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All our Sunglasses
Have a total UV Block

"
Your Sunglass Shop

in the

Lower Cape Fear"

Ray Ban • Maui Jim

Vuamet • Pro

Serengeti • Costa Del Mar
Revo • X-isle

bolle • Ski Optiks

AME • Style Eyes

Ziari • Boris Becker

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Styles Priced

From $7.00

Cape Fear Shiftworks
"
Quality Imprinted Sportswear"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Beach Cover-ups, Tank Tops
• Golf Shirts

• Caps, Totes and More
• All EXCLUSIVE Designs-

Beach, Wilmington, Historic

All our T-shirts

are 100%
Pre-Shrunk Cotton

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Cape Fear Screen Printing
"Custom Screen Printing"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Golf Shirts, Caps
• Bandanas, Totes, Aprons and More
• Greeks- All your Garment Needs
• Team Numbers and Lettering

• Embriodery - Shirts and Caps
• In House Artist & Graphic Design Department
• Whether you need 12 or 1200 call us!

When
Quality

Counts

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
"YEAH...RIGHT!"

with RAMONA HUPP
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Oh, The Funky Things I Have
Seen On Our Beloved Campus
RY RAMON A HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

If you caught Saturday Night

Live this weekend you saw a very

blond and tan Patrick Swayze.
This was probably from his

putting in three months worth of

surfin' duty in Hawaii (poor,

baby!). Swayze just wrapped
Riders on the Storm with Keanu
"Excellent" Reeves (Bill and Ted's

Excellent Adventure,
Parenthood) . The movie
concentrates on Reeve's character,

Johnny Utah, an FBI agent who
goes undercover at the beach to

investigate a bunch of "radical

surfers" who are suspected of

robbing banks. Swayze plays a

"mystical and spiritual surfer"

that Johnny Utah comes across in

his investigation. (It may
interest you to now that Johnny

Utah was originally slated for

Charlie Sheen (Wall Street,

Platoon), who reportedly had to

back out so he could de-tox.)

Riders on the Storm should be a

pretty exciting flick, with night

surfing, skydiving, and Swayze
insisting on doing them all

himself. No stunt double for this

macho guy. The film was
directed by Kathryn Bigelow
(Blue Steel). What a tough

assingment!

Swayze seems to be riding

high on a big wave on land as

well, with the major, MAJOR
success of Ghost , which is the

one of the highest grossing films

of this year (over $150
million. ..One Hundred and Fifty

MILLION dollars! And that's

just domestic grosses! And you

ask why I want to be in the

movie business.) Who would
have known this movie would

still be in the top five even after

fifteen weeks c f release? This

guy seems to have a knack for

picking surprise hits. ..every

couple of years that is. In

between his stellar successes,

Swayze likes to test his fans

loyalty. Most of the time they

weren't that loyal. But, he's back

on top again, and Riders on the

Storm could keep him there. ..for

a little while longer anyway.

You know, on my numerous

walks around our beloved

campus, I have come across some

pretty funky things: some hip,

some happenin', some stupid,

some trendy, some not so trendy,

some made me laugh, some that

made me laugh harder, and some I

wish I had never seen. So, here

for you now are some pretty

"funky" things I've seen on

campus.

1. A Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtle action figure strapped to a

hood ornament. I don't know
who you are, but you are a sick

individual. Get help!

2. An "At least I'm smarter
than Dan Quayle" button. This

was probably an understatement

3. "Hippie footwear"- You
know, the semi-sandal, semi-
shoe, with a wedge the size of

snow shoes that was meshed
together in the 60's to become
"hippie footwear". I hear they are

really comfortable, which is the

ONLY reason I would EVER
wear them.

4. People wearing shorts. ..no

matter how damn cold it is.

5. Neon or fluorescent

colored bikes. " Better to see you
with my dear," said the wolf to

the kamikaze bicyclist.

6. The parking lot in front of

the University Union that was
completely covered with water
after a severe rainfall.

7. The fools that parked in it

anyway! Well, I didn't actually

see you park your cars, and wade
through three feet of water (not

that I wouldn't have gotten an

exceptional laugh out of it). But

I did take pictures of license

plates, and I'll publish if you
don't meet my demands.

8. The "Reggae Thing"-it's

back again. ..Did it ever die"? The
"Reggae Thing": the look (tie-

dye), the sound (ye, mon), the

hair (Rastafarian). You may also

apply number three to this

category, and still be a "jammin'
mon".

9. Those multicolored
sunglasses that look like mini-

windshields on your face. You
know the ones that look like they

were designed in the "Buck
Rogers space era" (circa 1950's),

because they thought they'd be

"way cool" in the 90s? They
were wrong.

10. By far, the "funkiest

thing I've seen this semester was

the editorial montage blasting

censorship that was anonymously

placed in the University Union

one evening, complete with a

nude male that closely resembled

our favorite senator. If anything

in life should be censored, it

should have been that nude photo

of Mr. Ultra-Conservative. I still

have nightmares about it.

But don't fret o' studious ones,

you too can participate in the

funkiest school ritual ever to date:

Pre-registration. Where you are

placed in line, given coffee and

doughnuts while you
momentarily wait to gain

entrance into the holy terminal of

class scheduling. It is there that

you are granted your every

wish. .with a smile. Yeah. ..right!

Shark's Empire Is Against The Law
MARK SrHARAGAEX.
MUSIC REVIEWER

Is it me, or do the radio

stations here in Wilmington have

some kind of cosmic device that

tells them to play sad songs when
we are sad, and happy songs only

when we are happy? Do you ever

feel like spurting out the lyrics to

a song to explain your feelings

that you otherwise aren't able to

express in your own words?

These are just one mans
rumblings, and mumblings....

QUEENSRYCHE
Empire

EMI
9 Shark's Teeth

Operation Mindcrime is a

hard album to follow up in my
opinion, and every album
QUEENSRYCHE puts out since

then will be compared to it.

Empire is a valiant effort as a

follow up to a very successful

album. What makes it so good is

the fact it sounds nothing like

Operation Mindcrime except for

two songs, Empire and

Resistance. What we have here is

complete instrumental greatness

with exceptional songs. Chris

DeGarmo is fast becoming a great

guitarisj. Geoff Tata's vocals

The Smithereens

Are Coming
Just a reminder that THE

SMITHEREENS, with special

guest CARRY NATION have re-

scheduled their concert for
Thursday, November 15, 1990, at

8:00 pm at Trask Coliseum.
You can pick up your tickets

at the University Union Info
Desk for $8.00 with valid I.D.

WLOZ'S
TOP TEN

1. SCREAMING TREES
Something About You

2. GALAXIE500
This Is Our Music

3. WARTIME
Wartime

4. SUPERCHUNK
Superchunk

5. SOLOMON GRUNDY
Solomon Grundy

6. CHROME
HalfMachine

Lip Moves
7. RIDE

Smile

8. MEKONS
F.UjW. 90

9. Various Artist

Duck and Cover

10.LUBRICATEDGOAT
Psychedelicatessen

won't hurt your ears, and Scott

Rockenfield is thundering on the

bongos. There are many different

faces to this album which give it

a uniqueness in this day of the

MTV clones.

Best Songs-Listen to the

album more than once, 'cause

everything is good

STRYPER
Against the Law
Enigma

7 Shark's Teeth

Well, the "preachers of heavy

metal" are back and this time they

brought in Tom Werman (KIX)

to produce the album. There are

not any -God blesses to Jim and

Tammy Faye Baker-Praise the

Lord- messages located in the

album cover, as STRYPER has

shed most, but not all, of their

holiness. It allows them to

concentrate on music, or at least I

thought it would. This album is

better than In God We Trust,

which is not saying too much. It

is not very different from
anything else you have heard on

Headbangers Ball, but being that,

it is not that bad, just ordinary!

Best songs-Against the Law,
Two-time Woman

THE DUDEE,n,pov
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There's A Whole Lot Of Sniffing,

But White Palace Doesn't Stink

THE RE-TRIAL OF
ROSIE O'NEILL
BY MTCHF.I.R MAYO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A couple of weeks ago I

wrote an article about what is on
TV these days. In that article, I

said that Sharon Gless would
always be "Sergeant Cagney" in

my mind. However, Monday
night i watched The Trials of
Rosie O' Neill again. I was
rather impressed with this week's

show. In the show, Rosie gets to

defend a guy accused of

premeditated murder. But that's

not the end; it is not a cut and dry

story.

The twist is that Dan (the

accused) has AIDS. He discovers

he is HIV positive when he is

refused life insurance. He, in turn,

gives it to his lover. The lover

gets sick and Dan takes care of

him. Pretty standard so far. Enter

"Sergeant Cagney". Rosie finds

out Dan had made an agreement

with his lover that they would die

together. When Dan shoots his

lover, he prepares to shoot
himself but is discovered by the

orderly. New twist: Dan tries to

hang himself in his jail. When
confronted by Rosie he states "

I

would have slit my wrists in that

jail cell, but I didn't want to

infect anyone else with m y
blood."

Rosie loses the case. Show's

over, huh? I don't think so. To
me, the show is just beginning.

We need so much more than to

put a dying man in jail and out of

our minds. The fact that this

scenario involves a homosexual
man with AIDS should not close

your eyes to the reality. The
reality that, today, people of all

walks of life (to borrow a cliche)

are dying from this disease.

Young children, women,
men I don't really think
sexual preference is that much of

an issue anymore. Wake up,

America. Ask questions...demand
answers! Just, please, don't close

your eyes and say this isn't

happening. Because it is.

I'm glad that television is

making the effort to educate us

through commercials and shows
such as The Trials of Rosie O'

Neill and The Ryan White Story.

So to Rosie and Rosie watchers, I

apologize. The show is well

worth watching.

DID YOU KNOW?
SUCH STARS AS MARTIN
SHEEN, CHARLIE SHEEN,
ALEC BALDWIN, ARSENIO

RY TREY VVVATT
MOVIE REVIEWER

"Cinderella stories" are all too

common in American film today,

take for instance Pretty Woman
and Officer and a Gentleman .

But the possibility that Prince

Charming might "dig it in the

ghetto" is a pretty rad twist on

the concept that White Palace

seems to succeed with.

White Palace is a cover for

"White Castle", a greasy burger

joint of Beastie Boys fame.

Anyone that has crawled off the

streets of New York City into

one of them knows "it ain't no

McDonalds."

Susan Sarandon's (Bull
Durham) character is the object of

Max's, played by James Spader
(Sex, Lies and Videotape, Less
Than Zero), questionable desires.

The relationship takes you back

to that feeling of reckless

abandonment when some new
passion commanded your very

being being late, being absent,

being someone new.

Psychotic behavior is first

displayed when Max gets irate

over a measly three buck error in

a thirty-dollar burger purchase.

This guy drives all the way back
to the White Palace to haggle

over a few of these grease

biscuits. Upon presentation of
six empty burger boxes, he

demands a refund.

Nora, played by Sarandon
asks, "How do I know you ain't

lyin', and didn't just gobble up
those burgers?"

"I don't lie, and I don't

gobble," proclaims the anal-

retentive Max.

Right there, anyone that is not

sniffing glue can tell this dude is

weird. Does he actually want us

to believe he savors these things?

Max further buries himself by
demanding that this minimum
wage burger babe smell the

empty burger boxes.

The chief flaw in Max, and all

who he comes in contact with, is

that they smell everything.

Everything! He is obsessed about

these burger boxes, and a hour
later she orders him another drink

by sniffing old ice. In most cases

this is not odd, but after their

initial bump & grind date, Max
returns to the privacy of his own
pristine home, and immediately

smells his fingers. It doesn't stop

there, upon the gratuitous plunder

of his new flames' apartment,

Max finds a battery-operated,

reasonable facsimile of male
anatomy, and guess what he does

with it? Yeah. (Hey, this is an

"R" rated movie, and this is it's

"R" rated review.)

Director Sydney Pollack, of
transvestite Tootsie fame, made
his actors continue with some
sweater sniffing, wine sniffing,

and a forced soap sniffing scene.

Well, diversity makes the world

go round! Two thumbs up! Four
stars! Nine cereal boxes! Ten
geese a laying!!

White Palace is better than

most of today's romantic films,

mainly because it's unique. It's

greatness lies in some demented
gutter between Barfly and Pretty

Woman. It would even be good
without the steamy sex and weird
stuff.

Hey, that's the way I see it.

You can see it across the street at

College Road Cinemas.

Memphis Belle Misses Target
BY RaMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

When will I learn not to

believe in those slick million

dollar promotional ads? It looked

like an epic film. It sounded like

an epic film. It felt like an epic

film, but it wasn't. Memphis
Belle had all the makings of an

epic film, so what happened?

The film is based on a true

story of the World War II flight

crew of the bomber plane

Memphis Belle. These ten young

men flew twenty five consecutive

missions over hostile territory

without a fatality. Their last

mission is to bomb a factory over

fiercely guarded German territory.

This is where the majority of the

film takes place. This is also

where the major flaw of the

movie takes place.

It is at this time, their last

mission before they safely go
home, where the audience must

be the most sympathetic and
empathetic. But we aren't.

Why? Because we are so rushed

through the beginning of the

film, we never get a chance to

find out what makes these
bomber boys, pardon the pun,

tick.

The only insight we get into

these men is when an overzealous

military P.R. man, played by one

of the busiest men in Hollywood,

John Lithgow (World According

HALL, AND RICK MORANIS to Garp, Twilight Zone), briefly

HAVE LENT THEIR VOICES
FOR COMMERCIALS AND
CARTOONS!

DID YOU CARE?

introduces them at the beginning

of the film. And this seemed like

an afterthought. It is hardly an

adequate way of showing any
depth of the characters. What a

waste to give worthy talfnt so

little to work with!

Some of the most talented

young male actors ever assembled

are in this movie. They do an

admirable job with what they are

given, or what was left of what

they were given. It's just too bad

that most of their best work
probably ended up on the cutting

room floor.

Even the consummate
Matthew Modine (Vision Quest,

Full Metal Jacket) is given a

cardboard cut out of what is

supposed to be a commanding
officer who keeps his boys
together. His performance ends

up to closely resembles that of

cardboard. I can't help but feel it

isn't his acting ability at fault

here. It was simply that not

enough time was spent on HOW
a furniture salesman ended up a

commanding officer, and WHO
was this Memphis belle, and
WHY he named the plane after

her, and WHY he was more scared

of going back to a nice safe

home, rather then fly his last and

most dangerous mission.

The film left me with too
many questions remaining. I

wanted to see more, hear more,

know more about these men, but

we are not given this
information. It must have been

classified.

The film seemed to suggest

that the focal point was meant to

be the successful bombing
mission, when it should have
been focusing on the disparate

group of brave men flying the

mission. Sadly, it misses its

target
(

THURSDAY

BLACKWATER
Yellow Rose Saloon

Comedy Zone

Exhibition of Invited

Artist Kenan Hall

Go To A Movie!

Buy Your Tickets At

The U.U. Info Desk

STUDY! STUDY! STUDY!

FRIDAY

ONE DROP PLUS
Front Street News

BIG BUMP AND
THE STUN GUNS
Guiseppe's

BLACKWATER
Yellow Rose Saloon

THE POINT
Mad Monk

Faculty Recital

Kenan Auditorium
8:00 pm FREE!

SATURDAY

BLACKWATER
Yellow Rose Saloon

ONE DROP PLUS
Front Street News

BIG BUMP AND
THE STUN GUNS
Guiseppe's

CHAIRMEN OF
THE BOARD

Mad Monk

THE VELDE (Reggae)

Campus Gazebo
Presented By ACE

Mime Performance
Thalian Hall

10:00 and 2:00

Wilmington Symphony
Singing Auditions

Kenan Hall Room 114

More Info: 791-9262

TUESDAY

Blues Society

Front Street News

WFi>^iisDAY
••••••••••••a ••••••••••••••••#«.,,,,,,,,,,,,,

•

African Arts

Experience

Williston MiddleSchool
More info: 763-2787

Comedy Zone
256-2251
Front Street News
762-6397
Mad Monk
395-0280
Thalian Hall

763-3398
Guiseppe's

256-9600
Yellow Rose Saloon

791-2001
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Student War Protests Gain Interest, Size
A substantial number of

college students ended two months

of seeming silence about the

military buildup in the Middle

East by joining-and helping to

organize October 20 protests in 16

different cities.

The rallies were in part

organized by the Hampshire
College Gulf Crisis Action
Group, which sent facsimile

messages to campus peace groups

around the nation to coach them to

generate big turnouts.

Anti-war marches ultimately

drew anywhere from 125 people in

Washington, D. C, to 5,000 in

New York City. Students also

rallied in Los Angeles, San
Fransisco, Atlanta and Houston,

among other places.

Organizers said they were
pleased with the turnout and hoped
the efforts would get college

students and communities
involved in a "dialogue" about ;the

U.S. involvement in the Middle

East, said Erik Havlick, one of the

Hampshire students who mounted

the fax campaign.

Students and community;

members with "all different views"

participated, Havlick said.

"We don't want U.S. troops

to play a primary role" in the

conflict, Havlick maintained.

Other students had different

reasons for protesting.

Alexandra De Montrichard, a

student at Mount Holyoke who
was one of about 800 protesters in

Boston, said she wanted

Americans to have a more

objective view of the crisis.

"I think there's been a one-

sided view view of possibilities"

to end the Middle East crisis, De

Montrichard said.

U.S. forces were sent to Saudi

Arabia after Iraq invaded Kuwait

on Aug.2.

Many of the 250,000 soldiers

sent by President George Bush

have been college students who
were helping to pay for school by

joining the military reserves.

However, student reaction at

home has been strangely quiet,

unlike during past conflicts in

Vietnam or Central America.

While national polls show
that 18-29 year-olds are the most

critical of any age group of the

U.S. 's handling of ;the situation,

there have been only isolated

protests on a few campuses.

The biggest anti-war turnouts

thus far have been at the

universities of Illinois-

Champaign, California at

Berkeley, Minnesota and Colorado

at Boulder and George Mason
University.

Havlick maintained more
students would assume the

traditional college opposition to

most military activities if they

knew more about the situation.

"We're not getting any kind of

history or background" about the

Middle East from the media,

Havlick complained.

Havlick started the Hampshire

College Gulf Crisis Action Group
to help students at other schools

will also take a stand.

"
I hope that any student

who's involved in any sort of

social improvements" will fight

for a peaceful solution in the

Middle East, Havlick said.

However, Michael Beneville,

another Hampshire student, was
more optimistic about student

activism.

Beneville predicted the student

movement will increase
dramatically, especially if there is

fighting.

"They ain't seen nothing yet,"

he claimed.

There are some indications

that college students and
administrators are becoming more
politically active.

Students at the Universities of

Akron (Ohio), Denver, Alabama
and Arizona, as well as Kansas
State, American and Tufts

universities held a "Free Kuwait
Day" on Sept. 24 to call for Iraq's

withdrawal from Kuwait.

In a throwback to the 1960s,

students at Harvard University held

a pre-protest teach-in on Oct 19.

And an aid to Sen. Terry
Sanford of North Carolina in early

October speculated the Persian
Gulf crisis had helped wreck the

Campus Crime Stats May Be Reported
While students and officials at

two campuses traded accusations

of crime cover-ups and
sensationalist reporting, Congress

moved one step closer Oct. 18 to

approving a law to require schools

to publish their crime statistics.

A joint House and Senate

committee came up with a

compromise "right to know" bill.

The bill, which now must be

approved by both houses before it

goes to President Bush for

approval, will require
administrators to make campus
graduation rates and crime
statistics public.

Such a law won't come a

minute too soon at Shepherd
College in West Virginia or at the

State University of New York at

Buffalo, where a student was raped

and killed Sept. 29 in an area

where two other students had been

similarly assaulted.

JLOOP
HALT, EAfTTtt CKEATUI
SlItE MV SPECIE5 CAN'T

SrtwTTKt, we have

IMPLANTED AN EMBRVO
tNVOO. THROObH VOU.

imv srecjEs will, atggg

At Shepherd, college
President Michael Riccards accused

editors of The Picket, the student

paper, of creating "a climate of

fear and suspicion on this campus"

by publishing an issue focusing

on an increase in school crime.

The Picket's October issue

included reports of rape, assault

and the alleged hazing of freshmen

by members of the football team.

An editorial co-written by

editor Steve Rosa noted rises in

gay bashing, racial tension and

hazing on campus, and bemoaned

the lack of thorough campus crime

reports.

"In some respects, our little

corner of the world is even more

dangerous than a city," Rosa

wrote.

But the articles, Riccards

wrote in an open letter two days

after the paper came out, "have

created a sense of anxiety on

campus among students and

employees; those articles are also

a mixture of fact, rumor, falsehood

and innuendo."

"There is no crime wave on

this campus," Riccards declared in

the letter.

SUNY-Buffalo administrators

made a similar claim defending

their role in publicizing - or not

publicizing - three crimes that

technically occurred off campus.

Buffalo sophomore Linda
Yalem's raped, gagged and

strangled body was found by

police near a recreation path about

a quarter of a mile from campus.

Four months earlier, a woman - a

nonstudent - was attacked and

raped in about the same area.

In August, 1989, a junior

high school girl was attacked and

raped in the same area in the same

way as the other two victims.

"Linda was very meticulous

and she would have found out if

by Joseph Morton
-*3)-^

the information was out there for

her," asserted Ann Yalem, the

most recent victim's sister, in

blaming Buffalo administrators for

not warning students of the

danger. "She didn't know, and

would not have run there if she

knew."

The 1986 murder of Lehigh

University student Jeanne Clery

led her parents, Howard and

Connie Clery, to pressure
Congress to require colleges to let

students know of crime danger, if

the only to give them a fair chance

of taking adequate precautions.

The result was last week's

vote in favor of the bill.

During the past year, campus

papers generally have been
devoting more resources to

reporting local crime, sometimes

over the objections of
administrators anxious to preserve

victims' privacy and their schools'

reputation.

In mid-October, the Student

Press Law Center in Washington,

D.C., set up a "Campus Crime
Hotline" to help editors pry crime

reports from reluctant
administrators.

At Shepherd, editor Rosa
thinks Riccards is retailing against

the paper's stories to try to control

what it reports.

"Our basic contention is that

everything in our president's letter

is untrue," Rosa maintained.

"They (Shepherd's
administration) are trying to ruin

my name because I'm doing my
job," he said.

Rosa has sent a letter to

Riccards in which he restates the

newspapers case. Riccards has not

responded.

"We're playing a waiting

game. Public opinion is on our

side as well as the law," Rosa

claimed.

WEUL.TOLJCSl
b WHAT I

"To dgIujw your own thought, to believe

that tuhat Is true for you la your private

heart, Is true for all men,- that is

genius.

R.W.Emerson

budget at North Carolina State

University, where 300 fewer

people than expected registered fbr'

this term. '
'

The aide, who asked not to be

named, said many of the 300 no-

shows may have been called to

active military duty in Saudi

Arabia just before school started.

Whatever the reason for the

lower enrollment, N.C. State has

been forced to lay off staff

members, cancel scores of classes

and decrease the number of hours

its libraries are open to help it

save money.

Less drastically, Purdue, Iowa

State and Middle Tennessee State

Universities, along with Robert

Morr (Penn.) and Metro State

(Co o.) colleges have all

announced tuition refund policies

for students and faculty who might

be called to the Middle East to

fight.

Drugs

Recognized
About 700 colleges missed

the Oct. 1 deadline set by the U.S.

Department of Education
certifying that they had complied
with a federal law requiring them
to set up drug-abuse prevention
strategies.

The law, the latest in the five-

year effort to require campuses to

be tough on drugs, requires

schools to publish the legal
consequences and health risks that

go along with drug and alcohol
use.

Department officials,
however, accepted late forms, and
by Oct. 18, only three out of the

7,400 institutions that come under

the law hadn't complied, said Jerry

Whitlock, senior policy analyst

for the department

"Three out of 7,400 is a

fraction of a fraction of a fraction,"

Whitlock said. "We're pleased,

but not surprised."

The department has suspended

federal funding for the three errant

institutions, none of which are

colleges, Whitlock said.

GOOD TIMES
GOOD FOOD

ON THE WAY TO THE BEACH

WELCOME BACK!

Present your Student ID and get

15% off all lunch and dinner purchases 4

•excluding alcohol

LUNCH AND DINNER SPECIALS EVERY DAY!

EVERYTHING ON OUR MENU IS AVAILABLE TO GO!

$2.00 OFF
HIIY DELI PURCHASE

0F$10.00 0R mORE
WITH THIS CDUPOn

EVERYTHII1G III THE CAFE IS AVAILABLE TO GO
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Chi Omega PledgesWin IFC Talent Contest
BY BRIAN MILLARD

STAFF WRITER
-

Kenan Auditorium was filled

to near capacity to view fraternity

and sorority pledges preforming

their various skits and lip-syncs.

Chris Fong, treasurer of IFC

and organizer of the talent show,

said, "The talent show went really

smoothly; it went very well."

Approximately 1,000 people

attended the show and paid about

$1,000 and donated 1,000 cans of

Food. This food and a portion of

the proceeds will go to charity.

Dr. Luther Lawson, Susie

Uoodrum, and Diane Re ic hard

judged the talent show, and scored

these organizations as the top five

acts:

1 . Chi Omega
%. Alpha Delta Pi

3. Alpha Xi Delta

4. Kappa Alpha

5. Lambda Chi Alpha

Chris O'Brien of Surf 107

DJ'ed the show.

The pledges of Chi Omega
won the talent show with a spin-

off of the Wheel of Fortune. One
pledge dressed as Vanna White
and spun a wheel with various

decades on it. Approximately
five girls at a time danced to hits

from the 50's through the 90's.

When the 90s came, all the Chi

Omega pledges danced to "Ice, Ice

baby" and proclaimed that it was

"Chi O Time".

Jennifer Frost, who was in

charge of the Chi Omega skit,

said "The week before the talent

show, we practiced every night

for about two hours. We got our

clothes from our parents or from

the Goodwill shop."

Frost said, "We all pretty

much added to the idea that we
came up with at our pledge

retreat. One girl was in charge of
Alpha Delta Pi pledges do their thing at the talent show.

each decade and they did a really

great job."

Frost and her sisters received

a plaque for their first place
finish, and she said that she was
"really excited, because all of the

sisters are real proud of us."

Chris Fong said "I think [the

talent show] went really well, but

we will try to work out some of
the kinks that plagued us this

year. Captains should meet a day

ahead of time and there will be a

drawing for places at the captains

meeting. I do feel that it's

getting better and better every

year."

Mikki Berry, a member of
Alpha Gamma Delta, stated "

I

thought it was well organized
because it flowed well from one
act to another, and everyone
seemed as if they had a great
time."
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DAYLIGHT HOUR SPECIAL

$1.00 OFF
ANY SIZE BASKET OF RANGE BALLS

MONDHV-FRIDflV 9HM-5PM
JUST BRING THIS ROUERTISEMENT.

VSOLT CENTER
395-2750

44 >« s —r *a
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•LIGHTED DRIVING RANGE

•DISCOUNT GOLF SHOP

•INDIVIDUAL LESSONS BY APPOINTMENT

•2 PGA TEACHING PROFESSIONALS

RESUMES
About to graduate
and in a quandary?

Let Perceptions P.R.

give your resume a

professional look.

Crea'.^d using Mcintosh
computer & desktop

publishing program

Skillful editing by two former

journalists Especially

important for cover letters

Quick turnaround

Inexpensive fees $10 per

page

Take your first step

toward a job. Call

P. P.R. at 675-2430.

VVVWVVWVVVVv
SALES OPPORTUNITY

Turn a $25 Investment

and a few hours of

your time into BIG MONEY!

Be your own boss, selling

and distributing air & water!

systems. Representing a

20 year old company, we
offer a proven method of

marketing.

Call now for your personal

interview. We train!

Fern Wood Enterprises

P.O. Box 948

Wrightsville Beach, N.C.

28480.

256-BUYS

Interested in a
Career

as a Paralegal?
Legal Assistants Program

• A certificate program open to qualified women
who have a baccalaureate degree

• Approved by the American Bar Association

• Intensive summer schedule May - August,
or part-time evening schedule September - August

Our placement service for graduates is without fee to
employer or graduate.

Applications Deadline for the 1991 Summer Program M.irch 15. 1991 lor
detail* contact Legal AHinami Program. Continuing Education. Meredith
College. J»O0 Hillsborough Street, Raleigh. NIC 2-60'-5298 (919) 829-MW
Mci etiflh Colli/ae tulniils women simians u nlioni rtgmrtt In nice, awil.
urn tonal hi ethnic origin, mgt m hmnitltmp

.WHAT DO YOU WANT FROM YOUR NEWSPAPER? WHAT ISSUES ARE
YOU CURIOUS ABOUT? DO YOU CARE ABOUT IFC FUNDING? DO YOU
CARE ABOUT STUDENT LOANS BEING THREATENED?WE ARE HERE
TO SERVE THE UNCW COMMUNITY, LET US KNOW HOW WE CAN DO
A BETTER JOB.

S<P£f)% -OUT WOIV!

BENIMETTON
r-t/WK c-hf<nnsT9i fis sflce

f

\wiiy OTIC SUU£flT£<R t <R£C£<)U€.

\czss€.<n uflc.ua Q-o<n 25% ooon
i0QO£<n Qi)V<l) OCTC<B£<R 25-

\ni)U£<P7<B£<R 11.

I

I

MUST PRESENT COUPON AT TIME OF PURCHASE

I

i

UNCW^eM^ks
Satimd rd

vs.

Duke Blue Devils
at the Residence Life Gazebo

Kickoff is at 12 noon

Banner Contest &. Spirit Award

Music b«j The Veldt and

The Marshmellov Steamshovell

after the game!

Show your Seahawk Pride

Wear your school colors or Greek letters

and support our football team ii

Sponsored t>y ACSConcerts
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Politicians Talk Tuition Waivers
Much like old-time

politicians who promised voters

free beer and jobs in return for

their support, gubernatorial
candidates in Texas and Ohio in

mid-October promised citizens free

college tuition if they win their

November contests.

The tempting promises
suggest tuition is gaining ground

as a political issue nationally.

An Oct. 12 Gallup
Organization survey,
commissioned by the Council for

Advancement and Support of
Education, found that nine in 10
Americans believe most people

can't afford to go to college
without financial aid. Also, six in

10 thought most students have to

rely too much on loans.

As part of his campaign

platform, Texas Republican
gubernatorial candidate Clayton

Williams proposed giving needy

students who excel in high school

two years of free college tuition.

He figured the program would

cost the state $32 million, and

proposed paying for it by cutting

the size of the state government

"I don't know how he expects

to have the money to do this,"

said Candice Driver, a student at

the University if Texas-Austin,

noting the state is already under
pressure to give more help to the

prison system, human services and
secondary education.

"1 think it's all talk," she
continued. "It can never happen."

Students at Texas Tech
University aren't paying much
attention to it.

"It hasn't been much of a fire-

starter issue," related student

government President Ross
Crabtree.

Instead, students there are

more concerned about a possible

restructuring of state higher

education and how that might
affect the funding of the various

campuses, Crabtree said.

In Ohio, gubernatorial
candidate Anthony Celebrezze Jr.,

trying to get an edge over
Republican opponent George

Voinovich proposed a similar

tuition program.

Celebrezze would refund a

year's tuition to students who
complete two years at any public

college or trade school in the state.

The nearly $200 million
needed for such a program would
come out of after-inflation gains

in state revenue, said campaign
spokesman Mike Thomas.

"It's one of his highest
priorities," Thomas said. "Higher

education should be accessible for

everyone who wants it"

CPS Shorts
Using PSAT scores to award

National Merit Scholarships
amounts to race and sex
discrimination, and the group that

awards the scholarships should

lose its tax-exempt status, the

standardized test watchdog group

FairTest said in an Oct. 20 letter

to the Internal Revenue Service.

"Just as the tax-exempt status

of Bob Jones University was
revoked because of its racially

discriminatory programs, so the

National Merit Scholarship
Corporation should be denied

taxpayer support because of its use

of test which result in racially and

sexually discriminatory awards,"

wrote director Cinthia Schuman of

FairTest, which forced New York
state to drop SAT scores as
measures of who should get state

scholarships.

FairTest says the tests are

bias against women and
minorities, and don't really predict

how well they actually do in

college.

Women and minorities get an

unfairly small percentage of
National Merit Scholarships
because the PSATs do not

accurately test aptitude, Schuman
said.

Campuses nationwide enrolled

more "older" students - 5.1

million over the age of 25 - in

1988 than ever before, but need to

recruit more of them to make it

through the 1990s, the American

Council on Education (ACE) said

in a new study.

As the population in general

gets older, colleges will have to do

a much better job recruiting

Americans over 45 - less than 1

percent of whom now attend

college classes - to survive, the

study said.

"As members of the

thirtysomething generation turn

fortysomething" without signing

up for classes in higher numbers
than in the past, "many colleges
and universities will face the
prospect of dramatically lower
enrollments," ACE President
Robert Atwell said.

University of Washington
researchers say they have managed
to get about 200 UW students,

told they were drinking alcoholic

beverages that were really

nonalcoholic, to act drunk, make
gross sexual advances toward each

other and confess to feeling

"buzzy" and "a little blasted."

"It's like 'Pavlov's dog," said

G. Alan Marlatt of UW's
Addictive Behaviors Research
Center. "Just knowing you are

goinp .j have a drink, seeing it

pound, touching it to your lips

and feeling it go down can make
the expectations come true, and set

off a chemical reaction in the

body."

Mbrth Saving.
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BBQ
Chicken

PickiiV

Saturday, November 3rd
at the Residence Life Gazebo

during the football game

ACROSS

1 Seed container

4 Fee
8 Cowl
12 Guido's second

note
13 Mental image
14 Monster
15 Form of lottery

17 Uncouth person
19 Article

20 Lamprey
21 Fondle
22 Exert

23 Poet
25 Novelty
26 Old pronoun
27 Legal matters
28 Be ill

29 Leases
32 Either

33 Angers
35 Three-toed

sloth

36 The universe

38 Policeman:
slang

39 Armed conflict

40 Stamp of

approval
41 Oolong
42 Bundle
43 Mom s partner

45 Existed

46 Possesses
47 World organiza-

tion init.

48 Dress border
49 Parent

52 Spiritless

person
54 Send forth

56 Period of time

57 Couple
58 Location

59 Lair

DOWN
1 Equality

2 Anglo-Saxon
money

The
Weekly

Crossword
Puzzle

3 Puts off

4 Cash drawer
5 Poem
6 French article

7 Intertwined

vs
•••:•:•:

Free to all UNCW students

provided by

Sigma Phi Epsflon

1 2 3

I

i
4 5 6 7

j

|

e 9 10 11

12 13 14

Tl iH

J !M "38
'

,

24

1P J1
26

57 31

55

|
^4

3? Jfi

'
:LTT "

1
46

I"
W 51

T7" w
t 1

pT

5fl 55

8 Brick -carrying

device

9 King of Bashan
10 Spoken
1

1

Negate
16 Gave food to

18 Near
21 Pretentious

homes
22 Write

23 Forehead
24 Danish island

25 Evergreen tree

26 Affirmative

28 Plus

29 Corded cloth

30 South African

Dutch
31 Father

33 Antlered animal
34 Tibetan gazelle

37 Land measure
39 Cleaned
41 Domesticates
42 Flying mammal
43 Drop down
44 Ox of Celebes
45 The two of us
46 Detest
48 That lady

49 Suitable

50 Before
51 Hurried
53 Greek letter

55 Mile: abbr

COUEGt PPtSS SfRVCE

Are You Special?
Are you unique, different, have a taste for the unusual?

Then
IMPORTED HANDICRAFTS

RARE CAR(>0
is the place for you.

We've now got BEADS and, of course, they

are unique and unusual, all imported, no plastics,

they're bone, wood, ceramic, glass, horn--ell natural

CHINESE
SHOES

also called Baby Dolls, Slides, Tai Chi,

Kung Fu .. you know those oh, so comfortable
. fabric, black shoes everyone is talking

about- for men and women AND ONLY

$5 50

RINGS — A wide selection, all imported and all unique

CHRISTMAS
GIFTS

5X DISCOUNT

Everybody knows someone who would

appreciate unusual gifts-

RARE CARGO h8S ^em
for each report card "A"

30 North Front Street • 762-7636

Downtown Between Market and Princess Streets
, , >
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SEAHAWK SPORTS
ideline

ensations
Patrick Fowler
Sports Editor

Let's Get
It Right

"Yet kindling rage, her selfe she gathered round

And all attonce her beastily body raized

With doubledforces high above the ground

Tho wrapping up her wrethed sterne arownd,

Leptfierce upon his sheild, and her huge traine

All suddenly about his body wound.

That hand orfoot ti stirre he strove in vaine."

The Faerie Queene , Book 1 , Canto I

The passage describes the battle between the

hero, the Red Cross Knight, and the evil dragon,

Error.

Our hero here has gotten so entangled within

the monster's body that he can't move and loses

faith in his ability to defeat the monster. This

passage has been interpreted by some to show how
man becomes entangled and lost in his own
mistakes and errors. When man becomes so caught

up in the web of total disarray, he is unable to find

his way out of the mess. He struggles and struggles

making the same mistakes over and over. This

frustrates the individual and he loses faith in his

ability to overcome his transgressions. That's how
I felt Monday afternoon, after receiving from two
Seahawk readers, a corrected copy of my column in

the mail.

There were some thirty mistakes in grammar
marked by the readers in last week's column. Many
of the errors repeated themselves throughout the

article. Needless to say, I was upset, frustrated, and

depressed all day long. After all, professional

writing is the field I'd like to go into and mistakes

like that won't get me very far. What was present

before you last week as a sports column wasn't even

close to professional standards. To you, the reader

who had to see such a butchery of the English

language, I wholeheartedly apologize.

Sports is a great field to be a writer in. I enjoy

seeing young men's and women's lives enriched

with the values it teaches. To personally witness a

career rising from humble beginnings to one of
stardom is a truly rewarding feeling. I love what I

do. I always want to give you, the reader, an inside

look at the players behind the big games.

But as my freshman high school English

professor told a class of terrified ninth graders, "You
can have the most creative and brightest ideas in the

world, but if you can't put them down in a

complete, correct, grammatical sentence; they're

wasted." How true those words ring right now.

Yet, I'm puzzled a little at the lack of the letters

received at the office. Are the two individuals who
wrote the only ones who saw the glaring mistakes. .

. . or are they the only ones who cared? Perhaps

Professor Amon isn't off base too much when he

talks of apathy seen in today's student.

Possibly I'm opening the flood gates of having

my column more closely scrutinized by the student

body. I hope so. I like for someone to show me

my errors, so I can try not to make them again and

again. But when I ask for criticism I ask for the

constructive type—not destructive. What's the

difference? Constructive helps the individual

improve his faults and Ieam from his mistakes. The
other type of criticism serves only to demoralize put

the individual down.

One of the letters I received suggested
improvements in my writing; the other didn't.

Funny the one that didn't was from an English

professor. He even went so far as to suggest that I

retake a basic English class because I "obviously

slept through it" . That individual doesn't command
any respect from me, for he tries to insult rather

than help.

College professors complain how little college

students know coming out of high school. Yet I

see them reaching out little to help the student once

he arrives. Do they simply toss up their hands and

say, "Oh well, here comes another uneducated

student. There is no need to take the time to teach

him."? I think some of the blame should fall on

the educators teaching the students in the first place.

Is it all their fault? No! But the money we fork over

each year to attend an institution of higher learning

should count for something.

This individual went on to complain that this is

not the first time he has seen errors in my articles.

I want to know why he waited so long to write in.

Did he or anybody think the writing would improve

by ignoring it? Granted, I'm at fault here, but I'm

trying to improve myself by asking for help. What
is this individual doing?

As for my sleeping through English classes, I

hate to disillusion that faculty member but I made
straight As and B's in high school and in UNCW's
English courses. Now you tell me who is entirely

at fault, me or the English department.

As for the other letter I received in my mailbox,

thank you for your concern. I appreciate when
someone takes the time to tell me where my faults

lie and how I could correct them. I again apologize

that I couldn't represent this university in a more

positive and educated manner. I will endeavor to

double-check my articles and print only what is

accurate, entertaining, and makes sense.

Next week we'll get back to sports which this

space is suppose to cover.

> I

Lady Spikers Down Camels
BY SHEIKA FOWLER
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

A much improved Campbell volleyball team

invaded Hanover Hall Tuesday night. The Lady

Camels gave UNCW all they could handle before

the Seahawks finally pounded out a hard fought

victory 16-14, 15-10, 15-12.

In game one, the Seahawks ran off four

unanswered points. An early ace by Kim Cavanaugh

helped UNCW jump out to a fast 5-1 lead. Each

team traded one or two point spurts in the next

couple of minutes before Campbell took a time-out

with UNCW leading 9-4. A tap over the net later

put the Lady Seahawks ahead 12-5.

Campbell tightened their play closing the score

tol2-10 before UNCW was forced to use a time-out

of their own. The Camels then put a big scare into

the Seahawks by tying the game atl4 a piece.

However, UNCW managed to regroup itself, scoring

two straight points to win game one, 16- 14.

The Seahawks appeared to have all their pistons

running in game two. Julie Shouse opened the

game serving for UNCW, and helped the team to a

6-0 start. The junior from Winston-Salem also

added 21 assists on the night. Campbell, however,

was not ready to throw in the towel.

The Camels' went on a run of their own tighten

the score at 6-4. Kim Cavanaugh hit one of her 1

1

kills to put the Seahawks up 10-5 before Campbell

took a time-out. Another kill by Hannah Helton,

who had 10 on the night, upped the score to 12-5.

Campbell stage another late game comeback, but

Heather Kimble scored the game winning point for

the Lady Seahawks as UNCW took the game, 15- 10.

Campbell surprised UNCW in game three

jumping out to a 5-1 lead. The Seahawks pulled

itself together and tied the game at seven. The

Camels were again forced to call a time-out. The

lead fluctuated back and forth before UNCW rallied

off six straight points to close out the match, 15-

12.

"Everybody played well," head coach Kathy

McDaniel said. "We tried different things out there,

which we needed to do. It was a good win over an

improved Campbell team. The subs did a great job,

The women's volleyball team took on an much improved Campbell squad Tuesday night in Hanover Hall ^ThT slahawk^r^Hwth a tough v.ctory winning 16-14, 15-10, 15-12. CAA player of the week, Kim Cavanaugh, had another sol* ou.Tng i shfcontinued her league leading block average by stuffing the Camels all night long.
8

especially Shelly Muscat and Jennifer Jamieson."

Cavanaugh.who was named player of the week

in the CAA last week, added to her league leading

block total of 72 all night long. The junior

currently is ranked eighth in the nation in solo

blocks with an average of 1.83 block;, per game.

"I think we didn't play as well as we could

have," Cavanaugh f aid. "We weren't at our usual

level, and shouldn't have had to struggle. The
substitutes were excellent. The win was the most

important thing."

The Seahawks, who clinched fifth place in the

conference last week with a win over ECU, travel

to Navy this weekend. The team is 13-9 overall and
2-3 in the CAA. UNCW finishes out it's regular

season at home Nov. 6 against Baptist. The Lady
Seahawks are preparing for the CAA Tournament to

be held for the first time in six years at Hanover
Hall on Nov. 16 and 17. ,

Seahawks Compete in first CAA Tournament
BY PATRICK FOWLER

SPORTS EDITOR

The UNCW men's soccer team finished out its

regular season last Saturday with a 3-0 victory over

North Carolina Wesleyan in Rocky Mount, N.C.

The team now looks to the first annual CAA
tournament being held in Richmond, Virginia to

further extend its season. The Seahawks will be

seated sixth out of eight teams in the conference and

are slated to face hometown favorite Richmond in

the opening round of play today at 7 p.m.

"No one suspects much from us in the

tournament, so we feel like we have nothing to lose

up there," said defender Paul Cairney. "We might

even surprise a couple of teams with our play."

UNCW has had an up and down season in

1990. The Seahawks had a rough beginning

opening with five straight road matches, two of

them with conference foes. Both George Mason and

James Madison were ranked at that time in the top

twenty-five in the country. During that period,

UNCW's offense was held scoreless in three straight

games. The Seahawk attack finally reemerged in

game four as the Seahawks scored a goal in a 2-1

defeat to Methodist. UNCW exploded in their home
opener romping over The Citadel, 5-0.

UNCW preceded then to tackle their CAA
schedule in full force. The Seahawks played four

straight games against conference opponents with

three of the matches being contested on their home
turf. UNCW attempted again to defeat the the

Midshipman of Navy, a team they've never beaten,

»&»

FIB PHOTO
The Seahawks will Uy 10 play nezds-up ball in this year first ever
CAA postseason tournament UNCW plays Richmond today.

but couldn't quite pull off the feat falling 3-2. The
team got their first conference win of the year by
upsetting the twenty ranked team in the country,

American. 2-1.

Emotions ran high following the game as this

seemed to be the turning point the squad needed to

catapult them in the CAA conference tide hunt. The

Seahawks chalked up CAA win number two

downing the ECU Pirates in Greenville 4-1, only

one week later. The green machine upped their

overall mark to 4-4-1 on the year and appeared to be

on a roll. However that wasn't the case to be as the

Seahawks dropped its next three games.

The Seahawks fell to conference rivals William

and Mary (4-1) and Richmond (1-0) putting their

CAA mark at 2-5-0 for the year. The game against

William and Mary was marred with penalties as

seven cards were issued in the contest. Three of the

goals scored in the contest were the result of penalty

kicks. .

UNCW won its final three remaining matches

against Coastal Carolina (2-1), Lenoir-Rhyne (2-1)

and N.C. Wesleyan (3-0). The Seahawk team

seemed to come together again as a focus unit. The
wins improved the Seahawk mark to 6-7-1 on the

year and restored needed confidence in the UNCW
players.

"We didn't play consistendy all year," Cairney
said. "We seemed to play at the level of our
opponents."

The tournament is new this season to the CAA
soccer program. Before this year the conference
champion received the automatic bid to the NCAA
tournament. If the Seahawks are successful in

defeating the Spiders of Richmond, they would most
likely face James Madison in the semi-finals. The
second-seeded Dukes play American in round one.

Hawks ready for Championships
BY PATRICK FOWLER

SPORTS EDITOR

The men's and women's cross-country teams are

ready to run in Williamsburg.

UNCW cross-country teams completed their

final tune-up before the CAA Championships by
hosting the Seahawk All-Comers on Brooks Field

t

last Friday. Three teams competed in the event,

won by UNCW, in the men's competition, and
ECU, in the women's.

The Seahawks earned a perfect score of 15

points as they swept the first five places in the four

mile race. East Carolina took second with 40 points

followed by the College of Charleston with 79.

Sam Bobbin, who led the race from start to

finish, needed a strong kick the last 100 meters to

hold off charging teammate Keith Gorski. Bobbitt

won the race in 20:10.2. Gorski finished a tenth of

a second later in 20:10.3. Jared Haag (20:28.8),

Rob McHenry (20:31.9), and Kristen Agnew
(21.03.8) rounded out the Seahawk scoring as all

three runners finished within 30 seconds of each
other.

The women's team, participating in the race for

practice, took third place. ECU won the competition

with 20 points, followed by the College of

Charleston (54 pts.), and UNCW (60). Once again

Karen Matthewson led all Lady Seahawk runners

placing seventh in 21:10.6. Matthewson was
followed closely by teammates Kris Scott (21:10.9),

Jill Peeples (23:42.4), and Lalonnie Walker
(23:42.8). The trio finished seventh, fourteenth, and

fifteenth respectively.

"This meet was just a tune-up for our team to

get use to the atmosphere of the CAA meet at

Williamsburg," said head coach Bill Cason. "We
just wanted to get one more good run in to get set

mentally and nurse some injuries before We take on

the big competition in William and Mary, Navy,

and George Mason.

George Mason (women's) and the Naval

Academy (men's) are the defending champions in the

meet. Mason's Loretta Miller won the overall

women's title last year and is picked to challenge for

the top spot again. The Naval Academy, who

hasn't lost in the seven-year history of the CAA
Championships, has a powerful squad going into

this year's conference meet

However the team everyone is looking to beat

is William and Mary. The Tribe is having one of

its' best season ever. Their women's team is ranked

23 in the nation while their men hold the 16

position in Divisional I polls.

"William and Mary has an excellent program

that simply excel each year," said Cason.

The Seahawks finished the '89 season in fourth

place. Seahawk trekker Shawn Briton earned All-

Conference honors that year finishing in the top ten

runners at the meet. Cason hopes to place even

more runners in that elite category in 1990. Both

Bobbitt and Gorski will be the ones to watch at this

Championship.

Gorski missed conference honors by four places

last year as a freshman finishing fourteen. He has

enjoyed a better season this year placing in the top

ten in every race he participated in. Bobbitt. who
transferred to UNCW last year, has been Cason's

number one runner from day one. He took over the

(

reigns of injured veteran Shawn Briton and has led

the team to victory all year round.

"Both Sam (Bobbin) and Keith(Gorski) are

running well and have and excellent chance to be

All-Conference this season," Cason said.

On the women's side, Cason looks to Karen

Matthewson to grab conference honors at the meet.

"Karen has been running on an All-Conference

level all season and had a great opportunity to be the

first woman in Seahawk history to take All-

Conference honors," Cason said.

Matthewson has been a pleasant surprise for

UNCW this season. The sophomore, who ran as

Cason's number two runner last year, logged over

60 miles during the summer getting herself in shape

to challenge for the top spot this season. She was
successful wrestling the honors from '89 top female

runner, Amy Jackson. Matthewson has run sub 20
in all of her 3 mile races. Seahawk runners' Kris

Scott and Amy Jackson also have a shot at All-

Conference.

Scott has been running stride for stride with

Matthewson all season long and Jackson was the

number two runner on the team before going down
with a foot injury six weeks ago.

"All three of our top three runners have a

excellent chance to capture honors," Cason said.

"Kris has been improving every race she runs and

Amy just started running again on Tuesday. Her
progress this week will determine her effectiveness

in the championships."

The CAA Championships take place on

Saturday with the women's race at 10 a.m. followed

by the men's meet at 1 1 p.m.

i l
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Thi Phi Looking For Blood

Chi Phi and Alpha Phi are sponsoring a Blood

Mobile at UNCW, Wednesday, November 14

from 3 p.m. to 8 p.m. in University Union room

100. The organization with the most donors will

be awarded a trophy. Attached is a pledge sheet.

Please have people sign up and return to Chi Phi

or Alpha Phi's box in the Student Activities

Office. There will be Pizza available for all

donors!!!!

Sanforri To Sneak

Senator Terry Sanford is sponsoring a two-day

discussion of national and world issues for North

Carolina college students at Duke University on

Nov. 9 and 10. UNCW had more students

accepted into the program than any other school

in the state. Many of these students were
nominated by faculty and staff. This program is

coordinated through The Leadership Center.

Smoothtalkers To Meet

Join us on Tuesday, November 13, 1990 at

5:00 p.m. in Cameron Hall Room 212. Frank

Trimble of the Department of Speech
Communications will visit with us as guest

speaker.

Smoothtalkers is an affiliate of

Toastmasters International and is

comprised entirely of those students who want to

develop and improve their speaking skills in

preparation for interviews, career, classroom

presentations, parties...

Pennies To Help Shelter

Do you have extra pennies at your house? Join

our "Pennies with a Purpose" campaign and

deposit them at the large Penny Tank at Market

Place Mall from November 12, 1990 through

February 12, 1991. Even pennies add up to help

provide shelter and direct services for abused

women and their children.

Sierra Club To Meet
There will be a Sierra Club meeting on Monday,
November 12 at 7:30 p.m. in Bear Hall room
200 on the campus of UNCW. Bob Slaughter

will discuss "Are Our Fanners Poisoning Us?"

and "Unregulated Farming Practices." Also,

Paula Ackermann will discuss the student

Environmental Action Coalition. For more

information call 270-3737. The public is

welcome!

Network Holds Bicvcle Renair

Workshop
The Outdoor Adventure Network and Two
Wheeler Dealer are sponsoring a Bicycle repair

clinic that will be held on Monday November 12

from Noon to 2 pm on the West lawn of the

University Union. The clinic will cover the

basics of bicycle maintenance.

Check Out The Ride Board

COMMUTERS AND HOLIDAY
TRAVELERS: Need a ride, or riders to share

your trip? Make contacts through the Ride Board

located near the elevator in the University Union,

First floor.

Commuter Students Get Information

COMMUTER STUDENTS AND NON-
TRADITIONAL STUDENTS, look for an
information table in the University Union, Wed.,

Nov. 8th, from 11 am to 2 pm providing you

with an opportunity to discuss issues that

concern you.

Canoe Trio On Holland's Creek

The Leadership Center's "Outdoor Adventure

Network" is sponsoring a one day canoe trip on

Hollands Creek. The date of the trip is Sunday

November 18. The cost of the trip is $10 and

includes equipment rental and transportation.

Space is limited so sign up early. To sign up

stop by The Leadership Center located in UU
room 212.

Rrad Poets Tn Be Read
Continuing the tradition of literary readings in

the Wilmington community, the UNCW
Creative Writing Program is again sponsoring

The Dead Poets Reading Series at the Cafe
Phoenix on Front street downtown. The fall

readings are at 8: 15 p.m., Tuesdays, Nov. 6 and

20, and Dec. 4. A spring schedule will be

announced in January.

The readers are talented up-and-coming writer: as

well as more experienced ones, including students

and faculty from UNCW and members of the

community.

Members of the UNCW and Wilmington

communities are invited to attend the literary

evenings. If you would like to participate in the

series, or know someone who would, contact

Philip Gerard at

395-3329.

HELMS VICTORY
Students React To Senate Elections

BY TIM BALL
STAFF WRITER

Disappointment and jubilation were the

extreme emotions of politically active

students after the re-election of North
Carolina conservative Jesse Helms.

Freshman David Webb sat until nearly

eleven o'clock in the smoke filled waiting

room of the New Hanover County
Courthouse anticipating the results of the

elections. "I am down here supporting my
democratic causes," Webb stated after telling

a friend the latest voting figures.

Webb is a Democrat who has been
active in the campaign for Gantt since the

race for senate began to heat up.

After the race appeared to be lost, Webb
stated, "I think that 18 years is enough...

I

think North Carolina is missing out on an

opportunity."

"Helms is 'Uncle Jesse'" Webb said

sighing. Webb went on to say that he

thought that the racial and gay rights issues

brought out by several Jesse Helms ads help

to drum support for Helms. Webb stated

that he thought that the ads scarred enough

of the establishment to push Helms over the

top despite North Carolina's large black and

gay population.

Jenni Brown, a senior, watched the

returns come in. "I am here because I am
very anti-Jesse Helms."

Brown, who sat with her boyfriend

watching the results roll in, was
disappointed by the results.

"The whole country slams North

Carolina. I can't believe we'd elect [Helms]

again." stated Brown.

Hal Turnage is the senior class president

and the head of the College Republicans.

Turnage said that he was waiting for the

final numbers from the last two New
Hanover districts. Turnage said that he was

happy that Helms won the race.

See Elections, P. 2

Recent Death
Ruled Suicide

BY PHILLIP I ni'CHl T\
EDITOR IN-CHIEF

Suicide has been deemed the cause of the death of Sarah
Kidder-Lyne.

A report made by the N.C. Medical Examiner's Office on
Tuesday listed phenobarbital toxicity as the cause of death.
Kidder-Lyne was prescribed the barbituate to control a seizure
disorder. According to Medical Examiner Dr. Leon Andrews, a

"fatal level" was found in her blood.

Dr. Andrews pointed out that "phenobarbital is a safe drug,
with a wide range between safe and lethal amounts." He felt that

an accidental overdose would have been unlikely given this range.
According to Dr. Andrew Mason, Chief Toxicologist at the

N.C. Medical Examiner's office, a daily dosage of 200 mg of
phenobarbital, would leave a level of about 1.3 mg/dl. Kidder-
Lyne's blood sample contained about ten times that amount, or 13

mg/dl. Said Dr. Mason, "That is indicative of a consumption of a
very large amount of the drug."

Dr. Mason was doubtful that anyone would have taken such a

severe overdose by accident.

Financial Aid Programs Are In Trouble
(CPS) - The nation's student loan program is

near collapse, many colleges are on the fiscal ropes

and students' costs are rising faster than almost

anyone else's.

But, for the first time in 10 years, the U.S.

Dept. of Education, which administers most federal

college programs, has admitted it might have

something to do with it all.

In what some consider to be some sort of

milestone, U.S. Education Secretary, Lauro Cavazos

admitted earlier this month that his department may
be partly to blame for the accumulated problems of

the federal student loan program.

"We have failed many times as a department,

but I really feel during our watch we have addressed

the issue," Cavazos told the permanent
subcommittee on investigations of the Senate

Governmental Affairs Committee October 11.

The secretary's remarks came at the final

hearing in the subcommittee's year-long

investigation of student loan programs. The

findings will be used to recommend changes in the

financial aid program.

"The secretary is to be congratulated for facing

up to facts," said Charles Saunders of the American

Council on Education. "But the question is, what

are they going to do about it?"

The entire student loan system almost collapsed

this summer when the nation's largest student

guarantor, a Kansas-based agency called the Higher
Education Assistance Foundation (HEAF), ran out of

money trying to pay for student defaults.

In early October, the Student Loan Marketing

Association - often called Sallie Mae - assumed
most of HEAF's troubled loans.

But in mid-October, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation revealed it is investigating Sallie Mae
for possible fraudulently trying to make itself look
financially stronger than it actually is.

"Unfortunately, through all these hearings, we
did not hear of even a single major component of

the guaranteed student loan program that is working
efficiently or effectively," said Sen. Sam Nunn (D-
Ga.), the subcommittee's chairman.

All parties agree the student aid system's

biggest problem is that so many college loans are

not being repaid.

Last year, the government gave $2.4 billion to

banks to cover loans that students failed to repay.

Ordinarily, the money would have gone to students

to help pay tuition.

Observers, however, disagree about who's to

blame for the high default rate.

Some blame unscrupulous trade schools that, to

help students pay them, simply secure federal loans

for students regardless of the students' ability to

repay.

Others have blamed college accrediting

agencies, Congress and students themselves.

Many educators blamed the Education
Department itself for radically changing its

philosophy in 1981, when it switched the college

aid program from emphasizing grants - which don't

have to be repaid - to ioans to students.

Even responsible students, the educators argued,

would have trouble repaying the kind of debt the .

department's new policy would pile on them.

"We have relied on loans when we should have
relied on grants," said Terrel Bell, who served as

secretary of education when the change was made.
"It was a constant struggle" to get funding for

the programs, Bell recalled. "Because of those

budgetary pressures, we went to loans. Policy-wise,

it was not a good thing to do."

"The bad guys are the ones defaulting," retorted

Chester Finn, a former Education Department
appointee who helped shape the new policy at the

advent of the Reagan administration.

See Loans, P.8

Waiting Patiently. . New SAT Format Will

Not Affect Admissions

Students wtited to ore-register for Spring classes in Bear hall Friday.

„ *

BY HOLLY PRICE
STAFF WRITER

The 64 year old Scholastic

Aptitude Test (SAT) is about to

undergo some major revisions.

The College Board Admissions

Testing Program, which includes

the SAT, has been revised

considerably by its governing
body, The College Board
Trustees.

The SAT has long held a

position of importance in the

selection of potential admissions

by college admission boards. The

revised SAT will be introduced

into the nations high schools in

1994, with partial revisions being

introduced as early as spring of

1991.

The major modification to the

verbal section of the current SAT
will be the inclusion of longer

critical reading passages, with at

least half of the verbal part of

SAT devoted to critical reading.

Vocabulary knowledge will

continue to be tested, primarily

through the use of vocabulary in

context questions, based either on

critical reading passages or on

independent sentences.
Analogies and sentence-based

questions will be continued, but

antonyms will be dropped.

"The critical reading questions

will better assess the ability of

students to evaluate and make
judgements about points of view

expressed in written passages- an

important skill required in most

college reading," said Robert

McCabe, president of Miami-
Dade Community College and

current chair of the College

Board
In the math section of the

SAT, the major change will be

the inclusion of test questions

that require students to produce a

response, not just to select an

answer from a set of multiple-

choice alternatives. These

questions will make up about 20
percent of the mathematical

section of the SAT, with the

remainder being established

multiple-choice problem-solving

and comprehensive comparison

questions. A recommendation
has also been made that students

be permitted to use calculators on
the SAT math section.

"The SAT math section will

include more data interpretation

and applied mathematics
questions, geared to problem
solving in practical, real-life

situations," Mr. McCabe said.

"This is similar to the kinds of
math a student has to do in

college classes.

The PSAT will also be
changed to give an accurate
preview of the SAT.

Sources at the admissions

office at UNCW stated this week
that the new changes to take place

will not effect their admission
process. "Our process of viewing

the scores sent to us will not be

altered. The scoring for the tests

will still be done in the same
manner," stated an admissions

official.

Donald M. Smith, president of

the College Board, stated, "We are

trying to adapt todays tests to a

new generation of students."

The College Board is a

national nonprofit membership
organization committed to

maintaining academic standards

and broadening access to higher

education.
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At A Glance, Cont'd.
Alternatives! Needs AHvUnrs

Alternatives! UNCW's education and drug

prevention program is now hiring Peer

Advisors/Educators for the 1991 Spring semester.

Advisors will: Work approximately 10 hours a

week; help in planning, designing and
implementing a wide variety of educational
events throughout the year, including National
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week and National

Collegiate Drug Awareness Week and make
presentations to clubs, Greek organizations and

other groups.

Peer Advisors must possess a happy, healthy

attitude; creativity and energy. They should be

willing to work as part of a team and have a

sincere interest in helping others to learn.

If you fell you possess these qualities and that

you're the person for this job, stop b y
Alternatives! UU 104 and pick up an application

packet.

Application deadline is 5 pm on November 20,

1990...So don't delay!!!

l.ivWell Sails The Bahamas

A Spring Break Cruise on a 65' motor-sailer is

available from March 2-10, 1991. Stop by
LivWell/Office of Health Promotion for an

application or call Bob Haywood at 799-8497 for

further information. Only 13 spaces left!

Orientation Leader Applications

Available
The Orientation Leader selection process has

begun. Applications are available through
November 16 at the Information Center, Residence

Life Activities Center, and the office of the Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs (101 Alderman). The
application deadline will be 5:00 p.m. on November
16. Interviews will take place November 27-

December 7. The new 1991 Student Orientation

Leaders will be notified by the end of the fall

semester. Energetic, dedicated, and outgoing

students are encouraged to apply.

Off-Campus Connection

UNCW Couples Kiss And Tell
BY CATHY BRYSON

STAFF WRITER

Students turn to Deborah
Haywood in search of emotional

support. Students turn to Bob
Haywood in search of spiritual

support. So who do the

Haywoods turn to for their own
support?

Each Other.

Deborah Haywood,
coordinator of LivWel^ and her

husband Bob, the Protestant

Campus Minister, are part of a

growing community of couples

who work here on campus.

The Haywoods are entering

their eighth year together at

UNCW and although some
couples may find it difficult

working with their spouse, the

Haywoods don't They overcome

those obstacles by maintaining a

balance between home and work.

"We maintain a healthy
balance by keeping our

professions and personal lives

separate," Deborah Haywood said

"We also create times to be

together and apart"

Dr. Bob and Aida Toplin,

however, don't have to create

times to be apart, because their

schedules rarely allow them to be

together at work.

"Although we teach in the

same buildings, we don't see each

other that much," said Aida

Toplin, a Spanish lecturer, about

her husband Bob, a History

Professor, "As a matter of fact

there are instances when we don't

teach on the same day."

Similarly, Dr. Thomas
McLennan, Director of the

Writing Place, and an English

professor, may only see his wife,

Martha McLennan, head secretary

of the Dept. of Foreign Lang., in

passing.

"We work on the same floor,

but in different departments," he

said. "Sometimes we see each

other a couple times a day and

sometimes we don't."

However, at times, seeing

each other during the day is a nice

surprise.

"It's pleasant seeing him each

day," said Mrs. MacLennan,
chuckling. "Sometimes I see

him twice a day."

Likewise, the Haywoods
practice a ritual of talking to each

other on the phone every day.

"We talk to each other at

least once a day, if we don't, it

seems like something is

missing." Bob Haywood said.

Unlike the MacLennans, who
said they decided from the start

that they wouldn't involve each

other in academic affairs, the

Toplins and the Haywoods often

feed off each other's experiences

for different teaching strategies.

"We occasionally have
breakfast together to discuss
work-related problems, "said

Deborah Haywood.

Added Dr. Toplin, "we have
in the past brought each other to

lecture in our classes."

Don't think that they would
recommend this for all couples.

They wouldn't

"It takes a certain level of

maturity," Bob Haywood added.

Mrs. Toplin agreed, adding,

"It is nice that we're both
interested in Latin American
History. This is a shared interest

and gives us something to

discuss.

While all three couples work
here on campus, each of their

jobs keep them preoccupied.

"We have a rich life at

UNCW," said Dr. MacLennan.
"we have common interests in

community events and that keeps

us occupied."

Above all else, the three

couples seem to have an

overwhelmingly sense of
friendship, a vital and necessary

part of any successful
relationship.

So the next time you see two
people walking off into the

sunset hand in hand, don't be so

sure they're students.

Greeks Confront Racial Issues
RV RRIAN Bl'I I.ARD

STAFF WRITER

Approximately 50 Greek
sorority and fraternity members
attended a program entitled

"Racism 101" at the King Hall

auditorium. Charlie Maimone,

Director of Housing and Food
services, and Bob Haywood,
Protestant Campus Minister,

presented the program dealing with

racial issues pertaining to college

life. Both of these men are on the

Chancellor's committee on human

relations.

About forty-five minutes of

the program were devoted to

watching a television presentation

of "Frontline : Racism 101". The

episode was entitled "Beyond
Racism."

The show seemed to capture

the attention of every one in

attendance, and after the showing,

there was a discussion as a whole,

and then everyone broke down into

smaller groups in order to discuss

racial issues. Questions were
presented for answering, and a

person from each group wrote
suggestions for dealing with the

problem of racism. Said Bob
Haywood, "The students were very

responsive and had excellent

insights and ideas. We hope to

feed the ideas into planning for the

future. We were impressed with

the genuine interest about having

interaction between black and

white groups. Hopefully this will

increase respect and stifle racial

comments."

Charlie Maimone said that

the "main effort was to show what
Greek organizations can do to stop

racism on campus and this was a

good start"

There will be a teleconference

on Nov. 28 from 1-3 in Cameron
Auditorium. This should be a

very informative program dealing

with racism, and your attendance

is encouraged. For more
information, contact Ralph Parker,

Director of Minority Affairs at

395-3832.

Elections,

Cont'd.
"We, the College

Republicans, have been working

day and night to get Republicans

out to vote," stated Turnage. "I

would have been really
disappointed if Helms had lost"

Turnage stated that he thought

that the issues helped Helms get

and maintain a 10 percent lead

over Gantt. The commercials

about racial quotas and gay rights

were big turning points for

Helms, according to Turnage. "It

goes to show that North
Carolinians still believe in certain

values."

Turnage agreed that education

was a big issue. "Education is the

responsibility of the state

legislature. The federal

government can't spend what they

don't have. Education is a

problem for the state legislature."

Turnage stated that he did not

think that Helms was going to re-

evaluate his role in the senate. He
said that the positions of Helms
were consistent with the attitudes

of the state. "This is the Bible

Belt" stated Turnage.

Peter Gottovi, a UNCW
senior, is active in the democratic

party. The passion for politics

runs in his family. Karen
Gottovi, Peter's mother, won a

seat in the North Carolina House

election night. Despite the win of

his mother, Gottovi seemed
downcast about the results of the

senatorial race.

"Everyone that worked the

unity campaign .. They did a good
job and did the best that they
could," stated Gottovi, "But you
win some and you lose some."

Denny Best is the Chairman
of the Students for Gantt Denny
makes a career out of supporting

liberal causes. The
disappointment in Helms's win

was especially potent to Best.

Best had been working on the

Gantt campaign since before the

primaries. He stated that he has

seen the ups and downs of a long

campaign.

The campaign ads were a

major influence in the election,

according to Best. "I think the

slurs [in Helms television ads]

favored Harvey over Jesse," stated

Best, "Helms misrepresented what
Gantt said and did."

The issues that Helms
represented were not issues

relevant to what North Carolina

needs said Best. Best said he
thought Helms had made to much
out of gay rights. "I think that

gays and lesbians have been treated

as a minority for long enough.

They deserve the same rights as

the majority have."

Best stated that he was very

disappointed in the political

activity of students on election

day. "I'm kinda disappointed
about student turnout. UNCW
has always been apathetic about
almost everything. I'm ashamed
of the students here. Students
could have made this election."

Jim Price, a College
Republican, attributed Gantt's loss

to Gantt's ads. "Jesse was put on

the defensive by Gantt's smear
campaign," stated Price.

During a Tuesday night rally,

after learning of his re-election,

Jesse Helms stated, "If liberal

politician thinks that I have been a

thorn in their sides, they haven't

seen anything yet."

Wednesday morning, Price

said, "Being a thorn in liberals'

side is business as usual for Jesse

Helms."

Price stated that Helms
followed the Republican stance of

no taxes and decreased government

support of programs. Price said,

"The economy in the future is

going to need new ideas, but we
also need some experience."

Missy Royal, a senior who
worked on Gantt's campaign,

might disagree with the idea that

Helms is good for the future of

North Carolina.

"I am very disappointed in

North Carolina for the fact that

they would re-elect an unconcerned

senator. He's supposed to

represent North Carolina but he

doesn't represent any of the

people."

Time Is Of The Essence
UNCW and Wilmington

offer a wealth of opportunities for

educational, career, and cultural

experiences. If you have missed

out on some golden opportunity

lately because you were pressed

for time or late meeting your
commitments, perhaps it is time

for you to review your priorities

and learn to budget your time

more efficiently!

Time constraints are

something all students must deal

with. Commuter students have

added stress related to travel time,

family concerns, and household

upkeep. There are 168 hours

weekly in which to schedule

productive blocks of time.

According to Margaret Sheridan,

Coordinator of Services for

Disabled Students, UNCW's
Student Development Center,

scheduling time helps "reduce

confusion and wasted steps, helps

clarify ones priorities, and may
actually create more leisure time"

when commitments are performed

efficiently.

How do you go about
planning your time more wisely?

First, look at how you presently

spend your time. For one week,

document exactly what you do.

Write down daily how long it

takes for personal grooming,
studying, class time, sleep,

sports, work, visiting with

friends-whatever you do during

the course of the week, make a

note of it!

A visual record allows you to

identify with wasteful periods and

what you need to change in order

to make better use of your time.

List your commitments and

priorities. Are they seriously

covered time wise? How do you

spend time between classes? Do
you make frequent unnecessary

trips to campus or for shopping?

If so, get organized so that you
make only occasional trips.

Second, develop a new
schedule for a day or two in

advance. A full week's schedule

in advance is unrealistic because

too many changes can occur.

Determine legitimate estimates

for the time you need t o

accomplish various activities. Be
sure to include leisure time or it

is unlikely you will stick to it.

Try various approaches to

your routine: For instance,

students who usually go home for

lunch might pack a lunch to eat

on campus and spent the saved

commuter time reviewing notes

for the next class. Students who
commute long distances to work
or school might consider
employment residing on campus
or nearby. And you can avoid

interruptions during study time.

Unplug your telephone and place

a notice on your door that you

will be "IN" at a specified time,

giving yourself ample time to

complete your studies.

Third, put your plan to

action! This procedure will be

more successful the more you

practice it. If some aspect is not

working, don't dismay. And don't

abandon your plan. Alter the

problematic area and give it

another try!

Sheridan advises that primary

problems for students regarding

time management programs are

interruptions by friends and fear

of "alienating" them. Well, why
not ask friends to help you keep

on track? Advise them of what

you are doing, when your free

time occurs, and that you intend

to stick to your plan . Then let

them adjust to your free time.

Remember to keep your time

management program enjoyable

and flexible. Although time for

activities such as work, classes,

and club meetings can easily be
scheduled, other events may be
more consuming than you have

planned for.

Developing good time
management habits will serve

you well in your undergraduate,

graduate, and career endeavors.

UNCW Student Development
Center conducts Time
Management Workshops each
semester and upon special request.

For additional information or

assistance in developing your
personal time management
schedule, contact the Student
Development Center at 395-3746.

Plan ahead. Be prepared to meet
your commitments and be ready

to grasp opportunities that come
your way.

Moore Announces Resignation
BY SANDY PORTER

STAFF WRITER

In 1985, Dr. F. Douglas
Moore became Vice Chancellor
for University Advancement at

UNCW. He recently resigned
from his position effective Spring

1991.

The prevailing four years
brought a great deal of success to

the university and Dr. Moore. At
his arrival, there were
approximately 280 donors
providing income to the school,

he has raised the donor base
nearly 10 times with 3,000
donors contributing to UNCW's
advancement

On October 26, Moore sent

his resignation to Chancellor

Leutze stating his plans to pursue

other career opportunities. Dr.

Moore declined to comment to

the press what opportunities he
will pursue or whether he will be

leaving the Wilmington area.

By having students run
countless teieuhone campaigns
over the last four years. Moore
has accomplished the funding for

the Harold ; Jreen Track and Field

Complex. Nixon Annex to Trask

Coliseum aid improvements to

the baseball stadium. He
established the first irrevocable

trust arrangements that will

benefit UNCW's academic
program in the amount of more
than 2.25 million. He also

provided the funding for the

$500,000 Cameron Professorship

in Accountancy. Moore served

on the Chamber of Commerce
Board and was key figure in

helping to establish a successful

Parents Program and the
Ambassador program.

Dr. Moore stated he will

miss the people at UNCW the

most.

"UNCW is an unique
institution with a great deal of
potential, I hope that I have made
a contribution to its success."

A nationwide search will

begin for Moore's replacement.

Advertisements can be found in

the Chronicle of Higher
Education starting November 14.

"It is easy in the

world to live after

the world's opinion;

it is easy in solitude

to live after our own;
but the great man is

he who in the midst

of the crowd heeps

with perfect

sweetness the

independence of

solitude."
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STHE HAWK'S NESTS
CHECK OUT OUR 99C BREAKFAST SPECIALS

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

• LUNCH SPECIALS • NOVEMBER 12-16

ROAST BEEF
CHIPS, & 16 oz.

DRINK $3.10

TACO SALAD &
16oz. DRINK
3.15

4544 Fountain Drive

St. James Village

Wilmington
392-2293
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Interested in a
Career

as a Paralegal?
Legal Assistants Program

• A certificate program open to qualified women
who have a baccalaureate degree

• Approved by the American Bar Association

• Intensive summer schedule May - August,
or part-time evening schedule September - August

Our placement service for graduates is without fee to
employer or graduate.

Applications Deadline lor the 1991 Summer Program March 15. 1991 lor
derails, contact Ugal Assistants Program. Continuing liducation. Meredith
Collide. MOU Hillsborough Strict. Raleigh. NC 276U?<929t (919) 829-HW
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DAYLIGHT HOUR SPECIAL

$1.00 OFF
RNV SIZE BASKET OF RRNGE BALLS

MONDAY-FRIDAY 9AM-5PM
JUST BRING THIS RDUERTISEMENT.

UOLF CEf
LEY

ENTER
44l« S CHI|I Wwwcwi" <*« 395-2750

•LIGHTED DRIVING RANGE

•DISCOUNT GOLF SHOP

•INDIVIDUAL LESSONS BY APPOINTMENT

2 PGA TEACHING PROFESSIONALS

GREEKS UNLIMITED

4525 Franklin Ave., Suite 4

Tel. 452-3480

Custom made Fraternity & Sorority Letters

Leutze And
Wife To Chair
Red Cross Ball

Wilmington - UNC
Wilmington Chancellor and
Mrs. James R. Leutze have
been named honorary chairs of

the Red Cross Ball set for
March 2, 1991 at the Coast
Line Convention Center in

historic downtown
Wilmington. Making the
announcement was R. O

.

Walton Jr., chairman of the

Board of Directors of the Cape
Fear Chapter of the American
Red Cross and Vice Chancellor

for business affairs at UNCW.
The ball is a major fund-

raiser for the local chapter of
the Red Cross, Walton said,

and this year represents the

10th anniversary of the event.

The black tie optional gala

will include dinner and dancing

featuring the band, Spectrum.

Admission is $100 per person.

Walton, who has

volunteered with the Red Cross

for the past six years, said last

year's Red Cross Ball brought

in $18,000 after expenses.

"This event is extremely
important for the Cape Fear

Chapter to have funds to carry

out its many programs," he

said. "We are excited that Jim

and Kathy Leu.ze agreed to

chair the event."

NOVEMBER 12-16
Learn About Sexual Assault Next Week
BY AMY PETROrn.U

STAFF WRITE*

Sexual Assault Awareness
Week has been scheduled for the
week of Nov. 12 through Nov.
16. It is being sponsored by the
UNCW Dean of Students,
Department of Public Safety,
Student Team Against Rape
(STAR), Association for Campus
Entertainment (ACE), and the
Wilmington Rape Crisis Center.
With this year's theme "Breaking
the Bands of Silence and
Violence," the five day period
will feature programs aiming to

acquaint students with various
issues associated with sexual
assault.

According to the Dean of
Students office, the majority of
offenders and victims of sexual

assault are of college age. For
this reason, officer Hunter Davis
of the Campus Police would like

to emphasize three particular

aspects of sexual assault which he
feels are most prevalent on
college campuses.

"The problems that I see,"

said Davis, "lie with the
important aspect of reporting
sexual assault, and the
communication factor which is

many times influenced by the use
of alcohol."

Scheduled programs will

address issues such as these, as

well as the fact that "sexual

assault is not just a female
problem." So that people can
realize how realistic the problem
is for males as well, Davis
pointed to some possibilities

where the male might be
involved.

He explained, first of all,

that one in six women are

victims of sexual assault. In
other words, he said, if a male

considers the six women closest

to him, one of them can be

sexually assaulted. He went on
to say that men should realize the

victim could be his girlfriend,

wife, mother, grandmother, or

sister. Also, men might be called

upon for support from a woman
who has been victimized.

Finally, the issue of sexual

assault pertains to men in that

men are victims too.

Davis explained that the
crime for males and females is

"terribly unreported." He stated

that one in ten victims will report

the incident while one in three
will not tell anyone at all.

"Reporting is an important
aspect," he said. "If we don't
know anything about the
incident, we can't do anything
about it--except continue to

stress education of the matter."

People who think they are

victims of sexual assault are

encouraged to report it to any of
the aforementioned agencies
sponsoring Sexual Assault
Awareness Week. "We'll do
everything we can to

accommodate the victim's needs,"

said Davis. In the event of a

report, under NO circumstances
will the victim be forced to

prosecute. If the victim chooses
to report the crime, he/she then
has the option to handle it

through the university rather than

thought the state criminal justice

system.

Just in case a victim will

prosecute, he/she should not
bathe, change clothes, or alter

their appearance in any way for

the preservation of evidence.

Detective Willis explained a

means of anonymously reporting

sexual assault. The method called

"blind reporting" is "strictly a

statistical document that

accommodates the victim and
takes the place of a police report."

Willis stressed that by no means
is a victim required to fill out a

blind report. However, should

the victim wish to assist the

police in preventing reoccurrence

of the crime without speaking to

anyone else, the option is there.

Willis explained that up until

this year, they had no means of

keeping a record of assaults

Now with blind reporting, they

can better determine where it is

necessary to target education, and
they can gain clues to certain
patterns of sexual assaults.

Willis explained that when
cooperative people provide
similar information and a pattern

does exist, the information can
serve as a direction to possibly
build a case against the assailant.

Willis emphasized that their
primary concern is the needs of
the victim. Yet there is also the

responsibility to the rest of the

campus community and the
concern that the attacker will
strike again. Davis stated that

statistics show that an assailant is

not likely to stop at one offense.

He explained that some may not
realize that what they are doing is

a crime.

"If a person forces an
individual into a sexual act
against their will, it is sexual
assault," he stated.

Davis explained that
regarding sexual assault,

communication is the key. "It is

important for two people to

express clearly what they do and
do not expect without playing
games about it," he said.

"Women have the right to say no.

In the event that she does say no
and the male refused to abide, he
has committed a felony."

The use of alcohol, explained
Davis, affects communication for

many reasons. It impairs
judgement and subdues
inhibitions. This L;'- ot good
communication often times leads
to sexual assault. However, said
Davis, intoxication is 'NO
EXCUSE'. Simply stating that

you were drunk will not be a

defense for you."

Students are encouraged to

learn more about issues
concerning sexual assault by
participating in the events of the

coming week. "This week is not

just for females," said Willis.

"The information is vital to

everyone and much is to be
gained by those who attend."
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Trying to stretch dollars when you're

computer shopping doesn't mean you're willing

to make sacrifices.

That's why you should consider the new,

affordable Macintosh® Classic® computer.

It has everything you need—including a monitor, keyboard, mouse,

2 megabytes of RAM, and a 40-megabyte hard disk. Just plug everything in and

the Macintosh Classic is ready to run, because the system software is already

installed! And, thanks to the Macintosh computer's legendary ease of use, you'll

be up and running in no time.

Like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applications

that all work in the same, consistent way—so once you've learned one program,

you're well on your way to learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate

that doesn't have trouble sharing. The Apple® SuperDrive™—standard

equipment with every Macintosh—reads from and writes to Macintosh,

' Macintosh Class*c computer* purchased before January 1991 include system software on floppy dufc* software is not instated

1 1990 Apple Computer Inc Apple the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc SuperOnve and The
power to be your best are trademarks of Apple Computer inc Classic is a registered trademaih licensed to Apple Computer Inc MS DOS
is a registered trademark ot Microsoft Corporation OS/2 <s a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation

MS-DOS. OS/2, and Apple B floppy disks, which means

you can share information with someone who uses a

different type ofcomputer.

See the Macintosh Classic for yourself. It'll change vour mind

about cheap roommates.

The power to be your best"
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The Seahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor. These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The
Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk.

601 South College Rd , Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The
Seahawk.

The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 p.m. Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 p.m. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division.
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Editori

Why Won't The
University Tell Us What
Everyone Knows?

In her book On Death and Dying, Elisabeth Cubler-Ross

wrote that one of the stages we go through when dealing

with the death of a loved one is denial.

When it comes to the suicide of Sarah Kidder-Lyne, this

University is certainly in denial.

University officials not only don't want to admit publicly

that her death was a suicide; but they seem to be determined

to keep that fact under wraps.

It seems that members of the residence life staff have been

told that their jobs would be in danger if they said anything

to the press about the Kidder-Lyne incident. According to

one Graham Resident Assistant, the pressure ca:ru from

high level officials of the University.

This type of paranoid behavior on the parf
< f the

University can only make an extremely bad situation worse.

For the University to try to deny, or subdue, the fact that a

UNCW student killed herself is extremely self-centered and

counter productive.

The medical examiner was candid enough, when asked

straight out, to say that Kidder-Lyne committed suicide.

Why do University officials have to be any different? The
little thai the press has received from the University has lap-

danced around the fact. Did they think if they said nothing,

it would just go away? We all have to accept that, in the

stress-filled world of the university, people are going to do

some destructive things. No one can stop this. Not the

University, not the Residence Life Staff, not the Campus
Police. Nobody.

The proper course of action after this type of tragiJy is to

foster understanding by making all of the information about

the problem known. The alternative is to allow a

groundswell of gossip to break over an already shell-

shocked campus.

%ewi&ez§>
Regarding your editorial on

our last flier, we would like to

make our position known. Your

siding with Jesse Helms on the

NEA issue is nothing more than

an attack on our First Amendment
rights. Imposing guidelines on

artists at all limits their ability to

express themselves. This is

unconstitutional.

Your calling the flier "hard-

core propaganda" in the first part

of the editorial and then ending it

by saying you got a good laugh

raises questions about your

integrity. Even Jesse knows
exactly where he stands; why don't

you? Are you or are you nd a

liberal? The Declaration of

Independence, the Constitution,

and the Bill of Rights are three of

the greatest liberal documents ever

put forth. If you are truly a

liberal, you should back them, not

attack them.

Where we stand .

Shane Elder

Rob Sherry

It's a shame that this letter had

to come in too late to appear

before the elections As it is, it

seems almost a waste of time to

respond to it. In the interest of
correcting a couple of errors or

misinterpretations though, respond

we shall.

ials
|

First of all, we attack no one's

rights. The guidelines suggested in

the editorial "Guidelines Are A
Good Idea For Artists" were to be

set out for funding. It doesn't

matter to The Seahawk what an

artist wants to draw or photograph.

To impose guidelines on artists in

general would be a serious

infringement of their first

amendment rights. To place
guidelines on funding artists

though, would only protect the

right of taxpayers to have some
say on how their tax dollars are

spent.

The matter of our laughing at

the poster, which we do indeed see

as hardcore propaganda
(propaganda is not always a bad
thing), is not a question of
integrity. Have you ever read the

Cuban newspaper? We often laugh

at it too. It only means we find

humor in the ludicrous.

As to The Seahawk's political

affiliation, we are really neither

Liberal nor Conservative. The
editorial staff here is somewhat
divided over individual issues. The
reference to our being members of
the "liberal press" is a use of
tlelms's own label, and an
overview of the nation might show

a significantly liberal slant. In

fact, if someone had read the

majority of the editorials in past

issues of The Seahawk, that

someone might have noticed that

same slant right here.

COUEGE P1K5S KRVCE

Knowledge Is No Good Alone
History suggests two primary

sources for our desire for

knowledge: curiosity and control.

The one corresponds to pure,

speculative knowledge, to
knowledge as an end in itself. The

other corresponds to applied

science, to knowledge as a means

to practical ends wherein we gain

mastery over the different

dimensions of life. As Parker

Palmer notes in his book To
Know As We Are Known .

"Curiosity is an amoral passion, a

need to know that allows no

guidance beyond the need itself.

Control is simply another word

for power, passion notorious not

only for its amorality but for its

tendency toward corruption."

Palmer goes on to assert that

there is another kind of knowledge

available to us. This is a

knowledge that originates not in

curiosity or control, but in

compassion, or love-a source

celebrated not in intellectual

tradition but in our spiritual

heritage. "Knowledge born of

compassion aims not at exploiting

and manipulating creation but at

reconciling the world to itself. A
mind motivated by compassion

reaches out to know as the heart

reaches out to love."

You are here to be educated.

To be educated means gaining

knowledge. I would like to

encourage you to reflect on the

purposes for which you want

knowledge. I am concerned on the

one hand, because there is ample

evidence that knowledge sought

for control winds up harming

people, society and our

environment. Banking knowledge

sought as a means to control

created the S & L scandal.
Nuclear knowledge sought as a

means to control created the

nuclear arms race. Besides this

negative aspect of knowledge, a

second aspect of my concern lies

in the observation that the very
process of our education causes us

to adopt an ideology of knowledge
motivated by curiosity and
control. Unless we raise our
consciousness about the very
process in which we are engaged,
we are likely to unconsciously
adopt these values about why we
want to know anything.

Knowledge that springs from
compassion, from love, is not soft

and sentimental. It is tough but it

is a knowledge rooted in deep
caring for that which we are

seeking to know and understand.

Much medical research such as

that highlighted by Jerry Lewis'

Muscular Dystrophy Telethon is

rooted in compassion. The AIDS
crisis demands knowledge rooted

in compassion, but the history oi
the discovery of AIDS and
bringing the forces of the medical
establishment to bear upon it are a

terrible demonstration of what
happens when compassion is

contaminated by the need for
control. A search for knowledge
that is rooted in compassion is

rooted in a mutual sense of
connection between the knower
and that which is to be known or
discovered whether that be people

who are ill or poor, countries

without stabilized food production

systems or a globe with a growing
hole in the ozone layer. The
source for such a sense of
mutuality is rooted in a spiritual

conviction that reality is all of one
piece and that we are a part of the

web of life connected to the

whole. In this image, to seek to

know is to seek to find our place

in this wonderful, grand web of
life where knowledge and
compassion intersect not so we
can control, but so that we can

live with the satisfaction of
believing that we are contributing

to the well-being r? the whole.

Allow Me To Wax Philosophic
What in the hell am I going to

do?! What's next? In the last

four years I have taken many,
many classes and none of them
have really prepared me for this

moment. The moment when I

will be thrust out into the world

in a manner not unlike being

ripped from the womb, and
promptly slapped on the ass.

Yes boys and girls, it is almost

time for Spike and the rest of
the December grads to be

abandoned in the cold cruel

world; left with nothing but

memories of Twinwood parties,

a tan, and a diploma to show
for those years at UNCW.
So what am I supposed to do
now?
My parents are calling to find

out when my trip on the gravy

train will be over. They also

want to know what career I have

chosen to pursue. Wait just a

damn minute! Career? As in

what I will be doing for the

next forty years? As in this is

it? Finito? End of story? G o

buy a house, a dog, get married,

and then pay taxes until I

finally die of boredom? HELL
NO!

Let me just point out some
things I have come up with. If

you wait until the ripe old age

of forty to decide what you want
to do, you would be doing that

job for twenty five years before

retirement. That is longer than

most of us have been alive on
the total. That means that the

time you spent going from
kindergarten to the I2th grade,

plus college, plus the five years

before school started, plus the

three years from 22 to 25 after

college will equal the amount of

time you spend doing that same
job.

Now I don't claim to know
much, but that seems like a

long time to me. The memories
I have of being seven years old

seem like a very long time ago.

Ford was president, no one
knew who Jimmy Carter was
yet, America had just pulled out

of Vietnam, Disco was popular,

and we were all wearing flair

pants and polyester print shirts

with butter-fly collars. Now I

don't know about you, but that

seems like a long time ago.

So what is the hurry to get

into a career? Why does
everybody make it sound like if

you don't jump into a

profession you turn into a

pumpkin, or even worse you
end up moving back home and
living with mom and dad
forever? It's not true, not even

remotely. We have all the time

in the world, it is just a matter

of what we do with that time.

When you get out of this

institution of higher learning

take a chance! Go to Europe,
Australia, Los Angeles, Alaska,

North Dakota, or anywhere you
ever wanted to go. Don't wait

until you have money when you
are 50 to see France, see it

now. Don't wait until you are

55 to go salmon fishing in

Alaska, do it now! DO IT

NOW!!
Now you ask, "where am I

supposed to get the money to

go to France, or Alaska, or for

that matter to get out of
Wilmington butt head?"

No problem. You have a

college education now, so put it

to work for you. There are

many employment
opportunities all over the world

just waiting for you. You just

have to have the intestinal

fortitude to find them. They
may not pay much more than

what it takes to live; but you
don't get to live in the South of

France by taking a job selling

medical supplies in Fayetteville

now do ya? Besides, you just

got out of the perfect training

for living off little money. I

am almost sure they sell Oodles

of Noodles all over the world.

Don't let life pass you by.

Don't let the old saying "Youth,

why do they waste it on the

young" apply to you. Do
something, anything, just make

sure that when you are 70 years

old you don't say to yourself, "I

wish I would have done this or

that", do it now!
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EDITOR IN CHIEF

My friend told me that he

doesn't want to grow up. He
came to me the other day and

said he'd had enough. Sensing

that something was wrong, I

asked him what he was talking

about.

"Things are just getting too

complicated," he answered.

"Grown-ups have to think too

much."

How strange, I thought to

myself. "What in the hell are

you talking about?" I asked

him aloud.

"Things always used to be

so simple. All I had to worry

about was what time to be home
for dinner, or what Andy
Griffith and the Hillbillies

would get into. These days
there is so much more."

I gulped my last mouthful

of taco salad. Maybe I could

get away before he got too

involved in his spiel. This one

sounded like it was going to get

deep. If I could just swallow

this little piece of burnt meat. .

He continued in spite of my
reddening face. "You know,
just the other day, I caught

myself analyzing a Disney
movie. Do you know how
many negative references they

give hunters in those things."

The meat caught in my
throat. I was choking. I

wondered how much I could sue

the Hawk's Nest for if I passed

out.

My friend seemed not to

notice. He had that glazed look

he sometimes gets. "Sit-coms

are the worse though. I mean,

even Head of the Class has

done an anti-gun segment. I

never used to notice these

things. Am I getting old?" He
turned to me.

Was that a tear I saw in his

eye, or were my eyes hazing

over. Oxygen was becoming a

rare and precious commodity. I

couldn't believe he couldn't tell

I was in distress. I thought

about shooting him. But he
just kept right on rolling.

"And this political thing. .

. You know, I was templed to
vote this year. Even Iggy Pop
voted this year. I saw all these

ads and they just kept on about
how so-and-so was screwing the

people, and his opponent kept

saying he was a liar, and how
he wasn't a liar, and how if

anybody said he was a liar,

they were lying. It was really

starting to make sense. I mean,
I had a candidate all picked out

and everything.

"Political issues never used
to matter to me. Then I turn

around and find myself at a pro-

choice rally, or thinking

seriously about whether or not

artists should be able to draw
naked Indies. I don't like what
is happening to me!" he

shouted.

The shout had a hollow,

drum-like sound to it. M y
peripheral vision was going
black. My eyes felt like they

might pop out at any second. I

quit thinking about lawsuits and
started thinking about funeral

arrangements. I had the

perverse thought about whether

the cemetery would let me have

nude statuary all around my
grave site; or if the state would
pay for it since I had no
insurance. My friend droned on
somewhere out in that gray

nothingness.

"Even my literature
assignments make me think

about politics. Freedom used to

mean running around on
weekends with no
responsibilities. Now I have to

wonder what it was like when
Britain ruled America, and how
much things have changed since

then. Then I begin to wonder if

they have changed at all. It

just gets so confusing. I think

I am just going to run away to

Canada and live in the woods.
You know, Canada has a

socialized medicine program.
The taxes pay for it

"Oh, well, I've got to go to

class now. See you around."

I heard his chair scrape

back. My head was reeling as I

tried to force words out of my
mouth. There was no way. His
receding steps echoed in the

blackness that was my mind. I

felt myself falling over
backwards, then I hit the floor.

The meat came dislodged and
air, beautiful air rushed in. My
lungs swelled and my sight

cleared. No one in the Hawk's
Nest had noticed the episode.

My friend was long gone. I

doubt that he knew how to do
the Heimlich maneuver anyway.

BLOOP

by

JOSEPH

MORTON
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Raise a Thousand in a week: The fundraiser that's working on 1800

campuses. Your campus group can earn up to $1000 in just one

week. No investments needed. Be first on your campus. A FREE gift

just for calling. Call Now. 1-800-765-8472.

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to students or student organizations

promoting our Spring Break Packages. Good Pay & Fun. Call CMI.
1-800-423-5264.

Travel Sales Representative Wanted: Outgoing, aggressive, self-

motivated individuals or groups to market Winter and Spring Break

trips on campus. For more information call Student Travel Services

at 1-800-648-4849.

Now Accepting Applications For 12 Drivers. Minimum wage + oyo

Commission & Tips. Call ITZA PIZZA. Ask for Tony. 395-3534

For your PROFESSIONAL RESUME- SEE CAMPUS FLIERS! Your Career

Connection is Executive Correspondents. Call 1-800-243-5833 for

details.

ANYONE INTERESTED IN EARNING A FREE SPRING BREAK IN THE
BAHAMAS! CALL CAMPUS TOURS, INC. FROM 2pm to 6pm M-F at

1-800-622-4262.

%

MOW
AVAILABLE
FOR ONLY

• I

INCLUDES: Cruise, Florida to the

Bahamas for two adults aboard
the Ocean Liner Discovery I,

plus 5 days, 4 nights hotel

accommodations at the Cast-

away Resorts, (tourist class

rating) while in Freeport Grand
Bahamas. Tickets good for one year from date of

purchase. Offered through a Licensed and Bonded Cruise Line.

LimitedAmountOf Tickets Remaining.

ORIGINALCOST*53a00

PER PERSON.

1-8* I I 221-6044/"EST
American Travel

DrinkingAge Only

18
In The Bahamas

r Send Check Or Money Order Along With Coupon To
American Travel Promotions

Suite 500, 9515 Deereco Road Baltimore. Maryland 21093

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIPCODE
'Based on double occupancy. Additional charge for taxes and meals •Subject
to availability. Allow 60 days advance reservation notice Oroups must book
Individually. Allow 2 weeks for delivery.

J

COLD

55OOFF¥K
$25OFFW

)

,nr week onlv, order Mid save on the gold rinfi of your choice For

complete details, see vour .loslens representative
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
•

"YEAH...RIGHT!"
with RAMONA HUPP

Arts and Entertainment Editor

I Just Could Not Get
Away From That Joker
BY RaMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Jack. Nicholson ("The Joker"

in Batman, The Shining) invaded

my television this weekend. I

know it's a scary thought.

First, I'm flipping through the

channels and a catch a glimpse of

Sheriff Andy Taylor teaching

Opie another valuable life lesson,

pretty ordinary. But wait, in

walks Jack Nicholson. ..in an

obligatory 60s suit and tie, with

a wife! I questioned my eyesight!

Was this really a young Jack, or

was it a young Jack wanna be,

before anybody really wanted to

be Jack Nicholson wanna be? I

just couldn't convince myself, no

matter how much 1 squinted my
eyes. I knew if I could just hear

his voice... I knew it would
clinch it for me. Sure enough, it

lacked "attitude", but it was
indeed the one and only Mr. Jack

Nicholson. Interestingly enough,

he had less hair in this twenty

year old episode than he does

now, and he looked a lot shorter.

I guess being a multi-millionaire

movie star can do a lot for you!

No sooner had I gotten over

that shock when I turn to my
weekly staple The Big Picture"

on MTV. I figured it would be

relatively safe from any
Nicholson propaganda since he

doesn't have a movie to promote

(this weekend anyway). "And
what to my wondering eyes does

appear "...but a special segment
on the films made in the 60s.

Nicholson appeared not once, but

twice! The first was a clip of

him playing the sadistic dental

patient in the original filming of

Little Shop of Horrors. Then,

much to my surprise the segment

centers on a movie based on an

L.S.D. trip called appropriately

enough "The Trip"! It starred

Peter Fonda, and was a big hit in

the 60's. The screenplay was

written by. ..I'll give you three

guesses.. ..Jack Nicholson! It was

supposedly the first and last

screenplay that he ever wrote, and

the gentleman doing the

commentary said "if Nicholson

had not made it as an actor (like

that was even a possibility), he
could have had a great career as a

screenwriter! "Yeah...right."

Jacob's On The Run From Horror

BY RAMON^ mm
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
Jacobs Run, which

reopened it's door October 19,

is primarily a second-run
Cinema/Draft movie theater,

showing recent box office hits

for only $2.00 per person.
The Thursday night movie this

week will be The Rocky Horror
Picture Show, and will also
include a special bash in honor
of the film's fifteenth
anniversary. The film will be
shown at 8:00 and 10:00 pm.
Jacob's Run invites you to

come in costume and character

for this special showing.
Admission is $5.00, and there

will be prizes for best costume!
Jacob's Run also offers live

entertainment on Friday and
Saturday. This weekend DR.
HECTOR AND THE GROOVE
INJECTORS (blues) will be
performing. They are making
their own special R&B house
call' to all their 'Hector
Addicts'. They are certain to

dance your blues away." Other

bands coming this month are,

LIL' RONNIE & BLUES BEATS,
MARK HUMMEL & BAND
(Cajun), and WINDJAMMER
(reggae).

You can also catch NFL
action on Sunday and Monday
night on their 100 inch wide

screen television. Jacob's Run
is also equipped with their own
Sandwich Shop, which is open
everyday. So you can munch
while you watch.

Karaoke Night will be

something you won't want to

miss either. It has been

described as a "cross between

'Puttin' on the Hits' and MTV,
and amateur night." Audience

members will certainly be

rolling on the floor when they

see their friends get up and
perform. Sounds like a riot!

Check the weekly Seahawk
for updates and new events

coming to Jacob's Run! Or
you may call their information

line 251-1140.

UNCW Presents

"Hedda Gabler"

The UNCW Department of
Fine Arts University Theatre
has announced cast selection

for it's second production of
the season, Henrik Ibsen's

"Hedda Gabler", to be presented

November 15-17 in Kenan
Hall.

The classic production, one
of the most popular ever
written by the Norwegian born
Ibsen, portrays the story of
Hedda Gabler (Teresa
Campana), a frustrated woman
capable of only destroying

others. One of her amusements
is practicing with a pair o f

dueling pistols which belonged

to her aristocratic father.

She marries a meek
professor, George Tesman
(Joey Collins) for
conveniences and security.

Eventually, she tries to regain

influence over Eilbert Loeverg
(Skeet Ulrich), a brilliant

young scholar she had
previously led to drink and
destruction.

An unscrupulous Judge
Brack (Ed Wagenseller) finds

incriminating evidence against

Hedda and threatens to reveal it

unless Hedda consents to a

clandestine affair with him.

Juliana Tesman (Kit Conner)
is Georges beloved Aunt. Mrs.

Elvsted (Lauren Coccia) is an

old friend of Loevberg, and
Bertha (Susan Caracio) has
been a servant to the Tesmans
since George was a child.

"Hedda Gabler" will be

presented on Thursday, Friday,

and Saturday, in the S.R.O.
Theatre in Kenan Hall. The
tickets are free to all UNCW
students with a valid I.D..

Reservations may be made
by calling the University
Theatre box office at 791-

9695.

DID YOU KNOW?
Janet Lee, the shower
victim in Psycho, was
fine until she saw the

finished version of

the movie. It scared

her so much that she

never took another

shower again!

DJD YOU CARE?

gggg /jggj
The Shark Survives The Sahara
HV MARK srHAR\GA

MUSIC RE\'IEWER

I have never been a

perfectionist when it comes to

my literary talent. (If you can

call it that.) My articles of late,

have been a bit on the sloppy
side, but with thanks to the

Seahawk staff they have been

kept [primarily] neat and clean. I

also read most of the other staff

members articles just to keep

abreast of other journalistic

styles. I am far from an expert

on any subject dealing with

journalism, especially considering

that I have never had a course in

Journalism (which is usually

closed on the first day of pre-

registration).

It disappoints me though, to

see another one of the staff

members of this paper berated

because they had a "bad week".

Give the guy a break! He writes

three articles for his page and has

a full course load. Are any of us

that perfect when we go through

life without making any
mistakes, or have a "bad week"?

Even more important is the fact

that the person is a big enough
man to admit his error, and that

takes extreme courage. So

Patrick Fowler, I applaud you for

your honesty and the good job

you do.

And to the Professor who
berated him: get a life. (I always

wanted hate mail, maybe now I'll

get some.)

HOUSE OF LORDS
Sahara

Simmons Records/ RCA
8 Shark's Teeth

Yes, yes, yes, another pop-

metal review. Due to a severe

shortage of time on my part, I

have to stick with the music that

I know a lot about. This is

another band that sounds like

WHITESNAKE.. The fact is,

these guys sound better than

WHITESNAKE (at least better

than their Slip of the Tongue).

Greg Giuffria is the keyboardist

for HOUSE OF LORDS. You
might remember him from the

band of the same name about six

years ago.

This is the second offering

from HOUSE OF LORDS. The
first one was overdone on the

keyboards . This album takes a

harder edge. The remake of Can't

Find My Way Home from

BLIND FAITH is one of the

strongest tracks on the album.

Another note of interest is the

fact that Gene Simmons is

executive producer. To sum it all

up, you've probably heard it all

before, but this album has some
really hard edges to it, and these

guys can play.

Best Songs- Shoot, Can't Find

My Way Home, Heart of the Line

THE DUDE»t ,

1
1 , DOWN FRONTmm

Tips On Climbing The Ladder

Trey Wvatt
Movie Reviewer

Anyone that has read this

column more than twice has
got to be thinking. .'this Dude
Down Front' is about as

finicky about movies as 'Otis

of Mayberry' is about distilled

beverages". Well, that is in

a sense correct. But "Otis"

and "the Dude Down Front"

know the difference between
Ripple and Crown Royal, or

Jason and the Argonauts and
Ben Hur.

Who is the person that can tell

if a movie is "good" or "bad"?

Anyone can feel however they

want about any movie they

see, but are they really able to

judge the movie's quality,

value, and worthiness for

everyone else? No.

The "Dude Down Front" just

tries to relay a little bit of the

idea the film stimulated
through a persona: a

perspective. Here ia a non-

exhaustive list of what "the

Dude" thinks are actually

"GOOD" movies.

"The Dude's" Personal

Favorites

Breaking Away
Animal House
Apocalypse Now
Neighbors

Where the Buffallo Roam
Dirty Dozen
9 112 Weeks
She's Gotta Have It

Reform School Girls

The Jerk

Darkman
Escape From New York

"The Dude's" Concessions

Breaking Away
Oridinary People

Fiddler On The Roof
Gone With The Wind
French Connection

It's A Wonderful Life

Dr. Zchivago

She's Got To Have It

Driving Miss Daisy

Parenthood

Anything with Meryl Streep

(except She Devil)

Also in the personal favorites

is anything by Chuck Norris,

Steven Segal, John Belushi,

Clint Eastwood (without his

ex-bimbo), or Seka, pretty

much are hits with "the Dude
Down Front". This doesn't

mean they are "good" or "bad",

I just like them. It's just a

list, nobody is gonna grade it.

Why don't you try it?

WIN TWO FREE MOVIE
TICKETS and a book of

McDonalds gift certificates by
sending your list of favorite

movies of 1990 to the "Dude
Down Front" , UNCW Box
24616, and be a part of a

random drawing to be held tne

week before exams. This
contest will be open t o
students and faculty only. One
entry per person please.

Plenty has been said, and
written about Jacob's Ladder
already, but it is a very

complex thriller that needs to

be seen by anyone who enjoys

being challenged by a film. (If

Three Men and a Baby was your

idea of a great film, save your

money and wait for the equally

mundane sequel.)

If you don't want hints to help

sooner grasp the plot, stop
reading now.

It may be helpful to:

1. Pay attention to all details

2. Don't go with someone that

talks the whole time.

3. Get your refreshments, and
go pee before the movie starts.

4. Consider that the main
character, Tim Robins (Cadillac

Man, Bull Durham) is in
Purgatory, miserably trapped
between life and death.

Jacob's Ladder is about
seventy-two million times as

good as Ghost, with a Serpent
and the Rainbow kind of flair.

Hey, that's the way I see it.

You can see it across the street

at College Road Cinemas.
Send in your list of favorites!

P.S. Memphis Belle was not a

bomb. It was two hours of
extremely solid entertainment,
but maybe not for everyone.

Is This Scenario A Fantasy Or Reality?
BY MICHF.I.F. MAVf,
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The topic of the week is "Designing Women".
This week's show was one of personal interest as

well as of cultural awareness. For those of you who
didn't watch, the show began with Mary Jo's old

painting teacher going into a nursing home. Mary
Jo and Julia go for a visit. They are sitting at a

table talking about old times.

Enter a nurse carrying a birthday hat She says

"There's the birthday girl. You know you should

wear your birthday hat at lunch." Ms. Eulalee says

that she doesn't want to. The nurse responds with

"You know you are not going to like it here if you
don't participate." With Julia's help, the nurse gets

the message and leaves.

Mary Jo recalls words of wisdom from Ms.
Eulalee's class.'Tf you don't like where you are,

change it." Ms. Eulalee responds with "I want to

go somewhere and paint, where old people are

treated with dignity It's a fantasy or is

it?"

Later that night, Ms. Eulalee and her friend Ms.
Chesley run away from the home and show up at

Sugerbaker's. (There's a conversation here but it

isn't relevant to the outcome of the article )

Fade in: Ms. Eulalee and Mary Jo are talking in

Mary Jo's living room. Mary Jo invites Ms. Eulalee

to stay with her as long as she wants. Enter Julia.

She is taking Ms. Chesley back to the home and
was wondering if perhaps Ms. Eulalee would like to

go too. Ms. Eulalee decides to go back but

states, "This isn't the end. I've shown my
independence. I left on my own will, and I'll go
back on my own will."

My question to you is: Is this scenario a

fantasy? Why is it when a person enters a nursing

home, they seem to lose their identity, their

opinions, their independence, and become a number
on a spreadsheet? Why are they treated as children?

Why do we forget that they are humans, that they

have led a full, productive life, that they were
somebody before they came in the door? That old

age caught up with them and they need our help?
Who the hell do we think we are to take everything

away from them? To tell them they won't like it

much here if they don't do things our way?
I work in a nursing home, so I know some of

the stuff that goes on. It's hard to take care of
twelve to fifteen patients, to have that kind of
responsibility, and to remember some of the little

things. But not things like respect, courtesy, and
dignity (as much as possible). But it's not that
difficult to brighten their day. It's simple: ask them
how they are, ask how their children are, give them
a smile, or better yet, give them a hug. Gee, that

sounds like something I might do to one of my
friends.

I admit sometimes the conflict isn't as easy to

resolve as birthday hat but some people don't ask for

much more.

I really like this episode because it made me
more aware of myself and made me remember the

goals of my job. OK, some of you may be saying

how can this chick take this show so literally? Can't

she just watch it for what it is, a show to make
you laugh? Well, maybe I can. But I can also use it

to educate and create awareness. You can deny some
things but you can't run from everything in life.

Example: you may not get AIDS, you may not get

cancer, you may not go blind, you may not get

maimed or burned, etc, etc, but if all goes well, you
will get old. Don't you want to know what you
might face? Is it fantasy or reality?

The Smithereens

Are Coming
Just a reminder that THE

SMITHEREENS, with special

guest CARRY NATION have re-

scheduled their concert for

Thursday, November 15, 1990, at

8:00 pm at Trask Coliseum.

You can pick up your tickets

at the University Union Info

Desk for $8.00 with valid I.D.

WLOZ's Top Ten Album Play List

6. CHROME
1. SUPERCHUNK
Superchunk

2. SCREAMING TREES
Something About You

3. Various Artists

Duck And Cover

4. SOLOMON GRUNDY
Solomon Grundy

5. REDDKROSS
Third Eye

Half Machine
Lip Moves

7. LUBRICATED GOAT
Psychedelicateessen

8. SURGERY
Nationwide

9. GALAXIE500
This Is Our Music

lO.Connells

One Simple Word

THURSDAY

Rocky Horror Picture

Show : A 15th

Anniversary Bash
Jacob's Run

Comedy Zone

African "Arts
Experience*

763-2787 (fW 8-9)

RAY COBB BAND
Yellow Rose Saloon

JC^NNYaUESf
Mad Monk

FRIDAY

Joan Milligan (artist)

St. John's Museum
11:00 am

RAY COBB BAND
Yellow Rose Saloon

CARTER BROTHERS
Guiseppe's

DR. HECTOR AND THE
GROOVE INJECTORS
Jacob's Run

BOB MARGOUAN
(Blues)

ErP.P.t..Street
i

.News

MIND OVER FOUR
Mad Monk

SATURDAY

Arts and Crafts Show
Coast Line Center

CARTER BROTHERS
Southern Rock-n-Roll

Guiseppe's

DR. HECTOR AND THE
GROOVE INJECTORS
Jacobs Run

RAY COBB BAND
Yellow Rose Saloon

BOB MARGOLIAN
Front Street News

FLASHBACK

MONDAY

Monday Night Football

Jacob's Run

TUESDAY

Blues Society

Front Street News

The Accused
Starring Jodie Foster

A.C.E. Presentation

Wednesday

FULCO COUNTY LINE

New York City Country
Yellow Rose Saloon

"Politically Proper"

A Satirical Play

Thalian Hall

Comedy Zone
256-2251
Front Street News
762-6397
Mad Monk
395-0280
Thalian Hall

763-3398
Guiseppe's

256-9600
Yellow Rose Saloon
791-2001
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$5000 CASH BONUS FOR NURSES
The Army is now offering nurses with BSNs a $5000 bonus.

Nurses who qualify can join our health care team and receive $5000

at their first duty assignment.

Army nurses also receive a competitive benefits package

including:

• continuing education opportunities

• medical and dental care

• housing and uniform allowances

• specialty training

• travel, here and overseas.

But Army nursing is more. Army nurses can expect to practice

in a variety of facilities -- field hospitals, clinics, or medical centers;

and a ,><aieiy of settings - nana cement, administrative, practitioner

and clinical.

Army nurses can also expect to have autonomy in making

patient can decisions, following the Army's Standards of Nursing

Practice.

To qualify you must:

• have a BSN and be licensed to practice in the US (or be a

student)

• not currently be holding a military nurse commission

• meet the Army's physical and moral standards

For more information, call you Army Nurse Representative.

Sgt. 1st Class Jacobs
1-800-662-7473

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

ISCREAM
You Scream, We All Scream

For Ice Cream

w

N' MORE

\\U/ HJlf.ZOO'li

\y 'BO'VQ'ue'is

$2.49

-we do oce ca*ejaoi

LOCATED IN THE GALLERIA
6800 WRIGHTSVILLE AVE.

256-3227

CAROLINA COIN LAUNDRY
952 South Kerr Avenue

(1 Block from School Kid $ Records)

"Watch Soaps & Sports on our TV"

WASH • DRY • FOLD
• DRY CLEANING*

Monday-Saturday
7:00 AM -9:00 PM

ATTENDANT ON DUTY

Sunday
GOO AM -830 PM

AIR CONDITIONED

Every Tuesday Night is

UNCW Night!

fraternities & SoritUs

Welcome!
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Why Men Need Sex:
(Or at least why we think we do)

"During a heightened stage of physical excitement, the

penis, if not fully stimulated to the point of orgasm, will

in fact experience an excruciating build-up of pressure,

to such a degree that if left unattended, will cause an

explosive reaction in the male genitalia, which has

been known to result in the complete destruction of the

male reproductive region, often causing extensive

property damage and injury to other persons within

one square mile of the blast as well/
7

Study Finding

A Lecture On
Sex and Dating

With Bob Hall

© Copyright Bob Hall 1990

DID YOU KNOW:
Sex in dating relationships is one

of the most common sources

of conflict between men

and women on college

campuses today.

DID YOU KNOW:
Sex in dating relationships is one

of the least talked about

conflicts between men and women

on college campuses today.

DID YOU KNOW:
It doesn't have to be that wav.

Da V:

Date:

Tim e:

- Bob Hall

You're Invited!

Bring A Date!

BringA Friend!

l\)oU. \

<X

pi ace.

Sponsor AC F ft C4&, «tJ=A_&
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Graduate Job Market Continues To Soften
(CPS) - The number of

businesses recruiting at colleges

has stabilized or even decreased

this fall, say some college

placement officers, and they fear

it may become the trend.

"Students are going to have

to look a little harder and a little

longer" for jobs, acknowledged
Sharon Fulkerson, office manager

for Career Services at East Texas

State University, where the

number of campus recruiters

dropped from 20 last fall to 11

fall.

The student job market, in

sum, seems to be tightening.

"My presumption is the

Volunteer
Pay Off. .

(CPS) - The national
volunteer service bill is two

steps away from becoming law.

If it passes, students could

earn a small weekly stipend and

a voucher worth about $5,000

to help pay for college by

working one-to-one two years

full time in an authorized

community service program.

Students also could work
part-time - nine hours a week

plus two 40-hour weeks during

the two years - for a $2,000

college voucher and a stipend.

The measure also
encourages schools to create

service programs on their

campuses, and authorizes funds

for President Bush's volunteer

"Points of Light Initiative."

economic climate is such that the

jobs just aren't out there,"

Fulkerson said.

"We have heard that some
(companies) are cutting back,"

confirmed Dawn Oberman, a

statistical services specialist with

the College Placement Council

(CPC)d, which tracks recruiting

and hiring of college graduates

nationwide.

Oberman said smaller
companies and those that recruit

nationally are the ones that seem

to be cutting back.

Barbara Hayes, recruiting

communications director for

Hewlett Packard, said her

Work May
.Tuition

The Senate approved a

compromise version of the bill

75-21 late October 15. The law

will establish a National
Service Board to distribute

grants to youth service corps

around the country.

The corps can use the funds

for conservation projects or

human service programs. The

bill would also allow college

work study recipients to use

their awards in community
service programs instead of at

campus jobs.

The bill now goes to the

House, where it must be

approved before the House
adjourns for the year. From
there, it will go to President

Bush for final approval.

CPS WIRE
Students chanted slogans and

gave condoms to alumni visiting

St. Olaf College's Oct. 13

Homecoming events to protest

President Melvin George's refusal

to install condom vending

machines in the student union and

in dorm restrooms.

Protest organizer Jennifer

Kirmsse, conceding that students

can get condoms at the campus
health clinic and in nearby

Northfield, argued that "in the heat

of the moment, it's a little hard to

say, Wait a minute, I've got to

run down to the hospital' or take a

three-mile hike to town."

"I'm always glad to hear out

students expressing their opinion,"

replied George.

The U. S. Secret Service
charged a Michigan State
University student and a friend

with using MSU's computers
since July to manufacture fake
cashier's checks worth more than

$50,000.

Officials said student Anthony

Grewel, 21, and friend David
Martin, 23, scanned bank logos

into a campus Macintosh
computer and, using a common
illustration program, allegedly

printed counterfeit cashier's checks

on a laser printer.

In announcing the arrest Oct.

16, a Secret Service spokesman
said the two had used the cash to

buy a bicycle, some ski
equipment, a dining room set and

a $17,000 computer.

Some 92 percent of the
underage students at eight Virginia

colleges say they regularly drink

alcohol, an Oct. 16 study by the

University of Virginia's Institute

for Substance Abuse found.

In contrast, 93 percent of the

students older than age 21 said

they drank.

"The 21 -year-old drinking law

made no difference," concluded
study director Randolph
Canterbury.

slightly
Off CampuS...

From The Folks Who Figured Out Tuition Rates

The University of Minnesota's Board of Regents agreed to

spend $23,000, or $1 ,095 each, for 21 new "regents' chairs"

for its meeting room Oct. 4.

The same chairs are for sale in a campus bookstore for just

$180 each

Door Hunters

Pranksters managed to disrupt an unnamed administrator's

effort to impress new Massachusetts Institute of Technology
President Charles M. Vest on his first day on the job Oct
15.

The administrator bolted ahead of Vest, newly arrived from

the University of Michigan, to open the door of Vest's new
office, only to be unable to find the door.

Perplexed, the administrator initially explained the party

must be on the wrong floor before realizing pranksters had
hidden the door behind a large bulletin board.

One More Time: This Is A Gathering. This Is A Gathering
On Drugs

Parti

On Sept 23, Metropolitan State College in Denver released

a survey noting that 30 percent of the students at its

counseling center regularly consumed more than five drinks

at a time.

On Sept. 25, no one showed up at a Controlled Drinking

Seminar on the campus.

Part II

In mid-September, Marquette University in Milwaukee
announced a series of non-alcoholic PARTY (Prioritize

Alcohol Responsibility Toward Yourself) Week events,

culminating in an Oct. 31 "Club Coca-Cola" campuswide
gala.

On Oct. 8, sponsors canceled Club Coca-Cola, citing a lack

of funds and interest.

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

company has reduced its student

recruiting "quite a bit" in the last

three years.

"We're trying to keep the

workforce flat," Hayes explained.

The same number o f

companies are recruiting at the

University of Vermont, but they

are interviewing fewer students,

said Jane Graiko, the school's

interviewing coordinator.

"I kon;t see it (the number of

companies recruiting) going up or

down," said Chuch Whitman,
director of Career Services at

Youngstown State University in

Ohio, where recruiting has

remained stable the last two

years.

For fall and spring graduates,

all this could mean more job

seekers applying for fewer

positions.

"There's going to be much
more competition" among
students for jobs, Vermont's

Graiko said.

"There are already job seekers

camped out on doorsteps" of

companies that are accepting

applications, agreed Fulkerson.

Law schools have been

expecially hard hit by the drop in

recruiters.

Georgetown, American and

Harvard University Law Schools

as well as the University of
California at Berkeley's law
school all have reported that fewer

law firms are recruiting this fall.

"There should be no sense of

panic, but you are probably aware

that this may not be like other

recent recruiting seasons," wrote

June Thomson, recruiting chief

for Harvard University Law
School, in a letter to Harvard law
students.

Some firms that had

scheduled recruiting visits have

canceled in recent weeks.

Yet "some companies don't

want to cancel (spring recruiting

appointments) in case things get

better," CPC's Oberman
observed.

"We've had two
cancellations, but you get that in

good times too," Youngstown's
Whitman reported.

Chuch Witte, manager of

corporate human resources for

Marathon Oil, one of the
companies that canceled at

Youngstown, said the pullout

was probably due to a scheduling

conflict, not because the company
is cutting back on recruiting.

"We're doning as much
recruiting this year as we did last

year," and interview schedules are

full, Wine said.

Copyright Laws Enforced On Campus
(CPS) - Calvin and Hobbes,

Bart Simpson and Ronald
McDonald have found a college

student who will fight for their

rights.

Andrew Starr, taking a year

off from his statistics studies at

Harvard University, recently

turned in Harvard Dining
Services for adopting names for

its breakfast entrees - the

MacEgg and Bagel Mac - that

mirrored those of some of the

McDonalds Corporations'
concoctions.

McDonalds called Harvard

in late September, and asked it

to change the names.

Harvard dining services

Director Frank Weissbecker said

he changed the names
voluntarily after being
approached by a McDonalds rep

at a conference.

"It was not a pressure
decision at all," he said. "We're

pretty small people for

McDonalds."

It's not the first time Stan-

has volunteered to police

copyrights around classmates.

In May, he told 20th

Loans, Cont.

Blaming the department, he

said, is "like blaming the New
York cops for crime. It's not
their fault."

While Cavazos admitted his

department had something to do
with the default buildup, the

secretary reserved most of the

blame for Congress, which he

claims didn't grant him the

authority he needed to properly
regulate the program.

Finn also likes the idea of

blaming Congress, which he

says is succumbing to outside

pressure from lobbyists
representing trade schools.

"Congress has been lobbied as

heavily on this issue a s

anything I've ever seen,"
charged Finn, "and they've

responded to that pressure."

Even during Bell's tenure

from 1981-85, lobbying on
behalf of the for-profit schools
was "amazing". Because the
schools were a form of private

enterprise, Bell remembered,
"they were the choice above all

others in the minds of
conservatives."

Nowadays, Cavazos
complained at the hearings,

Congress has not approved five

of his eight proposals for

curbing defaults, particularly at

proprietary trade schools. The
proposals would have banned
sales commissions for student

recruiters, required credit checks

on older loan applicants,

allowed loan guarantee agencies

to attach defaulters' wages,
mandated independent testing of

borrowers without high school

diplomas and made lenders offer

flexible repayment schedules.

The Senate subcommittee,
in turn, accused the department
of bungling the loan programs.

"To date, no area examined
in the federal student aid

programs is operating
efficiently or effectively," said

David Buckley, the
subcommittee's chief
investigator.

"Every individual we have
spoken to, without exception,
has told us that, despite recent

changes in program
administration, the system is

broken and that major changes
must be made immediately to

save the taxpayers' money," he

added.

The department's
enforcement practices, Buckley
continued, are "disjointed and
largely ineffective".

"They haven't used the

authority they've got," agreed

ACE's Saunders.

Cavazos" predecessor,
William Bennett, who now
heads the government's "drug

war" efforts, often traced the

default buildup to colleges that

were too wasteful, complacent

and bureaucratic to solve the

problems.

Colleges, he often said,

raised tuition because they knew
students could get federal

financial aid to pay the higher

prices.

Students were to blame too.

When endorsing President
Ronald Reagan's plan to cut

student financial aid in 1985,

he suggested students would
have to consider "divestitures of

certain sorts: like a stereo

divestiture, an automobile
divestiture, or a three-weeks-at-

the-beach divestiture."

The Reagan administration's

cut proposals were part of a

larger effort to largely pull the

federal government out of

Century Fox, which owns the

copyrights to The Simpsons

cartoon characters, that students

at Dunster House, a Harvard

dorm, had printed T-shirts

featuring Bart Simpson drawing

on a blackboard.

"It's against the law," Starr

said. "I feel it's like
plagiarism. They're using

someone else's work."

Fox wrote to Dunster House

and told them not to sell the

shirts, resulting in a $900 loss

for the dormitory.

"If someone were robbing a

education, which it believed

should mostly be the

responsibility of the states.

Reagan, for example, came
into office vowing to dismantle

the U.S. Dept. of Education,

then only eight months old.

He also asked Congress to

cut the student aid budget,

among others, by as much ? c

50 percent in 1981 and 1982

To help save money, he
advocated making students

repay most of the federal aid

they got. For the first time,

the majority of college aid

dollars were lent, not granted.

So for the first time,

students were graduating from

college deeply in debt.

The inability of newly
minted grads, struggling in

their first and probably lowest-

paying professional jobs, to

make monthly college loan

payments while trying to

establish households was a

major reason the default rate

bank I'd turn them in too," he
added.

Starr has witnessed other
copyright crimes, too.

In the past, he also has
informed Universal Press
Syndicate, owner of the
trademark for Calvin and
Hobbes, Paramount Pictures,

producers of Star Trek, and the

Boston Symphony Orchestra
about illegal T-shirts around
Harvard.

"Most of the places seem
to want to protect their
copyright," Starr said.

grew so rapidly during the

1980's, and threatens to

bankrupt the entire student loan

system in 1990, some say.

"We were giving loans to

those with the least ability to

pay them back," Bell said. "It's

a miracle the defaults are as low

as they are."

While Congress is not

currently considering retilting

the student aid program back

toward grants, in June, 1989,

former Texas lech President

Cavazos unveiled a set of

initiatives - many of which are

just starting to be implemented
- to curb student defaults.

Among other measures, he

wants to cut off aid to students

at schools with high default

rates.

"I think they'll help,"

allowed ACE's Saunders of the

default initiatives. "At least

now (the department) is trying

to face its problems instead of

trying to abolish itself like it

did with Reagan."

While recent attention on the U. S. Department of Education has
focused on its management of the student financial aid program, it's

also been criticized for other things, including:

Poor oversight of accrediting agencies. The Education
Department does not accredit schools directly, but takes the advice of
accrediting commissions that evaluate schools. A college, however,
can't join the federal Financial aid program without one of the
commissions' approval. In April, the Education Department's Inspector
General declared the department was allowing accrediting commissions
to approve schools regardless of the quality of the school.

Last-minute changes in policy. On Jan. 1, 1990, for
example, the department changed the way it paid student aid.

"Unfortunately, it would have been nice if they had the foresight six

months ago to send us the information so we could prepare the
students," Wilma Kasnic, financial aid director at Emporia State
University in Kansas, said at the time. Many students had to pay
additional surcharges to their schools because of the late payments.

Federal amnesty program failure. In an effort to recoup
some of its losses, the Education Department instituted an amnesty
program last March. Former students who defaulted on their loans
could repay their loans without additional charges and interest. State
officials declared the program a failure, saying it lacked incentives to get
students to come forward.

More last-minute rule changes. Federal rules imposed at the
start of the 1989 academic year required all colleges to counsel Stafford
loan recipients on the importance of repaying loans. The new rule
slowed the process, causing many loan recipients to miss tuition
payment deadlines. Many had to pay late fees to their colleges.
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Intramural
Scorecard
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Fraternity League A
Kappa Sigma 3-0

Chi Phi 2-1

Delta Tau Delta 1-2

Pi Kappa Phi 0-3

No new games reported

Fraternity League B
Lambda Chi 3-0

Kappa Alpha 2-1

S A E 2-1

Sigma Phi Sig 1-3

Delta Sigma 0-3

KA 7, Delta Sigs 6

Sigma Phi Sig 0, S A E 27

Lambda Chi 26,Sigma Phi 6

Gold League
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Seahawks To Showcase New Playing Style

Stars 9-0

Sigma Phi Sig B 8-2

Charlie Horses 8-1

K A Crimson 6-3

Delta Sig B 5-5

K A Gamma 4-5

Deacs 4-

Rookies 3

ROTC 3

Wild Turkey 1

Suttony 1

Fraternity League
Kappa Sigma 10-0

Delta Sigs 8-2

Pi Kappa 5-6

KA 5-4

Sigma Nu 3-7

Chi Phi 3-7

Sig Eps 1-9

(DM(fl(D(Dir

0-1

0-3

Fraternity League

Kappa Sigma 3-1 Lambda Chi l«U

Chi Phi 2-0 Delta Tau Delt 0-1

SAE 1-1 *A
m

Sigma Nu 0-0 Delta Sl&™

BtM League

Deacons 3-0

Nats 3-0

Lambda Chi B 2-0

La Chi Delta 2-1

Sigh!, Is It

"That basketball player who was ridiculed In

your column Is here to give you, and I quote, 'A

facial.' Shall I hold your calls?"

Back Already ?

"V PATBirK FOWLER
SPORTS EDITOR

A "new style of play" is promised by UNCW
head basketball coach Kevin Eastman as the

Seahawks prepare to enter a new season under new

direction.

"We are going to play aggressive, smart, and

intense," said Eastman. "We're going to run a

variety of sets out there and an up tempo offensive.

Sometimes we won't have any idea where that ball

is going next"

The 35-year old Richmond graduate is only the

fourth coach in UNCW's history and takes over a

program that finished with it's worst record since

reaching the Division I ranking. UNCW went 8-20

in former head coach Robert McPherson's final

season, ending the '39 year in the CAA tournament,

52-67, to eventual champion Richmond. Team

morale was down and inter-personal conflicts

between coaches and players undermined the playing

abilities and confidence of a young team.

"We put the past behind us and are moving

forward," said Major Wiggins. The senior forward

will be one of the key players Eastman will go to

this season. Last season, Wiggins finished second

to James Madison's Barry Bonds in blocks,

swatting away 53 shot attempts. Wiggins was also

named to the CAA's 1990 All-Defensive team.

Wiggins started 24-28 games for McPherson,

having his best games against American. Wiggins

netted 30 points and 11 boards in two games at

Bender Arena in Washington, D.C.

Eastman sees this first encounter with the

Czechoslovakia Sparta Club as a chance to evaluate

his players even further on the court. The

Czechoslovakian team's average height of 6.4" will

be one of the factors the Seahawks will have to deal

with tonight but that is the least of Eastman's

FILE PIore
Head basketball coach, Kevin Eastman, will lead UNCW in the '90's.

concerns.

"I have three fears going into my first season,"

said Eastman. First will the chemistry be right on

the court to insure a balanced attack? That's why

I'm going to shuffle the beginning line-up, I don't

like the word starting, until I find one that's works

well together and is productive. Second, who is

going to be the first guy off the bench for me
especially at the point guard position. And finally,

the added pressure for the program here to turn

around dramatically from last season. I hope the

people don't expect a quick fix overnight. A
basketball program needs time to reset itself."

Seahawk practice sessions reflect their tough-

minded young coach as players have been running

hard up and down the courts on Saturday and Sunday

preparing for the upcoming season.

"Our practices have been a little different than

the players are accustom to from last year," said

Eastman. "We practice until the players feel fatigue

in the legs, arms, and upper body. We don't want to

be tired out there during games."

The Seahawks return ten lettermen and four

starters to the floor this season. Tim Shaw,
Brannon Lancaster, Bryan Withers, and Wiggins add
a sense of leadership to a program on the rebound.

Lancaster is the top returning scorer from the
'89 season averaging 1 1.3 points per game and shot

74% from the free-throw line. The senior led the

league in three-point shots making 79-114 and
ranked second in the conference in percentage made
(45.4) from trey land. The senior has also dished
out 184 assists in three years.

Shaw started slowly last season but came on
strong in the second half of the year. The South
View High School graduate averaged five points and

three rebounds last season but more importantly

came up with the clutch shots in big games last

. season for the Seahawks. The sophomore has an

improved jump shot that should be further exploited

with the more up tempo offensive.

Withers, a 6-6, 210-pound jumper, averaged 8.4

points and 4.5 rebounds for UNCW last year. The
junior scored in double figures twelve times in '89

with his best game netting 19 points and 10

rebounds against East Carolina. The Salisbury

forward is not only quick but strong as well going
toe to toe with heavyweights in the paints. The
Seahawks will again look to capitalize on his

ability to get open for a shot in heavy traffic.
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Career Highs; Points: 22 points vs. Campbell Nov. 25, 1989

Rebounds: 7 at Tennesse Tech, Dec. 29,1988

7 at Navy, Jan. 21, 1989

Assists: 4 at Tennesse Tech, Dec. 29, 1989

4 at American, Jan 15,1990

Last Season Stats: Appeared in 20-28 contests with 1 1 starts.

Averaged 5.9 points and 1.9 rebounds per game.

Career Highs; Points: 20 points vs. Navy, Jan.8, 1990

Rebounds: 6 at Navy, Jan. 21,1989

Assists: 8 vs. Tennesse Tech, Jan. 26, 1989

UNCW Career: Named to All-Rookie team freshman year taking

over the pivotal point guard spot in mid-season averaging 7.3 points

per game and 2.7 rebounds. Was the leading returning scorer last

season.

Eastman on Cherrv: "Good Ball handler and solid shooter

from the floor. He will see action at the guard position."

Personal Profile Favorite Food- Seafood, Favorite Movie

Coming to America, Favorite T.V. Showes- "The Simpsons" and "The

Cosby Show", Favorite Book- The Bible, Hobbies-Listening to Music,

Tennis.What he does for relaxation-sleeping

An Inside Look At The Seahawks,

MnjdDir Wuggums
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Last Season Stats; Made more three-point baskets than any

other player in the league. Shot 45.4% from the trey line finishing

second in the CAA. Shot 43% from the field and 74 % from the fre-

throw stripe. Averaged 1 1.3 points last season and played 949

minutes.

UNCW Career: Started 22 games in '89 hitting 49.3% behind the

three-point line averaging 5.9 points per game. Played few minutes in

*88.

Eastman on Lancaster: "Excellent three-point shooter.

Brannon has a nice touch and rotation on the ball when he releases it.

Hopefully with the up-tempo game plan we will open more

opportunities for him to shoot from the outside."

Personal Profile Nickname: "The Cannon" for his

talent to hit the long bombs from the outside. Favorite Food- Fried

Okra, Favorite Movie-Glory, Favorite T.V. Show- "The Wonder
Years", Favorite Book- The Bible, Hobbies-fishing,

Roth On And Off The Courts

FACT

Career Highs: Points: 21 at William and Mary, Jan.8, 1990

Rebounds: 13 Vs. UNC-C, Dec. 6,1989

Assists: 4 vs. Richmond, Jan. 20, 1990

Last Season Stats: Started 24 of 28 gimes averaging 7.3 points

and 5.3 rebounds per game. The junior shot 53.1 % from the field and

finished second in the CAA in shot blocks with 53 rejections. Scored

in double figures in eight contest and twice in rebounding department

UNCW Career: Named to the All-Defensive team in '89 erupting

for career high against 21 points against William and Mary. Played in

29 games as a sophomore, starting eight Saw little time as a freshman

in '87 hitting 49.3 % behind the three-point line and averaged 5.9

points per game. Played little minutes in '87.

Eastman on Wiggins

'

Maior has great leaping ability and

presence on the court where the defender is driving. I like to see him

open his offensive shooting capabilities Jiis season"

Personal Profile: Favorite Food- Buffalo Wings, Favorite

Movie-Mo Better Blues, Favorite T.V. Show-"In Living Color"

Favorite Book- The Autobiography of Malcolm X, Hobbies-Reading,

Interest note: Worked Orlando Magic Basketball camp.
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IFACT IFACTSs

Career Highs: Points: 27 vs. Duquesne, Dec.30, 1989

Rebounds: 17 Vs.Duquesne, Dec.30,1989
Assists: 2 vs. Marquette, Dec. 1, 1990

at Wake Forest,Dec. 19, 1989

vs. Applachian State, Jan. 3, 1990
at James Madison, Jan. 13, 1990
at Campbell, Feb. 15, 1990

Last Season Stats: Started 15 out of 28 <">mes shooting 56.8

from the field. The junior averaged 8.5 points and 5.6

rebounds. Fish has scored in double figures nine times and over 10
rebounds four times.

UNCW Career: Played best game against Duquesne in the MVP
Holiday Classic scoring 27 points and grabbing 17 rebounds in route

to UNCW victory. Played six games in his freshman season averaging

2.5 points and 1.2 rebounds.

Eastman on Fish:
"
Fish is a big guy you like in the paint but he

going to have to learn to be patience with the ball once he gets it inside

and take a good shot."

Personal Profile: Favorite Food- Steak, Favorite Movie-Pretty

Woman, Favorite T.V. Show- "Cheers" and the "Wonder Years"

Favorite Book- The Bible, Hobbies-Music, Interest note: piano player

mam mmm MM nmam mmm amaam^
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Sensations
Patrick Fowler
Sports Editor

It's Tough
Being #1

I knew it was bound to happen sooner or later.

It was really just a matter of time before

Virginia Cavaliers and the Heisman Trophy

candidate quarterback, Shawn Moore, finally fell

from that lofty perch of number one. Even though I

said to all of my colleagues at the start of the year

that Georgia Tech would be the team to beat this

year in the ACC, nobody believed me. Virginia is

too tough, they said.

The Cavaliers have too much firepower for

those Georgia egghead intellects to beat. Moore is

too good, they said. He will pass for another one of

his 300 yard game and throw at least five

touchdowns. Bowl and Heisman scouts will fight

for the right to crown him king of the college

football world. All I have to say is, I told ya so!

Those Jefferson's boys have a great team and

Moore is a phenomenal gifted athlete, there's no

disputing that. But one man can't win any game all

by himself. Especially when he received little or no

help from 11 other guys on the field who were

masquerading as a defense.

Sure, no doubt, Virginia wanted to capture the

number one ranking at season end but they had

already played their big emotional game early in the

season. They beat Clemson. A team that had

beaten them 27 times before. The Cavaliers took it

to the Tigers both offensively and defensively that

September ev^iing, winning the game by 1 3

points. *
Fans tore down the goalposts in Scotts Stadium

in Charlottesville. It was an important win for

Virginia but it was only one game. To be number

one or mythically number one you have to play

every game big. Each game has to seem like your

last chance to finish on top of the heap.

Because brother, once you attain the number

one ranking in the nation, everyone and their mother

is trying to knock you off.

I'm not saying that Virginia overlooked the

Yellow Jackets, but where did the vaunted Cavalier

defense go in the second half?

Secondly. I had been hearing for two weeks that

Virginia wasn't receiving the respect that a number

one rank team in the nation deserves. That's correct,

they didn't because of the simple fact they hadn't

earned it. Let's face facts, the Atlantic Coast

Conference is a great league but isn't known for it's

football. Basketball, yes. Football, no.

Now, granted the A.C.C is getting better and

better each year. Teams are beginning to emerge

from ones of collegiate obscurity to one nearer the

center stage of the NCAA football world. And the

addition of Florida State to the conference will

certainty add a legitimacy to an improving league,

not to mention an almost guarantee of a top ten

representative in the polls. Soon people will revere

the A.C.C. as the place where the best of the

college football world perform their magical acts on

the gridiron. Soon but not now! Right now that

honor belongs to independents, the Big Ten, South

Eastern Conference, and the Big Eight.

Notre Dame, Miami, Colorado, Nebraska,

Oklahoma, Michigan, Washington, USC, and

UCLA grab the lime light every season. These are

the teams that are invited year after year to bowl

game. Sometimes regardless whether their regular

season record was above .500. These are the teams

you have to beat to gain national recognition. Is it

fair, no, but too true.

Virginia didn't take on any of the collegiate

heavyweights. They continually stomped on the less

respected teams in the A.C.C. Sure, Moore had

some great games. He passed for 300 plus yards and

multiple touchdowns several times. But did he do it

against any teams critics saw as top-rate, no sireee.

Finally if you are going to play for the national

championship you have to go for the winning

touchdown, not a tying field goal. I know there were

more than two minutes left on the clock and it was

fourth down and six. And granted a tie would give

you a claim at the national tide, but that's the easy

way out.

Cavaliers head coach George Welsh, should

have faced the facts that his defense hadn't stopped

the Yellow Jackets all afternoon. The chances of"

him not getting the ball back despite his three time-

outs were not very good.

When Miami and Notre Dame played two years

ago in South Bend, Indiana. The score was 30-31 in

Notre Dame fa^or. There was less than a minute to

go when Miami made the decision to play for the

win and go for the two point conversion. They

didn't even consider that option of a tie and loss the

national championship when the Notre Dame safety

battled the ball away.

Personally, I'm relieved Virginia lost when they

did because I think they would have embarrassed

themselves taking on the big guns in the bowl

games. There was a chance they could have won it

all but there is a chance for everything in life. Just

ask Georgia Tech's fans. Who would have thought

that in early November their squad would be playing

the top team in the country?

Who would have thought they would have

won 7 '
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The UNCW men and women's swim teams took on Old Dominion in Trask NaUtorium last Saturday. The Seahawks surprised the Monarchs winning the men's meet 149-94 and losing the women's.l 1 8-1 24.

Seahawks Surprise ODU, Win Big 267-218
BY PATRICK FOWLER

SPORTS EDITOR

The waters are rumbling in the Trask once

again.

The Seahawk men's and women's swimming
and diving teams are in action for another season.

Last Saturday UNCW turned the tide on long time

nemesis Old Dominion defeating them 267-218.

The men's team won 149-94 while the women's

squad lost by the most narrow of margins 1 18-124.

"It was a total team effort out there today," head

coach Dave Allen said. "And the one reason why we
swam so well out there is simple attitude. This

team has more commitment, discipline, and a team

unit than any 1 have ever coach."

The Seahawk men hadn't beaten the Monarchs

in three years. The last meeting between the two

was a humbling 134-107 defeat in ODU home pool

and the first loss for the team in the '89 season.

Following the loss, UNCW dropped three of

their next five meets finishing the year with a 5-4

record. Sophomores Clifton Perkins and Kyle

Robinson led the way as the men's squad took

control of the meet from the start of the gun.

Perkins was 2-3 on the afternoon capturing two

first and a second place finishes. The Raleigh native

won the 200 individual medley, 200 fly, and

finished second in the 200 breaststroke. Robinson

meanwhile was polishing off the long distance

swims with first place points.

The distance swims have been a weak spot for

the Seahawks for several years and the improvement

of Robinson to the area has enabled UNCW to stay

closer to their opponents than every before.

"Clifton (Perkins) gave an iron-man
performance out here today," said coach Dave Allen.

"He has picked up right ./here he left off last year in

the CAA Championships."

The foursome, Mark Ruggiero, Brad Kinkema,

Nick Revelas, and Tim White, got the Seahawks off

the blocks quickly, taking the opening 400 medley

relay race (back.breast, fly, and free) in 3:38:32.

They were followed closely by teammates Tom
Burket, Steve Hewins, Matt Lerner, and Chad
Rimsky as UNCW jumped on ODU early, 15-2.

The Seahawks would pad their lead all afternoon

as they open up a 37 point margin at the half-way

point in the meet Following another 1-2 sweep in

the 1 meter diving, the Seahawks clinched the meet

outright leading 135-72. The rest of the meet was

just a formality. The women's team didn't enjoy the

same comfort as the meet was a nailbiter to the end.

UNCW women's team had never really

competed with their Old Dominion counterpart in

any previous meeting. The main reason for this

was the lack of number of swimmers in the program

to pick-up the much needed fifth, sixth, and seventh

place points in individual races.

"I think we surprised a lot of people today,"

Allen said.

The Lady Seahawks fell behind quickly to their

ODU rivals 50-24 after four events as the Monarchs

swept the top spots in the 400 medley, 1000 free,

200 free, and 50 free. UNCW would come back

with strong performances from last season MVP

Amy Lewis, senior captain Laura Doepp, and the

diving trio of Brooke Butler, Nina Pino-Marina, and

Elizabeth Crabbe.

Lewis who shattered six freshman and varsity

records in the 50, 100, 200, and 500 free, 100
butterfly, and 200 individual medley (I.M.) made her

presence felt in a hurry. The Saint Augustine,

Florida native simply exploded in the water taking

the 200 I.M. and 100 free in times of 2:13:29 and

54:48, seconds off her best times in '89.

"Amy as always continues to amaze me with

her talents," Allen said.

Doepp swam to a third place finish in the 200

fly and Butler, Pino-Marina, and Crabbe swept the

one meter diving portion of the meet. This strong

momentum change pulled the Seahawks close, 73-

76. The rest of the afternoon Old Dominion
enjoyed a little breathing room, as UNCW was

never more than 17 points behind.

Another 1-2-3 sweep by the Seahawk divers on

the three meter board, narrowed the ODU margin to

a single point, 11 2- 11 3. That set the drama for the

final race to determine the winner. UNCW needed a

win to take the meet and led the 400 free race for

three lengths of the pool before ODU swimmer
Libby McArdle pulled even on the turn for home.

The Lady Monarch ran down a determined

Allison Hayden finishing four second ahead of her

(3:45:77 to 349:5) and took a six point victory for

ODU, 124-118.

"I've been waiting a long time for an

opportunity to showcase the talent we have here,"

said Allen.

Lady Spikers Crush Baptist, Tourney Next
BY SHI ELA FOWLER
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

The Lady Seahawks played Baptist College

Tuesday night finishing out their regular season.

Christy Montford, Hannah Helton, Heather Kimble,

and Diane Lynn were honored during "Senior Night"

in Hanover Gym before the match started. UNCW
had few problems defeating the short numbered
Bucs, 15-7,15-9,15-7.

The Seahawks jumped oft to a 3-0 lead in game
one. After a possession changed, Kim Cavanaugh's
spiked an ace and increased UNCW's lead to 4-1.

Baptist took a fast time-out following a Seahawk
tap that pushed the score to 2-8. The short

conference did not help the Lady Bucs. After the

time-out, Montford's kill kept the momentum
rolling as UNCW continued to dominate the floor.

Baptist did score two quick points before the

Seahawks stop the run on a kill by Hannah Helton
that gave UNCW a 4-1 1 advantage. Later, Helton's

ace made it 7-14. Kim Cavanaugh, CAA player of
the week for the second consecutive week, ended the

first game with a tap over the net for the 7-15 win.

In game two the Bucs put up a stronger fight.

They caught up with the Lady Seahawks early,

tying the game at two all. Baptist then grab the

lead but it was short-lived. UNCW tied the game
quickly a moment later at three a piece. Senior
Diane Lynn's kill put the Seahawks up again, 3-4.

After another kill by Heather Kimble, Baptist called

time-out with the score at 4-8.
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The Lady Seahawk volleyball team continued it's roil into the CAA
tournament with a convincing 15-7,15-9,15-7, drubbing of Baptist.

The Lady Seahawks then began putting in

their substitutes for game experience after the break.

UNCW scored six straight points and took a 4-14

lead. The Bucs came back, however, scoring five

straight points of their own. After a UNCW time-

out, the Lady Seahawks grabbed the win 9-15.

Game three started off with two kills by Helton

and Cavanaugh, respectively. Cavanaugh's ace, and

later a kill by Kimble gave the Seahawks a 4-1 lead.

Baptist came back to run the score up to 6-7 before

Cavanaugh and Helton contributed two more kills to

give UNCW a 6-9 lead. The Lady Seahawks

doubled the score on Baptist, 6-12, before the

substitutes took over again. Jean Parks added a kill,

and Sheldon Plentovich tapped the ball over for the

7-15 win.

After the match head coach Kathy McDaniel

said, "There was awesome play by the total team.

Our depth and experience couldn't be beat. The

seniors, as well as Kim (Cavanaugh) played well. I

think we will do well in the tournament, although

our competition will be difficult This will be the

year to play well and to win."

Senior Hannah Helton became the all time

leader for UNCW in digs with 1,151, setting the

record last weekend at Navy. Helton surpassed Dede

Devoley's record of 1,140.

"Everyone played well," Helton said. "In the

years since I've been here, we've peaked about a

month before the end of the season. This year we're
peaking now. I think we've got the best chance in

UNCW's history in winning the CAA
championship. As a team we've got all the
elements to win, including four experienced
seniors."

UNCW's record is now 19-9. The CAA
Tournament will be held in Hanover Gym on Nov.
16 and 17.

Football Club Clinches Play-off Berth
BY JENNIFER OI.SON
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

UNCW's club football team's Homecoming
game against Duke was held on Saturday, Nov. 3 at

1:00 p.m. out by the gazebo. This was the sixth

game of the season for the Seahawks, whom were
returning home from a disappointing loss the week
before against Duke's Blue Devils.

The Seahawks have been working with a new
quarterback for the past two weeks. Coach Steve

Criscoe commented, "Coming out of a bad loss last

game, Robert Sikorski (new quarterback) played

pretty well this week." Two starting Seahawk
players, Dallas Perdue and Andy Todd, agreed with

their coach, but added, "It was entirely a defensive

game."

During the first quarter neither team's offenses

execute effectively. Seahawk quarterback, Robert

Sikorski, was 0-4 four in pass attempts while

Duke's quarterback, went 2-7 in the quarter.

Even though the Seahawks defense was strong,

during the second quarter, Duke's quarterback

complete a thirty-yard pass for a touchdown.

Quarterback sacks by Mike Stickley and Heath

Malpass open the door for the Seahawks to come
back. James Jacobs scampered 27 yards to knot the

game at six a piece. Steve Sappe added the extra

point. The first half ended, Seahawks 7 - Duke 6.

On the Seahawks first possession of the second

half UNCW marched the ball down the field to the

Blue Devils' two yard line. A key play to the drive

was the 35-yard hook-up from Sikorski to Ken
Lemon. However, the Seahawks fumbled the ball

following the pass completion wasting an

opportunity to score when a Blue Devil defender fell

on the ball.

Defenses stiffens the rest of the game as

offensive sputtered. Great plays by Seahawks ,

Steve Sappe (fumble recovery) Mike Stickley (Q.B.

sacks) and Leon Lennon (hard hits) enabled the

Seahawk offense to have more chances to score.

But time is not what they needed, only efficient

execution offensively.

The game ended with the Seahawks 7 - Duke 6.

"On a scale of fair to excellent, we played well,'

stated Steve Criscoe, head coach. "We had too

many penalties that kept us from scoring time and

time again."

Criscoe added, "We had good running plays

from James Jacobs and Dallas Perdue. Excellent

defensive plays all game."

The win gives UNCW an overall mark of 3-3

and places them the NCCFA (North Carolina

Conference Football Association) conference play-

offs. Where UNCW plays it's post-season game

will be determined by the outcome of their away

contest against N.C. State, Sunday, Nov. 11.

The Wolfpack are the defending champions winning

the NCCFA crown last season. State is favored

again to repeat as champs. The last time these two

teams met was Sept. 30 on Brooks Field. The
Seahawks lost a close affair 9-6. UNCW led that

contest for three quarters before the Wolfpack

managed to push across a touchdown and a field goal

in a productive third quarter. In that game the

Seahawks were frustrated by the poor play of their

offensive and special teams.
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Become A Peer Advisor

ALTERNATIVES! UNCW's education and
prevention programs now hiring Peer
Advisors/Educators for the 1991 Spring semester.

Advisors will work approximately 10 hours a week.

Help planning and designing a wide variety of

events through the year. Peer advisors must possess

a happy, healthy attitude; creativity and energy.

They should be willing to work as part of a team
and have sincere interest in helping others to learn.

If you feel you possess these qualities and that

you're the person for this job, stop by
ALTERNATIVES! UU 104 and pick up an

application packet. Deadline is November 20,

1990...SO don't delay!!

LEAD Consultants

Interested in putting your leadership skills to work?
Become a LEAD Consultant. A few students will

be selected to present workshops on Leadership
Skills to campus and community groups. Through
presenting these workshops you will improve your
leadership skills. If you have any questions, stop

by The Leadership Center (UU 212) or call 395-

3877.

"A StruPPle To Be Free" Ticket*

Kenan Auditorium Box Office has tickets for "A
Struggle to be Free". Performances will be on Nov.
23 & 24 at 7:00. Admission $13.50 for A seats and
$11.50 for B seats. Matinee on the 24th at 3:00.

Admission is $8.50. $2.00 discount for students.

Call 791-9695.

Miss Greater Wilmington Scholarship

Pageant

Applications are now being accepted for the 1991

Miss Greater Wilmington Scholarship pageant to be

presented on January 26, 1991 at 8 p.m. in Thalian

Hall. UNC-Wilmington. The Miss Wilmington
pageant is an official preliminary pageant for both

the Miss North Carolina and Miss America
scholarship pageants. For more information and

applications, please contact Ann Kirby at 395-0394

or Sandy Cyphers at 799-4867. The deadline for all

entries is January 4, 1991.

I earn ahout FCKANKAR
Almost everyone agrees there is a Life Force or as

YODA called it-simply: "THE FORCE." If you are

a curious sort of individual and wonder just what

"THE FORCE" is, and how it night be able to help

you, you're invited to an introductory talk sponsored

by ECKANKAR. The talk will be given from

7:30-8:30p.m. on Thursday November 15. The talk

will be in Rm 206 in the SB building. Everyone is

welcome-no fee. Question? call 395-7541.

Delta Sigm a Theta Thanksgiving Project

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority is currently collecting

canned items and other goods to be given to a needy

family for Thanksgiving. In addition, to the other

items collected, the chapter will provide a complete

Thanksgiving dinner for the family chosen through

The Department of Social Services. For
contributions or further information please contact

Veronica Oglesby at 395-3877.

Homecoming Is Soon Coming
The date for HOMECOMING '91 has been set for

Feb. 2, when we'll shoot off against Navy. As
always, SGA will sponsor the Homecoming
activities and the committee needs your help. All

interested students are welcomed to join the

Homecoming Committee and aid in planning the

festivities; sign up in the SGA office.

Diabetes Support firmm
This is to announce the last meeting for Fall

Semester of 1990 for Students with Diabetes

Support Group will be held on Monday night,

November 19, University Union, Room 203.

Guest speakers will be Cathy Pitman, Diabetes

Educator at New Hanover Memorial Hospital, and
also a dietician. The topic is "Holiday Eating For

Persons With Diabetes". Time 7:00 p.m.
Everyone is invited to bring a friend.

SGA/BOOKSTORE srHQl.ABSHlPR
SGA will be accepting applications for two
scholarships to be given away by SGA executive
board. One scholarship is to be given for academic
achievement and one to be need based. Interview
required for need based and maybe needed for
academic achievement. Interview dates are Dec. 4-6
at 3:30. Applications will be available in SGA
office Nov. 19-30. the scholarships are
SPONSORED BY THE BOOKSTORE. The
scholarships to cover one semester's tuition and
fees.

Noontime Walkahftnf
Come join the Health and Wellness Center for a 1

mile walk. October 16-December 12, every Tuesday
and Wednesday from 12:15p.m. to 1:00 p.m. Sign
in: East steps of the Burney Student Support Bldg.
If rain -Main Entrance Trask Coliseum.

Drug Testing
Athletes Begin Screening, Lemon Calls For Expansion

BY DAVID BIIRKF
NEWS EDITOR

The athletic department began administering
mandatory drug tests for UNCW student-athletes

Wednesday. Along with the randomly selected athletes,

Chancellor James Leutze and SGA president Ken
Lemon were tested.

Lemon, with Vice President Vicki Freeman and

Senator Barry Graham, volunteered to take the test in

the same manner as the athletes.

Lemon said that taking the tests would send an anti-

drug message to the community as well as show
support for the UNCW student-athletes. "Drug testing

sends a positive message to the community," he said.

Lemon is also calling for all "student leaders" and

University administrative officials to take drug tests.

Lemon said that, while he is against mandatory drug

testing for the entire student body, drug testing only for

athletes is wrong. "To promote a clean, drug-free

lifestyle, you should not target just student athletes," he

said.

In a prepared statement, Lemon wrote that he

supports the drug testing resolution passed by the Board

of Trustees. " I...agree to the program given because it

follows NCAA regulations, promotes a drug education

program, and offers some form of recourse for those

opposed to testing."

Lemon said that no one should have to take a drug

test against his will. He said of the athletic testing

program, "If a student feels so strongly against drug

testing. . .the opportunity is there for them to legally

object to it."

Refusal to take the test by a student-athletic would
be treated as a positive test result.

Lemon said that the resolution states four main
objectives for the testing program. It is intended to

"help student-athletes avoid improper involvement with

illegal drugs, to detect possible use through the

screening program, to rehabilitate students who are

misusing drugs, and to remove [drug-using] athletes

from the program."

Freeman said she supported drug-testing on a wider

scale. "I would like to see all those on scholarships to

be tested," she said. She included recipients of
government loans and grants in that group.

Freeman said she was taking the test to show
support for the student-athletes. "It's good for the

leaders on campus to perpetuate what the student-

athletes are doing."

In addition to proposing the testing at UNCW,
Lemon said that he will introduce a proposal at the

North Carolina Association of Student Government

Associations (ASG) meeting calling for all SGA
presidents of North Carolina Universities to take

voluntary, university-funded drug tests. One such

proposal, made to the ASG last year, died in committee.

Lemon said that drug testing is a "positive way" of
dealing with the drug problem. "A lot of our problems
today stem from drugs. Drugs have a way of tainting a

community. We don't want to see that happen on this

campus."

What's Your Type?

The random testing will continue throughout the

school year, said Paul Eaglin, special assistant to the

Chancellor for legal affairs.

Eaglin said that approximately 50 samples would be
taken during any testing session. The university may
choose to have samples tested for any of over 73
prohibited substances, including marijuana, various

anabolic steroids, and nervous system stimulants.

The athletes selected for testing are notified one day

before the urine sampling. The samples are collected by

Prompt Professional Services, Inc., which turns them
over to American BioTest Labs, Inc. for testing.

The University drug screening policy states that

student-athletes that test positive for any prohibited

substance may lose eligibility on the first, second, or

third offense.

On the first offense, the student would meet with an

athletic official to determine the "nature and extent of

drug involvement." The student also would be required

to attend some form of drug counseling, and could be

tested weekly for further evidence of drug use.

On the second offense, the parents of the offender

would be notified, the student would be suspended from
eligibility, and would continue with counseling and
rehabilitation, with possible continued weekly testing.

On the third offense, the student athletic eligibility

would be permanently cancelled. In addition, parents

would be notified and the student would continue drug

counseling.

Dr. Mullendore
Elected To NODA

Dr. Richard H. Mullendore, associate vice

chancellor for student affairs at the University of
North Carolina at Wilmington, was elected to a two-

year term as president of the National Orientation

Directors Association (NODA) at its national

conference in Hartford, CT, Oct. 27-30.

The National Orientation Directors Association

represents more than 1,100 institutions and
approximately 2,000 members throughout the
United States and Canada. Undergraduate students

make up approximately one- third of the NODA
membership.

Mullendore has served on the NODA Board of

Directors for the past three years, was national

conference co-host and program chair in 1987, and
has been active on state and regional levels for

several years.

According to Mullendore, orientation
professionals are greatly concerned about improving

student retention, and successful programs have been

shown to have a positive impact on retention.

"Nationally, there is a tremendous movement
toward ongoing orientation programs rather than

singular events," he said. "In hundreds of colleges

and universities nationwide, new students enroll in a

first year seminar to assist them in their transition to

college life. These seminars include information on
how to study, take notes, use the library, avoid test

anxiety, learn about university resources, and
understand the structure of the university."

Another important focus of the group is to

implement national orientation standards over the

next two years. In 1986, "Standards and Guidelines

for Orientation Programs was approved by 22
professional associations and published by the

Council for the Advancement of Standards. During
his presidency's, Mullendore will work on
implementation of the standards.

See Mullendore, P. 3

Earthquake Predicted For Dec. 3
CPS—At Southeast Missouri State

University, Dec. 3 is the day for a student
theme party. They're calling it the "It's

Not Our Fault" gala.

At Memphis State University, a local

bar called the Fault Line is running an
Earthquake Escape trip contest, to be
settled in time for the lucky winner to get

out of town by Dec. 3.

"I think as Dec. 3 gets here there will

be a panic," said Mary Robinson, a

student at Shelby State Community
College in Memphis.

Dec. 3, it turns out, is the day one
scientist has predicted that a giant,

destructive earthquake will heave through

the central Midwest. While earthquakes

are notoriously difficult to predict, many
residents clearly are worried.

For the approximately 980,000
college students in the region, the prospect

of a term-ending earthquake has lent this

semester a strange uneasiness.

"One of our residence halls sits on the

fault," said Vicki Nenninger, a student at

Southeast Missouri in Cape Girardeau.

Students who live there "are worried about

it."

"Most students are taking the attitude:

if it happens, it happens," Nenninger

added.

The countdown began when Dr. Iben

Browning, a 72-year-old- climatologist

who lives in New Mexico, predicted there

is a 50-50 chance of an earthquake of at

least a 7 magnitude on the Richter scale

occurring along the New Madrid fault on
Dec. 3, give or take two days.

The earthquake that struck the San
Francisco area last October measured 7.1.

Browning focused on the increasingly

unstable, 120-mile New Madrid fault,

which starts in southern Illinois and
continues through southeast Missouri,
northwest Tennessee and northeast
Arkansas. It caused two major earthquakes
in 1811 and 1812. Both were stronger
than 8 on the Richter scale.

More recently, tremors of 4.6 and 2.6

respectivelv originated at the fault on

i

Sept. 26 and Oct. 30, shaking up many
Missouri residents.

While earthquakes on the area may
not be unusual, what is unusual is how
seriously Midwest residents are taking this

prediction.

As a result of Browning's forecast, at

least nine school districts in Arkansas,

Missouri and Kentucky are giving students

Dec. 3 and 4 off.

However, colleges and universities in

the area are not following suit.

"I'm not aware of any (special plans

for Dec. 3) at the moment," said John
Lynch, spokesman for Shelby State.

Administrators at Murray State
University in Kentucky used the prediction

to address the school's level of earthquake

preparedness, but are not canceling school,

reported university spokesman Dwain
Mcintosh.

"This projection has heightened
everyone's awareness" of the potential for

an earthquake, Mcintosh said.

"Some students are taking it seriously

and some are not too worried about it,"

said Bart Schoolfield, a student at Murray
State.

Those who aren't panicking note

many scientist have discredited Browning's

logic.

"You'd do just as well throwing darts

at a calendar," said Duncan Agnew, a

University of California at San Diego
professor who was one of 11 scientist

brought together to evaluate the validity of

Browning's methods.

Browning claims to have picked the

correct dates of four large earthquakes -

including the quake in northern California

on Oct. 17, 1989 - two volcanos and a day

with .both an earthquake and a volcanic

eruption.

He bases his predictions on the

cyclical forces of tides and gravity, which,

he notes, will be particularly strong 48

hours before and after Dec. 3.

See Quake, P. 2
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MARINE RESEARCH CENTER

Biotechnology Applications Researched
BY TIMOTHY BALI,

'STAFF WRITER

The marine biotechnology

program at UNCW's Center for

Marine Science Research wants to

find environmental solutions to

the areas environmental
problems.

The environment is just one

part of the diverse research at The
Center for Marine Science
Research (CMSR). The CMSR
has been open barely a year, but

already it is looking towards the

future.

The Center for Marine
Science Research is located next

to Baby Hospital just before the

Wrightsville Beach bridge. The
center includes a laboratory

building and a small area for

marine research. The area for

research is located beside the

Wrightsville Beach Police
Department.

Twelve unused burial crypts

hold seaweed and blue crabs being

used in different experiments.

The outdoor area for study is ideal

for the research of the CMSR
scientists and students. It

provides means of experimenting

on different marine flora and
fauna, and controlling a variety of

possible environments.

According to Dr. Kimon
Bird, Program Coordinator of the

CMSR's brand new
biotechnology program, there are

unlimited applications of research

into marine plants and animals.

UNCW's Center for Marine

Science Research is divided into

four different areas of study,

oceanography, environmental
research, marine physiology and
biotechnology. The research
taking place at CMSR takes a

look at the big picture in its

pursuit of worthy applications.

Bird points out the great

cooperation that the facility wants
to foster with other scientists.

The marine physiology people at

CMSR are working with the

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) to study

calcium loss comparisons
between shell fish in the ocean
and human beings in space.

With the new marine
biotechnology program, potential

uses of biotechnology can be
investigated at UNCW. Bird says

he sees a future for marine
biotechnology interested in

genetic improvement of marine

life, discovery of different uses for

marine life, and cultivation of

separate marine lifes. Bird said

that he can see great effects for

the future of marine research on
the way that we live everyday

lives.

According to Bird, marine
biotechnology has two major
focuses. Marine biotechnology

is constantly searching for new
technology that can be used by
the American public. Bird stated

creating a slate of new marine-

based technologies for companies
will attract businesses to ocean
areas; ocean areas such as

Wilmington. Marine technology

can also help replenish the

environment

According to Bird, marine
biotechnology can help to

strengthen the concept of no loss

replacement for wetland areas.

EPA statistics in the mid-1980's

to point out the various
applications of marine plants.

Seaweed, the seagrass, can find

applications as far fetched as

doughnut frosting, chocolate
milk, house paint and prepared

Dr. Bird checks a sample for the CMSR.
FHOTO BY DAVID BALL

put the conversion of wetlands
into developed lands at some
450,000 acres a year. Bird sees a

future doctrine being followed by
fighting the monumental loss of

wetlands in creating wetland
using marine biotech research.

Marine biotechnology can
reach far beyond the boundaries of

the beach and water. Bird is quick

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

$2750.00 | I

WXU&®

YOUR UNCLE WANTSTO PAYFOR COLLEGE.

BUT ONLY IFYOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.
Army ROTC offers qualified students two-

year and three-year scholarships that pay
for tuition and required educational fees

and provide an allowance for textbooks

and supplies.

You'll also receive up to a $1000 grant

each school year the scholarship is in effect.

So find out today if you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

(PMS: Localize Here)

Are You Special?
Are you unique, different, have a taste for the unusual?

Then

IMPORTED HANDICRAFTS

RARE CARGO
is the place for you.

We've now got BEADS and, of course, they

Mj// are unique and unusual, all imported, no plastics,

*A/£l- they're bone, wood, ceramic, glass, horn--all natural

CHINESE
SHOES

also called Baby Dolls, Slides, Tai Chi,
Kung Fu you know those oh, so comfortable
fabric, black shoes everyone is talking
about- for men and women AND ONLY

$5 50

RINGS - A wlc| e selection, all imported and all unique

CHRISTMAS
GIFTS

5$ DISCOUNT

Everybody knows someone who would
appreciate unusual gifts-

RARE CARGO hosthem

for each report card "A"

30 North Front Street • 762-7636

Downtown Between Market and Princess Streets

dairy products.

|

Bryan Cody, a senior in

Marine Biology, is one of the

twelve UNCW undergraduates

working at the CMSR. Cody
says he feels privileged. "It is

interesting to work on something

not a lot of people have worked
on," said Cody, sitting at a work

bench in front of vials of seagrass

in various states of growth.

Cody is working on a project

designed to replenish seagrass off

of the coast of North Carolina.

Since seagrass is not living off of

Wrightsville Beach, Cody often

travels to Beaufort or Sneads

Ferry to find samples of seagrass.

Most seagrass has been

destroyed, according to Cody, by

diseases in the early part of the

century. Dredging of waterways

and the intracoastal waterway has

not helped seagrass to regain a

foothold. Cody said he thinks his

research is important

"Superior seagrass is

important for the growth of

scallops. It provides for more
fish nurseries and allows for

stable bottom soil settlement,"

said Cody. "It can be an
economically valuable crop."

Dr. Bird states that he

believes that the influence of

UNCW's biotechnology research

does more than help push marine
research forward. It also helps to

introduce the students of UNCW
to real like solutions of real life

problems.

"Students with strong

emphasis in biotechnology are

going to be more employable
than the students who are maybe
too general in their interest in

biology," said Bird.

Bryan Cody makes the idea

of seagrass study attractive.

"Real interesting stuff, seaweed,"

Cody said turning to gaze at

another specimen.

Quake, Cont'd.

Agnew's group said it foun
no evidence to support Browning'

claim to have predicted th

California quake.

"We can only infer tha

successes claimed before that time

were retrospective, that he found
after the fact that certain

earthquakes occurred during the

times of his 'danger periods,'" the

group's report said.

. "Lots of people have looked
for tidal evidence for earthquakes,

but have found no consistent

pattern," Agnew added.

"I'm not betting the farm on
an earthquake occurring on Dec.
3," said Linda Dillman, program
specialist for Southeast Missouri's

Center for Earthquake Study.

"But we are due for a

damaging earthquake," she added.

Indeed, both Dillman and
Agnew warn that even balmy Dec.

3 should not deter people from
preparing for an upheaval at some
point in the near future.

"The worry (colleges and
universities) should have is a

long-term worry. What they

should be doing is saying 'Is this

school safe?'" Agnew said.

If the past is any guide, that

might not happen.

Students at the University of
California at Santa Cruz, which
sustained $12 million damage in

the 1989 earthquake, usually
ignore earthquake predictions,
student Patrick Bamhart says.

Classmates seems to have
short memories, added Barnhart,

who was on campus for the quake.
"I think it would have been
different a year ago."

A common and natural
result of an undue respect
for law Is, that you may
see a file of soldiers. . . .

marching in admirable
order over bill and dale to
the wars, against their
wills, aye, against their
common sense and
conscience.

. . H.D. Ihoreau-
" Resistance to Civil
Government"

FRIDAY 11/16

SCfiTTERBRfilN
tfw ma<b
MONK
(ttfe^^^^SATURDRY 11/17

INCLUDES: Cruise, Honda to the /CJjKSL-
Bahamas for two adults aboard / for only
the Ocean Liner Discovery I,

plus 5 days, 4 nights hotel

accommodations at the Cast-

away Resorts, (tourist class

rating) while in Freeport Grand
Bahamas.Tickets good forone year from date of
purchase. Offered through a Licensed and Bonded Cruise Line.

LimitedAmountOf Tickets Remaining.

ORIGINALCOST*53a00

VPER PERSON.

1-8 I I 221-6044/13

American Travel

DrinkingAge Only

In The Bahamas

Send Check Or Money Order AlongWith Coupon To
American Travel Promotions

Suite 500. 9515 Deereco Road Baltimore. Maryland 21093

NAME

ADDRESS

cm STATE ZIPCODE
•Based on double occupancy Additional charge for taxes and meals •Subject
to availability Allow 60 days advance reservation notice Oroups must book
Individually Allow 2 weeks for delivery
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CRIME BEAT

Know The Laws For Bike Riding

i
—

•

by amy nmflcmj
STAFF WRITER

In the process of hurrying to

classes, an ongoing conflict exists

between pedestrians, students on
bicycles, and students operating

automobiles. The conflict
generally goes unnoticed until the

an accident occurs. According to

campus police, there have been
several accidents this semester
involving cars and bicycles; three

of which have occurred within the

past two weeks.

Officer Hunter Davis felt that

the frequency of such incidents

indicates a need to address the

issue. "Accidents occur where
people on bikes think they have

the right of way when they really

don't," he said. "Bicycles do not

have the right of way in a cross

walk as pedestrians do."

Davis explained that a bike is

a vehicle and therefore must obey

all vehicular laws. For example,

failure to stop at stop signs and to

failure to yield where necessary are

violations for bikes as well as

cars. "If a bike runs a stop sign

and is in an accident, he is the first

at fault," said Davis.

Davis stated that either party

is eligible for a citation when an

accident occurs. He also said that

in only one of the past three

incidents has anyone been cited, in

which case both the driver of the

car and the student of the bike

were cited

Although traffic violations are

brought to the attention of campus

police when they occur, Davis

stated that they are not in a

position to enforce the law against

all bikes who commit vehicular

violations. "It would be

impractical with the number of

bikes we have here on campus,"

he said "Drivers need to be aware

that bikes will be operating in

cross walks. Knowing this

condition ahead of time, they

should be extremely careful." By
the same token, students on bikes

would be just as careful.

According to Davis, there have

been two incidents in which

students on bikes were not paying

attention to the cars in front of

them, which resulted in as wreck.

The misconceptions that

students have regarding traffic laws

for bikes pose a problem to

campus police as well as those

involved in accidents. Davis
stated. "It is a big problem for us

when we have to explain that a

biker is at fault, and that he is not

only responsible for the injury to

himself or his bike, but also for

any damage done to the opposing

car.

One thing that Davis

emphasized is the need to report

any accident occurring between

cars and bikes. He stated that

leaving the scene of an accident

does not allow the police to make

the necessary reports. In some

cases, he explained, injured people

have walked away from accidents

thinking they were O.K., but later

finding injury and having no

information on the driver.

For safer cross campus travel,

bike paths have been installed

with all of the newest roads,

according to Davis, and will

possibly be added on existing

roads in the future. "The bike

paths should be utilized as

opposed to the sidewalk," said

Davis. He noted that the crowded
sidewalks are dangerous. "The

more traffic we can keep off the

sidewalks, obviously, the safer

pedestrians are."

Info Booth To Be
Built On Campus

Planned Parenthood To Expand Here

BY SANDY PORTER
STAFF WRITER

A information booth will be
built at the intersection of
Randall and Wagoner Drive. The
information booth will serve as a

guide for people who come onto

the campus and are not familiar

with UNCW. Generalized
information on the university

will also be provided.

Carol Dempsey, Associate

Vice Chancellor for Business

Affairs, said the idea for an

information booth has been

discussed for years. Recent

allocation of funds from the

UNCW roads fund will allow

immediate construction. "Right

now we are having a bid on the

construction, so building should

begin early in December." stated

Dempsey.

The set up for the booth was
designed to avoid cutting down
the least possible amount of

trees. A road will veer off from
Randall Drive where two to three

can park and walk to the booth.

A giant map of UNCW will be

encased in plexiglass for all

visitors to study. A bulletin

board type structure will hold

literature pamphlets on the school

and a calendar will be in place

announcing upcoming dates of
importance. A direct telephone

hook-up will also be located in

the area, where immediate
information can be obtained.

Dempsey consulted the
information booths at William
and Mary, Wake Forest, and
UNC-Charlotte. A second booth
placed at the opposite entrance is

also tentatively being planned.

Dempsey stated, "It is time
UNCW provide a distribution

place that is open to the public."

He estimates the structure to cost

$1,500- $20,000.

If construction begins in

December crews should be
finished by the spring.

>

HV HOMY PRICE
STAFF WRITER

The New Hanover County
Planned Parenthood steering

committee hosted a n

informational coffee for UNCW
staff and students Monday in the

Hawk's Nest The purpose of the

drop-by coffee was to acquaint

persons interested in Planned
Parenthood with the opening of a

satellite branch in Wilmington.

Dr. Jewell, director of the Health

and Wellness Center and member
of the steering committee,
said,"We wanted to interest

people in what we are doing and

let them know how they can

help."

A year and a half ago Dr.

Jewell, Deborah Haywood, and

various other UNCW staff

members along with community

members became concerned with

the lack of gynecological care and

education that is available to

young people in the area. For

two years in a row, New Hanover

County has had the highest rate

of teenage abortion in North
Carolina. Help was sought from
the Planned Parenthood of the

Greater Raleigh area (PPGR).
The PPGR agreed that a Planned

Parenthood was needed in the

eastern part of the state and

Within three years the clinic is

expected to be self supportive,

but until then donations will be

the main source of survival.

While awaiting word on other

grants the steering committee has

been in search of a location. "We
want a location in a business

Within three years the clinic is expected

to be self-supportive.

Wilmington was selected as the

sight for one of two satellite

branches to be opened.

Ten thousand dollars has

already been raised locally, and

with a grant of $25 thousand
from the Z. Smith Foundation

will help get the clinic started.

area, along a main thoroughfare,

and one with plenty of private

parking," stated Dr. Jewell.

Research in New Hanover
County shows lengthy waits for

contraceptive appointments, often

more than a month. The Health

and Wellness Center can
accommodate only a few students

out of the 3,500 women on
campus in their birth control

seminars held every other week.

The New Hanover County Health

Clinic sees twenty students once
a month to prescribe birth control

pills. Planned Parenthood's goal

is to see patients within a week.

The New Hanover Planned
Parenthood clinic will provide the

following: Physical examinations

that include pap smears,
urinalysis, pelvic exams,
screening for sexually transmitted

diseases, blood pressure checks,

and medical histories;
contraception counseling and

strategies and pregnancy detection

and referrals treatment for

sexually transmitted diseases and

counseling and referral for

infertility, prenatal care, and
abortion. Although abortion

counseling as well as educational

classes on contraceptives will be

provided, no abortions will be

performed at this particular

location.

Mullendore, Cont'd.

Mullendore came to UNCW in

1984 as Dean of Students and was
promoted to Associate Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs in

1987. In addition to developing
student and parent orientation
programs at UNCW, he also
teaches student leadership in higher

education.

A native of Charlottesville,

VA, Mullendore received a B.A. in

Speech and Hearing Sciences from
Bradley University in 1970; an
M.S. in Higher Education from
Southern Illinois University at

Carbondale in 1975; and a Ph.D. in

Higher Education Administration
from Michigan State University in

1980. He has previously worked at

the University of Charleston in

West Virginia, Tusculum College

in Greenville, TN, Michigan State

University, and Southern Illinois

University. He also worked as a
retention consultant for a 20 school

consortium.

He has written articles and
book chapters on retention, job
satisfaction, professional standards,

professional development, and
student rights and freedoms.
Mullendore is listed in Who's Who
in The South and Southwest,
Who's Who of Emerging Leaders in

America, and Who's Who in

American Education. In 1987, he
received the UNCW Faculty
Member of the Year Award during
Greek Week, and in 1988, the

senior class awarded him the
UNCW Senior Class Leadership
Award.
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NOVEMBER 1 7th

BRING YOUR BATHING SUIT AND A FRIEND!!

Come by and help us open
our heated swimming pool.

Activities to include:

* Volleyball tournament

* Live remote with B100

* Plenty of food & drinks

* Bike giveaways

Entertainment by:mmmA

WM^jJSfffy/fw

Saturday, November 17 - 12 noon until . . .

455 Racine Drive

I
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any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The

Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication of any

letter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.
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University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

60! South College Rd.. Wilmington NC. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The

Seahawk.
The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 pin. Monday for Thursday's paper. The
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20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has
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Does The Mid-East
Crisis Really Call

For A War?
During the recent elections, it seems that the Mid-East

situation was quietly brushed under the carpet. Political

smear campaigns and other such important items filled

the evening news, while hostage releases and
developments in the Persian Gulf area took a back seat.

That brings up a question. If this issue is hot enough to

threaten war, how was it that the whole thing hardly

popped up during the elections? Concerns over the price

of oil and the lives of American military men became
secondary to which candidate was too conservative, or

who advertised in gay magazines. It makes one question

just how big a threat Hussein is in Kuwait.

Now that the elections are over, Saddam is back on

the front page. Bush has decided to beef up the forces

again with a projected combined strength of around

500,000 American troops. In a little more than one
month, we will have all of these forces in the* area.

Secretary of State, James Baker has gathered support from
most of the U.N. nations in case military action has to be

taken. W,th this support, all the U.S. really has to do is

form '

ite a reason to attack without fear of condemnation

from the other nations.

What exactly is President Bush doing here? Is this a

big bluff, designed to frighten Hussein out of Kuwait? Is

it an effort to raise public opinion? Bad news George, the

overwhelming public support that once held the Mid-East

policy aloft has dwindled to barely more than 60%. The
incredible cost of feeding and watenng a half-million

troops in the desert is going to rapidly drive that

percentage lower; not to mention what is going to happen
when the aluminum coffins and body bags start to trickle

back across the ocean.

Is this crisis really as big a deal as it is being made to

be, and do we need to go to war over it? If it can be set

on a back burner for a month while politicians vie for

public office, shouldn't that suggest that things aren't too

rough? Many people have |aid (and some of them
supposedly well-informed) that a war would pick the

economy back up. Is that the purpose of the build-up and

warmongering? The national economy may, by some
stretch of the imagination, be worth going to war over.

The public image of a President is not. If this muscle
flexing is just posturing to gain the awe of the nation,

forget it. If the refusal to compromise is just an effort to

save face, drop it. If it is only a very expensive bluff, it

is not working. If there is a real necessity for war,

explain it to us. We are having a harder and harder time

seeing it.

I« it worth it? What do you think?
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Don't Be A Victim Of Life,Take Contro I

PI.OI II 'ANlFtRfOUNO

"It takes so much to be a

full human being that there are

very few who have the

enlightenment or the courage to

pay the price. One* has to

abandon altogether the search

for security and reach out to the

risk of living with both arms.

One has to embrace the world
like a lover, and yet demand no
easy return of love. One has to

accept pain as a condition of

existence. One needs a will

stubborn in conflict, but open
always to the total acceptance
of living and dying."
(Morris L. West The Shoes of
the Fisherman)

Such words as these speak

clearly the challenge that needs

to be laid before all who choose
to simply react to whatever life

brings to them. We get up,
move in to our daily schedule

and wait and see what happens

to us. Our criteria is comfort,

that is, doing whatever i s

needed to avoid the pain and

struggle. ... or at least

minimize it. 1 meet far too

many people who see

themselves as pawns being

moved around by massive forces

outside of them. Those forces

are expressed in phrases like,

"society wants . . .
", "My

parents expect. . .
", "I can't

afford. . .
", "1 just don't know.

.
.", etc.

There needs to be some
serious conversation happening

in the lives of many. We need

to turn from being passive

reactors to life's events which

leaves us acting and feeling

like \utuns of forces beyond

..mi solves and claiming the

yvisoiul iv* cr that will enable

us to choose how we are to

it- -.pond to and deal with

kiuumsuivs's of our present life

and the potential of our future

life.

No one says it's easy.

Moms West describes some of

the conditions essential to

those who choose the path to

self-empowerment. But making

such a choice is the only

option we have to avoid a life

experienced as victims.

Empowerment begins with

self-awareness, watching how
we act and react to the

challenges and questions each

day brings to us. Is life simply

happening to us, or are we
making things happen? Then
we ask ourselves some serious

questions about what it is we
really value, what we want for

our life, and what is it in

explore these things, then get

it! That's one of the steps to

empowerment.

If you can clarify the issues

at hand which you want to

address, then you can begin to

examine your options and the

resources of exploring those

available to you in order to

begin to make things happen

It is not easy! As West points

out, "There are very few who
have the enlightenment or the

courage to pay the price".

But I am here to tell you

that the joy and richness of life

possible to those who learn to

address life as a subject rather

than an object is worth
whatever pain, doubt, and

conflict needs to be endured.

You, and no one else, are
responsible for your own life

and future. The choice is

always yours.

ourselves or our environment
that seems to be getting in the

way. If you need help to
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On Seeing Old Stars In A New Way
Driving down 1-40 the other

night, I looked out of the side

window and was amazed at the

clarity arid number of stars in

the sky. I continued to stare as

my speed dropped, first to the
limit, then lower and lower
until I found myself nearly
stopped. I pulled over and
turned off the engine.

Rolling down the window, 1

just stared out at the light
show. It seemed amazing, as if

I were seeing it for the first

time. The little pinpoints
dotted the velvet backdrop in

dizzying patterns. How long
had it been since I had last

really noticed the stars?

A match flared far up in the

purplish blackness, then went
out as if some giant breath had
extinguished it. The meteor
was only there for a second, but

its glow reflected through my
mind for several minutes after it

was gone. I continued to stare,

oblivious to the cold that was
creeping in around the doors
and pouring in through the
open window. A shiver
spasmed through my body, but I

couldn't bring myself to roll up
the window.

If a person with a fear of
open spaces is an agoraphobe,
then I must be an agoraphile. I

love the open spaces. I can sit

for hours on a deserted beach
and watch the waves rolling in

and out. I can walk through the

woods for miles, never tiring,

even though every pine tree and

scrub oak look the same. Once,
when I drove across the Mojave

desert, I was entranced by the

The cars came and went as

quickly as the meteor had.

It came to me then, what an

unnatural, self-contained world I

had put up around myself
recently. Only minutes before,

3 roent Into the moods to live deliberately, to

front only the essential facts of life, and see if

3 could not learn what It had to teach, and
not, tuhen It came time to die, find that 3 had
not lived. - Ol.'D.Thoreau rWalden

miles upon miles of
nothingness, broken only on
the hazy horizon by the jagged
Sierras. I have stared at the
stars in space on so many
nights, I should know them
better than the ancient mariners

did.

Why then did they strike

me as such a phenomenon on
this particular night? Why was
I sitting here beside 1-40 with

the window down and a light

frost stealing across the side

panels of my truck? Cars
flashed by me. I watched the

drivers go by, faces green in

the reflection of dashboard
lights, enclosed in their

artificial environments—
oblivious to the cold, my silent

observation and to the stars as

well. Their only concern
seemed to be their destination.

I had been just another one of

those drivers, flashing across
the backdrop of the highway,
then disappearing. My world
consisted of getting to school,

getting a newspaper out, the

necessities of home-life, and
very little else. Time, and life,

were slipping away and I didn't

even notice. With a shock, I

realized that there was less than

a month left in the semester.

My daughter was about to have
her first birthday. But I

couldn't remember what I had
done last weekend, much less

the week before. Where have I

been?

I have not taken a walk in

the woods since September. I

haven't been out in a boat
since, maybe, July. The trip

across the desert was over five

years ago. I still can't

remember the last time I really

just sat and stared at the stars.

It made me think of a line from

Thoreau's Walden : that he did

not want for it to come time to

die, only to find that he had not

lived.

There was a time when even

to think of my life coming to

this point would have made me
laugh. That was a time when 1

surfed every day, waves or no
waves, just to be a part of the

ocean. Those nights I spent

looking at the sky for no
reason other than to send my

mind drifting on the same
currents that whisked the clouds

across the stars. Wh;it
happened?

Finally, I forced myself to

restart the truck and get back on
the road. I had too man y
things to do to spend the night

beside the interstate. But, as I

thought about the things I had

to do, I glanced out the window
at those stars. It was too easy
to get so caught up in the

intricacies of life, that I forget

about the simple things. That

is not what I want my life to

be. I want to look at the stats

in awe, but not in surprise that

they are still there. It is time

to restructure priorities,

to slow down and live life

instead of being just another

driver whipping by on the

interstate.

LETTERS RESPONSES MISCELLANEOUS STUFF

Editor,

In response to the editorial

written on November 8, about

the suicide of Sara Kidder-Lyne,

we would like to clarify some
major misconceptions about
this tragic incident.

First off, we would like to

say that when writing an

emotional editorial like this

one, one should get all the facts

and make sure that they are

correct. The first major
mistake made by The Seahawk
was to spell Sara's name wrong.

I think this was very
inconsiderate on the author's

part.

Secondly, the idea that the

University wanted to hide the

fact that the death was due to

suicide is unfounded. As soon

as the results were received by

the University, plans were made
to get Bob Haywood, the

campus minister, over to

Graham Hall to tell the
residents and to help them deal

with the new information. In

order to prevent the media from

coming into the Hall, which is

our home, and disturbing the

residents before they had heard

the news of the suicide, the

official press release was
withheld until 7:00pm that

Tuesday night. The University

cared enough to let her friends

find out about the suicide before

the media. University Officials

viewed Graham Hall residents as

"an extension of her immediate

\

family", and thus wanted to talk

to the residents before the

media. We wish someone
would explain the problem with

this appropriate move on the

University's part.

Thirdly, University
Officials did NOT threaten

Residence Life Staff in any

way. We were told to clear up

any misconceptions or rumors

that we heard. According to the

article, only one Resident
Assistant was asked about the

incident. The RA said that he

told the interviewer that he

didn't want to make any
judgements or opinions, and
that his job was to inform his

residents of the facts and to
stop any misinformation. I

only ask, how is this statement

taken to mean that his job was
in danger?

I fail to understand where,
when, and what information was
kept hidden. A number of hall-

wide meetings were held the day
of the incident to tell the

residents exactly what had
happened, that a resident had
died from what was then
thought to be natural causes.

Every time new information was
learned, Sara's friends were the

first to know. •
The University was being

very honest and understanding
to the needs of the students.

Many resources were made
available to those who needed
help, and all information was

made available. We are not

exactly sure what the author

thinks the University has to be

paranoid about. The University

has nothing to hide and its first

objective was to get the facts

out as quickly as possible,
guard against any gossip, and
protect the Graham Hall
residents. This editorial is

exactly what the University
tried to guard against. . .

Rumors. The writer of this

editorial did not talk to those

who we think should have been

addressed for this piece.
Neither Lee Bunch, Resident
Director, nor Alex Chestnutt,

Sara's Resident Assistant, were
asked about the issue. If these

people had been questioned, or

any resident that went to the
various meetings and that cared
about Sara had been questioned,

I think the writer would have
found out different information.

The writer needs to

apologize to the University
Officials he wrongly accused
and tell what really happened.
It is the purpose of The
Seahawk, and all media, to
provide accurate information to

the public. In this case, our
school newspaper has failed to

accomplish this goal. The
Seahawk has done a tremendous

injustice to the public, the
media, Sara's family and friends,

the Graham Hall staff, and
especially the University
Officials who have been

wrongly accused!

Lee Bunch
Alex Chestnutt

We find it impossible not

to respond to the charges here.

Yes, we misspelled Sara's name.

That however, is the only error

we will apologize for.

The University's policy to

embargo the press release is not

at issue. We understand the

sensitivity of letting friends

and family know before they

read about it in the papers. We
congratulate the Division Of
Student Affairs for their

excellent work with the

residents of Graham Hall.

The facts that we did find,

were that the RA interviewed

DID say that his job would be

at risk if he talked to us about

the incident. That, and the fact

that our reporter was passed off

from one source to another in

researching the article suggest

that someone wanted to let the

matter drop quietly. Why? We
don't know either.

There is a larger community

here than just Graham Hall, ami

no one is going to inform them

if not the press. When sources

tell us they have been told not

to talk, and information officers

pass us along with kid gloves,

we have no option but t o

conclude that someone doesn't

want us to talk about the issue.

t f
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Shades of St. Croix
"
Your Sunglass Shop

in the

Lower Cape Fear"

Ray Ban • Maui Jim

Vuarnet • Pro

Serengeti • Costa Del Mar
Revo • X-isle

bolle • Ski Optiks

AME • Style Eyes
• Ziari • Boris Becker

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Styles Priced

From $7.00

Cape Fear Shirtworks
"
Quality Imprinted Sportswear"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Beach Cover-ups, Tank Tops
•Golf Shirts

• Caps, Totes and More •
• All EXCLUSIVE Designs-

Beach, Wilmington, Historic

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

H Cape Fear Screen Printing
"Custom Screen Printing"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Golf Shirts, Caps
• Bandanas, Totes, Aprons and More
• Greeks- All your Garment Needs
• Team Numbers and Lettering

• Embriodery - Shirts and Caps
• In House Artist & Graphic Design Department
• Whether you need 12 or 1200 call us!

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

VISIONS

Raise a Thousand in a week: The fundraiser that's working on 1800

campuses. Your campus group can earn up to $1000 in just one

week. No investment needed. Be first on your campus. A FREE gift

just for calling. Call Now. 1-800-765-8472.

ANYONE INTERESTED IN EARNING A FREE SPRING BREAK IN THE

BAHAMAS! CALL CAMPUS TOURS, INC. FROM 2pm to 6pm M-F at 1-

800-622-4262.

For your PROFESSIONAL RESUME-SEE CAMPUS FLIERS! Your Career

Connection is Executive Correspondents. Call 1-800-243-5833 for

details.

SPRING FFfiAK 1991 - Individual or student organization needed to

promote Spring Break trip. Earn money, free trips and valuable

work experience. CALL NOW! Inter-Campus Programs: 1-800-327-

6013.

Seeking someone to share stars and planets. Prefer tall blonde with glasses.

Inter-stellar driver's license a must!

Another item for the virtuoso's collection

—

A stray leaf from the book of Fate, picked up in the street

Don't miss an opportunity

to enhance your summer
vacation while

strengthening your

leadership abilities!

Be A
Summer

Orientation Leader!
QUALIFICATIONS:

• Must maintain at least a 2.0 GPA
• A million dollar smile

• The ability to make over 1 ,000 friends in 8 days
• An infinite amount of time and energy

Application Deadline:
November 16

Applications are available now at

the following locations:
Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Residence Life Activities Center

University Union Information Center

For more information, contact Dr. Richard Mullendore at 395-3089
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University Center To Open This Spring, 5

T,he University Center is nearing completion. Although the

Office of Human Resources (formerly Personnel Services) opened

there last month, there are six to seven weeks of construction yet to go

on the remainder of the building. Barring anything extraordinary,

postal services should move in over the December break, opening for

business on January 2.

Other areas of the building are scheduled to open around Spring

Break. The additional time will be utilized for installation of lighting

and sound systems in the performance areas, furniture delivery and

set-up, equipment inspections, and training for permanent and student

staff.

The result of many months of planning by a committee which

gathered information from students, faculty, and staff, the University

Center will enable the Union department to better serve the needs of

the growing campus community. "Before the first planning process

was completed," said University Union Director, Linda Moore, "we
realized the University Union was not as large as the campus required.

But we built what we could then afford. Since that time, we have

continued looking at ways to add the space we knew we lacked, and

to attempt to keep pace with the growth of the campus. The
University Center, along with the renovation of much of the original

Union, will put UNCW much closer to where it needs, to be in terms

of square footage devoted to Union services and programs."

At a cost of roughly $4 million, the 42,000 square foot facility

was designed by Jefferies and Faris Associates, a local firm which has

designed many of UNCW's buildings. It is being built by another

local firm, Waldkirch and Saunders.

The Georgian exterior's arches and large porches will mimic those

of the Burney Support Center, creating a pleasing balance to the eye as

the buildings are viewed together. As many trees as possible have

been saved around the site, further enhancing the aesthetic appeal.

The entire project will be financed from student fees. By North

Carolina law, no taxpayer revenue can be used for buildings deemed
"self-supporting". Residence halls, cafeterias, book stores, and

unions are among buildings with that designation.

The additional space will bring some much needed relief from the

crowded conditions of the current Union. For several semesters,

rooms 201, 206, and 207 have been booked solid from 6:00pm until

closing. The new facility will provide one meeting room with a

capacity for approximately fifty people, and a large ballroom with

moveable partitions which can divide the area into three meeting

rooms. Renovations to vacated areas of the old Union will add one

more meeting room.

Much planning has gone into the design of the ballroom. It will

contain about six thousand square feet, matching the size of the

ballroom at the Wilmington Hilton. It will accommodate a banquet for

about five hundred people, or a lecture for about six hundred fifty.

With the rate of growth UNCW is currently experiencing, events of

these sizes are becoming commonplace. It is anticipated that the

ballroom will be as popular as room 100 in the original Union, and

much better suited to satisfy user requests.

The raised projection booth, for example, will greatly expand the

programming capabilities there. Also convenient is is the wiring

system for power, data, and voice lines buried beneath the floor.

Junction boxes to access these lines will be flush-mounted in a pattern

across the entire floor. High quality sound and lighting systems are

also underway.

The new snack bar will differ from the Hawks' Nest in size,

menu, and features. The new kitchen is especially designed for the

efficient preparation and serving of these foods, including Itza Pizza.

"Our goal is to serve the best tasting pizza parlor items and deli

sandwiches in town!" said Tony Sloan, Itza Pizza manager.

"We will enhance this dining experience by featuring Italian

epicurean delights such as calzones and strombolis with fresh herbs.

The whole Itza Pizza team is excited and ready to go!" he said.

A noon-time to late-night operation is planned, enhanced by the

outdoor eating area, and the stage areas, both inside and outside in the

Continued On Next Page
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Students Will See New Services Available

RIEGEL ROAD

("I DISPLAY
LU.CASE

PHOTO BY JENNIFER YOL'NO

Construction workers work on the wills in the future Ball Room.

adjacent courtyard. "It's exciting to have another place
where we can provide programs which appeal to all

segments of the student body," said Lanita Hanson,
Assistant Director of the Union for Student Activities.

The need for a late night campus food area has become
more apparent lately, as has support for an on-campus
entertainment area with sound and lighting built in. The
new snack bar, called the "Coffeehouse", should meet
many needs while serving to stimulate programming
creativity.

The new game room will be about three times larger
than the existing game room, affording space for more
different kinds of games than can be provided at present.
The additional game tables will also allow tournaments and
clinics to be given without disruption to other players.
"We will have the space and equipment quality that players
currently enjoy at a number of off-campus
establishments," said Anne Devaney, Associate Director of
the Union.

Adjacent to the east entry is the Outdoor Adventure
Center. A program of The Leadership Center, this space
will be used as headquarters for this rapidly growing area
of interest. Information on outdoor pursuits of all kinds
will be available, along with a small number of outdoor
equipment rentals. Workshops, clinics, and trips will be
scheduled as demand, and budget, permit.

"The Outdoor Adventure Center will be an inviting area
for students to visit, learn more about outdoor recreation,

and explore outdoor pursuit opportunities," said Brock
Snyder, program assistant in the Leadership Center.

One last noteworthy feature is the display space
designed in the lobby area. The faceted walls of the snack
bar will provide good space for art exhibitions. Enclosed,
secure display space is available in the outer entry in the
shape of a four-sided glass case. It will be custom built to

serve both as a small traffic divider and as an eye-catching
feature of the building's main entrance.

RAW DATA
Ballroom Seating Capacity: 650

Estimated Cost: $4 Million

Square Footage: 42,000

Postal Service Opening: Jan. 2,

1991

Remaining Building Opening:

Mid-March 1991

IHT7
: >**>
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The Outdoor
adventure network
is an extension of the Leadership

Center which will provide

students with information about

outdoor recreation as well as

actual equipment available for a

nominal rental fee.

Students will be able to check

out a variety of recreational

equipment ranging from
basketballs to backpacks to even

a sail boat. The fees required will

be used for the upkeep of the

equipment, which has been

provided by Health, P.E. ft

Recreation Curriculum; and SGA.
Students may also use the

facility to browse through

information about outdoor

activities including camping,
rafting, and rock climbing. Brock

Snyder of the Leadership Center

said the center should be "an

inviting place" for students

interested in outdoor activities.

Anyone interested in working

at the center should contact Brock

Snyder at the Leadership Center,

395-3877.

Food Services in the

University Center will be focused
on the Coffee House (a less

generic name will be chosen
later).

Charles Maimone of the

housing office said that in

addition to the sandwiches and
subs available at the Coffee

House counter, special food

service ideas may be
implemented. The Coffee House
will have a big-screen television

which may facilitate parties for

events like the ACC and NCAA
tournaments.

Maimone mentioned the

possibility of special offers on
certain days of the week, like a

spaghetti or potato bar. He also

said that plans are being made for

occasional cook-outs on the

Coffee House pauo.

Itza Pizza will be moving its

headquarters into the Center,

allowing its drivers to access the

kitchen from the back of the

building. Tony Sloan of Itza

Pizza said that the better location

in combination with new
equipment will greatly increase

efficiency and quality of the

products served. Sloan said that

the menu would be augmented to

provide a wider variety of

demands from the campus market.

Itza Pizza may also go into

the spice business by planting

several kinds of herbs in the

Center Courtyard for use in the

Itza Pizza kitchen.

Food services will continue to

provide for the various functions

which are associated with the

University Union.

Compiled and written by
Linda Moore and David
Burke.

'

'
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
"YEAH...RIGHT!"

with RAMONA HUPP
Arts and Entertainment Editor

"Here's A Story, Of
A Lovely Lady..."

BY RaMONA HUPP
EMERTMSMENT EDITOR

Quick, name all of the Brady

Bunch, including the maid. (I

have a feeling more people can do

this much easier than naming

their congresspersons.) ....I'm

waiting.... Get all of them?

Give up . ..Don't care?... Well,

you see "There's a story of a

lovely lady. ...who met a man
named Brady...", and their names

were Mike, Carol, Greg, Marcia,

Peter, Jan, Bobby, Cindy, and

their faithful maid Alice. This is

just another example of my
exemplary knowledge of useless

TV. trivia, and my wasted youth!

(Want to go for the Partridges?)

What ever happened to those

innocent Friday nights, when

your Mom popped popcorn for

you, while you watched your

favorite shows. When you weren't

distraught over not having a date?

You grew up to be an adult!

That's what happened. Get over

it already.

Twin Peakers....were you a tad

surprised?... disappointed. ...sick

to your stomach?. ..or had you
given up weeks ago? Well, if

you did you missed the graphic

conclusion to the most asked

question. .."Who killed Laura

Palmer?" 1 will leave you in

suspense no longer, it was her

father. Well, 1 should say that it

was her fathers ultra- ego, "Bob".

He had apparently sexually

abused Laura as a child, and I

guess he feared that she was
going to expose him, so he (Bob)

killed her. A bit ot ' deus ex

machina" going on, if you ask

me.

I, who was/is a true Lynch

fan, felt the mystery dragged on

just a little too long. I can only

wonder where Twin Peaks will go

from here. Will Agent Cooper

and Audrey get together. Will

Leo quit faking it, hop out of his

wheelchair, and smack Bobby
upside the head? Will Katherine

end up with The Great Nothern

Lodge? But, perhaps the most

important question is. ..will I

care?

I had the opportunity to spend

another interesting weekend in

that wild town of Rockingham,

N.C.. While I was there 1 got to

see the stately house that Dustin

Hoffman is currently renting while

filming for the Disney flick Billy

Bathgate gets underway. And I

also saw the spacious home across

the street that Mr. Hoffman has

rented for his chauffeur and
secretary! What a guy. The cast

and crew should be coming to

Wilmington to do some filming

before the end of the year.

Mega- news about our favorite

mega-moguls. Ted "Mr.
Colorization" Turner and actress/

fitness queen Jane Fonda are said

to be engaged. Wow! What a

mega -merger. This conjures up

all types of (colored) images.

Just think of the power this

couple will have. Just think of

the divorce settlement they'll

have! I'm sure they will be very

happy. ..yeah, right!

Send Me Hate Mail...Please!
BY MARK SCHARABA

MUSIC REVIEWER

I am awfully
disappointed. ...not one single

piece, not one iota, nada, not

even a piece of toilet paper, of

hate mail. What do I have to do

to get some hate mail? Do I have

to bust on the Neo-Facist

skinheads? What about the tie-

dyes? What's it going to take?

Do I have to keep writing about

pop/metal? How about a review

of the New Kids On The Block?

George Michael? Madonna (I

wanna be Madonna), Debbie

Gibson (Does she ever give

up?)?. ...or what about Whitney

Houston (Hey, isn't her new song

from her last album? They all

sound the same to me.).

Here's something new. A
"Late Night" style top ten list

sent into us from our home office

in SeaGate.

The Top Ten Things
Overheard At The Prong/Pantera

show at the Monk.
10." Are you a K-Mart
shopper?"

9. "What nice boots you have,

Momma."
8. "Call a paramedic!"

7. "Stage diving is fun, if there

is someone to catch you."

6. "Your slam pit, or mine?"

5. "Mass suicide is fun."

4. "I thought they sent you guys

to Saudi Arabia

3. "Hey guys, get off m y

back. ..please!"

2. "Concussion, concussion,

concussion."

And the number one thing

overheard at the Prong/Pantera

show:

1. "Give my arm back."

LYNCH MOB
Wicked Sensation

Eiektra

8 1/2 Shark's Teeth

George (ex-DOKKEN
guitarist) Lynch is back, and has

returned with Mick (also of old

DOKKEN) Brown on the drums.

DOKKEN broke up after

differences caused a split between

Don Dokken and Lynch. I have

heard Don Dokken's new album,

and after several plays it was just

the S OS. ...Same Old Stuff!

(Not what you were thinking,

uh?)

While LYNCH MOB has a lot

of the old DOKKEN sound to it,

it also has a lot of new direction.

It's kind of bluesy, but still

wicked. I divided the album into

two parts: the DOKKEN
sounding part, and the LYNCH
MOB part.

The LYNCH MOB part is

more evident then the DOKKEN.
Oni Logan, the vocalist, is

similar to Don Dokken, but has a

rougher edge. It's the guitar work

that makes you think it sounds

like old DOKKEN.
Best Songs: Every song is

decent.

KILLDOZER
For Ladies Only

Touch & Go Records

9 Shark's Teeth

Refreshing, funny, and
different, For Ladies Only,

KILLDOZER's latest release is

exactly this. The vocals are

extremely harsh. The guitar

noise will make you squint your

eyes. And these are all just

covers of old songs!

KILLDOZER takes the

covers, rips them apart, and then

replaces them with their own
version. KILLDOZER takes

DEEP PURPLE'S Hush, and
totally destroys it. But their

version is so bad. it's good... a

"funny good ".

Conway Twitty's hit You've

Never Been This Far Before, is

also covered. I thought this was

a much better version than

Twitty's.

My other favorites were One
Tin Soldier, Good Lovin' Gone
Bad, Legend Of Billy Jack I

could go on and on, but you'll

just have*to get this album and
listen for yourself. The vocals

are lousy. The music is noisy.

But this is entertainment! This is

different, not the same old stuff

MTV, B-100, or Surf 107 throws

at us day after day. For Ladies

Only is on WLOZ's current

rotation.

Best Songs: Evervone is

interesting, entertaining. Good
for parties, or for those interested

in going deaf.

See And Hear

The Symphony
All For Free!

UNCW students will be

admitted free with their I.D. when

the Wilmington Symphony
Orchestra makes its first ever

appearance on the main stage of

Thalian Hall, Saturday,

November 17, at 8:00 pm. Guest

artist for the evening will be

Israeli violinist Sergiu Schwartz

performing the Violin Concerto

of Bruch.

Mr. Schwartz has won major

prizes in international

competitions in Switzerland,

England, Chile, and the U.S., and

received the National Endowment

for the Arts Awards for Solo

Recitalists. A frequent guest in

London's concert halls, Mr.

Schwartz appeared with the

London Symphony Orchestra at

Barbican Hall and subsequently

recorded, with the LSO, the

music of Sibelius, Svendsen, and

Grieg.

The November 17th concert,

under the direction of Dr. Steven

Errante, will also include
Wagner's "Tannhauser Overture"

and Eglar's "Enigma Variations".

Tickets are $8.00 to the

general public, $5.00 for students

and senior citizens, and can be

purchased at Thalian Hall Center

Box Office (763-3398). For more

information call the symphony
office at 791-9262.

A Night Of Music

To Be Performed
The UNCW Concert Band and

Wind Ensemble, under the

direction of Harry McLamb,
assistant professor of music, will

perform in Kenan Auditorium on

Monday, November 19, at

8:00pm.

The concert opens with a

musical salute to the Armed
Forces, featuring marches from

each branch of the military.

Other pieces on the program
include Richard Strauss' "Death

and Transfiguration", "The Light

Cavarly Overture" by Franz von

Suppe, an arrangement of "When
You Wish Upon A Star", and the

march "Emblem of Unity" by J.J.

Richards.

In the second half of the

program, the Wind Ensemble will

pay tribute to Leonard Bernstein

by performing the Danzon from

his ballet "Fancy Free". The
Wind Ensemble will also perform

"An Original Suite" by Gordon
Jacob, and the "Suite of Old
American Dances" by Robert

Russel Bennett

Admission is $4.00 for the

general public. UNCW students

will be admitted for free with
valid ID.

The Dude Rips Chuckie Apart

Trev Wvatt
Movie Reviewer

This past summer was
supposed to be "Sequel Summer"
(Die Hard 11, Exorcist 111, Young

Guns II, etc). So what does that

make this autumn, "Follow-up

Fall"? Three T.V. stars, and a

"daughter-of-a-self-serving

oppressive mother" II, Godfather

III, and the ominous Child's Play

II, just to mention a few.

There's really no harm in sequels.

They usually enhance the

predecessor and still, a rare few

are a step forward and are good
movies all by themselves {Young

Guns II, Die Hard 11, Rocky IV,

Road Warrior, Missing In Action

II, and Insatiable II). But most
sequels make us wonder why the

screwed with the original
(Halloween 11-111, Friday the 13th

Il-MCLXXIII, Nightmare On
Elm Street II-MCLXXII, and the

shameful MAD MAX: ENTER
THE THUNDER DOME).

Sequels are not usually written

to follow a movie. More often

than not, they are concocted as a

separate entity, until some high-

rolling exec says "Hey, let's put a

hockey mask on the old guy,
write in a few brutal murder
scenes and call it Friday the 13th,

Part 23!" Then a few royalty

payments later, the once
independent film has a history of

a following that gets it in the

theaters. Getting in the theaters

equals a successful movie, and

nationwide theater release of
almost any film usually pays all

the bills. The rest of the moolah

is profit, or it goes to pay off

Jack Nicholson. Not to mention

video royalties, overseas
distribution, and the off chance

everyone in America goes and

sees it.

Be forewarned, House TV, Iron

Eagle III, Rocky V (no big

secret) are on their way. Iron
Eagle III, you gotta wonder, "is

this really the best movie to base

a sequel on?"

The most curious of the

upcoming movies is the big

screen return of Car 54, Where
Are You?, starring David
Johanson (Scrooged, Let It Ride,

a.k.a. Buster Poindexter), Nipsy

Russel (star of several bad game
shows), and a determined

WLOZ's Top Ten
1 SUPERCHUNK

Superchunk
2. BUFFALOTOM

Bird Brain

3. THE PURPLE OUTSIDE
Mystery Lane

4. REDDKROSS
Third Eye

5. SCREAMING TREES
Something About You

6. SURGERY
Nationwide

7. RIDE
Smile

8. GALAXIE500
This Is Our Music

9. HELMET
Strap It On

10.100 FLOWERS
100 Years of Pulchritude

THURSDAY

Comedy Zone

FULCO COUNTY LINE
Yellow Rose Saloon

"Hedda Gabler"
Kenan Auditorium

"Politically Proper"

Thalian Hall (Studio)

Did You Care?
The movie "Shag", about

a group of girlfriends who

take off to Myrtle Beach

before their summer is

over, has got to be the #1

film for having the most

celebrity off-spring in its

cast: Bridget Fonda (Peter's

daughter), Tyrone Powers,

Jr., Page Hannah (Daryl's

sis), and Phoebe Cates

(whose father is a famous

ywright)!

DID YOU KNOW?

humorless new recruit played by
original television cast member,
Fred "Herman Munster" Gwynne
(Pet Semetery).

The above mentioned Child's

Play II has one of the best
commercials for a movie in recent

memory: "SORRY JACK,
CHUCKIES BACK!" (DDF did

appreciate MARKED FOR
DEATH'S- "He's a good cop, in a

bad mood.") It's not going to

break any ground at Cannes this

year, but the "demented-little-guy-

doll" does stroke some innate fear

in a lot of people. The
commercial pretty much sums up
the film except for a few details:

#1 Chuckie gets a bad hair cut

from an eight year old with an

electric carving knife.

#2 Third grade teacher gets

what is been coming (gratuitous

yard stick thrashing).

#3 Satanic Voo-Doo ritual in

the back of a newspaper delivery

truck going about 90 miles an
hour for no reason (the driver is

oblivious to the mutant
ventriloquist figure and his victim

in the back).

#4 Half of the body count gets

that way by carrying Chuckie
around as he holds them hostage

until he decides how to off 'em.

Why nobody drops the little

possesed jerk and stomps his

little possessed guts out, I'll

never know. The highlight of the

movie are the sets in the final

scenes (taken right out of the

Joker's hideout in the Batman
T.V. show). A toy factory with

whooshing steam, mega-
dangerous hydraulic presses and

things that are designed to
mutilate humans as well as create

wonderful children's toys. Ah, the

movies!

Childs Play II is better than

Exorcist III, but it's no where as

good as the original Child's Play.

Hey, that's the way I see it,

you can see it at Cinema Six on
College Road.

SEND IN THOSE LISTS OF
YOUR FAVORITE MOVIES
AND WIN DINNER, PLUS
TWO MOVIE PASSES to:

"Dude Down Front" UNCW
P.O. Box 24616. RANDOM
DRAWING will be held
on 12/07/90.

Scatterbrains
Try To Get
It Together

SCATTERBRAIN will be
performing at the Mad Monk this

weekend. SCATTERBRAJN'S
"Here Comes Trouble" album
was review by Lana Middleton

appeared for the Septemberi\

/October issue of New Route
magazine (available in WLOZ's
office).

"There's a prodigal mentality

to recasting Mozart and Led
Zeppelin classics into speed metal

funk and to recounting a dream
about a head growing out of a

petri dish on the lead singer's

shoulder: "I've grown stupid,

happened overnight. I'm with
stupid, he's with me," h e

screams. There's an excuse to

mosh like a gorilla establishing

dominance as drums lag on each

of the singer's syllables, then

lock in the with the two
chugging, gunning, guitars

spewing runover enthusiasm.

This mentality and excuse are a

priviledge the prodigal permit

themselves. It permits the lead

yeller to lurch around the stage in

his silly nun's habit. Then
there's the drunken milk man
driving drunk, "Family of four,

family no more. Milk and blood.

Blood and milk," the song goes."

The Editor of this page, namely me,

mistakenly reported that the

performance of "Hedda Gabler" wai

to take place in the S.RO. Thealri

in Kenan Hall. I was incorrect. I\

will be held in Kenan Auditorium.

THE SMITHEREENS
Trask Coliseum

THE RATTLERS
Front Street News

FRIDAY

INDECISION
Mad Monk

FILE (Cajun)

Jacob's Run

"Hedda Gabler"

Kenan Auditorium

"Politically Proper"

Thaliin Hall (Studio)

:::

THE GROOVE THANGS
Front Street News

FULCO COUNTY LINE
Yellcw Rose Saloon

"Nulcracker"

Scotish Rite Temple

SATJRDAY

M/RK HUMMEL
Jacob's Run

Wimihgton SympHony
Orchestra

Fne With UNCW ID

Thilian Hall

**?%>
1 itica I* 1y

*

"P ropir
w '

A Satirical Play

"nalian Hall

St:ATTERBRAIN '

with

fl\ SOBRIETY
Had Monk

KiLCOCOLn^IJl^'
Vellow Rose Saloon

THE GROOVE THANGS
Front Street News

"Nutcracker"

Scottish Rite Temple
392-4595

"Hedda Gabler"
Free With UNCW ID
Kenan Auditorium

SUNDAY

BandXoncert"""
"""

Free With UNCW ID

Kenan Auditorium

Nutcracker"

Scottish Rite Temple

WEDNESDAY

ESTr/WIs"™""™
Yellow Rose Saloon

mmk
XJornedyZone
256-2251

Front Street News
762-6397

Guiseppe's

256-9600

Jacob's Run
251-1140

Mad Monk
395-0280

Thalian Hall

763-3398

Yellow Rose Saloon
791-2001

T
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At A Glance, Cont'd.

TALESPINNERS CONTINUES!
On Sunday November 18, a number of talented

UNC-W students will perform stories and poetry for

children and their families at the New Hanover

County Public Library. The program will begin at

3pm in the Meeting Room at the Main library and

will feature members of Dr. Carol Tallant's "Oral

Interpretation of Children's Literature" course. A
variety of funny, sad, scary, and moving tales will

be told. The program will last about an hour and

families are encouraged to attend together,

Friday, November 16 7:30-9:30 am University
Union 100.

Community Holiday Events

In celebration of the holidays, the Community Arts

Center will be transformed into a cozy fireside

sitting room for "A CHRISTMAS TELLING",
Wilmington's fourth annual story-telling festival,

the telling will begin at 4PM on the 8th and 9th of

December during the same hours as the OLD
WILMINGTON HOUSE TOUR. Refreshments
will be served . The COMMUNITY ARTS
CENTER is located at Second Orange Streets in

downtown Wilmington. Program content is

designed for 6-years and older. Admission is free.

The festival is sponsored by the DRAM TREE
TELLERS and the COMMUNITY A%TS
CENTER. FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT JOHN GOLDEN (251-4702) OR THE
COMMUNITY ARTS CENTER (341-7860).

SCUBA DIVING
First meeting November 28, 1990 at 7 p.m.

142 Trask. Contact Ken Oots at 763-3940.

Room

loin Firing Competition

If you are interested in firing competition air rifles

or would like more information, please contact

Stephanie A. Boucher at 452-7323 or Cpt. Mahood
at 395-3734. Practices are every Monday and
Wednesday from 3 to 5 p.m. No experience is

needed to become a member of the team.

Dance And Stpp
ft hftw

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority and Sigma Phi Epsilon
Fraternity will sponsor a dance and a step show on
Saturday, November 17th from 10p.m. -2a.m. in

the University Union.

Orientation Leadership Application

Applications for the 1991 Summer Orientation

Leaders are available through November 16 at the

Information Center, Residence Life Activities

Center, and the Office of the Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs (101 Alderman). Application

deadline is 5:00p.m. November 16. Interviews will

be November 27 - December 7. New leaders will be

announced by the end of the fall semester. For more
information, contact Dr. Richard Mullendore at 395-

3089.

Faculty Annreciation Month
UNCW Panhellenic Council recognizes November
as Faculty Appreciation Month. Floating reception

BLOOP , h Morton
THf EPIC ADVENTURE SO FAR .

THE PROPBYLACTRONS, A RACE
OF ALIENS THAT HAS LOST
THE ABILITY TO REPRODUCE,
HAS ABDUCTED OUR HERO
BLOOP, AND IMPLANTED AN
EMBRYO IN HIM IN AN EFFORT
TO PROPAGATE THEIR MOST
EVIL SPECIES. BLOOP 'S

COMPANION "CRASH", HAS
BEEN DISINTEGRATED FOR
LATER USE AS A TEST SUB-
JECT FOR COSMETIC PRODUCTS.

WE NOW JOIN OUR HERO ABOARD
THE ALIEN CRAFT EN ROUTE TO
THE HOME PLANET...

I

S'

d

ti

ba

coi

ye at.

Whether you're trying

contacts for the first time, or you've previously tried

and failed, Doctors Vision Center has a deal that's

right for you. Through the end of the month we're of-

fering a complete contact lens package that includes:

• One pair of clear, daily wear contact lenses

• Complete eye exam and contact lens evaluation

• Contact lens fitting

• 30 days of follow-up care

• Contact lens care kit •

ALL FOR ONLY $99

Call or stop by our office for more details.

PD81iSf9
£«?\ ME.!? VE0W!

f« 1TWT&0KN5,

THE EVES latSrrCBiTIW
WITH ANTEK-lbn^^INU^
NA MOUSSE!

LHMHMHM _J

GAD! I WISH
THLEAKTH
CKCATUKE
WCOLDSTTjP
THAT HIDEOUS
BARNMG N01S

KILL BLOOP ESCAP% THE INCUBATION
CHAMBER AND SAVE HIMSELF FROM THE
SINISTER PLOT OF THE ALIENS?
WILL "CKASH" SURVIVE BEING USED AS
A TBW Cl/BJECT AND BE COMPLETELY
RE- INTEGRATED?

^Tt> BE CCNTINULrij

DoctorsVisionCenter OD
PA

Or. Edward L. Paul. Jr.

348 S. College Rd. /University Centre

395-6050

"Not applicable in combination with any other discounts Daily weat lenses only trom ranges - 50 to -6 00

Otter expires 11 '30/90

NOW OPEN.

UMwytof. North CanUm

WEDNESDAY
11/21

VOODOO SQUID

THANKSGIVING
1 1/22

THE VOLTAGE
BROTHERS

FRIDAY 11/23

FIREHOUSE

SATURDAY 11/24

AWARENESS ART
ENSEMBLE

4544 Fountain Drive

St. James Village

Wilmington
392-2293

I UNCW Cullege K.1...1
>

1i
«s r~.—

i

c
3 *
1

1
I 6

. - a-
u-

$1.00 OFF RNV FOOD ITEM

WITH THIS ODUERTISEMENT!

ASSAULT RAPE MURDER

Q. "What Can We Do To Protect Ourselves?"

A. Chemical Key Chain Sprayers

-contains Olcorcsin Capsicum-same

formula that the FBI, U.S. Postal Service

and police dept.'s use.

-effective on animals, and persons

under the influence of alcohol and

/or narcotics.

-a non lethal self defense device

-manufactureres 1 yr. warranty

Send $12.95 + shipping and handling

to:

U.B. Safe

Box 4711

W.B. N.C. 28480

1-800-835-7148 (919) 452-4421

DAYLIGHT HOUR SPECIAL

$1.00 OFF
RNV SIZE BASKET OF RANGE BALLS

MONDAY FRIDAY 9AM-5PM

JUST BRING THIS RDUERTISEMENT.

i,ALLEY
lOLF CENTER

4411 S CoAagi Ad

tm P4* Cap. Hm AoMmrl 395-2750

•LIGHTED DRIVING RANGE

•DISCOUNT GOLF SHOP

•INDIVIDUAL LESSONS BY APPOINTMENT
•2 PGA TEACHING PROFESSIONALS

$5000 CASH BONUS FOR NURSES
The Army is now offering nurses with BSNs a $5000 bonus.

Nurses who qualify can join our health care team and receive $5000

at their first duty assignment.

Army nurses also receive a competitive benefits package

including:

• continuing education opportunities

• medical and dental care

• housing and uniform allowances

• specialty training
,

• travel, here and overseas.

But Army nursing is more. Army nurses can expect to practice

in a variety of facilities - field hospitals, clinics, or medical centers;

and a variety of settings -- management, administrative, practitioner

and clinical.

Army nurses can also expect to have autonomy in making

patient cart decisions, following the Army's Standards of Nursing

Practice.

To qualify you must:

• have a BSN and be licensed to practice in the US (or be a

student)

• not currently be holding a military nurse commission

• meet the Army's physical and moral standards

For more information, call you Army Nurse Representative.

S9&1 lac Class Jacobs
1-800-662-7473

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Every Tuesday Night is

UNCW Night!

fraternities & Sorittes

Welcome!

If what happened on your inside

happened on your outside,

would you still smoke?

NOV. 15. THE GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOl'T

*
Postal, Business and Communication Services

MAIL BOXES ETC.™
sa»

Mail Boxes Etc.™ is your neighborhood resource.
Phone 452-4482 *

Western Union
- Ask about 24 hour access

Key Duplicating

availability. 24 hour access mailbox service,

and mailcheck.

Copies

?FAX 'LAMINATING 'TYPING
x

I Package Delivery Resume Seryce
I
X
I

We ship almost anything anywhere via

DHL, UPS, USPS and many other carriers.

packing Service

jjStamps and Letters

* Word Processing Services

* Business Cards

Passport and ID Photos

Located In Phar-Mor Shopping Center next

to Wilsons. 10% discount w/ UNCUJ ID

Interested in a
Career

as a Paralegal?
Legal Assistants Program

• A certificate program open to qualified women
who have a baccalaureate degree

• Approved by the American Bar Association

• Intensive summer schedule May - August,

or part-time evening schedule September - August

Our placement service for graduates is without fee to

employer or graduate.

Applications Deadline for »he t>9l Summer Program March i*> 1991 lor

detail*, contact Legal Assistant* Program, Continuing Education, Mcrcditli

College. JUDO Hillsborough strevi Raleigh. MC 27607-5298 (919) 8J94UW
Mi'tcilith Coihgi luhnits uitr'wn students uithoitt rvgurti t<> rivrv, ('»',./,

imiioniil or ethnic origin, ngt or butuHtmfi.

mervctithco\te^

JETHE HAWK'S NESTJ*
CHECK OUT OUR 99C BREAKFAST SPECIALS

EVBRY DAY OF THE WEEK

• LUNCH SPECIALS • NOVEMBER 19-23

BLT, CHIPS &
16 Oz. DRINK

$2.45

BUFFALO WINGS (6)

& 16 Oz. DRINK
$ 1.75
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SEAHAWK SPORTS
Sideline

Sensations
Patrick Fowler
S]X)rts Editor

Basketball We
Can Get

Excited About
The man said the action would be interesting to

watch. Last Thursday Kevin Eastman lived up to

his promise as the Seahawk offense sported a new
look, run and gun. UNCW ran at any opportunity

their foreign counterpart from Czechoslovakia would

allow them, which wasn't very often. The Sparta

Club burned the nets in both halves shooting 58%
on the night and nailing 22-28 from the free throw

stripe in route to their first win against CAA
competition, 8C-73.

But what was more important than the game
score or the fact that the Seahawks shot 8-31 inside

seven feet, was the torrid pace UNCW ran up and

down the court. The offense wasn't pretty and at

times downright ugly as the Seahawks turned the

ball over 21 times. But not one of the 2,516 fans

could say the game was boring. For more than four

years the UNCW offense has consisted of ramming
the ball inside to the centers and power forwards for

hook shots, lay ups, and short four foot jumpers.

And, for all of those seasons, that type of

strategy worked, thanks mostly to the talented play

of CAA standouts Brian Rowson (1983-1987),

Junior college transfers Larry Houzer (1987-1989)

and Antonio Howard (1987-1989). These men
carried UNCW's attack on their shoulders game after

game, fighting, shoving, doing everything necessary

to get open for another feed to the basket. Last

season the heart of the Seahawk offense was gone.

There was no talented centers to step up and fill the

open void by Houzer's and Howard's graduations...

A fact former head coach Robert McPherson refused

to accept and the consequence was a major part in

UNCW's miserably 8-20 showing last year.

There is a saying "We all learn from our

mistakes," and judging Thursday night coach Kevin

Eastman has seen the light. In fact, in the

beginning of the year Eastman remarked about that

Seahawk offeree needed a face-lift to be competitive

in the CAA race,

"We will face a number of teams that I have

been told will be better than us physically so we'll

have to find ways to offset that advantage by the

way we play."

That change is to run, run, run. If your

opponents can't keep up with you, it doesn t really

matter how big and powerful they are, the easy shot

will be there. This type of atmosphere also opens
the door for long-range bombers, Brannon Lancaster

and Joe Cherry, to have the green light to shoot

often and without a man always in their face. It's

about time UNCW began to break from the half-

court mentality that has become synonymous with

the program.

The Seahawks' strength lies in the guard
positions. The returning talents of Lancaster,
Cherry, Reggie Veney, and Mark Eaton should put

UNCW outside shooting on the mark. Lancaster

alone led the conference in three-point shooting (79)
hitting 45.4% from trey land and 43% from the

field. Cherry, who netted 10 points Thursday, was a

freshman standout in 1988, averaging 7.3 points and
2.7 rebounds a game. The All-Rookie selection

played sparely in 1988 appearing in 20-28 games
and only two of UNCW's remaining eight contests.

This lack of court time was due to a personality

conflict with former coach McPherson.

Veney and Eaton, both showed improvement
last season. Veney, a DeMatha high school
graduate, adds speed and penetration while Eaton has

always been a tireless worker willing to sacrifice his

body for the team. New faces like Kevin Hayden and
Drew Phillips should further add to the prowess and
quickness of the Seahawk guard position.

Last season teams would key on one man and
one man only, Brannon Lancaster. Stop "The
Cannon" (Lancaster's nickname) and play a deep
zone and you had the Seahawks. In fact the fans at

ECU spent a whole cold evening in January
screaming their lungs out every time Lancaster
touched the ball. With a new fast paced offense and
the added game experience in the guard positions,

points could come from anywhere on the court.

Success from the outside opens clogged lanes inside

as teams are forced to play the outside player fairly

rather than cheating inside.

But it is going to take time for the Seahawks to

break out of that half-court game that has been their

" bread and butter" for winning for so many years.

The action on the court in 1990 will be both fun

and painful to watch. The Seahawks are going to

play all out basketball, they're not going to hold
anything back. It will be interesting to see how the

rest of the leag ue copes with this new style of play

Eastman has implanted.

"Our players will play harder than they've ever

played in their lifes... that's a guarantee," said

Eastman.

There you go, straight from the proverbial

horse's mouth. UNCW probably won't be

positioned in the top half of the league come early

March.but they will definitely surprise a lot of

people along the way.

I can guarantee that.

Seahawks fall in ExhibitionPlav
BY PATRICK FOWLER

SPORTS EDITOR

The new style was revealed last Thursday night

as the Eastman era at UNCW officially began in

Trask Colisieum in a 80-73 lost.

"If you want to know if I was upset we lost,

the answer's no," said Eastman. "The ball got to the

place we wanted it to and we got to the free throw

line a lot."

The Seahawk game plan was, simply, run fast

break after fast break until you wear your opponents

down. However the Czechoslovakian Sparta Team
had other ideas. Shooting 63% from the field in the

first half and 58% overall the Czechosvakian kept

their fleet-footed rivals on neutral. UNCW's own
shooting didn't help them either as the Seahawk
hands were cold, connecting on just 34% on their

shots in the first half and 41% overall.

UNCW fell behind early as the decisive six inch

height advantage forced many Seahawk shots to be

altered in midair. The Sparta Team increased its lead

to ten points three times during the half. The first

at the 7:52 mark following a three-pointer by Libor

Vyoral. Eastman kept to his promise about not

calling a time-out in exhibition when the oppositon

went on a run. He forced his team to fight back on

their own. UNCW clawed closer going on a 7-2 run

of their own led by a Scott Tierney three-point

bomb and short inside jumpers by Byran Withers.

Withers scored seven of his eleven points inside in

the first half but was the only one consistently

hitting.

"If we continue to shoot 8-31 from the field we
will finish right where you (the media) said we
would, seventh," said Eastman. "We need to get the

ball inside to Byran (Withers) more often. He
creates contact everytime he goes up for a shot."

The Sparta team increased its margin back to

ten three minutes later on jumpers and free throws

from Ivan Benes and Michael Zideck. The first half

ended with Sparta leading by nine 41-32.

In the second half Brannon Lancaster excited the

Senior forward Major Wiggins looks for an open man last Thurday

crowd by canning two three-pointers back to back

and a bucket two posseesions iater to narrow the

Sparta lead to five points. The senior was 6-10 on

the night and 5-9 from three-point range. He lead

all Seahawk scorers with 1" points. But the

Czechoslovakians' hands only cooled off (54%)
nominally as they continued to hit basket after

basket, keeping the pressure on UNCW. The lead

increased to double digits again at 'he 10:16 mark

following a breakaway layup by Michael Jezdick on

the inbounds pass. The Seahawks could draw no

closer than seven points the rest of the night.

O.e bright spot for the Seahawks was the play

of junior Joe Cherry (10 pts.). Cherry had played

little during the '89-90 season despite being the top

returning scorer for the Seahawks behind graduated

seniors Larry Houzer and Antonio Howard. The 6"4

PHOTO rtYJENNPTiRYOUNO
night against :he Czechoslovakian louring Sparta Club.

Fort Meyer, Florida native had several run-ins with

former coach Robert McPherson last season and was
relegated to the bench. Cherry returned later in the

year but was rarely used as a starter. He played in

only two of UNCW's last ten games and missed the

conference tournament. Against the Sparta Club,
Cherry was near perfect nailing 4-5 from the field

and grabbing four rebounds.

"The coach is really experimenting right now
with the line-ups, "said Cherry. "People probably
thought I was pouting because I didn't start tonight

but coach is trying different combinations out there.

I think I have a good a chance as anyone of

starting."

The Seahawks' final exhibiton game is this

Saturday against the Veroch All-Star team. Game
time is 7:30 p.m.

Swimmers Drown Prey.Twice
BY SHEILA FOWLER
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

The Seahawk swimming and diving team made
waves last weekend. The Lady Seahawks beat

Augusta College 100-154 on Friday, and defeated

Emory Saturday, 138-109. The UNCW men also

were victorious swimming past Emory, 136-101.

"This is the first time that this team has

traveled together. I'm happy that things went so
well," head coach Dave Allen said.

The team traveled to Georgia on November
ninth for the first meet. The Lady Seahawks started

off slowly in the 200 medley relay, falling behind
13-4. However, The women did not stay behind for

very long. UNCW gained a narrow one point

margin with the help of Amy Lewis's first place
finish in the 1000 free in a time of 1 1:02.10.

The Seahawks began putting their opponent
away. UNCW extend their lead to 22 points, 24-46,

following a 1-2 finish in the 100 yard backstroke

event. Rebecca Cromptoner won the event for the

Seahawks in a time of 1:08.32. She was followed
closely by Deborah Festuca who finished in

1:15.14. Crompton was a double winner on the day
capturing first in the 50 free (25.7) also.

UNCW then mopped up the rest of the way
putting the meet out of reach, 11 5-50, following
Amy Lewis's victory in the 200 backstroke. The
divers added to the 154-100 win. Elizabeth Crabbe
capture top honors in the one meter springboard
competition and took second on the three meter

PI IOTO BY JENNIFER YOUNO
UNCW defeated both Agusta and Emory over the weekend.

in the day's final event to ice the Seahawk sweep of
Emory, 136-101.

"I feel we were successful in that both teams
won. That was our primary objective," swim coach
Dave Allen said. "I feel good about it, because it

sets us up for this weekend. We're off to a good

beginning." The women are 2-1, and the men are 2-

0.

"

The Seahawks travel to Richmond on this

weekend to take on the Spiders on their home
waters. Meet time is 1 p.m.

dive. Brooke Butler won the three meter and
finished third in the one meter.

The Lady Seahawks had a tighter race with

Emory on Saturday. UNCW started off with a 1 1-6

lead after the 400 medley relay. Emory finished first

in the 1000 free and catapulting into the the lead

21-15. The Seahawks kept it close, eventually

regained the lead after the 50 free competition. Amy
Lewis won the race for the Seahawks, in 25:27.

Crabbe victory on the 1 meter board help
pushed the UNCW's lead to 50-67 at the halfway

point. A 1-2 finish in the 200 fly by Laura Doepp
and Rebecca Gurshaw gave the Seahawks a

commanding lead 80-56. The Lady Seahawks
finished off Emory capturing the final race of the

day, the 400 free medley, and took the meet, 109-

138.

The men had similar success at Emory.
UNCW started slowly off the blocks, but raced back
to a 26-29 lead after William Holland won the 1000
free (11:16.91), and Mike Schulte took the 200 free

(1:49.23). The Seahawks then jumped ahead of
Emory for good. Brad Kinkema was a key reason for

UNCW success. The North Canton, Ohio junior
won the 100 free (49:15) and placed second in the

200 breast. The 400 free relay team of White,
Alford, Wallace, and Schulte raced to a 3:22.78 win

Runners Close Out 1990 Season
BY PAlil TjjQMmaH
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

The UNCW cross-country team has been
enjoying a rather productive month of November.

On November 3rd, the Seahawks competed in
the Colonial Athletic Association championships at
William and Mary. The women's team finished
fifth and the men's team finished a close fourth.
Host team William and Mary won both events, the
women's 5000 meter and the men's mile races.

On November 10th, the team traveled to the
District III championships at Furmar: University in

Greenville, S.C. In the women's 5000 meter race,
the Seahawk women finished an impressive 25th.
The men tied their highest placing ever in the event
finishing in 24th place. A total of 73 schools
attended the meet. The women's overall winners
were Clemson, Georgia and North Carolina State.
Florida, Tennessee and Kentucky were the top three
teams in the men's competition.

At the CAA championships, the Seahawk
women were led by Kris Scott and Karen
Mathewson who finished 11th and 12th
respectively. With these performances, Scotland
Mathewson became the first women in UNCW
history to earn All-conference honors. Scott ran the
race in 19:14 and withstood Mathewson's final 100
meter charge beating her teammate bv only two
seconds. Amy Jackson (20:15), Jill Peeples (21:47)
and Lelonie Walker (21:53) also ran well.

In the men's race, the Seahawks were led by
Sam Bobbitt (25:48) and Keith Gorski (26:18) who
placed ninth and fourteenth. In finishing 9th,
Bobbit became only the second male in UNCW
history to earn All-Conference honors.

In what head coach Bill Cason called "the
surprise of the meet," sophomore Rob McHenry

UNCW finished its season at the Division III Championship:

finished in 26:33, bettered his time a full minute

from last season's run. Jered Haag (27:33) and
Kristian Agnew (27:44) finished right behind
capturing 29th and 32nd place respectively. There

were sixty women and sixty-ni"<e men competing

from all eight CAA schools.

At the District Three Championships, the men
ran an 10,000 meters course The Seahawks were led

by Bobbitt who finished 96th out of 260 runners in

a time of 32:52. Bobbitt WU tollowed by Gorski

(33:26), McHenry (33:50), Jered K'aag (33:57),

Shawn Briton (34:42) and Kristian Agnew (34:43).

Also competing for the men wr.s Mike Mathewson
Who recorded a personal best time of 35:04.

In the women's 5,000 meter race, the Seahawks

top finisher was Mathewson who ran to a 86th place

finish out of 236 runners in a time of 18:54. Kris

Scott was the next closest finisher for UNCW
placing 102 in 19:15. Amy Jackson (19:55), Jill

Peeples (21:33) and Lelonie Walker (21:43) placed

143rd, 181st, and 183rd respectively. The 25th
place showing was the second highest finish for

women's squad in Seahawk history.

The District Three was the last team race for the

season but the team has four runners attending the

TAC National Cross-country championships in

New York City on November 24th. Bobbit,
Mathewson, Scott, and Jackson were invited to

compete.

Coach Cason has been relatively pleased with
the team's performance over the season but feels that

injuries held the team back and slowed them a bit.

"Without some of the injuries and sickness, we
could have finished higher," said Cason. "Amy
Jackson missed over a month with an injury and
that hampered her in the two big races, plus some of
the guys have been sick and that had a major effect."

Cason is remaining optimistic about the team's
future and cites that the team is young and will

improve.

"Both teams are very young, we won't lose any
of our top five on either side, so they will improve
with experience," said Cason. "Our third, fourth,

and fifth runners need to improve for the team to do
better as a whole. But their experience by next year

should lead us to a great season."
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The Seahawk

Mpptino About Middle Fast

Students, as well as UNCW faculty and staff

and community citizens interested in promoting

sanctions against Iraq at the present time rather than

war are invited to participate in an open meeting.

The session will be held from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Monday, December 3 in room 100 of the University

Union.

The meeting is a follow-up on the Teach-in that

was held recently on the UNCW campus. Many
people present at the Teach-in expressed concern that

the United States appeared to be headed toward

military conflict. They said they hoped that leaders

in Washington, D.C. would carefully explore the

possibility of extending the embargo against Iraq for

a longer period and explore other non-military

options rather than choose to go to war at present

time.

Alpha Phi Raffle

The Alpha Phi chapter at UNCW is sponsoring

a raffle on November 30,1990 at 2:00 p.m. The
tickets will be sold for one dollar each and

participants do not have to be present to win. the

proceeds from this raffle will be donated to the

United Cerebral Palsy Center in Wilmington at their

annual telefund in February.

Table Tennis Tournev

There will be a Table Tennis Tournament held

in the University Union Game Room on Tuesday,

December 4 at 6:00 P.m. All students and faculty

are invited and encouraged to participate and should

register on or before Monday, December 3. An
entry fee of $2 will be charged per person.

Awards will be given to the top three finishers,

with the overall champion also receiving a free

dinner for two at Burrito Bob's. The December 3

deadline is approaching fast, so be sure to register

today.

GET KREAT WORK
EXPERIENCE!!!!!!!

Will you need to complete a practicum or

internship during Spring or Fall 1991? If yes and if

you are seeking experience on one or more of the

following areas, then contact Alternatives! in Rm.

104 (395-3610) of the University Union right away!

Students can gain valuable career experience in:

drug education/prevention, interpersonal skills,

public relations, marketing, educational

program/activity planning, public speaking, outdoor

adventure programming and more! Act now to

reserve your spot

Peace Rally

On Friday, November 30 the Campus
Awareness Organization will be sponsoring an anti-

war/peace rally on the west lawn of the Union from
12:30 to 1:30. Several faculty members and
students will be speaking plus there will be an open
mike season. Any questions please call Denny Best

at 343-9827.

Fjnnnrial Aid Opportunities

Students considering the continuation of their

educational careers should look to the Department of

Energy for a helpful hand. Tens of thousands of

dollars are available for students interested in

pursuing masters or doctoral degrees in such areas as

fusion energy, nuclear engineering, health physics,

radiation waste management, and computational

science.

Fellowship applications are being taken

through Jan. 28, '991, and awards will be
announced in May 1991. For applications or

additional information contact Rose Etta Cox or

Portia Drost, ORAU Fellowship Programs, Oak
Ridge Associated Universities, Science/Engineering

Education Division, P.O. Bex 117, Oak Ridge, TN
37831-0117, or call (615) 5^6-0138 or (615) 576-

0128.

Volunteer To R»fvH»
Are you concerned about the environment? Do

you have a pick-up truck? E.C.O. is looking for
people to take aluminum cans to the recycling
center. We go once a week, but you could do it

once a month. Call Aimee Myers or Chad Barbour
at 452-9074. Starts next semester.

Temporary Mail Pniirv

Postal Services will move into the University
Center over the holiday break. To make this move
possible, student mail boxes will be closed
December 7. Student mail received after December
7 will be available for pick up Monday- Friday 8:00
a.m.-5:00 p.m. in the University Union Student
Mail Room. The Student Mail Room will be
closed December 21 -January 1.

All students should empty their mailboxes on
or before December 7. Mail delivery will resume
January 2, 1991 in the University Center. We
apologize for any inconvenience this may cause and
look forward to serving you in our new location.

NOW Mffting
The National Organization for Women meets

the first Wednesday of each month at 6:30 p.m.

The December 5 meeting will be a discussion of the

movie "The Hand Maiden's Tale." Call 350-0961 or

799-0422 for location information.

Advancement Looks For Home
by phim.ip i nunmiN

EDfTORINCHIEF

Remodeling in Alderman Hall threatens to leave

the office of University Advancement out in the

cold. According to Dr. Bill Bryan, Vice-Chancellor

for Student Affairs, the construction will force

inhabitants of the offices in the wing of Alderman
occupied by Advancement and the Chancellor's

office to seek other spaces for approximately six

months.

The Chancellor's office will relocate in the old

personnel area during the construction, but
Advancement is as yet unsure of where they will go.

According to Bryan, "We have been looking at

options. Chancelor Leutze has asked for

recommendations from the University Union Board,

and from the SGA."
As of Wednesday, Bryan said that there were

three main areas being considered. The first area is

in the Union and will consist of the game room and

the study lounge. A second area under consideration

is the space that will eventually house the new
game room in the University Center. Room 100 of

the Union has also been suggested. Other
suggestions include moving downtown, or using

mobile units.

"It's a hard decision," said Bryan, "But they've
got to get out of the building while they remodel it.

There is no way we can stay there."

One of the reasons for the difficulty is that
neither the Union Board nor SGA want
Advancement to move into student occupied spaces.

Representative-at-Large Denny Best was one of the
architects of the SGA response. "This is the student
union," said Best. "This space is supposed to be
used entirely by students. It is paid for out of fees
that are collected from us."

Best and Senator John Haley wanted to consider
some space in the library, but the senate voted that

proposal down. Senator Joe Mitchell was one of
the negative votes. According to Mitchell, the
library space is too valuable to students who want
to study. "It's just stupid," he commented. "I don't
think they should take that space away. It would be
better to let them have that little study lounge in
the Union. The space in the library is much more
valuable because of its location. I'm not sure where
to put [Advancement], but I'd rather see them use
the game room instead of study space.

"Besides," he continued, "we are here to get an
education, not to play games."

Senator Haley took a negative stance on the
resulting proposal. "I think that all our
recommendation right now is going to do is muddy
the waters," he said.

The senate recommendation lists mobile units as

the only acceptable option. According to Bryan
though, the Board of Trustees has never allowed the

use of trailers on campus. He also pointed out that

the cost of that option may be prohibitive.

The University Union Board is also against the

use of Union space. In their recommendation to the

Chancellor, they suggest a thorough examination
of all other options, with the game room as a final

resort. In their report, the University Center game
room and Room 100 are "unacceptable".

According to Anne Devaney, Associate Director
of the University Union, the Union Board decided
that it would be inappropriate to put another
administrative office in the University Center
before the main opening. Devaney cited the

questions and dissent raised by the placement of the

personnel offices in the annex earlier as one of the
main factors in the board's decision.

One of the factors in opposition to the use of
the game room is the possible loss of revenue.
According to estimates compiled by Devaney, the
loss could average $1100 per month. Dr. Bryan
stated however that there was a plan to reimburse
the Union for that loss. He also pointed out
that the University Center would be open in March,
thus shortening the actual amount of time without a
game room to about two and one half months. At
that time Devaney said that the existing game
tables and machines would be distributed to the
residence life areas. If Advancement does move
into the game room, those games will be relocated
early.

As Vice Chancellor for University Advancement,
Dr. Douglas Moore stands to be directly affected by
whatever options are chosen. "We've got to eo
somewhere," said Moore. "We can't stay in here
while they tear out the floors. If we're imposing on
somebody, I'm sorry, but we've got to %o
somewhere. ... we want the location that would
prove the least disruptive, but we've got to eo
somewhere." 6

Moore said that, as representatives of the
University and responsible for the image aspect of
promoting the University, it would not do for the
offices to be housed somewhere "that looks like a
pup tent". He also pointed out that the shortfalls
of moving downtown would include problems with
transferring phone lines and computers.

Dr. Bryan said that the issue is now before the

chancellor. "At this point the information is in

Chancellor Leutze's hands," Bryan said. "It is up to

him to make the decision."

The Union Board has already delivered their

recommendations, and the SGA recommendations
are expected to be delivered today.

'Little Athens' Gets Financial Backing
BY BRIAN BULLARD
STAFF WRITER

College Dorm Corporation has

procured backing for their "Little

Athens" project, according to Richard

Cronk, president of College Dorm
Corporation.

In a meeting with the Greek
Presidents Council, Cronk passed out a

letter that stated, "The funding for this

project has finally been received after

months of pursuit. The overall

economy and the lending strategies of

conventional sources that were available

to [CDC] last year at this time had

soured. After sending 164 [copies of a]

55-page loan packages and making
1,894 lending related phone calls, as of

October 13th, to institutions across the

country, Japan and Quebec, have we
finally received a go ahead from a

consortium out of New York. [The

backers] terms are acceptable, but we
must have an updated and renewed

pledge from the Greek organizations that

participation in 'Little Athens' will be

100%. These lenders have given us 45

days to accept their proposal and our

commitment must not waiver."

According to Cronk, the "trials and

the state of the economy it is a minor

miracle that we have obtained
financing."

"CDC has not wavered or lost

confidence in you or the lending

community and over the past year we
iiave diligently worked to make this

concept a reality. We firmly believed

'The funding for this project has finally been

received after months of pursuit'

tribulations with the zoning powers, the

competition from a remodeling
developer and the posture of the

University made this a very difficult and
drawn out venture for all of us."

"The zoning debacle was not put to

rest until June 19th of 1990, pursuit of
permanent financing followed and given

that there was a lender somewhere that

had confidence in the future leaders of

society and that 'Little Athens' had the

right to be built because it was a viable

project"

"Perseverance by College Dorm
Corporation and our own stubbornness,

would not allow us to accept the 162

negative answers from brokers, bankers,

private investors and real estate lending

Trust Firms and insurance companies."

Cronk stated in conclusion that CDC
has "until December 15th to complete
all items. Construction can start
sooner, but we must move decisively

and establish a cohesiveness between
fraternities, sororities and all
participating entities that will carry this

project through construction and lay the

groundwork for sound self-governance."

According to Cronk, "ground
breaking can take place anytime you
[Greeks] want it", because there is "still

an option on the land and the minute we
bet the Greek backing, we will begin."

He also said that CDC will "build
.regardless of wether it is for Greeks or
for other college students."

If built for the Greeks, Cronk feels

that the project "will make Time
magazine."

Task Force Holds Open
Forum For Student Input

A New Record. . .

BY SANDY PORTER
STAFF WRITER

At the beginning of this academic school
year, Chancellor Leutze called together faculty

and s.udents to form a Recreadon Task Force.
The Force consists of 13 members with Dr. Sue
Combs as chair-person.

Chancellor Leutze outlined five goals to the

group. One is to identify the recreation
facilities, equipment, and opportunities at

UNCW. Several members are to identify and
review other campus recreation programs in the

state; such as, Appalachians' Quinn Center and
the many intramural fields located at N. C.
State. An assessment of the needs and opinions

on the quality of UNCW recreation is also
being conducted. Eventually the Task Force
will review all the information gathered and will

recommend a campus recreation model that fits

the requirements at UNCW. They will also

offer strategies for program implementation,
facility construction and funding.

One program that has already been
presented is the Outdoor Adventure Network. It

has already sponsored several trips provided to

the student body. Cathy Birmingham, who
works closely with this project at the

Leadership Center, hopes to eventually see an

Outdoor Adventure course complete with the

rope challenge. Birmingham is a member of

the Force, and is herself irtivi in recreation.

"I chose to come to this institution because

of the physically fit atmosphere surrounding

this area. Unfortunately UNCW is not

comparable to other North Carolina universities

in the field of recreation. Becoming involved in

recreation is a great way for people to obtain

opportunities and gain new friends while

gaining important leadership skills."

On November 13, 1990, the Task Force

held an open forum in the Univeisity Unijn

Living Room. Approximately fifteen V .';iits

attended the meeting to discuss the recreation at

UNCW. One student complained about the

limited assessibility to the weight room along

with the inadequate equipment located in the

weight room. The idea of creating more field

space for the softball, Ultimate frisbee, soccer,

and football teams was brought to attention by

several students. A few suggested that the

intramural program needed to be enhanced with

an easier system of enrolling. There was

general agreement that more lighting should be

erected around the fields for night jogging and

tennis.

With the apparent fallacies of UNCW
recreatio!\ Chancellor Leutze is trying to create

a better program. Leutze hopes the Task Force

can complete their work by January 15, 1991.

Another public forum will be held

Thursday, December 6, at 7:00 p.m. Anyone is

welcome to come and share their ideas,

complaints, suggestions, or problems
concerning recreation on campus

Americans made more long-

distance calls Monday than in any

single day in history, American

Telephone and Telegraph
Company reported Tuesday.

148.4 million calls were made
Monday, a 12% increase over the

same day in 1989. "The Monday
after Thanksgiving is traditionally

the biggest volume day," said Bill

Blair, media director at AT&T's
headquarters in Atlanta.

Blair credited the inflated

number of calls to the fact that

businesses were closed over
Thanksgiving, and that holiday
shoppers are increasing usage of
"800" numbers.

On an average day, AT&T
handles from 115-120 million

calls. The new record replaced the

previous record of 144.7 million

calls made on October 18, 1989.

the day after a major earthquake

hit the San Fransisco area.

Peace Rally To Be Held
BY PHH.I.IP I.OHflHMN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Peace in the mid-east is the goal of a rally being held

Friday on the west lawn of the University Union. The rally,

being staged from 12:30pm -l:30pm >s sponsored by the

Campus Awareness Organization (CAO).

According to Denny Best CAO president the rally will

basically focus on the situation in the Middle East. "It will

be very informal, I don't plan to put any limitations on the

speakers," said Best.

Included in the list of speakers are: Bob Haywood from

Campus Ministries, English Professor Dan Noland, English

Professor Lee Schweninger, ECO president Paula Ackerman,

and Denny Best.

Best said he expects the rally to go off without any
problems. "I have learned to always expect trouble when 1 am
behind something, but I hope it doesn't happen," Best

explained. ___^^
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Off-Campus Connection Residence Life Needs RAs
Eat Well For Improved Grades

As an off campus student
faced for the fist time with meal
planning and preparation, are you
aware of the nutritional value of
the food you eat? Health
conscious students tend to move
away from just counting calories

to concentrating on food content.

As you develop 'your culinary

skills, there are several healthful

considerations you should focus
on. First is the fat content linked

to heart disease, breast and colon

cancer, and high blood pressure?

It's incredible! According to Jane

Fonda in Women Coming nf

Age. "AMERICANS ARE
REPORTED TO CONSUME
130 POUNDS OF FAT A
YEAR, APPROXIMATELY 10
STICKS OF BUTTER PER
PERSON EVERY WEEK."
Fried and processed foods and
dairy products are laden with fat.

DID YOU KNOW:
mayonnaise is 99% fat; french

fries contain 3 times the fat

content as a baked potato with
1/2 tsp of margarine; tuna packed
in oil contains 5 times the
amount of fat as water-packed
tuna; and peanuts are 74% fat,

whereas pretzels are 10% fat?

How do you determine how
much is too much fat? According
to UNCW's LivWell, "THE
NUMBER OF FAT CALORIES
IN OUR FOOD SHOULD NOT
EXCEED 30% OF IT'S TOTAL
CALORIES! Packaging labels

should display grams of fat

content and following is LivWell
formula for calculating fat

calories:

1

.

Multiply each gram of fat

by 9. For instance, a frozen
dessert contains 300 calories and

5 grams of fat:

5 grams of fat X 9 - 45
calories of fat

2. To calculate the percentage

of fat. divide fat calories by the

total number of calories:

45 divided by 300 = 15

percent.

Since 15 percent is well
below the 30 percent maximum.

you can enjoy the dessert without
guilt.

Cholesterol content should
be kept to a minimum too. Steer

clear of foods with saturated fats

which harden at room
temperature. They are associated

with high blood cholesterol levels

and clog arteries. Limit eggs in

your diet. Substitute skinless
chicken and fish for red meats.
Use vegetable oils sparingly as a
substitute for butter or lard.

Low fat foods don't have to

be bland. Healthful seasonings
add zest and variety to any menu.
Try experimenting with garlic,

onion, ginger, curry, flavored
vinegars, cinnamon, low-sodium
soy and chili powder.

Caffeine may rob one of
nutrients! It is found not only in

coffee and tea, but soft drinks,

chocolate, and over-the-counter

pep pills are loaded with it. As a

diuretic it causes water loss,

removing nutrients with it

Caffeine is also a stimulant

which interferes with normal
sleep, adding stress. To reduce
stress, avoid caffeine intake three

hours before bedtime. Or use
decaffeinated coffee and tea

products. Be sure to look for an
indication of "natural" or "water"

decaffeination processing on the

label. Products indicating that

methylene chloride, which is

believed to be a carcinogen (a

cancer causing agent), is used
may be hazardous to your health.

Better yet, substitute caffeine

with a brisk walk or climb up and
down stairs a few times, this

increases oxygen to the brain and

produces more alertness than a

cup of coffee.

Are you aware that alcoholic

beverages have a high caloric

content, yet are low o n
nutritional value? They tend to

suppress one's appetite for other

foods. This is a particular

problem fo individuals who are
not getting sufficient calories to

begin with.

Peer pressure can influence

our eatine habits. Take control,

and take part in food arrangements
to insure that light foods and
beverages are available. Let
friends know about your dietary

concerns and ask them to support
your efforts to reduce unwanted
ingredients.

If you are counting calories

as well, don't skip breakfast and
lunch. One tends to

overcompensate at dinner for

skipped meals. Our metabolism
slows down later in the day, so
we are less likely to burn off
calories then, they just get stored.

This too is the effect of late night

snacks.

Keep out of the kitchen as
much as possible if the sight of
food causes you to crave it. And
remember, exercise is essential to

any maintenance, weight loss, or
physical fitness program.

As we enter the holiday
season, we know there will be an
array of rich foods around us.

How can we approach the holiday

fare sensible? Ms. Deb
Haywood, Coordinator of Health

Promotion/LivWell suggests that

we prepare ahead of time by
cutting back on treats and heavy
foods. Then enjoy our holiday

feast. Just don't overdo it. Use
moderation. Fill your plate only
once. And ignore leftovers!

For more nutritional
information, contact LivWell at

395-3683. Or stop by UU room
104 and view "Supermarket
Savvy," a v^deo designed to show
you how to make sensible
selections. An information
library, weight scales, and blood
pressure checks are available on a

drop-in basis.

With cold weather settling in

and with final exams soon upon
us, keeping fit is essential to our
academic success. Good nutrition

reduces susceptibility to illness

and maximizes energy. IT
TAKES A LITTLE EFFORT
AND PLANNING T O
DEVELOP GOOD
NUTRITIONAL HABITS, BUT
ARENT YOU WORTH IT!!

Mm
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Worth Saving.

Whether you're trying

contacts for the first time, or you've previously tried

and failed, Doctors Vision Center has a deal that's

right for you Through the end of the month we're of-

fering a complete contact lens package that includes:

• One pair of clear, daily wear contact lenses

• Complete eye exam and contact lens evaluation

• Contact lens fitting

• 30 days of follow-up care

• Contact lens care kit

ALL FOR ONLY $99
Call or stop by our office for more details.

DoctorsVisionCenter %

Dr. Edward L Paul. Jr.

348 S College Rd /University Centre

395-6050

•Not applicable '* combination with any other discounts Daily weat lenses only trom ranges 50 to -6 00

Oflet expires 11 '30/90

Write
A

Letter

The

Edito

BY BRIAN BIll.l.ARn
STAFF WRITER

"We're looking for a few
good people." No, this isn't an

army recruiter speaking, it's the

Office of Residence Life. They
are currently taking applications

for Resident Assistants.
Somewhat like the Army or the

Peace Corps, being a Resident

Assistant is the toughest job you
will ever love.

According to Melissa Tuite,

professional resident director for

the suites, "The position is a

great facillatator for developing

leadership skills, greater
knowledge of diversity,

programming skills and
strengthening administrative

abilities."

Resident Assistants are

currently paid a little over $1,500

dollars per year for their services.

They work as programmers, and

put on approximately five

programs per semester including

social, philanthropy, education,

culture, and recreation.

These programs are aimed at

broadening the horizons of
residents on such issues as AIDS,

racism, how to make better grades

as well as providing a means for

interaction among the individual

residents.

The resident assistants also

make bulletin boards dealing with
issues like date rape, alcohol
abuse, drug abuse, and other
topics. There are prizes awarded
for these bulletin boards, which
makes for a competitive spirit.

There are also hall government
meetings and educational in-

services to attend, and residents to

assist. The latter reason makes
the resident assistant position one
of the most demanding and
potentially rewarding positions
on campus.

According to Ernest Boyer,

President of the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching, "Resident Assistants

confront daily, the realities of

residence hall life, beyond
ordinary day-to-day hassles, they

must deal with accidents, abuse of

alcohol, depression and questions

about birth control and abortion.

It is a twenty-four-hour a day job,

one that involves not just

keeping order and fixing light

bulbs, but becoming deeply
involved in shaping the lives of
students and helping college
accomplish its most fundamental

goals."

There is no free room and
board, there is no staff parking

place, but this does not matter to

the dedicated RA's such as Patrick

Fowler, who says "I am doing it

in order to meet people and learn

from the interaction with my
residents. This is a learning

experience for both me and my
residents. This should sharpen
my social skills. Social skills

benefit everyone, if you have a

way with people, you will have a

way in the world."

Resident Assistant
applications are available in the

Office of Residence Life located

in the Residence Life Activity
Center behind Schwartz Hall.

There are positions open for
Spring '90 and Fall '91. There
will be informational meetings
on Nov. 29th at 7:00 i n
Galloway Hall, and 8:00 in the

RELAC. Residents and Non-
Rcsidents are encouraged to
apply.

Parkway Construction Continues
To Pepys Lane And Lulwater

We are pleased to announce
that we are slightly ahead of

schedule on the Randall Parkway
project and will be beginning
work in your area the latter part

of this week. We will spend
about 7 days removing trees in

the Randall Drive right of way
and will begin actual construction

work on Monday, November 26,

1990.

Construction will be done in

two phases beginning with the

section from Randall Drive to

Pepys Lane and then continuing

on from Pepys Lane to College
Road. These are the last two
phases of the Randall Parkway
project. We plan to be working
in the Randall Drive to Pepys
Lane area from now until mid-
January and then complete the
Pepys Lane to College Road
section by the end of March.

These phases of the project

involve the installation of an

underground drainage system and
new sidewalks in addition to

widening the roadway. Due to

the magnitude of the work
involved, we will be closing
portions of Randall Drive to

No traffic will be
allowed west of
Pepys Lane during
the period o f

reconstruction.

through traffic during the
construction period. For the
work from Randall Drive to
Pepys Lane we will be installing
an impassable barrier on the west
side of Pepys Lane. No traffic

will be allowed west of Pepys
Lane during this period. Access
fro those within the project area
will be available from the
Lullwater/Randall Drive side
only. We will send you another
notification when we are ready to

begin construction on the second
phase of the work (from Pepys
Lane to College Road).

I also want to inform you
that during both phases of
construction we will need to

interrupt water service to some of
you. We will use door knockers
to inform those of you who will

be affected at least 48 hours prior
to the service interruption. We
have required our contractor to
confine water service interruption

to between the hours of 1 1 pm
and 6 am or as close to 6 am as
possible to lessen the
convenience to you.

If you have any questions
please contact me at 341-7817.

AMERICAN
'CANCER
SOOETT
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SLC Receives
Big Turnout
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FROM THE
LEADERSHIP CENTER

The Student Leadership
Conference, SLC, held on
October 20, 1990 was a great
success. Faculty and students
alike, agreed the conference was
excellent. Students commented
that they had learned a lot at the

conference and would put it to
use. Several students also stated
that the conference should be held
in the spring. Faculty enjoyed
giving their workshops. They
also believed that the students
that did not show missed out

Promotion for the conference
included a variety of things.

Posters and banners advertised the

conference. Brochures about the

SLC were also placed in all

student mailboxes.
Announcements and sign-up
sheets were placed in boxes of all

student organizations. Table
tents were placed in the cafeteria

that announced what the SLC
was, the date and time it was to

be held, and where the SLC was
to be held. Individuals also went
to various student organizations
to promote the conference and to

get people to register.

105 registered for the
conference.

78 attended the Student
Leadership Conference.

There were 24 facilitators

who presented 15 workshops.
This figure does not include
Cathy Birmingham and Dick
Mullendore, who did the opening
and closing address or Ken
Lemon, Dr. Leutze and Coach
Eastman, who spoke at lunch.

16 organizations were
represented at the SLC. This

included SGA, Greeks, Teaching
Fellows, and High School
students. The Greek
organizations represented
included: Delta Zeta, Kappa Pi

Theta, Chi Omega, Kappa
Sigma, Sigma Alpha Epsilon,

and Sigma Phi Epsilon. Phi Eta

Sigma was also represented.
Besides the Greeks, there were
many other organizations
represented. These include:
Teaching Fellows, Student

Government Association,
Ambassadors, Ace Concerts,
SADD, Emerge, Emerge II,

LEAD, Residence Life and
Students from North Brunswick
High School.

CAROLINA COIN LAUNDRY
952 South Ken - Avenue

(1 Block from School Kid's Records)

"Watch Soaps & Sports on our TV"

WASH • DRY • FOLD
• DRY CLEANING •

Monday-Saturday
7: 00 AM - 9:00 PM

ATTENDANT ON DUTY

Sunday
G.00 AM - 8:30 PM

AIR CONDITIONED

GREEKS UNLIMITED

4525 Franklin Ave., Suite 4

Tel. 452-3480

Custom made Fraternity & Sorority Letters

\

Every Tuesday Night is

UNCW Night!

fraternities & Sorittes

Welcome!

DAYLIGHT HOUR SPECIAL

$1.00 OFF
RNV SIZE BASKET OF RANGE BALLS

MONDRV-FRIDflV 9RM-5PM
JUST BRING THIS RDUERTISEMENT.

Wolf cet
LEY
NTER

i 385-27S0

LIGHTED DRIVING RANGE

•DISCOUNT GOLF SHOP

INDIVIDUAL LESSONS BY APPOINTMENT

•2 PGA TEACHING PROFESSIONALS

At A Glance, Cont'd.

Deck ThP Union
The University Union is asking for volunteers

to help decorate the Union for Christmas. Interested

individuals may contact Nancy in Union
Administration office, Rm 214, or call 395-3285.

History ni^nvjjnn
"Germany Reunified: The Impact on Europe"

will be the topic of a panel discussion by four
UNCW history professors at 7:30 p.m., Thursday,
Nov. 29, in Bryan Auditorium of Morton Hall on
the campus. The Public is invited to attend this free
program.

All four of the professors have spent time in

Europe earlier in 1990 studying or researching, so
each can bring timely views on the subject.

Following the individual presentations, Dr.
Larry Cable, also of the UNCW History
Department, will moderate a panel discussion. If

time permits, there will be an opportunity for
questions from trie audience.

LEAD Needs Consultants

Interested in putting your leadership skills to
work? Become a LEAD consultant. A few students
will be selected to present workshops on leadership
skills to campus and community groups. Through
presenting these workshops you will improve your
leadership skills. If you have any questions, stop
by the The Leadership Center (UU212) or call 395-
3877.

Work In The University Union

Applications are now being accepted for student

employment in the University Center and
University Union. Positions available include
Building Manager, Assistant Building Manager,
Service Area Manager, Facilities Assistant,
Technical Assistant, Info Center Attendant, Game
Room Attendant, and Office Assistant. For job
descriptions and applications stop by the university

Union room 214, University Union Information
Center, Residence Life Activities Center, or Career
Planning and Placement Center. The Deadline for

Applications is December 7.

Museum Benefit

The Museum of World Cultures at the
University of North Carolina at Wilmington will
hold a benefit holiday auction featuring antiques and
collectible from around the world, the auction will
be held at 6:30 p.m., Saturday, Dec. 1, at Historic
St. Thomas Church, 208 Dock Street.

Auction items include fine art, estate jewelry,
antiques, books, weapons, dolls, prints, textiles, and
artifacts from around the world.

For additional information, contact Dr A
Deagon at 251-1325 or 395-3870.

Billing Information
The Cashier office would like to remind

students that spring billing statements have been
mailed to permanent or billing addresses. Classes
will be cancelled if payment is not received by the
due date of December 13, 1990, contact Student
Accounts at 395-3147.

Police
Awarded
BY AMY PETROPFI II

STAFF WRITER

The UNCW Campus Police
Department has received an award
for "Superior Achievement in

Crime Prevention." This award
is one of five presented in the
state by the Office of the
Governor and the Department of
Crime Control and Public Safety
Crime Prevention Division to

city, county, and campus law
enforcement agencies. UNCW is

currently the only campus police

department in North Carolina to
have received this distinction
twice.

Officer Hunter Davis accepted
the award on behalf of the
department, Thursday, Nov. 15,
at a banquet in Kill Devil Hills.
In addition, Davis recieved an
award for "Outstanding
Achievement in Crime
Prevention," also presented by the
Office of the Governor and the
Department of Crime Control and
Public Safety.

STHE HAWK'S NESTJ*
CHECK OUT OUR 990 BREAKFAST SPECIALS

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

• LUNCH SPECIALS • OCTOBER 1-5 •

ROAST BEEF, CHIPS
& 16 Oz. DRINK

$3.10

GRILLED CHEESE&
BOWL OF SOUP

$ 1.60

Wilmington's complete strings shop

• Lessons by Qualified Instructors, Guitar

- Banjo - Bass - Fiddle

• fF66 Lesson offer still in effect

• Alvarez, Alvarez Yairi, Martin Guitars

• Banjos & Mandolins

• Complete Music Books

• Complete repairs on guitars, banjos, and violins

• Amplifiers & electric guitars

New Location - University Landing

419 S. College Rd Wilmington

CALL 799-9310
HLLrlAMS GUITAR WORKS

IB)

1
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THE SEAHAWK

The Seahawk welcomes Litters to the

Editor These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The
Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit lettersfor the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd.. Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The
Seahawk.

The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 p.m Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division}

PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
Editor in Chief

DAVID BURKE
News Editor

PATRICK FOWLER
Sports Editor

MICHELE MAYO
Copy Editor

RAMONA HUPP
Entertainment Editor

LAUREN FULLER
Production Manager
KRISTEN KURCZAK
Production Assistant

JENNIFER YOUNG
Photographer

JILL LINK
Local Advertising

Manager
JOEL ASHLEY
Business Manager

Why Is The Seahawk
So Mean To The Senate?

A singular question has arisen in the hallowed halls of
the UNCW Senate. Why is it that The Seahawk only

blasts SGA and never lauds them with glorious tidings

when they accomplish something?

Is it because SGA is supposed to accomplish things?

Is it because there should be no reason for jubilant shouts

when that group manages to work in one direction,

toward a common cause? The SGA had managed to

perform one such task in the recent past, although the

results are far from cemented. At Monday night's

meeting, the senate voted as a majority to tell University

Advancement that they are not wanted in the University

Union. Wow.
So far we have seen the SGA give away funds to

organizations without any itemized list of where the

expenses are going. We have watched as a major
loophole in the budget guidelines allowed the IFC to

disrupt three weeks of senate meetings. . . . But the

senate wants a pat on the back. Senator James Hickman
went so far as to suggest that The Seahawk be reminded
where their funding comes from.

Well Senator Hickman, The Seahawk does know
where its funding comes from. It comes from student

fees. Those fees have been allocated by the senate
Budget and Planning Committee to us and other media.

Those fees are for operating expenses, they are not an

allowance for being slavish lackeys to the political powers
that be.

For a senator to suggest something as ludicrous as
"reminding The Seahawk where its funding comes from"

for coming out critically in opposition to some of the half-

baked ideas and apathetic members of the senate, is

nothing more than stupidity. It amazes us that such a

blatantly insinuated attack on freedom of the press could

pass unremarked over the heads of the few SGA members
who care enough to think about why they are really there.

As for covering the SGA meetings on a weekly basis,

forget it. The Seahawk has lost innumerable writers

because they were assigned to sit and listen to the average

night of infighting, rhetoric, and pointless babble

that passes for a meeting of the representatives of the

student body. We are usually there when we are av/are

that something of moment may be coming down.
Unfortunately, those are the times when we see the most
apathy and nitpicking. We see ill-considered proposals

passed by consent, unopposed, and the next day members
of the senate are in The Seahawk offices complaining
about it. It is no wonder that senators who want to get

involved and make a difference usually get discouraged
and either bail out or fail to return for future terms.

So Mr. Hickman, whoever you are, threaten The
Seahawk's funding if you will. Attack the right of the

press to criticize. It has been done before. Just

remember where your votes come from.

Military Volunteers—It's

Time To Pay The Piper
As the threat of combat increases in the Middle East, some

soldiers in the military reserves and National Guard seem to

be rethinking their philosophies on war.

Five soldiers in the National Guard recently made the

news when they requested to be absolved from moving to

Saudi Arabia with their unit because they were conscientious

objectors. They had been volunteers into the Guard and had

served for three years.

Michael R. Ange, student at Appalachian and Army
National Guard member, is suing the government in hopes

of being excluded from the mass deployment. His reasoning

is that President Bush has no right to call Ange's unit

without a declaration of war by congress. If that argument

doesn't work, he is also claiming to be medically unfit for

combat.

The United States military is completely voluntary. These

people volunteered for duty knowing what the military does
best—kill.

For those men to suddenly realize that killing is wrong
just as their unit is being called to duty is ludicrous, and
extremely convenient. These soldiers knew that the threat of
war is always there, and their backing off now is at the very

least a breech of their contract with the United States.

Those people swore to protect and defend the interests of
the U.S. They shouldn't be allowed to renege on that

promise.

m
liipiiiiiill illiill

Choosing Sides Is Not A Simple Issue

Editorials
|

1 am struggling very hard to

understand the political

dynamics that are taking place

in the Middle East in order that

I can determine the personal
position that I want to take
about this crisis. Through the

History Department's teach-in,

plus conversations with a

variety of people, it seems
clear that our actions are taken

for the economic stability of a

region, for the sake of oil

production, and/or for a

containment of the evil

aspirations of Saddam Hussein.

Our president has adopted a

policy that demands Iraq to

retreat from Kuwait and it

appears we are willing to attain

that status at any cost,

including offensive military

action, lest we lose face in the

arena of power politics.

1 Mit
Almost, I am persuaded! I

find it hard to argue against the

conviction that we simply can't

let him get away with what he

has done. But then, as my
faith journey demands that I do,

I walk away from logic and seek

to think out of a set of values

rooted in my conviction that

our creator, God, loves and

cares for all people on this

planet, demands that we live

together in peace and justice

and offers those who live out of

a consequent set of values the

power of his present love to

guide us in our search for a

faithful path through life's

political as well as personal

complexities.

I wish I could be a total

pacifist, for I think that is the

best path, the path that Jesus

walked. I am not and would
never counsel anyone to sit

still if our forces were directly

attacked. But, given the

present situation, I do not care

how long negotiated settlement

takes or how much economic
hardship it causes on our
affluent west, a negotiated

settlement is absolutely
preferable to armed
intervention. Intentional attack

with the thousands of deaths it

would incur is wrong and sinful.

And let us remember that in
God's eyes the lives of Iraqi

soldiers and civilians are just as

valuable as the soldiers and
civilians of the west. History

J

has already taught us through
the Cold War how massive
opposing forces can stand on
different sides of a concrete
wall, even for decades and
eventually find a way to avoid
what often seemed like
inevitable conflict. I believe
that a non-violent resolution to

this conflict over time is the
only morally acceptable
position that I can take and that

we should take as a nation.

In spite of all the logic to

the contrary, we must just say
no to war. . . . and we have
to say it clearly and, if need be,

loudly and boldly.

I Beg To Differ With Popular Opinion
I'm not sure when it

happened, or how it happened,

but it happened. I must not

have been paying attention

when it happened, or maybe it

was the fluoride in the water

that did it. Maybe when I hit

my head on that door post it

happened. I'm not sure how, or

when, but somehow I have
become a racist.

You may not be aware that

you are a racist also. And you,

and you. and you, and you. All

of you! We are all racists these

days. Oh wait, not you black

people None of you are

racists. Only you evil white
people. Sad but true, all white
people are bigoted, klansman,
Nazi skinhead, whitebread
wastes of life.

Yes, we can admit it now,
none of that civil rights stuff

meant anything to us. We were

just playing along. Martin

Luther King, Jesse Jackson,
Nelson Mandela don't mean a

thing to us. All that suffering

in South Africa. . . who cares?

Not us.

We just grow old playing

golf at our all white country

clubs, vote for David Duke, and
then go home and iron our
white robes. Yea, we hate all

minorities, screw the Jews,
forget the blacks, down with

the hispanics. Up with white

power!

There now I have confirmed

all the sneaking suspicions you
have had for years. Now, how
about the truth.

everything, disagree with a

minority and you are a racist.

Well, I don't know about
the rest of you, but I am a little

tired. I have said this before,

but allow me to repeat myself.

Most of my generation was not

alive when the Civil War ended,

we were barely alive during the

sixties, and most of us are
pretty enlightened. Now I

Can you imagine a white
person wearing ct'white

and proud shirt?

I am sick of the crap that

white people have to deal with

these days. I am sick of the

fact that when I disagree with a

minority it's not because I

disagree. It's because I am a

racist. I am sick of every time

you say that you disagree with a

policy like affirmative action,

or busing you are not given

credit for having thought about
it. You disagree with it

because you are a racist.

Celtics fan because of the

tradition? Nope, you're a

racist. That's the answer to

understand that many white
people are prejudiced, but I also

understand that black people are

too. Why are blacks not
criticized for wearing "Black By
Popular Demand" shirts, or

"Back to Africa" shirts? Can
you imagine a white person
wearing a "White and Proud"

shirt? For a white person to

wear that shirt it would be like

wearing a "Racist and Proud"

shirt.

Come on let's not be

hypocritical. We all have our

own beliefs, and prejudices, but

let's not act like whites have a

corner on the market. In recent

weeks the Inter-Fraternity

Council has been accused of
being racist in their actions

concerning the attempted recall

election of Ken Lemon, and let

me be honest-some people did
do it because of prejudiced
beliefs. However, many, if not

most, attempted it because they

disagreed with the hypocritical

process by which the SGA
allotted it's funds, and because
Lemon vetoed their funding.

If Ken Lemon would have
been white he would have been
put under the same scrutiny, and
under the same pressure from
the IFC. But since he is black
the IFC did it because they are
racists. I think that there is

more to it than that, but then
again I'm just one of those
racist, elitist, white boys too.
I have no opinions, no right to

what I believe, I only act

because of my racist beliefs.

Well, to put it simply, I BEG
TO DIFFER!

LETTERS RESPONSES MISCELLANEOUS STUFF

Why am I not amazed that

college newspapers feel they

have to print garbage in order
to get the students to read their

papers? Here's hoping that you
folks got paid a lot of money
for that quarter page piece of

advertisement (?) on page 7 of

your 1 1/8/90 issue. Where was
Amy when you men were
making the decision to print,

"Why men need sex"?

Mr. Editor, have you ever

taken the time to wonder why
so many in America keep

saying, "the youth of this

society have no moral
foundations?" In my opinion,

printing Bob Hall can be
considered a new low for The
Seahawk. Maybe you, and the

others on your staff, should
consider a revisit to journalism

101. Surely Chancellor Leutze
can take some time out of his

busy schedule to meet with you
folks and listen to your ideas

and goals of what constitute a

good student paper.

Why Men Need Sex:
(Or at least why we thtnk we do)

"During a heightened stage of physical excitement, the

penis, if not fully stimulated to the point of orgasm, will

in fact experience an excruciating build-up of pressure,

to such a degree that if left unattended, will cause an

explosive reaction in the male genitalia, which has

been known to result in the complete destruction of the

male reproductive region, often causing extensive

propertv damage and iniury to other persons within

one square mile of the blast as well
"

Hips
Study Finding

A Lecture On
Sex and Dating

With Bob Hall

• Owl!" B..I.H.N IW

DID YOU KNOW
Sri in dating relatiomhipt it onr

of ihc moit common Kwrm
of conflict between men

and women on college n
camputei lodav

DID YOU KNOW: D
Set in dating relationihipt u one

of the leail talked about T
conflict! between men and women
on college camputei tod'* n

Bofc Hall

You're Invited!

Bring A Date!

BringA Friend!

roou. *

DID YOU KNOW:
li doein'i hav* lo be lhal *»>

To the Editor:

I absolutely loved your
November 15 editorial on
"Seeing Old Stars in a New
Way". Too often humans allow

themselves to be swept away by
the petty institutions of life

when a wondrous world of
nature and unconditional love
surrounds them.

I am transferring soon after

a year and a half of active

involvement on this campus,
and if there is anything I have
affirmed during my stay it is to

"appreciate again and again,

freshly and naively, the basic

goods of life, with awe,
pleasure, wonder, and even
ecstasy" (A.H. Maslow).

There is indeed a glorious
world of sunsets, virgin trails,

medicinal tides at dawn. ..a

world empowered by majestic
truth, enchantment, and opulent
joy. The question for all of us
then, is: When will we learn

to affirm this awesome beauty
within ourselves so we can
"appreciate again and again,
freshly and naively, the basic
goods of life, with awe,
pleasure, wonder, and even
ecstasy"?

This appreciation is how
life is meant to be LIVED, not
by allowing ourselves to be
swept away in the petty
entrapments of life. Of this I

an convinced.

Susan D. Hurst

Is The Seahahwk always right? We don't

think so, but then, what do we know. How about
a little response folks. Did something we said

strike you wrong? Are we so far out in left

field that we've been taken off the roster? Are
there questions you think we aren't asking?

Come on folks, don't just sit there and take it.

What do you want from your student fees?

-l<77l/g CMV~
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WANTED: ENTHUSIASTIC INDIVIDUAL or

student organization to promote Spring Break

destinations for 1991. Earn commissions, free trips

and valvule work experience. Apply now! Call

Student Travel Service. 1-800-265-1799.

Excellent typist/speller— term papers, theses,

dissertations- 5 years experience typing- UNC-CH

and Duke. 395-4035. Leave a message.

WAKE N* BAKE!! SPRING BREAK IN

JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $449.00 ORGANIZE

GROUP TRAVEL FREE!! BOOK EARLY AND

SAVE $30! CALL ALDEN 452-0262 OR 1-800-

426-7710.

Now Accepting Applications for 12 Drivers.

Minimum wage + 8% Commission & Tips. Call

ITZA PIZZA. Ask for Tony. 395-3534.

Raise a Thousand in a week: The fundraiser that's

working on 1800 campuses. Your campus group can

earn up to $1000 in just one week. No investment

needed. Be first on your campus. A FREE gift just

for calling. Call Now. 1-800-765-8472.

ANYONE INTERESTED IN EARNING A FREE

SPRING BREAK IN THE BAHAMAS! CALL
CAMPUS TOURS, INC. FROM 2pm to 6pm M-F

at 1-800-622-4262.

ftpRlNfi BREAK 1991 - Individual or student

organization needed to promote Spring Break trip.

Earn money, free trips, and valuable work experience.

CALL NOW! Inter-campus Programs: 1-800-327-

6013.

You Are Invited . . .

Campus Wide Candlelight Christmas
Communion Service

Wednesday. December 5, 1 990 at 1 1 o'clock p.m.

at St. Matthew's Lutheran Church

on College Road across

from Trask Coliseum

Music provided by UNCW
Chamber Singers

Led by Campus Ministers Bob Haywood,
Carlene Evans, Father Al Dash, and

Pastor Jerry Nordseik

M9

Sponsored for each and every person

related to UNCW and their families by
United Christian Campus Ministry

INCLUDES: Cruise, Florida to the/^J^^
Bahamas for two adults aboard / for only

the Ocean Liner Discovery I,

plus 5 days, 4 nights hotel

accommodations at the Cast-

away Resorts, (tourist class

rating) while in Freeport Grand

Bahamas.Tickets good for one year from date of

purchase. Offered through a Licensed and Bonded Cruise Line.

LimitedAmountOf Tickets Remaining.

ORIGINALCOST*53a00

.PER PERSON,

1-800-221-6044/cVt

American Travel

DrinkingAge Only

is
In The Bahamas

Send Check Or Money Order AlongWith Coupon To
American Travel Promotions

Suite 500, 9515 Deereco Road Baltimore. Maryland 21093

riAMC

ADDRTSS

crrv 5TATE ZIPcoot

'Based on double occupancy Additional charge for taxes and meals "Subject

to availability Allow60 days advance reservation notice Oroups must book
Individually Allow 2 weeks for delivery
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
"YEAH...RIGHT!"

with RAMONA HUPP
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Need A Little Relief From Studying?

BY RaMONA HIPP
EXTERTAJXMENT. EDITOR
The countdown is on, and the

holidays, not to mention the

"tension headache" finals, are fast

approaching. You just can't get

in the mood, you say? Well, here

are a list of some of my all time

favorite holiday movies, and

television specials that are now
readily available on home video.

It's A Wonderful Life - The

grandaddy of them all! This one

still moves me to tears. The

story centers around a near

bankrupt hometown business

man, played by the wonderful

Jimmy Stewart, who feels his life

has been meaningless and has

decided to end it all on Christmas

Eve. He is visited by a spunky

angel named Clarance, who
shows him what his hometown
would have been like without his

presence. Clarance must
convince him that his life has

been worth living, and deter him

from his attempted suicide in

order to receive his wings from

the "Big One" from up above.

Did you know every time a bell

rings, an angel gets their wings?

Planes, Trains And
Automobiles - This is one of the

funniest movies I have ever seen.

Steve Martin is desperately trying

to get home in time for the

holidays, but the airport is shut

down, h*l rental car is stolen, and

then things really go haywire

when he meets John Candy who
offers him a ride. This is strictly

funny John (Home Alone, She's

Having a Baby) Hughes fare, who
is a master at writing truly

hilarious scenes. This one also

brings tears to my eyes. ..but only

from laughing so hard!

White Christmas - ....as

in..." I'm Dreaming of.." This

mostly musical movie written by

Irving Berlin, is also a staple

holiday viewing tradition. It has

been awhile since I've seen this

one, but if memory serves me
correct, Bing Crosby and Danny

Kaye are struggling performers

who have difficulties staging a

Christmas performance at a

holiday resort. But everything

works out, and they all end up

singing that famous song...

altogether now. .."I'm dreaming of

a white Christmas..."

Scrooged - The old classic

redone with a great deal of

commercial humor thrown in.

Bill Murray is a merciless
television executive who insists

on televising a live version of the

original Scrooge on Christmas

eve, making all his personnel

work on the holiday. Well, you
know the story, he is visited by

some nasty past, present and
future visions, and eventually

sees the error of his ways.

Also available on video in

time for the holidays are all those

beloved television specials you
have watched ever since you were

a tike. Now you can see them
without those pesky commercials

especially aimed at the

impressionable , if not tantrum

prone youngsters. (This could be

a distinct advantage for young
parents!) How The Grinch Stole

Christmas (with little Cindy Who
in "Who-ville"), Frosty The
Snowman, narrated by Burl Ives,

and Santa Claus Is Coming To
Town, narrated by Fred Astaire,

are just a few that you can pick

up at your local stores.

So, if you're getting stressed

out, or you just want to relive

some of those stress free days of

adolescence, make some hot
chocolate (WITH marshmallows)

and pop in one of these videos. It

will make you forget all about
those finals. ..yeah. .right!

^roa^ a?
The Shark Is Blown To Smithereens
BY MARK sCHARAfiA

MUSIC REVIEWER

Honesty is the best policy,

right? Well I hope so, because
the following written words could

endanger my physical well-being.

When I go to a concert I like to

see a band who I like, or hope to

like. I have been familiar with

the sound of THE
SMITHEREENS before they

became "demi-Gods" of MTV and

radio. I think all their music

sounds the same. Let me repeat;

I think all their music sounds the

same. Okay, so the lyrics may
change, but all their music still

sounds the same. Needless to

say, I didn't like the THE
SMITHEREENS before or after

the concert. I thought how they

sounded live sounded a lot like

their records did, and that was
fine. I mean I didn't expect them

to sound like SUICIDAL
TENDENCIES or anything.

I can say it was an

entertaining show as CARY
NATION, who I thought were

most excellent, took the stage.

And the finale sing along of three

hundred people made the show
rise above my gutter expectations

to place it up in the trash can.

Another highlight was the

somewhat impressive turnout of

about 2500 enthusiastic concert

goers, which should raise the

chances of another show before

the end of the school year.

This Top Ten List was sent

into us from our home office in

Reigelwood:

The Top Ten Things
Overheard At The Smithereens

Concert

10. "I paid for this?"

9. "ENCORE! ENCORE!"
8. "Who let out the midgets?"

7. "Hey, this was my stage!"

6. "GIVE ME MY GUITAR
BACK!"

5. "Now this is a concert."

4. "Is this Hedda Gabler?"

3. "I'm not really a security

guard."

2. "Ah, toss him back on

stage."

1. "I'm with the band. So is

everybody else."

"Well, girl you know it true,

ooh, ooh, ooh,"...And / knew
MILLI VANILLI could NOT
sing. Every time they appeared

live they lip synced. The guys

can't even speak English, how
could they sing it? This is the

biggest scam pulled on the

American public since the NEW
KIDS ON THE BLOCK, or pet

rocks. 1 recently went into a

record store that sells used C.D.s,

needless to say, they had an

abundance of MILLI VANILLI
ALBUMS, and for real cheap too.

After their debut album sold

millions, which won them a

Grammy for Best New Artist

(talk about egg on your face) ,

they put out a follow up album

had the same exact songs but in a

disco version. (Hah, suckers!)

EXTREME
Pornograffitti

A&m Records

8 1/2 Shark's Teeth

The dirty boys from Beantown
are back with their follow up
album since their debut, titled

Extreme. Infuse funk, rap, blues,

and rock n' roll, this just about

covers Pornograffitti.

Acoustical and ambitious, but

at times boring, this album is not

quite as good as their first. It was

different, not the same trash MTV
throws in our face day after day.

More Tlian Words sounds like it

came from a CROSBY STILLS
AND NASH album while When
I'm President belongs on a rap

a!bum. Get The Funk Out

sounds like the "N" in funk

should have been a "C".
Nevertheless, it rocks along with

Decadence Dance.

EXTREME is very good live,

and if they ever play down here

definitely check them out. There

are many different faces to this

album, and while I found the

Sinatra like ballad Song For Love

too much for me to handle, the

rest of the album was worthwhile

and likeable.

-

Final Abstract

Art Lecture

Announced
"Jasper Johns: The Enigma of

the Ordinary" will be the topic of

the final lecture in the
Development of Abstraction in

America art history lecture series

at St Johns Museum of Art on
Friday, November 30, at 11:00

am. Rebecca Nagy, Senior

Program Coordinator at the North

Carolina Museum of Art in

Raleigh, will be the guest
speaker.

Jasper Johns is a major post-

Abstract Expressionist painter,

sculptor and printmaker. In 1954

Johns began to create the pictorial

images with which he has been

most closely associated in the

public mind and which were an

important source for Pop Art-

flags targets and numbers. In

contrast to the Abstract

Expressionists' concern with the

artist's emotions and manner of

execution, these works offered

open ended trains of thought and

stimulated interest in the

relationship between subject

matter and painted surface. John's

flag paintings were especially

important for the development of

Minimal Art, as the viewer must

perceive the image as a whole

rather than as a series of parts.

Because of their subsequent
influence, these images, taken

altogether, are among the most

important ever produced by an

American artist.

Since 1972, Johns has used a

cross-hatching motif as his

principal image. Throughout his

career, Johns has used the

encaustic medium.which, in its

textured surfaces and rich colors,

affirms an interest in pigment

manipulation despite the seeming

impersonality of the images it

brings to life.

The Museum is located at the

corner of Orange and South

Second Streets, and is open to the

public at no charge Tuesday-

Saturday, 10 am - 5 pm and

Sunday 12-4 pm. For furthei

information, call the Museum's

Education Department at 763-

0281.

aring For

The Messiah
The Wilmington Symphony

Orchestra has scheduled a

Preparation Rehearsal for singers

who want to be in the audience

chorus for the "Walk-In"

Messiah. The Preparation

Rehearsal will be Sunday,

December 9, from 2-4pm in

Kenan Hall, Room 121.

Singers who participate in the

Preparation Rehearsal will be

offered concert tickets at a reduced

price. "Messiah" scores will be

sold from 1:30- 2:00 pm for

$7.00 each. At the conclusion of

the Preparations Rehearsal, the

chorus will practice with the

Wilmington Symphony
Orchestra.

The Wilmington Symphony's

Holiday Concert featuring the

"Walk-In" Messiah will be

Monday December 10, at 8:00

pm in Kenan Auditorium. For

further information call the

symphony office at 791-9262.

The Nolfs To Perform

At Yellow Rose Saloon
BY TAMARA DREW

Contributing Writer

THE NOLFS are a trio of

related country musicians who,

true to family tradition, appreciate

country music. The group, made

up of two sisters and a male
cousin, performs material by the

likes of ALABAMA,
SWEETHEARTS OF THE
RODEO and THE JUDDS.
They've been heralded by critics

and country music stars for their

tight instrumentation and

beautiful vocals.

The trio, appearing Thursday

through Sunday at Wilmington's

Yellow Rose Saloon, has opened

for a host of well known acts

Rocky V Scores A Knockout
Trey Wyatt
Movie Reviewer

Todd Champion( Ex -National

Wrestling Association good-guy)

is suing Sylvester "Sly Rocky
Cobra Rambo" Stallone (DEATH
RACE 2000, F.I.S.T.) for

$20,000,000. Supposedly
Champion, a Charlotte native,

got a little more than he

bargained for in one of the fight

scenes in the filming of the latest

of the ROCKY saga.

ROCKY V features about, oh,

six and a half seconds of Balboa's

new rival dusting-off Mr.
Champion. As a Screen Actors

Guild member, Champion
probably got between $2500 and

$5000 for that scene: a little less

than $1000 a second. Sure it

took longer than 6.5 seconds to

film the incident, and supposedly

Champion's jaw required some
surgery, but let's examine the

results.

Champion got a lot more than

his "Warholian" 15 minutes in

the spotlight. Even though no
one knew that the patsie getting

his lights punched out was Todd
Champion, a heck of a lot more
people saw him get punched out

by Tommy Gunn (played by
Tommy Morrison, Marion
Morrisons-John Wayne's-
grandson), than saw him get

double-teamed by Abdula the

Butcher and Ivan Koloff. He lost

that match, too. Good ol' Maury
Povitch gave the galoot a

segment on FFWWOONGG!! A
Current Affair. The plastic

surgery was an improvement and

besides somewhere in the project

he probably got to meet "smear-

face" himself.

Do those one-size-fits all

drawers the basketball team wears

bother anybody besides me?

If Stallone has trouble paying

off any portion of the settlement

The Dude here, will take

donations to help the man out.

In the original screenplay of

ROCKY V, Rocky got killed in

a street brawl. Well, they rewrote

it. You'll have to see it to find

out which part they changed, the

street fight or the dying part.

Stallone swears ROCKY V is the

last one, but don't count on it

Especially if Todd Champion gets

his piece of the pie.

ROCKY V is a little better

than Rocky IV, only if it really is

the last one. It's not as good as

Rocky I, but that's just for

sentimental reasons. Hey, that's

the way I see it. You can see it at

New Center Cinemas.

GHOST is the only movie
that appears on every entry into

the Dude Down Front's contest.

Yikes! Who would have of

believed it. Didn't any body else

like MEN AT WORK or
DARKMAN? Send your list of

your top ten favorite movies of

1990 to The Dude Down Front

UNCW box 24616. You could

win a pack of McDonald's gift

certificates and 2 free movie
passes in the random drawing to

be held next week.

HOT TIP- If Steven Kings
MISERY is half as good as the

book( not that I read that many) it

should be a terrifying experience

devoid of any supernatural

annoyances.

Two One-Acts
wloz's Top Ten Offered for $5

Opera House Theatre1. BUFFALO TOM
Birdbrain

2. Various Artists

Duck and Cover

3. SCREAMING TREES
Something About You

4. MEKONS
F.U.N. 90

5. NAKED RAYGUN
Raygun...Naked Raygun
6.WOLVERTON
BROTHERS

Sucking Hind Tit

7. THE PURPLE OUTSIDE
Mystery Lane

8. 100 FLOWERS
100 Years Of
Pulchritude

9. PEGBOY
Three Chord Monte

10. HANK WILLIAMS
Rare Demos:
First to Last

WLOZ's Top Ten

presents two one-act plays,

Leavin' Cheyenne by Percy
Granger, and Rattlesnake In

A Cooler by Frank South,
on November 28 thru
December 5-8 in the Studio
Theatre at Thalian Hall
Center for the Performing
Arts.

Leavin' Cheyenne
,

starring Phil Loch (excellent

in Dracula) and Tyler Zimba
(also excellent in UNCW's
production of Holy Ghost),

and directed by D. Anthony
Pender is an insightful

comedy contrasting the tired

old trail hand cook with the

new and eager, young
cowboy who believes there

is honor in the Great
American Desert

Performances are at 8:00
pm and tickets are ONLY
$5.00! For ticket info call

763-3398. These plays
contain strong language and
are not recommended for
children.

The Duke's Men wil

The Duke's Men, four former

members of the Duke Ellington

DID YOU KNOW? 0rchestra wil1 perform a tribute

Julia (Pretty Woman) Roberts
,,

t0* Duke on Friday- November

real name is actually Julie

Roberts.She had to change it

because there was already a

Julia Roberts listed with the

Screen Actors Guild. "Julie"

is also the sister of Eric

(Runaway Train, Flashback)

Roberts.

Did You Care?

30, at 8:00pm at Thalian Hall,

with special guests Stephanie
Nakasian, vocalist, and Hod
O'Brien, pianist. The concert

will be followed by champagne,
hors d'oeuvres and dancing in the

Thalian Hall Ballroom. This

could be an excellent early

Christmas/Hanukkah gift for that

crazy Jazz lover in your life,

tickets are $50.00 per person.

THURSDAY

southern^ <?ulTu
,

re'

on the skids

F.™n.L.Street. News

MR. POTATO HEAD
Mad Monk

"Rubbers"

(One Act Comedy)
Thalian Hall

THE NOLFS
Yellow Rose Saloon

The Festival of Trees

Hilton (Downtown)

FRIDAY

"Rubbers

(One Act Comedy)
Thalian Hall Studio

Tickets $5.00

STAIRWAY TO HEAVEIS
Tribute to Led Zepplin

Mad Monk

C-NOTES''

Front Street News

perform a tribute to Ellington at Thalian Hall, November 30.

The Duke's Men consist of
eight swinging gentlemen of Jazz

steeped in the Ellington tradition.

Together, having many years

with the Duke, they lovingly

recreate his music while bringing

new freshness to it. Skillful

arrangements strike a perfect

balance between historical

accuracy and newness, between

tight, swinging ensemble and
musical spontaneity. For

reservation call Thalian box office

at 763-3398.

DUKE'S MEN
A Tribute to Duke
Ellington (Main Stage)

Thalian Hall

The Festival Of Trees

The Hilton(downtown)

A Choral Concert

Kenan Auditorium
Free To All

WINDJAMMER
(Reggae)

Jacob's Run

Mike Edwards Band
Guiseppe's

SATURDAY

THE N^LF3
Yellow Rose Saloon

WINDJAMMER
•J.?.9.9!?.'s..Rur»....

JOHNNY SHINES
Front S tree t News

Southport Christmas
Flotilla and Parade

Christmas Festival

Poplar Grove
Plantation

Mike Edwards Band
Guiseppe's

SUICIDAL TENDENCIES
AGNOSTIC FRONT
Mad Monk

THE AMATEURS
The Odyssey

WEDNESDAY

Fast Forward

Front Street News

Student Exhibition
Prints and Designs
Kenan Hall Lobby
TJome3y^one
256-2251

Front Street News
762-6397

Guiseppe's

256-9600

Jacob's Run
251-1140

Mad Monk
395-0280

Thalian Hall

763-3398

Yellow Rose Saloon
791-2001

<
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HEALTH BEAT

Herpes Infection Is Spreading On Campus
RV TIMOTHY BALL

STAFF WRITER

Be careful.

The next person who you
decide to sleep with might be

infected with genital herpes.
Even in the Christmas season,

you do not want to get the 'gift

that will keep on giving.'

According to the statistics of

the UNCW Health and Wellness

Center in the past two years there

has been a 96% increase in the

rate of reported new cases of

genital herpes on the UNCW
campus. It is a problem that

aproaches epidemic proportions.

Genital herpes, as defined, is

one of the two types of herpes

viral infections. It is also known

as herpes type 2. The genital

herpes virus is spread by sexual

relations, either vaginal
intercourse or oral sex. It lies

dormant under the skin, until it

erupts blisters that burst leaving

short shallow sores. There is no

cure for herpes.

The Health and Wellness

Center offers one alternative to

the sexually active student.

Condoms. The Health and

Wellness Center passes out free

condoms to anyone, anytime they

can. The Health and Wellness

Center distributes approximately

5,000 condoms a semester

through a machine in the

buildings lobby and hand-outs

from the office itself.

Dr. Katherine Jewell, Health

and Wellness Center doctor, sees

the herpes cases that go through

the campus, and most of the other

sexually transmitted diseases

(STD) that occur on campus.

Dr. Jewell looks around her

office cluttered with medical

literature and reports. She looks

exhausted. "It seems like a lot of

people are having unprotected sex

with a lot of people," said Dr.

Jewell.

One college coed, accourding

to Dr. Jewell, after finding out

that she had herpes talked to Dr.

Jewell. She had seen bumps on
the shaft of her boyfriend's penis,

but thought nothing of it. When
she asked her boyfried what they

were he said not to worry about it

that they came and went all the

time (one of the symptoms of

genital herpes). Now, she will

have to deal with herpes for the

rest of her life.

A lot of the people on the

campus think that they are
immune from catching diseases,

especially STD's. According to

Dr. Jewell after being diagnosed
with and STD, the person no
longer feels immune, but they
feel guilty and angry.

Dr. Jewell says there are

three lies that the people on
campus tell themselves about
sex. The first lie is "I was just at

the doctor and I got tested for

everything." The failing of this

idea is that doctors do not test for

the more obscure diseases.

Herpes tests, chlamydia tests and

other STD tests are expensive for

doctors looking to fit into a profit

margin. If you want to find out

what test to receive, you need to

ask you doctor.

The second lie is "People in

ROTC and the military get tested

for everything so often. Dr.

Jewell says that this is simply

not true. The military are

extremely susceptible to sexually

transmitted diseases. Military

towns have higher rates of

sexually transmitted diseases,

according to Dr. Jewell. Active

duty military and ROTC cadets do

not get tested with every physical

for STD. According to Dr.

Jewell, the expense would be
more that the government can

afford

The last lie people on
campus tell themselves is "You

can't get herpes from oral sex."

Even the literature available to

the most casually interested

observer states facts to the

contrary. Oral sex is one of the

most prevalent ways to catch the

herpes infection.

According to the statistics of

the Health and Wellness Center,

other social diseases are on the

rise as well. Chlamydia cases

have increased 35% over the past

two years. Gonorrhea cases have

increased an incredible 62%.
Despite the efforts that the Health

and Wellness Center make to

prevent the increase in sexual

diseases, there is a constant

increase.

"Some people are aware that

they have a problem," says Dr.

Jewell. "But others don't

knkow."

"We are alarmed," stated Dr.

Jewell. "You would think that

with the AIDS and herpes out

there that more people would use

condoms, but they don't."

According to Dr. Jewell couples

that use contraceptives, after a

few months they stop using
condoms. The few months on the

condoms do not cure any of the

diseases that the people might
have caught from previous sexual

partners.

One of the most alarming

things is the attitude of the state

towards the herpes problem on
the UNCW campus. Although
new cases of genital herpes at

UNCW increased 96%, according

to Dr. Jewell, there are going to

be no more reported cases of

hereps reported on campus
North Carolina has decided not to

support anymore herpes testing

on university campuses. Dr.

Jewell states that the state is not

interested in testing for a disease

that can be found with visual

inspection.

Be careful.
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GET FACTS
ON BACK!

STOP THE
DOMINO'S

WITH THE ITZA PIZZA
STUDENT SPECIAL!!!

Survey Gets Input

UNIQUE AND VERY SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR UNDER

$10 MAY BE FOUND AT

RARE CARGO
¥\ BEADS

And the tremendous selection of imported

beads plus the findings for creating your

own earrings, necklaces and other jewelry

will enable you to give the most sincere of

all gifts-something you made especially for

a treasured friend or family member. If you

think you can't make jewelry then Mimi will

show you how in 2 minutes. Simply pick the

beads you like, arrange them in the pattern

you prefer and we'll do the rest..

5% discount for each report card "A"

IMPORTED HANDICRAFTS

11A11E CARGO
30 North Front Street • 762-7636

Downtown Between Market and Princess Streets

RY CATHY BRYSON
STAFF WRITER

Are the couches comfortable,

is the building clean and do you

like the games in the game room?

These were just a few of the

questions on the U.U. survey,

that was conducted by members
of Phi Beta Lambda over the past

few weeks.

"We wanted information

from the students concerning the

Union," said Ann Devaney,
associate director of the U.U. and

coordinator of the project. "This

was a follow-up to the mail
survey from last year."

Phi Beta Lambda members
were given an assigned time and

place to conduct the survey and

randomly chose students to

answer the questions.

The questions on the survey

ranged from the student's likes

and dislikes of the Union to what

changes could be made.

"The answers we receive will

help us to determine students

interest and what new programs

we can offer in the future,'

Devaney stated.

In addition to this survey, a

more general survey is currently

being circulated throughout the

Union.

Small green cards, that can

be found in the Leadership

Center, Student Activities Office,

the Information Center, and the

U.U., are more concerned with

the customer service that is being

received by students.

The results of these surveys

can branch out to all departments

in the Union. Noted Devaney,

"this wasn't an operation survey."

The willingness of the

students to participate in the

survey was a tremendous help."

We had a good response from the

students," added Devaney.

So, the next time you're in

the Union, look for these green

cards and fill them out - they'll

keep the employees smiling faces

around!

In Search of Excellence
c>>

Tavernays Jewelers
Where Your Investment Is Worth More

* Diamonds
• Custom Deslg

ne Jewelry
* Jewelry Repair

4412 Wrightsvllle Avenue, Wilmington, NC

Bring this coupon in to receive 20% off jewelry repair and
selected merchandise.

Become a part of the Residence Life Team!
<r

Applications Tor 1991-92 RESIDENT ASSISTANT positions

available in:

The Office of Residence Life

University Union Information Center

Resilient Assistant Offices

Develop Excellence In:

* Interpersonal Skills * Leadership
* Program Planning Conflict Resolution
* Teamwork * Crisis Intervention

Applicants must attend one of the following Informational Meetings:

Thursday, November 29 -

7 pin in Calloway Hall

R pm in the Residence Life Activity Center

Wednesday, January 9 -

7 pin in Graham Mall

8 pm in the Suites Service Building

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS FRIDAY, JANUARY 18, 1991

Trie Office of Residence Life is currently accepting applications for

Resident Assistant positions for thp 1991 Spring Srrmsrpr.

)
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NATIONAL COLLEGIATE SCENE—— _—_____ _—. ___—__

Copying Textbooks Creates Legal Controversy
(CPS)-Each semester students

are faced with the same old

problem of economics. Should

they spend $40-50 for a textbook

• one that they probably won't

read entirely - or walk to the

nearest Kinko's Copy Center, put

their $12 down and buy a copy of

a custom anthology their

professor has compiled for them

and left behind the counter?

While the economics may be

easy to calculate, the textbooks'

publishers are claiming students

who choose the cheaper course

may be breaking the law.

In a lawsuit unfolding in New
York City, eight major text

publishers are asking the court to

make Kinko's. the seemingly
ubiquitous copy shop fixture on
about 300 campuses nationwide,

pay them unspecified damages for

republishing parts of their books.

Lawyers finished their opening

arguments in the trial in early

October. Judge Constance

Baker-Motley said she would hand

down a decision this spring.

The result could alter or slow

the relatively new practice of

professors creating "custom" - and

often less expensive - textbooks

far their students to use in class.

Publishers say they only want

what is coming to them, which
are royalty fees for the

copyrighted works of their

authors.

They claim Kinko's- Service

Corp. has violated the 1976

Copyright Act by printing
thousands of anthologies that

professors are using to

supplement - or replace -

textbooks.

The anthologies generally

include newspaper and journal

articles and textbook chapters.

The publishers claim they siphon

hundreds of thousands of dollars

from their $2 billion a year

campus market.

Kinko's says it also is

concerned about authors' rights,

but claims further restricting its

anthology business would rob

students of inexpensive, up-to-

date classroom materials.

It could also cost Kinko's a lot

of money, although officials

won't sav how much.

The publishers claim that the

fair use clause allows professors

to copy about 200 words, but not

the 15-to-30 pages that often go
into the custom material, the

publishers want professors to get

official permission and to pay
them royalty fees that can range

from 2 cents to 10 cents a page.

The effort. . .has convinced many
professors to abandon anthologies for

higher priced textbooks.

The New York -based
Association of American
Publishers, which represents the

eight textbook companies in the

case, refused to comment because
the outcome is still pending, said

spokeswoman Judith Piatt.

Kinko's officials, however,
have plenty to say.

"The main value of Kinko's is

that we allow students access to a

wide variety of material,
including original and up-to-the-

minute materials," explained
corporate communications
Diiector Adrianna Foss.

For example, students had
classroom readings about the fall

of the Berlin Wall just months
after it happened, she said.

Producing such updates in

traditional texts takes much
longer.

Students will have to wait if

the publishers win, she
contended.

Under the "fair use" clause fo

the copyright act, students can

copy material from textbooks as

long as it is for non-profit

educational purposes. Professors

can copy materials as long as no
more than one page is made for

each student, and a copyright

notice is printed one each copy.
Students cannot be charges more
than the cost of reproducing the

material.

CPS WIRE. . .

BOSTON.Mass. (CPS) - The
Scholastic Aptitude Test, the

standardized college entrance
exam, much maligned in recent

years as an unfair measure of

women and minorities' school

skills, will be revised to include

more essays, said Donald Stewart,

president of the College Board,

which owns the SAT exam.

Students will start taking the

new test, renamed the Scholastic

Assessment Test, in 1994,

Stewart announced Nov.l.

But critics said the new test

increases emphasis on reading

skills and would probably force

verbal scores to drop, and that it

might prove unfair to students

born outside of the United States.

The SAT certainly never
have been proven to be scientific,

said Neil Edwards of Horizons
Education Programs, Inc., a

company that helps schools train

students to take the SAT. It is

more of a disqualification test

than anything else.

CHERRY HILL.NJ - 52% of

the nation's collegians support

the U.S. military buildup in the

Persian Gulf, but 65% of them
said they would not volunteer for

the armed services, a poll of

students across the country
revealed.

The phone survey of 2,000

students by On Campus
Marketing Concepts also found

that 63% believed the current

standoff eventually will turn into

a shooting war.

Meanwhile, demonstrations

against the buildup unfolded at

the universities of Akron and
Washington, as will as Cornell

and Purdue Universities, among
other campuses, in recent weeks.

But students at the College
of Wooster in Ohio and Ball State

University in Indiana are
organizing special school
programs for service people's
children and an effort to send
videotaped holiday messages to

soldiers.

Long-institutionalized school

practices have frustrated the five-

year-old college reform
movement's efforts to improve
higher education, National

Endowment for the Humanities
Chairwoman Lynne Cheney
charged in a report released Nov.

11.

Cheney said "tyrannical
machines" - procedures and
practices that have been in place
so long that they are
counterproductive - have foiled
most efforts to make classes more
meaningful to students and give
students' useful educations.

She cited the Scholastic
Aptitude Test, textbooks that are

"so dull that no one would read
them voluntarily" and
"intellectually demeaning",and
teacher education courses as
factors that have derailed reform
measures.

Hoping to avoid a celebratory

riot, University of Washington
Athletic Director Mike Lude
stopped the public address
announcer at Husky Stadium
Nov. 3 from telling departing
fans that the University of
Oregon had won its g_nv\ thus

clinching a spot in the Rose
Bowl for Washington.

Almost exactly a year earlier,

Husky fans poured out of the

stands after a home football

victory over Washington State

University, prompting a force of

45 security officers to spray mace
into the horde of onrushing
tiu___students.

The Virginia Supreme Court

heard arguments Nov.. 6 saying

the Liberty University, run by
TV evangelist Jerry Falwell,

should not be able to use money
raised by a public bond issue

because it won't admit students

who aren't Christian.

"The message they are

sending to the young people of

the commonwealth is that Jews
need not apply," said lawyer
Benjamin Riddles II in claiming

that using public money for a

In fact, each campus store lost

an average $30,000 to $50,000 in

sales in 1989 by refusing

professors' anthology requests

that Kinko's employees judged

might violate copyright law
guidelines, Foss said.

Some professors agree a

Kinko's loss could affect campus
life.

Kinko's replies that it already

paid about $1 million a year in

royalty fees to publishers for the

10,000 to 15,000 copyright
requests it processed at its

Ventura headquarters in 1989.

"The consequence of this

crackdown is that the work fo a

large number of authors is not

going to be available to the

students," said John Woolley, a

University of California at Santa

Barbara political science
professor.

"By enforcing the copyright
rules, (publishers) won't see any

gain (in royalties), but will see a

reduction of students seeing the

author's work," he predicted.

The effort of seeking
copyright permission already has

convinced many professors to

abandon anthologies for higher-

priced textbooks, said Alan
Dirrim, a history professor at

California State University at

Northridge.

Kinko's tried to settle the case

in 1989, but was rebuffed by the

publishers, who include McGraw-

Hill Inc., Prentice Hall, Harper &
Row, Penguin Books, Basic
Books, John Wiley & Sons,
William Morrow Co. and Richard
D. Irwin.

Some of them are moving
toward offering Kinko's-like
custom publishing services of
their own.

This fall McGraw-Hill began a

"custom textbook" that lets

professors order specific chapters

and supplementary materials out

of some of its accounting
courseware, noted Kenneth Green
of the Center for Scholarly
Technology at the University of
Southern California.

Kinko's also has a plan if it

loses the case.

"We have established an
agreement with a number of
publishers in advance so we can

speed things along," Foss said.

"Our primary goal is to provide

educational materials to students,

and we want to work with the

publishers because they have the

same objective."

Being involved in a major
copyright lawsuit is something
than may not have crossed the

mind of Paul Orfalea when he
founded Kinko's in 1970 near the

University of California at Santa

Barbara campus.

But now, his efforts, which
not only built one of the most
successful nationwide printing

businesses in the nation but
helped invent the means for

students to get cheaper and faster

custom textbooks, seem at a

perilous crossroads.

These days, there is a lot to

lose.

The privately owned
company said it has annual sales

in excess of $150 million a year.

It also may cut into that

market of professor publishing,

but in won't hurt the business in

general, predicted William Birket,

associate director of Rochester
Institute of Technology's school

of printing management and
science.

Orfalea, who does not ^rant

interviews, started the company
soon after graduating from the

University of Southern
California. He had wandered
north to enjoy some surfing and

to start a business in the pleasant

but chaotic college town of Isla

Vista, where anti-war students

burned down a Bank of America
branch that year.

His first Kinko's - Kinko,

deriving from Orfalea's naturally

curly hair, was the entrepreneur's

college nickname - was so small,

that he had to open the door, pull

out the copy machine, and pull it

in behind him, corporate

communications Director
Adrianna Foss recount

Business, however, was
good, Foss said, because Orfalea

concentrated on providing his

student customers with quick,

inexpensive copying service.

"He took his own experience,

saw what students lacked and

filled that need," she said.

Since then the company has
ballooned to more than 525 stores

across the United States and
Canada, employing more than

14,000 "Co-workers", as they are

called in the company.

Orfalea moved Kinko's
headquarters to Ventura in 1988
to provide child care and
recreational facilities for his

employees. He also liked the lure

of relatively affordable housing -

a rarity in southern California - a
broad labor pool and a new office

complex with room to grow.

The growth has sprung from
a strategy, unlike any other in the

printing industry, of
concentrating on students. About
half the company's stores are now
located near or on campuses, Foss
said.

They now offer students

Macintosh computer rentals,

facsimile and resume services as

well as self- and full-service

copying, binding and overhead
transparencies.

If what happened on your inside

happened on your outside,

would you still smoke?
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discriminatory church- supported

school would be unconstitutional.

John Hubbard, attorney for

the Lynchburg (Va.) City

Council, which wants to sell the

bonds for Liberty, said Liberty

weighs religion as only one

admission factor, but conceded all

of the school's 5,000 students are

Christians.

Some 60 Smith College

students agreed to end a five-day

sit-in Nov. 2 after administrators

agreed to expand a campus center

for minority and foreign students.

Students will form a task

force to work with administrators

to expand programs and find a

permanent home for the new

center.

Resident Assistant
Appreciation

Week

Just a few weeks after

Stanford University rewrote its

policies to that homosexual
couples in "established long-term

domestic partnerships" the same
ways it treats heterosexual
couples, administrators at both
Duke and Cornell universities

separately said they might soon
follow suit.

Gay couples may be allowed

into married housing at Cornell

as soon as next fall, Cornell

housing Director William Paleen

said.

Duke officials said they
intended to weigh similar changes
in November, the Duke Chronicle
reported.

'

(CPS) - Calling the
military's ban on homosexuals
unfair, student governments at

Indiana University and the State

university of New York at Stoney
Brook separately passed
resolutions that effectively would
ban Reserve Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) units at their

schools.

Indiana's Student Association

asked administrators to abolish

IU's ROTC program by 1995 f if

the U.S. military doesn't change
its policy of expelling
homosexuals. Stony Brook's
resolution, if adopted by campus
President John Marburf er, would
go into effect immediately.

•

• N«\ember 20-30 *

In recognition of your commitment
and contributions tofellow students,

residence halls, and the UNCW community.

We appreciate all that you do!

I



Seahawk Sports

At A Glimpse

Today
MB-ballatUNCC

Friday

Swim Meet vs. CU

Saturday

Swim Meet vs. Duke
MB-ball at ASU

Sunday

Nothing Scheduled
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Monday
WB-ball at CU
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Tuesday

MB-ball vs. Stetson

Hawks Win
(Continued)

A vicious dunk by Matt Fish and a Reggie

Veney free-throw pushed the lead back to five before

Campbell went on a 7-2 run in the final two
minutes to tie the score at 33 apiece at the half.

Neither squad was hitting well from the field, as

both teams were hitting in the low forties

percentile.

"At half time coach said we got to go harder at

them and the first five minutes of the second half we
did just that," said Joe Cherry. "We really picked up

the intensity level."

UNCW came out of the locker room fired up

and ready to play. The Seahawks used a pressure

defense to force two quick Campbell turnovers and

built up a quick nine point lead, 42-33. Aldrich was

again the man the Seahawks went to in the paint as

the junior center hit two lay-ups and a short jumper

in three of UNCW first four possessions.

Jumpers by Scott Tierney, Veney, and two free-

throws by Tim Shaw gave the Seahawks a

commandingly 15 point lead just under six minutes

in to the second half. The Camels meanwhile

couldn't buy a basket as their shooter's hands went

cold. Campbell finally scored their first basket of

the new half when Gourdine put in a lay-up at the

13:34 mark.

"That six or seven minute drought really hurt

us in the second half but you have to hand it to

UNCW they played solid defense," said Campbell

head coach Billy Lee. "They covered us solid

whether they were playing a 1-3, 2-3 (zones), or

man-to-man."

The Seahawks appeared to be clicking on all

cylinders hitting 63% from the field and 73% from

the line. UNCW maintained its double digit margin

most of the second half until they broke down
mentally once again. Sophomore guard Reggie

Veney was pressured and double teamed heavily in

the backcourt as the Camels picked up the intensity.

A twelve point cushion disssolved quickly as

the Camels scrapped back to cut the margin to just

seven points, 58-51, with 6:51 remaining in the

contest. Eastman promptly called a time-out and

settled his troops down inserting Cherry back into

the line-up when the team took the court again.

Cherry promptly hit two baseline jumpers and

Lancaster hit a trey and two free throws as UNCW
went on 9-0 run that broke the Camels back and

sewed up the contest.

"1 said after the Verich game that I wanted Joe

Cherry to be the best six-man in the colonial," said

Eastman. "Tonight he was the spark the team

needed. We have an unbelievable tough road ahead

of us. UNC-Charlotte is playing like Loyola-

Marymount right now and they going to pressure us

from second one up there in Charlotte."

Top scorers for the Seahawks were Tierney (15

pts.), Lancaster (14 pts.) and Aldrich (13 pts..). The

Seahawks moved to 2-0 on the season. UNCW
won its' opening game over the Thanksgiving break

(Nov .23) 69-51 over UNC-Greensboro. Four

Seahawks,Lancaster (14), Fish (12), Wiggins (10),

and Veney (10) finished in double figures for

UNCW. The team travels up the road to tangle

with the 49ers of UNC-Charlotte tonight and then

play at Appalachian State on Saturday. The next

home match for UNCW is Dec. 4 against the

Stetson Hatters.

ooopsa
The Seahawk Sports Department

apologizes for fouling up the Nov.

15 story entitled "Swimmers Drown

Prey.Twice. Two paragraphs were

accidently switched when
formatting the page

.

The text under the picture should

have followed the final paragraph in

the story with it continuing to the

top of third page and ending with

the line, Meet time is 1 p.m.

All the rest of the text appearing

below that above mention line

should have begun under the

caption. We apologize again for any

confusement caused by the story and

will endeavor not to make the

mistake again.

Yea, We're Really Sorry!!!

Lady Hawks OffTo A 0-3 Start
BY SHFILA FOWLER
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER-

The Lady Seahawks basketball team, led by
new head coach Sherri Tynes, opened its 1990-91

season last weekend. UNCW traveled to Atlanta,

Georgia, Nov. 23 to participate in the Comfort Inn

Downtown Classic women's basketball tournament

in Alexander Memorial Coliseum. UNCW went

winless both in the tournament dropping both

contests, losing to Georgia Tech (79-101) and

Pepperdine (68-76). The Lady Seahawks then

stopped at UNC-Asheville on their trip back and

lost their third game of the season, 71-70.

Against Georgia Tech, UNCW started out flat,

falling behind as much as 15 points. The Lady
Seahawks battled back in the final eight minutes of

the first half, closing the gap to six, 43-37, by half

time. The Lady Yellow Jackets caught fire in the

second half burning the nets shooting an impressive

62.5 % from the floor. Georgia Tech's players

continuously crashed the offensive boards grabbing

loose balls and giving their offensive second and

third opportunities to score. Georgia Tech out

rebounded UNCW 39-25 on the night

The Lady Seahawks were led by senior Tressa

Reese (25 pts) and freshman Lorraine Cordaway (23

pts). The two forwards accounted for 60% of the

Seahawk scoring as both women were successful in

the low post area. Junior point guard Cindy

Makowski added 14 points and 6 assists of her own
but it was not enough to cool-off the red-hot Yellow

Jackets.

Georgia Tech's Karen Lounsbury had 17

points and Amy Weiss added 15. Joyce Pierce

grabbed ten rebounds and tossed in 1

1

"Reese had a great weekend for us," said Tynes.

"She was tremendous for us on the court and sparked

TT_

others too. We played well in spots. We executed

our offense in the first half against Georgia Tech and

stopped the people who we thought would give us

trouble. They just came out in the second half with

a tough pressure defense."

UNCW took on Pepperdine on Saturday in the

consolation round. The Lady Seahawks started off

slowly, falling behind 39-28 at the intermission.

UNCW fought harder in the second half, but could

not hold on as the Pepperdine defense wore the

Seahawks down, winning the game 76-68.

Pepperdine placed four players in double figures.

"Resse had a great weekend for us.

She was tremendous for us on the
court and sparked others at times too.

We played well in spots. We executed
our offensive in the first half against
Georgia Tech and stopped the people
we thought would give us trouble.
They just came out in the second half

with tough pressure defensive."

Head Coach Sheri Tynes

"We were flat against Pepperdine. We weren't

thinking. I don't think we were there mentally or

physically. We were able to win but ran out of

time," Tynes said.

Aimee McDaniel and Shannon Frowiss shared

the top scoring spot with 15 points apiece while

Shanon Wilson and Kelsey Kline added 14 and 11

points respectivily. Tressa Reese was again the top

scorer for the Seahawks. The Fayetteville, N.C.
native pulled down seven rebounds and netted 22
points for UNCW. Cordaway also added 13 points

and 5 rebounds in the losing effort.

After the tournament, the team journeyed to

Asheville. The Lady Seahawks kept the score in

reach, being down nine at the half 40-31. The

Bulldogs took control in the second half running out

to a 16 point advantage. The Lady Seahawks rallied

and eventually took the lead back in the final 30

seconds, 68-67. Kelly Kincaid then hit two free

throws to extend UNCW's lead to three points with

23 seconds remaining. UNCA guard Kristy

Hancock nailed a three pointer to knot the game at

70 with nine ticks left on the clock.

The Bulldogs fouled immediately on the

inbounds play sending freshman Zandra Harris to the

free-throw line to attempt a 1-1. Harris missed the

shot and in the mad scramble for the loose ball

UNCA forward Ashley Woods was fouled. With one

second remaining on the clock. Woods stepped to

the line and won the game for the Bulldogs hitting

the first of 1-1 opportunity for a 71-70 victory.

Asheville had three players in double figures.

Kristy Hancock led the way with 20 points, Ashley

Woods contributed 18 points and 9 rebounds, and

Tara Mcminn added 15. Tressa Reese, the only

UNCW player in double figures, was the top scorer

for the third night in a row for the Seahawks.

Zandra Harris and Kelly Kincaid grabbed rine

rebounds each.

"We matched up well with Asheville and i\ad a

shot to win. Free throws hurt us," said Tynes
"We did out rebound them in the second half. Pai

Martin and Kate Bush played well off the bench for

us."

The Lady Seahawks are now 0-3. UNCW will

continue their road trip traveling to South Carolina

on Dec. 3 to play the College of Charleston. The
Lady Seahawks play their first home game of the

season Dec. 5 against Baptist. Game time for that

contest is 7 p.m.

The Stars team show what place they're in above. The Stars captured the intramural flag

football championships by defeating Sigma Alpha Epsilon 20-12. The players are as foUowed

from left to right starting at the top: Timmy Parent, Cookie Burnett, Bill Hamilton, Steve

Sizemore, Marcus Skipper, Mike Fix, and Benny Roney. Bottor%row includes Eddie Evans,

Jon Joseph, Bones Joseph and Adam Thomas

I.M. Champions
The Stars earned their third straight title appearance in flag

football last Thrusday turning back SAE to win their second

championship. Steve Sizemore and Eddie Evans led a diverse

offense which featured a tricky run and shoot style.

On the first drive of the game Sizemore connected with

Mike Fox on a quick slant that win the distance for a score.

Scott Burnett followed up with the eaxtra point. With SAE
driving left in the half, Adam Thomas stepped in front his man
and picked off a Neal Newhouse pass returning it the length of

the field to increase the lead to 13-0. A quick out pass to Evans

made the score 14-0 at the half.

Timmy Parent started the second half by returning the

opening kick to midfield, which gave the Stars excellent field

position. After a few plays, Sizemore connected with Jon

Joseph for 25 yard and his second throwing touchdown on the

day. The extra point however failed leaving the score at 20-0.

SAE rallied its's troops late in the contest as Newhouse
tossed two quick touchdown strike to close within eight but

could come no closer as both extra points failed, throws
Timmy Parent and Billy Hamilton made key defensive plays for

the Stars who finished the year an unprecedented 13-0, shutting

out eight opponents.
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Kappa Alpha football players celebrate in the endzone after Jason Lyons catches the winning

touchdown in overtime. Kappa Alpha defeated Lamda Chi Alpha 12-6 in the TFC tournament

IFC Champions
Kappa Alpha captured the Inter-Fraternal Conference

(Greeks) flag football championships over arch rivial and top

seed Lamda Chi 12-6 in overtime.

The tournament which was held over the weekend of the

week of Nov. 10- 12 pitted ten teams vying for the title of the

top greek football club on campus. Teams were seeded based

on their performaces in intramural play during the season.

Those fraternities that didn't compeate in the intramural portion

of the sport were ranked lower seeds.

Six games were played on Saturday including quarterfinal

round play. On Sunday the semi-finals were played at noon

with the final at 3 p.m. The seeds held for most of the

competition. The one mild upset was Delta Sigma Phi (5)

victory over Sigma Nu (4).

In the Championship game, Lamda Chi rolled out to an

early 6-0 adavantage on a 60 yard romp by Rich Glenn. Both

defense played strong and the half ended 6-0. Kappa Alpha

finally got on the board on a long run of their own. Will

Vaughan scampered 55 yards and tie the score at six apiece.

Again the defense held the offensives in check for the rest of

the quarter sending the game into overtime. Kappa Alpha won
the toss and moved the ball down the field. Quarterback the

connected with wide reciever Jason Lyons from 20 yard out for

the winning score.

Intramural Scorecard Third Edition

Fraternity League
Kappa Sigma

Sigma Nu
Lambda Chi

Chi Phi

SAE
Delta Sigma

Delta Tau Delta

^T(Dm(i!lai7 flUgfcj

5-0

4-0

3-2

2-3

2-2

1-4

1-4

1 1 1 a- a

Deacons 5-0

The Boys
Serpants

Lambda Chi 3

3-3

3-2

3-5

Lambda Chi B 2-1

The Fellas 1-4

Burners 1-4

Kappa Sigma B
Rookies

1-3

0-5

Mm*»v NUselha Ss©tr(fis

S A E 27, Lambda Chi 39

Gold League
Nats 6-0

La Chi Delta 5-2

La Chi Delta 24, Burners 29

Rookies WF, Kappa Sigma

The Fellas 30, Nats 60

Serpants WF, Lambda Chi 3

©<Bfo&©CiDt? Bffifflfflttff

Fraternity League

Delta Sigs 3-1

Sigma Nu 3-1

SAE 1-2

KA 0-3

Chi Phi 0-4

Gold Leaeue

LXA-HB-United 3-0

Burners 2-1

Cardinals 1-2

No Names 1-1

Cameroon 0-2

Needateam 0-1
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ensation,
Patrick Fowler
Sports Editor

Turkey Bowls
For Those
Exam Blues

I always have mixed feelings when I return

from Thanksgiving break every year. On one hand I

feel good. I'm refreshed, relaxed, and relativily stress

free having survived all the last minute tests and

research papers my professors threw my way. I

enjoy stuffing my face with holiday goodies like

turkey, cranberries, sweet potatoes, and homemade
pumpkin pie with heaps of whip cream. I sit back

and glue myself to the T.V. screen watching silly

Peanuts cartoon specials and professional football.

Heck, I even get some mild entertainment

watching the Detroit Lions play. Mild, mind you

not ecstatic. But it's a blissful atmosphere, no

worries, no cares, that is until Nov. 24 rolls around.

This is the other hand I was trying to avoid

mentioning. On what I call Black Sunday, my
heavenly world disappears and I once again shoulder

that heavy backpack of books taking I-40 back to

good ole UNCW.
Instead of hearing gay Christmas carols played

in mall elevators and experiencing special one-time

sales in my favorite music store, I'm regulated to

walk the bike paths with eyes riveted to the ground
and singing blues spirituals. I look up briefly now
and then and see others with that same blank stare

on their face. We sigh as one and head to that one

building on campus we swore we never go back to

ever again last Tuesday. Yes, it's the library.

The next two weeks are going to be sheer

living heck and we thought the tests and papers were

hard last week. If you're lucky to survive this batch

of written mayhem there's always exams to look

forward too. Joy, Rapture!! But since 1 have to

write a column this week along with my work I

might as make it entertaining for you. A study

break for laughter if you please, or if you don't

please. Read it anyway. It's three minutes less that

you have to stare at that boring math formula.

Every year during late November and early

December collegiate football teams are winding up

their regular season and preparing for their post-

season bowl appearance. We so many bowls it's

hard to imagine ariy team not getting in to one. But

to those unfortunate souls who didn't get selected

I've again created some new bowls for you.

After all, shouldn't everyone have ihe

opportunity to make ridiculous amounts of money
for no apparent reason. So without further adieu, I

give you the top nine new bowls for '90-'92 season.

1) The Ohweresoclosetohavingawinningseason

Bowl: Any team who finished at or below the .500

level for the season is eligible. Two time champion
North Carolina will not be able to defend it's title

this season due to a winning year be; cud their

control.

2) The Fourth of Down Bowi: Or is it the Fifth

of Down Bowl. We're not sure and neither are the

officials. No score, downs, time, or penalties are

called, kept, or cared about. Likely teams to
participate are Missouri University and University

of Michigan. Head referee is Steve Wonder.

3) The Visa Bowl: And No!, They don't take

American Expmi. Any team whose has American
in the title are not invited. For that matter no team
with a letter A in their name can't play unless of

course you recently purchase one of our credit cards

that has been reserved with your name on it. And
our 21% credit charge.

4) The 2nd Annual Seahawk Bowl: That's right

I'm giving our team some respect. They win
another berth in this historical soon to be
immensely popular bowl. Just remember my 80-20

cut in the game proceeds. Likely teams Us vs.

Them.

5) The Fuji Sony Yahistma Kun-fue Bowl- Hey
the Japanese just bought into the movie business,

the holiday bowls were naturally next. Likely

teams are the Nakasakia Giants vs. Anyone who
dare gets in their way.

6) Supei Bowl XXIII, Tempi, Arizona- These
bowels probably won't happen as this one either

unless some people change their minds about

celebrating Martin Luther Holiday. Denver Broncos

show up in an effort to finally win a Super Bowl
since they failed four times in the NFL.

7) Bo's Bowl- Wait a minute, Bo does Bowls.

Nah, he still playing in L.A., right?!

8) George Bush Bowl: Read my lips. Free

Admission (seats cost $125,000 a piece). Likely

teams to participate are American University and the

New England Patriots. Patriot owner Victor Kiam
is desperate to win another game. He takes out ten

more full page ads in the Boston Papers apologizing

tor buying the team in the first place.

9) I Can't Believe It's Yogurt Bowl: I can't

believe were playing this bowl. Guest Artists Milli

Vanilli lip-synch the national anthem and later

proclaims that they're bigger than the Oak Ridge

Boys. Likely teams to receive bids are the Akron

Z>ps and Hawaiian Flaming Rainbows.

And then you have it, the top ten bowls that

will be coming to a location near you very soon.

Now, I'm afraid you got to finish that history paper

you been neglecting.

Seahawks Win Ugly, At Home,75-62
RV PATRICK FOWLER

SPORTS EDITOR

It was not the prettiest basketball to watch at

Trask last Monday night but as they say it still

accomplished the job, a win. The Seahawks

overcame another slow first half start and twenty

turnovers to pick up their second win of the

season,75-62, over the Campbell Camels.

"If we come out flat like we did in the first half

tonight we will be blown out by teams like George

Mason, Richmond, even UNC-Charlotte," said

junior guard Joe Cherry. "We have to stay focused

for the full 40 minutes."

Focus is right, UNCW offensive at times

Monday night looked ragged and out of sync as

Kevin Eastman shuffled the line-up continuously.

The Seahawks began the game without the services

of senior guard Major Wiggins who was forced to

sit out the contest due to an undisclosed violation of

a team rule.

The Camels forwards, Rod Gourdine (21 pts.)

and Reggie Smith (18 pts) continuously pounded

inside the low-post area under the basket for short

jumpers and lay-ups. This forced Eastman to counter

with double-teaming down low, leaving the Camel

swing man, Shawn Walker and Steve Hamilton

open from the perimeter.

The strategy worked as the Camels couldn't hit

from the outside but the price was costly for UNCW
as three Seahawk players (Byran Withers, Joe

Cherry, Matt Fish) had picked up their third foul

before half-time.

"Major could have help us tonight but a rule is

a rule," said Eastman. "We could have paid a heavy

price tonight if we lost our men inside to fouls."

UNCW however balanced their attack on the

Camels zone by capitalizing on the offensive side

of the court dropping the ball inside to Kenneth

Aldrich. Aldrich came alive for the Seahawks in

the low-post area scoring seven points and grabbing

three offensive boards in the first half alone.

Sharpshooter Brannon Lancaster sets to unleash a three-point

62. Lancaster had 14 pts. on the night.

PHOTO BY DAVID BALL
'

bomb against Campbell. The Seahawks won the contest 75-

"Kenneth has been working hard with the

assistant coaches in practice on his low-post play

and he really coming to play that position like we
want him too," said coach Eastman.

The Seahawks jumped out to a five point

advantage, 10-5, early on following a completion of

a three-point play by Aldrich. UNCW increased their

margin to eight points a minute later o n

sharpshooter Brannon Lancaster three-pointer from

the right side. UNCW would maintain a eight point

cushion for eight minutes matching the Campbell
scoring, basket for basket.

Then the Seahawks suffered one of their many

mental lapses on the evening allowing the Camels

to go on a quick five point spurt to close the gap to

three, 23-20, with little more than five minutes

remaining in the half. Again the teams traded

baskets several times down the floor before
Gourdine cut the Seahawk margin to two on a three-

point play.

See Hawks Win
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Lady Hawks Finish Third In Tourney
BY SHFILA FOVVI FR
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

UNCW hosted the CAA Volleyball
Tournament Nov. 16 and 17 in Hanover Gym.
Spirits were high in the crowd and on the floor as

the six teams battled each other for the conference

title.

William and Mary, the favored number one
seed, took the Championships defeating George
Mason in the final, 15-8, 15-11, 15-7. The Tribe

was led by CAA Player of the Year, Jennifer Toms,
who had ten kills and seven digs in the match. The
Lady Seahawks finished in third place. They
grabbed the spot beating second seeded American in

a hard fought five games match.

UNCW, seeded fifth, upset James Madison (#4)

in the first round, 15-6, 15-10, 15-6 and advanced to

semifinal play against their arch rival, William and
Mary. The Tribe's strength, height, and power was
too much for the Lady Seahawks. William and
Mary won the match 15-6, 16-14, 15-3, 15-12.

UNCW did fight to win game two coming back
from a 1 1-3 deficit to tie the score at 14-14 apiece.

Trailing 12-7 Seahawk spiker Heather Kimble
served up an ace pushing the score to 12-8.

The Tribe seemed to have difficulty in handling

the southpaw's topspin spin serve as Kimble
produced two more service winners pulling UNCW
within two. After a Tribe time- out and kill winner,

Kim Cavanaugh crushed the ball keeping the

Seahawks close,13-10. Christy Monford's tap broke

a 14-14 tie to give UNCW their first lead 15-14.

The Lady Seahawks went on to win game two 16-

14. The loss handed William and Mary their only

loss in the tournament as they bounced back to win
the match with two solid game performances.

"I think as a team we played great. The overall

fan support was great," said Diane Lynn." "The
high point was beating William and Mary in a

game. In my four years here we've never done that.

It felt great"

In the consolation round, UNCW defeated
American in five games,15-8, 15-13, 15-9, 15-12,

15-7. In game one, a kill by Kim Cavanaugh
brought UNCW close with a 5-4 score. Later

American took a 12-7 lead, before winning the game
15-8.

UNCW regrouped in game two. The Seahawks
started off slowly, however. UNCW took a time-

out after falling behind 5-1. Monford's kill put the

Lady Seahawks back in the game at a six all tie.

The lead bounced back and forth before American
took a dominating 13-7 lead. Then UNCW began
to spark.

They ran off six straight points, and tied the

game again at thirteen with a kill by Hannah
Helton. The Lady Seahawks scored twice more
knotting up the matches at 1-1 with a 15-13 win.

rn.n PHOTO

Seahawk volleyball players finish off a play with a spike.

UNCW had an easier time in the third game.

The game was tied four times at 2-2, 3-3, 6-6, and

9-9. UNCW went on a six point run polishing the

game off on a tap over the net by Cavanaugh, 15-9.

The Eagles were not ready to retire just yet. The
Lady Seahawks kept it close until the end. There

was a short time-out at 10-11, (UNCW) to power
failure. The Lady Seahawks lost their momentum
in the break and dropped game four, 15-12. This

evened up the matches at two apiece.

Excitement continued into game five.

American jumped out to a 3-0 start. UNCW fought

back to tie it a six all. A block and a spike put the

Lady Seahawks up for good as Cavanaugh chalked

up another of her 19 kills on the day to put UNCW
ahead 1 1-7. After an Eagle spiker's kill hit long the

Lady Seahawks could celebrate a 1 5-7 victory and a

third place finish.

Leading the Lady Seahawks in the match were

Helton with 13 kills and 29 digs, Kimble with 4

aces and 24 digs, and Sheldon Plentovich had 38

assists.

"It was definitely a very good year for us," head

coach Kathy McDaniel said. "We had a better won-

loss record in '88 but we didn't play the kind of

competition we are now, so I think this was a better

season than that one. In the past, we've been the

type of team that peaked at mid-season and had
fallen off by tournament time. This year, we peaked

at the end and we played some of our best volleyball

this past weekend."

Senior Hannah Helton was the lone Seahawk
named to the All-Tournament team. She joins three

William and Mary players, Melissa Aldrich, Becky

Eggering, Jennifer Torns, and two George Mason
spikers, Michelle Amorld and Angie Smith. Helton

was also named to the Second team All-CAA. Kim
Cavanaugh was named to the First team.

The Seahawks finished the season 21-10 overall

and 4-4 in the CAA. The 1990 UNCW team broke

several records. The Seahawks eclipsed the total

hits attempted by 170 (3875-4045) and stuffed 105

more balls in 1990 (505-400).

Hannah Helton led the Lady Seahawks with 412

digs, 64 service aces, and was second in kills with

289 winners. She is UNCW's leader in games
played, 424, total attempts, 2,835, and digs, 1,217.

"Hannah is probably the best all-around player

we've ever had," assistant coach Elaine Penn said.

"She was a four year starter and was excellent both

offensively and defensively for us. Her shoes are

going to be very difficult to fill."

The seniors leave with a four year record of 92-

33 overall and 22-3 at home. Although the Lady
Seahawks will lose some valuable players there is a

lot of talent returning in Kim Cavanaugh, Julie

Shouse, Sheldon Plentovich, Leslie Knauss,
Jennifer Jaimeson and Jen Parks.

UNCW Splits Meets Over Weekend

i

BY PAUL THOMPSON
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

UNCW opened its' CAA schedule last weekend
taking on conference rivals Richmond and William
and Mary in back to back road swim meets. The
Seahawks downed the Spiders 288-179 on Saturday
before falling to the Tribe in Williamsburg 224-
262.

Both the men and the women triumphed easily

over the Spiders. The men won by a score of 152-

80, while the women won impressively, 136-99.

On Sunday, the Seahawk men's team fell short on a

late rally to the Tribe, 130-113, while the women
lost a close meet also, 1 32- 111.

At Richmond, the Seahawk men dominated the

entire match winning ten out of thirteen contests.

Tom Burket was a triple winner on the afternoon

capturing both the 200 yard freestyle (1:49.43), 200
yard backstroke (2:03.49), and being part of the

wining medley relay team (3:41.58). Brad Kinkema
and Clifton Perkins also won two events to balance

the Seahawk's scoring.

Kinkema was victorious in both the 50 yard

freestyle (22.2) and the 200 yard breaststroke

(2:17.40). Perkins took a first in the 200 individual

i

medley (2:00.6) and 200 yard butterfly (1:59.21).

Coach Dave Allen was extremely pleased with the

men's performance.

"We dominated the meet very well.. .by winning

ten out of thirteen," said Allen. "This was a very

good victory for us since it was our first conference

meet on the road, that helps a lot."

Amy Lewis led the women with two
victories, while Laura Doepp and Mary Tarter each
added one victory apiece. Lewis won the 200 yard
freestyle (1:59.379) and the 100 yard backstroke
(55.22). Doepp captured the 200 yard backstroke
(2:24.06) and Tarter took first in the 200 yard
breaststroke (2:30). Coach Allen was very pleased
with the girls' effort on the day.

"The girls swam well, and this was a very good
victory for us because it was our first conference
victory on the road," said Allen.

At William and Mary, the men lost meet on the

final race of the day falling 130-111. The men
needed a 1-2 finish in the final relay to take the meet
but came up short finishing second and third

respectively.

"We fell down early, but the guys hung in

there. They had a chance to win and almost pulled

it out," said Allen.

;

The women were again led by sophomore Amy
Lewis. Lewis followed up her double wins on
Saturday with two more on Sunday. The sophomore
has been almost untouchable in the freestyle events

this season. Lewis won the 200 yard freestyle in

1:59.19 and the 100 yard freestyle in 25.87. Rebecca

Compton and Mary Tarter also captured first place

in their events for the Seahawks.

The women also had an opportunity to win the

meet on the final race of the day, the medley relay.

However, confusion before the start of the race

caused several swimmers to leave the blocks late. A
starting gun misfire and an inadvertent fire alarm

broke the swimmers concentration several times.

When the race finally went off many of the

participants were out of sync causing them to

hesitate on the blocks on the restart of the race. The
Tribe took the top two places in the race and
wrapped up the meet.

"I was very pleased with their effort but

disappointed with the outcome. They got hurt by

the officiating in the final race," said Allen.

The Seahawk next meet will be at home this

weekend against Charleston on Friday and Duke
Saturday.
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Changes In Traffic Pattern
With the anticipated opening of the new Union

Annex and associated pedestrian traffic, the
following changes will be made in the campus
traffic pattern: No later than December 21, 1990,
"G" Street will be closed from the south entrance to

"E" Lot, to the west entrance of "M" Lot. In
addition, the north entrance to "E" Lot will be
blocked. "G" Street will no longer accommodate
through traffic. To facilitate access to Parking Lot
"E", Hamilton Drive has been extended, entering
"E" Lot. Hamilton Drive at the intersection of
Riegel Road will be a through street with stops
remaining on Riegel Road and "A" Lot.

It is anticipated that Hamilton Drive Extension
will be opened no later than January 2, 1991.

Persian Gulf Support Group Meeting
Any students with relatives or loved ones in the

Persian Gulf who would be interested in

participating in a support group are invited to meet
this Friday at 3:00 p.m. in the U.U. Room 210.

New Union Hours
The University Union will be open until

midnight beginning Sunday December 9th until

Tuesday December 17th.

Chi Omega And Delta Sigma Theta
Receive Congratulations

Both Chi Omega and Delta Sigma Theta were
actively involved in community service during the

month of November. Chi Omega put on operation

desert "smile." This project consisted of making
and sending care packages to soldiers in Saudi
Arabia. Delta Sigma Theta collected canned goods
and personal items for a needy family, these items

were delivered by members of Delta Sigma Theta on

November 19th in time for Thanksgiving. The
Leadership Center would like to congratulate these

organizations for a job well done. If you or your

organization is involved in community service let

The Leadership Center know of your efforts by
stopping by UU Room 212 or call 395-3877.

Another semester has ended and The
Seahawk wishes you all a happy Christmas
and a safe holiday season. We'll be back
on January 10. At A Glance and
advertising submissions for that first issue
are due by 5:00pm, January 7. Students
interested in writing, selling ads, or taking
pictures for the Spring semester are
encouraged to apply at UU 205 or in the
SGA office, UU 200.

UNCW EXPOSURE

UNCW Coed Stephanie Ambrose of Morehead City has been selected to be featured in the 1991
swimsuit calendar Finest Kind. Ms. Ambrose was selected as a result of having won the 1988 "Miss
Hawaiian Tropic" contest at the Emerald Isle Beach Music Festival.

Dr. Leutze

Experiences

Student Life
BY SANDY PORTFR

STAFF WRITER

Chancellor Leutze evolved an idea
recently that would allow him to spend a day
in the life of a UNCW student. The
Chancellor struck a deal with Student Body
President, Ken Lemon. The Chancellor
would spend the day with Lemon November
19, and Lemon would spend the day with the
Chancellor on November 26. Leutze's
purpose in suggesting this unusual idea was
to heighten his awareness concernins
UNCW students.

Andrea Williams, a spokesperson for
Chancellor Leutze, said the Chancellor really
wanted Ken and himself to get better
aquainted with the duties and responsibilities
that each holds everyday. The Chancellor
attended SGA functions and classes with
Lemon throughout the day. At 3:00p.m.,
Leutze and Lemon went back to his office to
be present for student hours. Lemon sat in
on several student discussions at the
student's approvasl. Williams said the
Chancellor "totally enjoyed getting in the
classes and being involved with the students
on a more personal basis."

November 26 the tables were turned and

See Leutze, P.3

Rally Brings Mixed Responses
ILY_I

STAFF WRITER

Savage jeers and taunts greeted the first scheduled

speaker at UNCW's first peace rally since the Vietnam
War.

Last Friday, supporters of the military in the

Middle East raised their voices in angry protest during a

peace rally which was sponsored by the Campus
Awareness Organization.

During the hour and a half long rally held in front

of the University Union to support a peaceful resolution

to the Iraqi conflict, more voices seemed to be in

opposition to peace than for it

Cindy Dodgin, a sophomore majoring in

Education, held a sign stating "Kick Saddam's Butt."

Dodgin, who has been dating an army PFC recently

stationed in Saudi Arabia, thinks that peace rallies are a

bad idea

"I feel that our soldiers need to be supported over

there," Dodgin said. "This sort of thing decreases

morale among soldiers.

Tina Miller, a freshman, said that she didn't like the

idea of a peace rally at all. "The soldiers...they don't

need to hear about this.

'

Denny Best, president of the Campus Awareness
Organization, was the first scheduled speaker. His

speech was continually interrupted with yells and
ridicule. After repeated efforts to quiet the

troublemakers, Best continued the remarks. Best stated

that he was not against the soldiers, but against the war
in which he thought that we should not be involved.

Kim Morris, a senior majoring in English, stopped
to watch the show for a couple of minutes when she
saw the signs. Like most of the 50-75 students, who
stopped and watched during the hour and a half period,

Morris said that she had no strong opinion, but was
definitely pro-peace. She said that she thought that the

whole conflict in the Middle East was "a litde overdone,
to say the least"

Campus Minister, Bob Haywood, speaking after

Denny Best questioned the moral and religious aspects

of a war in the Middle East. He cautioned the crowd
against the war, and asked them to look at their own
motives.

"Why are we setting ourselves up to

believe. ..Saddam Hussein is the ultimate bad guy and
ourselves, we are the ultimate good guys," said

Haywood to the crowd composed of onlookers and
students attempting to go to class. "I don't know that it

is against Christian doctrines, but I can not say that 1

am a pacifist." Haywood said that he would fight to

protect country or home, but that this conflict

threatened neither. Haywood continued to speak against

the fighting of a war for reasons that did not influence

us directly.

'Peace is a good thing in
general. War is a bad thing in
general.

'

One pro-war student, Donna Clower, simply aid

that it should be noted that the crowd was made of pro-

war people. Several signs could be seen. "Support our
Soldiers." "Pro-American." "Kick their ass." - "Take
their gas." (The spelling error was quite obvious.)

Paula Ackerman, president ofECO (Environmental

Concerns Organization), spoke against starting a war for

what she saw as reasons related to American energy use.

She stated that she believed that America should focus

on a long term energy plan rather than a war.

"I am not a pacifist" stated Ackerman, "but this is

not a justifiable war. ...Conserve energy now, push for

sustained alternatives to fossil fuel and bring back our

troops alive."

Lee Schweninger, a member of the UNCW English

Department Faculty, stated that we should look at other

solutions to the problems Hussein represents, solutions
rather than war. He stated that we should take a long
hard look at our own values that allow us to develop so
much of once natural areas such as South College Road.

"Our reaction has been different." said Schweninger.
Tim Pilgrim, another member of the UNCW

Faculty, looked at the possibility of the war from a

different angle. He remembers friends coming home
from the Vietnam conflict in body bags. He criticized

himself for speaking ill-prepared, but carried some of
the most poignant moments of all the speakers. He
drew a parallel between the possible conflict and the
Vietnam war. Pilgrim warned students about the
possibility of watching body bags come home instead
of loved ones.

Pilgrim simply stated his viewpoint on the
escalating conflict "No war."

One student said that she was unsure of it all. "I
feel it's important that we reach peaceful terms." She
said. "I am still not sure what's wrong. I wish I could
give a definite answer as to what 1 feel, but I just don t

know."

The last scheduled speaker was Dan Noland of the
English Department Faculty. He said that we should
look at the war and the way that we express the war in
our linguistics.

"Peace is a good thing in general. War is a bad
thing in general." said Noland. He continued to say that
we are at a great pains to avoid using the word "war" in

mentioning the situation in the Middle East
Noland suggested that we look at the reasons that

we are over in the Middle East and what our national
interest is over there.

The most powerful speaker came after the
microphone was left open for interested parties to speak.
The first speaker was a soldier who spent September 6
until November 18 in the Saudi Arabian Desert. He
spoke of the heat of the desert and the scorpions that he
would wipe off his body in the morning.

-f-

See Rally, P. 3

Budget Cuts Tighten Financial Aid
(CPS) - Hundreds of thousands of

two-year college students could be shut
out of federal student loans next school
year under the new budget plan, an
education lobbyist warned in mid-
November.

As many as 50,000 four- year
college students also could lose their

loans next year, he added.

"It's going to have a substantial
impact upon poor folks," asserted
Stephen Blair of the National
Association of Trade and Technical
Schools, which represents the private,

for-profit institutions in Washington,
D.C.

The five-year, $490 billion deficit

reduction package, passed by Congress
on Oct 27, slices some $1.7 billion out
of the most popular federal student loan

program by creating rigid restrictions on
schools whose students have high loan
default rates.

The congressional action was
spurred by concern over high default

rates at some educational institutions

and several instances of flagrant fraud

and waste by disreputable schools.

Blair, for one, estimated the new
anti-default rules will cost about
300,000 students nationwide their

eligibility for guaranteed federal student

loans next year.

About 50,000 of them go to

"traditional" community and four-year

campuses that have default rates above

35 percent, thus disqualifying them

getting more loans.

About 100 of the nation's total of

3,500 community and four-year colleges

and universities have default rates that

high,, according to the American
Council of Educaiton (ACE), an

umbrella group for campus presidents.

"You're not looking at a huge

\

number of schools," said ACE's Pat

Smith.

The rest of the disqualified students

go to technical and trade schools, some
of which were blasted in September
congressional hearings as

unscrupulously arranging loans for

students. The students, training or

education they needed to get jobs that in

turn, could help them repay the loan to

the government

The new budget also tries to cut the

default rate by requiring students

without high school diplomas or

equivalency degrees to pass
independently administered standardized

tests to receive loans.

Hoping to keep crooks from

borrowing money without using it for

school, Congress will now delay giving

first-time borrowers their loan money
until 30 days after the start of classes.

"The 30 days (rule) will hurt
everyone somewhat" said John Blong,

chancellor of the Eastern Iowa
Community College System. "And
others, like Snead State Junior College
in Alabama, headed off any problems by
getting out of the federal student loan
program altogether.

"Too many people had taken loans

out who shouldn't have," said Snead aid

officer Betty Perry. When the loan

program was dropped in the fall of

1989, the default rate was a relatively

low 7.5 percent Perry recalled. "It was
just too much of a hassle."

"This (policy of loan restrictions)

wouldn't have been our choice," ACE's
Smith said. "But on the other hand, it

doesn't look disastrous."

See Related Story,

Page 9
\
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Off-CampUS Connection Leutze Stresses Teaching Time
JE "nuanced matter" with lots of more enecuvely, by avoiding

Memorize These Exam Tips
The sources of stress for

students seem endless: separation

from home and family, roommate
conflicts, unexpected low grades,

isolation, competition, paper
deadlines, exams, jobs and
personal relationships to name a

few. Does reading this list make
you feel uptight?

As we enter finals and the

holiday season, everyday stressors

seem to heighten. Well, turn

those stressful sources into

resources. Get a handle on how
to deal with negative stress!

Harness your energy and use it to

meet new challenges.

Begin with good nutrition

and ample sleep to prevent

fatigue, depression, and illness as

a result of stress. Remember
carbohydrates supply energy for

coping with stress and proteins,

vitamins, and minerals work to

repair stress damaged cells.

Excercise circulates oxygen to

your brain and reduces stress.

Learn skills and techniques

useful in any stressful setting.

Ms. Margaret Sheridan of the

Student Development Center
recommends relaxation training

which has a calming effect:

inhale for a count of 3 seconds,

hold it for 3 seconds., and exhale

over 3 seconds., Then increase

the exercise to a count of 4

seconds., then 5 seconds. Or
reduce tension by methodically

tensing and relaxing tight

muscles, especially in neck and

shoulder areas. Imagery can also

be an effective stress reducer.

Take time in a quiet and
comfortable setting to imagine

yourself in the most calm and

pleasant place you can think of

(ocean, mountain top, forest). Or
create a calming atmosphere with

soothing colors or music.

How do you deal with test

anxiety? Ms. Sheridan advises

that you plan now for final

exams. Assess earlier tests to

determine what strategies worked

for you. Learn from instructors

what test format is being used,

length of tests, and time allotted

to avoid last minute surprises.

Utilize study groups. Avoid
marathon cramming sessions
which might prove more
confusing than helpful. Plan
study time so you can end at a

reasonable hour. Sleep is

important.

Arrive for your test at least 5

minutes early. If pre-test activity

builds anxiety, find a quiet place

to review your notes.

Don't panic over questions
that aren't clear to you. Move on
quickly. You may find

information in other questions
which clarifies the problem and

Avoid marathon
cramming
sessions which
might prove more
confusing than
helpful.

you can return to it. Self

motivation helps to build

confidence. Praise yourself for

the information you handle well.

If you feel yourself getting

uptight, use your breathing or

muscle relaxing skills to calm
yourself.

What does going home for

the holidays mean to you? Is it

sheer joy, or problematic? What
if your expectations are not met?
What do others expect of you?
Are your expectations realistic?

Holiday stress can place as

much anxiety on you as final

exams. Students who have been

on their own may have a difficult

time abiding by family rules.

Ms. Sheridan also offers the

following tips for easing tensions

during holiday visits. Take
responsibility for your actions

and before you go home think

about what you expect. If you

feel it will be difficult and that

two weeks is too long, have an

alternate plan worked out ahead of

time so you don't feel trapped

Plan some time to b e
completely alone (walk, drive,
read) to reflect on what is
happening. If a problem arises,

"agree to disagree." Talk it out.

Don't suppress it or fight about
it. Accept differences in others.

Maintain respect for others and
abide by the rules. Use your
sense of humor and don't take
little things seriously.

The joys of the holidays can
be squashed if you let anxiety

overwhelm you. Following are

twelve "Suggestions for Staying

Emotionally Well" issued by the

Student Development Center.

You'll find they're good advice to

follow any time of year.

1. Take things one at a

time--shun the urge to be a

superperson

2. Talk things out; find a

level-headed person you can trust

3. Escape for a while-find a

quiet spot of beach

4. Work off your anger--get

into exercise or hobbies

5. Give in occasionally--

admit that you can be wrong and
try to change

6. Go easy with criticism-

others have virtues too

7. Give the other person a

break-cooperation is contagious

8. Do something for others-

it takes your mind off yourself

9. Be open to friendship-

often others are only waiting for

you to make the first move
10. Schedule recreation-it is

essential to good physical and
mental health

11. Tell someone you care!

12. Be able to laugh at

yourself-SMILE, SMILE,
SMILE

For further information,
contact Student Development
Center in The Burney Center at

extension -3746. And look for

stress reduction workshops during

Spring Semester 1991.

GOOD LUCK ON FINALS
AND FOR A TERRIFIC
HOLIDAY!!!

r

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA

Proudly announces the establishment

of its newest colony

University of TlorHi Carolina at Wilmington

December 1, 1990

Congratulations Sigma Pledgesll
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BY ALICE 1.. MOPr.AM
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Teaching undergraduates
should be the primary focus of
UNCW, the chancellor ofUNCW
told an on-campus journalism
class Tuesday afternoon.

Speaking to students of
English 202 in a Morton Hall
classroom, Chancellor James
Leutze said he respects the

"delicate balance" between
research and teaching but wants to

make sure research adds to the

quality of teaching and does not
take professors away from the

classroom.

Citing his own experience as

a professor at UNC-CH, Leutze
said he does not want to see

UNCW become a school where
professors average nine hours a

year in teaching time. He said

he made himself rather unpopular

at UNC-Chapel Hill by insisting

that professors should teach more.
Although he recognizes that

research versus teaching is a

"nuanced matter" with lots of

facets, Leutze said he wants to

insure UNCW continues to

emphasize teaching.

The main purpose of the
institute, according to Leutze,

would be to gather and
disseminate facts to the benefit of
the surrounding nine counties and
would be similar to the one set

up at Western Carolina
University.

The institute would also

serve as a neutral ground to

explore solutions to local

problems, especially those that

cross jurisdictional lines, Leutze

said.

An example of problem the

institute could effectively deal
with, Leutze said, is the Cape
Fear River, which affects most of
the counties through which it

flows.

The institute would allow
such problems to be dealt with

more enecuvely, by avoiding

"turf battles" between counties

and by allowing consolidation of

political power in the state

legislature.

Leutze said he hopes that

such an institute would follow

the same funding plan the one at

Western Carolina did. The
original money would come from

a grant from a North Carolina

foundation, with future funding

coming from the state legislature.

Academic excellence is also

behind Leutze's campaign to

downplay the "UNC By the Sea"
slogan.

Leutze said he is very
interested in the university's

image, which he wants to be one
of academic excellence. Although
he personally enjoys the beach,

Leutze said that he didn't think

that was a reason to attend

UNCW.
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"We are driven back,' said
an old warrior, "until we can
retreat no farther—our
hatchets are broken, our
bows are snapped, our fires

are nearly extinguished:—

a

little longer, and the white
man shall cease to persecute
us—for we shall cease to
exist!"

W. Irving Traits of Indian
Character

TONITE!

* lPJ!lfi& FOLLOW FOR NOWMONK friday 12/7

Wilmington. AM Canlim LESLIE WEST
Of MOUNTAIN

SATURDAY 12/8

ISRAEL VIBRATIONS
W/ ROOTS RUDDOCK

UNIQUE AND VERY SPECIAL •

CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR UNDER
$10 MAY BE FOUND AT

11ARE CARGO
FOR INSTANCE :

• A wide variety of imported jewelry items

• Onyx Fruit figurines-from Mexico

• Hand cured painted coasters-from Indonesia

• Decorative boxes from Kashmir

• Purses and bunny belts from Guatemala

AND ALL FOR UNDER $10 • GREAT GIFTS

IMPORTED MANOICBAFTS

UAUE CA11GO
30 North Front Street • 762-7636

Downtown Between Market and Princess Streets

WHAT IS SPECIAL INTEREST HOUSING??

WHERE A CLUB OR ORGANIZATION

•Lives on their own wing in Schwartz Hall

with 1 8 members of their group

•Lives in the same Suite (single or double room)
with 1 members of thei r group

•They share a common goal (academic major,
fraternity/sorority, etc.)

•They select their own members to live

on the floor/suite together

•They set guidelines for their community t

IS YOUR GROUP INTERESTED IN THIS SPECIAL LIVING ARRANGEMENT?

IF SO

Applications Available

in the Office of Residence Life

r

INFORMATIONAL MEETING FOR SPECIAL INTEREST HOUSING
THURSDAY, JANUARY 1 7 AT 7:00 PM IN THE

RESIDENCE LIFE ACTIVITY CENTER

APPLICATIONS DUE JANUARY 25

More information vill be forthcoming in January
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Teleconference Addresses Hazing
by WHAM mujjm
STAFF WRITER

On Wednesday, Nov. 28, a

teleconference entitled "Black
Fraternities and Sororities: A
glorious past and the road ahead"

was aired in Cameron
Auditorium. This dealt with

many issues facing the National

Pan-Hellenic Council. The
teleconference was sponsored by
the Student Government
Association, the office of
Minority Affairs, Student
Activities and Pan-Hellenic and

consisted of a panel of guest

speakers from each fraternity and

sorority in the N.P.H.C. as well

as undergraduates and non-Greeks.

The main issue that was
discussed was the resolution

passed by N.P.H.C. to basically

eliminate the pledge process.

This was adopted jointly by the

four fraternities: Kappa Alpha

Psi, Omega Psi Phi, Alpha Phi

Alpha and Phi Beta Sigma, and

the four sororities: Alpha Kappa
Alpha, Zeta Phi Beta, Delta

Sigma Theta, and Sigma Gamma
Rho. The decision to do away
with the lines and semester pledge

periods was made in an attempt to

do away with hazing. What
spurred this was the death of an

Alpha Phi Alpha pledge at

Morehouse State, as well as other

publicized incidents of blatant

hazing. It was stated that

seemingly "more negative press

is given to black hazing incidents

than to white hazing incidents."

It was noted in the

teleconference that "traditions die

hard. Many argue that hazing

will only go underground." To
this point, the Assistant to the

Provost at Rutgars University

stated, "Unless there is a new
model for the fraternities and
sororities, there will be no Greek
organizations in the future. If

fraternities and sororities refuse to

change, they will go the way of

the Do Do bird." An
undergraduate member of Sigma
Gamma Rho stated that "there is

this danger, but we will continue

to do what we can to ensure that

this does not happen. "In todays

litigious society, it is no wonder

why hazing must be eliminated.

Everyone is incorporated, it's a

business. We face lawsuits and

the only way to alleviate this is

to eliminate hazing." "The point

was made that "we are returning

to our basic concepts". There

was no hazing in the beginning,

there was a selection process. It's

all about being black and reaching

back, mentoring is what will

take us into the twenty-first

century."

It was also pointed out that

the N.P.H.C. misses "a lot of

leaders who refuse to submit to

dehumanization. Paddling and
hazing does not build better

people.'' The question was raised

as to wether or not todays
prominent leaders would have
been better leaders had they
pledged. To this, the panel stated

that "we build self involvement
and self esteem. We tap the
resources that future leaders have,

and hone them. Leaders are made,
not bom."

It was stated that the

'paddling and
hazing does not

build better
people. '

Fraternities and sororities were
originally founded to give blacks

a support network o n

predominantly white campuses.
"Kappa Alpha Psi was founded as

a bonding experience for black

males on a predominantly white

campus (Indiana University).

Sigma Gamma Rho was founded

at Butler University, a

predominantly white college,

because nurturing was needed.

Sororities and fraternities were

needed in order to keep black

students in school."

The need to interest high

school students in Greek life was
noted. "By reaching out to those

high school students who are

unsure of wether or not they will

go to college, this could spark
more interest in college."

"The question was raised as

to whether or not having different

fraternity and sorority rivalry

actually splits black Greeks as

opposed to uniting them. There

is much competition in step

shows, sports, and especially

membership. This question was

addressed "rivalry and
competitiveness are good because

they push each organization to be

the best on campus."

The question of why persons

pledge fraternities and sororities

was addressed. A representative

of Sigma Gamma Rho stated that

"it's the sisterhood, bonding,
family type atmosphere that can't

be found in just any other group.

There are cultural, educational,

scholarship and leadership

opportunities given."

Another person responded

that "Respect is given to Greeks

because you have to have the

average and some leadership skills

to go over."

When asked how the
undergraduate members of

N.P.H.C. will take the new
changes the response was,

"Change is a painful and hard to

take, but we are evolving and it is

for the betterment of Greekdom."
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"The new membership intake

program will revolutionize the

Greek organizations. Kappa
Alpha Psi outlawed hazing forty

years ago, it has taken us this

long to enforce it. If we go into

this with a positive attitude, I feel

this will work well."

Gladys Diggs, President of
the Pan-Hellenic Council at

UNCW, said that the tele-

conference was "worthwhile and
informative even though some
issues were addressed, not all

questions were answered." When
asked how she felt on the new
pledging process, she stated

"Some changes are necessary, but

they went beyond making minor
changes or adjustments. In light

of the hazing incidents that led to

death, the changes were necessary.

I feel very strongly about that."

When asked if she felt that hazing

will only go underground, Diggs
stated, "In my organization this

will not happen because of the

legal responsibilities. [Hazing]
may dissipate when everyone is

used to the adjusting."

Diggs said "The
teleconference was taped and will

be rebroadcast. With the second
presentation, we hope to reach the

audience that really needs to be
there, such as more white Greeks
and the administration. The
teleconference was a way to stop

the separatism that is going on,

especially between black and
white Greeks."

This space contributed as a public service

Leutze, Cont'd.

November 26 the tables were

turned and Lemon spent the day
struggling with the problems of a

Chancellor. Lemon attended an

administrative cabinet meeting
concerning an international
exchange program with South
Hampton, England. Lemon's
first response to the day was that

he has a very busy schedule. "He
has a lot of work on his hands
and he does an excellent juggling

act keeping everything together,"

says Lemon. Leutze provided
this opportunity to Lemon so he

could get an understanding of
what goes on in the day of a

Chancellor. Lemon says that it

greatly improved reactions

between the students and the

administration. "I see the

Chancellor more as James Leutze

instead of Chancellor Leutze,"

says Lemon.

To improve relations and
gain even more of an
understanding with the students,

the Chancellor had lunch with the

Greeks and later attended a sleep-

over in Graham Hall, where the

Chancellor spent a night in one
of the dorm rooms. This was
sponsored by Director of
Residence Life, John Johnson.

If what happened

on your inside

happened on your

outside, would

you still smoke?

THE GREAT AMERICAN

SM0KE0UT.

Rally, Cont'd.

Special'st Richard A.

Pinkman of the 126
Transportation Unit, 18th

Airborne Corp of Fort Bragg had
been sent home for surgery. He
looked at being in the Saudi
Arabian desert as his J

"If I die, then so be it, it's

my job," Pinkman stated. He
stated that there were good
reasons for the American military

presence in the Middle East as

necessary for Saudi Arabia and
Israel. The threat of war would
deter Hussein, Pinkman implied.

"Violent men understand
violent measures," Pinkman said.

"Hussein had a hunger.. .a lust to

produce a nuclear weapon." He
went on to state that Hussein
would move only after American
action.

"Americans will come and
make things right," Pinkman
said. The crowd roared.

Contact Your

Local Chapter.

: 1

American Red Cross

I
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We Can't Succeed
Without Support

In response to last week's editorial, Senator Jim Hickmon
wrote a letter to the Editor in Chief of The Seahawk. The letter

(barring some profitless personal attacks) was well written and

brought to light some very good questions. Unfortunately,

because most of the letter was personally directed at the Editor, we
have decided against running it.

Hickmon seems to think that we at The Seahawk believe that

our paper is on a par with those of Carolina and N.C. State. Of
course we know that is not true. We do the best with what little

we have. That little, of course, is subject to the whims of the

senate. Perhaps if that power is taken out of the senate's hands,

and placed in the hands of a board that knows something about

the media, our quality might be enhanced. This has been the case

at Carolina's The Daily Tarheel, and their newspaper has

prospered. The same goes for the UNC-Charlotte's University

Times.

He states at the end of his letter that he has long felt that

compensation for managers and staff of the newspaper is not

adequate to ensure high quality employees. Outside of obvious

personal implications, he has a point. If the senate expects the

newspaper to take on and keep decent writers then it should be

willing to part more easily with some of those funds. It was the

SGA senate that decided not to allow The Seahawk to keep funds

on hand to pay staff and free-lance writers. We wonder if Mr.

Hickmon or any other senators realize that the majority of the

writing in The Seahawk is done by students who receive neither

financial compensation nor scholastic credit for their work.

We also wonder how many in the senate are aware of the

efforts of the Media Task Force last year to address some of those

very problems. The task force was composed of faculty, student,

and administrative representatives. The larger part of the 1989-

90 school year was used by this group to collect information on
how the UNCW media was organized, what problems it faced, and
how it compared to other more successful media at other campuses.
It may be of interest to Mr. Hickmon and other senators that the

current Editor in Chief of The Seahawk was deeply involved in

that project.

An implementation committee has been organized to begin

putting in place some of the suggestions from the force's report,

one of which includes meeting the needs of the media for

curriculum support. It is a little difficult to recruit highly qualified

personnel from a school which, until recently, only offered two
basic journalism courses. It is even more difficult to encourage

these people to turn in competitive work when their only
motivation is a byline. Under the present system of funding and

lack of curricular backing, it is ludicrous to think that we at The
Seahawk even dream of producing a publication on the level of

The Daily Tarheel.

Other points that Hickmon uses in comparing The Seahawk to

these other publications is that we do not match their distribution

rates. He also points out that we have not won the awards that

they have. It takes money to raise distribution. It also requires

entry fees to get into most of the contests. We feel that the

money that could go to those purposes is best spent trying to

upgrade an outdated computer system and to purchase a facsimile

machine for the advertising office. The senate Budget and

Planning Committee decided however, that The Seahawk wanted

too much money, and cut the extra amount that should have gone

to raising the quality of our publication.

Another question raised in Hickmon's letter is the poor
business standing of The Seahawk.. He points at our low ratio of

advertising per square inch as an example. Again, his point is

valid, insofar as The Seahawk has not had a solid backing from
local advertisers. This problem too might be traced in part to the

senate. Under the present funding system, Seahawk advertising

personnel must wait until an ad is paid for before they can apply

for their commissions. The newspaper is not allowed to set up a

budget that would allow for regular payment of these

commissions. We ask, how many senators would be willing to

wait one and a half to two months for a paycheck from their place

of employment? When employees don't get paid, they quit. No
amount of management on the part of The Seahawk's business

department can do anything about that. Even so, we have
managed to generate nearly seventy percent of our projected

minimum required revenue, as opposed to less than fifty percent

last year at this time.

This problem also was investigated by the Media Task Force.

One of the suggestions brought up was to have a full-time person

in charge of handling all of the media's business, instead of

routing all of the paperwork across the already overloaded SGA
office manager's desk. Another suggestion was to gamer support

from the school of business in implementing a media marketing

department. Through this project, marketing and business majors

could possibly earn credits, make some money for themselves and
the newspaper, and place the handling of sales and business

affairs in the hands of marketing and business majors, rather than

in the hands of English and communications majors.

Until some of these changes are made, The Seahawk will

continue to stagnate as an eight to ten page weekly folio of semi-

news and features. Advertising revenues will not increase. Until

the senate decides that its paranoid funding policies are holding

back the media from expansion, and the administration decides

that the media must have adequate support to best represent the

school, the readers and the staff alike will have to pay. Before

piling the blame for the state of the newspaper in the lap of the

Editor, Mr. Hickmon should have done a little homework.
Fortunately, through the formation of the task force and

implementation committee, one big step may soon be taken in

removing media funding powers from SGA. In so doing, the

media would be safe from worrying about hurting the feelings of

SGA members with our pointed criticisms.

Hope Enlightens Christmas
One of the images that is

associated with the Advent season

has to do with light shining in

darkness. An Qld Testament
prophesy reads, "the people who
walked in darkness have seen a

great light." Among all the other

things that Christmas means, the

image of light shining in the
darkness bespeaks a sense of
hope.

A strong case can be made to

support the statement that there is

much darkness over the face of

the earth. It is not hard to present

a litany of issues and concerns
about which we worry and
despair. On a worldwide level we
have only to think about the

crisis in the Persian Gulf#vhich
finds us poised for war and the

death which accompanies war.

Beyond that, the struggles

continue in South Africa, famine

continues in Ethiopia and other

African nations, the worldwide
AIDS epidemic has spread to the

point that a new statistic tells us

I out of 500 college students has

tested positive for AIDS. On a

personal level the fluctuating

stock market casts an economic
pall over our lives as if making
ends meet were not difficult

enough, marriages continue to

fall apart at an appalling rate, and

many of you are winding up the

semester feeling a lot of stress

over exams and disappointed with

your performance during the

semester.

I Altar ».

In the face of darkness, it is

crucial for us to cultivate a sense

of hope. It is hope that brings

light into darkness and enables us

to make our way. A line from an

old poem reads, "it is better to

light on little candle than to curse

the darkness". I find myself

hungry for stories that generate

such light in my life. I find hope

in the growing number of voices

trAt are challenging the

presidential strategy which seems

to see war as inevitable. I

continue to find hope in the

destruction of the Berlin Wall. I

find hope in the symbolic victory

of the spotted owl over clear

cutting and in my daughters

bugging me to save every can,

bottle and piece of plastic my
household produces as trash! (now
she's after me t) put gallon jugs

in my toilet tank!) I find hope in

the real and experienced love that

I find in significant relationships

in my life, love that endures and
wins out over all the stress that

comes into our lives. I find hope
in the experience of each new day
that seems to carry with it an

opportunity to walk in the light.

I find hope in rhythm of nature so

that even as winter wraps its stark

mantle around us, I know that

spring is husbanding its resources

and will explode in a few months

into new life and beauty.

But I find hope most of all in

my fundamental and rock steady

conviction that this earth has
been visited in a very personal
way by the love of God that love

has been made available to us as a

fundamental power for the living

of our lives, a power manifested

in a long ago manger, a power
great enough to even overcome
death.

Christmas is hard for some
folks. All the lights and joy and
promise only makes the darkness

worse. We can bring hope to

people who feel the darkness if

we are willing to be sensitive to

what is happening in their lives

and reach out to them. We can
also be people who choose to

look for the signs of hope that do
surround us. The light does shine

in the darkness and I hope you
can see and feel it
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Your Views Count: Make Them Known
Well, it seems I struck a

nerve last week with my column
on racism and how many white

people feel about the issue. Let

me first say that I apologize for

nothing I wrote or anything that

was implied in it. It was how I

felt at the time, and to be honest I

think a lot of others feel the

same way. However, it was not

implied therein or anywhere that I

was calling black people racists.

Those who I overheard talking

about the column missed the

point. The point being that we
are all racists to one degree or
another, and that assuming all the

guilt on one party would be a

mistake.

I was impressed with the

amount of people who read the

column and talked about it. It

seems that so much on this

campus goes by without any
discussion or thought put into it.

Are we all afraid that we will

offend someone? Who cares! We
need more people on this campus
who stand up for what they

believe. In many issues of the

Seahawk over the last year and a

half, there has been much written

about Denny Best and Wes Ward,

and much discussion over the two

of them. Do you know why?

Because no matter what the

issue or topic, Denny and Wes
take a stand. Usually it is easy to

know which side they are on

because no matter what Wes is

dog for your viewing? Why?
Because you are content to sit

back and let Wes Ward champion

the cause for the conservatives, or

let Denny Best save the African

tree frog for you. It is easier to let

others take the risk, and the

criticism for what you believe

than to actually make your own

. . .So much on this campus goes by
without any discussion or thought. .

.

for Denny is against and vice
versa. If Denny yells the sky is

blue, you know Wes is going to

be at the next table assuring

people that it is not That's what

is so great about them, they have

an opinion.

So why don't you? Why
aren't you writing in to the

Seahawk when Phillip Loughlin

offends you, or that Bob
Haywood guy makes you mad, or

the movie reviewer recommends a

'voice heard.

What is really funny to me is

that those who do speak out
usually represent opposite ends of

society. If you were lucky
enough to be at the "Peace Rally"

last week you saw what I am
talking about. First the
liberal(that's not a dirty word)
opinion expressed, extolling the

evils of oil, and telling us that

the whole lifestyle of America is

bad (even Hardee's). Then we were
all beaten over the head by a nut

case from the right who started

his speech "America Love It Or
Leave It" by telling the crowd
about his extensive military
training, then cascading into a

speech from one of the Rambo
movies, but right now I can't

remember which one.

All in all it was a semi-
comical forum, but what was so

great was we heard honest to

goodness opinions. The only
thing missing was the middle, or
silent majority, who stood and
watched but did not take part in

the rally except for observing. If

you want to know why you
always see either right wingers or

left wingers speaking, it's because
they get up and speak. How do
you get to write a column in the

Seahawk? Well, I got this job by
asking if they needed a writer.

Pretty easy, huh?

Take every opportunity to

express your ideas and test them.

Speak out, vote, do whatever you
have to do, but make your views
known. If you don't, no one will.

Well that's my college career and
I am out of here.

LETTERS RESPONSES MISCELLANEOUS STUFF

Article Raises Questions On Racism

«
i

Editor

To say that last week's article,

"I Beg To Differ With Popular

Opinion", made me upset would
be the understatement of the year.

And how ironic it was that the

author of the article chose to

write under the pen name
"Bensonhurst". This is the same
name of th section of New York
City where a beautiful young
African-American male—16 year

old Yusef Hawkins—was fatally

beaten and shot by a savage mob
of whites; some of which
probably shared the same mind
set as the aforementioned
columnist.

However, instead of reacting

out of anger, I chose to sit down
and write a response which
focused on some of the concerns

brought up in the article, thefirst

of which seems to be how
African-Americans view whites.

I sincerely hope that all

whites do not believe that we are

so short sighted and narrow
minded as to believe that all

whites are racists and klan (I

purposely used a lower-case "k")

members. But by the same
token, I hope that whites do not

believe that we are only athletes,

criminals, entertainers, and a host

of other things that focus on
everything but our intellect. And
I also found it curious that Mr.
"Bensonhurst" listed many
incidents of white racism and yet

not a one illustrating so called

reverse discrimination. Not to

say that it does not exist, but,

whenever there is a case of "Black

racism" it is a result—either
direct or indirect—of some sort of
white racism. And I am willing

i

to debate with anyone on that

matter.

Next, let's deal with "the crap

that white people have to put up
with these days". While I am
sure that whites are fed up with
certain policies that aid African-

Americans, let us examine why
these policies came into effect.

There would have been no need
for affirmative action if there

were fair hiring policies from the

beginning. There would have
been no need for busing if school

districts would have fairly

distributed school supplies during

the days of segregation or if

African-American students were
not beaten upon attempting to

enter a school predominantly

attended by whites. So, Mr.
"Bensonhurst" stop whining and
examine the historical roots of

these policies. While it is true

that most of you were not around

during the dark times it is equally

true that you all are paying for

the morally reprehensible acts

taken by your forefathers; just as

we are now paying severely for

the inability of our forefathers to

attend school and provide for their

families the same opportunities

whites enjoyed.

Does it really bother whites

that we are now sporting "Black

pride" and Malcolm X t-shirts?

Well, imagine how we feel at the

sight of a rebel flag. We wear
our shirts as a means to inject

pride in a race of people who
have been oppressed for so long.

What's the purpose of the rebel

flag? I believe it is to promote
the Old South: whites on top,

African-Americans on the

bottom. (If I'm wrong tell me.)

So if a white person was to wear

a "white pride" t-shirt it would
bother me none, I've witnessed
worse things to happen to my
people at the hands of whites.

Finally, I could only laugh
when I read that "some" whites
were after Ken Lemon—a great

SGA president, by the way-
allow me to paraphrase Dr. King,
"Injustice (prejudice) anywhere is

a threat to justice (goodwill)
everywhere." If some are acting

out of prejudice then it taints

everyone associated with the

impeachment, in our eyes.

So brothers and sisters,

continue to wear what you like

and listen to who you will; this

is America, we have that right.

Amos Quick in

To The Editor and Those
Who Beg to Differ",

I am a proud Black woman
who's not afraid to hold my head
high and show my appreciation
and pride in my heritage.

I am sorry, no, not sorry, but
disappointed that you think my
Black brothers and sisters and I

pose a problem, excuse me, to

quote, "crap", and submit you and
your fellow white Americans to
it. But, I must say that the crap
is not within the proud Black
students walking around UNCW
or the United States, it is within
you and others who "Beg to
Differ".

For the first time in over 100
years, African Americans can
openly express how proud they
are to be who they are; Blacks
have always been suppressed and
were made to believe that being
Black was the worst thing that

could ever happen to a human

»

being. Well, when you see the

Black by Popular Demand" and
"Black & Proud" shirts, what you
are seeing is the innately unique
expression of Wantu Wazuri
(look it up) that was always
present in Blacks, but never
allowed to shine...not an outright

expression of racism.

And as for the known fact
that your generation was not
around during the Civil War,
that's fine, but as for the
statement you made about being
"pretty enlightened", I, too, use
the term lightly, BEG T O
DIFFER!! You will never be
enlightened unless you
thoroughly study Our History
101 and not Your History 320.
No amount of history you learn

throughout your high school and
college career could amount to

you being "pretty enlightened."

And lastly, my main
criticism doesn't lie totally in

what you said, but mainly how
you said it. Sarcasm bugs the
hell out of me, and I hope the
little taste I gave you here did the

same for you.

Dionne Brown, BSOC
(Black Student on Campus)

r
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Talkin
1

'Bout A Revolution

What's it all about?

As the Christmas season arrives and

the semester ends, most students are

interested in very little outside of finals

and going home. Here are a few items to

think about while you celebrate the

holidays.

Will the U.S. be at war when we
return to classes in January? Most of us

are aware of the recent U.N. decision to

set a time limit on Hussein's occupation of

Kuwait. Forces in the Middle East are no

longer practicing defensive maneuvers,

but have begun offensive exercises.

Around one half of the American forces

from Germany are being mobilized to

Saudi Arabia. Yesterday, along Oleander

Drive, a convoy of military vehicles

pushed on towards the state ports.

Armored personnel carriers, mechanical

support, tents and camouflage, and other

various materiel were making the first

step in a journey that will land them in the

Saudi desert. •

Will there be war? What will be the

effect on our campus if there is? The
word "draft" is drifting on the

Washington, D.C. breeze, and filtering

down across the country through the

media. How many UNCW students are

registered? How many more are in the

National Guard and being mobilized right

now? How many photographs will the

"In Remembrance" table in the Union

Living room hold?

Photography by David Ball and Phillip Loughlin
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
"YEAH...RIGHT!"

with RAMONA HUPP
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Go Home, Have A Great Time,

And Get Some Culture...Please
BY RaMONA HUPP
EMERTA1HMENT EDITOR

Well oh studious ones, this is

it! Our last issue before you pull

your hair out over final EXAMS!
Fear not little ones! It will all be

over soon. Take deep
breathes...DEEP breathes.

After your exams are over, and

you go back to the relative safety

of your home (depending on your

grades), take some time out to get

some "culture". Even if it pains

you to sit for three hours of

dialogue, which even I had to

suffer through a couple of weeks

ago, just do it. You might find

that it can actually be enjoyable!

Thalian Hall is offering a

wonderful "audience apprentice"

opportunity with two one-act

plays (see below). These short

plays can give you a smidgen of

taste of what "it" is all about.

Try it.. .You might like it.

If you are feeling really

adventurous perhaps you should

try "Amahl and the Night
Visitors", an operetta performing

at Thalian Hall this weekend? Or
if comedy is more your speed,

you could catch Anthony Clark.

He will be performing right here

on campus, and admission for

students is free!

Enjoy your Holiday Season.

I'll be waiting with baited breath

until our next issue.

Yeah.. .Right!

Tyler Zimba and Phil Loch rehearse a scene from Percy Granger's

Leavin' Cheyenne". It is one of two one-act plays to be performed all

8:00 pm, December 5-8th at Thalian Hall. Tickets are SS.

A Comedy Riot
Is Happenin'

This Lynchburg, Virginia
native burst onto the Boston
comedy scene just before his

college graduation. In his last

semester at Emerson College,

Anthony Clark was chosen the

|
Top Ten College Comedian in

• the United States for 1986 by the

American Collegiate Talent
Showcase. In August, Clark was
a finalist in the second Annual
WBCN/Stitches Comedy Riot,

the premiere showcase for new
comedy talent in New England.

Later that summer, ACTS again

recognized Clark, naming him
one of the top two college

entertainers in America.
Resulting attention from these

events soon had Clark booked in

comedy clubs throughout the

Northeast

In relatively short time that he

has been performing comedy
professionally, Clark has already

established a growing Boston

following. He has earned a

reputation for possessing a

firecracker wit and a misleading

innocent appearance which can be

unexpectedly transformed into any

one of an array of bizarre

characters by his twisted comic
mind. Clark has unleashed his

evil genius while opening for

such national acts as Paula

Poundstone, George Miller and

Canada's Mike McDonald. Clark

is also the youngest comic in

Boston history to have two of his

shows in town. He appears every

Wednesday night at Stitches,

taking over Kevin Meaney's
"Street Report", and he has his

own comedy showcase Sundays at

Play It Again Sam's.

He has appeared on MTV's
Half Hour Comedy Show,
Evening At The Improv, and

Showtimes Comedy Club
Network.

"Yeah, yeah yeah... enough

already." Clark will be appearing

on campus in room 100 (U.U.)

Monday, December 10th at 8:00

pm, courtesy of A.C.E.. Sure to

be a great stress reliever after/

before/ during EXAMS!!!

THE DUDE , iii DOWN FRONT

t ***
- r • : .

» #«y rj

The Shark Has Gone Top Ten Crazy

BY MARK SCHARAP.A
MUSIC REVIEWER

After a long delay, the

semester is finally coming to

an end. So, with sadness this

will be my final column of
1990! To this date I have

received no hate mail, my quest

for MEGADETH failed, along

with their latest album, but

what will the new year bring

forth? Will MILLI VANILLI
learn w to sing? Will
Michael Jackson be uncovered

as actually being Janet

Jackson? Hopefully, the New
Year w ;

ll bring about answers

to these all important
questions and much, much
more.

Having trouble with your

Christmas shopping? Well,

here are some albums you

might want to use for stocking

stuffers: Bob Mould, Black

Sheets of Rain ; RED HOT
CHILI PEPPERS, Mother's

Milk; FAITH NO MORE, The

Real Thing .ANTHRAX,
Persistence of Time ; EXODUS,
Impact Is Imminent ; DAMN
YANKEES, Damn Yankees ;

ALICE IN CHAINS, Facelift ;

D.R.I., Thrash Zone, and
CHILD'S PLAY, Rat Race .

The Shark's Top Ten Ail-

Time Favorite Christmas Tunes

10.Saddam Hussein's Have
Yourself a Satanist Little

Christmas

9. Jack The Ripper's / Saw
Santa Attacking Mommy

8. Rudolph the Red Nose

Reindeer's Santa Gets All The

Credit

7. Vanilla Ice's / Ripped

Off Bing Crosby's Christmas
Songs

6. Young M.C.'s Santa Bust

A Move
5. Donald Trump's Frosty

the Broken Snowman
4. Zam Fir's entire

Christmas collection is darn

good!.

3. The Hell's Angels sing

Jingle Bells

2.
{

Khaddaffi's The Little

r i/

Drummer and Capitalist Pig

Boy
1. Margaret Thatcher's I'm

Sleeping But Dreaming Of A
White Christmas.

Now lor the Shark's Final

TOP Ten List of 1990, sent in

by our home office in Burgaw.

The Top Ten Things Milli

Vanilli want for Christmas:

10.A new life.

9. A vacation in Beirut.

8. A phone call from Jim

Barker.

7. A copy of (not) their

album.

6. Singing voices.

5. Another 15 million
suckers!

4. A Pretty Woman home
video.

3. The NEW KIDS ON THE
BLOCK 'i scam manual.

2. Pity, Pity, PITY.

1. A Grammy!

SWEET FA.
Sweet FA.
MCA Records

8 Shark's Teeth

The packaging for this

album is very cool. The
outside contains a label that

asks "Do Indiana boys know
how to rock?". That is

followed by "You bet your

Sweet F.A.". It is a shame
though, that this album sounds

like every blues/rock band,

with a few twists. There are

fewer guitar solos than most

albums, which is nice. The

music is good, but not great,

even though the vocalist has a

nice edge in his voice. The

drum solo in Nothin' for
Nothin' is extremely good.
There is the standard power

ballad Heart Of Gold, which is

also not too bad. Overall, the

band Sweet F.A. are tight; their

album is well produced, and if

you like music that rocks

almost as good as BABYLON
A.D., than Sweet F.A. is

alright. Until next year. ..See

ya!

The Marching Horror of Misery

Htm-Pkl? Everybody Loves
A Mime. ...Right?

Saturday, December 8th from

10 am to 12 noon, a special

holiday program for the entire

family will take place in the New
Hanover County Museum of the

Lower Cape Fear. Mime artistry,

decoration making, and old

fashioned toys will usher in the

festives season.

The featured performer,

Michael Quigley, is the Visiting

Artist at Cape Fear Community
College. Quigley, a graduate of

Yale University Graduate School

of Drama, has performed in

numerous theatres, schools and

colleges along the East Coast.

He views mime as a universal art

form that "transcends language

barriers through body language,

and reveals the humor and pathos

of the human experience."

Mr. Quigley's performances

are scheduled for 10 am and 11

am followed by one on one

interactions with members of the

audience. Between performances,

the young and young at heart may
make holiday decorations and

become familiar with toys and

games of the nineteenth century.

Light refreshments will be served.

The New Hanover Museum is

located on the corner of 9th and

Market Streets. The program is

free.

Trev Wvati
Movie Reviewer

In keeping with this festive

Yuletide tone, might one consider

Steven King's MISERY,
complete with snow, jingly

music, and a jolly ol' soul- who
happens to be lacking in the

normal social coping devices, and

could very well be a

psychopathic-baby-murdering

-

cockadoodie. There's a lot of

Christmas-like snow in the
movie anyway.

The director of WHEN
HARRY MET SALLY, Rob
"Meathead" Reiner, does an
excellent job getting King's

nightmare onto film. Some
"good raffs" are cleverly

distributed throughout the film,

but it stimulates that kind of

laughter your dad got as he

quipped right before he pulverized

you for that twelve-hundred dollar

phone bill to thel-900-PHONE
SEX" fiasco. The main yuks
come from gratuitous excrement

jostling, academy award winning

pig impersonations, SPAM
humor, and the best finger since

Patrick Swayze's, RED DAWN.
Reiner recreates a terror that,

unlike most of King's other

movies, there is no escape. At no
point can you think "... don't go
in there..!", or "...he's right

behind you..!", or "..where are the

heavenly spirits to whoop some
satanic butt..?" The reason it's so

scary is because the characters are

just plain folk. No secret powers,

no high-tech, just an unsettling

march of horror that keeps you
uncomfortable, much the same
way the old Frankenstein films

did. Your fate depends on her

mood and no matter what you do
you can't get away.

James Caan (THE DRIVER,
BRIANS SONG) is the in the

care, and at the mercy, of his

secret admirer, his #1 fan. That

#1 fan is played by Kathy Bates,

a stage actress in her first major
film role. Most of the movie
takes place in one room of her

house. The writing, the caring,

the torture... The primary
difference in the movie compared

to the book, is Reiner's

concentration on the

psychological torture and his

omission of the bulk of physical

torture (I guess Meathead figured

the electric-carving-knife-gig got

worn thin in CHILD'S PLAY II).

One scene is as unnerving as the

Nazi-dentist scene i n

MARATHON MAN where
Dustin Hoffman was encouraged

to answer strange questions by

this dude drilling holes in his

front teeth, sans novocaine. "...Is

it safe, yet...?!
vvvvzaannnngk!..." Eeyow!

This babe in MISERY is as

bad as any of them: the guard in

MID-NIGHT EXPRESS, the

corporate boss in THE FLY II,

the mother in SYBIL, all wrapped
in one. The kind of woman that

would keep L.A. Law's Benny
character in DARKMAN on his

toes.

MISERY is better than IT,

but it is not as good as

DESPERATE HOURS..U has a

feeling to it like it was adapted

from a stage production or

something.

Hey, that's the way I see it,

you can see it at College Road
Cinemas across the street from
the school.

Holiday rentals to consider-

ERNEST SAVES
CHRISTMAS, A CHRISTMAS
STORY (starring "messy
Marvin"), DIE HARD, SANTA
VS. THE MARTIANS, and
DEBBIE DOES THE NORTH
"POLE ".

D. H. JOHNSON III is the
grand prize winner in the "Dude
Down Front's" contest. D.H.
wins two passes to any of the

Carmike Cinemas in town, plus

an all expenses paid five dollar

meal good at any McDonalds .in

the world. Prizes were provided

by the S.G.A.. Yo, D.H.- check's

in the mail! Just kidding.

Have a cool Yule and a

mellow New Year.

THURSDAY

DOUBTING THOMAS
& MAGISTER LUDI
Front Street News

Christmas Auction

St. Johns Museum

IRON BRIDGE

Yellow Rose Saloon

"Amahl and the Night

Visitors" (Operetta)

Thalian Hall

Jazz Concert

Kenan Auditorium

Two One Act Plays

Thalian Hall

FOLLOW FOR NOW
Mad Monk

FRIDAY

Leslie Westor
Mountian
Mad Monk

PSALMS
Jacob's Run

Honors Recital

Kenan Auditorium

Two One Act Plays

Thalian Hall

"Amahl and the Night
Visitors (Operetta)

Thalian Hall

DID YOU KNOW? Ceramic Showing

Sylvester Stallone was

in Woody Allen's film

Bananas? He had a

non-speaking part as

a subway thug. ..What

a stretch!

Woody Allen has been

in analysis for most of

his adult life, which I'm

sure had nothing to do
with Stallone's debut.

DID YOU CARE?

The UNCW ceramics class

will conduct a ceramics show and

sale of student works on Thursday

and Friday, December 6-7 th,

from 9:00 am to 2:00 pm in

Kenan Hall.

This is the first exhibit of the

season for the ceramics class, and

it will feature unique student

creations, one of a kind pottery

not available commercially. The
public is cordially invited to view

the works on display and purchase

desired selections. All sale

proceeds will benefit the UNCW
ceramics art program. Admission

is free, and no purchase may be

required.

Micki Mills and Steel

The Odyssey

SKEETER BRANDON
with HIGHWAY 61
Guiseppe's

IRON BRIDGE
Yellow Rose Saloon

CHARLIE PATTERFIELD
Front Street News

SATURDAY
ma

"FolkGrass" Guitarist To Perform at Jacob's Run

WLOZ's Top Ten Album List

1. BUFFALO TOM
Birdbrain '

2. BOSS HOG
Cold Hands

3. JELLYFISH KISS

Animal Rites H
4. THE PUPLE OUTSIDE

J|
Mystery Lane Jj

5. NAKED RAYGUN H
Raygun. . .Naked Raygun j>

6. ROLLINS BAND J
Turned On f

7. BUTTHOLE SURFERS E

The Hurdy Gurdy Man £
8. THEE HEADCOATS '
Heavens to «

Murgatryod, Even! o
9. SEBADOH fl

Weed Forestin' £
j 10 MR T. EXPERIENCE

Making Things With Light %
WLOZ's Top Ten Album List

E

<
C

I

t
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Roger Manning, "an acoustic

guitarist who challenges the

liberal platitudes of the putative

folkie revival, and [is] too worried

about the future to shut up"
(Rolling Stone), will perform

live at Jacob's Run on Friday

December 28th.

Manning is a veteran of the

streets and subways of the U.S.

and Europe. He is a key element

of the New York Lower East Side

"anti-folk" scene and calls NYC
his home, where he's performed

from the stage of the Ritz to

beneath Times Square, for paying

audiences and passers-by alike.

Intimacy and idiosyncrasy
distinguished Roger's songs,
though simplicity is the rule.

His lively acoustic guitar and
declaratory tenor (both rooted in

the American musical tradition of

"folkgrass") tell his tales of real

life: poverty lives with
optimism, sex with poetry, and
the agitator with disappointment.

People work hard and end up
with nothing/ 1 ain't got nothing
either, but at least I didn't work
hardfor it, Roger sings. He adds,

"I write the way I talk, 99.9% of

my lyrics are true. It all

happened."

t

Last year Manning's home
recorded debut LP on SST
Records propelled him out of the

subway and onto the road. He
has toured the US over two and a

half times, driving and often

sleeping in compact rental cars,

to bring his compelling one man
show to mostly rock style venues

and events.

Manning's debut album
lyrically aroused, provoked and
entertained critics as well as

audiences, and also received
enthusiastic reviews in People
and Rolling Stone. Manning
even landed the front cover of

both CMJ and New Route.

Between tours, Roger managed
to produce and release Noise. Joe
Folk and the Soho Valley Boys,

Missile Foundation, and a

compilation of Broome Closet

Anti-Folk Sessions, on 109
Records.

As Manning prepares to record

his next LP, he can be heard

weekly on stations across the

country hosting "Sonic
Hootenanny ": a hot new acoustic

radio show featuring a variety of

performances and interviews

recorded live in NYC.

i

ISREAL VI

THE AMATEURS
???????????????????

PSALMS
Jacob's Run

THESPONGETONES
Guiseppe's

IRON BRIDGE
Yellow Rose Saloon

Two One-Act Plays

"Leavin' Cheyenne"
and "Rattlesnake

In A Cooler"

Thalian Hall
•*•••*•*••.»,

WEDNESDAY

Fast Forward
Front.. Street.. News

Have A Great Break!

Uomeo!y75n
,

e™
,^,™,

256-2251

Front Street News
762-6397

Guiseppe's

256-9600

Jacob's Run
251-1140

Mad Monk
395-0280

Thalian Hall

763-3398

Yellow Rose Saloon
791-2001
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Wanted: ENTHUSIASTIC INDIVIDUAL or student organization to

promote Spring Break destinations for 1991. Earn commissions, free

trips and valuable work experience. Apply now! Call Student Travel

Service. 1-800-265-1799.

WAKE N' BAKE!! SPRING BREAK IN JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $449.00

ORGANIZE GROUP TRAVEL FREE! ! BOOK EARLY AND SAVE $30.00!

CALL ALDEN 452-0262 OR 1-800-426-7710.

SPRING BREAK 1991 - Individual or student organization needed to

promote Spring Break trip. Earn money, free trips, and valuable

work experience. CALL NOW! Inter-campus Programs: 1-800-327-

6013.

Raise a Thousand in a week: The fundraiser that's working on 1800

campuses. Your campus group can earn up to $1000 in just one

week. No investment needed. Be first on your campus. A FREE gift

just for calling. Call Now . 1-800-765-8472.

iWi'O'O^Aim'l^i'tD'tlA!/*"*
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Shades of St. Croix

Ray Ban
Vuamet
Serengeti

Revo
bolle"

AME
Ziari

'

Your Sunglass Shop
in the

Lower Cape Fear"

• Maui Jim
•Pro
• Costa Del Mar
• X-isle

• Ski Optiks
• Style Eyes
• Boris Becker

Styles Priced

From $7.00

All our Sunglasses
Have a total UV Block

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Cape Fear Shiftworks
"
Quality Imprinted Sportswear"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Beach Cover-ups, Tank Tops
' Golf Shirts

• Caps, Totes and More
• All EXCLUSIVE Designs-
Beach, Wilmington, Historic

All our T-shirts

are 100%
Pre-Slnunk Cotton

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Cape Fear Screen Printing
"Custom Screen Printing"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Golf Shirts, Caps
• Bandanas, Totes, Aprons and More
• Greeks- All your Garment Needs
• Team Numbers and Lettering
• Embriodery - Shirts and Caps
• In House Artist & Graphic Design Department
• Whether you need 12 or 1200 call us!

When
Quality

Counts

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

HE'S WILD, HE'S CRAZY, HE'S 0I1E HELL

OF fi GUY flllD HE WILL BE AT UIICW'S VERY QWR

COmEDYZOnE.

ANTHONY CLARK

WHEn, YOU SRY? monDflY, DECEIT1BER 10 RT 8:00PIR

WHERE, YOU miGHT RSK? URIVERSITY ROOIR 100.

RDmiSSIOn $2.00 WITH STUDEnT I.D. $3.00 WITH0U'

i > T
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The
Weekly

CrDsswDrd
Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Baseball club

4 Squandered
9 Slender linial

'2 Artificial

language
"3 Protective

covering
i 4 Soak as tlax

15 Halt mask
17 Crowns
19 Seines
21 Hypothetical

torce

22 Migration

25 Vast age
27 Director

Preminger

31 inlet

32 Registrars

34 Symbol tor

silver

35 Convene
36 Males

37 Mathematical
term

38 Finishes

41 Spelling contest

42 Woody plant

43 Click beetle

44 Lager
45 French article

47 Metal strand

49 City in Texas
53 Military

students

57 Guido's high

note
58 Shift

60 Permit

61 Marry
62 A tight closure

63 Prime of life

DOWN
1 Proposition

2 Bother
3 Male turkey

4 Rational

5 Guarded
6 Printer's

measure
7 Negative

8 Group of three

9 Sin

10 Edible seed
1

1

Possessive

pronoun
16 Writing fluid

18 Decorate
20 Drunkard
22 Pamphlet
23 Severity

24 Babylonian
deity

26 Expressed by
numbers

28 Agave plant

29 Indian tent

30 Willow

32 Be ill

33 Roman bronze
35 Period of rest

39 Coroner abbr
40 Haul
41 Exist

44 Plot of land

46 Listener s loans

48 Beams
49 Condensed

moisture

50 Sudsy brew
51 Young boy
52 Diocese
54 Shade tree

55 Oolong
56 Pigpen
59 Note of scale
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DAYLIGHT HOUR SPECIAL

$1.00 OFF
ANY SIZE BASKET 0E RRNGE BRLLS

MONDAY-FRIDAY 9HM-5PM
JUST BRING THIS ADVERTISEMENT.

I/AllALLEY
OLF CENTER

4411 S CcMgaKOnmcwm *»»»ri 395-2750

•LIGHTED DRIVING RANGE

•DISCOUNT GOLF SHOP

INDIVIDUAL LESSONS BY APPOINTMENT

2 PGA TEACHING PROFESSIONALS
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Write The Seahawk
Editor Today!

fcO

w
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&
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$ NEED EXTRA MONEY FOR
CHRISTMAS? $

Top Loans On:

T.U.'s, Stereos, UCR's,

Beach Bikes, and Jewelry!

BUV, SELL, TRADE
ALL BUSINESS CONFIDENTIAL

Jims
'1<M2 Ultnnrtpr Ur

Wilmington
n TJ0?3\i

PAWN & GUNS
tfit? Yadkin Rri

t iiypttrvlllc

Mon Frl 9 rnn 9 pm, Snt 9 ;im B put

«/5

to

Every Tuesday Night is

UNCW Night!

fraternities & 5orittes

^Welcome!

We take the hassles
out of mailing your
Holiday gifts!

~

We pack, wrap and ship your gifts

the most economical and quickest way. . .

. . . hassle-free!

fDHI Wvtdwntt

FEDCRUEHPRESS

' PKUging Sucumti *i«ii,'J

MAIL BOXES ETC.'

(919)452-4482
We're Tlic Biggest BecauseWc Do It Rlghtl

Located In Phar-Mor Shopping Center neHt

to Wilsons. 10% discount w/ UNCUJ ID

M1HE HAWK'S NESTa:
CHECK OUT OUR 99C BREAKFAST SPECIALS

GREEKS UNLIMITED

4525 Franklin Ave., Suite 4

Tel. 452-3480

Custom made Fraternity & Sorority Letters

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

LUNCH SPECIALS • DECEMBER 10-14

/^»

TURKEY SUB, CHIPS HAM & CHEESE, FRIES
& 16oz. DRINK & i6oz. DRINK

$3.10 $2.75

Wilmington's complete strings shop

• Lessons by Qualified Instructors, Guitar

- Banjo - Bass - Fiddle

• free Lesson offer still in effect

• Alvarez, Alvarez Yairi, Martin Guitars

• Banps & Mandolins

• Complete Music Books

• Complete repairs on guitars, banjos, and violins

• Amplifiers & electric guitars

New Location - University Landing

419 S. College Rd. Wilmington

CALL 799-9310
GULHAMS GUITAR WORKS

n

Write
A

Letter

To

The

Editor

Todayj

GUATEMALAN
CLOTHING

&
ACCESSORIES

LOCOS .MRORTS ETC.
UN'QUE *'"^^

• JACKETS • T-SHIRTS • DRESSES • BACKPACKS • VESTS
• COIN PURSES • RASTA ATTIRE • BAJAS • PANTS

• SASHES • WOODCARVINGS • SWEATSHIRTS

GRAND OPENING SALE
INDEPENDENCE MALL NEXT TO LITTLE KING
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NATIONAL COLLEGIATE SCENE
Vice President Pledges Support For Needy Students

(CPS) - About 20 students,

apparently willing to try

anything, have taken Vice
President Dan Quayle up on a
spontaneous promise to
personally help any collegians
who are having trouble paying
their tuition bills and might be
forced to drop out

The vice president, in turn,

has handed the pleas over to the

"appropriate office," reports Craig

Whitney, Quayle's assistant press

secretary.

Quayle made the surprising

offer in response to a student's

questions at the national
convention of the Society of

Professional Journalists in

Louisville, Ky., Oct. 12.

Just after Quayle's speech,

University of Florida student

West Davies rose during a

question-and-answer period to tell

Quayle more than 100 needy

students were turned away from

UF this fall because of a

reduction in college loans and

grants.

"That's a mistake." Davies

Financial Aid Reduced:
Pell Grants Are Cut
(CPS) - Students may find
themselves competing for fewer,

smaller Pell Grants for the 1991-

92 school year, thanks to a
possible $145 million shortfall in

funding for the program, the U.S.
Department of Education has
confirmed.

The shortfall, if it occurs would
come as the result of a last

minute funding cut made during

the 1991-92 federal budget
negotiations, which Congress
finished Oct. 27.

Legislators approved a $100
increase in the maximum Pell

Grant bringing it to $2,400 - and
initially appropriated $5.3 billion

for new grants.

But at the last minute, 2.41
percent was cut from most
discretionary programs, including

the Pell Grant program.

To save the money, the

Education Department, depending

on changes in national enrollment

and economic conditions when it

needs to take action next
February, might implement a

"linear reduction," said a

department official who didn't

want to be named.
In plainer terms, about 71,000
students nationwide would have
their grants cut by $225.

Another 1.22 million grants

would be trimmed by about $100.

The cuts wouldn't affect about 2.2

million of the neediest students

who, because of the $100
increase, would receive bigger

grants, the official said.

In all, 3.37 million students

would get average grants of $1,

495 in 1991-92. down from the

3.44 million students receiving

grants averaging $1,504 this year.

"We're talking about a $9
difference" for the students who
still get grants, the Education

Department official said.

Shortage Coming
Renoving rules that faculty

members have to retire probably

won't help stave off the faculty

shortage predicted to plague

campuses around the country

through the 1990's.

Most professors plan to retire

at about age 70 despite a law that

says they no longer have to, a

study released Nov. 5 by two
Pennsylvania State University

researchers found.

Teachers consider their

finances and health, not their age,

as the most important factors in

deciding when to quit

The survey of 35,000 faculty

members at 101 institutions by

Dr. G. Gregory Lozier, executive

director of Penn State's Office of

Planning and Analysis and
Michael J. Dooris, a senior

planning analyst, concluded that

even when the mandatory
retirement age is lifted for college

faculty in 1994, professors won't

stay on the he job longer.

"In certain disciplines, we are

going to see an accelerated

increase in the number of

retirements," Lozier added.

Colleges are running out of

professors because the bulk of the

teachers now on campus are due

to retire within the next decade,

while not enough undergrads are

opting to go into teaching.

"It is difficult to see whether

! the supply (of new professors)

.' will keep up" with the demand,

,
Lozier noted.

In a study released in July,

the American Council on

Education found that 59 percent

of the 364 institutions surveyed

were having trouble hiring

enough professors to teach their

classes.

Keeping older professors on

campus will be a key element in

avoiding a shortage.

As of 1994, college and
university faculty no longer will

have a mandatory retirement age.

Lozier and Dooris sought to

find what effect the elimination of

mandatory retirement for most

college workers, accomplished in

an ammendment to the Age
Discrimination in Employment
Act, would have on professors'

decisions on when to retire.

The answer was that it won't

have much effect

"At least through the '90s

there's going to be very little

ripple effect" Lozier said.

But "things will very
gradually inch forward," he added,

meaning that, slowly, some
professors will work a few years

past 70.

About 80 percent of the 518

already-retired faculty Lozier and

Dooris surveyed said the
mandatory retirement age had had

no impact on their decisions to

retire. Nineteen percent said it

was the only reason they retired.

Most retired professors said

their financial status was the key

factor in determining when they

quit Lozier said.

told Quayle. "We are spending

money on sophisticated weapons

and not on our future with our *

students."

Quayle responded by saying

the present level of higher
education funding is sufficient

When Davies pressed him for

a better answer, Quayle came up
with the clincher: "If anyone is

being denied the opportunity for a

higher education, then you tell

them to write a letter to me and I

will help them out."

Davies, who works 20 hours

CPS WIRE

Durham, NH (CPS) -

University of New Hampshire
Basketball player Antonio
Steadman accused UNH officials

of racism Nov. 7 for expelling

him after finding him guilty of

beating and sexually assaulting a

UNH woman in his dorm room.

John E. Lyons, Jr.,

Steadman's attorney, said the

assault never took place, that

UNH's Conduct Board ignored

evidence, and that officials were

prone to punish Steadman
because he is black and his victim

is white.

"I find it extremely
unfortunate that the case is being

portrayed in that light" replied

Barbara Brueggemann, UNH's
assistant dean for student affairs.

Washington.DC (CPS) -

Only seven US companies have

left South Africa as a protest

against apartheid so far in 1990,

down from 24 in 1989 and a

a week while taking 14 hours,

decided to organize a letter writing

campaign.

. / will help

them out.

The Independent Alligator,

UF's student paper, wrote an

editorial calling on students to

write to Quayle.

The 20 letters received so far

contain "a wide array of cases

ranging from people in financial

straits to people who have been

told their families make too much
money to get financial aid,"

Whitney said.

Besides bumping the pleas to

the appropriate office, Whitney
said Quayle's staff is trying to

make sure students are getting fair

treatment and that the system was
working properly.

Davies isn't surprised. "I did

not believe for a minute that Vice
President Quayle was going to

help these students who wrote to

him. I don't think he really cares

about how people get through
college."

But it's important he added,
to send letters just to remind the
Bush administration of student
concerns.

Letters can be sent to Vice
President Quayle, Washington,
D.C. 20510.

Minority Enrollment Level Stagnates
(CPS) - Black student college

enrollment has stayed stagnant

but has not declined, during the

past 15 years, a study by the

Rand Corporation released
November 13, maintained.

The Claim refutes a slew of

reports of a decade long slide in

minority student enrollments,

particularly among black males.

But black students still make

up about the same percentage of

the student body as they did in the

mid-1970s, when minority

enrollments peaked, asserted

researcher Daniel Koretz in

record 40 in 1987, the Investor

Responsibility Research Center

reported Nov. 6.

Separately, the University of

Nebraska's Board of Regents,

which has resisted calls to divest

its investment portfolio of shares

in firms that do business in

South Africa, may soon
reconsider its policy, N U
Associate Vice President for

Administration, James Van Hom,
told an apartheid awareness panel.

University Park,Pa. (CPS) -

Students opposed to a new
classroom building on what had

been a Pennsylvania State

University recreation area may be

vandalizing construction
equipment at the site, project

director Don Hale charged.

Hale said vandals have
damaged construction equipment
cut down fences, poured dirt into

workers' vehicles and severed

wires and extension cords in

recent weeks, once spray painting

"Leave the area green" on the side

of a construction trailer.

"Trends in the Post-secondary

Enrollment of Minorities" for

Rand, a California-based think

tank.

Koretz argues the proportion

of black 18 to 24-year olds now
in college is roughly in the same

20 to 22 percent range as it was
in the mid 70s.

But 40 percent of the people

in college, he added, are older than

24.

Many other studies have
argued that fewer minority

students are enrolling in college.

Most recently, the U. S.
Department of Education in

September reported that minority

enrollment increased only 2
percent over a decade, to 18

percent of the American student

body in 1988 from 16 percent in

1978.

Koretz, however, argued that

the reason wasn't fewer black
students, but more white female

students.

A greater percentage of white

women, he said, go to college

now than in the past.

"Looked at more closely,
then, the enrollment data do not

suggest that Black males are the

group for which enrollment trends

are anomalous. Rather, it is

white females who are unusual."

Koretz argued there is still a

difference between black and
white enrollment patterns, adding

they could be narrowed b y
addressing "the inequities and

difficulties confronting many
minority students years before the
time for the transition to higher
education."

Schools Expand Police Force Power
(CPS) - First there seemed to

be a terrible change in campus
crime nationwide.

Now, not so slowly,

campuses are changing the way
they're defending themselves

against crime.

In recent months schools

have hired more officers, started

more sophisticated training

programs, expanded their arrest

powers and, most controversial of

all, begun to arm their people

with guns.

Letting campus police carry

guns is "a logical step to provide

better service," maintained John

McGinnis, head of security at

Marquette University in

Milwaukee, whose unarmed
officers currently are fighting to

become commissioned by the

state and thus qualified to carry

guns.

On the other hand, many
students at Millersville
University of Pennsylvania,
where a debate to arm officers has

been raging for years, "don't see

any reason for (campus) police to

have guns," reported Doug
Killough, a member of

Millersville's student
government.

Nevertheless, scores of

schools are considering it.

The^State University of New
York system, the University of

Michigan, California University

of Pennsylvania, Millersville,

Marquette and Mesa State College

all have considered whether to

commission their officers and

allow them to carry guns this

year.

Part of the reason campus

police want more power comes

from an increased use of weapons

in crimes on college campuses,

said John Carpenter, public safety

officer for San Diego State

university and a former president

of the International Association

of Campus Law Enforcement
Administrators.

"We have an arsenal here of

arms confiscated from campus

criminals," Carpenter said.

Moreover, Carpenter added,

"it's really frustrating" for college

police who don't have the power

to arrest criminals, or carry a gun,

yet still must confront serious

crimes on campus.

There has indeed been an

uncanny series of major league

crimes for campus officers to

battle this fall.

Since the (still unsolved)

murders of five students in

Gainesville, Fla., in late August

BLOOP

by JOSEPH

MORTON

campus cops have had to face

arsons, frightening riots, murders,

assaults, and other felonies at

Lock Haven University, the State

University of NY at Buffalo,

Delaware State College, and the

Universities of Illinois-Urvana,

and California at Berkley.

"Most colleges and
universities can't control who the

bad people are, and whether they

come on campus," observed

Richard Leonar, security chief at

Oakland University in Michigan,

where police have carried guns for

20 years.

It's been 13 years, Leonard

added, since a campus officer at

Oakland "had to discharge a

weapon in enforcing the law."

"It's good they are carrying

guns," affirmed Oakland student

Amy Nida. "It makes the

students feel safer."

But 30 minutes away at the

University of Michigan, 250
students in September protested

UM's decision to arm its police

officers.

Students "aren't
knowledgeable about what
commissioning entails," claimed

John Serpe, student body
president at Marquette, where the

campus is divided over a proposal

to give their police more powers.

Similarly, about 49 percent

of the students at Millersville

State said they opposed a campus

police proposal to carry guns,

citing worries that guns could

lead to tragic accidents and that

there wasn't enough serious crime

to warrant firearms.

In a poll by the Snapper,

Millersville's student paper, 45

percent of the students supported

the proposal. They gave reasons

such as self- defence and an

increase in violent crime on

campus.

"A student asked, 'how can

you protect us when you can't

even protect yourselves?'" said

Millersville Police Director,

Wayne Silcox, in explaining why
his department wants guns.

Silcox said campus officers

Campus police
argue they don't
have the tools. . .to

battle the current
college crime
wave.

officers,' said Millersville's

Silcox.

Whether or not armed police

actually scare crime away, the

controversy typically does fade

away once officers get their

weapons. "I don't think many
students know they carry guns,"

noted Oakland student Nida.

have been reintroducing the

proposal each year since 1986,

when a student was stabbed by an

assailant.

Unlike many other schools

this fall, however, Millersville

decided not to adopt guns.

"A small majority of the

campus would rather not have

armed police on campus,"
explained President Dr. Joseph

Caputo in turning down the

proposal in September.

But campus police argue they

don't have the tools or powers
they need to battle the current

college crime wave.

"You've got to give (campus
police) the equipment to enforce

the law," said San Diego's

Carpenter.

Even at an urban campus like

Marquette, police don't have arrest

powers. They can only hold

suspects until Milwaukee police

can arrive to make an arrest

"If they are law enforcement

officers and requisite training is

offered, then they should be

armed," asserts David Stormer,

president of IACLEA.
Whether a campus security

force has the powers to arrest and

carry weapons may affect who
stays on the force.

In August, Lt. Robert Fey
left Iowa State University because

administrators would not allow

campus police to carry weapons.

Not carrying weapons "does create

a stressful situation for the

Giving Campus Cops Guns: Since 1986, campus security cops at Millersville

University have been wanting to arm themselves.
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SEAHAWK SPORTS
Sideline

Sensations
Patrick Fowler
Sports Editor

Bowl Picks
Made For
A New Year

It's the final column of the year and time to

find that lost textbook you left somewhere in your

room, you know the Bermuda Triangle. But before

you become engrossed in that final two hours before

your exam in a desperate attempt to learn sixteen

weeks of calculus, I know you want to know the

answers to who won the collegiate mythical

national championship and bowl games.

Fear not, fcr the Pigskin Phenomenon is here

to help the tired, the poor, the huddled masses,

yearning for some money to afford pizza. My record

is unblemished (I haven't published for everyone to

see), I have not missed a game this year (none that I

have admitted too, I mean sheesh, Stanford, fifth

down?!).

I've brought my Guesstronomical powers with

me and willing now to share with you the answers

to those crucial games. If you bet precisely as I have

suggested I guarantee you will be smilinp come
January 2 (I also can guarantee I will be out ot town

if my picks are little off). So step back and give me
room to breathe as I stare intently into the crystal

computer terminal

California, Independence, Aloha, Liberty, Ail-

American, Blockbuster, Peach, Freedom, Holiday,

John Hancock, Copper, Gator, and Hall of Fame
bowls.who cares? After all none of these games are

going to mean much in the final standings; besides I

only deal with important bowls.

Cotton Bowl: #3 Texas vs. #4 Miami-
Close one to call. Both teams have excellent passers

and tough defenses but the Hurricanes always seem
to win the big games when it counts. Besides it

wouldn't be a collegiate season without Miami
screaming it should be number one, Miami 35,

Texas 31

Fiesta Bowl: #18 Louisville (9-1-lj vs.

#25 Alabama (7-4)--- Yeah, I know Louisville is 9-

1 - 1 and yeah, I kr.ow Alabama has looked pretty bad

at times this season but Alabama is still Alabama
and Louisville is basketball and horse racing

country, Bama 10-7.

Rose Bowl: #8 Washington vs. #17 Iowa

-

-- Sigh, do you remember when this bowl
determined who would win the national title, I can't

remember that far back either, Washington 27, Iowa
10

Sugar Bowl: #10 Tennessee vs. Virginia

—

Still another reason the bowl scouts should wait

until the end of the season to offer teams bids.

Sugar get sour teams again, Tennessee 31, Virginia

17.

Orange Bowl: #1 Colorado vs. #5 Notre
Dame--- Ismail to the left, Ismail to the right,

Ismail down the middle leaving the defense out of

sight. The "Rocket" will be armed and dangerous

and remember when the top ranking use to mean

something, not this season that's for sure; Notre
Dame 45, Colorado 30.

Citrus Bowl: #2 Georgia Tech vs.#19
Nebraska, Well I won't play with your emotions
any further. Georgia Tech will win the national title

so obviously the Rambling Wreck will trounce over
these Corn Huskers who looked pathetic against

Oklahoma in their final season game. Besides I

pick these guys in the beginning of the year so

naturally they are going to win it all, G. Tech 45,
Nebraska 14.

And there you have it the Pigskin
Phenomenon has showed his hand so you truly have

a Happy New Year. So Gentleman get out there and
place your bets.

SEAHAWK
SPORTS AT A
GLIMPSE

Phillips, Fish Spark Hawks to Win
BY PATRICK FOW1.FR

SPORTS EDITOR

The game started with a slam and ended with
two clutch free-throws. With 11 seconds remaining,
freshman point guard Drew Phillips stepped up to

the line and hit both ends of a one-and-one
opportunity to give UNCW insurmountable four
point margin as the Seahawks won 62-58 over the

Stetson Hatters in front of a vocal home crowd
Monday night

"Swish," said Phillips when responding to

what was running through his mind when he
stepped up to the line. "We have to hit 30 free-

throws in a row at practice and they all have to

swish. So when I looked over at coach (Kevin
Eastman) after the foul and he said swish I knew I

was going out there and hit it"

The Seahawks were led by Matt Fish's game
high 16-point effort and the hustle of Phillips.

Phillips who had been out with a knee injury

missed the Seahawks' road losses last week to UNC-
Charlotte and Appalachian. He wasn't sure he was
going to play tonight until receiving o.k. in the late

afternoon from team physician Dr. Jim Hundly to

try the leg out in the game.

"I didn't know if Drew would be available to us
until 5:30 p.m.," Eastman said. Both he and trainer

Terry Middleswarth suggested to let him start and
they would make their final decision on the court.

About half-way in the first half I looked over at

them and they just shrugged their shoulders. I

couldn't even get him out if I wanted too. He
simply didn't want to come out."

That was good news for the Seahawks who
took on a Stetson club without the services of their

leading scorer, Bryan Withers, who was ill. Fish
started the game jamming ball through the net as

tne Seahawks and the Hatters felt each other out in

Tim Shaw
perserve a

night.

maro by david ball

the first six minutes trading off baskets.

At the 13:40 mark with the score 8-10, Phillips

exploded hitting back to back three-pointers and a

minute later a jumper from the left side. UNCW
then rolled from that point on as Lancaster (8pts.)

Cherry (4pts.), and Wiggins (8pts.) chipped in to

give the Seahawks a nine point cushion at half time

36-27.

In the second half Fish again jump started the

Seahawks connecting on a short five foot jumper
and tipping in a loose ball the next time down the

court. The offense was clicking again moving out to

a fourteen point margin with just under thirteen

minutes to play. Then the Hatters turned up the

heat. Stetson went to a full court two-man press

pinning the guards Phillips and Lancaster in the

back court

"We weren't seeing the open man in the middle
(of the court)," Eastman said. "That hurts us. Once
we found him we broke their press fairly well."

The Hatters forced four straight Seahawk
turnovers helping themselves to climb back in to

game and grab the lead 56-55 with 3:28 remaining.
But UNCW was up to the challenge as Tierney
nailed a three-pointer from the right side and Shaw
tipped in a Wiggins lay-up to push the score 60-56
with 1:25 left Stetson's Mark Brisker (12 pts.) hit a

jumper with 51 seconds and the Hatters fouled three

straight times after the inbounds pass to force the

one-and-one and led to Phillips's heroics.

"Drew is a great player. He' was field general on
the court for us tonight" Wiggins said.

"It was the Drew Phillips's show out there

tonight, " Eastman said. He simply played
phenomenal."

UNCW travels to Bloomington, Indiana Dec. 7-8

to play in the Indiana Classic against the San Diegotips in a missed lay-up by Major Wiggins to help UNCW 2 P V T "f
^^^ LlaSS,C agamSt the San D,e8°

shm four point lead and pick-up a win, 62-58, Monday
Torer°s the opening round. The winner plays the

victor of the Indiana vs. Niagara contest.

Seahawks SplitMeets

mOTO BY DAVID BALL

ON MARKS, GET SET , GO!!! I SAID
GO!! AWE COME ON GUYS....
Swimmers prepare to explode out off the blocks Sunday against the
Duke Blue Devils. UNCW swam well but lost 130-112 in the mens
meet and 130-112 in the women's competition.

BY PAUL THOMPSON
SEAHAWK SPORTSWMTER

The men's and women's swim team host -o' a

doubleheader this weekend and came fcut

splitting the two meets. On Friday, f he
Seahawks faced Charleston College and Ath
teams won impressively. The men dominated
their meet from start to finish trouncing the
Cougers 145-95. The women had a tougher time
in their contest but came out winners also 136-
102. On Saturday, the Seahawks squared off
against the Duke Blue Devils. Both teams swam
well but came up short losing the men's meet
130-112 and the women's competition 126-116.

The Seahawks looked to be in mid-season
form against Charleston Friday, having no
problem with the Cougars. The men were led by
double-winner Tim White and senior Tom
Burket. White won the 200 backstroke and the
200 breaststroke. Burket took top honors in

the 500 freestyle (4:54.50).

Other winners for the men were Clifton
Perkins in the 200 fly (1:58.05), Shawn
Wallace in the 200 I.M. (2:02.85)°, and the
medley relay team of White, Burket, Brad
Kinkema and Nick Revelas (3:37.9). In the
men's diving contest, Brian Linkfield won the
one meter dive and Jeff Carles took the three
meter with 237.25 points.

The women were paced by Amy Lewis who
won the 200 freestyle (1:58.95) and the 100
freestyle (55:22). Other individual winners for
the women were Alice Hayden in the 1000
freestyle (11:14.31) and Mary Tarter in the 200
breaststroke (2:29.88) The women's medley
team (Lewis, Tarter, Shannon McBride, and
Rebecca Compton) also won in a time of
4:10.86.

Nina-Pino Marina captured both the
women's one meter and three meter boards.
Coach Dave Allen was extremely pleased with
his team's performance and said the match went
exactly as he wanted it to.

"We wanted to get through (Charleston) as
easily as possible because we knew the Duke

meet would be tough," said Allen. "But
Charleston is a much improved team so we
couldn't look past them. They (the Seahawks)
just went out and got the job done."

On Saturday the Seahawks got just what
they expected, a hard fought battle from the

Blue Devils. The men (4-2) were in the meet
from the start but couldn't get that extra push to

pass the men in blue. Clifton Perkins was a

double winner for the Seahawks capturing the

200 I.M. and the 200 fly. The 400 yard medley
relay team of Burket, Kinkema, Revelas and

White also won their event (3:37.15).

The Seahawks were facing only a nine
point deficit heading into the final event, the

400 freestyle relay, but the Blue Devils held off

a Seahawk rally to win by 1/10 of a second. In

men's diving, Jeff Carles won the the three

meter dive and Brian Linkfield won the one
meter.

The women (4-3) gave Duke a hard time but

also got squeaked out in the final 400 freestyle

relay. Amy Lewis led the women once again

winning the 200 freestyle and the 200
breaststroke. Rebecca Compton also
contributed for the team taking the one and three

meter boards.

"Duke was exactly the meet we thought it

would be, close," Allen said. "I'm definitely not

disappointed in the performance of either team.

Both the men and women rose to the occasion,

and were very supportive of each other. "I

think that's a key to why we hung in there."

Allen cited Lewis and Burket coming to

their own as a big factor to the team's success.

"Amy is remarkable, no matter where we
put her, she performs," Allen said. "She is a

very unselfish team player and that helps the

rest of the team. Tom is coming on really well

this season also. Being a senior gives him the

leadership we need and he is handling it great."

The Seahawks will host N.C. State on
Saturday with the women starting at noon and
the men hitting the water at 3 p.m.

DEC 7

MB-ball at Indiana

Classic

dec:. 8

MB-ball at Indiana

Classic

Swim vs. State

W-Ball vs. Campbell

Dec. 15

MB-ball vs.N.C. A&T
Pre. 19
WB-ball at Wake Forest

Dec, 21
MB-ball at E.

Kentucky

Pec, 29
WB-ball at St. Peter's

Tourney

Intramural Scorecard--4th Edition
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Fraternitv League
Sigma Nu
Kappa Sigma
Chi Phi

Lambda Chi

S A E
Delta Sigma
Delta Tau Delta

tonsil
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5-1

4-3

3-3

2-4

2-4

1-5
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The Boys 5-3

Serpants 5-3

La Chi Delta 5-4

Lambda Chi B 4-1

Lambda Chi 3 4-6

Burners 3-4

Rookies 1-6

The Fellas 1-6

Lambda Chi 43,Deacons 40

Chi Phi

KA
Gold League
LXA-HB-United
Burners

Cardinals

No Names
Cameroon

1-6

0-4

4-0

3-1

1-2

t-2

0-3

Chi Phi 31, Lambda Chi 24
S AE--LF, Sigma Nu

Gold League
Nats 7-0

Deacons 5-2

I

Fraternity League
Kappa Sigma 5-0

Delta Sigma 4-1

Sigma Nu 3-2

S A E 2-2

ILffigftaaft (Eamnata g^ff^s
Cameroon—LF, Burners

Women's League
Alpha Phi 3-2
Phi Mu 2-2
Alpha Xi 1-3

Alpha Delta Pi 1-2

Alpha Gama 1-2

Chi Omega
Delta Zeta

1-3

0-1

I

Congratulations to

Kappa Sigma who
won the IFC
volleyball

championships.
Kappa Sigma, the top
seed in the

tournament defeated
S A E, Kapa Alpha,
and Delta Sigma to

win the tournament.
Win an
Important
Game?
Take a

Tournament?
Want Some
Recognition?
§i£NiD it mn



The Seahawk

Earth Dav Alliance Meeting Scheduled

A meeting for the general membership of the

Earth Day Alliance Of The Lower Cape Fear has

been scheduled. Alliance members and the general

public are invited to attend. A guest speaker will

discuss current issues facing wetlands and wetland

species, and plans for the celebration of Earth Day,

1991, will be reviewed. Committee chairs and
board members will also discuss programs and
activities which have continued throughout the year.

Meeting time is January 22 from 7:00 p.m. to 8:30

p.m. in Hoggard High School Cafeteria.

Volunteers Needed For Research

Proust

Four volunteers are needed to participate in a

diving physiology research project sponsored by the

NOAA's National Undersea Research Center at

UNCW. The project is entitled, "Surface interval

oxygen to improve nitrox diving efficiency," and

involves dry chamber dives at F.G. Hall

Hypo/Hyperbaric Laboratory at Duke University.

Interested individuals, either male or female who are

medically qualified and certified for compressed

gas/Scuba diving are asked to contact Doug Kesling,

at NURC/UNCW, 256-5133 for more information.

Scuha Cliih Meeting

Scuba Club Meeting. January 16,1991 at 6:30
p.m. in Trask Rm 142.

Free Swim Hnnrt

Swimming Pool Hours (Free Swim)
Mon.-Fri. 11:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

Mon.-Wed. 6:15 p.m.-8:00 p.m.

Nautilus Room Ho» rS|

Nautilus Room
MWF 8:00 a.m.-9:00 a.m., 12:00 Noon-2:00

p.m.

TR 12: 15 p.m.-2:00 p.m.

MTWR 7:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

Sat. 10:00 a.m.

Homecoming Needs Your Help

The date for Homecoming "91 has been set for

Feb.2, when we'll shoot off against Navy. As
always SGA will sponsor the Homecoming
activities and the Homecoming Committee needs

your help. All interested students are welcomed to

join the Homecoming Committee and aid in

planning the festivities; sign up in the SGA office.

Persian finlf Sunnort Croup Meeting

UNCW's Persian Gulf Support Group will

meet Monday, January 14 at 5:00 p.m. in the

Madeline Suite at the cafeteria. Anyone with loved

ones involved in the Persian Gulf Crisis are invited

to come. Either go through the cafeteria line and

bring your tray to the Madeline Suite or enter

directly through the doors around the left from the

front of the building.

Play College Bowl 1991

College Bowl, "The varsity sport of the mind,"

is once again coming to UNCW and this time it's

for all the marbles! Match wits with fellow UNCW
students for the chance to represent UNCW at the

regional tournament in Lexington, Kentucky. The

campus tournament will be held Monday, January

28 and Wednesday, January 30 at 6:00 p.m. in the

University Union Living Room. Applications are

due for your team of four in the Student Activities

Office (UU 202) by 5:00 p.m. Thursday, January

24. Please contact the SAO for more information.

rh„nr»llnr's Hnurs

The Chancellor's office has moved to room 104

Alderman Hall. The Chancellor will be available to

meet with students 3-5 p.m. beginning Monday,

January 28 except for the following dates: Feb. 18,

March 4, March 11, April 1, April 22.

FHiiratinnal Snnnort firoun Meeting

Educational Support Group meets the third

Monday of each month. Topic for January 22,

Illness and Diabetes. UU 204, 7-8 p.m.

rinmectir Violence Shelter Holds

Annual Ceremony

Domestic Violence Shelter and Services, Inc.

will hold their annual Membership Meeting and

Awards Ceremony on January 17, 1991 beginning 7

p.m. at the First Baptist Activity Center. Annual

membership fee is $5.00.

Rape Crisis Center Needs Volunteers

The Rape Crisis Center needs volunteers to

assist victims of sexual assault. Training for

advocates begins January 29 at UNCW, both male

and female volunteers are encouraged to participate.

For information, contact Lynne Walton-Gantz at

763-3695.

Leutze Works Toward New Goals
BY PHILIP I.OIIC.HI.IN

EDTTOR IN CHIEF

At the beginning of his first

semester as UNCW Chancellor, Dr.

James Leutze set out several

objectives he intended to work
toward during his tenure.

One of his primary goals was to

get involved with the students and
get a feel for what they were
thinking. He established office

hours during which any student could

drop by to discuss problems or just

to meet and talk.

"The office hours have been very

successful," said Leutze. "I get

approximately eight to ten students

per day.

"The overall impression I get is

that we need to provide more and
clearer information about ways to

resolve difficulties. I have been
mostly looking into problems and
directing the students to the proper

channels. ... I think this is a

useful finding ... to find where it is

that we can plug the holes. When
one student asks a question, he is

probably reflecting what is in the

minds of other students."

This involvement with the
students and their needs falls into

Leutze's commitment to providing
what he calls "student centered
education". He says he sees students

as the University's "customers". "We
are here to serve the students," he
explained.

Another area in which the

Chancellor is trying to meet student

needs is increasing the emphasis on

teaching. "I see this as reiterating

support for student centered
education. The emphasis does not

mean that professors shouldn't be

involved in professional activities.
"

Leutze believes his position has

"stimulated some discussion".

Student centered education and

personal contact with the students

contribute to Leutze's goal o f

retaining more students. "I think

retention is the wave of the future,"

said the Chancellor. "We need to

pay more attention to keeping

students through to graduation."

He stated that with the recent

decline in number of high school

graduates, more universities will

come to rely on keeping students

instead of recruiting new ones.

Leutze explained that keeping
students in school meant finding a

way to lower the failure rate as well

as the number of transfers.

"Retention does not mean lowering

academic standards," he clarified. "It

may mean providing more academic
counselling or a whole range of
things. In the largest sense, it

means convincing students that this

is a good school which will give

them a valuable education.

"Retention is a big package that

starts at the academic level, but

extends through a whole range of

things."

One of Leutze's concerns early

on was the low number of minority

students at UNCW. He has had
different personnel examining
possible causes for the low numbers,

but as yet does not have any specific

explanations for the deficit. The
admissions office has been instructed

to increase recruiting efforts, and the

recruiters are making more visits to

schools that have high numbers of

minority candidates. A visitation

day has also been scheduled for

minority high school students.

With all of these efforts, Leutze
admits that UNCW is still behind in

the number of minority applicants

compared to the number at this time
last year. The University is also

behind in the number of black
transfer students. "This i s

discouraging," he said. "But then,

we are also behind in the number of
applications by white students."

The Chancellor pointed out the

decline in high school graduates in

the state. "This means that we need
to continue working hard o n

minority enrollments. This comes
back also to retention."

Leutze stated last semester that

the UNCW endowment fund was not

as large as he would like to see it,

and that one of his projects would be

finding a way to improve it.

Towards this end, the University has

hired a consultant to do some
exploration of the possibilities that

exist in the community for raising

money, and to evaluate the

capabilities of the present
administrative organization to run

the fund raisers. "The consultant,"

Leutze explained, "will first look at

the advancement office and evaluate
that. Then he will go out into the

community and test the waters to see
how much we can raise. Then we've
got to develop a needs list.

"This can be complicated; it's

not as easy as just a wish list', but
needs some priority order. That
means competition, and competition
takes time to sort out."

In developing the needs list, a
group will be formed of trustees,

faculty, administration. The students
will be represented through the
student affairs division. Leutze said
that while the whole thing would be
a very complicated process, it would
be under a tight time schedule. "We
hope to have a campaign up and
going by this time next year," he
said. "We've got to get moving."

During the evaluation and
feasibility study, the University is

also going to be looking for a new
Vice-Chancellor for University
Advancement. According to Leutze, a

national search is under way. He
hopes to have the new administrator
in place by summer.

In a letter to the UNCW
community (see page 2) Leutze
discusses some of these issues and
touches on several other projects he
has undertaken during his six months
as Chancellor. At the conclusion of
the letter he sets out eight goals for

the future of UNCW. In these goals
is evidenced a desire for the growth
and development of the University.

Campus Reaction

War Looms In Kuwait
Scholarships Given By
UNCW Book Store

+

J

With the threat of war ever nearer,

student protest of U.S. policy in the Middle

East crisis has spread faster in recent weeks.

As many as 200 campuses were
expected to hold Persian Gulf "teach-ins"

during the first week of December, said Carl

LeVan of Aegis Justice, a new Washington,

D.C.-based network for opponents of
Operation Desert Shield.

The group is planning a national student

march on Washington for Jan. 26.

During the past month, students at the

universities of Montana, Minnesota,
Illinois-Chicago, Michigan and Denver,
Loyola University in Chicago, Harvard
University and State University of New
York-Stony Brook, among others, have
staged sit-ins and teach-ins blasting U.S.

intervention in the Middle East.

"More troops are being sent, so more
people have been affected," said Bill Doares

of the New York-based Coalition to Stop

Intervention in the Middle East, founded in

August The coalition was planning a Dec.

9 demonstration and a Jan. 19 march on
Washington.

"It's not a distant issue any more," said

U.S. Stident Association (USSA) official

Tajel Shah of the escalating protests.

"There's a sense of urgency," agreed
Aegis Justice's LeVan.

Campus anti-war sentiment,
traditionally strong since the days of the

Vietnam War, has taken a long time to

bubble to the surface since Iraq invaded oil-

rich Kuwait Aug. 2.

Small rallies in September and October,

typically organized by Kuwaiti students

registered here, dwelled on the Iraqi

aggression and pleaded for help in pushing

Iraqi troops out of the captured nation.

Protests of the U.S. response to the

aggression were sporadic.

As soon as late August, University of

California at Berkeley students marched
against President Bush's military build-up in

the Saudi Arabian desert, generally calling

for an "Arab solution to an Arab problem."

As the buildup has continued, the theme

has changed and the numbers of protesters

have grown.

Demonstrators are demanding that U.S.

troops leave, arguing that cheap oil isn't a

good reason to go to war.

Students In The Desert

"A lot of people were frustrated that

people weren't responding and taking this

seriously," recalled Deborah Crawford of the

Progressive Student Network at the

University of Illinois-Chicago. "But it's

happening now."

Many observers say the United Nations'

increasing propensity to authorize force

against Iraq and the Congressional hearing

on U.S. military involvement in the affair

have made the matter more immediate to

students.

"It's a totally different situation now,"

Crawford said.

It's even more immediate because more
students are being yanked out of school to

participate in Operation Desert Shield.

While no one has a good count of how many
students have been called to active duty,

Department of Defense spokeman for the

reserves and the National Guard Lt. Col.

David Super notes that 140,000 reservists

and National Guard members - about 10

percent of the total reserve force - get college

benefits.

If the percentages held, about 8,600 of

the 85,600 reservists and National Guard
troops in the desert as of Nov. 26 were

college undergrads a few weeks ago.

There are probably more students there.

Many reserve and National Guard troppers

attend graduate school, Super said. But since

graduate work does not qualify for the $140

monthly GI Bill benefits, Super noted, it's

hard to estimate now many grad students

have been called from school.

About 55 Reserve Officer Training Corp

cadets from around the country, enrolled in a

special program, have been called to active

duty, reports Jack Muhlenbeck, a ROTC
spokesman.

Not everyone is going quietly.

Appalachian State University student

and Army National Guard member Michael

Ange is suing the federal government,

claiming he shouldn't have been sent because

Bush hasn't received Congress' consent to

declare war.

Free Lunch
The senior was sent to Saudi Arabia

Nov. 19. U.S. District Judge Royce
Lamberth scheduled a hearing for Dec. 10 to

consider Ange's request for a permanent

injunction, which, if granted, would allow

Ange to return from the Middle East

"Essentially our stance is that students

should not be called up, period," argued

USSA's Shah.

"They were using the GI Bill for access,

not to serve. If that student has gone into

that program to get an education, then that is

what he should get," she maintained.

Even if the government holds students

to their end of the bene fits -for-service

bargain, USSA and the American
Association of University Students want

schools to promise to refund all the tuition

they paid before being called to duty.

In a public letter to their members, the

presidents fo six major higher education

associations called for at least partial refunds.

ConL on Page 7

BY TIMOTHY BALL
STAFF WRITER

Two scholarships sponsored by
the UNCW Bookstore will be
awarded to two UNCW students by
the Student Government
Association.

The scholarships are the result

of the bookstore's effort to improve

student relations. This is the first

year that scholarships have been

available through the Student
Government Association. The
bookstore has been sponsoring two
scholarships a semester to each of

the UNCW departments for the past

five years. "We pay our way." said

Bookstore Manager, Arnold Siko.

Johnathon Amirato and Ken
Pennington were awarded the

Spring 1991 scholarships.

The scholarships awarded for

Spring 1991 were divided into need-

based and academic achievement.

SGA's executive committee selected

the winners from fifteen

applications. Ken Lemon, Student

Body President, stated that the

SGA/Bookstore scholarship is one
of the most hassle-free scholarships

available to the student body. The
applicant needs only to submit a

short form and, if necessary, to go
through a ten minute interview.

The bookstore donates all of

the net profits that it makes back to

the school in the form of

scholarships. Approximately thirty

six to thirty seven thousand dollars

are donated by the bookstore in the

form of scholarships.

The bookstore offers two $ 1 25

scholarships to each department in

the University. The award of these

scholarships is decided upon by the

departmental heads. The
SGA/Bookstore Scholarship is the

first bookstore scholarship offered

where the entire UNCW student

body can compete for . semester's

in-state tuition. The bookstore

does not plan on stopping with just

two scholarships offered through

the SGA.
Siko hopes that next year the

bookstore will be able to offer two

more of these scholarships.

Postal Facility Opens
BY SANDY PORTER

STAFF WRITER

During the holidays the

UNCW Postal Service moved its

offices from the Student Union
across the street to the new
student annex. The move has

provided more room for growth

when it is warranted.

The new space can hold up to

10,000 boxes, but for now 7,650

boxes are being used by students.

An extra 1,000 boxes may be

installed by next fall to

accommodate the growing
admission rate.

Previously providing postal

service in the Union resulted in a

great deal of congestion. With

the new facility the congestion

problem has been solved. Instead

of one window, the new building

was installed with three windows

to allow the students easier

access. A stamp machine should

be in place by the end of the

semester to alleviate the

congestion at the postal windows.

Two computer printout

listings of mailbox combinations

have also been compiled in book

form. Students can now look up

their own combination without

having to wait in long lines.

James Young, manager of

the postal service says, "This is a

great idea because the student can

look up their combination as

often as they like without
bothering the postal workers."

So far, Young claims he has

had only positive feedback on the

new facility from office workers

and students alike.

"The students are impressed

with the postal facility. It has

more room and is much brighter.

The postal workers were at first

apprehensive with the change.

But they have also come to enjoy

the spaciousness and new
working areas," stated Young.

The hours of the annex are

from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

After the Students Union Staff

has completely relocated, the

buildings hours will be 8:00 a.m.

until 12:00 a.m. The postal

services are available from 8:30

a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

I
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Letter From The Chancellor: Progress Check
To the UNCW Community
At the end of the first six

months 1 want to share with you

some of my observations and

reflections.

I have spent a large amount

of time visiting the campus,

meeting people, listening, and
getting a sense of the place. I

have now been in every building,

visited classes, talked with
managers, faculty, staff, and
students. My overall impression

is that morale is good. 1 do very

strongly believe that we must
approach the solving of whatever

problems there are as a group-
trustees, administration, faculty,

staff, students-- and that we must

continue to stimulate creativity

and initiative. Basically, what I

have learned is that you all have

been doing an excellent job for

which I am most appreciative.

My discussions with faculty

members, both with groups and

with individuals, have made me
aware of the faculty's desire to

emphasize academic quality and

rigor. I strongly support this and

shall work with the faculty to

achieve this goal. At the same
time, I know we must address the

issues of enrollment since

competition for students will

increase as the number of N.C.

high school graduates decreases.

One obvious solution is to

increase our retention rate;

unfortunately, many of the

students who leave are among our

better scholars. It will take much
more thought and much wider

participation, but to accomplish

our purpose of maintaining our

numbers while upgrading the

academic atmosphere, we will

need to pay careful attention to

student concerns and ensure that

we are a "student centered"

institution.

As Chancellor, I bear the

responsibility for connecting our

university to the community and

to the region. I have spent much
time getting to know the local

community in pursuing the

expressed wish that the university

be more active and visible. It is

my pleasure to report that the

local groups with whom I have

met enthusiastically support

closer relations with the

university.

There are all kinds of

exciting possibilities to be
explored including developing

courses and programs for non-
traditional students. In furtherance

of the goal of becoming a more
regional institution, I have tried

to stimulate contacts with
surrounding constituencies and
across the state. At the same
time, I have tried to increase the

visibility of the university
through speaking
encouragements, radio programs,

-and television appearances. I

encourage you to participate with

me in spreading the word about

our existence and our excellence.

Regarding specific academic

matters I have spent most of my
time working with Marine
Sciences and the School of

Education. However, I have met
with the Deans, formally and
informally, and have proposed a

variety of academic initiatives

including: changing the time at

which a student declares a major,

1991 SUMMER DAY CAMP COUNSELORS

,C HOUR WEEKS. SEEKING 30 COLLEGE-AGE OR OLDER
TAFF FOR DURHAM YMCA SUMMER DAY CAMPS.
REQUIREMENTS: CNN TRANSPORTATION, CURRENT
IRST AIE/CFR CERTIFICATION. ENJOY OUTDOOR
3TIVITIES, 10-12 WEEK COMMITMENT REQUIRED. TWO
ITES WITH SWIMMING, r.'MNASTICS, ARCHERY, CRAFTS ,

rjSIC, AND NATURE. SALARIES RANGE FROM $2400-
420C FOR THE SEASON. RESUMES INCLUDING REFERENCES
: LATER THAN 1-20-91. APPLY TO : SUMMER DAY CAMP
OUNSELOR, DURHAM YMCA-ENC, P.O. BOX 15940, DURHAM,

:?"C4. OR DURHAM YMCA-LAKEWOOD , 2119
HAPEL HILL RD .

- DURHAM, N.C. 27707.
N.C

restudying writing across the
curriculum, a plus/minus grading

system, and more emphasis on
international affairs.

You may know that the

university is conducting a

national search for a new Vice
Chancellor for University
Advancement. It is my goal to

increase giving to the university.

In anticipation of a fund-raising

campaign I have asked the
Advancement Committees of
both the Faculty Senate and Board
of Trustees to prepare "needs
lists." We shall soon have a

feasibility study to set the
amount and the timing for our
fund-raising effort

It is essential in preparing for

the campaign that we direct our
attention to avoiding duplication,

setting priorities, and allocating

resources. What this means to me
is a participatory planning
process. We need to poll our

community on goals and then

involve as many of you as
practical in the process of

determining how we can get
there. Experience shows that we
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Where Your Investment Is Worth More
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• Custom Deslg

ne Jewelry
* Jewelry Repair

4412 Wrightsville Avenue, Wilmington, NC

Bring this coupon in to receive 20% off jewelry repair and
selected merchandise.
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The Seahawk is looking

for students and faculty

who have family
members in the Persian

Gulf. We also need

members of the reserves

who may be called to

active duty. If you fit one

of these categories and
are interested in being

used as a source for

future articles
concerning that issue,

please contact us at 395-

3229, or come up to

UU205. Ask for Phillip

or David.

10FF

SO CLOSE YOU CAN TASTE IT!!!

&*t.
HOURS OF OPERATION

CENTER STAGE CAFE
MONDAY FRIDAY

4 p.m. 11 pm.
SATURDAY • SUNDAY

12noon-11 pjrv3534
$1.00 OFF

Any Large Pizza for Delivery

Not Valid with

Any Other Offer

DELIVERY
11 a.m.-12 midnight

7 days a week

$5.00 minimum order for delivery • CALL 395-3534

<.*** "1TZA TIME99
Jfe
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9

They Can't Touch This!!)

STUDENT SPECIAL
One - 12 Inch, One Item Pizza and
Two - 16 oz. Drinks — $5.25 TM .„ci,,d,d

*f

ITZA Only Common Sense

Why Pay MORE when you can get

BETTER for LESS!!!

*****

must plan to maximize the

effectiveness of our efforts, and

that planning must include

consensus building. You also

have my assurance that the plans,

which must be closely tied to our

mission statement, will be

utilized as an essential element in

budgeting as well as in our

capital campaign. Properly used,

a plan can help us realize our

potential-- a potential which I

believe to be exceptionally

bright.

My goals for the next

semester will be similar to those

I have worked on the last six

months. These goals are those set

for me by the trustees, the

faculty, and others with whom I

consulted. Not in rank order,

these goals are:

1) To maintain the
momentum of the institution

established over the years, thereby

enhancing our image as a vibrant,

growing university.

2) To continue to improve
the academic atmosphere on
campus by, among other things,

gradually increasing the

intellectual profile of the student

body while not losing sight of

our mission as a public

institution serving a diverse

population.

3) To determine and actively

promote our special niche within

the state's educational system.

4) To reinforce and build new
bridges into the local community.

5) To raise the visibility of

the university.

6) To establish us as a

regional educational force.

7) To raise funds to support

our various endeavors.

8) To plan for the future so

that we might set priorities.

I hope that I have your
support in pursuing these goals. I

am confident that working
together and building upon the

solid foundation that you all have
worked so long and hard to

establish, we can make UNCW
an even better institution. We are

off to a great start Thank you all

for your help and support. Best

wishes for 1991.

Sincerely,

James R. Leutze

JSTHE HAWK'S NESTS
CHECK OUT OUR 990 BREAKFAST SPECIALS

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

• LUNCH SPECIALS • JANUARY 14-18

GRILLED CHEESE fi,ND BOWL OF SOUP

$1.65

OJ

1 00 EuropaDmv
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SI MMIR INTERNSHIPS

OPPORTUNITY!
Make the transition into the business world selling yellow page

advertising for your campus telephone directory or for other campus
directories nationwide

MONEY!
Earn an average of $3,900 for the 11-week sales period with an

unlimited opportunity for a profitable summer

EXPERIENCE!
Gain valuable experience in sales, advertising, marketing and public

relations.

TRAINING!
Travel to Chapel Mill. NC for a five-day expense-paid sales training

program. Train with 2)0 other college students from across the

country

Interviewing on UNCW campus:
Wednesday, February 13

Career Planning and Placement

AUDITIONS
SINGERS • DANCERS • INSTRUMENTAUSTS

SPECIALTY ACTS • TECHNICIANS/WARDROBE
Kings Productions, the world's #1 producer of entertainment, is

holding auditions for the 1 991 season at KINGS DOMNON,
Richmond, Virginia. A variety of positions are available and a
travel fee will be paid to employees who must travel more than 250
miles to the park.

GRKNVUlf, NORTH CAJKXJNA
Tuesday, January 29, 1991

East Carolina University, Recital Hall 4
4-5 p.m. Singers 6-7 p.m. Dancers m
4-7 p.m. Instrumentalists, Specialty Acts, ^ ^k
Technicians ^^

'

RICHMOND, VKGNA
Sunday, February 3, 1991

Kings Dominion, Mason Dixon Musk Hall

1 3 p.m. Singers 4-5 p.m. Dancers

1 -5 p.m. Instrumentalists, Specialty Acts,

Technicians

For odrjifconol information cof-

Kingi Dominion Emsrtoinmtnt Dopi 804/8/6 51 i I

Kingi Production! 800/544-5464

KINGS BtAND • HUGS DCwtrNON • CAROWINDS
GREAT AMERICA • CANADA'S WONDERLAND
CKingi Production*

J'VK
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At A Glance, Cont'd.

School Of FHnrntion nffgr« Tutoring

The School of Education at the University of

North Carolina at Wilmington is enrolling

elementary grade students for tutoring for the spring

semester. In addition to the reading service

customarily available, tutoring will be offered in

math for the first time this semester. To enroll

your child for either math or reading call 395-3633

between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. by January 14, 1991.

Service For Dr. Marf" 1 "«"*r King.

Ir To Be Held

An ecumenical service honoring the late Dr.

Martin Luther King, Jr. will be held at 4 p.m.,

Sunday, Jan.20 at Trinity United Methodist Church,

1403 Market Street. The service will include

greetings from Mayor Don Betez, reflections by Dr.

Pronce Vaughn, who marched with King, and a

dramatization of King's "I Have A Dream" speech

by University of North Carolina at Wilmington

Student Body President Ken Lemon. Dr. James

Megivern, chair and professor of the Department of

Philosophy and Religion at UNCW, will introduce

the featured guest speaker, Dr. James Leutze,

chancellor of UNCW and Dr. Larry S. Hinton,

Pastor of St. Stephen AME Church, who will be

addressing the topic "What Happened To The

Dream?'

Handbell Reneroire Reading Session

And Workshop To Be Helrl

The Wilmington Chapter of the American

Guild of Organists will hold a handball repertoire

reading session and workshop at 10 p.m. on
Saturday, January 12, 1991 at St. Andrews-
Covenant Presbyterian Church, Fifteenth and

Market Streets.

The workshop will be led by Judy Mowbray,
Handbell Director at St Andrews. The workshop is

open to the public and is free.

HOURS OF OPERATION
CENTER STAGE CAFE
MONDAY - FRIDAY

4 p.m. • 11 p.m.

SATURDAY • SUNDAY
12 noon - 11 p.m.

DELIVERY

11 a.m. - 12 midnight

7 days a week

14 All Natural Toppings

100% Mozzeralla Cheese

Pepperoni

Italian Sausage

Bacon

Ham
Beef

Mushrooms
Onions

Green Peppers

Banana Peppers

Jalapeno Peppers

Black Olives

Pineapple

Double Cheese

SO CLOSE YOU CAN TASTE mil

s CLIP AND SAVE
se

16 oz.

Fountain

Drinks

50<

$1.50 OFF
ANY 12", 16" OR

14" PAN

PIZZA

i

CALL 395-3534

NEED SOME EXTRA

CASH???
WE NEED
DRIVERS!!!

MALE
AND

FEMALE
FLEXIBLE HOURS

CALL

395-3534

Ask for Tony or Rodney

SOPHOMORES

DRESS FOR SUCCESS.
If vou're enrolled in the second venr of a college program leading io an

associate or baccalaureate degree from an accredited college or university,

vou could be earning more than SI. 100 a month during yourjunior and

senior \ears ol college. (Technical tnujnrs nuu earn pavmem lor up to 36

months.) That s a total of S40.000 b\ graduation! Celling a good start is the

best thing ion can do to prepare for your successful future. Let the Navy help'

you. See ifyou qualifv tor the Baccalaureate Degree Completion Program

See J.T. Howze at the Career Planning and Placement Center on
January 29-30. For more information, call toli-free 1-800-662-7568

NAVY OFFICER £sS^aKS

$1.00 OFF WITH THIS flD. LI1T1IT 2 COUPOnS PER ORDER

urns

INTERESTED IN GOING GREEK??

UNCW INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
PRESENTS:

mm ©mm worn
MONDAYAKD XO AXA IN

IAE" KA KZ JANUARY 14 nKO ^E ATA

5:00 PM "

HAWK'S NEST ROOM C
Join us afterwards to cheer on the

Seahawks against James Madison University!

Dry Rush Events : JANUARY 14- 18

For more information: 395-3827

J

Shades of St. Croix

-< ywi

"
Your Sunglass Shop

in the

Lower Cape Fear"

Ray Ban • Maui Jim

Vuarnet • Pro

Serengeti • Costa Del Mar
Revo • X-isle

bolle • Ski Optiks

AME • Style Eyes

Ziari • Boris Becker
Styles Priced

From $7.00

All our Sunglasses
Have a total UV Block

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Cape Fear Shirtworks
"
Quality Imprinted Sportswear"

THE HOMECOMING DANCE WILL BE HELD AT THE BLOCKADE RUNNER

HOTEL IN CONJUCTION WITH THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION. COME

DANCE ALL NIGHT TO THF SOUNDS OF " THE CENTERAL PARK
BAND."STUDENT TICKETS ARE $5.00 PER PERSON $14.00 PER

COUPLE.THE HOMECOMING KING AND QUEEN WILL BE ANNOUNCED AT]

THE HOMECOMING DANCE.THE APPLICATIONS FOR THE 1991

HOMECOMING COURT ARE AVAILIBLE IN THE SGA OFFICE UU RM
200. ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS ARE WELCOME TO APPLY.

'M®m mm?
K

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Beach Cover-ups, Tank Tops
• Golf Shirts

• Caps, Totes and More
• All EXCLUSIVE Designs-

Beach, Wilmington, Historic

All our T-shirts

are 100%
Pre-Shrunk Cotton

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Cape Fear Screen Printing
'Custom Screen Printing

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Golf Shirts, Caps
• Bandanas, Totes, Aprons and More
• Greeks- All your Garment Needs
• Team Numbers and Lettering
• Embriodery - Shirts and Caps
' In House Artist & Graphic Design Department
• Whether you need 1 2 or 1 200 call us

!

When
Quality

Counts

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188
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THE SEAHAWK

The Seahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The
Seahawk rtM I »es the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd.. Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The
Seahawk.

The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 p.m. Monday for Thursday's paper The

Advertising deadline is also 5 p.m. Monday There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229for the editorial division.

PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
Editor In Chief

DAVID BURKE
News Editor

PATRICK FOWLER
Sports Editor

MICHELE MAYO
Copy Editor

RAMONA HUPP
Entertainment Editor

LAUREN FULLER
Production Manager
KRISTEN KURCZAK
Production Assistant

JENNIFER YOUNG
Photographer

JILL LINK
Local Advertising

Manager
JOEL ASHLEY
Business Manager

Condoms Are Needed
In Public Schools

Teenagers know sex. In a 1989 survey of ninth and

tenth grade students in New Hanover county, fifty one

percent of the ninth graders and sixty percent of the tenth

graders claimed to have had sexual intercourse. In New
Hanover county during 1989, there were approximately

255 live births to girls between 13 and 19 years of age.

During that same year, 266 abortions were performed on

girls in that same age group. Yet, some county

residents, and apparently some school officials don't

believe that contraceptives should be available, or even

discussed in the schools.

As a result of the survey mentioned above, the Board

of. Education appointed a task force to research the

problem and recommend a solution. One of the

recommendations was to expand the health curriculum

throughout the K-12 system. In the curriculum, some

emphasis needed to be placed on birth control. A
suggestion also came up that condoms be made available

in the schools. The suggestions found a negative

fudience.

The Board of Education seems to have an unwritten

policy against even mentioning contraception in the

schools. Some sex education is taught, but it would strike

the casual observer that teaching kids about the human

anatomy and reproductive process without including birth

control is like teaching them how to make acid and

failing to tell them not to get it on their hands.

The issue went before a public forum last week. The

few members of the public who bothered to attend were

overwhelmingly negative. The prime argument against

distributing condoms in the schools was that it would be

promoting promiscuity. The people who spoke seemed to

feel that it would be like telling the kids to go right out

and have sex.

Bad news folks . . . they are doing it anyway! Look

back at those figures. 522 teenagers pregnant in one year

in New Hanover county. Fifty one percent of ninth

graders are sexually active! These kids aren't even

driving yet! Luckily there are enough enlightened parents

that some children are on birth control. Luckily, the

Health Department meets the needs of some of the others.

The rest though will have to try to get by on their own.

Besides pregnancies, one needs to look at the prevalence

of sexually transmitted diseases. Again, the school aged

children are at highest risk if condoms are not made more

easily available to them.

School children are not going to stop having sex. If

the Board of Education wants to cap the rising wellspring

of teenage pregnancy and STD's, then they are going to

have to face this fact. Promoting safe sex is not

promoting sex. Sex promotes itself. It is foolish to

suggest and blind to believe that distributing an item that

might actually save the lives of some of these kids is such

a bad thing.

EDITOR'S NOTES:
Burn your headlights for the next six

days to show support for peace in the

Middle East.

The intersection between the Hanover

Hall parking lot and the University

center is no longer a four way stop

folks. Read the signs and stop blocking

traffic.

The seeded area over by Morton Hall is

really trying. Why not walk around and

give grass a chance?

Do you really have to drive from S&B to

Bear Hall? Take a walk and take it

easy.

Write a letter to the editor today!

Resolve To Look At Values
Be it resolved by this sinful

party of the first part on January

1, 1991 that I will lose 7 5

pounds, run 10 miles per day,

never say another cuss word,

make straight A's in all my
classes, eat only 1200 calories per

day forever, give up smoking,

never think about sex again, give

away all my belongings to the

poor and live the perfect life from

this day forward.

So what's your New Year's

resolution?!!!

Promises, promises,
promises. How soon we forget!

But it does seem built in to our

psyche that January 1 is an

occasion for beginning again.

Somehow we feel that this marks

a moment of openness when we
can break with the "bad" part of

our past habits and clean up our

act For me, the years seem to be

speeding by faster and faster and

are becoming more and more
precious. If truth be told, I am

urn*
less concerned with keeping a

new year's resolution to lose a

few pounds and more concerned to

gain ever increasing clarity about
what is important in my life.

So I want to recommend the

new year not so much as an

opportunity to changing specific

behaviors as an opportunity to

look once more at our values.

Coming out of my Christian

perspective, the Christmas season

has provided graphic reminders of

the giftedness of life and the

possibilities of love and hope in

this world.

I find myself very grateful for

this positive perspective on life

in the face of all the bad news

about our economy and the

possibility of war in the Persian

Gulf. I feel the need to be very

intentional in claiming a view of

life rooted in my faith that is

positive and hopeful as I face into

this uncertain year.

In a year that is filled with so

many question marks, you too

might find it useful to move

beyond new year's resolutions to

consider the values and beliefs in

which you want to ground your

living for 1991. You do have

choices and those choices can

control your perspective but you

may have to look ai that. What

is important for you this year?

What do you believe? What
relationships are important to you

and need to be nurtured? What are

your dreams for 1991, for you and

for this world in which we live?

Your self-consciously chosen

values and goals can have a

significant impact on the way
you live out, not only this year,

but the way you begin and feel

about each day. I hope you will

deepen your resolve and your

resources for living with hope,

with intentionality and with high

energy. Happy New Year!

View From The Left:Choose Peace

View From the Left -

Reflections on Peace and War.

The Crisis in the Gulf has

been going on now for five

months, and both Hawks and

Doves are calling for an end to

the situation, one for the
withdrawal of the military or

the continued use of sanctions

and the other for a military end

to the crisis. Those who are

pro-military cannot conceive of

an end to the situation without

a military end, or to put it in

their words they want to "Kick

Saddam's Butt". 1, for one,

refuse to believe that the only

way out of this crisis is

through force. There are

several options to war.

Option One. Allow the

sanctions to work. Most
experts agree that the

sanctions would take at least

one year to work, and as of
right now, the sanctions
haven't been in place for five

months. Of course there are

those of you who could look

back at history and say that

sanctions have never worked.
But that is because the nation

that is imposing sanctions has

always run out of patience and
switched to a military option.

It is my belief that given

time, sanctions will work.

Already Iraq has started to

ration some items, so there is

proof that the sanctions are

starting to work. There are

those who say that we can't

wait because that it will cost

too much to have 400,000
troops just sit there, or that we
need to show Saddam a lesson

by bloodying his nose. I say

that sitting there and waiting

would be far less costly than

the lives that would be lost on

either side. As for bloodying

Saddam's nose, that will not

solve anything. We have an

image problem in the Middle

East and if we take care of

Saddam, someone else will just

get up to battle against "The

Great Satan".

Option Two. Negotiate

with Saddam. Both sides have

taken extreme positions and
there is room between the

positions for compromise.

educate all of you in what we

will be facing. One of my
professors was recently at a

symposium at the Air Force

Academy where the main topic

of discussion was what we

would be facing in the Middle

East.

What he brought back

scares the hell out of me.

According to him 5000 of our

soldiers would be killed in the

first four to seven days. Just

Why are those of us who disagree
with government policies seen as
unamerican?

As just one compromise,

allow Iraq to take a lease out

on one of the two disputed

Islands and ask Kuwait to pay

restitution for drilling into the

Remallia Oil field. Then have

Iraq pay back loans to Kuwait

taken during the Iran-Iraq War.

This is just one option of

many that could be reached if

we sit down and talk. Of

course there is the old standby

that we don't talk to terrorists,

but I say it is better to talk

than die. Although Bush has

decided to send Baker to

Geneva that does not mean
there will be negotiations,

hopefully now that we are

willing to open up a dialogue,

this will lead to negotiations.

One of the things that

frightens me about the pro- war

movement is their willingness

to see body bags coming back

and their willingness to go in

and "kick butt" no matter what

it takes. Could it be that they

don't know what they are in

for? Please allow me to

think of the enormous
casualties in a prolonged war.

The second thing I learned

from this professor was that we
would win the conventional
war in the first seven to ten

weeks, but afterwards we would

be facing a regional
insurgency, not just in Iraq but

in the entire Middle East.

Think about what this means.
First Israel would become an

open target for Arab
aggression. Second, friendly

countries such as Egypt and

Saudi Arabia could possibly

have their governments
overthrown by pro Iraq

insurgents. Third, you think

gas prices are high now, just

wait until after the insurgency

starts up. Finally, we would be

committed to restabilizing the

area, a prolonged commitment
take that will take years,

billions of dollars, and tens of

thousands of American lives.

This insurgency will make
Vietnam look like a bowl of

vanilla ice cream by
comparison. All of you need
to think of the long term
consequences of military action

instead of just the short term
gains.

As most of you know
peace rallies have started to

spring up around the nation.

Our own campus was graced

with one last semester. At the

rally I was confronted by signs

that said pro-America and a

speech that said those of us

who disagree with our
government's policies should
get out—love it or leave it jn

effect.

Why are those of us who
disagree with govern merit
military policies seen as un-
American and why, if we
disagree, should we go
somewhere else? Forgive me if

I'm wrong but isn't one of the

things that makes this country
great the right of free speech
and the privilege to speak out

against government policies

that we see as wrong? Those
of you who proclaim that we
are un-American for speaking

out or should leave the country

are even more un-American
than you proclaim us to be.

Those of you who squall love

it or leave are squelching free

speech and that is better suited

to countries where people who
speak out against government

policy are dealt with— such as

in the old communist Russia,

where dissenters were sent to

Siberia. Those of you who say

love it or leave it, please think

of where you are and the first

amendment to the constitution.

Allow me before finishing

to say one more time, give

peace a chance. There are more

options to the crisis than just

war.

LETTERS RESPONSES MISCELLANEOUS STUFF

Dear Editor,

Before the rumors pertaining

to Cindy Makowski's leaving the

UNCW Women's Basketball

program start to fly around
campus, let me be one of the first

to congratulate. her on what she

has done. I've known Cindy since

the sixth grade when we were

friends in Bayonne, NJ. Since that

time I have never seen her quit or

give up at anything she's taken

on. She not only set and broke

numerous records in her basketball

career at the grammar school and

high school level, but she also set

a shining example to the young

players that followed in her.

footsteps. When the chips were

down or even against her, Cindy

always shined through.

Now, four years and a

devastating knee injury later, she

gets the chance to play in front of

her family, friends, and past

opponents at a Christmas

Tournament in her hometown in

New Jersey. Well, that statement

is partly true. Supporters were in

the stands and it was in New
Jersey, but Cindy only had the

chance to play in one of the two

games because of a slight

infraction of the rules. As they

say, the rest is history.

I have been at this school for

three years And in these past

three years, I have heard Cindy

complain about everything from

exams to, of course, basketball.

Many times 1 had seen not only

pain but frustration on Cindy's

face when talking about the

problems that the team was
having and that she was having as

well. This has been building up

inside of Cindy for a long time

now. And as I said in a

conversation with her, "Being

suspended was the straw that broke

the your back." And I stand

behind her 110%.

Her being suspended from one

of the most important games (to

her) in her career was the icing on

the cake in her deciding to leave

UNCW. She DID NOT abandon

her team, she has simply moved
on to what is best for her. It

seems to me that what was best

for Cindy was ignored here at

UNCW.
We have not only lost an

important asset to the basketball

team but an asset to the UNCW
and Wilmington community as

well. I have also lost the

companionship of a good friend.

Cindy, I wish you all the best, I'll

see you in Venice real soon.

Denise M. Paliwoda

Dear Editor,

Being a freshman at UNCW
sucks! Thanks to the final arrival

of our long awaited, but not

needed new University Union, we
have no classes to go to. The
reason for this being that they

took the money that we paid to

get an education with, and instead

of paying teachers to teach the

students of the over-booked
semester, they decided to expand
the size of the campus rather than

the quality.

In the past, UNCW has
received much criticism from

newspapers as being a slack and

unproductive school! It seems

that the administrators are more

concerned with the appearance of

our campus rather than the

concerns and needs of our

students.

Have you seen the new
University Union? When you
first enter the post office, you
better have some muscles. You
practically have to be a weight

lifter to open the inch-thick doors

to get to your mail.

Enough of our bitching

already! I just want to know the

reason for the building of the new
union. I guess one good thing is

that now we have a place to go
during the day since we don't have

class, due to lack of a teacher!

One final thing, the reason

that we chose UNCW was
because of the small size of the

city and campus. We shouldn't

concern ourselves with trying to

compete with Chapel Hill or any

of the other larger universities in

size. Instead, we should work to

improve the academic quality of

our school.

Some concerned students

Write
A

Letter

To

The

E d itor

Today

/
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Wanted: ENTHUSIASTIC INDIVIDUAL or student organization to

promote Spring Break destinations for 1991. Earn commissions, free trips

and valuable work experience. Apply now! Call Student Travel Service. 1-

800-265-1799.

A Bahamas Party Cruise, 6 days only $279! Jamaica and Florida 6 days

$299! Daytona $159! Panama City $99! Spring Break Travel 1-800-638-

6786.

Best Fundraisers On Campus! Is your fraternity, sorority or club interested

in earning $500 to $1,000 for a one-week, on-campus marketing project?

You must be well-organized and hard working. Call Christine at (800) 592-

2121.

Summer job interviews- Average earnings at $3900. University Directories,

the nation's largest publisher of campus telephone directories, hires over 250

college students for their summer sales program. Top earnings $5,000-

8,000. Gain valuable experience in advertising, sales and public relations

selling yellow page advertising for your campus telephone directory.

Positions also available in other university markets. Expense paid training

program in Chapel Hill, NC. Looking for enthusiastic, goal-oriented

students for challenging, well-paying summer job. Internships may be

available. Interviews on campus Wednesday, February 13th. Sign up at the

Career Planning and Placement.

Hooters now looking for waitresses. Must have flexible hours,

weekdays between 2 and 4. 5112 Market Street.

i

Apply

HEY! WELCOmE BACK.

en

CD

PQ
CC

CQ

I

o
LJ

WETSUITS flllD CLOTHinG Oil SALE I

(9
1 9) "9* -WAVE

farm
SURF SHOP

,jr've rsity Commcis

351 S. College 3caa

A T'PCICrv MC 28403

stcrc wive caor-HtTiq sfica

20-60% OFF
NOW THROUGH SUN. JAN. 27

<flPpTHREADSO T M M O

343 SOUTH COLLEGE ROAD SUITE 4

WILMINGTON. NC 28403919-799-3833

NEXT TO BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO

A
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
"YEAH...RIGHT!"

with RAMONA HUPP
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Could I Possibly Get
An Extension On That?

BY RaMONA HUPP
ENTERTA1SMENT EDITOR

You may not have noticed it

^ but December 31,1990, was the

last day of the first year of the

* • last decade of this century! Pretty

scary thought, isn't it?

January 1991? What are you
Z kidding me? I'm not through

Z , with 1990 yet. Gee, I guess time
~ flies wether you're having fun or

£ I not. Is there a moral here? Of
Z ' course there is. You should
"

; enjoy every moment of the
~: "now". Not that I particularly
~ live by this theory of course.. .1

Z ;
wonder if it would be possible to

- get an extension on 1990? I'm a

~ busy hard-working college student

1
1 for goodness sakes. It's m y

divine right to ask for

extensions. ..right?

Dear Father Time (or is it

" Dr. Father Time?),

I was wondering if it would

Z be at all possible that you could

Z perhaps give me an extension? I

~
,

know...I know. ..I should have
-; used my time more
2 wisely. ..but.. .well, I had family

visiting. ..mountains of shopping

that I put off so that I could
devote rny full attention to my

Z finals. ..not to mention studying
" for my finals.. .plus I had to work
Z retail. ..which is a Hell within

itself, if you know what I reply would be... "Yeah. .right!"

I Looking Back To The Past

mean. ..and then the holidays

came, and ...well, before I knew
it it was New Year's Eve. ..and

now it's January 10th! I know
you've probably heard every

excuse under the sun, but this is

different... I swear! I promise if

you just give me. ..say. ..one

week. .I'm sure that would do
it. ..Well. ..actually, school has

started again and I have a pretty

heavy load.. .two weeks. ..just two

weeks...just so I could go back

polish it up a bit before you take

it.

If.. .if that's alright with you

of course. ...Would you believe

my car broke down, and I couldn't

get around for weeks. ..well,

actually it was so damaged when

it hit that deer. ..or was it a

moose? ...The front wheel kind of

got mangled.. .it was not a pretty

sight. ..anyway I couldn't

drive. ..and you know how hard it

is to get friends to drive you
around. ..well maybe you
don't. ..So anyway.. just three

weeks is all I'm asking. ..Is that

so terrible? Just three more
weeks to put the finishing

touches on things. ..That would

be so great. .I'd really appreciate

it...really...

And (Dr.) Father Time's

This is a special section taken

Z out of a past year Fledgling

(UNCW's defunct yearbook).

Z Why Bother?

Z -At registration 1 stand in line for

~ three hours to get three classes

2 out of ten which have nothing to

do with my major. I still must

pay to go school here and it takes

me six years to get the classes I

- need. Wliy bother?

-I drive five minutes to school,

and look for a parking space for

thirty? And to top it off I

actually pay $60 for the

£ aggravation Why bother?

Z -They make me buckle my seat

belt so I won't die in a crash, but

they make bombs to blow me up.

Why bother?

Excuses. Excuses. .Reasons why

Z students miss class..

-There was a PBS special on

micro-nuclear physics.

-Someone put Neet hair remover

in my shampoo botde.

-I was drafted.

-I was out of deodorant.

-I was held at gunpoint by my
dog while I was eating m y
breakfast of Wheaties.

Favorite Pick Up Lines:

-I need someone really bad. Are

you really bad?

-I don't know why I'm s o

fascinated by you.

-Baby, I think you're really

special.

-You are my destination.

-Ya wanna a beer?

-I'm looking forward to being part

of your family. (A current
favorite courtesy of our own
Sports Editor!)

tffWrpKc?
A Hard Edge Change Of Pace

KY MARK SCHARAC.A
MUSIC REVIEWER

Here we go again. Another

year, another semester, and I'm

already broke until next
Christmas. Some notes of
interest: DON DOKKEN will be

appearing at the Mad Monk on

January 12th and will definitely

be worth a look; BON JOVI (the

group) is back together, ending

speculation that they would be no

more. I would also like to hear

from the area bands in order for

me to improve my coverage of

the local Wilmington music

scene. Keep me informed so that

I can inform the readers of the

Seahawk. Stop by the Seahawk
office (upstairs in the University

Union room 205 E) when you get

a chance.

Now for the first top ten list of

1991, sent into us by our home
office in Newton Grove.

The Top Ten Things The
Shark Would Like To See in

1991.

10.Vanilla Ice run over by a

dump truck.

9. Saddam Hussein singing

with King Diamond.

8. New Kids on the Block
getting spanked by their parents.

7. Madonna banned from

MTV. ..permanently.

6. Cher without any clothes.

5. Disco dead.

4. George Bush dancing in a

M.C. Hammer video.

3. A real radio station in

Wilmington.

2. Michael Jackson is

discovered to really be Janet

Jackson.

But the number one thing the

Shark would most like to see in

1991...

1. Is Rolling Stone giving

me a job!

TESLA
Five Man Acoustical Jam
Geffen Records

9 Shark's Teeth

The Five Men Acoustical Jam
album is a hard edge change of

pace, that is as ambitious as any

album of the past year. TESLA,
a quintet hailing from San
Francisco, came up with the idea

of doing an "almost" totally

acoustic album after following

open tour dates with MOTLEY
CRUE with acoustical club dates.

So Five Men Acoustical Jam
was born when these shows went

over well with the audiences.

Alright, so what makes this

album so good? First of all,

there are covers of the

GREATFUL DEAD, the
ROLLING STONES, the
BEATLES, CREDENCE
CLEARWATER REVIVAL, and

the FIVE MAN ELECTRIC
BAND, plus songs from
TESLA's first two albums.
Secondly, the simplicity of it

makes FMAJ truly wonderful.

The listener isn't overwhelmed
with keyboards or electric guitars

as only one song makes use of

the electric guitar. This is a

"must have" album!

Best Songs- Every song is

great

i

Art And
Fiction

Fusing
St. John's Museum of Art will

offer "Tales for the Hour Between

the Dog and the Wolf by Philip

Gerard, Acting Head of Creative

Writing at UNCW, Friday on

January 18, at 11:00 am. In his

presentation, Mr. Gerard will

correlate literature with the art of

Robert Godfrey in the current

exhibition Robert Godfrey: The
Fire and Water Mvths . Using
elements in the paintings that

suggest a narrative, Mr Gerard has

written stories reminiscent of

mythical tales, which he will read

as the audience views the works in

the exhibition.

Godfrey's large scale oil

paintings are spirited with broad

strokes of intense color and highly

charged emotion. The content of

the fourteen paintings in this solo

exhibition suggests a modern
mythological story involving the

elements of fire and water with

men and women, and their

interactions in a mysterious

environment.

The program will be held in the

Samuel H. Hughes Gallery. The
event is free and open to the

public. For further information

contact the Museum's Education

Department at 763-028 1

.

WLOZ's Top Ten Album List
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WLOZ's Top Ten Album L ist

It's Better Than Watching Bowling
Trev Wvatt
Movie Reviewer

D. H. Johnson 111 (the winner of

The Dude's contest)where are you?

Home Alone, the Christmas

smash written by John Hughes,

conjures up memories of when
humor was painful. If you love

the Three Stooges there will be

something in Home Alone for

you. Hughes creates a slapstick

arena commanded by the only

eight-year-old psychopath in

America who can't find his Dad's

handgun. It's a good thing. If he

had found it the film would have

taken a nasty turn towards reality,

social relevance, and basically just

made it another meaningless
cheap shot at the core o f

America's infrastructure. Besides,

the kid's prolonged, maniacal,

demented, and methodical torture

of two thugs who couldn't pass

the G.E.D. exam is the whole

story.

John Hughes used to be a major

part of National Lampoon
magazine think-tank. After his

unbelievably fertile productions of

all those microcosmic teen flicks

(Breakfast Club, Some
Kind of Wonderful, etc.) it is

refreshing to see him return to his

roots and resort to eye-poking,

head-bashing, back-breaking,

skin-slicing, tar-sticking, and
general sadistic behavior that if

we all went totally "Id" we'd do
ourselves. It's no Raising
Arizona, but it's better than any

other "kid" movie they say adults

will enjoy too.

The Bonfire of the

Vanities is pretty good, but you
leave with this feeling that the

producers tore out about 500
pages, and made a movie with

300 of the best pages of an 800

page book.

The Dude Down Front's

exhaustive search through the

Weekend
Comedy
Performed

Opera House Theatre
Company is proud to present the

opening show of its 1991 season

of professional theatre, "Weekend
Comedy" by Jeanne Bobrick and
Sam Bobrick. This hilarious,

contemporary comedy stars four

of Opera House's favorite and
most talented performers, Lou
Criscuolo, Clifton Daniel, Kay
Joyner and Beverly Skinner. This

sure-fire, laugh a minute play

tells the story of two couples-

one conservative and middle-aged;

the other young and very modern,

who mistakenly rented the same
cabin for a holiday weekend. As
the two couples share the cabin,

the laugh lines and hilarious

situations are guaranteed to keep
the audience in stitches. Don't

miss this delightful evening of

sheer fun!

The production dates are

January 9th through the 13th, and
January 18-20. All performances

are at 8:00pm at Thalian Hall

Center for the Performing Arts,

310 Chestnut Street (downtown
Wilmington). Call 763-3398 or

343-3664 for more information.

Did You Know...?
Dustin Hoffman, who
is in town to make
Billy Bathgate with

Bruce Willis and the

new Mrs. Tom Cruise-

Nicole Kidman,

recently visited a local

movie theater to catch

Robert Redford's latest

movie Havana, and

he reportedly didn't

care too much for it!

Did You Care...?

Randall Library's extensive

collection of The Star and The

National Enquirer failed to prove

that Melanie Griffith got a "boob-

job", but it may be worth the

price of admission to decide for

yourself.

Kindergarten Cop does a

good job of displaying the many
facets of Arnold's mastery of the

thespian art. A common axiom

in show business is "never work

with kids or animals". It is

rumored that the new axiom in

the C.A.A.U. (Children and

Animals Acting Union) is "never

work with muscle-heads with

annoying accents".

The movie is really good. The
most realistic aspect is that a

kindergarten teacher armed with

semi-automatic weapons and

pumped-up on anabolic steroids

has far greater success in

commanding the respect of a

group of pre-school-ninja-

parasites than do mere mortals.

Schwarzenegger really should

consult with Cher and Meatloaf

about doing that first-name-only-

thing.

Kindergarten Cop is better

than Police Academy IV but

it's no Crocodile Dundee.
Mermaids is strictly a chick's

film. No car crashes, no blood

sucking, no senseless violence,

none of the traditional male

bonding ingredients. To top it

off, neither of the starring femme
fatales , Cher and Winona Ryder,

get substantially undressed.

Mermaids is better than

watching bowling on T.V. but

it's no Steel Magnolias.

Hey, that's the way I see it.

Some new releases start next

week, so look for reviews of

Awakenings and Lionheart in

future issues of the Seahawk.
Yo, D.H., call me.

Melendez To Perform at UNCW
RaMONA HUPP

Arts and Entertainment Editor

"Plays guitar with his fe?t.

Sings from his heart" is the
slogan that lies beneath Tony
Melendez's press photo.
Melendez, who was born without

arms, has made quite a career of
performing to delighted and
amazed audiences. One audience

member in particular that showed
his approval and consequently

turned Melendez's career around
was Pope John Paul II, who felt

compelled enough after
Melendez's performance to climb

barriers just to hug him.
Melendez calls the time before the

Pope's auspicious show of
affection (September, 1987) as

"...my B.P. period- before Pope
period."

The "A.P. '(after Pope period)

has indeed been a busy time for

him, going from the Arsenio Hall

show- to tour dates with Amy
Grant to a duet with Crystal

Gayle. Not to mention his

constant traveling around the

globe on his own personal tour.

It is estimated that Melendez
makes as much as $10,000 a

month from his touring.

Melendez was born armless

due to a drug called thalidomide

that his mother took while she

was pregnant . The drug was
banned shortly after when it was
found to cause birth defects.

Melendez is not bitter about the

j^cjinErice^JIfijieesjLis^a^ifL,

from God.

Melendez began fooling
around with his father's Spanish
guitar and quickly graduated to

strumming chords. After months
of practicing he was asked to

perform at weddings and church

gatherings. But Melendez found

he could make more money as a

street performer near Laguna
Beach, California. It was at this

time that Melendez was asked to

audition for a chance to perform

in front of the Pope. He won
over the judges with his singing,

and his ability to overcome his

challenges. This stage appearance

led to a record contract with a

Christian record company,
something that Melendez says is

sometimes hard to deal with.

"I understand the bottom line

for any music company is

making money, but Christians

are so nice. You sometimes
never know where you stand. In

regular music, if they don't like

you, you know it. Christians

[just sayl 'Well, lets pray about
it'".

The Christians have little to

worry about. Melendez's first

album Never Be The Same, has

sold over 10,000 copies, and
another album is in the works.

You can catch Melendez in Kenan
Auditorium on January 30, at

7:30 p.m.. Proceeds go to

benefit the March of Dimes Birth

Defects Foundation.

THURSDAY

EIGHT EYES
Front Street News

BLACKWATER
Yellow Rose Saloon

Karioke

Jacob's Run

Back To School Party

MR. POTATO HEAD
'

Mad Monk

"Weekend Comedy"
Thalian Hall

Comedy Zone

Blockade Runner

Like entertainment?

Like to write?

Call me?

FRIDAY

BIG IDEAS
Front Street News

BLACKWATER
Yellow Rose Saloon

IMPULSE RIDE
Jacob's Run

BIG BUMP AND THE
STUN GUNS
Guiseppe's

VOODOO SQUID
Mad Monk

Weekend Comedy"
Thalian Hall

Soviets (10:00 p.m.)

The Frantics
(11:00pm)

PBS

SATURDAY

BIG IDEAS
Front Street News

BIG BUMP AND THE
STUN GUNS
Guiseppe's

BLACKWATER
Yellow Rose Saloon

BRICKBAT
Jacob's Run

DONDOKKEN
Mad Monk
••••• • • ,

,

•••• • • .,

"Weekend Comedy"
Thalian Hall

WEDNESDAY

Fast Forward

?.r̂ .nl..S„treet..News

Welcome Back!

^omedyZon?^™,,™

256-2251

Front Street News
762-6397

Guiseppe's

256-9600

Jacob's Run
251-1140

Mad Monk
395-0280

Thalian Hall

763-3398

Yellow Rose Saloon
791-2001
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"Campus" Magazine Begins Publication
The SChOOl VMf't fire* mMttm* al>arni>i..o „^ll„„„ —

\

--«-« .1_ _ kl j. _ w tl „„J * - I nnin n lu«U^IThe school year's first edition
of a conservative publication
aimed at students debuted in
November, raising its publisher's
hopes that it can successfully
compete for collegians' attention
with "U" and other campus
newspaper inserts.

"Campus," a magazine-styled

publication that is being sold on
its own and inserted into
established college newspapers,
claims a circulation of 125,000
people at "more than" 1,000
schools, said Christopher Long of

the Intercollegiate Studies
Institute (ISI), which publishes
the magazine.

"The idea (for a national

alternative college newspaper)
came from the editors of
alternative student newspapers"
such as the VASSAR Spectator

and the Chicago Crucible, Long
said

The Spectator and Crucible
are among the 60-some papers
that consciously try to provide a

conservative voice at their

schools.

The papers are among those

that got initial funding form the

Madison Center of Educational

Affairs, a group started by a sub-

editor of William F. Buckley's

National Review.

While ISI is not affiliated

with the Madison Center,
Campus's masthead features stars

of the conservative movement
such as former U.S. Treasury
Secretary William Simon, W.
Glenn Campbell, director of the

Hoover Institute at Stanford
University, supply-sided
economist Paul Craig Roberts
and William Rusher, publisher of
the National Review.

Long, however, says
"Campus" is not trying to

promote a conservative agenda.

ISI, he said, was formed in

1953 and financed by various
foundations aiming to promote
traditional liberal education on
college campuses.

Roommate Conflicts Illegal
A Wisconsin state law meant to

clamp down on domestic violence

also apparently applies to dormitory

roommates.

The state attorney general's office

said in an opinion delivered in mid-

October that fighting college

roommates can be arrested under the

law.

At least three students have been
arrested after getting into minor
scuffles with their roommates.
In one case, a student spent the

night in jail after slapping her

roommate. The spat arose because
of a disagreement over an iron. In

another, a student was jailed
following a fistfight that started

when one roommate threw Froot
Loops at another, who retaliated

with a spoonful of chocolate syrup.

The 1989 law requires police to

arrest any adult who has caused
physical injury to his or her spouse

of former spouse. It also applies to

other relationships, including adults

who live together.

"It really sounds ludicrous,"
admitted charles Stadias, cousel for

the UW system, who
unsuccessfully asked the state

attorney general to make an

exception for college roommates.

Taking it one step further, Stathas

said, a fight between two students

who once roomed together would
also fall under the law.

"Police," Stathas said, "are in a

situation where they feel they have

to arrest people."

Scholarship Available
BY HOMY PRirr

STAFF WRITER

The University Women of
UNCW have for the last three

years given a scholarship once a

semester to a qualified junior or

senior woman. Throughout the

year the University Women of
UNCW, which is composed of
women faculty members and
administrators, hold fund raisers

to raise the $150 awarded each
semester. "This scholarship

above all else is our
organizations primary goal" stated

Aida Toplin, who is a member of

the University Women of
UNCW.
To receive the scholarship

one must have at least a 3.0 GPA
and be a junior or a senior.

Sandra Harkin, chairman of the

scholarship committee for

University Women of UNCW,
went on to state that, "We want
someone who articulates a sense

of career direction."

The deadline for applications

is the end of January 1991 for

this spring semester. Students

can pick up applications in
financial aid or the career
planning and placement center.

An interview process will follow

the turning in of all applications

to the Career Planning and
Placement Center.

The University Women of
UNCW hopes to raise the amount
of the scholarship in the future.

They have already raised the
amount from $100 to $150.

"We basically are assisting in

their being able to buy books,
but we want to help in any way
we can," said Ms. Harkin.

The University Women of
UNCW has roots going back to

1958 when UNCW was
Wilmington College. Since then

they have dealt in largely social

endeavors on campus , but

recently their role has expanded to

supporting females striving for an

education.

Boys Don't Make Passes At Girls

Who Eat Masses?

In an experiment at Lafayette College in Pennsylvania,

Assoc. Prof. Susan Basow says she has proven the old wives'

tale that women who eat large meals in public are considered

less socially desirable than women who eat small meals.

Basow had different student volunteers observe a trained

actress eat four different meals, ranging from a "feminine" small

salad to a "man's" plate of a large meatball parmesan sandwich,

cheese sticks, soda, large fries and chocolate cake.

The men and women brought in to observe the eating

actress rated her as less and less "feminine" as the meals set

before her got larger.

Now, If He'd Just Return The Drinks He

Bought With His Fake I.D.

A former Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

student sent his alma mater an anonymous money order for

$750 the first week of November, saying he hoped it made up for

money he cheated the university out of in 1 970.

The man, who signed a note to SIUC President Charles

H. Hindersman as "S," says he effectively stole the money when

he worked on campus. He did it by fudging his time card. "Many

times I put down that I had worked more hours than I really did,"

he wrote.

And It Wins The Prize For Best Pep Rally

Of The '90s Too

About 200 students were drawn to a Harvard Lampoon

Nov. 1 street celebration of U.S. News & World Report's naming

of Harvard as the top university in the land.

After a fanfare of loud drums, celebrants raised signs

reading "Harvard: The Harvard Of The U.S." and "Jesus Was A

Legacy."

There are some who say that Harvard may have the

brightest professors but Harvard students aren't happy." said

Lampoon staffer P.O. Khazel from the podium. "But we say

Wake upl Life isnl about being happy. It's about going places"

"The law leaves no discretion,"
added Sheila Kaplan, chancellor of
UW's Parkside campus, where two
incidents occurred.

As a way around the law, the
campuses are encouraging students

to use resident assistants to help
resolve differences, or to take their

grievances through campus
disciplinary channels.

"We're encouraging students not to

call police for minor disturbances of
this kind," said UW-Whitewater
Chancellor James Connor.
Additionally, orientation sessions
include a briefing about the law and
a recommendation to roommates
that they might want to handle their

arguments without involving the

police, Kaplan said.

"2r is easy in the

world ro live after

the world's opinion;

it is easy in solitude

to live after our own:
but the great man is

he who in the midst

of the crowd heeps

with perfect

sweetness the

independence of

solitude.
M

Tuition
Raised

Students will be paying
higher prices for classes, some as

soon as next month, various

campuses have announced.

The funding emergencies that

have crippled states across the

country have forced a number of

campuses to impose unusual
tuition hikes.

As a result, hundreds of
thousands of students will be
writing bigger tuition checks for

spring term than they wrote for

fall term.

Massachusetts students will

take the biggest hit, paying as

much as $623 more for spring

semester at most of the

commonwealth's public
campuses. It could have been

worse. Voters, Nov. 6, defeated a

proposal that would have rolled

back all taxes and fees to 1988

levels.

In New York, North
Carolina, California, and
Virginia, students at some
campuses will pay more this

spring in the form of emergency

fees, tuition increases or special

"user" fees for anything from
health care to the right to use

computer labs.

Additionally, students at the

University of North Dakota, St.

Cloud State University in
Minnesota, Loyola University in

New Orleans and the University

of California-Davis could end up

paying more this spring for

various services.

"There's going to be some
(more) for sure," declared Richard

Novak of the American
Association of State Colleges and

Universities, a Washington,
D.C.-based group.

Many students, however,
resent the increases, saying

they've been unfairly targeted.

"Every time we pay more,

we don't get anything back,"

complained Massachusetts
College of Arts student Kristen

Friar.

Others say the campuses

should trim the budget by cutting

jobs of high-paid administrators.

Many conservatives argue

that tradition • which allows for

free discussion of ideas and
rigorous respect for scientific

method - now seems threatened

by attempts to limit what
students can say, to alter courses

that study certain white, male
thinkers.

"Academia is very much
politicized and students are

Reacting against it just as students

in the '60's reacted t o

authoritarian administrations,"

Long contended

Long said Campus is written

for "reactionary" students who
don't have access to an alternative

of race or sex, or promote strange

and embarrassing sexual
preferences, to be showered with

student newspaper at their school.

It's Fall, 1990, issue includes

a warm review of Roger
Kimball's "Tenured Radicals," a

book that maintains colleges are

dominated by teachers who are

hostile toward capitalism, and a

piece about student groups by
Duke University senior John
Leutz.

Leutz counseled new students

to expect "established, traditional"

student groups such as sororities

and fraternities to be "savaged

ruthlessly on a regular basis."

"Expect organizations that

isolate themselves on the grounds

praise," he added.

As a business proposition,

however, "Campus" might face a

tough time to be showered with

praise," he added.

Tom Rolnicki, executive
director of the Associated
Collegiate Press said he's

skeptical Campus will be
successful, considering what's

going on in the commercial
magazine world."

Many magazines are going

out of business after just a few

issues because of a lack of

advertising, Rolnicki pointed out.

"I don't think it's (the
market) as healthy as it was a

couple of years ago," he said.

Slirihrlt) off <£<ranm3

To Explain The Next Error On An English Lit Paper At

Ole Miss, Just Say You're Not A Faulkner Fan

The University of Mississippi, in a release to promote an Oct.

26 campus appearance by Bob Dylan, mistakenly credited

the singer with writing songs on the albums "Sgt. Pepper's

Lonely Heart's Club Band" (really written by the Beatles),

"Beggar's Banquet" (by the Rolling Stones) and "Music From

Big Pink" (The Band).

"I'm not a Bob Dylan fan," confessed Ole Miss news

department Director Jan Robertson, who wrote the release.

"It looked accurate to me."

MICHIGAN STATE
UNIVERISTY

And At Michigan State,

Just Say You Don't

Want To Hurt Anyone's

Feelings, So You Won't

Blame Anyone

MSU's Winter 1991 class

schedule, published Oct.

15, featured a

typographical error on its

cover that altered the

school's name to

Michigan State

Univeristy.

"It's just a simple

printer's typo," explained

Associate Registrar

Dugald McMillan. "I'm not

interested in laying

blame on anybody."

Asked to comment by the State News, the campus

paper, sophomore Larry Roth swelled with pride and an

ability to adapt that would stun Darwin: "We're the best damn

univeristy in the nation!"

M Hn>l II HI ' HI HStS AM) < M I SHAM

War
Cont. From P. 1

"We believe that the voluntary

adoption by each higher education
institution of a policy - expressed
in terms responsive to the

institution's and its students'

particular circumstances - that

permits tuition refunds or credits for

enrolled students called to active

duty is preferable to a federal legal

mandate," the letter states.

The letter was signed by the

presidents of the American Council

on Education, the National

Association of State Universities

and Land Grant Colleges, the

American Association of State

Colleges and Universities, the

American Association of

Community and Junior Colleges,

the Association of American
Universities and the National

Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities.

In addition, the U.S.
Department of Education, which
oversees most federal college
programs, told its regional offices

earlier this semester to let called-up

students delay paying their student

loans until they return to civilian

life.

Most schools already have
responded.

Among many others, the nine

campuses of the University of

California system, American
University, Metropolitan State

College in Denver and the

University of Nebraska all have set

tuition refund policies for students

called to active military duty.

College Wont Affect Draft
While thousands of

collegians already have been or

are preparing to leave for the

Persian Gulf as military

reservists, a full-scale military

draft of young people would affect

millions more students.

During the Vietnam War -

the last time the nation had a

military draft - the government

offered enrolled collegians a

deferment from active service.

As a result, thousands of

men avoided military duty simply

by continuing to register for

classes, whether they needed to

take them or not.

Such deferment, however, no

longer exists.

Under the current draft law,

adopted in 1971, students would

receive only temporary
deferments.

A student drafted while in the

middle of an academic term would

be allowed to delay going into the

military only until the end of the

term. A student in his final year

of study would be able to defer

leaving until the end of the

academic year.

In addition, seminarians and
students at divinity schools would
be exempt from the draft

A draft can be started only by
an act of Congress signed by the

president. If one were set up,

men turning 20 during the year

the draft started would go first.

For instance, if the draft begins in

1991, males born in 1971 would
make up the first pool of draftees.

When all available 20-year-

olds had been drafted, 21 -year-olds

would be called up, followed by
22-year-olds, 23-year-olds, 24-

year-olds and 25-year-olds. The
draft would then work back to 19-

year-olds and then 18-year-olds.

Anyone who was drafted and

accepted for service would be

required to stay in the military for

at least 24 months, including

training.

At present 14 million
American men are registered for

the draft

W^ en
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SEAHAWK SPORTS
Sideline

Sensations
Patrick Fowler
SjX^rts Editor

Guard The
Child Inside
Each Of You

There is a saying in sports that winners never

quit and quitters never win. I used to believe it.

Not anymore. It sounds false and empty now, after

talking to former Seahawk point guard Cindy

Makowski from her home in Bayonne, New Jersey.

Just sayirig the word former seems strange to me. It

seems only a couple weeks ago I was watching her

pull up to launch another of her patented three-

pointers or dish off another assist. Here is a winner

who never quit on herself or her team but never

found peace until she left the game she loved

behind. Let me back up a bit

After arriving back to Wilmington from
Christmas Break last Saturday I happened to bump
into my editor-in-chief at the airport.

"Cindy Makowski left the team, Pat," he said.

"It's been all over the news the latest couple of

days."

"No.'I said. "You're kidding me, not her!"

He said some other things as well, but I can't

remember them. I was too caught up trying to

figure out why Cindy would leave her teammates

behind so abruptly. I've known Cindy for three years

and one thing she's not is a quitter.

I recalled how excited she looked on Media Day
earlier this year. She was happy that the Christoph

controversy was finally over and she could give her

full attention to the sport, she loved, basketball.

There was excitement in her eyes and her voice as

she politely answered each of my questions, but you

could feel that little girl pulling inside her saying,

"Come on, come on, enough already, it's time to

play!"

And now that little girl has gone away, tired of

being ignored, unappreciated, and misled.

Basketball at UNCW stopped being fun for Cindy a

year ago. It finally broke her heart and spirit, Dec.

29th.

The events of that night vary depending on the

source you consult head coach Sheri Tynes or

Makowski herself. Each has a version. The basic

facts of the story are that Makowski and three

players were suspended for one game for watching

T.V. past the midnight curfew set by Tynes. The

suspension caused Makowski to miss a game in

front of her home crowd. She had invited 100

relatives and friends to come out and see her play.

"I feel betiayed. I had all my family come out

there. That was the whole purpose for us (UNCW)
playing in the tournament. Coach Christoph had

set up this road trip two years ago. She promised

every girl that we could play in front of our home
crowd. I had to explain to everyone why I wasn't

playing."

Makowski, choking back her anger over the

phone, said she fried to talk to coach Tynes but got

nowhere. A rule was a rule was the answer. Sit

back and take your medicine like a good little girl

was the clea* message. "I'm really sick of this,

Patrick," Makowski said. "The curfew wasn't

enforced earlier in the year at the tournament in

Atlanta or against Wake Forest. I honestly don't

think I did anything wrong."

When Makowski later came to her to tell coach

of her decision to quit there was no remorse or regret

simply a "Sorry you reached this decision. I hope it

is the right decision for you." Turn in your

equipment before you leave, end of story let's move

on. It sounds so simple, nice and tidy. Too tidy.

Is this how we treat our athletes now, like

robots? Have we as a society put so much emphasis

on athletics that the individual is lost in shuffle of

statistical performance records, alumni funding, and

prestigious ranking. Has all the fun been wrung out

of the games?

"I really don't think they care for me down
there (UNCW) anymore. I haven't felt comfortable

here since my freshman year," said Makowski.
"This pressure and frustration has been building up

in me for a long time now. I don't blame coach

Tynes directly for my problems with the program,

but I'm just tired of fighting the bureaucracy down
there."

"Tired of fighting, tired of fighting," those

words echo in my mind. Here is an athlete who
fought back from major knee surgery suffered in her

sophomore year. Fought back into the starting line-

up by out-husding younger quicker players. Fought

to keep her team together when it started to crumble

under the leadership r.Mf-centered individuals. She

saw through all the setbacks and internal turmoils

because she loved the game. Most of all Cindy

Makowski fought for respect and appreciation,

something she never found and desperately craved.

"I told myself to stick to for another four

months and then I'll make a decision, but after that

incident I just gave up," Makowski said. "I wanted

to play, but it just wasn't fun anymore."

Isn't that how we always push student athletes.

To do more than the normal person. We demand
perfect carbon-copied soldiers. They're supposed to

be the best in their classes, on the court, and in life.

They're not you know. Simply, athletes are human

too. They make mistakes. They also need love and

some recognition for their efforts.

Just like you and me.

Basketball Player Leaves
BY PATRICK FOWLER

SPORTS EDITOR

The title on the women's basketball guide says
"Renewing The Tradition" but it appears some past
traditional wounds still exist in the women's
basketball program at UNCW. Junior point guard
Cindy Makowski last Wednesday dropped a
bombshell in first year coach Sheri Tynes's lap.

She told Tynes she wanted out of the Seahawk
basketball program and expressed her wish to leave
the university transferring to a Division III near her

home town of Bayonne, New Jersey.

The decision came just two days after

Makowski, Kelly Kincaid, Susan Kelly, and
Jennifer Bennnet were suspended for the consolation

game against the University of Alabama of
Birmingham on Dec. 31. The four players were
suspended because they violated a team curfew rule

by watching T.V. in their room past the midnight
lights out hour.

"It's an unfortunate situation, but we have
certain team rules that are adopted by the coaches
and players," Tynes said. "

It's simply a case of not
wanting to proceed with the framework of the
team"

The tournament was a homecoming of sorts for

Makowski who is known locally in the area. The
5-6 point guard had attended Holy Family Academy
where she averaged 18 pts., 6 rebounds, and 8.1

assists in three years. She was named to the All-

County team three consecutive years and was a
National Honorable Mention for Pre-Season Ail-

American upon graduating. Makowski took part in

the Seahawks opening lost to Saint Peter, 77-58.
In the contest Makowski scored 13 points for

UNCW and dished out six assists. She invited

many family and friends out to watch her in action

and was very upset upon learning of the one game
suspension.

"I've been waiting two years for an opportunity

to play in front of my family and friends,"

Makowski said. "Coach Christoph (former head

coach (79-'90)) promised us when we came here

(UNCW) that each of us would have an opportunity

to play in front our hometown. If I though having

the television on would possibly suspend me from
playing I would never turn it on."

The controversy of the incident revolves around

again the same problems that has plagued the

women's program for the past three years, lack of

communication. Makowski expressed, in a phone
conversation from her home in New Jersey, that she

was surprised at the action taken by Tynes.

"There were so many times that the curfew
wasn't never enforced or stressed on the road,

Makowski said. "We were all in our own rooms and

Kelly and I weren't really watching the T.V. Instead

we were talking about the game the next day. I

"I really don't think they care for
me down there anymore. "I've
always accepted my role on the team
even when I was hurt. I respected
the people running the program. I

never got the feeling they respected
me. I'm just sick of fighting the
system. I was going to tried to stick
it out another four months but the
incident up here (New Jersey) was
last thing I could take. I had to get
out."

Cindy Makowski
Former Seahawk Guard

guess what hurts most is that coach (Tynes) didn't
say anything about suspending us that night. She
just told us to turn off the T.V. I didn't know of
my suspension until 2:30 in the afternoon the next
day."

Makowski also expressed that the hardest thing
she had to do was tell her supporters that she
wouldn't be in action.

"It was the worse thing I had to do," Makowski
said.

Hawks Nip Eagles, 55-53
BY PATRICK FOWIFI?

SPORTS EDITOR

The women's basketball team opened conference
play Monday night and head coach Sheri Tynes
recorded her first Colonial victory as UNCW slipped
by American 55-53. The Seahawks broke a five-

game losing streak dating back to Dec. 5 and
improved their overall mark to 3-8 on the season.

Senior forward and pre-season selection for

CAA-Player-of-the-Year, Tressa Reese scored three

times in the game's final two minutes enabling the

Seahawks to erase a three-point deficit late in the

contest. Reese, who led all scorers with twenty
points iced the game sinking one of two free throws
with three seconds remaining. The Eagles had an
opportunity to reclaim the lead with nine seconds
left but forward Karen Jerkin's 10 ft. jumper came
up short. Reese was fouled immediately after
rebounding the errant shot and sunk one of two free

throws for the final two point victory margin.
"This is really a confidence booster for us since

the victory comes against an CAA opponent,"
Coach Tynes said.

Except for the opening tip-off, UNCW never
trailed in the contest. The Seahawks had leads of
four and six points but couldn't put the Eagles away
shooting just 31% from the field. However,
American was even colder from the perimeter hitting

7 of 26 (27%) first half shots. The half ended with
UNCW leading 23-20 as only one player on both
teams, Lorraine Cordaway (11), was in double
figures.

The second half saw the shooting percentages
rise dramatically for the Eagles. American hit their
first seven shots and 46% from the field in half
getting the ball in the hot hands of guard Felicia
Young and Jenkins. The Seahawks kept close,
however, maintaining their one point advantage
mixing the scoring duties between several players.
A trey by Reese at the seven minute mark extended
UNCW's lead to six. American would come roaring
back. The Eagles went on a 9-0 run and took a
three point lead, 53-50 with 4:20 left in the game.
A jumper, by freshman Zandra Harris, set the stage
for Reese's heroics in the final two minutes of play.

"We showed a lot of character out there
tonight," Tynes said. "Instead of lying down and
dying out there like we have earlier tnis season we
pulled together and took it to them.''

The Lady Seahawks played their first game without
their vetran point guard, Cindy Makowski, pictured above.
The guard left the team after being suspended one game in

the St. Peter Invitational. UNCW won Monday 5S-S3.

UNCW put three people in double figures for
the night. Freshmen Cordaway and Harris helped
Reese, scoring 15 and 10 points respectively. The
Seahawks shot poorly for the game, a dismal 33%,
their second lowest output in team history but still

came out with the win. The team stays home
Wednesday evening to take on East Tennessee
State.Tynes alma mater. A game Tynes describes as
"looking forward to playing." UNCW continues its

CAA slate facing George Mason and James Madison
away on Saturday and Monday. All game times are
7 p.m.

Seahawk
Sports At A
Glance

ToO ay

Men s B-ball at Campbell

l
<

BY THR Pir.SKIN PHENOMENON
Seahawk Psychic

The Pigskin Phenomenon is happy to be back
again for another issue after successfully (whew!)
picking the winners of four of the six major New
Year's collegiate bowls. And thankful not running
into any bulky person name Guido for the two I

missed. I even got the national champion right, well

sort of, half right anyway since the polls were split.

You see I didn't have enough money left over to

bribe the voters in both, whoops, heh, urn... never
mind that. Anyway feeling my guesstronimical
juices flowing again (Or maybe that's my ham on
rye) and the pressing need to fill this small space at

the bottom. I've put my gifted powers to work

¥

Saturday

Men's B-ball vs. GMU
W. B-ball at GMU
Swim vs. UNC-C

The point guard remark after the incident she

decided then not to further her career at this

university. Makowski leaves UNCW averaging 9.8

pts, 2.8 rebounds, and 5.7 assists a game. The
junior guard is the second all-time assist leader with

343 dishes falling six assists short of all-time leader

Sissy More. A mark she would have surely broken
had she remained. The New Jersey native also holds

the second best single assist record with 166.

The junior was named to the CAA All-

Defensive team last season capturing the spot by
nabbing 72 steals on the year. Makowski also was
named to the CAA All-Rookie team her freshman

season. Makowski maintains her reason for leaving

the university stem not from the one game
suspension alone but internal problems she faced in

the program throughout her years with the team.

"I really don't think they care for me down there

anymore." Makowski said. "I've always accepted my
role on the team even when I was hurt. I respected

the people running the program. I never got the

feeling they respected me. I'm just sick of fighting

the system. I' was going to tried to stick it out

another four months but the incident up here (New
Jersey) was last thing I could take. I had to get out."

Tynes, when interviewed, knew of no personal

problem with the team or Makowski other than the

incident at the tournament. "It's never fun to

reprimand and punish people," Tynes said. "I was a

little surprised at her decision to quit the program
but express my hope to her that she was making the

right choice for herself. As for any other problems
she might have with the program you'll have to ask

her that yourself. I don't know."

The gap left by Makowski's untimely departure

drops the point guard duties squarely on the

shoulders of freshman Kim Bush. Bush, from
Tarboro, North Carolina, averaged 17 pts. and 5

rebounds in her senior year at Tarboro High School.

"Kim has a lot of weight now to carry for a

freshman," Tynes said. "We're looking to all four

players on the court to help relieve some of the

pressure placed on her."

UNCW Opens
CAA Slate, 1-1

BY PATRICK FOWLER
SPORTSEDITOR

The men's basketball team went 2-3 over the

holiday break to move its overall mark to 5-7 on the

season. The Seahawks also opened its CAA
schedule by splitting two conference games away
defeating American University ,79-73, Saturday
night only to fall two days later to the Naval
Academy, 100-97.

Saturday the UNCW defeated American in

Bender area in front of their home crowd. Bryan
Withers led all Seahawk scorers with twenty points

on the night and Matt Fish ripped down nine boards.

The win was the Seahawks first in conference play
but would be short lived at they traveled down the

road to a rocking Halsey Field House. The
Seahawks slugged it out with the Midshipman toe

to toe in a game of spurts and major momentum
swings.

UNCW fell down 20-6 early in the game first

seven minutes but rallied back to cut the

Midshipman lead to a single point, 45-44, at the
half.

The Seahawks came out smoking in the second
half hitting their first seven shots in a 12-4 run
catapulting them into the lead, 57-49. However, the

momentum would shift back to the Midshipman.
The Academy went on a 1 1-0 tear of their own and
recapturing the lead for good 60-57. UNCW could
do no better than tie the game once on a trey by
Mark Eaton who was perfect 4-4 from long range.

"There were two key possessions in the second
half in which they hit two three pointers in a row,"

said head coach Kevin Eastman. "They had nice

adjustment where they swung the two wings."

Four Seahawks finished in double figures led by
Lancaster career-high 22 points. Bryan Withers had
21 points followed by senior Major Wiggins's 15

and Mark Eaton 14.

"... we wanted to limit Navy to 11 to 13 3-

point attempts," Eastman said. "They had been
taking 30 game. We were on target in the first half,

but they took a few more than I would have liked in

the second half."

Navy shot only 15 treys on the night

connecting on eight.

again. This week I will attempt to predict the

winners of the NFL conference play-offs. So as I

stare deeper and deeper into the crystal computer
terminal in front of me I see

AFC
Bills vs. Miami-— The rubber match each team

beating each other soundly during the regular
season. Miami has the experience and Marino the

hot arm but it's cold in Buffalo. And this year the
Bills are for real, Bills squish the Fish 27-13

Cincinnati vs. L.A. Raiders—- Will the real

Bengals please stand up, not on the road where the
Bengals have won only four games. Bo knows how
to win, Raiders 30-21.

NFC

Monday

Men's B-ball vs. JMU
W. B-ball at JMU

Saturday

Men's B-ball at Richmond
W. B-ball vs. Richmond

Giants vs. Bears-— Will the real Mike
Tomczak show up or the wrong one not. This is a

match-up I have been waiting for all year. The
weather won't affect either team but Lawrence
Taylor or Richard Dent might, Bears in an mild
upset 17-10

49ers vs. Redskins— Joe Montana got a

another MVP award. What is his going to do for an
encore probably win his third straight Super Bowl,
49ers in a competitive contest, 27-20.

Best pick last week: Georgia Tech 45, Nebraska

14, actual score was 45-21.

Worst pick last week-Alabama 10, Louisville

7, actual score was 48-3. Maybe it was Alabama
that could play basketball!?

)



The Seahawk
Rally Sparks Controversy

i

Tournaments
A backgammon, chess, and table tennis tournament

will be held on Sunday, January 27. The chess and
backgammon tournaments will be held in the

University Union at 9:30a.m. in room 100. The
table tennis tournament will be held at 12:30 in the

Residence Life Activity Center.

The winner of each tournament goes to Lexington,

Kentucky March 1-3, 1991 to represent UNCW in

Regional competition. All expenses will by paid

for by UNCW. Entry fees are $2.00 per person and
the deadline to register is January 25. Hurry and
sign up at the information center for your chance to

go to Kentucky.

Dance
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. invites you to

attend a dance in the University Union from 10p.m.

until 2a.m. Saturday, January 26. $2.00 with I.D.

and $3.00 without. (A dollar will be reduced form
the price if you're there before 1 1p.m.

Resume Workshop
There will be a resume workshop sponsored by Phi

Beta Lamda Thursday, January 31 at 4p.m. in the

Cameron School of Business room 212. Open to

everyone.

Violence Shelter

The Domestic Violence Shelter will be raffling off a

"Home is where the Heart is Quilt" February 12 in

conjunction with the "Pennies with a Purpose"

celebration. The quilt took approximately 170
hours to complete, and was donated by Busy Bee
Quilters.

Tickets are $1.00 each and are available from any
Board member. Proceeds will be used to benefit the

shelter. For more information contact Marlene
Moyer at 763-0191 of Mary Ann Lama at 343-

0703.

Camnnt Sweep
The Discover Outdoor Leadership Program and The
Environmental Concerns Organization will be

sponsoring a campus sweep on Thursday, January

31st from 10a.m. to 1p.m. Volunteers are needed

for 1 hour time slots. Students, faculty, and staff

are encouraged to participate. To sign-up or for

more information contact The Leadership Center at

395-3877.

Mask F.hihit

For two weeks in January and February, the lobby

of the arts center will be transformed by a menagerie

of masks and puppets created by Steve Myott
formerly of The Bread and Puppet Theatre! Masks

to look at and try on, as well as larger than- life size

puppets will make up this exciting exhibit, The

exhibit will culminate in a performance led by Steve

Myott in which the audience dons the masks and

helps create an original play. Sure to delight

children of all ages, this one-time exhibit is not to

be missed! January 28 thru February 9. MTWR
9a.m.-9p.m., F 9a.m.-5p.m., SS 12-5p.m.

Performance: Saturday, February 9 at 2p.m. Adults

$2.00, children $1.00.

Bnhert findfrev Lecture

St. John's Museum of Art will present "Artist as

Deviant," a lecture by artist Robert Godfrey, on

Thursday, January 24 at 8:00 p.m. The lecture, held

in the Museum's Hughes Gallery, is free and open

to the public. The Fire and Water Myths is

currently on view at St. John's Museum of Art,

January 11 -February 24. St. John's Museum is

located at the corner of Orange and South Second

Streets and is open free to the public Tuesday-

Saturday, 10-5 and Sunday, 12-4. For more

information, contact the Museum's Education

Department at 763-028 1

.

J
»n/Ur«hip Tenter

A campus chapter of Habitat for Humanity

International is now forming at UNCW. Members

of the chapter will have the opportunity to assist

Cape Fear HFH in its projects. Students will be

able to develop skills in marketing, finance,

publicity, administration and construction as well as

making a significant contribution and having a lot

of fun. A informational meeting will be held on

January 30 at 7:00p.m. in the Leadership Center

(Room 212 of the University Union). Please come

and learn more about Habitat and the Campus
Chapter.

Star- an organized partnership of student peer

educators dedicated to raising the awareness of the

male and female students at UNCW about the scope

of the problem of acquaintance rape. Students able

to commit a sufficient amount of time during 1991-

92 academic year, complete all training sessions, be

in good academic standing will a minimum GPA of

2.2. Join by contacting Jacqueline Skinner, Office

of the Dean of Students, University Union, Rm.

209, 395-3119. Application deadline is Friday,

February 8, 1991.

BY TIMOTHY BALL
STAFF WRITER

Emotional tensions ran high at the peace rally held

on the lawn of the University Union last Friday.

Rumors ran rampant through the gathering crowd as

signs started to cluster on the Union lawn. Signs

supporting the war, signs with peace symbols and
American Flags appeared. Supporters of the U.S.
military action in the Middle East and proponents of
peaceful resolution stood in small defensive groups as

the participants in the rally gathered.

Rumors circulated among the crowd that one of the

protestors was going to burn the American flag in

protest to the American presence in the Middle East.

One of the other students who had heard the rumors

as well stated that "I catch someone burning a flag, 111

burn them."

No flags were burned, but one of the pro-action

people was carrying a fire extinguisher in response to

the rumor.

Best later denied that anyone planned to burn the

flag. "I know that I personally would never bum the

flag," said Best.

Before the scheduled onset of the peace rally, Denny
Best, the organizer of the peace rally, decided to change
the format of the the peace rally to that of a New
England-style town meeting. The New England-style

meeting is an open format that allows all speaker with

all views to address the crowd. Best stated that the

change was due in part to the hostile feelings that were
in evidence towards a straight forward peace rally. Best

emphasized that the peace rally had been planned before

the American intervention into the Gulf War on the

Wednesday before the rally.

Despite the change in the format, antagonistic

responses were evident among the crowd of
approximately 250 people. County and campus law

enforcement agencies were out in force to prevent any

hostilities among the different factions of the crowd.

UNCW Detective Willis said that off-duty campus
police were called in to monitor the crowd. Seven
campus police monitored the crowd, along with several

regular and undercover police and sheriff deputies. The
New Hanover County Sheriffs ''surveillance van wa» in

the parking lot adjacent to the lawn where the rally took

place. According to sheriff department officials, the

surveillance van was placed to better observe reactions

of the crowd
Before the first speaker of the peace rally took the

podium, UNCW Chancellor Leutze spoke to warn the

crowd to have a "neutral respect for differences of

opinion" over the Gulf War. Leutze agreed that the

place for a peace rally was at a university. According to

Leutze, it is important for UNCW to be "a marketplace

of ideas. ..not just an explosion of emotions."

Leutze told the crowd that the purpose of the

university is to illuminate viewpoints not bring violent

emotions to a boiling point. "A university is a place

of light, not heat," stated Leutze.

Bob Haywood, UNCW's campus minister, lead the

crowd in a short prayer for the safety of military

personal in the middle east. After the prayer, Haywood
listed all the community resources that were available to

the friends and family of the military personal serving

in the United Nations forces fighting in the Gulf War.

Haywood's prayer was one of the few moments of peace

in the rally.

Alec Brownlow was the first speaker to step forward.

Brownlow, who spent four years in the United States

Army, said that many of his friends in the military were

still over in the Middle East.

Brownlow said that he first heard of the rally on a

poster. At the bottom of the poster was a scribbled in

note saying, "Shame on you liberals." Brownlow said

that was the same as saying "Shame on peace."

"What a ridiculous notion," said Brownlow.
"Whoever wrote that is anti-peace," said Brownlow.

"Shame on you. I'm very pro-troops. I'm not anti-war.

I'm not against war in extreme cases. I'm against this

war."

Brownlow placed the blame for the war on America's

subsistence on foreign oil. "This is a country spoiled

since its birth. Not the birth of the nation, but th

birth of America's dependence on oil."

Denny Best took the podium after Brownlow to th

jeers and catcalls of some of the audience. Cries of

"Communist" and other verbal attacks greeted Best as he

began to speak. Best pleaded with the crowd not to

interrupt him. "Hate what I do," said Best. "Don't hate

what I am."

"I support the troops," stated Best to the obvious

displeasure of the pro-action crowd. Best continued by
stating that he did not dislike the military for the job

that they were doing. "I have family over there," Best

said attempting to explain his posidoii.

Best stated that the administration was out of line

with the actions in the Middle East. "Our boys are

dying, because we are impatient. We did not give

sanctions a chance," said Best.

"War is disease. War is destruction. War is death."

The hostile elements of crowd frequently interrupted

Best as he attempted to speak.

Susan Caracio spoke with anger in her voice after

following Best up to the podium. "It is not a war for

oil," said Caracio to the cheering crowd. "It is a war
against a tyrant."

Caracio criticized the rally and the organizers as not

being sympathetic to the problems of the conflict in the

Middle East. "If you rally against war, you rally

against freedom," said Caracio. "Now is the time to

support our troops. Now is the time to stop tyranny."

The pro-action men and women of the crowd cheered for

a full minute as Caracio left the stage.

Larry Cable, UNCW professor of history, spoke to

the crowd about his experiences in the military during

the Vietnam War. Cable said that when he returned to

the states, a girl spit into his face.

The country at war with itself inspired Cable's desire

to learn more about what makes a nation go to war.
"It is not a war about oil," Cable explained. "It is a

contest of political wills."

"I have been opposed to the choices that the

administration has made that have lead to the war, " said

Cable. "Now that the war has started, I am not opposed
to the war." Cable explained that the choices of the

administration as early as August have lead America
irrevocably to war.

Lee Person criticized the organizers of the rally,

particularly Denny Best He praised the administration's

actions in the Middle East. Person stated that no one is

pro-war, but that the majority of the people at the rally

support the war in the Middle East. "Welcome to the

support rally," screamed Person as he spoke to the

crowd. "We are not pro-war people," stated Person.

"We are here because we support our country. We
pport America."

"The turnout ot the Hider youth turns my stomach,"

one student "SiegHeil."

Denny Best after all speakers were given the

o\ -iitunity to speak, took to the stage. "The recruiters

are just a few blocks over that way, " said Best to the

pro-action people. "If you want to fight this war."

David Taylor took offense to Best. "I would go to

war," said Taylor taking the podium and addressing

Best. "Everyone's parents fought for our freedoms,

You are damn right I would go to war."

The crowd quickly disintegrated. Both sides had said

their piece, but no resolution to the conflicting ideals

existed.

Cable gave the climactic point of the raUy. "There

are few things worth fighting for. There are damn few
things worm dying for... One of the few things worth

dying for are your ideals .... One of the those ideal is

the right to speak your mind, say your peace, and march

on." It was the only time that ideals did not conflict

and the entire crowd cheered.

h

Rallying Support. . . Minority Recruitment

To Increase This Year
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Cindy Dodgin comforts a friend at the peace rally. Many students have

friends and family in the Persian Gulf.

BY ANGELA SIMPKINS
STAFF WRITER

UNCW is planning a major
minority recruitment effort. The
admissions office in conjunction

with Dr. Charles Cahill, vice

chancellor for Academic Affairs

and Dr. Ralph Parker, director of

Minority Affairs will be hosting

local high school students on

campus, awarding scholarships,

visiting other campuses and using

personal contacts to reach the

minority student Dr. Cahill says

the goal for all these activities is

to get the students' attention and

let them know what UNCW can

provide.

The University and three local

high schools have agreed to bus

in minority students for lectures,

luncheons and campus tours. The
visits will concentrate on college

bound juniors and seniors. Dates

for this activity have not been

confirmed.

A "Human Relations

Summit" will be held o n

February 7. It will follow the

same format as the program

designed for high school students

but will target middle school

students form New Hanover and

Brunswick counties. These

efforts are used to promote the

image of UNCW in the

community and to encourage

students, early in their academic

careers, to strive for a college

education.

Twenty-five academic
achievement scholarships are

offered annually to minority

students. They are full tuition

and fees scholarships and are

renewable over a four year period

based on academic eligibility.

With 1UU of these in place, Dr.

Cahill says the retention rate for

these students is very high and

their academic standing is usually

well above average. In addition,

the N.C. Board of Governors has

in place a minority presence grant

to assist students with financial

need.

Throughout the school year

representatives from the

admissions office will be sent to

over 400 high schools and 20

community colleges. This is

another way to give students an

opportunity to consider UNCW
and invite them to visit the

campus on minority visitation

day held in November.

Dr. Parker stresses the

importance of personal contacts

and referrals to the recruitment of

minorities. All black students

who are admitted are telephoned

by the admissions office and

invited to visit the campus. Also

presently enrolled minority
students and alumni are consulted

for direction towards potential

students. For the benefit for

those who do not have the

opportunity for one-on-one
treatment high school counselors

are invited to the campus for

seminars to inform them of what

UNCW has to offer. The
counselors are encouraged to share

with their students the advantages

of educational experience at

UNCW. Officials from the

minority office will be working

through a local alliance of black

ministers to reach into the

community for potential students.

Dr. Parker and Dr. Douglass

Johnson, an admissions officer,

say that personal contact is an

attempt to encourage minorities

to take a look at UNCW.

>
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At A Glance, Cont'd.

Crime Prevention
The Landlord/Tenant Council and the Off-Campus
Crime Prevention Committee is looking for

enthusiastic and motivated off-campus students to

serve as members. If you are an off-campus student

concerned about the special issues and concerns faced

with off-campus living, then get involved and have
your voice heard. Contact the Office of the Dean of

Students for information on joining. Located in

room 209 in the University Union. 395-3119.

Parking Fines

The state of North Carolina has amended the general

statute 20-37.6 to increase the fine for parking in

handicapped parking spaces from $25 to at least

$50. The change was effective October 1, 1990.

The University will implement the change effective

January 1, 1991. The fine will now be $50.

Draft Options
An address by Greg Sommers of the Quaker House
of Fayetteville, N.C. about registering for the draft,

about conscientious objector status and other

alternatives to military service Tuesday, January 29

at 7p.m. in room 100 in the University Union.

This is sponsored by the University Unitarian

Universalists.

.lobs

If you are receiving Financial Aid and are interested

in working on campus, please come by the

Financial Aid Office to see if you are eligible for the

College Work Study Program. There are a few

positions available.

24-Hour Visitation Considered OnCampus
BY AMY PETROCEM.I

STAFF WRITER

The issue of 24-hour
visitation allowance for the suites

and for Graham Hall is under

negotiation. According to

Director of Residence Life John

Johnson, plans for this privilege

began in July of 1990. "It was
obvious that 24-hour visitation

was an issue," said Johnson.

Hearing students and staff

express interest in the matter, he,

along with the Residence Life

staff, began working on proposals

to present to the Dean of
Students. "By now we're

probably on the fiftieth

proposal," he stated.

Johnson's goal is that 24-hour

visitation be put into affect by
Fall of 1991.

According to Johnson,

residents of the suites were
presented with a petition at the

beginning of the year by which

300 out of 400 students voted for

24-hour visitation. An update on

the progress toward the proposal

was given in an informational

meeting on January 10, which

220 students attended according to

Johnson.

Following the meeting,
Residents Assistants were asked

to discuss the 24-hour visitation

policy with their residents. The

policy has not yet been passed.

Secret ballots were given to

students asking them to vote for

limited or 24-hour visitation.

Johnson explained that if all suite

mates within an individual suite

did not choose 24-hour visitation

then the group would further

negotiate circumstances. For

example, the privilege may apply

in the living area only, or on the

weekends only.

Regardless of conditions that

would be decided upon, Johnson

stressed that "24-hour visitation

would apply [only] to other

campus residents of UNCW."
Students living off campus would
not have the privilege of visiting

campus residents past certain

hours.

Residents of Graham Hall will

vote by secret ballot this week in

the same manner as those

students in the suites. "I'm going

on the assumption from hall

government meetings that the

students do want this option,"

said Johnson.

"I will recommend whatever

the students want." Johnson
explained that the residents' input

will possibly be made a part of
the proposal to the Dean and the

Chancellor.

Although the aforementioned

negotiations were experimental,

results will be kept on file. This

way, if this proposal passes, the

paper work will already be
completed, which will expedite

putting the policy into affect.

According to Johnson it is a

matter of an acceptable proposal

being presented to the Dean of
Students before any plans will be

definite.

In addition to several drafts

that have been produced, Johnson

stated that it will be necessary to

speak with campus police
regarding safety aspects.

For Graham Hall the new
option would cause an increase in

night receptionist coverage until

8a.m. Johnson also explained

that students would have to leave

a picture I J), at the desk so that

it can be determined how many
students are visiting the building.

Johnson explained that with

the possibility of this privilege,

it is necessary to examine the

difference between visitation and

cohabitation. "Cohabitation is

not what we're talking about," he

stated. "The 24-hour visitation

policy is to provide the

opportunity for study groups or

even for students just to have

someone to watch television

with. It is simply the process of

offering students options."

In preparing for this idea,

Johnson stated that he surveyed

other North Carolina schools and

their policies. He attended a

conference in Hickory at which he

found that other North Carolina

schools are dealing with or have
dealt with this same issue. He
was then able to learn how these

schools handled the issue.

Regarding when the plan will

go into affect, Johnson stated,

"My recommendation is that if

this is approved, that it go into

affect this semester."

His reasoning is that not only

are a large number of students

asking for it, but also having this

semester and the summer as a

trial basis would allow his staff

to work out any problems that

might occur, so that the idea will

be more organized and ready for

the fall semester.

2Live Crew Lawyer Disputes Obscenity Laws
BY MARK SCHARAGA

MUSIC REVIEWER

Tuesday night, Bruce Rogow
attorney for the rap group 2

Live Crew spoke at Cameron
Auditorium on the UNCW
campus. Rogow labeled 1990

the year of the first amendment
as censors challenged the right to

freedom of speech and the Miller

vs. California ruling on
obscenity.

Three events sparked the

debate over what is truly

considered to be obscene. First

was the Robert Mapplethorpe

photograph exhibit which led to

the arrest of a Cincinnati, Ohio
museum director.
Mapplethorpe's photographs

depict homosexual lovers in

masochistic poses. Then, last

summer, the arrest and banning

of 2 Live Crew and their album

"As Nasty As They Wanna Be"

for lyrics that were considered

racist and encouraging the raping

of women. More recent was the

Madonna video, "Justify M y

Love", which was banned by
MTV. The video which contains

Madonna kissing another female

and other various acts which

might be considered a s

homosexual or at least displaying

lesbian tendencies.

Rogow said "Censors made 2

Live Crew more popular, as

before the controversy the album

sold only a million copies but

now more than two and a half

million have been sold."

2 Live Crew was acquitted of

the charges the Broward county

Sheriffs department levied

against them.

The Miller versus California

ruling established guidelines for

judging obscenity, guidelines

which Rogow used to his

advantage in the 2 Live Crew
case. The first guideline is the

material must appeal to the

prurient interest of the average

person. Secondly it portrays

sexual conduct in a demeaning

way, such as oral sex. "If this is

considered obscene then the jails

would be overwhelmed," Rogow
said.

The final criteria for obscene

material is that it lacks serious

literary and political value. He
offered this analogy considering

the right to freedom of speech.

"It is not okay to shout fire in a

crowded theater, unless there is

one."

Asked by a member of the

audience if he thought the

controversy was racially

motivated Rogow said that it

might be, especially since the

trouble started after sales to white

youths increased. Rogow also

said the lyrics were taken out of

context and he considers the

iyrics to be no worse than

"Bedroom talk".

Rogow considers these

challenges to the first amendment

"to be galvanizing support for

it". They have also " made
Luther Campbell and 2 Live

Crew more popular than ever".

He said we have to look at who
is complaining. Is it a majority

or a minority?

* *******•••••••••••*•********

The Varsity Sport of the Mind

MATCH WITS
WITH THE
CHAMPIONS

JANUARY 28 &30

6:00
UNIVERSITY UNION LIVING ROOM
COLLEGE BOWL IS A GAME OF TRIVIA WITH TEAMS OF FOUR COMPETING FOR A

CHANCE TO GO TO REGIONALS IN LEXINGTON.KENTUCKY

**
APPLICATIONS CAN BE PICKED UP IN THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES

OFFICE UU #202.THEY MUST BE RETURNED BY FRIDAY.JANUARY 25.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••***^
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Order YourPersonalized

GraduationAnnouncements

YourName

'ourDegree

YourMajor

Date

Time

look for details in yourbookstore

g<yiA/v/A/g Jf\tfUfUlLj il+ffll

Place HMC^-^OoKStJD&K

Personalized

Graduation

wnouncewents
-~\

JOSTEJ A \^
L.iN) USA N 6'1M (CP I01M 89)

FREE SOUP & •

"WINTER SURVIVAL KIT'

• Visit •

"SOUP'S ON"
at

LivWELL

THURSDAY, JANUARY 24, 1991

UNIVERSITY UNION 104
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

• Self Care Checks Available

-blood pressure

-height/ weight

•cold and flu information
• Free Soup and "Winter Survival Kit "(1 per student)

• Take a wellness break with a wellness video

• Free brochures and wellness resource information

• For more information, call 395-3683

FREE SOUP & "WINTER SURVIVAL KIT"

UNCW OFFICE OF HEALTH PROMOTION/UvWJlX
MMSBJ

POY&0UK&;
THE WAV I

SMfttVT

IWB1D0UAR5
AMOOMCgRft
W&ToUETmBR.

Writers and Photographers needed

to couer

Seahawk Sports
Tennis Basketbali

Soccer Volleyball

Hockey Water Polo

Rugby Club Football

Surfing Swimming/Divir g

Cross Cou itry/Track

11A11E CARGO
Where you'll find an awesome collection of

unique imports from all over the world

Here's A Sample-

Clothing

Jewelry

Scented Soaps

Decorative
Boxes

Animal
Collectables

And
Much More!

Exotic Beads
Wx.

F^K^-. Gourds
x

Hip Bags

Back Packs

Kung-Fu
Shoes

It's Fun Just
Browsing

RARE CARGO
There's just no place like it in town

30 North Front Street • 762-7636

Downtown Between Market and Princess Streets

NOW OPEN
50 tj OFF
ANY PURCHASE WITH

THIS COUPON
COLLEGE RD

FOUNTAINI
I *

*RW
Kl RR AVE

Olde Fashioned Burger (8oz.) $3.70

Stacked Roast Beef Sandwich $3.85

Stacked Turkey Sandwich $3.85

ST. JAMES VILLAGE

392-2293

P.T. Burger (4oz.) $3.00

Marinated Chicken Breast $3.70

P.T. Dog $2.35

Rll Prices include 16oz. Brinh and Fries?
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THE SEAHAWK

The Seahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor. These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The
Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit lettersfor the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,
601 South College Rd . Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, end not those of The
Seahawk.

The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 p.m. Monday for Thursday's paper. The
Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division.

PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
Editor in Chief

DAVID BURKE
News Editor

PATRICK FOWLER
Sports Editor

MICHELE MAYO
Copy Editor

RAMONA HUPP
Entertainment Editor

LAUREN FULLER
Production Manager
KRISTEN KURCZAK
Production Assistant

JENNIFER YOUNG
Photographer

JILL LINK
Local Advertising

Manager
JOEL ASHLEY
Business Manager

Stand Behind Your
Opinions

The Seahawk has long chastised the students of UNCW
for being apathetic. Students did not want to get involved
in affairs on or off campus. Students did not come out to

vote. Students did not seem to care if their needs were
being considered in administrative planning. Students did
not even bother to respond to Seahawk columns that

should, by all rights, have brought down the wrath of
Thor.

We are happy to see that the trend is shifting. Maybe
it has something to do with the decline of the "Me
Generation" thing that sociologists and politicians waxed
so eloquent about during the Reagan years. Perhaps it is

the change in attitude brought about by this retro-sixties

kick that brought us Earth Day and peace rallies. The
cause is irrelevant, the effect is marvelous.

Today students are angered by what they see as
injustices in the spending of student fees. They are
speaking out. There are factions divided over the
decision to war or not to war. They are speaking out.
Students disagree with Seahawk columnists and they are
finding fault in our rate of errors. They are speaking out.
Not that these people are always right. Sometimes people
tend to look at issues with their hearts instead of their

minds—but at least they are speaking out.

The Seahawk has a new question now. We question
the commitment to the issues that some of these people
are showing. Why do we have this sudden rush of
"concerned students" who don't even have enough
commitment to let us print their names? It would be a
little more understandable if their college career were
threatened, or if some hulking, semi-sentient, protohuman
life form took personal offense at their opined statements.
This is not the case though. One letter to the editor
criticized the building of the University Center. Although
the premise of the letter has proven to be invalid, the
writers should have at least had the initiative to allow
their names to be published. What retribution are they
afraid of? Another letter, published in this week's issue,
is written by someone who obviously holds a
fundamentalist stance towards religion Still, this person
requested that her name be omitted from the letter.

Doesn't it seem somewhat hypocritical that this writer
suggests a way of life to others, but is afraid to stand
behind her own words and beliefs?
We at The Seahawk are not trying to discourage

opinion. We exist in part to provide an outlet for the
student voice. Whether it be criticism of us, the
administration, or faculty members, put it out there. All
we ask is that you be willing to stand behind what you

Keep Faith Even In Bad Times

Editorials
|

War has begun. I write this

during day one when we know of

only one United States death and

we are relieved it has been no

worse than it has.

Still, I write with heavy,

heavy heart. I write not only

from a simple anti-war position,

nor from a simple "Kick

Saddam's Butt" position. My
heaviness comes from my third

position.

God's heart is breaking too. Once
more we humans have found

reason to take the lower road of

darkness. A year ago as the

Berlin wall came tumbling down,

there were signs of hope and light

on the horizon. No one thought

that the path to freedom in eastern

Europe would be easy. But we
did experience an incredible

change of heart for those who we

looked upon as enemy suddenly

became friends deserving our

compassion and even our
economic aid.

Think about it. Think about

that radical change of heart. And

think about the change of heart

that could come if we could find

ways to break down other walls

of hostility between peoples.
Think of the real possibilities for

South Africa, or El Salvador—for

many American marriages. Such
change of heart is the will of

Gcd, the design of God for
humanity on this fragile planet.

From diis position, all war, no
matter how justified, is failure

—

failure of heart. I find it hard to

think about about victory. I

cannot escape a feeling that

everyone loses.

But even in my broken-
heartedness I do know something

else of God. Even as God weeps
as blood is shed, God also

promises not to leave us or
forsake us. There is nowhere that

we can go, nowhere we can hide,

no failure in our life so great that

God cannot be found with open
arms ready to comfort and nourish

us in hope however faint hope
might seem at times.

Do not despair. The God who
brought forth His own Son from
the grave is the God who can
bring forth from any fear or

anxiety or weakness or pain.

"Nothing can ever separate us

from the love of God in Christ

Jesus our Lord, neither life nor

death or principalities or things

present or things to come".
Nothing!

Minority Scholarships Aren't Fair
BY THOMAS A pitRRY

The recent Department of
Education ruling which sent the
so-called civil rights leadership
into a frenzy should have become
one of the cornerstones of United
States education policy. The
Department's ruling only
reaffirmed what the language of
Tide VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 so clearly states: that

discrimination on the basis of
race, color or national origin is

against the law. Why then would
so-called minority leaders come
out so strongly against the
application of a law which many
of them (are you listening Ben
Hooks?) helped to enact?

The Department of Education
via Assistant Secretary Williams
recently declared that the practice

of awarding race- based
scholarships was against public
policy. Many legal scholars,

including Derrick Bell of the

Harvard Law School, have
declared that the Department of
Education's ruling could easily

have withstood judicial scrutiny.

Similarly, there has been no
outcry from the legal community
attacking the legality of
Williams' policy statement. It

seems that the legal community
understands the concept of
applying the various laws of our
country equally to all people, not
just to specific groups. I would
call the application of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 to all

Americans as being a type of
intellectual honesty. What

defines intellectual honesty? It

means that one group shouldn't

ask for the protection of its rights

under a law unless it is willing to

submit itself to the possible

detriments that may occur within

an equal application of that same
law. Does it not seem unusual
then that civil rights leaders such

as Benjamin Hooks of the
NAACP cry foul when one of the

arguably more important laws of
our country is simply applied to

blacks in the same fashion that it

would apply to whites?

It seems that Dr. Hooks is

leading minority students down a
yellow brick road of resentment
and perhaps increased racial
hostility on the nation's college
campuses. This resentment will

undoubtedly result as a by-product
of the President's decision not to
follow Mr. Williams' findings.
This resentment and animosity
may manifest itself in the

#
form of

racial hostilities at college
campuses where race relations

were somewhat amicable.
However, if Hooks truly believed
in bettering the racial climate in

the United States, he could have
spoken a thousand words simply
by uttering nine, "I support the

ruling of the Department of
Education." Yes, uttering these
nine words may have altered the
college plans of hundreds if not
thousands of black and other
minority college students, but it

would have also sent a message.
The message sent to millions of
Americans would have read
"blacks and other minorities can

LETTERS RESPONSES

Dear Editor,

I'd like to take this

opportunity to clear up some
misconceptions I read in the
January 10th letter to the editor

written by "Some Concerned
Students".

However, let me first say
I'm pleased some concerned
freshmen took you up on your
note to "Write a letter to the

editor today". Although I think
their conclusions may have
been different had they had
more information, it's
nevertheless good to see them
expressing their opinions.

Their conclusion that the
size of the campus was
expanded (referring to the new
University Center) at the
expense of expanding the
number of faculty may seem
logical, but it is not. Funds to

pay faculty and funds to build

union buildings come from
entirely separate sources and are

never mixed. Building or not

building the University Center
would have no effect on the

number of faculty UNCW could
hire. The University Center,
like the University Union, was
built with student fee money,
clearly earmarked for that

purpose, and with borrowed
money which that fee income
will repay.

To answer their question of
why a new Union is being
built, let me recap the planning
process. It actually started in

1978 when planning for
UNCW's first union building
began in earnest. A committee
of students, faculty, and staff,

described, upon other needs: a

small coffeehouse styled room
that would lend itself to
different types of entertainment
while serving quick food items;
a large multi-purpose room that

would be part theater, part

exhibition center, and part
lecture hall; and ten meeting
rooms of various sizes. Due to

a limited space and budget, the

coffeehouse was deleted, the

multi-purpose room was greatly

scaled down in size and scope
(becoming the Union's Room
100), and the request for ten

meeting rooms was reduced to

the Union's present five.

It was obvious when the

Union opened eight years ago
that it was too small for our
rapidly growing campus, but we
took what we could then afford.

Four years ago we began again
to address the campus'
expanding needs. A second
committee surveyed student
needs, travelled to other
campuses, and gathered fresh
data to assist them. As before,

not all the items on the list

could be accommodated, but the
major needs were addressed in

the University Center.

Although it may seem that

UNCW is "trying to Compete
with Chapel Hill or any of the

other larger universities", the
total amount of Union space per
student is still under the ten

square feet standard
recommended by the
Association of College Unions.

I do agree with one opinion
in that letter. The new glass

doors are heavy to open! The
contractor is trying to locate

the reason and remedy the
problem now.

In closing, I would like to

point out that the University

Union and University Center
through not just their physical

space, but also their many
programs and services do indeed

improve the quality of
education at UNCW. I would be

most happy to explain that

statement further, and, of
course, answer questions that

I

be intellectually honest even
when it hurts." Hooks, however,

choose not to send this message.

President Bush also failed to

seize this opportunity to stand up
for fairness. The result of the

President's lack of leadership

means that for the next four years

minority students would be able

to receive scholarships monies for

which the non-minority
population on most college

campuses will not have a chance
to compete. If I were a non-
minority college student, I would
be madly upset at the fact that I

did not have the opportunity to

compete for the same scholarship

that was awarded to a minority

solely based upon race. Do you
want to get a clearer picture of
what non-minority students may
be feeling? Put yourself in the
shoes of the non-minority college

student. Your family has realized

that it cannot afford to continue
financing your education.
Imagine walking into the

financial aid office at the

university that you now attend.

Upon inquiring about financial
aid opportunities, you are told
that the only financial aid that
remains is designated specifically

for minority students. Wouldn't
you feel a certain amount of
animosity towards the next
minority student that you came in

contact with?

The so-called civil rights
leadership regularly issues
inflammatory statements detailing

how either public or private
actions and/or policies will result

in a backlash of racism. Many
Americans, who genuinely want
to provide equal access to

education for all, and who
believed, if not participated, in

the civil rights movement, will

stop supporting the traditional
civil rights organizations such as
the NAACP, PUSH, and the
Urban League. I believe that
many God-fearing Americans will

do just this because now it is

clear that these so-called civil

rights leaders no longer want
equality. Now these so-called
leaders want to have their

respective groups placed above
the law. The American people,
college students included, will not

stand for this.

Civil rights leaders have used

the Civil Rights Act to protect

myriad Americans from the
"vestiges of racism which pervade

this country." However, these

leaders now feel that minorities

should be excluded from the class

of Americans to which the Act
applies. Benjamin Hooks and
others are making mockery of the

system and are certainly

diminishing the earnest efforts of

leaders across the country who
truly want equal rights for all.

Many thanks goes to Ben Hooks
and the other so-called civil rights

leaders for showing Americans
that people of color don't want to

be judged by the content of our
character but rather by the color

of our skin.

Distributed by The Forum
Syndicate

MISCELLANEOUS STUFF

anyone, especially "concerned
students" may have. Please
don't hesitate to contact me or
anyone on the Union staff.

Linda Moore
Director of the University

Union

To The Editor:

I strongly disagree with the

idea that condoms are needed in

public schools. This is like

telling the kids to go ahead, but

just be careful. Sexual
promiscuity should not be

condoned.

It makes me sad to see that no
one has any values anymore. Not
just sad, but downright disgusted.

God originally planned for

everyone to keep their purity

until marriage. Today there are

only a few who still believe this.

Abstinence is the only solution

to preventing STD's, unwanted
pregnancies, and countless

abortions. I have to say that it is

too late now to straighten out all

this mess. Those who do choose

abstinence are ridiculed for it I

often wonder how God can put up
with mankind. I can imagine that

He has had just about enough.

A Concerned Freshman

instantly and blatantly challenged

and insulted (very Professional

Prof!). As a history major I can
deal with Dr. Cable's eccentric

ways but I find it very difficult to

sit by and say nothing while he
arrogantly challenges questions to

his opinions with words like "we
can take it outside" . Thank-You
Jennifer Elmore

To the Editor:

I am very upset at the entirely

unprofessional behavior of one of
our history professors at the
Teach-in on Jan. 10, 1991. Dr.

Larry Cable is obviously an
intelligent man as well as a
dynamic speaker. That is why I

cannot understand his conduct at

the lecture. The Teach-in was set

up in order that the public could

ask questions, unfortunately
nobody was told that we were not

allowed to question Dr. Cable's

opinions. When one brave soul

differed with Dr. Cable he was

>

To the Editor

I find the Arts and
Entertainment page lacking

significantly in many areas, not

the least of which is the so-called

movie review entitled "The Dude
Down Front".

I felt compelled to express my
opinion after reading Trey Wyatt's

disgustingly unintelligent article

in the Jan. 10, 1991 Seahawk. I

do not consider myself a hard-

nosed feminist but I found his

remarks about Melanie Griffith's

supposed "boob-job" and the

crack about Cher and Winona not

getting sufficiently undressed,

offensive and downright
revolting. There have been other

instances in previous issues

where Mr. Wyatt has referred to

the exposure of the female
anatomy (in insulting terms) as

being worth the price o f

admission to a movie. I feel that

these juvenile remarks have no
place in a semi-professional

college newspaper article and
certainly go beyond the bounds of
respectable or even descent
journalism. Frankly, I am
surprised others have not written

to the Editor in response to these

slurs. I can only guess that they

have not wasted their time in

reading the article. Surely The
Seahawk can find a qualified
movie reviewer whose writing is

more valuable to read and less

embarrassing to publish.

Anne Randall

f
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A Bahamas Party Cruise, 6 days only $279! Jamaica & Florida 6 days $299!

$139! Panama City $99! Spring Break Travel 1-800-638-6786.

Daytona

Summer job interviews- Average earnings $3900. University Directories, the nation's

largest publisher of campus telephone directories, hires over 250 college students for

their summer sales program. Top earnings $5,000-8,000. Gain valuable experience in

advertising, sales and public relations selling yellow page advertising for your campus
telephone directory. Positions also available in other university markets. Expense paid

training program in Chapel Hill, NC. Looking for enthusiastic, goal-oriented students for

challenging, well-paying summer job. Internships may be available. Interviews on

campus Wednesday, February 13th. Sign up at the Career Planning and Placement.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS
Hiring Men-Women. Summer/Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION
PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific,

Mexico. CALL NOW! Call refundable. 1-206-736-7000, Ext. C714.

HELP WANTED: WE NEED SELF-MOTIVATED STUDENTS. EARN UP TO $10/HOUR.
MARKET CREDIT CARDS ON CAMPUS. FLEXIBLE HOURS. ONLY 10 POSITIONS
AVAILABLE. CALL NOW. 1-800-950-8472 EXT 20. ASK FOR AL.

WANTED: EXPERIENCED DJ'S. MUST HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF TOP 40. APPLY IN PERSON
AT SKATER'S CHOICE. MONDAY-FRIDAY 9-5. 5216 OLEANDER DRIVE.

S. KERR AVE
1015 S. Kerr Ave.

791-0860
791-9776

mOIlKEY JUnCTID17

5315 S. College Rd.

791-4448
"Video Only"

cfl sfl

Register at School Kids Feb 3-5
to qualify for the drawing for basketball
shoutout Feb 6 at UNC-W home game.

Listen To Kool 97.3 FM for

detaiis

I

FREE RENTAL-get
2nd rental free

1 COMPACT DISC DFAJL | MOVIE RENTAI HFAi
1 ANY CD. regular

- price
I 13.99 TO 16.99 ONLY

!$ 12.95
GOOD THRU FEBUARY

I 91

when you rent your
1st rental

| - FREE MEMBERSHIP
- NCDL REQUIRED

| 35 Copies of Die Hard
1-31-91

MOSTg&AD

JkNlimy ZB-FEBRUrify I UNCWBooKSTORE

no ma£>
MONK
WU*i*«to«. Nortk Outturn

TONITE!

EGYPT

FRIDAY 1/25

CONFESSOR
f SPECIAL GUESTS
BETRAYER |

SATURDAY 1/26

REGGAE W/
AAE

JETHE HAWK'S NESTJE
CHECK OUT OUR 99C BREAKFAST SPECIALS

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

• LUNCH SPECIALS • JANUARY 28-FEB. 1

MUSHROOM BURGER, FRIES

RND 160Z. DRINK $2.40
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
"YEAH...RIGHT!"

with RAMONA HUPP
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Costner Takes
Top Honors
At Golden Globes

Casually Peering Into A
White Stretch Limousine

RY RaMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

I never thought I would, but

now I'm questioning my ability

to live in Los Angeles or even
New York. I would simply die

from either envy or curiosity. I

know this now because last week
I saw a huge white stretch

limousine and I followed it all the

way down Oleander Drive. Not
that I was following out of

curiosity, of course. ..I was
following it out of necessity.

Really. We just happened to be

going the same way. Really!

(But I was thankful that I had a

full tank of gas, just in case I

had decided to skip work, and
follow that stretch limousine
until I found out (a) Where it was
actually going, (b) Who was in

it, and (c) If they'd take pity on

me, and invite me along, or more
likely (d) call the police from
their cellular phone and report me
for harassment.)

As I casually kept up with

that white stretch limousine, I

tried my best to peek in those

smoke colored windows. (Even

though you're not supposed to be

able to see through them it is

possible to catch a shadow im;.ge

of whoever is inside if the sun

hits it just right. Don't ask me
how I know this.) You can

imagine how difficult this is,

trying to drive and peer very

casually into tinted windows, arid

keep a bit of decorum.

Usually I don't give

limousines the time of day. I

always make sure that limos

know that I'm doing my very best

to ignore them. I'm sure they

could care less, but it gives me
great satisfaction. But this

particular limousine was different

I just knew that Bruce Willis,

Dustin Hoffman, or Nicole
Kidman (all in town to make
Billy Bathgate) with her

newlywed husband Tom Cruise,

were in that white stretch

limousine. Or maybe it was the

director, Robert Benton, who
would look across and demand the

driver to pull me over and offer

nv? a part in his next movie

(altogether now.. .."Yeah, right!)

My curiosity was getting the
better of me. At one particularly

long light (aren't they all) I

almost contemplated getting out
of my car and just opening that

door to see who it was .

"Just do it, Mona." I told

myself. "What can they do to

you? Just jump out now, and
open that door."

I guess it was lucky for both

of us when that white stretch

limousine made an abrupt (and

illegal, I might add) turn across

two lanes. I'm not sure if they

didn't know where they were
going and had missed a turnoff, or

if my casual peering had made
them a bit nervous.
Nevertheless, I spent the rest of
the day thinking about that damn
white stretch limousine. And
after I thought about that forever,

I thought about how awful those

white stretch limousine riders'

lives must be. How
meticulously viewed they are.

True, they chose to call attention

to themselves by riding in white

stretch limousines, but then
again, maybe they have to so

overzealous individuals won't get

out of their vehicles at a

particularly long light and tear

open car doors just to say "Hi!".

"What does it matter?" you
say? "Who cares anyway?", you
demand. I do! Maybe that's part

of my warped charm. Perhaps it's

part of my annoying behavior.

Either way, it mattered to me. I

wanted to know. I still want to

know. So whoever it was in that

white stretch limousine, if for

some highly unlikely reason

you're reading this, call me ...

We'll do lunch! (Yeah ... right!)

RV RAMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

The awards season in "L.A.

L.A. Land" has begun once again

with last weekends 48th annual

Golden Globes Award Show. The
Golden Globes ballots are cast by
the Hollywood Foreign Press

Association and are presented to

nominated United States film

entries. This year's big winner at

the Golden Globes was Kevin
Costner, who took home the best

director award. This was certainly

a surprise considering this was
Costner's first attempt at directing,

not to mention a major feat

considering his stiff competition

from some of Hollywood's
legendary directors. Costner also

took home the award for best film

in the drama category. He did

lose out to Jeremy Irons

(Reversal of Fortune) in the

best actor category, but was
vindicated when Dances With
Wolves won best screenplay.

The screenplay was adapted by
Michael Blake from his novel.

Kathy Bates (Misery), Julia

Roberts (Pretty Woman),
Gerard Depardiue (Green Card)
took the rest in the best film
acting categories.

In the Television categories

Cheers and Twin Peaks took
three awards each, with both

winning best series in their

respective categories.
Decoration Day, a made for
television movie won best
miniseries, and it's star, James
Garner, won for best male
performance.

The Golden Globe Awards are

usually the major kickoff for

accolades and kudos for the ever

changing entertainment industry.

The next major awards show to be

broadcast will be the 18th annual

American Music Awards, New
York Film Critic Awards, and
then on to the biggies, with The
Grammy's and the Oscar's topping

off the season.

Mel-ancholy Hamlet
Is In The Lion's Den

*M Eft's HkLW
The Shark Is Just One Nice, Nice BahylDIP YOU CARE?

Tn-v Wvatt
Movie Reviewer

About twenty minutes into

Hamlet it was obvious that

there was a great story in there

somewhere, but just as in the

written work by Bill Shakespeare,

it gets retarded by dialogue.

Mel "Mad Max" Gibson
plays the medieval psychopath
with great intensity. Much of the

time he appeared as if he might

break into that Three Stooges

Routine he did in both those

Lethal Weapon pictures.

Glen "Squeeze-from-Hell"

Close (Fatal Attraction,
Dangerous Liaisons) wore
this cruel head gear thing the

whole time like some medieval

orthodontic device. Dopey
looking as it was, since she was
Queen, nobody in the castle had
the guts to tell her how stupid

she looked. Still her character,

Hamlet's mom, was very
powerful.

Through this tangled mess of

Pig-Latin, over-dressed chamber-
maids, at least 26 actors that

looked like that long haired dude
on Thirty-something, all with
names straight out of a medical
journal, and an endless barrage of

bad cliches "...a borrower nor a

lender be..., to be or not to be...

frailty thy name is woman...
etc.". It was pretty awesome.

Multiple murders, adultery,

incest, sword fights, poison cup
of wine trick, more leather than a

Motley Crue concert, lots of cool

boots, head chopping, and a

DID YOU KNOW?
fllttlffMlttMIMMtlttlltllMltftMtlftfttttllltltfltlll

SYLVESTER STALLONE
WROTE THE ORIGINAL
ROCKY IN LESS THAN
86 HOURS!
iiiiiiiitttiifiimintmiititiimiitimiMimmtttii

twisted confession where Hamlet

admits to a homosexual
relationship with a dead guy that

used to tell jokes, are the building

blocks of this movie. It is

awesome, good enough to write a

book report from, but the Cliffs

Notes were better.

Jon Claude Van Damme's
latest is also a cultural and epic

saga. He plays French Foreign

Legion deserter in Lionheart.

This is yet another character in

his diverse quiver of portrayals. In

the past he has played a guy from

Paris, a dude from French parents,

and also a French immigrant The
only thing that is vaguely similar

in Lionheart compared to Van
Damme's (Kickboxer) other

films is that his brother is

tortured and killed, and he attacks

10% of the American population

in an effort to square things up
with his conscience. His victim

list should include 3 or 4 bums, a

dozen or so inner city youths
repressed by the system on an

innocent wild spree, two Iraqi

mercenaries, a frat boy and some
rich babe that gets off on seeing

dudes get beat up. It addresses

almost every current social issue

imaginable. His solution to

most of them is to do them
severe bodily harm with extreme

prejudice. It's not as good as

Kickboxer but it's better than

oh, say.... Hamlet.
Hey, that's the way I see it

Lionheart is at Cinema 6, and

Hamlet is at College Road
Cinemas.

It Will Never Be As Exciting Or
As Magical As The First Time

BY MARK SCHARAC.A
MUSIC REVIEWER

Let me see, who should I

launch my verbal assault on this

week? Um... Vanilla Ice? Even

though he can't seem to write an

entire music score without
ripping off another artist, or that

he dances about as well as a

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle?

But I shall leave him alone.

After all, hasn't he heard that I,

the Shark, am the originator of

such dances as the "Devouring of

Swimmers", "Surfboard Crunch",

and the "Scuba Snack"?

Well, how about that "sadist"

Madonna? Here is another mega

popular artist (Yes, I use the term

very loosely) that uses some
other person's work and doesn't

credit those people, but at least

she got caught. But I will leave

her alone as well.

What about MTV? I could

blast them for having a contest

everyday of the week, but I won't

I could blast them for having 1-

900 dial in contest in which if

there weren't a million suckers

calling to win, there wouldn't be

any more of these contests. But I

absolutely refused to. Why? Hey,

because I am a nice guy!

The Shark will not have a

top ten list due to the presence of

war, but mostly

couldn't think of one.

because I

CINDERELLA
Heartbreak Station

Mercury Records

6 Shark's Teeth

CINDERELLA is what is

known as a true rock blues band.

Well, how can a band from
Philadelphia get the blues? Early

life influences, that's how.

CINDERELLA'S first two
albums, Night Songs, a very hard

edged rock album, and Long Cold
Winter, very bluesy, were
completely different from each
other. For this album, they

mixed the two together and came
out with almost nothing. With
the exception of a few songs there

is nothing new here for

CINDERELLA fans.

The song with the least

likability Shelter Me, is being
driven into our minds by MTV.
The songs that save the album
from total all out bashing are the

seventy-ish Loves Got Me Doin'
Time, the bluesy Sick For Cure,
Love Gone Bad, and the ballad

Heartbreak Station.

So while over half the album
is good, the other half smells

worse than rotten eggs.

F
12/10 Paul Simon
I Chapel Hill

2/16 AC/DC w/ Kings X
Charlotte

2/17 AC/DC w/ Kings X
Greensboro, N.C.

2/17 Bad Company and
Damn Yankees
Asheville, N.C.

Info gratefully provided bv

oncert Update From SURF 107
2/27 Living Colour

with Guest TBA
Raleigh Memorial

2/28 Neil Young
& Crazy Horse

with Sonic Youth
Chapel Hill

3/2 Sting

w/ Concrete Blonde
Columbia, S.C.

SURF 107(251-1075

Capitalizing

On The War
BY RAMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

While the Shark has hit dry
waters this week, I on the other

hand have unusually prevailed
with a top ten list of my own:
The Top Ten Most Selfish
Reasons I Want The War To End
Quickly.

10. Before someone gets the idea

that merchandising Desert Storm
military clothing is not only
patriotic statement, but a

fashionable statement as well.

9. Because ye gads, there was
already a man shortage before the

outbreak - now what do you think

my chances are?

8. So I won't have to keep
looking at a map of the Middle
East anymore. Enough already.

It is permanently seared in my
brain... complete with little

visual aids ... bombs ... and war
ships ... and fighter planes ...

7. Before someone else gets the

idea to start remaking Vietnam
protest songs.

6. Because I'm sick of wearing
yellow. (I curse the day of Tony
Orlando and Dawn.)

5. So everyone will go back to

their own apathetic selves.

4. So I can go back to paying
$ 1 .25 for a gallon of gas, and not

cuss Saddam.

3. So I can stop visualizing three

terrified newsmen trapped in a

hotel room together.

2. So I can stop fearing terrorist

attacks in the United States.

And the number one most
selfish reason I want the war to

end quickly is:

So television will go back to

uninterrupted programming
service!

BY TIMOTHY RAM.
STAFF WRITER

If you haven't seen the new
film Edward Scissorhands,
now is the time to go.Tim
Burton, the creator of such movie
classics as Batman,
Bettlejuice, and Pee Wee Big

Adventure, has brought his

vision to a new and wildly

exciting fairy tale in the creation

of Edward Scissorhands.

It is one of those movies that

you almost hate to see, because
you know it will never be as

exciting or as magical as the very

first time you saw it

Edward Scissorhands is

set in a landscape that only the

vision of Tim Burton could create.

To imagine a place where a boy
who has scissors for hands lives,

Burton had to create another world.

His world is a collage of suburban
culture. It has the Chevy Pintos

of the seventies, the picture
perfect pastel homes of the fifties,

the hairstyles of the sixties, and
the modern electronics of the CD
player, and the VCR of the

eighties. It is a world that could
never exist. Almost like the

Twilight Zone, except it is as
close as around the next corner.

It is only in this world that a

towering castle can sit within

reach of the dead end drive of

Every Street, USA.

The cinematography of the

movie grabs you from the first

minute of the film and holds you
until the last credit rolls past.

Tim Burton has an obvious image
of what his world looks like, and
he translates it easily to the

screen.

Johnny Depp, with his first

truly acclaimed role, i s

astonishing. He has a command
of character that was only hinted at

in the movies Cry Baby, and A
Nightmare On Elm Street.

The torture of Edward is evident

from the scars that cover his face.

Any wrong move with his razor

sharp hands carves a new scar as

easily as it cuts hair or prunes a

bush. Depp creates a character

who is as strong in his feelings

for the family that adopts him as

he is innocently confused in their

world of sex and violence. The
eventual romance that develops
between Depp and the character of

Winona Ryder is bittersweet, but

beautiful in the same way all

doomed romances are beautiful.

Winona Ryder is great, but

nothing that she will ever do can

equal her performance in cult

favorite, Heathers. Ryder, who
worked with Tim Burton in the

mcvie Beetlejuice, plays the

only straight role that she has
encountered yet The only oddity

is the bizarre love that she feels

for Edward. Nothing can hint

towards the pain of Edward more
than her character's impassioned

plea for Edward to hold her, and

Edward's simple response, "I

can't"

The other actors do a fine job
in roles that seem crafted for their

particular talents and abilities.

The inhabitants of the bizarre

suburban atmosphere are as
unusual as Edward in many ways.

The plot of the story is

predictable in places, but the
characters and the atmosphere of
the movie take over and explode
the senses. It has some
weaknesses, such as the logical

inability of the characters to decide
the implications of any of their

actions in any way. At times the

failings of the characters seem to

wrap you up in feelings of
frustration, but that is only
because they are so oddly real you
care about them.

Edward Scissorhands is

playing at Independence Theater.

In addition, if you love fine

films, Jacob's Run has started to

play a variety of foreign and art

films on Sundays. This past
weekend Cinema Paradisowas
shown. It was wonderful. If

words could easily describe such
elegance then there would be no
need for film. Don't miss this one,

it is due out on video later this

month.

THURSDAY

EGYPT
Mad Monk

CLYDEROBERTSON
Yellow Rose Saloon

FRIDAY

iiiiiiiiiaiittni

CONFESSOR with

BETRAYER
Mad Monk

BRICE STREET
Guiseppe's

CLYDEROBERTSON
Yellow Rose Saloon

RUDEDOGS
Front Street News

Mickey Mills and Steel

Odyssey Nightclub

GRCOTO<XJNTROL
Jacob's Run

SATURDAY

Classic Rock-n-Roll

Front Street News

CLYDEROBERTSON
Yellow Rose Saloon

AWARENESS ART
ENSEMBLE
Mad Monk

BRICE STREET
Guiseppe's

Beauty and the Beast

(Children's Theatre)

Thalian Hall

Red Badge of Courage
(Children's Theatre)

Thalian Hall

Miss Wilmington
Pageant

Thalian Hall

GOODGUYS
Jacob's Run

Like entertainment?

Like to write?

Call me?

Tuesday

i
Blues Society Jam
Front Street News

WEDNESDAY

Fast Forward

?X9X»l..S t.r.?.?A..N.cws.

ComeayZone
256-2251

Front Street News
762-6397

Guiseppe's

256-9600

Jacob's Run
251-1140

Mad Monk
395-0280

Thalian Hall

763-3398

Yellow Rose Saloon
791-2001
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BUDWEISER
REGULAR •LIGHT -DRY

12-PK..12-0Z.CANS

GALLO
TABLE WINES

3 LITER

65

E & J GALLO
WHITE ZINFANDEL
WHITE GRENACHE
SAUVIGNON BLANC

1.5 LITER

MICHELOB
REGULAR 'DARK

• DRY -LIGHT
6-PK..12-OZ.

N/R B6TTLES

49

Alcoholic beverages available at Phar-Mor stores with licensed departments Prices subject to state and local taxes We reserve the right to correct pricing errors Alcoholic beverage department hours subiecl to local laws

DOUBLE COUPONS EVERY DAY!
m
50C wiry lay.

Sm sttra fir totalis.

POWER PRICED SNACKS

Eagle Snacks

Peanuts
12 02.

Cinnamon Roast.

Lightly Salted.

Fancy Virginia,

Honey Roast or

Maple Roast

I88

\00

Power Buy
Potato

Chips
16 oz Reg or Rippled

Oorltos
Asst. sizes

and varieties

B«M\R1AN

Anderson

Boxed
Bavarian

Pretzels
10-oz. Thins or 14-oz.

Dutch or Baldies

Napkins Pfsfe*

Plastic

Cutlery
24 ct, Asst

.

Forks or Spoons

W^iti*

Solo

16-oz. Clear

Plastic Cups
18ct

Solo

Plastic

Plates
15 ct.. 10"

Paper

Plates
100 Ct

Rubbermaid

Laundry

Basket
#2965

HOUSEHOLD ESSENTIALS

All Liquid

Laundry

Detergent
128 oz

Philips

Earth Light
1 ct., 75-watt bulb

that uses 18 watts

It's time to change

your bulb

Clad

Trash

Bags
20 ct

Ruffles

Color

Scents
30 ct, Blue

Yellow or Pink

942 Stores

to 27 St*es

^iA orovfmo

SaSSot »oca«o«

nearest you...

Look under

"Pharmacy'
»•

Yellow Pag*
5

White Pages- or

. CaW Directory

Assistance.

OPEN 7 DtfS

AVYEE*

Almay

One

Coat

Mascara

29
100

HEALTH & BEAUTY SAVINGS

Max Factor

Satin

Splendor

Makeup

Rave

Shampoo
32 oz

Emerge

Hypo-Allergenlc

Makeup
Lipstick

Lip or Eyeliner

lliiijl

EXTERNAL
MUM RELIEVING OEL

Good Health

Cool

Not Cel
16 oz

CLUB

Gins
For every 100 video tapes you rent,

you'll receive a $10.00 Phar-Mor store

gift certificate! We'll keep count and

every time you reach 100 videos, you'll

receive your gift certificate by mail.

DRIXORAL
mam

T
ANTlmSTAIIlNI /NASA! OCCONOttTAKT

12houri«Naf
of CoM.

Sjnut
Symptoms

SUSTAINED AC IK* TAW I IS

A tip from Ken Pritchard. R Ph Pharmacy Manager

at the Chesapeake Square store

THE COMMON COLD

Drtxoral

Antlhistamlne/Nasal

Decongestant

• Almost 300 different colds exist

and you almost never get the same cold twice

What you think is one long cold is more likely

two different colds, back-to-back

• The symptoms of a cold may be due more

to your immune system's response

than to the virus itself.

Five percent of the population

never gets a cold.

6
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Phar-Mor Guarantees

the Lowest Prices

on Prescriptions"

Phar-Mor reserves the right to limit quantities and correct typographical errors No rain checks Rebates void where prohibited See store tor details
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Senate Looks To Meet Goals
RY HOLLY PRICE

STAFF WRITER

Three major tasks laid before

the SGA senate when they

convened for the first time at the

beginning of the school year.

Increased involvement in the

UNCW recreation programs,
better communication for student-

related activities, and enhanced
relations between the senate and

the UNCW book store were goals

that were set to be achieved
within the school year. "I think

we have done a good job so far in

achieving what we set out to do.

We had a lot of new senators and
that was tough, but we all seem
to work well together," stated

Vicki Freeman, vice president of

SGA.

The senate has gotten involved

with the recreation programs on

campus in several different areas.

Numerous senators have been in

touch with the chancellor's

recreation committee and together

they have formed three stages for

UNCW's new recreation
programs. They have planned

things that will take place
immediately, programs due to

begin in two years, and things to

begin in five years. Starting as

soon as possible will be more
aerobics classes and intramurals.

Committee members have been

in contact with 33 different

universities and colleges to

discuss recreation programs and

how UNCW can improve in the

area.

At the beginning of the

semester an information
committee was formed within the

senate develop better
communications between the

university and students. "We
wanted to try and find ways to let

7 Think we have
done a good job so
far in achieving
what we set out to

do.'

students become aware of what's

going on on campus. Many
times activities on campus go
unnoticed by on and off-campus

students," Freeman explained

Last semester members of the

committee did surveys i n

residence halls and at other

locations on campus trying to

find out what information
students were lacking. They also

started a suggestion box for

student comments.

The third major goal was to

enhance relations between the

senate and the book store. The

senate helps make decisions in

the university book store such as

the deadline for selling books

back. This year the SGA in

coordination with the book store

gave two scholarships. One was

an academic award and the other

one was financial.

Several other committees have

made significant progress this

year. The Media and Publications

Board, headed by senator Chris

Ban, took a proposal from last

year to lay some ground work for

media expansion on campus and

has organized a concrete plan to

do this.

Senate members are now in

the process of planning
Homecoming '91. Interviews for

Homecoming queen and king are

being held today. Senate
members are also going to be

involved with the Grand Opening

committee for the new union
annex held March 13, 14, and IS.

Elections for new SGA
members will be held in March.
When asked what the senate
planned to accomplish before the

end of their terms Vicki Freeman
replied, " We've had a lot of

internal problems this year, but I

think we have to put all of that

behind us and try to finish

accomplishing all we've set out

to do."

King Remembered On Campus
BY TWANNA RATTq

STAFF WRITER

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

was honored Monday in a

program initiated by the Office

of Minority Affairs.

An attentive crowd filled

Cameron Auditorium as SGA
President Ken Lemon delivered
the welcoming speech.
Keynote speaker for the affair

was Dr. A.C. Robinson,
Assistant Vice Chancellor for
Business Affairs at Elizabeth
City State University.
Robinson's topic was "Building
Bridges Over Castles". In

opening, the speaker

commented that King was
chosen by God. "God looked
down on this earth and chose
Dr. King to make America what
it ought to be. ... a nation

where all men might truly be
equal."

Robinson went on to tell

the audience that it was their

responsibility to help their

brothers. "Most of us here

today have forgotten where
we've come from," he said.

"Those of us who've arrived

don't want to get our hands
dirty, but we must help others.

"Dr. King was a prophet of

peace and a man of non-
violence," Robinson continued,

"he wanted us to love

everybody."

Robinson encouraged
everyone in the crowd to "build

bridges over castles to help
somebody. ... to make Dr.

King's dream come true by
making a contribution."

The program concluded with

a joining of hands and the
group singing "Reach Out and

Touch Somebody's Hand".
Ralph Parker, Director of the

Office of Minority Affairs
stated afterwards, "I hope to

reflect and work more diligently

toward achieving some of Dr.

King's dreams through programs

like this one at UNCW."

A COUKTTRy WHCftE WOA.EM CAM'T

MMB, CANT SWIM N TUG. SAME.
POOL AS MCAJ, ARE. STOMCXi TO
bEATW FOR ADULTERY, MAVE. ONLY
TWOSE. RI6MTS GRANTED TD TUEM
&y TUElR Mui&aWDS-- YOOS. JO&-
PROTECT THE STATUS QUO •

Order your college ringNOW

JOSTENS
AMERICA S COLLEGE RING'

ifmil
Date^/,, /

;
4
(
£ Time: IQ ~?> Deposit Required: *3.Q. ~~

Place: UhirAA/ T^gK^TT)/ZR
Meet with your Jostens representative tor lull details. See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore.

UNCW
BookstofiE
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UNIVERSITY UNION
PRESENTS

ACU-I GAMES TOURNAMENTS

ALL REGISTRATION IS AT THE
UNJVERSm' UNION INFORMATION CENTER

(EIGHT PUUTRS MINIMUM TO RUN TOURNAMENTS)

CHESS AND BACKGAMMON
SUNDAY, JANUARY 27

9:30 A.M. UU100
COST $2

DEADLINE: JANUARY 25

(provide own equipment

)

TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT
SUNDAY, JANUARY 27

12:30 p.m. Residence Life Center

Cost: $2

DEADLINE: JANUARY 25

(•nay provide mvn paddles )

The winner of each tournament goes to Lexington. Kentucky March 13. 1991
to represent UNCW in Regional competition. Transportation, room, board and
entry fees will be provided by UNCW. Compete against collegiate players from

VA. NC. SC. KY and TN

$.^Z /?

AUDITIONS
SINGERS • DANCERS • INSTRUMENTAUST5

SPECIALTY ACTS • TECHNttANS/WARDROBE
Kings Productions, the world's #1 producer of entertainment, is

holding auditions for the 1 991 season at KINGS DOMINION,
Richmond, Virginia. A variety of positions ore available and a
travel fee will be paid to employees who must travel more than 250
miles to the pork.

GRKNVRLE, NORTH CAROUNA
Tuesday, January 29, 1 991
East Carolina University, Recital Hall 4
4-5 p.m. Singers 6-7 p.m. Dancers
4-7 p.m. Instrumentalists, Specialty Acts,

Technicians

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Sunday, February 3, 1991
Kings Dominion, Mason Dixon Music Hall

1 3 p.m. Singers 4-5 p.m. Dancers

1 -5 p.m. Instrumentalists, Specialty Acts,

Technicians

For odoilional information col
KingiDormnKjnFnl.r1o.rvTMntO.pt 804/8/6 5141
Kings Productions 800/5*4-5464

KINGS ISLAND • KINGS rXJMINION • C>ROWINOS
GREAT AMERICA • CANADA'S WONDERLAND
©Kings Productions

-v*
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YOU mflKE THE CHOICE!

go DHncin' HGHin,

OR

" mEET fl nEW GROUP OF PEOPLE RT

(919) 791-6000

|
SKATER'S CHOICE

' PC 3ox 3473 • Oleander Dr.

Wiiminqicn. North Carolina

MICHAEL D. KAIZ4R

Owner - Ocerator

WILLIAM R. ESCHfiR"

Owner - Ooerator

PARTY ARD GROUP.

RATES

SLKjnesRS enooce
EUERV TUESDAY NIGHT IS COLLEGE NIGHT FROM 8-12 P.M

WITH THE HOTTEST DJ'S IN WILMINGTON PLAVING THE

BEST IN TOP 40/CLUB MUSIC.

COME OUT AND PARTV ON WHEELS AT.

AVAILABLE

SKATER'S CHOICE

5216 OLERRDER DRIVE

WILmiRGTOR, n.C. 28103

(919)791-6000

l

F£&. Sort

pmwtcwv&im ami

mmwmiM
uwwm
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jm sm

STUDENT TICKETS ARE $8 per STUDENT $14 per COUPLE AND WILL
E AVAILABLE IN THE UU INFO CENTER BEGINNING MONDAY JAN.

28. DANCE SPONSORED BY THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION IN CONCERT
WITH SGA. BONFIRE SPONSORED BY IFC IN CONCERT WITH SGA.

V
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Racial Equality At Issue On College Campuses
(CPS)—A majority of both

black and white college students

in the South believe campuses

should be color-blind when
admitting undergraduates, a new
survey has found.

The two groups, however,
disagree sharply over whether

black students should get special

consideration from graduate

schools, the Southern Regional

Education Board (SREB) study

also found.

"The way students view racial

issues on campus is still very

unsettled," said Ansley A.

Abraham, author of the report and

research association for SREB, a

group that addresses education

issues for IS southern states.

For the study, Abraham
surveyed 5,000 students at 20
predominantly white and 20
historically black campuses in the

Southeast.

About half of the students felt

"special consideration" should be

given to blacks when they apply

to graduate schools.

Study Shows Tuition
Is Still Reasonable

(CPS)—It's a "complete
misconception" that public

colleges have gotten too
expensive, a researcher who tracks

campus finances nationwide said

the first week of January.

In fact, public campuses are a

great deal for students, he

maintained.

Although many states

appropriated a smaller share of

their 1989-90 tax revenues to

higher education, students at most

public schools still paid only

one-fourth of the cost of what

colleges spend to hold classes,

operate dorms, pay teachers,

police the campus and provide

food service, said Kent Halstead

of Research Associates of

Washington.

There has been "a complete

misconception [fostered] by
articles that emphasize the

tremendous costs at" private

schools, Halstead said.

Public colleges and
universities are "extremely
affordable," he maintained.

Halstead, ever the contrarian,

also predicted the current

recession may actually keep

tuition increases down at public

schools.

"Public colleges are
particularly sensitive to the

tuition issue (because of bad

publicity), so obviously they

want to retain enrollment and

increase tuition as modestly as

they can," he noted.

He added the situation will

vary from state to state.

Students at public campuses

in Idaho, Montana, Utah,

Wyoming, North Dakota, South

Dakota and Hawaii may have to

pay higher tuition in coming
years as schools in those states

receive less tax revenue per

student, the report says.

Public schools in

Connecticut, the District of

Columbia, Florida, Georgia,

Maine, Massachusetts,
Mississippi, Nevada, New Jersey,

Vermont, Virginia and West

Virginia will receive more tax

money relative to student load,

and therefore will impose smaller

tuition hikes.

In September, the College

Board reported college tuition

nationwide had risen faster then

the rate of inflation for the 10th

year in a row.

The College Board report said

tuition at four-year public
colleges in 1990 increased 7

percent over 1989, while the

Consumer Price Index rose only

4.5 percent

False Story Sparks

Racial Tension
(CPS)—A student's false

report of rape at George
Washington University (GW) in

Washington, D.C. frightened

residents into thinking a rapist

was prowling the campus, and

then, when the truth was revealed,

angered students because the

fictional assailants were described

as black.

The incident, moreover, was

just one of several confrontations

that discomforted black students

at various campuses during the

last weeks of fall semester:

Racist graffiti was scrawled on

the door and walls of a University

of Illinois student's apartment,

prompting a candlelight vigil by

supporters hoping to demonstrate

that similar incidents happen
frequently.

Apparently upset by the

presence of white students on a

planning committee, several

black students walked out and

threatened to boycott Black

Awareness Month activities at

Oakland University in Michigan.

Members of African American

Students United at the University

of California at Davis rallied for

changes in the school's Afro-

American studies program.

The trouble at GW began on

Dec. 6 when The Hatchet, the

student newspaper, published a

story that a woman had been

raped on the campus on

Halloween night by two men
described as "muscular, young-

looking black males... wearing

dirty, torn clothing" and having

"bad body odor."

The Hatchet's source for the

story was Mariam Kashani, a GW
sophomore described as "a private

rape counselor who met the

victim through a friend at the

D.C. Rape Crisis Center."

However four days later,

Kashani admitted through her

lawyer she made up the story.

Kashani's friends told reporters

she haa wanted to heighten

awareness about campus security.

The same day, The Hatchet

published a special issue

explaining the mistake and adding

"the editors deeply regret the

error."

But the damage had been done.

Because the lie was exposed

on the last day of classes before

winter break, student response so

far has been minimal, reported

GW President Stephen J.

Trachtenberg.

Black students at GW are

"ticked off," Trachtenberg said.

"They have a right to feel hurt

and angry."

"The attitude of the black

student population is outrage,"

agreed David Trimmingham, a

GW junior and member of the

Caribbean Student Association.

"What (Kanshi) did really helped

people to see the problems" in

race relations at GW.
If Kanshi chooses to remain at

GW this semester, she will

receive "appropriate due process

and justice" from the student

judicial board, Trachtenberg

asserted.

On Jan. 5, an Ohio judge

settled the similar case of Ohio

State student Michelle Ann
Yentes, who in 1989 falsely

claimed she had been raped by a

black man. She later recanted.

Yentes was ordered to get

counseling and pay a $300 fine,

and sentenced to 90 days in jail

and 200 hours of community
service.

At GW, there also will be an

inquiry into whether editors of

The Hatchet followed appropriate

procedures in verifying the story.

The Hatchet's editors could not

be reached for comment Editor-

in-chief Patrice Sonberg earlier

told the Washington Post the race

of the alleged assailants had not

played a part in the decision to

run the story.

Only 15 percent of white

students agreed.

"Black students still see

[graduate school] as a mystical

entity that very few [black

students] make it into. White
students view it as a natural
progression," Abraham
speculated.

It was different for

undergraduate study. More that

75 percent of the students, both

black and white, agreed that every

student "should meet the same
academic standards for

admissions" to undergraduate

programs.

"I think we have gotten to the

point when both black and white

students see the possibility of

going to college in the same

way," Abraham said.

The study also found that

when students are a minority on

campus, whatever their race, they

share perceptions about campus
climate.

Both white students on
historically black campuses and

black students on predominantly

white campuses said they didn't

think their schools gave them

enough opportunity to express

their concerns and to relate their

experiences on campus.

"The faculty is not as willing

to help us as they are to help our

[white] counterparts. This school

is becoming more and more
integrated but his isn't the will of

the overall school," wrote a black

student who attends a

predominantly white school.

Many of the students surveyed

also expressed concern over their

institutions' efforts to recruit

minority students, faculty and

administrators.

A study released last January

by the American Council on
Education found that, despite

greater recruiting efforts, the

number of black students seeking

higher education has dropped
steadily since 1976.

"Black students value the

recruiting process differently.

They seem to get more out of it,"

Abraham said.

But many of the students said

they had not been given an

accurate picture of what campus
life would be like by recruiters,

headded.

College Enrollment Remains High
(CPS)—The long-anticipated

tollege student population decline

still hasn't happened, a new
campus head count has found.

The number of students

enrolled at two- and four-year

campuses actually increased in

1990, with community colleges

enjoying the biggest boom, said a

report by the American Council

on Education (ACE).

Though the U.S. Dept. of

Education will release an "official

campus census" later in the year,

the ACE report typically has

proven very accurate.

This year's version has some
observers wondering whether a

downturn in the number of high

school seniors, which the

Department of Education predicts

will continue until 1995, will in

fact cause the enrollment bust

that campus officials have been

fearing for years.

"Perhaps we will not see a

slowdown" in the number of

students seeking higher education,

said ACE spokeswoman Kathy

Ruser.

"If it's happening, it hasn't

happened here," agreed William

Goldmann, dean of educational

services at Pasadena City College

(PCC) in California.

ACE's survey of institutions

in 14 states found 2-to-6 percent

increases in enrollment at

community colleges during the

last year. Four-year campuses
posted increases between 1 and 3

percent

The jumps may be due to the

school's success in attracting

"non-traditional" students—those

older than 24 years—and retaining

current students, said Russer.

Community colleges are doing

well, Goldman added, because

their tuition costs are low and

they offer a wide variety of

classes.

The combination helped PCC
enrollment by at least 4 percent

since 1989, he said.

Other two-year campuses like

Muscatine, Minneapolis, Rainy

River, Palm Beach and Salt Lake

community colleges also reported

enrollment gains this school year.

Even "smaller" four-year

campuses like Mount Union and

Franklin colleges, Southwest

Missouri State, Nebraska
Wesley an. Ball State, Penn State

at Edinboro, Middle Tennessee

State and West Texas universities

enrolled more students.

So did big systems like the

universities of Wisconsin,
Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut

and New Mexico.

Yet more is not always better.

Colleges in Utah had to ask

the state government for more
funds last year after enrollment at

the schools exceeded
administrators' expectations.

Officials often have to open
more course sections, hire more
teachers and provide more services

than planned when a surprising

number of students registers for

classes.

PCC is slowing its expansion

of course offerings so the number
of students does not overwhelm
the school's budget, Goldmann
said.

CPS WIRE. . .

1

Funding Woes Cause More
Campus Cuts

The shrinking economy-
officially recognized as a

recession by the White House the

first week of January-continues to

force more campuses to consider

cutting back services to students.

The library at Appalachian

State University in North

Carolina, for example, announced

it will cut Uie number of new
books it will buy this year, and

that it is considering reducing the

number of hours it is open each

week.

Yale University Provost Frank

Turner, citing a decrease in

donations and increased campus
fuel costs, may request "strategic

cuts" in academic offerings to

help save money. University of

Maryland officials are weighing

cutting the numbers of classes

and teaching assistants they hire

as well as reducing planned
computer purchases.

The prospect of more budget

cuts caused a record 55 faculty

members not to return to the

University of North Dakota this

school year, the Dakota Student

reported.

Foreign-born Teachers Are

Okay, U.S. Students Say
Most undergraduates generally

are "receptive" to taking courses

foreign-born college teachers, and

rate them as equal to native-born

faculty members, a study of 500

Ball State University students

found.

Report author and Ball State

marketing Prof. Shaeen Borna,

who "wondered if Americans

likened us to foreign products,"

found that about 95 percent of the

students interviewed believed

foreign born faculty members
knew their subject matter as well

as native-bom teachers.

"I was surprised that students

were receptive to professors from

countries like Syria, Iraq and

Libya," he said. "American

students seem to be open-minded.

They believe a person should get

the job if qualified."
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Next, {They'll Grade You Down For
Reading In English Lit

Officials at Chaminade University of Hawaii

conducted an academic review of Associate

Prof. Clitha R. Unni, who was accused by stu-

dents of making "anti-administration remarks"

during a class last summer.
The critical remarks were made during a

course called "Critical Thinking."

But What Happens When The Weather
Turns Warm This Spring?

To keep revelers from cutting down campus
trees to use for Christmas, University of Illinois

horticulturists sprayed local evergreens with a
chemical that smells like rotten eggs when it

reaches room temperature.

Imagine What His Slap Shot Must Look
LikeTo Opposing Goalies

Alerted by an attendant who thought he

saw someone holding a gun on a bus full of

collegians that stopped to pay at a New York

State Thruway toll booth in early December,
Massachusetts state police chased down,
pulled over and then surrounded a bus carry-

ing the Colgate University men's ice hockey
team to a game at the University of Lowell.

Police drew their guns, and demanded that

the hostage-taker surrender.

Confused team members, ducking behind

seats, yelled back that there was no gun on
the bus.

It turned out that the shadowy figure seen
holding a gun was actually a team member
standing at the front of the bus, holding a

microphone as he emceed a road trip tradition

of freshmen telling jokes to pass the time.
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Today

Women's Basketball

vs. UNC-Ashville

Friday

No events scheduled

Saturday
Men's Basketball

Vs. ECU
Swimming Vs.

UNC-Charlotte

Sunday

No events scheduled

Monday
No events scheduled
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WednesdayTuesday

No events scheduled
Men's Basketball

at Rutgers

Ragged
Edge

Rags Thompson
Sports Columnist

There will be no chance of a three-peat this

year. Matt Bahr made sure of that In fact, don't be
surprised if the 49ers fade into the wallpaper next

year. Not badly, but they won't dominate as they

have.

When Joe Montana left after a shot from
Leonard Marshall in the third quarter of Sunday's

game, it ended all 49ers' hopes and probably will

affect next year. It seemed from the start that the

49ers didn't want to win. They had lost their

enthusiasm. They won too much. In the past two
years, the 49ers have lost a total of six games.

Maybe they felt like it wasn't fun anymore. Even
the great Joe Montana didn't seem at his best, if

that's possible.

It was as if they were a balloon, slowly losing

its air. Then, when they lost their fearless leader,

the balloon burst. It was just a matter of time

though. Montana had been taking hard hits the last

three weeks from anyone who could get near him.

Leonard Marshall only got one shot and he made it

stick. Now old Joe is seeing stars instead of dollar

signs.

Now we know that Joe is human. Believe it or

not, he is not some superhuman being sent here to

torture all the Dallas, Denver and other teams' fans

by beating them with last second plays, or routing

them beyond recognition. *
It's time for Joe to hang

up the boots and let someone else take the

spotlight. He might just be the best quarterback

ever to have played. But you can't play forever and

if he isn't careful, he could lose more than a football

game. For starters, his head if he keeps taking hits

like that.

It can certainly be said that the 49ers were a

dynasty, but like all other dynasties they must fall

sometime. It's happened to all of them: the

Packers, the Dolphins, the Steelers, the Yankees and

the Celtics. You can only reign for so long and the

49ers time has gone. I

Don't Settle For A
Fishy Account.

Go To The Game.

IEOJ ¥8. HJNCW
Jan.26, 2 p.m.

...THE BOMBS BURSTING

IN AIR ...

Jl I

UNCW Sets Marks
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FROM THE FIELD

UNCW men and women's
track teams opened their '91

season at the Marriot Invitational

in Blacksburg, Virginia this past

weekend. The Seahawks, who are

beginning their second season of

track and field competition, used

the Marriot meet as a barometer

to test their early season fitness

level. The squad also gained some
valuable experience on the boards.

"The Marriot Invitational is

one of the biggest indoor track

meets in the South," head coach

Bill Cason said. "We wanted to

give our kids a chance to run

against some of the best track

programs in the southeast."

Sophomore Karen
Mathewson led UNCW with a

second place finish in the 3,000

meters in a time of 10:32.9.

"Karen is starting off the

track season right where she left

off this fall," Cason said. "We are

looking forward to some fast

times from her this spring."

The Seahawks track

program has been revived in the

last three years by Cason. The
coach continues to challenge his

athletes to better their meet
times. This is the track team's

second full season officially

competing. The first year the

track team participated in an
exhibition status.

Last Saturday, the Seahawks

leapt and sprinted their way to

school marks in Virginia. Eric

Young propelled his body upward

six feet, five inches to capture his

first UNCW record in the high

jump competition. Nicole

Delaine used a strong finishing

kick in the 200 meters (26.89)

and 400 meters (62.S) for her

place in Seahawk history. In the

relays, the UNCW men's distance

medley relay team, consisted of

Shawn Briton, Doug Liming,

Don Scott, and Sam Bobbitt,

finished in 4th place in yet

another record time of 10:4 1.6.

The mile and the 800 meter

finished racing for the women

while the men ran an additional

5,000 meter race before ending

competition.

Jill Peeples was the top
Seahawk finisher, running a time

of 5:42.4. The sophomore had a

time of 2:32.5 in the 800 meters.

Teammates Don Scott and Doug
Liming battled each to the tape.

The two runners, who shadowed
each other the entire race, finished

a hundred of tenth of a second
apart in the 800 meters. Scott

broke the line first, clocking in at

2:03.4 with Briton right behind

him ewith a time of (2:03.5).

Shawn Brinton broke the final

University record bettering his

mark in a time of 15:27.9

The Seahawks next

competition will be Saturday,

Feb. 2 at the I.A.A.F. World
Cross Country Trials in

Tallahassee, Florida.

Match-Up- ECU vs. UNCW ., Patrick Fowler

Guards:
The Seahawks can get high point production from

anyone of their four guards. Brannon Lancaster, Joe

Cherry, Drew Phillips, Reggie Veney, and Mark Eaton

have had big games for UNCW. Lancaster, who averages

,11.3 points a game, is the Seahawk solid three-point

threat (although all four guards can hit the shot).

However, two of the best guards in the CAA enter Trask

tonight with a combined scoring average of 36.5 points

per game. Steve Richardson (18.5 ppg.) is one of the

hottest shooting players in the conference. He is deadly

from the outside connecting on 52-106 treys (49%) this

season. Richardson is 39.7% from the field and the

Pirate top scorer. Freshman sensation Lester Lyons (18.0

ppg.) is 51% from the field and 40% from three-point

area. Yet, ECU suspended Richardson from play

indefinitely last Saturday. The guard status for

Saturday's game is questionable. This makes the guard

match-up even more closer but the qdge stills has to go

to the Pirates and their bench support.

Forwards:
A close battle. Both teams posseses two strong scorers

with Major Wiggins (10.6) and Bryan Withers (7.7)

providing the firepower for UNCW and Stanley Love

(8.1) and Darren Overton (4.9) for ECU. Both also have

proven subs from the bench — UNCWs Tim Shaw (6.6)

and Scott Tierney (6.6), ECU'S Kevin Armstrong (3.5)

and Tim Brown (6.4). However, it is a different story

when it comes to defense where the Seahawks out

rebound the Pirates 18 to 10 and out block 49-20. You
can beat good solid defense.

Centers:
There will be a competitive battle down low in the paint.

ECU'S Ike Copeland (8.1) is starting to really assert

himself in the middle for the Pirates averaging seven

rebounds a contest. Still you can't ignored who has to

be the most improved player in the league, junior Matt

Fish. Fish is averaging 10.9 points per game and 6.3

rebounds. He has taken his time in the low post and

established a quick two-step inside drop to the basket

Coaches: Kevin Eastman has successfully turned

around a chaotic program of a year ago, but he'll be the

first to tell you the Seahawks still have a way to go.

UNCW, however is in position to equal their total wins

of a season ago of eight games with a victory over the

Pirates. Mike Steele is the man with the experience and

is used to the high pressure usually associated with an

inter-state rivalry such as this. Go with experience every

time.

Intangibles: The Seahawks have the home court and

crowd advantage. If Eastman has his way, Trask will be

rocking by the tip-off. UNCW is still riding on a high

intensity level. A thrilling win over the Tribe, Monday
night sent team morale soaring even higher.

3-pointers: Both teams have shooters who canned

the treys. However, ECU leads the conference in three-

point accuracy (42.7%) and posseses two of the best

long-range bombers in Richardson and Lyons. But you

never know how that funny ball is going to bounce.

CAA Play: Neither team is tearing up the league.

The Seahawk have a .500 mark (3-3) after six CAA
encounters and the Pirates (2-4) are victims of several

close contest No real advantage here, as the game could

go either way. This is usually the senario anyway

considering the high emotion and intensity the game is

played under.

Overall: A pretty even contest down the line with

each team possessing the strength to the opponents'

weakness. The game will be determined by which team

can take full advantage of its strengths and neutralize it's

counterpart enough to hold on to a win. The key for a

Seahawk victory is to pound the ball inside to Fish,

Wiggins, and Withers. They also have to hit a high

percentage from outside the perimeter. ECU must bomb
UNCW from the outside with Richardson and Lyons,

forcing the Seahawks to play honest man-to-man

defense. It's at UNCW, the Seahawks are coming off an

emotional win, and it's ECU. UNCW 70-64.

The Intramural Scorecard
S(tamd)8iii«a

Fraternity League
Sigma Nu 2-0

Lambda Chi 2-0

S A E 2-0

Kappa Sigma 1-1

Delta Sigma 1-1

Chi Phi 0-2

Kappa Alpha 0-2

Qo|d League
Blackhawks 2-0

Armagedon 2-1

Blazers 2-1

Stars 2-1

STD Deviations 1-1

White Trash 1-1

Running Rebels 0-2

Doom 0-2

Purple Leaeue
Boneheads 1-0

Delta Sig B 1-0

Burners 1-0

3MTA3 0-1

Sigma Nu C 0-1

Serpants 0-1

Golden Demons 0-1

Bloodsports 0-1

Jled League
Charlie Horses 2-0

Wells 2-0

MMS 1-1

Sigma Nu Gold 1-1

Other Team 0-2

Wild Turkey 0-2

Chi Phi B 0-2

VBS 0-2

Green Leaeue
Nats 2-0

Deacons 1-1

The Tribe 1-1

Nothing Fancy 1-0

Hardcore 0-0

Kappa Sigma 0-0

ROTC 0-1

Lambda Chi 2 0-2

i

Pink League i Alpha Xi Delta 1-1

The Boys 1-0 Alpha Gamma 1-1

Prime Time 1-0

Brew Phi Brew 1-0 S<C<DiT<^
Delta Sig C 1-0

Delta Sig D 0-1 Young Guns 85 J's Kids 43

K A Gold 0-1

Nex 0-1
Lambda Chi 3 72 KA White 59

Bulls 0-1 Mudcats 53 The Fellas 49

Blue League Kappa Sig.C 46 Raiders 45

Young Guns 2-0
Blazers 52 W. Trash 44

Lambda Chi 3 2-0

Mudcats 2-0 Stars 60 Armagedon 53

The Fellas 1-1

Kappa Sig. C 1-1
Sig.Nu Gold 64 Wild Turk. 32

KA White 0-2 Charlie Hors. 61 Other Team 47

Jerry's Kids 0-2

The Raiders 0-2 Wells 54 VBS 36

Sororitv Leaeue MMS WF Chi Phi B
Alpha Phi 2-0

Chi Omega

1

3-0 Chi Omega 41 Alpha Xi

*

31
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Sideline

Sensations
Patrick Fowler
Sports Editor

Teamwork,
Teamwork

We have war.

Not on the gridiron, the hardwoods, or the ice

arena, but the desert Yes, the desert, where our GI's

are fighting with the combined U.N. forces to force

Saddam Hussein and his cronies from Kuwait. You
heard of games being called a fight to the finish, a

tooth and nail affair, even a slobberknocker battle- -

- -courtesy of now retired Chicago Bear defensive

lineman Dan Hampton. However the stakes this

time are real. Those who fall in the heat of battle

won't rise up to play again. There will be no final

horn or buzzer to end hostiUes only those of

air raid sirens and incoming missiles screaming

across the Arabian skies. Neither side will shake

after this contest. This sudden death encounter is for

real.

I planned this week to comment further on the

support we need to give to our student athletes.

How we should realize the pressure they're under. I

was going to rave about center Matt Fish's

(.probably the most-improved player in the CAA)
amazing night against JMU (Jan. 14), scoring 26
pts and grabbing 7 rebounds. I was, but not now.

Now is not the time to discuss it But the message
I Intended to raise is the same for both our athletes

and soldiers. Support.

You have heard coaches state that they love

playing at home. Where the sound of the

hometown fans spurs on and inspires the team to

victory. Head basketball coach Kevin Eastman has

applauded Seahawk fans continuously this season in

his quest to make Trask, "The hardest place in the

CAA to play". In fact before the JMU game he

asked the city of Wilmington
"

to come out and

be as loud as you possibly can." We aren't the

heme team in this contest but you can make a

difference. Ask any team and they'll tell you the road

games are the hardest to win. The soldiers in Saudi

Arabia are asking the us to do for them like you
would for your favorite team. Support their
efforts.

They don't ask you to do the fighting for them.-

- -Nor to worry and fret for their safety.- - - Nor
walk around in peace marches all day long. No,
nothing that difficult A simple request really, just

support them. And of course be the loudest you
can possibility be. After all the team needs every

advantage, every extra step it can get
That's why I cheer the patriotic fans in

Chicago, Buffalo, San Fransisco, and anywhere else

who, despite their personnel feelings of the U.S
involvement in the war, proudly display the colors

of our nation at the NHL (National Hockey League)

All-Star game and N.F.L play-offs. Together these

fans combined their voices and sent a message out

there to the troops, "We love you and behind you
100 percent." Support.

No one wanted this war to come and no one

wants it to end more than I do. But now is not the

time to argue with the quarterback in the huddle.

The two minute warning has sounded. Now is the

time to stop bickering among ourselves and work as

a team to help resolve this conflict quickly with the

least losses. Every person can do his or her part.

Support.
Help - - - help those whose loved ones are

out there fighting for the U.S.A. Understand - -

- understand that this is a difficult time we all are

experiencing, especially those GI's families. Be
there - • • be there for those who are having a

hard time coping. Learn • - - learn that the reason

we are over there is not for lower gas prices at the

pump.

I admit I've never been in a war situation before

and many may question what my column has to do

with sports. A lot, really, for those same intense

emotions of anxiety, fear, worry, and jubilation are

felt during every athletic contest. Risks are taken,

and questioned. Teams sweat out the final result of

battles. Injuries can make and break an operation and

there is always heated tension in the air during the

heat of confrontation. Sports mirrors life and often

the same principles are applied in both places. Give

1 10 percent fight to the end, never surrender easily,

and always support.

The games here in Wilmington and in the U.S

will go on. The Super Bowl, All-Star games, and

basketball games will continue. They must for I

think our soldiers would want it that way. They

would say go on with your normal lives. Everyone

needs a break from the harsh painful consequences of

war. Don't put your life on hold. Live.

You can't physically help them but you can

emotionally in your actions. Ask coach Eastman,

who has a brother in Saudi Arabia, why he is laying

out a game plan to combat the scoring machine of

Pirates Stanley Love, Ike Copeland, and Steve

Richardson. Ask that person in the stands whose

roommates, boyfriend, girlfriend, or family member
is out in the hot desert why he or she is here.

Because they need to, life continues. Live.

So when you're rocking the confines of Trask,

this Saturday, as the Seahawks battle it out with the

Pirates, steal a glance or two at that red, white, and

blue flag hanging overhead. And smile. Then turn

back around and scream like hell for the team.

Support.
But don't forget to live too.

Pirates Torpedo The Seahawks
BY PAUL THOMPSON
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

The UNCW men's and women's swim teams

began the new year by traveling to Greenville, N.C.

last Saturday to square off against the East Carolina

Pirates. Both teams struggled through the entire

match. The men fell 148-95 and the women dropped

their match 140-102.

The men suffered through one of their worst

meets this year, having only three first place

finishers. Robert Ley placed first in the 1000 meter

freestyle (9:58.85) and Clifton Perkins took top

honors in the 200 fly (1:59.37). Brian Linkfield

was the final winner for the Seahawk men. The

freshman diver wrapped up the three-meter

competition with a score of 278.2. The score was
Linkfield's top performance of the '90-91 season on

the board.

Clifton Perkins also swam his best effort of the

season in the 200 individual medley (1:59.05).

However, the performance was only good enough

for second place in that event

The women were led once again by sophomore

sensation Amy Lewis, who took victories in both

the 200 individual medley (2:14.70) and the 200

backstroke (2:16.46). The women had only one

other winner in the meet. Nina-Pino Marina took

the one meter diving competition with a score of

214.4. The 400 freestyle relay team (Hayden,

Gurshaw, Compton, and Lewis) also stroked their

best time of season. The foursome swam their way
to a time of 3:46.92.

Head coach Dave Allen, in his 14th season at

UNCW, was not pleased with the outcome of either

match.

"We had the opportunity to take on a strong

conference opponent and show what we could do,"

Allen said. "We embarrassed ourselves and there's
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Photo By Din Bill

The UNCW men's and women's swim team are trying to regroup from a conference loss to ECU (Jan. 12). The Seahawks lost

148-95 in the men's meet and 140-102 in the women. UNCW entertains UNC-Charlotte Saturday at 2 p.m. in the natatorium.

no excuse for what we did."

Allen realizes that his team does not have

time to dwell on the loss and has a lot to do to

prepare for their next meet

"We have to reorganize in a short amount of

time,"Allen said. "This was our worst meet of the

year. We have swam well all year. . . even in

defeat We're not going to mull over this meet.

We're going to move onward from here. If people

are focused on what's ahead, we can do extremely

well."

With the losses to ECU, both the men's and

women's teams records. dropped to 4-5 on the year.

The Seahawks will end their regular season

Saturday, when they host the UNC-Charlotte 49ers

at 2 p.m. A win by the women will give them their

first .500 season in UNCW history. After Saturday

meet both teams will prepare for the conference

Championships which are to be held again in

Wilmington.

Hawks Win,20.T
BY PATRICK FOWI FR

SPORTS EDITOR

Senior guard Brannon Lancaster buried a 15-footer from the top of the
key with one tick remaining in the second overtime period to propel the
Seahawks to a narrow 78-76 victory against William and Mary.

"It was like any other shot," Lancaster said. "We had a backdoor play
designed so it wasn't intended for me. When I got the ball I looked up and
there was only six seconds on the clock. I knew I had to get the shot off
around the free throw line. I drove quickly around my man and put it up.
Luckily it went in."

Luck had nothing to do with it for UNCW missed opportunities at the
end of regulation and the first overtime period to win the contest.

"Brannon has done a great job diversifying his game. He made a cross
dribble, rose up, and his shot looked like total concentration," head coach
Kevin Eastman said.

The Tribe jumped out early, running out to a seven point lead, 1 5-8,on
back-to-back treys by Chris Jensen and Brendan Connor. After a time-out
the Seahawks came charging back pounding the inside with short hooks
from Matt Fish and Major Wiggins. A 12-footer by Lancaster cut the Tribe
lead to a single point, 17-16, with just under nine minutes to play. UNCW
outscored its opponents 10-3 over the final three and half minutes to grab a
seven point half time advantage.

UNCW had leads of nine and seven points most of the second half but
couldn't hold them as William and Mary mounted a late rally. The Tribe
connected on their last nine possessions down the court They outscored the

Seahawks 11-4 over the final eight minutes, knotting the score at 60.
Following a Seahawk basket. Spider reserve center Scott Smith's hit two
free-throws with 40 seconds left to send the game into the overtime period

Each team scored nine points in the extra five minutes. UNCW again
staked out a three point advantage, only to have the game tied at 67, on a
Connor bomb from 22 feet away. After trading baskets, the teams headed
into the second extra period knotted at 7 1.

UNCW fell down five quickly, 76-71, in the second overtime. Seahawk
guard Reggie Veney drove the lane banking home the lay-up and hit the
extra free-throw to complete the three-point play. Bryan Withers took a
charge and Veney sank two free-throws with 15 seconds left to set-up
Lancaster's dramatics.

Lancaster led all scorers with 21 points as UNCW again put four

players in double figures.the seven time this season. Center Matt Fish
Brannon Lancaster hit the winning basket with one second remaining in the second overtime as the finished with 16 pts., Major WifiBins had 10 and Reeeie Venev eoualed hk
Seahawks slipped by William and Mary, 78-76. Lancaster scored 26 points on the night as UNCW rallied -QrMr kinK ZJl iT *nJo !wZSr ,

lu
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from five points down in the second extra period to pull out the win. Above, Lancaster fires a jumpet ^
aKeT n,gn Wltn "• « Seahawks after splitting their two road games (the

against James Madison. lost 74-57 to Richmond, Friday) are 3-3 in the conference.
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Lady Seahawks Drop Fifth Straight Game
BY PATRICK FOWLER

SPORTS EDITOR

Star guard Tressa Reese was held to eight

points and the Seahawks turned the ball over 28

times as UNCW dropped its fifth straight game 60-

50 to William and Mary Monday night.

"There is alot of miscommu;ncation of the

floor," freshman guard Zandra Hari.s said. "Wo talk

about our problems during the i.ilf but we don't

execute it back on the floor. Not for the full 15

minutes anyway."

The Tribe shot out of the gates and grabbed un

early 12-3 lead before the Seahawks could regroup.

After a time-out, UNCW slowed down the tempo

pounding the ball inside on back door screens to

forwards Lorraine Cordaway (11 pts) and Zandra

Harris (12 pts.). Center Kelly Kincaid controlled the

offensive boards, tearing down five rebounds and

netting four points of her own.

"We're together on defense but offensively we
have our minds set on one play," Harris said. "We
forget to look for (teammates) breaking open for a

shot."

The Seahawks scratched their way back tying

the score at 21 apiece on Pat Martin's lay-up with

55 seconds remaining. However, forward Angie
Evans' (11 pts.) 16-footer gave the Tribe a two

point advantage at the intermission. A lead they

never relinquished.

A basket by Harris tied the score quickly again

before the Tribe caught fire. William and Mary

went on a 1 1-2 run hitting their first five shots from

Freshman guard Zandra Harris, pictured above, scored 12 points

in a losing effort to the Tribe of William and Mary. The
Seahawks have dropped five straight games, three in confemce
play. UNCW plays UNC-Ashville tonight at 7 p.m.

the field, in that stretch, forward Tiffany Stone

scored eight of the eleven points. William and Mary

picked up their woeful shooting in the first half

(27%) connecting on 46 percent from the floor.

The Seahawks managed to cut the lead to four

<
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points three times but couldn't draw any closer. The

Lady Tribesmen ended the Seahawks' last effort at a

comeback at the seven minute mark with the score

45-41. William and Mary went on a 7-1 run in a

two minute period putting the game away.

The loss drops the Seahawk record to 3-13

overall and 1-4 in conference play.

Friday night UNCW was demolished by the

CAA pre-season top-seed, Richmond, 81-58. The
Spiders ran out to a 22-point halftime blowing the

game open early on a 18-2 run early in the first half.

The Spiders hit 57 percent from the field and 46
percent from three-point range.

Richmond guard, Julie Jones, led all scorers

with 24 points, hitting 6-9 from trey land. The
Seahawks, who improved their shooting in the

second half (26% to 35%) scored only one point less

in the period (39-38). However, the 22 point

explosion by the Spiders proved to be the difference.

Tressa Reese and Kelly Kincaid were high scorers

for the Lady Seahawks scoring 15 and 14 points
respectively.

The Seahawks also dropped a game to the
Dukes at James Madison, Jan. 12. Again UNCW
was hampered by a poor shooting first half. The
Dukes built a 37-1 1 halftime lead and never looked
back. The eleven points set a school record for the
lowest output in an half. Reese again was the top
Seahawk scorer netting 13 points. Kim Bush had
eiRht and Cordaway added seven.

UNCW entertains UNC-Asheville tonight in a

non-conference battle. Game time is 7 p.m.

I
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Track Team Needs Volunteers

The UNCW track team needs volunteers to

serve as meet officials for this semester's four home
track meets. They will be needed on Feb. 9, March
9, March 16, and March 23. No experience is

needed. Contact Coach Bill Cason at 395-3889.

PSE Holds Raffle

Pi Sigma Epsilon, the Sales and Marketing
Fraternity announces its St. Valentine's Day Raffle.

The Holiday raffle will feature a "romantic evening"

consisting of a dinner at the Oceanic restaurant, a

dozen roses and a box of candy. Tickets will be

available in the Student Union through February 5,

1991 and the cost is $1.

PSE would also like to encourage all

academically oriented men and women interested in

becoming a member of our Fraternity to please

contact Sam Lee at 350-0668 or Eric Franz at 395-

5517. For additional information, please contact

Sam Lee, Vice President of Public Relations, PSB
at 350-0668.

UNCW Student fiets Published

Tamera Helms, a junior student in the School

of Nursing at UNCW has an essay in an anthology

of student writing entitled The Great American

Bologna Festival and Other Student Essays ,

published by St. Martin's Press. The anthology

consists of 32 essays from students in 18 colleges

and universities around the country. The anthology

is designed to accompany the new third edition of

The St. Martin's Guide to Writing , a wide-selling

textbook used for freshman composition courses.

Helm's essay, entitled "Lessons in Shrimping" was
written as an assignment in 1989 for English 101,

in a summer school section taught by Ms. Kathleen

Gould at UNCW. Ms. Gould uses The St. Martin's

Guide in her 101 classes and served last winter as a

reader/reviewer for material going into the 3rd

edition, new this spring. Numerous
teacher/reviewers were asked to contribute student

writing to this project.

Poetry Contest Onen To All Students

There is a national college poetry contest open

to all college and university students desiring to

have their poetry anthologized. Cash prizes will be

awarded the top five poems. The deadline is March
3 1 . For Contest Rules, send a stamped envelope to:

International Publications, P.O. Box 44044-L, Los

Angeles, CA 90044.

Art Exhibit In Union
There will be an art exhibit at the University

Union. A. Michael Leahy will be showing his

paintings through the month of February in the

Union's living room. Please stop by and have a

look!

Rilliarris Tournament To Be Held

There will be a men's and women's billiards

tournament held on Saturday, February 2. The

tournaments wil start at 10:00 a.m. at Rack and

Roll Billiards and Deli in the University Landing

shopping center. The deadline for registration is

Friday, February 1, and an entry fee of $2 will be

charged.

The tournament winners will represent UNCW
in regional competition on March 1-3 in Lexington,

Kentucky. All expenses will be paid by UNCW, so

hurry and sign-up at the information center for your

chance to go to Kentucky.

Senate Seats Onen?!!

There are senate seats open!! There are two
senior class senator positions, a junior class vice-

president position, and a junior class senator

position. Contact Vicky Freeman in the SGA
Office at 395-3553 for more information.

Autumn Study In Paris!
Come and find out about the UNCW semester

in Paris, Monday February 4, at 4:00 in Morton
214. All are welcome!

Projected dates are September 2-December 15,

1991. Students will be housed in a hostel during

orientation, then with Paris families during the

semester. A $200 deposit is required by February
20.

Contact Dr. Jim McNab in the Department of
Foreign Language for more information. 395-

3340

Discover Euron* With Us!

Dr. Kristin Howell, economics professor, is

organizing a group of travelers (all ages!) to discover

Europe on a trip sponsored by Cultural Heritage

Alliance for fun and learning. The selected tour,

entitled "Mosaic of Europe," will introduce

participants to England, Belgium, Holland,

Germany, Austria, Italy, Switzerland, and France,

including visits to London, Heidelberg, Venice, and

Paris. Departure is about May 15th. for a program

of 16 days. Contact Dr. Howell for details at 395-

3606 and leave a message if necessary, please!

Cont'd. On Page 8

Ground Breaking
Greeks Anticipate February Construction of "Olympus Park

fj

BY BRIAN BHI.l.ABn
STAFF WRITER

Approximately two hundred
persons including Greeks, faculty,

Trustees, administration, and
home owners attended a ground
breaking last Saturday at the

corner of Racine Drive and
Market Place Way. This
ceremony signified the beginning

of construction for "Olympus
Park". The project, which was
formally named "Little Athens"

has now been dubbed "Olympus
Park" by the Greek Presidents

council.

To quote the brochure on
ground breaking, "Greek housing

has been a major issue at UNCW
for nearly five years. Self-study

through University Task Force

was followed by multiple project

proposals from interested
developers. In November of

1989, College Dorm Corporation

first submitted their proposal for

Greek housing to the Greek
Presidents Council of UNCW.
Consideration and selection of

College Dorm Corporation was
given in March of 1990. After

twelve months of zoning and
financial negotiations, in October

of 1990, College Dorm
Corporation obtained the final

commitments necessary to begin

the project.

.
John Hammett, President of

the Greek Presidents Council,
acted as Master of Ceremonies
and began the ceremony at 10:30.

Hammett extended welcomes to

everyone in attendance and
introduced the first speaker, Dr.

James Leutze, Chancellor of
UNCW. Dr. Leutze began his

speech by confiding that he is a

Greek. He stated "I applaud all of

PHOTO BY PHILLIP IflUOHU,'

Greeks brc

August of

ak ground
this year.

for Olympus Park. The project is planned lo be completed by

the work that went into bringing
this into being."

Leutze said that Greek row
will provide a good opportunity

to show the positive aspects of

Greek life to the community.
He said that this project would be

a "successful marriage" between
the community and the

University. Leutze said he

"encourages openness and
discussion on both sides," and
hopes for a chance to display our

good assets.

Lanita Hanson, assistant

director of Student Activities,

spoke next. She spoke of how
pleased she was that the Greeks

would be gaining their own
identities as well as central

meeting places. Hanson also

stressed the fact that the Greeks
need to be given an opportunity

to display that they are integral

parts of the University as well as

the community.

Randy Choplin, President of

Kappa Alpha Order addressed the

challenges that will come along

with the building of this

complex. He spoke of sacrifices

on both sides that have to be

made. Both the community and

the Greeks will have to "come
together as one for the goal of

erasing negative stereotypes". He
charged the Greeks to be

responsible for their actions.

Angela Robbins, President of

Alpha Phi Sorority re-emphasized
the point that "the impact of

Olympus Park will be a great

way to explode the 'Animal

House' stereotype."

Dr. William Bryan gave a

recap of the time that has been

spent procuring a place for a

Cont'd On Page 8
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SGA SENATE MEETING

Senate Needs To Shape Up, V.P. Says
BY DAVID BURKE

NEWSEDrrOR

Members of the SGA senate aren't getting the job

done, an angry Vice President Vicki Freeman said at

Monday's SGA meeting.

Freeman scolded senators for their failure to attend

required meetings, adequately prepare and complete

projects, and give notice for changes in procedure. She

warned that "baby-sitter" would not be on her list of

duties.

Freeman criticized senators for being uninformed

about a resolution on the senate floor after many had

missed an earlier mandatory informational meeting.

"This [debate] is a joke," she said.

She berated SGA preparation of the Homecoming

festivities, calling them "an embarrassment".

Senator Joe Mitchell concurred in a speech on the

senate floor. "We really haven't accomplished much

this year.... We all just sit around and give lip service

to everything.... We are guilty of doing nothing."

Freeman said later that she was not angry at the

senators. "I wanted that to be more of a motivational

speech than a scolding speech."

A resolution presented to the senate by the Media
Publications Board to grant autonomy to the media on
campus failed by a voice vote. The resolution, if

passed, would grant The Seahawk; WLOZ, the campus
radio station; and The Atlantis, the campus literary

magazine independence from SGA control. It proposed

that the Media Publications Board take control of the

allocation of media funds and managers, removing this

power from the SGA, where it currently lies.

Opposing senators cited lack of student access to

the board and unclear funding plans for their decisions

to vote against the proposal. Media Publications

Board members will revise the proposal and present

it to the senate again this Monday.

Charlie Maimone, director of housing and food
services spoke to the senate about plans that will be
implemented to improve housing services and new
food plans for next fall.

Maimone said that $160 thousand will be spent to

improve and renovate on-campus housing over the

summer. He also said that food services would be
augmented by extending dinner hours in Wagoner hall

to 6:45pm and remaining open to students over fall

break.

Maimone reported changes in mea' plans for next
fall, which include elimination of the ten and 15 meal
plans and replacement by nine and 19 meal plans.

Several senators, lead by Senator Joe Mitchell,

strongly voiced concerns that the new meal plans, in

combination with a new debit card system, would
increase student costs without adding services.

The senate also heard a report froir. Tyrone Rowell,
associate vice-chancellor for University Advancement.
He reported a tentative schedule for the March
installment ceremonies for Chancellor Leutze and
asked the SGA for ideas to involve the general student

body in the festivities. The dates for the festival are

March 3-5. Classes may be cancelled on Friday,

March 5, from 10:00am to 1:00pm for the actual

ceremony.

IFC Funding Referendum
Is Scheduled

A referendum on the funding of the Interfraternity Council

(IPC) will be held on Tuesday, February 5 from 9:00 a.m. until

5:00p.m. at the University Union Information Center.

Ballots wil be simple yes/no boxes, stating favor or disfavor

of setting up a seed fund through student fees for IFC. In order to

vote, students must present a valid student ID and be registered to

vote in the SGA elections.

If the results are in favor of the funding, the proposal will

then go to Chancellor Leutze for a final examination and decision.

New Trustee, . .

Connie S. Yow of Wilmington was named to the Board of

Trustees of the University of North Carolina at Wilmington to fill

an unexpired term of Peter Fensel ending June 30, 1991. The
appointment was made at the monthly meeting of the UNC Board

of Governors Jan. 10 in Chapel Hill.

Yow attended the Watts School of Nursing from 1960-1962,

she achieved senior status at Wilmington College (now UNCW) in

1973 majoring in education, and she became a licensed North

Carolina real estate broker in 1979.

Yow is involved in serval activities. Yow is a secretary for

Yow Enterprises Limited. She is owner and partner of Interior

Collections, an interior design firm, and she is also a member of

the Elmore-Yow Group.

Are you ture this is where Pete Townscnd started?

Greg Russ strums a guitar between classes.

PHOTO BY DAVB BALL
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New Music Degree To Be
Offered Next Year

Professor Published In Science

M. HOLLY PRICE
STAFF WRITER

UNCW's music department is

now offering a new degree track, a

B.A. in music education. The
proposal, which was composed

by a UNCW planning committee

two years ago, was approved by

Dr. CD. Spangler, president of

the UNC system, in 1989. Just

recently it was accredited by the

National Association of Schools

of Music, of which UNCW is a

member. It will appear in next

years UNCW's course catalogue,

but six or seven students are

currently in the program and will

graduate this year with a degree in

music education.

The new degree adds to the

music department which presently

offers degrees in general music

and music performance. Students

are encouraged to start their

courses for a music major in the

freshman year.

The degree requires two years

of general core music courses in

addition to five education courses

and upper level major courses.

Dr. Joe Hickman, associate

professor of music at UNCW said

the new degree will help music

majors in the job market today.

"Music education is the only

legitimate music degree that

allows a student to go directly

into the work force as a

professional • music teacher

without first attending graduate

school."

Hickman said there is a great

demand for music teachers today

that there wasn't fifteen years ago.

"We were losing students to other

schools that offered this type of
major, and there was also a great

demand from students and faculty

on this campus to expand our
department."

The degree had been offered in

the past but was cancelled due to

lack of participation. It was
reinstated to satisfy demand
caused by new legislation that

was just passed requiring
professional music teachers in the

North Carolina public schools.

With this new degree students can

acquire a K-12 music certificate

which enables them to teach in

N.C. public schools.

Hickman said the new degree

would not draw students away
from the performance
concentration. "This degree will

give students more of a choice

with their music, that's all, the

performance majors are a whole

different set of people with

different goals," he said.

FROM UNCW NEWS

The January 25 issue of
Science, prestigious weekly
publication of the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science, features a cover story

by Dr. Joseph R. Pawlik,
assistant professor of biology at

the University of North Carolina

at Wilmington. In addition to the

article, the magazine also used

Pawlik's color photograph of a

tube worm as its cover shot

The article, titled
"Hydrodynamic Facilitation of
Gregarious Settlement of a Reef-
Building Worm," discusses
research findings resulting from
experiments dealing with the

larvae of reef-building marine

tube worms, Phragmatopoma
lapidosa californica.

Summarizing his findings,

Pawlik explained that he

identified an important discovery

about the behavior of reef-

building worm larvae. "Not
only do these larvae respond to

chemical cues in deciding where

to build their reefs, they also

respond to physical cues -- in this

case, that more larvae settle faster

flowing water."

Pawlik noted that these
worms ultimately colonize to
form reefs. On the east coast of
the United States, these worms
form reefs which are found from
Cape Canaveral Miami. There is

evidence that these offshore reefs

can help prevent coastal erosion.

'...This is the first

time a UNCW
professor has had
an article published
in Science...//? 10
years....'

An invertebrate zoologist,

Pawlik is interested in learning

how these worms can be used to

make natural artificial reefs. In

addition to teaching, he will
continue to pursue this research

interest at the Center for Marine
Science Research.

Having an article published

Get theAKST CallingCard and your first call is free.

in Science magazine is a

significant achievement for

scientists, explained Dr. Ron

Sizemore, chair of the UNCW
Biological Science Department.

"This is one of the most

prestigious magazines for the

scientific disciplines. For

instance, I first read about global

wanning and sea level rise in this

publication."

Sizemore went on to note

that the article was selected as the

subject of a national news release

by Science as well as being
featured in the magazine's
summary page, "This Week in

Science."

"To my knowledge, this is

the first time a UNCW
professor has had an article

published in Science in the 10

years I've been here," he said.

The Science article is co-

authorized by Cheryl Ann
Butman and Victoria Starczak of

Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution. Pawlik conducted the

research reported in the article

during post-doctoral work at

Woods Hole. He joined the

UNCW faculty in January 1991.

Bowl
Results. . .

The second annual UNCW
College Tournament is over as

the Parrotheads, composed of

Brian Pasternack, Michael
Eatman, Andrew Kraft and Peter

Kerstetter, . defeated the

Minutemen Pete Jones, Jonathon

Rowell, Ted Proseus, and
Tommy Wood in the final round

of the double elimination

tournament held Monday
evening.

The Parrotheads, who lost to

the Minutemen in the first round
of the contest, caught fire and
won four straight matches to

claim victory and the right to

represent UNCW at the

Association of College Unions -

International (ACU-I) regional

tournament in Lexington,
Kentucky, March 1-3.

College Bowl, which has

been termed "The varsity sport of
the mind," involves teams
answering questions from a wide
variety of sources in a

competitive format. UNCW
will be matching wits with teams

from North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky,
and Virginia.

The first alternate for the

UNCW contingent is Tommy
Wood.

The UNCW college Bowl
Team welcomes any challenges

from faculty or staff teams. Any
interested teams or individuals can

contact the Student Activities

Office (UU ext 3827).

fhere's no better time to speak your mind.

Because now when you get your free AT&T Calling Card, you'll

get your first 15-minute call free?

With your AT&T Calling Card, you can call
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from almost anywhere to anywhere. And you

can keep your card, even if you move and get

a new phone number.

Our Calling Card is part of the
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AT&TStudent Saver Plus program, a whole package of products and

services designed to make a student's budget go farther.

So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on campus.

Or call us at 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 655.

And let freedom ring.

\I&I Helping make college life a little easier.

AT&T
The right choice.

•A BOO value for a coast to coast Calling Card call. Applies to customer dialed calls made during the AT&T Night/

Weekend calling period, 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and 11pm Friday through Spm Sunday You may receive

more or less calling time depending on where and when you call Applications must be received by June 30. 1991

Money Is A
Goal For Grads

CPS—A majority of

students at five out of six

colleges said salary was their

number on priority when
choosing a job, a new survey

has found.

Most students-63 percent of

those asked in the Coors Light

College Survey released Jan. 10-

said the most important factor

in deciding whether to take a

job was salary.

Moreover, 74 percent of

the students expect to make
between $20,000 and $50,000
per year in their first job out of

college.

In Coors' survey last year,

students ranked the potential for.

advancement and responsibility

as more important than salary.

"Given today's economic
outlook, students may feel that

salary is now more important
consideration," speculated Bob
McBride, Coors Light brand

director.

"Everyone I've ever known
says money is their most
important consideration,"
agreed Jennifer Karas, a senior

at Colorado State University.

Yet Colorado State was the

only school surveyed where a

majority of students didn't

choose salary as a top priority.

Instead, 63 percent chose
geographic location as their top

consideration.

"It must be Colorado,"
Karas said of her schoolmates'

choice. "Everyone chooses to

stay (in the state)."

Among all the students who
responded, "potential for

advancement: was the second

most important job
consideration, followed b y#
geographic location, benefits,

flexibility, responsibility and
getting a "foot in the door."

A survey released in June

by Right Associates found that

salary was not the primary
factor in students' career choice.

In that survey, 67.3 percent

said their own interests and

skills were the primary reasons
for their career choice.

The six colleges
represented in the Coors survey

were Colorado State, Memphis
State and Ohio State
universities, the universities of
Connecticut and Texas and
California State University in

Sacramento.
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Habitat Looks For

UNCW Volunteers
James To Speak At UNCW

BY SANDY PORTER
STAFF WRITER

Habitat for Humanity is a

non-profit organization that was
established in Americus, Georgia

several years ago. In October

1987, Wilmington started its own
local chapter. It has grown to an

international organization that is

Christian based, yet non-
evangelical and non-exclusive.

The purpose of this group is to

build quality-constructed homes
for low income families. With

volunteers being needed for this

effort, the group is hoping to

form a partnership with UNCW.
Deb Palmer, Executive

Director of Wilmington's Habitat

for Humanity, said that although

the group has religious roots,

they do not exclude volunteers or

recipients of the homes if they are

not religious.

"We also do not try and

persuade people to join a

religious faith," stated Palmer.

The organization's purpose is to

build homes for people who meet

application standards. The
applicant must have a low

income; be financially unable to

receive a mortgage (yet they must

have enough income to pay

partially for the h'ome); moral

character is also noted; the

applicant must also supply 100

volunteer hours working on

someone else's home, 250 hours

on their own home, and SO hours

more on the next house built

Habitat for Humanity makes

this opportunity possible by

using total volunteer labor and

securing donated materials from

the community. Extra money
that is put into building the

house is raised locally through

fund-raisers. "We rely solely on

the generosity of local

businesses," says Palmer.

Each home built is worth

$50,000, but with exclusive

volunteer work, the organization

can sell a one thousand square

foot home to an applicant for

$25,000 at no interest rate.

Palmer noted that, "Interest

is the most important element in

this kind of situation. Most

mortgages would have the person

eventually paying nearly
$150,000 for this same home."

The homes are structurally

sound and basic in standard. "No
frills are added to these homes
because of extra costs," says

Palmer.

Extra monies that is earned

by the group is sent abroad. Ten
percent of the funds are sent to an

international affiliate to build

homes in third would countries.

By becoming a part of this

organization, students will have

an opportunity to learn new
skills, possibly earn credit hours,

and have all the advantages of

being a volunteer to a worthy

cause. Not only will they

literally add something to the

community of Wilmington, some
dedicated students will be able to

travel to other college campuses
to work on homes, including

overseas.

Palmer states, "Having
college students in this kind of

organization will increase the

homes that are built, and more
that anything, they will be real

helpful in fund-raising events."

Wednesday night the first

meeting for Habitat for Humanity
was held at 7 p.m. in the
Leadership Center. Before plans

can move forward with a

partnership with the University, a

UNCW advisor must be found.

Anyone interested may contact

Cathy Birmingham in the
Leadership Center. "Hopefully

by the fall of next year an

organized group will be a part of

UNCW," stated Palmer. Deb
Palmer urges anyone interested in

Habitat for Humanity to contact

her either by phone or letter:

(452-0267) P.O. Box 34 3,

Wilmington, NC 28402.

The Association for Campus
Entertainment (ACE) is pleased

to present international spy,

intelligence analyst, author,

former aerospace engineer, and
award winning speaker, Peter N.

James, who will be lecturing on

"International Espionage,
Terrorism, and the US -Iraq

Conflict," Tuesday, February 5,

at 8:00 p.m. in Cameron
Auditorium.

James has addressed more
than 1000 college and university

audiences with firsthand slide-

illustrated programs based on
personal experiences and a hectic

"James Bondish" travel schedule

involving secret encounters with

Russian and foreign espionage

agents in Europe, the Middle

East, Cuba, Central America and
South America.

James, who holds a physics

degree from Case Institute of
Technology and spent nine years

as a rocket engineer with Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, was first

approached by the CIA just 3

years out of college. With Pratt

& Whitney, collector of
intelligence for the CIA, using

international conferences as the

perfect cover, and intelligence

analyst for the Air Force.

James has personally met and
dealt with hundreds of Russian
scientist, engineers and spies,

often meeting them in back
alleys, hotel rooms, and posh
restaurants around the world.

His slide-illustrated programs

introduce his audiences to the real

world of international espionage

and terrorism, using part of the

more than 12,000 photographs

personally taken by James and
used in his intelligence reports to

the CIA.

During the "Cold War" it

was James' 800-page secret

intelligence report, also requested

by the Executive Office of the

President, which was the first to

document the Russian capability

to reload its ICBM launch silos

and to develop its own Space

Shuttle. James has personally

met high-level Soviet spies such

as Nikolai Beloussouv,
mastermind of the Keller-

Profumo sex scandal that rocked

Great Britain, and Soviet
scientists such as Leonid Sedov,
father of the Sputnik, the world's
first space satellite.

During the "Reagan Era"
James travelled to Cuba and
Central America, meeting Contra
rebels, photographing Russian
submarines in Cuba, and
researching material o n

international drug trafficking and
narco-terrorism

Mr. James will be available

for small group and classroom
lectures and lectures on a variety

of topics throughout the day on
February 5. For more
information contact Frank
Tascone, Student Activities
Office, ext. 3827.

SMART Grows As Recycling Increases
BY AMY PRTROPFI IT

STAFF WRITER

The City of Wilmington
adopted a recycling program a

year ago that has brought them

much success. According to Ed
Fare, Supt. Solid Waste
Management, S.M.A.R.T.
(Separate Materials and Recycle

Together) is working on bringing

its ten thousandth home into the

program and has just recycled its

ten millionth pound of material.

As a result, S.M.A.R.T. has been

selected as one of 25 finalists to

receive an Exemplary State and

Local Award.

Program Specialist Bill

Reed Explained that S.M.A.R.T.

is a "Voluntary curbside recycling

program" and that to participate

one must be a resident of
Wilmington as well as be

serviced by the city for trash

service.

Reed stated that because of
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these stipulations, most students

are ineligible for participation.

Because of the City of
Wilmington's budget and because

the personnel is made up of their

customers, Reed explained that at

this point they are unable to

include others, for it would mean
providing a service without
income." However, he stated,

"We do have many students who
take materials to the drop-off

points."

Reed explained that upon
calling and being put on a

delivery list, curbside participants

are provided with recycling

containers with which they

collect items such as glass,

plastic, and milk containers,

aluminum cans, and newspaper.

These materials are picked up by

the City of Wilmington once a

week at the participants' curbside.

Reed stated that the City of

Wilmington set initial goals last

January to have at least half of

their customers recycling and to

take in 4.8 million pounds of

recyclable items in the first year.

It turned out that 60% of the

people participated and took in

more than twice that amount.
Fare stated that enthusiastic

participation brought them to

accomplish their goals.

"Wilmington was ready to

recycle," he said.

Because of the achievements

of S.M.A.R.T., The William
Norris Institute and the National

Center for Public Productivity

have chosen them to be one 25
finalists to receive an Exemplary

State and Local Award. The
award program is also sponsored

by a Local Government
Information Network.

Reed explained that to receive

an award these organizations were

"looking for programs which

have a positive impact on the

local government operations and
the community serviced."

The criteria, he explained,
consisted of ten different areas

He stated that 350 nominations
were looked at from several

different areas of service. The
City of Wilmington's
S.M.A.R.T. program fit into the

category of "waste management
and environmental protection."

After reviewing the
nominations, semi-finalists were
chosen, and ieviewed once again
to come up with the 25 finalists.

"We feel proud that out of all the

nominations we were one of the

25 finalists," sai^ Reed.

Reed stated tha; the mayor
will receive the awaiu :•»« behalf
of the city at a luncheon
ceremony at Rutgers University,

New Jersey, on February 1 1.

In closing, Reed stated that

goals for the coming year will be
"looking at how we can expand
the program to a larger
population base, i.e. apartments."
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Cape Fear Shiftworks
"
Quality Imprinted Sportswear"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Beach Cover-ups, Tank Tops
• Golf Shirts

• Caps, Totes and More
• All EXCLUSIVE Designs-
Beach, Wilmington, Historic

All our T-shirts

are 100%
Pre-Shrunk Cotton
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Cape Fear Screen Printing
"Custom Screen Printing"
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THE SEAHAWK

The Seahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor. These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The
Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd, Wilmington N.C 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The
Seahawk.

The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 p m. Monday for Thursday's paper The

Advertising deadline if abo 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 39S-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division
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Editorials!

The Issue Is Freedom
Of The Press

In the early days of America, newspapers were circulated
by individual political groups to proliferate their particular
points of view. As the country grew, so did the demand for
fair and accurate reporting of the facts without outside
control from groups that can profit either way from the news
that is reported. That is the way it should be on this campus.
It is not.

For years, the Student Government Association has
maintained control of the student media. The Seahawk,
WLOZ, and 77k' Atlantis have been at the meicy of the SGA
senate for their operating budgets. Every year, these groups
have had to go plead their cases to the Budget and Planning
Committee and, through them, to the senate in general to get
a piece of the SGA pie.

Now, after two years of work, the Media Publications
Board has developed a proposal to shift control of the
student media to a smaller, independent board for allocation
of funds and advising. The next obstacle to get past is the
SGA senate. They have to vote to relinquish control of the
media. As of this writing, the vote will be close.

Why is it so important that the media be given this
autonomy Because without it, the government has a hold
on the most prolific sources of student information on
campus. This hold may not be active. It, at times, may not
even be implied But '.vhen the control is exerted by SGA

—

and it is from time to time—students are in danger of being
swindled and mislead by ignorance. The students need
media that they can count on to be free from government
control or even the threat of it.

Some senators in opposition to the proposal have said that

the student media board might censor the press just like the
senate could. A deifinitive difference is that the student
media board will not be under constant scrutiny—like the
SGA is. The motive to censor that exists in SGA certainly
won't exist in the media board.

Other senators have said that SGA has never censored the
media or even implied that such an action would be taken.
Even if this claim w . .rate, it doesn't provide cause to
allow things to remain the same. We need more than
desperate hope to guarantee freedom of the press. We need
independence.

It has been said that when Satan comes to the Earth to
claim souls, he will not be an ugly red demon that convinces
us to turn to pure, dark evil. Instead, Satan will be much
more clever and subtle—asking us to just slightly lower our
standards where they are important. Once we do that, the
road to darkness will be all downhill.

Well, we can sadly report to you that Satan has visited the
Seahawk office a few times. The threat of senate action has
affected editorial decisions made in this office. It happens
on rare occasions—usually around budget time—but it

shouldn't happen ever . It isn't happening this week, as we
are (perhaps unwisely) running a less than complimentary
senate story on the front page. All we can do is hope it

won't affect the senate vote this Monday.
A vote to give up power is a difficult vote to get from

anyone. The senate is being asked to give up what has been
a part of its power for many years. We must urge the
members of the senate to resist any urges to maintain this

power that they should have never held in the first place, and
to show the character and aplomb necessary to do the right
thing. This one show of good judgement by the senate will
profit the students of UNCW long after we all are gone.

Stillpoiiit
^WM iHMfllHHBMniMMIi

Ask What Cause Is Worth Death
The war in the Persian gulf

is raising a whole lot o f

questions. Why are we there?

How can we support our troops?

What can we accomplish over

there? and on and on.

There's another question that

you, who are part of the current

generation, are asking for the very

first time since there has been no
war in your lifetime to raise this

issue. The question is this "\Yh;it

is it that you are willing to die

for?" Martin Luther King once
said that unless a person knows
what he is willing to die for, he

does not know what he is willing

to live for. Can you think of any

cause or issue for which you
would put your life on the line?

Most of you have grown up

with the times, without being
challenged by decisions related to

tttt

your personal involvement in a

war or whether you feel that war

is justified for any cause.

'Well, the time to think is

upon you. What is there that you

believe is worth your willing to

lay down your life? Do you
think you would put yourself in

harm's way to protect certain

people who are important to you?

Do you think you would put

yourself in harm's way to protect

strangers whom our policy

makers determine are worth
shedding your blood? Now that

the issue of war is real, are you

willing to participate being
involved in taking a human life

or not?

I see concerns about this

issue raised in the minds of those

who are expressing concern about
the draft. I think the draft is an

incredibly remote possibility, but

those who are thinking that way
must be aware of the reality of
war impinging directly upon
them.

One of the glorious realities

of our nation is the ability to

tolerate different belief and value

systems. There are in fact, a lot

of people who believe .. u

wrong and killing is wrohg
What do you think? Are you

willing to submit to you'

government's policies and tak

part in a war?

Part of the wonderful Ireedc.

that many are willing to die for

the freedom to think different!)

and act differently. A majority o
Americans are willing to i

the military if needed. Son e

willing to serve if we're defendin
our soil. Others are willing t

participate in war for any >

Perhaps it's time to sit b;

consider what you believ e i

and wrong for you. It
;

to all of us that this war si
and not some general idc

what will you lay your lif :

The War Is Only Starting
BY PHILLIP l,Oti(iHLIN

UEF

I guess we are going to

start seeing the Gulf situ

as a war now. With Tuesday
night's Iraqi assault on U.S.

positions we started to

casualties. It may not be the

trail of corpses Hus
promised during the fall, but it

is a reminder that so far.

really haven't really b

fight.

It is still QO(

exactly what happened, but

information released to the

press early Wednesday mori

led one to believe that while,

the U.S. only suffered light

losses (8-15 men, 2 armored
vehicles), the Iraqis were n
at great military cost. Later in

the day, it was announced that

Saudi-led forces took back the

city of Khafji. Wait a minute!

Took it back? Does that mean
that maybe the U.S. troops were
the ones w ho wei e routed?

I wai d In a lol I

things Wednesday, so I was
only able to catch brief
glimpses of the news coverage

on T.V. I am sure there was a

lot more involved in this thing

than what I caught At least I

hope so. But it does make me
wonder just how accurate the

information we a ving

from the Gulf

For example, during the
early stages of the air attack,

the generals were confidently

assuring the press of an ei

percent success ratio. T
when the press asked for photos

and specifics, the generals

stated that they did not have

any way of making accurate
battle damage assessments
(BDA's). I don't know about

you, but I have to wonder how,

without an accurate BDA, the

military arrived at this eighty

percent figure.

Early on, various newsmen
were complaining that they
weren't being given enough
information. The press had to

travel and work out of press

pools, and only information

that was passed by military
censors was released to the

home front. Having some idea

of the importance of secrecy in

a campaign, I could relate more
to the military officials than to

the reporters who I saw as

whining because they weren't

being allowed to film the blood

and gore and fire and smoke of

a war zone. What military
organization would want a

bunch of civilians prying and
ig into everything, getting

into trouble, and causing
general uproar? But as the

information coming through

got more and more conflicting

and dubious, I started to see

that the press was being used as

a public relations board for the

military and the government
instead of as an information

network.

Propaganda is nothing new
in war time. Americans learned

to hate the English, as long as

it was convenient a couple of

hundred years ago. We rallied

against the American Indians

and the popular concept of the

bloodthirsty, subhuman savage.

During World War II we were
coerced into believing that the

Japanese were Satan incarnate (a

belief that was partially
resurrected not too long ago). .

. . a belief that led us to corral

them into what amounted to

POW camps.

Ronald Reagan called The
Soviet Union the "Evil
Empire". In fact, if we are to

believe the hype, America has

been faced by "Evil Empires"
since her inception. England,

Spain, Mexico, Germany,
Japan, any communist country,

Iran, Libya, and now Iraq have

at one time or other been

portrayed to the American
people as enemies of the
common good.

The media has been fed an

unhealthy diet o f

misinformation, and, in turn,

has disseminated it like

fertilizer among the public.

What a crop it has engendered!
The public sits transfixed
watching their televisions as

anchors try to make sense out
of the senseless rhetoric
spouted by White House
spokespersons. We, as a

nation, have been lulled to such
a level of gullibility that

people even trust the scandal
rags. (You know, the ones that

tell about two headed infants
fathering sextuplets to Elvis'

twin brother.) It is this

susceptibility that the

government is taking adi

of now.

But, I digress. . . or do I?

was on the subject of
propaganda, and t

inconsistencies in t 'i

information we are receivi
about the war, and the fa

yesterday's attack may
shocked a few peop! i.

realizing that this thing is r.

going to be bombed iwa;
the attack on Khafji,
wherever it may have been, o
whoever may have attack
who, we lost more soldi

in the first week of bombin-
raids. Whether we toned t

and ran, or if Iraq nev
occupied Khafji, or whatevc
happened yesterday, we wen
lucky that the casualty list w
so small.

What I am saying,

is that too many peopl
being lulled into believing

the war is as good as over
sit in our homes, safely out c

reach of SCUD missiles a,

watch clips of high tech lasei

guided bombs go in throw-h t'

front doors of Iraqi mi I it:;

installations. We listen t

pilots discuss "dogfights
where they are shooting dow
enemy aircraft at ranges

to ten miles. We see all t

palatable footage and !

the good news.
To end this tin. \ tl"

Allies are going to have
fight it out on the groun
Every general involved !

stated this. When that starts

the bodies are going to pile v

Don't get overconfident yel
We have a long way to go

LETTERS RESPONSES MISCELLANEOUS STUFF

S.ftowk

Judging from the 24 January

issue of the Seahawk, there are

two Doctors named Larry Cable
on the history faculty. One of

these was portrayed by a staff

writer as having celebrated
freedom of speech and dissent

ideals worth fighting and dying

for at a recent rally. The other is

characterized by a letter writer as a

one man goon squad who
thuggishly repressed disagreement

with his views by crude
implications of impending
physical violen After

consulting the faculty directory, I

was reassured that I remain the

only Cable in the History
Department

The question remains, which

of the contradictory portrayals

more accurately reflects reality.

The answer is simple: the

journalist's. The reason for this

judgement is also simple. The
staff writer remembered and
applied a basic requirement of the

journalist's art: get the facts right

and quote accurately. The writer

of the letter, a history major,
failed to remember and apply a

basic requirement of the

historian's craft: get the facts

right and quote accurately.

At the Thalian Hall
presentation, a member of the

audience launched into a personal

attack impugning my honesty and

integrity. After several minutes

of sterile debate, I concluded by
stating, "We have detained these

people long enough on what is a

personal disagreement. I will be

happy to continue it with you
outside after we're done here."

Applause followed this statement.

which was scarcely an invitation

to a brawl.

While human enough to

resent insult, I am disinclined to

respond either with praise or

damnation for the risk of both is

inherent to my work. In this case

the student historian's distortion

of fact and quote presents an

important lesson to all. While

the venting of visceral feelings

and emotion might be enjoyable,

it is rarely apposite or other

otiose. First, get the facts right.

Next, seek the pain of encounter

and dialogue rather than the false

pleasure of insult

Sincerely,

Larry Cable

Assistant Professor of

History

In response to Ms. Randall's

letter last week, the Seahawk
movie reviewer deserves to be

defended. College newspapers,

across the states and throughout

history, are slightly outrageous

and somewhat left wing. They
demonstrate free speech at its

best! Please let the mostly

"mild-mannered" Seahawk express

itself!

The anger of Ms. Randall
could be refocused. The sarcastic

sexual slurs make a pun of the

movie writers, producers, and

directors- not of women.
Nothing is more "offensive,"

"revolting," and "juvenile" than

an inept and biased letter to the

editor.

D. Brawley

I wish to express my
dissatisfaction with the way the

Seahawk covered the peace rally

that was held on the front lawn of

the University Union Friday,

January 18. The purpose for any

newspaper is to present
newsworthy material in a

straightforward manner, in order

to inform the reader of current

events. The article "Rally Sparks

Controversy" was an
irresponsible over-sensationalized

piece ofjournalism.

There are many things in that

article that I have problems with

that I won't go into. However,
the obvious should be stated.

Why should the Seahawk, a non-

profit organization sell itself out

by printing hearsay comments. I

am referring to "I'll catch
someone burning a flag... them"

and "The turnout of Hitler
Youth... Hiel." I understand that

this was done to make the article

more interesting, but done at the

risk of losing credibility. It

would occur to me that if this

were someone's actual comments
then the author would credit these

comments to the speaker. Unless

of course he was trying to turn a

hum-drum complacent force of a

peace rally into a barn-burning

riot, to captive readers. This

could be understood, if the

Seahawk were trying to sell

copies and make a profit. But as

it stands the Seahawk is a service

provided by students for students,

to inform and educate. I hope
that the Seahawk staff will keep

this in mind when writing articles

and stick to the facts.

Brant Harris

The Seahawk does not ttist

teach journalism to the general pubi

Indeed, we often have a hard tnou

time guiding staff members
lesson though, which we will be glad I

share, is that if a person says he wil

speak on a condition thai his hartu n

be used, we do not use his name. '-

quotes to which you refer are tx/um

.

of exactly that case. The nan,

speaker is not pertinent to the pic

The fact that these were reptescntat

of attitudes at the rally is what u

important

Write
A

Letten

To

T he

Editoti

Today
-
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Summer job interviews- Average earnings

$3900. University Directories, the nation's

largest publisher of campus telephone

directories, hires over 250 college students

for their summer sales program. Top
earnings $5000-8000. Gain valuable

experience in advertising, sales and public

relations selling yellow page advertising for

your campus telephone directory. Positions

also available in other university markets.

Expense paid training program in Chapel

Hill, N.C. Looking for enthusiastic, goal-

oriented students for challenging, well-

paying summer job. Internships may be

available. Interviews on campus
Wednesday, February 13th. Sign up at the

Career Planning and Placement.

A Bahamas Party Cruise, 6 days only $279!

Jamaica & Florida 6 days $299! Daytona

$159! Panama City $99! Spring Break

Travel 1-800-638-6786.

HELP WANTED: WE NEED SELF-
MOTIVATED STUDENTS. EARN UP TO
$10/HOUR. MARKET CREDIT CARDS
ON CAMPUS. FLEXIBLE HOURS.
ONLY 10 POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
CALL NOW. 1-800-950-8472. EXT. 20

ASK FOR AL.

HELP WANTED: FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM. $1000 IN JUST ONE
WEEK. EARN UP TO $1000 FOR YOUR
CAMPUS ORGANIZATION. PLUS A
CHANCE AT $5000 MORE! THIS
PROGRAM WORKS! NO INVESTMENT
NEEDED. CALL 1-800-932-0528. EXT.

50

SPRING BREAK 1991- Individual or

student organization needed to promote

Spring Break trip. Earn money, free trips

and valuable work experience. CALL
NOW! Inter-campus Programs: 1-800-327-

6013.

WAKE-N-BAKE!! SPRING BREAK91!!
JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $459.00!! A
WEEK OF FUN AND SUN!! THE
HOTTEST DESTINATIONS 1-800-426-

7710.

PERSONALS

Hey GBC—Don't get so cross next time!
Your words will be heeded. By the way, do
you know a seven-letter word for "selfish

with tee shirts"?
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NORTH CAROLINA JAZZ ^
FESTIVAL CONCERT

Featuring:

World Renowed Jazz Artists

Friday. February 1, 1991

11:30 am - 1:30 pm

University Union Living
Room

FREE TO ALL

Sponsored by Association for

Campus Entertainment
Arts and Lectures

o
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT 395 3R?7

"ERN
ot-o

TERRORISM
AND THE

TUESDAY. FEB

CAMBRON AUDIT
ROOM 105

S:©0 PM
Incredible Program
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
"YEAH...RIGHT!"

with RAMONA HUPP
Arts and Entertainment Editor

It's Sweatin' Time For
Those Hip Executives

BY RaMONA HJipp
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

The February "sweeps" are

just around the corner. That

second most wonderful time of
year when all those network

executives start to sweat while

eagerly anticipating rating results.

If you have ever wondered just

exactly what the "Sweeps" are, let

me tell you.

The "sweeps" are a period of

about two weeks in November and

then again in February, that try to

compilate/predict the public's

favorite television shows. The
networks and rating companies,

such as Neilsen, choose this time

because they feel it adequately

reflects normal viewing habits for

most individuals. When the

results are tabulated, the networks

can then claim that certain shows

carry a wider audience and thus can

charge an absurd amount of money
to those advertisers willing to pay

the fee in order for their
commercials to be broadcast
during that top rated show!

The competition has gotten

so great for this second ratings

period that the networks have gone

all out to create a highly

interesting Winter premiere
season.

Shows like Seinfeld (with

comedian extraordinaire Jerry
Seinfeld), and Anything But
Love (starring Richard "1 need an

good analyst" Lewis and Jamie
Lee Curtis), both of which the

networks have ruthlessly decided

to put in opposing time slots

(those heathens) on Wednesday
nights, are two prime examples.

Many of these second premiere

season shows, that sometimes
were originally slated for fall

releases, are finding loyal

audiences in their Winter season

time slots. And if the show
receives particularly good feedback

it can auspiciously find its way to

a regular time slot in the Fall.

This second premiere season

is brief, and before you know it

you will be back to "rerun heaven"

(or "rerun hell"), so enjoy it while

it lasts.

Speaking of reruns, the best

show being re-broadcast right now
is The Tracey Ullman Show. The
wonderfully creative series,

formerly produced by the elusive

(to Wilmington viewers anyway)
FOX network, is being
exclusively shown on Lifetime,

Monday through Friday at 11:00

p.m. Lifetime will also show a

Tracey Ullman retrospect of
sorts on February 6th.

I, being the television freak

that 1 am, couldn't help but notice

the heavy advertising rotation for

Julia Roberts new flick,
Sleeping with the Enemy
(partially filmed right here in

"Wilmy-wood"). Twentieth
Century Fox seems to be shelling

out some major bucks for this

one. The advertising cost alone

has got to come close to equalling

what they spent on cost of
production. Not only have I seen

constant commercials on the

airwaves, but there also seems to

be a full page ad in every

magazine I get. And I get A LOT
of magazines!

It will be interesting to see

how this movie does at the box
office, since it will be the first

film that Roberts will basically

have to "carry" by herself. If it

does well it will ultimately

establish her as Hollywood's top

female box office star.

You can catch Julia
Roberts up close and personal

(and probably crying) on the next

Barbara Walters special, to be

aired February 6, at 10:00 p.m.,

on ABC.
The Judds, and John

Goodman (Roseanne) will also

be interviewed. I bet she can't

make Goodman cry. "Yeah ...

Right!"

Drummer
Fetchin'
FETCHIN' BONES will be

fetchin' a new drummer for their

group since Clay Richardson has

signed on with LAVA LOVE.
Richardson replaces their former

drummer Nathan Robbins.

Clay is a Charlotte native and

attended the Berklee College of

Music in Boston. He recorded

with FETCHIN' BONES on their

Galaxy 500 and Monsters albums.

LAVA LOVE is currently

working on their second album for

Sky Records, with a spring release

scheduled. Mitch Easter is back at

the helm, producing as he did with

the group's first album, Whole
Lava Love.

You can catch LAVA LOVE
here in Wilmington on February

7th, at Front Street News

He Says It's Been
Weeks Of Torture

Did You Know?
The song Islands in

a Stream, sung by

Kenny Rogers and
Dolly Parton, was

written by Richard
Marx.

Did You Care?

WLOZ's Top Ten Albums
1. WEEN
God Ween Satan

2. BOSS HOG
Cold Hands

3. GIRL TROUBLE
Thrillsphere

4. JESUS LIZARD
Mouth Breather

5. BIG TROUBLE HOUSE
Mouthful of Violence

6. YO LA TENGO
Here Comes My Baby

7. BASTRO
Sing The Trouble Beast

8. PAIN TEENS
Bom In Blood

9. RIDE
Nowhere

10.VERLAINES
Some Disenchanted Evening

WLOZ's Top Ten Albums

Hey Mon, It's A Marley Celebration
The Odyssey Nightclub, in

association with Reggaeware, Surf

107 Radio, and the Lambda Chi

Alpha Fraternity, is proud to

present a Bob Marley Birthday

Celebration at the Odyssey. This

celebration will be a live music

extravaganza, featuring the

internationally acclaimed ISREAL
VIBRATION, a vocal reggae trio

from Jamaica. The show is part

of a tour that the group, along
with exciting reggae band
CALABASH, will be conducting

to honor the birthday of Bob
Marley, the late Jamaican
musician generally recognized as

"the King of Reggae".

Mention the name ISREAL
VIBRATION in Reggae music
circles and watch the warmth of

recognition and reflection that

lights the face of anyone who has

seen or heard this very special trio

of singers. With a quickly
indentifiable sound that is at first

smooth, harmonious and
soothing, these artists have honed
a masterful combination of
meaningful, urgent compositions,

well orchestrated music, and a

stage presence that has garnered

them high praise from fans and
music critics alike.

Praises is the name of

ISREAL VIBRATION'S current

release. Obviously a concept

jm from the very start, the

songs (all written by the members
themselves) are a testimony to

life's realities and clearly points

the way to seeking solutions.

There is a joy, celebration and the

necessary advisory for all to work
together to effect change. The
deep spiritually of these

Rastafarian brethren is inherent in

their music.

ISREAL VIBRATION
members Cecil Spence (Skelly),

Albert Craig (Apple), and Lacelle

Bulgin (Wiss) were all born in

Jamaica, West Indies. The group

has experienced the travails of

many Jamaican artists who all

have stories to tell which run the

gamut from questionable
accounting procedures to the

pirating of their music to lack of

promotion and tour support for

their releases. Still throughout it

all, ISREAL VIBRATION has

racked up an impressive

discography of statement songs

that have become favorites and are

as fresh and relevant as they were

when originally released.

ISREAL VIBRATION will

be performing with ROOT
RADICS and the AMATEURS
on Friday, February 8th. Doors

open at 8:00 p.m.. Advance
tickets are $8 (members), and $10
for guests. Call 791-2009 for

more information.

i.

Rewind Until

Your Little

Heart's Content
BY RAMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDTTOR

Hey kids, get out your Sweet-

n-Low. Tom is about to Cruise
into your very own living room.

Bays of Thaiidei, also starring

Nicole Kidman (will she add
the hyphenated Cruise to her

name?), will be released on home
video this week. V-roo-o-om.

Also out on video this month
will be Rocky & BolHwimlkle.

Gee, I must have missed this one
in the theaters. Actually, I don't

think it was ever released into

wide distribution, which is never a

good sign. It should be good for a

laugh anyway.

FktUioers, starring Kevin

Bacon, Julia Roberts and her

main squeeze, Kiefer (I bet he

hates his parents, one of which is

Donald Sutherland, for
naming him that) Sutherland,
is a strange trip into the life after

death thing. Sounds like a real

killer.

Darkmaa - Who is he?

Rent the video and find out.

Air America - An "action

comedy" (I question the comedy
thing), that stars Mel Gibson
and Robert Downey, Jr.. This

film has some major editing/

continuity problems - keep your

eye on Mel's shirt after Downey
takes revenge on the local drug

lords. Let's just say Mel had to do

Handel after this one.

Also out this month is the

film that took for ever to make -

The Two Jakes, which was the

long awaited sequel t o

Cluninowii The problems

began, or ended (who can tell)

when Jack Nicholson took over as

director. Rent both for maximum
effect

1W MARK SCHARAGA
MUSIC REVIEWER

The American Music Awards

were held Monday night. Some of

the big winners were M.C.
Hammer, Slaughter, and

Aerosmith. The American

Music Awards show is better than

the Grammys, but less fun than

pulling nose hairs.

Today's Top Ten List was

sent into us from our home office

at Wilson's deli department

Top Ten Bomb Graffitti

10. Saddam, for all you do, this

bomb's for you.

9. Saddam or bust.

8. Hey, is there anybody home?

7. Saddam, will you marry me?

6. For a good time, call 555-5555.

5. We don't need no stinkin'

badges.

4. Hey, look out below.

3. Runways, smunways

2. Patriots -19, Scuds - 2

1 . Bombs away, bombs today,

bombs to make Saddam go away.

BUFFALO TOM
BirdBrain

Beggars Banquet/RCA

8 1/2 Shark's Teeth

After weeks of torturing

everybody with pop/metal rock

reviews it seems time for a

change. Even though I tend to

favor heavy metal, the college

music scene is a refreshing change

of pace.

A two-year tour of duty with

WLOZ was a great learning

experience. So every so often I

stop by just to "bug the hell out

of them", and see what is new
with the college music scene.

Buffalo Tom, a trio hailing

from Amherst, Massachusets, is

not a stranger to the college music

scene, but this is the biggest

offering thus far. I thought of

Soul Asylum, Husker Du,
early U2, and Dinosaur, when I

reviewing this album.

The rhythms are hard edged,

suferish, rock-a-billy, with a

slightly wild thrashing-about

noise. It is rough, but not to the

point were it hurts your ears. If

you like the Smithereens,

which I don't as you already know,

then these guys are ten times more

talented and original. Most of the

songs do not, in any way,
resemble the others. This is not

Antiseen (which will be a Mad
Monk February 1st) but it is hard

edged rock-n-roll that is a nice

change of pace.

Best Songs on the CD : Both

bonus songs excel, BirdBrain,

Directive, and Guy Who Is Me.

Antiseen will be performing at the Mad Monk on Friday February 1. If
you caught them last semester I'm sure you'll agree that protective head
gear is a must for this concert.

Music Awards Given

Concert Update

From Surf 107
Phone 251-1075 for more info.

[2/10 Paul Simon
Chapel Hill

2/16 AC/DC w/ Kings X
Charlotte

2/17 AC/DC w/ Kings X
Greensboro, N.C.

2/17 Bad Company and

Damn Yankees
Asheville, N.C.

2/27 Living Colour
with Guest TBA
Raleigh Memorial

2/28 Neil Young
& Crazy Horse

with Sonic Youth
Chapel Hill

3/2 Sting

w/ Concrete Blonde
Columbia, S.C.

BY RAMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Well, the eighteenth annual

American Music Awards seemed
to go rather smoothly this year.

You may recall last year's show
was filled with acceptance
speeches saturated with expletives

by unruly winners, which the

producer, Dick Clark, quickly

edited. But this year's acceptance

speeches had a definite patriotic

flare, with just about everyone
"praying for peace."

The emotional highlight of
the evening had to be the standing

ovation Gloria Estefan received

as she made her first public
appearance since being seriously

injured in an accident while on
tour last year.

Keenan Ivory Wayans,
the guest host for the evening,

seemed a bit rushed and
uncomfortable with the hurried

event. He did have a wonderful
array ofjackets, though. I counted

three, but then I came in late.

Vanilla Ice took home two
awards. Didn't he take ... excuse

me, borrow more than a few
moves from the of Hammer
himself? (This guy is really into

"borrowing".) He must have
borrowed Hammer's idea of an

entourage too. Gee, how many
people are allowed up there

anyway? Ice, love the hair! It's

so you.

But Mr. Ice just couldn't

touch M.C. Hammer in the

awards department. Hammer
dominated the evening by taking

home five awards. He also had on
one cool jacket. A black leather

blazer with a crocheted border
thing happenin'. What a trend

setter.

The most outlandish costume
award goes to the whole group of
Digital Underground. They
either need a stylist or an analyst.

You decide.

Okay, enough about the
clothes. I guess you had to see it

to believe it, anyway.

The live performances (with

pre-recorded music) were the main
events. Wilson Phillips did a

shaky rendition of their hits,

almost without any
accompaniment, when their
background music failed to cue up.
They handled it well. INXS was
exceptional, as always. I have
never heard them put on a bad
show! And Reba (that hair!)
McEntire, whoa! The lady can
definitely sing. And Bel Biv
Devoe jammed the house
proper. (Did you catch the shoe
thing? They each wore a different

shoe on each foot.)

The disappointments of the
evening were the "no-shows":
Phil Collins, who is currently
touring Europe with Eric
Clapton (you're excused, Phil),

Janet Jackson, Madonna, and
Cher. And Mariah Carey,
who showed up, went home
empty-handed.

All this in only three endless

hours ... This is what television

was made for! Let's have one
every week!

Thursday
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
SEX POLICE

Mad Monk

N.C. Jazz Festival

Thalian Hall

Karioke

Jacob's Run

NttttM

Friday
mmmmmmmmmmm

Jam Session

Student Union

11:30 - 1:30

AMATEURS and

HOTWAX
Jacob's Run

ANTISEEN and

BRICKBACK
Mad Monk

THE STAGMENTS
Guiseppe's

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Saturday
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
VOLTAGE BROTHERS
Mad Monk

THESPONGETONES
Guiseppe's

FLASHBACK
Jacob's Run

VALENCE
Front Street News
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Tuesday
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Poetry Reading

Jacob's Run

Blues Society Jam
Front Street News

Wednesday
Acoustic Jam Night

Front Street News

ititiiiiMiiiiiMiMiiiiniimtmiMittiiitiiiititi

Upcoming Events
titmiiMmitttiiitiiMitMitiiittiiiiiitttitiiiiti

February 7th

LAVA LOVE
Front Street News
MMMMMHNMMMMMNNNMNNMMMNNM

February 7-9

"Dark of the Moon"
Thalian Hall
intuitu mi miMMMM "" iiiiniiiiitiuiiiiii

February 9th

THE SOUPDRAGONS
Mad Monk
iiitiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiitititttttiiiiiiitiittiitiitittt

"Red, Hot and Cole"

A New Cole Porter

Musical

Thalian Hall
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

February 15th

CAPTAIN COOK and

theCOCONUTZ
Front Street News
•IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIMIIII

February 19th

ARLO GUTHRIE
Kenan Auditorium
IIIIIIMIIMIMIIIIMMItlllMIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIMI

"Guys & Dolls"

(Musical)
Thalian Hall
IIIIIIMIIIIlllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMMtllltlMIIIII

ComeayZone
256-2251

Front Street News
762-6397

Guiseppe's

256-9600

Jacob's Run
251-1140

Mad Monk
395-0280

Thalian Hall

763-3398

Yellow Rose Saloon
791-2001
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HOMECOMING 1991
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BE AVAILABLE IN THE UU INFO CENTER BEGINNING MONDAY JAN
28. DANCE, BONFIRE, AND ADVERTISING SPONSORED BY ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION, IFC, AND RHA IN CONCERT WITH SGA
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UNCW Prepares For Homecoming ' 9

1

"A Class Act" is the theme

of the 1991 observance of

Homecoming at the University of

North Carolina at Wilmington.

A variety of events are scheduled

to celebrate this year's
homecoming including an alumni

awards banquet, the UNCW vs.

Navy basketball game and a

homecoming dance.

The UNCW Alumni
Association will honor three

citizens at the annual awards

banquet at 6:30 p.m., Friday,

Feb. 1, in the University Union

Hawk's Nest on the campus of

UNCW. Those to be recognized

are John W. Baldwin Jr., the late

Adrian D. Hurst, and Estell C.

Lee.

John W. Baldwin Jr., a

schedule analyst with GE Aircraft

Engines and a 1972 graduate of

UNCW, will be honored as

Distinguished Alumnus 1990.

Baldwin, who majored in history

and political science, was active

in UNCW's Student Government

Association and was a officer in

Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity and the

University Civitan Club. Active

in community affairs, Baldwin

and his family are hosting an

exchange student

The late Adrian D. Hurst, the

first professor ' hired at

Wilmington College in 1949,

will be recognized posthumously

as Distinguished Citizen for

Service to the University 1990.

Hurst, who died Jan. 22, 1991,

earned his master's degree in

education from the University of

Columbia in 1931. He taught in

several North Carolina schools as

a teacher before being hired at

Wilmington College as a

mathematics professor, where he

taught until his retirement in

1968. He was also a member of

the N. C. Marine Science
Council for many years. After

his retirement, he continued to

support the university
academically by allowing marine

biology classes to be conducted in

the oyster and clam beds behind

his home on Masonboro Sound.

He also established an award to be

presented each year to the UNCW
math major with the highest

point average.

Estell C. Lee, a 195 5

graduate of Wilmington College,

will be honored as Distinguished

Citizen for Service to the

Community 1990. Lee, who
received an Associate in Arts

degree in Business, currently

serves as chair of the board and

president of Seacor, Inc. She is

also on the board of directors of

Wachovia Corporation, Carolina

Power & Light, Cape Fear

Memorial Hospital, the UNCW
Student Aid Association, and is a

member of the N.C. Board of

Transportation. Lee has been

involved in a wide range of

community activities including

serving as former chairman of the

United Way, first woman
president for the Greater

Wilmington Chamber of

Commerce, and vice-chair of the

New Hanover Republican Party.

The awards dinner is only

one of the many events planned

for Homecoming 1991. The
alumni homecoming activities for

Saturday, Feb. 2 include such

things as a BBQ lunch sponsored

by the Cameron School of

Business Administration MBA
Alumni Chapter in Cameron Hall

at noon which will be $7.50 per

person; a campus tour led by

UNCW Ambassadors that will

depart from Hinton James Hall at

2 p.m.; the UNCW bookstore
will be open special hours from
2-4 p.m.; a hospitality hour

sponsored by Triangle Alumni

Chapter in Room 100 of the

University Union from 4-5:15

p.m.; a pre-game social in the

Hawk's Nest in the U.U. from
5:30-7 p.m. in which advanced

reservations are required; the

UNCW vs. Navy basketball game
in Trask Coliseum at 7:30 p.m.

with a half-time ceremony; and, a

Homecoming Dance at the

Blockade Runner Hotel on

Wrightsville Beach. "The Central

Park Band" will perform at the

dance and tickets must be

purchased in advance at a cost of

$15 per person. There will also

be hors d'oeuvres and a cash bar.

The UNCW student body is

also invited to attend the

homecoming dance with the

alumni this year. Student tickets

for the dance, sponsored by the

Alumni Association and courtesy

of the homecoming committee,

are $8 per person and $14 per

couple. Required advance tickets

can be purchased Monday, Jan. 28

through Friday, Feb. 1 at the

information center in the

University Union.

Other student activities for

homecoming week include a

bonfire pep rally at 7:00, January

31 at the recreation field gazebo.

The homecoming court will be

introduced at the pep rally, which

is sponsored by the Inter-

Fraternity Council. The
crowning of the king and queen

will be the half-time
entertainment of the UNCW vs.

Navy basketball game.

Greeks, Cont'd.
Greek community, and stated that

the quest began approximately

three years ago with the

appointment of a committee to

look into Greek Housing. He
also stressed that "everyone will

be following what develops here

at Olympus Park." He spoke of a

Board of Governors that will be

implemented for the project.

According to the Governance

Structure for Olympus Park Draft

Summery, "The Board of
Governors will be composed of

an alumni representative from

each chapter, the vice chancellor

for student affairs, the UNCW
Greek advisor, a neighbor-at-

large, and representatives from
the New Hanover County
Sheriffs Department, the

developer, the New Hanover
County Board of Commissioners,

and the representatives from the

Olympus Park Residents
Association. Each chapter that

resides in Olympus Park will

provide a chapter representative,

elected by the fraternity or
sorority, to make up the

Residents Association."

At the conclusion of Dr.

Bryan's speech, the Presidents of

the eighteen Greek organizations.

Chancellor Leutze and the
Chairman of the UNCW Board of

Trustees, Mr. Albert Corbett, all

picked up shovels and
ceremoniously broke the ground.

Corbett then spoke on behalf

of the Board of Trustees and said

that this project "has been a long

time in the coming." He told the

crowd that he was one of the first

Greeks on campus at UNCW and

that this complex would give the

Greeks a chance to "show what
Greeks are all about, and have
been for thirty years in

Wilmington." The ceremony was
concluded with the statement,

"joining together, there's nothing

we can't do."

After the ceremony, Dick

Cronk, President of CDC said

that "we'll prove the neighbors

wrong. We're pleased that

fourteen months have not gone

down the drain. The absolute

commitment of the Greeks and

Lanita Hanson kept this thing

going. We appreciate them."

Cronk also said that he was
anxious to start building.
Construction will begin February
of 1991 with an anticipated

completion date of August 1,

1991,
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Order YourPersonalized

GraduationAnnouncements

Today!

YourName

Career Derision Making Workshop To
Be Held

CAREER EXPLORATION (2 sessions): This

workshop is designed for students who want a career

decision making experience. The three group

meetings will enhance the independent work being

done on the computer program SIGI-PLUS.
Students should plan to attend all three sessions in

the series. The first group of sessions will be held

on Tuesdays in February, on the 5, 12 and 19 from

1-3 p.m. all three days. The second group will be
held on Wednesdays in March, on the 13, 20 and 27

from 3-5 p.m. all days.

MAJOR FINDER (1 session): This one

session workshop is designed for students who need

to declare a major quickly. This session will be
held in February on the 4, 11, 18 and 25, in March
on the 11, 18 and 25, and in April on the 8 and 15

from 3-5 p.m. all days.

VOCATIONAL INTEREST (Strong Campbell
Interest Inventory): This individual interpretation

will focus on interest comparisons with successful

workers. To attend, students must have an
appointment with a counselor and complete testing

at least two full weeks before the interpretation.

LEARNING SKILLS: HOW TO BE AN "A"
STUDENT (2 sessions): Step by step participation

is strongly recommended for maximum effect. The
first session will be held on Mondays in March, on
the 11, 18 and 25 from 5-7 p.m. The second
session will be held on Tuesdays in April, on the 9,

16 and 23. Time management will be discussed on
the first day of each session, study skills on the

second, and testing skills on the third.

STRESS MANAGEMENT: Try new ways to

lessen stress and avoid burn-out. Experience
relaxation through physical and guided imagery
exercises. The sessions will be held on February 14

from 3-5 p.m. and April 4, also from 3-5 p.m.

WhatDo
Acuvue*And
Viiarnet

Have In

Common?

^VourDegree

YourMojor
INDIANA UNIVERSITY

book for details in your bookstore

BeqiA/N/Mg JptrfUfitly llt&li

On 7>'VS- &:oo

<*s-UMCW 'EcotiSTo&e

Date

Personalized

Graduation

\nnouncewents

EATING DISORDERS GROUP: Problems
with binging and purging are modified and
corrected. The sessions are held on Thursdays from
3-4:30 p.m.

SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE
(STD) SUPPORT GROUP: Rebuild your
relationship and communication skills by discussion

and exploring with similar students. Call the

Student Development Center for more information.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Recovery: To help those who are in recovery

from chemical dependency to cope with change and

take advantage of growth opportunities. Relapse

prevention and achievement of quality recovery is

stressed. Concurrent AA and/or NA meetings are

required for participation.

Co-Dependency Introductory Group: For those

affected by the compulsive/addictive behavior of a

family member of significant other. The effects of

dysiunctional relationships on self-esteem,

emotional repression, and continuing compulsive
patterns of behavior are examined. Designed to

refocus energy and concern on ways in which the

group member can learn to cope, take care of self

and make choices. Sign up through an individual

appointment with the substance abuse counselor.

Friday from 2-4 p.m.

Co-Dependency Continuing Group: A therapy

group for those who complete participation in the

Co-dependency introductory group or its equivalent.

Core issues of trust, control, dependency and
personal boundary-setting are addressed. The
significance of family of originn patterns in present-

day relationships is stressed. This is a place to

experience recovery fromm denail, repression and
commpulsion. Concurrent 12-step group attendance

required. Sign up through an individual

appointment with the substance abuse counselor.

Thursday at 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.

Rev. Richmond Visits

The Rev. and Mrs. George Richmond from

Guyana, South America will be visiting Covenant

Moravian Church between January 25 and February

7, 1991. His visit is sponsored by the Board of

World Mission of the Moravian Church in North

America through the Mission to North America
Program.

While he is here, Rev. Richmond will be

involved in the activities at Covenant, but we have

also scheduled 2 public meetings for those interested

in hearing him. He'll be on the UNCW campus in

Cameron Auditorium at 8 p.m. on Thursday,

January 31 giving "Christianity in the Caribbean,

Past, Present, and Future." It is sponsored by

Covenant Moravian Church, and The Department of

Philosophy and Religion at UNCW. Also, on
Wednesday, February 6 at 7:30 p.m., hell be giving

"The Church and its Ministry in the Caribbean"

followed by a farewell reception at Covenant
Moravian Church.
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Make the switch toAcuvue

Disposable Contact Lenses and

get a pair ofVuarnet Sunglasses.

DcxrfbrsVisionCenter OD
PA

! Dr. Edward L. Paul, Jr.

348 South College Road

395-6050

Offer expires 2/28/V1 No other discounts apply.

Ask your eyecarc professional if Acuvue is nght far you Offer good to first time patients only.

Ino math
MONK
WiiMUMgum North Catvlim

TONITE!

THE SEX POLICE

FRIDAY 2/1

ANTISEEN W/

BRICKBAT

SATURDAY 2/2

THE VOLTAGE BROS.

:
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College Students React To Start OfWar
CPS—War began Jan. 17

just as collegians around the

country boycotted classes and

attended marches, speeches, sit-

ins and even die-ins to protest

the United States' apparent
willingness to go to war.

The opening of hostilities,

moreover, initially seemed to

stoke the anti-war fervor of

students who had previously

tried to demonstrate to President

Bush that at least a certain

number of students would

oppose using force to oust Iraqi

troops from Kuwait.

"We have a responsibility

to let (President) Bush know
thai we do not support his

actions," said Julie Marten, a

student at the University of

California-Santa Cruz who
helped organize a protest Jan.

13. Between 3,000 and 4,000

people attended.

In addition to Santa Cruz,

students at the universities of

Michigan, California-Los
Angeles, California-Santa

Barbara, Washington, District

of Columbia, Louisville,

Illinois-Chicago, Kentucky and

Cincinnati and Harvard,

Howard, George Washington,

Gallaudet, Columbia, Stanford,

Indiana, Northwestern, Ohio

State and Tufts universities, and

Columbia College,
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, and Southern

University at Baton Rouge
staged various kinds of protests

during the days preceding the

Jan. IS deadline and even Jan.

16, as war began.

Off campus, demonstrations

were held in most major cities,

including New York, Boston,

Los Angeles, Detroit, San
Francisco, Seattle, Chicago,

Denver, Denver, Cleveland and

Columbus, Ohio, and Eugene,

Ore.

"We have a simple and

adamant message to our elected

officials in Washington:
Nothing less than a peaceful,

diplomatic, non-violent

solution to the crisis in the

Middle East is acceptable, " said

Jim Collier, a member of the

Middle East Peace Committee,

which orchestrated the Ohio

State gathering.

Now that war has started,

feelings seem to have deepened.

"Everybody's hoping it will

end quickly," said Michael

Labban, a student government

member at Florida Atlantic

University, adding that h e

expected protests in the wake of

the United Nations assault.

George Bratton, a computer

science professor at Austin Peay

State University in Tennessee,

held class as usual on Jan. 17,

the first day of classes after

hostilities began. Attendance

was down though, said Bratton,

who speculated that many
students had stayed up late to

watch TV newscasts.

"It's pretty much class as

usual," reported Todd
Heitschmidt, student body
president at Kansas State

It has affected us a lot,"

added Georgia Tech grad student

Patti Walden.

UC-Santa Cruz reported

class boycotts.

"It's ludicrous for

professors to expect that

students will be able to channel

their energy into academic

'It was weird knowing we've got a war
going on and we're here studying
physics.'

University. About 50 students

protested the invasion, along

with several others who turned

out to support Bush's decision.

"It was weird knowing
we've got a war going on and

we're here studying physics,"

admitted Kansas State student

Sen. Derek Nelson, His other

class held the day after the

invasion, a history course,

didn't discuss the war.

"Today the mood has
shifted more from a call for

peace to a feeling of 'let's get it

over with and finish our task.'"

said Rick Peterson, graduate

student body president at

Georgia Tech. "It's sad but

that's what the feeling is."

thought , as far as talking about

something like Econ 1 or

philosophy," said UC-Santa
Cruz sophomore and anti-war

activist Kristen Weitz.

In December, Weitz's group

said two-thirds of the students

on campus said they would
support shutting down the

school for a week if the U.S.

were to attack Iraq.

"I think a shutdown would

be effective because we are

going to offer teach-ins about

what is going on over there,

what can be done, and draft or

conscientious objector
counseling," she said. "Those

are the kinds of things that

people are going to want to

know, and this is the perfect

time to learn them."

In a Jan. IS letter, UCSC
Chancellor Robert Stevens
agreed, urging professors to

"show flexibility in dealing

with student absences..."

"I would be deeply worried

if students weren't concerned

about the war," Stevens wrote.

"I understand if they feel that,

as a matter of conscience, they

cannot attend classes."

With even campus officials

tolerating their activities,

protest organizers were startled

by the numbers of supporters

*they were able to attract.

"Not only were we kind of

surprised, but everybody seems
to be surprised, including the

people out there," said Rachel

of the Stop the U.S. War
Machine Action Network, one

of several national groups
formed to protest aggression in

the Middle East.

In general, protesters cast

the conflict as one of being

asked to die to secure a supply

of oil for the U.S., and as one

that will be so expensive that

it will keep the nation from

solving its domestic ills.

While they all opposed
using force in the Persian Gulf,

demonstrators differed on how
else the U.S. should deal with

Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein.

Sustaining t^p anti-war

effort could prove difficult,

however, as a number of anti-

war groups- some opposed to

each other as v/ell as to

American policy-compete for

students' allegiance. »

In Washington, a behind*

the-scenes power struggle

already is developing between

two rival anti-war group's

planning separate marches on

the capitol.

The National Campaign for

Peace in the Middle East, a

coalition of about 400
organizations, most of them

firmly in mainstream, is

holding a march on Jan.26, u

The National Coalition to

Stop U.S. Intervention in the

Middle East, which grew out of

protests by former Attorney

General Ramsey Clark and has

more strident approach, planned

one for Jan. 19. Some of the

leaders of this group called Jan.

15 for impeachment of

President Bush.

"We support both of those

marches," said Rachel of the

Stop the U.S. War Machine

group.

"We're strong enough to

organize for two
demonstration," maintained

Carl Le Van, a member of The

National Student and Youth

Campaign for Peace in the

Middle East

Students Fear Terrorism
|
Bush Asks p r War Support

The biggest success in

American higher education this

year - the boom in foreign study

programs - may be about to

become its biggest nightmare.

Some of the 60,000-70,000

Americans studying abroad this

year could become targets of

terrorists in a Persian Gulf war,

or at least find it hard to get home

in event of war.

As the Jan. 15 United

Nations deadline for Iraq to

withdraw its troops from Kuwait

passed, students and parents

flooded campus study abroad

offices with questions about their

safety.

The concerns, however, have

not translated into trip

cancellations, foreign study

directors maintain.

"Obviously, we have had

questions from parents and
students," said Gary Johnston,

head of the study abroad program

at the University of Arizona.

"But as far as I know it hasn't

affected enrollment."

"We are seeing a lot of

concern on the part of students

and parents," admitted Jeff Bliss,

spokesman for Pepperdine
University in California. "But,

we're not seeing a drop in

enrollment. In fact, all our

programs are filled to capacity."

Pepperdine students and

professors, along with those of

six other U.S. universities with

programs this year in Florence,

Italy, recently received nearly

identical letters threatening them

with reprisal if the United States

went to war with Iraq.

Students and faculty from

Georgetown, Syracuse, California

State and Florida State

universities and the University of

Michigan also received the

threats.

Italian authorities
investigating the group, which

calls itself the "Secret Popular

Revolutionary Movement,"
advised the students to keep a low

profile, event though they're

pretty sure it was a hoax.

"At this point, they don't

know it it was serious or not,"

said State Department spokesman

Nyda Novodvorsky. "They're

inclined to think it's before the

United Nations deadline.

In April 1986, following the

U.S. bombing of Libya,

numerous colleges, including

Stephens, St. John's, Bates, Yale

and Union College, canceled all

or part of their regular summer

abroad programs.

Business and leisure

travelers, if not students, sharply

curtailed trips to the Middle East

and Europe during the first two

weeks of January. Many of those

who did go switched from U.S.

airlines, travel observers said.

Advance bookings for

European travel, for instance,

have dropped 25 percent to 50

percent in recent weeks, reported

Roger Ballou, of American

Express's Travel Related Services

Group. Officials there cite

security concerns as well as the

economic slowdown and higher

fares for the drop.

Most foreign study directors,

although they're encouraging

students to use common sense

and maintain a low profile, will

heed advice by the State

Department, which hasn't urged

any extra cautions be taken in

Europe.

"It's business as usual," said

Pepperdine's Bliss. During
orientation sessions, students

studying abroad are advised "not

to stand out as Americans," but

that's more as a courtesy to the

host country than a security

precaution.

CPS WIRE. . .

Two -year colleges in

California won't have to follow a

new federal rule, which

administrators warned would be

"devastating" to community
college enrollments, at least until

Jan. 25.

The rule, which went into

effect Jan. 1 and otherwise applies

to all two-year colleges in all the

states, requires applicants who
don't have high school degrees to

pass a test proving they have the

"ability to benefit" from getting a

guaranteed student loan.

U.S. District Judge D.

Lowell Jensen ruled Jan. 15 that

schools in California would not

have to comply with the law

until at least Jan. 25, granting

officials the change to lobby

Congress into changing the

regulation.

Congress passed the rule last

year in hopes of keeping

unscrupulous trade schools from

recruiting unqualified students,

getting them a federal loan to

secure the money to pay tuition

to the trade school, and then

letting the loan fall into default.

But the regulation, the

community colleges argued, also

punishes two-year colleges that

offer many classes to adults who

may not have graduated from high

school.

But women between the

ages of 16 and 24 were three

times more likely to be rape

victims than women of other

ages.

A new federal rule that took

effect Jan. 1 amounts to
"educational apartheid" that will

keep minority students from

enrolling at two-year campuses,

said Stephen J. Blair of the

National Association of Trade and

Technical Schools.

The rule, meant to curb the

default rate on student loans,

forces students without a high

school diploma or equivalent to

pass a test proving they have the

"ability to benefit" from getting a

federal loan to go to college.

"I think it will devastate this

college district," added Donald G.

Phelps of the Los Angeles

Community College District,

where Phelps estimated some

60,000 students would have to

take the test if they were first

registering now.

Blair estimated about
100,000 trade school students

nationwide will be affected by

the rule.

The rate of attempted rapes of

females fell 46 percent from 1973

to 1987, the federal Bureau of

Federal Statistics said Jan. 14.

In 1973, 1.3 out of every

1,000 females in the country were

victims of attempted rape. In

1987, the rate had fallen to 0.7

females out of 1,000.

"This is a paper that has been

grossly insensitive to Jewish

people and other groups," said the

ADL's Richard Glovsky of the

Review, which has provoked

previous campus protests for

publishing the names of gay

students, prolonged verbal attack

on a minority professor.

"We might be insensitive at

times, but not anti-Semitic or

racist," Dartmouth Review
President Benedict Shim replied.

A staff member, not an

"outside saboteur," probably

inserted a provocative quote from

Adolf Hitler into the masthead of

a fall issue of the Dartmouth

Review, the Anti-defamation

League of B'nai B'rith concluded

after an investigation of the

incident.

The quote, in which Hitler

characterized his desire to strip

German Jews of their citizenship

as "the Lord's work," prompted

student rallies and broad

administrative condemnation of

the Review, an independent paper

funded by several conservative

foundations.

Girls only slowly recover

their self-esteem after going

through adolescence, and as a

result tend to stay away from

math and science courses in high

school and college, a survey of

3,000 fourth through tenth grade

students by the American

Association of University

Women found.

"As girls and boys go

through adolescence, both

experience traumatic physical

changes and both lose self-

esteem," the study claimed. But

while boys tend to recover their

self-esteem soon, girls take a

longer time.

The "self-esteem gap"

ultimately keeps girls out of

important classes because
"students who like math possess

significantly higher self-esteem,

and students with higher self-

esteem like math and science

more," the researchers claimed.

Apparently hoping to defuse

a gathering anti-war movement

on the nation's campuses,
President Bush sent an unusual

letter to some of the country's 14

million collegians Jan. 12,

asking them to support his stand

against Saddam Hussein.

Bush also promised to try to

resolve the crisis peacefully.

"The president felt it was

important to communicate
directly with them," Bush press

secretary Marlin Fitzwater said of

the letter to students, adding that

many students have friends in the

Gulf region.

Untold numbers of the

soldiers now in the region, of

course, were themselves students

just a few weeks ago.

In his two-page letter sent to

about 460 college publications,

Bush explained his policy
rationale.

"If armed men invaded a

home in this country, killed those

in their way, stole what they

wanted and then announced the

house was now theirs - no one

would hesitate about what must

be done," he wrote.

"And that is why we cannot

:. sitate about what must be done

halfway around the world in

Kuwait," Bush said. "The facts

are clear. The choice
unambiguous. Right vs. wrong."

"We thought it was pretty

much a joke," said Hideki

Tomeoka, associate editor of the

University of Washington's
paper, the Daily. The editors

received the letter by fax machine

Jan. 8 and ran it the next day as a

guest opinion with the headline

"Words of Wonder From Mr.
Bush." An accompanying
editorial cartoon of the President

called it "bullshit"

Other editors just returning

from winter break, like those at

the University of Notre Dame and

Oberlin College, said they hadn't

yet finalized plans on how to run

the letter. "I was surprised at

first," said Kelley Tuthill, news

editor for Notre Dame's The

Observer. "But he does have to

be accountable to us.

"It was condescending at

some points," Tuthill continued,

referring to Bush's explanation on

"right vs. wrong." "Students

know what's going on."

"If there's one place on the

homefront Bush has to worry

about, it's college campuses,"

added Eric Pfanner, editor of the

Daily Nebraskan, the paper at the

University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

"I guess we're not on Bush's

most-important list," said Kay
Hilton, editor of the Sidelines,

the student paper at Middle

Tennessee State University,

which didn't get a letter. Hilton

described campus reaction to the

crisis as "pretty mixed."

In the letter, Bush also

recalled his days as a teenage

combat pilot in World War II.

"I have been in war," Bush

said. "I know the terror dF
combat." J

"And I tell you this with a.!J

my heart: I don't want there to bg

war ever again. I am determine^

to do absolutely everything

possible in the search for a

peaceful resolution to this crisis.-

Bush joined tiie Navy in

1941. He was only 18, and hie

had just graduated from high

school. Within a year, he became

one of the service's comb it

pilots. '.

The president also saluteji

the 370,000-some America]*

troops now in the Gulf as "young

men and women who are putting
|

their lives on hold in order to

stand for peace."
____

Bush quoted a Christmas carfl

he recently received from Army
Sgt. Terry Hatfield, a "young
soldier" from Fort Stewart, Ga.

J

"'Mr. President, I just wanted

you to know my soldiers and I are

ready to do whatever mission you

decide. Freedom as we know and

enjoy it has been taken away
from another country and must be

restored.

"Although we are separates

from family and friends, lovetl

ones, we will do what must be

done. ... We stand ready arnt

waiting. God bless you and the

U.S.A."

Bush said, Terry understands

the moral obligation that has
compelled our extraordinary

multinational coalition to make
this stand in the Gulf."

See Puzzle Solution on Page 2.

ACROSS

1 Frog

5 Tear

8 Cerise ana

carmine

12 Unemployed

13 Metric measure

14 Great Lake

15 Jump
16 White House

nickname

17 Baptismal basin

18 Tests

20 Stirs to action

22 Female ruff

23 Bitter vetch

24 Squandered

27 More profound

31 Macaw
32 Garden tool

33 Expel from

country

37 Dash

40 Brown kiwi

41 Stalemate

42 Peril

45 Maddens
49 Region

50 Wooden pin

52 Name for

Athena

53 Peruse

54 Be in debt

55 Hazard

56 Chapeaus

57 Man's nickname

58 Appointment

DOWN

1 Tip

2 River in

The
Weekly
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Germany
3 Turkish

regiment

4 Leave

5 Lifted
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6 Irritate

7 Looked intently

8 Reject

9 God of love

10 Eat

1

1

Gels

19 Confederate

general

2 1 Native metal

24 Small lump

25 Exist

26 Exhaust

28 Greek letter

29 Vast age

30 Soak, as flax

34 Musical

instruments

35 Fish eggs

36 Game fish

37 Produced

38 Transfix

39 Esteem

42 Sprint

43 Alms box

44 Tidy

46 Lamb's pen

name
47 Remainder

48 Japanese beer

5 1 Female sheep
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SEAHAWK SPORTS
Sideline

Sensations
Patrick Fowler
Sports Editor

Gatling,ODU bombs Seahawks

Super All

The Way
Around

Super!

That's the kind of game we had early Sunday
night. Two of the premier teams of the league

battled each other for 60 minutes, both sides

representing not only their respected conferences but

two complete different styles of play One
from the from 1990's, the other the 1890's. ... Here
were the new improved Bills with their no huddle

offense, lightning quick receivers, and big play

mentality. Throw the ball, misdirect, gadget plays,

go for the whites of their eyes, 1-2-3- touchdown.

Defense hold, hit him deep, 1-2-3-touchdown. Try
to catch us if you can.

Then there were the Giants.

Hold the ball, keep the ball, run.run, run, trap,

short passes, plug, plug, plug, 8-9-10 minutes, then

touchdown. Defense smother, plug, plug, plug, 10-

11-12 more minutes, then field goal. Super!

I looked up the word in the dictionary right after

the game and every explanation rings true.

Super!

- Superior in size, quality, number, or degree--.

No one denied this was the best game of the year for

a change. A one point difference, 20-19, the closest

one in the event's history. There were no turnovers,

a handful of penalties, and only two instant replays.

Each team's offense did pretty much what they

wanted, but when either side needed a critical stop

both defenses rose to the challenge.

There was Buffalo Bruce Smith sacking Giant

quarterback Jeff Hosteder in the end zone for a safety

in the first half, grabbing that early momentum.
The never-say-die attitude of a back-up quarterback

driving his team 78 yards to close within two before

halftime, 12-10. Here was the Bills defensive line

defying the Giants at the doorstep of their end zone
in the final period, demanding they settle for a field

goal and a slim one point lead.

And all game long there was the Giant defense

always bending but never breaking; holding the

Bills just far enough out that their kicker had to use

all his leg to try to get it through. The old vs. the

new, Taylor vs. Smith, Anderson vs. Thurman.
The men who made and shaped the 80's meet the

New Kids on the Block.

Super!

-Excessive in degree or intensity- Who could

deny the emotion-filled atmosphere. A touching

story of an unknown quarterback that hadn't played a

single down in his first five years in the league

suddenly being cast in the spotlight. A family man
who had survived his first son's life-threatening

battle with a heart defect. A man who wondered if he

would ever play football again or would he remain

forever in the shadow of a semi-legend (Phil

Simms). And there, rising larger than Hostetler,

stood a man named Anderson.

The workhorse, an old veteran, unwanted by the

team he gave his best years to (St. Louis Cardinals),

and unprotected by his new one (left off the plan B

roster untouchable list), finding new life and legs

bursting through holes like he did in his youth at

Miami University.

How bout the Bills, a team that has been a

doormat for the rest of the American League for so

many years finally rising up and gaining the respect

they deserve. And then there were those feelings of

uneasiness and excitement as Buffalo kicker Scott

Norwood lined up that 46-yarder as the nation

collectively held their breath, and awaited the final

outcome.

Super!

-- Containing a specified ingredient in an

unusually high proportion- That ingredient is pure

heart, American heart. You saw it at halftime with

the salute to our soldiers, the cheering crowd

shouting U-S-A, U-S-A, after a sterling rendition of

the national anthem by Whitney Houston before the

teams took the field. Who didn't shed a tear looking

in the face of that little blond boy in a football suit

singing, The Wind Beneath Mv Wings. Sure he

was off-key, and it was a lot of flag-raising fanfare

but the message was clear; we love this country and

the men who are out there defending the principles it

was founded on.

How about the fans in Buffalo on Monday?
They cheered their team despite the loss, giving the

biggest and loudest applause to Norwood, the man
who felt the worse Sunday night. In fact more

people showed up for their homecoming than for the

new Super Bowl champions, N.Y. Giants. They

seemed to say, "It's okay you didn't win. Thanks for

giving us a great time, a much needed break from

our troubled minds."

Super!

Even Saddam Hussien had to be a fan of this

event, for not one siren wailed, no shot rang out,

not one war speech was uttered the entire game. It

was if the world took a three hour time-out, kicked

off their shoes, grabbed their pizza and six-pack, and

relaxed in front of the television set. And what they

watched was truly special, it was nothing short of

well...

Super!

BY PATRICK FOW1 FR
SPORTS EDITOR

Monday night UNCW dropped its four game in

five outings bowing out to the Monarchs of Old
Dominion, 62-46.

"We didn't show up for the game or the proper

attitude," UNCW head coach Kevin Eastnr.n said.

"There wasn't a time during the first half 1 thought

we were in the contest."

These were the statements coach Eastman made
clear just two days earlier after a loss to East

Carolina and the same feelings of lack of

concentration were there following the Seahawks'

peformance in Norfolk, Va.

"Anybody who saw the game saw two inept

college basketball teams," Eastman said. "Both
teams played extremely poor . . . Neither team could

do what they wanted to do or what they had done in

practice."

The Seahawks shot a dismal 32% from the field

and 27% in the second half as only one UNCW
player.Brannon Lancaster, (10) reached double
figures. The Monarchs fared little better netting a

lowly 34% for the game and 32% in the second half

of play. The difference though, was in the turnovers

ratio, a variance of 10 (9-19). Chris Gatling led all

scorers with 28 points. The senior connected on 9-

15 field goals and 10-13 from the charity stripe.

Old Dominion scored the first seven points of

the contest before UNCW could get on the board on

two free-throws by center Matt Fish. The Seahawks

began whitding away at the Monarchs lead, cutting

the deficit to a basket at 11-9 on a Lancaster trey

with 12:18 remaining in the half. ODU responded

by raiding off five straight baskets in a 10-5 run,

recapturing their seven point cushion. Inside work
by senior Major Wiggins and junior Joe Cherry, and

another Lancaster three-pointer brought the

PIOTOrY DAVE BALL
Brian Withers and three ECU defenders baUJc under the boards for a rebound. Withers scored 18 points in a losing effort as UNCW
fell to the Pirates, 67-51. Monday night the Seahawks dropped their second consecutive contest losing to ODU, 62 46.

Seahawks back as they evened the score at 25 apiece

with 1:35 left in the half. A missed free-throw, a

turnover, and a driving lay-up by Gatling put the

Monarchs up a deuce at the half.

The second halfs cold shooting mirrored the

first only worse as 12 1/2 minutes went by with

only 19 points being scored, eight by UNCW and

11 by ODU. The Seahawks closed to within four

points with eight minutes, 10 seconds left in the

contest before Gatling fouled out Wiggins, Fish,

and finally Withers. The Monarchs increased their

margin over UNCW to double digits (10) with a

little under seven minutes to play. The Seahawks
managed to cut the deficit back down to seven twice

but could come no closer as Old Domit.ion pulled

away in the final two and half minutes connecting

on nine of fourteen free throw opportunities.

The loss drops UNCW to 3-11 overall. The
Seahawks entertain the Navy Midshipmen for the

final time in Trask, Saturday. The game will be

televised locally on WECT-Channel 6

Wilmington.

in

Game time is 7:30 p.m.

49ers Cave-In

HI MOM ! ! PHOTO BY DAVE BALL

Seahawk swimmers competed against UNC-Charlolte Saturday in Trask NaUtorium. Both teams were victorious

but the win for the ladies was extra special for it marked the first time in school history the women's team has

finished at the .500 mark. The team compiled a 5-5 record in 1990.

BY PAUL THOMPSON
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

After being mishandled by
East Carolina last week, the

UNCW men's and women's
swimming and diving teams

regrouped and trounced UNC-
Charlotte last Saturday at the

Seahawk Natatorium.

The men's team completely

dominated their match winning 9

out of 1 3 events and destroying

their opponent, 152-82. The
women had an equally easy time,

taking 8 out of 13 races on their

way to posting a 130.5-110.5

win. The victory set a school

record as the women finished with

a .500 record for the first time in

Seahawk history. Head swim
coach Dave Allen couldn't be
prouder of his squads.

"We were pleased with the

outcome of both meets,

especially the women's. Getting

the women's team to finish at

.500 or above has been a goal for

this team all season and we're

really happy it worked out this

well," Allen said.

The men, who upped their

record to 5-4 on the season were

led by Brian Linkfield, Nick
Revelas, Clifton Perkins, and
Tim White. Each swimmer won
two events. Linkfield took
victories in both the three meter

and one meter diving
competition. Revelas took the

200 fly contest (2:01.38),Perkins

the 200 backstroke (2:03.28) and

White snagged his second victory

in the 50 freestyle sprint (22.28).

Other winners for the men
included Todd Hopkins in the

1000 freestyle (10:24.91), Terry

Cureton in the 100 freestyle

(49:29) and Michael Koenig in

the 200 breaststroke (2:21.50).

The women were led by the

record setting performance of the

400 medley relay team consisting

of Shannon McBride, Mary
Tarter, Rebecca Compton and
Amy Lewis. The foursome
esclisped the old mark by more
than two seconds (4:07.16). The
women also received stellar

performances from Laura Doepp

and Nina Pino-Marina who won
two events a piece.

Doepp grabbed wins in the

1000 freestyle and the 200 fly.

Pino-Marina captured both the

one meter diving and three meter

competition. Amy Lewis (50
free), Becky Gurshaw (200 free),

Alice Hayden (500 free) also

stroked their way to top honors

for UNCW.
Coach Allen saw this match

as a warm-up for the upcoming

CAA championships.

"We got back on track and 1

definitely saw improvements in

many of the performances, Allen

sais We're going to have to work
on some of the finer points such

as team spirit, leadership and the

intensity level of the team as a

whole," Allen stated.

The Seahawks host the CAA
Championships Feb. 6-9.

Lady Cagers On Two Game Roll
BY PAUL THOMPSON
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRnER

The women's basketball team completed one of

their best weeks of the season by winning two
consecutive games in three days. On Jan. 24, the

Seahawks hosted UNC-Asheville Bulldogs and came
away with a 75-60 win in Trask. On that Saturday
night, the Seahawks traveled to Greenville downing
the Pirates on their home court 61-58.

With the victory over the Bulldogs, the

Seahawks snapped a personal five-game losing

streak. The Seahawks were paced by senior Kelly

Kincaid and freshman Zandra Harris who each

collected 17 points a piece. The 17-point effort by
Harris was a career high while Kincaid also tied a

career mark in rebounds with 12. UNC-A's Tara
McMinn led all scorers in the game with 27 points.

The Bulldog forward was perfect 14-14 from the free

throw line, setting a school record and tying a

UNCW opponent mark. Tressa Reese also poured

in 12 points which enabled her to pass Elizabeth

Bell for third place in career scoring with 1,301

points.

The Lady Seahawks never trailed in the game
and led by as many as 21 points. The Seahawks
built an early 12-point lead with just over five

minutes left in the first half when Harris dropped in

a jumper from the left wing. The Bulldogs rallied

with an 18-9 run in the last five minutes of the half,

behind eight points by McMinn, to cut the lead to

39-36 just before the half.

The Lady Seahawks came out running in the

second half and took the game away from the

Bulldogs. UNCW ran the lead to 56-40 halfway

through the second half on a 17-4 run.

Head coach Sherri Tynes felt the entire team

played very well. "Everyone contributed in this

game. We came out strong in an up-tempo style.

"Everyone contributed in

this game. We came out strong
in an up-tempo style. We had
early defensive success,
especially getting steals. We got
an early lead and never looked
back. I'm very happy with the
performance."

Sheri Tynes

Head Coach

We had early defensive success, especially getting

steals. We got an early lead and never looked back.

I'm very happy with the performance," Tynes said.

Against East Carolina, reserve Alexia Moffitt

came off the bench and scored all of her seven points

in the final seven minutes to spark the Seahawks to

a close victory over the Pirates. Tressa Reese led all

scorers with 19 points and Zandra Harris grabbed 13

rebounds in the process. Lorraine Cordaway
contributed 10 points and Harris added nine to spread

the effort for the Seahawks. Tonya Hargrove and

Kim Dupree led the Pirates with 17 and 15 points

respectively. Hargrove also led ECU in rebounding

with eight.

It was a close game throughout as the

Seahawks led 28-22 at the intermission and then

held off numerous runs by the Pirates in the second

half. UNCW took the lead for good, 56-55, with

1:35 remaining. The Seahawks never trailed from

that point, giving them their second consecutive

victory.

"This was a tremendous game for us. It was a

huge win on the road against a tough conference

opponent Overall it was a great team effort,"

Tynes said. Tynes also noted a key factor being the

defense not allowing many offensive rebounds. The
Seahawks out rebounded the Pirates 15-12 on the

offensive glass and 24-16 on the defensive
boards for an 44-33 overall rebounding edge. "The

defensive effort was great, especially not allowing

many offensive rebounds. The offense didn't click

as well as we had hoped but it worked out well.

Alexia came off the bench and responded well. She
was 1-for-l from the field and 5-for-6 from the free

throw line. It's great to have a reserve come in and

play as well as she did," said Tynes.

The Lady Seahawks record now stands at 5-13

overall and 2-4 in the CAA.
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1JNCW Hosts Watersnnrt Show
UNCW will host a watersports show o

February 23rd from 11 a.m. until 4 p.m.

Hanover Hall.

The show will feature area merchants, safety|

organizations and UNCW club groups showing the

latest in watersports recreation equipment and
services available in the UNCW area. Sailing

vessels, power vessels, surfing equipment, jet boats,

waterscooters, jet skis, water skis, scuba diving,

windsurfing, and fishing will be displays.

Admission is free and the public is invited.

Missing Something?

Information Center: Have you been wondering

where your keys are? Do you think someone has

stolen your glasses? Well, if this is the case, come
by the Information Center in the University Union
where the lost and found is located. Hours of
operation are Monday through Friday, from 8 a.m.

to 10 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, from noon until

10 p.m. You never know what you just may find!

Enter Video Contest!?

One lucky winner in The Christophers Video
Contest For College Students will take home
$3,000 in cash and have the opportunity to see his

or her own film/video project on commercial and
cable television worldwide. Top winners share in

prize money totaling $8,500.

To compete in 1991, just produce on film or

video a short feature of five minutes or less which

creatively expresses the contest theme: "One Person

Can Make A Difference." Past entrants have used
animation, music video, news report and
documentary to capture their vision of the many
ways that individuals shape our world for the better.

Submit your entries on VHS or 3/4-inch

cassette with an official entry form or a photocopy.

Obtain entry forms from: The Christophers, New
York, N.Y. 10017, (212) 759-4050; or ask at the

college Mass Media or Communications
departments. Contest deadline is Friday. June 14.

129_L

Cable Gives Discussion On War
"George Bush is a born again Woodrow

Wilson," maintains Dr. Larry Cable, assistant

professor of history at UNCW. "Just as Wilson
described WWI as the 'war to end all wars', Bush
believes the same is true of 'Desert Storm'."

Dr. Cable will discuss American foreign policy

in the Middle East, its historical and current

political, economic, and military factors, and review

long and short term American successes, in "The
U.S. and the Persian Gulf, sponsored by the

UNCW Office of Special Programs, Wednesdays,

February 13-March 27, from 7-8 p.m.

The registration deadline is February 6. Fee is

$33. For more information or to register by credit

card, call (919) 395-3195.

Be An Exchange Student!!

The Office of International Programs is pleased

to announce that full-time students at the University

of North Carolina at Wilmington can now apply for

one-year exchanges in Africa, Asia, Australia,

Canada, Europe or Latin America through the

International Student Exchange Program (ISEP).

The ISEP Directory, published annually, lists more

than 100 study sites in 34 countries.

Applications are being accepted now for

placements beginning in fall 1991 or spring 1992.

Undergraduate and graduate students in all fields

are eligible for ISEP exchanges. Most study sites

are comprehensive universities, but there are also

programs that specialize in particular fields, such as

fine arts, international business, and science and

technology.

Further information about the program is

available from the ISEP coordinator.

Work At Summer Science Camp
Applications are being accepted for four staff

assistants for the 1991 Summer Science Camp.

Dates for the program are June 14-July 12 and July

IS-August 16. Applicants must be at least 15 years

of age with at least one season of experience in a

camp setting. They also must have some
knowledge of marine or nature studies and

recreational activities.

Applications should submit a cover letter, brief

resume, and two letters of recommendation from a

recent employer or former camp supervisor and

current classroom teacher and mail to Diane Talley,

assistant director, Office of Special Programs, UNC
Wilmington, 601 South College Road,

Wilmington, NC 28403-3297.

Deadline to apply is March 16, 1991 with
interviews scheduled for April. For more

information, call (919) 395-3195.

WLOZ Needs You

WLOZ, UNCW's campus radio station, is looking

for DJ.'s and newscasters. Anyone interested, stop

by the station or call 395-3086 or 350-4020.

Cont'd. On Page 3.

Funding Denied Student Referendum Fails To

Overturn SGA Decision
BY PHILLIP l.Olir.HI IN

EDITOR IN CHIEF
Funding for the Interfraternity Council (IFC)

was voted down Tuesday in a student referendum.
The final tally was 179 votes in favor of funding
and 123 votes in the negative. 199 votes were
needed to pass the measure.

Erik Snyder, IFC President, only learned of the

outcome late Wednesday night. While he was
unprepared to comment in any detail about future

IFC plans, he did say that the outcome really would
not affect the IFC budget, since the referendum was
only for a two hundred dollar seed account. Other
than that, Snyder said that he really had not had
time to think about what, if anything, IFC would do
next.

Elections Board Chairperson, Marita Renauer,
stated that the referendum was handled directly by
the book. Results were posted at eight a.m.
Wednesday morning. Renauer said that she did not
think that there were any problems with either the

count or the procedure.

Attorney General Lisa Royal explained some of
IFC's options, stating that there could be another
petition for a referendum. If the organization still

wanted to go through the funding process, it could

file a budget worksheet during the spring budgeting

period. "They could do it all again to see if the

new Budget and Planning Committee (BPC) will

fund them," said Royal.

'I'm happy it's over and happy
it's defeated. It's been a long
process.

'

-Denny Best

Doris Best strongly protested the funding when
it first came up in the fall semester. Best passed
petitions in the University Union to garner student
support for her position, even as IFC passed their

petitions for the referendum.

"I am glad it didn't pass," stated Best. "I

worked so hard with that petition last semester.
This semester, it seemed that everybody had
forgotten about it. ... I had to go around and

remind people what it was all about."

Senator Denny Best was also involved in the

effort to prevent IFC funding. "I'm happy it's over
and happy it's defeated. It's been a long process."

Best was unsure if the IFC would be interested
in trying again. "They would probably run into the

same problems they ran into when they came before
the senate the first time."

The issue got heated last semester, with
petitions being passed, not only for or against
funding, but to hold a recall election for SGA
President Ken Lemon. Posters and buttons were
printed depicting a lemon crossed out inside of a
circle to demonstrate the anger of many Greeks who
felt that Lemon had gone back on a campaign
promise to support the Greek community.

Lemon dismissed the threat of a recall election.

"I think any efforts to do that would be too late to

make any difference.
"

"I hope it is no longer a hostile issue," Lemon
continued. "But then, they've done so much before
that surprised me, I wouldn't know how to call it."

Lemon stated that he thought the whole thing
was over. "It went over quietly," he said. "I think
this is a final step. ... If I were in the position
[IFC President], I would certainly let it die."

Homecoming May Go To ACE
BY TIMOTHY RAM,

STAFF WRITER

Financial and leadership difficulties

have been blamed for the failure of the

Student Government Association's
(SGA) Homecoming Committee.

The Homecoming Committee is a
standing SGA committee intended to

increase student awareness and
participation in UNCW's homecoming.
The standing committee was established

by the 1989-1990 student senate in

response to the concerns about poor
homecomings.

Homecoming was last week from
January 28, 1991-February 3, 1991. The
proposal to place the planning for

homecoming back to Association for

Campus Entertainment (ACE) will be
presented for the senate at an upcoming
meeting.

Kipp Summey, who worked with
both SGA and ACE last year, said "The
reason [homecoming] went to the senate

was to prevent it from being buried in

the Special Events Committee of
ACE."

There were problems with the ACE
sponsorship of Homecoming, according
to Summey. "ACE didn't have a big
enough budget or enough people," said

Summey. "Homecoming was buried in

ACE."

Summey, a SGA senator at that
time, sponsored the creation of the
Homecoming Committee. Summey
stated that the intention of the
committee becoming a part of the senate

was to increase awareness of the
homecoming and enhance school spirit.

It was the committee's intention, at the

time, to eventually merge with the

Alumni Affairs Office of the Vice
Chancellor. "It was destined to go
higher," said Summey.

In order to combat problems facing

Homecoming, Summey helped to
sponsor a bill last year that placed
Homecoming as a permanent part of the

SGA, rather than ACE. "We needed to

have a standing committee," said

Summey.
ACE, a SGA sponsored

organization, is allocated a substantial

lump sum from student fees at the

beginning of each school year to finance

and sponsor a variety of on-campus
entertainment. Until the creation of the

SGA's Homecoming Committee, a set

amount was set aside for Homecoming
each year. Under the constitution of the

SGA, the funding for committee
projects, such as homecoming under the

Homecoming Committee, needs to be

approved by the SGA Budget and
Planning Committee. The Budget and

Planning Committee (BPC) is the

senate committee that is responsible for

the allocation of the funds that the

senate receives from the student fees.

According to SGA minutes from

January 14, 1991, the allocation was
not passed through the BPC, but

through a suspension of the SGA
constitution and a vote of the general

senate. Consent of the SGA senate

allocated $1053.35 to the homecoming
committee two weeks before the

scheduled beginning of Homecoming.
Summey, critical of the SGA's

handling of the Homecoming, did

praise the work that organizations such
as the Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) did

towards increasing school spirit.

"The Greeks were more than
cooperative," said Summey about last

year's Homecoming. The IFC
sponsored bonfire attracted over four

hundred people last year. This year's

bonfire after a last second schedule
change attracted fewer than one hundred
people.

IFC President Erik Snyder b/amed
that on scheduling conflicts with a great

deal of alumni visiting the fraternities

on the weekend. According to Snyder,

the original date of the bonfire was
changed at the last minute from
Thursday to Friday due scheduling
conflicts with the basketball team. The
failure of student support was attributed

by Snyder to people having other plans

for the weekend night, not a failure of

the IFC coordination. "Armistead Perry

(the IFC member in charge of the

bonfire) did an excellent job," said

Cont. on Page 3.

Birds in the bush? LovWell Informs

About "Age Of AIDS"

morroBYDAVBIIALL

A permanent resident of Kenan Hall peers out of the bushes.
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BY SANDY PORTER
STAFF WRITER

Starting February 11th and

ending February 25th, the Office

of Health Promotion/LivWell, as

well as other campus and
administrative organizations, will

present "LovWell. ..Relating in

the Age of AIDS".

Deborah Haywood, assistant

director for Health Promotion,

said that this theme will teach

people how to relate to others in

this "Age of AIDS."

"We are in a time where
AIDS will become closer and

closer disease to the students of

Wilmington," stated Haywood.
"A family member could possibly

contract the disease or even a

close friend. We need to teach

people how to deal with this

virus."

Ongoing education displays

include T-shirt sales, Place a

Pebble of Compassion" located in

the University Union Hallway.

On Monday, February 11, a

presentation by Dr. Kathleen
Jewell, director of the Student

Health and Wellness Center, will

be held in the University Union
Room 206 from 7:00-8:00 p.m.

This presentation is entitled "It's

No Longer Free Love..The High

Cost of Unsafe Sex," and will be

shown in a skit form.

Tuesday, Dee Hamilton,
counselor for the Student
Development Center will be

speaking. Her presentation,

"From Damaged Families To
Affective Relationships", will be

held in the University Union,

Room 206 from 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Special speaker. Dr. Richard
Keeling can be seen in Cameron
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. on
Wednesday. Dr. Keeling is

president of the International
Society for AIDS Education and
will lecture on "AIDS in the

1990s: New Hope, Greater
Challenges."

On Valentine's Day,
Thursday, students will be able to

create their own valentines in the

University Union Living Room.

On Tuesday, February 19,

campus minister. Bob Haywood

will discuss relationships.
"Building Effective
Relationships" will be presented

in the University Union room
206, from 7:00- 8:00 pm.

February 20, also in the

University Union, the UNCW
Nursing students will speak in

Room 201 from 7:00 - 8:00 pm.
The Nursing students will present

"Intimacy Without
Intercourse. ..Is It Possible?"

On Monday, February 25,

Alison Gertz, a person with

AIDS, will speak. Gertz was
featured in the July 1990 edition

of People Magazine concerning

her story of living with AIDS. At
age 16, Gertz contracted the

disease after one night of unsafe

sex with an unsafe partner. She
will share her story,

"Champagne, Roses,... and
AIDS", with UNCW in Cameron
Auditorium at 7:30 pm.

For more information,
contact Deborah Haywood in the
LivWell office, 395-3683. '
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JKTHE HAWK'S NESTiK
CHECK OUT OUR 99c BREAKFAST SPECIALS

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

. LUNCH SPECIALS • FEBRUARY 1 1-15

HflmBURGER, FRIES AM]

lBOZ.DRinK $2.00

CAMPUS UJflLK
ex.ac.tLy uikat out name. Lm/iLLeA...

• Clubhouse with TV, Hot tub

VCR, Stereo, Pool table, • Vblley ball and

Computer

Pool

basketball courts

• Laundry Facilities

1st month FREE with year lease. Valid

thru March 31,1991. Must present coupon.

$ FREE $
CAMPUS WALK APARTMENTS
455 RACINE DRIVE

WILMINGTON, N.C. 28403

(919) 395-0833 coimi housi«g
opportunity

Send early. Stay late.

Beat out the competition this Valentine's Day
with some terrific strategy. Just call your FTD 1

* Florist and send the FTD Flower

Basket Bouquet. And to be sure your Valentine gets one, send it a day or two early.

And she may ask you to stay late.

•Registered trademark ofFTD. ©Wl KIT)

Association for Campus
Entertainment

presents
februarv Schedule of Events

****************
* ^aflaatitaaa Sag *

Playing tonite

<S\ ' "When Harry Met Sally"
}

Starring

AMy Cry$ta/ and Meg Ryan •:

S .00 pm
Suite Services Building

free Popcorn

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

featuring

The Voltage
Brothers

Thursday, February mtb
£ast Cafeteria 9/>m - lam

$2.00 v// student It)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

qp Free pizza, soft drinks, and door prizes ^
^ Must be 2 1 to consume alcohol ~
V m~ ACE Concerts and UNCW Greeks w
J AAn A* ArA A5A AI* Z*E ^

Proceeds donated to American Heart Association

****************
Richard P Keeling, MD
Wednesday, February 13, 1991
Cameron Ruditorium, 7:30pm

RIDS in the 1990s: New Hopes, Greater Challenges

Rli Gertz

Monday, February 25,1991

Cameron Ruditorium, 7:30pm
Champagne, Roses, and RIDS"

•Rli, age 23, mill share her story of liuing with RIDS
after one night of unsafe sex with an unsafe partner.

r v

• d-
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Housing Take Steps To Attract Students To Campus
BY AMY PFTROCF1J.I

STAFF WRITER

The arrival of the fall semester

will bring changes for the

residence halls and apartments on
campus. According to Charles

Maimone, Director of
Housing/Food Service, a "five

year capital improvement plan
has been designed which includes

factors. ..necessary to get the halls

in the best shape they can be."

Maimone stated that the

improvements in 1991 will range

from new roofs for the apartments

to new furniture in hall lobbies,

and will cost approximately
$160,000.

Maimone said that after

collecting information and
suggestions from hall

government meetings, he was
able to organize everything into

proposals which included things

that "must be done" and things

that housing "would like to see

done". After the consideration of

cost and priority, the following

things were decided upon and will

be ready for the fall semester.

In the apartments area,
Maimone stated that some
rooftops will be replaced this

summer and new carpets will be

put in about 20 apartments.

Also, in the apartment area, near

the laundry facility, will be a

convenience store. Although it is

something that is actually in the

area of food service, Maimone
stated that it definitely has an

effect on housing.

Improvements for Galloway
Hall include carpeting the

hallways on "at least two or three

floors," said Maimone. Also the

lobby will be renovated with new
furniture and plants to give the

hall a "more welcoming
appearance".

Maimone stated that Galloway

will an all-women residence hall

after this academic year. This, he

explained, is due to the
male/female ratio and the fact that

the amount of females wanting to

live in Belk overrides the
available space. Belk Hall on the

other hand will become a co-ed
dormitory.

Belk Hall, as well as Graham
will see renovations in the lobby

and lounge areas. Belk will also

be re-painted and mattresses will

be replaced.

Maimone also stated that he is

working with academic
computing to put a computer
cluster in the lounge of Belk
Hall. The facility, he explained,

will be something that can be
taken advantage of by all

residents, not just those of Belk.

Finally, in the suites area will

be a volleyball pit which was
requested by Hall Government,
and Maimone stated that some
landscaping is already underway
to beautify the area.

Maimone explained that the

process by which these
improvements were decided upon
involved going into the buildings

Meal Plans To Be Changed In Fall

»Y ANfiELA SIMPKINS
STAFF WRITER

This fall the department of

housing and food services is

offering students a declining

balance program in addition to a

slightly altered meal plan.

According to Charles A .

Maimone, director o f

housing/food services this will

give students more flexibility and

discretion over their money.

The 21-meal plan will change

to a 19-meal plan and will replace

breakfast of Saturday and Sunday

with a mid-morning brunch. The

lS-meal plan will be eliminated

and the ten-meal plan changed to

nine meals per week to be used

any day of the week.

In addition to the regular meal

plan the declining balance or debit

card system allows students to

put cash on their meal cards and

use them like pre-paid credit

cards. The card will be accepted

in the main dining hall, the

Hawk's Nest, Itza Pizza Delivery,

Center Stage Cafe (opening in '

March) and in the campus
convenience store opening in the

fall.

Students will also have the

opportunity to open a separate

account on the card to be used

only in the campus book store.

As the balance decreases students

can monitor their spending.

These services will be offered in

the fall of 1991 and could be

expanded to include vending

machines, paying parking fines,

copying costs, tuition, and use as

keys for access to on-campus
housing.

While the debit cards may be

used for Itza Pizza, the Hawk's

Nest, or in the Center Stage Cafe,

meal cards may only be used in

Wagoner Hall. The is true both

for the nine and 19-meal plan.

The program was tested during

summer school last year and was

widely accepted, Maimone said.

Students enrolled this summer

will have another opportunity to

test out the program before it is

offered to the entire student body

in the fall. According to

Maimone this is an attempt to

move into the program in stages

to gauge student interest,

economical effectiveness, and

technical feasibility.

Due to the high cost of the

card system, a committee was
formed with representatives from

the offices of student accounts,

housing, food services, budget
and planning and interested

students to examine the declining

balance programs at other UNC
system schools. The decision

was made to contract the service

from ARA Food Services from
one year, again to test its

effectiveness. Maimone said the

cost of the system will be
absorbed by the housing office

"lightening its belt" and not show
up in the normal 7.5% increase in

room and board expenses.

M 5TAKE 15 HOT SOMt DISTANT

COUNTRY OltfDKWMT, AT 5DKE

^tbm^^o^

Tavernay's Jewelers
Where Your Investment Is Worth More

• Diamonds
• Custom

e Jewelry
• Jewelry Repair

4412 WrtghtsvHe Avenue, Wilmington, NC

Bring this coupon in to receive 20% off jewelry repair and
selected merchandise.

and deciding what would be most
important for this year in the

five-year plan. Incidentally, he
stated that the "five-year plan"

will be an on-going plan, as with

each new year new things will

come up that will need done.

"What we're most excited about is

that we're formalizing the plan

and getting to a point where we
will regularly make
improvements," said Maimone.

Also in the improvement plan

Maimone stated, "One of the

things I felt was really important

to do was to try to involve

students a little bit in the
decisions. Since everyone has

different priorities of importance,

we gathered information from a

lot of different sources."

Sources, he explained,
included people in the division of

Student Affairs, like the Dean of

Students and the Director of

Residence Life. "The more
people that have input," he stated,

"the more responsible the

decision."

Maimone stated that basically

everything comes down to what

they can afford to do. He said

that the process of estimating

prices is where they are at this

point. He explained that

suggestions that do not go

through in the next year will

simply be put on hold and

considered for the following year.

Maimone explained that the

housing office has tried to offer

students the necessary
improvements (like repaired

roofs) , as well as added
pleasurable features that would
"encourage students to stay in the

halls." He stated, "We want you
back. If an apartment is nicer,

then you're more likely to come
back the following year."

Excited about t h e

improvements that will soon be

underway, Maimone said that

what he hopes will come out of

the "five-year plan" is that

people will be more comfortable

in campus housing. "Housing
:

and food service are both

important parts of college
living," he stated. "If you're not •

comfortable and happy where you

live, it can have an impact on
"

your college experience."

Maimone said that there are a
|

lot of advantages to living on ;

campus and he stated that it is his
'

job to try and make those

advantages the greatest potential

they can be. He concluded this

by stating that national research

indicates that most students who
live on campus are more likely to

do better academically on the

national level than those who live I

off campus."

As far as UNCW's future for

additional housing, Maimone
stated that they do have
permission to build 200
additional spaces. However, he

explained that not only is there

no immediate need for additional

housing.

At A Glance, Cont'd.

Prisoner Of War Seminar

The History Department will sponsor a program
entitled "The POW Experience: Testimony from
WWII and Korean War Veterans." The program
begins at 7:30 p.m., Mon., February 11 in Bryan
Auditorium, Morton Hall on the campus at UNCW.
Admission is free, and the public is invited.

The program will feature comments from a number
of local veterans who had been prisoners of war
(most served time in German prisoner of war camps
during the Second World War). The speaker will

relate their personal experiences and, also, offer

thoughts on the challenges POWs may face while

they are in the hands of the Iraqis during the war in

the Persian Gulf.

Professor Bob Toplin from the History Department
will serve as moderator.

Canoeing Trip

The Discover Outdoor Program will be spending the

day^canoeing on Holley Shelter Creek Sunday,
February 17. Students, faculty, and staff are

welcome. Space is limited so sign-up early.

Deadline for sign-up is February 13th. For more
information or to sign-up stop by the Leadership
Center located in UU room 212.

When you part/

remember to..!

Don t get wrecked If you re not

sober- or you're not sure-

let someone else do the driving

K message provided by this newspaper

and Beer Drinkers of America

* * *

•

1 •

BEER DRINKERS
OF AMERICA

PARTY'SMART

National Headquarters

2900 -D Bristol St , Suite 201

Costa Mesa, CA 92626

714-557-2337

1-800-441-2337

Bm Drinkrr. uf Ajtktkj in i nun pruht consumrr mrmbmhip
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Fink

Awarded
Dr. Carole Fink, professor of

history at the University of North

Carolina at Wilmington and
acclaimed modern European
scholar, has been awarded a

research fellowship from the

National Endowment for the

Humanities for the academic year

1991-92. Fink will use the

fellowship to work in Europe and

Israel researching her new book

on the Polish Minority Treaty of

1919. Fink has also announced
that she will be leaving UNCW
for a position as a professor of

European International History at

Ohio State University, joining its

faculty effective fall 1991.

Following completion of her

fellowship year, she will begin

teaching at Columbus in the fall

of 1992.

The University of North
Carolina at Wilmington is

saddened at Fink's departure. Dr.

Melton A. McLaurin, professor

and chair of the History

Department said, "This
institution can ill afford the loss

of faculty who are both dedicated

classroom teachers and nationally

and internationally respected
scholars. One of Dr. Fink's most
important contributions to the

university was to exemplify the

critical and essential relationship

between scholarship and teaching.

She will be missed."

During spring semester
1991, Fink is a visiting professor

of German history at Vanderbilt

University in Nashville, TN.

Homecoming, Cont'd.

Perry had arranged for the

basketball team, and UNCW
cheerleaders to appear at the

bonfire, as well as with SGA
President Ken Lemon to organize

the rally with the SGA.
ACE advisor, Frank Tascone,

admits that there are a great many
difficulties in staging a successful

homecoming. "It's difficult to get

people enthusiastic," said
Tascone.

Summey stressed that the

failure of enthusiasm was also

evident in the student senate.

"You couldn't get people to help.

There was no school spirit," said

Summey. "There were no
finances for Homecoming. It

wasn't the senate as a whole, it

was the Budget and Planning

Committee."

Summey left the Homecoming
Committee and the SGA late last

year. Summey s<ujd she resigned

after facing the problems of no
real financial support for
homecoming from the BPC and a

lack of support from fellow

senators. She said that the reason

that UNCW had any homecoming
was due to the hard work of

student body president Ken
Lemon.

After Summey resigned,

Senator Joe Mitchell was thrust

into the position. "No one
wanted to do it," said Mitchell.

"There was never anyone that was
interested."

Mitchell, who held the
position of committee chair, said

that he was never comfortable in

the position. He said he was

not experienced in handling the

problems that were forced onto

him by the new committee.

Other problems of the school year

drew attention away from the

Homecoming committee.
According to Mitchell, attention

of the senate was focused on the

IFC funding controversy and other

concerns that fit under the more
general attention of the SGA.

"It shouldn't be in student

government," said Mitchell.

"Student government is not there

to program events. No one in

student government knows what
to do with homecoming."

Lisa Royal, SGA Attorney
General, said that the student body
will be better served if the

coordination of the homecoming
is sent back to the authority of
ACE. "We are going to send
homecoming back to ACE." said

Royal.

According to Royal, the
homecoming committee never got

off the ground. Royal then stated

that the failure of the

homecoming committee was due
to lack of early funding and
planning.

Royal emphasized that the

intent of the student government'

is to sponsor and support student

,

activities, not to program and
arrange them. "It's high priority,"

|

said Royal speaking of the

Homecoming Committee. "But
not like budget-making or the

constitution committee."

According to Royal the

resources of the SGA are better

served in other standing
committees that are important

throughout the school year.

One of the major obstacles

that Royal pointed out was the

problem in obtaining funding for

the homecoming through the
SGA. "If it's under ACE, they

get a lump sum, with a certain

amount put aside for

homecoming," iuid Royal. "The

homecoming committee never got

off of the ground."

"Homecoming is better off irv

ACE, where people are better at.'

handling programing in general,"'

said Royal. "I think that it just'

got put in the wrong place. We
gave it a try and it didn't work." Z

UNCW Students Honored j

WILMINGTON-- Two
University of North Carolina at

Wilmington Army ROTC cadets

were commissioned as second
lieutenants Jan. 19. LTC LeeRoy

Hanna, professor of military

science, presented t h e

commissioning address.

2LT Hollis Griffin, Jr., a

December 1990 finance graduate,

was commissioned in the infantry.

He is the son of Hollis Griffin,

Sr., of Cedar Street, Chicago,
ILL, and Carter Griffiij of Taos,

NM. Griffin will serve a

minimum of three years on active

duty. 2LT Brian DePoy, a

December 1990 psychology:;
graduate, was commissioned in the
Medical Service Corps. He is the
son of Jim and Sandra DePoy of*
W. Harrison Street, Cary, NC;
He will complete his basic officer-

training at Fort Sam Houston,

-

TX, and join a National Guard or"
Army Reserve unit.

Capt. Alexander Montgomery^
was the primary instructor fori
these cadets over the past two!
years. He attributed the success ot.
these two young men to their

"high motivation and dedication to'

improving both themselves and-

the ROTC program."

LIVWELL FACT.

SKINLESS TURKEY IS ONE OF THE LEANEST
MEATS. IT HAS ABOUT ONE THIRD LESS FAT
THAN SKINLESS CHICKEN.

»
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Letters
i?o The
Editor

I .1 I NIIIIM *
Recently it came to m y

^mention that the meal plans that

„are offered will be changing for

'jiext semester. There will be two

ijneal plans. Plan A consists of

.Jiine meals costing $650 with a

built-in declining balance of $100

Jncluded. Plan B consists of 19

;jneals with a cost of $745 with

-no declining balance included.

- These plans are for one semester,

^the only two meal plans

^available, and all on-campus

^students are required to have one.

i^Keep in mind that if UNCW had

Z& quality food service program,

Zone that the students actually

."[wanted, there would be no need

Jfor the university ARA Food
"Services Company to require

^certain groups of people to have a

-meal plan. There are stoves and

-ovens in all the on campus
-apartments, suites and Schwartz

-Hall, so this requirement is not to

"benefit students, as many in the

^University and ARA may like to

£claim.

Z fhere are some serious

Z problems with these meal plans.

"Under Plan B there is no way the

Z students can use their meal card in

- the Hawk's Nest, or Center Stage

"Cafe, without putting more
- money on their declining balance,

* which is an extra fee and therefore

* is not beneficial. In addition to

- this, the meal plan price is going

- up significantly. This semester

- you are paying $578 for a 21

Z meal plan that you can use at any

Z on-campus eating facility you

Z choose. However, next semester

~ you will be paying $745 for a 19

; meal plan with meals that you

Z cannot use at any on-campus

Z eating facility you choose. This

Z is an increase of $167 for fewer

meals and fewer choices about

where to eat those meals. There
"

are also major problems with

• Plan A. Most of the students

• that have a 9 meal plan (which is

"
currently a 10 meal plan) want to

- eat each of their 9 meals per week

Z in the Hawk's Nest or Center

Z Stage Cafe. Currently these

Z students can do this, without

."-paying the astronomical fee,

I

The Strong Enjoy Life

Editorials
|

Cheers! To SGA And
Student Media Board

The Seahawk has never been known for applauding

the SGA. In fact, our reputation for defaming them is

fairly untarnished over the past several years.

We do not apologize for our past actions, but we
admit a little wonder at the recent actions taken during

the Monday night meeting. A major issue, the separation

of the media from government control, was approached

and handled with utmost detail and investigation. As
many times as we have taken issue with the ease of

passage of some poorly thought out proposals, the care

and depth of thought (or argument) given the media issue

was inspiring. Senators listened during the debate, many
offered advice on how to make the resolution sound and

inarguable, and some argued to the point of redundancy.

They got involved in the issue!

The Media Publications Board should receive a little

credit too. After coming in for the first presentation

without any semblance of organization, the Board

regrouped and came up with a workable plan.

By the end of the Monday night senate meeting and a

Z drawn out give and take process, Student Media Board
" was established as a self-governing and autonomous force.

Kudos then, to the SGA and the nascent Student
- Media Board. Here's to real freedom of the press!

My mother is old, depressed

and ill. So I made a trip to

Jacksonville, Florida to be with

her and to begin the process of

taking over the management of
her affairs. When I was in her

apartment feeling kind of low, I

saw a needlework pillow that read

"Old age ain't for sissies."

Today, I was in the Hawk's

Nest and a friend of mine asked

about my mother and I told her

about the trip and mentioned the

needlework pillow. Her response

was, "Middle age ain't for sissies

either!" I laughed and we parted.

As I walked out the door it struck

me: "Youth ain't for sissies

either." And as I sat in my
office, the whole truth came to

me: "Life ain't for sissies!"

Scott Beck, in his book. The
Road Less Traveled, wrote, "Life

is difficult. Exudes a great truth,

one of the greatest truths. It is a

great truth because once we truly

see this truth, we transcend it.

Once we truly know that life is

difficult -- once we truly

understand and accept it - then

life is no longer difficult.

Because once it is accepted, the

fact that life is difficult no longer

matters."

Life is difficult and life ain't

for sissies. This is not a

complaint but a description.

Somehow our affluent society has

taught us that life should be full

and rich and easy to be good. The

good and easy life is a false

expectation and we need to

understand and accept it. I think

it's much more like a journey

through the desert, up and down
sand hills with the sand pulling at

our feet and tiring us out unul we
come to an oasis of peace and
wholeness and nourishment that

restores us for the next stretch of

desert journey. Once we accept

this and give up false

expectations then we get to the

business of discovering the

richness of life that comes in our

struggles. God does more soul

work in the valleys of life than in

the mountain peaks. Ecstasy is a

real experience. Times in an

oasis of peace and wholeness are

real and to be devoutly sought as

any desert traveler comes to thirst

for the oasis. But it is in a

struggle itself that life shapes us

in the very depth of our love for

other and for ourselves.

Most of us are able to look

back on hard times and discover

some of the values that have

come through those struggles. If

we can accept the reality that life

ain't for sissies on a daily basis,

we can even begin to discover the

richness for life and love that

comes in the very midst of

uncertainties, pain, bereavement

and on and on. It's important for

us to stop feeling like we're being

picked on by God or some other

unfair, outside power. You can

enrich your life by developing

your capacity to look for the

possibilities inherent in the

struggles life brings your way.

There is friendship, love, inner

strength and hope to be discovered

in the strangest, darkest times and

places. From my spiritual

perspective, a foundation learning

on which I rest my very existence

is: "Yea, though I walk through

the valley of the shadow of death,

I will fear no evil, for Thou art

with me." Mom's possible death

is sad. But the opportunity to

love her even more right now is a

gift. When life becomes difficult

for you, I hope you won't close

your eyes in an emotional
whence, but open the eyes of
your heart to see the possibilities

inherent in the moment. They
are there!

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

We May Want Too Much
BY PHILLIP LQUGHLIN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

The human animal is an

enigmatic critter to say the

least. One of its more curious

traits is a refusal to leave well

enough alone. It seems that

this animal is never satisfied.

If it has gold, the human wants

platinum—if it has steak, it

wants lobster.

One of the ^>in-offs of this

trait is that the human has
advanced far beyond any of the

other beasts in the jungle
(concrete or tropical).

After learning to walk
upright, the human came down
out of the trees and strolled

around. Not long after, it

decided that mobility through

trees and on land were not

enough, so it figured out that a

buoyant object propelled with

the hands or a stick was an

efficient mode of transport on

water.

Paddling was too much like

work however, so the human
discovered that a skin,

stretched across a stick perhaps,

would catch the wind and push

the craft across the water with

minimal effort. Later, some
ingenious human found out that

steam could be harnessed to

create energy, and that this

energy could be channeled to

propel the boat when there was

no wind. Steam power led to

internal combustion and on to

nuclear power.
Water travel quickly became

mundane. Humans Were not

satisfied to be far more mobile

than any other creature on land.

They saw the birds flying

around and decided that they too

must fly. The idea evolved

from the dream of a few

crackpots to the reality of space

travel. The human could not

abide by earthly limits. They
were not good enough. It

wanted more.

MORE. . . I wonder
sometimes how much MORE
there is. In our search for

MORE, we have over-run our

planet. We have become the

ultimate predator. The largest

whale and the smallest

microorganism fall prey to our

dominion. No plant life is

equal to the bulldozers and
chemical fallout we create in our

quest for MORE.
The world we live in is not

the only victim. We are

overcoming our own kind. We
have beaten disease s o

thoroughly that we are now
overpopulating Earth. In a

prime example of survival of

the fittest, strong countries are

taking over the weaker,

particularly if the weak
countries have MORE of

something that the strong ones

lack (like oil or seaports?). In

our technological evolution

from hands and stones to high

explosives and nukes the strong

have become quite efficient at

getting MORE.

On a local and personal

level, I wonder at how we as

Americans are handling MORE
and the pursuit thereof. In a

time when Americans are dying

from stress, obesity, and other

self-induced diseases like cancer

and emphysema, how much
MORE do they want. Children

today have more than their

parents ever dreamed of and still

think that they are deprived. It

seems to me that someone,
somewhere, would kind of
realize that we have enough.

it

which would be incurred by doing

this same thing under this new

plan A. Under this plan there is

no way these students can use

their base meal plan in the

Hawk's Nest or Center Stage

Cafe. It is easy to see that this

$100 declining balance would not

go far in the Hawk's Nest or

Center Stage Cafe. If you figure

9 meals during each week, used in

one of these two places, the $100

declining balance would vanish in

4 and a half weeks. ($2 each for

5 lunches and $3 each for 4

suppers = $22 per week taken off

this declining balance.) It is

absolutely ridiculous to have 3

eating places on-campus and

restrict' regular meal card use to

one of them.

I asked Charlie Maimone
why they were limiting the

regular meal card use. His
response was they were providing

a wonderful service to the

students (with declining balance)

so they had to cut other services.

Folks let me get this straight.

This declining balance is a joke.

It is not a service to you- it is a

service to this institution. All a

declining balance does is lock

your money into the University.

You are sending them money that

you must spend at UNCW. This,

let me repeat, is not a service to

you but a service to UNCW due

to the fact that you are locking

your money into the University.

I have to seriously question
the Housing and Food Service's

notion that this will benefit the

students. The declining balance
is no service to the students and
the only thing this meal plan
does for the students is make
them pay more for less. Any
students that have further
questions or interest please feel

free to contact me. My phone
number can be received from the

SGA Office, UU Room 200,
upstairs in the old Union. Thank
you and take care.

Joe Mitchell

SGA Senator

I would like to express an

opinion that I am confident other

suite residents have discussed. A
constant irritation and frequent

problem is the parking facilities,

or should I say lack of parking

facilities.

Beii „ a resident ofcSuite T, I

cannot count the numerous times

my friends and I have had to park

our cars in the parking lot

adjacent to Wagoner Hall and
HIKE the very long distance back

to the suite. And if that isn't

enough, what do you do when
you need something from your

room and every parking space is

taken, including the few 15

minute zones? You certainly

can't park beside the curb and put

on your hazard lights because the

campus police have a sixth sense

and will be at your car writing a

ticket in a matter of seconds.

The only feasible solution is

to park your car in the Wagoner

parking lot, walk the long

distance to your suite, do what

needs to be done, and walk the

long distance back. Do you

know how annoying that is,

especially when it is pouring rain

or very cold??? I would not be

writing this letter if this were a

once-in-a-while occurrence, but it

is an everyday situation for the

suite residents.

For example, last weekend
my boyfriend came to pick me up

for a date. Because it was
pouring rain, and every parking

place including the 15 minute

zones were occupied, he parked

beside the curb leaving his hazard

lights on and went to my room to

get me, as any gentleman would

do. Imagine our anger to find a

sopping wet $8 ticket placed on

the windshield in that short

amount of time. WHAT IN THE
HELL WERE WE SUPPOSED
TO DO???

Consider the amount of time

that could be saved walking if we

had adequate parking facilities.

Like other college students, I am
often in a hurry and don't have

much time to waste. I have
many other things that have to be

done or things I would like to

do. The lack of parking facilities

is a constant inconvenience to all

of the suite residents. As far as a

solution, that will ultimately be

left up to the administration, but

I feel it is a problem that should

definitely be addressed.

Jenneth C. Modlin

Perhaps if Miss Randall

(letter, Jan. 24) read "The Dude
Down Front" more carefully, she

would see that Wyatt's reviews

are not quite as sexist as she

thinks.

First of all, he did not say

that Cher and Winona had not

gotten "sufficiently undressed."

He said "substantially undressed."

Since he. compared the movie
unfavorably with Steel
Magnolias , where no one, to my
memory, gets undresseu, it hardly

seems likely that getting

undressed was what he was
looking for. More likely, his

ironic note that the movie,
Mermaids, does not contain the

more barbaric elements typical of

movies that attract males
suggests that women could safely

see the film without having their

sensibilities assaulted. Wyatt
may be sexist, but his appraisal

of the movie does not prove so.

As for his reference to

tabloid-style gossip (most of
which is purchased by women, I'd

guess) and Melanie Griffith's

breasts—perhaps he was
influenced by general salivation

in the theater the night he saw the

movie and by the way the director

chose to portray Griffith's

character. I can well imagine

even women wondering how the

costuming department effected the

appearance of heretofore unseen

cleavage on the actress.

I

True, Wyatt's cynical

appraisal of Schwarzenegger's
Kindergarten Cop and Hamlqt

suggest that he has rather

alarmingly eclectic tastes. But

what I view as lapses in taste are

the stock in trade of both movie
production and reviewers, not

evidence of bad writing—not

necessarily bad character either. I

find Wyatt's reviews to be lively

and entertaining, if somewhat
reminiscent of Joe Bob Briggs.

As an English teacher, I am
always a bit annoyed with sloppy

technical control, but such
matters are not the most
important, and I suspect that

many of those problems can be

laid at the editor's door as often as

at Wyatt's. If there are flaws in

his style or his taste, they can be

remedied with time, practice, and

education. He is hardly the worst

offender in the pages of The
Seahawk. I hope to see "The
Dude Down Front" back on the

entertainmertt page soon.

Kathleen Gould

The Cape Fear Chapter of the

Sports Car Club of America
would like to thank UNCW for

allowing us to hold the Holiday
Autocross in Lot T on 16 Dec
1990. It really means a lot to us
to be able to hold such events.

The help and approval of the

University Staff and Public
Safety Office make our events
possible.

The Holiday Autocross was a
success for us also because this is

the first event in the last year that

we actually made enough money
to pay for expenses.

The upcoming season is very

tentative at present. I will try to

publish the event notifications in

the Seahawk as soon as possible.

Thanks again.

Sincerely,

Richard Johnson

I must write in support of

»

our armed forces fighting in the

Persian Gulf War. I feel I should

give President Bush two thumbs
up for his handling of the

situation.

I truly believe that the only
way to remove Saddam Hussein
from Kuwait is to wage war
against his military machine.
For weeks prior to the U.N.
deadline, I was undecided as to

whether to allow sanctions more
time. However, as time wore on,

1 realized war was the only answer
even though I didn't want it.

Sanctions had affected Iraq in an
insignificant manner. There was
no punch behind sanctions.

In addition to the failure of

sanctions, I saw a correlation of

scenarios between this one, with

Saddam Hussein and the scenario

prior to World War II with Adolf
Hitler. Let's compare facts: 1.

Saddam murdered hundreds of
'

thousands of Kurds (his
countrymen) and over a million

Iranians in the Iran-Iraq War.
Hitler murdered anyone who
disagreed with him as well as

millions of Jews. 2. After Iraq's

conquest of Kuwait, nations
around the world called for

peaceful solutions through
concessions, giving in, when
Hitler attacked international cruise

ships with his U-Boats, nations

called for peaceful solutions by
giving up concessions to
Germany.

The scenario which went
unchecked in the 1930's led to

world war. President Bush, thank

God, saw that none could appease

a ruthless murderer and expect

peace to result

Don't get me wrong, this

isn't an attempt to discredit anti-

war sentiment. That viewpoint is

very much legitimate, however,

we al|_need to pray for our

troops that they return victorious

and safely. GOD BLESS THE
USA!

J.D. Gore, III

Senior
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A HEART-SHAPED
ITZA PIZZA

$7.50-16 Heart 50* Item IOC Letter

Order Deadline

8 P.M., WEDNESDAY 13TH

395-3534
Delivery- 11 A.M. - 12 P.M. 7 7
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MOUSeViMO

A Bahamas Party Cruise, 6 days only $279!

Jamaica & Florida 6 days $299! Daytona

$159! Panama City $99! Spring Break

Travel 1-800-638-6786.

Best Fundraisers On Campus! Is your

fraternity, sorority or club interested in

saining $500 to $1000 for a one-week, on-

campus marketing project? You must be

well-organized and hard working. Call

Christine at (800)592-2121.

HELP WANTED: Fast Fundraising

Program. $1000 in just one week. Earn up

to $1000 for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at $5000 more! This program

works! No investment needed. Call 1-800-

932-0528 Ext. 50.

Spring Break 1991- Individual or student

organization needed to promote Spring

Break trip. Earn money, free trips and

valuable work experience. CALL NOW!
Inter-campus Programs: 1-800-327-6013.

WAKE-N-BAKE!! SPRING BREAK '91!!

JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $459.00!! A
WEEK OF FUN AND SUN!! THE
HOTTEST DESTINATIONS 1-800-426-

7710.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS: Hiring Men-
Women. Summer/Year round.
PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR GUIDES,
RECREATION PERSONNEL. Excellent

pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii,

Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico. CALL
NOW!
Call refundable. 1-206-736-7000, Ext.

C714

FOR SALE- Portable word-processor with

case Letter quality printer built in.

Magnavox Videowriter in excellent

condition. $300 Call Hector (H)762-3299
(W) 251-0053.

LOST: MILITARY BAG CONTAINING
ROPES. LOST AT HANOVER GYM
PARKING LOT. CONTACT ROTC
DEPT. 395-3734.

SELL YOUR SURFBOARD, RENT A
ROOM, MEET A NEW FRIEND!

DO IT ALL IN THE
SEAHAWK!

CALL 395-3789 FOR RATES AND
INFO.

LovWELL
relating in the Age of AIDS

FEBRUARY 11-25, 1991

This program of nationally known speakers,
on-going educational exhibits, and presentations by campus

resource persons will focus on healthy sexual lifestyles.

Presenters

Richard P. Keeling, MD
'AIDS in the 1990s:

New Hopes, Greater Challenges'1

Wednesday, February 13, 1991
Cameron Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

Director. Department of Student Health,

University of Virginia and
President Elect of the International Society for AIDS Education

Tfc« Office of Ifcoftf* Promotion/
UVWFLL and the (h.nrrlort
AIDS Advisory Commltf** wish
lo thank thr 'ollowbif campwa
•pomora for mahlnp fhU r-vr-nf

possible.
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Ali Gertz
Champagne, Roses . . . and AIDS"

Monday, February 25, 1991
Cameron Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

All. age 23, and featured in People Magazine in July 1990, will
share her story of living with AIDS after one night of unsafe sex

and an unsafe partner.

* ADDITIONAL EVENTS •
I durational displays In University Union /T Shirt Sales / Contests

MONDAY. FEBRUARY II
* "Wore a Pebble of Companion for

Persons with HIV Infectlnn"

University Union Halfway

* "» No Longer Free Love. . . The High CosiS of Unsafe Sex'
University Union Room 206 - 7:00 • 8:00 p.m.

TUESDAY. FEBRUARY It
* "From Damaged Families lo Effective Relationships"

University Union Room 206 - 7:00 • 8:00 p.m.

THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 14
* "Creole Your Oum Valentine"

University Union - Living Room
TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 19
* "Building Effective Relationships"

University Union Room 206 - 7:00 8:00 p m
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 20
* "Intimacy Without Intercourse — Is It Possible?"

University Union Room 201 - 7:00 8:00 p m.

For Morr Information call-

OrV« ol Health Promotion /UvWEU. S9S 36S3
lhth».«Hv nl North (»,,*„» „ Wltmlnfll.m . |)M.t«, ul Slu*nl A*,!,, . Sl,«ln„ M,,hh >mf »',»*», Cmtr, .

( »*W . n\ Hc.llh r<.<ni(.ll.>. |l. writ
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
Myth-stical

Evening To
Take Place

St. John's Museum of Art
will present an evening of drama
on Tuesday, February 12, at 8:oo

p.m. Actor Steve Coley will

perform dramatic interpretations

from modern and classical
literature and drama within the

context of Robert Godfrey: The

Fire and Water Mvths . Coley will

perform excerpts from the writings

of George Bernard Shaw, e. e.

cummings and Sumerian creation

myths. The performance will be

held in the Museum's Hughes
Gallery. Admission is $3.00;

$2.00 for members; and full

time students with I.D.

will be admitted for free.

This interdisciplinary event is

arranged in conjunction with the

current exhibition, Robert
Godfrey: The Fire and Water

Mvths . The paintings represent a

dark pictorial drama involving

human figures in curious
interactions with each other. The
dark setting is deepened by the

suggestion of nocturnal waters or

intensified by the gestural
depiction of fire. The works are

narrative and delve into the realms

of allegory and myth.

St. John's Museum is located

at the corner of Orange and South

Second Streets in historic

downtown Wilmington. The
museum is open free to the public

Tuesday through Saturday, 10-5,

and Sunday 12-4. For further

information contact the Museum
Education Department at 763-

0281.

"YEAH...RIGHT!"
with RAMONA HUPP

Arts and Entertainment Editor

This Is How Madonna Started, Right?

I have always wondered what
it would be like to get up in front

of a bunch of inebriated people and

sing my heart out. So, with
extreme prodding, and help from

one particular individual, I did just

that. Thank goodness it was dark,

and there was plenty of alcohol to

cloud memories . . . mine and

theirs. What song did we sing?

Thanks for asking. It was very

appropriately entitled Crazy, an

old Willie Nelson song made
famous by Patsy Cline. Of course

it just happens to be a extremely

hard song to sing . . . they don't

really tell you that when you're

perusing through the song list.

If you are thoroughly
confused by now, well, let me
explain. Karaoke is what it is

called, and you can find it

happening at Jacob's Run every

Thursday night.

Karaoke began in Japan and

has become more than a

passionate pastime in their

society. It works something like

this: videos are shown with the

songs lyrics displayed at the

bottom ot a giant screen, as the

song begins the words are
highlighted to cue the singer.

Oh, and it helps greatly if you
actually know the song's melody!

Of course it's more entertaining

for the audience if you don't, but

it's something to consider when
choosing a song.

It happens every week, and

the best part is it's free! Things

really start cookin' at 11:00 p.m.

when the chickens (who shall

remain nameless) in the crowd

finally get up the nerve and go for

broke.

I suggest no more than two

hours though, after that things

tend to get a little repetitious.

Who knows, maybe a big

movie producer will be sitting in

the audience and be overcome by

your awesome talent . . . "Yeah .

.

. right!"

m
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10. Big Trouble House >
Mouthful of Violence C
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Rev. M.L.King
Play Reviewed

BY TRFV WYATT
STAFF WRITER

Dr. King's memory was
enhanced in a most spectacular

fashion last Friday at Thalian

Hall, with a touring production of

"The Peace Maker"

.

The hour-and-forty minute
play graphically displayed Dr.

King as a person, a good caring

person with human emotions,

problems and desires, just like

everyone else.

A. Gregory Harris, now
Arnold Pinnix, wrote the script

and played Dr. King with

convincing and volatile
commitment. At no time during

the show was there any doubt that

Pinnix was the Rev. Dr. Martin

Luther King Jr..

This first person narrative

one-act play was highlighted by

seven other cast members who,

during the course of the play,

transposed themselves into twelve

different characters. None of the

performances were less than

magnificent. Leslie Ramos
almost stole the show with her

evolving and moving portrayal of

Corretta Scott King.

The special effects, amorphic

figures on the stage, and brilliant

lighting contributed greatly to the

success of the production. At one

point the suggestions of the

special effects alone moved many
to tears.

This one-show only affair was

sold out. But, luckily, it is being

presented at Melvin's International

Catering at 801 Dawson St. on

February 8-9, =nd 15-16, and 22-

23. The $10 admission will

include a home style buffet.

Dinner will be served at 7:00

p.m., and the performance will

begin at 8:15. Call 763-3227.

This is a must see, and should

be required viewing for all.

I

Soup Dragons To Play Mad Monk
Ladies and gentlemen, meet

the SOUP DRAGONS: a

grungy, outspoken gang of

musical madmen destined to

change the face of garage-band

rock, and stomp all over the

current wave of carbon-copy
alternative guitars in the process.

Clawing their way out of a

garage in Glasgow, Scotland in

1986, the SOUP DRAGONS:
Sean Dickson (Vocals, guitars),

Jim McCulloch (Guitars,

backing vocals), Sushil Dade
(Bass), and Paul Quinn
(Drums), started making waves
with Pleasantly Surprised, a single

they recorded for C86. a

compilation tape put out by

British music paper New Music

Express . Sire Records released the

group's debut album This Is My
Art, in early 1988, and it spawned

three successful singles: Whole

Wide World, Hang Ten, and Can't

Take No More. Unhappy with the

lack of freedom at Sire, the

SOUP DRAGONS decided to

bail out of constricting major-

label life.

After an eighteen month
refueling period, the band returned

to its independent roots with the

single Backwards Dog, on Big

Life Records. Backwards Dog,
with its wall of guitars and acid-

tinged lyrics, stunned critics and

drew ail-around raves, presenting

ar incarnation of the SOUP
DRAGONS never before
revealed -- unleashed rangy,
delightful irreverent. Backwards
Dog was an unmistakable sign

that the SOUP DRAGONS had

come out of their hiatus with all

guns blazing.

The band's second album,

Crotch Deep Trash, left fans and

critics alike scratching their heads.

Just who were the SOUP
DRAGONS anyway? Posing as

purveyors of easygoing fare one

day, and spitting out reams of
scathing commentary the next, the

DRAGONS made it quite clear

that they wouldn't be neatly
pigeonholed. And as puzzling as

it was to forecast which mantle

the DRAGONS would take up
next, guessing was half the fun.

It still is. Edged on by wily

lyrical prankster Sean Dickson,

a John Waters (Cry- Baby,
Hairspray) fan who channels his

penchant for the wacky into his

songwriting, the SOUP
DRAGONS have served up
another platter guaranteed to keep

us all guessing. Lovegod,
deceptively even-tempered at its

outset, unfolds as a journey into

monster-guitar madness.

After the laid-back psychedelic

overtones of tracks like Mother
Universe and I'm Free a cover of

the B side of The Rolling
Stones' Get Off My Cloud, the

DRAGONS do an abrupt about

face and reveal their real agenda,

unleashing a wealth of angry
guitars, sly voiceovers, and
snarling vocals. Lovegod
emerges as a stinging slap in the

face convention -- and a voyeur's

dream.

With biting snippets of
underground drama like Beauty
Freak, Dream-E-Forever , Love
You To Death, and Drive The
Pain, the DRAGONS kick you
out of the safe bed you've been

sleeping in and allow you to peek

into a world your mother warned

you about. Lovegod, with its

schizophrenic twists and turns,

spurs the realization that, admit it

or not, if the SOUP
DRAGONS reside there, it is the

world you want to live in.

This publicist's dream was to

inform you that Mad Monk will

be hosting the SOUP DRAGONS
this weekend (February 9th), $8
for members and students, $9 for

general admission.

All The Necessary Stuff

To Pack A Movie House
BY TREY WYATT

STAFF WRITER

In one of those Star Wars
films, as any afficionado can
attest, you can catch Luke
Skywalker (Mark Hamill)
calling Princess Leah (Carrie
Fisher) "Carrie". And one of the

dudes in that chariot race in Ben
Hur is supposedly wearing a wrist

watch. These are but a few of the

thousands of little foibles that get

through the anal-rententive guys
that are paid beau coup dinero to

insure that these things don't
happen in major motion pictures.

The good thing is neither of these

faux pas did nothing to hurt the

films' successes at the box office.

As a prelude to the untimely

release of Desert Shield,
Desert Storm, Iron Eagle
III, and the half dozen other

"American comeback" films due
out in the next few weeks, the
release of Flight of the
Intruder on January 18th, has

got to be one of the biggest goofs

of all time. Not that it was a bad
movie, it was just bad timing.

Anyone who saw Hunt For
Red October last February, saw
the exciting and enticing previews

for Flight Of The Intruder.
They were packed with all the core

necessities of male bonding: fist-

fighting, gator-wrestling, beer-

barfing, Vietnam flash-backing,

scantily clad oriental dancers. . .

.

All the stuff necessary to pack
movie houses with fist-fighting,

gator-wrestling, beer- barfing
wannabes. The other thing that

the preview promised was the

phrase "coming soon". Two
months later it said "coming this

summer". Last November it said

"coming soon" ... again. Then
after fourty-eight straight hours of

America rattling the fillings in

every mouth in Iraq with the
largest military operation in world

history, Flight of the
Intruder comes and goes
unnoticed, its grand opening
upstaged by the strategically

positioned opening act.

If cne can ignore the

subliminal osmotic overkill CNN

is providing, and you don't expect

Top Gun, then Flight of the

Intruder is good. It is a more
human and realistic movie about

military air power than the "let's

go" team of Top Gun. Flight

of the Intruder is to Top Gun
what Hamburger Hill was to

Platoon, great, but it's a lot

better if you don't compare the

two.

Brad Davis (Midnight
Express) is the "cool hand" pilot

and Willem Dafoe (Live and
Die in L.A., Streets of Fire)

is the bombadeer on an aircraft

carrier that bases an A-6 Intruder a

plane designed to fly at tree level,

at night in any weather, and

strategically bomb enemy targets,

but has no defensive weapons.

These guys don't make a lot of

long term plans. Davis' character

makes the statement that "fighter

pilots make movies . . . bomber
pilots make history ". After
making history in the plot of the

movie, Danny Glover (Lethal

Weapon) who plays the pilots'

flight commander, tells the two
thrill seekers that ".

. .* since

^

Charlie is in jail the Manson
family needs a new leader.

A comment made while torn

between outrage at their antics and

awe at the size of these guys'

kahunahs.

If it had come out last

summer we would have already

known about secondary
explosions, S.A.M. missies, and
had some feel for what it must be
like to buzz Baghdad at 200 feet in

a fire fight while everyone that can

hold up a weapon shoots at you.

Flight of the Intruder is

great, but it will be hard to

appreciate while this real-life

John Wayne, Rambo, Chuck
Norris military mania filmfest is

on at home.

Flight of the Intruder is

better than those Iron Eagle
things in a more realistic way, but

even with the stellar cast it's not

as good as CNN.
Hey, that's the way I see it.

You can see it at the nicest theater

in town, Cinema 6.

It Was Not Fake Blood
BY MARK SCHARAGk

MUSIC REVIEWER

Pain: a word that emits fear

like a twisting tornado. Pain,

like having a broken bottle driven

into your forehead, over and over

again. Pain, like tearing a beer

can apart and using the sharp

edges to inflict wounds on your

face and arms. .

Friday night the Mad Monk
was the scene of all these acts.

What was being done before me
made me wince and nearly sick to

my stomach. It was real. As real

as the War in the Gulf. It wasn't

fake blood coming from the lead

singer of Antiseen. It was all

too real. The worst part was that

the crowd loved it, every bit of it.

This made me sick also. How
could a human being encourage

another human being to inflict

pain on himself?

In history, we are appalled by

the gladiators of the Roman
Empire, who we consider to be

barbarians. Are we really any

better?

The slam pit was very nasty.

Some of the stammers were

trying to instigate fights but

surprisingly there weren't very

many, one to be exact. To punch

someone in the back is a cheap

shot, and I saw a lot of cheap

shots on Friday night. I heaid

someone say that this was good

for me because I can't stand the

b
I

sight of blood.

I am not saying anything
about the music because
Antiseen really did kick out the

jams, but if and when they come
around next time bring some
band-aids.

SUPERCHUNK
Superchunk

Matador Records

8 Shark's Teeth

I really like to give bands
from North Carolina first

priority, and SUPERCHUNK
is from Chapel Hill. Sometimes
you got to Let It Go, start

Swinging, Slow down and
Rock with the progressive

edge to it, no frills and spills.

Do you want more? Of
course you do. These four guys
from Tarheel land can let it ride
with the best. Even though it is

progressive rock-n-roll, it is not
out in space.

Influences range from
SOUL ASYLUM, to even
LED ZEPPLIN. This album
is not really different than most
college radio type bands, it's just
got that Tarheel appeal.

Best Songs - Hey, they are

all alright by me. You know
what I mean?

.1

Thursday
mmmtmmmmmmmmmmmm

Comedy Zone

Blockade Runner

Iron Bridge

Yellow Rose Saloon

Billyclub Fest

Mad Monk

Karaoke

Jacob's Run

Lava Love
Front Street News

Dark of the Moon
Thalian Hall

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Friday

L.A. Jones and

The Blue Messengers

Front Street News

Dark of the Moon
Thalian Hall

Big Ideas

Jacob's Run

Sidewinder
Mad Monk

Iron Bridge

Yellow Rose Saloon

The Peace Maker
Melvin's 763-3227

mmmmmmmmmmmmmtmm
Saturday

mmmlmmmmmmmmmmm
Soup Dragons with

No Reason To Hate

Mad Monk

Dark of the Moon
Thalian Hall

The Peace Maker
Melvin's 763-3227

Satelitte Boyfriends

Jacob's Run

Iron Bridge

Yellow Rose Saloon

Mike Brown and

The Ravelers

Front Street News

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Tuesday

Blues Society Jam
Front Street News

Wednesday

Acoustic Jam
Front Street News

Upcoming Events

Red, Hot And Cole

February 14th

Thalian Hall

omerjy

256-2251

Front Street News
762-6397

Guiseppe's

256-9600

Jacob's Run
251-1140

Mad Monk
395-0280

Thalian Hall

763-3398

Yellow Rose Saloon
791-2001
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OPPORTUNITY!
Make the transition Into the bualnew world selling yellow page

advertising for your campus telephone directory or for other campus

directories nationwide

MONEY!
Earn an average of $3,900 for the 1 1 week sales period with an

unlimited opportunity for a profitable summer

12 EXPERIENCE!
Gain valuable experience in sales, advertising, marketing and public

relations

IkHM)

o/ r i» i rii^inm TRAINING!
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Travel to Chapel Hill. NC for a five-day expense-paid sales training

program Train with 250 other college students from across the

country
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iWMMMt Interviewing on UNCW campus:

Wednesday, February 13
Career Planning and Placement
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DAYLIGHT HOUR SPECIAL

$1.00 OFF
ANY SIZE BASKET OF RANGE BALLS

M0NDRV-FRIDRV 9AM-5PM
JUST BRING THIS RDUERTISEMENT.

GALLEY
POLF CENTER
— <» 5 [,ll|l Hiiwcnut «c-*-,i 395-2750

•LIGHTED DRIVING RANGE

•DISCOUNT GOLF SHOP

•INDIVIDUAL LESSONS BY APPOINTMENT
PGA TEACHING PROFESSIONALS

featuring

The Voltage

Brothers
Free pizza, soft drinks, and door prizes Thursday, February ) Hib

Must be 2 1 to consume alcohol
t

East Cafeteria 9pm -
) am

$2.00 wt student ID

ACE Concerts and UNCW Greeks
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Proceeds donated to American Heart Association
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Former Agent Talks About Spying

BY HQLLY PRICE
STAFF WRITER

International spy and

intelligence analyst Peter James

spoke Tuesday night to a crowd

of about 70 students on

International Espionage,
Terrorism, and the U.S. -Iraq

Conflict". James worked with

the CIA for ten years helping

them gain information about

Russian and other foreign space

programs.

He began his lecture with a

synopsis of his early career. He
was approached by the CIA a few

years out of college while

working for Pratt and Whitney

Aircraft. "They simply came to

me and said that I had something

they could use, and would I be

interested," James said.

James began going to

international space conferences

with space experts from all over

the world.

With Pratt and Whitney still

paying his salary. James led three

lives: Engineer for Pratt and
Whitney, collector of intelligence

for the CIA. using international

conferences as the perfect cover,

and intelligence analyst for the

Air Force. His job was to "pick

the brains" of other scientists and

take pictures of whatever he

could. "One went to all extremes

to get people to talk to you. If

you had to see who would get

drunker and talk, then you drank
vodka With the Russians," said

James.

During the "Cold War," it

was James' 800-page secret

intelligence report, also requested

by the executive office of the

President, which was the first to

document the Russian capability

to reload its ICBM launch pads
and to develop its own space
shuttle. James explained how the

intelligence community knows
almost ten years in advance what
the public will learn. "We know
most of what the Russians have

developed way before the public

ever is informed. Intelligence

more or less decides what they
want the people to know and
when," James said.

During the Reagan
administration, James traveled

extensively in Cuba and Central

America, meeting with Contra

Rebels and photographing
Russian Submarines. He was put

under house arrest in Cuba for

two days for taking the pictures.

"They very politely questioned

me about my work, because they

Daytona Sets Party

Rules For Spring '91

Spring Break is only a few weeks away, and the

Daytona Beach Resort Area is in the final stages of

organizing exciting activities and events for its collegiate

visitors.

Both the Spring Break Festival Task Force, formed

by The Chamber, Daytona Beach/ Halifax Area to better

manage and coordinate Spring Break, and Destination

Daytona!, the Convention and Visitor's Bureau, have been

working for months to help students have the most

enjoyable Spring Break ever by offering assistance in

many areas-from coordinating events *o managing traffic

to informing students about beverage laws.

"Party Smart" is again the theme for Spring Break.

Party Smart," an alcohol awareness program developed

by the Beer Drinkers of America, urges adults who have

made the decision to drink to do it responsibly. The
Daytona Beach community welcomes responsible Spring

Breakers.

Each year, the Motel-Hotel Association of Daytona

Beach Resort Area provides students with a Spring Break

Code of Conduct. This code has been developed to make
students aware of certain policies and laws during Spring

Break, which in turn assures a hassle-free stay. Here are

just a few of the important policies to remember:

-Nearly all of the spring break activities are held

beachside. Daytona Beach stretches for 23 miles along the

Atlantic Ocean, and at low tide is up to 500 feet wide,

which allows plenty of room for activity. Vehicles are

permitted on 18 miles of beach from one hour before

sunrise until one hour past sunset. There is a $3.00 daily

beach access fee for motorized vehicles. The charge is per

vehicle, not per person. Entering the beach by foot or by

bicycle is free. The speed limit on the beach is 10 mph
and is strictly enforced.

-Florida Law requires that students must be 21 years

old to purchase, consume or possess alcoholic beverages.

It is also illegal to provide alcoholic beverages to any

person under age. Local ordinances prohibit open
containers of alcoholic beverages on any public property,

including streets, sidewalks or the beach. Beverage sales

are allowed at outside bars from 1 1 am to midnight and

consumption is allowed until 12:30 pm. Alcohol cannot

be sold between 2 am and 7 am.

— Climbing over or on balcony railings, windows,
roofs or ledges is both dangerous and illegal. Many of the

hotels limit access to balconies in order to avoid hazardous

situations.

-In accordance with local fire codes, a limited number
of students may occupy a guest room.

-Excessive noise or music is prohibited both in guest

rooms and public areas.

-Each hotel sets its own pool hours, as well as its

own policies for room keys, security deposits, phone
charges and room payment.

Activities being planned for Spring Break include

pool deck parties, volleyball and other sports tournaments,

free concerts, product expos and other activities especially

for the college crowd.

For more information, contact Destination Daytona'
at 1-800-854-1234.
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believed 1 was a CIA spy, but

they had no proof and had to let

me go," James said.

If the Cubans could have
proven that James took the
pictures, he could have gone to

jail for thirty years. Getting
caught is one of the many
problems that accompany the

stereotypical, glamorous life of
being a spy. " Every time you
walk through an airport you
wonder if somebody is looking
at you because they know who
you are or if it's just a casual
glance. It makes you paranoid."

James said.

In his presentation to UNCW
students, he explained the role of

the intelligence agent in Iraq. "At

this time I'm sure the United

States' spies are being
coordinated with the Israelis and

are conducting a covert operation

with third parties to find out

Hussein's whereabouts," stated

James.

No longer involved with the

CIA, James travels on his own
and speaks at colleges and
universities about h i s

experiences. "I try with my
lectures to raise questions among
students in the hopes that they

will get involved in the world
around them," James said.

Fibers For The 90's
ONLY RARE CARGO HAS IT

Unisex Recycled Clothing and Clothing Made With Recycled Fibers

109% eoflon. copy ot original

butwttt pcx**ft.
rw*»tng wait A anfcJ*

Om Mm t» at

Hi
MlM buttons.

fcghtmWght
cotton. «d|uti*Qi«
•hauldw tfeap

RARE CARGO
' 30 North Front Street • 762-7636

Get theAT&T CallingCard and your first call is free.
There's no better time to speak your mind.

Because now when you get your free AT&T Calling Card, you'll

get your first 15-minute call free?

With your AT&T Calling Card, you can call

from almost anywhere to anywhere. And you

can keep your card, even if you move and get

a new phone number.

Our Calling Card is part of the

*«
81b OO0 bl80 lill
irtrt cm
.- ....... - -
•ru»> 4 it on «/m > >•

AT8STStudent Saver Pius program, a whole package of products and

services designed to make a student's budget go farther.

So look for AT&TCalling Card applications on campus.

Or call us at 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 655.

And let freedom ring.

AI&T. Helping make college life a little easier.

ATfiT
The right choice.

*A I3O0 value for a coast to coast Calling Caid call Applies to customer dialed calls made during (he AT&T Night,

Weekend calling period, llpm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and 11pm ftiday through 5pm Sunday Mxi may receive

more or less calling time depending on where and when you call Applications must be received by December 31, 1991

J _._.
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Marion Barry Applies To Teach College
CPS—Former mayor,

adulterer, cocaine possessor and

defeated city council candidate

Marion Barry now wants to

become a college teacher.

Barry's supporters so far

have managed to get him a

temporary teaching
appointment in the criminal

justice department at the

University of the District of
Columbia (UDC(, though he has
not been cleared to teach yet.

UDC, scene of
extraordinary student unrest in

recent years, is again being

rocked as students and

administrators try to decide
whether they want the former

Washington, D.C., mayor to

teach there.

Barry, Washington's mayor
for 16 years, was convicted of

misdemeanor last year on one
count of possession of cocaine

and chose not to run for another
term.

In November, he was
defeated in a campaign to

capture a seat on the City

Council.

Since then, Barry friends

have asked UDC's Board of

Trustees and two other academic

departments to let him lead a

class on campus. After they

rejected the idea, the criminal

justice department gave Barry a

job pending administrators'

approval.

"For the most part I am not

opposed to him teaching here.

However, I have problems with

our paying him," said Lisa
Shaw, president of UDC's
student government.

"I think if he wants to help

UDC he should work pro bono.

We could use his salary for

other things," Shaw said.

Last September UDC
students boycotted classes and
virtually shut down the campus

Foreign Students Called Back To States

Due To Middle-East Tensions

(CPS) - Several schools have

told U.S. students studying
abroad to come home in the

aftermath of the outbreak of war

in the Persian Gulf Jan. 16.

Some students, however,
apparently have decided to stay

overseas, foreign study officials

report.

Several students who decided

to stay in Europe have reported

being the object of occasional

verbal hostilities, but no one has

been physically harmed.

Georgetown University

I closed its programs in Turkey and

Italy, and told students studying

in Israel and Cairo to come home
even before hostilities had broken

put, reported Georgetown

I
spokeswoman Anne Jones.

Moreover, the school

[suggested that students in all

I other study abroad programs come

Ihome as well, but warned them

Inot to be on airplanes if war

I broke out.

Georgetown's action, in turn,

hampeded other students into

palling home.

"That just wreaked havoc on

all the other (schools') programs,"

said Joan Solaun, Study Abroad

)ffice director at the University

of Illinois at Champaign.
When overseas students from

other colleges heard Georgetown's

warning, they panicked and called

their own offices asking if they

should come home, Solaun
explained.

Solaun, for one, felt bringing

students home from most places

might be unnecessary, despite

warings from the U.S. State

Department that all Americans

traveling abroad might be targets

of terrorists.

"It's a time for calm and

prudence," she said, adding that

Illinois is taking a "wait and see"

attitude with its students abroad,

except for those in Israel.

"We felt we had to bring

them home," Solaun said.

Although no students abroad

from Oregon's Lewis and Clark

College have chosen to come

home, two out of 22 students

pulled out of a group going to

France, said Vance Savage, dean

of the college's international

education program.

"Six or eight" students from

American University i n

Washington, D.C., opted not to

go to Europe, said Dave Brown,

dean of AU's Washington
Semester and World Capitals

programs.

Some students who have

chosen to stay overseas have

encountered anti-American
hostilities, although no personal

abuse, Savage said.

"Luckily, most folks abroad

are courteous enough to know the

difference" between the American

government and American
students, Savage added.

A female American student

said she had been verbally

accosted by an Arab male outside

a bar in London, Solaun said.

Solaun and other study
abroad directors agree American

students abroad should try to be

inconspicuous.

"We don't hang our shingle

out," admitted American's Brown.

Students studying i n

Florence received letters before

the war from a group threatening

to harm them if the U.S. were to

attack Iraq.

Officials at all the colleges

said they were closely following

State Department directives on

whether it was safe for students to

travel and stay abroad.

"I just hope I'm doing the

right thing by letting students

stay," Solaun said.

'Sexist' Book Flier Protested

(CPS) - A book flier, which

looked like a spoof of an old

novie poster to some people and

sexist exploitation to others,

raised the threat of a bookstore

Iboycott at Central Washington

[University (CW) and prompted

[complaints from IS other

[campuses.

NACS Corp, the Ohio-based

I book wholesaler that published

the flier, has apologized and

stopped distributing the flier.

The flier's cover features a

picture of a young blonde woman
with the strap of her dress falling

off, biting her hand in a state of

panic.

Superimposed over the

Woman's chest are the words

'^Quiver! Tremble! Shake!"

NACS Corp sent the flier to

bookstores at the end of

September. The bookstores, in

turn, were to use the piece as an

ad to try to get customers to buy

NACS Corp's books, said

company spokesman Ken Garlitz.

However some female faculty

and staff members at CW, among

other schools, never got past the

cover.

"Unless I am in a personal

time warp, I believe that this sort

of image of women in

advertising has become obsolete,"

said Harriet Jardine, CW's
associate vice president for

student affairs.

Jardine sent an angry memo
to bookstore Manager Dave

MaCauley, while 26 other

women informed him they

intended to "refrain from
shopping at the University

Store."

NACS Corp received
complaints from people from 15

other colleges "mostly on the

East Coast," Garlitz said, but

added he " couldn't remember" the

names of the schools.

"We apologized to everyone.

There was no malicious intent,"

explained Garlitz, who pointed

out the artist was a female and

was trying to copy posters from

"B-movies"ofthe 1950's.

Jardine didn't think the

artist's gender excused using sex

to sell books. "There are just as

many unconscious women as

unconscious men."
"1 recognize it's a spoof on

horror films of the '50's;

however, I'm not sure the bulk of

the population at CW recognizes

that," she said.

MaCauley said he used the

controversial flier only because a

different flier was unavailable.

"We were sorry we sent it

out," MaCauley said.

NACS Corp, its holiday

selling season over, will no

longer use the illustration, Garlitz

said.

CPS WIRE. . .
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' CORVALLIS, Ore. (CPS) -

; Students who transfer to Oregon

'State University in their junior or

'.senior years have a higher grade-

;point average than classmates

who started at OSU, a study by

OSU researcher Carol Kominski

found.

Two-year campus transfer

students' averages tend to be 10-

to-15 points higher than the OSU
average. Though the transfer

students' grades drop after they

enroll at OSU, they stay higher

than average, Kominski
concluded.

"What this study shows,
"

I Kominski told the OSU Daily

;Carometer, "is that community

college students can be very

I successful if they choose to

continue their education at a

university."

ALBANY, N.Y. (CPS) - The

I student government at the State

University of New York at Albany

I has resolved to use the term

"womyn" whenever it refers to its

own women's issues coordinator

in its written material.

Advocates of the measure

maintained the spelling "womyn"

is "a less sexist term" than the

accepted spelling of "women," the

New York Student Leader reported.

for 10 days in protest of poor

classroom conditions,
seemingly wasteful uses of

money and cutbacks in student

services.

Some students worry that

adding Barry to the school's

faculty could do further harm to

the school's reputation, Shaw
said.

The appointment, which
would be for the semester

ending this May, must be

approved by the dean of the

college of liberal arts, the vice

president for academic affairs

and interim President Miles
Mark Fisher IV.

"The paperwork has not
reached the administration,"

said UDC spokesman John H.

Britton. "Therefore the

university has no comment."

The UDC Faculty Senate

voted overwhelmingly against

the appointment saying Barry,

who has an undergraduate degree

in chemistry, is not qualified to

teach.

Other colleges who have
had celebrities teach say it can

be a very positive experience.

"It complements the
academic program and creates

an image for you too," said

Deborah Brown, director of

public information at Radford
University in Virginia.

Singer Steve Allen, former
Supreme Court Justice Arthur
Goldberg and Jihan Sadat, wife

of assassinated Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat, have all'

taught at Radford as part of the C
school's "distinguished visiting

professor program."

Celebrity professors "give

(students) a national and..,,

international perspective „.
perspective," Brown said.

At UDC, Shaw agreed that,,,,,

Barry has "something to share

with all students."

"He is a success story gone
bad," Shaw said.

CPS

Women Excel In Grad Schools

(CPS) - By 2001, women will

earn more doctoral degrees than

men, but men will continue to

earn more medical and law

degrees, the U.S. Department of

Education predicted in January.
*

The predictions were among
dozens published by the

department, which oversees most

federal college programs, in a new
book that throws together many
of the government's statistical

studies of the nation's schools.

The results should help planners

reform schools for the next
century, department officials

maintained.

"It's imperative that we think

about and plan for our schools

and the children we will serve in

the coming decade," explained

acting Secretary of Education Ted

Sanders.

One of the most noticeable

changes will be the growing

dominance of women in U.S.

grad schools.

Since 1976, the number of men
receiving doctoral degrees has

been decreasing while the number
of women receiving those degrees

has increased. In 2001, women
are expected to earn 18,900 Ph.

D.'s. Men will earn 17,300.

While the distribution between

men and women of first law and

medical degrees has shifted

dramatically in the last third of

the century, in 2001 men will

continue to earn more degrees,
d

41,400 to women's 29,900.

Among the report's other
findings:

- Colleges nationwide will

continue to hand out more than

one million bachelor's degrees a

year throughout the 1990's.

Master's degrees are expected to

rise, reaching 327,000 by 2001.

- Women will continue to be the

majority in each class that begins ..

college during the 1990's, as they
,

have every year since 1979.

- Higher education enrollment

will climb from 13.4 million in

1989 to 14.4 million in 2001.

The biggest gains will be at

public campuses.

Posey Wins Grant For Artificial Reef
Dr. Martin Posey, assistant

professor of biology at UNCW,
received a grant for his research

on artificial reef placement. The

$12,000 grant was awarded for a

project period beginning
December 21, 1990 and running

through October 17, 1992.

Taking place off the northern

gulf of Florida, the research is

designed to determine the effect of

positioning of artificial reefs on

fish and bottom animal
populations, including clams,

worms, and sea urchins.

Specifically, the size and distance

between the artificial reefs will be

examined for their impact on
increasing these populations. An
increase of fish will have a

positive effect on the commejcial

and the sports fishing industries.

Bottom animals and fish

retrieved from the Florida reefs

will be returned to UNCW and
examined. Once completed, the

research results may be applied to

reefs off North Carolina's coasts.

Many species of underwater life

found in Florida are similar to

those found here.

RICHMOND, Va. (CPS) -

About 500 alumni and "friends" of

Virginia Military Institute staged a

mid-January lobbying assault on

the state legislature, asking

lawmakers not to force all-male

VMI to start admitting women.

A bill sponsored by state Sen.

Emilie Miller would ban sex

discrimination at state-supported

schools.

The federal government in

1990 told VMI its admissions

policies illegally barred women.

In April, a federal court is

scheduled to start hearing VMI's

arguments why its prohibition of

women does not violate federal

anti-discrimination rules.

The Citadel in South Carolina

is the only other slate-supported

exclusively male campus in the

U.S.
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TONITE!

BILLYCLUB FEST

FRIDAY 2/8

SIDEWINDER

SATURDAY 2/9

[THE SOUP DRAGONS

ACROSS

1 Talk idly

6 Vapor
1

1

Praised

12 Museum
custodian

14 Either

15 Field flower

17 Learning

18 Footlike part

20 Steps over a

fence

22 Excavate

23 Heraldry:

grafted

25 Strikes

27 Symbol for

sodium
28 Long-legged

bird

30 Sedition

32 Couple
34 Ashes of

seaweed

35 Insects

38 Hafts

41 Concerning
42 Aquatic

mammal
44 Food fish

45 Limb
46 Surfeits

49 Snare
50 Old name for

Thailand

52 Hindu queen
54 Diphthong
55 Follows first

57 Mislead

59 Twin of

Romulus
60 Song-and-

danceacts

DOWN
1 Father or

mother
2 Symbol for

ruthenium

The
Weekly

Crossword
Puzzle

3 Sum up
4 Afternoon

parties

5 Prepares for

print

2 3 4 5

1

6 7 e 9
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f-r So

6 Frolic boist-

erously

7 Symbol for

tellurium

8 Lamprey
9 Footless

10 Breed of sheep
1

1

Runs easily

13 Daughter of

King Lear

16 Deposit of

sediment
19 Mine excavation

21 Fencers' swords
24 Muse of poetry

26 Seasons
29 Scotchman's

outfit

31 Piece of cutlery

33 Holds back
35 Metal
36 Weirder
37 Bristle

39 Begs
40 Mediterranean

vessel

43 Tears
46 Heavy club

48 Search for

51 Dad's partner

53 Yalie

56 Greek letter

58 Guido s low
note
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SEAHAWK SPORTS
>»<»<»<»SpOTts Briefs.

Seamen Return To Work
Last Tuesday, the UNCW Ultimate frisbee

team, the Seamen, began their first week of serious

practice. A typical practice is composed of two
mile runs, forty-yard dashes, offensive and defensive

drills, followed by an hour scrimmage. The team

has been playing and practicing every Tuesday,

Thursday, and Sunday, but it wasn't until last week
that the team resumed their competitive strategies.

Last May the Seamen captured second place at

the National Collegiate Championships. The team

has only lost three members from that squad, and

included six new prospects. One of the losses was

former captain Todd Leber. Leber, who is known by

his rickname, Toad, is now coaching the women's

team, the Seaweed.

"I'm whipping them into shape," Leber said.

Offensive captain, Danny Wren, stated the lost

of Leber to the men's team would be a major

setback for the team.

"He (Leber) is a definitely a significant lost,"

Wren said. "His ability and knowledge will be

sorely missed."

Seahawks Top In Trials
Five cross-country runners from UNCW

competed in Tallahassee, Florida for the the 1991

World Cross-Country Trials. Top finishers for the

events would be eligible for a United States

National team who would compete Mar. 16, in

Antwerp, Belgium for the World Cross-Country

Championships.

Junior Shawn Briton (34th) and sophomore
Danny Cash (52nd) both set personal best in the 12

kilometer event. Kristen Agnew finished in the first

twenty-five runners in the junior men's 8,000 meter.

All-CAA runner Karen Mattewson (19th)

broke the top twenty barrier in the women 6,000

meter event. Her time of 22:29 was too a personal

best.

Air Shaw Rescues Seahawks
BY PATRICK FOWLER

SPOUT EDITOR

A smothering defense and the reemergence of a

talented athlete, propelled the Seahawks (5-4 in the

CAA, 10-1 1 overall) to their second straight win in

conference play, 76-72, over the American Eagles.

Sophomore forward, Tim Shaw came off the

bench with nine minutes remaining and seven point

Seahawk deficit, to key a 17-3 run that stun an

Eagle team that had dominated the tempo of the

game up to that point
" Tell you what you see when you see a hard-

working Tim Shaw," UNCW coach Kevin Eastman

said.

"You see a guy who seems to be everywhere at

times, dunking on one end, blocking a shot on the

other end, knocking the ball out of guys' hands at

another end. Tim was so active. He hustled at both

ends, what more can you say."

Shaw, who been used sparingly this season,

finished with 14 points on the night as he shot 7 for

9 from the field. The Hope Mills native also

collected two blocks shots and a steal in only 19

minutes of action.

"Tim could have died in game twenty tiiis

season," Eastman said. "Our minds have not always

clicked together until recently. My definition of

work ethic isn't always the same as my players.

Tim has weathered a bit of a storm, but he proved

himself in practice. We all know, as evidence

tonight, that he is very talented."

Down 60-53 with 8 minutes and 22 seconds

remaining in the contest, Eastman sent Shaw back

into the line-up. Shaw responded immediately
driving the lane for a lay-up. A minute later Shaw
got the crowd back in the game with his third stuff

of the night. A monstrous two-handed slam in the

It's got to be the shoes! photo by davidbau.

Sophomore forward Tim Shaw lakes to the air against Stetson to put
back a missed shot. Shaw was a force off the bench against American
Monday night netting 14 points, 2 blocks, a steal , as he helped rallied

the Seahawks back from a seven-point deficit to win, 76-72.

face of three American defenders.

"I was really feeling pump-up at the end of the

contest," Shaw said.

The Seahawks never looked back as Shaw's
intensity off the bench grew contagious, especially

to the UNCW defense. Over the course of the next

7 minutes and 22 second, the Seahawks limited the

Eagles to not one field goal. The Eagles top

scorers, Brian Gilgeous (18 pts.) and Craig Semak
(22), were shut down. They scored only four points

combined over the final ten minutes of play.

"We seem to be out of sync all-night long,"

American head coach Chris Knoche. "I never felt we
were ever really in control of the game. Simply we
didn't hit the shots we had to hit. They (the shots)

weren't difficult ones but we just didn't put them
down. Kevin Eastman has done a good job putting

the pieces together this year. These are basically the

same players they had last year but they're
performing at a much higher level."

Besides Shaw's heroics, other Seahawks
contributed heavily to UNCW's win.

Brannon Lancaster has another solid outing
netting 20 points and 3 three-pointers. Joe Cherry,

who iced the game down the end with his clutch
free-throws, collected IS points and a career high 10
rebounds. Matt Fish added 10 points and 12 boards
while Reggie Veney dished out seven assists.

UNCW's victory over American coupled with

Saturday triumph over the Naval Academy put the

Seahawks in sole possession of third place in the

conference standings.

UNCW is currently a half-game behind
Richmond (5-3, 12-17) and three and half games
behind league leading James Madison (8-0, 14-6).

After entertaining Eastern Kentucky Wednesday
night, the Seahawks head to Virginia to play both

JMU and George Mason on their home courts.

Swimmers PrepareFor The CAA Championships
BY PAUL THOMPSON
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

This week, the UNCW
swimming and diving teams have

been preparing for the Colonial

Athletic Association
Championships. The meet will

take place Wednesday through

Saturday (Feb. 6-9), in Trask

Natatorium. This is the third

straight year, and fourth time in

championships six-year existence,

that the Seahawks have hosted the

event

Both the men's and women's
teams are heading into the meet
on the momentum of a solid win

against UNC-Charlotte this past

weekend. The men trounced their

49ers counterparts, 152-82, while

the women downed their
opponents, 130.5-110.5.

The women's victory was an

important one as it improved
their record to 5-5 on the season,

the first time in their 12-year
history that .500 mark had be

attained. The men's win gave
them an 5-4 mark on the year.

"Both teams are getting back

to where they were in the
semester in regards to their

intensity and enthusiasm levels,

head swim coach Dave Allen said.

"They've regained the old fire that

sparked them early in the year,

and that is very important as we
prepare for the conference meet

"

Allen, who is completing his

14th season at the helm of the

Seahawks, feels like it will be a

very competitive championships.

"It will be tough," Allen

said. "The entire conference has

gotten stronger."

Men's team co-captain, Brad
Kinkema, agrees.

"Right now there is no

dominating team in the CAA,"
Kinkema said. "Each team has

swum well but no one team

stands out."

The Seahawks have one

thing in their favor; they are

swimming in familiar territory,

their own pool.

Kinkema believes thi<

advantage will be a strong factor

in not only UNCW's
performances but other teams as

well.

"I feel that it is very

beneficial to be swimming at

home. Wc have the home crowd
supporting us, plus we know the

pool very well. But I really

belive it is more a disadvantage to

the other teams. For our team,

everything is normal so we're

really relaxed. The other teams

have to travel... to get here, then

adjust to an unfamiliar place."

The Seahawk men are led by

senior Tom Burket and Clifton

Perkins, each of whom posses

three of the team's lowest time

this season. Freshman diver

Brain Linkfield holds the best

scores in both the one and three-

meter boards.

Leading the women's squad

will be sophomore standout Amy
Lewis. Lewis had an outstanding

season, recording season lows in

six individual events and two
relay teams. The 400-medley

relay squad, consisting of Lewis,

senior Mary Tarter, and freshmen

Shannon McBride and Rebecca

Compton, established a school

record against UNCC with a time

of 4:07.16. Junior Elisabeth

Crabbe, who posted season lows

in both diving events, will also

help pace the women's team.

Allen said that effort must

come from each person on the

team.

"Of course, we look to the

seniors to set the tone for the rest

of the team, but ... it's very

important that we go into this

meet as a team," Allen said. "We
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The men's and women's swim teams take final practice laps before competing against CAA competition at the Conference
Championships in the Trask Natatorium. UNCW is hosting the event for the third consecuetive year compeaung against teams from
American, William and Mary, East Carolina,

have to take the attitude that we
are as good as anyone else."

Kinkema added, "Everyone
had to come out and swim well.

Each person matters, and if one

person is off, it could affect the

entire team. There are a couple

Navy, James Madison, and Richmond.

that haven't reached their

potential... and this event could

do it."

The Seahawks are coming off

a week of relaxed practice. Allen

called this the "resting phase" of

the preparation for the big meet

"We've been trying to

concentrate. ..on the mental
aspects this week," Allen said.

"We have been working hard

since the latter part of August and

now it's time to feed off the

dividends."
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Today
Swimming CAA
Championships

Friday
Swimming CAA
Championships

Sideline

Sensations

Saturday
Swimming CAA
Championships

Men's B-Ball

atGMU

Patrick Fowler
Sports Editor

Sunday
Men's B-baH

at JMU
Women B-ball

Vs. JMU

Phillips: His
Size Doesn't
Equal Heart

He tapped me on the back of my shoulder as I

vainly sought my reporter's notebook from my
bookbag inside the new basketball office.

"You mind if we talk outside," a voice said. "It

is easier to breathe out there."

Sure I replied, not turning around and continued

the search through my bookbag. Finally, finding

my trusty paper partner, I walked behind following

the feet of what I thought belonged to freshman

point guard Drew Phillips. I took a seat next to the

wounded player and shaded my eyes from the

blinding sun. With the sun bear, ng down my face I

turned to face not Phillips, but Jaws from the James

Bond films. And he was leering at me.

"Anytime you're ready," it said.

Shaking those horrible nightmares from my
mind, I began my interview. As I started throwing

questions at him, my mind wandered to my first

encounters with this Maryland Mighty Mouse.
Drew Phillips, I thought, now here is an athlete

that's exciting to watch. I knew it the moment he
stepped on the court he would be one to watch, he
was special. Well, not really, not right away,
anyway.

Hmmm! I mused, when I read his bio-file. Who
is this character? He looks too small to play
collegiate basketball. I mean he only 5'10", I could
guard him, no problem.

I was already questioning the new coach's
sanity in drafting this recruit. Maybe, he owed a
favor to a friend or something, I thought But once
Drew starting playing on the court, it was a different

story altogether.

He is a blue-collar type of athlete. The Charlie
Hustle of basketball. The athlete found in each of
us. That magical person in our dreams that comes
off the bench and sparks the team to victory. You
know him. He the one who hits that clutch free-

throw or nails the winning three-pointer as the

buzzer sounds. Phillips possesses that will, spirit

and heart to win.

There is a new attitude in the Seahawk
basketball program, one filled with diving bodies,

bloody noses, bruised shoulders, and lungs gasping
for oxygen. It is an atmosphere where tired old
sports cliches like "Win one for the Gipper" and
"Do it for the team" ring true. A perfect place for a
no-frills, no-nonsense, hard-nosed player. It is

Kevin Eastman's basketball philosophy and no one
better personifies that than Phillips.

"One of the reasons I recruited Drew was I liked

his attitude and unbelievable work ethic," head coach
Kevin Eastman said. "I wanted this type of influence

on my team."

Phillips has hud a tough season. After coming

Monday
No Events Scheduled

Tuesday Wednesday
No Events Scheduled Women's B-ball

at Babtist

off knee problems that sidelined him the first six

games of the season, Phillips had his jaw broken by

fellow guard Reggie Veney during a ball-control

drill in last Wednesday practice. His jaw had to be

wired shut to heal. So, again, he finds himself on
the sidelines looking in, sentenced to watching his

teammates fight through the second half of highly

competitive conference scheldule. Yet he maintains

an upbeat positive attitude outlook on his situation

refusing to become upset or discouraged.

"I've got to take the consequences and accept

it" Phillips said. "It is just one of things. Actually

Reggie was more upset when it occured than I was.

I don't question why it happened to me. I've accepted

that God has a reason for everything."

I pushed further, I had to know how he keeps
.lis mind in the game while on the bench, a position

I knew he was not comfortable in.

"With my aggressive nature, I'm always in the

game. I really want to yell...

He stopped, grimaces a little and sighed. "...But

with my jaw the way it is, I can't of course. I can
listen, though."

He smiled mysteriously.

"I often do with the new recruits Keith (Adkins)

and Andrew (Harding) on the end of the bench. I'm

still part of this team and still participate in the

shoot-around, just not the contact drill."

Because of the injury to his jaw, Phillips can't

eat solid food. All his food has to be mashed up
into a liquid form so he can drink it. He can talk

but it is difficult. Breathing is also a problem. Since

his air passage is limited through his mouth, he

must depend on getting more oxygen from his nose.

"My dad came down and brought me a blender.

He took it well, telling me I belter get used to

drinking out of a straw for a little while. My
mother took the news like all moms do. She was

upset and worried about my health, but nothing out

of the ordinary."

Phillips continually commented on the support

he received, praising his teammates and friends.

"My teammates have been very supportive of

me especially my roomie, Andrew," Phillips said.

"He was the one who sat up with me those first

three nights when I couldn't sleep because of the

intense pain in my mouth. I mean I was pretty

doped up on medication (codiclear) and he took care

of me. Andrew has bear with me throughout,

bringing me back "Cup of soup" packages and
special milkshake drinks from the cafeteria. The
rest of the guys have been teasing me good-
naturedly about my mouth being shut for a change."

He stopped, smiled suppressing a laugh. "You
know it is all in fun, but I hear jokes from the

comedians down to the serious ones. They all seem
concerned about my progress. It is a great group of

guys to work with and I'm even more contented

with my choice to come here to play."

Phillips started to slow down more when he
spoke and I knew he was getting tired of talking. I

could feel the interview was coming to a close. I

didn't want it too, for he had mesmerized me with

the same boyish enthusiasm that is in the heart of

all athletes everywhere.

"Are you worried you won't have a spot to go
to since Reggie has improved his play?," I asked as

a parting question.
"

I can't answer that," Phillips said. "I'll be

ready to to go when needed. I want to play as much
as anyone. Reggie's playing really well for us and

he has really picked up his shooting and assists."

He flashed a big grin, "But don't tell him I told

you that, he'll get to confident."

And we all know where he got it from.
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The Seahawk

Two Spares Available For Bahamas

Trip

Sail the Bahamas this Spring Break. Two
spaces have just opened up for this years Wellness

Cruise. Call Bob Haywood at 799-8497 for more

information.

Attention Fntrenreneurs

Attention: Entrepreneurs, leaders, and success-

oriented people. There is now an organization

forming just for you. A meeting will be held

Tuesday, Feb 18 at 4:45 p.m. in Room 210 of the

Cameron School of Business to organize a UNCW
Chapter of the Association of Collegiate

Entrepreneurs. Refreshments will be served.

Annliratinns For Undergraduate

Research To Be Reviewed

The Research Committee will be reviewing

applications for Undergraduate Research Fellowships

available for the 1991-1992 academic year.

Fellowship awards consist of a partial tuition waiver

in the amount of $500. This competition, intended

to stimulate original research among undergraduate

students, is open to any rising junior or senior who

has completed at least one semester at UNCW.
Each application must include a complete

student information sheet, 14 copies of the

proposal, two faculty evaluations of the student's

potential, and a copy of the student's transcript. If

the proposed research involves human or animal

subjects, approval must be sought through

appropriate ethics review procedures prior to

submission. Photocopies of approval documents

must be submitted with the proposal. Information

packets and application forms are available from

Mrs. Margaret Bailey, Room 105, Social and

Behavioral Sciences Building.

For further information, please contact Dr.

Patricia Turrisi, Research Committee Chair,

Department of Philosophy and Religion, ext. 3406.

Public Fornm To Be Held

Almost a month after President Bush ordered

U.S. troops to begin the liberation of Kuwait, what

first seemed a short war now seems indefinite. Why
are we at war? How long will the war last? What

happens after the war?

These and many other questions will be

addressed as the University of North Carolina at

Wilmington, in conjunction with WAAV Radio,

presents "Town Meeting: Storm in the Gulf. This

two-hour public forum, moderated by WAAV News

Director Mark Boyer, will be broadcast live and

features a distinguished panel of guests, including

UNCW Chancellor James R. Leutze.

The town will be held Sunday, February 17,

1991, from 7-9 pm at City Hall. The public is

encouraged to attend. For those unable to attend,

the broadcast can be heard on WAAV, 980 AM.

Want To Make A Difference?

Want to make a difference? Do you have at

least one hour a week to tutor a high school

student? All of these high school students work so

many hours at their after school jobs, their grades

are low. So far, 18 UNCW students are serving as

tutors , but we need more. If you have an hour to

give, call the Leadership Center at 395-3877 for an

application.

vm Needs Your Help!!!!

Environmental Concerns Organization is

involved in creating an environment that is healthier

for you to live in. ECO meets every Tuesday at 8

p.m. in the T.V. room upstairs. If you have any

questions call Mike McDonald at the Leadership

Center. Come with ideas for environmental

improvement. The Environment needs your help!!

P.osnel Choir Celhrates Anniversary!

It's that time again. The UNCW Gospel Choir

will be celebrating our 12th Anniversary on

February 10, 1991 at 3:30 p..m. at Sarah Graham

Kenan Auditorium. We would most graciously

appreciate if everyone would come out and join us

in this joyous celebration.

Thank you!

Original Research Mav Receive Award

Undergraduates are going to be given the

opportunity to earn $500 for producing original

research in the 1991-1992 school year.

The award of $500 will come from the UNCW
Faculty Senate Research committee after the

proposed project is reviewed and criticized. The

committee, a standing committee of the Faculty

Senate,will award the $500 in the form of a tuition

waver from the Undergraduate Research Committee.

UNCW Professor Indicted
Kelsey Faces Charges For Possession Of Child Pornography
BY PHILLIP I.OIir.Hl IN

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Dr. Richard Kelsey was indicted

on charges of possession of child
pornography along with three other
southeast North Carolina residents.

Dr. Kelsey is a visiting Professor at

UNCW.
According to a release from the

United States Attorney's office, the

indictments resulted from undercover

investigations carried on jointly

between U.S. Customs Service and the

Postal Inspection Service. Kelsey and

the other men were charged with one

count each of receiving child

pornography. Mark Robinson,
resident agent in charge for U.S.
Customs stated that the defendants

were charged with violating the federal

child exploitation law. This law
makes it unlawful to knowingly
transport or receive visual depictions

of minors engaged in sexually explicit

conduct.

U.S. Attorney Margaret Currin

said, "in passing the Child
Exploitation Act of 1984, Congress
determined that traffic in child

pornography constituted an ongoing

abuse of children which had to be

community, are all distressed to learn

of the legal action taken against one
of our visiting faculty members.
Obviously, we will have to wait until

this case is decided before we make
any judgement about Professor
Richard L. Kelsey's guilt o r

innocence. The university deplores

UNCW has been relatively silent about the

charges.

stopped. The 1990 Crime Bill

broadened the Child Exploitation Act

to make possession of child

pornography unlawful also."

UNCW has been relatively silent

about the charges against Kelsey,
releasing only a brief official

statement to the press. The statement

reads, "We, in the university

the distribution of child pornography.

This is not only a violation of the
law, but also a human tragedy. We
are shocked and saddened by
possibility that a member of our
university community has been
involved in this type of activity."

Kelsey has been suspended with

pay pending results of the case.

Kelsey is a visiting assistant

professor in the Department of
Accountancy and Business Law for the

1990-91 year. He is on a one year

contract. The university statement
made clear that it is premature to
consider the future employment status

of Kelsey at this time.

The professor came to UNCW
from ECU where he served a year as

visiting assistant professor in

accounting from 1989-90. He holds a

PhD in accounting, finance, and
decision theory from the University of

Washington, an MS in accounting,

international business, and sociology

from the University of Minnesota; and

he has a BSB in accounting, physics,

and math from the University of

Minnesota.

Kelsey has been unavailable for

comment.

Homecoming Royalty Crowned
BY WFNDY WHFFI.FR

UNCW NEWS INTERN

Brian Martin Bullard and Demetria Joi Falana

were crowned as homecoming king and queen at

UNCW's annual homecoming basketball game on Feb.

2.

The homecoming court was made up of five males

and five females chosen by the homecoming committee

from applications and interviews. The individual court

members were then voted on by the UNCW student

body to determine the king and queen.

The queen, Demetria Joi Falana, a junior history

major and vice president of Delta Sigma Theta sorority,

is the daughter of Major and Mrs. Roland W. Falana,

who are stationed at Cherry Point Marine Corps Air

Base. She is attending UNCW on academic scholarship.

She is a member of the Human Relations Board.

Through the Minority Affairs office on campus, she

serves as a Minority Mentor, similar to being "big

sister". to freshman minority students. She also works

as a clerk in the Student Government Association Office

and at Cinema 6 movie theater.

In response to being selected as homecoming
queen, she stated, "I feel very honored to have the

opportunity to represent my fellow students at UNCW.
This university has done a lot for me personally as well

as academically."

The king, Brian Martin Bullard, is a senior

majoring in English, and the son of A.J. and Barbara

Bullard of Mount Olive, N.C. He is a member and pa?t

president of Kappa Sigma Fraternity. He is also a

member of Phi Sigma Epsilon marketing fraternity and

the Order of Omega, a Greek honorary society that

recognized contributions to the Greek system. In

addition, he is secretary of the Greek Presidents' Council

and a member of the Chancellor's Community

Relations Committee. He also works as a resident

assistant and information center attendant.

Concerning winning the crown of king, Bullard

said, "I consider it an honor to be selected and privilege

to represent UNCW in this capacity. I appreciate all the

hard work that want into putting Homecoming
together."

Free Insurance. . .
Fellowship Created

Dee Brown hands out free condoms in the University Union

UNCW NEWS

The Northeast New Hanover
Conservancy, Inc., and the University of

North Carolina at Wilmington have entered

into a research agreement which includes an

annual graduate student fellowship to fund

environmental research

The fellowship agreement was
announced Monday, Feb. 4, by Chancellor

James R. Leutze and Paul Foster, president

of the conservancy. The project is the latest

in a series of research activities conducted by

UNCW marine scientists under the auspices

of the conservancy since its founding in

1982.

According to its charter, the

organization was established to "conserve the

natural resources of the coast and estuarine

system of north east New Hanover
county..." Its area of interest covers 18

square miles of lands and waters from U.S.

Highway 117 southeast to beyond Figure

Eight Island and all the land, marshes and
waterways between and including the

drainage basins of Futch Creek on the

northeast and Howe Creek on the southwest

The conservancy has previously funded

research by UNCW marine science faculty

and students to carry out baseline studies to

describe the quality of the resource and use

these findings to devise action strategies to

preserve or enhance the quality.

According to Foster, the purpose of the

research agreement is to protect the

environment. He emphasized the necessity

for having scientific data to document the

value of the land. "Unless you can backup

the value of the land, it's hard to keep people

from destroying it."

At a media opportunity announcing the

agreement, Leutze said that he saw the

research fellowship as "a rare win-win

situation." He stated, "I am delighted to have

such close cooperation between the

community and the university."

Commenting on the $5,000 fellowship.

Dr. Eric Bolen, dean of the UNCW Graduate

School, said, "Establishing a graduate

fellowship is always a significant event,

perhaps more so in this case because the NE
New Hanover Conservancy has made a three-

fold commitment with its generosity: first,

to the graduate program at UNCW; second,

to the importance of research in academic

life; and third, to the conservation of the

natural resources in our immediate area.

That's a lot of bang for the buck in my
book!"

Housing Fair Planned

i

UNCW NEWS

UNCW will hold its Third Annual
Housing Fair from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.,

Wednesday, Feb. 20, in Room 100 of the

University Union. Representatives from 15

local apartment complexes will be on hand
to provide information and materials to

UNCW students.

"This opportunity is being provided for

students to talk personally with apartment

managers and to help students learn to make
well informed decisions about off-campus
living." explained Jacqueline Skinner,

I J

assistant dean of students.

Mai Maynard, an attorney for Legal

Services of the Lower Cape Fear, will be

available to answer questions on landlord and

tenant rights and responsibilities. Theo
McClammy will also be available from the

New Hanover Relations Commission to

answer questions related to fair housing.

This program is being coordinated by the

Office of the Deans of Students. The
program is free, and students are invited to

attend.

For additional information, contact

Jacqueline Skinner, 395-3119.
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Business Week Offers

Something For All Students
Business week will be held

March 18-22 and will give

students a opportunity to take a

sneak peek at the real world.

According to Dr. Lee Sherman,

chairperson of the Business Week
'91 committee, the 10th annual

event will consist of the

Commerce Cup Challenge,
Career Day, Guest Speakers, a

Keynote address, MBA Executive

dialogue, and a student-faculty

Softball game. "Preparing for

Tomorrow Today'' is theme of the

event.

Kicking off the week's events

will be the Commerce Cup
Challenge. Teams of 3 or 4

students will compete to answer

questions concerning economics,

finance, accounting, management,
marketing, and production. Teams
from the 7 business fraternities,

Phi Beta Lambda, Sigma Alpha
Beta, the American Marketing
Association, the National
Association of Accountants, the

Economics Club, the Society for

the Advancement of Management
and Pi Sigma Epsilon will be
demonstrating their knowledge at

4:00 p.m. on Monday, March
18th and 19th, in Cameron Hall.

Dr. Dick Engdahl will host the

event. Winners will recieve an

individual plaque and will have
their names added to a display

plaque in Cameron Hall.

Students can meet with

representatives from local,

regional, and national businesses

as well as government agencies on

Career Day, March 18th in

Cameron Auditorium. From 10:00

a.m. until 2:00 p.m. students can

talk one-on-one in an informal

setting with potential employers.

According to Dr. Sherman this is

a time for the exchange of
information that will benefit both

parties. A few of those who will

be in attendance are A.G. Edwards,

Wachovia Bank and Trust,

Metropolitan Life Insurance,

Ernest & Young Accounting,

Internal Revenue Service, K
Mart, Cherry, Beakert and
Holland, and NCNB.

On Wednesday and Thursday
of that week, The Cameron
School of Business
Administration will host over 50

business leaders to speak to

students in lieu of regular classes.

They will be discussing trends,

issues, and concerns in their areas.

Students from all majors as well

as the public are welcome to
attend. Hourly sessions will be
held in Cameron Hall classrooms.

The event's keynote speaker,

John A. Allison IV, chairman and
Chief Executive Officer of BB&T,
will deliver a lecture on "Long
Term Issues Facing the U.S.
Economy" at 7:30 on Wednesday,
March 20 in Kenan Auditorium.

MBA students will have the

opportunity to talk with Carey I.

Stacey, President and Chief
Executive Officer, Dialogos
International Corporation and
President of Globex, Inc. on
Thursday, March 21 at 6:00 p.m.

She will present "Globalization of
the American Entrepreneur".

The week's activities will

wrap up with the student-faculty

softball game on March 22 at 3:30

p.m. Last year was the only time

the faculty has been victorious.

A DEAL TOO SWEET
TO MISS!!!

APPLE MACINTOSH LC
AVAILABLE NOW AT THE UNCW BOOKSTORE FOR ONLY

$2,345.00!!

LIMITED QUANTITY!

CALL THE BOOKSTORE
TODAY AT
395-31881!

PRICE INCLUDES:
CPU WITH 2MB RAM
40MB HARD DRIVE

12INCH HI-RES COLOR MONITOR
APPLE KEYBOARD

MOUSE
MACWRITE II / MACPAINT

HYPERCARD
CLIP ART
UTILITIES

GAMES
AND THE IBM COMPATIBILITY OPTION!!
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CampUS Construction BoOmS History Films Planned
BY amy PETRnrr.i.i.1

STAFF WRITER

UNCWs Campus has been
under construction and renovation
for quite some time now. In
addition to the building of the
new University Center, a
University Directory is being
built, and the existing University
Union and Alderman Hall are
under renovation.

Located at the Randall Drive
entrance near Hardee's is the

construction that will be the

University Directory. It should be
completed in the next "month or
month and a half," said Carl

Dempsey, associate vice
chancellor for Business Affairs.

The university Directory is

designed such that a visitor

arriving on campus can pull into

one of the four or five parking

spaces that will be in front of the

directory, and observe a mounted
map of campus as well as a board

of announcements and special

events. Dempsey stated that the

facility will include a telephone

in case of a need for further

information. He said that the

phone will connect the caller to

either the campus police or the

University Union information

center with the push of a button.

Dempsey added that the structure

will be composed of brick with a

lighted aluminium insert-type

bulletin board.

Another project o f

construction, the University
Center, will go through a final

inspection this Friday and
according to Dempsey, will be
ready for use by March 1.

Dempsey explained that the

purpose of Friday's inspection is

to create a "punch list", which is

a list of items still in need of

'No project is
without its tough
spots, but this one
is going well.'

some work. For example, the life

safety aspects fo the building
such as alarms and sprinkler

systems are tested to be sure they

work properly. According to

Dempsey, after Friday, finishing

touches will be put into the
building and the time prior to its

opening will be spent primarily

on cleaning. "It's coming along

alright," said Dempsey. "No
project is without it's tough
spots, but this one is going
well."

Dempsey stated that he is

hoping to include the existing

Student Union in Friday's
inspection. Although the
contractors have until April 19 to

finish the job, Dempsey stated

that there is a good chance it will

be completed at the same time as

the University Center.

Renovations in the existing
union include additional space for

the dining facility. Dempsey
explained that if entering the

union from the front, the area to

the right will be a room for

meetings, special meal events, or

additional seating for the Hawk's
Nest.

Linda Moore, director of the

University union, stated however
that this dining area will not be

put into use until summer
session. Until then it will be used

as a study room since the existing

room is being temporarily
occupied. Moore also stated that

the information center will

relocate to where the post office

used to be. She stated that they

are "Still exploring options" for

what to do with the space that

will be left once the information

center it gone.

Another major renovation on

campus is that in Alderman Hall.

Dempsey said that they are

"Organizing the building so it

will operate more efficiently."

According to Dempsey, Alderman

Hall was, until now, unequipped

with life safety aspects such as

fire alarms. When it was built in

1961, he explained, such things

were not required in the building

plans. It is for this reason that

classes have not been held in

Alderman.

Dempsey stated that the

project is "basically a re-doing."

Improvements will include new
carpeting in the hallways, an
increase in the size of the ladies

room, and increased lighting on

the first floor. Dempsey said that

the renovation is not all that

outstanding. "There is not much
money involved," he said, "So we
really can't do much."

Much of the cost of the

project Dempsey explained will

be spent on an elevator that will

be installed in the middle of the

building. "Until now the building

has never been able t o
accommodate a handicap on the

second floor," he stated. Dempsey
explains that the project will

reduce the number of buildings on

campus inaccessible to

handicapped persons down to

three (Hoggard, King, and
Kenan). "Every year we put in

requests to get funding for
elevators and no one listens to us.

"It's tough," he stated. "To my
knowledge we've been asking for

elevators in these buildings for

twelve years."

Dempsey said the renovations

of Alderman Hall will b e

completed by July. He stated that

unfortunately they don't have the

money to do anything else as far

as renovation in construction at

this time.

Get theAK£T CallingCard and your first call is free.

The History Department at the
University of North Carolina at

Wilmington has begun its spring
film series designed to show how
history can be portrayed and
taught through film. Each of the
three films will be shown at 7
p.m. in Randall Library
Auditorium on the UNCW
campus. Members of the UNCW
history department will introduce
the films to help the viewers
understand their historical
significance. The schedule for the

series is as follows:

Feb. 21 The Doll Maker will

be introduced by Dr. Kristin
Bailey, assistant professor of
history. The film, starring Jane
Fonda, is a story about living in

the United States during World
War II and how the war affected

people's lives.

Mar. 21 Inherit the Wind will

be introduced by Dr. William
McCarthy, assistant professor of
history. The film, starring

Spencer Tracy, is a dramatization

of the Scope's Trial of Tennessee
in 1925.

Apr. 18 84 Charlie Mopic
will be introduced by Dr. Larry

Cable, assistant professor of
history. The film features the

war in Vietnam told form the

point of view of a soldier.

The films are free and open to

the public. For more
information, contact Dr. William
McCarthy at 395-3692.

Patterson Named V.C.
UNCW Chancellor James R.

Leutze today announced the
appointment of Jane Smith
Patterson to serve as interim

associate vice chancellor for

University Advancement. She
will serve in the absence of M

.

Tyrone Rowell, associate vice

chancellor for University
Advancement, who was activated

Feb. 4 into the Army Reserves
and is now serving at Fort Dix,

NJ.

Patterson assumed her
interim duties Feb. 11 and is

expected to serve approximately

six months.

A native of Tabor City,

Patterson is a partner in SUNAO
Associates of Raleigh, a company
of consultants who specialize in

acquisitions, competiveness and
quality improvements o f

organizations. Prior to her
SUNAO involvement, Patterson
was vice president of ITT
Corporation's

Telecommunications Division.
She has also served the State of
North Carolina as Secretary of the

Department of Administration
from 1979-1985 under the Hunt
administration.

There's no better time to speak your mind.

Because now when you get your freeAIM Galling Card, you'll

get your first 15-minute call free?

With your AT&T Calling Card, you can call

from almost anywhere to anywhere. And you

can keep your card, even ifyou move and get

a new pnone number.

Our Calling Card is part of the

83b 000 bllO UU
imt col

itnii tit ooo "M >

AT&T Student Saver Plus program, a whole package of products and

services designed to make a student's budget go farther.

So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on campus.

a call us at 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 655.

And let freedom ring.

ART. Helping make college life a little easier.

AWT
The right choice.

'A &00 value for a coast to coast Calling Card call Applies to customer dialed calls made during the ATXT Night/

Weekend calling penod, 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and 11pm Friday through 5pm Sunday \bu may receive

more or less calling time depending on where and when you call Applications must be received by December 31. 1991

~ i / -*-

Campus Racism
Discussed

UNCW NEWS

The Rise in Campus racism: Causes and
Solutions", will be discussed at an afternoon

teleconference, Wednesday, February 20, in

Cameron Hall auditorium on the UNC Wilmington
campus. Presented by the University's Human
Relations Committee and The Office of Special

Programs, the teleconference features a national

panel as well as a local panel of community leaders

discussing problems and ways to combat them.

The program is scheduled from 12:55-3 pm
followed by a panel discussion. Local panel
members include Marcus Williams, director of Legal
Services of the Lower Cape Fear; Darryl Davis,

businessman and WW1L radio personality, Dr.
William A. Bryan, vice chancellor for Student

Affairs, UNCW; Ken Lemon, president, Student

Government Association, UNCW; Barry Graham,
vice president for multi-cultural affairs of the UNC
Association for Student Government; Wes Ward,
political science major, UNCW; and Vicki Freeman,

vice president, SGA, UNCW.
For information, contact the Office of Special

Programs, (919)395-3195.

Day Care Program
Makes Progress

BY HOLLY PRICF
STAFF WRITER

Child care on campus will begin this summer pt.nding

passage by the Board of Trustees. After three months of
researching and planning, the faculty senate committee for

child care has given the Board of Trustees five major
recommendations to be considered. "We want to offer

faculty, staff, and students a place for their children, but
we want it to be an educational experience, not just act as

a baby-sitter." stated Mrs. Aida Toplin, who chaired the

child care committee.

The day care will be called The Children's Center and
will be located in the building currently occupied by the

ROTC behind the campus police station. The Children's

Center vill be limited the first year to about 28-30
children aged five years and younger during the school
year. In the summer students up to the age of 15 will be
involved in summer programs lasting two weeks in

length.

Recommendations to the Board of Trustees stated that a

faculty member, through reassignment, be charged with
the responsibility of formulating and developing a

comprehensive child care program. The facility where the

Children's Center will be located should be used as a

meeting place for groups and organizations with an

interest in child care issues and early childhood education.

The development of a summer program designed for

school age children will be administered by the office of
Special Programs. Programs to be offered range from
computer to biology curriculums. "The Children's Center
is being designed to foster a superior learning experience
and provide a difference in day care in the community."
said Toplin.

Toplin stated several positive outcomes this project
will produce to benefit the university. First, the day care
will provide a lab classroom for university students
majoring in Education, English, or Psychology. Only
UNCW faculty, staff, and student's children will be able to

participate in this program which offers a close knit

university group. Toplin also mentioned the recruitment
opportunities of catching children at an early age. "We
hope that some of the children will develop a loyalty to

UNCW and return for college." she stated.

Money for the day care will come from tuition fees to

the day care and research grants. The committee on child
care has asked the Board of Trustees that the university
pay for utilities. "Eventually we hope the day care will
not have to ask the university for any money.' said
Toplin of the cost of operation.

4
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name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. Tht
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601 South College Rd., Wilmington NC. 28407.
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With Faces Red, W e

Admit Our Error—But.

The Seahawk wishes to apologize for excluding
coverage of the crowning of the Homecoming King and
Queen from last week's issue. It was a major oversight on
the part of the editors that the story was not even
assigned. Our faces are red.

This said, we wish to address an erroneous rumor.
The reason for the exclusion, as stated above, was an
oversight. Some individuals seem to think that it was
racially motivated, because the Homecoming Queen was
black. Those individuals are way off base! Our first

impulse upon hearing these accusations was to ignore
them as we would ignore any other stupid allegations, but
in the interest of promoting understanding, a response was
deemed necessary.

The Seahawk has had some slack coverage in the past.

We have gone off half-cocked about one or two things.

We have misspelled names and confused some facts.

But, in the past two years at least, we have never, ever,
held any type of racial bias; nor have we presented such
as an editorial stance. The fact is, we hold a position of
strong support for interracial unity.

We realize that blacks have every reason to be
skeptical in a world that is still dominated by whites. It is

no secret that the black man still faces racism in ways
both subtle and overt. In these times of increasing racial

unrest, it is important that everyone take an extra effort to

discern enemies and allies. The Seahawk is not the
enemy of any minority population, either on campus or
off. The exclusion of homecoming coverage was an
error, nothing more. As unforgivable an error as it was,
it is even more erroneous to misconstrue our intentions.

Our belated congratulations go out to Homecoming
Queen Joi Falana and King Brian Bullard. With them go
our apologies as well.

Write In, Respond!
Write a Letter to the Editor! If something in The Seahawk

bothers you, don't just gripe pointlessly, write to us. We have
stated this too many times and have yet to receive the number of
responses that should follow some of the complaints that filter

back to us. Also, remember that columns and letters are not
necessarily the opinions of The Seahawk.

Letters should be typed with name, P.O. Box, and Phone #
attached. Letters can be published anonymously upon request, but
the information still needs to accompany the letter.
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My VW Bus Kicked Off

Editorials
]

Pardon my self indulgence

this week but I am in mourning.

My Volkswagon camper-van,
known affectionately as "Campie"
died on US Route 74, 50 yards

off 1-95 outside of Lumberton.

I've had that thing 15 years!

When it died, it had 198,000
miles on it. In one way, I have

no right to complain but I have

198,000 miles on me too with

that car! I mean, we've been
through a lot together- trips to

Maine, Montreal, Wisconsin,
Florida, 7 1/2 times around the

world at the Equator! My twelve

year old Erin has grown up in and
with that camper. Really, this is

the vehicle where I learned to

change drivers without ever
stopping the car. This is the

vehicle that you could pull off the

road in the pouring rain, cook
dinner, wash up, get ready for bed
and go to sleep without ever

opening a door! This is the car,

when you look at it from the

front with it's spare tire mounted
on it's nose, looked like it was
always smiling, REALLY!

Now I grant you that it was
pretty old and showing some
signs of age like the windshield

starting to leak, the tailgate

leaking, parts breaking and
having to be replaced and no heat

in the winter; but it just had no

right to go and have a heart attack

and die (the engine seized up,

froze solid even with oil in the

crank case- Hmmmm!). And it

was especially unfair of it to die

at 10:00 at night with only my
wife and daughter in it, and me, a

guilt-ridden 200 miles away, in a

comfortable motel!

And there's another level of

attachment that most of you will

never be able to understand. Only

owners of Volkswagon Campers

or, maybe, owners of the

remaining Beetles know anything

about the comradery we share.

Camper owners have a great

image; we're really "in" and

"cool". One camper never passes

another camper on the road

without tooting the horn and

waving at absolute strangers who
are joined with a mystical bond of

great depth and significance- the

few, the proud, the VW Campers!

Yep, only another VW owner can

truly commiserate with me and

provide the emotional support of

which I stand in need at this

moment of deep loss in my life.

What's worse, "Campie" has

deserted me and left me with my
father's car which is a little old

man's car that ruins my image
completely! It's just not fair. And
any religious nut that says we
shouldn't value "things" too

much just doesn't understand VW
owners.

I do confess that in the past

year I have thought about and

even tried to sell "Campie". It

must have heard and decided that

suicide was the only just way to

get even with me for even

thinking about such a dastardly

deed.

Anyway, funeral
arrangements are being made by

Sunset Automotive and a viewing

and service will be held this

Friday. Call for information if

you wish to attend. The body has

been donated to automotive
science for transplantation of
body parts.

—
Letter From The Editor

We Have To Consider The Past
In one of my classes the

other day, something came up
that really made me stop and
think. The professor made the

point that people's values and
beliefs are not created
overnight. They have been
drawn from years of change and

development, like threads from
a tapestry (his analogy).

This really shouldn't strike

me as such a revelation. It just

makes sense. The reason this

really sank in the other day
though, is that I am taking a

lot of heat from some members
of the black community about
The Seahawk's failure to cover

the crowning of the
Homecoming King and Queen.
They believe that our lapse was
racially motivated and, since I

am the editor, this racist stance

reflects on me. Some are also

turning accusing eyes on
University Relations, since no
press releases about the

crowning were sent out to local

media.

When these accusations

first came to me I was
extremely angry. I have tried

everything I know to present a

position of racial equity

through The Seahawk. How
could they call me racist? How
stupid could people be to jump
to conclusions like that?

Later though, I cooled down
and reason came back to me.
This is not an overnight thing.

Black people have pretty

damned good reason to be

defensive, particularly in the

American South.

Blacks have faced hundreds

of years of oppression in the

U.S. They were taken forcibly

from their homelands in Africa

and shipped like herd animals

to the American plantations.

Like livestock they were
auctioned off with no regard to

familial ties. It was not unusual

for a small child to be taken

from his mother and sold to

someone hundreds of miles

away. In many cases they were

literally worked to death, and in

others they were beaten
unmercifully by masters who
refused to so much as grant

them humanity. Blacks were
non-people.

This type of treatment was
taken as a matter of course by

most people. White children

were educated to these same
beliefs. In Mark Twain's The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,

there is a scene where Jim (the

escaping slave) is mourning the

fact that his wife and children

have been sold off to another

owner. Huck is unable to

comprehend how Jim, a black

man, is able to have these
"human" feelings. In another

case, Huck is asked if anybody
was injured in a steam boat

accident. He replies that a

black man was killed, but no
one was injured. While the

story is fiction, Twain touches

on an example of the attitude

that whites and blacks alike

have had to overcome.

Even after emancipation,
blacks had to struggle to make
the slightest progress. Their
rights were scant to non-
existent. Voting laws made it

nearly impossible to vote,
closing the polls to non-
property owners or to those

whose grandfathers had not
voted in the previous elections.

Mandatory tests were devised
for voters which few blacks
could pass.

Black educational
opportunities were equally
scarce. The schools that were

available often taught only
basic vocational skills. Those

that did offer regular curricula

were often forced to rely on out

of date books, less than

adequate teaching, and trouble

from the white community.
Through hard work and extreme

patience black leaders such as

Booker T. Washington and
Mary McLeod Bethune were able

to open new ground for black

students and educators. Only as

recently as the late 1960's and

early 1970's were blacks and
whites brought together into

the same school systems. . . .

in part the result of Brown v.

the Board of Education of
Topeka, a landmark
desegregation case in 1937.

Still today, there are questions

as to the equal availability of
education to blacks.

Blacks suffered physically
throughout the years too.

Following reconstruction in the

South, many whites, some
fearing competition in the job
market, some just as products
of an inbred hatred, persecuted
blacks. White men tortured or

killed blacks with relative

impunity. Into the 1900's
these acts of violence were
carried on. A white man killing

a black man was a crime often
excused or only mildly
punished. The black man was
the target of violence long after

laws that were supposed to
protect him were enacted.
During the race riots in the mid-
sixties, the white police forces

were often the actual instigators

of the violence. Films and
reports from those riots remind
me a lot of the action between
Israelis and Palestinians. Sure,
why not respond to a rock with
a bullet?

While a white man might

have gone free for killing a

black man, a black man charged
with any crime was usually

found guilty after the most
cursory trial, and usually felt

the full extent of the penal

codes. Even today, a black man
is more likely judged guilty
before his trial than a white
man. Consider for example the

case of the man in Boston who
killed his wife and the black

man who was framed for that

murder.

Many great black leaders

have come forth to lead their

people out of the oppression.
Paul Cuffe tried to lead the
blacks home to Africa. Pierre

Toussaint, Nat Turner and other
slaves led uprisings against
their masters. W.E.B DuBois
challenged Booker T.
Washington's pacific counsel
and argued that blacks should
not accept a low place in

American society, but should
strive for equality. Martin
Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X
who through contrasting
philosophies urged blacks to

protest inequity. Many of these

leaders were killed for their

leadership.

I do not pretend to be an
expert on black history but this

is part of the tapestry from
which the people who charge
The Seahawk with racism have
drawn their threads. With this

in mind, it is easier to
understand the bitterness; the
black community might feel at

what is reasonably perceived as
a slight to their race. They
have a right to their
skepticism. Blacks have been
shoved out of the limelight so
many times, it should not have
surprised me that they came to
the assumption that it had
happened again.
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Shades of St. Croix

Ray Ban
Vuamet

' Serengeti

Revo
•bolld

•AME
• Ziari

'

Your Sunglass Shop
in the

Lower Cape Fear"

• Maui Jim
•Pro
• Costa Del Mar
• X-isle

•SkiOptiks
• Style Eyes
• Boris Becker

Styles Priced

From $7.00

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Cape Fear Shiftworks
"
Quality Imprinted Sportswear"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Beach Cover-ups, Tank Tops
• Golf Shirts

• Caps, Totes and More
• All EXCLUSIVE Designs-

Beach, Wilmington, Historic

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Cape Fear Screen Printing
"Custom Screen Printing"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts

• Golf Shirts, Caps
• Bandanas, Totes, Aprons and More
• Greeks- All your Garment Needs
• Team Numbers and Lettering

• Embriodery - Shirts and Caps
• In House Artist & Graphic Design Department
• Whether you need 12 or 1200 call us!

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

A HEART-SHAPED

ITZA PIZZA

A Bahamas Party Cruise, 6 days only $279! Jamaica & Florida 6 days $299! Daytona

$159! Panama City $99! Spring Break Travel. 1-800-638-6786.

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM. $1000 in just one week. Earn up to $1000 for your

campus organization. Plus a chance at $5000 more! This program works! No investment

needed. Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50.

WAKE-N-BAKE!!! SPRING BREAK '91!! JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $459.00!!

AWEEK OF FUN AND SUN! THE HOTTEST DESTINATIONS 1-800-426-7710.

Part-Time and Full-Time seasonal positions available at Jubilee Amusement Park.

Different positions available, flexible hours. Call: 392-7106.

LOST- GOLD NUGGET BRACELET- REWARD. CALL LISA DAVIS 392-0340.

200-500 Summer Tamp Position s Available. STAFF REFERRAL SERVICES provides a

network of camps, now hiring, from "The Keys" to Wisconsin-Minnesota. One

application reaches all camps. Application at the Student Employment office.

There is a Tedd
with such blue eyes,

why did I never realize

outside and in,

he's always been,

more handsome than the other guys?

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY!

D and M Happy Valentine's Day to the two most special people in my life! If it all ended

today, I couldn't have asked for more. P

$7.50-16" Heart 50* Item 10< Letter

Order Deadline*

* 8 P.M., WEDNESDAY 13TH

395-3534
Delivery - 11 A.M.- 12 P.M. F7VW
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

I Haven't Heard
Anything Worse

»

,

HV MARK SrHARAGA
MUSIC REVIEWER

So what is a Soup Dragon?

Does it come in a can of soup?

. Is it a mythical creature out of

folklore? Can it be found in
1

the cafeteria (I wouldn't doubt

it)?

Well, whatever they are

they rocked the Mad Monk last

Saturday night, and at $8 a

ticket I was expecting a less

than full Monk, but what I got

was "Sardine City".

The opening band N o

Reason To Hate, from
Raleigh, have been t o

Wilmington about three times.

They are currently working on

a compact disc, which they

hope will be out in a few

months. They got the crowd
really going, and they hope to

headlining next time they

come down this way.

The Soup Dragons, a

band from Scotland, made their

first appearance here i n

Wilmywood and it was one of

the best all around shows I've

seen at the Monk. The light

show added a lot to the mood.
The crowd was into the show,

as the pit area was a sea of

bobbing heads. The music was
a nice blend of garage band
rock, reminiscent of The
Alarm, and early U2. Their

encore was a cover of the

Rolling Stones' "I'm Free" and

almost everyone in the crowd
sang along to the verse "I'm

free to do whatever I want any
old time ..."

Other notes:
Superchunk will be at

Jacob's Run on the 16th and on
(he 15th Baltimore rockers

Child's Play will be at the

Mad Monk. CHECK 'EM OUT!

The Top Ten Reasons To
Watch The Grammy Awards
Show.

10. You have a dentist
appointment the next day.

9. You need something to

watch while you pluck out your

nails.

8. Insomnia! Insomnia!

Insomnia!

7. You think Elvis is still

alive.

6. Your brain is smaller

than a pea.

5. You still believe in

Santa Claus.

4. You still listen to your

parents.

3. To see all the scantily

clad women, including Cher.

2. Because you don't have

a life.

And the number one reason

to watch the Grammys:

1. Milli Vanilla won't be

there.

Missing Foundation
Ignore the White Culture

Restless Records

(Yes, that's a ZERO!)
Shark's Teeth

The word "SUCKS" implies

many a thing, all fit this

album. It contains forty-five

minutes of noise and that's it.

No instruments, only industrial

noise, and the vocals are so
distorted it hurt my ears.

Having all my teeth pulled

would have been more fun than

reviewing this album. Do you
know people that you hate?

Well, I wouldn't even give this

to them. There are movies so

bad they aren't even classified

as "B" movies. On that scale,

this album isn't even a "D"

recording.

1 honestly haven't heard
anything worse.

Best Songs: If you are

looking here see #6 on the top

ten list!

Wrathchild
AMERICA- 3 D
Atlantic Records

9 Shark's Teeth

Three dimensional
conjures up the image of

having many sides. In rock

music, many bands are one
dimensional. Heavy metal

bands play metal only, but
Wrathchild tossed this

notion aside.

Bass-laced rhythms, a

kicking double-bass drum beat,

and fast changing lead guitar

riffs characterize this album.

Rather than being a total

heavy metal album, it leans

towards the rock genre.

Their debut album ,CUmbin
the Walls, had a harder edge,

but this album is so radically

different it is that much better.

It can still be called heavy
metal- it's softer than most
metal albums but harder than

most rock albums. The changes

of rhythm from fast to slow
and flawlessly back to fast is

very impressive. Draintime is

distinctly an example of these

changes in rhythm.

This album could qualify as

one of the best heavy metal
albums of the year.

Best Songs- 1 liked
everyone of them, but I loved

Surrounded by Idiots and
Gentlemen Death .

\ UNCW Professor Will

\ Perform In Jazz Recital
The UNCW Department of

ZT Fine Arts, Music Division, will

Z present saxophonist Frank
Z Bongiorno in a Jazz recital on

Z February 15, 1991, at 8:00
* p.m. in Kenan Hall on the

Z university campus.

Dr. Bongiorno, an active

recitalist and Jazz artist

- throughout the world, will
•• perform with a small combo and
"

strings, as well as with a big
" band.

Bongiorno has performed
Z in Washington, D.C., Los
Z Angeles, New York City,

Nuremberg and Tokyo. In 1988
" he was third prize winner in the

Seventh Annual Young
Z Performers Competition in Los

Z Angeles. He was also quarter

~ finalist in the prestigious
- Concert Artist Guild
an

2 International competition in

- New York.

Bongiorno has worked with

such artists as Carol Channing,

- Red Skelton, Les Brown,
Frankie Vallie, Phil Woods and

others. He is currently an

Assistant Professor of Music
here at UNCW, where he

teaches saxophone and is

director of the Jazz program.

As a Champion of new
music for saxophone, Dr.
Bongiorno has premiered

several works written for him
by composers David Baker and
David Kechley, among others.

His solo recording, "Classic

Saxophone", has won critical

acclaims and can be heard on
public radio stations throughout
the country.

Combo and strings musical

selections will include
Repetition, Just Friends, What
is This Thing Called Love?, and
Summer Knows, from the movie
Summer of '42. Assisting in

the combo will be Greg Eavey
on drums, Allen Youngblood on
piano, and Herman Burney on
bass. The string section will

be composed of members of the

Wilmington Symphony
Orchestra and Wilmington

Academy of Music, led by
Nancy McAllister. Big band
selections will include
Ornithology, Black Brown and
Beautiful, and Samba Dubois.

Performance time is at 8:00

p.m. and admission is $5 for
adults and $2 for students and
senior citizens. UNCW students

with valid ID are admitted for

FREE. Tickets are on sale at

Kenan Auditorium box office,

791-9695. For more
information call the UNCW
Music Division at $95-3390.

Arlo

Guthrie

Performs
Arlo Guthrie, the son of the

late legendary folksinger
Woody Guthrie, will b e
appearing at Kenan Auditorium
on Tuesday, February 19th at

8:00 p.m..

Guthrie, surrounded by
music as a young child,

successfully began his solo
career in 1967 at the Newport
Folk Festival with what became
the event of the decade when he
sang his anti-draft song Alice's

Restaurant . The wry delivery

and flawless timing evident in

Alice's Restaurant would come
to typify Arlo's unique style. It

wasn't long after this debut that

he scored big again with
Coming Into Los Angeles,
performed at Woodstock, and
City Of New Orleans.

Arlo tours extensively
across the United States and
Canada, and abroad as well.

His concerts are extremely
popular -his stage presence is

viable, and unique. A born

storyteller, he happens to be an

accomplished musician as well,

playing keyboards, guitar,

banjo and harmonica with equal

virtuosity. Whether performing

solo, accompanied by his band,

or in concert with Pete Seeger,

he will offer a selection of old

and new, original and
traditional, that will please
everyone, and a glimpse at his

audience will verify that.

Guthrie has released
thirteen albums thus far, from
Alice's Restaurant to Someday,
his most recent release. In

addition, he has recorded three

live albums with varying
accompaniment.

Tickets are available
$13.50 advance, and $15.50 (at

the door) at Kenan Auditorium,

791-9695, and 1-800-732-
3643, and also Front Street

News, 114 Market St., 762-

NEWS.

Sleeping With Your Enemy
Can Be Unnerving At Times

BY TRF.Y WYATT
STAFF WRITER

For the first time in what . . .

six years now, Home Alone
was knocked out of the number
one movie spot by Julia Roberts

(Flatiiners, Pretty Woman)
in Sleeping with the Enemy.
Like so many other neoclassics

filmed here, almost every showing
in the first three days sold out, and
lot of the viewers came away
unsatisfied. Could it be because
the storyline was weak? Could it

be because the cinematography
was lacking? Or could it be that

all of us egotistical, self-

righteous, naive hicks had some
misconceptions about the amount
of onscreen time cattle-like

treatment would garnish?

The Dude (Raw Deal -

s.w.a.t. team member, Year of

the Dragon- cop with the big

ears, Blue Velvet - cutting

room refuse) has experienced this

phenomenon of "itsuckedbecause-

Iwasn'tinitenough". Besides, the

fact that we spend all our energy

looking for ourselves and people
we know, these movies are really

hard to watch without saying
"their lips say Cape Cod, but their

yard says Wrightsville Beach." If

you can avoid these pitfalls.

Sleeping with the Enemy is

okay.

It's got the nouveau nineties

kind of theme that's running
rampant in the movies right now
where the previously stereotypical

female figure castrates the hyper-
stereotypical male figure in order

to save her new sensitive

guy/Renaissance male figure from

male figure number one's

maladjusted decision making
process. The transitions from the

male figures is interesting. The
bad guy and almost all that

surrounds him is in black and
white and when the new sensitive

guy shows up it's like Ted Turner

got hold of the film and colorized

it. It's not done in the classical

fashion of Wizard of Oz or
D.O.A., but it's interesting.

Some where in the beginning

Julia Roberts makes the bad guy

dinner consisting of lamb, new

potatoes and early peas; there's got

to be some symbolism there but it

escapes me. After a sinister

mockery of West Side Story,
the sensitive guy catches Julia

Roberts breaking the law with her

dress pulled up around her waist

and leverages the situation to his

future benefit. No symbolism
here either, it's just a cheap
attempt to write about it.

Pivotal scenes are a foiled

sweet-old-lady-snuffing scene, and

some gratuitous sensitive, nineties

guy-bashing. It's not action

packed and it's not "chock-full-o-

hooters" either, but Sleeping
with the Enemy is good,
exciting and a bit unnerving at

times. It's not as good as The
Jagged Edge, but it's better than

Not Without My Daughter.
Plan to see it several times before

you judge it, if you or anyone you
know had anything to do with the

movie.

Hey, that's the way I see it.

You can see it at Oleander Cinema
6.

Thursday
mmimmmmmmmmmmmm

Comedy Zone

Blockade Runner

ECLIPSE
Guiseppe's

NUTHIN' FANCY
Yellow Rose Saloon

JOHNNY QUEST
Mad Monk

Karaoke

Jacob's Run

Red, Hot and Cole

Thalian Hall

Three One-Act Love

Plays

Thalian Hall (Studio)

The Voltage Brothers

Wagoner Hall-UNCW

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Friday

DOCTOR HECTOR and

The GROOVE INJECTORS!
Guiseppe's

NUTHIN' FANCY
Yellow Rose Saloon

CAPTAIN COOK and
THE COCONUTZ
rront Street News

CHILD'S PLAY
vlad Monk

Three One-Act Plays

Thalian Hall

Jazz Recital with

FRANK BONGIORNO
Kenan Auditorium

mmm
Saturday
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

DOCTOR HECTOR and

The GROOVE INJECTORSl

WLOZ's
Top Ten
1. WEEN

God Ween Satan

2. YOLATENGO
Here Comes My Baby

3. SLUDGEHAMMER
EP"7

4. 11th DREAM DAY
Lived To Tell

5. BONGWATER
The Power ofPussy

6. THE GRIFTERS
'

Disfigurehead

7. JESUS LIZARD
Mouth Breather

8. Variuos Artist

Form The Twisted

Minds Come . .

.

9. MOON
Questionable Places

and Things

10.THE CANANES
A Love Affair

With Nature
,

BillyClub Fest

Had A Party
MARK SCHARAHA
MUSIC REVIEWER

A local band Billy Club
Fest, who combine a variety of
music styles such as rap, rock
and funk into their own music,

held a tape release party in

front of about 400 people last

Thursday night at the Mad
Monk.

Tape release parties are a

popular form of self promotion

for new and upcoming artists.

The first 250 people received a

free copy of the cassette.

The tape, Down Your
Throat, contains five songs, all

of which were performed at the

party. Billy Club I est s

hour long show was lively and

energetic, and well received by

the audience.

Did You Know?
I had absolutely no idea

what to put here!

Did You Care?

Concert Update
From Surf 107
Phone 251-1075 for more info.

2/16 AC/DC ml Kings X
Charlotte

2/17 AC/DC w/ Kings X
Greensboro, N.C.

2/17 Bad Company and

Damn Yankees
Asheville, N.C.

2/27 Living Colour
with Guest TBA
Raleigh Memorial

2/28 Neil Young
& Crazy Horse

with Sonic Youth
Chapel Hill

3/2 Sting

w/ Concrete Blonde
Columbia. S.C.

3/19 CINDERELLA W/
BULLET BOYS
Greenville

3/24 CINDERELLA W/
BULLET BOYS
Charlotte

1st Annual Greek Row
Benefit with VELDT
Free Pizza!

Mad Monk

NUTHIN' FANCY
Yellow Rose Saloon

CAPTAIN COOK and

THE COCNUTZ
Front Street News

TUMBLIN' DICE

Jacob's Run

Three One Act Plays

Thalian Hall (Studio)

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Tuesday

ARLO GUTHRIE
Kenan Auditorium

T-omeayZone^^
256-2251

Front Street News
762-6397

Guiseppe's

256-9600

Jacob's Run
251-1140

Mad Monk
395-0280

Thalian Hall

763-3398

Y^11™ Rose Saloon
791-2001
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Student Life Goals Change &t3¥£kRacial

This year's college freshmen

may be the most idealistic, least

materialistic
a
batch of students in

years, a new survey reports.

The annual nationwide
reading of first-year students'

political attitudes, for example,

revealed that a record number of

them participated in

demonstrations when they were in

high school. A record number
also planned to continue
protesting in college.

Moreover, the number of
students whose goal is "being

very well off financially" declined

for the second straight year.

"These trends show that there

is a rapidly expanding number of

American college students who
are dissatisfied with the status quo
and who want to become
personally involved in bringing

about change in American
society," said Alexander W.
Astin, the UCLA professor of

higher education who directed the

survey.

"I've noticed that people are

getting more involved" in
demonstrations, added D. D.
Hardy, a junior at Delta State

University in Mississippi.

In a survey of nearly 200,000

students at 382 two- and four-year

campuses, 39.4 percent said they

had participated in a

demonstration during high

school, a 2.7 percent increase

over the year before.

A record 7.1 percent said they

planned to take part in campus
protests.

Such activism surprisingly

exceeds what Astin found in

1968, when the student anti-war

movement was flowering.

At that time, only 16 percent

of first-year students had joined in

high school demonstrations.

Only 4.1 percent planned to

march in college.

The survey was conducted by

the University of California at

Los Angeles' Higher Education

Research Institute and the

American Council on Education,

and was taken before the war in

the Persian Gulf began.

Despite the survey's results,

not everyone sees a change in the

activity level of new students.

"I'd say they're more
informed, but not necessarily

more active," said Dean
Edmiston, a sophomore at

Cabrillo College in California.

Fewer students admitted to

being overtly materialistic.
While the number of first-year

students whose goal was "being

very well off financially"
increased steadily from 1970 to

1987, in 1990 it declined for the

second straight year, from 75.4
percent to 73.7 percent of the

class.

Interest in business careers

and business-related careers

declined, while teaching careers

and post-graduate education
increased in popularity.

But some students
themselves disagree that
materialism is decreasing. Many
seem to believe their classmates
are just as materialistic as prior

classes, if not more so.

Students today "see what
students got in the '80s and they
want just as much, if not more,"
said Damn Parsons, a sophomore
at Big Bend Community College
in Washington.

The environment and racial

discrimination appear to be
students' top concerns, as they
were last year.

The survey found 87.9
percent of students believe "the
federal government is not doing
enough to control environmental
pollution."

And nearly four out of five

students disagreed with the
statement "racial discrimination is

no longer a major problem in

America."

Issues At UND

CPS WIRE. . .

Bomb threats continued to

plague campuses, and security

forces speculate it may be due to

the war in the Gulf. A bomb
threat was phones into all 1 1

state-run campuses in North
Dakota, for example, forcing

Minot State University to

evacuate students twice in one

week.

The University of California

at Santa Barbara suffered five

bomb threats in a week, starting

with one issued to coincide with

the expiration of the original Jan.

15 deadline for Saddam Hussein

to get his troops out of Kuwait.

BATON ROUGE, La. (CPS)
• Elizabeth Breaux, daughter of

U.S. Sen. John Breaux, has

gotten a tuition waiver for each of

the last three semesters at

Louisiana State University, LSU
Board of Supervisors member
Gordon Dore admitted.

Dore explained he had known
Breaux for years, and that he

judged the senator, who makes
$95,000 a year, was in need of

financial aid.

"If anyone thinks I gave
those scholarships as a personal

favor, they're absolutely wrong,"

Dore said. He then added,

"People call me who can
influence the political climate of

the university. It's difficult to

tell these people 'no."

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet

During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team

members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right—
20poundsinl4 days! The basis ofthe diet is chemical food action and was devised

by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy

is maintained (very important !) while reducing. You keep "full" — no starvation

— because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whether

you work, travel or stay at home.

This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.

Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give yourself the

same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even

if you've tried all the other diets, youowe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski

Team Diet That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order

today. Tear this out as a reminder.

Send only $10.00 ($10.50 for Rush Service)- to: SlimQulk, P.O.Box 103,

Dept. 2R, Hayden, ID 83835. Don't order unless you want to lose 20 pounds in

two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will do. © 1990

DAYLIGHT HOUR SPECIAL

$1.00 OFF
ANY SIZE BASKET OF RANGE BALLS

M0NDRV-FRI0RV 9RM-5PM

JUST BRING THIS RDUERTISEMENT.

ImVOLF CENTER
395-2750

•LIGHTED DRIVING RANGE

•DISCOUNT GOLF SHOP

•INDIVIDUAL LESSONS BY APPOINTMENT

•2 PGA TEACHING PROFESSIONALS

JETHE HAWK'S NESTJE

CHECK OUT OUR 99C BREAKFAST SPECIALS

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

. LUNCH SPECIALS • FEBBUAAY 18-22

WASHINGTON, D.C.
(CPS) - There is so little control

over federal college loan programs
that thelU.S. Dept. of Education
and its! college loan programs
that the U.S. Dept. of Education
and its predecessors have loaned
more than $100 million to

ineligible; students during the past

25 years, (he General Accounting
Office reported Jan. 28.

"Critical internal controls"
over the program "are missing,"

the GAO report concluded.

Apparently impressed by the

huge anti-war turnout
inWashington, D.C, Jan. 26,

George Bush and spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater both separately

condoned protest activity as

"entirely appropriate."

"We are at the 80th percentile

in terms of support, so why argue
with the remaining 20 percent?"
an unnamed administration
official told the Washington Post.

He added the White House
had warned employees "not to

appear shrill, not to question
anybody's motives, but to give a
benign nod to the anti-war
movement"

BALTIMORE, Md. (CPS) -

The University of Maryland -

Baltimore County's refusal to let

campus security officers wear
beards amounts to discrimination

against black men, the state's

Human Relations Board ruled Jan.

30.

The board said UMBC erred

when it forced policeman Donald
Boyd to quit in 1983 because he

refused to shave, a process that

Boyd said would be
extraordinarily painful to him
because he has pseudofolliculitis

barbae, a skin condition unique to

black males.

The board ordered UMBC to

reinstate Boyd and give him
$22,591 in back pay.

Terrorism fears prompted the

University of Wisconsin at Eau
Claire to cancel a semester in

Germany for 15 students and to

suspend 25 students' scheduled

semester in Scotland, while

Oregon State University's

International Education office said

it had started daily contacts with

its students currently studying in

Italy, France and Germany.

WOOSTER, Ohio (CPS) -

Students at the College o f

Wooster ranked Barron's Profiles

of American Colleges and the

Fiske Guide to Colleges as the

best -regarded among 13 poplular

"resource guides," a survey of

Wooster's freshmen class found.

Next on the guidebook hit

parade were: "America's Best

Colleges" by the U.S. News &
World Report, Peterson's Guide
to Four-Year Colleges, The
College Handbook by the College

Board and the Yale Daily New
Insider's Guide to Colleges.

(CPS) - All high school

seniors should have to take a

mandatory national achievement

test before getting their high

school diplomas, a school reform

group said Jan. 30.

"The test will add meaning to

the high school diploma," said

Thomas Kean, president of Kean

College in New Jersey and

chairman of Educate America, the

reform group.

Elsewhere, Detroit School

Superintendent John Porter, on

Jan. 29, proposed making 8th

graders have at least a C average,

have a clean police record and

pass a math and science test

before being allowed to go on to

9th grade.

PITTSBURGH, Pa. (CPS) -

Carlow College employees
should donate one day's pay each

month to help the school balance

its budget, college official John
Nodzelewski said Jan. 28, adding
the private women's college will

also cut four faculty members and
shorten library hours next
semester.

Budgets unveiled elsewhere

threatened to cut $2.9 million

from George Mason University in

Virginia and $3.3 million from
New Jersey Institute of
Technology.

At the University of Maine
system, officials breathed a sigh

of relief that the state's proposed
new budget would cut 2.25
percent from their coffers,
meaning they would not have to

EJLOGnfl SUB, CHIPS HM]
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Adrienne Boyle

Colleen Braun

Jennifer Callison

Michele Cameron

Shelley Cavenaugh

Candace Childers

Natalie Couvin

Stephanie Drake

Julie Ellison

Congratulations to

the new

Delta Zeta Sisters!

(CPS) - Some students at the

University of North Dakota
(UND) at Grand Forks have
officially accused administrators of

mixing metaphors, and want them
unmixed immediately.

Upset that the campus's new
mascot - a big green gorilla named
"Thunder the Bleacher Creature"

that enterains at UND's basketball

and hockey games • doesn't quite

fit with a school whose official

team name is the "Fighting

Sioux,". A city committee wants
to dump either the gorilla or the

Native American name.

"We're questioning the

rationale" of having a green gorilla

represent the Fighting Sioux,
said Mike Saunders, a law student

atUND and a Native American.

In January, a Grand Forks
committee on discrimination
recommended that UND get rid of

either Thunder or the Fighting

Sioux name.

Saunders, a member of the

committee, prefers getting rid of

the name. He finds the Fighting

Sioux derogatory toward Native
Americans.

"Sioux literally means 'little

snakes,"' Saunders explained. "It's

not what the Sioux call

themselves".

"Drop the name, and you can

do whoever you want with the

mascot," he added.

On Jan. 30, Eastern Michigan

University regents did just that,

voting to stop using its "Hurons"

nickname and logo.

"I do not believe we can
justify the continuous use of
symbols which we now know
offend and denigrate, however
unintentionally, members of our

community," EMU President

William Shelton said in

announcing the decision.

Scores of other schools have

dropped Native American
symbols, nicknames and mascots

in recent years.

Among them were
Northeastern State, Stanford, St.

Johns and Syracuse universities,

as well as Indiana University of

Pennsylvania and St. Mary's
College.

Conversely, a conservative

student group at Darmouth
College is trying to raise money
to convince the school to readopt

its "Indian" name, which was
replaced more than 10 years ago.

More recently, Native
American groups in October failed

to convince administrators and
boosters at the Universtiy of

Illinois at Champaigh-Urbana to

give up Chief Illiniwek, its Indian

mascot.

In 1989, Central Michigan

University regents decided to keep

their Chippewa symbols, though

they agreed to sponsor special

"Native American awareness"
programs on campus.

So far, UND administrators

have declined to take a stand on

the controversy because the school

has not officially adopted Thunder

as the mascot, said Peter Johnson,

UND's media relations director.

Thunder, moreover, hasn't had

much of a chance to win anyone's

heart.

Funded by a group of local

sports boosters called the
Letterwinner's Association that

raised $4,000, Thunder made its

debut only in November.

Organization members could

not be reached for comment.
UND's Johnson had some
thoughts about the matter,
however. "To my mind there's not

much difference between that (the

gorilla)and the chicken" that serves

as mascot for the San Diego
Padres baseball team, Johnson
said.

The "San Diego Chicken," a

man dressed up in a bright yellow

chicken costume and a Padres cap

and shirt, entertains at games for a

team whose name suggests

Catholic clergymen.

impose a threatened tuition hike

this month.

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (CPS) -

University of Notre Dame Vice

President of Student Affairs

Patricia O'Hara refused to meet

with a delegation of students

hoping to convince her to endorse

a prohibition of using racist

"fighting words" on the campus.

The students, she said, were

not part of an officially

recognized campus group.

At the same time, a

University of Nebraska-Lincoln

committee began hearings
whether to "add some teeth" to

the Student Code by outlawing

certain "fighting words" that

might verbally harass female or

minority students.

(CPS) - Texas collegians may

soon be able to sell even discarded

textbooks back to their campus

bookstore, if a bill recently

introduced in the state House of

Representatives passes.

The bill, written by state

Rep. Billy Clemons, would
require public colleges and
universities in the state to buy

back books no longer used on
campus at 25 percent of their retail

cost.

When students try to resell

books that no longer are required -

usually because of curriculum

changes or because the publisher

releases a new edition - they're

typically either reimbursed for

very little or, more other, can't

sell the book at all.

Clemons, who has a daughter

who attended Texas A&M, thinks

it's "not right that students should

have to buy books and not be able

to sell them back," related aide

Rick Collins.

The bill, which went to he

House Committee on Higher
Education Jan. 28, would require

students to show a receipt for the

purchase price of the textbook.

It would also force campuses

to pay students thousands of

dollars that they don't have,

campus officials reply.

"It's almost ludicrous," said

Wes Aldis, manager fo the

Victoria College Bookstore and

president of the Southwest
College Bookstores Association.

"There's a whole lot of wide-

open language in here," he said.

"It's so wild that it could mean

anything."

Amy Frey

Melinda Gay

Karyn Home

Leslie Huber

Kimberly McKeithen

Andrea Piner

Monica Thomason

Mary Thornhill

Kim Whitehead

I

tlto maJb
MONK
WiiMutffum North Caroiim

Tonight:

Johnny Quest

Friday

Child's Play

Saturday:

Greek Row Benefit

w/ Veldt, Popes,
Hardsoul Poets

Hang in there mdver-We Love You!
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

I Haven't Heard
Anything Worse

BY MARK SCHARAHA
MUSIC REVIEWER

So what is a Soup Dragon?
Does it come in a can of soup?

Is it a mythical creature out of

folklore? Can it be found in

the cafeteria (I wouldn't doubt
it)?

Well, whatever they are

they rocked the Mad Monk last

Saturday night, and at $8 a

ticket I was expecting a less

than full Monk, but what I got

was "Sardine City".

The opening band N o

Reason To Hate, from
Raleigh, have been t o

Wilmington about three times.

They are currently working on

a compact disc, which they

hope will be out in a few
months. They got the crowd
really going, and they hope to

headlining next time they

come down this way.

The Soup Dragons, a

band from Scotland, made their

first appearance here i n

Wilmywood and it was one of

the best all around shows I've

seen at the Monk. The light

show added a lot to the mood.
The crowd was into the show,

as the pit area was a sea of

bobbing heads. The music was
a nice blend of garage band
rock, reminiscent of The
Alarm, and early U2. Their

encore was a cover of the

Rolling Stones' "I'm Free" and

almost everyone in the crowd
sang along to the verse "I'm

free to do whatever I want any
old time ..."

Other notes:
Superchunk will be at

Jacob's Run on the 16th and on
the 15th Baltimore rockers

Child's Play will be at the

Mad Monk. CHECK 'EM OUT!

The Top Ten Reasons To
Watch The Grammy Awards
Show.

10.You have a dentist
appointment the next day.

9. You need something to

watch while you pluck out your

nails.

8. Insomnia! Insomnia!

Insomnia!

7. You think Elvis is still

alive.

6. Your brain is smaller

than a pea.

5. You still believe in

Santa Claus.

4. You still listen to your

parents.

3. To see all the scantily

clad women, including Cher.

2. Because you don't have

a life.

And the number one reason

to watch the Grammys:

1. Milli Vanilla won't be
there.

Missing Foundation
Ignore the While Culture

Restless Records

(Yes, that's a ZERO!)
Shark's Teeth

The word "SUCKS" implies

many a thing, all fit this

album. It contains forty-five

minutes of noise and that's it.

No instruments, only industrial

noise, and the vocals are so
distorted it hurt my ears.

Having all my teeth pulled

would have been more fun than

reviewing this album. Do you
know people that you hate?

Well, I wouldn't even give this

to them. There are movies so

bad they aren't even classified

as "B" movies. On that scale,

this album isn't even a "D"
recording.

1 honestly haven't heard
anything worse.

Best Songs: If you are

looking here see #6 on the top

ten list!

Wrathchild
AMERICA- 3 D
Atlantic Records

9 Shark's Teeth

Three dimensional
conjures up the image of

having many sides. In rock

music, many bands are one
dimensional. Heavy metal
bands play metal only, but
Wrathchild tossed this

notion aside.

Bass-laced rhythms, a

kicking double-bass drum beat,

and fast changing lead guitar

riffs characterize this album.

Rather than being a total

heavy metal album, it leans

towards the rock genre.

Their debut album ,Climbin

the Walls, had a harder edge,

but this album is so radically

different it is that much better.

It can still be called heavy
metal- it's softer than most
metal albums but harder than

most rock albums. The changes
of rhythm from fast to slow
and flawlessly back to fast is

very impressive. Draintime is

distinctly an example of these

changes in rhythm.

This album could qualify as

one of the best heavy metal
albums of the year.

Best Songs- I liked
everyone of them, but I loved

Surrounded by Idiots and
Gentlemen Death .

UNCW Professor Will

Perform In Jazz Recital
The UNCW Department of

Fine Arts, Music Division, will

present saxophonist Frank
Bongiorno in a Jazz recital on

February 15, 1991, at 8:00

p.m. in Kenan Hall on the
university campus.

Dr. Bongiorno, an active

recitalist and Jazz artist

throughout the world, will

perform with a small combo and

strings, as well as with a big

band.

Bongiorno has performed
in Washington, D.C., Los
Angeles, New York City,

Nuremberg and Tokyo. In 1988

he was third prize winner in the

Seventh Annual Young
Performers Competition in Los

Angeles. He was also quarter

finalist in the prestigious

Concert Artist Guild
International competition in

New York.

Bongiorno has worked with

such artists as Carol Channing,

Red Skelton, Les Brown,
Frankie Vallie, Phil Woods and

others. He is currently an

Assistant Professor of Music
here at UNCW, where he

teaches saxophone and is

director of the Jazz program.

As a Champion of new
music for saxophone, Dr.
Bongiorno has premiered

several works written for him
by composers David Baker and
David Kechley, among others.

His solo recording, "Classic
Saxophone", has won critical

acclaims and can be heard on
public radio stations throughout
the country.

Combo and strings musical

selections will include
Repetition, Just Friends, What
is This Thing Called Love?, and
Summer Knows, from the movie
Summer of '42. Assisting in

the combo will be Greg Eavey
on drums, Allen Youngblood on

piano, and Herman Burney on
bass. The string section will

be composed of members of the

Wilmington Symphony
Orchestra and Wilmington

Academy of Music, led by
Nancy McAllister. Big band
selections will include
Ornithology, Black Brown and
Beautiful, and Samba Dubois.

Performance time is at 8:00

p.m. and admission is $5 for

adults and $2 for students and
senior citizens. UNCW students

with valid ID are admitted for

FREE. Tickets are on sale at

Kenan Auditorium box office,

791-9695. For more
information call the UNCW
Music Division at $95-3390.

Arlo

Guthrie

Performs
Arlo Guthrie, the son of the

late legendary folksinger
Woody Guthrie, will b e

appearing at Kenan Auditorium
on Tuesday, February 19th at

8:00 p.m..

Guthrie, surrounded by
music as a young child,

successfully began his solo
career in 1967 at the Newport
Folk Festival with what became
the event of the decade when he
sang his anti-draft song Alice's

Restaurant . The wry delivery

and flawless timing evident in

Alice's Restaurant would come
to typify Arlo's unique style. It

wasn't long after this debut that

he scored big again with
Coming Into Los Angeles,
performed at Woodstock, and
City Of New Orleans.

Arlo tours extensively
across the United States and
Canada, and abroad as well.

His concerts are extremely
popular -his stage presence is

viable, and unique. A born

storyteller, he happens to be an

accomplished musician as well,

playing keyboards, guitar,

banjo and harmonica with equal

virtuosity. Whether performing

solo, accompanied by his band,

or in concert with Pete Seeger,

he will offer a selection of old

and new, original and
traditional, that will please
everyone, and a glimpse at his

audience will verify that.

Guthrie has released
thirteen albums thus far, from
Alice's Restaurant to Someday,
his most recent release. In

addition, he has recorded three

live albums with varying
accompaniment.

Tickets are available
$13.50 advance, and $15.50 (at

the door) at Kenan Auditorium,
791-9695, and 1-800-732-
3643, and also Front Street

News, 114 Market St., 762-
NEWS.

Sleeping With Your Enemy
Can Be Unnerving At Times

BY TRF.Y WVATT
STAFF WRITER

For the first time in what . . .

six years now, Home Alone
was knocked out of the number
one movie spot by Julia Roberts

(Flatliners, Pretty Woman)
in Sleeping with the Enemy.
Like so many other neoclassics

filmed here, almost every showing
in the first three days sold out, and
lot of the viewers came away
unsatisfied. Could it be because
the storyline was weak? Could it

be because the cinematography
was lacking? Or could it be that

all of us egotistical, self-

righteous, naive hicks had some
misconceptions about the amount
of onscreen time cattle-like

treatment would garnish?

The Dude (Raw Deal -

s.w.a.t. team member, Year of

the Dragon- cop with the big

ears, Blue Velvet - cutting

room refuse) has experienced this

phenomenon of "itsuckedbecause-

Iwasn'tinitenough". Besides, the

fact that we spend all our energy

looking for ourselves and people
we know, these movies are really

hard to watch without saying
"their lips say Cape Cod, but their

yard says Wrightsville Beach." If

you can avoid these pitfalls,

Sleeping with the Enemy is

okay.

It's got the nouveau nineties

kind of theme that's running
rampant in the movies right now
where the previously stereotypical

female figure castrates the hyper-

stereotypical male figure in order

to save her new sensitive

guy/Renaissance male figure from

.nale figure number one's

maladjusted decision making
process. The transitions from the

male figures is interesting. The
bad guy and almost all that

surrounds him is in black and
white and when the new sensitive

guy shows up it's like Ted Turner

got hold of the film and colorized

it. It's not done in the classical

fashion of Wizard of Oz or

D.O.A., but it's interesting.

Some where in the beginning

Julia Roberts makes the bad guy

dinner consisting of lamb, new

potatoes and early peas; there's got

to be some symbolism there but it

escapes me. After a sinister

mockery of West Side Story,
the sensitive guy catches Julia

Roberts breaking the law with her

dress pulled up around her waist

and leverages the situation to his

future benefit. No symbolism
here either, it's just a cheap
attempt to write about it.

Pivotal scenes are a foiled

sweet-old-lady-snuffing scene, and

some gratuitous sensitive, nineties

guy-bashing. It's not action

packed and it's not "chock-full-o-

hooters" either, but Sleeping
with the Enemy is good,
exciting and a bit unnerving at

times. It's not as good as The
Jagged Edge, but it's better than

Not Without My Daughter.
Plan to see it several times before

you judge it, if you or anyone you
know had anything to do with the

movie.

Hey, that's the way I see it.

You can see it at Oleander Cinema
6.

Thursday
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

Comedy Zone

Blockade Runner

ECLIPSE
Guiseppe's

NUTHIN' FANCY
Yellow Rose Saloon

JOHNNY QUEST
Mad Monk

Karaoke
Jacob's Run

Red, Hot and Cole

Thalian Hall

Three One-Act Love

Plays

Thalian Hall (Studio)

The Voltage Brothers

Wagoner Hall-UNCW

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Friday

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

DOCTOR HECTOR and
The GROOVE INJECTOR!
Guiseppe's

NUTHIN" FANCY
Yellow Rose Saloon

CAPTAIN COOK and
IHE COCONUTZ
rront Street News

CHILD'S PLAY
vlad Monk

Three One-Act Plays

Thalian Hall

Jazz Recital with

FRANK BONGIORNO
Kenan Auditorium

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Saturday
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

DOCTOR HECTOR and

The GROOVE INJECTORS!

1st Annual Greek Row
Benefit with VELDT
Free Pizza!

Mad Monk

NUTHIN' FANCY
Yellow Rose Saloon

WLOZ's
Top Ten
1. WEEN
God Ween Satan

2. YOLATENGO
Here Comes My Baby

3. SLUDGEHAMMER
EP"7

4. 11th DREAM DAY
Lived To Tell

5. BONGWATER
The Power ofPussy

6. THEGRTFTERS
'

Disfigurehead

7. JESUS LIZARD
Mouth Breather

8. Variuos Artist

Form The Twisted

Minds Come . .

.

9. MOON
Questionable Places

and Things

10.THE CANANES
A Love Affair

With Nature

BillyClub Fest

Had A Party
MARK SCHARAC.A
MUSIC REVIEWER

A local band Billy Club
Fest, who combine a variety of
music styles such as rap, rock
and funk into their own music,

held a tape release party in

front of about 400 people last

Thursday night at the Mad
Monk.

Tape release parties are a

popular form of self promotion

for new and upcoming artists.

The first 250 people received a

free copy of the cassette.

The tape, Down Your
Throat, contains five songs, all

of which were performed at the

party. Billy Club Fest's

hour long show was lively and

energetic, and well received by

the audience.

Did You Know?
I had absolutely no idea

what to put here!

Did You Care?

Concert Update
From Surf 107
Phone 251-1075 for more info.

2/16 AC/DC w/ Kings X
Charlotte

2/17 AC/DC w/ Kings X
Greensboro, N.C.

2/17 Bad Company and

Damn Yankees
AshevMe, N.C.

2/27 Living Colour
with Guest TBA
Raleigh Memorial

2/28 Neil Young
& Crazy Horse

with Sonic Youth
Chapel Hill

3/2 Sting

w/ Concrete Blonde
Columbia. S.C.

3/19 CINDERELLA W/
BULLET BOYS
Greenville

3/24 CINDERELLA W/
BULLET BOYS
Charlotte

CAPTAIN COOK and

THECOCNUTZ
Front Street News

TUMBLIN' DICE
Jacob's Run

Three One Act Plays

Thalian Hall (Studio)

Tuesday
mmmm

mmmmmmm

ARLO GUTHRIE
Kenan Auditorium

^omedy2!one™
256-2251

Front Street News
762-6397

Guiseppe's

256-9600

Jacob's Run
251-1140

Mad Monk
395-0280

Thalian Hall

763-3398

Yellow Rose Saloon
791-2001

w.
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Student Life GoalS Change Mascot Raises Racial

This year's college freshmen
may be the most idealistic, least

materialisti^batch of students in

years, a new survey reports.

The annual nationwide
reading of first-year students'

political attitudes, for example,
revealed that a record number of
them participated in

demonstrations when they were in

high school. A record number
also planned to continue
protesting in college.

Moreover, the number of
students whose goal is "being

very well off financially" declined

for the second straight year.

"These trends show that there

is a rapidly expanding number of

American college students who
are dissatisfied with the status quo
and who want to become
personally involved in bringing

about change in American
society," said Alexander W.
As tin, the UCLA professor of
higher education who directed the

survey.

"I've noticed that people are

getting more involved in
demonstrations, added D. D.
Hardy, a junior at Delta State

University in Mississippi.

In a survey of nearly 200,000

students at 382 two- and four-year

campuses, 39.4 percent said they

had participated in a

demonstration during high

school, a 2.7 percent increase

over the year before.

A record 7.1 percent said they

planned to take part in campus
protests.

Such activism surprisingly

exceeds what As tin found in

1968, when the student anti-war

movement was flowering.

At that time, only 16 percent

of first-year students had joined in

high school demonstrations.

Only 4.1 percent planned to

march in college.

The survey was conducted by

the University of California at

Los Angeles' Higher Education

Research Institute and the

American Council on Education,

and was taken before the war in

the Persian Gulf began.

Despite the survey's results,

not everyone sees a change in the

activity level of new students.

"I'd say they're more
informed, but not necessarily

more active," said Dean
Edmiston, a sophomore at

Cabrillo College in California.

Fewer students admitted to

being overtly materialistic.
While the number of first-year

students whose goal was "being

very well off financially"
increased steadily from 1970 to

1987, in 1990 it declined for the

second straight year, from 75.4
percent to 73.7 percent of the

class.

Interest in business careers

and business-related careers

declined, while teaching careers

and post-graduate education
increased in popularity.

But some students
themselves disagree that
materialism is decreasing. Many
seem to believe their classmates
are just as materialistic as prior

classes, if not more so.

Students today "see what
students got in the '80s and they
want just as much, if not more,"
said Darrin Parsons, a sophomore
at Big Bend Community College
in Washington.

The environment and racial

discrimination appear to be
students' top concerns, as they
were last year.

The survey found 87.9
percent of students believe "the
federal government is not doing
enough to control environmental
pollution."

And nearly four out of five

students disagreed with the
statement "racial discrimination is

no longer a major problem in

America."

Issues At UND

CPS WIRE. . .

Bomb threats continued to

plague campuses, and security

forces speculate it may be due to

the war in the Gulf. A bomb
threat was phones into all 1

1

state-run campuses in North
Dakota, for example, forcing

Minot State University to

evacuate students twice in one
week.

The University of California

at Santa Barbara suffered five

bomb threats in a week, starting

with one issued to coincide with

the expiration of the original Jan.

IS deadline for Saddam Hussein

to get his troops out of Kuwait.

•2

BATON ROUGE, La. (CPS)
- Elizabeth Breaux, daughter of

U.S. Sen. John Breaux, has

gotten a tuition waiver for each of

the last three semesters at

Louisiana State University, LSU
Board of Supervisors member
Gordon Dore admitted.

Dore explained he had known
Breaux for years, and that he

judged the senator, who makes
$95,000 a year, was in need of

financial aid.

"If anyone thinks I gave
those scholarships as a personal

favor, they're absolutely wrong,"

Dore said. He then added,

"People call me who can
influence the political climate of

the university. It's difficult to

tell these people 'no."

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet

During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right

—

20 pounds in 14 days! The basis ofthediet is chemical food action and was devised

by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Norma] energy

is maintained (very important!) while reducing. You keep "full" — no starvation

— because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whether

you work, travel or stay at home.

This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet If it weren't, the U.S.

Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give yourself the

same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even

ifyou've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski

Team Diet That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order

today. Tear this out as a reminder.

Send only $10.00 ($10.50 for Rush Service)- to: SUtnQulk, P.O.Box 103,

Dept. 2R, Hayden, ID 83835. Don't order unless you want to lose 20 pounds in

two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will do. © 1990

WASHINGTON, D.C.
(CPS) - There is so little control

over federal college loan programs
that thelU.S. Dept. of Education
and itsl college loan programs
that the U.S. Dept. of Education
and its predecessors have loaned
more than $100 million to

ineligible students during the past

25 years, the General Accounting
Office reported Jan. 28

.

"Critical internal controls"
over the program "are missing,"

the GAO report concluded.

Apparently impressed by the

huge anti-war turnout
inWashington, D.C, Jan. 26,
George Bush and spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater both separately

condoned protest activity as

"entirely appropriate."

"We are at the 80th percentile

in terms of support, so why argue
with the remaining 20 percent?"
an unnamed administration
official told the Washington Post.

He added the White House
had warned employees "not to
appear shrill, not to question
anybody's motives, but to give a
benign nod to the anti-war
movement"

DAYLIGHT HOUR SPECIAL

$1.00 OFF
flNV SIZE BASKET OF RANGE BALLS

M0NDRV-FRIDRV 9HM-5PM
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Uolf CEr
LEY

ENTER
tMtMCWwMMxri 395-2750

•LIGHTED DRIVING RANGE

•DISCOUNTGOLF SHOP
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2 PGA TEACHING PROFESSIONALS

JETHE HAWK'S NESTJB
CHECK OUT OUR 99C BREAKFAST SPECIALS

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK
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Terrorism fears prompted the

University of Wisconsin at Eau
Claire to cancel a semester in

Germany for 15 students and to

suspend 25 students' scheduled

semester in Scotland, while

Oregon State University's

International Education office said

it had started daily contacts with

its students currently studying in

Italy, France and Germany.

WOOSTER, Ohio (CPS) -

Students at the College of
Wooster ranked Barron's Profiles

of American Colleges and the

Fiske Guide to Colleges as the

best -regarded among 13 poplular

"resource guides," a survey of

Wooster's freshmen class found.

Next on the guidebook hit

parade were: "America's Best
Colleges" by the U.S. News &
World Report, Peterson's Guide
to Four-Year Colleges, The
College Handbook by the College

Board and the Yale Daily New
Insider's Guide to Colleges.

BALTIMORE, Md. (CPS) -

The University of Maryland -

Baltimore County's refusal to let

campus security officers wear
beards amounts to discrimination

against black men, the state's

Human Relations Board ruled Jan.

30.

The board said UMBC erred

when it forced policeman Donald
Boyd to quit in 1983 because he

refused to shave, a process that

Boyd said would be
extraordinarily painful to him
because he has pseudofolliculitis

barbae, a skin condition unique to

black males.

The board ordered UMBC to

reinstate Boyd and give him
$22,591 in backpay.

(CPS) - All high school

seniors should have to take a

mandatory national achievement

test before getting their high

school diplomas, a school reform

group said Jan. 30.

"The test will add meaning to

the high school diploma," said

Thomas Kean, president of Kean

College in New Jersey and

chairman of Educate America, the

reform group.

Elsewhere, Detroit School

Superintendent John Porter, on
Jan. 29, proposed making 8th

graders have at least a C average,

have a clean police record and

pass a math and science test

before being allowed to go on to

9th grade.

PITTSBURGH, Pa. (CPS) -

Carlow College employees
should donate one day's pay each

month to help the school balance

its budget, college official John
Nodzelewski said Jan. 28, adding

the private women's college will

also cut four faculty members and
shorten library hours next
semester.

Budgets unveiled elsewhere

threatened to cut $2.9 million

from George Mason University in

Virginia and $3.3 million from
New Jersey Institute of

Technology.

At the University of Maine
system, officials breathed a sigh

of relief that the state's proposed
new budget would cut 2.25
percent from their coffers,
meaning they would not have to

(CPS) - Some students at the

University of North Dakota
(UND) at Grand Forks have
officially accused administrators of
mixing metaphors, and want them
unmixed immediately.

Upset that the campus's new
mascot - a big green gorilla named
"Thunder the Bleacher Creature"
that enterains at UND's basketball

and hockey games - doesn't quite

fit with a school whose official

team name is the "Fighting
Sioux,". A city committee wants
to dump either the gorilla or the

Native American name.

"We're questioning the
rationale" of having a green gorilla

represent the Fighting Sioux,
said Mike Saunders, a law student

atUND and a Native American.

In January, a Grand Forks
committee on discrimination
recommended that UND get rid of
either Thunder or the Fighting

Sioux name.

Saunders, a member of the

committee, prefers getting rid of

the name. He finds the Fighting

Sioux derogatory toward Native
Americans.

"Sioux literally means 'little

snakes,'" Saunders explained. "It's

not what the Sioux call

themselves".

"Drop the name, and you can
do wha/ever you want with the

mascot," he added.

On Jan. 30, Eastern Michigan

University regents did just that,

voting to stop using its "Hurons"

nickname and logo.

"I do not believe we can
justify the continuous use of
symbols which we now know
offend and denigrate, however
unintentionally, members of our

community," EMU President
William Shelton said in

announcing the decision.

Scores of other schools have

dropped Native American
symbols, nicknames and mascots

in recent years.

Among them were
Northeastern State, Stanford, St.

Johns and Syracuse universities,

as well as Indiana University of

Pennsylvania and St. Mary's
College.

Conversely, a conservative

student group at Darmouth
College is trying to raise money
to convince the school to readopt

its "Indian" name, which was
replaced more than 10 years ago.

More recently, Native
American groups in October failed

to convince administrators and
boosters at the Universtiy of

Illinois at Champaigh-Urbana to

give up Chief Illiniwek, its Indian

mascot.

In 1989, Central Michigan
University regents decided to keep

their Chippewa symbols, though

they agreed to sponsor special

"Native American awareness"
programs on campus.

So far, UND administrators

have declined to take a stand on
the controversy because the school

has not officially adopted Thunder
as the mascot, said Peter Johnson,

UND's media relations director.

Thunder, moreover, hasn't had

much of a chance to win anyone's

heart.

Funded by a group of local

sports boosters called the
Letterwinner's Association that

raised $4,000, Thunder made its

debut only in November.

Organization members could

not be reached for comment.
UND's Johnson had some
thoughts about the matter,
however. "To my mind there's not

much difference between that (the

gorilla)and the chicken" that serves

as mascot for the San Diego
Padres baseball team, Johnson
said.

The "San Diego Chicken," a

man dressed up in a bright yellow

chicken costume and a Padres cap

and shirt, entertains at games for a

team whose name suggests

Catholic clergymen.

impose a threatened tuition hike

this month.

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (CPS) -

University of Notre Dame Vice

President of Student Affairs

Patricia O'Hara refused to meet

with a delegation of students

hoping to convince her to endorse

a prohibition of using racist

"fighting words" on the campus.

The students, she said, were

not part of an officially

recognized campus group.

At the same time, a

University of Nebraska-Lincoln

committee began hearings
whether to "add some teeth" to

the Student Code by outlawing

certain "fighting words" that

might verbally harass female or

minority students.

(CPS) - Texas collegians may
soon be able to sell even discarded

textbooks back to their campus
bookstore, if a bill recently

introduced in the state House of

Representatives passes.

The bill, written by state

Rep. Billy Clemons, would
require public colleges and
universities in the state to buy
back books no longer used on
campus at 25 percent of their retail

cost.

When students try to resell

books that no longer are required -

usually because of curriculum

changes or because the publisher

releases a new edition - they're

typically either reimbursed for

very little or, more other, can't

sell the book at all.

Clemons, who has a daughter

who attended Texas A&M, thinks

it's "not right that students should

have to buy books and not be able

to sell them back," related aide

Rick Collins.

The bill, which went to he

House Committee on Higher
Education Jan. 28, would require

students to show a receipt for the

purchase price of the textbook.

It would also force campuses

to pay students thousands of
dollars that they don't have
campus officials reply.

"It's almost ludicrous," said

Wes Aldis, manager fo the

Victoria College Bookstore and

president of the Southwest
College Bookstores Association.

"There's a whole lot of wide-

open language in here," he said.

"It's so wild that it could mean
anything."

Adrienne Boyle

Colleen Braun

Jennifer Callison

Michele Cameron

Shelley Cavenaugh

Candace Childers

Natalie Couvin

Stephanie Drake

Julie Ellison

Congratulations to

the new

Delta Zeta Sisters!
Amy Frey

Melinda Gay

Karyn Home

Leslie Huber

Kimberly McKeithen

Andrea Piner

Monica Thomason

Mary Thornhill

Kim Whitehead

t/io mcLib

MONK
Wilmatfto Jlortk Cuvliw

Tonight:

Johnny Quest

Friday

Child's Play

Saturday:

Greek Row Benefit

w/ Veldt, Popes,
Hardsoul Poets

Hang in there ITlcIver-We Love You!
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icLeline

ensations
Patrick Fowler
Sports Editor

Will The Real
Fans, Please
Stand Up

I'm going to say this, like it or not.

We stink.

No, not on the hard courts, diamond, track, or

the pool area.

-IN THE STANDS-
Hey. buddy!

Yeah, I'm talking to you.

I see you in that t-shirt and stonewashed jeans.

Don't hide behind that designer <ilk - and dress

shirt from Polo.

Quit ogling that persn next you!

Stop stuffing your face full of hot dogs and

pizzas for a minute.

Wake up dummy, the game is over here!

Yeah, I'm talking to you.

I'm really sick of seeing the lack of school

spirit on this campus. Sure, we aren't the size of

Carolina, Duke, or State. We don't have tons of

alumni support for our home team. There aren't any

big name clubs banging at our door to play us. We
don't have nine billion events going on all day long.

There's limited parking. Yeah, so what!

I've heard about every excuse in the book "Why
I don't do athletic events." Excuses 101: The teams

are bad. The coaching is bad. I'm Bad; and bad

(cool) people aren't into games. I have a test

tomorrow. I had one today. I will have one in the

near future. We never win. We always win. I don't

care if we win. No one is there. Everyone is there.

1 don't know where everyone is. Heard enough?

Well. I have.

Look. Our teams need us. 1 mean it. Just take

the men's basketball team, this season. These guys

are jumping, diving, crashing all over the floor, the

benches, themselves, press row, and into the stands.

They're literally killing themselves for measly
crowds of 2.500 or less. Trask Coliseum seats

6,100 fans, people. The last time it was sold out

was against ECU in 1989. That was two years ago.

That stinks.

Our guys are bruised, battered, and sore. Hell,

they look like new recruits for the 4007th

M*A*S*H for crying out loud. We've got so many

hampered and bandaged souls that we may have to

start tapping now from the local high school in

order to field a team come tournament time. . .

.

which, I may add, is only one short month away . .

. provided we live through February.

What's the deal? Why aren't more people in the

stands? I know many of you regard this university

as a suitcase college, a stepping stone to the

institution or the career of your dreams. But hey,

this place has either housed you, fed you, or both at

one time. It took you in when no one else wanted

you. It has provided an atmosphere of higher

learning so you can make that oh so important leap

to the big time. It deserves a little respect.

What's that? You can't afford to go?

To quote one of our own writers,
"Yeah. ..Right!"

How free is free? Geesh, You students don't

have to pay a cent to go to any athletic contests.

Actually, you already paid to go to the games
through your student fees. So why waste money.
You get an hour and half worth of entertainment and

music - - - courtesy of our small but persistent, pep
band - - - for no extra money down and O dollars a

week.

You have to study.

Can you say boring!!!

Don't get me wrong, I'm all for higher

education. I encourage people to study and work hard

for their grades. But you trying to tell me you can't

spare an hour and a half out to support the home
team?

Baloney.

I have to study hard as much as the next guy. I

just work the game into my schedule. It is not hard

to do. Simply prepare ahead of time for the event,

besides, everyone needs a break from the books now
and then. You know the saying "All work and no

play, makes Johnny a dull boy." And right now,
Johnny can't get any duller.

Okay, you're inside the arena, now what.

Scream stupid! Wave your hands, jump up and

down, paint your faces, paint your chests, chant,

clap, hiss, or bark, I don't care what you do, but do

something. Stop sitting on those hands and

socializing, react.

Did anyone watch the Blue Devils' contest against

Louisiana State (LSU) Saturday. The crowd single-

handedly -- with an assist from Duke center

Christian Laettner, destroyed the so-called best

center in basketball in Shaquille O'Neal. They
yelled when he had the ball. They taunted him at the

free-throw line. They threw confetti in the air,

every time he picked up a foul. And boy, did they

razz him when he blew a dunk. It was
Pandemonium. It was -to coin a Dick Vitale

phrase- Awesome Baby!!

Hey, You in the athletic department.

How about some real halftime entertainment. I

mean I think kids shooting layups or doing

gymnastic flips are cute. But that cuteness runs out

after I've seen them for the 100th time.

What? You're going to the game?
Good.

Let me know when you really get there.

It's Taper City!!
Swimmers from six Colonial Atlantic (George Mason the exception) schools competed Friday thru Saturday against one another in the sixth annual CAA Conference Championships.

Eagles Win CAA Championships
BY PAUL THOMPSON
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

Defending Colonial Athletic Association

champions American University swam circles

around the rest of the league this weekend in the

CAA swimming and diving championships.

The American men, (729 points), paced by

their captain Sergio Lopez, grabbed an early lead in

the three-day meet and never looked back. East

Carolina (577) held onto second place when a late

rally by UNCW fell short, giving the Seahawks

(560) a third place finish. James Madison started

out strong but faded to finish fourth (536), followed

by William and Mary (419) and Richmond (409).

The women's title was decided on the final race

of the event, the 400-yard freestyle.

James Madison, trailing by 19.5 points, could

claim a victory only if American was disqualified

from the race.

The Dukes won the event, but the Eagles

finished without an hitch, equaling their male

counterparts by grabbed their first ever women's
CAA crown, 649-639.5. William and Mary held

solid for third (555) place followed by Navy (488),

UNCW (376.5), Richmond (331) and East Carolina

(319).

"1 am very pleased with the whole weekend,"

UNCW coach Dave Allen said. "Both teams

achieved their goals of improving on their finishes

from last year's meet. Each squad had fine

individual performances, but what kept us in it, was

the outstanding team effort. We had great swims all

through the meet... especially Friday night, when
all of our men's swimmers qualified for the finals...

and scored points for us."

Lopez, who is the world's second fastest

swimmer in the 200-meter breaststroke, won three

single events: the 500-freestyle, the 100- butterfly

and the 200 backstroke. In the 500-freestyle, Lopez

eclipsed the previous meet record (4:33.58) by more

than 5 seconds finishing in a time of 4:27.96. He
also anchored the 200, 400 free-and 400-medley

relay teams. Allen was amazed by Lopez's

performance.

"Sergio Lopez is a world class performer,"

Allen said. "I always enjoy swimming against him

because he's an outstanding competitor."

American's Nicole Fiori was named Women
Swimmer-of-the-Year at the meet. Fiori grabbed

victories in the 500, 200, and 100-freestyle at the

Championships. Firori's effort helped erased a bad

first day of swimming, bringing the Eagles from

behind to take the title.

UNCW's men improved on last year's fourth

place finish with a solid team performance.

"If it wasn't for our slow start, we might have

been able to take second on the men's side," Allen

said. "I feel the men swam very well. Tom Burket

was outstanding in his races and Nick Revelas had a

great performance taking 2nd place in the 100 fly.

Brian Linkfield also did well on both the one and

three meter boards," said Allen.

The women team, led by freshman Rebecca
Compton, also improved on their finish from a year

ago. Last season the Seahawks finished in sixth

place.

Compton set meet, pool, and school records in

the women's 100-yard breaststroke preliminaries

with a time of 57.51. Compton then tied with

JMU's Lottie Swanson for top honors in the finals

of the event.

"....the women, all of the girls did an incredible

job. Rebecca (Compton) swam extremely well in

setting the record. I'm very proud of her. Mary

Tarter and Amy Lewis also had strong showings in

the pool. Nina Pino-Marina also did excellent in

both the one and three meter diving events." Allen

said.

The Seahawks will next attend the bastern

Swimming and Diving Finals at Cleveland State in

Cleveland, Ohio from March 6-9.

Turnovers, Dukes Do In Seahawks

Tressa Ressc scored 14 points and ripped down seven rebounds

in a losing effort,85-62, to the Dukes in Trask Monday evening.

James Madison was led by standout senior point guard Paula

Schuler's career high 22 points.

BY PAUL THOMPSON
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

Take care of the ball.

That was one thing the UNCW Seahawks
women's basketball team forgot to do Monday
night. The Lady Seahawks turned the ball over 24
times in their game against James Madison
University, 12 in the second half alone, to allow the

Dukes to blow open a close game and pick-up the

win, 85-62 in Trask Coliseum.

Tressa Reese led UNCW with 15 points and 9
rebounds. Lorraine Cordaway (14 pts.) and Zandra
Harris (13) were the only other Lady Seahawks who
scored in double figures.

"We had several good individual performances
with three players scoring in double figures,"

UNCW head coach Sherri Tynes said.

"Overall, the team played well and I'm very

pleased with their performance. JMU just had too

much depth and kept putting in fresh players. This
is a disappointing loss.... because everybody played
hard. The turnovers just hurt us a lot by taking

away from our scoring opportunities."

UNCW (2-7 CAA, 5-16 overall) came out hot,

hitting its first five shots, and held an 17-13
advantage following a Reese bucket with 12
minutes remaining in the first half.

Then, James Madison (8-0, 20-2) responded.

The Lady Dukes rattled off six straight baskets

in a 12-1 run grabbing the lead 25-18. A lead they

would never surrender. The Lady Seahawks

scratched their way back into the contest pulling

within five, 35-30, at halftime.

JMU opened the second half with a bang. The

Lady Dukes outscored UNCW 7-2 in the opening

minutes and moving out to a 10-point cushion, 42-

32. With about ten minutes remaining, the fatigue

began to show on the faces of the Seahawks as JMU
began to pull away. The Lady Dukes' 14-2 run

over a five-minute stretch buried UNCW for good,

as the Lady Seahawks fell behind by 24, 70-46 with

5:26 still left in the contest.

Paula Schuler scored a career-high 22 points to

lead the Dukes, who won their NCAA-leading 18th

consecutive game. Brandy Cruthird and Emily

McCrachen each scored 12 points and center Vicki

Harris added 10 for the Lady Dukes.

UNCW outshot and outrebounded the Dukes,

but were beaten from a defensive standpoint. Tynes

noted that defensive pressure applied by the Dukes

was a main factor in the loss.

"James Madison has a very strong defensive

team," Tynes said. "They kept putting pressuve on

the ball and forcing the turnovers. They also took

advantage of the turnovers they caused. If we could

have played with the intensity we did in the first

half, we would have been able to hang in there.

They just wore us down."

The Seahawks have six games remaining, the

final three of which are ?t home. Wednesday, they

travel to Charleston, S.C., to take on Charleston

Southern (formerly Baptist College) at 7 p.m.

i
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at Richmond
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Lefty Escapes Again
Once again, Lefty eludes the Seahawks.

James Madison outscored UNCW 9-2 over the final

four minutes of play to eke out a narrow 75-72

victory Monday night in front of 5,180 in

Harrisonburg, Va. The Dukes have won the last four

contests between the two schools, but the outcome

of the last three hasn't been known to the very end.

The Dukes (9-1 in the CAA, and 16-7 overall) got

23 points from senior guard Fess Irvin and 19 from
'90 CAA Player-of-the-Year Steve Hood to offset

hot shooting from Seahawk guard Brannon

Lancaster (15) and forward Tim Shaw (14). But it

was the defense for the Dukes that made the real

difference.

With the Seahawks (5-6, 10-14) clinging to a slim

two-point advantage,72-70, with 2:24 left in the

contest-courtesy of a Tim Shaw dunk- the Dukes
began to make their final charge at UNCW.
Chancellor Nichols hit a 7-foot jumper in the lane

knotting the game at 72 apiece. JMU immediately

pressured the ball on the inbounds pass forcing a

five second violation before the Seahawks could call

time-out. Steve Hood was fouled on the Dukes next

possession and sunk both free throws putting JMU

c

into the lead for good, 74-72.

Sophomore Jeff Chambers rejected a Shaw jumper

with 25 seconds remaining and was fouled
immediately. Chambers converted the first half of a

one-and-one opportunity leaving the door open for

the Seahawks to send the game into overtime with a

three-pointer. But again UNCW was denied as

Bobby Brown swatted away Lancaster's trey attempt

with three seconds remaining to preserve the win for

the Dukes.

"It was an incredibly intense basketball game and
probably one of the best we ever been in," UNCW
coach Kevin Eastman said. "We didn't execute as

well as should have on that last play. We set two
backscreens too early. Brannon would have been

open, but I guess we tried to run the play too fast."

JMU led by as much as nine points twice in the

first half at 31-22 and 33-24. The Seahawks came
back cutting the deficit to one, 40-39, on a Mark
Eaton trey with 43 seconds left. A dunk and 3-

pointer later by Hood gave JMU a six point

halftime lead, 45-39.

The Seahawks, who without the services of key

reserves, Major Wiggins and Drew Phillips, shot

50.9 percent from the floor and turned the ball over

only nine times. UNCW lost Saturday to George
Mason in Fairfax, Va.

UNCW tackles the Spiders at home on this

Saturday.

Hawks Host Meet
The UNCW track team opens its home season by

dashing school records in the 2nd Annual Seahawk
All-Comers meet, Saturday. Teams from East

Carolina, Pembroke State, and UNCW competed
along with individual entries. Sophomores Karen

Mattewson, Jim Jacobs, Eric Young came out the

biggest winner on the day. Mattewson captured the

1,500 (4:56.9) and 3,000 meters (10.18.7) races

while Young just missed qualifying for the regional

competition with his high jump leap of 6 feet, 1

1

inches. Jacobs was also a double-winner taking the

discus and setting a UNCW record in the hammer
throw competition. Seahawks Diana Meyer
(javelin) and Don Scott (400-meter) also won their

respected events.

Tickets Available
For ECU Contest
Fifty road basketball tickets for the Seahawks final

regular season contest, Feb. 23, against the East

Carolina Pirates in Greenville are available now at

the athletic ticket office in Trask. The office is open

8 am- 5 pm Monday-Friday.

Tickets are $7 and sold on a first come, first serve

bias.

"
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Want To Co For A Walk?
Student Health and Wellness Center is

sponsoring a 1-mile walk starting February 26
through May 4, every Tuesday and Thursday from
12:15 until 1 p.m. Faculty, staff and students who
are interested are welcome to meet Student Health
and Wellness Center staff on the back steps of the
Burney Student Support Building each week for the

walk which will include either one walk around the

entire athletic field which is 1 1/8 miles, or four
laps around the Greene track which is one mile.

If there are any questions concerning this lunch-
time walk, please contact Katie O. Gilbert, RN,
FNP, or Betty Tedder, RN, FNP, at the Student
Health and Wellness Center, Ext. 3280.

SGA Fall Factions Ar* Hpfp?'

Sign up for SGA Fall Elections begins Friday,

February 22 through Thursday, March 1. Positions

available are SGA President, Vice President,
Attorney General, Student Services Coordinator,
Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Class President,
Vice President, and Senator seats. There are also (7)
Spring Representative at Large seats available.

Sign-up in the SGA Office, UU Room 200.

Uncw To HrKt Panpl nkrn<Qinn
On Feb. 26 UNCW will host a panel

discussion on "Middle East: Beyond the War."
Participating in the panel discussion are Professors
Herbert Bodman, a specialist in Islamic History at

UNC Chapel Hill; Hatem Hussaini, a specialist in

international relations at Shaw University, Raleigh;
and Ms. R. Ghouneim from Laval University in

Quebec, Canada. All participants have a special

scholarly interest in the Middle East and have been
studying the region for a number of years.

The program is open to studnets and the public,

and will be held in Cameron Auditorium, UNCW,
at 7:30 p.m. For any additional information, please
contact Professor Ravi Kalia at 395-3319.

Write Your Soldiers Toriav!!?

UNCW Postal Services has received a limited

supply of envelopes which are barcoded for delivery

to units from Fort Bragg, Pope AFB, and Camp
Lejeune who are serving in operation Desert Storm.

These envelopes are available free of charge for

correspondence with military personnel in the Gulf.

First class postage is required when using these

envelopes. For details stop by the Postal Services

window located in the University Center and

remember to bring your APO and FPO address.

Cancer Society To Hold Fund-Raiser

The Cancer Society will hold its residential

crusade, a public education and fund-raising effort,

March 31 - April 12. If you would like to volunteer
to help in the crusade against cancer, please call the

New Hanover County Unit of the American Cancer
Society at 343-1711.

For more information, call The American
Cancer Society, New Hanover County Unit, 343-
1711.

"SimnlP Pleasure Hay"
Alternatives! invites everyone out to recapture

the simpler days of youth by participating in

"Simple Pleasures Day", Monday, February 25 on
the north lawn of the Union. Starting at 1:30 p.m.,

you can come out and blow your best bubble, tie

dye a new t-shirt, hula 'til you drop, construct the

most aerodynamically perfect paper airplane and
more!!! Bring your stuff to tie-dye and come on
out!! Free food and other stuff !! Sponsored by
Alternatives! in recognition of National Collegiate
Drug Awareness Week.

PlarP Your Order Toriav??

Be sure to place your order for Personalized

Graduation Invites before April 1 in the UNCW
Bookstore.

Von Are Invert To Attend...

UNCW students, faculty and staff are invited to

come out to hear three nationally known speakers

right here on campus this weekend! Appearing as

part of the New Hanover County Drug & Alcohol

Symposium on February 22 and 23 are: Willie

Stargell, former Pittsburgh Pirate great-7:30 p.m.

on Friday in Trask Coliseum; The Honorable

Reggie B. Walton of the President's Office of

National Drug Policy-9:00 a.m. on Saturday in

Cameron Hall Auditorium; and Lonise Bias, mother

of the late University of Maryland basketball star

Len Bias-12:00 Luncheon speaker on Saturday in

the Hawk's Nest. Everyone is invited to attend any

and all of these presentations. Free!! Call 395-

3577 or stop by Alternatives! in UU 104 for more
information. (Symposium is sponsored by UNCW,
New Hanover County and the City of Wilmington.)

Leutze Hosts Carter's Speech

Cont. on Page 3

BY MELISSA McfiflgAM
UNCW NEWS

While calling on Americans to Find a

peaceful solution in the Persian Gulf,
former President Jimmy Carter was in

Raleigh last Thursday, where he discussed
international issues and called on the
United States also to help Eastern Europe.

Carter's remarks were broadcast
nationally on C-Span and across North
Carolina in a special edition of "Globe
Watch", hosted by UNCW Chancellor
James R. Leutze.

Carter, speaking as part of the sixth

annual Emerging Issues Forum,
concentrated primarily on his efforts to

shape international issues through the
Carter Center. He addressed problems such
as agricultural lack of knowledge in Africa

and immunization of children in disease-

ridden countries. Americans are asked to

give of their knowledge and talents to

these countries that lack education.

Carter stated, "I would like to see our
great nation take the leadership and find

resolution of conflict by peaceful means.
That's what a great nation is."

Commenting on the Persian Gulf be much more free with my comments.
War, Carter noted that the day before Iraq We need to support our president and pray
invaded Kuwait, there were already 112 for our troops."

conflicts being fought in the world, 30 of Following Carter's talk, Chancellor
which he considered to be wars. He didn't Leutze was invited to be the first to ask
outright criticize President George Bush Carter a question. Leutze's question
but stated, "I wish we weren't at war. I'd concerned a new world order. Carter

responded that Gorbachev failed initially

but his impact opened up tremendous
opportunity that has not been lost. He
brought about the phrase, "Let's have a

new order" but as yet, no one has fully

decided its meaning.

In addition to the keynote address

presented by Carter, a number of other

experts on international affairs participated

in the program.

Herbert Okun, a former U.S.
ambassador to East Germany and a noted

foreign-service officer, said the single

largest failure under the country's

communist regime was economic. The
U.S. holds a certain kind of moral
obligation, "We told them over four

decades to join us, be free, and they've

done it." The universities can take an vital

part in the economic development of
Eastern Europe by "being active in all

fields."

Maciej Kzlowski, chief of mission at

the U.S. Embassy in Poland says they

need more foreign aid and political and
economic expertise. "The best money the

United States has spent is on books,
grants, and scholarships."

Stephen Rhinesmith, the ambassador
of U.S. Soviet Exchange, viewed the heart

of today's problem as economic. "People
lack understanding with linking certain

with certain gains." Signs outside the

embassy last month said, "Market
Economy-Yes Unemployment-No." The
main point Rhinesmith told the audience

was that the United States has the human
resources and the experience to educate.

They have the lifestyles they lead, "not

because they don't care but because they

don't have the resources, knowledge, or
money."

Greeks Wrestle With Racial Questions
BY BRIAN BULLARP

STAFF WRITER

Pete Leighton, President of Pi Kappa Phi, a

predominantly white fraternity, said that Greek

organizations "need to integrate and put color to the

side." His movements toward this end have met

with considerable resistance. He said that the

alumni and some of his brothers were against

pledging a black person because it was "against

tradition".

Vernon Johnson, advisor to the president of the

all-black Phi Beta Sigma chapter on campus said

that, while pledges aren't turned away on the basis

of race, "we prefer Afro-American males."

Donna Butler, president of the Panhellenic

Council and a member of Alpha Delta Pi sorority

said that she would view a black person pledging a

white organization and "I would wonder why she

didn't join a black sorority. I think everyone

would."

A separatist attitude seems to pervade in the

minds of some Greek leaders on the campus of
UNCW. While most leaders say that they want to
bridge the racial gap, others seem to feel that
separate-but equal is alright. Slowly but surely,

steps toward integration are being taken.

Leighton said that as president, he is "taking the

perspective that if someone wants to be a Pi Kappa
Phi, and they will do what we did to get in, 1 have
no problem. One black person pledged us and we
had countless meetings to discuss this. It almost
tore our chapter apart. He had to drop due to his

work schedule. He decided this because he didn't

have time. He wants to come back and we will be
more than willing to accept him back." Since that

time. Pi Kappa Phi has pledged a second black male
in an effort to establish cultural plurality. Leighton
said that "In ten years, we will be a minority. Days
of bigotry are over, and if we don't start rushing

everyone, the chapters will go to hell."

When asked for suggestions as to how
organizations could become more integrated,

Leighton said " Everyone needs to have an open

mind. If a guy is showing interest, talk to him.
Bring in workshops on culture and racism—this

will open eyes. A lot of fraternities are making the

move because racism can't be tolerated. As
president, I won't put up with it."

Vernon Johnson, advisor to the president of Phi

Beta Sigma, a predominantly black fraternity, said

that his fraternity is combatting racism nationally

by "trying to diversify the membership base
everywhere. We have black, Hispanic, white,

handicapped. No one person fits the Phi Beta

Sigma mold. If you believe in the principles that

our founders set for us, you can be a Phi Beta

Sigma. Our chapter has gotten special interest

housing to show that a large number of blacks can

reside with whites and promote cultural awareness
and diversity."

When asked if all ethnic groups are
encouraged to pledge, Johnson said "locally, we
don't encourage anyone to pledge. If a person has

Cont'd, on Page 2

H

University Center To Open
After Spring Break

BY PHILLIP LQlKiHI IN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Ribbon cutting for t h e

University Center will take place on

Wednesday, March 13.

According to Linda Moore.

Director of the University Union, a

ribbon will be wrapped around the

entire building. "Wrapping the

entire building symbolizes the

Union philosophy of joining
together the campus community,"
said Moore.

Moore said that everyone can

participate in the actual ribbon
cutting ceremony at 12:00pm on
Wednesday. The first 300 people to

arrive will receive commemorative
imprinted scissors, but those

arriving afterwards are welcome to

bring their own pair of scissors.

The event will be open t o
participants from both on and off

campus. Speakers for the ceremony

will be representatives of the

student body, the Board of Trustees,

and the administration.

Among the planned activities

after the ribbon cutting are a

skydiving display by the Fort Bragg
Sport Parachute club on Wednesday,

a concert with the Chairmen of the

Board Thursday afternoon, and a

dance the following Friday night

featuring Risse. Also in store,

according to Moore, is indoor golf

in the new ballroom, a talent show
for faculty, staff, students, and
alumni, and a fun run/walk. Further

details will be in student mail boxes
on the Monday following Spring

Break.

PHOTO BY DAVB BALL

Valerie DeAnne White received the Phi Eta Sigma outstanding freshman award.

White hat a 4.0 GPA and is carrying 17 credit hours.
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the grades, he can pledge Phi Beta

Sigma. All we want is a hard

working brother, regardless of

race. We prefer Afro-American

males." Johnson said "I'm not a

supporter of strength in numbers,

I'm a supporter of hard workers, a

person that's going to be an asset.

We have enough step-show artists,

T-shirt wearers, and women
lovers. We need hard workers who
will uplift our fraternity. One
hard worker is better than five

people who only wear the letters."

When asked how blacks that

pledged white fraternities were
viewed by Phi Beta Sigma,
Johnson responded "it's a double

edged sword. If it's in the heart,

we respect them. I don't respect a

black person who downgrades our

fraternity to go somewhere else.

If a person checks into us and

discovers that we are not for them,

then they have the right to go
where they want to. We may not

have done our job in selling our

fraternity."

Johnson suggested that a

means of bringing black and white

Greeks together was the "Generic

Dance" that was held two years

ago. "The greatest thing that

happened was a dance with

everyone attending, where people

came freely, and mingled of their

own accord. Coming together has

to be unilateral; it can't be false or

fake. The barriers will be hard to

be broken, but it has to begin at

the personal level. Once you get

to know someone, a barrier is

broken."

Butler says that she does not

see many black women coming

into predominantly white
sororities. "We've had black girls

rush, but I think that this was to

see what we were really about.

They had no intention of pledging,

they never continued to rush."

When asked if blacks and other

minorities are recruited for her

sorority in particular Butler

responded "we don't go out and
rush black people. I wouldn't

have any problem asking a black

friend of mine to pledge and my
sisters wouldn't have a problem
with it, they would see them as

just another person."

When asked how she would

view a black woman joining a

predominantly white sorority,

Butler said, "If that's where they

thought they fit in, it would not

bother me. The decision is where

you fit in and that's where you go.

Greek life is not bringing people

in only to satisfy others."

Butler suggested "inviting

everyone to Greek functions" as a

means of bridging the racial gap
between black and white Greeks.

"I've never understood why there is

a separation of Panhellenic and

Pan-Hellenic. Planned events

with everyone attending would

help."

Gladys Diggs, President of

National Pan-Hellenic Council

(NPHC) and a Member of Alpha

Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc., says

that her sorority is "open to

everyone. There isn't active

recruiting for black, white, or any

other race."

According to Diggs, the only

requirements are "you must have

the GPA, must be enrolled in

school, and show interest. There

is no application asking for race.

It depends on the person. Whether

they'd be comfortable depends on

the person."

When asked why there was a

separation between black and
white Greeks, Diggs said "there

were white fraternities first, but

blacks were barred from joining

them. This gave birth to black

support groups which evolved into

Greek organizations."

When asked how blacks viewed

a black person who joins a

predominantly white organization,

she said, "A big part is cultural

identity and when a black person

joins a white organization, they

are seen as 'mainstreaming.'

Anyone could say that I was
mainstreaming because I came to a

predominantly white university as

opposed to a predominantly black.

The background plays a large

part"

Diggs also stated that one
of the reasons there are black and
white Greek organizations is

because "when people of different

races interact, there is always
watching what you say. You will

have problems interacting because

there may be a lack of
communication. Also, black

fraternities and sororities focus on
problems in the black
community."

Diggs said that the best

way to promote unity between
black and white Greeks is "for one
culture to experience another
culture. The Delta Sigma Theta's

and the Sigma Phi Epsilons had a

step show. Instead of pointing,

they wanted to do it also. People

need to take the responsibility to

be aware and knowledgeable before

they pass judgement."

Mr. Ralph Parker, Director

of Minority affairs, said that an

effort needs to be made to "get

leaders to work together."

When asked what can be done

to bridge the racial gap among
black and white Greek
organizations, Parker said that

"one initiative could be this

article" and that he "would like to

see organizations build on those

things that have already had a good

success. The human relations

committee has done some forums,

the Greek Presidents Council

(GPC) has hosted kids from the

Boys Club for half time

entertainment at a basketball

game, the Greek leadership should

work together to hold events."

Lanita Hanson, who is the

advisor to Interfraternity Council

(IFC) and Panhellenic, said that in

reference to the separation of black

and white Greeks, she sees "an

increased need for more

communication. So much that

the groups do overlap on campus

and in the community. There is a

similarity in the Greek experience

and for this reason there should be

more communication to address

the issues."

When asked what could be done

to improve relations between the

two groups, Hanson said "We
have the Greek Presidents Council

that all groups are members of and

have equal say in Order of

Omega, which is new, will bring

together the very best leaders of

the Greek organizations for

influencing and leading. I've seen

people who knew of each other

but didn't know each other

personally. Those people came
together quickly as a group. For

this reason, they will have a large

impact on this issue." Hanson

said that "everyone needs to want

to come together and see the value

in it. There needs to be a

conscious effort on both sides.]

We're trying to work everyon

into Greek Week."

Jacqueline Skinner, who i

the advisor to National Pan-|

Hellenic Council, said that she fell

that the NPHC needed to remain

in order to help each other wit]

the new pledge process. She said

that as far as the barriers betwe

black and white Greeks, "They

have diminished more for

black Greeks than they have fo

the White Greeks. It is not

uncommon for whites to be

black Greek organizations.'

this campus, there are no whit

in any black organizations,

only three black persons in whit

organizations.

When asked what can

done to bridge the racial gap.l

Skinner said that "NPHC needs tol

send representatives to other Greek!

organizations as well as GPC,|

IFC and Panhellenic attending!

NPHC meetings. This isl

necessary in order to scndl

information both ways. If this|

were to occur, this would build i

strong bridge that would better|

everyone."

Skinner also felt that!

philanthropies and Greek week are]

great ways to build unity. "I've

seen a lot more working to reach
out on both sides. Greeks are

concerned and want to bridge the

gap. I'm really optimistic."
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GET $5 OFFWHENYOU GETON BOARD
THEMONEYBACK EXPRESS

Bring this coupon to your participating Mail Boxes Etc.

center and get $5 off MoneyBack Express electronic tax

filing service! With KS-accepted MoneyBack Express, you

can get your IRS refund amount in 3-5 days!*

•J.J dav refund m based on a relund anticipation loan Subject to terms and conditions or' sale 13*11 Jav refund based on

IRS pertormance averages and may vary Minimum refund amount SJOUOU Esptrcs April II IQ*JI

MRU BUHLS ETC.

(LOCATED IN PHRRMOR SHOPPING CENTER

NEHTTO WILSONS.) —

coming to "THE iMJVT> OtCMMQC
IN MARCH!!!

3/1 THE MARSHALL TUCKER BAND

3/5 SOCIAL DISTORTION

j

3/14 24-7 SPYZ

3/28 THE ROMANTICS

NOW YOU CAN AFFORD
TO DREAM IN COLOR!!

THE NEW APPLE
MACINTOSH LC

AVAILABLE NOW AT THE UNCW BOOKSTORE FOR ONLY

$2,345.00!!

LIMITED QUANTITY!

CALL THE BOOKSTORE
TODAY AT
395-3188!!

PRICE INCLUDES:
CPU WITH 2MB RAM
40MB HARD DRIVE

12INCH HI-RES COLOR MONITOR
APPLE KEYBOARD

MOUSE
MACWRITE II / MACPAINT

HYPERCARD
CLIP ART
UTILITIES

GAMES
AND THE IBM COMPATIBILITY OPTION!!
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At A Glance, Cont'd.

STUDENT RFSFAHrHFRS? CAM,
FOB ABSTRACTS!

The first UNCW Student Research Poster
Session will be held March 14 from 3-5 p.m. in the

University Center Ballroom. The poster session is

open to all UNCW students who are participating in

a research project under the direction of a faculty

member. Students wishing to participate should
contact their faculty advisor or Dr. Carol Pilgrim
(Psychology - 3288). A 50-100 word abstract

should be submitted to Dr. Pilgrim by March 1.

Candlelight VjpII To Be Held

On Thursday, February 28 at 7 p.m. various

local organizations will sponsor a candlelight vigil.

It will be held on the north lawn of the UU in

conjunction with various campus and community

organizations throughout the state. If you believe a

Mid-East peace is possible and are concerned for the

lives of people involved we encourage you to attend

Need some room?
If you or a group of people are in need of a

place to meet, and you are out of luck, the

University Union and the brand new University

.
Center have plenty of rooms that may be reserved.

Reservations are being taken now for the remainder

of the Spring semester; up until the end of the

summer. If interested, please call 395-3833, or

inquire in room 214 in the University Union.

Rally To Be Held!!

Double Q 101.3 and the American Legion Post

10 invite the public to a rally on Saturday, March 2,

1991, to support American troops taking part in

Operation Desert Storm. Opening ceremonies begin

at 11 a.m., followed by live entertainment from
Wilmington's favorite country band, "Desperado."

Join WWQQ and the American Legion Post 10 as

we salute our troops in the Middle East.

For more information call Greg Hanlon or

Carolyn Ivory at 763-9977.

ECO Needs Vm.fff

Environmental Concerns Organization is

involved in creating an environment that is healthier

for you to live. ECO meets every Tuesday at 8

p.m. in the upstairs TV room of the UU. If you
have any questions call Mike McDonald at the

Leadership Center. Come with ideas for

environmental improvement. The Environment
needs your help!

Reserve Your Etmpmpnr Now*
The DISCOVER Outdoor Leadership Program

has various outdoor equipment that is available to

students, faculty, and staff for a small rental fee.

Equipment available includes tents, sleeping bags,

stoves, coolers, and backpacks. Spring Break is just

around the corner and you may need some of this

equipment. If so, reserve it early!! For more
information stop or call the Leadership Center
located in UU room 212, 395-3877.

Rowell Called To Reserve Duty

I

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet

During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team

members used the "SkiTeam" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right—
20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is chemical food action and was devised

by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy

is maintained (very important!) while reducing. You keep "full" — no starvation

— because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whether

you work, travel or stay at home.

This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet If it weren't, the U.S.

Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give yourself the

same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even

ifyou've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski

Team Diet. That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order

today. Tear this out as a reminder.

Send only $10.00 ($10.50 for Rush Service) - to: SUmQulk, P.O.Box 103,

Dept. 2R, Hayden, ID 83835. Don't order unless you want to lose 20 pounds in

two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will do. © 1990

4ETHE HAWK'S NESTJK
CHECK OUT OUR $1.04 BREAKFAST SPECIALS!

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

LUNCH SPECIALS • FEB. 25-MARCH I

2H0TD0GS, 16 OZ. DRUIK
$2.00

tho nuuh
MONK
Wilmington. Worth Cowiim

TONITE!!!

REGGAE W/

CULTURE

FRIDAY 2/22

MR. POTATO HEAD

SATURDAY 2/23

INDECISION

BY AMY PETROCEI.M
STAFF WRITER

Tyrone Rowell, Associate

Vice Chancellor for University

Advancement, was forced to leave

his position here at UNCW when
he was called to active duty at Fort

Dix, New Jersey. Rowell, a

master sergeant in the Army
Reserves, received word on
January 30 that he was to report to

Ft Jackson in Columbia, S.C. on
February 4. He then was assigned

to his current location at Fort Dix.

According to M i m i

Cunningham, executive director of

university relations, Rowell will

be training cargo handlers.

His wife, Pearl Rowell, stated

that he has been activated for a

year, unless he is released earlier

or the time is extended. Although

Rowell was called upon because of

the crisis in Saudi Arabia,

Cunningham stated that he does
not anticipate being sent there at

this time.

Commenting on his absence,

Mrs. Rowell stated, "We're
managing. Of course we miss

him and he misses us, his job, and
the people." Rowell has one 17-

year-old son who "recognized that

this is part of being in the

reserves," said Mrs. Rowell.

"He's real proud of his father for

being willing to go back and do
what he could do."

Mrs. Rowell stated that the

most hectic thing was how
quickly this came about. The
short notice left them without

time to prepare.

Rowell's absence will leave

his position as Vice Chancellor
vacant. Vice Chancellor for

university placement Doug Moore
stated, "Anytime there is a

transition in any business, you
lose a bit of momentum and
focus, and that means it will take

a little more time for the staff to

get things done. In one word," he

said, "continuity of effort is

affected."

Moore, who was a reserve

officer until one year ago
expressed his understanding that

with such a position comes the

responsibility of going into the

reserves. He stated, "I feel sure
that he will do a good job filling

his responsibilities there, as well
as coming back and filling his

responsibilities here."

As a result of Rowell's call of
duty, Chancellor Leutze appointed
Jane Patterson as interim
associate Vice Chancellor.
Patterson, who's contract runs
through June 30, according to
Andrea Williams, Executive
Assistant to the Chancellor, is

expected to complete projects

Rowell had been working on.

These, Patterson explained,
consist of development i n
university relations and other

special projects assigned by the

Chancellor.

Patterson's main focus
however, will be on a capital

campaign drive for the university.

The campaign, explained
Williams, consists of the
development of a "need list" and a

"major fund raising effort" that

will allow the university to cater

to these needs. Patterson's main
focus will be on the development
of this campaign.

Patterson had been involved

in the consulting and development
of organizations. Patterson has

worked as the University of
Pennsylvania, and UNC Chapel
Hill. She also worked for ITT
corporation as the Vice President

of the Telecommunications
Division, and with the state
government as secretary of the

Department of Administration.
"My experience in the corporate

and government world will be a

real asset in working with the
campus community," she stated.

Williams noticed that

although the university was in a

bind when Rowell left so
unexpectedly, Patterson has
quickly adapted to her position and
is "keeping things rolling." "We
feel fortunate to have Jane on such
short notice on such a short

contract," said Williams. "She
has a lot of contacts through
previous work with the state, and
has been very helpful to us."

In addition to serving as interim

associate Vice Chancellor for

university advancement, Patterson

will serve as interim Vice
Chancellor beginning this Friday

as Vice Chancellor Moore will no
longer be with the university.

Patterson will hold this position

until the search committee has
found someone to serve as the new
Vice Chancellor.

The search committee chaired

by Paul Eaglin, has already

received nominations and
applications, according to Moore.
Williams explained that the

committee will review the

applicants selecting at least two to

be forwarded to the Chancellor.

Nominations, she stated, are

expected to be in to the chancellor

by April 1. "The new Vice
Chancellor will hopefully be able

to begin work by July 1," said

Williams.

Williams stated that

Patterson's position of interim

Vice Chancellor is one which
would have been held by Ty, had
he still been here. "We're very

sorry Ty was called up. We miss

him greatly," she stated.

Mrs. Rowell indicated that

Rowell would love hearing from
friends. Anyone wishing to send

letters can send them to: Msg
Melville T. Rowell, U.S. P.O.

Box 637, Fort Dix, NJ. 08640.

Group Provides Family Support
BY ANGELA SIMPKINS

STAFF WRITER

"I was about to quit school,"

revealed one young woman at the

Persian Gulf Support group
meeting Monday night. She
echoed the feelings of others who
were in need of emotional support

and encouragement Help came at

the end of fall '90 semester in the

form of Bob Haywood, campus
minister, organizing the group
meetings for those having friends

or family in the war zone.

Upon recognizing the need,

Haywood proposed to the Student
Affairs Office and the Faculty

Senate the question "How can we
help?" It was answered by the

first support group meeting the

last day of fall semester. Only 5

people attended. As the new
semester began and the Gulf crisis

heightened into the Gulf war,
more students turned to the group
meetings for reassurance. Group
attendance peaked at 13.

The group mostly of wives,

girlfriends and fiances' come
together to share information

about troop movements,
conditions, speculations or
political events as well as. a

shoulder to cry on.

A decline in attendance is

attributed to a lull in activities and
information from the Gulf and the

emergence of personal
relationships outside the group.
According to Haywood,
individuals are depending on their

personal support network of
friends and family. The group
wili discontinue formal meetings
until tragedy or triumph warrants.

LovWELL
relating in the Age ofAIDS
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AN AWESOME COLLECTION OF BEADS FROM AROUND
Tl IE WORLD. OVER 200 VARIETIES, MADE FROM BONE,
METAL, GLASS, WOOD, SHELL. SEEDS, HORN, STONE.
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Ali Gertz

"Champagne,
Roses. . .and

AIDS"

Monday
February 25, 1991
Cameron Auditorium

7:30 p.m.

Ali, age 23, and featured in People Magazine in

July, 1990, will share her story of living

with AIDS after one night of unsafe sex and
an unsafe partner.

For Information call:

Office of Health Promotion / LivWELL

395-3683

UNCW Division of Student Affairs

St.Mlr.il Health and Wellness Outer • Office ol Health Promotion / LivWELL
I
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any. Unsigned letters will not be published. Tk*
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letter or to edit tetters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.
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Seahawk.
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the editor-is 3 pm. Monday for Thursday's paper. The
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Drug Testing Results
Whose Business Is It?
A story about drug use on campus is running in

this week's issue of The Seahawk. The editors
thought that a story about the initial results of the

student-athlete drugs tests would made a nice side-
bar. Unfortunately, that information is not
available to the media or to the student body.
Remember, we weren't asking for specific names
of those who may have tested positive. We were
simply looking for statistics about the number of
positive tests which have been recorded thus far.

That kind of information should be available to

the students of UNCW. The public is financing the
drug testing program for the athletes. And yet,
they have no way of knowing whether a drug
problem warrants the money being spent to treat

it—if a drug problem exists at all.

Paul Eaglin, director of the testing on campus,
said that the program was not meant to provide
information to the public, but was intended only to

treat athletes with drug problems. This raises the
question, why is the general population having to

pay for a program which will benefit only the
student athletes?

Write In, Respond!
Write a Letter to the Editor! If something in The Seahawk

bothers you, don't just gripe pointlessly, write to us. We have

slated this too many times and have yet to receive the number of

responses that should follow some of the complaints that filter

back to us. Also, remember that columns and letters are not

necessarily the opinions of The Seahawk.

Letters should be typed with name, P.O. Box, and Phone #

attached. Letters can be published anonymously upon request, but

the information still needs to accompany the letter.

Doesn't Just Mean Sex
During this two week long

"LovWell -Relating in the age of

AIDS", there had been a lot of talk

about intimacy.

Someone else has put my
thoughts in words better than I; so

let me share an extended quote by

Marie Shain from her book,

Courage My Love.

There has been a lot of talk

lately about intimacy, and the

search for it consumes many,
although there seems to be some
confusion as where to look. Some
talk as if intimacy were
synonymous with sex but others

disagree, stating feelings are more
important than shared bodies and

so is the ability to depend, and the

freedom to be yourself. And they

say that there is no intimacy
unless there is mutual acceptance

and mutual trust, no matter

whatever else there is, and I would

side with them.

But what is this psychic
space, this common ground we
seek to share, called intimacy- this

place where you can exist in your

own inner light and not be judged,

this haven where your

Too many. ..settle
for casual sex and
short-term
pleasure.

vulnerabilities don't humiliate

you, where sex is always warm
and close and all your funny lines

are understood, and there is always

someone back to back with you

when you take on the world?

It's a place where not only joy

can be shared but hardship too, it's

an eye that catches you across a

room, it's not having to look your

best, it's knowing someone else

so well you can no longer tell

where they begin and where you

leave off, like in the cartoon in

which one old person says to

another, "Which one of us doesn't

like broccoli?"

It's pet names and making

plans, a cup of tea brought to bed,

seeing life through someone else's

eyes, even when they're not there.

It's being covered up in the night,

having suntan oil applied to your

back. It's a hug when you need it

and even when you don't, and it's

knowing you have a date for

Saturday night.

Intimacy also included the

possibility of anger. When you
look deeply into her eyes and say,

"You witch!" and she looks back

into your eyes and says with equal

feeling, "You jerk!", deep
intimacy has established such a

bond that in such a moment of

anger, you know that the

relationship is not at any risk. The
bond of intimacy is stronger that

momentary anger.

It's a shame that more folks

aren't committed to seeking

relationships characterized by the

above described intimacy. Too
many, either out of an ignorance

of what is possible or a fear of

risking openness, settle for casual

sex and short term pleasure.

Real intimacy takes time and

trust and is imminently worth all

of the energy and risk that may
need to be invested.

Students: Know Where Your Money Goes
WRITTEN BY DAVID

GARRIGA AS PART OF THE
EMERGE II PROJECT

If you were put in charge of

spending a quarter of a million

dollars of someone else's money,
how would you spend the

money? Well, did you know that

this past year the Student
Government Association (SGA)
of The University of North
Carolina at Wilmington allocated

$265,000 of your student fees?

Do you know how that money
was spent? Well, if you don't,

you're not alone. According, to a

recent survey, 98% of the

students polled had no idea of the

amount of money that SGA
allocated. In fact, 86% did not

know that SGA was in charge of

any student fees. Another 90%
were unaware of their class
president's name, and a startling

67% did not know what the
letters SGA stood for.

If you can be placed in any

of these categories, ask yourself,

"Why?" Whose responsibility is

it to inform you, the student? Is it

SGA's responsibility? Maybe
it's The Seahawk's duty. After

all, 98% of those polled said they

received their information from

our school newspaper. Or is it

the individual student's
reponsibility to ask questions?

We suggest that each of these

parties has a responsibility to

inform and be informed.

The SGA derives its power
from the students and therefore, is

held accountable to the student

body. One of the purposes of

SGA, as stated in its

constitution, is "to maintain the

liberties of the individual student

and the student body as a whole,

as well as to receive the opinion

of the students and faculty." Is it

truly possible then, to

accomplish these tasks if the
student body is unaware of its

rights and unable to be heard for

the simple reason that the student

does not know whom to

complain to? How then can SGA

help improve these statistics and

make the student body aware of

its purpose and its activities?

The following are a few of the

suggestions compiled from
interviews with students,

senators, and faculty: 1) A SGA
bulletin board located in the

lobby of the new university

center, posting the times and
dates of meetings, topics to be

discussed, committee spaces

available, a list of approved
allocations, and a copy of the

minutes from the last meeting. 2)

A SGA handbook which would
contain a roster of the current

senators along with phone
numbers, a list of senate
committees of their purposes,

time of elections and a list of
student rights i.e. referendums,

recalls, proposed amendments etc.

3) A suggestion/ question box
located in the university center in

which students could ask their

senators questions and /or give

their opinios on issues, these

simple addtions would greatly

improve senate/student
communication.

Likewise, The Seahawk has

a responsibility to its readers to

report the activities of SGA, both

those deemed "positive" and
negative, thus allowing the

individual student the ability to

make judgements and form
opinions. Some suggested ways
for The Seahawk to do this are:

1) having a Seahawk reporter

present at every SGA meeting. 2)

A weekly article devoted to SGA
including a summary of the last

meeting i.e. passed and failed

motions, commute reports and a

list of all senators not present (an

average of seven senators were

absent at each meeting this past

year) 3) Before elections print a

biography of all candidates in a

special election edition of the

Seahawk including platform and

reasons for running 4)

Periodically conduct phone polls

on issues of concern to

determoine student opinion and

print results. The Seahawk was

allocated $20,850 of your student

fees last year. Are you getting

your money's worth?

The students of UNCW have

been classified in the past as

being apathetic. We suggest that

this is not the case but rather that

the student body is extremely

uninformed and therefore
ineffective. But even with this

being the situation, you the

individual student have a

responsibility to this school, but

more importantly to yourself, to

be aware of how your money is

being spent. Each student has a

variety of ways in which to be
heard. Here are some of the

easiest: 1) Go to SGA meetings.

They are held every Monday at 6
pm in room 100 of the

University Union and are open to

all students. 2) Go by the SGA
office (Room 200UU) and request

a copy of this year's budget and
constitution. Any student has a

right to review this information.

3)Vote for a candidate who is

concerned with the issues, not
how it looks on a resume. 4)
Become involved in senate
comittees. Any student may
request to be on one of these

committees which are essential

for improving university life.

(There are only 40 senators arid

many committees; concerned
students are desperately needed.)

For example, did you know that

the Senate formed a bookstore
committee this year whose
purpose was to investigate

overpricing, the bookstore's buy-

back policy and the possibility of
an alternate buy-back plan? What
did they accomplish? Ask your
senators. The answer may shock

you. Were you satisified with
the homecoming activities? There

was a committee which planned
these. 5) Make your opinions

known-your voice can be heard
by expressing your opinions to

your class ' officers or
representatives-it is their job to

make your wishes known. They
work for you. Also, 6) write

editorials in the Seahawk. 7)

Thank your senators when you
feel they do a good job and let

them know when you feel they
have not. 8) Did yon know that

less than 2% of last years budget
was allocated to creating student

sevices? Those were the

Seahawk Shuttle and the courtesy

telephone. Give your senators

ideas on how you would like

your money spent They want to

help UNCW grow but they con't

do this without your help.

During the past three months
of polling, interviewing and
researching for this article, we
have heard many opinions and
learned many facts. One
common theme is apparent
throughout these: we are on a
campus that is beginning to grow
and with the proper leadership,

will grow and prosper. But you,
the individual student, must make
the first step toward growth. Use
your power and make a difference.

SGA elections : March 19 and
20, 1991

Dear Editor

I'm going to cut through all

the opening crap to get to the very

serious topic I'm talking about,

sexually transmitted diseases, or

STDs. I want to tell my story

with the hopes of opening the

eyes of every young person who
reads this as well as adults, who
are at risk all the same. My story

will hold back only names, all

other details are unexaggerated and

the reality of many sexually active

people. I am a white female,

eighteen years old, and a lot wiser

as I write this. My fall semester of

college showed me the world of

STDs. My symptoms started at a

football game, forcing me to

double over every private moment
I could get to ease the shooting

pangs. So I blew it off as PMS
but soon I found myself unable to

sit in any position without

screaming inside. My friends were

getting worried when I could

barely walk back to the car and

took me to the emergency room.

The nurse suspected a spontaneous

abortion after I explained I had

heavy bleeding that day as well.

She said go to a women's clinic

the next morning, it would be a

lot cheaper and less timely to get

to if anything more developed.

This was one of the worst nights

of the whole ordeal. I had no idea

what was happening to my body
and had a sleepless night tossing

and turning trying to get

comfortable. The morning
appointment was even worse. 1

got a pelvic exam that sent me

thought the roof whenever any of

that area was touched. I couldn't

have stood the physical and
emotional pain without the
compassionate people at the
clinic. I was prescribed antibiotics

to dissolve two of the suspected

diseases, Chlamydia or Gonorrhea.

The Doxycycline pills took care of

the pain within a day and the shot

in my backside must have helped,

too. I was "lucky" to have had
symptoms, 80 per cent of infected

women have no signs of infection.

When symptoms are evident, they

appear within two days to three

weeks after sexual contact with an
infected partner. My symptoms
even had a name, Pelvic
Inflammatory Disease, PID, which
if left untreated can lead to
infertility and even death. This
was only half the battle, I had to

tell the guy I had been having sex

with. Because Gonorrhea can stay

in your system without any signs,

I had no idea who gave it to who.
As much as I wanted to blame
him, it could have been either one
of us. It doesn't matter anyway,
we were both foolish not to use
any protection and what mattered

was getting him treated. I was still

in denial that I could actually have
an STD and test results weren't

even back to prove it was true, so

a couple days passed and I kept my
mouth shut. When I did get the

results, it hit me like a ton of

bricks. It was no female problem I

had hoped for, it was Gonorrhea
without a doubt. I could no longer

hold off telling him. I debated

calling him or telling him face to

face all day, avoiding all the places

I might see him. There was no
easy way out, just call and tell

him. He beat me to it and we were
on the phone that night and got

nowhere. We were treated and got

on with our lives. It only took

one time, ONE TIME, of
unprotected sex to infect us. Until

this happened, my only concern of

having unprotected sex was risk of

pregnancy. I was oblivious to
other complications and I use the

word complications lightly.

Gonorrhea, Chlamydia, venereal

warts, herpes, syphilis, you name
it, will put you through hell and

back and some don't go away like

warts and herpes. My problem was
a warning to an even bigger

problem, AIDS, whose numbers
are expected to double among kids

our age next year. Hope you paid

attention. ..I did.

Name Withheld

Dear Editor,

Yes, Someone did goof, and

your faces should be "red."

You say that the "Seahawk"
is not an enemy of the minority

population, and I believe you.

Your coverage of various campus
events and issues over the past

year have been fair and objective.

However, whether intentional or

not there was a drastic difference

between the way Homecoming
1990 and Homecoming 1991 were

covered in the newspaper and by

the University. The week after

Homecoming 1990, the

homecoming King and Queen's
pictures were front page news, but

it took two weeks of verbal

complaints and personal
investigation by the 1991
Homecoming Queen and King for

similar coverage. And I want to

know why this happened. With
the information I had at that time,

one reason came to mind, it

happened because the
Homecoming Queen of this

predominantly white University is

black. I realize that we are all

human and we all make mistakes.

But as a minority, I have been
hearing excuses from the majority

for most of my life, and frankly

I'm tired of it. You gave us an

excuse but what was University
Advancement's excuse.There were
no news releases sent to any of the

local newspapers. Having a black

Homecoming Queen could have
generated a lot of positive
publicity for the University,

because the local black
community does not hold the

racial climate at UNCW in very

high regard. But because of the

lackadaisical attitude taken in

handling the whole situation,

nothing but negative publicity has

emerged. There is an overriding

attitude among white students and
some administration that there is

not a problem with racism on this

campus. They are wrong. Our
biggest racial problem on this

campus is that no one wants to

admit that there is a problem.

Anesia Iszard

Dear Editor,

Spike Bensonhurst is a

prophet. In the November 29,
1990 issue of the Seahawk he
printed a very controversial article

on racism, which I personally
agree with one hundred percent.

Yes, I am another of those evil

white people who are all racist.

And let me say that I am not

ashamed of my heritage. Before
everyone gets steamed, when I

speak of heritage, I am in no way
condoning discrimination against

anyone, because I know some of

you will try to twist my
statements into that. M r

.

Bensonhurst is probably very
happy right now, as he well

should be. The same group of
people who criticized his article

are now helping to prove him
right. Simply because the
Seahawk is late in providing an

article on homecoming, they are

racist. And this is because we
chose a black homecoming queen.

Did anyone notice the
homecoming king? He is white.

Maybe they were discriminating

against him. What is the big deal?

Do you people sit and wait to get

the chance to call someone a racist

or to cry discrimination? As the

now infamous Spike Bensonhurst
said, "I am sick of the crap that

white people have to deal with

these days." And if any of you are

mad by now, I DON'T CARE!
Mr. Bensonhurst and I are too

busy gloating.

Steve B. Chriscoe

Gel Serious

Senhawhsl
Write H Letter

To The Editor!
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HELP WANTED: FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM. $1000 IN JUST ONE WEEK. EARN
UP TO $1000 FOR YOUR CAMPUS ORGANIZATION. PLUS A CHANCE AT $5000 MORE!

r THIS PROGRAM WORKS! NO INVESTMENT NEEDED. CALL 1-800-932-0528 EXT. 50.

' WAKE-N-BAKE!! SPRING BREAK 91!! JAMAICA/CANCUN FROM $459.00!! A WEEK
OF FUN AND SUN! THE HOTTEST DESTINATIONS 1-800-426-7710.

Part-Time and Full-Time seasonal positions available at Jubilee Amusement
Park. Different positions available, flexible hours. Call: 392-7106.

200-500 Summer Camp Positions Available STAFF REFERRAL SERVICES provides

a network of camps, now hiring, from "The Keys" to Wisconsin-Minnesota.

One application reaches all camps. Applications at the Student Employment

Office.

TYPING SERVICES: CALL MELODY AT 762-8615!

EXCITING JOBS IN ALASKA- HIRING Men-Women. Summer/Year Round.

Fishing, Canneries, Logging, Mining, Construction, Oil Companies.

Skilled/Unskilled. Transportation, $600 plus weekly. CALL NOW! 1-206-736-

7000, Ext. B714.

"Toshiba 1000 Laptop Computer Package $600. Includes, 768K Memory Upgrade,

Brooklyn Bridge (for IBM Compatibility) Work Perfect 4.2, carrying case &
new battery. Original price $1,900- never been used. Call: 343-0384.

To Rll Students, Faculty, and Staff:

you are cordially invited

to the

$(ifJ6on Cutting Ceremony

for the

'University Center

at noon

'Wednesday, March 13, 1991

on the campus of the

University ofV^prth Carolina

at 'Wilmington

This ceremony signals the start of three days of

entertainment, prizes, games, and fun! Watch for

more details!

JRanagers and Editors ^Needed!

ffor

The Seahawk
9tpM

applications mill be available on 2/27 in

the Union information center for editors and
managers in the campus media.

applications will be due in 1X01 214 by
tMarch 22.

fm.-.-y-!—
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
"YEAH.. .RIGHT!'

with RaMQNA HUPP
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Minority

Performing

Grants
Geez, Who Gets To Vote On Offered
These Things Anyway?

In the immortal words of

Gomer Pyle "Surprise! Surprise!

Surprise!"

This year's Academy Award
nominations, announced on
Wednesday, February 13th, held

more than a few surprises. The
Academy took an interesting twist

this year by nominating "big box
office material^ (i.e. Ghost,
Pretty Woman, Dick Tracy),
which they usually avoid like the

plague.

The biggest surprise had to be

the nomination of Ghost in the

Best Picture category??? What?
Are you guys serious? Sure, it

was a "nice" flick, and it brought

tears to my eyes, but Best Picture?

Nah, I don't think so! I think

Goodfellas will take home the

"big bald guy".

Another big surprise was
Julia Roberts' nomination in the

Best Actress category for her work

in Pretty Woman, which was
a really entertaining movie, but

hardly Oscar material.

Roberts certainly seems to be

the "Hollywood darling" of the

moment . Her film Sleeping
With The Enemy is number
one ("Surprise! Surprise!
Surprise!" said with noted
sarcasm.), she got through the

Barbara Walters interview without

crying, she is the first female to

grace the current cover of
Gentlemen's Quarterly, and she

made Pretty Woman's producers

a heck of a lot of money (which
is the bottom line). My money
will be riding on her this year,

simply due to this elusive

"Hollywood Darling" syndrome.

(You may recall that this happened

to Cher a few years ago for her

work in Moonstruck. )

No surprise was the fact that

Kevin Costner's directorial
debut Dances With Wolves
came away with no less than

twelve nominations, including the

"biggies": Best Director, Best
Film, and Best Actor.

But I think the biggest
surprise will be that no one film

will garner an outstanding number
of Oscars come March 25.

Here is a partail listing of the

categories:

Best Picture: Awakenings,
Dances With Wolves,
Ghost, The Godfather III,

Goodfellas.

Best Actor: Kevin Costner,

Dances With Wolves: Robert
DeNiro, Awakenings; Gerard
Depardieu, Cyrano de
Bergerac; Richard Harris, The
Field; Jeremy Irons, Reversal
of Fortune. ("To be, or not to

be . .
" nominated. Tough luck,

Mel.)

Best Actress: Kathy Bates,
Misery; Anjelica Huston, The
Grifters; Julia Roberts, Pretty
Woman; Meryl Streep,
Postcards From the Edge;
Joanne Woodward, Mr. & Mrs.
Bridge.

Director: Kevin Costner,

Dances With Wolves; Francis

Ford Coppola, The Godfather
III; Martin Scorsese,
Goodfellas; Stephen Frears,

The Grifters; Barbet Schroeder,

Reversal of Fortune.
It should be an intense night

for all those nominated. But hey,

it doesn't matter whether you win
or lose . . . it's what you wear!

"Yeah . . . Right!"

BggB HjiLY
The Shark Chomps on Ratts and Eagles

MARK SCHARAC.A
MUSIC REVIEWER

Have you been questioned?

Don't know? Well, let me
explain. Last Thursday Johnny
Quest gave one of the most

energetic performances I have ever

seen at the Mad Monk. The show

was also the longest as it lasted

'til after 1 a.m., but no one
seemed to mind. It looked as if

there were nearly 650 or so

people, which was more than the

week before when Billy Club
Fest played there. Johnny
Quest, a cross between the

Beastie Boys and Faith No
More, pumped the crowd, which

was really into the show. So in

order to be "questioned" you have

to catch these guys next time they

play.

This week's Top Ten List

sent into us from our home office

in Harris Teeter's fresh fish

department. "Where it always

smells Fresh."

The Top Ten Reasons Mi Hi

Vanilli Won't Be At This Years

Grammy Awards.

lO.They're filming a Chinese

Kung Fu movie (dubbed of

course).

9. Afraid they might be

caught stealing back Grammy
Award.

8. Someone tied their heads

together around a flag pole.

7. Touring with New Kids On
The Block.

6. Working on a new album
Milli Vanilli Sing with Zam'
Firr,

Master of the Pan Flute.

5. They have nothing to wear.

4. They are touring i n

Baghdad.

3. Working on a book "How
To Get Caught Ripping Off The
Public"

2. Filming the ABC movie

of the week "The Milli Vanilli

Story: Poverty Sucks, Girl You
Know It's True ... We blame it

on the rain.

l.They don't deserve to be

there!

Ratt

Detonator

Atlantic Records

7 Shark's Teeth

Ratt has never changed the

line up of band members. Robin
Crosby and Warren DeMartini are

the "axe masters", Blotz on the

bongos, Cruncher booming the

bass, and raspy Steve Pearcy
belting out the vocals, while
softening up a bit. Since the early

days of Ratt, they always sounded
like Ratt and nobody else. The
same is true with Detonator.

The problem is that the

album isn't really anything new,
in fact it is softer than any of the

other albums. It still has the

typical Ratt jam songs, such as

Shame, Shame, Shame, Lovin'
You is a Dirty Job, and All or

Nothing. The "MTV songs" are

One Step Away and Can't Wait on
Love. There is also the typical

rock ballad, Givin' Yourself
Away. Considering all of this,

the album isn't really that bad, it's

just not as good as the older

album Out of the Cellar and
Invasion of Your Privacy, but

good enough for Ratt fans.

Best Songs: Hard Time,
Can't Wait On Love, and the rest

aren't too bad.

Spread Eagle
Spread Eagle

MCA Records

8 1/2 Shark's Teeth
As much as I hate the

commercialism of MTV, I often
watch the speciality shows,
Headbanger's Ball and 120
minutes. I usually will buy an
album if I like the song I see.

Well, this band falls into the

"I liked, I bought" category. A
unique blend of various sounds,
and bordering on heavy metal is

the only way to place this band
into a group. Thru your eyes is a

poetic and thoughtful song,
something really uncommon for a

Rock/Metal band. It is song of
Savatage proportions. There aren't

really any "Save The World"
songs on this album, it's just

good ole Rock/Metal. Every song
has intensity, it takes you by the
hands and rocks you real hard.

Best Songs: All except 42nd
Street.

The Arts Council of the

Lower Cape Fear is currently
accepting grant applications for

the new Minority Performing
Arts Fund. The Fund has been
created to help strengthen the
minority performing arts

community and expand use of
Thalian Hall facilities by the

minority community through
funding support and technical

assistance.

The Minority Performing
Arts Fund is co-sponsored by the

Arts Council of Lower Cape Fear
and the Thalian Hall Center for

the Performing Arts with funding

support from the Z. Smith
Reynolds Foundation. A total of

$7,500 in grant monies is

available for performing arts

projects which utilize any of the

Thalian Hall facilities.

Grant applications are due
by Monday, April 15, 1191
for projects which will take place

between July 1, 1991 and June

30, 1992. Applications are

strongly encouraged to consult

with Arts Council staff

concerning project eligibility and
application procedures.
Applications forms and grant

guidelines for the Minority
Performing Arts Fund are

available at the Arts Council
office, 20 Market Street in

downtown Wilmington.
The goals of the Minority

Performing Arts Fund are to

challenge, develop or expand the

cultural programming of minority

artist and encourage production of

their work in New Hanover
County; and to promote the

growth in numbers and diversity

of minority audiences who
regularly attend and support

cultural programming.

Grant support from this new
program is restricted to non-profit

organizations and artists who are

primarily based in and focused on
the African-American, Asian-

American, Hispanic or Native

American communities of New
Hanover County. Funds are

intended for minority based

minority oriented projects.
Individual applications must have

resided in or have been fully

employed in New Hanover
County for at least one year.

For more information on the

Minority Performing Arts Fund,
please contacts the Arts Council

of the Lower Cape Fear at 763-

2787 or 762-4223.

The Silence Is Horrifying
BY TREY WVATT

STAFF WRITER

Much like tourists on the

interstate, slowing down to

rubber-neck and see the morose
details of a high speed traffic

accident, movie goers of all types

are filing into theaters to see the

newest, high-class, drive-in
movie, The Silence of the

Lambs.
The well recognized, eclectic

and very convincing cast members
are the vessels of acceptable
passages for this otherwise classic

slice and dice, hack 'em and eat

'em, psychological gore fest, that

would have otherwise been in the

video stores the week after it was
released.

Jodie Foster {The
Accused) stars as the F.B.I,

recruit tapped to help unravel the

identity of a true sociopath-killer.

Anthony Hopkins
(Desperate Hours) plays the

calculating double-maximum-
security inmate from which
Foster's character must tediously

extract clues to trace this

transvestite-seamstress-serial-

killer.

This plot is not as mundane
as it may seem. The F.B.I, recruit

is a mentally disturbed, orphaned,

over-achiever, who is constantly

haunted by Freudian livestock.

The incarcerated serial killer is a

renowned psychiatrist that

committed an ethical mistake of

eating a couple of his clients and

acquaintances. The killer on the

loose is a cross between Mama
Cass, Ernest T. Bass and
Freddy Kruger; his only
distinguishing characteristics are

his fetishes for rare moths,
"roomy" women, human flesh and

his 1979 Dodge murder-mobile.

Fangora magazine won't be

doing any exposure's on The
Silence of the Lambs' recipe

for fake blood, but they might

explore the finer aspects of
Hopkins' character's, Dr.
Hannibal (the cannibal), fast-food

etiquette.

Dr. Hannibal is so dangerous

that when he is not in his
subterranean maximum security

aquarium, he is transported in a

straight jacket, shackled to an

industrial hand-truck, and muzzled,

so he looks like one of those

dudes depicted on those Iron
Maiden album covers.

The Silence of the
Lambs is a great movie with a

little something for everyone,

except the squeamish, but the

graphic violence is as much
cultivated in your mind as it is

displayed on screen. The escape

sequence is one of the best in

movie history, and the pugilists

will appreciate the escapee's

handling of his out-numbered
situation.

Texas Chainsaw
Massacre II it ain't; but, the

ploy in the turning point of the

film is directly ripped off from
Texas Chainsaw Massacre
II. The best parts include some
dry sight gags, the old "mommy
in the tub trick", a repulsive

bodily fluid flicking scene (and we
aren't talkin' saliva), gratuitous

dog hostage, and the pursuit of a

victim, helpless in an absolute

darkness situation, by a determined

killer wearing a pair of $20,000

U.S. Army night vision goggles.

This movie gives all new
meaning to giving someone "...

the shirt off of your back ..." If

this serial killer were actually

around, it is guaranteed it would
be the best dieting motivator since

Twiggy.

The Silence of the
Lambs is better than a lot of

those Hitchcock films in an X-
rated sort of way, and it's hard to

find a better movie of its kind. It

is horrifying. It also has an

awesome soundtrack.

Hey, that's the way I see it.

You can see The Silence of
the Lambs at Oleander Cinema
Six, and College Road Cinemas.

Thursday

Pid You Know?
Julia Roberts' film

Pretty Woman, was
originally titled 3000.
(As in her character's

monetary value for a

week's "service".)

Did You Care?

WLOZ's Top Ten
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1 llth DREAM DAY
Lived To Tell

2. SLUDGEHAMMER
EpT

3. WEEN
God Ween Satan

4. BONGWATER
The Power Of P*ssy

5. MASTERS OF
THE OBVIOUS

She's Not Ready
6. YO LA TENGO

Here Comes My Baby
7. THE DARKSIDE

All That My Noise

8 THE CANNANES
A Love Affair

With Nature

9. GODFLESH
Streetcleaner

10. RIDE
Nowhere
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Concert Update
From Surf 107
2/27 LIVING COLOUR

Raleigh Memorial

2/28 NEIL YOUNG &
CRAZY HORSE
w/ SONIC YOUTH
Chapel Hill

3/2 STING
w/ Concrete Blonde

Columbia, S.C.

3/19 CINDERELLA w/

BULI ET BOYS
Greenville

3/24 CINDERELLA w/

BULLET BOYS
For more info call 251-1075

The reggae sounds

BY RaMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDHOR

Break out the cold Buds,
boys, 'cause the Mad Monk is

gearing up for one hot Spring.

The local bar that commands the

ultimate in live entertainment is

going all out in order to bring its

regular rowdy "college crowd"
some pretty heavy entertainment

this semester.

of the jammin' trio CULTURE will be heard

Three great bands will be
jammin' the stage this weekend;
on Thursday go get some
(Reggae) CULTURE . . . please;

MR. POTATO HEAD will mash
the crowd on Friday night. Let

the chips fall were they may; If

you don't know whether you
should stay, or if you should go,

then INDECISION is the band for

you . . . But will they decide to

play? Will they show up? And

at Mad Monk tonight,

my heavens, what will they wear?

And if you are planning to

go away for Spring Break, you

might want to rethink your

decision, 'cause THE
MARSHALL TUCKER BAND,
and SOCIAL DISTORTION will

bring the house to order, the first

week of March. Later on in

March you'll be able to catch

247-SPYZ, and THE
ROMANTICS!

CULTURE
Mad Monk

IFC Pledge Talent

Show ($2.00)

Trask Coliseum

CLAY DUSTIN
Yellow Rose Saloon

"On a Southern Swing

with Ferrol Sams"

SRO Theatre

Karaoke

Jacob's Run

Friday

mmmmmmmmtmmmmmm

MR. POTATO HEAD
Mad Monk

FLASHBACK
Guisseppe's

CLAY DUSTIN
Yellow Rose Saloon

"On a Southern Swing

with Ferrol Sams"

SRO Theatre

Mike Edwards &
The Banned
Front Street News

"Guys & Dolls"

Thalian Hall

mmmmmmmmmmmtmm
Saturday
mtmmmmmmmmmmmm
CLAY DUSTIN
Yellow Rose Saloon

InDecision

Mad Monk

FLASHBACK
Guiseppe's

MIKE EDWARDS &
THE BANNED
Front Street News

"On a Southern Swing
with Ferrol Sams"
SRO Theatre

"Guys & Dolls"

Thalian Hall

*mmmmmmmmmmmmm
Tuesday

mmmmmmmmm
Blues Society Jam

MMMMM

Upcoming Events

mmmmmmmmmm
MARCH

THE MARSHALL
TUCKER BAND
Mad Monk

SOCIAL DISTORTION
Mad Monk

"The Nerd"
Thalian Hall

^omeayTJone^™™
-1

256-2251

Front Street News
762-6397

Guiseppe's

256-9600

Jacob's Run
251-1140

Mad Monk
395-0280

Thalian Hall

763-3398

Yellow Rose Saloon
791-2001

I
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BIG SELECTION

NEW 1991

SWIMLDERR

BIG SELECTION

1991 BRGGIES &
WRLKSHORTS

1991

RLL 1990 SUITS

ON SRLE FOR $19.90
ALL 1990 STYLES / *

HT 1/2 PRICE .:_

i* •.'. —

.

DAYLIGHT HOUR SPECIAL

$1.00 OFF
RNV SIZE BASKET OF RRNGE BRLLS

MONDRV-FRIDRV 9AM-5PM
JUST BRING THIS RDUERTISEMENT.

ALLEY
LF CENTER

MMCwta mamt 395-2750

•LIGHTED DRIVING RANGE

•DISCOUNT GOLF SHOP

INDIVIDUAL LESSONS BY APPOINTMENT

2 PGA TEACHING PROFESSIONALS

BRING IN THIS AD FOR 10% OFF ANV 1991 STYLES! j&

OPEN 7 DRYS SURF REPORT
256-3821

Ifyou thought that finding a color Macintosh*

system you could afford was just a dream, then the

new$ affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true.

The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many

computers that can display only 16 colors at once, the

Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. It

also comes with a microphone and new sound-input

technology that lets you personalize your work by

adding voice or other sounds.

Like every Macintosh

computer, the LC is easy to

set up and easy to master.

And it runs thousands of

available applications that

all work in the same,

consistent way-so once

Ypplc introduces the Macintosh LC

you've learned one program, you're well on your way

to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you

share information with someone who uses a different

type of computer-thanks to the versatile Apple
8

SuperDrive™ which can read from and write to

Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.

Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it

gives you.Then pinch yourself.

It's better than a dream-it's a

Macintosh.

For farther information

contact the

University Bookstore

at 395-3188 or talk to

KaneMcKenzieatthe

Bookstore

M,W,F: 11:00 am- 12:30pm

T,R: 9:30 am- 10:30 am

The power to be your best!"

f HOT ftppla Computer. Inc Appte. Bt Appte *QgQ W< Macintosh1 ragnterwJ tradamartt ot Appte Computer tnc SupffOnv* •"<) Tftt pow*f 10 tM your b**l ara trademark* o* Appte Computet tnc

MS DOS M a raqiaterad trarJamarti of Micro*** Corporation OS/? « a ragiaterad trarjamart of krtarnattortai Buvnata Machtrwra Corporation
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Soviets Aiding Iraq, Says Consultant

AIRPORTS WANT
SECURITY RELAXED:

Airports - citing costly and

potentially unneeded security

measures - want the Federal

Aviation Administration to relax

heightened anti-terrorism

measures that began with the

Persian Gulf war. Managers say

the stepped up security is costing

many airports thousands of

dollars a week - from paying

overtime for security officers to

iosing money on parking,

t restaurants and shops.

CRIMINAL PROFIT LAW
^CONSIDERED:

The Supreme Court will

•consider a challenge to New
I York's Son of Sam law that

I allows the state to seize royalties

paid to criminal defendants and

Iturn the money over to victims.

; At issue: Simon & Schuster paid

Jmob figure Henry Hill close to

J $100,000 for the rights to tell his

story in Nicholas Pileggi's

"WiseGuy." which was made into

•the Oscar-nominated
"Goodfellas."

: VITAMINS WARD OFF
Z CATARACTS:
Z People who eat plenty of fruits

Z and vegetables or take daily

* vitamin supplements may lower

their risk of getting cataracts, one

_ of the leading causes of blindness.

Z A study of 1,380 people ages 40

to 79 found those who consumed

plenty of A, C, E and B vitamins

by eating fruits, and vegetables or

- taking multi-vitamins decreased
"

their risk of developing cataracts

by about 37 percent.

-MEDIA ATTACK
RESTRICTIONS:
Correspondents, led by Walter

Cronkite of CBS News,
Wednesday will head the attack on

Pentagon press restrictions before

Z a congressional hearing. They
will protest regulations under

Z which only a few reporters,

formed into constantlv escorted

T'pools," are allowed to visit

Ztroops, while most are left to rely

"TTn increasingly rancorous
headquarters briefings.

CONGRESS BRACES
FOR GROUND WAR:
Congress braced for a ground

war Tuesday, seeing it now as the

most effective means of driving

Saddam Hussein from Kuwait and

power. Democrats and
Republicans who met with

President Bush at the White
House agreed the massive allied

Offensive must continue despite

peace overtures from the Soviet

Union.

DEATH SENTENCE
COMMUTED:

Virginia Gov. Douglas Wilder
commuted the death sentence of

Joseph Giarratano, convicted of

raping and killing a 15-year-old

girl and killing her mother.

Giarratano, 33, was a neighbor of

the victims - Barbara Kline, 44,

and her daughter, Michelle - at

their apartment in Norfolk.

Wilder said he was not swayed by

the 6,000 calls and letters seeking

clemency.

SHUTTLE LAUNCH
FACES DELAY:
NASA's first shuttle launch of

the year - a March 9 Discovery

mission - may be delayed up to a

month due to cracked hinges on

doors that close after giant

external fuel tank drops off.

Officials say they believe the

cracks - 2 inches long and one-

eighth of an inch wide, on two of

the four aluminum hinges - have

been there on previous flights,

but were only recently discovered.

WATER CUTBACKS
ORDERED:
Los Angeles ordered a 10

percent cut in water consumption

by March 1, and 15 percent by

May 1, as California copes with a

fifth year of drought. Residents of

the USA's second- largest city face

hefty fines for first and second

violations. After that, service

could be reduced or cut off.

RAPE SUSPECT
ARRESTED:

Detroit police arrested a 24-

year-old man on charges of raping

an 11 -year-old girl who met him

by calling a "party line" phone

number she got from a n

elementary school friend. The

man went to her home and raped

her while her parents were away

Saturday, police said. Officials

said the family phone had a block

on charge-it phone services but

the party line had a free local

number.

HOMELESS MAN
RETURNS MONEY:

Darrel Teel - a homeless man
whose possessions total a piece

of carpet, a torn tarpaulin, a

cooler, a radio with no antenna

and 9 cents - thought about

keeping the $29,200 he found

while searching the streets of

Orlando, Fla., for cigarette butts

Sunday. He turned it in to

authorities because, he said, "1

was afraid of God." The money

was an elderly woman's life

savings. She gave Teel $200.

WARM SPELL THROUGH
THE WEEKEND:
A winter thaw is continuing

across the USA, with the only

really chilly weather expected in

the upper Great Lakes. The
warmth should continue at least

through the weekend. Reason:

more balmy conditions are

arriving in the west, and will

move eastward as the week wears

on. The entire Northeast will

experience temperatures
Wednesday from the high-50s

into the mid-60s.

BY ROCHELLE SHARPE
©Copyright 1991, USA

TODAY/Applc College Information

Network

WASHINGTON — As Soviet

President Mikhail Gorbachev
attempts to broker a peace
agreement in the Persian Gulf

War, experts say there is strong

evidence that the Kremlin has

continued giving Iraq military

assistance.

Even though Gorbachev has

publicly sided with allied forces,

Mark Kramer, a government

consultant and military affairs

specialist at Harvard University's

Russian Research Center,
believes dozens of Soviets still

work in intelligence facilities in

Iraq.

Most Soviets work at three of

the country's 18 signals

intelligence offices outside

Baghdad, Kramer said, where they

analyze transmissions, such as

electronic signatures from aircraft.

"As of Feb. 7, these facilities

were still staffed with Soviet

personnel," said Kramer, who said

he received his information from

a highly placed U.S. government

official.

Russian-language radio traffic

heard recently on Iraqi military

frequencies was likely due to the

Soviets' intelligence work,
Kramer said.

Besides working in

intelligence, Soviets also

continued to ship weapons to Iraq

after the Kuwaiti invasion — in

violation of the United Nations

embargo, intelligence experts

have said.

Kramer described the

intelligence work as "not much
more than symbolic."

"They're there as technicians,

not strategists," said Caroline

Kennedy, a military expert at the

University of Wales. Whenever

countries buy sophisticated

intelligence equipment, she said,

they are usually provided with

whatever technical assistance they

need.

"It's an irritant, more designed

for the Soviets to keep a foot in

the door with Iraq than to
undermine the war effort," Kramer

said.

The Soviet Union wants to

maintain some relations with Iraq

so it can resume selling arms to

them after the war, Kramer said.

Its current $6 billion arms

contract with Iraq is now on hold

because of the U.N. embargo.

And Iraq still owes it $8 billion

to $10 billion from previous

sales — money that might never

be paid if relations break off

entirely, Kramer said.

"The Soviets have every
incentive to play a double game,"

said M Carling, a research
assistant at the Hoover Institution

at Stanford University.

Saddam Hussein is Gorbachev's

best ally in the region, he said.

Yet the Soviet leader cannot

'publicly side with Saddam
because he needs the West.

"There is no way he could

survive in power without the

money and credibility the West
gives him," he said.

The Soviets continued shipping

weapons to Iraq until the moment
the fighting began, according to

the Jan. 14 and 28 editions of

Navy News, a private defense

newsletter.

Twelve Soviet planes filled

with military equipment landed at

a military airport near Baghdad
every day until Jan. 15, according

to intelligence experts quoted in

Navy News. The shipments

contained ammunition, tanks and

construction material for bunkers;

the final flight contained the

Soviet's most advanced air-to-air

missile, the SA-16, the
newsletter said.

In addition, the Soviet freighter

Dimitry Fermanov was
intercepted in early January on its

way to the Jordanian port of

Aqaba, carrying 1 1 crates filled

with tank parts, rocket launchers

and communications equipment.

Experts believed the shipment

was headed for Iraq since Jordan

does not use such equipment

Another ship, containing more
Soviet parts, was discovered one

week later, Kramer said.

Trucks also have been detected

moving between Iran and Iraq,

Kramer said. At First, intelligence

^officials did not believe they

"contained Soviet-made weapons,

but that information is now being

reassessed, in light of the number

of Iraqi planes that have fled to

Iran, he said.

The United States is aware of

the Soviets' actions, but chooses

to ignore them, analysts say.

Pentagon officials repeatedly have

denied knowledge of the incidents.

Even if the Soviet Union is

still shipping some weapons to

Iraq, Kramer speculated, the

embargo "really has reduced what

was a flood to a trickle."

There is also some doubt over

whether Gorbachev approves of

the Soviets' work in Iraq.

"It wouldn't be impossible for

the Soviet military to be

undercutting Gorbachev,"
Kennedy said. "The military is

beginning to act on its own."
Military officials refused to

carry out the Conventional Forces

in Europe Treaty, signed in

November, by hiding equipment

and providing inaccurate data on

its European forces, said Jay

Kosminsky, a defense expert at

the Heritage Foundation.

Military officials also have an

interest in seeing if their

machinery works, he said.

"They devoted a lot of time,

energy and resources in building

up and training the Iraqi

military," Kosminsky said. If

none of the equipment works, he

said, "it's embarrassing to them."

(Rochelle Sharpe writes for'

Gannett News Service.)

Bush Unveils Awaited Energy Strategy
BY JAMES COX
©Copyright 1991. USA
TODAY/Apple College

Information Network

President Bush on Wednesday
unveiled his energy strategy to a

nation trying to recover from its

third oil shock since 1973. The
public, which can see the danger

of relying on foreign oil just by

reading today's headlines, would
appear to be ready to take its

medicine.

"With the war in the gulf now,

if we can't pass a really

meaningful energy policy, then

shame on us," said Sen. Bennett

Johnston, D-La., chairman of the

Senate Energy Committee. He
and Sen. Malcolm Wallop, R-
Wyo., introduced a package of
energy bills last week aimed at

cutting reliance on foreign oil.

The committee will hold hearings

Thursday on the administration's

proposals.

Bush's energy blueprint has

been nearly two years in the

making, but it was unanimously

panned when drafts began making
the rounds in Washington, D.C.

The White House plan is heavy
on increased energy production —
mainly domestic oil, natural gas

and nuclear power— and light on

conservation. For a nation that

uses more energy than any other,

it is anything but daring.

"The best that can be expected
is that this will be the beginning

of an intelligent debate," said J.

Robinson West, CEO of
consultants Petroleum Finance
Co. and a one-time Interior

Department energy specialist

The primary aim of most
proposals for a U.S. energy
policy is to cut the nation's
dependence on foreign oil, which
accounts for half of the 17

million barrels a day consumed.
By some estimates, imports will

make up 60 percent of U.S. oil

consumption by 2000 as

production in Alaska's Prudhoe
Bay slides and overall domestic
production falls at an annual rate

of up to 500,000 barrels a day.

The Bush plan today is

expected to propose:

— Opening the Alaska
National Wildlife Refuge to oil

drilling and expanding exploration

offshore, on the Outer
Continental Shelf.

Promising as it looks to the

big oil companies, the refuge is

still an unknown. The
ecologically fragile coastal plain

of the refuge contains 3.6 billion

to 15 billion barrels of
recoverable oil, which would take

years to exploit

"We know this can be done
without real harm to the area,"

insists Charles DiBona, president

of the American Petroleum
Institute, a trade group
representing major U.S. oil

companies. Development
activities would occupy an area

only "the size of (Washington's)

Dulles airport on a coastal plain

the size of North Carolina," he

said.

— Sweeping aside regulatory

obstacles in the way of new
nuclear-power plants. Bush
wants to revive nuclear power,

partly by consolidating the

fractured approval process for

construction, operation and safety

at new plants.

The administration plan also

would cut states out of the

contentious business o f

approving and monitoring sites

for nuclear-waste disposal.

— Creating efficiency ratings

for light bulbs and other products

to help conservation-minded
consumers.

— Cutting red tape that hinders

construction of natural-gas
pipelines and hydroelectric plants.

The Bush plan also is expected

to push federal agencies to

convert their car and truck fleets

to methanol, ethanol, compressed
natural gas or other alternative

fuels. The proposal contains tax

incentives for utilities that adopt

conservation measures — at any
level, from power plant to

consumer — and tax credits for

electricity generated by renewable

energy sources such as wind and
solar power.

Overall, though, "this is a Big
Oil energy policy," said Edwin
Rothschild, energy-policy director

at Citizen Action, a Washington-

based consumer group.

Sparse as it is, the Bush plan is

guaranteed to trigger titanic

battles between big oil companies
and smaller, independent ones;
between oil and gas interests;

between environmentalists and
business; between states and the

federal government

But the administration itself

was divided on the issue of an
energy

blueprint.

The administration's top brass

js said to be wary of anything

that might forestall an economic

recovery — or jeopardize Bush's

chances for re-election.

Congress jumped in. Bills

already are awaiting consideration

in the House and the Senate.

The White House is worried

that momentum is building

behind efforts to require higher

fuel-efficiency standards for cars

and trucks.

One bill in Congress would
raise the average standard for all

automakers' cars from 27 miles

per gallon to 40 — a 48 percent

increase. The sponsors say such a

move could save 2.8 million

barrels of oil a day. But
automakers, mired in recession,

say raising the standards only

would keep gas guzzlers on the

road. The more fuel-efficient cars

would cost more and would be
tiny and unsafe, they say.

A gasoline tax of 50 cents a

gallon or more would discourage

consumption and add to the

federal till. But officeholders are

scared of a backlash from a

driving public.

Says Johnston: "Almost
everyone who knows economics
recognizes that a gasoline tax is

the most efficient and productive

way to have conservation in

automobiles. But I am not going

to propose that, Congress is not

going to approve it, and the

American public does not want
it."

(James Cox writes for USA
TODAY. Paul Clancy
contributed.)

Scientists Debate Effects Of Global Warming. . . Dangerous Or Helpful?
BY PAUL OVERBERC

©Copyright 1991, USA
TODAY lApple College

Information Network

WASHINGTON — Many
scientists are ignoring the debate

about whether human activity

will warm Earth and whether it

has already begun.

Instead, they've decided there's

enough chance that the climate

will change to justify plunging

into the thicket of social, cultural

and political issues that will

arise.

At the annual meeting of the

American Association for the

Advancement of Science, which
ended Tuesday, talks by 30
speakers in a five-panel program

showed that discussing solutions

is just as complicated as debating

whether heat-trapping gases given

off by forest-clearing and fossil

fuel use will change — or are

already changing — the climate.

One example is the growing

belief that population control is

not as important as once thought

in curbing human impact on

Earth.

"I think the view in the

scientific community is veering

away from a simple root cause

and more to one that emphasizes

population, production and

consumption," said Thomas
Malone of St. Joseph's College

in West Hartford, Conn., the

program's coordinator.

They also cast doubt on the

idea that the world is

overpopulated, or will be when
the world's population doubles to

11 billion as expected in 4

years.

"It is impossible to predict
what is too many people,"
Lourdes Arizpe of the National

University of Mexico said,

echoing other panelists.

Technological change plays a

major role in determining the

resources needed to support a

population, they said.

One of the few agreements that

appeared at a news conference held

by organizers of the five panels

was the need for improved energy

efficiency, especially in the
United States.

Barbara Boyle Torrey of the

Census Bureau reported that to

cut emissions of heat-trapping

gases, it would be easier and
cheaper to improve energy
efficiency than to continue trying

to curb population growth.

Even though developed nations

aren't expected to grow much in

the next 40 years, the extra

pollution will exceed what's made
by huge population increases

expected in underdeveloped
nations, said Richard Rockwell of

the Social Science Research
Council in New York.

"Improvements in energy
efficiency is at least as important

as reducing the rate of population

growth," he said.

At the same time, even the

promise of energy efficiency

shouldn't be overrated, said

Robert Kates of Brown
University. He said social trends

like divorce create enough new
households to negate some
improvements made in home
energy efficiency.

He also cited broad and little-

studied trends like

dematerialization, which he

explained with an example: 'The

toaster I have right now weighs

half my antique toaster." Many
industries are substituting plastic

and ceramics for metals, he said.

That makes goods lighter and

more energy-efficient But those

also make goods cheaper and
more available, which can
increase consumption. For
instance, a home that once had a

toaster may now have a toaster, a

toaster oven, a microwave oven

and a conventional oven.

Getting scores of nations to

agree on social and economic
changes is difficult but feasible,

said Roberta Balstad Miller of the

National Science Foundation. Her

analysis of three multinational

programs over the last 20 years

showed that the one she rated

most successful — a survey of

population growth and causes —
allowed developing nations to

create and analyze their own
statistics.

"Developing countries are very

suspicious of scientific advice
coming from international
organizations," Miller said.

In general, developed nations
should lead, not advise, Arizpe
said

"Unless we see that the United

Earth needs 'greenhouse effect'
Fears olglobal warming hav.j made the "greenhouse effect* sound all had But Ihe
greenhouse effect makes 1hc E.irlh liveable Scientists fear however that
atmosplWic changos people are eating could increaso il warming the Earth A look
at Venu|and Mart, stiowr; wh.it happen-! with loo much or too little greenhou!.e eflocl

Earth ' The atmosphere keeps . .

some host from escaping — . Mars> Thin veil ofotmospnene
somewhat like a greenhouse. *

*' oases creates little greenhouse
effect to trap planet's heat

States takes a more aggressive

attitude toward environmental
protection, we cannot accept the

legitimacy of concern about

deforestation or population
growth," she said.

(Paul Overberg writes for
Gannett News Sendee.)

Average surface temperature
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Budget May Hurt Students Receiving Financial Aid
WASHINGTON, D.C.

(CPS) - President Bash's
proposed budget for the federal

government, unveiled Feb. 4,
calls for bigger grants for the
poorest students, but would stop

more than 400,000 other students

from getting grants at all.

It would also make it

virtually impossible for certain

students who now get federal

college loans to get other types of
aid.

The budget, campus money
experts add, might well decrease

the number of work-study jobs

students can get.

"He's robbing one set of

students to let others get more
money," complained Edward
Elmendorf of the American
Association of State Colleges and

Universities.

"What we are basically doing

is changing the mix," budget
director Richard Darman said at a

Senate Budget Committee hearing

Feb. 5. "A person from a little

bit higher income (family) is

taking a little bit more in loans."

The administration proposed

increasing funding for existing

programs by $63 million, or less

than 1 percent. In all, it wants to

spend $29.6 billion on education

during the Oct. 1, 1991 -Sept. 30,

1992 fiscal year. The 3.5 percent

increase amounts to $753 million

more than in 1991.

The increase falls short of the

nation's inflation rate, which the

Office of Management and Budget

has projected at 4.4 percent

"The net is you are taking

away from students," Sen. Paul

Simon, D-Ill., told Darman at the

budget hearing.

"We're a little disappointed,

to say the least," said Dallas

Martin, head of the National

Association of Financial Aid
Administrators (NASFAA), based

in Washington, D.C.

"If you happen to be very,

very poor, it's good. If you're

simply poor, you lose."

At the Senate hearing, Sen.

Trent Lott, R-Miss., was worried

about another class of students.

"The big emphasis is that we
need to make more grants

available to the poor, and I

understand that, but I am
concerned about the middle-

income students," he said.

Under the proposed budget,

the maximum Pell Grant award

will jump from $2,400 to $3,700

and the minimum award from

$200 and $400.

However, only students from

families with incomes under

$10,000 a year could get Pell

"Grants. That could eliminate at here."

least 400,000 students from the

program, forcing them to apply

for loans.

"I have mixed feelings," said

Vicki Atkinson, financial aid

director at Utah State University.

"The truly poor really do need
bigger grants, yet I hate to see

some of the middle-class students

get shut out"

Work-study joos also would
be harder to get under the

proposal, which would cut more

than $16.5 million from the

College Work Study program and

decrease the portion of work study

wages the federal government will

fund.

The administration wants to

pay for 50 percent of a work
study salary, down from 70
percent this year.

To pay the extra money or

replace grants to certain students,

colleges wouldn't be able to ask

their state legislatures for more
funds. Elmendorf noted.

"Thirty states are already in

trouble," he said. "They're not

likely to reach deeper into their

pockets."

"I'm sure the university
would try to meet that 50 percent

(mark), but that would be very

difficult" Utah State's Atkinson

v
said. "We're in a real tough time

In other words, if campuses
need more money they are going

to have to ask students for it by
raising tuition. /

Overall, Bush's $1.4 trillion

budget would result in a $280.9

billion deficit • lower than this

year's but still the second highest

in the nation's history - with the

fill costs of the Persian Gulf War
and the bailout of the savings and
loan industry still unknown.

As it is, the government will

be forced to borrow one of every

five dollars it will spend in 1992.

The budget proposal boosts

total federal spending by 2.6

percent It would increase current

spending for 250 federal

programs, including housing,

transportation and space
exploration.

It would eliminate more than

238 other programs, ranging from

new public housing construction

to student financial programs, to

save $4.6 billion. In addition,

109 programs, including urban

mass transit and Amtrak
subsidies, would suffer reductions

totaling $8.3 billion.

"I can't believe Congress is

going to find this an attractive

budget" Martin said. "I doubt

most of these recommendations
will be enacted."

College Shorts. . .

Racism Is Focus Of Conference
BY TIMOTHY BALL

STAFF WRITER

Increased racial tensions in

America's college campuses was
the concern of a tele-conference

Wednesday. The conference,

which was held nationwide via

satellite, presented a forum of

government and university leader.

It was the intention of the tele-

conference to examine causes and

solutions concerning the variety of

racial problems on college

campuses. Stereotypes, cultural

ignorance, and low self esteem

were some of the varied causes the

panel discussed.

Stereotypes of the black male

present unique problems to the

Afro-American community. A
recent controversy on the campus

of George Washington University

was used to start the discussion on

the harm that stereotypes can

cause.

A student rape counselor at

George Washington had, last year,

made the comment that black

males should be avoided as

potential rapists. The stereotype

image inflamed the campus black

community, panel members
stated.

Rape, the panel stated, is not a

prevalent black on white crime.

Rape occurs more often when the

victim knows the attacker.

Statistics support the incidences of

date rape', rather than the

stereotype of the black male as a

rapist

Stereotypes of black males

were the result of social conditions

and the media. Pointed criticism

was directed, by a caller from

Georgia, at the college media's

handling of sensitive racial issues.

The caller remarked that the

college newspapers and magazines

were more interested in their first

amendment rights, than the

sensitive handling of racial

problems. Later, discussion

among the local panel emphasized

the lack of sensitivity on the part

of THE SEAHAWK editors. THE
SEAHAWK recently neglected a

story on the Homecoming King

and Queen.

The discussion, after a

presentation on racial problems at

the University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH), turned

to the separation of racial groups

on campus, or separatism.

At UNC-CH, the vast majority

of the black population reside on

the South Campus. Although

white students reside on the South

Campus as well, the two groups

seldom interact.

"[You] can go to four years of

school here, without ever making

a friend of another race," said one

black student at UNC-CH.
UNC-CH, like most southern

universities, has had problems
with racial tensions on campus.
Until the 1950's, UNC-CH
admitted no blacks. Despite

increased recruitment of
minorities, black enrollment at

UNC-CH is at only 9%. (UNCW
has a 6.5% minority student

population.)

UNC-CH gained national

notoriety this past fall when a

note was place on the black

Homecoming Queens car stating

that "We don't need another nigger

homecoming queen." The incident

sparked a wave of racial protests.

Although southern universities

have publicized racial problems,

other schools across the country

experience racial unrest. Focus

was drawn on the lack of minority

instructors as Harvard University.

Harvard, also, drew criticism that

it was practicing institutional

racism with its lack of attention to

the Afro-American studies

program.

The University of California at

Berkeley faces problems in

approaching its racial problems.

Berkeley, which has 65% minority

enrollment has such diverse

cultures represented on campus,

that all of them do not receive

representation.

After the end of the

teleconference, student,
university, and community leaders

met to discuss and listen to

problems of rising racism on

college campuses, particularly

UNCW.
"There needs to be an

awareness of one another on

campus," said student body
president Ken Lemon, in response

to the issues brought up by the

teleconference.

All of the members of the local

panel agreed that racism was a

problem that needed to be

addressed. "I think that this is a

big problem that we need to

address," said SGA Vice-President,

Vicki Freeman. "I believe the

more you know and more
knowledge you have, the more

acceptance you have o f

differences."

Other panel members brought

up the importance of different

groups listening to one another,

apathy on campus, and the

problem that self image and self

esteem have in combating racism

William A. Bryan, Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs,

emphasized the importance of

combating racism on college

campuses. "We, as a university,

are a model of society," said

Bryan.

Discussions turned to the

personal effects of racism and

accusations of racism.

Wes Ward, a political science

major, remarked on accusations of

racism leveled at him during an

attempted removal of Ken Lemon
from office. Ward's attempt to

remove Lemon from office was in

conjunction with the obtaining of

a funding from the SGA for IFC.

It was not a racial issue, Ward
stated. Rumors of racist overtones

in the attempted removal circulated

among some students on the

UNCW campus. When Ward was

told of the rumors, he was

stunned. "It was just a slap in the

face," said Ward to the audience.

Ken Lemon, in response to a

student visiting from Connecticut

stated that it was difficult being a

black student on a predominantly

white campus. In one class of

hundred or more students, Lemon

found few other black students.
"

I respect a great deal the white

person," said Lemon, "... who
would come up to me and offer

assistance."

Other black students
commented on the racial problems

that exist on campus in the

University Union's upstairs

lounge.

Jamie Mathlin said that he felt

that there were some definite racial

problems at UNCW. "All of the

white groups on campus use

blacks as tokens," said Mathlin.

Mathlin stated that he felt that

there were problems with groups

that just wanted blacks for tokens

and with the people that joined

them.

Clarence Loften is a non-

traditional student who said that

he had been in UNCW for years

off and on. "I had been to no
integrated school until here," said

Loften.

Loften said that he did not

think that things could change.

There was no desire in the

government to change racial

policies, he stated. " As long as

some person has power," said

Loften. "They want to keep it"

The conference, titled "The
Rise in College Racism: Causes

and Solutions," focused on issues

such as stereotyping of minorities,

institutional racism, and
separatism on college campuses.

Leaders, such as Michael
Williams, the Assistant Secretary

for Civil Rights with the US
Department of Education, and
Mary Ellen Ashley, vice provost

of the University of Cincinnati,

spoke and offered solutions to

nationwide problems.

The teleconference was
broadcast to at least 45
universities across the country,

according to one of the

teleconference organizers, Dr.

Denis Carter. The conference was

a two hour live television

conference followed by
approximately forty-five minutes

of discussion. Approximately 75

students and faculty came to attend

me conference.

WASHINGTON, D.C.
(CPS) - Citing budget
concerns and denying worries

about campus hostilities to

its anti-homosexual policies

were involved, the Navy
announced it would stop
enrolling new Reserve Officer

Training Corps (ROTC)
students after next September

at five campuses, and
consolidate ROTC units at 12

others.

ROTC programs at Texan
Tech University and the

universities of Minnesota,
Missouri, New Mexico and
Utah will be closed, a ROTC
spokesman said Feb.l.

ROTC programs at some
other individual campuses
will be closed and
consolidated into eight

"geographic consortia" in

Boston, Chicago, and
Research Triangle in North

Carolina, Atlanta,
Philadelphia, Houston and a

site, to be named later, in

either Tennessee or

Mississippi.

SACREMENTO, Calif.

(CPS) - Less than a week after a

University of Michigan survey

claimed student use of illicit

drugs has declined nationwide for

the second straight year, a

California study found drug and
alcohol use among California

high schoolers has declined

slightly.

Alcohol drinking among
public school students in 7th,

9th, and 11th grades declined for

the first time since 1985, the

study by University of California-

Los Angeles Prof. Rodney Skager

found.

The number of students who
confessed to having used
marijuana and cocaine during the

past year also fell.

SPRINGFIELD, 111. (CPS) -

The Illinois state legislature

agreed to extend an inventive

scholarship program - to which

students themselves make
voluntary contributions that are

then matched by the estate - to

community colleges, David
Starrett of the Illinois Student

Association said.

Starrett credited student

lobbying for convincing
legislators to override a

gubernatorial veto of the measure

to let two-year campus students

participate in the program for the

first time.

(CPS) - More of the nation's

governors unveiled state budget

proposals that hint that public

colleges will have to lay staffers

off, cut classes and raise tuition

again next year.

New York Gov. Mario
Cuomo unveiled a proposed

budget Feb. 1 that would slash

$891 million in education

spending.

More campuses learned they

won't have as much to spend this

year as they'd been told. West

Georgia College announced it

would have to cut plans to buy
library books and equipment to

help it compensate for a January

state demand that it immediately

cut $200,000 from its budget.

Middle Tennessee State

University officials found out

they will have to reduce spending

by up to 7 percent, deferring

maintenance on campus
buildings, the purchase o f

computer printers and training for

staff members.

University of Pittsburgh

campuses will impose hiring

freezes to meet a budget shortfall

of 3.5 percent

(CPS) - The mounting
financial crises at many campuses
nationwide forced Virginia

administrators to order state

schools to limit the number of

students they admit during the

next two years.

The costs of allowing
enrollments to continue to grow
far exceed the projections of how
much money there will be

available to educate them," a Feb.

6 release from the State Council

of Higher Education noted.

The same day, Ohio Gov.
George Voinovich predicted
"layoffs" and higher tuitior at

Ohio campuses to cope with a

new $127 million state budget

shortfall.

Oregon State University

officials announced they would
limit the number of hours the

admissions and financial aid

offices would be open as a

money-saving measure.
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SEAHAWK SPORTS
u£eline

ensations
Patrick Fowler
Sports Editor

A WebbedAdventure ForUNCW

Pete, Will
Simply Have
To Wait. ..

I can't believe it. It's too early. But circledin

blue ink on my calendar was the unmistakable fact.

Baseball season has started, at least at UNCW.
Whoa, hold it, I'm not ready for this. My mind

is still filled with visions of screaming coaches,

flying elbows, grunts, and air artists that defy

gravity with relative ease.

Well, maybe I'm thinking of baseball.

No, can't be! There is still a chill in the air!

We just got rid of the N.F.L. for crying out loud. .

. . Super Bowl, Pro Bowl, and Disneyland and all.

The regular season conference races are heating up

across the country. Teams from McNesse State to

Hawaii U. are battling it out on the hard courts to

secure a high seat in their league tournaments,

hoping to impress the officials who selected the

lucky 64 squads to the NCAA's big dance.

It's crunch time when pressure mounts, tension

builds, stomachs tighten, and nervous eyes glance

feverishly at the ticking clock. It's where star

athletes come to the forefront and unknown talents

hit winning three-pointers at the buzzer. Crowds do

the wave and fans taunt officials while announcers

bellow into oversized microphones "Awesome
Baby!, Unbelievable, Turn out the lights, it's all

over." It's wild, it's Pandemonium, it's madness.

It is not relaxing.

But here comes baseball with those lush green

outfields, wide, spaced-out stadiums, and long

unendurable periods between the action. Batters

stroll up to the plate. They check their signs from

the coach.dust off their pants, their shoes, adjust

their shirts, set their feet in the box, take about a

million and half practice swings, adjust their hats,

and finally await the pitch from the pitcher.

. . . Who, during this time has picked up his

talc bag at the mound, psyched himself up, adjusted

his hat, his shirt, peers at the catcher for a sign,

shakes it off, shakes it off again, finally accepts it,

checks the runners, winds up and delivers.

All this for one pitch.

An inning could take anywhere from half an

hour to eternity. By that time in basketball, I am
either at my favorite halftime concession stand or

writing my post-game wrap-up. Baseball players

lope onto the field and crowds enjoy seven inning

stretches.

In basketball if you take time-out to flex,

you're liable to miss two trips down the court. It's

not the same.

As sportswriters we also have to shift gears

quickly. Out go popular phrases like slam jam,

hitting the J., dunkaroo, buzzer beater, Shaquille

O'Neal, the best center in basketball!?, layups,

treys, UNLV.UNLV.UNLV, and rejections.

Only to be replaced with terms like grand slam,

hitting for the cycle, dugout, game winner, Wade
Boggs, the best hitter in baseball, laid up, laid offs,

lock outs, strike outs, triples, George Steinbrenner

vs. commissioner Fay Vincent, Pete Rose vs.

commissioner Fay Vincent, umpire strikes vs.

commissioner Fay Vincent, and million dollar

arbitration dejections (players or owners depending

who loses).

Batting averages replace scoring averages, free

throw percentages give way to on base percentages,

and 45 year pitchers advertise how to get a better

shave, pushing Bo and Michael out of the spotlight.

I can't stand it. I am not prepared. I can't trade

in my nachos and hot pretzels for wieners and

crackerjacks. Not quite yet. Later, perhaps, if I feel

up to it.

But right now I am working out for eaily

March.

I an exercising my remote control hand,

catching up on all my sleep (just ask my
professors), stocking up on caffeine products,

running (to the refrigerator and back), and doing sit

ups, lay back downs, and more sit ups. Come
March 3, I must be in tip top shape. I can't worry

about pennant races, designated hitters, or rallies in

the bottom of the ninth.

But there it sits on my calendar. Circled in

blue, staring me in the face.

Okay, okay, pass me the popcorn.

Hurry up, I've only got five minutes left before the

second half starts.

BY PATRICK EflffLEB
SPORTS EDITOR

Not the Seahawks, the crowd, or the fanfare

surrounding the 1,000th game played in UNCW
history could derail the hottest shooting and the best

playing team right now in the conference, the

Richmond Spiders. The Spiders singed the nets from

everywhere on the court, hitting an incredible 63

percent from the field in a 81-64 demolishing of the

Seahawks.

"They (Richmond) are the best team in the

conference right now," UNCW guard Brannon

Lancaster said. "They will be the team everyone

should be after, come tournament time."

Richmond, (16-8 overall, 9-3 in CAA) with the

win has won, 11 out of their last 12 games
including eight in a row and an upset victory over

top dog James Madison (JMU), 67-50, on Feb. 5.

The Colonial Conference has closed to a two team

battle for the regular season championship and top

seed in the CAA Tournament in early March.

With two games left in the season the Spiders

trail the Dukes by just one game. Richmond plays

East Carolina on the road this Wednesday, coming

home to face the Tribe of William and Mary
Saturday in the Robins Center. JMU has three

games remaining but only two against CAA
opponents.

The Dukes try to rebound off their lost to

America Saturday by taking on the Navy Academy
at home on Tuesday. Following a non-conference

battle against Virginia Tech, the Dukes hit the road,

tangling with the Patriots of George Mason
Saturday night.

The Spiders jumped on the Seahawks fast and

hard early in the contest, hitting their first five shots

and running out to a four point lead,8-6. UNCW
(10-14, 5-7) came roaring back with a dunk by
center Matt Fish, a short jumper by Bryan Withers,

and a Cherry layup. After a quick Richmond time-

out, the Kenny Wood and Curtis Blair show took

center stage.

Forward Kenny Blair and guard Curtis Blair,

one of the best 1-2 combination in the CAA, started

finding their rhythm. With 1:35 left in the first half

the two players had amassed 17 points between

'Curtis showed why he is a

CAA candidate for player of

the year. As for Wood, the
whole league is having trouble

against him. He is a bear in

there.'

UNCW coach Kevin Eastmar.

them and the Spiders held a 10 point advantage over

the Seahawks.

"Curtis showed why he is a CAA candidate for

player of the year," UNCW coach Kevin Eastman
said. "As for Wood, the whole league is having

trouble against him. He is a bear in there."

"Kenny is really a hard guy to post up against,"

Seahawk guard Matt Fish said. "He is quitx too and

he got away from me for open jumpers."

The second half didn't get any brighter for the

Seahawks as the Spiders matched their sizzling

shooting percentage (63%) in the second period.

UNCW could draw no closer than eight points,

falling behind as much as 20 with eight minutes

remaining.

"They really took it to us in the first half like

we wanted to take it to them," Fish said. "We never

could get over that ten point hump. It seemed ever

time we would get close they come up with an

answer."

The Seahawks were again victim of turnovers

and missed opportunities down the stretch. Four
times UNCW could have cut the Spider lead to

single digits but missed either free throws are short

jumpers. Blair (16 pts.), Wood (22), and center Jim
Shields (12) pounded the boards inside continually

putting back missed Spiders shots. Richmond
placed four players in double figures and managed to

limit Seahawk top scorer. Lancaster, to nine shots

and 1 1 points on the night.

"We accomplished the two things I wanted to

do here," Richmond coach Dick Tarrant said. "We
shot often and shut Lancaster down. Blair (Curtis)

did an solid job of getting in his face."

"They (Richmond) had to adjust to everything

we threw at them," Eastman said. "We ran a lot of
different looks at them and they successfully altered

their game plan. It was more of a 10 point game
than a 17 point game. We played as hard as we
could but not the best we could. However, if it

takes a team to hit 63 percent to beat us I'm satisfy

with our play."

UNCW is currently fifth in the CAA
conference. The Seahawks take on the Tribe of
William and Mary in Trask on Wednesday before

traveling to Greenville to face arch rival East
Carolina on Saturday.

PHOTO BY DAVID BALL
An UNCW baseball player practices his swing Friday, preparing himself for the Seahawks' season
opener against UNC-Chapel Hill. UNCW lost 8-6 after railing back from four runs down. The team
plays Barton College today in a non-conference contest.

Heels Clip 'Hawks
BY PAUL THOMPSON
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

UNC-Wilmington's baseball team rallied but fell short in the end, dropping
their season opener at UNC-Chapel Hill's Boshamer Stadium, 8-5.

The Seahawks (0-1) dug themselves a hole quickly as the Tarheels scored
three runs in the first inning off starter David Morrison. The Tarheels (1-1)

continued their onslaught increasing their lead to 5-1 into the top of the fifth.

UNCW's bats then found life.

The Seahawks touched UNC hurler Derek Manning for four runs in the top
half of the sixth to knot the score a five apiece.

Tarheels Matt Wooten would break the deadlock in the bottom half of the

same inning, screaming a R.B.I, line drive down the left field line scoring Donnie
Leshnock from first.

Seahawks coach Bobby Guthrie was pleased with his teams' performance but
felt that his team was not up to par.

"Offensively, we swung the bats real well," Guthrie said. "Defensively, we
also played so!id. We made the routine plays and made contact with the ball but I

don't feel we played as well as we could."

After the Tarheels built the 5-1 lead, the Seahawks pulled a one -out rally to

tie the game, 5-5, in the top of the fifth.

With one out, Mark Chamberlin singled for one of his three hits on the

afternoon. Center fielder Perry Currin followed with a single to left, advancing
Chamberlin to second. Jared Gray then ripped the ball into left-center field scoring

both runners and cutting the lead to 5-3.

A walk to Ed Stoudenmire and a single by Mike Siopes put the tying runs
on base. Both runners advanced a base on a passed ball. They later scored on a

bloop infield single off home plate. "We put ourselves into a hole early, giving
up three runs in the first . . . then we began to hit the ball well and I felt good
going into the eighth," Guthrie said. "But from there, we didn't get much
offense."

Guthrie noted that the team's base running wasn't as effective as he hoped.

"We weren't able to steal any bases because there were not many
opportunities," Guthrie said. "When you're behind three runs, it hurts that part of
your game."

"We were also hurt by all the walks we issued, We walked seven batters and
four of them scored. We have to make these teams earn their way on instead of
giving free bases. . .we would rather have the teams hit the ball."

UNCW s pitching was off target all afternoon, as the Tarheels scored four
runs off both starter David Morrison and reliever Keith Jarman (O-l). Jarman had
replaced Morrison in the eighth inning.

"David (Morrison) didn't have a real good game," Guthrie said "He walked
five batters in three innings. Usually he doesn't give up that many. "Keith
(Jarman) was throwing the ball well but he began to get tired around the eighth
when he gave up the winning runs."

The Seahawks travel to Wilson, N.C., to face Barton College (formerly
Atlantic Christian) today at 3 p.m. The Seahawks play their home o?°ner Friday
afternoon against Liberty University. Game time for that contest is also 3 p.m.

Spwte
Division

Briefs
I. Yes,

C* Ck Ck

Roger proves that winning is everything

The executive committee of the Board of
Trustees of the University of North Carolina at

Wilmington went on record Feb. 12 in support of
maintaining the university Division I status in the

National Collegiate Athletic Association.

The NCAA's have added additions requirements
for any college that wished to remain classify in the

Division I ranks.

NCAA proposition 46 calls for several financial

aids requirements and equality in both the men's and
women's athletic programs regarding scholarship
money given out.

One of the major requirements ask of current

Division I teams was to raise an additional

$250,000 in scholarships in for both sexes' athletics

other than their basketball program. UNCW plans

to meet an alternative to that proposition which
demands that each Division I rated university issue

25 full grants to women's sports and 25 free rides in

the men's athletics. Once again these additional

grants must exclude the basketball squads'
scholarships from the official count. These
improvements also must be installed by the 1993-

94 academic year.

Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs Charles L. Cahill, who is responsible for

athletic programs at UNCW, stated the university

can meet the NCCA requirement for equal
scholarship by the 1994 deadline.

"It is our current projection, however, that we
can meet the NCAA equivalent number scholarship

requirements by the 1992-93 academic year," Cahill.

Trustee Robert F. Warwick suggested to the

Board that the responsibilities to raise the necessary

funds should fall on the new athletic director at

UNCW. Current AD William J. Brooks is retiring

from the position in March after 33 years of service

to the university.

UNCW Vs. Duke
The UNCW Rugby club comes home to face

the Blue Devils of Duke University.

The team is currently 0-1 on the season

following a tough beating at the hands of UNC-
Charlotte on Saturday. The 49ers outmuscled the

smaller Seahawks blanking them 19-0 in their

spring opener. UNCW who is trying to regroup

from an injury-ridden season of a year ago has

change its line-up with new faces.

The Seahawks surprised the Blue Devils

Oct.l 1 by upending the powerful Duke team 9-3 in

Durham despite being a 38.5 point underdogs. The

game was a defensive struggle and a confidence

booster for the young squad.

"This rematch should be as entertaining battle

as the first," rugby president Marc Ingham said.

"They be wary of us this time around."

Van Drumpt Wins
The Lady Seahawks golfers are off to a

successful in their 1991 campaign.

UNCW, led by senior stoker Nina van Drump,

took the first place trophy and title in the

Charleston Southern Invitational in Santee, South

Carolina Feb. 11. The collegiate tournament was

held at Lake Marion Gold Club and featured teams

from Winthrope, Colorado State, Campbell, and
Virginia.

Virginia Commonwealth was also supposed to

be a participant in the two-day tourney but never
showed to compete. An act that baffled the other

four participants and angered UNCW coach Lea
Dudley. Dudley plans to appeals VCU absence to

the NCAA Golfing Association feeling misled
because the tournament promised the Seahawk coach
five teams would be competing in the contest.

Van Drumpt led all players shooting team lows
of 77 on the first day and 74 on the second.
Teammate Laura Covington hung close to van
Drumpt in the first round being only two strokes

down heading in to the final round of play.

However, a disappointing 84 on the second day
dropped her title hopes and her final finish from
second to third place.

The two seniors combined their efforts to lead

the team to an easy victory, winning by 44 strokes

over the 2nd place Winthrope. The Lady Seahawks
shot consistently the whole weekend shooting a' five

team total of 640 strokes.

IHAVIS A BA1L1L OTIRIK

SIPMNC MIRAliq
WE IN THE SPORTS DEPARTMENT

HERE AT THE SEAHAWK, HOPE YOU
NET YOURSELF A GOOD TIME, RAISE A
LITTLE RACKET, AND THE TIME AWAY
IS A REAL HIT!

SEE THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE
SEAHAWK FOR THE BURNING
QUESTION; WHAT IS THE ULTIMATE
WORKOUT ON CAMPUS?



The Seahawk
University Center Opens

+

At A Glance submissions are due by 5:00 on the

Monday of the week they are to appear. Late

submissions may not run. Announcements for

events which require entry or admission fees are not

acceptable unless all proceeds go to charity. For

specific information come to room 205 of the

University Union, or call 395-3229.

Diabetic Snnnort firnnp To MppI
The Students With Diabetes Educational and

Support Group will meet on Monday, March 18, at

7 p.m. in the University Union, Room 204. Guest
speaker is Joe Hardin, Vocational Rehabilitation

Counselor, from New Hanover Regional Medical
Center, who will speak concerning employment,
insurance, and other important issues. Please come
and bring a guest.

Students. Cast Your Ballot??

UNCW is preparing to hold their annual SGA
elections within the next week. Candidates are

allowed to campaign until next Thursday at 5:00
p.m. Officers to be elected are SGA President, Vice-

President, Attorney General, Student Services
Coordinator, and Representatives at large. Senior,

Junior, and Sophomore class positions will also be
elected. Three polling sights have been established.

The University Union, the University Center, and
the East Cafeteria are the designated areas. Elections

will be held Wednesday March 20, from 9:00 a.m. to

7:00 p.m. and Thursday 21, fonm 9:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. Students will need I.D.'s to vote.

Cancelled Student Hours

ATTENTION: The chancellor will not hold

student hours for March 25 or April 22.

Cancer and Hypertension Awareness

and Screening Workshop
The School of Nursing at the University of

North Carolina at Wilmington is sponsoring a

cancer and hypertension awareness and screening

workshop for the black community from 9 a.m. to

1 p.m., Saturday, March 16, in room 111 of
Hoggard Hall. Co-sponsoring the event is the

UNCW Association of Nursing Students in

cooperation with Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.

The program begins with registration at 9 a.m.

followed by a welcome by Dr. Helen Faller, RN,

associate professor of nursing. An overview at 9:45

will look at facts and figures, early signs and

symptoms, health beliefs and practices, and

prevention. Screening will take place from 11:45

a.m. to 12:30 p.m., followed by a question and

answer session. Lunch will be served at 1, and

participants will have the opportunity to tour the

UNCW Nursing School.

The workshop is designed for black community

leaders and members of the public interested in

cancer and hypertension prevention and detection. To

register, call 395-3200 as soon as possible.

Pi Kanna Phi Sponsors PUSH- A-

Thon
Since 1976, P.U.S.H., People Understanding

the Severely Handicapped, has been the national

Service Project of Pi Kappa Phi fraternity. Since

then Pi Kappa Phi has raised over 1.2 million

dollars. To raise money for this event, Pi Kappa Phi

will host a Push-A-Thon. This event will start at

12:00 noon, March 11, on the UNCW campus. It

will continue for forty-eight hours until 12:00 noon

on March 13. The Push-A-Thon consists of a

wheelchair being pushed continuously by the Pi

Kappa Phi's of UNCW. The purpose is to raise

awareness about the severely handicapped, and also

to raise money to help them get more enjoyment out

of life. All donations are tax deduc table, and go
directly to P.U.S.H., which is a non-profit

organization.

On March 14, Pi Kappa Phi will hold P.U.S.H.

empathy training and awareness workshops. This

will take place in the UNCW university union,

room 100 from 10:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m.

Everyone is encouraged and welcome to attend.

Please, won't you join us in learning a little more
about the less fortunate, how it feels to be confined

to a wheelchair, and how we as a community can

make their life a little better. After all, "your support

of P.U.S.H. gives a group of special children what

they need most- a world of fun, friends and

understanding. Won't you give a PUSH."

PrP.repistration For Mat 111

Students who plan to preregister for MAT 1 1

1

Summer I and II 1991, and Fall 1991 must have a

satisfactory, up-to-date (less than 1 year old) UNCW
Mathematics Placement Test score before you

preregister. If you need to take the placement test to

determine this score, call the Mathematical Sciences

Department (extension 3885) to sigh up for the

following testing session.

Tuesday, March 19 3:00 p.m. 100 Bear.

If you can not come during this time, call Ms.

Sandy Wager (Extension 3885) to schedule the test

by appointment before you preregister.

Cont'd. On Page 2

BY AMY PETROCELLI
STAFF WRITER

The new University Center had its grand

opening, highlighted by a ribbon Cutting

Ceremony on Wednesday, March 13.

Attendance of the event included students,

Administration, staff, and media
representatives.

Prior to the actual cutting of the ribbon,

speeches and words of thanks were given by

the Vice chancellor for Student Affairs Dr.

William Bryan, SGA President Ken Lemon,
and Director of the University Union Linda

Moore.

Following the speakers, Homecoming
King and Queen Brian Bullard and Joi Falana

led participants in the cutting of the ribbon.

Due to the rain, the ribbon cutting took
place only at the main entrance of the center,

and the Center Stage Cafe entrance, rather

than around the entire building as planned.

"It was an honor to cut the ribbon on

behalf of the student body," said Bullard. "A
lot of hard work went into this building and

I feel that its facilities can only add to the

campus community in the most positive

way."

Students were able to take advantage of

some of these facilities as free games of pool

and miniature golf were offered throughout

the day. Also, to toast the occasion,

complementary non-alcoholic beer was

provided.

Moore stated that this 4.2 million dollar

project had actually been in the planning

stages for 14 years. She explained that

additional space that was needed for the old

union, was put on a "wish list" until they

were able to build.

Moore commented that the entire project

went smoothly, and that problems were few.

Associate Director for University Union
Operations Anne Devaney, explained that

some deliveries not arriving on time made
things somewhat hectic. "Last week was
very busy when we had everything coming
in at once." she stated. "For the most part,

it has been organized chaos."

Devaney also stated that the video

projector in Center Stage Cafe is being
rented for now. She hopes that Center Stage

will have its own by summer. "All things

considered, the project has gone really well,"

she said.

Not only has the opening of the

University Center provided students with

new facilities, but it also provided students

with job opportunities. According to

Devaney, the University Center employs a

staff of about 35 student workers.

The Grand opening celebration will

consist of several activities and prizes, with

contributions coming from ARA and First

Citizens Bank.

LMVK»M1V CI.NTi.P

Schedule Of Events. .

Scheduled events for the University

Center grand opening will continue through

the week.

Thursday, March 14

Outdoor Recreation Fair featuring area

retailers

Scavenger Hunt, a campus wide search for

fun but tricky items

Student Research Poster Session. UNCW
students will present posters describing their

research pn»:ects

2-4 p.m. "Chairman of the Board," the

premier beach music band of the South, in

the foyer

5 p.m. College Bowl, a question/answer

game of general knowledge and quick recall.

The UNCW College Bowl team will take on

challengers.

7:30 p.m. "Mysteries on Campus" Dessert

Theater, a traveling murder mystery troop. A
murder will be staged on campus and the

audience will determine "who dun it." Cash

Disqualifications
1 1 SGA Candidates Not Eligible For Office

BY DAVID RllRKP;
NEWS EDITOR

Confusion concerning
eligibility resulted in the
disqualification of 1 1 candidates
for SGA positions, leaving the
junior class with one vacant
senatorial position and no vice
presidential candidates. Merita
Renauer, election board chair, said

that the candidates were informed
of their disqualification at a

meeting Monday.

Complications arose when
some student candidates counted
credit hours they planned to earn
during the upcoming summer
sessions as hours to determine
class status. Renauer said that a

student candidate must classify

himself based on the hours earned
at the end of the spring semester.

Because the deadline for
candidate applications has already

passed, these students will not be
allowed to re-register for the
appropriate office.

Christy Saunders, who is

currently a freshman, was
registered to run for sophomore
vice president. Saunders said she
will still be classified as a
freshman at the end of the spring

semester, but she plans to earn
hours during the summer to

become a sophomore. According
to Renauer, Saunders would not
qualify to run for sophomore vice

president because she will not be
a sophomore at the end of the
spring semester.

"I think that's ridiculous,"

Saunders said. "There's a lot of
people in the senate that can't run
and they didn't even know."

Renauer said, "It doesn't
include summer. It never has. I

can understand what they were
thinking, but logic would dictate"

that summer hours would not be
counted. "I'm just going by the

book."

Each candidate was given a set

of eligibility rules when he
registered with SGA, but Renauer
said that she did not think that the

rules in question were stated on
the form.

Renauer admitted, "I would be

upset. .if I were in their shoes."

Some disqualified candidates

said that they should have been
allowed to register to run for

other offices, rather than be
completely removed from the

ballots. "I wish I had heard more
about it before it was too late,"

said Marty Blackmon, a

disqualified candidate for senior

class vice president

Renauer said that while she
was not certain, she did not think

that she had the authority to

extend or make exceptions to the

registration deadline.

James Harkey, a disqualified

candidate for junior class

president as well as many of the

other disqualified candidates, said

that while he was disappointed
with the situation, he would run
for office again next fall.

The vacant offices in the

junior class can be filled by write-

in candidates or by appointees in

the fall semester.

OPEC Cuts Production

prize to the "Master Sleuth"

NCAA Tournament televised in Center

Stage Cafe, free pizza giveaways

Friday, March 15

NCAA Tournament televised in Center

Stage Cafe, free pizza giveaways

Discover Challenges at the top of every

hour, a series of group problems-solving

games that incorporate trust communication

and decision-making

1 p.m. Clef Hangers, an a cappella music

band in Center Stage Cafe

2 p.m. Alumni Talent Show in the Center

Stage Cafe

9 p.m. Dance with the band "Risse" in the

ballroom

Prizes will be given away all three days

through post office boxes and vending

machines. A game room tournament will

run throughout the celebration and all of the

games will be free.

The public is invited to attend all events.

Admission is free except for a $2 charge for

the indoor miniature golf.

BY KELP LOUIE.
PEDERSEN

^Copyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network

GENEVA — OPEC oil

ministers, trying to boost prices

depressed by a worldwide glut of
oil in the aftermath of the Persian

Gulf War, agreed Tuesday to cut

production by some 700,000
barrels a day.

The agreement reached after two
days of haggling, is intended to

bring OPEC production down to

22.3 million barrels a day.

Currently, the cartel is producing
more than 23 million barrels

daily. OPEC had lifted the

previous production quota of 22.5

million barrels after Iraq invaded

Kuwait August 2.

The OPEC agreement pushed
oil prices up 69 cents, to $19.68 a

barrel, on then New York
Mercantile Exchange. But analysts

said the longer-term impact of the

agreement would likely be to push

prices downward, because it does

little to settle an ongoing power
struggle among OPEC members.
Oil prices are likely to slide $ 1

or $2 a barrel in coming months,

predicted Michael S. Rothman,
vice president and senior energy

analyst at Merrill Lynch, who has

been in Geneva following the

OPEC ministerial meeting.

"The agreement is loosely

worded and somewhat vague, but

not a disaster, even though it does

not spell out how the production

cut shall actually come about,"

Rothman said.

Still, he said, there is no spare

production capacity in the world,

so any disruption of oil production

or shipping will mean an effective

cut in global supply.

"If, say, the oil slick in the

Persian Gulf stops loading at the

key Saudi Arabian oil terminal

Ras Tanurrah, oil supply will drcp

by several million barrels,"
Rothman said. "Another risk is a

drop in Soviet oil production due

to the socio-economic problems
within that country

"

He estimated tb* average price

of OPEC oil in the April-June

r-

period will be between $15 and
$17 a barrel, with the U.S.
benchmark West Texas
Intermediate crude averaging
between $17 and $20.

The agreement did not come
about without serious internal

haggling among the OPEC
ministers. Two OPEC members,
Algeria and Iran, expressed
reservations about the agreement,

indicating they will not
necessarily cut their production.

At the outset of the meeting,

the Iranians had been seeking

production cuts deep enough to

bring prices up to the $21 level.

Algerian oil minister Sadek
Boussena, who is also president of

OPEC, said he would not explain

his country's reservations until

Wednesday.

"We expect members to comply
with the agreement" said OPEC
Secretary General Subroto of
Indonesia, but he declined to be

more specific than the vaguely
worded official statement

Behind the scenes, discussion

among the ministers has been
fractious, particularly from the

Saudi Arabians.

Even though the Saudis are pan
of the agreement, Saudi production

will not drop below 8 million

barrels a day, compared to its

official quota of 5.34 million

barrels a day before the gulf crisis

en.pted.

When OPEC ministers meet
again on June 4, the power
struggle within the organization

will be far from over. Kuwait and

Iraq still will not have returned lo

the world market and OPEC will

therefore be in no position to

return to the pre-war quota system.

Most analysts think Saudi Arabia
will want a larger quota than its

prewar level after Iraq and Kuwait
resume production.

But the war and the Geneva
meeting have left the balance of

power markedly changed within

OPEC.
Saudi Arabia clearly is in the

driver's seat with Iran being the

Cont'd.On Page 9
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At A Glance, Cont'd.
National Book Award-winning author TIM

O'BRIEN will visit UNCW for three days as part of
our Writers & Readers Series, funded through a
grant from the North Carolina Arts Council.

His schedule is as follows:

Tuesday, March 19th: 3:30 p.m. at Bryan
auditorium, Morton Hall-Reading

Wednesday, March 20th: 12 noon-1 p.m. in
Morton Faculty Lounge (Rm. 135)

3 P.M. - 5 P.M. in Randall Library
Auditorium-Workshop

7:30 P.M. at New Hanover County Library in
downtown Wilmington-Reading

Thursday, March 21st: 3:30 P.M. -5:30 P.M.
in Randall Library auditorium-Workshop

All events are free and open to the entire
Wilmington community.

For further information, contact Philip Gerard,
Acting Director of Creative Writing, at 395-3329
(office) or 395-0417 (home).

"LivWell'S RUN THRU CAMPUS" March 15

1991

Celebrate the Opening of the New Universtiy

Center!

Faculty, Staff & Students are Invited to

Participate!

Place: run will begin & end at the New
Universtiy Center

Distance: 2 miles (walkers are also welcome!)

Starting Time: 4:00 p.m.

NO ENTRY FEE*
Pre-Registration: Participants may pre-register

by calling or coming by the UNCW Office of

Health Promotion/Livwell, at 395-3683, University
Union Room 104, by 5:00 p.m. Thursday, March
14, 1991

Participants may also register the day of the
event between 3:00-3:45 p.m. at the Run site.

PRIZES WILL INCLUDE T-SHIRTS &
RIBBONS!

Need A Plar? To Conpr«»Pati>J?

U.U. & Univ. Center: Need a place to
congregate !? The University Union and The
University Center are now taking requests for room
reservations. Reservations can now be made for any
time up until August 16th. If interested, come by
room 214 in the Union or cp'I 395-3285

"Others Who IlnHprstand" To lVWt
Are you one of the many people living with

Herpes or Genital Warts? Do you wish you had
someone else to talk to who understood what is

involved? Are you tired of the hassles,
embarrassment, and cost of treatment? Do you
struggle with, when, or how to tell a new partner?

If so-You are invited to a CONFIDENTIAL
support group-

"Others Who Understand."

These informal relaxed meetings are for the

purpose of talking with other students like you
(male and female; first name only) who are dealing
with a similar situation. Please join us.

For more information, call: 395-3683-Deborah
Haywood, MS, Office of Health Promotion/LivWell

395-3746-Dr. Paul Johnston, Student
Development Center

ECO And Thf Fnvirninnpnf NppH Vi^f
Enviromental Concerns Organization is

involved in creating an environment that is healthier
for you to live. ECO meets every Tuesday at 800
p.m. in the DISCOVER CENTER. If you have any
questions call Mike McDonald at the DISCOVER
CENTER. Come with ideas for enviromental
improvement. The Enviroment needs your help!

Submit Your Original rjrtirrn?
Undergraduate UNCW students are invited to

submit their orginal fiction for the Jesse Rehder
Short Story Award.

Rules:

-One (1) short story per entrant

-All manuscripts must be typed in double-
spaced format

-Entrant's name should appear only on a
separate, detachable cover sheet, along with address,
phone number, and title of story

-Title of story should also appear on first page
of story text

-Prizes: 1st- $50; 2nd- $30; 3rd- $20
DEADLINE: All entries must be received in

Professor Philip Gerard's mailbox in the Department
of English, Morton Hall, no later than 5 p.m on
Friday, March 15, 1991. Please specify on the
manuscript that it is a contest submission, winners
will be announced in April. Manuscripts will not be
returned, so be sure to keep a copy.

.loin SADD"
Be a lifegiver and not a lifetaker. Help SADD's

message: Don't drink and drive. Come and become a
part of Student's Against Driving Drunk. Meetings
are every Tuesday at 7:00 p.m. in room 134 of
Cameron Hall.

"NOONTIME WALKABOUT"
STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF
Come join the Student Health and Wellness

Center for a 1 MILE WALK
February 26-May 4 Tuesday's and Thursday's

12:15 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.

SIGN-IN: East steps of the Burney Student
Support Building.

If raining, Main Entrance Trask Coliseum.

QUESTIONS: 395-3280

Attention UNf.Wm
Volunteers are needed to train athletes weekly

for the April 17 Special Olympics to be held at
UNC-W. Athletes are preparing to participate in
relays, basketball, and field events. Your help for
any amount of time would be greatly appreciated.
For more information, call Ms. Sullivan at 251-
6571, or contact the Leadership Center, UU 212 at
395-3877.

UNCW Gav and Lesbian A ssociation

Meeting To Be Held

A meeting of the UNCW Gay and Lesbian
Association will be held on Thursday, March 21.

Anyone interested in attending should contact Dr.

Kate Bruce of the Psychology department. Complete
discretion for those in attendance will be honored.

COPING WITH YOUR PARFNT'ft
DIVORCE

A divorce affects more that the divorcing
partners. Other family members, even adult children,
can feel the impact of the event.

3-5 p.m. Monday, March 18, 25, April 1,8.

Call 395-3746 to Register.

America Reacts To War's End
BY HOLLY PRICE

STAFF WRITER

As U.S. troops began coming
home last Friday, relatives and
friends at UNCW began planning

tor their arrival. Reactions from
family and friends varied. All Were

excited, but a few apprehensive at

the thought also.

Jeanna Warner's husband of
eight months was shipped to
Saudi Arabia only three weeks
after they were married. "It's

always been, 'I can't wait till he
sets home,' but now that it's

probably going to be soon, I'm

scared to death," Warner said. She
went on to add, "You start to

wonder, what if he's changed."

Brian Wood's father and
brother have both been in Saudi

Arabia since late December.
"Being from a military family,

you learn to expect moves and

long absences, but this war has

put a major strain on my family

life. With both my dad and my
brother gone, it seems like there

has been a hole in my life for

three months." Brian's brother is

scheduled to come home in about

six weeks. The family isn't

positive about Brian's father,

Robert Woods. "I'm just glad it's

over and my family again," Woods
stated.

Tyrone Rowell, associate vice

chancellor for University
Advancement, was called up from

his reserve unit on January 30. He
has been at Fort Dix N.J. for

almost a month. His wife, Pearl

Rowell said, "We don't know
when he'll be home, but we
should know by the end of this

week."

When asked how she and her

son have kept their minds off the

war she replied, "We've just tried

to keep very, very busy. My son

is very busy with school right

now and I am at my job. It's all

you can do."

Support for family and friends

of troops in the Gulf came in the

form of a group which was formed

by Bob Haywood, campus
minister. In the last few months

the group has dwindled according

to Mr. Haywood. He believes the

reasons are the decline in activity

in the Gulf and outside support for

friends and family.

Sue Jurney, whose husband
William Jurney has been gone
since December, said she has
received most of her support from
other military wives at Camp
Lejeune. "We all share such a

common bond that our support

system for each other is very

strong." Jurney's husband will be
home in 3 to 6 weeks. "I plan to

hide him away and keep him to

myself. You just can't describe the

relief at knowing everythings
going to be o-kay."

LEAD Teaches Leadership A New Generation Of Red Cross.

LEAD (Leadership Education

and Development) is a registered

student organization based
ihrough the Leadership center

located in the University Union.

Their goals include enhancing

members leadership and
organizational skills as well as to

provide a service to other students

and organizations here at UNCW
and around the community.

Through methods such as

presenting workshops, LEAD
Consultants have facilitated

workshops at the Student

Leadership Conference, to the

Student Government Association

(SGA), the North Carolina
Teaching Fellows and to

community groups such as the

YMCA and high schools in New
Hanover and Brunswick counties.

The topics of workshops
presented include time
management, communication
skills, team building, effective

committees, group motivation,

discover games, ice breakers,
conflict management and personal

development activities based upon
the needs and concerns of the

organization.

Training to become a LEAD
Consultant consists of a peer

training workshop and ongoing

sessions where skills such as

active listening, facilitating an

effective presentation and

consultation skills are taught.

Along with peer trainers,

community trainers and leaders

include Dr. Rodney Earl, Dr.

Stephen Harper, Dr. Andy
Jackson, and Mrs. Deborah
Haywood. These individuals aid

in the training process through

the presentation of past and

present problems they have
encountered and ask the LEAD
Consultants to use the skills they

have acquired and to network with

leaders in the community thereby

helping them with possible

solutions to their problems.

As quoted by a current LEAD
Consultant, "The growth and
experience gained through my
involvement with LEAD had

been invaluable to me both
personally in the preparations for

the road that lies ahead."

If you or your organization

are interested in the services of
this organization, please contact

the LEADERSHIP CENTER a

few weeks before the workshop
will be needed. If you are

interested in becoming a LEAD
Consultant, please drop by room
212 in the University Union of
call 395-3877 for more
information.
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Meet The Executive Board Candidates

Y«, it's ELECTION TIME again!!! In order for you to choose the right candidate to represent your QUESTIONS
view*, you need to be an informed voter Well The Leaders hip Center incoordination vith the

Student Government Association gave aH the candidates an opportunrtyto share with you their views

on certain issues.

T h e f oil owin g q u esti on? were ask e d

:

line candidates responses correspond tothece question #'s)

I) What position are you seeking''' Why?
2| In your opinion, what purpose or role should the Student

G overnrn ent Ass ociation s erve?

3} How does your view differ from the role you feel SGAcurrently

serves'''

4) Howcould SGA benefit from your membership?

5) What kind of experience have you had thai will assist you with the

position you seek?

6) Which of the existing Student Services do you feel need
improving? How?

7) What additional Student Services do youfeel are needed? Why?
8) Do you feel there is aneed (or on campus Daycare? Why?

NAME Steve Sappe NAME Kelli Shaler

1

)

SGA President— I feel it's time to start serving the needs of
the students. SGA has not adequately done this and I feel my
strong convictions for student rights, opinions, and improving
student life, along with three years experience in SGA can help
meet the goal of student representation.

2) The purpose of the Student Government Association is to

serve the student body. SGA should voice the concerns of the
students and do everything in its power to improve student life.

SGA should be a liaison between the students, administration,

and the community.

3) SGA does not sufficiently seek student opinion, nor does it

adequately voice the concerns of the student body. As of late it

has done little for the student body as a whole and is in need of

much improvement and more concern and dedication by its

members.

4) Over the past few years I have spent in SGA, I have actively

sought to acquire student opinion in upcoming issues. SGA is

here to represent the students and to benefit the students. I

believe my strong conviction to serve the student body is a
valuable asset to SGA.

5) Three years experience in SGA. In 1989-90 I was voted
senator of the year. I have been ACE concerts chairman,
Summer Orientation Leader, Member of the Chancellor's Student
Advisory Board, President of SADD, Member of Executive Board
in Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity, Member of the Chancellor's

Substance Abuse advisory board, President of the Sports Club
Council, and Captain of UNCW Football.

6) Residence life recreation and other facilities are in need of

repair (ie. basketball and tennis courts between Galloway and
Graham halls). Student Health Services are in need of

improvement in the addition of services and staff. Student
recreation and athletic facilities need to be improved to allow

extended use of current facilities and added new facilities (ie.

weight rooms and swimming pools).

7) Residence life areas are in need of many additional services

and facilities such as additional laundry facilities, repair of living

areas, additional group and individual study areas, more student

activities, large scale campus entertainment, improvement in

food sen/ices and quality, bicycle repair facility, and more racks.

8) Many non-traditional students were promised this last election

season. I feel they have been let down as a much needed pilot

program was promised and not provided. Yes, there is a need.

Many non-trads have attendance problems because they must
take care of their children. Day care is very expensive off

campus and many people cannot afford this. I hope to

eventually offer free or discount day care to all stu :;nts who
have this need.

NAME Curtis L.WHson,Jr

1) Student Body President -It's time forachange We must shift our

foe us from internal to external, the general elevation of the

student body, and I feel that I cap be that catalyst Student

Government can be a powerful force if shown the way.

2) Frstandforemost.be the voice of the students We are elected to

solve the problems facing the student bodyand we should strive to

do our best

31 We have become to concerned with the small picture and not

looking at the whole. We benefit the students, but not as much as

we could.

4) By being amotivating force, someone that others could model

after I have the energy, the ideas, and the drive to get things

done.

5) Junior Class President, President Pro-Tern of the Senate, Judicial

Board Chairman (2 years), Vice-President of Sophomore Class,

Orientation Leader! 3 years), Resident Assistant ( 1 year),

Freshmen Class President.

6) Faculty evaluations -the students are having legitimate claims

that are not being heard SGA has aloudervoice than any one

student.

7) Legal Services because being acoBege student isn't easyand there

are times when aNttfe legal ^vice goes along way

8) I knowthat there is alarge number of students with children, but

I do not knowif the needisthere or if the students will take

advantage of it I do know that there is currentlyamove being

made to start a program on campus The person in charge is Ida

Toplin

1) Student Body Vice President-! feel serving for 3 semester? on SGA

asasenatorhas given me experience in seeing the operation of the

senate, ifeellcandoagoodiobrunningthesenateand representing

the student body •
- * '"'

21 To serve the students, the school and to present a good image to our

community Thesenateshouldworkasacohesive group to accomplish

the goals set bythe senate

5] If eel thatthe Senate does no work togetherasacohesive group

representing the students and there interests I feel we sometimes lose

sight of our purpose and were not always on track

41 1 served as arepresentative-aHarge for 3 semesters and represent a

large percentage of the students I feel I could do a good job to help

senate accomplish the goals set

51 My exp eri enc e on I h e s enat e an d b ein g a c hairwoman of a stan din g

committee. I can work with organizations of the senate and can work

and understand the procedures of the senate

61 Health care can be expanded and improved The book store needs

to be evemined more closely The recreational facilities need

expanding, to offer more facilities and programs

?) We need additional recreational services. Weneedan effective debit

cards'/stem Campus daycare would also be good.

8) Campus daycare would be b en eficialtc many stu dents on campus It

wouid be more convenient and accessible to people. It would eliminate

mam problems that students with children worry about such as being

late and not even being able to goto class, because they cannot get i

baby-sitter.

NAME Barry W Graham

1) Student Body Vice President-The reason whyl am seeking this

position is because it is the leader of the senate. Whatanysenate

needs is strong leadership because the senate is the backbone of SGA

2) The role of the SGAshould be to serve in the best interests fo the

student body. Also it should protect the rights of the students as a

whole

3) I feel that although we are doing a good job so far, there is alot that

can still be done I do not think that we are acting in the best interests of

the students to the fullest of our potential as a Student Body

4) I feel that I have the experience and qualities of a good leader. Ifeel

that I can be very beneficial to the SGA as the senate leader because I

can get the job done

5) I have military discipline, as amember of JROTC I was responsible for

141 people and received numerous awards forleadership skills lama

communicationmaic>rwhich wtfl enhance myskills as a leader Andlam
the Vice President or Multicultural affairs forthe UNC Association of

Student Governments

6) Ifeelthattheschoolmediarieedimprovingtobetterservethe

students especiallyWLOZ This will be done bythe implementation of

the media Pub Board going into action.

7) Amulticuttural center or area would be nice to help combat the

problems of racism and cultural diversity I think that the human relations

board is akey element to this kind of program implementation

8) Yes. Many stu dentsand faculty members could benefit from this

because theywould not have to worry about daycare and schedule

conflicts It could also attract other potential personnel to the campus

Most important is that the educati on andchild psychology programcould

greatly benefit from the program

NAME Joe Mitchell

services needto be added. As St u dent Services Co ordinal or I w«?;'!d

work to accomplish things Iwouldmeet on a monthly basis (at IMM) with

IFC, Panhellenic, Pan Hellenic, Residence Hall Association, Sports Club

Council, Black Student Union, Non-Traditional Student Union and
others. Through meeting with various organizations SGAcanfind out

what students want and begin to try to implement their suggestions

The Student Government loses touch with the students and we needto
get back in touch with them.

2) In my opinion, the SGA exists, to represent the students, list en to

st u d ent c one erns, an d t o im prove t h e q uality of stud ent lif e at UNC-W
Tne SGA exists to provide services and programs for the stu dents The
SGAalsoshould providefundingforstudent organizations. The SGA
should also be involved in overseeing (air and just treatment of all the

students in all areas of university life

3) I feel that currently SGA has alot of potential but there is still room for

improvement We need to improve and expand our services and work to

make SGA more effective

4) I have beenaSenatorforthe past year. Ifeelthatlcancontinueto

b en efit t h e St u d ent G overnrn ent . I work hard t o re pres ent t h e st u d ents

and be (air and |U3t to theirconcem3 and needs I work hard and am not

afrai d t o tak e stan ds an d I want t o provi d e ef f ective , b en eficial st u d ent

services to UNC-W.

5) T his past yew | have s erve d in t h e S enat e T his exp eri enc e has

helped me in learning the roles and procedures of the SGA. Therefore I

feel I am ready to become Student Services Co ordinal or Also I have

served as an Ambassador.

Through this experience I have learned much about UNC-W and been in

contact with many students I am also amember of the Greek Week
Committee. Through this role I have worked on getting sponsorships

and publicity for Greek Week I have also been involved with the North

Carolina Student Legislature (NCSL) Through these various leadership

positions I reel I have have learned alot. Nowl amreadyto take on the

responsibility of Student Services Co ordinal or.

6&7) Student Government provides many services to the students

T h e3 e incl ude various programs through ACE, a Seahawk newspaper,

Atlanis lit erarymagazine,WLOZradioandvariousotherprograms3uch
as H eait h an d Weiln ess Fair an d Ric hard K e elin g ( a s p eak er on AIDA) . In

addition to this acourtesy phone is provided, legal service money has

been reserved and discount movie tickets are provided Also and SGA
Update publication is sent to students, and various dances are

sponsored by SGA. These services needto be monitored and
evaluated. We need to make sure some type of legal services are

im piem ent e d, mak e s ure AC E is s p ons orin g events th e st u d ents enj oy

and want, provide a high qualitycomputer and printer in the Student

Activities Office for all stu dents to use, help the Greeks in dealing with

the community at Olympus Park, and more special events need to be

sponsored. Any and all stu dent services can he improvedm various

ways. Thereneeds'o be a specific suggestion box, placedinthe union,

that takes suggestions on what student services need improving and
how this could be accomplished

8) ifeel there is a need for daycare but sufficient amounts or research

need3to be done before this project could be implemented

NAME JeffHoleman

V) Student ServrcesCoordinator-Thereasonlamseekingthis position

is that I feel easting student services need improving and new student

!) St u d ent $ ervic es C o ordinal oH want t o c ontin u e t h e work I have

done as Student Services Coordinator This was a position thai I created

and I want to continue working on all the projects that I have worked on.

!

have the experience and the will to perform the duties forthe position of

St u d ent S ervic es C o ordinal or

2) TheSGAdhouldworktoservetheneedsofthestudents SGA
should work diligently to make UNC-W a better school an dim prove its

services SGAshouldalso bethe voice of the student body and should

bnn g st u d ent o pirn ons t o t h e Administrati on

3) I would like to see SGA help create more and better student services

I als o want SGA t o b e m ore eft ective an d f oil ow t hro u g h on its proi ects

SGA also needs to do what the students want done and deliverthe

voice of students to the correct place. SGAalsoshould represent all

aspects of stud entitle both on and off campus

41 1 have served in SGAfor 2 years and I know howthmgs work within

SGA if eei thai I have the experience and the leadership skills needto

mak e SGA ef f ective . The p osit i on t hat I am ? e ekin g is on e t hat I have

worked hard in arid i feel that SGAcouid benefit if I continue the work.

5) I have servedm this position (or the past year and have been in SGA
forthe past 2 years I have served as aCommittee Chair in the

Ass ociation f orCam p us Ent ertainm ent (AC E), am amem b er of Kap pa

Sigma Fraternity, serve as Student Chairf orthe Grand Opening of the

NewUniversityCenter,aswellas other activities I feel that I have been

involved in enough activities that will help me to be a good student

leader.

6) Parkingneedsimprovingmorethananything There are not enough

spaces on cam pus to park Furthermore, UNC-W does not need a

million dollar landmark that will be placed where a current parking lot is

located. New Parking lots need to be buM Also, recreation facilities

such as the weight room, pool, and gym need to be more accessible to

students. The Debit card system also needs to be expanded so it can

be wort nit tor students to use it

7) I feel that there is aneedforaRecrealionCenterthat students can

us e any tim e wit h o ut workin g around at hi eticf earns andP E classes

Also, an on campus pharmacyis needed because some students don't

have transportation to go off campus and fill prescriptions Alegal

service plan forstudents could help student wtth legal problems This is

I project I am currently working on and want to continue with

81 Weneedoncampusda\*ere*cUNC-Wv^lappealtomore people
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Editori

Simplicity Brings Inner Serenity
After a week's sailing in the

! Bahamas, what else do you expect

\ me to write about! Beyond
seasickness and sun tan, beyond

{ growing friendships and private

island walking, beyond crystal

clear water and two hour watches

1 at the wheel at 2 a.m.; beyond all

this is a dimension of that

experience worthy of note. That

special dimension for me emerges

when I reflect on why, besides all

the above noted reasons, I keep

going back as I hav» for 21 years

of Spring cruises.

It is a time for renewing

contact with simplicity, with

simply being there. After all the

hectic planning, details, and

driving, once we sail out of the

cut by the cruise ships in Miami,

we are simply there. We become

drop outs for a week from being

busy, from being drained from all

sides by self chosen commitments

and expectations and meetings and

carefully planned chock full days.

All of a sudden
there is a sense of
space.,.physically
on the open seas.

All of a sudden there is a sense of

space both physically on the open

seas; but even more potently,

space within.

Tilden Edwards in Living

Simply Through the Day, writes

of such a space within and

describes it as a clearing in a dark

forest filled with sunlight. "Such

wonderous openings we could call

the Holy spirit's transforming

window. When it is open, the

moment is open for insight and

warmth, for wisdom and
compassion." Such an opening is

within each of us but is often

covered over with the clutter of

our busy overstuffed lives. The
key question (and I believe that

key questions are more significant

than simplistic answers) is "How
can we live out of the simple,

holy spaciousness that is there

always in our midst...How can we
allow simple purity of heart, so

we with Jesus can see life in God,
instead of seeing it just neck deep
in clutter."? The clearing exists

within each of us and there are

many ways to find it. One way is

to simplify our inner life, to seek

ways to "rake the leaves of our
flighty cluttered lives to the outer

ring of consciousness." The center

can be left simple, opened,
spacious.

Leaving the lights of Miami
behind, bow pointed into the
darkness and wind gusting out of

the northeast, I sftod at the bow
and felt the clutter of life begin to

slip away. I smiled because I knew
that for this week of sailing with
all the simplicity provided by
living in the small world of the

Shark XII and its crew, the holy

spaciousness within was close at

hand and easily found.

What saddens me now is the

realization that there are many
who have never found that

clearing, that space within and
believe that life's meaning really

is found in the clutter.

Elections

Mishandled
Once again, SGA mismanagement has provided the

students of UNCW with a controversial, ambiguous
election. And this time, it will be an election with no

candidates for junior class vice president, and a vacant spot

for junior class senator.

Why? Because the forms prepared by SGA and given to

each candidate didn't say anything about the technicalities of

credit hours and student class status. Since nothing was

mentioned, the student candidates had no reason to believe

that such rules existed. They used their own best

judgement, and now they're out of the race.

If SGA had taken the time to explain the rules to

candidates, or informed the candidates of their inabilities to

run for an office before the registration deadline, all of these

problems could have been avoided. But they didn't. Could
Marita Renauer, the person responsible for the elections,

make an exception to the registration deadline for these

candidates? Don't ask her. She isn't sure. And she didn't

bother to find out.

But if she had bothered, she would have had a tough
time. Ask Vice President Freeman if Renauer had the power
to change the deadline, and she will tell you yes. Ask
Attorney General Lisa Royal, and she will tell you no.

Maybe a better question would be, Just who the hell

does know how SGA is supposed to operate? If obviously
isn't the current leadership.

And the losses are considerable. For example, Christy

Saunders is finishing up her first full term in SGA as

freshman class vice president. She won't be bringing her

experience back to SGA next term; her candidacy was
disqualified. The same holds true for Eric Shapiro.

And whom will these people be replaced with? Probably
more inexperienced senators with scant understanding of
SGA procedure. And those new senators will undoubtedly
be the pawns of more experienced and power SGA officers

with scant understanding of SGA procedure.

University Center Opens
Some members of the Seahawk staff took a walk through

the new University Center today, and already we want to

move our office over there.

The new facility is quite impressive, and looks like it will

serve the UNCW population very effectively in the future.

Congratulations to Linda Moore, Anne Devaney, and all

the others who worked so hard to make the University
Center a reality. That hard work will be appreciated for

years to come.

Make Me King! I'll Behead The Rascals!
SGA election time is here

again. I really hate it. My
friend and I were talking about

it the other day.

He pointed out that these

little campus races get nearly as

dirty as the big national deals.

He explained it like this. "The

incumbents on the university

level have too much power over

the way the election can go.

Not that they always use this

power. . . . just that it exists."

I began to contemplate the

import of what he was saying.

He definitely had a point.

He went on. "Since most
students on this campus have
no idea of what the SGA is

doing (not that most members
of the SGA do either), who
would be the wiser if a few rules

got bent here and there? Who is

to say that they are not

changing rules behind closed

doors right now? Who would
snitch if the paper were kept in

the dark and those in the know
could zip the old lips?

"I mean, think about it.

How many students even know
who their SGA representatives

are or what they look like?

Shine! Even if they found out

they were getting screwed, who
would they go after? Or would
they even bother to go after

anyone anyway?"

Things were getting scary.

My friend was making points,

despite the dubious and paranoid

implications he was spouting.

He was hardly done though.

"Look," he insisted. "What
about all those guys who got

removed from the ballot because

of some stupid technicality?

Have you ever heard of them

using that rule before? I tell

you, it's all part of some
scheme they are cooking up
there in room 200.

"How many senators and
executives would have been
eligible to run if those rules had
been so stricUy observed when
they first ran for office? I

mean, I've got no beef with

going by the book. I think it's

the best way of doing business.

You make a rule, you don't

make exceptions. If an

exception is necessary, then

you change the rule to account

for that exception forever.

Don't just use it when it's

handy, and don't leave that kind

of thing up to interpretation."

He was really rolling now.

I hadn't seen my friend in this

kind of form since he nearly

got us kicked out of a

McDonald's for his diatribe

against their so-called
"environmental stance" and

their promise to do away with

styrofoam. 1 really felt that I

should put in a word or two to

defend the SGA a little bit.

Some of those folks are really

hard working good guys. I

mean, would they really do

something so crooked as to

eliminate potential SGA
members with a half-baked

technicality. I couldn't see it.

It sounded more to me like

maybe somebody had actually

read the regulation book for the

first time since it was written.

I started to say something to

this effect when my friend

regained his breath.

"This interpretation thing

just keeps popping up too!

They wanted to interpret the

budgeting bylaws to allow IFC

to be funded. Someone couldn't

interpret the organizational

bylaws when the CAO was
overthrown. Now they want to

interpret the election
guidelines. What the hell is the

matter with just writing a law

outright so it can't be
disputed?"

"I don't think it is just a

matter of interpretation this

time," I interrupted. My voice

was thin and .squeaky. I don't

think he heard \m.

"The thin;; tl.at stinks so
bad is that thece people are

interested in get'.ing involved,

but this kind of thing is

holding them back. Anci listen

to the rule. If they haven't got

enough hours to be a senior at

the end of the spring semester,

then they can't run for senior

office, even if they plan to go

to summer school to get those

hours. But, if someone just

barely comes in at the limit, is

the only person eligible to run,

wins, then fails a class and falls

under the limit, what happens?

Or what about the offices that

are being left open since these

rules suddenly came into play?

The junior class will have no
vice president, and they will

have only one person running

for two seats as junior class

representative. Someone said

something about appointments,

but by the time they are
appointed, the semester will be
over.

"The whole elecdon thing

is beginning to bug the hell out

of me. The SGA members don't

seem to know up from down,
the few who do know are

keeping it to themselves, and

the students don't seem to care

one way or the other.

"I really don't know what to

do. If you protest by not

voting, then no one hears your

protest. If you want to protest

by voting, what do you do?
Write in Mickey Mouse?"

He dropped into a chair
exhausted, at least for the

moment. It was my chance.
"Look," I said, ever the voice
of reason. "I think you are
blowing this thing a little out
of proportion. That someone
has definitely screwed up here,

there is no doubt. But I don't

think it is the SGA trying to

get one over on the students.

"On the other hand, I think

you have a point about the way
SGA should set out their rules

and sdck to them. I think the

problem there is that too many
times people listen to excuses.
Usually these excuses are from
friends, and those are the

hardest ones to ignore. But, I

have a soludon to it all.

"I propose a government
where those in power can give

their friends whatever they

want. I propose a government
where the interpretation of rules

falls to the one person who
made those rules. I have in

mind a system where there will

be no need for opposing
factions within the government
to hold up the whole process

for pettiness and redundant
arguments. I foresee a system
in which there will be no
opposing factions in the first

place. An absolute monarchy!
Yes, what this university needs
is a king! And, I have just the

person for the spot! Get out
and vote next Wednesday and
Thursday, and write in ME!
Vote Phillip Loughlin for

KING!!! Solve all my problems
and yours as well! In one fell

swoop, eliminate the
bureaucracy and other "B" words
in the SGA. Or, you could just

vote for whatever candidates are

left on the ballot.

LETTERS RESPONSES MISCELLANEOUS STUFF

Editor.

I would like to commend the

University of North Carolina at

Wilmington for having the

foresight to put together such an

outstanding library.

As a graduate student at the

University of South Carolina, I

have to spend a good deal of ume

studying and doing research, and

while there are naturally more
materials from which to choose at

the USC Columbia facility (the

main branch in the University

system), I must admit I always

look forward to coming to the

UNCW library when I am in

Wilmington visiting my family.

Your library is always a

pleasant place in which to study-

not only is it well-designed, but

the staff members, particularly

those in Reference and Serials, are

always friendly and helpful. The

selection of education materials is

especially noteworthy; UNCW has

a complete selection of copies of

English textbooks (for every level)

currently being used in high

schools across the country (I am
embarrassed to admit USC
Columbia does not own a single

one!)

The students of UNCW are

fortunate to have such a well-

planned facility at their disposal,

and I feel sure this has helped

attract outstanding faculty
members as well. All this and the

beach, too. What more could a

student want!

Sincerely,

Louise H. Grant

English graduate student

University of South Carolina

Dear Students & Faculty:

I want to thank the many
supportive members of our student

body and faculty who made this

year's basketball season a success.

We set a number of goals for our

program to bring it back to

respectability. It is a process that

will take a few seasons as well as

a great deal of help from many
people... especially the students

and faculty.

There were many times this

year where the crowd was a big

part of our winning a game. We
had to be overachievers this year

because of our lack of talent, and

the students of UNCW helped us

to overachieve. Unless you have

been there it's hard to realize how
much a "fired up" home crowd

helps the team accomplish things

no one thought possible.

Again, I want to say thanks

for the support. UNCW Basketball

took a giant forward this year.

With your continued support we'll

take an even bigger step next

season!

Sincerely,

Kevin T. Eastman

Head Basketball Coach

Dear Editor,

Well, congratulations to the

College Republicans of the
University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill and Wilmington. You
succeeded in displaying your
ignorance about the Middle East

by "bombing" the peace village,

but don't worry. You are not
alone. According to a survey

commissioned by National
Geographic, at the height of the

Iran/Iraq war, 75% of the
American public could not even
locate the Persian Gulf on a world

map! Is it no wonder why we are

at war?

The facts about the current

war are not being told. The Bush
administration intends to leave

Saddam Hussein in power for

regional stability, and because

taking Hussein out would go

beyond the U.N. resolutions. In

other words, we are fighting for

the rich oil King of Kuwait.

We have treated the Arab and

Islamic world unfairly. We gave

the Soviet Union 40 years of

sanctions to leave six nations in

Eastern Europe, we are allowing

sanctions to work in South Africa

but we only gave 5 months of

sanctions for Iraq to leave Kuwait.

This is not fair treatment.

The Emir of Kuwait abolished

parliament, and banned freedom of

the press. He even provoked the

invasion of his country by

violating OPEC quotas on oil

production and oil pricing.

The U.S. is only one country

out of over 150 countries and only

represents 5% of the world's

population. The Islamic world is

nearly 20% of the world's

population and according to

Islamic law, a monarchy, like

Kuwait's, is illegal in an Islamic

country. An attempt to re-install

the Emir is likely to be perceived

as an attack on Islam. Now do you

understand why people in Islamic

countries like Morocco, Pakistan

and Indonesia, are naming their

children "Scud" and "Saddam"?

(Are we going to name our

children "Patriot" and "George"?)

Now do you know why we should

stop this war?

Sincerely,

Andrew Sullivan

A reader of the New York
Times

(The College Republicans

attack on the peace village

appeared in the Feb. 1 1 edition of

the New York Times)

Get Serious

Seahawhs!

Write R Letter

To The Editor!
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Shades of St. Croix

• Ray Ban
• Vuamet
• Serengeti

•Revo
•boU6

il • AME
•Ziari

"
Your Sunglass Shop

in the

Lower Cape Fear"

• Maui Jim

•Pro
• Costa Del Mar
• X-isle

• Ski Optiks

• Style Eyes
• Boris Becker

Styles Priced

From $7.00

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Cape Fear Shirtworks
"
Quality Imprinted Sportswear"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Beach Cover-ups, Tank Tops
• Golf Shirts

• Caps, Totes and More
• All EXCLUSIVE Designs-
Beach, Wilmington, Historic

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Cape Fear Screen Printing
"Custom Screen Printing"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Golf Shirts, Caps
• Bandanas, Totes, Aprons and More
• Greeks- All your Garment Needs
• Team Numbers and Lettering

• Embriodery - Shirts and Caps
• In House Artist & Graphic Design Department
• Whether you need 12 or 1200 call us!

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

1WMA RMP Kill, fWANTX
lYQOFOftlUHCHuWRB 1,5b

cManagers and Editors GMeeded!

Part-Time and Full-Time seasonal positions available at Jubilee Amusement Park. Different positions available, flexible

hours. Call: 392-7106.

Typing services. Call Melody. 762-8615

Job for the summer? How about the highest peak east of the Mississippi? Positions are now available for summer

employment -Park Attendants. Refreshment Stand Clerks and Manager, Clerk-Typist, and General Utility Worker. Stay

cool at Mount Mitchell Sute Park (An equal Opportunity Employer). Apply to: Park Superintendent. Mount Mitchell

State Park. Rt. 5, Box 700, Burnsville, NC 28714. Telephone: 704-675-4611.

Cruise Ship Jobs- Hiring Men-Women. Summer/Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR GUIDES. RECREATION PERSONNEL.

Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico. CALL NOW! Call refundable. 1-206-

736-7000. Ext. 600N1

CHEERLEAD1NG INSTRUCTORS NEEDED for summer camps in NC. If you love cheering, this is the job for you. College

experience not necessary, but strong high school background is a must. Flexible Scheduling and great pay! Call collect

for more information. (919) 383-0086.

FOR SALE: Rowing Machine. AMERAC 610- like new $75.00, originally $250.00. TAKARA- 12 speed woman's bike- red.

(like New) $100.00

Call 251-8469 after 5:30 pm.

SELF PUBLISHERS: Now you have a local source for professional typesetting at a reasonable price. Call Wordwright.

395-5622.

WE NEED SELF-MOTIVATED STUDENTS. Earn up to $10/hour. Market credit cards on campus. Flexible hours. Only 10

positions available. Call Now. 1-800-950-8472 Ext. 20.

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM. $1000 in just one week. Earn up to $1000 for your campus organisation. Phil a chance

at $5000 more! This program works! No investment needed. Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50.

200-500 Summer Camp Positions Available Staff Referral Services provides a network of camps, now hiring, from "The

Keys" to Wisconsin-Minnesota. One application reaches all camps. Applications at the Student Employment Office.

URINE ANALYSIS? Worried About Unwanted Toxins? Naturally Klean Herbal Tea. Fast, Safe, Effective. 100» natural

blended herbs, why take chances with goldenseal or anything else? Works in 3-5 hours and comes wth a Money Back

Guarantee. To order or for more infromation, contact SAR Marketing, Inc. P.O. Box 3744, Boone, NC. 28607. (704)

265-3131.

ATTENTION! Missing:
" ONE BIG BOOGER"!!! If found, please return it to the university information center as soon as

possible. BM

The Seahawk

applications mill be available on 2/27 in

the Union information center for editors and

managers in the campus media.

applications will be due in 'UTl 214 by

iMarch 22.

"Basic Qualifications are:

One year on staff or equivalent experience

2.5 minimum fiTJB.

Each JHedlum Olas Specific Olequlrements Jfts "Well
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
'YEAH...RIGHT!'

with p^MONA HUPP
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Let's Do That Sequel Thing

Again Real Soon, Ya Hear?
While flipping through a

recent issue of Variety, the

entertainment industries "bible", I

was slightly amused, if not

somewhat annoyed, by the

amazing number of sequels now in

production.

In the "Why Bother"
Category:

Robocop 3 - Ah, come on,

it was an interesting concept at

first, but after a "robot" fathers a

child with his partner, it's pretty

much anticlimactic after that, don't

ya think?

Problem Child II- Hey,
the first one did a great job of
swaying my maternal instincts . .

. why toy with my emotions?

Child's Play 3- Maybe if

we introduced Chuckle with the

problem child we could kill two

birds with one stone.

Terminator 2- Well, he did

warn us that he'd be back.

Naked Gun II 1/2- Now,
there's a sequel title to be proud

of!

Star Trek 5 - Just five?

Are they sure? I could have sworn

this was, like number 179. I

think they need to check their

records.

WLOZ'S
TOP TEN
1. BUTTHOLE SURFERS

Pioughd

2. 11th DREAM DAY
Lived To Tell

POLVO
Can I Ride

BONGWATER
The Power of P*ssy

SCREAMING TREES
Uncle Anesthesia

THE DARKSIDE
All That Noise

RIDE
Nowhere

8. Various Artists

Tales From Estrus

9. HOLLOW HEYDAY
Verge

10.NIRVANA/ FLUID
JAN 1991 Split.

Pid You Know?
Demi Moore and Bruce

Willis are expecting a

little sibling for their

daughter Rumer
Glenn. And Bruce
is currently working

in Wilmington on the

movie Billy Bathgate.

Did You Care?

SURF 107's
Concert Update
3/20 ZZ TOP

Chapel Hill

3/23 ROMANTICS
Mad Monk

3/29 EDIE BRICKELL
and THE NEW
BOHEMIANS
Charlotte

3/30 EDIE BRICKELL
AND THE NEW
BOHEMIANS
Raleigh

4/9 INFORMATION
SOCIETY
The Odyssey

CINDERELLA w/~

BULLET BOYS
TOUR HAS BEEN

INDEFINITELY POSTPONED

For more info call 251-1075

In the "Well, even though it's

not really original ... it doesn't

sound too bad, and I'll probably

end up seeing it " category: (Note

that this is the smallest category!)

Alien 3- Sigourney must

have gotten that three million she

was holding out for.

Bill & Ted's Excellent

Adventure II- Keanu Reeves,

Alex Winter and George Carlin are

all back on board for this excellent

adventure. I just hope they find a

more spacious phone booth to

travel around in this time. The

poor guys looked as though they

were going to suffocate.

In the "Gee, I missed the first

one" category:

Night Eyes II- I dare

anyone to prove they've seen

Night Eyes I.

Trancers II- This sounds

vaguely familiar, but it looks to

me like a noteworthy market ploy.

Of course, this sequel mania

will surely bring Rocky out of

retirement (once again), who will

inevitably train his son for the

ring.

Check out next week's

column for exciting news about

"Let's Do That Sequel Thing

Again Real Soon, Part II" Yeah .

. . Right!

New Flicks

To Rent
RaMONA HUPP
Arts <4 Entertainment Editor

If buffalo hunting in the

Wizard of Oz with Elvis sounds

intriguing to you, then you won't

want to miss this month's home
video release of David (Blue
Velvet, Twin Peaks) Lynch's

Wild at Heart.

This film, starring Nicolas

(Moonstruck) Cage, and Lynch

alumna from Blue Velvet,
Laura Dern, skewers the outer

bounds of reality. That is of

course, if there is such a thing as

reality. And it's also helpful to

remember that this is "Lynchian

reality", which is a scary thought

within itself!

If this movie weren't so

inflated with metaphoric meaning

and obscure symbolism . . . well,

frankly it probably wouldn't be

any good. And it borders on that

edge as it is!

Metropolitan. Now here's

a film that could have been

capable of being this year's sex,

lies and videotape, but it

didn't receive the same
"distribution deal". Well, it didn't

receive the Palm Award from the

Cannes Film Festival either, but

it did garnish great reviews, and it

will be the first one on my list to

rent.

The story revolves around
those poor unfortunate debutantes

and their rich young escorts trying

desperately to live in New York
City with an unlimited budget.

Oh, the horror!

If you're into slick

"Hollywood/ Studio" pics, then

these two films aren't for you.

But, if you are a sincere movie

buff who wants to see the

phenomenal beginnings of

filmmaking, you'll want to check

out these masterpieces now on

video for the first time.

Sergei Eisenstein, with his

stunning debut of Strike (1925),

has influenced the movie industry

for more than 75 years.

Eisenstein set out to make a

simple propaganda film for the

Communist Party of Russia.

What he ended up with was this

masterpiece that foreshadowed the

future of filmmaking.

Also in this category is

Alexander Dovzhenko's film

Earth (1930). For this film,

intense visual imagery is an

understatement. The story centers

on the class struggles of the

Ukrainian people, something

Dovzhenko knew a lot about.

Dovzhenko makes up for this less

than lackluster plot by using his

camera to seize every opportunity

to give your eyes a visual feast

that you'll never forget.

Useless

ShowBiz
News To
Peruse

RaMONA HUPP
ARTS 4 ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

The film industry doesn't

seem to be hurting from the

current recession. According to

Variety, last week's gross totals

were up by fifty million dollars

compared to last year at this time.

The current number one film

at the box office is Silence of

the Lambs, beating out
Sleeping with the Enemy.
Home Alone and Ghost are

still holding on in the top twenty

after more than four months of

release.

IttftlMtHtlf fltlMttff llltHMIIflftMHMMMHMIItfHIt

Steven Sondheim, the writer

of such musicals as Sweeney Todd
and West Side Story, is trying out

a new musical called Assassins.

The play bases itself on the

famous assassins from Charles

Manson to Lee Harvey Oswald,

to even failed assassins like

"Sqeaky" Fromme.
I hope it's safe to assume that

this is a comedy.

God Save The Queen, And
Our Annual Spring Break

! II It II Mil II II II It II II II II II II II II II II

In the recent issue of SPIN, a

special college issue edited by the

University of Missouri,
Columbia, two rather juiced
journalists take on R.E.M., not to

mention jalapeno pizza, beer and

the band's hometown of Athens,

Georgia.

Also in the issue are two
rather insightful articles called

Animals in the House: Slate Of
The Frat Nation, and Virgins in

Black Bustiers.

It tt tl It M» M II t> >l „l, »„ M I, , 1 1, I, ,l „HHH MM, t (II, „

The American Film Institute

Magazine recently let 80 critics

decide this year's Oscars. Their

top choices: GoodFellas, Best

Picture; Jeremy Irons, Best Actor;

and Anjelica Huston as Best

Actress.

MARK SCHARAOA
MUSIC REVIEWER

The annual passage of Spring

Break has passed by once again,

and once again I stayed away from

the action. Florida is beginning

to become sort of an exotic
paradise. A place I will never be

able to afford. A place only

dreams are made of.

This week's list, Top Ten
Excuses For Not Going To
Florida Over Spring Break, was

sent into us from Southport.

lO.In the middle of the night

your parents came and dragged you

home.

9. Thrown into a trance by

watching MTV, only recovered

Monday.

8. Milli Vanilli needed
singers for their next album.

7. Your motorcycle was in

the shop.

6. Found out you were
adopted.

5. You thought Florida was
in Canada.

4. Spent all your money on

Dial-a-Friend.

3. "Don't you know
Winston-Salem is happenin'?"

2. Kidnapped by some drug

crazed 68's hippy retreads.

1. You went to the mall

instead!

I spent my Spring Break
cutting trim, painting walls, and

sleeping late. But I am the proud

new owner of two CDs, which

leads me to my next point. Do
not ever ask the sales people in a

record shop for their opinion.

They always seem to like

everything you ask them about.

They are the used car
salesmen/women of the retail

trade.

"I just got this the other day .

.
." or "

. . .my friend loves these

guys ..." Watch for these lines

as they are the kiss of death.

Queen
Innuendo

Hollywood Records

8 Shark's Teeth

The masters of the rock opera

are back. The group that brought

us We are the Champions, Under
Pressure, and Bohemian
Rhapsody, have once again
returned to the style of music that

made them very popular.

Queen's most recent albums,
The Miracle, etc., were very

ordinary and plain. Innuendo
moves away from the ordinary, a

modest return to the old Queen,
it's not as spectacular but it is

different. The lyrics range from
weird as in I'm Going Slightly

Mad, to the inspiring Headlong,
and then to trite as in Ride the

Wind.

Freddy Mercury can still sing.

Brian May still has an axe to

grind. And a special appearance is

made by guitar great Steve Howe.
Lyrically the album is plain,

but musically it's good. If you are

going to compare it to older

Queen albums it won't be as
good. But comparing Innuendo
to their latest albums, it is much
better.

NOTEWORTHY NEWS

Two new clubs are opening
up: Backstage, where the Seahawk
Nite Club used to be, and also a

new club in the Marketplace Mall.

As soon as I get any info I'll pass

it along.

Lynch Mob will be at the

Monk on the 22nd of this month.
Cinderella/ Bullet Boys has
been cancelled for now.

24-7 Spyz will be at the
Monk tonight with new band
members, singer Jeff Broadnax and

drummer Ben Orrick.

Thursday

The STORM ORPHANS a "southern-metal-funk with a loud, REAL LOUD, groove" kind of band consisting of ,
Shawn

Patrick, Rusty Luquire, Jack Massey and Mark Patrick, will be performing at the Mad Monk tonight along with 24-7 SPYZ.

Storm Orphans Will Take Shelter At Mad Monk
RaMONA HUPP
Arts A Entertainment Editor

Here's a conundrum for you:

What do you call some good ol'

southern boys who want to kick

out some socially aware rock?

Storm Orphans? Just doesn't

seem to fit, uh?

Actually, it seems as if the

band's name, that they incidentally

came up with by a fierce round of

word coupling at the last minute,

has a somewhat prophetic
meaning. They are orphaned.

They just don't seem to fit the

stereotypical mold of what the

demigods of record producing like

to call "marketable".

In fact, in a recent article in

The Birmingham News, those

demi-gods in suits even questioned

the bands ability to tour, out of

fear that the band might not be

able to find their way out of that

big old holler.

Fear not "o' holy suited

ones", the Tuscaloosa, Alabama
band is finding its way to

Wilmington's Mad Monk tonight.

And all us southern chil'ren will

have no trouble findin' our way

there either . . . After all, Mad
Monk is located off two major

highways.

Storm Orphans got

together about four years ago

while trying to study at the
University of Alabama. Since

then, they have produced three

albums on their own label Low
Rumble Records, and their latest,

Living in a Wasted Union, is

currently playing on southeastern

college stations.

Living in a Wasted Union is

exactly what the title implies, a

compilation of socially conscious

issues that are unfortunately
prevalent in our world today, from

racism to drug abuse.

It was totally financed out of

the band's own pockets. But that

enabled them to do exactly what

they wanted on the album, which

is something that may not happen

under the watchful eye of a demi-

god producer.

The band is no stranger to the

real inner-workings of the music

industry. With four years of

touring under their belt, they have

had the opportunity to talk with

many insiders from all aspects of

the music field, and from some of

the stories they have heard, they

feel pretty lucky to be where they

are.

Storm Orphans also got a

shot at some heavy P.R. when
they were featured on MTV's 120
Minutes, with Dave "only
monosyllabic answers please"
Kendall this past fall.

Their first national exposure

ended up only being a thirty

second spot, but it has apparently

done the band some good. (Even
though most of the time was
spent discussing their name.)

The group, who describe
themselves as a "Southern- metal-

funk with a loud, REAL LOUD,
groove", consists of vocalist

Rusty Luquire, drummer Jack
Massey, bassist Shawn Patrick,

and his brother on lead guitar

Mark Patrick.

Storm Orphans will be
performing at the Mad Monk this

Thursday with 24-7 SPYZ.
Tickets are $7, and if you get

there before 10:00 you can save a

buck.

MmmmMMi

"The Van"

Thalian Hall

24-7 SPYZ and

STORM ORPHANS
Mad Monk

Karaoke
Jacob's Run

Ironbridge

Yellow Rose Saloon

Comedy Zone
Blockade Runner

CHAIRMEN OF
THE BOARD
Center Stage Cafe

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Friday

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

"The Van"

Thalian Hall

Princeton Ballet

Thalian Hall

THE POINT
Vlad Monk

SATELLITE BOYFRIE
Jacob's Run

RUDEDOGS
Front Street News

IRONBRIDGE
Yellow Rose Saloon

BRICE STREET
Guiseppe's

Chairmen of the Boarc

The Odyssey

Saturday
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

"The Van"

Thalian Hall

MARY ON THE DASH
QUEEN SARAH
SATURDAY
NO REASON TO HATE
Mad Monk

ASSAULT
Jacob's Run

RUDEDOGS
Front Street News

IRONBRIDGE
Yellow Rose Saloon

BRICE STREET
Guiseppe's

mmmmmm
Tuesday

mmmmmmmmm
Blues Society Jam

mmmMmmmmMmmmm
WEDNESDAY

ELLEN JAMES SOCIETY
Jacob's Run

comedy zone
256-2251

Front Street News
762-6397

Guiseppe's

256-9600

Jacob's Run
251-1140

Mad Monk
395-0280

Thalian Hall

763-3398

Yellow Rose Saloon
791-2001

J
. t
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Ifyou thought that finding a color Macintosh"

system you could afford was just a dream, then the

new$ affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true.

The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many

computers that can display only 16 colors at once, the

Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. It

also comes with a microphone and new sound-input

technology that lets you personalize your work by

adding voice or other sounds.

Like every Macintosh

computer, the LC is easy to

set up and easy to master.

And it runs thousands of

available applications that

all work in the same,

consistent way-so once

\pplc introduces the Macintosh LC

you've learned one program, you're well on your way
to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you

share information with someone who uses a different

type of computer-thanks to the versatile Apple
8

SuperDrive™which can read from and write to

Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.

Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it

gives you.Then pinch yourself.

It's better than a dream-it's a

Macintosh.

For further information

contactthe

University Bookstore

at 395-3188 or talk to

KaneMcKenzieatthe

Bookstore

M,W,F: 11:00 am -12:30pm

T,R: 9:30 am -10:30 am

*
The power to be your best"

C
1
MO Apple Computer mc Apple. the Apple taQo and Macmioen are registered trademarks of Apple Computet \nc SuperOrtve and The power tobt vour beet"ere tr«domart>sol Apple Compute* I

MS-COS >• « fegiatered tredemerti ol Mtcroenft Corporetton OS/? it i reentered trademark ot international Buwneu Mechmei Corporation

> 1
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DELIVERY
MENU

395-3534

mum

* Available Monday - Friday

11:30 a.m. - 12 midnight

Saturday and Sunday
4 p.m. - 12 midnight

Carryout or Delivery

Re-Elect

JEFF HOLEMRN
for

Student Services Coordinator

HTarch 20-21, 1991

SSH Elections

Experience Today!

Better Leadership Tomorrow!

GOURMET PIZZAS SPECIALTY PIZZAS
1. Florentine- 13 50 4. Classic White 11 50 1 Cheesy Fantasym
2. Veggle-13.50 5. Mexican-13.50 2. Pepperoni Passion™
3. PhUly Cheese Steak-13.50 6. BLT 13 50 3. Seventh Heaven™

(Available 14" pan only) (Available In Soh, 12", 16
")

Create your own masterpiecefrom thefollowing choices or try our
supreme with all 14 toppings.

Cheese Ham Mushrooms
°n,ons Black Olives Banana Peppers
Bacon Ground Beef Double Cheese

Italian Sausage Pepperoni Julapeno Peppers
Pineapple Green Peppers

Solo 6" Pan
12"

14"

16"

3 Cheeses, 1 Filling

House

Florentine

CHEESE
2.00

6.50

8.50

9.50

CALZONES

PER ITEM
25

.75

1.00

1.00

3.00

3.00

4.00

Additional Fillings

$.25 Each

1. 'Veggie 3.00

2. Hot Ham & Cheese-3.25

3. ' 3 Cheese Sub-3.00

HOT SUBS
4. 'ltalian-3.25

5. Meatball-3.25

6. Italian Sausage-3.25

(Served Cold Upon Request)

SALADS
House- 1.25 Antipasta-3.25

DESSERT
Itzazert 12 "-6.00 Slice- 1.00

DRINKS
16 oz., 20 oz., 32 oz.

Coke Mello YeUo
Diet Coke Hl-C Pink Lemonade
Sprite Tea

Mr. Pibb Sweet Tea

MINIMUM DELIVERY 5 00 DRIVERS AND PIE MAKERS NEEDED.

t
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Business Week Activities Planned For March 18-22
March 18 marks the

beginning of the tenth annual
Business Week presented by the

Cameron School of Business
Administration at the University

of North Carolina at Wilmington.

Planned around the theme
"Preparing for Tomorrow Today,"

Business Week '91 will focus on
"real world learning."

"UNCW is hoping to increase

the number of high caliber
students," says Dr. Lee Sherman,
chairman of Business Week.
"Business Week is an opportunity
for these students to broaden their

minds through their classroom
learning and practical application."

By bringing in representatives

from local and national
businesses, industries, and
corporations, Sherman thinks the
School of Business will "bridge
the gap between academic theory
and the real world of business."

Admission to all events is

free and, unless otherwise noted,

events are open to the public,

and faculty the opportunity to
learn about potential employment
opportunities, career preparation

needs, and employment
projections and trends i n

Career Day will give students

information about career patterns,

trends and employees. No ties or

resumes are necessary," said Jim
Braye, director of Career Planning

and Placement. Career Day will be

held from 10:00 a.m. to 2 p.m. on
Monday, March 18 in rooms 104

and 105 of Cameron Hall.

'UNCW is hoping to increase the number

of high-caliber students.'

Southeastern North Carolina.
Some companies attending Career
Day will be A.G. Edwards,
Wachovia Bank & Trust,
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,

Ernst & Young Accounting,
Internal Revenue Service, K-mart,

Cherry, Bekaert & Holland, and
NCNB. "Career Day is different

from a job fair. The emphasis is

not on hiring, but an exchange of

The Commerce Cup
Challenge helps kick off Business

Week '91 with students
demonstrating what they have

learned in the classroom. Based on

the College Bowl format, the

Commerce Cup Challenge gives

students a chance to compete in an

enjoyable atmosphere. The
competition will take place at 4

Fees and Tuition per Session:

Undergraduate $110 plus

Graduate: $110 phis

1991 SUMMER SCHOOL
CALENDAR

Session I: May 20-June 24

Session II: June 26-July 31

NC Resident

$30 per credit hour

$40 per credit hour

Nonresident

$210 per credit hour

$220 per credit hour

UNC-CH offers, during two 5 Vi week sessions, one of the largest summer programs in the

United States. Over 900 courses are scheduled in 40 disciplines. A typical course load per session

is 4-7 semester hours.

For the first time, some evening and night courses are offered. Spaces are also available in

Summer School Study Abroad programs.

Students from any college or university, teachers, rising high school seniors, and others who

are not enrolled at UNC-CH may apply as Visting Summer Students.

Please send me a catalog and application form:

Name ,

Street

City_ State Zip

Mail to: The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Summer School, CB #3340,

200 Pettigrew Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340.

Phone (919) 962-1009
(AA/EBOImtltufon> jg

It's a bird, it
9

* a plane, no it':

Super Presidential Candidate

Cur t * WJssan
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p.m., Monday, March 18, in room
105, Cameron Hall.

On Wednesday, March 20 and
Thursday, March 2 1 ,

representatives from
approximately 50 area and national

businesses, industries, and
governmental agencies will be on
hand in Cameron Hall to talk

about issues pertaining to their

businesses from 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.,
Wednesday, March 20, and from
9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m., Thursday,
March 21. Some 58 concurrent
sessions are scheduled throughout
the two days with topics ranging
from "Planning for Success in a
Service Industry - the McKim &
Creed Story" to "Energy Strategies
for the 90's."

The Cameron School of
Business Administration has
cancelled classes on March 20 and
21 so students and faculty can take

full advantage to talks being given

in the areas of accounting,

economics, finance, management,

marketing, and production

concerns. Other interested UNCW
students are welcome to participate

as are members of the public on a

space available basis.

John A. Allison IV, chairman

and chief executive officer of

BB&T, will be the keynote

speaker of Business Week in a free

lecture at 7:30 p.m., Wednesday,
March 20, at Kenan Auditorium.

Students and the public are invited

to hear him discuss the subject of

"Long - Term Issues Facing the

U.S. Economy."

Carey I. Stacy, president and
chief executive officer of
DaiLogos International
Corporation and President of
Globex, Inc., will address the
MBA classes and interested
students and faculty at 6 p.m.,
Thursday, March 21 at Cameron
Hall, room 105. She will discuss
"Globalization of the American
entrepreneur."

The traditional student/faculty
softball game that marks the
conclusion of Business Week will
be held at 3:30 p.m., Friday,
March 22 at the UNCW Athletic
Field. The students of Sigma
Alpha Beta business fraternity will

challenge the business faculty in

this annual event.

The Cameron School of
Business Administration offers
baccalaureate degree programs in

accountancy, business
management, economics, finance,

marketing, and business systems.
The Master of Business
Administration is offered to those
interested in graduate study. There
are approximately 1,550 students
either enrolled or planning to

enroll in undergraduate business
classes and 115 graduate students.

Dean of the school is Dr.
Norman Kaylor. Chairing the
Business Week committee is Dr.
Lee Sherman, associate of
management and marketing.

DAYLIGHT HOUR SPECIAL

$1.00 OFF
RNV SIZE BASKET 0E RANGE BALLS

MONDHV-FRinflV 9HM-5PM
JUST BRING THIS RDULRTI SEMENT

AS^^/aLley
^^olf center

«4lfl S Can*gm «d
1 pan Cap* »** Acad**,) 395-2750

•LIGHTED DRIVING RANGE

•DISCOUNT GOLF SHOP

•INDIVIDUAL LESSONS BY APPOINTMENT

2 PGA TEACHING PROFESSIONALS

STHE
CHECK OUT

HAWK'S
OUR $1.04 BRERKFRST

NESTS 1

SPECIRLS!

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

. LUNCH SPECIALS • MARCH 18-22

GRILLED HAM & CHEESE , FRIES,

AND 160Z. DRINK $2.80

UNIV[R r,ITV Or NORTH CAROLINA
At WIlMINOtON

officfof iHewmsiiwi

PRFPFOIMRAtinN INTnRMAtlON

SUtlfR I, H. ANPf All IK) I

Pi«r»qr.ti at Inn fnr c,tj,mnf>r I II wl Fall IV) I will P" nold 1" follow.

UAIE EARNED HP5
Apt i B5 01 rnwp
Apr 2 76 88
Apr J 68 75
Apr A 55 67

DA IE fAQNfPHP'S
ipTT" aav
Apr 8 38-43
Apt 1 ?l - 37

tlAIE _EARNEDHRS
Apf "10 15-70
Apr 1 1 12 14'
Apt 1 2 1

1

PrereglHrftlon Procedure

the initial <j.it» lor prei paiMiat ion is indicated on thr PennJLio.Reals.ter
Ilii> date i*5 determined ny the mimher ol semester hours eirxteO (Those
students having the highest nuniher ol ejrnejt hours are qiven the earlier

dale lor piereqist»nnq I Studems cannp( preregister fyejore the initial

da'" on their Peimit Attempted pr ereqistratton belore the sch*<1 jied date
win he i am el led

Uprpipqi-.ter Ihe stuo>ni must rnmplete the fnllnwinq -.ti»r"

II Ohr-er»e appointment with advisor to obtain Permit to Register
and to plan schedule

fl nave advisor siqn Permit to Register when class schedule is

romplete

tl lake signed Permit to Register to ihe assigned pata Entry Mat ion

on the date indicated on the Permit to Be registeied for classes
Student class schedules will be available m the" mailbox in the
ijniversity Union Annex the day alter the student preregisters

Lhanges in the class schedule may be made aiyoyr DaJJ.^nh-y. StaJ'gn tio

3 3u pm to 4 30 pm any day lolowirtg the TnHiat preregisrralion or lie

iom
ving Ihe initial preregis'ralion or liom

loopin |o430pm on April 15 Any course change must have the advisor 3

approval iKUor changes or any course listed as an alternate on the
s. hPdule does no\ require advisor approval

tuition and Fees bills will be mailed to the student s permanent
^address Payment must be made by the date(s) listed beinw if

payment Is not made the preregtslrat Ion will he cancelled

S'irnriier I

SullimrM II

Fall

Rill INI. DAM

April 22
t lay 22
tuly II

PArtKNI OAlf

Hay 10

Ame 12
August 1

Cont.

only OPEC member capable of

standing up to the kingdom.

The hard-line policy of Saudi
Arabia has been particularly

evident toward Algeria, which
supported Saddam Hussein during

the gulf war.

In one example of the tensions,

Algeria's Boussena pointedly did

not deliver his customary greeting,

as OPEC president, to his Saudi
Arabian counterpart on his arrival

in Geneva.

In July 1990, Iraq was a major
force within OPEC, along with
Kuwait, Iran and the Saudis. But
in the aftermath of the war, Iraq

has lost its political power within

the Arab world. Kuwait, although

getting a lot of sympathy, will

not be able to return as an oil

exporting nation for several years.

The obviou" losers are the

smaller OPEC members, who are

left to the mercy of the major
players, a development that has

caused quite a few analysts to

predict the eventual breakup of

OPEC.
Even though the current crisis is

by far the worst in OPEC's 30-

year history, none of its 1 3

members has thought about
leaving the organization.

A Man's GottaDo
WhatA Man's
GottaDo

All young men have

one responsibility in

common. They have to

register with Selective

Service within 30 days of
their 18th birthday // 's

quick. It 's easy. And it s

the law.

A public service message of this pub
licatioo and Selective Service System

When you part

remeriiberto..!

Don't gel wrecked Ifyourcnol

sober- or you're not sure -

let someone else do the driving

K iiH-.s.u;e nrmiilci] h> lhi> newspaper

and Htrr DrmkrrMit America

***

BEES DRINKERS
OK AMERICA

PA R T Y • S M A Rl

National Hiadquartrrs

-">00-I) Bristol SI , Suite JOI

( MM Mesa. CA 91blb

714-557-2337

1-800 441-233"

Birr l>rmkcr>.J Uihtk j j mm pnitii nanBH mrmnrr<lji|<

pttMMxiapmanh toptruuaierilii qp afH

f /"

MONK
|

Wilmuytm, tforth Camitmi

TOniTE!!!

24-7 SPYZ
W/ STORM ORPHANS

FRIDAY 3/15

THE POINT

SATURDAY 3/16

GREEK ROW BENEFIT VW

MARY ON THE DASH
QUEEN SARAH SATURDAY
NO REASON TO HATE
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Secretary Baker Visits Israel
PYTAREK HAMAPA

©Copyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple

College Information Network

JERUSALEM — The visit to

Israel by Secretary of State James

A. Baker III might look like the

first step toward peace to some.

But the visit is another march to

nowhere to many Israelis and

Palestinians.

While both sides said they

would like to see Baker succeed in

hammering out an Israeli-Arab

settlement — including a solution

to the Palestinian issue — they

also agreed that the bitterness and

mistrust built up during the four-

decade-old conflict makes a

settlement almost impossible.

"Baker has only given us

problems," said Aron Katz, a 22-

year-old theology student who
lives in a Jewish settlement in the

Israeli-occupied West Bank.

"The problem with the
Americans is that they are always

thinking of the moment. W e

cannot give the Palestinians land

after they supported (Iraqi

President) Saddam (Hussein). They

are ready to support any leader

who wants to kill Jews."

Osama Abdul-Rahman, a 19-

year-old Palestinian, was as

pessimistic as Katz.

"The Israeli government is too

hard-line to decide to give land,

and most of the Palestinians want

all of Palestine back."

"I want all of Palestine, too,"

said Abdul-Rahman, a waiter in

predominantly Jewish West
Jerusalem. "Both sides won't

change their minds."

Abdul-Rahman and Katz's

uncompromising attitudes make
more moderate people like Mishte

Bahat despair.

"There's no political will to

solve this," said Bahat, a 20-year-

old art

student. "A couple that's always

fighting can talk through their

problems, but here they don't

want a reconciliation — they want

a divorce."

Tuesday, Baker opened new
talks with Palestinian Arabs,

overlooking their assertion they

represent the Palestine Liberation

Organization that the Bush
administration has shunned for the

past year.

Baker also discussed with Israeli

Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir
demands from Arab nations that

Shamir prove he is willing to

make concessions in their
direction.

A senior U.S. official said

Shamir took the request under
consideration.

Yet for all their pessimism
about Baker's visit, Israelis and

Palestinians are watching him
intently as he makes his first tour

here.

The Jerusalem Post as well as

other Hebrew newspapers bristle

with pleas to him.

"You know, Mr. Baker, Jews,

with their collective memory,
carry a heavy burden of history

upon their shoulders," said a letter

in The Post written by Yoash
Tsiddons a right-wing member of

Israel's parliament

"When you talk of Israel defying

facts, I get goose pimples. All of
this smells to high heaven of

hypocrisy, and, yes, anti-

Semitism. Let the Jews pay for it,

what the heck!"

The 1.7 million Palestinians

who live in the West Bank and

Gaza chose Baker's visit to

demonstrate their determination to

separate themselves from Israel.

On Monday and Tuesday, they

carried out a general strike that

shut down all public places in the

occupied territories.

Other Palestinians went far

beyond the strike to show Baker

their hatred of Israeli rule.

The Palestinian accused of

killing four Jewish women in

West Jerusalem Sunday reportedly

told police he stabbed them "to

send a message" to Baker.

The stabbings reinforced

growing indications that violence

between Israelis and Palestinians

is growing following the end of

the Persian Gulf War.

Israeli troops have killed one

Arab and injured more than 50 in

demonstrations during the past

week, while Jerusalem's Old City

has been tense since the stabbing

death of a Jewish student there on

the last day of the Persian Gulf

War.

The violent deeds and words
spring from fears about what
compromises the United States

might want from both sides.

Israelis and Palestinians said

Tuesday.

Conservative Israelis like Katz

said Baker's visit is an unfair

attempt to pressure their country

after it helped the United States by

steering clear of the gulf war.

Israel decided not to retaliate

after Iraq hit Tel Aviv with Scud

missiles during the first week of

the war.

"What's our reward?" Katz

asked. "Egypt and Syria will get

billions of dollars in aid for

fighting the war. What did we get?

Eight Patriot missiles and a few

million dollars that we should

have gotten before the war

anyway."

Instead of pressuring Israel to

give up land for peace, Chaim

Marstyano said, the Bush

administration should push Saudi

Arabia, Syria and the other Arab

states to recognize Israel.

"Our biggest problem isn't the

Palestinians," said Marstyano, 22,

who lives in a section of Tel Aviv

that was hit by Scud missiles.

"Our biggest problem is that we
are in a state of war with the Arab

countries. We want peace with

Jordan. We want peace with

Syria."

(Torek Hamada writes for The

Detroit News.)

Land-for-peace swap
Secretary of State James Baker is proposing that Israel

surrender lands claimed in 1967 Six-Day War in exchange
for peace with its Arab neighbors and the Palestinians:

mm Golan Heights
Population: About 13,000

Palestinians; 10,500 Jews.

History: Captured from Syria;

annexed by Israel in 1981.

West Bank
Population: 1,058,000 Palestinians;

90,000 Jews.
History: British envisioned this as

Palestinian settlement; annexed in 1950

1

by Jordan; renounced claim in 1988.

Mediterranean
Sea

Gaza Strip

Population: 615,500 Palestinians;

2,500 Jews.
History: Part of the British plan

for Palestine after World War I;

birthplace of Palestinian uprising.

Jerusalem

Dead
Sea

Egypt

50

I—

I

miles

Jordan

East Jerusalem
Population: 110,000 Jews (354,000

Jews in entire city); 125,000
Palestinians; 14,400 Christians.

History: Important to Jewish, Muslim
and Christian religions; seized by

Jordan in 1948, but lost in the 1967 war.

Soorce: USA TODAY research. Rand McNally World.

Facts S Maps, CIA, World Faclbook 1990. Israeli Embassy

Keith Carter, USA TODAY

©Copyright 1991, USA TODAYlApple
College Information Network

COCAINE TESTING
DEVISED:
The largest study ever of cocaine

use among pregnant women will

begin this fall when every
newborn in Georgia is tested. Up
to 100,000 births are expected in

the state during the one-year test

period, in which blood samples
will be analyzed anonymously.
Testing - expected to begin Oct. 1

- will determine whether a woman
used cocaine within three to five

days before giving birth.

DAILY NEWS BOUGHT:
British publisher Robert

Maxwell's llth-hour agreement
Tuesday with striking unions at

the Daily News has apparently

saved the "hometown paper" of

New York. Unions have been
striking the paper since October.

Maxwell next must reach a

purchase agreement with the

Tribune Co. of Chicago, owner of

the News, which has said the

newspaper will fold Friday if it is

not sold by then.

BEATING CASE
CONTINUES:
A Los Angeles grand jury

finished a second day of hearings

Tuesday in the case of Los
Angeles police officers who were
videotaped March 3 choking,
beating and kicking Rodney King,

who was suspected of speeding.

Three officers could be charged in

the beating; 12 who watched also

may be charged. King, 25, was on
parole after serving time in prison

for robbery.

OPEC MINISTERS SET
CAP:
OPEC agreed to cut oil output

Tuesday, but experts say the pact

is a face-saving move likely to fall

apart and send crude oil prices

falling. Ministers from the 13-

nation Organization of Petroleum

Exporting Countries met in

Geneva and agreed to an informal

production cap of 22.3 million

barrels a day. OPEC contends the

cap means a cut of about one
million barrels a day.

LUST IN SPACE:
The first married couple in space

will not have time for pillow talk

when they fly a shuttle together

next year. But that has not stopped

speculation over lust in space. The

query came after NASA announced

Air Force Lt. Col. Mark Lee and

his wife, Jan Davis, 37, will fly

in September 1992. Ad Astra

magazine editor Royce Dalby

says, "There are people who are

fascinated by the concept"

NEW INFORMATION ON
CIRCUS FIRE:
On July 6, 1944, a fire

destroyed a Ringling Bros, and

Barnum & Bailey big top in

Hartford, Conn., killing 168.

Now, an arson investigator has

tracked down the identity of a girl

trampled to death in the fire:

Eleanor Cook, 8 years old. Fire

Lt. Rick Davey, who identified

her, says a circus hand
intentionally set the fire. The

cause of the blaze is being re-

examined.

SLEET, SNOW FOR THE
EAST:
Rain, sleet, thunderstorms and

snow will make a miess of the

eastern half of the USA. A fair

amount of snow may accumulate.

The storm system will produce

thunderstorms from Florida to the

Carolinas. The Sierra Nevada and

the Rockies are getting soft snow.

Up to a quarter of an inch of

much-needed rain may fall in

parched southern California.

Webster's Dictionary Learns Some New Words
BY CRAIG WILSON

©Copyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network

Your mother told you never to

judge a book by its cover.

Wise woman, your mother.

Looks can be deceiving, and no
place proves that better than the

offices of Merriam-Webster in

Springfield, Mass., the folks who
bring us that bright red dictionary

with the bull's-eye on the cover.

Yes, the walls are beige. Yes,

stern-looking men scowl from oil

paintings. Even the phones have

a conservative ring. They're

rotary dial. And, yes, it's library

quiet. The only sound you hear is

the hum of fluorescent lights.

But under this severe Yankee
veneer, Madonna lurks. Trendy,

hip, seductive Madonna of cone

bra fame. Her presence has been

felt here since 1986, and this year

the lexicographers knew they

could ignore her no longer.

The newest edition of

Webster's Ninth New Collegiate

Dictionary — out this month —
is expected to include one of her

offspring.

Wanna-be.

And there it will sit, for years

to come, nestled between Wankel
engine and want

Some happy Merriam-Webster

editor, humming "Like a

Virgin,' ' did not wake up one day

and rush to work, announcing to

all that it would be fun to include

wanna-be (the word that first

appeared for Madonna clones) in

the dictionary. The wheels of
word-dom do not move as fast as

the Materia] Girl.

No fly-by-night, wanna-be (n.

person who wants to be someone

or something else) earned its way
into the dictionary, right along

with other strong contenders for

the annual update — camcorder,

cash cow, CD, homeboy,
liposuction and desktop
publishing. There will be 40 new
words in all.

Editors at Merriam-Webster,
which has about 60 percent of the

dictionary market, spend at least

two hours daily "reading and

marking" publications for new
words and usage. The New York
Times, USA TODAY, Sports

Illustrated and People are read,

along with trade publications,

medical journals and science
bulletins. Even menus.

"We're just collecting evidence

of what's going on in the

language," says Steve Perrault,

an associate editor. "We don't ask

if it's a good use. ...Sports is

especially ripe. The writing there

tends to be more informal."

"We go on and do our thing in

our own way," says Frederick

Mish, editorial director over the

staff of more than 40. "We work
well with the citations."

Citations are the backbone of

the grading system. Every time a

word is spotted, it gets a citation.

There are about 125,000 citations

a year. If citations pile up, and

the word remains strong over a

period of time, in it goes.

There is no magic formula —
no committee that gives the final

thumbs up or thumbs down.

"Sometimes it's something more
subtle," Mish says. "Perhaps a

feeling that it's established itself

in the culture." Examples: couch

potato, play kissy-face, diddly

squat and goombah.

If a word comes on strong,

picks up citations and then

languishes, however, it can
remain in the file forever, never

to make its dictionary debut.

But when a word makes it in,

it's in for a long, long time.

"It's harder to get a word out of

the dictionary than to put it in,"

says E. Ward "Gil" Gilman, a

senior editor and wordsmith

extraordinaire at Merriam-Webster

since 1958.

The democratic process of
monitoring the evolution of the

English language has not always

won Merriam-Webster friends.

There are those who think they

should be word police.

The New York Times lashed

out at the dictionary decades ago

after it published a major revision

that included slang and new
usage. But supporters were quick

to point out to the Times editors

that it had already included almost

all of the language changes in its

own columns.

As Joe Esposito, president of

Merriam-Webster, says, "We
make friends with nobody and

enemies with everyone."

The dictionary recently
expanded its homosexual
references, for instance, and
included homophobe in its 1990

listings. Evangelical groups
protested the inclusion of words

dealing with homosexuality; gays

supported it

Are there forbidden words?

Unmentionables? A naughty list?

"There is no such list," Mish

says. "Most of them are already

in the dictionary. The ethnic

disparages. The four-letter words.

And in the definition, its origin is

shown."

Merriam-Webster gets more
than 2,500 letters a year from

people who are concerned about

words and how Merriam-Webster

is dealing with them. Sometimes

a writer is concerned with a new

definition for "before."
Sometimes a writer has made up

a new word and wants it included

in the next edition. All letters are

politely answered.

"They're out there," Mish says

of the word watchers. "But they're

dying off. In some cases even, I

think we've made some
converts."

"But we won't allow ourselves

to be censored," says Esposito,

who find; all of this an

interesting insight into

sociology. "We don't lower the

levels. We just try to identify the

living standard."

Not that people haven't tried to

sway the process.

The office of then-U.S. Sen.

Dan Quayle, R-Ind., came calling

on the Merriam-Webster folks

once, asking that a less than

complimentary definition of
"Hoosier" be taken out and

replaced by i more positive one.

Merriam-Webster told them
that wasn't the way it was done,

and the derogatory definition ("an

awkward, unhandy or unskilled

person, esp. an ignorant rustic")

remained in the unabridged

edition. "I think it must have

been a very slow day at the

office," Mish says.

Gilman, also the editor of

Webster's Dictionary of English

Usage in 1989, has written

thousands of definitions in mere

than 30 years at Merriam-
Webster. Some take weeks to

write. All are read by the other

editors before final approval. He
says he thinks his work has given

him a sort of "anonymous
immortality."

"I always thought it was kind

of nice if you stayed at this long

enough, you'd find a word that

would eventually find its way
into every dictionary," Gilman

says. "It's being able to be in on

the edge of what's happening in

the language and being the first

one to know that it's taking

hold."

Merriam-Webster is also

listening to what we say.

Brian Sietsema, the

pronunciation editor with a Ph.D.

in linguistics from MIT, watches

TV and listens to the radio for

changes in the pronunciation of

words. At Merriam-Webster less

than a year, he's found his niche.

"There aren't a lot of jobs like

this," he says, before going off

on a dissertation on the three

pronunciations of the word
vacuum.

The folks at Mernam-Webster
find it discouraging, however,
that most people think
dictionaries "just appear," and
when they do appear, they're all

pretty much the same.

"It's amazing that people have
their dictionary from their school

days and they think it's

adequate," says Jim Lowe, a 22-

year employee and the editor

responsible for ushering the new
words, including this year's star,

"wanna-be," into the dictionary.

"It's just amazing. No knows
what we do here year after year."

"Most people think it's the

tablets of the law that comes
down from Mount Sinai," Mish
says "There's no conception of

how technical the art of dictionary

writing is."

(Craig Wilson writes for USA
TODAY.)

Congress Tackles Bank Issues, RTC Bill Considered
BY IQHN HANCHETTE

©Copyright 1991, USA
TODAY/Apple College Information

Network

WASHINGTON — Congress

has turned its attention back to a

vexing problem that didn't go
away during Operation Desert

Storm: failing banks and thrifts.

The House, after day-long debate

Tuesday, rejected by a 220-201

vote a $30 billion funding bill

that would replenish the cash-

strapped Resolution Trust Corp.

and allow it to continue closing

down insolvent savings and

loans, and to

keep peddling off their loan

collateral properties.

The rejection could put the

bailout into dire straits. FDIC
Chairman William Seidman
warned Congress last week the

RTC had a bare bank account and

< I

could "resolve" only one or two
more failed S&Ls in this manner.

A study by House Banking
Committee staffers this week
discounted this and said the RTC
still has $10 billion to spend.

Also Tuesday, the Senate
Banking Committee spent much
of the day debating the details of a

deposit insurance reform package
offered by its chairman, Sen.

Donald W. Riegle, D-Mich.
Riegle's "Comprehensive

Deposit Insurance Reform and
Taxpayer Protection Act" is

designed to toughen regulations

regarding banks and savings and
loans.

Some of the bill's provision's

include forcing a troubled

institution's executives to forego

raises and bonuses, sell stock to

recapitalize, limit interest rates on

6

deposits or even force the

institution's top officials to

resign.

Riegle called three tough-

minded economists to testify at

Tuesday's hearing. All favored

the majority of provisions in

Riegle's bill, especially the so-

called "death penalty" for failing

banks — quick federal takeover

once they start slipping badly.

Barth claimed foot-dragging by

timid federal regulators has

bloated the cost of thrift and bank

bailouts to the taxpayer.

"Institutions have been telling

the world for years they are

insolvent, practically begging to

be resolved — yet they're left

operating for years," he said.

Robert Litan, senior economist

at The Brookings Institution

think tank here, said "a more

forceful system of earlier

intervention by bank regulators to

prevent bank insolvencies is long

overdue."

Between 1985 and 1989, Litan

said, the FDIC lost an average of

18 cents for every dollar of assets

taken over from failed banks and

thrifts — usually after the

institution invested wildly in its

death throes.

"Prompt, corrective action is

the key," said James Barth,

Auburn University finance
professor and former Federal

Home Loan Bank Board member.

Robert A. Eisenbeis, banking

professor at the University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill,

spoke out against the Treasury

Department's "too-big-to-fail"

policy. That policy involves

keeping open huge institutions

whose collapse might injure the

entire financial system, and of

paying off all depositors in full,

even if they had more than the

current $100,000 FDIC limit

deposited.

Riegle's bill would strictly

limit the coverage to $100,000
per depositor per institution, and
would require recapitalization of
even the largest institutions

before they became drains on the

deposit insurance funds.

Riegle's bill would also require

annual on-site banking
examinations (which now take

place sporadically) and would
require "risk-based" deposit

insurance premiums, much like

auto insurance.

(John Hanchette writes for

Gannett News Service.)
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Riders Ride For Pro-Choice
Students from across the

country will be participating in a

historic Reproductive Freedom
Ride this summer. Using
bicycles as a vehicle to spread the

message of the importance of

reproductive rights and health, the

young people will lead rallies,

workshops, and speak-outs in

towns between New York City

and Seattle, Washington.
Launched by Students Organizing

Students, the 4,000-mile, ten-

week journey will begin June 3,

1991.

"We are cycling because we
are using our own physical and

mental strength to show the
nation that we are determined to

ensure our rights," said Andrea

Rose Askowitz, the project

organizer. "We will conquer the

physical terrain of this country

while symbolically conquering its

political terrain as well."

The aim of the Reproductive

Freedom Ride is to educate and

mobilize people of all ages on the

issue of reproductive freedom.

The students plan to extend the

abortion debate beyond abortion,

tying in a broad range of health

and reproductive rights issues.

The agenda includes: safe and
legal abortion, free to those in

need, without restrictions;

accessible pre-natal and post-natal

care; education about birth

control, AIDS, sex, and
sexuality; minors' rights to
abortion and birth control; and an

end to violence against women.

"We're organizing the
Reproductive Freedom Ride
because we're young, energetic,

and able to lead in this leg of the

struggle," said Jessica Tollefson,

outreach coordinator. "We have

to act because we are the ones

directly affected by the birth

control and abortion restrictions

we face in this country."

More than 1 million
teenagers get pregnant every year.

Currently, 80% of all abortions

are obtained by women between

the ages of IS and 29, but recent

legislation enforced in IS states

(parental consent and notification

laws) has severely restricted this

option for minors. The

Reproductive Freedom Riders

represent the overwhelming
support of young people for

abortion rights. According to

"American Freshman: National

Norms for Fall 1990," an annual

survey conducted by the American

Council on Education, 79% of

first year college students believe

that abortion should be legal.

All students interested in

participating in the Reproductive

Freedom Ride should contact the

New York headquarters of
Students Organizing Students. A
variety of internship
opportunities are available across

the country, including local site

organizers, publicity coordinators,

and fundraisers.

Ms. Askowitz is a 1990

graduate of the University of

Pennsylvania. Alisa Gilhooley,

the project's media outreach

coordinator, is a 1990 graduate of

Cornell University.

Advance interviews can be

scheduled by calling Alisa

Gilhooley or Andrea Askowitz at

(212)977-6710.
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Now there's another tragic

side effect of cocaine.

It's called unemployment.

Last year alone, America's

businesses lost more than $60

billion to drugs. So this year,

most of the Fortune 500 will be

administering drug tests. Fail-

ing the test means you won't be

considered for employment.

And that's a Little dose

of realitv.

WE'RE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS.
Partnership for a Drug- Free America

»

Order your college ringNOW
• JOSTENS

Place: UM£M3oortsfc*£
Meet with your Jostens representative lor full details. See

§1
our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore
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The Dream
Ends Too Too
Soon For Some

He just sat there on the bench after the final

buzzer blared. Motionless, silent, alone.

"Is he alright?," came whispers from fans

around him.

Does he know the game is over?

He knew, he just didn't want to accept it

quite yet. The guard's bleary eyes glanced up

from the white towel in his hands at the

hanging scoreboard overhead-hoping that

somehow the 87-73 score would change in the

Seahawks' favor if he just looked at it long and

hard enough.

Finally, there was a sigh and a long slow

walk back to the media press area. A walk he

may take for the last time. He fell into the

fold-up wooden chair provided and began

answering the same questions he had all year

long.

"Brannon, What was your assessment of

the game?"
"We were trying to get the ball inside but

couldn't," the still shocked senior guard

Brannon Lancaster said. "The whole second half

we had some easy open court breaks and shots

and couldn't convert. It was very frustrating."

Reality still hadn't set in for Lancaster; he

was still going through the motions after every

Seahawk loss. Answer questions politely,

quickly, leave and get ready for the next

contest. Except this time there was no more

games, no more next years-all used up in four

short years. Brannon's time clock had finally

run out.

"Brannon, How do you feel about your

performance? After all you've equalled your

career high of 25 points again."

"It wasn't good enough, was it? We still

lost the game."

Next question. He was still fighting, still

scrapping, the desire to win hadn't left his tired

body, not yet. He would have gladly traded in

all his personal point totals for just one more

contest.

One more minute on the court where he

could rise above his opponent's outstretched

hand, launching another spinning three-pointer

through the arms of the nylon net goddess.

One more moment to hear the crowd erupt,

roaring in his ears after a Seahawk basket.

"Brannon, Did you as a team expect the

kind of afternoon from Jamel Perkins and Mitch

Madden."

"No. We did what we were supposed to do.

We denied the low-post pass to Dykes and

limited Harrgett (Mike) to few shot

opportunities. We never counted on Perkins.

In fact, at halftime when he was scoring we
decided if anyone was going to beat us it would

have to be him. My congratulations go out to

him. He played a great game."

It was an empty compliment, deep down in

Lancaster's eyes there brewed an angry fire. He
was still asking himself why? Why did the

game of percentages fail him now?
Why didn't someone catch Perkins' act in

the scouting report?

Why did it have to be him (Perkins) that

did him in? He could deal losing out toanyone

or all of the members of George Mason's Lethal

Weapon Three (Harrgett, Byron Tucker, Dykes).

He wouldn't like it but he could take it.

Why was his ball playing career finally put

to rest by an individual who only averaged 4

points per game during the season??

It didn't make sense. But right now nothing

did. His basketball career which began when he

first picked up the basketball-probably around

age 7- was still too short. It wasn't time for it

to be over.

His other teammates took the loss better.

They knew they would be back. The other two

seniors, Wiggins (Major) and Tierney (Scott),

showed disappointment that their college

eligibility were now behind. A cold fact that

both players brushed aside, stating they've

enjoyed their careers and the people here.

It will hit them later.

For Lancaster his moment of despair was
now. In a hot steaming locker room he finished

out his basketball career at UNCW answering

the remaining questions of the Wilmington
reporters.

"I don't quite know what I'll do next,"

Lancaster said. "I need take some time off to

consider all my options. Maybe I'll get into

broadcast journalism, maybe not. I just don't

know right now."

His words trail off as reality was beginning

to grab hold.

As that is how I left him sitting there-still

dressed in his sweaty uniform- staring straight

ahead at the hard blank tile wall. Motionless,

silent, but he will never be alone.

His sweet jumper and long-range bombs will

remain forever in the minds and hearts of

Seahawk fans who watched him perform.

RV PATR1PK FOWLER
SPORTS EDITOR

There were surprises and familiar faces seen

in the 1990 Colonial Athletic Association

Tournament. The tournament was held Mar. 2-4

in Richmond Colisieum in Richmond, Virginia.

Except for one minor disturbance in the opening

game of the tournament, all the seeds held true.

The conference top four teams, minus one,

battled each other to gain access to the title

bout Monday night and the coveted automatic

bid to the NCCA's selective 64.

The second-seeded Richmond Spiders sealed

that bid with their name on it by overcoming a

three-point halftime deficit and the CAA version

of Lethal Weapon 3. George Mason trio of

Robert Dykes (16 points), Byron Tucker (26

pts.), and Mike Targett (23 pts.) scored 65 of

the Patriot's 78 points but it wasn't enough.

The Spiders spread out their offensive attack

distributing their points outputs and played a

tenacious opportunistic defense that made every

Patriot's turnover hurt. Richmond also received a

26 points, 11 rebounds effort from Tournament

Most Valuable Player, Jim Shields. A player,

who in last year Spider's tournament title game

played only eight minutes. Richmond bagged its

second straight CAA crown 81-78.

A prize that conference champion and

tourney's top seeded James Madison never got a

shot at. The United States Naval Academy

accomplished a feat that no other eighth-seeded

team has ever done in CAA conference play-

knock off numero uno. The Midshipmen behind

the leadership of All-Tournament selection

senior Erik Harris limited second time Player-of-

the-Year Steve Hood to 21 points and poured in

22 points of his own as Navy upset the Dukes

in overtime 85-82. Sophomore Michael
Burd.who canned five of seven from three-point

range, added 20 for the Middies .

"Give Navy credit, they made us look bad,

JMU head coach Lefty Drisell said. "They made
the big shot when they needed it."

The Seahawks took the floor next to battle

the Patriots, one. UNCW was hot from the start

running out to a nine point lead on three-

pointers by Reggie Veney and Brannon
Lancaster and two baby hook-shots by junior

center Matt Fish. GMU would fight back with

support from two unlikely sources, sophomore
Jamel Perkins and junior Mitch Madden.

The two heros, who average under six

points a game (Madden-5.8, Perkins-4.3),

combined for 14 first half points brought the

Patriots back. The Dynamic Duo gave GMU a

six point advantage at half, 45-39.

"Our game plan was to deny the ball into

Dykes and limit Hargett's shots," head coach

Kevin Eastman said. "We did both. We gained

six to seven extra feet this summer. Byron

(Tucker) wasn't supposed to be able to shoot

over Scott (Tierney) and Jamel Perkins wasn't

supposed to hit those shots. We played the

game of percentages and this time we lost."

Madden (12 points) , Perkins (18 pts.)and

Tucker (16 pts.) began to pour it on in the

second half hitting consistantly from the

perimeter and deep along the baseline. UNCW
could come no closer than four points the entire

period falling in the end by fourteen, 87-73.

ain
Senior^rannon Lancaster agaTfi equaled his

career high of 25 points shooting 9-18 from the

field and 5-12 from three-point range. Matt Fish

added 15 and sophomore Reggie Veney hit for

14. Senior Major Wiggins, playing with a

wrapped soft cast, scored seven points in his

final outing in a Seahawk uniform.

The Orlando native was named to the All-

CAA Defensive team as he again won the

conference shot block title. Junior Mark Eaton

was selcted to the All- Academic squad.

"I'm disappointed with the lost but I'm still

proud of this program," Eastman said.

They rest of the tournament went as

followed: In the rest of the Quarterfinals,

Richmond (UR) defeated ECU in the quarterfinals

(86-62). American (AU) beat William and Mary,

70-57. In the Semis: GMU went to overtime to

nip Navy 93-86, and UR knocked off AU, 78-

70.

The Spiders will make their fifth appearance

in the "big show". Richmond holds a 4-4 mark

in NCAA play. After the win, an excited Tarrant

said, "All I have to say about the NCAA's right

now is that 1 have only one bad thought. That

we (UR) will be sent out west and have to play

Vegas (University of Nevada Las Vegas)."

He can shake those cobwebs from his mind

as the Spiders, seeded #15 in the East Regional,

will meet second seed Syracuse Orangemen

Thursday night in Legion Hall, Kentucky.

James Madison has also extended its 1990

season after receiving a bid to the National

Invitational Tournament (N.I.T.) in New York.

JMU takes on the Providence Fryars at 7 p.m.

Wednesday.
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March Madness
Has Arrived

BY PATRICK FOWLER
SPORTS EDITOR

Well, March Madness is upon us for

another year.

It's that special time of the spring where
normal intelligent, and logical people turn

into babbling coach potatoes. Televisions

will be blaring for three weeks straight as
loyal basketball junkies glue themselves--

eight, nine, ten hours to their favorite big

screen roundball theater refusing to eat, sleep,

and no form or way study for their classes.

The best a good friend can do for his or

her friend is during this chaotic time is: 1) Be
understanding, 2) Accept that this savage
condition is only temporary, 3) And be sure

the electric bill is paid.

Now having said all of this, I will again

put my Swami hat. on and attempt to pick this

year final four teams. The top seeds in each

conference are: North Carolina (East), UNLV
(West), Ohio State (Midwest), and Arkansas
(Southeast). But the Roundball Wizard sees

only two of these club making it to

Indianapolis, the Running Rebels (UNLV) and
Razorbacks (Arkansas). I know now all the

Carolina fans hate me but chin up one ACC
team will make it. Yes, the Blue Devils will

be once again sitting among the elite of the

nation, come late March. The final entry to

the Fabulous Four will be from the Big East,

the Syracuse Orangemen.
In the finals I see a rematch. The Hogs

will again get a shot at Vegas and it will go
to overtime. The winner, the odds favor the

Rebels but I always go against the odds. Give

me Arkansas 91-89 in O.T.

Sleepers to note include Wake Forest (SE),

Villanova (E), Virginia and Michigan State

(W), and DePaul (MW). My first round upset

specials are Depaul downing Georgia Tech and
Louisansa State (LSU) falling to Connecticut

Have fun fans!!

Looking For The UltimateWorkout
BY .TAMES TULLEY
SEAHAWK CORRESPODENT

The Ultimate workout is here on your
campus.

According to the rules of the U.P.A.,

the Ultimate Players Association, ultimate is a

"non contact sport played between two seven

player teams." Yet, there is more to i«. thai that.

Ultimate involves many aspects of the
better known traditional sports It is of.en

associated with the field work a.'d running of

soccer, the throwing and diving c?tJies of
football, and pivoting and man to man or zone
defense of basketball.

In view of these comparisons, one can see

why it is the essential alternative sport. Being
alternative is perhaps what the students from
Columbia High School in Maplewood, NJ, had
in mind when they created Ultimate.

The most obvious difference in Ultimate

when compared to other sports is that the

central object of the game is not the traditional

'ball'.

The frisbee or disc, as many prefer to call

it, provides that wild action and energy that

Ultimate demands. Unlike other sports, Ultimate

allows you to choose between the type of

frisbee desired.

One choice is the Discraft which is a 175

gram mold and the other is the better known
Wham-O. The Wham-0 is substantially heavier

than the Discraft.

Until recently, Wham-0 was the dominating

choice, among players. However, a poll

distributed by the U.P.A. has declared that

Discraft will be the standard disc for the next

three years.

The sport is played on a 70 yard field with

25 yard end zones with a 40 yard distance

between opposite sidelines. Each team plays

seven players at a time, subbing only after a

point has been scored.

Play begins like a football game with one
side kicking off to the other. One of the seven

players of the kicking team takes the disc and

winds up and launches a long throw towards the

opponents goaline. The other six players

sprint down after the kick and set up their

defense.

Hie receiving team then gradually

r.ia.ieuvers the disc downfield, passing in any

direction between teammates. When a player

catches the disc over their goaline, they are

awarded a point. If however the disc should hit

the ground any time before that, the offense

has to relinquish the disc to their opponents and

play defense.

The frisbee changes possession quickly and
the other team is now on the attack. They begin

manuevering the fisbee toward their goal.

In this instance, Ultimate resembles the

quick transition of offense to defense, seen in

both soccer and basketball. While some players

can play both sides of the game offnesive and

defense, others are better suited in specializing

in one position.

Another significant aspect of the sport is

there are no referees. All calls are made under

an unwritten contract called the 'spirit of the

game. ' This clause places the responsibility of

fair play on the players themselves. It is each
player's duty as a 'participant' to be as honest as

possible when making calls. In certain

instances, the spirit of the game is overlooked
and forgotten.

This occurs because of two frequently called

rule violations, the travel and the pick call.

A travel is called when the player with the

disc drags his pivot foot, the stationary foot,

while the disc his still in his hand. It is often

called when a guarding defensive player is lazy

getting back and finds himself out of position.

A pick is just just like ones made in

basketball. It is when one player shields a

teammate defensive man by blocking his

pathway so the attack team can gain a man
advantage advantage. Again this call is made
when players find themselves unable to keep up
with their opponents.

These are just two examples of how the

spirit of the game is recently being violated.

As Ultimate grows more popular and
competitive and continues to lose its innocence,

the sanguinity of the game may soon be lost.

So are you looking for a challenge this

spring? Do you have a desire to stay healthy

and fit? And you are tired of running laps around

the track again and again? Then try a new sport

this year, Ultimate Frisbee.

It still is the ultimate workout.

I
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Special Insert

University Center Opens New Doors
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Grand Opening
Opening its doors almost eight years to the day after the University

Union opened, the University Center offers the UNCW community an

array of services and programs spaces to give the campus a unique set

of union facilities.

The result of many months of planning by a committee which
gathered information from students, faculty, and staff, the University

Center will enable the Union department to better serve the needs of

the growing campus community. "Before the first union planning

process was completed." said University Union Director, Uinda
Moore, "we realized the University Union was not as large as the

campus required. But we built what we could then afford. Since that

time, we have continued looking at ways to add the space we knew
we lacked, and to attempt to keep pace with the growth of the campus.

The University Center, along with the renovation of some of the

original Union, will put UNCW much closer to where it needs to be in

terms of square tVx^tage devoted to Union services and programs."

At a cost of roughly $4 million, the 42.000 square foot facility

w as designed by Jefferies and Faris Associates, a local firm w hich has

designed many of UNCW s buildings. It was built by another local

firm. Waldkirch and Saunders.

The project was financed by student fees. By North Carolina law.

no ta\pa>e; revenue can be used for buildings deemed "self-

supporting". Residence halls, cafeterias, book stores, and unions are

among buildings with that designation.

The additional space will bring some much needed relief from the

crowded conditions of the current Union. For several semesters.

rooms 201. 20o. and 20" have been booked solid from 6:0Opm until

closing. The new Center has one meeting room with a capacity for

24-50 people, and a large ballroom with moveable partitions which

can divide the area into three meeting rooms. The old gameroom in

the Union will become a meeting room when the office of

Advancement returns to Alderman this summer.

Much planning has gone into the design of the ballroom. It

contains sixthoi sand square feet, matching the size of the ballroom at

c \\ ilmington Hilton. It will accommodate a banquet for about 400

people, or a lecture for about 600. With the rate of growth UNCVY is

currently experiencing, events of these sizes are becoming
commonplace.
It is anticipated that the ballroom will be as popular as room 100 in the

original Union, and much better suited to satisfy user requests. The

...>cd projection booth, for example, will greatly expand the

programming capabilities there. Also convenient is is the wiring

astern for power, data, and voice tines buried beneath the floor.

Junction boxes so access these lines are flush-mounted in a pattern

. oss the entire floor. High quality sound and lighting sy stents are

SO being installed. A 11 30am to llrOOpm operation is planned.

enhanccci b] the outdoor eating area, and the stage areas, both inside

and o..:s-.de in the courtyard. "Its exciting to have another place

where we can. provide programs which appeal to all segments of the

-'...dent bod) . said Lanita Hanson. Assistant P. rector of the Union

S:..ocr: Activities

Art gallery space in the lobby and a free -standing c'.->> display

case in the outer mam entry are noteworthy additional features. The

opening an exhibit by Gladys and William Faris. Yours. Mine and

Outs . » ill run through mid-May. The four-sided glass display case

hosts a collection of photos and momentos from the early days of the

Pub the n-.ckname for the first student union, which was Hinton

nes Hi trough the construction and opening of the University

Union, to the opening celebration of the University Center The case.

-race m the Center, can be reserved through the UntOB -

adm:n:srat:o" office

t Universi

University Union Statement of Purpose

fat all members of the

•j.. -•.-.-unistraoon. alumr.. --; guesti .:.--.:-
.

organization and program. 7:g-. - • represent a --

-ege.

V . .

-'
;>: the 'hearth*:. I

~>e college, the un>;- : Ah lot

.. . SMOCK, and ameniDes the members . ege family need in

. arnpus an; for: • and understand one another

mala ciackal i de the c »as5rcom.

:_ ' j)t ti-j:i. pan of Ah k efi *l ~- center of

: i: serves as a laboratory of BVBMMpt traaMBj students in

r...r\ and for leadership our democrac> Through itsnm hoards

. provides a cultural, social, and recreaoo-
I

:.m aiming

-
...

.

-.- ;,...'• a coopera:, ve factor with studv in educaoon. In all its

. ;-sse> I bk .'-raj::-:- self -directed activity, giving mi roorcaaatj for I

• ± in individual social competency and group effectiveness its

; : -
.
- Fpen cms as well as intelie.

Tht tnm as a ur -ce ir. the life of the college, culnvaung

bvafes tc the college
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ty Center Opens New Duors
RIEGEL ROAD

Hours of Operation

BUILDING 7-11 M-F NOON-11:00 S & SUN
Gameroom 8-9:45 M-F noon-9:45 S & Sun

Center Stage Cafe Restaurant 11:30 a.m. - 11 p.m. M-F 4:30 p.m.

11 p.m. S & Sun

Itza Pizza delivery 11:30 a.m. - Mid M-F 4:00 - 12:00 Sat & Sun

Post Office Window 8:30 - 4:30 M-F

The staff of the University Union and University Center

extend their appreciation to everyone who worked to plan,

design, construct & furnish this faculty. It's magnificent!

The new UNQW University Center will have many
special features to expand program opportunities on campus.
The Center Stage Cafe, the food service area of the University

Center, will be the campus club, pizzeria, and wide screen TV
haven. Seating ISO at tables and booths, its seven day
operation will be a welcome addition to campus life. The
Center Stage Cafe is the first campus program space where the

NCAA tournament can be viewed on a 9' x 12' giant screen

TV; students can dance on a built-in parquet dance floor, or

just visit with friends over pizza and a soft drink indoors or at

a picnic table in the courtyard.

The Center Stage sound system can be used to listen to

local radio stations, including WLOZ, provide dance music, or

meet the needs of a small band or other live performers. The
lighting system will create any atmosphere needed for a center

stage spotlight or a light show for a band or dance.

When students, faculty, staff, and friends of the university

want a special place to eat, they will be heading for the Center

Stage Cafe in the University Center. This restaurant, with a

southern Italian Flair, has old-world style and gourmet food to

match. It is ARA's goal to achieve a reputation for the Cafe as

the premiere dining spot on campus.

Extraordinary attention has been given to detail and

atmosphere in the restaurant. "We want this establishment to

be a flagship of epicurean Italian delights from the start," says

Tony Sloan, production manager. "Our doughs and sauces are

homemade, fresh daily, and topped with a special blend of

herbs and four cheeses (romano, provolone, cheddar, and

monterey jack.) The crusts (which are also available in four

delicious varieties; regular, whole wheat, tomato/basil, and

rosemary/onion) are covered with your favorite choice of

toppings to create a special "Itza Pizza", just for you."

In addition to the great gourmet pizzas, the Cafe offers

breadsticks and calzones to temp your tastebuds.

The staff and management of the Center Stage Cafe extend

a warm welcome to all new customers and invite everyone to

dine there often.

Weekly Specials

MONDAY
Student Special
with Two Salads!

7.00

TUESDAY
Calzone with

Two Fillings

of Your Choicel

2.50

WEDNESDAY
Two Student Specials
with Two Items Each!

4 10.00

THURSDAY
Happy Hours

4:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Three Slices and
20 or. Soda

3.00

FRIDAY
AND

SATURDAY
ONE 14". 2 ITEM
PAN PIZZA

7.00 reg. 9.50

1 .^__m_ ii
—mm mma»—-— ^M mmm mm
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Students Make New Center Work
RV 1QR1F ZALLES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

For years students have been employed in a

variety of jobs at the University Union. They
have been given numerous responsibilities

concerning the everyday management of the

Union, allowing them to become a central part

of its functioning. As Heather Smith, Services

Area Coordinator for the University Union, says:

Student employees make it all happen!"

The opening of the University Center has

created a need for an increased number of

student employees. Consequently, the number of

student employees has increased from 30 to 70

in the last few months. There are six categories

of jobs: office assistants, Information Desk

attendants, Game Room attendants, technical

crew, facility assistants, and building managers.

The University Union department is an

Equal Opportunity Employer which selects

student employees from all four years of

academic instruction. The wages paid vary

according to the position held and the number of

years of employment.

Before beginning to work, student

employees undergo extensive training. The

training involves several distinct stages ranging

from informal activities with the goal of

acquainting new members of the staff to each

other and to current staff, to information

concerning the role of the University Union

department as a cornerstone in our campus
community and how student employees are

central to its existence. A separate day is

dedicated exclusively to teaching new employees

the skills that they will need in order to perform

their job in an efficient manner.

Several of the themes that are given

attention during training are central to the

formation of a cohesive staff. These include:

the mission of the Union and Center as integral

parts of the University, building team spirit

within members of the staff, and interpersonal

development. Rod Gilbert, a new Building

Manager, expressed that the training he had

received was "... an extremely valuable

experience because it taught me, among other

things, the function of the Union on campus in

greater detail".

An integral part of the student employee

program is the Student Employee Committee.

Any employee can be a member of this

Committee, which is in charge of organizing

recognition, social, and training activities.

Additional functions of the committee include

the Student Employee of the Month program,

the student employee social at the end of every

semester, and the publication of a monthly

Student Employee Newsletter. In-service
workshops are offered which address problems

commonly faced by university students, such as

coping with stress, improper diets and resume
writing. The S.E. Committee was also

instrumental in developing and implementing
the student pay scale plan which is currently

used.

A great deal of the education received at this

university can't be found in books; it's found in

residence hall life, in the work place, in the

extra-curricular activities, in all the places and
situations where experience leads to personal

growth.

Working at the University Union or Center

can be one of the most important learning

experiences a student at this university will

encounter. Veronica Oglesby, Office Manager
for the Leadership Center, when asked what she

had gained from working at the Union for more
than two years, commented: "A great deal of

personal development and growth. I've learned

to work in a group and, through supervising
other people, learned more about myself. I've

learned communication and interpersonal skills

because in the Union I'm in constant contact

with people. I've been motivated, stimulated and

incentivated'. I've felt that I'm really a part of

campus life."

Student employee trainees make the best of training sessions,

should hire approximately 35 students.

The new Center

Discover Offers Adventure, Leadership
DISCOVER is the outdoor adventure component of The Leadership Center. The purpose of

DISCOVER is to make meaningful, challenging, and educational outdoor pursuits available to the UNCW
community. DISCOVER provides the opportunity for interested persons to gain hands on Leadership

experience, enhance communication skills, practice program planning, and explore lifelong leisure

opportunities.

The DISCOVER Outdoor Leadership Center is located in The University Center. Resources that are

available through the DISCOVER adventure planning assistance, equipment rental, and environmental

awareness information. Activities that are facilitated through the DISCOVER program include, workshops

and clinics, day adventures, DISCOVER challenges, and outdoor pursuits to various parts of North

Carolina. If you would like more information about DISCOVER contact Brock Snyder at 395-3877 or stop

by The Leadership Center located in UU room 212.

The University Center grand opening will continue through Friday. The Center Stage Cafe will present the

Clef Hangers at 1:00pm (top photo). Risse will entertain Friday night in the ballroom. Other events will

include a live murder mystery, scavenger hunt, College Bowl, and an alumni talent show.

"LivWELL'S RUN
THRU CAMPUS"

March 15, 1991

Celebrating the Opening
of the New

University Center

Faculty, Staff & Students are Invited

to Participate!

Place: Run will begin & end at the New University Center

Distance: 2 miles (Walkers are also welcome!)

Starting Time: 4:00 p.m.

•NO ENTRY FEE»

Pre-Registration: Participants may pre-register by calling or coming by
the UNCW Office of Health Promotion/LivWELL. at

395-3683, University Union Room 104, by 5:00 p.m.

Thursday, March 14, 1991.

Participants may also register the day of the event

between 3:00-3:45 p.m. at the Run site.

PRIZES WILL INCLUDE T-SHIRTS & RIBBONSI

The Grand Opening Committee thanks
everyone who helped make this event a

success! Special thanks are extended to these

co-sponsors: SGA, First Citizens Bank & Trust

Co, Elegant Florist, ACE, Wachovia Bank,

Southern Accents, Harvey's at Ramada Inn,

The Seahawk^and Sigma Xi Fraternity. j___



The Seahawk
Leutze To Be Formally Installed

At A Glance submissions are due by 5:00 on the

Monday of the week they are to appear. Late

submissions may not run. Announcements for

events which require entry or admission fees are not

acceptable unless all proceeds go to charity. For

specific information come to room 2GS of the

University Union, or call 395-3229.

Peer Educators Needed

Challenge Yourself to Be Your Best!! Alternatives!

is currently recruiting students for Peer Educator
postions for 1991-1992! If you are energetic, self-

motivated, willing to learn and want to get

involoved in drug abuse prevention on campus,
apply now!! Application packets may be picked up
from the Altermatives! office in Room 104,

University Union from March 25 through April 5.

Deadline for applications--5:00 p.m. on April 5.

Questions? cAll 395-3577 or stop by UU 104.

Cancelled Student Hours
ATTENTION: The chancellor will not hold

student hours for March 25 or April 22.

An Energy-Saving Habit

During Spring break, conserve energy stickers were

placed on all the light switches throughout the

housing area. You may have already seen those

stickers on light switches in the classrooms.

The "Seahawk" is there as a reminder for you to turn

off your light if you are going to be out of an area

for 15 minutes or longer.

Working together with our faculty and staff, you can

effectively save, not only energy, but dollars. This

saving can be used by the university in an effort to

keep the cost of your education down.

Alrnhot Awareness

Get the scoop on fake IDs, under-age drinking, and

liability. All are welcome to attend a presentation

by Bill Nichols from the Alcohol Retailers

Association, March 26, at 7 pm. in the University

Center Ballroom 3. Mr. Nichols is sponsored by

UNCW Alternatives! and campus police.

New Room Reservation Po'u-v

A new policy has been adopted, regarding room
reservations for the University Union and the

University Center. Reservations will be taken based

on group classification. The group classifications or

tiers are:

Tier I - Governing Bodies ( NPHC, IFC,
Panhellinic, SGA, ACE, CJB )

Tier II - Registered Clubs and Organizations -

University Depts.

Tier III - Off campus groups - University sponsored

off campus groups

Each teir will be able to start reservation procedures

one week prior to the next tier. The following dates

indicate when each tier may begin making
reservations for the fall semester of 1991 and the

spring semester of 1992.

FALL: Tier I - April 3, 1991

SPRING: Tier I - August 22, 1991

Tier II - April 10, 1991

Tier II - August 29, 1991

Tier III - April 17, 1991

Tier III September 5, 1991

If you or your group have any questions, please

come by room 214 in the University Union or call

395-3833.

APE Needs YnuM!

Do you like entertainment? Do you like to meet

new people? Would you like to meet famous, semi-

famous, not so famous, and regular people? Would

you like the opportunity to give something back to

your fellow students? Then ACE (Association for

Campus Entertainment) needs YOU! In the last year,

we have made lots of progress and need new people

to continue the effort. We are accepting applications

for chair positions foi Arts & Lectures, Concerts,

Cultural Arts, Films, Homecoming, and Special

Events.

To pick up an application or ask questions, stop

by the Student Activities Office in UU Room 202,

or call 395-3842.

The Environment N-H« Ynur Help????

Enviromental Concerns Organization is

involved in creating an environment that is healthier

for you to live. ECO meets every Tuesday at 8:00

p.m. in the DISCOVER CENTER. If you have any

questions call Mike McDonald at the DISCOVER
CENTER. Come with ideas for enviromental

improvement. The Environment needs your help!

The University of North Carolina at

Wilmington has planned a four-day

series of cultural, educational, social,

and ceremonial events April 2-5 in

observance of the installation as

chancellor of Dr. James R. Leutze.

Leutze, who became chancellor of

UNCW in July, 1990, is the fifth chief

administrator of the institution and its

second chancellor.

Although he assumed full

responsibility and authority as

chancellor in 1990, Leutze selected the

first week in April for the installation

because he wanted the activities to

spotlight the UNCW campus and
Wilmington at their prettiest. The
installation, actually an academic
convocation, will involve UNCW
faculty and students as well as

dignitaries and delegates from across the

country.

These ceremonies mark the first

such activities in more than 21 years

when Dr. William H. Wagoner was
inaugurated as president of Wilmington

College on May 1, 1969.

Installation events were planned

throughout Southeastern North
Carolina. Public attendance at most
events is welcome and encouraged.

Launching the installation

observances will be the Free Expression

Celebration from 11:30 a.m. - 5:30

p.m., Tuesday, April 2 -- a day of
artistic performances, debate, and

discussion featuring students and faculty

in the Communication Studies and Fine

Arts depart rent.

First on the day's agenda will be a

tree planting and flag dedication
ceremony at 11:30 a.m. at the front

lawn of University center. Leutze will

plant a tree to commemorate the

occasion.

Starting at noon, approximately 16

events ranging from stand-up comedy to

classic rock n roll to a lecture. "Should

Alcohol be Sold and Served on
Campus" will take place throughout the

afternoon in the courtyard of Kenan Hall

and the newly named Free Expression

Square, the lawn between Kenan Hall

and King Hall. Student and faculty art

will be on display in Kenan Hall as part

of the Free Expression Celebration.

The public is invited to attend all

the events during the Free Expression

Celebration.

An art show of student pastels

curated by Donald Furst, associate

professor of art at UNCW, will run
from April 1-26 in the lobby Kenan
Hall. An exhibit of documents,
photographs and other items
highlighting the history of UNCW will

be on display in the museum cases of
Randall Library throughout the week of
April 2-5.

In addition to the installation, two
academic symposia will focus on issues

in nursing and education April 3-4.

"Differentiated Practice: A Model
for the Future?" is the topic of a one-day

workshop from 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m..

Wednesday, April 3 at the Coast Line

Convention Center in downtown

Wilmington. The workshop is

sponsored by the UNCW School of
Nursing and the North Carolina Nurses
Association in cooperation with the

Wilmington Area Health Education
Center.

Of particular interest to the public
will be a 9 - 10:15 a.m. free talk by
will be JoEllen Koerner, vice president
for patient services at Sioux Fall, SD.
Koerner is a leader in differentiated

practice, a concept which proposes to

differentiate job responsibility for nurses

based on education and experience. This
is an important topic in modern nursing

care because, historically, even with
different levels of education, most
nurses have been classified the same and
have been used interchangeably.

Koerner will discuss how this

concept promotes job satisfaction for

nurses, higher quality care for patients,

and better efficiency in time and money
management.

"Public Education: America's Real

National Debt" will be the topic of a

two-day symposium Wednesday and
Thursday, April 3-4 on campus. Two
afternoon sessions featuring nationally

known speakers on education topics will

be open to the public at no charge.

Wednesday afternoon at 12:45 in

the Ballroom of the University Center,

Dr. Barbara Hatton, deputy director of

the Ford Foundation's Education and

Culture Program in New York City,

will speak on "Public Education

Reform: The Unfinished Agenda." A
former dean of the School of Education

at Tuskegee University and Atlanta

University, she is also a member of the

National Board for Professional

Teaching Standards in New York City.

Following Hatton at 2:30 will be a

presentation on "Educational
Renaissance: Improving our Schools for

the 21st Century" by Dr. Marvin
Cetron, one of the nation's foremost
futurists and co-author of Educational

Renaissance: How to Improve Our
Schools by the Turn of the 21st
Century. Cetron is president of
Forecasting International, Ltd., and a

pioneer in corporate, industry,
demographic, and lifestyle forecasting.

Thursday afternoon in Cameron
Hall, the symposium continues with
two other notable speakers. At 1:15

p.m., Dr. Teresa Amabile, professor of

psychology at Brandeis University and
author of several works on creativity,

will speak on "Reducing the Debt:
Implementing Creativity in our
Schools." For the past 15 years, she has

specialized in research on the ways that

social environments can influence the

verbal, artistic, and problem-solving
creativity of children and adults.

After Amabile's talk, at 2:30 p.m.,

William F. Winter, former governor of

Mississippi and former chair of the

Southern Growth Policies Board, will

See Leutze, Page 2

Drug Program Studied
ILL SANDY PORTER

STAFF WRITER

UNCW was recently selected as one of

five sites for a Northern Arizona University

analysis of successful drug prevention

programs in higher education.

The two-year project, titled "Drug
Prevention Evaluation: Characteristics of

Successful Programs in Higher Education" is

funded by a $150,000 grant from the U.S.

Department of Education/FIPSE (Fund for

the Improvement of Post-Secondary

Education).

Dr. Eileen Coughlin, project director and

author of the grant, said "the study's purpose

is to conduct an in-depth analysis of fine

comprehensive programs that represent the

types of drug prevention efforts implemented

in 1987 by institutions of higher education

with the support of FIPSE."

The other five universities selected were

chosen from 92 drug prevention programs

that were funded by FIPSE in 1987. Along

with UNCW, Central Connecticut State

University, Northeastern Illinois University,

Southern Illinois University and Valencia

Community College were chosen as study

cases.

These five sites are the result of a

culmination of an intensive selection process

that included a review of project reports and

telephone interviews.

The selection process was based on the

following criteria: overall plan, campus

policies, utilization of peers, educational

materials, special populations,
organizational structure, multiple delivery

systems, goal achievement, the program's

ability to represent the variety of students

served in higher education, and other unique

characteristics.

UNCW's own drug prevention program

consists of three broad categories. A resource

center offers a large collection of printed

materials that relate to drug topics. A small

library of video tapes is also available.

Presentations can be made along with the

videos provided. Diane Reichard, acting

coordinator of Alternatives!, stresses that

Union room 104 in not a counseling center,

but instead an education and resource center.

The second category is the program area.

This area is responsible for presenting

programs to classes and certain groups of

students. A drug education program for

athletes has also been implemented in this

category. Several times throughout the year

the drug prevention program offers

alternative highs to students by sponsoring

sailing and camping trips. Excursions to the

local ropes course are also provided. Often

these trips are provided to the students at

little or no cost.

The third area in the drug prevention

program is the Peer Program. This area

implements the first two programs by

allowing qualified students to work in the

programs. Students are trained and paid to

keep the educational program up to date.

Students also play a large role in designing

activities and creating presentation programs.

The project that involves Northern

Arizona University is using UNCW's drug

prevention program as an "identification of

key characteristics that create and sustain

successful drug prevention and intervention

programs on college campuses."

Dr. Beverly Millis-Novoa, primary

researcher for the analysis project noted that

NAU will be examining this national issue

by an in-depth, on-site examination of

program elements at each of the five chosen

institutions.

The NAU Drug Prevention Evaluation

Team will visit each site for approximately

one week to conduct a "naturalistic case-

study analysis" of each program.

See Drugs, page 3

'New Freshman' Is Attending

UNCW This Year

Vote For Me!

BY TIMOTHY BALI.
STAFF WRITER

UNCW is getting a new kind

of student with the 1990-1991

freshman class. According to a

recent survey, freshmen at UNCW
are studying more, partying less,

and more academically sound than

their counterparts across the

country, and UNCW students in

1984.

The survey, which has been

conducted annually by the
Cooperative Institutional Research

Program at the University of
California, Los Angeles, since

1966, shows that significant

changes have occurred in entering

students at UNCW during the past

six years.

According to the reported

findings of the survey, this year's

freshman is more academically

prepared than six years ago. Fifty-

one percent of UNCW's 1990
freshman class entered UNCW
with a high school grade point

average of a B-plus or above
compared to 31 percent of the

1984 UNCW freshman class, and

40 percent nationwide.

In a prepared release of the

findings. Dr. Richard Mullendore,

UNCW's associate vice chancellor

for student affairs, attributed the

increase in academic potential

among the entering UNCW
freshman to increased admission

standards, stronger family

education, and a growth in the

academic reputation of UNCW.
"Academically our students are

significantly better than they were

in 1984, but another factor related

to academics is that UNCW is no
longer a student body of first

generation college students," said

Mullendore. "For the most part,

parents of the students at UNCW
are well educated. Seventy-two
percent of the fathers and 69
percent of the mothers of this

year's entering freshman class have

at least some post-secondary

education, up eight and 12 percent

respectively from 1984. 4 3

percent of the fathers and 36

percent of the mothers have at

least one college degree."

The reputation of "UNC by the

Sea" as a party school attracted 29

percent of the freshman class in

1984, but only attracted 19 percent

of the current freshman class. The
growth of UNCW's academic
reputation counted a 13 percent

increase in the selection of

UNCW. Forty-four percent of the

current student body chose UNCW
because of it academic reputation.

On the down side of the report,

fewer students from lower incomes

are being admitted to the

university. The majority of the

incoming freshmen are from
families that have incomes in

excess of $40,000.

"This is not to say that we
don't have a large number of

students who come from low

income families," stated

Mullendore. "Thirty-six percent

of our incoming freshmen

indicated that they planned to work

to assist in paying their college

expenses."

Steve Sappe and Curtis Wilson are the candidates for student body president. You can

vote for one of them, and the other candidates by taking your valid student ID to one of

the polling places. They are located in the University Union, University Center, and in

Wagoner Hall.
.

USA SNAPSHOTS®

Flight cancellations
The U.S.'s seven biggest airlines canceled 1 6.2 1

5

flights in the third quarter of 1 990, 1 .3% of total

flights echeduted. (Laiast available figures)

American
Northwest
Conlirtentdl

USAir
Uniftx!

TWA
Delta

CANCFl.ED PERCENTO,
FLIGHTS FLIGHTS
3,391 1.6%
2,157 1.6%
1,940 1.5%
3,914 1.5%
2,679 1.5% -
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1,139 0.5*.
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Leutze, Cont'd .

speak on "Education: Where do we go from here?"
Throughout his career of public service in

Mississippi, Winter sought to raise the educational
standards of the state and was widely recognized for
his efforts.

The Education Symposium is funded by a

$25,000 grant from the Z. Smith Reynolds
Foundation.

Culminating the week's activities will be the
academic pageantry of the installation ceremony at

10:30 a.m., Friday, April 5, at Task Coliseum
where Leutze will be sworn in by James G. Exum,
chief justice of the North Carolina Supreme Court.
Presiding at the installation ceremony will be
University of North Carolina President CD.
Spangler Jr. representing the Board of Governors
will be Samuel H. Poole, chair.

The Wilmington Symphony Orchestra, the only
resident orchestra in the Lower Cape Fear, will

provide music for the installation ceremony,
presenting Handel's Music for the Royal Fireworks.
Under the direction of conductor Steven Errante, a
member of UNCW's music faculty, the orchestra is

made up of musicians from Wilmington,
surrounding counties, and the University.

Of particular interest during the ceremony will

be the unveiling of the UNCW mace, under
development for a number of years for use at

academic convocations, including commencements.
The handcrafted mace incorporates elements and
materials important to the history of UNCW and the

region, including representations of the seals of New
Hanover County, Wilmington College, the
University of North Carolina, and the University of
North Carolina at Wilmington.

The shaft of the mace is made of life oak, a tree

indigenous to the area. Four Gold-plated bands on
the shaft are inlaid with mother of pearl to

symbolize the University's leadership in marine
studies.

The mace was originally a weapon of offense
carried in battle by medieval bishops. Today it is a
symbol of authority and is carried by the university

marshal at formal academic convocations.

Residents of Southeastern North Carolina are
invited to attend the installation ceremony as well as

take part in the festive breakfast on the lawn
between Alderman and Hinton James hall starting at

8:30 a.m., Friday, April 5. Campus tours will be
available during 'he hours of the breakfast

Social activities surrounding the installation

include a private reception honoring the Leutzes
aboard the USS Battleship North Carolina from 7-9

p.m., Wednesday, April 3, hosted by the UNCW
Board of Trustees. Attendance at this function is by
invitation only.

A black-tie Installation Ball will be held at 6:30
p.m., Thursday, April 4 in the ballroom of the
University Center. A fund-raiser for the Friends of
the University, the ball is oF :i to the public for a

contribution of $50 per person, $25 of which is tax

deductible. For ticket information, call Margaret
Robison at 395-3178.

That same evening, the installation committee
and the UNCW Association for Campus
Entertainment (ACE) is sponsoring a Student
Outdoor Celebration and Picnic at 6 p.m. at the

Residence Life Gazebo. The band Mr. Potato Head,
will be featured during this free event.

Planning for the installation events began in the

fall of 1990 by a committee made up of trustees,

faculty, staff, and students. Chairing the Installation

Committee is M. Tyrone Rowell, associate vice

chancellor for University Advancement, and co-

chairs, Jane Smith Patterson, interim vice chancellor

for University Advancement, and Dr. Everard Smith,

special assistant to the chancellor.

Cahoon Receives

Research Grant
UNCW NEWS

Dr. Lawrence Cahoon, associate professor of

biological sciences at UNCW, received a $9,987

grant from the National Undersea Center at the

University of Connecticut for his research titled

"Benthic productivity at Stellwagen Bank: benthic

microalgae and demersal zooplankton." He will

conduct the research between March 4, 1991 to Feb.

28, 1992.

The research will take place at Stellwagen Bank,

a shallow segment of the continental shelf north of

Cape Cod, MA. Cahoon and five graduate students

from UNCW will study productivity of microscopic

algae that live on the bottom of the ocean in

shallow areas. Demersal zooplankton, planktonic

animals that live in association with sediment, will

also be sampled to determine their abundance. The

purpose of the research is to determine if benthic

microalgae and demersal zooplankton are a

productive part of the food chain at Stellwagen

Bank. If the findings are positive, Cahoon wants to

do studies in several other continental shelf habitats

to determine the global significance of bottom

production. Canoon said, "We are very interested in

finding out if the things we have seen happening off

the coast of North Carolina are happening

elsewhere."

USA SNAPSHOTS*

Relocating Hollywood
Places executives say may soon challenge Los/
Angeles as the center of the film/entertainment/

industry because of lower cost and more

/ '
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i and Orlando
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Rod Lifll», USA TODAY

Nationally Known Author To Visit UNC
BY HOLLY PRICE

STAFF WRITER

National Book Award-winning
author Tim O'Brien is visiting

UNCW this week as a part of the

Writers and Readers Series

sponsored by the English
department.. Mr. O'Brien wrote
Going After Cacciato and his

most recent book, The Things
They Carried. He received

widespread recognition for these

National Book Award in fiction,

and his second book was selected

by the New York Times Book
Review as one of the six best

works of fiction in 1991.

Three of O'Brien's five books
are set in Vietnam during the

height of the war. Although he

says he isn't a war writer, in these

three books he put himself

somewhat into a character
through his personal experiences

Vietnam. He served as a foot

soldier in the late 1960's.

Several workshops and
readings are scheduled for today

and Friday. A workshop will be

held today from 3:30-5:30 p.m.

in Randall Library. O'Brien will

read in Bryan auditorium, Morton

Hall at 3:30 p.m. All events are

free.

O'Brien stated that many of

his workshops are just questionwidespread recognition ior tnese m"m*w ,,ia y^1 *" 1"*1 ca|kiicui>« w huimhu^s uc ju»i i|uuuun

books. He was given the during his 14 months in and answer session, but he would

also like to discuss some
technical writing points with
students. "I would like for

students to be able to know the

feeling of having a page of prose

come alive." he said. He also

hopes to be able to show students

how to take their own experiences

and write fiction about them.

Phillip Gerard, acting director

of Creative Writing said that

O'Brien is one of several authors

who will speak at UNCW this

year.

mini-
storciqen
morning/tar

• ELECTRONICALLY
CONTROLLED

5811 N. Market St. (Rt. 17)

799-2727
Located across from Coble Dairy

1/2 mile north of College Road

UNCW Student Discounts!

CO

BOOKS » CLOTHING * JEWELRY * TAPES

softeira

A Specialty Bookshop
• Recovery • Philosophies

• Health • Ecology
• Meditation • Sell Help • Dreams

• Body Work • Tapes
• Special Orders Welcomed

An Exciting Boutique

Folk Art • Exotic Jewelry • Cards

Colorful & Unique Clothing • Gifts

Hours Mon Sat. 10 6

Sundays, IS
Evening Hours Begin in April

7110 Wrightsville Avenue
Crosspoint Plaza

(belore Wrightsville Beach Drawbridge)

(919)256-9131

BOOKS T CLOTHING » JEWELRY TAPES

Get theAW CallingCard and your first call is free.
There's no better time to speak your mind.

Because now when you get your free AT&T Coiling Cord, you'll

get your first 15-minute call free*

With your AT&T Calling Card, you can call

from almost anywhere to anywhere. And you
can keep your card, even if you move ana get

a new phone number.

Our Calling Card is part of the

mm
83b 000 bIW Xlil ',

rrin t»r

AT&T Student Saver Plus program, a whole package of products and
services designed to make a student's budget go farther.

So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on campus.
Or call us at 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 655.
And let freedom ring.

ATKT Helping make college life a little easier.

AT&T
The right choice.

*A B00 value for a coast to coast Calling Card call. Applies to customer dialed calls made during the AT&T Night/

Weekend calling period, 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and 11pm Riday through Spm SurKlay Vbu may receive

more or less calling time depending on where and when you call Applications mast be received by December 31, 1991

»
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Upcoming Installation Activities. . .

Installation Activities •• April 2-5
April l-M
Student Art Show
"The Art of Pastels"
Kenan Hall Lobby
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
April 2-5

University Archives Exhibit
ofUNCW historical milestones

Museum cases

Randall Library

April 2
Tree planting/ flag dedication

11:30 a.m.

University Center Front Lawn
Free Expression Celebration
12-4:45 p.m.

Free Expression Square and Kenan Hall

Courtyard

Free Expression Reception
4:45 p.m.

Kenan Hall Lobby
April 3

Nursing Workshop
"Differentiated Practice: A Model for the

Future?"

Coast Line Convention Center

Keynote speech by JoEUen Koemer
9 - 10:15 a.m.

Free -- open to public

Education Symposium
"Public Education: America's Real National

Debt"

Dr. Barbara Hatton (12:45 p.m)

"Public Education Reform: The Unfinished

Agenda"

Dr. Marvin Citron (2:30 p.m)

"Educational Renaissance: Improving Our

School

for the 21st Century"

Ballroom - University Center

12:45 - 3:30 p.m.

Free - open to public

April 4

Education Symposium
"Public Education: America's Real National

Debt"

Dr. Teresa Amabile (1:15 p.m.)

"Reducing the Debt: Impleting Creativity in our

Schools"

Gov. William Winter (2:30 p.m.)

"Education: Where Do We Go From Here?'

Cameron Hall Auditrium

1:15 - 3:30 p.m.

Free - open to public

Student Outdoor Celebration and

Picnic With Mr. Potato Head

Students, Faculty, staff invited

6 p.m.

Residence Life Gazebo - FREE!

Friends Of UNCW Istallation Ba|l

6:30 p.m.

Ballroom of University Center

Advance tickets (395-3178)

$50 per person

April 5

Morning Tea/Festive Breakfast

8:30 - 10:00 a.m.

Front Lawn (Between Aderman and Hinton

James Hall)

Free -- students, faculty, staff, pulic invited

Music by Gospel Choir 9-9:30

lazz Band 8:30-9; 9:30-10

Installation Of UNCW Chancellor

CLASSES CANCELLED
from 10 a.m. • 1:00 p.m.

Installation Ceremony
Presiding: Pres. CD. Spangler Jr.

Address: Chancellor James R. Leutze

Trask Coliseum

10:30 a.m.

SO's DINER Jfea/

419 S. Cgggfg Rd. Unfr/fsity Landing (next to Sutton Council)

TOP TEN SUPER
SHAKES or SUNDAES ,fm $o ok

# • L~,L-sJ eacn

#1. PLAYNE JAYNE • will* ice cream,

/anilla syrup, wnipped cream. ana topped with

a cnerry.

#2. 3\Q 5QPPER - vanilla ice cream,

chocolate syrup. Nestle s cnocoiate chips

and wnipped cream.

#3. BLUE BERRY HILL - «r*a ice

cream, Mue berries ana wnipped cream.

#4. MOTHER-IN-LAW - vanilla ice cream.

cnocoiate syrup, marsnmellow cream, p-nut

butter and whipped cream.

#5. WHOLE LOT OF SHAKIN' - vanilla

ice cream, pineapple and topped with fluffy

whipped cream, love it as a shake or sunaae\

SPECIAL 50'S
PRICES

ON SELECTED DAYS
55ZBSBZ5SSZ5

#S. LITTLE DEUCE
COUPE - Whole

strawberries, vanitta.

ice cream and whipped cream.

#9. OUTTA SITE - \t»m
ice cream, banana,

strawberries, pineapple,

chocolate syrup and whipped

cream.

#6. IT5Y BITSY TEENIE WEENIE
YELLOW POLKA DOT BIKINI -

vanilla ice cream, fresn bananas, ana whipped

cream. Yummy! _ _

392-5060

#10. DO RUN RUN - vanilla

ice cream, raspberries.

whipped cream.

~» ^mw * » ~ « mm « m —I***- ^ —•-'***

#7, AT THE HOP -

vaniiia ice cream, chocolate syrup ana Call FOT
butter scotch. Made fresh for you'. TakO-Out

l

4*

50s DINER _&*-.

419 S. Cgjpjf Rd. Univrsity Landing (next to Sutton Council)

392-5060

"THE BURGER"
Vaac fresh with lean ground

•oeef. Chili, siaw, onions, mustard..

THE "5IG CHEEZE"
The Burger with real

oneddar cheese

..'1.45

.

!1.55

THE "HOUND DOG"
A footionq all meat hot

doq with chili an4 slaw on

a fresn, steamed bun ".40

THE CHEEZE HOUND '

v

Delicious Hound Ooq with

melted cheese '1.55

or HALF CHEEZE HOUND
51.05

FRESH FRIES
Fresn rough cut fries

3IGFKY :.
".25
8>5

:

'HALF-HOUND"
Half of our Qrr>
Hound D04 C/vDy

WWW!
-COUPON-

FREE BIG FRY!

"CHILI DIP"
^Lean ground beef, yeans

and Cheddar cheese &5>

with any Burger or

Dog Purchased!

Good through 3-21-91

Present Student ID.

Drugs, Cont'd.
Friday, March 22-28 NAU will be

conducting interviews with 20 people across

campus. They will also hold informal

student conversations and will review

documents on UNCWs program.

At the conclusion of the study, a report

will be presented to Dr. Ronald Buckham,
director of drug prevention, FIPSE. The
report will include a self-study guide that can

be used by any institution of higher

education to evaluate its success in substance

abuse prevention and intervention.

YA RD SALE
UNCW BOOKSTORE
MARCH 28
8 30-230

*F N

A

eN*
**

I *v
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THE SEAHAWK

the Siahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor. These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned tetters will not be published. The

Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit letters for the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd. Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The

Seahawk.
The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 p.m. Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The Seahawk' s phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229for the editorial division.

PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
EDITOR IN CHEF
DAVID BURKE
NEWS EDITOR

PATRICK FOWLER
SPORTS EDITOR

RAMONA HUPP
ENTER TAINMENT EDITOK

MICHELLE MAYO
COPY EDITOR

LAUREN FULLER
PRODUCTION UANAOER
KRISTEN KURCZAK
PRODUC TION ASSISTAN T

DAVID BALL
PHOTOGRAPHER

JILL LINK
ADVERTISING MANAGER
JOEL ASHLEY
FINANCIAL UA\AGER

Budgeting Process

Raises Questions

It gets a little old. Week after week. The Seahawk
questions the procedures and actions of the SGA. Seldom (more
like never) do we find reason to dole out congratulations for

some senatorial decision.

We are often asked why we only point out the bad things.

Maybe it is because the bad always stares right out at us. It is

relatively easy to find. Uproar tends to attract the journalist's

ear.

Sometimes though, the target of our editorials is not
necessarily something bad. but something questionable.

Suck is the case this week, as the budgeting hearings for

fur Jed organizations got underway. We are curious about the

apparent arbitrariness of the senate decision not to fund the

Ultimate Frisbee team.

The question was first raised because the team asked for a

one thousand dollar increase in their budget. The increase was
fairly standard among the groups applying for budgets. Senator
John Haley felt though, that the team should be able to exist on
the same amount as they had received the previous year. It

seemed to make little difference that the men's Ultimate team
had placed second in the nation last year—or that they had to

use their own money to cover expenses in that pursuit. Haley
felt, like many senators, that the fact that the team represented

our school and brought us national exposure was unimportant.

Equally unimportant to the senators was the fact that the

team had raised 200% of its minimum required revenue (MRR)
last year. The North Carolina Student Legislature failed to meet
their MRR once last year, but their budget request went through
anyway (though not unquestioned). Other clubs also had
problems raising the required monies. Some may still fall short

by the end of the year. One might reasonably expect a club
which easily raises money far in excess of the requirements to

find a more receptive senate at budget time than one which
barely scrapes by.

Hajey also staled that he felt that it would be in the team
members' best interests not to have the extra money. He felt

that they were possibly neglecting their studies to travel to

tournaments, and that not having the money to travel would
force them to stay home and stick to their school work.
Perhaps some students still need that father figure looking out
for them, but is that really the domain of Student Government?

Haley later discussed the issue with some better informed
members of the senate and decided that maybe he should have
had a little more information.

That point brings up another question about the budgeting
procedure. Who represents the organizations when their budgets
go before the senate? Where do the senators get the

information on which they base their decisions? The BPC holds
workshops with each organization to go over the points and
needs in their budget before the hearings. In these workshops,
the BPC is supposed to collect the information to relay to

Senators during the actual voting process. Somewhere along the

Jines though, something gets lost. When the senate begins to

.question a budget, the response from BPC is limited at best.

Organizations do have the opportunity to speak on their own
behalf, but the opportunity is not stressed to them, and most
rely on the efforts of the BPC whose recommendations are

supposed to balance the needs of the club against the
'requirements of the senate.

Why should the Ultimate team have had any doubts about
The passage of their budget increase? By all logical accounts,

they were probably more deserving of the extra money than
many other groups who received increases with minimal
question. What becomes fairly apparent is the fact that many of
lhe senators who voted in the negative did not know anything
>bout the Ultimate team. Of course, that is one purpose of
^voting in the negative—to gain time to research and find out
;more about the issue. So, how many senators looked more
•deeply into the Ultimate team's case? The BPC chairperson
istated that only a couple had come to her for more information.
'It takes more than a couple of people to sway a majority vote.

.What are the others doing?

It is no secret that there is a bottom to the coffers of the

>SGA treasury. When that bottom is reached, the money is gone
>and no organization, regardless of need or merit, can
treasonably expect more. Deciding how to spread that limited
^amount fairly is no mean accomplishment. As clubs and
^organizations grow and prices rise, needs increase. This was
probably a consideration for some senate members in making
the negative decision.

Still, why did they not consider taking the extra away from
.'a group which was not fulfilling their responsibilities? Why
not consider removing the funding of organizations that do not

: squarely meet the BPC guidelines? Perhaps it would not be a

bad idea to have each organization individually present their

budget request to the entire senate.

There is no easy answer to all the budgeting problems and
confusion. Someone somewhere at some point has to say no.

It just seems that the recipients of that negative should be a

little more deserving of it.

Develop A Strong Self-image

Editorials
)

Supreme Court Justice Oliver

Wendell Holmes had the
reputation of being absent-

minded. One day on a train out

of Washington, Holmes was
studying a pending case when the

conductor asked for his ticket.

The Justice searched each pocket

nervously, but to no avail. "Don't

be concerned. Mr. Justice

Holmes," the conductor said. "We
know who you are. When you
return to Washington, you can

send us the ticket at your
convenience." Holmes lowered
his eyes and shook his head sadly.

"Thank you, my good man, but

you don't seem to understand the

problem. It's not a question of
whether I'll pay the fare, the

problem is where am I going?'"

Whether on a train or on the

journey of life, people are often

confused and unhappy because

they really don't know where they

are going. They don't know where

life is taking them. On any
journey there are twists and turns,

surprises, disappointments,
fatigue and excitement. Your

Your unique life
journey can become an
increasingly exciting
and i o y - HI I e o\

adventure.

ticket, which is the key to your

destination in life, lies in learning

who you are and how you can

become your best self.

Developing a stable sense of self

is not easy, and if it's going to

happen at all, it must begin with

a significant personal decision.

That decision is to take charge of

your own life and destiny and to

give up the attitude which sees

yourself as a helpless victim of

forces outside of you.

You are on a unique journey.

You are the only one of you that

has ever or will ever exist in the

1 whole history of the universe.

You are special and one of a kind.

It is true that you live in a

world filled with issues that hang

over your life like impending war
and making ends meet, with
people whose major attitude

towards their life and yours is

"you can't!" or "you shouldn't!".

It is true that you live in a

society where everyone else

seems to have so much power to

determine your future. It is true

that you live in a world where it

is easy to feel helpless,

victimized.

Regardless of all of these

outside forces working on you,

the real significant truth is that

you still remain a unique and
precious person, fraught with

potential for a life that is filled

with meaningfulness and a sense

of worth.

The possibility for fulfilling a

potential life .lies not so much in

our view of the world around us

but in our view of ourselves.

Your self-image is the key to

your life journey. If you see

yourself as a worthless person,
you can certainly anticipate many
painfifl and persistent emotions

—

discouragement, depression,
sadness, etc.—but if you can
come to the realization that you
are a decent and loveable person
of considerable worth, your whole
pattern of emotional reaction to
events around you will be
radically changed.

You will discover that you
have the power to determine your
response to any situation or

circumstance that life brings your
way. Your unique life journey can
become an increasingly exciting

and joy-filled adventure. The
possibility is there; but the

possibility begins with the

discovery of your own self-worth.

Probably more important than

all of the education you can
receive here at the university is

the chance to look into your
deeper self, to begin the journey
of self-discovery.

OPEN LETTER
We Need A New World Without Racism

Nigger.

That's right. Do you know
what the word means? Do you
know what it meant before the

immoral slave drive? Hopefully at

the end of this personal opinion

letter, you will know. Let's make
more than an effort to end racism

right now. Someone has to start

everything, and find solutions

also. Let this editorial be the end

of racism, the beginning of the

New World.

In this year, 1991, it is

terribly sad that people can be
racist. I can understand more a

black person being pro-black than

a white person being pro-white.
But to me, they are both just as

bad. Who gave anyone the right to

judge anyone on the color of their

skin anyway. The prejudice
whites, blacks, Hispanics.
orientals, Arabs, half-breeds,

whole breeds-are all exploiting

themselves for racism. If you are

Hispanic and a white or black

person says a racist comment—
TURN THE OTHER CHEEK.
That is the way of the New World.

Today it is ridiculous that you
have to watch what you say.
People are yelling mad as hell,

"racism" to anyone in another race

because only a percentage of that

race are actually racist pigs.

It is not fair to those of us

who consider people—people. So
what if the person sitting next to

you has darker skin, or lighter

skin. A person is a person, and we
as Americans should especially

know that now. We need to set an

example for the younger
generations and turn the other

cheek to racist creatures. If we
ignore them, not publicize their

protests, public walks, and racial

actions, they may catch on to the

New World idea. So obviously we
must say down with the KKK,
down with the Nazis, down with
all of them. (As much as I hate to

say it because it started out as a

wonderful idea: reorganize the

NAACP. Their tactics seemed to

have changed and many of their

representatives are giving the

organization a bad name.) They are

all (and if I left any out, down
with them too) condoning racism,

by segregating an outside world.

If you have a special meeting
of people whose motivation for

meeting is to promote their race,

or demote another or other races,

that motivation is racist. They are

all promoting the segregation of
color and delineating any hope for

the unification of all people. There
is nothing wrong, in my opinion,

with heritage. We must realize the

differences in heritage and
prejudice, and savor the heritage. I

can understand it years ago, but for

my generation there is no majority
to rebel against. But there is a

motivation for the unification of
all people: A New World! First it

was the whites, then it was the

blacks, then it was the- What is

this a nursery rhyme?

Read carefully white racists:

What did black people do to

deserve the treatment they
received? Remember, most of the

black people living in America

today have ancestors who were

forced over here. What if they

came over to take your ancestors

to Africa? It is damned hot over

there you know.

Read carefully black racists:

You have already won the battle.

Put down your guns and become
the American citizen you should

be. Don't blame all whites or

everyone else for some people's

racist actions. And this goes to

everyone. ..blame the person for

ignorance and immorality, not the

race. Be humored by the

ignorance.

Read carefully people: Now it

is time to unite this country as a

whole. The morality is high, and
the pride is high. Let us not fall

back on bad habits and terrible

decisions made by some of our

ancestors. Martin Luther King Jr.

once said, "Free at Last, Free at

Last!" I think he would be proud

to see America using those words
again. This time free of a racist

world. Free to be a part of the

New World.

I would love the chance to

start an Our World is a New World

organization on every campus
across this U.S.A. I wouldn't
know how to do it, but I know it

would be successful. We can't be a

White America, a Black America,

or any color America until we
become a Grey America. Grey,
because the brief life we live

should not be a black or white
issue. It should be a bright,

struggling, striving, conquering,

and alive and free issue.

Grey, because we aren't past

the color of skin thing yet. Grey,
because by starting a n

organization, or even a positive

idea already forces us away from
the dark world we live in.

Assisting our ambitions of a New
World, we as Grey Patriots can
press on to change our
preconditioned environment and
hope for a Bright New World,
with Bright New Patriots, in a

Bright and New America!

Godspeed,

Joey Collins-Senior at UNC-
Wilmington

The Grey Patriot

p.s. The word nigger means
ignorant. If you use it t o
categorize a person by the color of
his/her skin you are categorizing
yourself as an ignorant person.

LETTERS RESPONSES MISCELLANEOUS STUFF

Dear Editor,

For decades thousands of

college students and other young

adults have spent their Easter

weekend at the Horseshoe in North

Myrtle Beach. Many of our

residents, business people and

even public officials remember
coming to North Myrtle Beach for

the Easter Weekend. For most

those memories are good ones. AS
we prepare for another Easter and

the summer season beyond, we
hope that North Myrtle Beach
continues to be the destination for

college students seeking a weekend

of relaxation and fun.

One thing has concerned many
of our residents and business

people. In recent years we have

noticed a disturbing trend of

excessive consumption of
alcoholic beverages and under age

consumption. This has been

especially noticeable among high

school age people, and young

people other than college students

who also gather in increasingly

larger concentrations in a several

block area of our nine mile

oceanfronL

During Easter weekend in

North Myrtle Beach, there are

serious traffic flow problems.

Public parking is limited, and

adequate restroom facilities are not

available. The significant

concentration of people limits the

City's ability to provide

emergency assistance when
required. This concerns us.

The City of North Myrtle

Beach has established a goal to

reduce the concentration of people

gathering at the Horseshoe area in

North Myrtle Beach, and to reduce

the degree of under age
consumption of alcoholic

beverages. It is illegal to be in

possession of alcoholic beverages

while on the public beach. There

will be an increase in the

enforcement of alcohol laws with

a $216.00 bond for all violations.

We wish to emphasize positive

aspects of our goals. Young
people, and especially college
students, are welcome, and we
want to share our hospitality. We
ask, however, that you assist us in

the reduction of people
concentrated in the Horseshoe area.

We also ask that any consumption

of alcoholic beverages occur on
private property and not on the

streets, sidewalks and the public

beach.

As each college prepares for the

traditional "Spring Break-Easter

Weekend", we ask that you keep
in mind our goals, and that you
tell others what we are trying to

do. We look forward to your
continued visits to North Myrtle

Beach.

Sincerely,

Phil Tilghman

Mayor

A. William Moss
City Manager

Dear Editor,

I would like to take this time

to present some logical ideas

about this week's elections and the

disqualifications that were in last

week's paper.

The people elected in this

week's elections start serving their

terms on April 1, 1991. They do
not start on August 1, 1991. If

this was not spelled out on the

rule sheet given out, it was more
than likely because Merita
Renauer, election board chairman,

concluded that the people running

for office would only apply for the

positions they met all of the
requirements for at the start of

their term, not three months into

it. As it stands now, SGA is

already giving ? grace period of
one month to ensure that the

candidates have the necessary
hours for office.

Merita has carefully
researched, discussed, and thought

long and hard about each decision

she has had to make. Would it

have been fair to the candidates

who correctly filled out their

applications to extend the deadline

or made exceptions to the rules for

eleven people? I believe that had a

majority of the applicants made
the same mistake, there would've

been an extension or some other

corrective measure taken.

The office of Election Board

Chairperson is not easy. If you
follow the book you're attacked for

being to harsh. If you make
exemptions, you're too easy.
MerMa has tried to walk a

tightrope between the two
extremes. She has still been

attacked from various sides.

It is sad that there will be
positions vacant in the SGA, and
that very good people who have
experience won't be able to run for

offices at this time, but it is not
fair to blame the election board or
the SGA. As for Merita Renauer,
she's doing the best that she can
with what she's got, and I believe

she's doing a very good job.

Sincerely,

Sharon L. Fowler

Set Serious

Seahawhsl

Write ft Letter

To The Editor!
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Part-Time and Full-Time seasonal positions available at Jubilee Amusement Park. Different

positions available, flexible hours. Call: 392-7106.

—Typing Services. Call Melody. 762-8615

—Job for the summer? How about the highest peak east of the Mississippi? Positions are now

available for summer employment-Park Attendants, Refreshment Stand Clerks and Manager,

Clerk-Typist, and General Utility Worker. Stay cool at Mount Mitchell State Park (An equal

Opportunity Employer). Apply to: Park Superintendent, Mount Mitchell State Park, Rt. 5, Box

700, Burnsville, NC. 28714. Telephone 704-675-4611.

—Cruise Ship Jobs- Hiring Men-Women. Summer/Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR
GUIDES RECREATION PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii,

Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico. Call Now! Call refundable. 1-206-736-7000, Ext. 600N1

—CHEERLEADING INSTRUCTORS NEEDED for summer camps in NC. If you love

cheering, this is the job for you. College experience not necessary, but strong high school

background is a must. Flexible Scheduling and great pay! Call collect for more information. (919)

383-0086. .... .

—SELF PUBLISHERS: Now you have a local source for professional typesetting at a

reasonable price. Call WordwrighL 395-5622. ...
—WE NEED SELF-MOTIVATED STUDENTS. Earn up to $10/ hour. Market credit cards

on campus. Flexible hours. Only 10 positions available. Call

Now. 1-800-950-8472 Ext. 20 (imfl .

—FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM. $1000 in just one week. Earn up to $1000 for your

campus organization. Plus a chance at $5000 more! This program works! No investment needed.

Call 1-800-932-0528. Ext 50

—200-500 Summer Camp Positions Available. Staff Referral Services provides a network

of camps, now hiring, from "The Keys" to Wisconsin-Minnesota. One application reaches all

camps. Applications at the Student Employment Office.

—URINE ANALYSIS? Worried About Unwanted Toxins? Naturally Klean Herbal Tea, Fast,

Safe Effective. 100% natural blended herbs, why take chances with goldenseal or anything else?

Work* in 3-5 hours and comes with a Money Back Guarantee. To order or for more information,

contact: S&R Marketing, Inc. P.O. Box 3744, Boone, NC. 28607. (704)265-3131.

Wanted Nanny to accompany faculty members and two children to Brattleboro, Vermont. 6-

19 - 8-20. Room and board plus $100 week. Enjoy the Green Mountains and side trips to Boston.

—HFADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet there anytime with AIRHITCH (r) for

$160'' (Reported in NY Times & Let's Go!) AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000.

—D. It's been three years and we just keep on going, and going, and going Happy

,
Anniversary!^. v
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Managers and Editors 1Mceded!

The Seahawk

I

applications tuill be available on 2/27 in

the Olnion information center for editors and

managers in the campus media.

Jftpplications twill be due in Oill 214 by
JHarch 22.

"Basic Qualifications are:

Otic year on staff or equivalent experience

2.5 minimum Q<2Jl

each Otedtum Olas Specific Oiequlrements JTls 'Well
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

The Shark Got It All Whacked
Off In The Big Trouble House

BY MARK SCHARAfiA
MUSIC REVIEWER

Just when you thought I was
turning hippy with semi-long
hair, I got it whacked off. Don't
worry though, I bought a weave
just like MILLI VANILLI.
Someone asked the other day why
I keep picking on those guys. I

don't know. Why are they making
Star Trek 5? These are
important events that are beyond
our comprehension.

This weeks Top Ten List sent into

us from our home office in the

computer lab (Where they always

say, Hey, don't ask me, I just

work here!")

Top Ten Reasons For My
Haircut

10.The hedge trimmer went
on a rampage.

9. People thought I was in a

band.

8. I tied it in a tail too tight

and it fell off.

7. People started calling me
"Miss".

6. Too many women kept

chasing me.

5. It was my civic duty to

my country.

4. I was hoping to get the
Richard Grieco role in if Looks
Could Kill ... You Just Killed

Me and My Family You Dirty
Rat not yet in production.

3. People were stereotyping

me a> yippy-yuppy college student

bent on saving the world and

turning it into a safer place.

2. I wanted to be normal . .

.

It hasn't worked yet.

1. My parents made me do it.

BIG TROUBLE HOUSE
Mouthful of \ iolence

Horse Latitudes Records

6 Shark's Teeth

I just wasn't impressed. I

didn't hate it, but I didn't love it

,

either.

You see, certain bands, like

SONIC YOUTH, HUSKER
DU.SOUL ASYLUM, etc.,

have obtained commercial success

without compromising their

music. These bands don't get

radio airplay from commercial

stations. They rely heavily on

college radio which ailots for more

freedom of choice. The problem

is there are so many bands that try

to be different that they end up

sounding like someone else. So

much so that you forget who they

are.

The good news is that BIG
TROUBLE HOUSE'S
Mouthful of Violence is well

produced, written and fairly played.

It does have some interesting

songs such as Cut Him Down
and A Leinie's and a Jesus. But it

never rises above the sameness of

sounding like just another band

from that area.

Free Expression Celebration
Kicks Off Installation Gala

Comedy, debate, artistic

performances and more will

highlight UNCW's first Free
Expression Celebration through-

out the afternoon of April 2nd.
Students and faculty in the

Communication Studies and Fine
Arts departments have planned a

packed schedule in two locations:

Kenan Hall Courtyard and newly
named Free Expression Square on
the lawn between Kenan Hall and
King Hall.

The Free Expression
Celebration focuses campus
attention on student creativity. It

will launch the four- day schedule

of activities for the Installation of

Dr. James R. Leutze as

Chancellor.

The official opening of the

Free Expression Celebration and
Installation observances will be a

tree planting ceremony at 11:30
a.m., Tuesday, April 2nd.
Chancellor Leutze will plant a tree

on the front lawn of the

University Center to serve as

living memorial of his
installation.

In conjunction with tne tree

planting, there will be a dedication

of nine international flags
signifying the countries
represented by international
students attending UNCW.

Among the events scheduled

at Free Expression Square are:

1:00- A comedy with Dr. Stan

Norman and John Panichello.
2:00- a discussion of "Media
and the Environment'

1

with
naturalist Andy Wood.

Let's Play Mr.
Potato Head

A Student Outdoor
Celebration and Picnic will be a

key event during activities

surrounding the Installation of Dr.

James R. Leutze as Chancellor
April 2- 5. The band, Mr.
Potatohead (the men, the band, the

legend- not the toy), will provide

free entertainment for the students

at the Residence Life Gazebo
along with a picnic at 6:30 p.m.,

Thursday April 4th.

All students are invited to

attend.

Chancellor and Mrs. Leutze

are expected to make appearances

at the student celebration as well

as attend the formal installation

ball at the University Center later

that evening,

Sponsors of the event are the

Installation Committee and ACE
(Association for Campus
Entertainment). Organizing the

event are Michele Mayo, UNCW
student, and Frank Tascone,
studeift activities advitor.

2:30- a debate: "Should Alcohol
be Sold and Served on Campus?"
3:00- A Rock-n-Roll concert.

4:00- classical guitars Robert
Nathanson will perform.

Events taking place at the

Kenan Hall Courtyard are:

Noon- a poetry with Dr. John
Stokes.

12:30- UNCW's Chamber
Singers will perform.
1:00- a discussion on African-

American music by Dr. Patricia

Lerch.

2:30- classical guitar with Brant
Vannoy.

3:00- piano performances by
Matt Fish and John Boulware.

3:30- Jazz with Dr. Frank
Bongiorno.

4:00- poetry reading with Dr.

Janet Ellerby and Agnes
McDonald.

A student an show will be on
display throughout Kenan Hall

during the celebration.

Wrapping up the day's events

will be a reception in the lobby of

Kenan Hall at 4:45. Everyone

is invited. (A complete schedule

is listed on the advertisement
page.)

The event is being organized

by the UNCW Forensics Program,
with assistance from students in

Dr. Lloyd Rohler's Science,
Communication and Society class.

Directing the Free Expression
Celebration are Joey Collins,

senior drama major, and Frank P.

Trimble, assistant professor of
communication studies and advisor

to the Forensics Program.

WLOZ'S
TOP TEI^

1. llth Dream Day
Lived To Tell

2. Butthole Surfers
Pioughd

3. Polvo
Can I Ride

4. Beat Happening
Dreamy

5. Hollow Heyday
Verge

6. T. Jefferson

Slave Apts.
Career Interruption Code

7 Didjits

F*@% The Police

8. Jesus Lizard
Goat

9. Teenage Fanclub
God Knows It's True

10.The Feelies

Time For A Witness

ft

Come See
A Proper

Lynching
BY MARK SrHARAP.A

MUSIC REVIEWER
It has been almost two years

since the groundbreaking hard rock

group DO K KEN split up.

Personal differences between
frontman Don Dokken and
guitarist George Lynch were cited

as the main reasons. Two years

before that, DOKKEN reportedly

almost split up for the same
reasons, but managed to work
them out to record the album
Beast From the East.

Lynch and Mick Brown (now
ex-DOKKEN drummer), being

together before DOKKEN stayed

together and sought out a new
frontman and bassist. Oni Logan
was singing for the L.A. based
band FERRARI, but Lynch
stole him away.

"This is the voice I've been

hearing over my music in my head

for over ten years," said Lynch. *

[And] he's amazing on stage."

Anthony Esposito was added soon

after. "We really wanted fresh

energy," said Lynch.

Lynch is considered to be one

of the premier guitarist in the

country and LYNCH MOB one

of the best new bands.

The song Wicked Sensation

was in the top of the metal charts

for weeks. The music is a blues

influence power rock with an

unearthly feel for emotions.

"Music is a language of shared

emotions."

Be at the Monk Friday and

share those emotions with

LYNCH MOB, a real treat for

an guitar wanna be's. At the

Monk this weekend: Friday night

rock music with LYNCH
MOB; Saturday night THE
ROMANTICS.

On the local front, a band to

watch out for is THE POINT.
They have a good sound and have
a lot of fun, two important
qualities for a rock band.

Rock 'n New Jack City Cracked
Up The Dude Down Front

Mario Van Peebles' most
memorable roles to date have been

the new wave rebel recruit in Clint

Eastwood's Heartbreak Ridge,

and an obscure role as some rasta

fish food in Jaws III. Sure he's

been in others, perfectly cast as

the quick witted youth out to

break all black stereotypes with

his snappy comebacks and
overwhelming personality, but
New Jack City will henceforth

be his claim to fame.

As producer/director/actor it

would be expected that this rap-

attack New Jack film would
feature more than enough of the

Van Peebles himself, but in

demonstrating extreme
professionalism with no evidence

of restraint, Van Peebles acting

role in the film is limited to a

Miami Vice's "Castillo" like

appearance as the chief narcotics

detective. His atypical character in

the film spices the already eclectic

and exciting cast, as well as the

poignant and vicious storyline.

Judd Nelson (Breakfast
Club, St Elmo's Fire) and the

natural actor Ice-T (the brother

who did the title rap from
Colors) both have that

questionable aura that warrants

civil rights violations in L.A..

As an undercover police team in

New Jack City, Ice-T's rope

head and Nelson's white-trash, axe

murderer appearance make for easy

infiltration into the sweet and sour

underworld of crack cocaine's

corporate America. Judd Nelson's

near silent but extre-e-e-e-mely

volatile character has even stronger

abhorrence for the wicked than his

partner. They are "Big Trouble"

for the bad guys.

Wesley Snipes, "Willie Mays
Hayes" of Major League, is the

insurmountable, entrepreneurial

crack czar with a not s o

clandestine crack business that

puts Federal Express to shame.

Snipes is convincing as the leader

of the "C.M.B." (Cash Money
Brothers), the previously small

time gang gone major league.

The most interesting
performance is that of the "Not
Ready For Prime-Time Player"
Chris Rock, as a crack victim on
the verge of "meeting Elvis" who
is painfully rehabilitated and offers

to infiltrate the C.M.B. . Without
compromising the believability of
his character he peppers ALL
proximal dialogue with a banter of
street lingo that is hysterical.

New Jack City's message
is clear- CRACK KILLS (it's

written subliminally all through
the film). Its vessel is opulent,
enticing, exciting, violent,
horrifying and amazing. In

simpler terms the highlights are

bloodshed, brains shed and clothes

shed. Lots of people get killed

and no one is untouchable. Its

Batman/ Tim Burton camera
angles add to the surreal aspects of
the picture.

New Jack City is better

than Band of the Hand and it

is definitely an important movie
for the times.

Hey, that's the way I see it.

You can see it at New Center
Cinemas.

The Ellen James Society, which includes absolutely no one named Ellen James or Ellen or James or . . . does consists ot the

following (L-R): Scott Bland, drummer; Bryan Lilje, bass player; Cooper Seay, guitar player; and Christine McGuire, vocals

and guitar. The E. J. S. will "play, play, play" at Jacob's Run on Wednesday, March 27th. For more info call 251-1140.

You Too Can Join The Ellen James Society
For Only A Few Dollars, Just Ask Jacob
Out of the ashes of numerous

bands, personnel changes, and vain

engine repairs, the Ellen James
story begins about three years ago

Cooper Seay, the only
original member of what was
already called THE ELLEN
JAMES SOCIETY, was
approached by Chris McGuire
about joining up. Cooper and

Chris were the classic match.

Chris had a music degree and

Cooper wasn't afraid to take
chances, especially with her

unorthodox style of guitar

playing.

Both girls lived in the

legendary Warehouse; it was

rundown, hot, and flea-infested,

but it was cheap and would soon

be home to all THE ELLEN
JAMES SOCIETY.

After Chris joined the band,

Ian onslaught of member changes

(followed. Things were still

[turbulent when Scujt Bland

became the permanent drummer in

early 1989. Scott had played

virtually all his life, even
drumming in his father's Jazz

band. The band progressed,

playing every chance they got, and

in January of 1990, yet another

member replacement took place.

The new bass player who ended up
joining them was someone
Cooper had known for years, an

ex-band mate named Bryan Lilje.

What do they sound like?

Forget trying to categorize them.

You can't. Nor will you ever
confuse them with anyone else.

THE ELLEN JAMES
SOCIETY hits hard with an

aggressive sound that is uniquely

their own. Impassioned vocals,

steely guitars, innovative bass and
drum interplay, and unusual
arrangements all combine to create

that "Ellen James sound". Diverse

and unpredictable, this band's art

imitates life.

Since THE ELLEN
JAMES SOCIETY'S mctto has

been "play, play, play", it's nol

surprise that they have earned a I

dedicated following in thel

southeast and have traveled as far I

as the 1990 SXSW Music
Seminar. The band also plans to

tour nationwide to promote thel

release of their first LP, entitled!

reluctantly we.

The album, reluctantly wel
was produced by the band as well!

as Amy Ray of the INDIGO
GIRLS (who have close ties tol

yet another Georgian band,!

R.E.M.) on Ray's newly formed)
label, Daemon Records. The|
twelve cuts on the album represent

the full spectrum of T H El
ELLEN JAMES SOCIETY
sound, including a live track with)

the INDIGO GIRLS.
THE ELLEN JAME!

SOCIETY will be at Jacob's)
Run on Wednesday, the 27th ofl
March. They are also featured in)

the recent issue of New Route\
magazineVavailable in WLOZ'sl
oil ice. k

Thursday
mmmmtm^mmmmmimmm

Karaoke
Front Street News

Comedy Zone

Blockade Runner

BENNY WILSON
Yellow Rose Saloon

"The Nerd"

Thalian Hall

EGYPT and

TOXIC POPSICLE
Mad Monk

mmmmmmmmmmmmm
Friday

mmmmmmmm
DRINK SMALL
Front Street News

SANS SOBRIETY
BICYCLFFACE
GREASER LAKE
Jacob's Run

LYNCHMOB
KING OF THE HILL

Mad Monk

BENNY WILSON
Yellow Rose Saloon

"The Nerd"

Thalian Hall

ME'EDWARDSAi)'
THEBANNNED
Guiseppe's

Saturday
mnmmmnmnnmmmmmmmmmmmmm*

SOUTHERN OJLTURE
ON THE SKIDS
|Front Street News

MIKE EDWARDS AND
THEBANNNED
iGuiseppe's

THE ROMANTICS
BIG IDEAS
Mad Monk

BENNY WILSON
Yellow Rose Saloon

"The Nerd"

Thalian Hall

'uesday
MM

Blues Society Jam

WEDNESDAY
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

I ELLEN JAMES SOCIETY
Jacob's Run

Under the Shade Tree

Acoustic Jam
Front Street News

THE LVKSPOTS
Thalian Hall

Tomeay^Zone™™""
256-2251

Front Street News
762-6397

Guiseppe's

256-9600

! Jacob's Run
251-1140

Mad Monk
395-0280

I
Thalian Hall

763-3398

Yellow Rose Saloon
791-2001
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Tuesday, April 2, 1991

In and around Kenan Hall

presented by

The UNCW Forensics (Speech and Debate) Team
and

The Depts. of Communication Studies and Fine Arts

In conjunction with Dr. Leutze's Installation as Chancellor

FREE EXPRESSION CELEBRATION SCHEDULE

11:30 a.m.: TREE PLANTING CEREMONY—FRONT LAWN OF UNIVERSITY CENTER

ALL DAY: ART EXHIBIT THROUGHOUT KENAN HALL

FREE EXPRESSION SQUARE
(between Kenan Hall and King Hall)

KENAN HALL COURTYARD
(interior of Kenan Hall)

12:00 noon WLOZ PLAYS MUSIC VOCALS WITH RHONDA EZ2ELL

12:30 p.m. WLOZ PLAYS MUSIC UNCW CHAMBER SINGERS

1:00 p.m.

STAND-UP COMEDY
WITH

STAN NORMAN
JOHN PANICHELLO

AFRICAN-AMERICAN MUSIC

AND MUSIC OF OTHER CULTURES:
PATRICIA LERCH

1:30 p.m. STUDENT MUSICIANS STUDENT PERFORMANCES

2:00 p.m. ANDY WOOD: MEDIA AND THE ENVIRONMENT CLOSED FOR HALF HOUR

2:30 p.m.

DEBATE:

SHOULD ALCOHOL BE SOLD AND
SERVED ON CAMPUS?

CLASSICAL GUITAR

WITH

BRANT VANHOY

3:00 p.m.

CLASSIC ROCK 'N ROLL
WITH

KATIE CUDWORTH

PIANO PERFORMANCES
BY

MATT FISH

JOHN BOULWARE

3:30 p.m. STUDENT PERFORMANCES

JAZZ
WITH

FRANK BONGIORNO
AND STUDENTS

4:00 p.m.

CLASSICAL GUITAR

WITH

ROBERT NATHANSON

POETRY:
janet ellerby
agnes Mcdonald

4:45 p.m. RECEPTION IN THE LOBBY OF KENAN HALL—OPEN TO PUBLIC
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SENATE TELLS ALLIES
TO PAY:
The Senate Tuesday delivered a

blunt warning to the Persian Gulf

war allies: cough up your share of

the war costs or forgo U.S. arms.

The ban was included in a bill -

approved 98-1 - to provide $42.6

billion for war costs. U.S.
taxpayers would chip in as much
as &15 billion; the rest is up to

the'allies. Of $54.5 billion

pledged so far. only $25.6 billion

kas been paid.

GLASPIE TO SPEAK:
The U.S. ambassador to Iraq

breaks an eight-month silence

Wednesday when she explains her

r61e in the diplomacy leading up

to Saddam Hussein's invasion of

Kuwait. April Glaspie will tell

the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee Saddam gave her a

message for President Bush
saying he would not invade

Kuwait. Senators will press for

documentation whether Glaspie

was acting independently.

BRUTALITY HEARINGS
BEGIN:
Sparked by a videotape of

police beating a motorist in Los
Angeles, the subject of police

brutality will be examined at

hearings Wednesday in Los
Angeles and on Capitol Hill.

Central questions: the
pervasiveness of brutality and
how police can be screened or

trained to avoid excessive
violence.

INFLATION RISES:
Inflation flared again in

February, the Labor Department
reported Tuesday. Consumer
prices overall rose a scant 0.2

percent from January because ">'l

prices plunged. But inflatiuii

excluding food and energy prices,

the core rate of inflation, shot up
0.7 percent last month - twice

what economists expected. And

that followed a 0.8 percent jump
in January.

AIR LOTTERY
ANNOUNCED:
The Illinois lottery and United

Airlines have teamed to offer a

new game with a grand prize of 5

years free air travel. Cash 'N Fly

begins April 1. Also, United is

giving away more than 10,000
free roundtrip tickets for travel

anywhere in the continental

United States, plus 125,160
discount vouchers on United or

United Express tickets.

AZT MAKER SUED BY
GROUP:
An AIDS advocacy group,

accusing the makers of the drug
AZT of charging too much, is

suing the company in an attempt

to nullify its patent. In their

Tawsuit, two HIV-infected men
and the People With AIDS Health

Group, New York City, say

Burroughs Wellcome Co.'s patent

should be invalid because the

company was not alone in

developing AZT for treating

AIDS in humans.

NOMINEE 'CREATED
CONCERN':

Federal judicial nominee
Kenneth Ryskamp did little

Tuesday to calm Senate
Democrats and civil rights leaders

who charged him with "racial

insensitivity."

"He raised more questions today

than he answered and created new
areas of concern," said Nan Aron
of the liberal Alliance for Justice,

which is coordinating the attack

on Ryskamp, nominated to the

11th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals.

ABORTION BATTLE
CONTINUES:
House abortion foesijuesday

introduced legislation to further

limit minors' access to abortion,

even as some of their colleagues

worked to relax restrictions on
federally funded family planning

clinics. The debate is part of an

ongoing controversy now before

the U.S. Supreme Court about

clinic counselors prohibited from

advising pregnant clients on
abortion. A July ruling is

expected.

SOCIAL SECURITY
DEFENDED:
The House's top tax writer

Tuesday rejected suggestions to

combine higher gas taxes with

lower Social Security payroll

taxes. House Ways and Means
chair Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill.,

said changing the law that raised

payroll taxes to beef up the

Social Security trust fund would
be like "stepping in a field full of

mines." He favors raising federal

gas taxes, now 30 cents a gallon.

HOSTAGE REPORTS
ABOUND:
Reports of movements toward

freeing the remaining (J.S.

hostages held in Lebanon swirled

across the Middle East on
Tuesday. Experts said conditions

for freeing the 13 Western
hostages - six from the USA -

may be more favorable now than

in years. The USA is at its

strongest in the Mideast, said

Robert Kupperman of the Center

for Strategic and International

Studies.

SPRING HITS THE USA:
Temperatures could soar to 80

in the Carolinas and as high as 70
in the Washington, D.C., area by

Thursday. In the Midwest, warm
readings should abound even as a

bit of unsettled, sometimes
cloudy weather moves in. A
chance of stormy weather could
also be good news for Montana,
the Dakotas and other Plains

states. Remnants of California's

Pacific storms may track into the

Tlains.

Walking Is The Simple

Track To Health
BY MIKE SNIDER

^Copyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network

I

Walking, running or any other

aerobic exercise three times a

week can help you live longer,

i feel better and look better. Here's

how to get started and some
guidelines.

Walking is easy, convenient

and can be done outdoors or

indoors at shopping malls or

tracks. Even when starting a

walking workout plan, walkers

should try to walk for 20

minutes. Then increase your pace

until you can reach your target

I heart rate during the walk. To
figure your target heart rate,

» subtract your age from 220, and

take 70 percent of that.

i
<)

Set a goal of walking a

minimum of three days a week
for 20 minutes.

By following this program, the

average man will burn 220
calories per workout, 34,300
calories in a year and lose about

nine pounds. For a woman, it's

147 calories a workout, 22,900 in

a year, about six pounds.

Ik_
»

I

.

People who want to pick up
the pace can try running. Like
walkers, try to exercise at least 20
minutes, three times a week. If

running 20 minutes is toe. hard at

the outset, try alternating running
one minute and walking one
minute. Increase your running
time in subsequent workouts, but
by no more than 10 percent per
workout. Example: if one day's
workout is five minutes
running/15 minutes walking,

then set 5 and a half minutes as
your next goal.

Eventually, try to run the entire

20 minutes. Then work on
increasing intensity. Set a

maximum of exercising 2 and a

half hours a week or 15 miles.

You can run up to five days a

week by shuffling the lengths.

Rewards: Like walking, a

long-term running program will

result in decreased blood pressure,

a lower resting heart rate, weight
control and some weight loss.

Men burn about 287 calories a

workout, or 44,772 in one year,

for a loss of about 13 pounds.

Women burn 187, or 29,172 in a

year, for a loss of eight pounds.

I

'Fate Of Black Man' Under Study
BY CHUCK RAASPH

€Copy right 1991,

USATODAYlApple College

Information Network

WASHINGTON — With one
in four young black men now in

prison, on parole or on probation,

politicians and black leaders are

forming a new commission to

study what Virginia Gov.
Douglas Wilder calls "the

disappearing generation."

"Millions are vanishing,"
Wilder, a Democrat, said during a

Senate Banking Committee
hearing Tuesday. "Few are found
in jobs with a promising future,

few are found at the head of

families they father."

Wilder, along with several

members of Congress, will join

leaders of several black
organizations, businesses and
universities to study possible

solutions.

They plan a conference here in

May and further Senate hearings.

But it was clear, during a two-

hour hearing headed by committee

chairman Donald Riegle, D-
Mich., that answers won't come
easily. Riegle and other witnesses

said the strain on black families

in the United States dates back

400 years to when the first slaves

were brought to North America.

"Obviously there are aspects of

that in the present-day dilemma,
perhaps beyond our ability to

comprehend it," Riegle said.

Some witnesses warned that

focusing on a single group, like

black men, perpetuates the
problem
"We run the risk of

stygmatizing a group of people

who the larger society can
castigate," said Eddie Williams,

president of the Joint Center for

Political and Economic Studies, a

think tank that specializes in

black issues.

Others said the federal

government may not find the

answers.

"I don't know that much
legislation will surely solve this

problem, although some is surely

needed," said Sen. Terry Sanford.
D-N.C.

Witnesses told a chilling
statistical tale of a generation of
not only young black men, but of
the black family:

— One in four African
American men between the ages
of 20 and 29 is in jail, on parole
or on probation.

— The unemployment rate for

all black males is 12.2 percent,

more than twice that of white

men.
— Two of three black men in

urban areas are either

underemployed or do not have a

job.

— Of the approximate 6.2

million black families living in

metropolitan areas, only 3

million — 48.4 percent — are

married-couple families.

Black males' problems often
begin much earlier than
adolescence, witnesses said.

Some grow up believing "it's

not macho to be smart," said Sen.
Richard Shelby, D-Ala. Given
that, he said, it is no surprise that

blacks drop out of school at
higher rates than whites.

Margaret Beale Spencer, an
Emory University scholar, said a
major problem is that educators
and politicians know little about
the specific development
problems facing young black
men.

"We know from observational
data and anecdotes that the
experiences of early maturing
African American boys in

American schools are not the

same as those of white boys," she

said.

"As a 5-8 male sixth grader, a

black youth is not viewed as an

early maturing boy for whom
much more is expected due to

size. Instead, they are more often

perceived and threatened as

frightening and threatening black

men. One does not attempt to

teach a perceived frightening

black man. The goal, instead, is

to contain and control."

Dorothy Height, president of
the national Council for Negro
Women, said she fears the black

family is undergoing long -term

changes.

"Today, as more and more
children, youth and families
internalize the mores of the drug
culture, we are beginning to see a

change in the nature of African

American families," she said.

"We know the root causes. But
causality is one thing and
responsibility another. Therefore,

we must take the responsibility

for urging national leadership to

address these root causes. We
cannot continue to blame the
victims."

Emergency Vehicles Face Danger
BY 1AMFS HARNFV

^Copyright 1991, USA
TODAY/Apple College Information

Network

WASHINGTON — Driving in

any major U.S. city can be

dangerous at times, but it can be

much more hazardous for drivers

of fire trucks, police cars and
ambulances.

Tuesday, the National
Transportation Safety Board
released recommendations for

improving safety procedures based

on a review of crashes involving

emergency fire vehicles.

Its recommendations:
— Better vehicle maintenance

programs.

— Regular, state-ordered vehicle

inspections.

— Better education on when to

use some equipment
The board also urged firefighting

units to educate their members on
the benefits of seat belt use.

"It's something we endorse
wholeheartedly," said Tim Hurd, a

spokesman for the National

Highway Traffic Safety
Administration. "Statistics show
that only half the accidents
involving emergency vehicles

would be fatal if drivers would
wear seat belts."

There are no state or federal laws

requiring seat belt use in

emergency vehicles. During the

1980s, 179 firefighters were
killed in accidents involving fire

equipment en route to alarms,

according to the National Fire

Protection Association.

The NTSB pointed to a one-
time Connecticut inspection of
559 fire vehicles that found 35
percent had problems that should
have placed them out of service.

Connecticut is one of 31 states

that has no fire truck inspection

system.

Several cities have experienced

fatal incidents involving
emergency vehicles recently:

— Last month, a Miami police

car slammed into a van and two
other vehicles, injuring two

policewomen and four motorists,

including three children.

— May 10, 1990, two
Waterbury, Conn., firefighters

were killed when their truck ran

off the road and into a tree.

— January 1990, an ambulance
and a car collided in the Los
Angeles suburb of Woodland
Hills. Four teen-agers were
injured.

Emergency vehicle operators
point to motorists more than
their own vehicles.

"The thing I hate the most is

when (motorists) panic, slam on

their brakes and stop right in
front of me," said Bob McCurdy,
a Baltimore, Md., paramedic.

Tony Scoccolo, a veteran
paramedic in Seattle, Wash.,
agreed.

"Once, I was doing about 70
mph on an bridge on Interstate

5," he said. "A driver came to a

stop right in front of me. ... I

went left, and just closed me
eyes. To this day, I don't know
how I made it through without
hitting anything."

Mark Sweaney, who has driven

an ambulance in St. Louis, Mo.,
for almost 12 years, recalled an
incident in which the paramedics
involved weren't so lucky.

"We once had an ambulance that

had its lights on and sirens going
and was hit by a driver who ran a

red light," he said. "The car hit

the ambulance, which then went
out of control and hit another car

before rolling over. The
paramedics had to be cut out of
the ambulance — and the driver

of the car wasn't hurt at all."

Fatalities occurred in 34
ambulance crashes and 12 fire

truck crashes nationwide in

1989, according to the NHTSA's
most recent statistics. Fatalities

were highest in ambulance
crashes in 1986, when 36 were

reported, and were highest for fire

trucks in 1985, when 33 accidents

resulted in fatalities.

Most paramedics and firefighters

agree that stricter enforcement of

traffic laws regarding yielding to

emergency vehicles would also

help.

"It's as if the laws are not laws
— they're suggestions," said
Dawne Orgeron, Emergency
Medical Service administrator for

the city of New Orleans.

(James Harney writes for USA
TODAY.)

Deaths involving

emergency vehicles
Traffic fatalities involving

ambulances or fire trucks:

Ambulance ,—

.

[2q\ fatalities [34|

1984 1989
Source: National Highway
Transportation Safety Administration

Elys McLean-Ibrahim, USA TODAY

Student May Face Porno Charges
(CPS)- A student's display of

"pornographic" material on his

State University of New York at

Binghamton dorm room door has

threatened to push him into court

to face criminal charges.

Graham Firestone, a senior at

Binghamton, could be charged

with lewd and indecent behavior

for displaying posters depicting,

among other things, oral sex and

male and female genitalia on the

outside of his residence hall room
door.

"Ridiculous," said Michael
Mannheimer, Firestone's advisor

from the Binghamto . Civil

Liberties Union.

"In this case, the university

has no right to declare something

obscene if it's not declared so in a

court of law."

Firestone calls the posters of

sex acts and photos clipped out of

Penthouse magazine "a kind of

avant garde photography."

SUNY-Binghamton officials,

who decline official comment on

an ongoing matter that could
involve legal proceedings,

apparently just saw them as

pornography.

One of the officials, a

residence hall advisor, began the

controve"" v in December b y

removing sters and pictures of

sex acts a * body parts from

Firestone's door.

Firestone replaced the pictures

with similar images. Other

students on the floor put up their

own" avant garde' displays in

support.

On Jan. 25, they all received

letters from Newing College

Coordinator Denise Nelson

ordering the images removed

because their "location are (sic)

inappropriate."

Firestone took down the

posters, but replaced them with

the Penthouse photos.

But officials still weren't
happy.

Judicial Affairs Coordinator
Stephen Nelson said in a Feb. 14

letter to Firestone that Firestone

must "remove any (pictures)
which depict sexual acts, male and
or female genitalia and other

similar material" by 5 p.m. on
Feb. 18 or be charged with lewd
and indecent behavior.

On Feb. 18, students on the

floor saw Nelson himself
removing the Penthouse pictures

from Firestone's door. Nelson did

leave a newspaper photograph of

two Japanese dancers who perform

topless, subsequently explaining

the dancers were practicing "an art

form."

"Why does this college wish

to censor and be stricter than the

laws of New York State?"

Firestone asked in requesting a

hearing to defend himself. No
hearing date has been set yet.

Students' dorm rooms at other

campuses also have turned into

free speech testing grounds in

recent weeks.

In February, Iowa State
University dorm officials ordered a

student to remove anti-Iraqi

cartoons from his dorm room

door, claiming the cartoons could
offend people.

Officials at Cornell
University told students to take

flags and yellow ribbons, put up
in support of U.S. troops in the

Persian Gulf, out of their

dormitory windows because they

could fall and injure passersby.

Such restrictions anger civil

libertarians, who note the U.S.
constitution allows authorities to

control only how people behave,
not what they say.

"Behavior clearly indicates
conduct, not posters, which would
fall under speech," Binghamton
lawyer Mannheimer said.

Feet and Tuition per Session:

Undergraduate $110 plus

Graduate: $110 phis

1991 SUMMER SCHOOL
CALENDAR

Session I: May 20-June 24

Session II: June 26-July 31

NC Resident

$30 per credit hour

$40 per credit hour

Nonresident

$210 per credit hour
$220 per credit hour

UNOCH offers, during two 5 Vi week sessions, one of the largest summer programs in the
United States. Over 900 courses are scheduled in 40 disciplines. A typical course load per session
is 4-7 semester hours.

For the first time, some evening and night courses are offered. Spaces are also available in
Summer School Study Abroad programs.

Students from any college or university, teachers, rising high school seniors, and others who
are not enrolled at UNC-CH may apply as Visting Summer Students.

Please send me a catalog and application form:

Name

Street

City_ State Zip

Mail to:

Phone

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Summer School, CB #3340
200 Pettigrew Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340
(919)962-1009

(AA/BBObMitutton)
IP
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a unique opportunity

for

Fisheries
— Biological Science & Chemistry —

Majors/Minors

if-^ftir
For you and the world itself. As a Peace Corps

volunteer, you can put your degree to work at

a challenging, demanding and unique oppor-

tunity. You'll be meeting new people, learn-

ing a new language, experiencing a new culture

and gaining a whole new outlook. And while

you're building your future, you'll help peo-

ple in developing countries through fisheries

projects, including fish pond construction and

maintenance, pond stocking, management

and harvesting techniques, fishing coopera-

tive formation and marketing techniques and

introducing fish as a high protein source for

local diets. The financial rewards may not be

great but as a Peace Corps volunteer your

opportunity for growth is certain.

PEACE CORPS REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS DISCUSSING THE TOUGHEST

JOB YOU'LL EVER LOVE! MEET WITH THEM AT THE INFORMATION TABLE MARCH 3

IN THE UNIVERSITY UNION, OR ATTEND THE EVENING INFORMATION SESSION IN

ROOM 106 OF THE UNIVERSITY UNION BEGINNING AT 7:00PM. SIGN UP WITH THE

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR AN ON CAMPUS INTERVIEW. CALL

THE PEACE CORPS AT 800-424-8580 EXT 226 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

THERE'S JUST NO PLACE LIKt II..

IIA11K CAlltiO
IMPORTS

iBAJA'Sl

A STRIKING COLLECTION OF STRIPES. SOLIDS AND
SCREEN PRINTS.

$13.95

Beads)

AN AWESOME COLLECTION OF BEADS FROM AROUND
Tl IE WORLD. OVER 200 VARIETIES. MADE FROM BONE.

ME rAL. GLASS. WOOD. SI IELL. SEEDS. HORN. STONE.

BAMBOO. SI IARKS TEETI \ . .

.

PIUS Tl IE FINDINGS TO MAKE YOUR OWN JEWELRY (IF

YOU Tl IINK YOU CANT. WE LL SI IOW YOU HOW IN 2

MINUTES)

HAIIIi CAIMSO
)0 Mr.nK f ,o«i Slictl • '61 76)6

Downtown Bti.ctn Mulct tnd Tilnceu Si'trii

I

OPEN SUNDAYS 1-6

J£THE HAWK'S NESTJS
CHECK OUT OUR $1.04 BREAKFAST SPECIALS!

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

. LUNCH SPECIALS • MARCH 25-28

Salami sub, chips, and

IB Qz. drink $2.70

DAYLIGHT HOUR SPECIAL

$1.00 OFF
RNV SIZE BASKET OF RANGE BALLS

MONDAV-FRIARV 9AM-5PM

JUST BRING THIS RDUERTISEMENT.

1/aLialley
lOLF CENTER
MltSCoMpM - - --

kh«c«ii« ttaax<r) 395-2750

LIGHTED DRIVING RANGE

•DISCOUNT GOLF SHOP

INDIVIDUAL LESSONS BY APPOINTMENT

2 PGA TEACHING PROFESSIONALS

mmmi
BE A RID CROSS VOLUNTEER

+ American
Red Cross E!

iiiiiiiiniiiiii iniiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii||

TONITEH!

EGYPT
W/TOXIC POPSICLE

FRIDAY 3/22

LYNCH MOB
W/KING OF THE HILl

SATURDAY 3/23

THE ROMANTICS
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw

the maJj
MONK
Wilmington. Worth Cuvluu

Now you can afford to dream in color.

Ifyou thought that finding a color Macintosh*

system you could afford was just a dream, then the

ne\^ affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true.

The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many

computers that can display only 16 colors at once, the

Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. It

also comes with a microphone and new sound-input

technology that lets you personalize your work by

adding voice or other sounds.

Like every Macintosh

computer, the LC is easy to

set up and easy to master.

And it runs thousands of

available applications that

all work in the same,

consistent way-so once

\pplc introduces the Macintosh LC

you've learned one program, you're well on your way

to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you

share information with someone who uses a different

type of computer-thanks to the versatile Apple*

SuperDrive™which can read from and write to

Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.

Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it

gives you.Then pinch yourself.

It's better than a dream-it's a

Macintosh.

For farther information

contact the

UniversityBookstore

at 395-3188 or talk to

KaneMcKenzieatthe

Bookstore

M,W,F:11:00 am -12:30pm

T,R 9:30am -10:30 am

The power to be your best!"

• t»0 Aoo* Computer toe Apple the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks oi Apple Computer Inc SupefOmw and Tha power to be your beet" are trademark* oi Apple Computer toe

MS-DOS >a a registered trademark oi Mtcroan*, Corporation OS'? is a registered trademark ol international Business Machines Corporation

wm
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SEAHAWK SPORTS
ideline

ensations
Patrick Fowler
Sports Editor

R-E-S-P-E-C-T
How About It!

I know, I know, I know. I blew it.

That's was the phrase 1 repeated more times,

than I care to admitt, this weekend as gloating

Colonial Conference fans continually shouted in my
face 73-69, 73-69.

Yes. That was the horrible score. The score that

bounced the second seed in the East and my final

four selection, Syracuse, from the tournament The

Richmond Spiders done the impossible. They sent a

seed higher than three home in the first round. The

first time that feat has been accolmished since the

tournmanent expanded to 64 teams.

The Spiders outhustled, outfought, and outshot

the Orangemen. They made the most of their

turnovers. They made the three-pointers from the

perimeter, the overbalanced jumpers in the lane, and

the oh-so-important free throws down the stretch-

when it counted.

They felt great.

I felt sick.

But I wasn't alone, for I heard screams of

anguish and disbelief all over my suite. Yes, the

Spiders had upset more than a few so-called experts'

predictions--not to mention their stomachs.

Predict. Who could in their wildest dreams
believe the Chanticleers of Coastal Carolina could

have stayed within striking distance of Bobby
Knight's Indiana Hoosiers. But there they were,

within three points with four minutes remaining.

My heart began to ache as I began feeling faint.

My condition deteriorate with every swishing sound.

Coastal didn't know they didn't possess the

talent to play on the same court as Indiana—didn't

know they were the fifteenth seed and lucky to be

there--didn't know their whole purpose for being in

the tournament was to turn-up the real contenders

for the title run. They simply didn't know.

And that was the part that was scary.

There was Brian Penny, rising above the

Indiana high-recruited guards, hitting everything he

got his hands on. He hit overbalanced one-handers.

He hit moon-ball three-pointers. He hit driving lay-

ups while falling to the floor. He was a perfect shot

10 for 10 from the field in the second half and 15-17

for the game.

After a time-out General Knight order two
players to be shadow by two players the rest of the

game. They pushed him, bumped him, and held on

to him. It didn't matter, Penny couldn't miss if he

had 100 guys on him. He was hot but unfortunately

his teammates were not, missing key buckets down

the stretch. Indiana regrouped and put the

Chanticleers away 79-69.

But the team from Conway, South Carolina had

made their point, silencing the critics who screamed

they didn't belong in the tournament. The Coastal

loss and Richmond triumph prove clearly that when

it comes to choosing the 64 teams for the post-

season, the NCAA's selection committee is bias to

the bigger and better known conferences.

Sure, the ACC, Big Ten, Big East, and SEC
play harder schedules, are in the bigger tournaments,

and have the more talented players in the game.

They also have better alumni backing, gym
facilities, and more national exposure.

They can afford it. Little Division I

conferences, like the Colonial, -can't Yet despite all

the above mention advantages they compete.

Why?
Because deep down beyond the hype, hoopla,

and self-promotion basketball is the same simple

game it's always been-just like its inventor, Dr.

Naismaith, had intended it to be. The object? Put

the ball in the basket. And that what Coastal and

Richmond did again and again.

Now many people will argue it isn't as easy as

that There are complex defensive and offensive sets,

coaching strategies, and play-off experience to

consider. You need big name players, big league

point production, and marquee match-ups to get a

competitive contest.

Baloney.

You don't have to be a Bobby Hurley (Duke) or

George Lynch (UNC) to be able to sink a jumper.

You don't have to own a million dollar playing

facility to score a driving lay-up. You don't have to

spend seven figures or higher to hit a winning three-

pointer at the buzzer.

And that's what these unimportant

unappreciated smaller conferences do every time

they're allowed to strut their stuff in the national

spotlight. They hit their shots again and again and

again-sinking them like clockwork.

Surprised?! Why? These kids know how to win

just like their higher touted counterparts. They also

have a slight advantage over their more famous

opposition, they're not supposed to win. Syracuse

isn't supposed to lose to Richmond--not on paper

anyway. Teams like Coastal shouldn't be pressuring

and terrorizing Big Ten giants from Indiana. Why
not? These teams have nothing to lose by going out

and competing.

A win and they're heros. A loss and everyone

shakes their head and says, "They shouldn't be

playing that powerful team anyway."

But the fact is they should. They should

challenge the larger egos of the premier conferences-

-bringing them back down to the reality that no one

is unbeatable.

Well. . . .maybe everyone except UNLV.

Seahawks Snap Losing Streak
BY PAUL THOMPSON
SEAHAWK SPORTSWRITER

There's no place like home. Sometimes.

UNC-Wilmington baseball team swept a

double-header from George Mason Sunday, 6-5, and

3-1, and brought their record to .500 on the season.

The dual victories gave the Seahawks their third win
out of seven straight home games. The sweep also

allowed UNCW to break a streak of four losses in

five games.

The Seahawks (18-8 overall, 2-2 in the CAA),
won the opening game Sunday on Ed
Stoundenmire's opposite field home run in the ninth

inning. The home run, Stoudenmire's fourth of the

season,was his third hit of the game.

UNCW came out hot scoring two runs in the

first inning on r.b.i. singles by Corey Broome and
Jared Gray. The Seahawks then built a 5-3 lead on a

Stoundmire's two-run smash in the third and Corey
Broome solo blast in the fifth.

The Patriots came back, tying the game in the

top of the seventh. Chris Widger nailed the first

pitch in the soff a fatigued starter, David Morrison

(2-2), for a two run homer and knotted the contest at

five apiece.

"I was getting tired in the end, " Morrison said

afterwards. "That's why the guy hit it out."

In the second game, UNCW jumped out to an

early lead and never trailed as Mike Siopes held

GMU (6-10, 0-4) to just three hits on the afernoon.

Perry Currin was perfect from the plate hitting

three-for-three, scoring twice, and driving in the

only other Seahawk run.

Siopes (1-0) looked impressive in his first start

of the season. The senior infielder pitched only 9

2/3 innings last season due to a sore arm. He was

able to overshadow four Seahawk errors by striking

out five.walking two, and allowing only one

unearned run.

UNCW struck early again in this contest

scoring two runs in the first on an RBI triple by

Currin. Currin scored from third a batter later on a

fielder choice groundout Currin then added the third

Seahawk run on Gray's sacrifice fly after a fourth-

inning lead off double.

UNCW coach Bobby Guthrie noted that the

Seahawk fast offensive starts in both ball games is

what helped them win. UNCW is 7-2 this year

when they score first.

"In the games we got off to good start, we won

" In the games we got off to good

start, we won this week. The ones

we didn't, we lost."

Baseball coach JJobb^ Guthrie

this week," Guthrie said. "The ones we didn't, we
lost."

The homestand begun last Tuesday (March 12)

with a game against Fairfield College. The Stags

used a five-run third inning and three Seahawks
errors to win 6-4 in the first of two meetings

between the club.

On Wednesday, Fairfield took a three-run lead

into the second inning and held off a Seahawk

comeback to complete the two game sweep 8-7 in

1 1 innings. The Stags broke a 4-4 tie in the 10th

on a Seahawk throwing error to the plate. The error

allowed two runs to score. Fairfield padded their lead

on bases loaded walk. UNCW, however, would

storm back.

The Seahawks tied the contest in the bottom of

the 10th on singles by Sal D'Esposito and Grant

Bates.

On Thursday, Stoudenmire and Broome each hit

solo homers to pace UNCW past UNC-Charlotte, 9-

6. The Seahawks struck gold first, scoring four

runs in the first two innings. After the 49ers rallied

to tie the score at six in the top of the seventh,

UNCW charged back with three runs of their own
on two singles and a two-run scoring error.

Freshman Brian Smith (1-0) was credited with his

first victory after throwing strong the final 2 2/3

innings.

The Seahawks opened a two-game series against

James Madison, Friday by losing a slugfest.1 1-10.

The Dukes used home runs by Patrick Kelly and Jeff

Pertrucelli to take a 11-7 advantage. UNCW didn't

give up. The Seahawks scored three more runs

before the Dukes stopped them and avoid extra

playing time.

"We just got beat." Guthrie said. "James
Madison didn't make any errors and pretty much
earned their runs."

The second game of the series took place

Saturday. The Dukes got busy quickly rocking

UNCW" starter Dan Herring (1-3) for four runs in the

first inning. The Seahawks fell behind early losing

6-2.

"We just dug ourselves too big a whole,"

Guthrie said.

Mike Hubbard and Jeff Petrucelli led the Dukes

hitting barrage with two hits and four JMU runs.

Perry Currin and Mike Siopes led the way for

UNCW with two hits apiece.
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Okay, everyone breathe and catch your breath.

Good. Because I hate to tell you, March Madness is

about to enter its second week of play. We now begin the

individual region semi-finals and finals. And by late Sunday
evening we will know is our final four predictions on right

on the mark or way off base.

Personally three of my four teams (UNLV, Arkansas,

and Duke) are still in the hunt for the final four berths.

Unfortunately my fourth selection, Syracuse, was booted in

the first round. And if you bothered to read my column,
you'll see I still upset about it.

Anyway, since my team is out I foresee no team
seriously challenging North Carolina for the East berth. If

you haven't been following the tournament or are still trying

to fill in some of the missing blanks, I have the filled out

the bracket as it stands now.
By the way be sure to keep a close look on your friend

during the next coming week. Make sure that your
basketball fanatic eats at least two square meals a day and
sleeps sometimes.

No, graham crackers and beer don't count. For that

matter they are a disgusting combination to digest. So don't

do it. Friends look for these early warning signs that

someone is has been watching too much roundball action.

1) He can tell you the names of the players' mothers on
both teams.

2) He slam dunks the goldfish, raise his fists in the air,

and proudly proclaims, "That's two."

3) He is still incoherently repeating the name Richmond
in his sleep.

4) Sales packages from Circuit City litter his room.
Ooops, I'm sorry. That's a symptom of Midnight Madness.

5) He holds practice session with his friends on creating

a wave

6) He execises religiously his remote contol hand

7)He actually begins to understand Dick Vitale.

Good luck and once again enjoy the craziness.

Tyson " Steele" s Decision Against Ruddock
BY STEVE SNEDDON
tXopyright 1991, USA TODAY!

Apple College Information Network

Because of referee Richard Steele's quick
intervention, Mike Tyson stopped Donovan "Razor"
Ruddock in the seventh round of their scheduled 12-

round heavyweight elimination bout at The Mirage
Monday night

Steele stopped the bout with 38 seconds left

in the round after two Tyson left hooks sent
Ruddock reeling back to the ropes, but still on his

feet Steele signaled the fight was over and grabbed
the charging Tyson without appearing to look at

Ruddock. A melee between the rival camps then
erupted.

The fight was billed as the 24-year-old
Tyson's first serious test since he was stopped in

the 10th round and lost the world heavyweight title

to James "Buster" Douglas at Tokyo 13 months
ago.

It was all of that.

After the Douglas bout Tyson came back
with first-round knockout victories over Henry
Tillman last June and Alex Stewart in December.

But Ruddock tested him in a big way in the
sixth round, hurting him with a left uppercut and
straight combination. A couple more rights rocked
Tyson and set up a barrage of three Ruddock left

uppercuts left that wobbled Tyson in the middle of
the ring in the final 10 seconds.

Both fighters entered the ring in wardrobes
made for the cool, windy evening. Tyson, who
usually doesn't wear a robe over his black trunks

into the ring, wore a penitentiary-striped sweatsuit.

Ruddock wore a gray sweatsuit under his white robe.

After the outer togs came off, they fought a

fast-paced slugfest. Ruddock nailed Tyson with thee
left uppercuts in the third, but with 10 seconds left

in the round. Tyson knocked him down with a left

hook.

Referee Steele credited Tyson wit), a another

knockdown on a second-round left hook, but replays

showed Ruddock slipped.

Ruddock's trainers Slim Robinson and Art

Miles said before the bout that the fight would be a

repeat of George Foreman's second-round destruction

of Joe Frazier at Kingston, Jamaica, in 1973 with

the 6-foot-3, 228-pound Ruddock overwhelming the

5-11, 217-pound Tyson.

Both Robinson and Tyson's trainer Richie

Giachetti said they would be surprised if the fight

got out of the first round. Many bettors agreed with

them, wagering down the proposition that the fight

would end in a first-round knockout by either man,

from 5-1 to 2-1.

Tyson came out charging and landed two

overhand rights, but as Tyson charged again,

Ruddock caught him with a solid left uppercut to

the cl.in. Tyson instantly backed off and took nearly

a minute to rely on left jabs before getting back to

tb; rttack.

He landed several punches to the body in the

final 40 seconds of the first rounds, but Ruddock
landed another left uppercut to the chin.

After the first round ended, Tyson threw a

right and Ruddock, prepared for the late blow,

returned the punch before Steele stepped in. Tyson
punched late to the body after the fourth, but
Ruddock landed an even better right to the chin.

Tyson, of Catskill, N.Y., raised his record to

40-1 with his 36th knockout. Ruddock, a 27-year-

old Jamaica-born Canadian, is 25-2-1.

Before the bout there hap been rumors for

several days that Ruddock had an injured right hand

or wrist. He suffered a wrist injury before his bout

against Michael Dokes, but knocked out Dokes with

a left hook 1 1 months ago. Ruddock relied on his

lefts, but did throw and land rights.

Tyson solidified his position as the No. 1

contender in the World Boxing Council, World

Boxing Association and International Boxing
Federations with the victory over Ruddock, who is

ranked No. 2 by all three groups.

Now, Tyson has to wait for the world

heavyweight title fight between champion Evander

Holyfield and the 42-year-old Foreman at Atlantic

City on April 19. Before Monday's bout, Tyson's

promoter Don King said Holyfield would never give

Tyson a title shot, but if Foreman won, he would
face the former champion.

The 5-1 odds favoring Tyson were the lowest

on one of his fights since he was a 4-1 favorite

when he knocked out Marvis Frazier in 30 seconds

of the first round at Glens Falls, N.Y., in 1986.

Ruddock had the edge on Tyson in one way
when they entered the ring. Ruddock was assured

more money. The contract filed with the Nevada
Athletic Commission called for Ruddock to receive

$3 million and Tyson to get $2 million.

But Tyson, who insisted that he will be paid

more than Ruddock, could receive as much as $10
million if the pay-per-view telecast was purchased

by more than 900,000 homes. With that buy rate,

Ruddock would receive a total of $4 million.

Tyson was originally scheduled to defend his

title against Ruddock at Edmonton, Canada in

November 1989. Tyson pulled out of the bout with

a respiratory illness, but Ruddock and his camp had

doubted at the time that he was ill.

On Saturday, Tyson warned Ruddock he was
making a mistake if he thought Tyson was ever

afraid of him. Monday's bout will be shown on the

Showtime cable network Saturday and again on

March 27.

In an earlier bout, Julio Cesar Chabez of

Mexico defended his World Boxing Council and

International Boxing Federation 140-pound title

with a fourth-round technical knockout victory over

John Duplessis of New Orleans.

[Steve Sneddon writes for the Reno Gazette Journal.)

'
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At A Glance submissions are due by 5:00 on the

Monday of the week they are to appear. Late

submissions may not run. Announcements for

events which require entry or admission fees are not

acceptable unless all proceeds go to charity. For

specific information come to room 2C ? of the

University Union, or call 395-3229.

An Energy-Saving Habit

During Spring break, conserve energy stickers were

placed on all the light switches throughout the

housing area. You may have already seen those

stickers on light switches in the classrooms.

The "Seahawk" is there as a reminder for you to turn

off your light if you are going to be out of an area

for 15 minutes or longer.

Working together with our faculty and staff, you can

effectively srve, not only energy, but dollars. This

saving can be used by the university in an effort to

keep the cost of your education down.

The Environment Needs Your Hplptn;

Enviromental Concerns Organization is

involved in creating an environment that is healthier

for you to live. ECO meets every Tuesday at 8:00

p.m. in the DISCOVER CENTER. If you have any

questions call Mike McDonald at the DISCOVER
CENTER. Come with ideas for enviromental

improvement The Environment needs your help!

GO To Ocracoke Island With
DISCOVER!

The Leadership Center's DISCOVER program
will be traveling by van to Fedar Island NC. We will

take our bikes and one vehicle to Ocracoke Island by
ferry. From Ocracoke, we will bike to Cape Hatteras

where we will camp for one night. We will return

following our same route. Cost includes
transportation and camping fees. Participants must
provide their own bicycles. For more info call or

stop by the Leadership Center or Discover Center.

395-3877

Nagv To Give Lecture

St. John's Museum of Art will present the

lecture "Invention and Discovery: The
Renaissance in Italy" by Dr. Rebecca M. Nagy
on Friday, April 5 at 11:00 a.m. Dr. Nagy is

Senior Program Coordinator at the North
Carolina museum of Art, Raleigh. The lecture

will be held in the Museum's Hughes Gallery and
is free and open to the public.

This lecture is the first in the Friday
morning art history lecture series featured this

spring, Columbus' Europe. This series is in

conjunction with the current exhibition Nature as

Art: Flora and Fauna in Pre-Columbian America,
on view March 15 - May 12, 1991. This four-

part series will explore the art of Europe in the

15th and 16th centuries. Encompassing the

Renaissance and Early Baroque periods, each
lecture will highlight art and architecture in

France, Italy, the Netherlands and Spain. The
exhibition and lecture series are planned in

preparation for the celebration of the 500th

birthday of America in 1992.

The Museum is located at the corner of

Orange and South Second Streets and is open free

to the public Tuesday • Saturday 10-5 and
Sunday 12 -4. For further information, call the

Museum Education Department at 763-0281.

Mail Servire To End For Semester

Mail delivery to student boxes will end on
May 3 for the Spring semester. All mail received

for distribution to student boxes after May 3 will

be returned to sender unless a mail forwarding

notice is completed and turned in to Postal

Services. Mail forwarding cards are available at

Postal Services and new cards must be filled out

at the end of each semester. Student mail
distribution will resume May 16 for Summer
Session I.

IINCW Has New Stamn M».rh8n>»

UNCW Postal Services has installed a stamp
vending machine in the Post Office lobby. This

machine sales 29 cents First Class stamps and
will accept bills as well as coins. The sump
vending machine is accessible 7:00 - 11:00

Monday - Friday and Noon - 11:00 Saturday and

Sunday during regular University Center
operating hours.

Equation For Vnlli.yti.ll

Tournament To Begin

Registration Opens Wednesday, March 27, at

8:30 am for the Azalea Festival Miller Lite

Beach Volleyball Tournament at the Wrightsville

Beach Park Office. North Carolina's oldest and
largest six-person cp-ed beach volleyball

tournament will offer a two-day format featuring

up to 36 co-ed teams in three divisions,

including a novice division for teams with little

Funding Problems
Threaten Greek Row

BY PHILLIP imir.HI IN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Greek Row may be held up a little

longer, as problems connected with
permanent financing of the project are

not yet solved.

Dick Cronk, President of CDC (the

development company contracted to build
the row) blamed the uniqueness of the
project and economic recession for the
hold-up. Cronk explained that when the

complex was first designed, the plans
called for apartment buildings. The
banks were more willing to finance
these, Cronk said, because if the Greeks
pulled out of the deal, then they could
still be sold. The floor plan was changed
though, to specific needs set forth by the

Greeks, and the buildings were no longer
marketable as apartments. Without that

flexibility, banks were less interested in

financing the $6.2 million venture.

The option presented by Waldo was to
alleviate impatience, and to get things
moving. "As a landowner, it is better to
go ahead and get things underway than to
let them sit," said Waldo.

Besides Lerner, there has been some
interest from other lenders, but they have
not made a decision yet.

Waldo did say that once started, the
entire project would take about ten days
to begin, with one unit per day being
finished following that initial term.
According to Cronk, everything is ready
to go.

Questions from the GPC centered
around the possibility of Lerner's
deciding against providing the money,
and the possibility of the construction
not being completed on time.

Waldo was optimistic about Lerner

providing the money, but he stayed clear

of any type of commitment. Cronk said

that, as stated in an earlier agreement,

'You [Greeks] don't really have any
credit... If your nationals were backing
you then you would.'

"With or without permanent financing

we're going ahead," said Cronk. "In a

couple of weeks we will be ready to start.

It's going to be a quick project."

At a special meeting of the Greek
Presidents' Council (GPC) Wednesday,
Cronk presented Marvin Waldo, a local

developer and part-owner of the property

where the row is scheduled to be built.

Waldo stated that a Mr. Lerner, CEO of
Lerner Shoes, was the,other owner of the

property. He said that I enter had some
interest in financing Greek Row until a

permanent lender could be found.

Waldo explained another reason for

the hold-up on financing. "You [Greeks]

don't really have any credit," Waldo said.

"If your nationals were backing you, then

you would. ...Another thing is what we
call the 'Animal House Syndrome'.
Potential investors hear the word
fraternity and they get this picture in

their heads."

Waldo was optimistic that Lerner
would provide the money if the GPC
showed a serious commitment. There had
been some talk among the various Greek
organizations about dropping the deal
with CDC because of the constant delays.

With the end of the semester most
students are faced with making living

arrangements for next fall. Waldo said

that this erosion of support could
undermine Lerner's interest.

"I understand the position you find

yourselves in here," said Waldo when

confronted by an impatient student. "I

cannot tell you anything today. ...In

two weeks, I can stand here and tell you
when it will be built, when it will be

complete, but I can't tell you anything

now."

the construction company would be
responsible for providing alternative
arrangements in the case that they could
not complete the buildings in time for

occupancy.

In a vote later, the GPC decided to

stay with CDC. There was some division

between groups who wanted to commit to

moving in for the fall semester and
others who, due to financial constraints,
V'ould be unable to do so. Many
members felt that they should wait a year
before making a commitment. The major
problem with the division is that if

several groups do commit to go with
CDC, it will force the others into

choosing between CDC and no housing
at all. According to Lanita Hanson,
advisor to the GPC, county zoning laws
prevent building Greek housing on more
than one site.

An agreement was reached in which
the groups who were ready to commit
could go ahead. Others could follow

when their organizations were ready.

According to Vicki Ryan, a

representative of Phi Mu national

sorority, it is not unusual for Greek rows
to be built in tiers like this.

Financing the project remains a major
issue however. Waldo stated that he will

be able to give the GPC an answer in two
weeks. Many members of the GPC are
becoming skeptical of any promises and
delays, but Lanita Hanson said that she
thinks things may be looking a little

more positive. "By bringing in Mr.
Waldo," she said, "we're entering a whole
new realm of credibility."

Leutze begins installment ceremonies with a tree planting with
Homecoming royalty Brian Bullard and Joi Falana outside the University

Center. Leutze called the installment "a celebration of the University."

Leutze PlansChange
BY TIMOTHY Mil

STAFF WRITER

With this Friday's installation

of James R. Leutze as UNCW's
chancellor, a formal beginning

will have opened on a new era in

UNCW's history.

Leutze took the office of

chancellor this past July, after the

resignation of Chancellor William

H. Wagoner. It is traditional for

the chancellor to be formally
installed from six months to a

year after taking office. Since

Leutze filled the office, a vigorous

new direction for the university

has been pursued.

Chancellor Leutze began his

administration with specific goals

in mind. Expanded visibility for

the school in the community,
increased minority enrollment, and

a student-centered education are the

emphases of Leutze's goals for

UNCW.
An increased role for the

school within the community is

an important commitment for the

chancellor.

"I am very eager to see
UNCW become a regional

institution," Leutze said. He said

he does not see the university

limited to Southeastern North
Carolina, but as an institution in

the Southeastern United States.

Leutze says he wants to see NCW
"become more of a regional force."

To increase UNCW's role in

the region. Chancellor Leutze has

taken an active role representing

the University in the community.
As the university leader, the

chancellor takes his

responsibilities seriously. Leutze

has frequently written columns for

the Wilmington Morning Star and

took the initiative to start an

informal symposium o f

community leaders. The
chancellor frequently appears in

the local news.

In response to the new active

role of the chancellor in the

community, Leutze has quickly

earned the nickname "Fireball".

Regarding the nickname, CD.

Cont'd. On P. 8

Wilson, Shafer Prepare For Year Terms In SGA

Cont'd. On P. 2

RV PHILLIP LOlIflHLIN
EDrrOR-IN-CHIEF

Curtis Wilson and Kelli Shafer took over the

reins of SGA at their inauguration Monday.
Wilson was sworn in by exiting president Ken

Lemon. Lemon charged the new executive officers

with a "great responsibility".

"You're about to take on a very powerful

challenge," he said.

Wilson's inaugural speech centered on the need
for change in the way SGA is perceived by the

university community. "A transition is needed," he

said. "We need to become informed and active. .

.

. I plan to look back next April and see a new breed
emerging."

Wilson, a junior majoring in biology, has been
involved in student government since his freshman
year in high school in Ayden, N.C. At UNCW, he
has served as class president during his freshman
and junior years. During his sophomore year, he
served as class vice-president.

"SGA is my life," Wilson quipped. "It's been a

great asset. I have learned great time management
skills, people skills, and the art of persuasion."

Some of Wilson's main plans for his term are

lowering bookstore prices, responding better to

\

student suggestions and complaints, and improving

SGA relations with the university community.

"Our relationship has been damaged over the

last few years," he said. "That will change!

"I want to let students know how their money

is being spent. If students are not well informed,

they cannot be active members of the community."

Wilson stresses a need to get students

involved. "They've got to stop waiting for the

weekends. . . . they've got to get active, aware,

organize things."

A major project Wilson is working on is a "big

buddy" program for all incoming freshmen. "We
presently have one here in minority affairs, but I

think we need one for all freshmen. That may help
keep people here. That's where we lose a lot of
people; freshmen come here and can't find
anything to do but go out and drink. They either
get tired of that and leave, or they become
drinkers."

Kelli Shafer was sworn in as vice-president by
Vicky Freeman. Freeman charged Shafer with

turning the SGA into a group that "strives in

accomplishing its goals". She turned over the

senate gavel with a hug, later asking pardon from

the audience saying that it was an emotional

experience.

Shafer is a rising junior, majoring in history.

Her involvement in SGA also began diring her
freshman year as a representative-at-large. During
her sophomore year she served as chairperson of
the Budget and Planning Committee.

Shafer plans to concentrate much of her term on
improving the relationship between the senate and
the funded clubs and organizations.

According to Shafer, every organization will
have a senate liaison, the groups will also give
regular reports to the SGA. "That way," Shafer
explained, "they can know what's going on with us,

and we can know what's going on with them."

Some other projects Shafer plans to address are
an orientation committee for new senators and
getting class officers more in touch with their
constituents. She also stressed a need for student
involvement. "I need students. ... We need to
advertise for people who want to be involved."

In the interest of improving student/SGA
relations, Wilson and Shafer both plan to maintain
an open door policy. "There will always be
someone in this office to answer questions and
concerns," said Shafer
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OFF-CAMPUS CONNECTION
Learn Some Stress Tips To Deal With Final Exams

The semester is moving along

and final exams are creeping up

fast. With these exams come
stress, questionable eating and

sleeping habits, and a need for

time management.

Stress comes in many forms

and affects different area of

people's lives: pressure to do well

with grades, parents calling

wishing luck on exams, cramming
when exams pile on top of one

another, as well as the need to get

enough sleep and eat the correct

foods. Learn to deal with these

forms of stress by focusing energy

in positive ways. Start by being

optimistic about grades and do the

best one can do. In other words,

"give it your best shot". When
one truly feels he/she has done

this, then he/she can be content no

matter what the grade is that has

been earned.

When parents call, take what
they say as encouragement and
turn this also into positive energy.

Parents call because they have
somewhat of an understanding of

the pressure that final exams bring

with them. Of course, parents are

going to say "do well", but do not

see this as negative. Use this as a

positive motivation to overcome
stress and as a challenge to strive

for good grades.

When super anxiety and major

stress result, take a break between
studying or try some simple

relaxation techniques. Just
imagine being in a favorite non-
stressful place, along with tensing

and relaxing anxiety-ridden

muscies. This can help to ease

tension. Another simple strategy

is to go for a walk.

Make a schedule of final

exams, including times and places

at least 2-3 weeks in advance. Any
student who has three exams on
one calendar day may, as stated in

the UNCW catalog under the Final

Exam Policy, have one of these

exams moved by following the

correct prpcedure. Refer to the

catalog for this procedure. This

will help to avoid that dreadful

cramming all students do at one

time or another. Cramming
confuses class information and is

really, in most cases, not helpful.

Study in advance!

Cramming also leads into

another potential area that can do

students in on finals, that is

depriving one of sleep and decent

nutrition. An individual must get

the right amount of sleep to fend

off fatigue and possible sickness.

A second must is eating the right

foods. Fast foods and junk foods

do not give the body the correct

nutrition and energy needed for

studying.

Pastas, breads and other high

content carbohydrate foods are

beneficial 'and promote energy.

Vitamins and minerals also help.

Accompanying this is the fact that

students tend to think massive

amounts of caffeine help-they do
not! Caffeine takes away nutrients

in the body's system. Another tip

on eating habits is not to skip
meals. This throws off one's

metabolism rate and can slow

down the body at a time when
energy is needed.

The need for time
management also plays a crucial

role during the final exam period.

Dealing with the restrictions of

time can be very difficult.

Cooking, household work,
meetings, school, a job, and

studying can all come together to

completely stress one out. This

stress during finals can ruin the

hard work of a whole semester.

Suggestions on how to better

manage one's time include:

1. making a visual chart of
how time is spent, looking for
areas where time is being wasted;

the day and to discipline oneself to

set study time;

2. constructing a pew
schedule of all day to day
activities. This helps to break up

3. finally, realizing that it is

important to study for finals,

and to set aside time for

and relaxation.

Spring break was wonderful
for many of us, but final exams
are almost here. Begin to get

focused for them. Healthy eating

habits, plenty of sleep and
managing your time are the keys
to successfully surviving the
"dreaded finals".

Campus Drug Use Decreases
BY TIMOTHY RAM.

STAFF WRITER

Illicit drug use is down
among college students
according to a recent University

of Michigan study. The study,

led by U-M social scientists

Lloyd Johnston, Jerald
Bachman, and Patrick O'Malley,

shows a continued decline in

overall drug use since 1986.

"We are seeing a

continuing decline in the

proportion of these populations

who are actively using any
illicit drug, as well as in the

proportions using a number of

specific drugs such as

marijuana, cocaine, crack,

stimulant, and sedatives," states

Johnston.

Alcohol use is dropping,

the study shows, but not at the

same rate that illicit drug use is

declining. According to the

results of the study, the use of

alcohol remains widespread

among college students under

the age of twenty-one. Modest
declines have reduced alcohol

use to some degree. Monthly

alcohol consumption has

decreased from 72 percent in

1980 to 57 percent in 1990,

the study shows.

"Considering that the

purchase of alcohol is illegal

for all high school seniors,

these are still troublesome

levels of drinking, though the

statistics have been moving in

the right direction," said
Johnston.

Johnston reports that there

is declining drug use across
social boundaries. "The declines

in illicit drug use appear to be

occurring across a broad
spectrum of our young people,"

reports Johnston. "We are

seeing declines in marijuana and
cocaine use across the different

levels of social class, among
different racial groups, in large

cities as well as more rural

areas, in all regions of the

country..."

The study does show
increases in drugs such as
overall hallucinogens, LSD, (a

hallucinogen), extasy, and
overall barbiturates.

Although the University of

Michigan is seeing overall drug

use decline, Hunter Davis of the

UNCW campus police does not

believe that to be the case.

"1 don't think that
(declining drug use) is the case

on this campus or another."

said Davis during a recent

interview.

"Vandalism, assaults and
trespassing on campus usually
involve alcohol or some other
impeding substance," stressed

Davis. "LSD has started making
a comeback."

The increasing in LSD use
has Davis worried. He states

that he knows that drug use is

cyclic, when one drug declines

another rises to take it's place,

but he hoped that LSD ended
with the sixties.

The U-M study shows that

the use of LSD is the most
significantly growing drug on

college campuses. Its use has

increased 1.3 percent in the

past year.

Alternatives! on campus is

working to educate students,
staff and faculty about the drug
and alcohol abuse. Diane
Reichard, one of the
Alternatives! staff, wants
people to know that the office

is there to serve as a resource
center for all members of the

university.

Alternatives! will d
anything to get information out

on drugs. "We are not
prohibi'ionists. We want to

give skills to help people make
decisions on drugs," said

Reichard.

At A Glance, cont'd.

or no experience. Round-robin play will be held

on Saturday, April 13, and the elimination play-
offs will be held on Sunday, April 14, on the
beach strand north of Oceanic Restaurant &
Grill. The entry fee is $50 per team and at least

two females must be playing at all times. This
sanctioned Azalea Festival event is sponsored by
Coastal Beverage Company and Wrightsville
Beach Parks and Recreation Department. For
more information, contact the Park Office at

256-4744, Monday through Friday, from 9:00
am - 5:00 pm.

Registration Fnr Tup- Of- War Tr.

Begin
Registration opens Wednesday, March 27, at

8:30 am for the Azalea Festival Miller Lite Tug-
of-War Tournament at the Wrightsville Beach
park Office. Teams will consist of 7 members, 2
of which must be females. The entry fee for each
team is $10.00. Round-robin elimination tugs

will take place Saturday, April 13, on the beach
strand north of Oceanic Restaurant & Grill,

beginning at Noon. The final are scheduled for

4:00 pm. This sanctioned Azalea Festival event

is sponsored by Coastal Beverage Company and
Wrightsville Beach parks and Recreation
Department. For more information, contact the

park office at 256-4744, Monday through
Friday, form 9:00 am to 5:00 pm.

Applications Fnr Peer ArivUnr« Aro

Availahle?

Challenge Yourself to Be Your Best!!

Alternatives! is currently recruiting students for Peer

Educator positions for 1991-1992! If you are

energetic, self-motivated, willing to learn and want
to get involved in drug abuse prevention on campus,

Get Your Free RMm Pram ftar >; ;

Are the thoughts of upcoming EXAMS
stressing you out? Do you feel anxiety at the mere
mention of the word TEST?

Never fear, Alternatives! is here to save yoo
from the attack of TEST ANXIETIES!

Alternatives! will be handing our EXAM
CRAM BAGS full of fun little tips, activities and
stress releasers to help you prepare and study for you
exams in a cool, confident, drug-free way. We'll be
on the front lawn of the University Center on!
Wednesday, April 17th from 11-2 pm. In addition tq
the EXAM CRAM BAGS, drawings for special
prizes will be held.

Stop by and pick up your EXAM CRAM
BAG..

Meet Ynnr Senato P^rrnilBtiYf' .

Do you know your class president? Semester
Representative? On Friday May 5th SGA will have a
"Meet Your Representative Night" in the Center
Stage Cafe from 7 pm to 9 pm. All students are
invited to come and meet their SGA officersi
senators, and representatives. Free drinks and pizza
on hand. Come find out how your money is being
spent.

*

Heln Snreari SAnD'S MP«Mfpi

Be a lifegiver and not a lifetaker. Help spread
SADD's message: Don't drink and drive. Come and
become a part of Student's Against Driving Drunk
Meetings are every Tuesday at 7:00 pm in room 134
of Cameron Hall.

I

I

STAR Adds New Mpmnprc
Student Team Against Rape is proud to

announce the new addition of three members for

1991-92: Julie Dais, Kris Shepherd and Laura
Schmitt. STAR is a peer education group teaching

other students about the issues associated with date

rape.

J£THE HAWK'S NESTS
CHECK OUT OUR $1.04 BRERKFRST SPECIALS!

:\

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

LUNCH SPECIALS • APRIL 8-12

ROAST BEEF, CHIPS RND

16 0Z. DRINK $3.15

^

ACROSS

1 Wooden pins

5 Snakes
9 Insane

12 Merit

13 Halt

14 Former boxer

15 Test

17 Empowers
19 Confirmed
21 Every

22 Head of

Catholic

Church
24 Teutonic

deity

25 Distant

26 Mellow
27 Reply

29 Ma's partner
31 Blushing

32 Note of scale

33 Helium symbol

34 Three-toed

sloths

35 Symbol for

tellurium

36 Appraises

38 Southwestern
Indian

39 Broad stripe

40 A continent:

abbr.

4

1

Greek peak
42 Let it stand

44 Painter

46 Grapple

48 Long, wearying

time: colloq

5

1

River island

52 Bundle
54 Emerald isle

55 Genus of cattle

56 Sarge's dog
57 Tear

DOWN

The
Weekly

CrDsswDrd
Puzzle

1 Sosset
2 Corn plant part

3 Clutched
4 Trap
5 Equally

1 2 3 4 1 5 6 7 B 1 9 10 11

12 1 14

1^ "TT"

" i\

w
tH

TT* 38

br

TT' H',<s

H '

1E
TT

TS™ m [rr

6 Guides
7 Body of water
8 Health resort

9 Pertaining to

cheek
10 Fish sauce
1

1

Piece of

dinnerware
16 Behold!

18 Ursine animal
20 Mercenary
22 Separate
23 S-shaped

molding

25 Tolls

27 At a distance

28 Grain

29 Fruit seeds
30 On the ocean
34 Rigorous
36 Large tubs

37 Disquiet

39 Vegetable: pi.

41 Willow

42 Kind of mop
43 Group of three
44 Landed
45 Exists

47 Couple
49 Alcoholic

beverage
50 Conclusion

53 River in Italy

•f
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BUSH DEFENDS HANDS-
OFF POLICY:
Saddam Hussein's troops and

tanks relentlessly snuffed out

remaining pockets of rebellion

Tuesday as the Bush
administration defended its hands-

off policy. State Department
spokeswoman Margaret Tutwiler

said, "Why would you be putting

American lives at risk ... in

something that was never a stated

goal or objective ... - to
somehow change the Iraqi
leadership?"

CEASE-FIRE
RESOLUTION URGED:
In the U.N. Tuesday, the USA-

led coalition pushed for a Security

Council vote on the Gulf cease-

fire resolution. Proposed: Iraq

could keep missiles with a range

of less than 95 miles. Longer-
range ones, including chemical

and biological weapons, would be

destroyed; Iraq would pay
reparations; and a U.N. observer

force would monitor a

demilitarized zone on the Iraq-

Kuwait border.

L.A. MAYOR WANTS
CHIEF TO QUIT:
Los Angeles Mayor Tom

Bradley Tuesday called for police

Chief Daryl Gates to resign in an

effort to quiet public outrage over

the March 3 videotaped beating of

Rodney King by police officers.

Bradley told Gates of his decision

at a morning meeting. Gates'

response, said Bradley: "Mayor, I

think you're wrong and I will not

resign."

MAYOR DALEY IS RE-
ELECTED:
Chicago Mayor Richard M.

Daley was easily re-elected

Tuesday.

With nearly all the votes

counted, Daley had 72%. Major

opponents: Republican George

Gottlieb, 42, a police sergeant

(4%); and Eugene Pincham, 66,

an ex-judge carrying the banner of

the Harold Washington Party,

named for the city's first black

mayor (24%).

Daley was seeking his first full

four-year term.

STATE BUDGETS FACE
RED INK:
State governments across the

USA are fighting recession,

rising costs and years of largess

with taxes, spending cuts and

layoffs.

Thirty states face deficits this

year, and a bleaker picture in

1992 as the economic slump

heads west. Rainy day funds are at

an eight-year low; spending on

prisons, schools and health care,

fueled by federal mandates, at an

all-time high.

DISSECTION BAN
SOUGHT:
Animal rights activists are

threatening U.S. science

education by seeking a ban on

dissection in the classroom, the

American Medical Association

charged Tuesday. The AMA,
worried that some states are

taking steps to limit the use of
animals, said it will step up
efforts to keep animals in high

school classrooms.

FIBER CUTS BREAST
CANCER RISK:
Simply doubling the amount of

fiber in the diet appears to reduce

risk of breast cancer, a laboratory

study shows. Researchers gave

four groups of rats a chemical

that causes breast cancer and fed

them diets containing various

levels of fiber. A "high fiber" diet

was equivalent to doubling the

fiber most people eat

HOSPITAL FUND GOING
BANKRUPT:
The Medicare hospital fund will

be bankrupt in 15 years due to a

imbalance between rising costs as

the baby boom generation reaches

retirement age and declining

revenues, an advisory panel said

Tuesday. The fund, which pays
medical bills for 34 million

elderly and disabled Social

Security recipients, will go
bankrupt by about 2006, the

Social Security Advisory Council

said.

ATTACK IS TALK OF
PALM BEACH:
A woman's report that she was

raped on the grounds of the

Kennedy estate in Palm Beach is

the talk of the community,
residents say, but so far little is

known. The 30-year-old woman
told police Saturday afternoon of
the 4 a.m. attack. No charges
have been filed. Police will not

say whether any Kennedys were
involved, but say that alcohol

was involved.

DETROIT CUTS ITS
POLICE FORCE:
Monday, 300 police officers

were laid off in Detroit. About
270 of them were street cops with
the least seniority. The layoffs

leave 4,000 officers - 900 fewer
than in 1980, when Detroit had
547 killings. There were 4,875
police in 1990 - and 579
slayings.

Almost all of the vacant beats

and squad cars will be filled by
more senior officers. Reason for

layoffs: budget cuts.

MIDWEST GETS
SHOWERS:
A storm stalled over the

Midwest will produce showers
and thunderstorms Wednesday,
and gain strength when it is

joined Thursday by another

system moving across the

Rockies. It will remain sunny,

seasonal and dry elsewhere, with

things heating up in the
Southwest.

Medicine Is In Short Supply In USSR
BY JOHN OMICINSKI

CCopyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network

WASHINGTON— The price

of just about everything in the

Soviet Union shot up this week,
but on items such as prescription

drugs, vaccines, antibiotics,

headache remedies — it won't
matter. Most Soviets can't find

them at any price.

"The pharmaceutical situation

is bad, from aspirin to

antibiotics," said Murray
Feshbach, Soviet demographics
expert at Georgetown University.

"Of 17 categories of medicine,

supplies are less than 50 percent

of needs."

The Soviet medical and health

care systems are collapsing faster

than the rest of the economy,
experts say.

Everyday items such as
iodine, anesthesia, tampons,
tranquilizers, blood-pressure
drugs, ulcer medicine and eczema
cream are increasingly
unavailable.

Hospital equipment is a

crucial problem.

"If you go into the pediatric

ward of a major hospital in the

United States, there may be 30 or

more incubators," said Paul
Miller, a pharmacist and director

of a Project HOPE emergency
airlift team that flew $4 million

in medical supplies and
pharmaceuticals to the Soviet
Union in February.

"In the Ukraine," he said,

"one hospital had just two
incubators, and only one of those

was working."

"It's common for disposable

syringes to be used over and over

again," said Dr. William Walsh,

founder and director of Project

HOPE, selected in February by

President Bush to direct a

yearlong initiative to funnel more

than $15 million in medical
supplies into the Soviet

republics.

"The Soviet bill of goods for

what they need is beyond belief,"

shortage, the government sent out

instructions on sterilizing single-

use syringes. In 1988, Kremlin

planners called for production of

100 million syringes. Just 7.8

million were made.

Last year, Kremlin authorities

committed about $850 million in

hard currency from the Soviet

treasury to purchase drugs and

medical supplies from the West

Sticker shock
Soviet prices increase today,

is 270 rubles. Some example
The average monthly wage
s: (Price in ruble*)

Kern Monday Tuesday
TV 755 1280
Men'sM/omen's suits 200 700
Vacuum cleaner 66 120
Children's bicycle

Sausage (kilo)

46 85
10 30

Moscow cafe meat 1.5 6
Sugar (kilo) 0.85 2
Flour (kilo}

Whole milk (liter)

0.46 1.4

0.28 0.5

Source: Soviet U.S. Embassy, Soviet Stale Committee
on Statistics, Komso-molskaya Pravda, Argumenty 1 Facty

said Feshbach. "Sixty-five percent

of the Central Asian hospitals
don't have hot water. Five or six

women at a time have abortions,

usually without anesthetic."

Reports from Moscow
indicate that bribery often is

necessary to obtain pain-killers

for cancer patients, and Soviet
surgeons frequendy demand that

patients wanting surgery supply
rubber gloves.

Government coping
mechanisms are being strained as

production quotas in the Soviet
command economy fall far short

of targets for health products.

Soviet newspapers report that

in response to the syringe

Keith Carter, USATOOAY

Shortages of drugs and
pharmaceuticals are entwined with

the collapse of the Soviet

economy, its environment and its

East European neighbors.

Many chemical plants
supplying the Soviet
pharmaceutical industry have been

closed because they are polluting

their surroundings. Others have

decayed because their government

operators can't or won't invest in

modernization.

"The Soviets invested a lot in

East European pharmaceutical

plants, too," said Feshbach, "and

now those are largely outside

their control."

In search of substitutes, many

Soviets are turning to psychic
healers, home-made nostrums and

primitive herbal medicines.
Feshbach estimated that 30
percent to 40 percent of Soviet

medicines now are made directly

from vegetation.

Modern serums such as
tetanus vaccine, commonplace in

the United States, are in short

supply in the Soviet Union.
Medical authorities fear a

diphtheria epidemic because only

about 80 percent of children have
been immunized. In the Soviet
republic of Uzbekistan, Feshbach
said, diphtheria immunization is

as low as 60 percent. In the

United States, the rate is 9 9

percent.

Two years ago, immunization
rates dropped sharply when
supplies of diphtheria vaccine
were discovered to be
contaminated with mercury.

Around the Chernobyl nuclear

plant, radiation from the April

26, 1986, explosion has triggered

many cases of leukemia. But
hospitals report a desperate need
for cancer-countering medicines.

Miller said doctors in Kiev
hospitals told him they were
desperately short of asparaginase,

a commonly used anti-leukemia

drug.

"One hospital had only a two-

day supply left and wasn't sure

where it would come from after

that," said Miller.

Project HOPE provided an
emergency shipment. Like
virtually all of its supplies ferried

to the Soviet Union, the

asparaginase was donated by U.S.

manufacturers.

(John Omicinski writes for
Gannett News Service.)

Congress Considers Gun Control Bill
BY NORM RRF.WFR

^Copyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network

WASHINGTON — Rep.
Ron Wyden, who comes from the

gun-toting state of Oregon, voted

against a federal, seven-day
waiting period to buy a handgun
in 1988.

A year later, the Oregon
Legislature, reacting to rising

crime that still is prompting calls

nationwide for gun control,
extended the state's three-day
waiting period to 15 days.

Since then, "Western
civilization has not come to a
halt," said Wyden, a Democrat.
As Congress readies for a bitter

fight over the seven-day waiting

period, "People in Oregon are

saying, 'What's all the fuss

about?'

"

This time around he will

support the waiting period — the

so-called Brady bill— adding his

weight to a scale that throughout

this century has tilted slowly
toward controls over handguns.

With a House vote expected

by early May, gun-control
advocates feel they could be on
the offensive for the first time.

"It is going to be the big

showdown," said Gwen
Fitzgerald, Handgun Control
Inc.'s assistant director of
communications. "We have the

potential for winning big."

Several states enacted controls

during the gangster era of the
Depression. The assassinations of

John and Robert Kennedy and
Martin Luther King in the 1960s
brought another spate of laws.

California and Tennessee
recently joined Oregon with a 15-

day waiting period, and last

election Florida voters easily
passed a constitutional
amendment for a three-day wait.

Gun control advocates "can
rejoice tonight," NBC News
commentator John Chancellor
declared, because Reagan "senses
shifts in public opinion, the way
birds sense a coming storm."

For the first time, the
National Rifle Association is on
the defensive. James Jay Baker,
chief lobbyist for the NRA, said
it is pushing alternative

President Bush who has opposed the bill,

quickly said that he now would negotiate.

In Virginia, Delaware and Florida,

gun dealers must call crime

computers to make sure a buyer

doesn't have a felony record.

In all, 25 states now requite

waiting periods, background

checks, or that buyers get permits
to purchase handguns from law
enforcement agencies.

The most recent, and
dramatic, example of support for

handgun controls came last week
when former President Reagan
switched sides, urging Congress
to pass the bill named for his

former press secretary, James
Brady, partially paralyzed by the

same person who nearly killed

Reagan with a pistol in 1981.

President Bush, who has
opposed the bill, quickly said he
now would negotiate.

legislation that is "least

intrusive" to rights of law-abiding

gun owners.

That option is a bill

sponsored by Rep. Harley
Staggers, Jr., D-W.Va. It would
require states to update and
computerize their criminal records

within six months so gun dealers

can check within minutes on a

buyer's background.

He conceded that a n

"emotional" tide, born of public

"frustration" with rising crime, is

running against his bill.

Thy; tide surfaced briefly last

year when Sen. Dennis
DeConcini, D-Ariz., got the

Senate to prohibit sales of
semiautomatic weapons. The ban
was supported by former Sen.

Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz., who,

like DeConcini, is a lifetime

member of the NRA. Ignored by
the House, the proposal died.

Also last year, Rep. Susan
Molinjri, R-N.Y., was elected
with NRA support. Now she
backs the Brady bill.

Rep. Les AuCoin, D-Ore.
another lifetime NRA member,

said recently he would vote for

the bill.

An aide to Rep. Charles
Schumer, D-N.Y., chairman of
the Judiciary subcommittee that

will soon send the Brady bill to

the House floor, said other
"surprise switches" are in the
works.

"I'm not that optimistic,"

Staggers said. But, he added, "1

think it's going to be close."

Uncertainty also exists in the

Senate, where a vote has never
been taken on the Brady bill.

Sen. Paul Simon, D-Ill., said

he believes the measure will pass

"easily."

But Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell of Maine
disagreed. Defying conventional

wisdom, he predicted on news
shows last weekend that the Brady
bill won't pass as written.

As for Reagan's influence, I

personally don't know of a single

member of Congress who has

changed his mind," Mitchell said

(Norm Brewer writes for Gannett

News Service.)

What do you think of these issues?

Write a letter to the Editor today!

Citibank Offers New Service

4603 Peachtree

Wilmington, NC.

1
799-9261

CARKKR

iiakti:ni)in<; school

INC.

BARTENDING CLASSES FORMING NOW!

LEHRN TO BARTEND THE PR0FESSI0NRL WRY IN R

40 HOUR COURSE. ONE WEEK DRVTIME OR TWO WEEK

EUENING CLRSSES RURILRBLE.

SPRII1G SPECIAL 0I1LY $399.00

L0CRTED ON THE CORNER OF COLLEGE R0RD

RND PEACHTREE, ONE BLOCK NORTH OF

0LERNDER.

$50.00 OFF WITH COLLEGE ID.

Chicken 'N Bar B Q

10% discount on

CATERING SERUICES

Tor sororities &

Fraternities

10% off selected chicken

products with student

I.D.

RY RILL MONTAOIIR
eCopyrighl 1991, USA TODAY/Apple

College Information Network

The nation's largest bank
rolled out its latest weapon
Monday in the growing
competition over the lucrative

credit card market

Citibank, the world's largest

card issuer, is offering its 30
million cardholders this
guarantee: Buy something with

your Visa or MasterCard, and
we'll make sure you pay the

lowest possible price. How it

works:— If a cardholder charges
something at one store and then
finds the same item at a lower
price within 60 days, Citibank
will pay the difference between
the two prices.

— To make a claim,
cardholders submit their receipt
and credit slip for the item they
bought, plus a printed
advertisement showing a lower
price.— Cardholders get their

refund check within two to tluee

weeks.

Not surprisingly, there's a
long list of conditions:
Cardholders can't claim more than

$250 for one item, and no more
than $1,000 in a single year. The
offer only applies to furniture,

clothes, electronics and other
durable goods. Services, works of

art, and perishable goods aren't

covered. Nor are prices from
going-out-of-business sales, cash-

only sales, close outs or limited

quantity sales.

Citibank's offer is the latest

move by card issuers to grab new
customers — and keep old ones
— by offering them a host of free

services, retail discounts and other

"enhancements."

Spurring the race: A sharp

slowdown in growth of new
cardholders, and the entry of two
heavyweight competitors into the

market. AT&T signed almost 5

million charter members for its

Universal Visa and MasterCard by
waiving the annual fee.

And it recently dropped the
interest rate for those members
from 18.9 percent to 17.9
percent

Sears, which already offers its

own Discover card, also plans to
enter the Visa market. Company
officials say their card won't carry
an annual fee.

This leaves major banks with

a thorny problem: How to stay

competitive while earning the

hefty profits they've come to
expect from credit card operations.

That all but rules out slashing
fees or rates.

"The poison that none of
them wants to take is price

competition," said Elgie Holstein
of Bankcard Holders of America, a

consumer interest group.

Benefits like the new Citicorp
plan are a cheap way to compete,
said David Robertson, president
of the Nilson Report, an industry

newsletter. Only a small
percentage of customers, he said,

bother to fill out the paperwork
required by programs like buyer
protection programs, • which
insure newly purchased items
against damage.

For consumeis, the best
advice is to seek the best price:
for the card, as well as the
merchandise. Said Holstein
"Cardholders will save more
money by comparison shopping
on the basis of fees and rates, not
enhancements."

(Bill Montague rites for USA
TODAY.)

V •
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Greeks Are Getting

Educated-The Hard Way
This column does not easily lend itself to giving basic advice.

It strikes us though, that advice is needed in the case of the Greek

Row fiasco.

A spectator watching the Greek Presidents' Council (GPC)
bargain with CDC might have been reminded of watching a

teenager in a car lot. The teen is hooked on th% sporty little

imported model with the big motor and shiny paint job.

Meanwhile, mom is trying to point junior in the direction of a

more economical, but less stylish vehicle. The salesman is

licking his lips, counting dollar signs as the teen refuses to stop

and listen to reason.

Listening to the Greek Row developers, the illusion of a car

lot becomes even more clear. There is some secret language of

the sales profession that contains no direct answers to simple

questions. For exam;, e, a GPC member asked CDC president,

Dick Cronk about an earlier implied promise. If contracts were
signed and housing was not ready in time, would the company pay

for putting the homeless Greeks up in other accommodations until

housing was ready? Cronk promptly passed the question to the

contractor, Todd Saieed, who said that it would be silly not to

liave such a contingency plan, but that the scenario was nearly

implausible. Wait a minute! Was that a yes?

What CDC is asking the Greeks to do is to sign leases before

they have even secured financing. Doesn't that remind you of the

car salesman who wants you to give him a hundred dollars to

show that you really are interested in buying the car? A more

extreme analogy might be the poultry farmer who sells a dozen

eggs, but only puts ten in the box. "We'll get you the others in a

day or two," he promises. But what if the chicken dies?

The CDC has made empty promises to the Greeks ever since
they were given the contract to build Greek Row. In the battle for
the contract, the Greeks were told that housing would be ready in
time for occupation the next fall. That was in 1990. Now they
are telling the GPC to wait two more weeks. They are telling
Greeks not to make plans for a place to live next year, they will
get the place built. The financing is on the way. It sounds a
little familiar to us at The Seahawk.

But all the blame does not rest with CDC. The GPC should
bear a fair share of the fault. It was their insatiable desire for the
quick fix, the gilded promises, that made them blind to the
possibility that they were being offered a false dream. They
swallowed a sales pitch like the proverbial country rube in New
York City. . . like the kid in the car lot that doesn't know enough
to try to get the car for less than sticker price. By jumping on
CDC's offer of instant gratification, the Greeks jumped into their
own hole.

We realize that an awful lot of time and effort has been
invested in this for the Greeks to drop CDC outright. That would
still be our advice for what it is worth.

Remember who is the customer here Greeks. You have
allowed a salesman to lead yot along until you are now begging
him to let you play by his rules and pay his price. Remember

that if one person has something to sell, then someone else

probably has it too.

Live and learn. It has been a valuable lesson so don't waste
it.

Enjoy The Rebirth That Is Spring
Isn't spring incredible! No

matter how many times we've
experienced it before, there's

always a refreshing newness and
beauty to the buds in the trees

and the bushes and the greening

of the very earth. Once more
this cycle of seasons has rolled

around again and out of the

stark, bare limbed coldness of

winter there emerges the

promise of new life and rebirth.

This is one of those times

when my desire to be inclusive

in my thinking of all religious

or non-religious readers yields

to the wonder of my own
Christian faith journey. Of the

many powerful messages that

come out of the Easter seasons

that's just past, one of the most
powerful has to do with the

There is s wondrous
freedom that some
kind of spring lies
beyond any wintery
experience....

assurance of rebirth that Easter

brings to us. Because of the

events that took place in and
near Jerusalem almost 2000
years ago, I know with as much
certainty as I know that I exist

that there is no finality, no end
in time, no death that does not
yield to some form of rebirth.

Whether it be the loss of a
loved one, the end of a marriage
or the end of life itself, life will

reform itself and continue. I am
not saying that such faith

excuses anyone from the trauma
and anguish in dealing with any
death and rebirth, but the

reality is there just as sure as

the buds are blooming on the

tree outside my office window.
To live knowing such a

truth has an incredibly powerful
effect on the way we live our
lives. There is a wondrous
freedom that some kind of
spring lies beyond any wintery
experience in the midst of our

life, or at the end of our or

some beloved's life. The winter
has destroyed a billion dollar

orange crop in California and

has left thousands unemployed.
As hard as that fact is, the

people there still know that

another crop will come this

November. Such knowing

sustains hope in the midst of

frustration, tiredness, despaii

and any feeling of "dead-
endedness" that comes into our
life.

Easter moves me, reassures

me and enlivens me. Without
my Easter faith, my daily life

simply would not make as much
sense and I would not be able
to live with such a buoyant
spirit. I wish for you the same
comfort in rebirth. Life is really

tough for those whose hope is

weak.

Letter From The
Mgg&fE!

.

My Thoughts Are Turning To Spring
My friend and I were

shooting pool in the new
University Center the other day.
(We seem to find ourselves
drawn to the new tables and CD
jukebox.) Neither of us is a

particularly great pool player,

but he seemed to be losing a

disproportionate number of
games. I knew something was
up when, after I had scratched,

he lined up> and made his shot

with the one ball.

Knowing better even as I

did so, I asked him if he was
having some problem. I leaned

my pool stick against the wall

and awaited the inevitable
monologue.

"It's happening again," he
said. "I can feel it. With each
breath of the warm southern

breeze coming in my office

window it grows stronger.

"My concentration is

usually the first to go.

Suddenly school and work and

life outside of my own
internalized sphere begin to

wane in importance. I can't

focus on assignments. The
shortest lectures become
interminable."

He cued up on the one ball

again, and I said nothing as he

sank an incredible three ball

combination. .He seemed
unfazed by the shot as he went
on,

"The next thing that goes

is any sense of contentment I

may have. I could be perfectly

satisfied all summer, fall and

winter, but then I just get this

incredible urge for a change. I

really start feeling confined.

"Did you know that I used
to quit my job every year about

this time? I used to get so

bored, for no reason, that I just

had to get out and find

something else. It didn't matter

if I was in line for a raise, or if

I got along well with the boss.

Come springtime, I was out of

there."

That made me think about
the odd coincidence that many

companies schedule pay
increases for the spring. Even
federal minimum wage increases

(rare as they have been lately)

usually happen in March or
April. My friend continued,
rolling over my own private

thoughts.

"That was a good thing
about construction I guess.
There was always another job.
I could work at the beach, or I

could go out into the country,
or I could work in the
downtown a*ea. Stagnation
never seemed to be a

possibility."

He lined up and killed the
eight ball with the one. He
leaned his stick against the
wall. I thought I detected a

sigh of satisfaction, but the

moment was fleeting. He went
on without really slowing.

"I used to do the same
thing with girls, you know. I

would date a girl all through the

winter. It was kind of like we
hibernated together o r

something. But come spring,

somehow, I always found some
excuse to reclaim my
independence. Sometimes I

would move. Sometimes I

would just start going out
without her. I never really

invented a fight or a problem,

but I always found some way to

become single again.

"It wasn't like I had girls

lined up to replace the old one

either. A lot of times I couldn't

even get a date for months
afterwards. But that really

didn't matter."

He proceeded to rack the •

balls up for another game. He
tightened the rack, apparently

unconcerned that the cue ball

was in the middle and the eight

was on the bottom corner. He
set the three ball down and
prepared to break. He stopped

talking and looked at the rack.

I thought he must see the
problem, but then he moved the

three ball over a few inches and
let fly.

"I think it was Tennyson
who made that often used quote
about 'Spring, when a young
man's thoughts turn lightly to

love' or something along those

lines. You know, he's onto
something. I mean, sure, I'm

married. I have a kid and a

house and responsibilities.

"But, have you ever noticed

how the warm weather brings

out the beautiful women? Have
you seen how the first time that

temperature rises up above
seventy for a day or two, even

ordinary looking women seem
to bloom—to just come out of

some kind of bud.

"I mean, I realize that these

are the same girls that have
been around all winter, but they

look so different when it gets

warm. I

"Maybe what Tennyson
meant to say instead of 'love'

was 'lust'. Yeah—'In the
spring, when young men's
thoughts turn lightly to lust'

—

that seems more accurate.

"Don't get me wrong
though. I'm not going to run

out on my family and get wild.

LETTERS RESPONSES MISCELLANEOUS STUFF

Dear Editor,

First of all, thank you to

everyone who came out and
voted me into office as your
Junior class president. It

appears, however, that some
misunderstanding has occurred

and I cannot serve in my
position. Allow me to

summarize the events leading to

this tremendous injustice:

On March 22, I was
declared the winner of the
elections for Junior class
president with 97 votes. Lyn
Carney LOST with a total of 94
votes.

After this declaration of
victory, Lyn Carney demanded a

recount. The result was the
same. I won the election.

OnApril 01, I walked into

the SGA office to check my
mailbox before the meeting. On
my way in, much to my
surprise, I looked on the week-
and-a-half old election results to

find that someone had marked
through my name and written

"DISQUALIFIED" beside it in

big, bubbly, childish
handwriting. Atop this was LYn
Carney's name with
"WINNER!!" written beside it,

exclamation point and all.

To try and rationalize this

juvenile act, I proceeded to ask
those within the office what
this was all about. What I heard
next is that this was correct- I

actually was disqualified after

already winning the election.

Not only this, but I was
disqualified the previous
Thursday (March 28) and had
not heard anything about it.

I hope this shed some light

on how things go on within the
election board and how truly

heinous the system is. I f

anyone out there is planning on
running for any offices in the

future, keep in mind that just

because you get the most votes

doesn't necessarily mean that

you win the election. Carney:

congratulations on a successful

LOSS.

Sincerely,

Matt Barbour

Dear Editor,

Hooray! Hail to the victors!

At last the Gulf "War" for lack

of a better word, is over with

and our brave troops are on
their way home. By God, we
showed Iraq that it's not nice to

fool with Mother America.

How tired I am o( hearing

the plight of those "poor boys"

in the Middle East. How tired I

am of hearing how they were
over there "fighting for our

freedom." How tired I am of

seeing companies rake in the

profits through the

merchandising of Desert Storm

memorabilia. How tired I am of

seeing pickup trucks with their

proudly placed bumper stickers

advising us to "Kick Saddam's

A**." And I am sure that by

now many red-blooded
Americans are either calling me
the antichrist of a communist.

"Well, sticks and stones may
break my bones..."

1 am not trying to say that

we were wrong in our actions

against Iraq, or more
appropriately, Saddam Hussein,

I stand in full support of the

steps our elected leaders chose.

Instead, I view this

homecoming with a sense of

both sorrow and anger. I am
amazed at how this"war" has
brought the American flags out

of the attics. Now, in 1991,

almost all of us, whether we
supported the "war" or not, feel

a sense of American pride.

Aspiring politicians take note:

*hen faced with recession, go
to "war' and win, then all will

be well on the homefront. At

least that's what public opinion
polls are telling us.

The irony of this whole
thing is struggle of the

forgotten ones: The Vietnam
Veterans. We stand in full

support of our Gulf troops after

having treated out Vietnam
Veterans like dirt. I feel anger

when I think of how easy our

troops have had it during these

past months. They were doing

what we pay them to do; its

their job, they volunteered. The
Vietnam Veterans on the other

hand, were the boys plucked

from the farms and the

factories, given a gun and told

to "make Uncle Sam proud." For

some strange reason, the guys

who spent two or three years in

the jungle fighting an enemy
they didn't know nor could see,

with Agent Orange and booby

traps everywhere, and
obliterated bodies coming back

in body bags, do not merit the

same reward that we give eight

months of doing virtually

nothing. Vietnam Veterans

came off the planes with terror

in their eyes and fear in their

faces. These "Gulf Veterans"

come off the planes with a big

grin and ask "Where's the
beer?" True, the Gulf "war"

could have been worse, but it

was not.

Our Vietnam Veterans were
the "baby killers' and the

"brainless dupes." They were
the scar that has remained
unhealed until now. Now

#
let the

ceremonies begin, let the

trumpets sound, wave the flags,

and blare "When Johnny Comes
Marching Home," because our

boys have won the "war." My
only hope is that as our troops

return home from the "war" we
can remember those who went

before them and were treated

with an unforgettable and
unforgivable injustice, and faced

a sheer hell that none of our

Gulf troops will ever imagine.

Jay Tussell, Senior

Political Science

Dear Editor,

I see it is the latest fad to

be patriotic. I mean who does

not have Operation Desert

Storm bumper stickers plastered

all over their car or a tiny flag

on their antenna? Isn't it warm
and touching how a war can
bring us all together? '

Everyone loves to jump on
the bandwagon.

I mean, I think I've grown out
of the worst of that. But it still

hits me. I don't know if it's the
warm weather, or the sense of
newness and new beginnings
that the advertising industry
hypes so hard, or if it's a
premature seven year itch.

"It could be hitting me so
hard now because I'm spending
so much time around younger
people. All these nineteen and
twenty year olds are making me
feel like I should be acting their

age instead of my own. I hear
the guys talking about the
girls, and the girls discussing
the guys. I see them run into

friends in the halls and, on no
notice, make plans for the
evening. Responsibility is

still basically a taboo word,
something your parents might
say. I remember those days.
I'm not that old.

"Someone in one of my
classes the other day said

something about 'Peter Pan
men'. Maybe that's me. You
know, 'I'll never grow up' and
all that. But it only really hits

me in the spring. By June, it'll

all wear off. The next two
months though, they're going
to *e hell."

Using the nine ball for the

cue this time, he banked the

four off of two bumpers and
into the side pocket. I looked
into his eyes as he walked
around the table for his next
shot, and I knew there was no
way he saw those pool balls.

He had that look he gets—that

glassy expression that excludes
all external stimuli. I doubt if

he even really noticed me
standing there. He gets like

that.

Environmnetalism last week,
then wasn't it NIKE hiking
boots? So now it is patriotism.

Ah, the New World Order where
war is Peace and I guess
Ignorance is strength. But I

believe there are better ways to

solve problems than killing.

Unfortunately, we have learned
that violent solutions are better

than peaceful ones. We have
seen that America can throw a
good war. And isn't that what
it's all about?

Lara Muffley
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Shades of St.. CrnW

Ray Ban
Vuamet
Serengeti

Revo
bolld

AME
Ziari

"
Your Sunglass Shop

in the

Lower Cape Fear"

• Maui Jim
•Pro
• Costa Del Mar
• X-isle

• Ski Optiks
• Style Eyes
• Boris Becker

Styles Priced

Frorr. $7.00

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Cane Fea r Shirtworks
"Qyjlilyjmprinted Sportswear"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Beach Cover-ups, Tank Tops
• Golf Shirts

• Caps, Totes and More
All EXCLUSIVE Designs-
Beach, Wilmington, Historic

#12 Market Street
Historic Downtown Wilmington

763-1188

Cane Fea r Screen Printing
"Custom Screen Printing"

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Golf Shirts, Caps
• Bandanas, Totes, Aprons and More
• Greeks- All your Garment Needs
• Team Numbers and Lettering
• Embriodery - Shirts and Caps
• In House Artist & Graphic Design Department
• Whether you need 12 or 1200 call us!

#12 Market Street
Historic Downtown Wilmington

763-1188

ENTREPRENEURS. Make $3000 per month. Sell students of American Sunglasses to retail stores

wherever you are. NO INV. REQ. Write P.O. Box 70, Tualatin, OR. 97062

Why Wait till August? ELEGANT 2 Bedroom/2 Bath Condo on Ocean Available for rent in time for Fall

Semester. Perfect for faculty or Grad Students looking for serenity. Serious offers only. (712)279-3556.

Need Extra Money? Earn up to $80.00 per month with your Blood Plashia Donations or $10.00 today for

whole blood. SEE student directories for valuable coupons. Groups can earn big bucks also! Call and ask

for JEFF to find out how. Wilmington Donor Center. 102 S. 17th St. (919)763-5213.

WE DO typing- Resumes, term papers. RUSH service available. Pick-up/Delivery- QuaUty work

guaranteed. Free computer storage. 452-1000.

SELF PUBLISHERS: Now you have a local source for professional typesetting at a reasonable price. Call

Wordwright. 395-5622.

URINE ANALYSIS? Worried About Unwanted Toxins? Naturally Klean Herbal Tea, Fast, Safe,

Effective 100% natural blended herbs, why take chances with goldenseal or anything else? Works in 3-5

hours and comes with a Money Back Guarantee. To order or for more information, contact: S&R

Marketing, Inc. P.O. Box 3744, Boone, NC. 28607. (704) 265-3131.

200-500 Summer Camp Positions Available. Staff Referral Services provides a network of camps, now

hiring, from "The Keys" to Wisconsin-Minnesota. One application reaches all camps. Applications at the

Student Employment Office.

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM. $1000 in just one week. Earn up to $1000 for your campus

organization. Plus a chance at $5000 more! This program works! No investment needed. Call 1-800-932-

0528. Ext 50.

Part-Time and Full-Time seasonal positions available at Jubilee Amusement Park. Different positions

available, flexible hours. Call: 392-7106.

Found-Item found in Trask Coliseum ladies' locker room. Contact Van in Housekeeping to describe lost

object.

AT THE END OF YOUH ROPE?

HAVING PROBLEMS ?

Come and meet your

Student Government
Representatives and
let them hear about

some of your concerns.

Date: April 5, 1991
Time: 7:00-9:00 pm
Place : Center Stage Cafe
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DON'T MISS YOUR
CHANCE FOR YOUR
VOICE TO BE HEARD.
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

PHOTO BY ' PIE SHARK"

By George, They Got Lynched
BY MARK SCHA&AfiA

MUSIC REVIEWER
A rambunctious crowd was

thoroughly entertained as modern

day guitar wizard, George Lynch,

appeared at the Mad Monk. His

band LYNCH MOB, along with

SBK recording artist, KINGS
OF THE HILL, played a highly

energized set in front of more than

600 screaming fans.

KINGS' warmed up the

audience with a funky rap and rock

oriented set. which included the

video hit / Do U. The lead singer

was wearing laced underwear, and

constantly reminded the audience

of the fact. The four men appeared

to be a little cramped, but showed

no lack of enthusiasm.

The majority of the fans were

there to see Lynch, as between

sets the crowd repeatedly chanted

his name. "We want George"
filled the Monk over and over

again.

Finally, after about forty

minutes of waiting, LYNCH
MOB came out and started the

evening off with She's So Evil, a

song from their Elektra debut

album Wicked Sensation, and
continued to rock the house down
with a thundering one hour block

of hard-nosed rock-n-roll.

The crowd was treated to a

couple of DOKKEN songs like

Tooih-n-Nail, and Kiss of Death.

Very few bands are able to

retain the raw edge of a live

performance in their recordings,

but LYNCH MOB was
definitely able to accomplish this

feat. Oni Logan's voice was very

smooth as he belted out the power

ballad Through These Eyes, and

crisp as he ripped through the title

track Wicked Sensation.

All in all, it was a fun

evening, with an immense rock-n-

roll band: LYNCH MOB.

Ir^mn fit&
The Shark Has Apparently Got
A Lot To Be Cryin' About
BY MARK SCHARAGA

MUSIC REVIEWER
Well, it's been a relatively

busy two weeks, and it's about to

get worse. Aghhhh! Exams are

coming . . . Exams are coming . .

. Run while you still can. Buy a

gun, or a hunting knife. Save
yourself while you can!

To make matters worse, there

is a two-million dollar bounty on

my [newly shaven) head. Why?
Because some no good Duke
basketball team had to go and ruin

my life, that's why! I thought I

had a sure thing. UNLV all the

way. Now, all I see are Blue

Demons everywhere. Aghhhh!

After having two weeks to

gather my thoughts, I was

wondering if I should turn this

column into an advice column?

"Dear Shark", or something to

that effect. You see, the Shark

has given up on trying to figure

out women. [As his editor has

given up trying to figure out

men.) God put them on this

planet to befuddle men. [ 1 think

that's the other way around, isn't

it?] Maybe I could give them

some advice so men would stand a

chance [Yeah . . . Right!] . . .

then again maybe not.

In the local scene SECOND
THOUGHTS will be playing on

the UNCW campus, April 27th.

EXCESSIVE BEHAVIOR
will be at the Mad Monk on the

19th. If your band is scheduled to

play a local venue feel free to stop

by room 205-E in the "old

decrepit" Union, or call 799-8005

and leave a message for the Shark.

DRIVIN' N CRYIN'
Fly Me Courageous

Island Records

8 1/2 Shark's Teeth

The southern boys are back,

with their follow-up to Mystery

Road. This time they used

mainstream rock producer Geoff

Workman to try and maintain that

DRIVIN' N CRYIN' sound.

With such a mainstream
producer (Workman also produced

QUEENSRYCHE), I expected

a much more polished sound.

Their Mystery Road LP was

almost the best album of 1988,

and to change the formula of what

1 called brilliance, I thought would

have been complete suicide.

I thought wrong, as basically

this is the same DRIVIN' N
CRYIN' as before. The songs

aren't quite as good as on previous

albums, but they are passable.

DRIVIN' N CRYIN' still

has the same garage band feel and

sound. Kevin Kinney's folksy

vocals are a delight in a time

where every band tries to be the

same.

It seems that Georgia has

produced a lot of successful new
wave garage bands, and despite a

slight stumble DRIVIN" N
CRYIN' is almost there.

Best Songs- Fly Me
Courageous, For You, Around the

Block Again, and The Innocent

.

IRON MAIDEN
No Prayerfor the Dying

Epic Records

7 1/2 Shark's Teeth

This is a band I have had the

opportunity to see live twice.

When I heard that Adrian Smith

left the band and Bruce Dickinson

was doing a solo album, I thought

IRON MAIDEN was through.

Incidentally, my senior year

in high school, a friend and I

brought in IRON MAIDEN'S
Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner
for English class. It was
righteous!

Needless to say, MAIDEN
has regrouped. Dickinson is back

in the fold, and on this album his

vocals are still as good as ever.

MAIDEN has been noted for

writing epic and poetic songs in

the past, something which is

forgotten on this album.

Basically this sounds like typical

MAIDEN material, there are not

any surprises on this album.

It is too "run of the mill" for

a band that has blazed new trails in

heavy metal music. This album

is not as good as their Seventh

Son of a Seventh Son album,
which in turn was not as good as

Somewhere In Time.

Best Songs- Tailgunner, Fates
Warning, and Bring Your
Daughter. . To the Slaughter.

Black Crowes
Are Asked To
Fly The Coop

The Black Crowes were
politely asked to leave their

current tour with ZZ TOP after

only one concert.

It seems the Black Crowes
were not happy with the tour's

sponsorship, mainly with their

commercialism' way f

advertising, and being the BLACK
CROWES, they said so.

ZZ TOP has not announced a

replacement band for the opening

position.

Costner Dances

Off With Seven
BV RaMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDTTOR

If you were, oh, say, caught

up in Finding the true meaning and

profound relevance of Linguistics,

and simply had to miss the

excruciating three (or was it four)

and a half hour show . . . well,

I've made it easy for you . . .

You're welcome.

Dances With Wolves took

home seven Oscars at this year's

Academy Awards. (Okay, so 1

was wrong! So sue me.) Oddly

enough, the Kevin Costner
flick failed to receive any best

acting awards that it was
nominated for. Go figure!

Best Picture- Dances With

Wolves

Best Actor- Jeremy Irons

(Reversal ofFortune)

Best Actress- Kathy Bates

(Misery) What an upset!

Supporting Actress- Whoop

i

Goldberg (Ghost) Only the

second black actress to win an

Oscar since Hattie McDonald
(Gone With The Wind) in 1939!

Supporting Actor- Joe
Pesci (GoodFellas) I don't think

I've ever heard a more eloquent

acceptance speech!

Best Director- Kevin
Costner (Dances With Wolves)

He'll never have to howl for

studio money again. (I just

couldn't resist.)

Best Original Screenplay-

Bruce Joel Rubin (Ghost)

Best Adapted Screenplay-

Michael Blake (Dances With
Wolves)

Best Foreign Film- Journey

ofHope (Switzerland)

Film Editing- Neil Travis

(Dances With Wolves)

Best Original Score- John
Barry (Dances With Wolves)

SURF 107's
Concert Update
4/9 THE INFORMATION

SOCIETY
The Odyssey

4/11 TODDRUNDGREN
Rileigh

4/13 JOAN JETT
Winston/Salem

4/13 THE WHALERS
Mad Monk

4/21 The Teenage Mutant

Ninja Turtles !!!!!!!!!

ECU- Greenville

4/25 BOB DYLAN
Charleston, S.C.

5/15 THE REPLACEMENTS
Raleigh

5/15 J.K. STEPPENWOLF
Charlotte
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The Dude Dabbles In

A Little Debauchery

Thursday

KARAOKE
JACOB'S RUN

THEGOODGUYS
Mad Monk

"The Art of Pastel"

Art Exhibition

Kenan Hall

BY TREY WYATT
MOVIE REVIEWER

With all due respect to "The

Shark", let "The Dude" dabble in

the recent debauchery of the pagan

rock-n-roll world in a cult film

from Oliver "Stoned" : The
Doors.

This story makes Sid And
Nancy seem refreshingly
uplifting.

Val Kilmer (Top Gun,
Real Genius) portrays the

poetic, but somewhat disturbed,

now dead, Jim Morrison, with a

nauseatingly realistic passion that

rivals that of Mel Gibson's

Hamlet. As a matter of fact, the

stupefying banter of misplaced

verbiage in The Doors is better

understood if one considers that

Morrison was on peyote.

If the F-word, naked hippie

chicks, impotence, gratuitious

crotch-grabbing, spontaneous
fellatio, naked hippo chicks,

demon-humping, and the grim
reaper's lizard (all of which is

naturally highlighted by
Morrison's depressing prose),

doesn't seem fit foundation for the

two-hour and fifteen minute film

then go see Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles II and stop

reading this review now.

Several interesting facts are

divulged only by using all

available means to unravel this

montage of the final seven years

of Jim Morrison's life. All of
which make Morrison out to be a

true rock-n-roll pioneer.

l.Jim Morrison, years before

Madonna and Michael Jackson,

perfected the musical groin-grab.

2. Morrison, not Ozzie
Osborne, made satanic blood

drinking acceptable music
mogul behavior.

3. Ed Sullivan had a "really big

..." head.

4. The Doors seduced more
babes than Motley Crue and

David Lee Roth put together.

5. Morrison, the self proclaimed

"Lizard King", had a limp lizard.

6. Jim Morrison used the F-

word on stage more than Eddie

Murphy.

7. Venice Beach was as much of

an "idiot strip" in the 60's as it

is today.

8. Death is bald.

9. Death is naked.

10. Death shows his penis at the

end of the picture.

Morrison's date/ornament is

played by the hyper-cutsie Meg
Ryan (Top Gun, When Harry
Met Sally) wearing a really bad

hairpiece that rivals the one she

wore in the seventies scenes in

When Harry Met Sally.

One can't help but b e

sympathetic with such a pitiful

and despicable duo that Ryan and

Kilmer so vividly portray. Not to

blow the plot, but to illustrate a

point, the most touching scene

between the two is when he tells

her everything is "O.K." and

wipes a little bile from her chin

after she has barfed in his lap.

The acting is top rate and the

story is poetically tragic. (The

main dude assumes room
temperature in the end.) It is a

very powerful film, and a great

movie: but it does little to

perpetuate the antediluvian

fascination with the band, The

Doors. It may also single

handedly castrate the resurgence of

the 60's.

Stone's lust for the 60's

seems some what out of control:

the Vietnam War, the Ron Kovic

story, and now the troubled youth,

in troubled times, on a downward
spiral of self destruction.

Yo, Oliver, put down the tai-

stick and come live with the rest

of us.

The Doors is better than

Great Balls of Fire, but it

isn't as good as Sid and Nancy.

The 60's: a nice place to visit,

but I wouldn't want to live there.

Hey, that's the way I see it.

You can sec it across the street al

College Road Cinemas.

BLACKWATER
Yellow Rose Saloon

Mr. Potato Head
Residence Life

Gazebo 6 p.m.

mMmmmmmmmmmmmm*

DID YOU KNOW?
The DiVinyls wrote

the rather tantalizing

lyrics to / Touch Myself

primarily to shock the

eavesdroppers that

were sitting in the

booth next to them!

Sting (a.k.a. Gordon
Sumner) used to be

a school teacher.

[DID YOU CARE?!

WLOZ'S
TOP TENl

1 BUTTHOLE SURFERS
Pioufhd

2 SCREAMING TREES
UKit Anttihtna

3 THE FELLIES
Timt ForA Wiintit

4 KITCHENS OF
DISTENTION
Siran%t Frtt World

5 HOLLOW HEYDAY
Vtrft

6. TEENAGE FANCLUB
God Knowi hi Trim

7 ROBERT FORSTER
Danger in tit Pan

8 BEAT HAPPENING
Drtamy

9. MASTER OF THE
OBVIOUS
Shts Not Rtody

10 HYPNOLOVEWHEEL
Spoct Mountain

"riday
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MR. POTATO HEAD
Mad Monk

BLACKWATER
Yellow Rose Saloon

HEART & SOUL
Front Street News

BIG BUMP & THE
STUN GUNS
Guiseppe's

STRIP DOWN
Jacob's Run

SATURDAY

THE UNDEAD with

THE FIENES and

ALL TORE UP
Jacob's Run

Blues Society

Thalian Hall

ALEKA'S ATTIC
Featuring River

Phoenix

with VOODOO SQUID
Mad Monk

I
HEART •& SOUL

I

Front Street News

BIG BUMP & THE
STUN GUNS

|
GUISEPPE'S

.BLACKWATER
Yellow Rose Saloon
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Tuesday
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Blues Society Jam

iFront Street News

WEDNESDAY
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Under the Shade Tree
Acoustic Jam
Front Street News
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NEXT WEEK:
Azalea Festival

>l.«. POTATO HKAO, We men, the band, the legend - not t"e toy- will be performing it the Residence Life Gazebo

today, April 4lh at 6 p.m., in conjunction with the Student Celebration and the Chancellor's installation Free Tood

Rood music, who could ask fo: anything more? They will also be appearing at the Mad Monk on Friday, the Sin
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

PHOTO BY ' PIE SHARK"

By George, They Got Lynched
BY MARK SCHA&AfiA

MUSIC REVIEWER
A rambunctious crowd was

thoroughly entertained as modern

day guitar wizard, George Lynch,

appeared at the Mad Monk. His

band LYNCH MOB, along with

SBK recording artist, KINGS
OF THE HILL, played a highly

energized set in front of more than

600 screaming fans.

KINGS' warmed up the

audience with a funky rap and rock

oriented set. which included the

video hit / Do U. The lead singer

was wearing laced underwear, and

constantly reminded the audience

of the fact. The four men appeared

to be a little cramped, but showed

no lack of enthusiasm.

The majority of the fans were

there to see Lynch, as between

sets the crowd repeatedly chanted

his name. "We want George"
filled the Monk over and over

again.

Finally, after about forty

minutes of waiting, LYNCH
MOB came out and started the

evening off with She's So Evil, a

song from their Elektra debut

album Wicked Sensation, and
continued to rock the house down
with a thundering one hour block

of hard-nosed rock-n-roll.

The crowd was treated to a

couple of DOKKEN songs like

Tooih-n-Nail, and Kiss of Death.

Very few bands are able to

retain the raw edge of a live

performance in their recordings,

but LYNCH MOB was
definitely able to accomplish this

feat. Oni Logan's voice was very

smooth as he belted out the power

ballad Through These Eyes, and

crisp as he ripped through the title

track Wicked Sensation.

All in all, it was a fun

evening, with an immense rock-n-

roll band: LYNCH MOB.

Ir^mn fit&
The Shark Has Apparently Got
A Lot To Be Cryin' About
BY MARK SCHARAGA

MUSIC REVIEWER
Well, it's been a relatively

busy two weeks, and it's about to

get worse. Aghhhh! Exams are

coming . . . Exams are coming . .

. Run while you still can. Buy a

gun, or a hunting knife. Save
yourself while you can!

To make matters worse, there

is a two-million dollar bounty on

my [newly shaven) head. Why?
Because some no good Duke
basketball team had to go and ruin

my life, that's why! I thought I

had a sure thing. UNLV all the

way. Now, all I see are Blue

Demons everywhere. Aghhhh!

After having two weeks to

gather my thoughts, I was

wondering if I should turn this

column into an advice column?

"Dear Shark", or something to

that effect. You see, the Shark

has given up on trying to figure

out women. [As his editor has

given up trying to figure out

men.) God put them on this

planet to befuddle men. [ 1 think

that's the other way around, isn't

it?] Maybe I could give them

some advice so men would stand a

chance [Yeah . . . Right!] . . .

then again maybe not.

In the local scene SECOND
THOUGHTS will be playing on

the UNCW campus, April 27th.

EXCESSIVE BEHAVIOR
will be at the Mad Monk on the

19th. If your band is scheduled to

play a local venue feel free to stop

by room 205-E in the "old

decrepit" Union, or call 799-8005

and leave a message for the Shark.

DRIVIN' N CRYIN'
Fly Me Courageous

Island Records

8 1/2 Shark's Teeth

The southern boys are back,

with their follow-up to Mystery

Road. This time they used

mainstream rock producer Geoff

Workman to try and maintain that

DRIVIN' N CRYIN' sound.

With such a mainstream
producer (Workman also produced

QUEENSRYCHE), I expected

a much more polished sound.

Their Mystery Road LP was

almost the best album of 1988,

and to change the formula of what

1 called brilliance, I thought would

have been complete suicide.

I thought wrong, as basically

this is the same DRIVIN' N
CRYIN' as before. The songs

aren't quite as good as on previous

albums, but they are passable.

DRIVIN' N CRYIN' still

has the same garage band feel and

sound. Kevin Kinney's folksy

vocals are a delight in a time

where every band tries to be the

same.

It seems that Georgia has

produced a lot of successful new
wave garage bands, and despite a

slight stumble DRIVIN" N
CRYIN' is almost there.

Best Songs- Fly Me
Courageous, For You, Around the

Block Again, and The Innocent

.

IRON MAIDEN
No Prayerfor the Dying

Epic Records

7 1/2 Shark's Teeth

This is a band I have had the

opportunity to see live twice.

When I heard that Adrian Smith

left the band and Bruce Dickinson

was doing a solo album, I thought

IRON MAIDEN was through.

Incidentally, my senior year

in high school, a friend and I

brought in IRON MAIDEN'S
Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner
for English class. It was
righteous!

Needless to say, MAIDEN
has regrouped. Dickinson is back

in the fold, and on this album his

vocals are still as good as ever.

MAIDEN has been noted for

writing epic and poetic songs in

the past, something which is

forgotten on this album.

Basically this sounds like typical

MAIDEN material, there are not

any surprises on this album.

It is too "run of the mill" for

a band that has blazed new trails in

heavy metal music. This album

is not as good as their Seventh

Son of a Seventh Son album,
which in turn was not as good as

Somewhere In Time.

Best Songs- Tailgunner, Fates
Warning, and Bring Your
Daughter. . To the Slaughter.

Black Crowes
Are Asked To
Fly The Coop

The Black Crowes were
politely asked to leave their

current tour with ZZ TOP after

only one concert.

It seems the Black Crowes
were not happy with the tour's

sponsorship, mainly with their

commercialism' way f

advertising, and being the BLACK
CROWES, they said so.

ZZ TOP has not announced a

replacement band for the opening

position.

Costner Dances

Off With Seven
BV RaMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDTTOR

If you were, oh, say, caught

up in Finding the true meaning and

profound relevance of Linguistics,

and simply had to miss the

excruciating three (or was it four)

and a half hour show . . . well,

I've made it easy for you . . .

You're welcome.

Dances With Wolves took

home seven Oscars at this year's

Academy Awards. (Okay, so 1

was wrong! So sue me.) Oddly

enough, the Kevin Costner
flick failed to receive any best

acting awards that it was
nominated for. Go figure!

Best Picture- Dances With

Wolves

Best Actor- Jeremy Irons

(Reversal ofFortune)

Best Actress- Kathy Bates

(Misery) What an upset!

Supporting Actress- Whoop

i

Goldberg (Ghost) Only the

second black actress to win an

Oscar since Hattie McDonald
(Gone With The Wind) in 1939!

Supporting Actor- Joe
Pesci (GoodFellas) I don't think

I've ever heard a more eloquent

acceptance speech!

Best Director- Kevin
Costner (Dances With Wolves)

He'll never have to howl for

studio money again. (I just

couldn't resist.)

Best Original Screenplay-

Bruce Joel Rubin (Ghost)

Best Adapted Screenplay-

Michael Blake (Dances With
Wolves)

Best Foreign Film- Journey

ofHope (Switzerland)

Film Editing- Neil Travis

(Dances With Wolves)

Best Original Score- John
Barry (Dances With Wolves)

SURF 107's
Concert Update
4/9 THE INFORMATION

SOCIETY
The Odyssey

4/11 TODDRUNDGREN
Rileigh

4/13 JOAN JETT
Winston/Salem

4/13 THE WHALERS
Mad Monk

4/21 The Teenage Mutant

Ninja Turtles !!!!!!!!!

ECU- Greenville

4/25 BOB DYLAN
Charleston, S.C.

5/15 THE REPLACEMENTS
Raleigh

5/15 J.K. STEPPENWOLF
Charlotte
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The Dude Dabbles In

A Little Debauchery

Thursday

KARAOKE
JACOB'S RUN

THEGOODGUYS
Mad Monk

"The Art of Pastel"

Art Exhibition

Kenan Hall

BY TREY WYATT
MOVIE REVIEWER

With all due respect to "The

Shark", let "The Dude" dabble in

the recent debauchery of the pagan

rock-n-roll world in a cult film

from Oliver "Stoned" : The
Doors.

This story makes Sid And
Nancy seem refreshingly
uplifting.

Val Kilmer (Top Gun,
Real Genius) portrays the

poetic, but somewhat disturbed,

now dead, Jim Morrison, with a

nauseatingly realistic passion that

rivals that of Mel Gibson's

Hamlet. As a matter of fact, the

stupefying banter of misplaced

verbiage in The Doors is better

understood if one considers that

Morrison was on peyote.

If the F-word, naked hippie

chicks, impotence, gratuitious

crotch-grabbing, spontaneous
fellatio, naked hippo chicks,

demon-humping, and the grim
reaper's lizard (all of which is

naturally highlighted by
Morrison's depressing prose),

doesn't seem fit foundation for the

two-hour and fifteen minute film

then go see Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles II and stop

reading this review now.

Several interesting facts are

divulged only by using all

available means to unravel this

montage of the final seven years

of Jim Morrison's life. All of
which make Morrison out to be a

true rock-n-roll pioneer.

l.Jim Morrison, years before

Madonna and Michael Jackson,

perfected the musical groin-grab.

2. Morrison, not Ozzie
Osborne, made satanic blood

drinking acceptable music
mogul behavior.

3. Ed Sullivan had a "really big

..." head.

4. The Doors seduced more
babes than Motley Crue and

David Lee Roth put together.

5. Morrison, the self proclaimed

"Lizard King", had a limp lizard.

6. Jim Morrison used the F-

word on stage more than Eddie

Murphy.

7. Venice Beach was as much of

an "idiot strip" in the 60's as it

is today.

8. Death is bald.

9. Death is naked.

10. Death shows his penis at the

end of the picture.

Morrison's date/ornament is

played by the hyper-cutsie Meg
Ryan (Top Gun, When Harry
Met Sally) wearing a really bad

hairpiece that rivals the one she

wore in the seventies scenes in

When Harry Met Sally.

One can't help but b e

sympathetic with such a pitiful

and despicable duo that Ryan and

Kilmer so vividly portray. Not to

blow the plot, but to illustrate a

point, the most touching scene

between the two is when he tells

her everything is "O.K." and

wipes a little bile from her chin

after she has barfed in his lap.

The acting is top rate and the

story is poetically tragic. (The

main dude assumes room
temperature in the end.) It is a

very powerful film, and a great

movie: but it does little to

perpetuate the antediluvian

fascination with the band, The

Doors. It may also single

handedly castrate the resurgence of

the 60's.

Stone's lust for the 60's

seems some what out of control:

the Vietnam War, the Ron Kovic

story, and now the troubled youth,

in troubled times, on a downward
spiral of self destruction.

Yo, Oliver, put down the tai-

stick and come live with the rest

of us.

The Doors is better than

Great Balls of Fire, but it

isn't as good as Sid and Nancy.

The 60's: a nice place to visit,

but I wouldn't want to live there.

Hey, that's the way I see it.

You can sec it across the street al

College Road Cinemas.

BLACKWATER
Yellow Rose Saloon

Mr. Potato Head
Residence Life

Gazebo 6 p.m.

mMmmmmmmmmmmmm*

DID YOU KNOW?
The DiVinyls wrote

the rather tantalizing

lyrics to / Touch Myself

primarily to shock the

eavesdroppers that

were sitting in the

booth next to them!

Sting (a.k.a. Gordon
Sumner) used to be

a school teacher.

[DID YOU CARE?!
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4 KITCHENS OF
DISTENTION
Siran%t Frtt World

5 HOLLOW HEYDAY
Vtrft

6. TEENAGE FANCLUB
God Knowi hi Trim

7 ROBERT FORSTER
Danger in tit Pan

8 BEAT HAPPENING
Drtamy

9. MASTER OF THE
OBVIOUS
Shts Not Rtody

10 HYPNOLOVEWHEEL
Spoct Mountain
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BIG BUMP & THE
STUN GUNS
Guiseppe's

STRIP DOWN
Jacob's Run

SATURDAY

THE UNDEAD with

THE FIENES and

ALL TORE UP
Jacob's Run

Blues Society

Thalian Hall

ALEKA'S ATTIC
Featuring River

Phoenix

with VOODOO SQUID
Mad Monk

I
HEART •& SOUL

I

Front Street News

BIG BUMP & THE
STUN GUNS

|
GUISEPPE'S

.BLACKWATER
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Blues Society Jam

iFront Street News
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Under the Shade Tree
Acoustic Jam
Front Street News
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Azalea Festival

>l.«. POTATO HKAO, We men, the band, the legend - not t"e toy- will be performing it the Residence Life Gazebo

today, April 4lh at 6 p.m., in conjunction with the Student Celebration and the Chancellor's installation Free Tood

Rood music, who could ask fo: anything more? They will also be appearing at the Mad Monk on Friday, the Sin
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SEAHAWK SPORTS
Sideline

Sensations
Patrick Fowler
Snorts Editor

'Hawks Serve Out St. Andrews

When Will
They Learn?

In a minute's time, another SGA senator puts

his foot in his mouth.

The Seahawk says this so much that it has

begun to sound like a bad record player repeating

itself. How many times has the Student

Government on this campus been so ignorant and

ill-informed on the issues that it supposedly decides

for the betterment of UNCW students? Too many.

Again and again we've wailed here at The
Seahawk on the ineptness of SGA senators for

gathering the facts, all the facts, before taking a

stand on an issue. The fact that senators

consistently don't even bother to show up for their

meetings suggests that many care little for the

position they so heartily campaigned for last fall.

This is not a blanket condemnation of the

whole SGA membership. There are some hard

working individuals who know what a senator's job

entails. They go to budget meetings. They pick up
their memos. They read them too. They ask

questions about a group's monetary intentions for

the next year before it comes to a vote on the

senate floor. They ask their fellow students for

their opinions. They get the facts, all the facts,

then they react. Unfortunately these individuals are

a rarity at UNCW.
Last week a senator—nameless at this point

because everyone is allowed one major gaffe in my
book— rose before his peers in a one minute

speech and attacked The Seahawk and the freedom

of the press.

In a 60 second tirade the senator blasted the

whole publication, "In the waste of poor
journalism on the part of The Seahawk, I would
like to recommend to those senators returning and
to new senators to be extremely careful in

allocating funds to the MPB (Media Publication

Board). There have been major athletic events in

which there have been little or no coverage. There
have been no pictures of student life. I think The
Seahawk has missed the point and been
mismanaged."

Sadly, it's the senator, not The Seahawk, who,

by failing to check the facts, missed the point. If

the senator, a track athlete, had taken the time

—

which incidentally we elected him to do—he would
find the Mar. 23 track story was received in the

office past the 5 pm Monday deadline.

If the senator bothered to ask the sports editor

why the team lacked coverage, he'd learn that

counting the editor, the sports staff stands at two

people. Two people, no matter how dedicated, can't

cover every sport.

If the senator asked his coach about the

coverage, he'd find that The Seahawk requested the

team send in their results to the office by the

deadline. A simple request the squad has met only

twice this year. This is the same requirement asked

by the Wilmington Star-News .which incidentally

covered the same meet in a three line sports brief.

If the senator took the effort to read the First

Amendment of the U.S Constitution he'd notice

that the working press was given Freedom of

Speech. Freedom to voice our own opinion on
issues and the freedom not to voice them. This

freedom also includes the freedom to run a piece of

news or not. We can't please everyone, every time.

However, instead of talking to the editor he reacted

out of emotion in a public forum. His solution

was simple, cut their funds.

This is the one thing that doesn't need to be

done. Why is it when a political figure can't

understand an issue, he cuts it? Why do
politicians eliminate struggling organizations

instead of improving their operating conditions? If

this senator studied the student paper situation or

bothered to read an editorial written just fours week
ago that address a similar attack on the student

publication, he'd know the current problems we
editors face at The Seahawk.

He find a business that for four years been
begging for more money. He would see outdated

computers and printing equipment. He'd witness a

staff dwindle from 40 strong to a mere 20 writers.

He would find staff writers quitting because all

their editors can offer for their efforts is a

handshake and a byline. An incentive that doesn't

go far. Under such poor money allotment by the

Student Government at UNCW, The Seahawk has

made solid strides forward.

We've gone to color, expanded our pages,

brought in over expected advertising revenue.

We've accomplished all of this with little help
from SGA, in fact many senators have fought our
progress all the way. We've improved greatly but,

we will be the first to tell you, there's more work
to be done.

Unfortunately the senator didn't ask, he didn't

think. Something that doesn't surprise me with the

current SGA membership. I, therefore, ask our
newly elected senators and returning incumbents to

find and consider all the facts before acting for the

student body.

I ask them to think about their remarks before

expressing them publicly. Hopefully by doing this

they won't spend all their time talking with their

mouths full.

BY PATRICK FOWLER
SPORTS EDITOR

The UNCW women tennis team didn't fool
around Monday afternoon. The Lady Seahawks
netted their six win on the season with a 9-0
decision over St. Andrew College in Laurinburg,
N.C. UNCW dropped only one set the entire match
evening their season mark at 6-6.

The victory for UNCW came after a much
needed five-day rest for the squad. The Seahawks,
before Monday's match, had worked through a

grueling schedule of six contests in twelve days.

Five of the six matches were spent on the road. One
part of the strenuous match play included three

games in four days.

"It wasn't an easy week for any of us," head
coach Jeri Whiting said. "I arrived here late in the

year and had to do much of the match scheduling at

the last minute."

The Seahawks are having an up and down year.

After winning their first two contests of the season,

the team promptly dropped back to back matches in

the Hilton Head tournament in South Carolina.

UNCW since, except for two consecutive losses to

Coastal Carolina and UNC-Greensboro, have
alternated wins and losses the rest of the way.

"We really doing well this year considering our

youth.," Whiting said.

UNCW roster consists of 90% of

underclassmen players. The team has never had a

full time coach until this season. Prior to Whiting
arrival this season the team played under part-time

instructors from both the UNCW athletic falculty

and Echo Farms tennis professionals.

Another change this season for the Seahawks is

the glaring absence of Colonial Conference squads

from the Seahawk line-up. Last season UNCW
competed against the likes of Richmond, William

and Mary, James Madison, George Mason, and

ECU. This season the Seahawks face only the

ECU Pirates in regular season play.

The UNCW women's tennis has a full time tennis coach for the first lime in its history. The team currently is 5-5. Members

are as followed starting at the top left, Amy Slegall, Karen John, coach Jeri Whiting, Shiela Berg, and Gabnelle Webster.

Second row left to right, Cacy Webster, JoAnne Pautz, Maria Vaughn, and Sandy Willford. Bottom row, left, Kathy Evans,

Kathleen Courier, Clare McQuillen, and Kary Simmons.

"Unfortunately because of my late hiring and
last minute scheduling, most of the CAA teams had
their season already planned out," Whiting said. "It's

a shame because we wanted to face the teams at least

once before we compete against them in a pressure

situation like tournament play."

Against St. Andrews, the Seahawks were led by

their captain Karen John. John has been an anchor
for the squad this season, in the top position,

compiling a 7-5 record. The senior pulled her

biggest upset of her career four weeks ago in a

match against Tennessee-Chattanooga at the Hilton

Head. The Seahawk knocked off UTC top seed

Maggie Glass in straight sets 6-3.6-1. The win wa<

the only one for UNCW who fell to 5-1 to UTC.

"Karen is a Chrissy Evert type of player,"
Whiting said.

UNCW, now rested, begins the toughest part of
their schedule yet. The Seahawks play a make-up
match against Methodist at home on Wednesday.
UNCW then takes to the road to face the tennis

powers of Peace and Mt. Olive. The Seahawks
return home on Monday to face a much improved
Campbell squad.

"The next matches are going to be very tough
for us," Whiting said. "We got to pull together to

overcome this tough line-up.

A Stroke Above The Rest!
Sophomore Scotl Crocker, left, and Junior Chris Spain anchor the men's golf team. The Seahawk
are coming off a sucessesful showing at the Leujune Tourney (See story) and have their sights on

the CAA tiUe next.

Driving Towards
CAA Title Crown

BY PATRICK FOWLER
SPORTS EDITOR

The UNCW men's golf team is stroking their way to the CAA tournament

on a high note. The Seahawks finished their regular season with a third place

finish in the Camp Lejeune Intercollegiate Golf Tournament Sunday afternoon.

The Seahawks enjoyed their best outing of the spring season placing ahead

of 25 other colleges. The third place wasn't easy picking. UNCW put themselves

in contention shooting combined rounds of 296-283-314 for a tournament average

of 893 strokes.

However, even that wasn't goood enough for third place. The Seahawks were

forced to go to extras holes in a sudden-death play-off system to defeat Guilford

University which also finished the four round team tourney with 893 strokes.

Virginia Commonwealth captured the Lejeune title with 876 average

followed by runner-up Elon with 888 swings.

UNCW Freshman Lee Watson, a highly touted recruit for head coach Calvin

Lane this season, shot a career best 218 (74-69-75) that placed him fourth overall

in the tournament Watson scorched the Gold and Scarlet course with a sizzling

second round, one under par, 69. A score that helped propel the Seahawks into the

highly contested battle for the top three spots.

"I knew Lee would be an impact for us when I recruited him and he'd showed

his talent at the game today," Lane said.

Junior Glenn Nelson added to the Seahawk successes by chipping his way to

a 19th place finish with rounds of 74-73-83. Sophomore Scott Croker (288),

Chris Spath (230), and Hugh Harrell (230) contributed to UNCWs fortunes by

keeping their stroke totals at or under 230 for the first time this semester.

"Individually, our goals this season were for each player to improve his

stroke average," Seahawk coach Lane said. "As a team, we'd like to be around the

300 scores for the daily rounds. This weekend we've shattered that mark and I

couldn't be prouder of these guys."

The Seahawks have had a productive spring season. The squad finished

11th, 13th, 5th, and 3rd in the four tournaments they competed. UNCW players

continue to improve their game each contest. Each Seahawk player has trimmed

an average of three strokes off his game. The squad has eliminated an average of

18 swings.

UNCWs next appearance will be at the Colonial Athletic Tournament at the

Wilson Country Club, in Wilson, N.C. April 5-7.

"I feel we have more experience and more depth than we've ever had," Lane
said. "We have hnih ymith and talent

Seahawk Sporting Events In Brief
Shutout, Shutout

The UNCW men's baseball team was shutout

over the weekend, dropping a doubleheader to

Virginia Commonwealth at The Diamond Complex
in Richmond, Va.

The Seahawks (14-13, 4-3) could only muster

seven hits off three VCU pitchers falling 3-0 and 5-

0. The double losses evened UNCWs six games
week at 3-3. The Seahawks opened their week with

a four-game home stand. UNCW was routed in the

opening contest by Xavier University, 13-1. The
green machine however paid back the ruffing up by
taking out Monday's frustration on Le Moyne
College. The Seahawks pummeled the visitors by

the same score they lost on Monday, 13-1. The
next game proved harder to win.

Senior Ed Stoudenmire broke a 2-2 score on a

r.b.i. single in the bottom of the night to give

UNCW win number two. The Seahawks picked up
win number three the next night in ironically a

similar situation. Junior Sal D'Esposito clubbed a

three-run double in the bottom of the night to give

the Seahawk a come-from-behind win 7-6.

Track Team
Sets Marks

The UNCW track team broke three school
records last weekend at the Raleigh Relays in

Raleigh, N.C. Two of the broken marks were

established by relay teams.

Sophomore Karen Matheson sat a new mark in

the 3,000 meters, when she placed eighth in the race

with a time of 10:07.3. The women 4x200 relay

team of junior Nicole Delaine, sophomore
Stephanie Monticome, and freshmen Lisa Yemma
and Susan Wallen shattered the old school mark
with a clocking at 1:52.04. The second relay record

again is held by the trio of Delaine,Yemma, Wallen.

Sophomore Jill Peeples shares the mark with the

threesome as the squad was timed at 4:12.09.

Other top finishers for the Seahawks included

sophomore Sam Bobbin and junior Shawn Brition.

Bobbitt took third place in the 1,500 meters

(3:58.12) and Brition finished fourth in the 3,000-

meter steeplechase competition in a time of 9:25.0.

tighter as the UNCW squad begin to experience the

difference between collegiate ultimate teams and

non. The Seaweed met Gainesville, Florida

Scrambled Legs unit in the first semifinal game of

the day. UNCW had to scrap and fight for each

score but came away with the win 11-7.

However, the egg-xitment in reaching their
second final was short-lived, learning they faced
nemesis Satori in the Easter Finale. The previous
day loss continued to have an effect on the players.
The game was tight throughout but mental
mistakes, and drop passes cost the team the victory
17-14.

J

Last Saturday, the Seaweed overcame strong

wings and long hours of play to defeat Virginia

Tech, 13-6, in the final.

Egg-actly Right The Champions
The UNCW Women Ultimate team had their

opponents scrambling to keep up with them at the

traditional Easter Egg tournament held on Brooks
Field last Saturday and Sunday.

The squad advanced to their second tournament

final in a week time. The team had captured the

Eastern Collegiate Championship only a week
before. On Saturday the Seaweed rolled through the

early club team (non-collegiate) competition until

the final first round match. It was here they were
shell-shocked by D.C. team Saorti 13-5.

The semi-final second round of play became

Team Armageddon captured the Men's
Intramural Basketball Championship at Trask
Coliseum March 13. Team Armageddon, led by
Lethal Weapon Three defeated The Naturals 7 1 -59 in
the Championship game to finish the season with a
11-2 record.

The trio of Harris Lennon, Vincent Pery, and
Vernon Johnson scored in double figures in the title

game. All three athletes averaged in double digits
the entire season. Other winning team members
were Samwiri Kisumbi, Corey Bronner, Anthony
Pierce, Harold Dixon, and Quinnie Bronner.

t



The Seahawk
Leutze Installed As Second Chancellor

At A Glance submissions are due by 5:00 on the

Monday of the week they are to appear. Late

submissions may not run. Announcements for

events which require entry or admission fees are not

acceptable unless all proceeds go to charity. For

specific information come to room 2C^ of the

University Union, or call 395-3229.

The Environment Needs Vnnr Help!!!!

Enviromental Concerns Organization is

involved in creating an environment that is healthier

for you to live. ECO meets every Tuesday at 8:00

p.m. in the DISCOVER CENTER. If you have any

questions call Mike McDonald at the DISCOVER
CENTER. Come with ideas for enviromental

improvement The Environment needs your help!

Last Seatiawk

There is only one more issue of The Seahawk before

summer. Announcements, information, or other At A
Glance items need to be in by 5:00pm Monday. Late

submissions will not be accepted.

Seahawk Seeks Staffers

The Seahawk will be looking for writers, advertising

salespersons, and photographers for fall semester.

Come by now to pick up applications, or plan to

drop by in the fall.

it'.; CnminP. It's Cnminp"?

Atlantis will be here Monday, 4/15. They will be

available at various drops around campus, including

the University Union. Keep your eyes peeled for

UNCW's only literary magazine!

ACE Announces New Chairpersons

The following students have been selected as

Association for Campus Entertainment (ACE)
chairperson for 1991-92:

Shanda Williams- Homecoming
Carol Henderson- Arts & Lectures

Kimberly Falcone- Special Events

TeriHavelka- Concerts

Congrats to our new chairpersons! ! !

!

As of April 7, 1991 there are still chair

positions open. These positions are:

Cultural Arts

Film & Video

Publicity

Administrative Assistant

For more information and applications please

contact the Student Activities Office, University

Union room 202, 395-3827

Alternatives! Needs You!?

CHALLENGE YOURSELF TO BE YOUR
BEST!!! Alternatives! is currently recruiting students

for Peer Educator for 1991-1992! If you are

energetic, self-motivated, willing to learn and want

to get involved in drug abuse prevention on campus,

apply now!! Application packets may be picked up

from the Alternatives! office in Room 104,

University Union. Deadline for applications is 5:00

p.m. on April 12, 1991. Questions? Call 395-3577

or stop by UU 104.

You Are Invited To A Delta

Extravapanza!!

The Theta Iota Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta

Sorority Inc., invites you to attend the 2nd annual

Delta Extravaganza. This scholarship benefit to

increase minority enrollment at UNC-Wilmington,

will feature a variety of entertainment such as jazz,

the UNC-W Gospel Choir, the Ebony Readers, a

fashion show by Raspberry Boutique, and even

more. The Extravaganza will take place on April 20,

1991 at 7:00 p.m. in the University Center

Ballroom on the campus of UNC-Wilmington. Do
not miss this exciting night of entertainment.

WHAT: 2nd Annual Delta Extravaganza

(Scholarship Benefit)

WHEN: Saturday, April 20, 1991 at 7:00 p.m.

WHERE: University Center Ball Room on the

campus of the University fo North Carolina at

Wilmington

Thank you for your cooperation. If you have

any questions, please feel free to contact Joi Falana

at 395-3553.

Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta; a public

service sorority.

Need A lnh For The Summer?
U.U. and univ. Center Need a job this summer?

If so, the University Center and the University

Union are currently taking job applications for

positions such as: Building Manager, Service Area

Manger, Facilities Assistant, Technical Assistant,

Information Center Attendant, Game Room
Attendant, and Office Assistant. Applications may
be picked up in room 214 of the University Union

and need to be turned back in by April 1 5th at 5:00

p.m. in University Union room 214. If you are

interested, or you have any questions, please come
by UU 214 or call 395-3285.

AAG Cont on page 2

UNCW NEWS

Dr. James R. Leutze—military historian,

host of the international affairs television

program Globe Watch, and higher education

administrator—was officially installed as

chancellor of UNCW in ceremonies Friday
morning, April 5.

Presiding over the academic convocation

as University of North Carolina President

CD. Spangler Jr. Administering the oath of

office was Chief Justice of the North
Carolina Supreme Court James G. Exum Jr.

Before an audience of approximately 150

delegates of student organizations,

universities and learned societies; some 300
UNCW faculty members; and 2,000 others,

Leutze outlined five areas he plans to

emphasize at UNCW during the coming
decade: undergraduate teaching, marine
sciences, international affairs, public

outreach, and environmental concerns.

First among these is energetic devotion

to undergraduate teaching. He stated that in

terms of historic, present and future

direction, it is clear that UNCW is primarily

an undergraduate teaching university. Leutze

called upon all faculty to "give the
undergraduate student a high priority."

"This does not mean that we don't require

that our faculty remain professionally active.

It means that we must honor and recognize

fine teaching just as we do those who excel

in other areas of professional
accomplishment," he said.

Leutze cited the coastal location of

UNCW as the reason for the university's

"obligation to address creatively the marine

sciences field. ...water, whether the salt of

the Atlantic of the fresh of the Cape Fear, is

of vital importance to the people of North
Carolina."

He said that marine science will be the

jewel in UNCW's crown, "for it is here that

James Richard Leutze was
Friday, April 5. Leutze's
existing strong points in

goals.

PHOTO BY DAVID BALL

installed as chancelor of UNCW on
Inaugural speech pointed out tbe

the system aas well as his future

we can make our most significant
contribution to the state and nation."

In a recurring theme of Leutze's, he

pointed out that greater internationalization

of students is critical if the university is to

continue its role as a molder of citizens and

leaders.

In the area of public outreach, Leutze

emphasized the role of the university as a

cooperative partner in solving society's

problems, such as poverty, providing

inspired leadership for towns and counties,

and work force preparedness. He called for

creative cooperation with enlightened

business leaders and a partnership with

industry "if our graduates are to keep
American industry ahead in the competitive

world that is now growing ever closer."

Noting that UNCW's campus is an

excellent laboratory for studying the
environment, Leutze rounded out his areas of

concern by pledging to "use our professional

expertise to assist in addressing botanical and

biological stresses brought about by rapid

growth in the area." He noted that the

Cameron School of Business Administration

can help chart "the future of tourism and the

proper mix of profit and environmental

respect." He called upon UNCW to "imitate

Dr. Suess's memorable character, the Lorax,

that speaks not just for the trees, but for the

air and the land and the sea on which our
prosperity has been built."

Installation ceremonies culminated a four-

day series of cultural, educational, social, and

ceremonial events starting April 2. Leutze,

who became chancellor of UNCW in July,

1990, is the fifth chief administrator of the

institution and its second chancellor.

These ceremonies marked the first such

activities in more than 21 years when Dr.
William H. Wagoner was inaugurated as

president of Wilmington College on May 1,

1969.

Summer Day Care Planned ROTC Scheduled To
LeaveUNCW, Cadets

Seek New Programs

BY SANDY PORTER
STAFF WRITER

UNCW's Special Programs office is

sponsoring a summer day care program for

non-traditional students beginning in June.

Aida Toplin, who heads a committee on

full-time child care at UNCW submitted a

proposal suggesting a summer camp. The
proposal was approved and handed over to

special programs because they already

sponsor day camps to the community.

Dr. Jim Edmison, the director of Special

Programs, says he is filling a gap in overall

child care for students. The camp will deal

with children from ages 6-12 years.

"This program may just be a temporary

measure until a full-time child care program
can be implemented here at the university,"

stated Edmison.

According to Polly Applefield, who is

also a member and advocate of the child care

committee, there may be an on-campus child

care facility by January of 1992.

Recently the child care committee made a

proposal to the board of trustees. The
proposal recommended a high quality

university sponsored program. Applefield

said the proposal went over favorably with

the board. She also stated that they are

waiting for final authorization to continue

planning.

"Our hope is to be ready to open in the

ROTC building in January. We will serve

infants from 3-5 years and will be accredited

by the NAEYC (National Association for

the Education of Young Children). We
expect to break even financially in two

years. Our current goal is searching for and

finding grant money," Applefield said.

Until January of 1992 however, faculty,

staff, and students can use the summer day

care program. Additional space is also

available to the community of a first come,

first served basis if space permits. The camp
will provide two different options. One is a

full day option, and the other is for the non-

trad students who can drop-in and pick-up

children at two hour time intervals.

Children who enroll for the entire day

will become involved in special themes of

the day with an educational emphasis.

Themes are designed for two consecutive

weeks. Each session features a combination

of classroom instruction, special activities

and recreational activities.

The program stresses safety, comfort,

supervised recreational activities, and
structured classes using university facilities

for learning and enjoyment. The ROTC
building will be the headquarters for the

camp where the children will be divided up

by age groups and left in the care of a trained

staff member. There will be a ratio of

approximately eight children to a staff

member.

Parents must register for a minimum of

two hour segments. Cost is $1.50 per hour

and includes supervision, educational

presentations, snacks and supplies. If

interested, you must register in person in the

office of Special Programs at Hoggard Hall

in room 225 by May 24.

The program will be operating on the

days the university administrative offices are

open, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

It's almost time! Nine more class days and Counting!

BY TIMOTHY BALL
STAFF WRITER

When UNCW's Reserve

Officer Training Corps (ROTC)
unit closes at the end of this

semester, students wishing to

enter a military career will not find

career opportunities at UNCW.

The ROTC unit was informed

last July 13 that it was to be

closed by the Army due to

congressional budget cuts.

According to the Department of

Military Science Chairman Lt.

Col. LeeRoy Hanna
approximately 400 officers and

enlisted men that operate ROTC
units across the country were cut

from the Army's budget. This cut

in man power reduced the total

colleges that have ROTC units by

fifty. "Congress budgets just so

many dollars for manpower,"

explained Hanna.

Since the announced cuts,

university officials have attempted

to keep the unit on campus. Lt.

Col. Hanna, a commissioned
officer in the U.S. Army, has

appealed the decision to his

superiors, but the budget cuts

originated too high for any change
to occur. There will be no more
classes held in the Department of

Military Sciences after this

semesters classes are over.

Thomas Burket, a senior, has

spent the last four years in the

ROTC unit at UNCW. He had

just gotten out of a summer
training exercise when he read the

news that the military was going

to remove the unit from UNCW.
"I was shocked," Burket said.

Burket was disappointed that

the unit, which had been formally

organized on campus just five

years ago, was closing. Burket,

who plans on making the Army a

career, says that he thinks that the

ROTC unit is important to

campus. "ROTC brings a lot of

minorities to the campus," Burket

said. "It's a good program."

T

Some of the juniors in the

ROTC program are going to

finish school here at UNCW,
according to Hanna. The students

have doubled up on their ROTC
classes this school year to meet

the scholarship requirements.

Students unable to complete

their ROTC scholarships at

UNCW are going to other four

year institutions. One student is

going to North Carolina State.

Another is going to school in

Georgia

At the height of enrollment in

ROTC, before the announced
closings, over 120 people attended

ROTC classes. The department
had 12-14 people attending school

on ROTC scholarships.

Despite the announced closing

of the ROTC program, the ROTC
unit is continuing as much as it

can. Seniors in the ROTC
program are continuing to meet

regularly on Monday nights (or

staff meetings. "As far as classes

go, nothing has changed," Hanna
said.

Stephanie Boucher still

attends classes in the ROTC
building. At one time, she was
thinking of making aviation a

career in the Army, but had not

made up her mind
Boucher is soft spoken, but

speaks with confidence about her

experiences in ROTC.
"Everything I do is focused around

ROTC," Boucher said. "It helps

building self confidence. It's like

one big family."

Hanna, who has spent the last

three years serving at UNCW,
speaks about the closing of the

department with mixed emotions.

ROTC is a well rounded
assignment for an Army officer.

"Not only are you recruiting

the students for the unit," Hanna
said. "You are training the

students and selecting the ones
that you want your son and
daughter to serve under."

f
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Show Is More Than Music
RV AMY PFTROCELLI

STAFF WRITER

Up With People, a performing

group of 120 students from

around the world, is scheduled to

appear in Kenan Auditorium on

Monday, April 15, and Tuesday,

April 16 at 8:00pm. The show,

sponsored by Wal-Mart and the

Wilmington Star News, will help

to raise money for Children's

Miracle Network.

The show titled "Face to Face"

is a celebration of Up With

People's 25 year entertaining

tradition, said promotion
representative John Fedynich.

Fedynich explained that the

performance will be a family-

oriented show featuring songs and

dances from different countries.

"The songs deal with current

issues such as drugs, the

environment, violence, and
racism," he stated.

Up With People is composed

of about 700 people from ages

18-26, and is divided into five

performing casts. The

organization got its start in 1965

when more than 1000 young

people from all over the world

came together at a summer youth

camp in Michigan, using music

to address challenging issues of

the time. Since then Up With

People established their

international office in Tucson,

Arizona, and has performed in

over 3200 cities in 49 countries.

Appearances include the Olympic

Games (Munich), and half time

shows of Superbowls X, XIV,

XVI, and XX.

Up With People describe

themselves not only as

performers, but as an organization

providing men and women with

year-long opportunities for cross

cultural education, diverse
community service and extensive

world travel. Their goal is to
"build understanding among
nations and to spark people tt

action in meeting the needs of
their communities, countries, and
world; and to equip young people

with the leadership qualities of

global perspective, integrity, and
motivation to service."

The way in which the
organization strives to achieve
these goals is by traveling eleven

months out of the year to 80-90
different cities world wide,
performing and taking part in

community service. In addition,

students gain career experience in

the areas of management,
marketing, sales, and educational

development, as they must work
with the staff in the daily
planning and running of the

program.

Fedynich explained that Up
With People will be conducting

interviews after Tuesday's
performance for new applicants

interested in traveling with the

organization. "There is no
audition." he stated. "Acceptance

is based on personal interviews."

Out of 8-10,000 applicants per

year, the organization seeks

diverse students with different

looks, personalities, and goals to

fill the 700 available openings.
"We want to be well represented,"

said Fedynich.

Fedynich explained that it is

up to individual universities as to

whether or not they will issue

college credit fo this year-long

experience. He was sure to add
that one does not have to be in

school to be considered for the

opportunity.

Before beginning the program,
students pay a fee toward their

year of travel, which constitutes

25% of the organization's
financing. The remaining
percentage of funding for the non-
profit organization comes from
performances and merchandise
sales, gifts, grants and
investments, and host family
contributions.

Host families, explained
Fedynich, are families who
volunteer to provide shelter,

meals, and limited transportation

to members of Up With People
during their stay in the area (three

days). According to Fedynich, all

host families receive two

complimentary tickets to one
performance.

Up With People regards these

homes as more than a place to

stay. They are regarded as a

"provision of personal perspective

of the community in which they

live." Fedynich stated that at this

point about 80% of the needed
host families have been found.

Anyone wishing for more
information on this subject
should call 392-5079.

FOUR POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR
MARKETING

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

RRE V0U GOAL ORIENTED OR INTERESTED IN

LEARNING ?

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN BUILDING V0UR
RESUME ? ,

WOULD VOU LIKE TO EARN THREE HOURS
COLLEGE CREDIT RND ERRN TOP DOLLAR AT

THE SAME TIME ?

ARE VOU LUILLING TO WORK HARD IN ORDER
TO ACCOMPLISH V0UR GOALS?

CALL 452 9915 OR 799-3456
LEAVE A MESSAGE

AND TIMES AVAILABLE
FOR AN INTERVIEW

At A Glance Continued

III Receives Chartorf

Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority is very excited to

announce that they will be granted a charter as the

Epsilon Phi Chapter. They have been a colony since

December 1st, 1991 here at UNC-W. The sorority is

a social organization and is affiliated with the
National Panhellenic Conference. The national
president, Ann Williams, will be here for the
installation. This is a great honor for the 28
members who will be initiated at the time of
installation this Saturday April 13th, 1991.

Summer Nolan PR Chairman
Tri Sigma Sorority

C.et Vnnr Exam Tram Bay?

Are the thoughts of upcoming EX A]
stressing you out? Do you feel anxiety at the

mention of the word TEST?
Never fear, Alternatives! is here to save

from the attack of TEST ANXffilTES!

Alternatives! will be handing out EX>
CRAM BAGS full of fun little tips, activities

stress releasers to help you prepare and study for yc

exams in a cool, confident, drug-free way. We'll

on the front lawn of the University Center

Wednesday, April 17th from 11-2 p.m. In addition
l

the EXAM CRAM BAGS, drawings for specia
1

prizes will be held.

Stop by and pick up your EXAM CR>
BAGS...

I i
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Across from Bert's Surf Shop - Oleander Drive

ACROSS FROM OERT'S - OLEANDER DRIUE

HZRLEH ^ESTJVftL WEEK
THURSDAY- mEGHPHOIlICS

FRIDAY G SATURDAY - TUrOBLIDG DICE

STARTIDG THURSDAY, APRIL IB:

PRT30 PPiRTY
3-8 FREE SUBS MID SUDS EVERY THURSDAY ADD FRIDHYI

392-7437

r
h \

SO s DINI R

419 S. College Bd. University Landing (next to Sutton Council)

^rooflfc@v3ped(^j

TOP TEN SUPER
SHAKES or SUNDAES .t

fff 50 OK
• £-.<L-v_/ tacn

#1. PLAYNE JAYNE -mm lei cream.

Manilla syrup, snipped cream, ana topped with

a cnerry.

#2. 3IG SOPPER - mm <ce cream,

chocolate syrup, Nestles cnocolate chips

ana wmopea cream.

#3. SLUE BERRY HILL - vamiia ,Ce

cream, blue bemes ana snipped cream.

#4. MCTHER-lN-LAW -mm let cream,

chocolate syrup, marshmeilow cream, p-nut

butter and Mapped cream.

#5. WHOLE LOT OF SHAKJIM' - mm
ice cream, pineapple and topped with fluffy

whipped cream. Love it as a shake or sundae!

SPECIAL 50'S
PRICES

ON SELECTED DAYS

#&. LITTLE PElJrTF

COUPE - who.*

strawberries. vantla,

ice cream ana whipped cream.

»9. 0UTTASiTE .v«,.ii,

ce cream, banana,

strawberries, pineapple,

chocolate syrup and whipped
cream.

#6. ITSY F3ITSY TEENIE WEENIE
YELLOW POLKA POT BIKINI -

•aniila ice cream, fresn pananas. ana snipped

cream. Yummy!

#7. AT THE HOP - Oy^"OUOU
vanilla ice cream, chocolate syrup and Call For
butter scopch. Made fresh ror you! Take-Out

#10. DO RUN RUN -^,n a

ice cream, raspberries.

whipped cream.

V
•i*

SOs DINER _fifc^=*-*^

419 S. CoggQg Rd. University Landing (next to Sutton Council)

OPEN 1 1 AM- 10PM DAILY 392-5060
Call For Take-Out

*

"THE BURGER"
Waae fresh with lean ground

beet. Chili, slaw, onions, mustard 1.4o

THE "BIG CHEEZE"
The Burger with real

Cheddar cheese 1 -55

THE "HOUND DOG"
A footlong all meat hot

doq with chili and, slaw on

a fresh, steamed bun 1.45

THE CHEEZE HOUND
Delicious Hound Ooq with

melted cheese '1.55

or HALF CHEEZE HOUND }1.05

FRESH FRIES
Fresh rough cut fries

bigfrjy ;. '1.25

small fky 55*

"^
» . "CHILI DIP"

5 Lean ground beer, beans oe;i
* and Cheddar cheese OZ)

"Ho more to build on ~:

there. Rnd they, since

(hey were not the one
dead-turned to their

affairs"

Kobt. Frost "Out, Out"

"HALF-HOUND"
Half of our Qrr>
Hound Ooq C/Dy

COUPON-

FREE BIG FRV!

WWW*

with any Burger or

Dog Purchased!

Present Student ID.

1

BOOHS T CtOTHHO ; JtwfI ay .
jjg|

summer

A Specialty Bookshop
• Recovery • Philosophies

• Health • Ecology
• Meditation • Sell Help • Dreams

• Body Work • Tapes
• Special Orders Welcomed

An Exciting Boutique
Folk Art • Exotic Jewelry • Cards
Colorful A Unique Clothing • Gifts

Hours: Mon Sat. 10-6

Sundays, 15
Evening Hours Begin in April

7110 Wrightsville Avenue
Crosspotnt Plaza

(belore Wnghtsvile Beach Drawbridge)

(919)256-9131

BOOKS » aOTHfKS » JEWFl RV » tapfs
^
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Cats Are Trend Of The Future
BY lUvin yj^aa

©Copyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network

i

Of the more than 600 animals
that have appeared on "Late Night
With David LettermanY' Stupid
Pet Tricks, only 13 have been
cats.

What better proof is there? Cats
are smarter than dogs. Dogs will

do anything to please their owners
— including stupid tricks on
national TV. But cats will ask,
"What's in it for me?"

Cats are contrary, arrogant,

stubborn, unpredictable and
uncooperative. You can't jog with
them. Can't play Frisbee with
them. They don't frighten away
burglars. They won't ride around
in the back of your pickup truck.

Yet, the cat is the pet of the

'90s. Face it, dog lovers.

Dependence is out Self-reliance is

in. Cats are easy-care, low-
maintenance pets, ideal for busy

people who aren't home a lot.

Feed 'em, clean the litter box and
scratch their whiskers every now
and then.

"We had a dog, and dogs were
so much trouble," says Colleen

Edwards, 36, of Austin, Texas, a

state personnel officer and mother

of a 9-year-old daughter. Arthur,

her 4-year-old gray tabby, "is so

much easier. He doesn't care when
you come home."

mini-
stofoqe

morning/tor

Dr. Michael W. Fox, author of

several cat books and president of

the Humane Society of the United

States, predicted back in the '70s

that cats would be the pets of the

future "because they're so

adaptable to indoor life and to our

modem lifestyles.

"Dogs are more dependent.
They're pack animals and they

don't tolerate being left alone for

extended periods," says Fox. "Cats

adapt well to being left alone for

part of the day. It's their natural

behavior to sleep a lot."

In fact, the nation's household

cat population surpassed that of

dogs in 1985. Today there are 63

million cats vs. 55 million dogs,

according to the Pet Food
Institute, and the margin is

widening.

Indeed, for cats, these may be
the best of times since about 1500

B.C., when the ancient Egyptians

worshipped them as goddesses of

love, fertility and mouse-catching.

In contemporary terms, cats are

hot:

— The National Geographic

special "Cats: Caressing the
Tiger" drew an 8.9 rating when it

aired nationally on PBS in

January, even better than the 8.8

average for PBS' acclaimed series

"The Civil War."
— Suzy Becker's "All I Need

to Know I Learned From My Cat"

has been on The New York Times

H

trade paperback list for 20 weeks;

eight weeks at No. 1.

— Garrison Keillor's "Songs
of the Cat," a collection of 20
songs for which he wrote lyrics

(and borrowed some tunes), is out

on CD and cassette in May.
Says Larry Ashmead, who

edited Peter Mandel's "The Cat
I.Q. Test," due this month from
HarperCollins: "We are very proud

and possessive about our cats, and

we're always worried about
whether they're as intelligent as

the next cat."

Even non-cat-people are
coming around to the view that

cats' cool dignity is preferable to

the slobbering, hyperactive blind

loyalty of dogs.

"A cat is just so much more
mysterious" says lifelong dog
owner Barbara Jampel, producer of

"Cats: Caressing the Tiger." "I

guess it's the wildness that

appeals to me. I almost feel that

it's more of a privilege to be in

the presence of a cat by virtue of

the fact that it's a partially wild

animal."

If you're a dog lover, you're

probably expecting the other side

of the coin — how great dogs are

— about right here. Sorry. This is

an unabashed, pro-cat story.

Well, OK. We'll give you a

paragraph or two:

24
Hour

Access

• ELECTRONICALLY
CONTROLLED

5811 N. Market St. (Rt. 17)

799-2727
Located across from Coble Dairy

1/2 mile north of College Road

UNCUI Student Discounts!

ej] DOCTOR'S IN

IMMEDIATE CARE

UNCW Student Physicals

$55.00

plus a 10% discount

on all other services!

Open 7 days per week

8am-8pm

4606 Oleander Drive

•4. next to the Odyssey.

452-0800

"You can take dogs places and

have fun with them," says Lorrie

Poch, 32, of San Francisco who
has a cat, Rio, and keeps a dog,

Lillie, at her parents' house. "I'm

going to take Lillie skiing this

weekend. I can't take my cat

skiing."

"Cats are for people who don't

want to live alone and can't stand

living with someone else. So they

get a cat," says Alan Zucker, 28,
of Washington, D.C. "Dogs,
they're your buddies."

Despite their rising popularity,

cats seem to have some lingering

image problems that began in the

Middle Ages, when Europeans
massacred them because they were
considered evil and agents of the
devil.

Other than cartoon and comic
felines like Top Cat and Garfield,

there is only Nine Lives' Morris

the Cat.

And when it comes to White
House cats, forget it. Not since

Calvin Coolidge favored a gray

alley cat named Tiger has a

president who kept a White House
cat. (Several recent first daughters

have, though, including Caroline

Kennedy, Susan Ford and Amy
Carter.)

Why, with the ever-growing

cat-lover vote at stake, have there

been no presidential pusses?

Fox hits the nail on the head:

"In the old days, a man liking a

cat was considered gay or

effeminate."

In other words, it's OK for

President Bush to shower with

pooch Millie (one of the juicier

revelations of Millie's best-selling

biography), but not to cuddle a

kitten. Happily, that's changing,

Fox says, because "men today are

less afraid of expressing emotion

and affection."

As we've gotten to know cats

better, other old bugaboos seem
like so much dogma. "A lot of old

wives tales about cats are just not

true. They're not sneaky, and they

don't suck the baby's breath," says

Cindy Mellon, of Classy Cat
Gifts, a Leesburg, Va., boutique.

o
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UNLOCK THE DOOR FORAMORE
PROMISING FUTUREI

HELP SOMEONE LEARN TO
READ AND WRITE.

CONTACT YOUR NEAREST LITERACY

COUNCIL TODAY.

eCopyright 1991. USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network

ISRAELI ENDORSEMENT
IS WELCOMED:
Secretary of State James Baker
welcomed Israel's endorsement
Tuesday of a Middle East peace
conference. If Baker can win
approval for talks in meetings this

week in Egypt, Saudia Arabia,

Syria and Jordan, it could be the

breakthrough in what he sees as

the region's key problem. "There
are lots of questions before us that

have to be addressed," he said

»ULITZERS ARE
ANNOUNCED:
Two Gannett Co. Inc.-owned
lewspapers - The Des Moines
Register for public service and The
Cincinnati Enquirer for editorial

cartooning - and the Gannett News
Service earned Pulitzer Prizes for

ournalism. Other winners:
iction, John Updike, for "Rabbit
at Rest," the fourth novel in a
ieries that already has a Pulitzer;

drama, Neil Simon's new play,

'Lost in Yonkers."

VALDEZ SPILL DAMAGE
IS WORSE:
Damage from the 1989 Exxon
Valdez oil spill was much worse

than originally thought - and
cleanup methods may have
contributed to the problem, reports

say. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service says more animals died

than originally reported. The
National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration criticized use of

high-pressure hot water to clean

beaches, saying it "sterilized" the

area.

OATS ARE IN AGAIN:
Oats are in again. New research

shows that a small daily serving
can keep high cholesterol away.
People with cholesterol levels

above 240 who ate two ounces of
oat bran or three ounces of
oatmeal daily as part of a low-fat

diet reduced cholesterol levels 7%
to 10% in six weeks, says
Wednesday's Journal of the

American Medical Association.

NEW SKY OBJECT IS
FOUND:
An object 100 billion times the

mass of the sun may be the largest

black hole ever found - or

something totally new,
astronomers say. It has the mass
of all the stars in the Milky Way
but in 1/10,000 the area and is

smashing into a galaxy 3 00
million light years from Earth.

The prevailing theory: it's a black

hole 10 to 100 times larger than

most are thought to be.

CHENEY PROPOSES
CLOSING BASES:
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney -

known to relish a political fight -

is sure to have one when he

proposes closing two dozen to

three dozen military bases across

the USA. The list of Army, Navy
and Air Force bases is secret until

it is released Thursday. The list is

certain to cause outcries,

especially in places like the San

Francisco Bay area with five Navy

bases.

BLACKS LIVE I N
ISOLATION:
Despite small gains for some,
30% of the USA's blacks still live

in near-total segregation, new
Census figures show. That means
more than 9 million blacks live in

neighborhoods that are at least

90% black,. In 1980, it was 34%.
Biggest increase: metro Detroit.

Now, 61% of blacks live in

almost all-black neighborhoods,
up from 57% in 1980.

CRIMES WOULD B E
RECLASSIFIED:
Rapes, domestic beatings, and
other violent crimes against

women would be classified as civil

rights violations under a proposal

expected to pass a Senate
committee Thursday. "The
Violence Against Women Act" is

described by its advocates as the

first bill ever to address gender-

based crime. But the Justice
Department opposes the Senate
bill.

OAHU IS BLACKED OUT:
People were stranded in elevators

and tangled in traffic - and still

more headed for the beach - during

a complete power failure on the

main Hawaiian island of Oahu
Tuesday. A transmission-line

failure knocked out power
throughout the island at 8:34

a.m., and Hawaiian Electric Co.

said it would take several hours to

restore service after the first island-

wide blackout since 1983.

FROST FOR THE
PACIFIC NORTHWEST:
Following a day of widespread
thunderstorms and heavy snow in

Michigan and Wisconsin, a few
rain storms may remain
Wednesday along the USA's
southeast coast. The next Pacific

storm, moving in Wednesday, will

bring more rain and some
mountain snow to areas of

Washington state. Farmers and
fruit growers in the Pacific

Northwest may be hit with a hard

frost.

KENNEDY COUSIN HAS
BIG LEGAL AID:
William Kennedy Smith, under
police scrutiny after a woman
accused him of a Palm Beach rape,

hadn't been charged with anything

as of Tuesday. But his legal talent

is major league. His Washington
lawyer defended Richard Nixon
during Watergate. His Florida
lawyer so angered Panama's
Manuel Noriega that the then-

dictator is thought to have targeted

him for a voodoo curse.
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Th§ Seahawk welcomes Letters to the

Editor. These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The
Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit Uttersfor the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters shoultrbe delivered to Room 205 -E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd., Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual cclumnist, and not those of The
Seahawk

The ileadlinefor classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 pm. Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229 for the editorial division.
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SGA Senate Debates A
Question Of Funding

The SGA senate debated an issue Monday that should set

precedents for a long time to come, or at least a year. The issue

involved whether or not to freeze the SGA-provided funds of

clubs and organizations that have not met their minimum revenue

requirement (MRR) by deadline.

The MRR is the amount of money that a club or organization

must raise on its own in order to continue to receive SGA
funding. If a club does not raise its MRR by any of the three

yearly deadlines, its SGA funds can be frozen until the MRR has

been raised.

One of the deadlines came on April 1, and several unnamed
groups had not met their MRR's. When Budget and Planning

Committee (BPC) chair Kelly Shafer reported this, Senator Lee
Person made a motion to freeze the funds of those organizations.

His motion met with considerable resistance and debate.

Senators objected to freezing the funds of clubs and
organizations without knowing what clubs and organizations

were involved. Senior Senator Ken Lemon (the former student

body president) argued against freezing the funds because the

BPC was still considering whether or not to recommend the

action, or to make exceptions for certain organizations.

There wasn't much to consider. Not a single organization

came to Student Government before the deadline to explain why
the required money had not been raised, or to ask for an

exception.

But, never the less, the motion to freeze the funds failed by a

hand count.

Senator Sean Williams argued for the motion saying, "We
have rules. We have to follow these rules."

Person said, "Let's either abolish the rules or start living by
them."

Well said. The MRR rules are there presumably to allow

SGA to fund organizations that are competent and serious

enough to do fund raising of their own. The rule prevents

organizations from leeching money from the UNCW students

without taking any fiscal responsibility for themselves. The rule

makes sense.

Some might argue that SGA shouldn't be in the business of

making it difficult for student organizations to get funding. But
Person and Williams are correct. If SGA shouldn't enforce the

rules it has made, then what is the point of having them?

The action taken Monday has sent a message to organizations

that they can ignore the rules and continue to delve into the ever-

shrinking coffers of SGA.

Not to oversee workmen is to leave

them y&ur wallet open.—Trusting too

much to others' care is the ruin of
many

Ben Franklin

The Key To Happiness Is More Meetings
This article is to acquaint

those of you who are graduating

this year with one of the

fundamental truths of the real

world! This is a truth that is

essential to your future well-

being and operational ability out

there.

Cognito ergo sum!
Recognize that? That is an
ancient philosophical insight that

provided the foundation for life

for many in this world. "I think,

therefore I am."

I, Robert W. Haywood, III,

have discovered a new
foundational insight destined to

overthrow all preceding truths of

the universe. I found it folks! I

found it! Get ready for this. It

will change your life because you
will understand the essence at the

heart of successful corporate life,

university life, family life and
religious life. Trust me, this is

amazing. Are you ready? Think
you can handle it?

The truth is: "I meet
therefore I am." That's right,

meetings lie at the heart of

LETTERS

Dear Editor,

A few weeks ago there was
an article in The Seahawk about

STDs. As I read the article, tears

came to my eyes. How I wish the

article had been printed a few
months earlier. It would have

saved me a week's stay in the

hospital and complications since

then. I am going to tell my story.

Please listen, don't make the

same mistake!

I had been dating someone
for over five years. He had all my
love and trust. I thought I had

his. As our relationship

progressed he went out of the

country to pursue his career. We
constantly kept in touch. He led

me to believe our relationship had

not changed. When I went to visit

him for two weeks in Aug., I

slept with him. I was so much in

love nothing else mattered.

When I came back to

Wilmington I was working and

attending classes regularly. In

mid-November I started getting

tired easily and had light pains in

my abdomen. I had no idea how
sick I really was. Then in

December I started getting severe

pains. They admitted me into the

hospital because I had been
diagnosed by the Health and
Wellness Center with Gonorrhea.

Not only did I have to heal

physically but emotionally too. I

told my parents the truth and they

were very supportive. They told

me, "We are disappointed, but we
love you so much, all that
matters is that you get well."

They have been there for me ever

since.

This spring I started feeling

sick all over again. The doctors

told me that I had so many
antibiotics that I could not have

the same problem, unless I had

been sexually active since my
treatment, which I have not.

Come to find out my diagnosis

this time was, bacteria that didn't

need air to live was still in my
system.

It is March and finally aftei

seven months of pain I am one

healthy, happy female. The
emotional hurt is still inside but I

am dealing with it slowly. I can

not stress how important safe sex

really is. I was in a long term

relationship and I got sick, just

think how easy it would be to

catch something on a one night

stand. My life was turned up-side

down. I missed classes and work,

It has taken me a long time to

catch up. I don't know if I'll ever

be able to love or trust again, I'll

just have to wait and see.

Remember this can happen to

absolutely anyone. Race, color,

and sex doesn't matter. It is

knowledge of safe sex that does!

A few moments of pleasure can

give you a lifetime of hurt.

Name Withheld

Dear Editor,

In response to your editorial

on Greek housing, all I have to

say is that once again you have hit

the nail on the head. Good job on

a good editorial. It needed to be

said—finally.

Most people spend 75%
of their time in meetings

and another 15% of their

time arranging meetings,

cancelling meetings,
rescheduling meetings,

or, if you're lucky

enough, writing up the

minutes of meetings!

reality. And if you don't believe

it, simply look around you, or

perhaps, look at your own
calendar. Most people spend 75%
of their time in meetings and
another 15% of there time
arranging meetings, cancelling

meetings, rescheduling meetings

or, if you're unlucky enough,

writing up the minutes of

meetings! It's an old insight that

if you want to know what a

person really values, look at how

they spend their time and energy.

I've seen people proving their

worth in their jobs by listing all

the meetings they have attended

over a period of time. You'd

better face it; your success may
very well depend on how many

meetings you can attend as an

underling and how many
meetings you can arrange if you

ever become a manager. And
we're getting better at this. With

all the new technology available,

now we're having conference call

meetings. Soon you will be ab'e

to squeeze more meetings into

your life via car telephone while

you're driving. So, along with

breakfast meetings and dinner

meetings, we have driving

meetings and I even notice that

some of the people I run with at

noon here at the University

manage to have running

meetings.

Now, there is one area of our

life which we have to spend some
thought. We are wasting a lot of

good meeting time with this

thing that we call sleeping. But

we are making progress! I

understand from some of my
colleagues that they have
increased their capacity for

meetings by dreaming about
meetings that have passed or are

coming. A few even keep a

notepad by the bed so that when
'hey wake up, they can jot down
e.genda items for the next day's

meetings at 2:00 A.M. or 3:00
A.M.

We're also making progress

in that there are numbers of
meetings scheduled to increase the

efficiency of meetings and that

helps a lot! So, since the worth
of existence is defined by "I meet,

therefore I am" I would suggest
that if any of you who are

preparing your resumes would
make sure to list every meeting
you have ever attended during
your college career and as you
interview prospective employers,

be sure to check whether there are

enough meetings to feed your
hunger for those ongoing words
that bring such delight to life, "I'd

like to call this meeting to

order..."*

RESPONSES MISCELLANEOUS STUFF

Brian Bullard

Kappa Sigm-

Dear Editor,

Congratulations Dr. Leutze

on becoming installed as our new
chancellor! I do apologize,

however, for the lackadaisical

attitude of our student body.
Seven thousand students attend

this school and less than 150,

including delegates, attended this

once in a college career event.

Some students will never get the

chance to see an installation.

Some students don't care. Some
never knew that it occurred. I

wonder if this is partly the

faculty's fault for not informing

the students, but my professors

informed me. And what about all

the fanfare surrounding this

event? The Morning-Star printed

daily lists of events in this

Installation week. It was on the

evening news. The campus was
more beautiful than ever.
Students didn't come.

Every reminder was met with

deaf ears. "Are you going to the

Installation?" "What? Oh, yeah."

Dr. Leutze has to be one of the

most recognizable and
approachable Administrators on
campus, yet with all of his

openness, his constituents, the

students, let him down in his first

of many glorious moments at our

University.

This summer when I received

the newsletter introducing our

new chancellor I was informed by

a friend, a UNC graduate, of Dr.

Leutze's excellent rapport with

students. I wanted to meet him.

In the fall, a friend and I went to

visit and meet our new chancellor

with no real subject in mind just

to shoot the breeze. We were

welcomed with an open door and

with open arms. He wants to

know what students think about

our school! We told friends of our

visit, they responded with, "You
guys are crazy!" Are we the crazy

ones? Weeks later I was attending

a swimming and diving event,

Dr. Leutze was also there. I was

standing by the door talking with

a fellow student as Dr. Leutze

was leaving we exchanged
goodbyes with a handshake. My
friend asked if that was my father.

My jaw dropped. "That was the

chancellor", I exclaimed in

disbelief. "Oh," she said.

When a student goes to

college does he/she go to get a

tan, get an education, of get a

life? Well, at UNCW you can get

all three! Our school is situated in

a very temperate part of the

country permitting the
opportunity for a bronzed body, if

so desired. To get an education,

however, you don't just go to

classes, take notes, read books,

and graduate. You, as a student,

need to get involved in the
goings- on of our UNCW
community. It is our campus.
The faculty and staff are not here

wholly for themselves, they are

here to help us get ahead in life.

The classroom is not life. In order

to get acquainted with life you
must be a part of it. This school

offers many opportunities for

that; Greek societies, athletic

activities, and various clubs and

organizations in almost every
facet of University life. But along

with these groups there are your

professors and administrators.

They can be friends, mentors, or

just a good reference, bvf what

you can learn out of class from
them as well as the campus
community is every bit as

important as what you learn in

the classroom. Many events on
campus are solely directed at

students. But do students go? NO,
lack of involvement

If I was starting my college

career today, and knowing what I

know now, the first thing that I

would do is go to the student

affairs office and ask what I could

do for this University . Because
for the next few years this is

going to be my life. We will

have a symbiotic relationship, I

supporting the institution and it

supplying me with the knowledge
and the wisdom to have a full life

after graduation, not just an

existence.

Once again, I'd like to

congratulate Dr. Leutze on behalf

of the students that did not attend.

And I would like to say to these

students: Don't just sit there, you

don't know what you are missing.

GET INVOLVED!

Stefan Dabrowski

Dear Editor,

Former President Gerald Ford

has said: "Any war on drugs is

not worth its gunpowder if it

doesn't include alcohol." Former

First Lady Betty Ford who
overcame addiction to prescription

drugs and alcohol, also said the

nation's war on drugs has shifted

attention to cocaine and crack

while ignoring alcohol - the No.

1 drug of addiction in this

country.

A British ophthalmologist

found that alcohol reduced the

peripheral vision - the capacity to

see our of the corner of the eye

and spot vehicles coming from
side roads or pedestrians stepping

off curbs.

Dr. Fred Ellis, a UNC
pharmacology professor
researching the effects of alcohol,

says even at .05% blood-alcohol

content, there is a deterioration of

essential brain functions. We
know it scrambles the organized

message system of the brain.

Dr. Melvin H. Knisely,

Medical University of S.C.,
Charleston, said in a paper

published in a medical periodical

that drinking damages the brain

permanently every time a person

takes even a few beers or

cocktails, because it deprives the

brain of oxygen. The red blood

cells becomes a sludge. Oxygen
can come to the nerve cells only

by way of the blood. Deprived of

oxygen, the thinking cells stop

their functioning and are seriously

damaged and die. Brain cells do
not multiply and are irreplaceable.

And of course there is damage to

the liver and heart.

Alcohol is an addictive,

narcotic drug and it should be

regulated under the provisions of

the Harrison Act dealing with

opium and opiates, marijuana,

cocaine and synthetic pain-

relieving drugs, according to Wm.
F. Hewitt. Pharmacology and
Toxicology, PhD., Ohio
Northern University, Ada, Ohio.

The dangers of nicotine in

cigarettes have been publicized

J

again and again, and should .

continue to be, but the worst .

blind spot in our nation is to the

dangers of alcohol. Nicotine is

rightfully considered an addictive,

narcotic drug. It is past time to

remove the blind spot on alcohol
j

and pay attention to the warnings

of members of the medical *

profession.

No truer words have been

spoken than those of Doris
Aiken, before a panel on alcohol

and alcohol abuse: "The alcohol

industry has this nation by the

throat."

"The Amazing Story of
*

Repeal," by Fletcher Dobyns,

states that those engaged in the

defense of the liquor industry

know that their propaganda is
[

contrary to the facts of history,

experience, science and common
sense, they know that the very

fact that they must organize on a

vast scale, raise huge sums of

money, subsidize the press,

purchase and intimidate

politicians and spend millions of

dollars upon fraudulent
propaganda to save the liquor

, traffic from destruction, is itself

conclusive proof that it should be

destroyed.

Josie Montgomery

Dear Editor,

In response to the letter

written last week regarding the

SGA elections of Junior class

President, Matt Barbour failed to

mention a few important details.

Such as, he never explained why
he was disqualified.

I will try to explain any
misunderstanding. Mr. Barbour
was disqualified because he did

not have the proper amount of
hours to be a junior, so therefore

he was ineligible to be Junior

class president. The fact that this

was not found out until after the

elections is the reason why Mr.
Barbour is so upset. He thought

he had slipped through the
election board's fingers, because
he had not been disqualified with
the eleven other people before
elections due to insufficient

amount of hours.

Secondly, Mr. Barbour had
another incorrect account of
events. A recount of ballots was
never taken because the issue of
his ineligibility came up before a
recount was taken.

I am sorry that Mr. Barbour
was disqualified but he needs to

accept the fact that he was not a
junior but still proceeded to run.

Also, Mr. Barbour did shed
some light on the election board
process. He proved that they
were doing their job and doing it

correctly. I admit that Mr.
Barbour beat me by only three
votes but I feel I can do just as
good a job or even better. So
lets stop playing these childish
games and placing blame for Mr.
Barbour's own sake.

S
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1U
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id

If,

4<

Lyn Carney

Letters continued
on page 8
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Part-Time and Full-Time seasonal positions

available at Jubilee Amusement Park. Different

positions available, flexible hours. Call: 392-7106.

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM. $1000 in just

one week. Earn up to $1000 for your campus

organization. Plus a chance at $5000 more! This

program works! No investment needed. Call 1-800-

932-0528. Ext. 50.

URINE ANALYSIS? Worried about Unwanted

Toxins? Naturally Klean Herbal Tea, Fast, Safe,

Effective. 100% natural blended herbs, why take

chances with goldenseal or anything else? Works in

3-5 hours and comes with a Money Back Guarantee.

To order or for more information, contact: S&R
Marketing, Inc. P.O. Box 3744, Boone, NC.

28607. (704)265-3131.

SELF PUBLISHERS: Now you have a local source

for professional typesetting at a reasonable price.

Call Wordwright. 395-5622.

Need Extra Money? Earn up to $80.00 per month

with your Blood Plasma Donations or $10.00 today

for whole blood. SEE student directories for

valuable coupons. Groups can earn big bucks also!

Call and ask for JEFF to find out how. Wilmington

Donor Center. 102 S. 17th St. (919) 763-5213

Why wait till August? ELEGANT 2

Bedroom/2Bath Condo on Ocean Available for rent

in time for Fall semester. Perfect for faculty or Grad

Students looking for serenity. Serious offers only.

(712) 279-3556. »

GIRL SCOUT CAMP in Greensboro/ High Point

Area Seeking staff for summer employment.

Positions available include: WATERFRONT
DIRECTOR, COUNSELORS, C.I.T. DIRECTOR,
HEALTH SUPERVISOR, KITCHEN
ASSISTANTS. COMPETITIVE SALARY AND
BENEFITS. CONTACT NANCY AT 9 19-861

-

1198.

FULL-TIME SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
POSITIONS, LIFTING REQUIRED, MUST BE
AVAILABLE FOR OVERNIGHT TRAVEL.
OVERTIME AVAILABLE. NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY. POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN

RALEIGH, GREENSBORO & CHARLOTTE.
CONTACT RON SPENGLER, LAWRENCE
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 1-800-336-9626-

1-1.

Part-Time Position(s) for Athletes: Alternatives! is

looking for one or more students with intercollegiate

athletics background who would like to get involved
in the drug education program for UNCW athletes.

For information, call 395-3577 or stop by UU 104.

FREE INFO HERE! Did you know that when you
drink, your ability to drive safely is seriously

impaired at levels much lower than the "legally

drunk" 0.10% blood alcohol level? Maybe at levels

even as low as .03%! For more friendly and free

info, stop by Alternatives ! , Rm. 104. University

Union.

DO YOU HAVE A
TALENT?

******
Come Share it at

99AN EVENING AT THE CENTER
STAGE"

Tuesday, April 16
8:00 pm

, Center Stage Cafe

Contact the Student Activities Office (UU 202)
to sign up and to get more info

(Auditions will be held on April 16 at noon in UU 201)

SUMMMER WORK

Work availablc.Weekly Pay

Visit one of our offices and

learn of the opportunities

awaiting you. Skills needed:

•TYPISTS -WAREHOUSE

•ENGINEERS 'SECRETARIES

UJP/DRTR ENTRY *DRRFTERS

©MANPOWER
TEMPORARY SERVICES

Raleigh Cary Kinston

Chapel Hill Laurinburg

Rocky Mount Greenville

Oxford Durham RTP

Fayetteville Wilmington

JKTHE HAWK'S NESTS
CHECK OUT OUR $1.04 BRERKFRST SPECIALS!

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

. LUNCH SPECIALS •
flPRIL 15 " 19

TACOSflLRD flnD

lBOZ.DRinK $3.20

Rent from HERTZ PENSKE.

And be a ROAD SCHOLAR.

v:l

\HertMPSNSKi

The best way to get home is in

o Hertz Penske tnjck That s because

they re eosy to rent Easy to drive

And easy on the budget No matter

what size truck you need, you II get

the one that's just right for you Plus

you'll get the Hertz

Penske promise of

• low Rotes

• No Mileage Charge

• locations Coast To

Coast

• ?4 Hr Emergency Rood Service

• Full Range of Truck Sizes

• Clean, Smooth Running Trucks

• Many Trucks With Auto Trans

mission ond Air Conditioning

For quality comfort cost ond

convenience no

other rental truck

can move you like o

Hertz Penske truck

Call for informo

tion ond reservations

THE WINNING TEAM: HERTZ PENSKE AND YOU.

Market Plaza, Wilmington 799-721

1

107. discount with this ad!

When you party

remember to..!

Don I pel w recked It your not

m)Ixt- or Miurc mm sure-

k'i MMoae (he do the drtvttg

\mmb provided h\ ihiv mmkjb
and Bcrr Drinkers of \nienca

* * *

*

BEER DRINKERS
OF AMERICA

l'\RT\*SMART

N.iiiimal Headquarters

2900- I) Bristol St. Suite 20

1

COM Mesa. CA 91611

714-M7-2JJ7
l-MB-441 2337
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

Finally, The Shark Finds An
Album Of Total Perfection
RV MARK SPHARAHA

MUSIC REVIEWER
Let me start off with some

corrections, kudos and kicks in

the rears.

Correction- Excessive
Behavoir has been confirmed for

April 19th at the Mad Monk.

Kudos- to MTV for its

innovation. The "Unplugged"
series is great. Music as it

should be heard, no amps or

electric gadgetry . . .

unplugged.

Kick in the Rear- to MTV
for its video jockey choices-
annoying is the key word here.

Kudos- to Jacob's Run for

The Undead Show. The Shark
unfortunately was unable to

attend. Progressive move guys,

keep up the good work.

Enough said.

This weeks Top Ten list

sent into us from Belk Hall,

home of beautiful women.
Top Ten Songs from C&C

Music Factory featuring
Zelma Davis, Martha Wash,
Mickey Mouse, Andy Rooney,
and Art Buchwald.

10) We can't help it that

our songs sound alike. We
stink. What do you expect?

9) Here We Go. Part I

8) Here We Go, Part //,

(extended remix)

7) Here We Go. Part 3 (re-

extended remix)

6) Gonna Make U Sweat

5) Gonna Make U Father

Sweat

4) Gonna Make U Mother
Sweat

3) Sucka U Wasted $13.99
on This Album

2) We Paid Off MTV To
Play Our Video's 450 Times A
Day.

1) The Here We Go .

Gonna Make U Sweat, Sucka U
Wasted $13.99. We Paid Off
MTV To Play Our Video's 450
Times A Day remix song.

Maggie's Dream
maggie's dream

Capitol Records

9 Shark's Teeth

Is it live, or is it Memorex?
In either case Maggie's

Dream is truly awe inspiring.

A nice blend of raw progressive

funkadelic rock n' roll, an
attribute that transcends
extremely well into their live
performance.

These five artists hailing

from that mega music capitol of

the United States, New York
City, have recently been seen

in Rolling Stone magazine and
on MTV with their video "Love
and Tears."

Maggie's Dream has

been compared to Lenny
Kravitz, but I think there is

bigger difference between the

two. A better comparison
would be Living Colour.

The next single, It's a Sin,

should establish Maggie's
Dream in its own right.

This group, titled after the
book Maggie's American r>rPfirn

•

definitely an issues-oriented
band, incorporating the
concerns of our country into

their music. All the songs are

well written and insightful, like

the lyrics to Living for the

Times : "Did we preach upon the

world/ not to deny
democracy..."

If the opportunity arises,

buy this album. It is a rare
find.

And if the opportunity
arises to see them live, don't
miss it.

Saigon Kick
Saigon Kick
Third Stone/ Atlantic

Records

10!!!!!!!!!! Shark's Teeth

Yes, finally an album of
total perfection.

"The Beatles of t h e

90s...", a friend said to me
when I asked him to describe
the song he was hearing. I

have never been a big Beatles
fan, but they were trend setters,

as Saigon Kick is in my
mind. I think Saigon Kick
attains this enormous feat by:

1. Their use of kazoos . . .

a whole chorus of them, and it

sounds great!

2. No two songs sound
anything alike.

3. (Here's the kicker.)
There's something for everyone.

There are two of what I

consider to be ballads, but

neither of these ballads are

about love or wanting love,

(which there are entirely too

much of already). The songs

are hard like 24-7 Spyz and
Metallica.

Plain and simple, they will

knock your socks off.

I don't think Saigon
Kick will be an exact hit in the

mainstream rock-n-roll scene,

but it definitely has a

progressive edge.

Honestly, this is the best

album I have reviewed all year

long. You'll want to play it

over and again . . . and again .

.and again.

URF 10Ts
oncert Update

4/11 TODDRUNDGREN
Raleigh

4/13 JOAN JETT
Winston/Salem

4/13 THE WHALERS
Mad Monk

4/20 THE FOUR TOPS
Greenville, N.C.

4/19 WRATHCHILD
W/ PANTERA
Winston/Salem

4/25 BOB DYLAN
Charleston, S.C.

5/15 THE REPLACEMENTS
Raleigh

5/15 J.K. STEPPENWOLF
Charlotte

"

5/17 J K STEPPENWOLF
Raleigh

For More Info Call 251-1075

The Chancellor

Boogied Down
BY RaMONA HUPP
Arts A Entertainment Editor

If you weren't at the Mr.
Potato Head concert at the

Residence Life Gazebo last

Thursday, well, you missed it.

There was free food, a great band,

and the Chancellor boogied down
with his wife.

The concert was in connection

with Dr. Leutze's installation, and

the student celebration and picnic.

Mr. Potato Head played some
classic hits, as well as some pretty

funky covers. They put on a great

show (even though the sound guys

dog kept stealing frisbees). Catch

this Raleigh based band the next

time they're in town.

The highlight of the evening,

besides the band, was the arrival of

the Chancellor, who didn't hesitate

to "trip the light fantastic" with

his honey. It's too bad the guys
standing next to them didn't go
through with their threat of
"cutting in

WLOZ'S
Top Ten

1 SPACEMEN 3

Recurring

2. SCREAMING DREAM
Ur.de Anesthesia

3 HOLLOW HEYDAY
Verge

4 SUPERCHLNK
Cool (7")

5 FLESHEATERS
Dragstrip Riot

6 DINOSAUR JR.

Green Mind
7. FEELIES

Time For A Witness

8 SEAWEED
Deertrap (7")

9 BLTTHOLE SURFERS
Ploughed

10 STEEL POLE BATHTUB
Tulip

The Beer Tent Is Ready And Waiting
BY RaMONA HIPP
Arts & Entertainment Editor

The 44th Annual Azalea
Festival will be taking place

this weekend. Activities will

be taking place all over the
city, from the parade downtown,
to the concerts being held here
on campus. Some of the events

require advance reservations, so
you might want to call before

attending (763-0905).
THURSDAY-

10:15- Queen Azalea Tonja
Walker will officially start the
festival with her arrival at

Riverfront Park.

10:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.-
The Azalea Garden Tour will

offer a self-guided walking tour

through several private gardens
and will cost $6 per person.

-Bill Cosby will take over
Trask Coliseum! Tickets are

$25 per person.
FRIDAY-

-The Clyde Beatty-Cole
Brothers Circus comes to

town. This three day only
event will be $8 for adults and
$4 for children.

-The Legion Stadium
Variety Show featuring country

music singer Gene Watson,
plus many more acts.

-Kenan Auditorium will hold
the ninth annual U N C W
Guest Artist Jazz
Festival, featuring special
guest Rich Matteson. This
nationally known jazz soloist
has performed with the likes of
Louis Armstrong as well as
other big bands. Matteson will

perform^ with high school and

college students. Tickets are

free to UNCW students.

-Hugh MacRea Park will
host a variation of horse shows
throughout the weekend.
SATURDAY-

-Downtown will be the
sight of the 44th Annual Azalea
Festival Parade beginning at

9:30. Buses are available at

Long Leaf and Independence
Mall to transport you to and
from the downtown area.
Believe me, its less
aggravation than trying to find
a parking place.

- The street fair will begin
with the ending of the two-hour
parade, and will be distributed

along the waterfront.

- A tour of eight historical

homes will also be offered for
$8.

- Boxers from Maryland and
Washington will compete with
area boxers at Williston \. ue
School, this event is free.

- Up With People will

extend the weekend festivities

with performances on the 15th

& 16th. This very energetic,
versatile, international group of
students will perform a variety
of music, from rock to gospel
to rap. Tickets are $8 for
students which are available at
the Union.

-Wrightsville Beach
will hold its Azalea Festival
Miller Lite Tug O' War
Tournament (noon- 3:00) and
Volleyball Tournament (9:00
a.m.) by Crystal Pier.
Celebrity Guests will be
present, and the events : are free

-Trask Coliseum will be the

sight of the coronation of
Tonja Walker. The
Righteous Brothers will
perform. Tickets are $25 per
person.

SATURDAY & SUNDAY-
Downtown Events- There will

be several stages set up along
the waterfront area. These
activities are open to the

public.

The Ice House- featuring
Beach Music and Shag Dancing.

Riverfront Park Stage-
will feature a variety of talent,

from singing to the U.S. Navy
Parachute Team executing "leap

frogs"

.

Catch UNCW student Katie
Cudworth, a female vocalist,

perform at 2:15.

Coast Guard Stage-
Ship tours 10 - 5, The Fantastic

Shakers 6 - 10 (Saturday
evening); Black and Blue
(Sunday 2-6 p.m.).

Cotton Exchange
Stage- Face painting,
clogging, ice sculpting, magic,
and much more!

Chandler's Wharf- Will
feature Jazz and Rhythm and
Blues.

Cape Fear Tech. Stage-
Variety of talents: vocalists,

dance, puppet shows, and even
"Elvis" will make an
appearance on Sunday.

The Beer Tent- Of course
I had to save this entry for last.

otherwise you wouldn't have
read the other stuff. They will

have musical performances as
well, but do you .cally care?

I ^l^jhJz * j

The Dude Knows Who The Most

Annoying Person On Film Is

BY TREY WYATT
MOVIE REVIEWER

Earlier this school year,

Flatliners premiered as the
quintessential postmortem flick,

while still premortem flick

Ghost, a melodramatic quagmire

about a psychotic black woman
and an equally deranged yuppie

chick, both obsessed with some
dead Chippendale reject, stole the

box office gold.

These two films reign as the

pinnacles of the "what happens
when we die films", and will

remain unopposed by Albert

Brook's Defending Your Life

This film will inevitably be one
of the must see video rentals on
that "movies about dead people"

shelf at the video store. It will

have lots of company with
Heaven Can Wait, 18 Again,
Chances Are, and Bo Derek's

most recent Ghosts Can't Do
It (truly a must see), not to

mention the plethora of others.

After being bombarded with

movies about dying people,

killing people, and dead people,

it's always refreshing to see

someone's rendition of what
happens to them once they've put

on the toe tag.

Brooks' character gets to the

here and after by way of mass
transit. The film's theory rests

somewhere near that of Shirley
"

the most annoying person in film"

MacClaine's reincarnation
concepts.

By the way, MacClaine's
cameo appearance in the film is

the best and worst part of the

movie.

Brooks pursues the second
chance idea in a most heavenly
purgatory. Where every bite of

food is the best taste you've ever

experienced, and being late or

early, rich or poor, good or bad, a

lot or a little, have no bearing.

that's just how it is.

Normalcy is irrelevant

Brooks' "Judgement City" is

operated by persons that have

advanced in the reincarnate echelon

and now use fifty percent (plus) of

their brain; while we little brains

on earth use less than four percent.

This concept gives all new
meaning to the phrase "... You
wouldn't understand . .

."

Albert Brooks, actor, director,

writer, is most memorable as the

second-string news anchor in

Broadcast News, whose own
children preferred the first-string

anchor to their father.

Brooks has a dry sense of
humor that is at times painfully

realistic, and forces us to truly

examine ourselves. But it's a

deceiving type of humor. He's

that type of guy, who, if he was
your neighbor, might entice you
as good company for a cross-

country trip, but right about the

time you get to the Rockies you'd

ditch him at a remote truck stop

and swear it was an oversight

Even Rodney Dangerfield
could take advantage of this guy.

He's that depressing.

Co-star Meryl Streep has
probably reached her comedic peak

in this film (by far her best
performance in the quest that has

also yielded She Devil and
Postcards From The Edge).

Defending Your Life is

very entertaining, and pretty
funny, but don't be deceived by the

ads for it that warn "
. . .Your

belly will ache from laughter . .
."

If that's what you want, I'll

tell you a joke and punch you in

the stomach for a buck.

Defending Your Life is

better than Heaven Can Wait,
but it's not as god as Chances
Are..

Hey, that's the way I see it.

You can see it at Independence
Cinemas.

mOTO BYTHE SHARK"
Capitol recording artists, Maggie's Dream, who opened for Fishbone, hat
just released a new album. (See review under Shark's Prey.)

Maggie's Dream Puts Out
Fishbone's Fire At The Mon

BY MARK SGHARAP.^
MUSIC REVIEWER

The Mad Monk was set

ablaze last Tuesday night, as

Maggie's Dream and
Fishbone performed in front

of more than 600 people.

Capitol recording artist and
opening band Maggie's
Dream, performed their 70's

sounding funky progressive
rock n' roll, while lead vocalist

Danny Palomo, with his way-
cool shades, roamed the stage

with a Morrison-like stage
presence.

The set included the singles

Love and Tears , and It's a Sin

which has nothing in common

with the Pet Shop Boys'
song) and other songs from
their self-titled debut album.

Fishbone came on after a

forty-five minute wait. The set
began with a five minute jam
session. They played crowd
favorites such as Freddy's Dead
and Ugly.

Then the fire began. 1

1

broke out in one of the large
right stack speakers, next to a
couple of fans, but response
was swift and two "Mad
Monksters" came to the rescue
and quickly put it out.

Overall, I was very
impressed with Maggie's
Dream ... and that "other
band".

THURSDAY
ii iiiiiiiHiiiimmmiiiimiiii i i imiwH
HOOTIE & THE
BLOWFISH
w/ Special Guest

COWBOY MOUTH
Mad Monk

••••••••••*«••

Karaoke

Jacob's Run
,

BEX COSBY
Azeala Festival

TRASK COLISEUM

FULCO COUNTY LINE
Yellow Rose Saloon

Comedy Zone
Blockade Runner

MEGAPHONICS
Dave's Baxstage

FRIDAY
!!!:::::::iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i ni !! ! !!!

CHARLIE PASTERFIELD
& THE BELIEVERS
Guiseppe's

FULCO COUNTY LINE
Yellow Rose Saloon

INNER CIRCLE W/
""

THE AMATUERS
Jacob's Run

BILLYCLUB FEST
w/ Special Guest

SECONDTHOUGHTS
Mad Monk

TUMBLIN' DICE
Baxstage

THE RIGHTEOUS
BROTHERS
Azalea Festival

TRASK COLISEUM
•

SATURDAY
iimilill ll! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I

THE WHALERS
Mad Monk

fL^BLiNvDiCE
Baxstage

CHARLIE PASTERFIELD
& THE BELIEVERS
Guiseppe's

FULCO COUNTY LINE
YELLOW ROSE SALOON

THE AMATEURS
JACOB'S RUN

MIKE EDWARDS &
THE BANNED
Front Street News

TUESDAY
•""Hiilii ill l l lllllllll lllll ll ll

BLUES SOCIETY JAM
Front Street News

WEDNESDAY
1

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i

Under the Shade Tree
Acoustic Jam
Front, Stree t News
'lI'MHI I II I IIIIIIIlli i iiiiiiii iiiitii HIIII.I

Baxstage

392-7437
Comedy Zone
256-2251
Front Street News
762-6397

Guiseppe's

256-9600
Jacob's Run
251-1140
Mad Monk
395-0280
The Odyssey
791-2002

Thalian Hall

763-3398
Yellow Rose Saloon
791-2001
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STOP
Being part of the problem

and be part of the solution
Student Government Association

i* mfr? to feorfe, but tie tan not

to it alont

Where does th® 1/4 million of yourstudeat fees go?

Who are the people that appropriate this money?

|Come and find out, SGfl is located upstairs

in

the old union, Room 200

,

M*m§3iifa)$m®?

Treasurer Executive Assistants Election Hoard Chairman

Secretary Public Information Offlcer(PIO)

Student Grievance Board

election Board

4ttil€tlC Council

HearingsPanei

Bookstore Committee

Building and Grounds Committee

Criminal Justice Board (CJB)

Budget and PlanningCommittee(BPC)

Calendar committee

Investigating Panel

Chancellor'sSafety Advisory Committee

Library Committee

Computer Services Committee

S tudtntOrganizan on s Comm i ttee ( SOC

)

Medic Publicity Board

Health and Wellness Center Committee

Parking appeals Committee

Evaluation Committee

Student Affairs Committee

Home by thft SGA office to pick up

Ir>formation and Applications

-_— mmmmmmmm Mi mmmmmm
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jKorc Utters I

<Way to go

Seahatoks!

A Man's GottaDo
WhatA Man's
GottaDo

All young men have

one responsibility in

common They have to

register with Selective

Service within 30 days of

their 18th birthday. It 's

quick. It s easy. And it s

the law.

A public service message of this pub-

lication and Selective Service System

Dear Editor,

1 am a recent graduate from

the Cameron School of Business

with a Master's Degree in

Business Administration. I have

lived in Wilmington since

December 1983 and own and

operate a business here. I would

like to highlight my experience

as a student at UNC-W.
1) Evening College- I was

able to attend classes at UNC-W
in the evening after 6:30 p.m. in

pursuit of my MBA. The
University should continue to

expand the evening classes to

offer all degree programs in the

evening. Many potential students

must work full-time to support

their families and can only attend

classes in the evening.

2) Tenure- The entire

University needs to follow the

example of other schools such as

the University of Virginia, and do

away with the notion of tenure.

The University should contract

with the instructor for a period of

no greater than five years. If at

the end of the five year period the

instructor is not committed to the

education of students he or she

should not have their contract

renewed. Tenure may cause an

instructor to become complacent

and less effective as an educator.

We all need to constantly work at

improving our productivity in the

workplace. The instructors need

this incentive to constantly strive

to become better educators.

3) Ph. D.'s- The Cameron
School of Business at UNC-W
currently has a policy that limits

new instructors to those with

"terminal" degrees. By terminal,

the school will only hire

instructors with a Ph. D. or a law

degree. Instructors with Masters,

CPA's without a Ph. D., and
others are discouraged from even
applying. From my experience at

UNC-W, I would say that there is

often times more practical "hands-

on" instructional ability present

in many foursomes on the

various Wilmington golf courses

than with many of the individual

departments of the Business
School. Why isn't there an active

outreach program by the Business

School to hire these potential

instructors? I am sure everyone
knows of several retirees who
could hold their own with any

Business Ph.D. at UNC-W.
President Lincoln, were he alive

today, could not even teach a

course in many departments at

UNC-W. Experience has to count

for something in education.

Unfortunately at UNC-W unless

you have a PH.D. or a law degree

you are out of luck. The Cameron

School of Business currently has

seven full-time openings for

instructors. There is a national

shortage of business school

instructors. Candidates with less

than a Ph.D. should be considered

The first

LaserWriter that fits

inyourwallet

Introducing the affordable Personal LaserWriter LS.

Now you can get impressive, professional-looking

documents without having to wait in long lines to use

the laser printer at the computer lab.

The Personal LaserWriter" LS printer is the most

affordable Apple" LaserWriter ever. It has the power to

produce crisp text and high-definition graphics at up

to four pages a minute (it even has a built-in, high-

speed serial connection for enhanced performance).

It incorporates Truetype'; Apple's new font technol-

ogy that enables you to scale and print characters

smoothly and precisely, from the smallest footnote to

the largest headline.

But, best of all, it's from Apple - designed to let you

get everything out of a Macintosh' computer _£_
that Apple built into it. Not just the power

to look your best. The power to be your best?

For further information visit the University Bookstore

or talk to Kane McKenzie at the Bookstore, 395-3188

M, W, F: 11:00 am - 12:30 pm / T, R: 9:30 am - 10:30 am
) 1991 Apple Computer Inc Apple, the Apple lnp?i Macintosh LaserWriter and The power.to be wur best an, registered trademarks and i rueirpe » a trademark ol A(>ple computer. Inc

for the seven full-time positions.

Why not use 14 part-time

instructors and not have to pay

the full benefit packages of health

insurance, life insurance, dental

insurance, and other state

employee perks? Use part-time

contractors with one -year

contracts.

4)- CFCC Space Sharing-

Cape Fear Community College is

presently operating under a

shortage of classroom space for

both day and evening classes. I

have observed plenty of empty

classroom space day and night at

UNC-W. Why can't UNC-W
share their excess classroom space

with CFCC? Both UNC-W and

CFCC are supported by the same

taxes. The current shortfall in

North Carolina's budget for

education should motivate both

campuses to share costs. Instead

both schools are fighting their

budget battles separately in

Raleigh. Duplication of

educational programs such as

nursing should be eliminated.

UNC-W cannot fill their classes

in the four-year nursing program.

Dear Editor,

I would like to respond to the

letter written by Mr. Jay Tussell

in the 04 April 1991 addition of
The Seahawk.

Mr. Tussell, if you can use
hindsight to illustrate your point,

please allow me the liberty of
using hypothetical circumstances

for mine.

First, how can you support
"Our actions against. ..Saddam
Hussein" yet cast dispersion upon
our troops? Would you feel more
redeemed if they had been forced

into several tours of duty, had
come home in a bounty of body
bags or perhaps never came home
at all (POWs or MIA's)? Really.

War is hell, as the proverbial
statement goes, but who are you
to measure ones degree of hell in

war? Enlisted or drafted most of
these people were not prepared for

the atrocities of war - all war!
Neither were these people
prepared to see their bunkmates
blown to bits during either

conflict.

In fact it is irrelevant, at this

point, whether or not our Armed
Forces are enlisted or drafted.

What is relevant is that this war
did not drag on for almost 12

years and bodies in great numbers
did not come home in bags with

toe tags and America did support

this war. However, the big

question is how would have
America responded if this had not

been the case? Would these
veterans have been "baby killers"

too? Or for once have we learned

from our parents the lessons of

Vietnam?

Be thankful they were able to

come home embraced as

America's heros, instead of the

scourge of America's existence. I

doubt the Vietnam veterans are so

embittered that they resent

America's treatment of the Gulf
troops-their message seems clear

"Welcome your troops home."
Do not blame the Gulf troops for

being born too late to have died

in Vietnam.

CFCC has a waiting list for their
.

tow-year nursing program. Can *

North Carolina or any state afford

two nursing programs in the

same town, one half-full and one

with a waiting list? What a waste
of very limited resources.

5) New Chancellor- James
Leutze the new chancellor at

UNC-W has the opportunity to

create a streamlined University

without the bureaucracy built-up

over the years under the previous

chancellor. UNC-W is heavy at

the top of the chain of command.
The Chancellor does not need
seven "assistant-chancellors" to

run an undergraduate institution

with less than 7,0 00
undergraduates. UNC-W is always
quick to cut the part-time
instructors in a budget crunch.

Often times the part-time
instructors are the most
productive. As the state continues

to cut the University's budget, I

challenge Chancellor Leutze to

cut the fat our of the bureaucracy

first.

March 25, 1991

Dana E. Page

You said "We stand in full

support of our Gulf troops after

having treated our Vietnam
veterans like dirt. I feel angry
when I think of how easy our
troops have had it during these

past months." Two things 1)
Who is your audience!? WE did
not treat the Vietnam vets like

dirt! Most of WE were not born
and those that were, like myself, -

because of age were not subject to

that political arena. 2) I think of
how easy WE, as college
students, have it with the worst
thing confronting the majority of
us is graduation. And I think of
how easy it was for YOU to

thumb your nose at the Gulf
troops, in your secure class,
while your professors taught you
about Vietnam!!

Cease in punishing my
generation for the actions of my
parents' generation. I was born in

196S and cannot and will not be
held responsible for the crimes of
my father. America's treatment of
the Vietnam veterans was/is a

disgrace, yet we/you cannot
change the past, however, like

me, you can learn from it.

Contrary to you, I think we have
learned. After all we did declare

war this time and as a political

science major you should
understand the difference.

All I am asking is that we
remember Vietnam, but do not

fall victim to its same
discrimination by blaming the

men and women for coming
home alive so soon. And please,

please cease in giving us blanket

condemnation for actions that can
only be changed in the future.

Finally, to use your quote
"True the Gulf War could have
been worse, but it was not." Yet
if it had been would your children

be writing a letter to the editor of
their college paper condemning
their generation for the actions of
yours? Think about it.

Sincerely,

Danielle O Anderson

History, senior

ACROSS

1 Food fish

5 Astan title

10 Beyond In* -
14 Aroma
15 Slraillaced

one
16 Wild qoal
17 lost- sett

cont'Ol

19 Card in taro

JO ncnllc
Ji Narcotic

Shrub
22 Streelcar

23 Bell sounds
25 nolloi

26 VehR les

30 Cakes and

3

1

indecent
34 Reserved
36 Sleel bar

38 Jima
39 Amateur
42 Within prel

43 Sialic

44 Male bird

45 Greek D s

4 7 On Soc Sec
49 Bullfight

cheers

50 Slumble
51 Song words
53 Glass piece
55 WW II heroes
56 Most doctle

61 Contused
6? Anmously

64 Early Briton

65 Protecting
perl

66 Lab substance
67 Ouestions
66 Sea eagles
69 Classify

DOWN
1 Opera slall

2 Adored one
3
chance'

4 Cavern
5 Garden shrub
6 Metric unit

7 Mark 1 w.nn
char .icier

6 Concepts
9 Superlative
10 Weapon
11 Native
12 Caslor s

mother
13 Ourl
16 Vwve
2* What 1

25 Damp
26 Punished
27 Detached
28 Impediment
29 Concession
31 Duel anat

32 Not sleeping

33 Paris

35 Holy man
37 Chemical

compound
40 Cricket held

«r

!*•* Trie

N Weekly
Crossword

Puzzle

pivts

4 1 Mountain
pref

46 Pays the tab
40 Gmris
St Sudsy drink

5? Panthe* or

Persian

53 Patent s

nickname

54 Not under
warranty

55 Speed
57 Subsi.ince

50 Nervous
51 M.t

60 Phoenician
pnr|

63 Soc* pari

1 ? 3 '

1
5 6 7 8 1

|

10 11 12 13

14 ' 16

17 18 19

20 "

23 24 _ 1
26 27 28 29 30 " 32 .11

34 3S 36 37

41

"

39 40

42 " 44

45 46 " 48l 49

50 " 52 I

53 54

I

J
" 57 58 '.Q B

61 . 63

64 65

1
66

67 68 69

COLLEGE PRESS SERVCE
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Campus Gets Busy During Leutze f

s Installation

Free Expression Celebration

Inauguration Ceremony

Photos By David Ball and

Phillip Loughlin
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SEAHAWK SPORTS
Seahawks Knocking Out The Hits

Track And Field

Team A'Wake'ns,

CAA's Next
UNCW's 4x1600 relay team of Karen

Mattewson, Jill Peeples, and Amy Jackson, and

Lalonnie Walker, took first place and established a

new meet record, highlighted the Seahawks'

appearance last Saturday at the inaugural Wake

Forest Relays in Winston Salem.

The team covered the distance in 24:38.10 to

capture the championship in the 26-team field.

Overall, UNCW's track and field team set 14 new

school records in tuning up for the Conference

Championships.being held this weekend, at George

Mason University in Fairfax. Va.

Junior Sissy Baker captured the only other

Seahawk title winning the women's hammer toss

with a heave of 101. 11 feet. Middle distance

runners Matthewson and Sam Bobbitt each sprinted

to third place finishes in the Mile Run competition

and each broke school records. Bobbitt ran the

distance in a time of 4:14.9 while Matthewson

finished in 5:06.87.

Van Drumpt Leads

Flower Search
The UNCW women's golf team is gearing up

to host their final contest of the season, the 12th

Annual Seahawk/Azalea Invitational. The event will

be held this weekend. Action begins on Friday.

The Seahawks are the defending champions of

the event, winning last season with a three day total

of 928, and led by former UNCW golfing sensation,

Paula Brzostowski.

The thirteen member field consists of the top

50 teams, Penn State (29th), Kansas (34th), Iowa
State (44th), Longwood (47th), and Mississippi

(50th). UNCW will look to senior standout Nina
Van Drumpt to lead the team to a second straight

title. The senior recently won the South Carolina

Women's Invitational. The championships was her

second win of the season.

Not, Very "Mmm,
Mmm, Good

The women's tennis team fell to tough four-

person Campbell squad 6-5, Monday at Buies

Creek, N.C. The Seahawks won the fifth, sixth

singles and third team doubles by forfeit but couidn't

pick up the remaining two matches to pick up the

win. Cary Kinny, playing third singles.defeated Bea

Walker 6-1, 6-3, for the lone Seahawk win.

Blood Games
Held In Greenville

The UNCW Rugby team.along with 20 other

clubs across the state, will vie this Friday and

Saturday, for the North Carolina Rugby State Union

Championship. The third annual championship will

be held on the campus of East Carolina in

Greenville, N.C.

The Seahawks will be competing in the college

division where odds on favorites are host ECU
and UNC-Chapel Hill. There will be kick-off

reception for participants Friday evening and an

awards banquet Saturday night.

itteline

ensations
Patrick Fowler
SoartsEditor^^^^^^^^^^^^^

BY PAUL THOMPSON
SEAHAWK SPORTSWR1TER

UNC Wilmington's offense came alive last

week as they won four out of five games and
improved their record to 19-14 overall and 7-5 in the

CAA. The Seahawks have won eight of their last

eleven and now stand in second place in the

Colonial Athletic Association standings.

The recent revival of the offense was led by
Mark Chamberlin. The junior infielder was named
CAA Player-of-the-Week, Monday after having a

monster week at the plate and the mound. The
Seahawk drove in 12 runs, two of them homers, and

recorded two saves in a five game stretch.

"1 feel good about how I'm playing. I feel good
about how the whole team is playing. Everybody's

starting to get confidence in themselves and
everyone else," said Chamberlin.

UNCW head coach Bobby Guthrie, now in his

seventh season, feels his team is playing with more
consistency than earlier in the season. He noted the

success as a "confidence thing."

"Right now we feel pretty good about

ourselves," Guthrie said.

"The whole team is getting more confidence

with each game."

On Sunday, the Seahawks visited James
Madison where they split a doubleheader with the

Dukes. UNCW won game one, 8-4, but dropped the

second contest, 7-3.

The Seahawks erupted for six runs in the sixth

inning to come from behind and take the opener.

Senior right-hander Mike Siopes (4-0) kept his

record perfect, going 5 2/3 innings and striking out

five batters. Chamberlin went two-for-four at the

plate, driving in five runs, including a three-run

homer in the ninth inning. Sal D"Espostio collected

two r.b.i's and scored twice for UNCW. Perry

Seahawk baseball players take scrimmage against one another in practice for Friday's encouter with the Tribe of William and
Mary.The Seahawks, bats have been hot this past weekend, especially the stick belonging to second baseman Mark Chamberlin.
The junior was named Player-of-the-Week, Monday, as he hit and pitched the club to four wins out of five road games.

Currin added two hits and runs of his own.

In game two, UNCW fell behind early,

allowing seven runs in the first three innings. JMU
starter, Kevin Woody, held the Seahawks to six

hits, fanning seven batters in! five innings of work.

JMU's relievers held UNCW the rest of the way

sealing up a 7-3 victory. Corey Broome led the

Seahawks going two-for-three on the day, scoring a

run.

On Saturday, the Seahawks traveled to Fairfax.

Va„ and swept a doubleheader from George Mason,
9-7 and 3-0.

"This was a good week for the whole team,"

Guthrie said. "Whenever you can go on the road and

win four out of five, it helps."

UNCW hosts William and Mary on Friday

John: "Calling Her Own Shots"

Bob Ueker
Couldn't Do
Any Better

Allow me to say right at the start, I'm

definitely not the nation's best golfer—the worst

possibly, but that point is still debated between me
and my former colleague Chris Wright. Each of us

claims a right to the title. I'm what you call a play-

by-the-seat-of-your pants type player—which is

highly likely the spot where I'll conduct my second

swing, following another lovely ten foot tee shot.

I'm not saying I don't know where my swing is

going to take me. I know that. Now where my ball

goes is a different matter entirely. Let's just say I

have the only golf ball in the world with a homing

beacon.

Still undaunted, I grabbed my rusty set of

clubs and descended on the local golf course. I'm

A.

BY PATRICK FOW1.FR
SPORTS EDITOR

For senior Karen John playing and working by
herself was something she practiced for 22 years.

The Seahawk women's tennis team No. 1

singles player constantly fought for room in the

bathroom,food at the dinner table, and access to one
of the John family's two cars. With two older

brothers.ten and four years her senior, it certainly

wasn't easy. So playing without a full time coach
for three of her four years at UNCW was no
problem.

"It was nothing new to me," said the senior."

"I've played under three different coaches since I was
a freshman. Our first coach, Kim Clark, knew the

game but was disorganized. We never knew when
we were practicing. Our games were always

scheduled at the last minute. I mean she was good,

knowledge-wise, but she was only here part of the

time. She didn't know the university timetable,

consequently we never could find a time to prepare

for our upcoming matches.

Clark.an instructor at Echo Farms Country
Club, departed at the start of the '89-90 season. The
responsibly of filling the vacancy fell to Assistant

Athletic Director Pat Howie. Howie served as intern

manager for one season, leading the Seahawks to a

5-9 mark. Current coach Jeri Whiting, a physical

education teaching graduate from University of

North Carolina, took over the program in late fall as

a full time position.

"Coach Whiting has really brought us together

as a team, John said. "She really got us in shape.

We, as a team unit, have worked harder this season

preparing for our matches than every before. Coach
has also revived team spirit here. Something I

always thought was missing from other years."

John, who picked up her first racquet at age
eight, began competing in local tournaments two
years later. She made her presence known quickly.

The baseline slugger was consistenly ranked in

the top 12 players in North Carolina in both singles

and doubles throughout her adolescent years.

proud to say I broke the course record—along wit

the dining room window, swan ice sculpture, and
the jukebox. But hey, all wasn't lost. After all I did

find my ball. But seriously, every pink moon, I do
shoot a respectable game. One afternoon, I finally

shot under the century mark (100). ... an

unbelievable 97. My caddy, Bubba, can verify my
story—of course I have to get him drunk and pay
him ten bucks to do it, but that's a minor detail.

Hole#l: I crunched the ball a hundred and fifty

yards, unfortunately it was straight down. I used
shots 2-6 to dislodge the ball and finish the hole
with an even 8.

Hole#2: Chip ball and club on cart trail where
mv ball lands after second errant tee shot. Finish

the hole with a double bogey (6), and a brokey 7
(iron).

Hole#3: Tee shot finds large gopher hole near
green. Good enough for me, my first career hole in

one.

Hole#4: A Birdy!, only slightly wounded, two
dead mallards, and a P.O.'d elderly woman. Later I

find the hole. Give me a 10.

Hole#5: After hooking the ball badly into the

woods and hitting several trees for the eighth time, I

turn to my Bubba and ask calmly if he saw the

ball. "Yes" "Where is it?." I inouire. "Here." He
then drops ball number nine at my feet. I end up
with a 6, of course.

Hole#6: Finally the ball finds the green. Sadly,

it belongs to the neighboring 12 hole. A green is a

<

She reached her first number one ranking as a

pre-teen, in the Girl's 10-11 year-old division. John

captured her first top singles title five years later in

1983. That season John posted a 28-5 mark in the

Girl's 14-15 bracket,winning 9-11 tournaments.

John continued her successes in high school

amassing an impressive mark of 56-1 in four

seasons. A school record that still stands at

Andrews. The prep conference named her All-

Pboto oounav ofSporu Information

Senior Karen John, a patience, determined,young woman.wtll
attempt to lead the Seahawks to victory in the team's final three

home contest.

Conference Player all four years she was there. John

also led the school to a state championship in 1986.

Since coming to UNCW in 1987, John has

been the driving force behind the Seahawks. The
senior currently boasts a 30-15 mark and a winning

record three out four years. The exception being

1989, when an injury sideline her the rest of the

green, no sense in getting picky, right!

hole.

Hole#7: Five bissful shots later, Bubba is so

filled with Tequila, he can't remember what I scored

on the hole. It's best that way. Give me another

par.

Hole#8: 1 find the trap. I find the trap. I find the

trap. I find the trap. I find the trap. I find the trap. I

find the trap

Hole#9: Just give me one more minute, just a

minute longer. I'm telling you, I'll be out of the

sand in a jiffy. I want just one more stab at it, uh.

.

., make that two more stabs. This is the last stroke,

I promise.

Hole#10: After surveying the situation

carefully, and reviewing all my options I select my
favorite club—turkey.ham, bacon, and lettuce on

white. Bubba orders the deluxe hamburger and we sit

back to enjoy our meal. Oh, did I forget to mention

the club house is directly after the ninth hole.

Hole#ll: Over the bridge, and through the

woods, to find the hole we go. We know it's out

there somewhere. We find our way back to

civilization following Bubba's trail of bread crumbs.

Three hours, two ticks, and a case of poison ivy

later, we find the course again

Hole#12: 1 have this strange feeling, I've played

this hole before. Naaaah!

Hole#13: Two words, No comment.

match play but claims her concentration has never

been sharper.

"You don't about your opponents game out on

the court," John said. "You try to keep your mind
on winning six games to take the set"

One of the key factors according to John to her

successes is keeping her emotions under control on

the court.

"You don't want to look depressed or frustrated

if you drop a set or game," John said. That can be

an indication to your opponent to go for the kill. If

you lose the first set, try to win that first game of

set two. Let your opponent that you are still in

there."

John's mental toughness has already played

dividends for the Seahawks this season. Against

both Tennessee-Chattanooga and Coastal Carolina

contest, she was the underdog and came out

victorious.

"The Chattanooga girl was just overconfident

when she played me but the match against Coastal

was real battle," John said. "I lost a close first set

(6-4) and really had to regroup myself to take sets

two and three. I don't mind losing a match if I play

my best. It is when I hit poorly that I get upset"

But don't get the idea the senior is always so

calm and cool under pressure,she likes to have fun

too.

"One time when I was in a double match with

Kathleen (Courter), I ran to hit a short ball and

completely missed," John said. "I nearly knocked

myself over swinging too hard at the ball. "After I

recovered, I just turnedmyhead towards Kathleen and

made a funny face. We both cracked-up laughing

right there on the court."

After graduation, John plans to pursue a career

as an educator, teaching kindergarten to sixth grade.

The baseline slugger also plans see some of next

year's matches.

"It will be difficult to watch from the

sidelines," John said. "But I be here to give moral

support and cheer on my friends," she smiles.

Undoubtedly it will be the best encouragement,

John could possible give her teammates.

Hole#14: Run into mean old lady from hole
#4. She's still ticked off at me. Finish the hole with
three broken ribs, two black-eyes, and a concussion.

A six, I think.

Hole#15: Arrrrgh, a slice. Man, Is this pizza
hot. Domino's delivery man is two minutes late

and out of breath. Get three dollars off pizza and
finish the hole with another respectable par.

Hole#16: Tee shot finds preceding foursome
cart, I'm on the green in one. A putt and, "Give me
some extra pepperonis on the next order," Bubba.

Hole#17: Really! Just how important is the

ball to play the game. Bubba takes a fiver and 1

scribble down a four.

Hole#18: "It a Cinderella story. An unknown
here at Augusta just two days ago is leading the

field at the Masters on the final day of play. A
former student newspaper sports editor, now a
Master Champion with this three-foot putt. A hush
falls over the crowd, as he draws his putter gently

back. It's stroked, it could be, it might be, no it lips

out hmmm! Wait wait hold everything, yes,

he was FOULED!!!

There you have it, after only a mere nine and a

half hours on the course, an unbelievable score of
97. "Uhmm, Uhmmm,"—okay, okay 132. Here is

another fiver Bubba, "Have some more Tequila."

Satisfied with my accomplishments and realizing

that it's time to once again retire from the sport. I

end the day the way all great golfers do.

I lie like hell about my score in the lockeroom.
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Come On Out And Have Some Fun?!!

This is a formal invitation to attend the Kure

Beach 1991 Spring Kick Off. It will be held April

27, from 11:00-3:00 in front of Big Daddy's

restaurant at Kure Beach. This event is being

sponsored by SGA and B 100. SGA will host a 4-

man volleyball tournament. There will also be a 4-

woman volleyball tournament. The respective

winners will receive a FREE DJ for a dance to be

held at a later date. Gator the morning man will also

be present. All participants will receive free Cd' s

and tapes along with refreshments the day long.

There will also be lots of giveaways the entire day.

Items being given away include: CD's, Tapes, Free

hotel stays (12+), Free dinners at Big Daddys (3). A
free boogie board, Rod and Reels, 30 T-Shirts+,

Hats and many other GREAT items.

In order to have an appropriate amount for the

participants, we must have the number of teams by

April 21 by 9:00. You can sign up by calling 350-

3938 or come by the SGA office and sign up with

the secretary. This is going to be a huge event, and

your support is needed.

Very Special Arts Festival To Take

Place

Wilmington Parks & Recreation, the pilot club

of Wilmington, and the New Hanover County

schools invites you to attend the 3rd annual Very

Special Arts Program on Wednesday, May 15, 1991

on USS North Carolina from 9:30 to 12:30. To
include performances in the performing arts from

children and young adults with physical and mental

challenges. This Very Special Arts Festival is a

unique opportunity to develop and to share

creativity. Also a special visual arts show will take

place at the visitors center. Come experience this

joyous celebration- of the arts. Admission if free.

Call Wilmington Parks and Recreation at 341-7855

for more information.

Want To Cm Canoeing?
Join Alternatives! for a relaxing day of canoeing

in a scenic spot only 25 miles from UNCW!
When? Saturday, April 27, 1991 What Time?

8:30 am - 5:30 pm * No previous canoeing
experience necessary * Minimal charge Deadline

to Register: No later than 3 pm Thursday, April

18, 1991 in Alternatives!, Room 104 of the

University Union.

Vou Are Invited To A Delta

Extravaganza!'.

The Theta Iota Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta

Sorority Inc., invites you to attend the 2nd annual

Delta Extravaganza. This scholarship benefit to

increase minority enrollment at UNC-Wilmington,

will feature a variety of entertainment such as jazz,

the UNC-W Gospel Choir, the Ebony Readers, a

fashion show by Raspberry Boutique, and even

more. The Extravaganza will take place on April 20,

1991 at 7:00 p.m. in the University Center

Ballroom on the campus of UNC-Wilmington. Do
not miss this exciting night of entertainment.

WHAT: 2nd Annual Delta Extravaganza

(Scholarship Benefit)

WHEN: Saturday, April 20, 1991 at 7:00 p.m.

WHERE: University Center Ball Room on the

campus of the University fo North Carolina at

Wilmington

Thank you for your cooperation. If you have

any questions, please feel free to contact Joi Falana

at 395-3553.

Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta; a public

service sorority.

Prnwe To Sneak A* Commencement

The University of North Carolina at

Wilmington will award 1,226 degrees at its 42nd

commencement exercises at 10 a.m., Saturday, May
11 in Trask Coliseum. In this graduating class,

some 1,138 students will receive bachelor's degrees

while 88 will be awarded graduate degrees in fields

related to education, business and marine sciences.

Speaker for the occasion will be Admiral

William J. Crowe, Jr., appointed the eleventh

chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Department of

Defense, by President Ronald Reagan in October

1985. He was reappointed to a second two-year term

in 1987. In this capacity, he served as the principal

military advisor to the president, the secretary of

defense and the National Security Council.

Crowe is an Oklahoma native. H e graduated

from the United States Naval Academy in 1947. His

further academic achievements include a Master of

Arts in Education from Stanford University and a

doctorate in Politics from Princeton University.

nisrovm The End Of The Semester!

What a great way to end the semester. The

Leadership Center's DISCOVER program will be

Backpacking through the Uhwarrie National Forest

May 6th- 10th. The cost of this trip is $25. Space is

limited so sigh-up know. For more information

contact Brock Snyder at 450-3052 or stop by the

DISCOVER Outdoor Leadership Center located in

room 138 of The University Center.

State Considers Budget Cuts
BY TIM BALL

STAFF WRITER

The state budget axe started to swing on the

University of North Carolina system on March
21. Approximately $60 million budgeted for

the UNC system has been scheduled to be cut

from the the North Carolina state budget.
After earlier cuts in the UNC budget last

summer, faculty and students across the state

see another $59.2 million in cuts having

serious repercussions across North Carolina.

UNCW stands to lose $1 million under the

proposed cuts.

University jobs face the biggest reductions

at $27 million. The North Carolina House has

agreed to recommend budget cuts in the UNC-
system that could result in a loss of

approximately 200 teaching and 170 non-

teaching positions across the state. The N.C.

Senate has approved cuts of 5% in teaching

positions and 2.5% in non-teaching positions,

such as admissions staff, and essential support

activities.

The recommendations of UNC officials and

school administrators were considered before a

final proposal was set. The proposed cuts

would reduce the UNCW teaching faculty by

approximately 8-9 positions and the non
teaching staff by another 3 positions.

A petition was circulated among UNCW
faculty members opposing the proposed tax

hikes. The petition advocates the use of other

methods to finance the state, such as a tax

increase, rather than cut the educational

budget

The petition, sponsored by the American

Association of University Professors (AAUP)
also addresses the proposed cuts from the

community college system and the public

school system. Budget cuts would fall in

every part of the North Carolina educational

system. Public schools would have $170
million cut from their budgets. Community
colleges, which traditionally educate lower

income students, would have nearly $30

million cut. Along with the $59.2 in

university cuts, a total of $260 million would
be saved by the state.

Dr. James Megivern, Chairman of the State

Committee of the AAUP, introduced the

petition to the UNCW faculty after a recent

meeting at East Carolina University. Within
the first 48 hours, over 200 faculty members
had signed the petition. As of Wednesday
morning, 238 faculty had signed the petition.

"It is the educational system of the state

that is being gutted," Megivern said. "It is

extremely short-sighted of the legislature. The

purpose of the petition is to ensure that the
faculty is behind the representatives fighting
this."

Last Wednesday, 600 students from UNC-
system colleges burst into the General
Assembly and forced their way into the

committee chambers where legislators were
working through the cuts in the UNC system.

"To the legislature, education is of little

importance," Megivern said. "They place more
importance in having a low tobacco price, than

having any kind of education" /

Dr. James Leutze, UNCW chancellor, said

that the budget cuts will cause the school to

suffer. "We have had to cut our budget 15%."

Leutze said that he stands behind the actions

of the faculty in the petition. "Any
encouragement given to the legislature to

encourage them to find another way to
instigate the budget cuts is good."

Ray Dawson, UNC's senior vice president

for academic affairs, said once the proposed
cuts circulated across the sixteen UNC
campuses that it was the general consensus of

administrators that non-teaching positions

should be protected. According to Dawson,
the Faculty Council of UNC-CH approved of

the proposed ratio of teaching to non teaching

cuts.

"We are going to have to let people go...,"

Dawson said. "But, I think there should be

enough turnover to prevent layoffs however."

Admiral William J. Crowe (retired) will speak at UNCVV's
commencement on May 11. 1226 students arc expected to graduate.

Rail Strike May Cause Big
Transportation Problems

IRAN HOSTAGE SCANDAL:

Bush Denies Involvement
BY RICHARD BFNFDFTTO

^Copyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple College

Information Network

WASHINGTON — The White House denied

fresh allegations Monday that President Bush
may have been involved in a secret deal with Iran

more than a decade ago to delay the release of

U.S. hostages until after the 1980 election.

"Our position on all of that is the same as

it's always been — that there's just nothing to

it," said Bush spokesman Marlin Fitzwater.

Bush was Ronald Reagan's running mate
against President Jimmy Carter in the 1980 race,

and release of U.S. hostages held in Tehran was a

major issue in the campaign. Carter's inability to

win the hostages' release was a key factor in his

defeat

The controversy resurfaced Monday in a New
York Times article by Gary Sick, a member of

jCarter's National Security Council staff

responsible for monitoring Iran policy. Sick

quoted sources saying the deal to delay the

hostage release, and deny Carter political victory,

as clinched in a series of meetings said to have

taken place in Paris in October 1980.

Sick said at least three unnamed sources sail

they saw Bush at one of those Paris meetings

But Sick said he remained uncertain himself

whether Bush was there.

Fitzwater said Bush "never went to Paris" foi

any such meeting. "It's been denied hundreds of

times," he said.

Sick, now an adjunct professor of Middl

East studies at Columbia University, also

charged that ex-CIA Director William Casey,

then Reagan's campaign chairman, masterminded

the hostage delay in a secret deal with Iranian

politicians. Casey, now deceased, was said to

have promised that a Reagan administration

would release Iranian assets held in this country

and help Iran acquire badly needed military

equipment and spare parts.

Allegations of a deal between the Reagan
campaign and Iran have circulated since the day of

Reagan's 1981 inaugural. Tehran agreed to

release the 52 remaining captives five minutes

after Reagan was sworn in.

BY KEVIN JOHNSON
AND LINPA KANAMINE
SCopyrighl 1991, USA TODAY/Apple

College Information Network

CHICAGO — Jorge Angel has

a plan in case his commuter
railroad shuts down. He'll take a

public bus to the subway, and the

subway to his job at a steel

company.

Drawbacks: it's three times as

long, and more expensive.

"I don't want this to happen,"

Angel, 23, shrugs, "but, you
know, what can you do?"

As many as 100,000
commuters and a hefty chunk of

the nation's freight may be

stranded if unions and 98 railroads

can't agree on new contracts.

"A rail strike in this instance

would be more devastating than

normal because most railroads ...

intend to close down rather than

operate with supervisors," said

David Leibowitz, analyst with

American Securities in New York.

"Numerous industries rely on

railroads, across the gamut of the

economy, from coal and farm

products, to everything in

between."

About 115 million tons a

month, one-third of all goods

shipped in the United States,

travels by rail. Stalled deliveries or

switching to more expensive
transporters mean consumers will

feel the pinch as "prices head

north," Leibowitz said.

Up to 200,000 union

employees and 550,000 workers at

railroad-dependent industries such

as motor vehicles, paper, lumber,

steel, coal mining, glass

production, plastics and chemicals

could be idled.

"The impact is going to be

Cont'd, on Page 8
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pretty quick," said Stanley Brown
of the Motor Vehicle
Manufacturers Association.
"Within 48 hours, manufacturing

plants will start feeling a shortage

of parts and there will be a gradual

shutdown of facilities."

Because auto makers keep

small inventories, a prolonged

strike may mean plant closings

and layoffs.

"We're totally reliant on rail.

You can't build a vehicle without

all the parts."

United Parcel Service, which
uses trains to move about 35
percent of its parcels, is "alerting

customers to potential delays,"

said spokesman Alan Caminiti.

A massive strike shouldn't

affect U.S. utilities, which get
their coal by rail. Anticipating a

strike, most have doubled or

tripled their coal stockpiles, said

John Grasser of the National Coal

Association.

But a strike could strain the

U.S. coal industry's stronghold on
overseas markets, he said. "U.S.

coal has always been considered a

reliable exporter. A medium- to

long-term strike could hurt that

reputation."

One industry stands to gain.

"Trucking companies see this

as a great chance to increase their

exposure and show people that ...

trucking companies provide a high

quality of service," said Michael

Arendes, transportation economist

with the American Trucking
Association. "They should be able

to accommodate any overflow."

Unions and railroads are in

Washington in last-ditch efforts to

reach agreement over wages, work
rules and health care costs.

Though freight lines are the

intended target of a strike,

commuters in Chicago,
Washington, Baltimore,
Philadelphia, Los Angeles and San

Francisco may bear the initial

brunt.

CalTrain, a California

commuter line that runs from San

Jose to San Francisco and carries

about 21,000 riders each weekday,

posted notices Monday preparing

people for a strike. Choices:

Insufficient numbers of buses and

probable traffic jams, said Eric

Schatmeier, Caltrain s manager of

marketing and planning.

In Maryland, officials say two
commuter lines that carry 8,000

people daily will probably be
halted in the strike.

Officials at Metra, Chicago
area's umbrella commuter rail

authority, say seven of the city's

eleven commuter train arteries

probably would shut down,
forcing commuters into other
trains, buses, the subway or their

cars.

But with major summer
construction jobs throttling traffic

on some Chicago highways, "We
suggest people take a vacation,"
says Metra spokeswoman Maria
Karlin.

(Kevin Johnson and Linda
Kanamine writes for USA
TODAY.)

t «
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Group Plans Mexico Trip |C

BY SANDY PORTER
STAFF WRITER

On May 12- May 22 UNCWs Global
Volunteers will be visiting Peubla, Mexico to

help renovate a local school. Ten students will

be escorted by Campus Minister, Bob
Haywood and Jessica Bullard of the Leadership

Center.

The Global Volunteers were until recently

non-existent. Bob Haywood first formulated

this sort of mission work from colleagues of

his who were sponsoring the same kind of

trips.

"I have friends who are involved in

national and international projects. This

particular trip will be lined up with a colleague

at ECU. This will be quite a learning

experience for our UNCW group," stated

Haywood.

Haywood discussed his idea to Cathy
Birmingham of the leadership and a co-

sponsorship program began. Haywood placed

an ad in the Seahawk announcing the trip and

its first scheduled meeting. The ten or so

students who showed are the students who are

heading to Mexico. From the beginning of the

spring semester the group has met on a weekly

basis to discuss their travel plans and learn

how to speak some basic Spanish.

Each student and sponsor will be in a

special situation in Puebla. Each person will

be placed in a local Spanish family's home
where it is doubtful the family will know

much English. The families will be the parents

of children in the school or either teachers in

the school.

"It is unknown what financial situation

these families live in. We may not even have
indoor plumbing. There is a quote that I like

and gave it to the other members, "Travel is

very intense living", stated Jessica Bullard.

One of the students who is going to

Mexico, Brad Kinkema, a Junior Sociology
major, is not only interested in the free trip,

but what he will learn.

"I strongly believe in mission work. I

have done it before in Guatamala and had such

a great learning experience. Everyone should

go to a foreign country and experience what
real poverty is. The help we give to these

people is minimum as to what we learn about

them and ourselves. This group also provides a

great chance to travel, and I do like to get out

of the country at least once a year," Kinkema
stated.

The trip will entail 8 days of working on
school renovations and 2 days will be for

sightseeing in Mexico City, which is only 60
miles southeast. The group has paid their own
way through fundraisers and grants.

Jessica Bullard suggested that "this will

hopefully be the first of many trips." In the

future trips will be designed for 12 - 1 6
UNCW students. The Leadership Center and

the Campus Ministry feels that "global service

is important in the learning of other cultures."

Esposito To Speak On Racism
Giancarlo Esposito, the star of Spike Lee's

"School Days," "Do the Right Thing," and "Mo'
Better Blues," will speak on "Contemporary
Issues Facing Today's Youth" at 8 p.m.,
Monody, April 22 in Cameron Hall Auditorium

on the campus of the University of North
Carolina at Wilmington.

Esposito, 31 is half Italian and half black
and has bome the brunt of racism his entire life.

At the lecture, he will share his personal
experiences of how he has overcome the many
obstacles to success and help others to understand
how they too can succeed. In addition, he will

address issues dealing with racism that concern
our nation's youth.

Esposito has already made a mark in the

world of acting. He portrayed the character of

"Buggin Out" in Spike Lee's controversial film

"Do the Right Thing." The film gave a realistic

portrayal of a neighborhood riot based on racism.

The winner of the 1981 Obie and Theatre

World Award for his work in "Zooman and the

Sign," he has also appeared in such plays as

"Maggie Flynn," "Merrily We Roll Along'' and
"Donut Get God Started."

The lecture is co-sponsored by the

Association for Campus Entertainment (ACE)
and the office of Minority Affairs. Tickets are $3

for the general public and $1 for UNCW students

with an ID.

For more information, contact

ACE at 395-3842.
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USA TO AID REFUGEES:
President Bush Tuesday ordered

U.S. troops into northern Iraq to

carve out a safe haven for Kurdish

refugees - reversing his hands-off

policy. The Kurds are fleeing

Saddam Hussein's retribution for

their failed rebellion. Officials said

up to 1,000 a day are dying. Bush

said the objective is to coax the

Kurds into camps where aid is

more easily distributed.

RAIL STRIKE BEGINS:

Freight railroads and their unions

bargained against a midnight

deadline Tuesday, but failed to

avert a coast-to-coast strike that

could strand rail passengers and

stop the flow of one-third of the

nation's goods. A strike could idle

200,000 freight workers and
perhaps a half-million others with

non-rail jobs.

RULING REDUCES
APPEALS:
A Tuesday Supreme Court ruling

could speed executions by sharply

reducing appeals by death row
inmates. The 6-3 decision in a

COMING SOON
To The Wilmington Area

Stanley H. Kaplan Educational

Center test preparation courses

LSAT
aMAT
MCAT
GRE
SAT

919-493-5000

Georgia case limits appeals to one

trip through state and federal

appeals courts, reducing repetitive

petitions that delay executions a

decade or more. Dissenting Justice

Thurgcod Marshall said the ruling

was a "manifestly unfair"

restriction on rights.

AIRPORT PLAYGROUNDS
ARE FUTURE:
Though families and other leisure

travelers make up only a third of

the USA's travelers, they are

starting to command more

attention. The Greater Pittsburgh

International Airport has a

playground called Kidsport. It may

be indicative of the the future of

airports, which are getting more

competitive, says one airport

spokesman. Several other major

airports have children's areas.

MCDONALD'S T O
REDUCE TRASH:
McDonald's says it will try to cut

its trash by 80% through

recycling, switching to reusable

packaging and turning garbage

into compost. The 8,600
restaurants produce about 2

million pounds of trash a day -

mostly from kitchen supplies.

Changes include carry-out bags

made from recycled paper;
sandwich wraps of unbleached

paper; smaller napkins; and an end

to cutlery wrapped in plastic.

NRA ELECTS HARD-
LINER:
The National Rifle Association,

facing one of its toughest battles

in Congress, has elected hard-liner

Wayne LaPierre its top paid
officer. LaPierre, 41, who built a

reputation as a forceful opponent
of gun control while working as

the group's chief lobbyist, is

expected to step up efforts to

defeat gun control measures while

working to ease tension within the

organization.

ISRAEL DEFIES USA:
Israel thumbed its nose at the

USA Tuesday just hours before

Secretary of State James Baker's

departure for the region, settling

five Jewish families in the West

Bank. The White House called the

latest settlement in Revava "an

obstacle to peace." Baker, eager to

push forward a Middle East pace

program, said only he would
repeat his views on settlements to

"Israeli leadership directly."

POLICE GROUP
CONDEMNS BRUTALITY:
Police chiefs from a dozen cities

joined Tuesday to condemn
brutality like the police beating of

a Los Angeles motorist last

month and called on President

Bush to convene a new
commission on crime and
violence. Included are chiefs from
Atlanta; San Diego; Newark, N J.;

St. Petersburg, Fla.; Tulsa;

Chicago; Dallas; Boston;

Baltimore; Portland, Ore.; and
Bridgeport, Conn.

RICH HAVE LOTTO
FEVER:
Wednesday's expected $120
million California Lotto jackpot

has created gambling mania even

in the poshest of places. The
chance of winning $120 million

by investing only $1 has lured

owners of BMWs and Jaguars.

One buyer snapped up 1,474

tickets. Other buyers sent their

gardeners. A single winner would

become the nation's biggest lotto

winner; the USA's two biggest

jackpots were shared.

POLICE COULDN'T
REACH KENNEDYS:
Palm Beach, Fla., police Tuesday
said they are investigating why
they were told Kennedy family
members had left town Easter

weekend while detectives were
seeking to question them about a

rape at their estate. Spokesman
Craig Gunkel said detectives who
went to the estate to talk to Sen.
Edward Kennedy, his son Patrick

and his nephew William Smith, a

suspect, were told they had left

town.

STILL RAINING IN THE
ROCKIES:
Light rain and snow will fall again

Wednesday on the northern
Rockies, as typical spring weather
pervades the USA. Sunshine and
clear skies will be the norm from
the Ohio Valley to the Atlantic

Coast. But New York and New
England are in for below-normal
temperatures, clouds and drizzle.

The Southwest and California will

remain dry, but a little cooler than
normal.
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107. discount with this ad!

»*•' oil frgcht ovo-'oW* a' a« loco'iom AH >rx a' o"<J o"* way 'rn'a 1 * sjfcin' <oH«'r
P»mk» S'ontfO'd '*"'0l 9MOl''«a'«ni Hf'l P**\kl h -/• k I em>"q ''-' ' w "'

tHastle ^tables, line.

Deborah Mastrangelo

President

Boarding • Grooming

Exercise Lessons

5513 Sid bury Road

Castle Hayne. NC 28429

Stables 675-1113

The newApple SfyleWriier.

5 miles from UNC-U).

-BTHE HAWK'S NESTJC
CHECK OUT OUR $1.04 BRERKFRST SPECIRLS!

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

. LUNCH SPECIALS • RPRH- 22-26

Ham sub, chips, ano

lBOZ.DRinK $3.15

Which price looks better toyou?
LetS face it.The

more impressive your

papers and projects

look, the more impact

your ideas will have on your professors.

Which is why you might want to know

about the new Apple* St^eWritef printer. It

offers crisp, laser-quality printing for about

the same cost as a dot matrix printer.

It's compact (at just 13" x 5',' it fits easily

in the most cramped dorm room). It's

quiet (so quiet you can print at 3am with-

out waking up your roommate).

And it's from Apple - designed so now

you can geteverything out of a Macintosh*

computer that Apple built into it. _g_
Not just the power to look your

best. The power to be your best?

For further information visit the University Bookstore

or talk to Kane McKenzie at the Bookstore, 395-3188

M, W, F: 11:00 am - 12:30 pm / T, R: 9:30 am 10:30 am

©IWyfteOimpuMr toe Apple the Apple lox<> Macintosh VuMlrtfer and Ihepouvr to bewurbest are rt\nslen*1 trademarks of Apfilt (ompuler tnc

-
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THE SEAHAWK

The Seahawk welcomes Letters to tht

Editor. These should be typed and include the author's

name, address, phone number and campus affiliation, if

any. Unsigned letters will not be published. The
Seahawk reserves the right to decline publication ofany

letter or to edit lettersfor the purpose ofspace or clarity.

Letters should be delivered to Room 205-E of the

University Union or mailed to: Editor, The Seahawk,

601 South College Rd , Wilmington N.C. 28407.

Opinions expressed in the editorial section are those

of the individual columnist, and not those of The
Seahawk.

The deadline for classifieds, personals and letters to

the editor is 5 p.m. Monday for Thursday's paper. The

Advertising deadline is also 5 pm. Monday. There is a

20% late fee for any ad received after the deadline has

passed.

The Seahawk's phone numbers are 395-3789 for

business staffand 395-3229for the editorial division.

PHILLIP LOUGHLIN
EDITOR IN CHEF
DAVID BURKE
NEWS EDITOR

PATRICK FOWLER
SPORTS EDITOR

RAMONA HUPP
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

MICHELE MAYO
COPY EDITOR

LAUREN FULLER
PRODUCVON MANAGER
KRISTEN KURCZAK
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT

DAVID BALL
PHOTOGRAPHER

JILL LINK
ADVERTISING MANAGER

How Much Money Grows
On A Money Tree?

Money.
Who has enough?

The average college student certainly doesn't. Yet, we are the

ones who are being asked for more.

Budget cuts are coming. Education money is going to be

stripped away. Who is going to make up the difference? Odds
are, it is going to come, at least in part, from an increase in

tuition. It will also probably find a way into the taxes which

disappear so mysteriously from our paychecks.

The problem is, the more they take, the more they want.

Students are finding that they must drop out of college because it

is getting too expensive. Even at UNCW, one of the least

expensive schools in the UNC system, the problem is getting out

» of hand.

What is the cure?

The Seahawk doesn't have one. We need more money too, but

we don't know where we'll find it.

The Parking office needs more money, and they have found a

way to get it. A resolution passed through the executive

committee of the board of trustees to raise parking decals to $72
for full-time students. According to Robert Walton, Vice

Chancellor for Business Affairs, the increase is necessary for the

upkeep of the existing parking lots and a few minor changes. "As
parking fees go, it's a very reasonable one," he said.

Reasonable to whom? Students complained when they were

required to kick out $60 last year. Did anybody ask the students if

they thought the amount was "reasonable"? As a matter of fact,

has anybody asked the students if any of the upcoming changet

were reasonable? WE are the ones who are going to foot the bill.

Shouldn't WE have some say here, if only to state our opinion?

To rationalize the increase, The Seahawk was told that UNCW
had something like the second lowest parking rate in the UNC
system. Of course, our enrollment isn't quite the 20,000 plus that

Carolina has. At Carolina, students pay according to how close

they want to park to classes. A central lot sticker will run a

"student $192. A fringe lot, two miles away is only $24.

At UNC-Charlotte, the decal fee is going up from $98 to

$100. They have parking decks there, and about 14,000 students,

twice the enrollment of UNCW. They should expect to pay a little

more. Yet, here we are going to be expected to pay $72 to park

anywhere from right in front of our classes to all the way across

campus, depending on availability.

It strikes us that perhaps there are some alternatives that have

not been fully examined. It is a standard practice to "fix"

something by raising the cost. Perhaps the students, if they were

allowed to be involved in making the decisions that affect their

lives, might be able to contribute some other ideas.

For example, why not set up a varied rate for parking in

different areas? If students want the prime spots, let them pay the

top price. Those who don't mind the walk can pay less and park

out beside Trask.

Or maybe the parking office could find some way to cut

expenses a little. Who needs a hand-held computer that writes

parking tickets? And wouldn't electric carts be more efficient to

patrol parking lots than that little blue pick-up or the squad cars?

The thing is, there must be some other way to make this

thing work. We at The Seahawk do not have the answers. Maybe
you as students can help yourselves here. Contact University

officials. Call Mr. Walton, or Student Affairs, or even the

Chancellor.

As to the budget cuts, you have a voice there too. Write to

the state legislature. Write your congressman. Make a noise.

Or you could just stand there, open your wallet, and pour the

money into their hands. I'm sure they'll take it.

Small Acts Can Make Big Changes
We live in a world of

constant contradictions. One day

we read stories of incredible

hopelessness and despair and then

run across other stories that help

us maintain our lively sense of

hope. The forces of light and the

forces of darkness seem to be in

constant interplay.

Lauren Eiseley tells a story

which helps me feel the power of

recognizing life's contradictions.

That great naturalist once spent

time in a seaside town called

Costabel and, plagues by his life-

long insomnia, spent the early

morning hours walking on the

beach. Each day at sunrise, he

found townspeople combing the

sands for starfish which had

washed ashore during the night to

kill them for commercial
purposes. It was for Eiseley, a

sign, however small, that the

world says no to life.

But one morning, Eiseley

got up unusually early and

discovered a solitary figure on the

beach. This man, too, was
gathering starfish but each time

he found one alive, he would pick

it up and throw it as far as he
could beyond the breaking surf,

back into the nurturing ocean
from which it came. As days
went by Eiseley found this man
embark on his mission of mercy

Of course, I believe that there

is such a "Star Thrower" at work

in our universe. But more, the

story moves us beyond our

constant questioning about

reality's goodness or evil and

We can recognize, identify, and live up
those moments...those stories which
contradict those ways in which the world
says no to life.

each morning, seven days a week,

no matter what the weather.

Eiseley named this man "the

star thrower," and in a moment of

meditation he writes of how this

man in his pre-dawn work
contradicted everything Eiseley

had been taught about evolution

and survival of the fittest. Here in

the beach of Costabel, the strong

reached out to save, not crush the

weak. And Eiseley wondered: Is

there a Star Thrower at work in

the universe? God contradicts

death, God whose nature is

"mercy within mercy within

mercy"?

points us toward a position in

which we accept, at one level, the

contradictions life keeps
demonstrating to us and finding a

way to end the seeming
contradictions of vocation as star

throwers.

At one level, we can
recognize, identify, and live up

those moments, those acts and

those people, those stories which

contradict those ways in which

the world says no to life. At a

deeper level, we can chose to find

whatever "beach" life sets us a

part of and chose to be star

throwers in that place. Your

"beach" may be your office or
your classroom or your home.
There are contradictions in all of
those places and a need for
someone who will resolutely

nourish all that says "YES" to

ufe.

The acts of the star thrower
were very small and puny but
they had a profound effect upon
Lauren Eiseley. No act of
compassion, no act of mercy or
caring or listening or lovingly

confionting or sharing is too
small. Likewise, there is hardly

any place, if any "beach" where
there are not forces at work
tearing things apart in the name
of personal gain or power or
progress.

Where is your beach? What
place in your life needs some
small acts of mercy and love? Our
world needs star throwers and you
need to be a star thrower if you
have any hope of nourishing the

part of you that wants to say
"YES" to the promise inherent in

a life in which you have been
gifted.

' '
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So this is it.

After two years as editor it

is finally time to hand over the *

reins ... to let someone else

handle it. I've been from start

to finish in a learning process

that far exceeded any classroom

experience.

I remember the beginning.

I came here, not knowing a

stringer from a hammerhead. I

am leaving now, with a little

more technical knowledge than

I started with; but I know
volumes more about people, the

pressures of being a leader, and

the attitudes of people towards

the press. I know what it is to

watch the sky turn pink with

the coming dawn, as we labored

to finish putting The Seahawk
to bed. I know, too, the

satisfaction of bringing the

paper to press three hours

before deadline.

I know now what it is to

feel the electric surge of
power—to be in a position to

hire and fire people. I have

learned that you must assert

authority to claim authority,

and that if you allow one t

person to walk over you, you
may as well pour yourself a

concrete bed and call yourself a

sidewalk.

I have also learned that
power must be controlled.
There must be flexibility with
the firmness. Aesop said it in

the fable about the oak and the

willow. The oak refused to

bend to the wind and was
broken by the storm. The
willow allowed itself to b e

pushed to the ground, but when
the storm passed, it stood tall

again. I found that the line

between when to be flexible and
when to be firm is threadlike;

and I crossed to the wrong side

more than once.

I learned that it is one
thing to look at a thing, and
something altogether different

to see it. In two years at The
Seahawk, I have learned to look

at things from a broad

perspective; then to pare away
until I reach the real meat of the

issue. Whether it was Greek
housing, or the CAO fiasco, I

found that every story has two
sides. Depending on which side

you are standing on, the other

may be totally invalid. As a

journalist, my place was to

hover over the issue, detached,

staying as near the middle as

possible. Sometimes it was
difficult to maintain that

position.

I ran up against obstacles

during my two year tenure. I

was criticized on one side for

being biased while the other
side thought they were under-

represented. I was accused of

being anti-Greek, racist, and
sexist. I had complaints that

editorials were biased (of all

things), that I had misspelled
names, that I had jumbled the

facts. I was told that my
practices were less than
journalistic by people who have
yet to figure out what a press

release is. From all of that, I

had to pick out the creative

feedback and filter out the chaff.

I had to do this with some

semblance of equity and
sensitivity, to avoid making
enemies for the wrong
reasons—not that I didn't make
any enemies.

I never got away from the

feeing that any criticism

levelled at the paper was aimed
at me personally. There was a

connection between me and the

paper, a sort of artist's pride.

Regardless of where the error

was found, I felt responsible,

and I mentally kicked myself at

least once with every one of the

fifty issues I worked on. As
you read this column, I am
probably kicking myself again.

Through it all, there was
The Seahawk staff. There is a

difference, you know, between
someone working for you and
someone working with you. By
the middle of my third semester

as editor, I had accumulated a

group of folks who were willing

to work hard with minimal
incentive. They did the best
they could with what they had,

and it showed. They fielded the

criticism with me, and accepted
blame when it was due them.
They worked with me, not for

me.
I had, for the first time,

someone to whom I could
delegate authority and expect
the task to get done. I found
that I no longer had to take care
of every step in publishing the

newspaper. I realized also, that

I had probably not given
anyone the chance to do these

things before

—

The Seahawk
was my charge, and I felt bound
to do everything myself.

Fellow Students,

To be or not to be, that was

the question. To use or not to

use, that is the question. This is

my first address to the student

body as Student Body President

and I was a little unsure about

what to say. So, I began with one

of the greatest problems facing

UNCW students. To Use or not

to Use... At our university there

are a multitude of social,

academic, and extracurricular

outlets that can be used by us.

We pay for these services, but we
are not using them. Imagine

going to McDonalds and buying a

five dollar meal. Let's say you get

a Big Mac, large fries, chocolate

milkshake, and hot apple pie.

Now take that meal and throw it

in the trash! How would that feel?

Maybe it would make you a little

upset. Well, the majority of
students should be very mad,

because many UNW services are

collecting dust even though we
are still pumping money into

them.

Now that you see the

problem, let me show you a

solution. There isn't enough

room to list all of the available

resource places, but three good

starting places arcfe SGA, The

LETTERS RESPONSES MISCELLANEOUS STUFB1

Leadership Center, and Student
Activities Office. These places
have information on most of the

services for the students. If they

don't have it they can direct you
to somebody who does have it.

<¥\l\ of the places are conveniendy
located upstairs in the University

Union, so go by and ask

questions.

Also, I would like to offer

my services in any way I can. I

hold office hours at the SGA
office, telephone number 395-

3553. I live in Graham Hall,

room 309, telephone number
350-3931 (this address will be

outdated by May 6, but I'll still

be around the SGA office). Feel

free to call, drop by, write letters,

oi whatever.

Once again, I urge all

students to get out there and

become involved. Remember,
educating the students is the

purpose of any university.

UNCW is no exception. There are

many educational opportunities

out there.

USE THEM!!!
Curtis Wilson

Student Body President

To all UNCW students,

I write this letter for two
purposes. First, to say good-bye

to all my friends and supporters.

Second, I want to ask that you, as

UNCW students, get involved in

our world.

My friends, this is the end of

my last semester at UNCW. I

want to thank all of those who
stood together when we spoke out

for what we believed in, whether

it was against the Gulf War,

against IFC funding, or any

moral outrage that affected us. I

leave this campus with a heavy

heart knowing so many friends

are left behind. I ask that all of us

speak out for what we believe in

and get involved in their campus,

their community, and their world.

The time is right for us to start to

get involved.

As many of us know, the

state is facing the worst budget

crunch in history. The state is

running up to 1 billion dollars in

the red. To make up for this

deficit, the state legislative will

make massive budget cuts across

the board. Education is one of
the first cuts that will be

instigated. These will be hard

cuts for education. 1$9 million in

cuts for the public school system,

19 million in cuts to the

community college system, and

59 million in cuts to the UNC
system will occur. These are cuts

over and beyond budget cuts

imposed last year. It is simple

mathematics to see that the 59

million in proposed cuts added to

the 65 million cut the UNC
system received last year equals

124 million in cuts over a two

year period.

The education system in this

state is stretched thin. If this

years budget cuts go through, the

system will be castrated. It is not

a pretty image, but needed
employees will be laid off, needed

supplies will go unordered, and
needed space will be closed down.

The quality of education in North

Carolina will receive a death

blow. What does this mean to a

state whose public education

system is already one of the worst

in the country? Do we really want

to go from bad to worst?

There is an outlet for our

educational frustrations. Karen
Gottovi and Harry Paine, our area

representatives, were recendy on

campus. I expressed to them the

growing concern on campus

about the budget cuts. I wanted
to express my frustration. They
told me that they needed to hear

from the people. We are the
people. So I am appealing to

you, THE STUDENTS, the
people who will be hurt most by
the budget cuts to take initiative

and to contact our representatives.

Let's tell them we want a n

alternative to the education budget

cuts. There are alternatives,

whether it's a state lottery, an

increased income taxes, or taking

the needed funds from the state's 9

billion dollar new highway fund.

There are bad things about all

those alternatives, but can it

really be worse than gutting our

legally guaranteed education.

We can save our education if

we work together, already 600
college students have protested

outside the General Assembly.

Contact your representatives and.

your senators. Save our
education and the education of the

next generation. EDUCATION IS

A RIGHT. It is not just a

privilege. Thank you

Denny Best

President

Campus Awareness
Organization

^

Well, it is my charge no
longer. With this issue, I hand
over the gavel to a new editor

—

someone who has been here

long enough to know far more *

than I knew when I came here.

I give up my office and my
window (with its view of the

hole where my tree used to be, '

and where my squirrel and I held '

long but silent communion).

There will be no more
twenty hour press days for me

—

no more heartburn when I hear
the terrified cry of a staff writer

who has just lost a thousand
words to a computer glitch—no
more facing the rage of the SGA
when they come under criticism

from the press—no more
chastisement from
administrative officials when a

reporter gets a little creative
with their quotes—no more
congratulations for a well done
issue.

And people ask me, "aren't

you glad to get out from under
all that?". What can I say? I'm

going to miss it. I'm going to

feel like Walter Payton after his

last career game (except the

Bears lost that one, and I don't
think The Seahawk has lost

this year).

When I pull that door
closed after I put this issue to

bed tonight, I will be closing
the door on what were probably
two of the hardest and busiest

years of my life.

And I loved every minute of
it!

Later.

Dear Editor,

I am writing in response to

Jay Tussell's editorial about the

Gulf War. Mr. Tussell, you are

right, the Vietnam Veterans were
treated badly when they returned

home, they had suffered terrible

conditions, both mental and
physical, and they deserved much
more than they were ever given
by their countrymen. War is hell,

any war, and we should be
thankful that the public has
learned from the horrible was it

treated the returning veterans from
Vietnam and has decided to'
support the Gulf troops, if not

'

the war. Many of your facts,

'

however, are not only unfair, but
also fallacious/

If you are tired of hearing
about those "poor boys", and how
they "fought for your freedom"
you ought to change the channel,
but while you do that think about ?

the men who have fought for,
your freedom since the
Revolutionary War and question
your part in keeping America
free. What have you done for your
country since you said the Pledge

Cont'd. On P.fl
v
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Ray Ban
Vuamet
Serengeti

Revo
bolle

AME
Ziari

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Beach Cover-ups, Tank Tops
Golf Shirts

• Caps, Totes and More
• All EXCLUSIVE Designs-
Beach, Wilmington, Historic

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

Shades of St. Croix
"
Your Sunglass Shop

in the

Lower Cape Fear"

• Maui Jim

•Pro
• Costa Del Mar
• X-isle

Ski Optiks

Style Eyes
Boris Becker

Styles Priced;.

From $7.00 !

Caoe Fear Shirtworks
"
Quality Imprinted Sportswear"

Cape Fear Screen Printing
Custom Screen Printing'

• T-Shirts, Sweatshirts
• Golf Shirts, Caps
• Bandanas, Totes, Aprons and More
• Greeks- All your Garment Needs
• Team Numbers and Lettering
• Embriodery - Shirts and Caps
• In House Artist & Graphic Design Department
• Whether you need 12 or 1200 call us!

#12 Market Street

Historic Downtown Wilmington
763-1188

ACt, BfcANOS THE fOLLOWXNCl

TZAJUtiJES TO CENTER ST^aE. .

.

AVk.lL 17 Al 8:00 P. 71.

"A LANDMARK PSYCHOLOGICAL
THRILLER."

Part-time and Full-time seasonal positions available at Jubilee Amusement Park. Different positions

wmm available, flexible hours. Call: 392-7106.

200-500 Summer Camp Positions Available. Staff Referral Services provides a network of camps, now

hiring, from "The Keys" to Wisconsin-Minnesota. One application reaches all camps. Applications at the

-• Student Employment Office.

URINE ANALYSIS? Worried about unwanted toxins? Naturally Klean Herbal Tea, Fast, Safe, Effective.

5* 100% natural blended herbs, why take chances with goldenseal or anything else? Works in 3-5 hours and
""""

comes with a Money Back Guarantee. To order or for more information, contact: S&R Marketing, Inc.

"•""
P.O. Box 3744, Boone, NC. 2860^. (704)265-3131.

"? SELF PUBLISHERS: Now you have a local source for professional typesetting at a reasonable price. Call

"M Wordwright. 395-5622.
1
i*-

-" HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet there anytime with AJRHnCH (r) for $160! (Reported

">'
in NY Times & Let's Go!) AIRHiTCH (r) 212-864-2000.

•" Need Extra Money? Earn up to $80.00 per month with your Blood Plasma Donations or $10.00 today for

"* whole blood. See student directories for valuable coupons. Groups can earn big bucks also! Call and ask

— for JEFF to find out how. Wilmington Donor Center. 102 S. 17th St. (919)763-5213.

•'-'- GIRL SCOUT CAMP in Greensboro/ High Point Area Seeking staff for summer employment. Positions

available include: WATERFRONT DIRECTOR, COUNSELORS, C.I.T. DIRECTOR, HEALTH
r SUPERVISOR, KITCHEN ASSISTANTS. COMPETITIVE SALARY AND BENEFITS. CONTACT
"~ NANCY AT 919-861-1 198.
Ml

'*" FULL-TIME SUMMER EMPLOYMENT POSITIONS, LIFTING REQUIRED, MUST BE AVAILABLE

FOR OVERNIGHT TRAVEL. OVERTIME AVAILABLE. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
"' POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN RALEIGH, GREENSBORO & CHARLOTTE. CONTACT RON
'"' SPENGLER, LAWRENCE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS. 1-800-336-9626-1-1.

nil

•* To any students interested in making extra money: Set your own schedule. Must enjoy working with

"^ people. Anyone interested, contact Ball Studio at 351 Unit 6, South College. University Commons.

!
—* Located beside TJ. Max!

Seamen and Seaweed Ultimate Teams- Congrats on placing first at Sectionals! Let's take this the distance,

practice hard andiocus on our goal! Hot on D, Cool on O-TANK. \

THE UNDISPUTED

HEAVYWEIGHT

CHAMPIONSHIP

OF THE WORLD!
EVtNDER

HOLYFIELD
CHAMPION

AVtiXL 23 Al 8:00 P.Ti.

GEORGE

FOREMAN
CHALLENGER

LIVE! FROM TRUMP PLAZA

FRIDAY, APRIL 19. 1991

Al 9:00 P.fl.

•mm the vliavtnr ^^g
il l-'.ildl VttraclMin H ^^^L
ii id tin vvntcr m Hf
il 1M W
nnio iIk' ninsl K tL V
]iMnr+mn: .lnvi m A w w
nifiircittjhW I W m /t
iiiimc ill [lie u.ir ~ m i till

v vi« i\hm hu

Jacobs Ladder
liMMdV

i >\v n . ,,.„, w. v uni ti»,\ mil i\tm

-
, VI iWIVUMUll vr»HW\| . .

GET THERE EARLY
**** SEATING WILL BE LIMITED TO FIRST COMF FIRST SERVE. ****

STUDFNT I.D. MAY BE REQl'lRF.n
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
"YEAH.. .RIGHT!'

with RaMONA HUPP
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Let's Do It Again Real Soon
• Now it's time to say good-bye

to all our family. Jed and all his

kin would like to thank you folks

for kindly droppin' in, and hope to

see you back again at this here

locality. See ya real soon. Y'all

come back now, ya hear?*

Yes, kids, join us next

semester for another exciting, if

not scary, journey into the

entertainment world. We will

scan the globe (that big old round

thing by the reference desk in the

library) to bring you semi-current,

not to mention semi-useless

entertainment information.

This "globe trotting" thing

takes a lot of work (plus it really

seems to annoy the librarians), but

if you think your made of the

right stuff, well, for a nominal fee

I can talk the big chief. . . Yeah
Right, like, he listens to me.

And that kids, is all she wrote

. . .Yeah, right!

Art Lectures Announced
St Johns Museum of Art has

two new exhibitions: Nature As

Art; Flora and Fauna in Pre-

Columbian America , and

Fragmentary Relics: A
Collaboration. Al Frega and Be

Gardiner . Exhibition dates are

until May 5th.

The exhibit Nature As Art:

Flora and Fauna in Pre-Columbian

America will present a number of

the finest Pre-Columbia objects

from the collection of the Duke
University Museum of Art. The
exhibit includes portrayals of the

natural environment in both
functional and decorative art

objects by different people's prior

to the time of Christopher

Columbus. These pieces

highlight the creativity of thirteen

Pre-Columbian cultures from

Middle, Central and South
American, spanning three

thousand years of artistic activity

(200 B.C. to 1500 A.D.).

The exhibit Fragmentary
Relics: A Collahnratinn , Al Ettgi
and Be Gardiner addresses the

exploration of a collaboration
between two sculptors. As quoted
from "Statement for Fragmentary
Relics" by Donna Frega.
Assistant Professor, Department
of English: "[ Al Frega and Be
Gardiner's] pieces reveal a shared

sense of irony and a critical

distrust of the inevitable
ornamental role art often comes to

assume in society.

St. Johns' exhibits are free to

the public on Tuesday-Saturday,
10-5. and Sunday 12-4. For more
info call 763-0281.

REM Has Reduced To
Whining And Crying
BY MARK SCHAEAGA

MUSIC REVIEWER

Jacob's Run offers
something every Thursday for

those people who want more
than just a cover charge.

Karaoke is wild, wacky,
moving, and lots of fun. Here is

how it goes, people pick a

song and get up on stage to

sing along to only the music
and background vocals. If you

go to a dance club, there is the

typical $4 or $5 cover charge

and that almighty "drink
special" which usually runs out

around 10 p.m. every time. If

you want to see live

entertainment with out the

cover charge, go and checkout

Karaoke.

Oooh, a big week in live

entertainment at the Monk,
tonight two of the best heavy
metal bands for one show,
Pantera and Wrathchild
America.

Friday, X c e s s i v e

Behavior in their debut
performance, tickets are $4 for

students and $ 5 for everyone

else. The band, which has

former members of Prowess
and The Accused, will be
playing covers from Bad
Company to Led Zeppelin
and originals which will be

along the lines Living
Colour and Red Hot Chili

Peppers.
Now for the FINAL TOP

TEN LIST of the year, sent into

us from our home office in

Hampstead, where there is a

paved road.

TOP TEN THINGS TO DO
THIS SUMMER

10.Go swimming in

"Shark" infested waters.

9. Break up with your

boyfriend

8. Then call the Shark

(number is in the phone book).

7. If busy keep trying.

6. Boycott MTV.
5. Tell your parents your

on the verge of a mental

collapse ( So you don't have

to get a summer job and just

sponge off them.)

4. Get a summer job in

Kuwait

3. Hang out at the beach
and pick up trash after everyone

leaves.

2. Join the local bridge

club.

1. Tell your boss (at the

end af the summet): "Get a

life!'

REM
Out of Time

Warner Bros.

71/2 Sharks Teeth

REM, who was on
Saturday Night Live this past

weekend.is back, but not better.

The social awareness is still

there, but the somberness of the

music is far more evident than

in any of their past releases.

What I liked about the

album was that some songs are

reminiscent of those off their

earlier albums, like "Losing my
Religion" (the video of which
was recently banned in Ireland),

Shiney, Happy People" and
"Texarkana."

"Low" describes the rest of

the album. The songs are

moody and slow, different than

other REM material.

Yes, we know that life is

hopeless, but why rub our faces

in it? 1 can only take so much
bad news at one time.

Guest vocalist Kate
Pierson, of the B-52's, adds a

nice touch with her vocal range

to the songs "Shiney Happy
People" and "Me in Honey."

It's a shame a band with as

much talent and awareness is

reduced to whining and crying.

Helix
Back For Another Taste

Grudge Records

8 Shark's Teeth

Helix is back and better
than ever. This band, that was
around in the early eighties, has
been reformed.

A song from their early
heydays "Deep Cuts the Knife"

is a long time favorite of mine.

Helix's Back For Another

Taste is laced with strong

power riffs, which comes across

like a breath of fresh air.

A cross between Def
Leppard, the early days, and
Van Halen, also the early days,

this album is a must for the

rock aficionado.

The best power ballad I

have heard in years is "Good To
The Last Drop". And the song

"The Storm" will rock your

socks off.

Well, another year down
the test tubes . . . almost. The
Shark, at times, has had a very

trying year, but all things

considered it was heUacious! . .

. That's all folks! *

Entertaining

You To The
Very End

RY RaMONA HIIPP
Arts A Entertainment Editor

ACE (Association for

Campus Entertainment), the

entertainment masters of the

Universe ( . . . okay, okay, so
maybe just the entertainment

masters of the University . . .),

who brought you Mr. Potato
Head, Henry Cho, Chairmen
of the Board, and Bob Hall,

plus much, much, more, just can't

seem to stop their maddening
pace. They will be holding
several events before the end of

semester. Most of the events are

free (or of nominal charge) for

UNCW students, and seem like a

darn good way to relieve some
stress!

APRIL 19- Instead of

practicing blows on your
roommate, go see ACE
broadcasting a championship
fight, "The Battle of the Ages"
between challenger, George
Foreman and champion,
Evander Holyfield. The fight

starts at 9:00 p.m. at the Center
Stage Cafe in the new Center
Union. Holy boxing shorts,
kids, don't miss this one.

APRIL 22- Giancarlo
Esposito, who has starred in

several Spike Lee films
(SCHOOL DAYS, DO THE RIGHT
THING), will be sharing personal

experiences and addressing issues

that concern our youth.

Esposito will be performing

on Monday evening April 22 at

8:00 p.m. in Cameron Hall

Auditorium. Admission is only
ONE dollar for UNCW's students

with valid ID. Co-sponsored by
A.C.E. and the Office o f

Minority Affairs. Don't miss
this award winning personality!

APRIL 23- You can also

catch the movie JACOB'S
LADDER at 8:00 p.m. in the

Center Stage Cafe on Tuesday
night. Don't miss it.

WLOZ'S TOP TEN
I URGE OVERKILL

The Supersonic

Slrorybook

2. JOHN S. HALL &
KRAMER

Real Men
3 DINOSAUR JR.

Green Mind
4 SYD BARRET

Peel Session

5. SPACEMEN 3

Recurring

6. VOLCANO SUNS
Blue Rib

7. SUPERCHUNK
Cool

8 SCREAMING TREES
Uncle Anesthesia

9 SPLINT
Spiderland

10. PUFF TUBE
Emergency Peanut

University Theatre

Presents Comedy
The UNCW Department of

Fine Arts University Theatre will
be presenting the play "The Real
Inspector Hound", by noted English
playwright Tom Stoppard, on April
17 through the 21st in the S.R.O.
Theatre in Kenan Hall.

The play will begin at 8:00
p.m. for each performance. Tickets

can be reserved and/or purchased by
calling 1-800-732-3643 or 791-
9695. The admission is FREE to

UNCW students with valid ID.

The Dude Is Versatile

And All Encompasing
BY TREY WYATT
MOVIE REVIEWER

At last, the long awaited
Dude Down Front "Dude
awards".

Dude awards are assigned

after minutes of painstaking
deliberation over the movies
that played in the Wilmington
area over the past t w o
semesters.

Some explanation of the

namesakes may be in order.
The word "dude" is a versatile

and all encompassing catch-all

that was almost used into

oblivion like "savage" of the

late seventies, "awesome" of
the early eighties and "totally"

of recent times. Never the less,

"Dude" survives with
applications almost a s

numerous as George Carlin's "f
word.

It's a question when you
hear a sound in the night and

you thought your roommate was
out- "Dude?"

It's an exclamation when
you catch your roommate
soaping up your date in the

shower- "Dude!"

It's a note of sympathy
when your roommate catches

you in the shower soaping up

his date- "... Dude. . .
" you

say, while shaking your head.

This could go on forever.

Anyway here's how it

applies to this year's films.

Dude! - to Spike Lee and

Denzel Washington for making
Mo' Better Blues, an

excellent and classic movie.

lOx Dude! - to Sam Riami

for his most fascinating
Darkman. The Dude Down
Front's favorite.

Nice Head. Dude - to the Ed
Sullivan look-a-like in Oliver

Stone's The Doors.

Dude? - to the tense

moments in Hardware. When
the futuristic artsy-fartsy babe
was strolling around her

apartment in a doily while

being pursued by a reclusive

SURF 10Ts
Concert Update
4/20 THE FOUR TOPS

Greenville, N.C.

4/19 WRATHCHILD
W7 PANTERA
Winston/Salem

4/25 BOB DYLAN
Charleston, S.C.

5/15 THE REPLACEMENTS
Raleigh

5/15 J.K. STEPPENWOLF
Charlotte

*

5/17 J K STEPPENWOLF
Raleigh

For More Info Call 251- 1075

Quisinart® on steroids.

Primal Scream Dude?!?!?- to

this years killer/thriller

Silence of the Lambs. A
truly horribly horrific horror

movie.

Scrunched-up nose, squintv-

eved- Dude! - to all the guys that

paid five bucks to see

Mermaids, which was written

and shot in some secret female

code that screwed us out of our

half of the date.

Yeah. Dude - to the not as-

good-as-the-first, but still okay

Teenage Mutant Turtles
II.

Weird Dude - to Jacob's
Ladder, last of the "E-Tickets".

Hooters. Dude- to the up-

and-coming Anne Benning and

her assets that she more than

adequately displayed in The
Grifters. Ms. Benning is a

shoe-in for the Cat Woman role

in Batman II, out next year.

Ah. Dude - to Awakenings,

the nicest story in a long time,

and the brilliant performances

by both Robin Williams and
Robert DeNiro.

Shake-a-Dude - to Susan
Sarandon who was very

convincing as "the not so

dumb" meat flipper in White
Palace.

-to Steven Segal, who
raised martial art movies to the

level of quality and respectable

films.

-to Mel Gibson for his

love-child Hamlet, which
didn't plow any new ground, but

it did fill in a lot of voids the

Cliff Notes left out.

In summary, the Dude's
favorite films were Darkman,
Awakenings, Hardware,
Silence of the Lambs and
The Grifters.

The major turds in the

system were Bonfires of the

Vanities, Mermaids,
Popcorn and Postcards
from the Edge.

Hey, that's the way I saw it.

Have a nice summer!

Jacob's Run
Will Host A
Fund Raiser

Jacob's Run will be hosting a

fund raiser for Jim Rattigan who is

suffering from leukemia, on April

26th. This end of the semester
blow out/ general all around stress

reliever will feature two bands
INLIMBO and B.O.A. (Bachelors of

Art).The admission is just three

dollars, with 500 draft. All

proceeds from the door will go to

the Jim Rattigan Leukemia Fund.

So come on out to Jacob's Run
next Friday to relieve some stress

and help out a good cause in the

process

XCESSIVE BEHA VIOA will be at ihc Mad Monk on Friday night Th| band members consist of

Moms. Bass: Victor Evangclista. guitar. Richard Arp. Drums. Johnm Br<fl*n. Vocals.

(left to right) Will

THURSDAY
iiiiii i i i i iiiiiiiiimilllllllll l ll l l ll l lll ti

"Raney"

A Comedy with Music

Thalian Hall

Karaoke
Jacob's Run

PANTERA
WRATHCHILD
Mad Monk

Comedy Zone

Blockade Runner

THE BO TRAVIS BAND
Yellow Rose Saloon

FRIDAY
!!!!::iiiiliiiiiliiiiiiiiiiii:il!!ll!lll l l ! l!!

SPLIT ENDZ
Guiseppe's

THE MUNDAHS
Jacob's Run

THE BO TRAVIS BAND
Yellow Rose Saloon

XCESSIVE BEHAVIOR
Mad Monk

"Raney"

A Comedy with Music

Thalian Hall

CAPT. COOK &
THE COCONUTS
Front Street News

Art Lecture

St. John's Museum
763-0281

SATURDAY

RUNDMC
w/ THE AFROS
Mad Monk

RUDE DOGS
Jacob's Run

THE BO TRAVIS BAND
Yellow Rose Saloon

CAPT COOK &
THE COCONUTS
Front Street News

"Raney"

A Comedy with Music

Thalian Hall

'MONDAY

earth day
recycle or die!

tijeSday
::::::::::

••••miil llll lll l lli iiiiiDiin

BLUES SOCIETY JAM
Front Street News

M^NESSaT"""""
1

"""•••••"::::::

Under the Shade Tree
Acoustic Jam
Front Street News
' iii ii i iii niiiif ii i ii i

Baxstage

392-7437
Comedy Zone
256-2251

Front Street News
762-6397
Guiseppe's
256-9600
Jacob's Run
251-1140
Mad Monk
395-0280
The Odyssey
791-2002
Thalian Hall

763-3398
Yellow Rose Saloon
791-2001 i

J-
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STOP
Being part of the problem
and be part of the solution

Student Government Association
to rtat? to *wtk, but lie can not

fro it alont

Where does the 1/4 million of your student fees go?

Who are the people that appropriate this money?

[Come and find out, SGR is located upstairs

in

the old union. Room 200 •

M°3$ 33$to&&%®

Treasurer Bxecutlve Assistants Election Board Chairman

Secretary Public Information Offlcer(PIO)

Student Grievance Board

Election Board

Athletic Council

Hearings Panei

Bookstore Committee

Building and Grounds Committee

Criminal Justice Board(CJB)

Budget and P(anningCommittee(BPC)

Calendar Committee

Investigating Panel

Chancellor's Safety Advisory Committee

Library Committee

Computer Services Committee

Student QrganizationsCommittee(SOC)

MtdiQ Publicity Board
Health and Wellness Center Committee

Parking Appeals Committee

Evaluation Committee

Student Affairs Committee

*

4

Come by t to pick up

iianaMMaai mmm^mtm
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- Cont'd. From PA
of Allegiance in school? Most of

the men and women who are Gulf

Veterans joined the forces because

of the need they felt to contribute

to what America stands for and to

repay the veterans who have gone

before them.

This includes the Vietnam
Veterans. There are Gulf Veterans

who are also Vietnam Veterans

and they will get the proper

homecoming this time. The
Vietnam Veterans who are out of

the service are happy that these

veterans don't have to face what

they did when they did come
home. Do you think that every

subsequent group of veterans

ought to be treated like the

Vietnam Veterans, because the

Vietnam Veterans didn't get what

they deserve? Do you think this

would make the Vietnam
Veterans happy? They have tried

very hard to tell what happened to

them so it will not happen to

anyone else, now it seems you

want their lessons to be

forgotten.

You state that you agree with

what we did, so how can you

disagree with giving the Gulf

Veterans recognition? They did

not have it "easy during these

past few months." Unless you

call 120 degree weather during the

day and near freezing temperatures

at night easy to adjust to. Perhaps

you think that the fear of having

artillery or rocket fire hit your

camp, tank, or foxhole is easy to

deal with. In the Gulf War the

troops in the rear had to conquer

their fears of Scud Missiles,

which was not easy, because now
nowhere was safe. Or was it

digging foxholes i n

excruciatingly hot weather that

was easy? I suppose it was

looking at your enemy face to

face, unsure if he was going to

surrender or not, that was easy.

Isn't being a POW hard? No it

was not an "easy" war and all of
these Americans are not just

getting a free ride to glory.

Troops were in the Middle
East for eight months, while the

Vietnam Veterans were in the

jungle for a year, not "two of
three", as you said, unless they

asked for another tour. The Gulf
troops may not have faced Agent
Orange, but when the chemical
and biological plants were blown
up the air carrying these agents

may have floated over our troops.

The Gulf Veterans also had to

take pills which contained many
agents which are not fully tested,

so maybe one day you will see an

effect like Agent Orange on our
returning veterans. The land
mines that Kuwait is littered with

have the same effect that

boobytraps in Vietnam had.

Troops have already died because
of these mines, but I guess you
missed that in the news.

When you watch the troops

step off the plane they look for

their families and breath in the air

of freedom, as the Vietnam
Veterans did, and if they ask for a

beer, they aren't the first ones to

have done that. The Vietnam
Veterans weren't just asking for

Pepsi, Coke, or milkshakes, they
wanted many things, one of
which was beer. The Gulf
Veterans still have to start dealing
with things that they saw, felt,

heard and did and they need our
support. They need the support
that our Veterans needed twenty
years ago and they are getting it.

They deserve it and they must
know that when America said,

"we will never again treat our
troops like we treated the
Vietnam Veterans," that we
meant it. Amy Benavides

Dear Editor,

This is the time of year when

many UNCW students consider

joining a truck driving school. It

is the week of preregistration for

the next semeoter.

UNCW has an inefficient

system based on a first come,

first serve basis. Depending on

how many hours a student has

taken, he is assigned a day to

register. The student then gets in

line and at 1 p.m., the stations

open and courses arc selected.

But it's not that easy. Most
of us know that courses close

quickly. To get the courses we
need, some line up three hours

before the stations open. If a

student chooses to get in line at 1

p.m., not only must he wait for

hours, but by the time he gets to

the front of the line, he has only

a handful of classes from which
to choose. In either case, the end
result is wasted time and

frustration.

Not all schools have similar

registration procedures. North
Carolina State University has a

phone line called TRACS
(Telephonic Access t o
Computerized Scheduling) where

students enter their courses over

the phone. This process usually

takes half an hour as opposed to

the three to four hours to get

courses at UNCW.

UNCW has outgrown its

current preregistration system. A
phone system is on the

chalkboard, but administrators

don't know if it is what we want.

They are also concerned about the

cost. I wouldn't mind paying an

extra $2 a semester and saving
three hours. Until a decision is

made students will waste hou^s in

long lines. Until then, local truck

driving schools will be grateful.

Matt Densoi.

Cont'd. From P. 1
Sick was said to be traveling Monday and could not be

reached for further comment. But the issue will be

discussed by Sick and others Tuesday on PBS-TV's

Frontline airing at 9 p.m. EDT.

Victor Gold, a key Bush aide in the 1980 campaign,

called the charge that Bush was involved in the deal a

"total fabrication," and added "Anyone who knows George

Bush knows he would not for one minute be part of any

political deal to keep Americans hostage 10 seconds

longer than necessary."

He attributed Sick's article to the continued inability

of Carter people to figure out why they lost the 1980

election.

But Stuart Eizenstat. an ex-Carter aide, said he's

known Sick, a career military officer, for many years.

"He's a straight arrow and not one to make wild

allegations," Eizenstat said.

(Richard Benedetto writesfor USA TODAY.)

r

tho maL>
MONK
WUmmftm. Mrtk Guvtuui

TONITE !!!

XCESSIVE BEHAVIOR
FRIDAY 4/19

PANTERA
w/

WRATHCHILD

SATURDAY 4/20

RUN DMC
W/THE AFROS

f\ -$£ $gV;
50 s DINER

419 S. College Rd. University Landing (next to Sutton Council)

iirM^spo^
TOP TEN SUPER

SHAKES or SUNDAES
52.25,3d

#1. PLAYNEJAYNE - will* ct crggm,

vanilla syruo. snipped cream., ana zcovea with

a cner-y.

#2. 31(3 BQSE£S " vaniila 'M cream,

cncc&aze syoic, Nestles cnoccaze chips

ana wniovea cream.

#3. BLUE &E5RY HILL - *mil, ce

cream. ?lue berries ana unwped cream.

#4. MCTHE^-'N-LAW - vanilla .ce cream,

cnocotate syrup, marsnmeilow cream, g-nui

Sutler ana Mrtiooea cream.

SPECIAL 50'S
PRICES

ON SELECTED PAYS
besdb

#5. WHOLE LOT OF SHAKIN
ce cream, pineapple and toovea with "

vannla

urfy

snipped cream. „ove it as a snaice or eunaae:

*6. UTTLE DEUCE
COUPE - Whoie

strawpeme5. vanilla,

ce cream ana whippet cream.

*9. QUTTA SITE -vanilla

ce cream, ?anana.

strawberries, pmeappie.

chocoiate syrup ana wnippej

cream.

jg r. f\ -\$L $QV
SOs DINER

OPEN 11 AM- 10PM DAILY

419 S. College Rd. University Landing (next to Sutton Council)—
392-5060
Call For Take-Out

ft
<*«m^

SHAKES
SUNDAES
BURGERS
DOGS
FRESH FRIES

CHILI

'THE SUKGEK"
^aae "-een with ean ground

?eef. Chili, siaw, onions, mustard..

THE "3IG CHEEZE"
'he durqer with real

cneddar cneeee

,

;1.45

.

!1.55

#6. ITSY &ITSY TEENIE WEENIE
YELLOW POLKA POT glKiNI -

vanilla ice cream,

cream. vummyi
-esn pananas. ana wmppr

j

&0. 00 RUN RUN - vanilla

•ce cream, -asppemes.
wnpped cream.

#7. AT THE HOP - OVai"5UOU '

vaniiia ce cream. cnoco^aze aynjo ana Call For
butler <=>co\cr\. Made fresn ror you: Take-Out

'

THE "HOUND DOG"
A root\onq ail meat hot

aoq with chiii an4 slaw on

a fresn, steamed bun '
l .45

THE CHEEZE HOUND
Delicious Hound Dog with

meited cheese ".55

or HALF CHEEZE HOUND
S1.05

FRESH FRIES
? -esn rough cut fnes

3IGFSY ; '1.25

5MAllr£Y 55*

"HALF-HOUND"
Haif of our

Hound Doq 95<f

-COUPON-

FREE BIG FRV!

"CHILI DIP'
Lean ground beef, ?eans

and Cheddar cheese 85 :

with any Burger or

Dog Purchased!

Present Student ID.

URGENT NEED
Planned Parenthood of the Capital and the Coast
is opening in Wilmington soon and is in need of a

"dorm size" refrigerator for use in the lab. If you
are interested in donating your old refrigerator,

please call the Office of Health

Promotion/ LivWELL, 395-3683. We will pick it up!

Where are you

hauling this stuff?
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Results Are Back From Sex Survey
In November 1990 the

UNCW Sextal Assault Advisory
Board conducted a survey among
430 students through selected
classes. The 33 question survey
dealt with three areas of concern
about the issue of rape (the

knowledge level, attitudes, and
personal experiences), and asked
students about their participation

in sexual assault education
programs on campus.

The results of the survey,
which was self-administered,
anonymous, and voluntary in

nature, are being studied by the

Board to continually assist the

university in providing education
and developing policy. The Board
surveyed a student sample
comprised of freshman (29.5%),
sophomores (32.9%), juniors

(20.3%), seniors (13.6%),
graduate students (2.9%), and
unclassified students (0.9%);
54.3% were female and 45.4%
were male.

The survey did not assess if

any of the respondents' rapes

occurred on campus or when they

occurred. National statistics

indicate that the 16-19 year old

age group is most affected by
crimes of sexual assault. The age

groups surveyed at UNCW thus

gifes the Board an idea where
UNCW students stand in relation

to national statistics. According
to various national studies on
college campuses, at least 20% of

female students have been raped -

12% during the past year; of the

women students who were raped,

33% had been assaulted more than

once.

While some responses were
encouraging in terms of student

awareness and attitudes, a

surprising number, particularly

among males, showed common
myths and misinformation that

appear to be prevalent among the

UNCW student population

sample. These results can be

significant in showing various

university and community
agencies that students still need

accurate information. In some
cases, counseling may be required

to change attitudes and behaviors.

The results certainly emphasize
the importance of sexual assault

awareness workshops which,
unfortunately, are often poorly

attended.

Among significant responses

were those related to rape
occurrences. (Figures have been

rounded to the nearest percentage

point.) On UNCW's campus 43%
of males and 60.8% of females

recognized date rape as a serious

problem. The majority of
students (79% of males, 86% of

females) did know that over 50%
of all rapes that occur are

acquaintance rapes between people

who have met before). Among
college students nationally, over

80% of attacks are acquaintance or

date rapes.

The circumstances and
motivations for rape were also

areas of misinformation among
respondents. Surprisingly, the

majority of students were either

wrong about or unaware of the

following facts:

The majority of rapes

happen in private residences.

(25% of males and 24% of

females disagreed; 34% of males

and 35% of females did not

know.) Actually, 60% of all rapes

occur in the victims' or assailants'

own homes.

Nearly all rape victims are

raped by someone of the same
race.

(39% of males and 51% of

females disagreed; 32% of males

and 28% of females did not

know.) Statistics show that well

over 90% of rapes are interacial.

Black male-white female accounts

for about 3.3% of reported rapes;

white male-black female accounts

for about 3.6%.

Rape Victims are usually

physically injured by the rapist

(64% of males and 54% of

females were wrong, while 16%
of males and 19% of females did

not know.) Although there may
not be physical injuries,
psychological damage can be

devastating. Often survivors are

in shock or withdrawn. Feelings

of guilt or shame are common
reactions. After a rape, about one

in three college women say that

they thought of suicide, one in

three seek counseling, and one in

four take self-defense courses.

Over 80% of survivors of sexual

assault report the rape
permanently changed their lives.

Most rapists are not involved

in a satisfactory sexual
relationship at the time of the

offense.

(25% of males and 18% of

females were wrong while 43% of

males and 39% of females did not

know.) Actually, most rapists

have wives or girlfriends in

satisfying relationships at the

time of their offense. Rape is a

crime of violence and anger, not

of sexual attraction.

A person who gets another

person drunk or drugged in order

to have intercourse is guilty of

rape.

While a majority of students

knew this to be true, a surprising

number were incorrect of did not

know (25% of males, 10% of

females). Among college students

nationally, over half of the

survivors and three-quarters of

attackers had been drinking prior

to a sexual assault

The results of the attitudes

surveyed also show some areas

for serious concern. Commonly
held myths often form a basis for

action or inaction in potentially

dangerous situations. For
instance, a significant percentage

of respondents (shown i n

parentheses) still believe the

following myths, or said they did

not know whether the statements

were true. Remember, all of these

myths are false generalizations:

They may occasionally be true,

Ifut most often they are not.

*Women sometimes say no
to sex with men, but really mean
yes. (28% males, 14% females)

*Many reports of rape are

made by women who are angry or

who "get caught" having sex.

(29% males, 14% females)

*A woman can stop a man
who is trying to rape her if she

really wants to. (18% males, 5%
females)

Women who verbally and

physically resist rape are about as

likely to be seriously injured or

killed as women who don't. (44%
males, 46% females)

The responses dealing with
personal experiences revealed that

about 42% of women and 25% of
men report being "touched
sexually" when they didn't want
to be; and 45% of women and
23% of men felt coerced into

kissing or petting against their

will. While 16% of women (close

to the national college average)
and 11% of men said they had
been "forced to engage in sexual

intercourse", only 11% of women
and 4% of men said they had been
raped. Such conflicting results

may imply difficulty in coming
to terms with being a rape victim

or they may imply lack of
awareness of the definition of
rape. On nearly all of the topics

in our study, males showed lower
levels or awareness than females.

These statistics bear out the

urgency of continuing education,

particularly among younger, less

experienced students who are in

the most vulnerable age groups.

The survey study was
coordinated by Ginny Jones,

lecturer in the English
Department and chairperson of the

Advisory Board's Education
Subcommittee. Ms. Li-Shing
Wang, Director of Student Life

Studies, compiled the survey
results and cross-tabulated
responses based on gender and
specific requests from the

Education Subcommittee.

Minorities
Awarded

The Sixth Annual Awards
Program for Minority Students
will be held at 8 p.m., Tuesday,
April 23 in the ballroom of the

University Center on the campus
of UNCW.

There will be 27 leadership

and 82 academic awards presented

to qualified black students. For
the academic award, a student
must have completed 12 semester

hours with a grade point average
of 3.0 for the Spring 1990 or Fall

1990 semesters. Also, there will

presentations of several other
special awards.

The awards program was
organized by Ralph Parker,

director or minority affairs at

UNCW. "Our intention with this

program is to give special
recognition to black students at

UNCW who have excelled in

academic and various leadership

roles," Parker said."In addition, it

is hoped that a program of this

nature will inspire other minority

students to pursue a higher level

of achievement in all aspects of
their lives."

A reception will follow the

program, and the public is invited

to attend.

For more information,
contact Ralph Parker at 395-3832
or 395-3439.

THE DISCOVER Ol'TDOOR LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
&. THE OUTDOOR ADVENTURE NETWORK WOULD
LIKE TO WISH STUDENTS GOOD LICK ON EXAMS!!!

mini-
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morning/tor
• ELECTRONICALLY
CONTROLLED

I 5811 N. Market St. (Rt. 17)

| 799-2727
I Located across from Coble Dairy

I
1/2 mile north of College Road
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It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the

dreaded astronomy exam.

On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps

keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniendy So

even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used Vivarin, mavbe he could have mastered the solar
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\ SEAHAWK SPORTS
ideline

ensations
Patrick Fowler
Sports Editor

Sombody
Pinch me

What!? I can't believe it! Is it true? Tell me,

are you serious?

This is the very last Seahawk for another
school year. I'm free?! I don't have to write one
more solitary word or phase. Am I dreaming?!

I'll receive no more death threats. No more
angry calls in the middle of the night. No more
screaming editors yelling in my face, "You've got

two minutes left in your deadline."

Somebody pinch me!

I check my hair, yep, still have most of those

follicles attached. I watch my hands. Amazing.
They've finally stopped shaking. My pulse.

"Whew." The ticker's still beating.

There must be a mistake. It can't be over this

easy.

What must I do now. What act must I perform

to unchain myself from this computer terminal?

Give a speech on nuclear physics, write a paper on
the mating ritual of the flamingo, go to an

insurance salesman seminar. Name it, I'll do it.

No? Nothing at all. Just finish my column and
page for this week.

"That's it! You're sure."

Naaah. There's got to be a catch somewhere.
Where is the camera hiding? I'm not going to fall

for this one. I've seen through your little ploy. I

know you want me to believe this is the last issue.

You want my mind to return to the world of the

living and sane. You're smiling in that corner. I can
see it. You'll wait to the very last second press

night to tell me there is another issue.

What!?

The office will be locked next week.

Now who's kidding who here. This office is

never locked up. I know. I've written columns and
stories up here until hours of the night that no
human being should be conscious at. I have the

bleary eyes, stiff back, and blank spaced-out

expression to prove it. I didn't even know the office

had a lock on it Besides you can't close it, where
will my campus mail go to if the door locks.

What will I do with all that free time. Study!?

You have got to be kidding. I haven't done that

since the beginning of the year, just ask my
professors.

What will I do with the extra hours of sleep?

What excuse can I tell my mother now why I'm

not eating right?

What will my clothes say—I mean fashion-

wise —without those lovely tape lines stuck all

over them?

I could be labeled a square.

The bags, the bags, under my eyes! I need
them. I still have four cases of AVON'S eye make-
up left. Shave!? I'll have time to shave. Well, there

goes seven perfectly good months of my life.

Professors will ask me to participate in

projects, to actively take part in class. I'll, gasp!, be

expected to know the answers to questions like

"What is the symbolism behind Shakespeare's Mid-

Summer Night Dream."

I'm dreaming, yeah, that's right. This isn't

happening to me. I refuse to be normal. You can't

make me.

"Hey, Wake up dummy!," a voice calls out.

"You fell asleep on the keyboard again."

I wipe the sleepers from my eyes. "Yea, I guess

I was tired."

I stretch my arms and legs and turn on the

computer screen. "Say," turning into the direction of

the voice. "How many more papers do we have to

put out."

"Where have you been," is the answer. "This is

the last issue before the summer !"

"What!" "I can't believe it. Is it true?! Tell me,
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Briton, MatthewsonRun to Honors
BY PATRICK FOWLER

SPORTS EDITOR

A defended title and a runaway highlighted the

Seahawks performances at the Colonial Athletic

Championships held on the campus of George
Mason University in Fairfax, Va.

Once again, two familiar faces, Shawn Briton

and Karen Mattewson, ran to fore front for UNCW,
breaking both personal and school records at the

eight team meet which featured runners from
William and Mary, American, East Carolina,
George Mason, United States Naval Academy, and
Richmond.

The Navy Midshipmen took the top honors in

the men's team competition beating second place

GMU by a narrow 13 point margin, 174-161.

William and Mary took third with 1 13 points. The
Seahawks with a final total of 24 tied ECU for fifth

place. UNCW runners, Shawn Briton, Patrick

DeBarber, and Karen Mattewson all earn All-

Conference honors in the contest. All-Conference

honors were awarded to the top three finishers in

each event

Junior Shawn Briton led the men's charge as he

successfully retained his 1990 CAA Steeplechase

title with another victory. Briton, finishing in a

time of 9:22.1, sprinted away from the competition

in the early laps. The Seahawk then coasted the rest

of the way beating second place JMU runner, Phil

Dickinson, by 14 seconds. The reclaimed title was
the first in UNCW track history. Briton was also

the only 1990 winner to repeat in his event.

"Shawn just toyed with the field today," coach

Cason said. "He could have run faster but we knew
we had this race pretty much wrapped-up by the

mid-way point. We told him to ease ba k ". a bit."

Briton's winning time reflected this having

won last year's race 14 seconds faster in a time of

9:07:40.

Seahawk trekker, Patrick DeBarber placed

second in the javelin contest. The hurler tossed the

metal spear 187.5 feet and was leading for most of

the event before he was out gunned two inches by

William and Mary's Scott Young fling of 187.5

Meanwhile, the Lady Patriots of GMU sprinted

away with the CAA crown in the women's
competition after mounting a 70 point lead, 171-

101, after only seven events. JMU grabbed second

Both Junior Shawn Briton and Sophomore Karen Matthewson
Championships held on the campus of George Mason University.

place (141) and William and Mary (115) took third.

UNCW finished last with 30 points. However,
almost half of those points (12) belong to one
woman, Karen Mattewson.

Karen Mattewson was the show for the
Seahawks. The 23-year old married sophomore
the field in the 10,000 meter race as her blistering

pace was only slowed by the pleas of her concern

coach.

Mattewson indeed slackened her pace but not

before qualifying for the East College Athletic

Southern Division (ECAC) heats with a time of

37:13.50.

"I told her to settle down and save her strength,"

Cason said. "I knew she already had that race in hand
and I wanted her to have something left for the

3,000 meter later that day

Photo Courtesy of Sporu Information

ran to All-Conference honors at the Colonial Athletic

She didn't disappoint him. After winning the

10,000 meter, the talented runner finished fifth in

the 3,000 race. The finish earned the Lady Seahawk
her second All-Conference honor in less than five

hours. The trekker also holds all women's distance

running records at UNCW except the 800 meters. A
mark she may hold soon as coach Cason plans to

time the runner in the event later in the week.

"Karen has broken a personal best in every meet
she been in," Cason said. "What she achieved at the

CAA' s was remarkable. She surprises me again and

again with her talents. She is truly a special

athlete."

The Seahawks next appearance will be at the

Penn Relays, April 25-27, in Philadelphia, Pa.

A.D. Selection Is Down to Final Six
BY PATRICK FOWLER

SPORTS EDITOR

And then there were six.

The UNCW 10-person search committee for a

new athletic director has whittle down a list of 160

applicants to six names. The surviving six are

Charlie Carr, an associate athletic director at East
Carolina, Jim Bass, assistant athletic director for

marketing at ECU, Villanova AD Ted Aceto, former

Louisiana Tech AD Paul Miller, Virginia Tech
assistant AD Danny Monk, and N.C State associate

AD Nora Finch.

The search, which began last August when
current AD Bill Brooks announced his retirement,

has been ongoing the entire school year. Each
applicant to the position was invited down to the

university and interviewed by the panel chaired by

associate math professor Ken Gurganus. Based on
past experience, personnel strengths and weakness,

and the interview with the committee the list was
narrowed down.

"I know something about each one," UNCW
provost and vice chancellor for academic affairs

Charles Cahill said. "But I haven't sat down with

the committee and talked about them."

The committee will spend the next three weeks
interviewing each of the candidates before reaching a

final decision.

"I like to get this done in early May," Mr.
Cahill said. "But two interviews a week is all you
can handle, so it will take us about three weeks to

wrap up the interviews."

Of the candidates to run for the position the

front runner appears to be Villanova AD, Ted Aceto.

Mr. Aceto, 51, has held the position at alma mater,

Big East Conference School for 17 years. However
local pull is strong in Charles Carr who was the

executive director of the ECU Pirate Club and
director of athletics of Mississippi State from 1985-

"/ swear I'll be out of this hole in another

minute. Just give me one more stroke.

Why do I have this strange feeling I'm

beine watched?!

Sports BirMs
Blue No More

The Seahawks came across the Blue Devils
once too often. The UNCW men's and women's
crew team took on Duke University in back to back
week sculling competition on the Lake Michie
Regatta Waterway outside Durham,April 6 and 13th.

The first meeting found the UNCW men's
varsity team achieving a personal best time of
7:21.5. However it wasn't enough as the team
dropped a closer race to the Devils by four
hundredths of a second. The men's and women's
novice teams also went down in defeat but improved
on their individual times.

The team gained experience from the round one
encounter and were ready in round two a week later.

The same Varsity Four squad that lost to the Blue
Devils team seven days ago soundly destroyed their

competition by 7 seconds. In the process of the win
the grouped shattered their previous best time in the

water with a winning mark of 6:28. The two novice
groups however fell again but their races were both
tighter.

The Seahawks head next to The Southeastern
Invitational Rowing Association Championship in

Tennessee on April 27. The team competes next in

87.

The youngest of the select group is Mr. Bass
who served as executive director of the Seahawk
Club for three years for leaving UNCW for ECU.

The lone woman in the field, Mrs. Finch, has
served on the N.C State sufi' for 13 years and was
nominated for many A.D. posts before the UNCW
vacancy. However, this is the only one she says she
applied for on her own.

"On paper, we have a pretty good array of
experience with these six." Mr. Cahill said. "We're
looking for someone with experience who is good at

fund-raising."

Outgoing director Bill Brooks, who didn't serve

on the selection committee, said this about his

retirement. "When I speak and think about UNCW.
I'm talking about most of my adult life," Mr.
Brooks said. "I guess I've always put UNCW first in

my book. I hope when people remember me they'll

remember every action or decision I took or made
was in the university's best interest. This institution

is like my family, it's an important part of me. It

would really bother me if people thought that while
I served as athletic director, I made self-serving
decision for my own benefits."

Brooks ended saying this about his affiliation

with the university after his retirement, effective

July 1. "I don't plan on going out and slamming
the door behind me and saying good-bye forever,"

Mr. Brooks said. "I'll be here if the university needs
me but I'm not going to be peering over the new
AD's shoulder seeing what he or she doing. That's

why I didn't want to be on the search committee. I

have been responsible for this university for 40
years and I didn't want to be held accountable for the

next 40, It's someone else turn."

The decision is hoped to be reached and
announced before school release for the summer.

Photo Courtay of Sporu Information

Athletic Director Bill Brooks, pictured above, it retiring at the
end of this academic year. Brooks has coached, taught, and
administrated at the university for 40 years. Brooks describes
the university as "part of his family." The selection committee
hat narrowed the 160 applicants to six finalists. A decision it
expected by earlier May.

The Dan Vails Tournament in Philadelphia, PA on
May 9-11.

Numero Uno
The UNCW women's Ultimate team, The

Seaweeds, are begin to move out of the shadow of
the dominant male program around them, making
waves of their own. The team is currently a

undefeated 9-0 in play, winning recently both the

Easterns and Easter Egg tournaments held on Brooks
Field. On April 2, the Ultimate College Players

Association ranked the squad as number one for the

fifth consecutive week.

If the club maintains this high ranking it will

be invited to compete in the U.S. Nationals
Competition in early May. This season the U.S
Nationals are being held in Madison,Wisconsin.

Winning squads are invited to compete in the World
competition.

j

Hot Hot Hawks
The men's baseball team took three of four

games over the weekend to hang on to the second

place in the CAA conference. The Seahawks picked

up dual wins over William and Mary on Friday and

Saturday. UNCW won the first games 7-3 and 8-7.
The Seahawks then split a Sunday double header
against conference leader Richmond, winning game
one 3-2 and losing game two 6-3.

Senior Mike Siopes had a productive week for
the Seahawks. The senior batted .444 from the plate
with eight hits in 18 trips to the plate. The versatile
athlete also pitched complete game win over
Richmond (3-2). The mult-talented player allowed
no earned runs and fanned eight batters. Siopes holds
the league earned run average at 2:01 a game and

boosted his overall pitching mark to a perfect 5-0 on
the year.

The Seahawks (22-16 overall, 10-6 in CAA)
play UNC and Coastal Tuesday and Thursday before
traveling up the road to Greenville, N.C. to face
their rival ECU Pirates on their home turf. This is

the first meeting of the two teams this season.

Net Losses
The men's tennis team dropped all three

matches in the Azalea Festival Tournament it

hosted. The Seahawks lost to Winthrop (6-
3),Coastal Carolina (6-0), and Armstrong Stat (6-0).

The team falls to 8-14 overall and 1-3 in the
CAA. They finish the season at Methodist April
17th.
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